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PREFACE.

I COMPLETE in this volume the work which has absorbed such leisure aa

could be spared from many and onerous duties during the last twelve

years. My object has been to furnish English readers with a com-

panion, partly historic and partly expository, to the whole of the New
Testament. By attention to the minutest details of the original, by

availing myself to the best of my power of the results of modem
criticism, by trying to concentrate upon the writings of the Apostlea

and Evangelists such light as may be derived from Jewish, Pagan, or

Christian sources, I have endeavoured to fulfil my ordination vow and

to show diligence in such studies as help to the knowledge of the Holy

Scriptures. The " Life of Christ " was intended mainly as a com-

mentary upon the Gospels. It was written in such a form as should

reproduce whatever I had been able to leam from the close examination

of every word which they contain, and should at the same time set

forth the living reality of the scenes recorded. In the " Life of St.

Paul " I wished to incorporate the details of the Acts of the Apostles

with such biographical incidents as can be derived from the Epistles of

St. Paul ; and to take the reader through the Epistles themselves in a

way which might enable him, with keener interest, to judge of their

separate purpose and peculiarities by grasping the circumstances under

which each of them was written. The present volumes are an attempt

to set forth, in their distinctive characteristics, the work and the

writings of St. Peter, St. James, St. Jude, St. John, and the author of

the Epistle to the Hebrews. If my efibrt has been in any degree

successful, the reader should carry away from these pages some con-

ception of the varieties of religious thought which prevailed in the

schools of Jerusalem and of Alexandria, and also of those phases of

theology which are represented by the writings of the two greatest of

the twelve Apostles.
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In carrying out this design I have gone, almost verse by verse,

through the seven Catholic Epistles, the Epistle to the Hebrews, and

the Revelation of St. John—explaining their special difficulties, and

developing their general characteristics. Among many Christians

there is a singular ignorance of the Books of Scripture as a whole.

With a wide knowledge of particular texts, there is a strange lack of

familiarity with the bearings of each separate Gospel and Epistle. I

have hoped that by considering each book in connexion with all that we
can learn of its author, and of the circumstances under which it was

written, I might perhaps contribute to the intelligent study of Holy

Writ. There may be some truth in the old motto, Bonus textuarius

bonus theohgus ; but he whose knowledge is confined to " texts," and

who has never studied them, first with their context, then as forming

fragments of entire books, and lastly ia their relation to the whole of

Scripture, incurs the risk of turning theology into an erroneous and

artificial system. It is thus that the Bible has been misinterpreted by

substituting words for things ; by making the dead letter an instrument

wherewith to murder the living spirit ; and by reading into Scripture, a

multitude of meanings which it was never intended to express. Words,

like the chameleon, change their colour with their surroundings. The
very same word may in dififerent ages involve almost opposite connota-

tions. The vague and difiering notions attached to the same term

have been the most fruitful sources of theological bitterness, and of the

internecine opposition of contending sects. The abuse of sacred

phrases has been the cause, in age after age, of incredible misery and
mischief. Texts have been perverted to sharpen the sword of the

tyrant and to strengthen the rod of the oppressor—^to kindle the fagot

.

ofi the Inquisitor and to rivet the fetters of the slave. The terrible

w^wngs which have been inflicted upon mankind in their name have

been due exclusively to their isolation and perversion. The remedy for

these deadly evils would have been found in the due study and compre-

hension of Scripture as a whole. The Bible does not all lie at a dead

level of homogeneity and uniformity. It is a progressive revelation.

Its many-coloured wisdom was made known " fragmentarily and multi-

fariously "—in many parts and in many maimers.

In the endeavour to give a clearer conception of the books here

considered I have followed such different methods as each particular

passage seemed to require. I have sometimes furnished a very
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close and literal translation j sometimes a free paraphrase ; some-

times a rapid abstract; sometimes a running commentary. Avoiding

all parade of learned references, I have thought that the reader

would generally prefer the brief expression of a definite opinion

to the reiteration of many bewildering theories. Neither in this,

nor in the previous volumes, h'-^.'e T wilfully or consciously avoided

a single difficulty. A passiiig sentence often expresses a conclusion

which has only been formed after the study of long and tedious

monographs. In the foot-notes especially I have compressed into

the smallest possible space what seemed to be most immediately

valuable for the illustration of particular words or allusions. In the

choice of readings I have "exercised an independent judgment. If my
choice coincides in most instances with that of the Revisers of the

New Testament, this has only arisen from the fact that I have been

guided by the same principles as they were. This volume, like the

" Life of Christ " and the " Life of St. Paul," was written before the

readings adopted by the Revisers were known, and without the assis-

tance which I should otherwise have derived from their invaluable

labours. *

The purpose which I have had in view has been, I trust, in itself a

worthy one, however much I may have failed in its execution. A
living writer of eminence has spoken of his works in terms which, in

very humble measure, I would fain apply to my own. " I have made,"

said Cardinal Newman—^in a speech delivered in 1879—"many mis-

takes. I have nothing of that high perfection which belongs to the

writrags of the saints, namely, that error cannot be found in them.

But what I trust I may claim throughout all I have written is this—an

honest intention ; an absence of personal ends ; a temper of obedience ;

a willingness to be corrected; a dread of error; a desire to serve the

Holy Church; and" (though this is perhaps more than I have any

right to say) "through the Divine mercy a fair measure of success."

F. W. FARRAE.

St. Margaret's Eectory, TFestmimier,

June 1th, 1882.

* I take this opportunity of thanking the Rev. John de Soyres and Mr. W. K.
Brown for the assistance which they have rendered in preparing this hook for the press.
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Eaely Days of Christianity.

Book 5.

THE WOELD.

CHAPTEK I.

MORAL CONDITION OP THE WORLD.

" Quem vooet divum populus ruentia
Impert rebus P preoe qua fatigent

Virgines sanctae minus audientem
Cannina Vestam ?

"

—Hoe. Od. I. ii. 25.

" Nona aetas agitur pejoraque saecula ferri

Temporibus, quorum soeleri non invenit ipsa

Nomen, et a nallo posuit natura metallo."

—Juv. Sat. xiii. 28—30.

" From Mummins to Augustus the Roman city stands as the living mistress of a
dead world, and from Augustus to Theodosius the mistress becomes as lifeless as her
subjects."

—

^Fkeeman's Essays, ii. 330.

The epoch which witnessed the early growth of Christianity was an

epoch of which the horror and the degradation have rarely been

equalled, and perhaps never exceeded, in the annals of mankind. Were
we to form our sole estimate of it from the lurid picture of its wicked-

ness, which St. Paul in more than one passage has painted with a few

powerful strokes, we might suppose that we were judging it from too

lofty a standpoint. "We might be accused of throwing too dark a

shadow upon the crimes of Paganism, when we set it as a foil

to the lustre of an ideal holiness. But even if St. Paul had
never paused amid his sacred reasonings to affix his terrible brand

upon the pride of Heathenism, there would still have been abundant

proofs of the abnormal wickedness which accompanied the decadence

of ancient civilisation. They are stamped upon its coinage, cut on its

. gems, painted upon its chamber-walls, sown broadcast over the pages of

its poets, satirists, and historians. " Out of thine own mouth will I

]
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judge thee, thou wicked, servant !

" Is there any age -which stands so

instantly condemned by the bare mention of its rulers as that which
recalls the successive names of Tiberius, Gaius, Claudius, Nero, Galba,

Otho, and Vitellius, and which after a brief gleam of better examples

under Vespasian and Titus, sank at last under the hideous tyranny of

a Domitian 1 Is there any age of which the evil characteristics force

themselves so instantaneously upon the mind as that of which we
mainly learn the history and moral condition from the relics of Pompeii
and Herculaneum, the satires of Persius and Juvenal, the epigrams of

Martial, and the terrible records of Tacitus, Suetonius, and Dion
Cassius ? And yet even beneath this lowest deep, there is a lower deep ;

for not even on their dark pages are the depths of Satan so shamelessly

laid bare to human gaze as they are in the sordid fictions of Petronius

and of Apuleius. But to dwell upon the crimes and the retributive

misery of that period is happily not my duty. I need but make a
passing allusion to its enormous wealth ; its unbounded self-indulgence

;

its coarse and tasteless luxury ; its greedy avarice ; its sense of in-

security and terror ; ^ its apathy, debauchery, and cruelty ;
^ its hopeless

fatalism ; ' its imspeakable sadness and weariness ; * its strange extra-

vagances alike of infidelity and of superstition.'

At the lowest extreme of the social scale were millions of slaves,

without family, without religion, without possessions, who had no
recognised rights, and towards whom none had any recognised duties,

passing normally from a childhood of degradation to a manhood of

hardship, and an old age of unpitied neglect.^ Only a little above the

slaves stood the lower classes, who formed the vast majority of the
freeborn inhabitants of the Roman Empire. They were, for the most

1 2 Cor. vii. 10; " Interciderat sortis hnmanae commeroium yi metCis," Tac. Ann.
vi. 19; "Pavor interims ocoupaverat animos," id. iv. 76. See the very remarkable
passage of Pliny ("At Hercule homini plurima ex homine mala sunt," B. N. vii. 1).

2 Mart. Ep. ii. 66 ; Juy. vi. 491.
3 Lucan, Phm-s. i. 70, 81 ; Suet. TO). 69 ; Tac. Agric. 42 ; Ann. iii. 18, iv. 26 ; " Sed

mihi haeo et talia audienti in incerto judicium est, fatone res mortalium et necessitate
immutabili an forte volvantur," Ann. vi. 22 ; Pliu. H. iT. ii. 7 ; Sen. De Binef. iv. 7.

* Tacitus, with all his resources, finds it difficult to vary his language in describing so
many suicides.

* See my Witness of History to Christ, p. 101; Seekers after God, p. 38. The
" taurobolies " and " faiobolies " (baths in the blood of bulls and rams) mark the
extreme sensuality of superstition. See Dollinger, Gentile and Jew, ii. 179; De
PressensS, Trois Premiers Sidles, ii. 1—60, etc.

5 Some of the loci classici on Roman slavery are : Cic. De Rep. xiv. 23 ; Juv. vi 219
X. 183, xiv. 16—24 ; Sen. Ep. 47 ; De IrA, iii. 35, 40 ; De Clem. 18 ; Controv. v. 33 ; De
Vit- Beat. 17 ; Plin. H. N. xxxiii. 11 ; Plut. Cato, 21. Vedius PoUio and the lampreys
(Plin. H. N. ix. 23). In the debate on the murder of Pedanius Secundus (Tac. Ann.
xiv. 42—4.5) many eminent senators openly advocated the brutal law that when a master
was murdered, his slaves, often to the number of hundreds, should be put to death.
These facts, and many others, will be found collected in Wallon, De VEsclavage dam
VAmtiquiti; Friedlander, Sittengesch. Eoms ; Becker, Gallus, E. T. 199—225 ; Dollinger,
Judentk. u. Heidenth. ix. 1, § 2. It is reckoned that in the Empire there cannot have
been fewer than 60,000,000 slaves (Le Maistre, Du Pape, i. 283). They were so
numerous as to be divided according to their nationalities (Tac. Ann. iii. 53), and every
slave wa5 regarded as a potential enemy (Sen. Ep. xlvii.).
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part, beggars and idlers, familiar with the grossest indignities of an
unscrupulous dependence. Despising a life of honest industry, they
asked only for bread and the games of the circus, and were ready to

support any Government, even the most despotic, if it would supply
these needs. They spent their mornings in lounging about the Forum,
or in dancing attendance at the levies of patrons, for a share in whose
largesses they daily struggled.^ They spent their afternoons and evenings
in gossiping at the Public Baths, in listlessly enjoying the polluted

plays of the theatre, or looking with fierce thrills of delighted horror
at the bloody sports of the arena. At night they crept up to their

miserable garrets in the sixth and seventh storeys of the huge insulae—
the lodging houses of Rome—into which, as into the low lodging-

houses of the poorer quarters of London, there drifted all that was
most wretched and most vile.'' Their life, as it is described for us

by their contemporaries, waa largely made up of squalor, misery, and
vice.

Immeasurably removed from these needy and greedy freemen, and
living chiefly amid crowds of corrupted and obsequious slaves, stood the

constantly diminishing throng of the wealthy and the noble.* Every
age in its decline has exhibited the spectacle of selfish luxury side by
side with abject poverty ; of

—

" Wealth, a monster gorged
Mid starving populations :

"

—

but nowhere, and at no period, were these contrasts so startling as they

were in Imperial Rome. There a whole population might be trembling

lest they should be starved by the delay of an Alexandrian corn-ship,

while the upper classes were squandering a fortune at a single banquet,'

drinking out of myrrhine and jewelled vases worth hundreds of pounds,'*

and feasting on the brains of peacocks and the tongues of nightingales.*

As a consequence, disease was rife, men were short-lived, and even

1 Suet. Ner. 16 ; Mart. iv. 8, viii. 50 ; Juv. i. 100, 128, iii. 269, etc.

' Juv. Sat. ill. 60—65 ; Athen. i. 17, § 36 ; Tao. Ann. xv. 44, " quo cunota undique
atrocia aut pudenda conflnunt

;
" Vitruv. ii. 8 ; Suet. Ner. 38. There were 44,000

iTimlae in Rome to only 1,780 domus (Becker, Gallus, E. T., p. 232).

3 Among the 1,200,000 inhabitants of ancient Rome, even in Cicero's time, there

were scarcely 2,000 proprietors (Cic. De Off. ii. 21).

* See Tac. Ann. iii. .55. 400,000 sesterces (Juv. xi. 19). Taking the standard of

100,000 sesterces to be in tTaS Augustan age £1,080 {which is a little below the calculation

of Hultsch), this would be £4,320. 30,000,000 sesterces (Sen. Ep. xov. ; Sen. ad. Selv.

9). In the days of Tiberius three mullets had sold for 30,000 sesterces (Suet. Tii. 34).

Even in the days of Pompey Romans had adopted the disgusting practice of preparing

for a dinner by taking an emetic. Vitellius set on the table at one banquet 2,000 fishes

and 7,000 birds, and in less than eight months spent in feasts a sum that would now
amount to several millions.

5 Plin. H. N. viii. 48, xxxvii. 18.
6 " Portenta luxuriae," Sen. Ep. ox. ; Plin. H. N. ix. 18, 32, x. 51, 72. Petron. 93

;

Juv. xi. 1—55, V. 92—100; Macrob. Sat. iii. 12, 13 ; Sen. Ep. Ixxxix. 21 ; Mart. Ep.
Ixx. 5 ; Lampridius, Elarjdb. 20 ; Suet. YiteU. 13. On the luxury of the age in general,

see Sen. De Brev. Yit. 12 ; Ep. xov.
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women became liable to gout.' Over a large part of Italy most of tho

freebom population had to content themselves, even in winter, with a
tunic, and the luxury of the toga was reserved only, by way of honour,

to the corpse.^ Yet at this very time the dress of Roman ladies dis-

played an \mheard-of splendour. The elder Pliny tells us that he
himself saw Lollia Paulina dressed for a betrothal feast in a robe entirely

covered with pearls and emeralds, which had cost forty million sesterces,'

and which was known to be less costly than some of her other dresses.*

Gluttony, caprice, extravagance, ostentation, impurity, rioted in the

heart of a society which knew of no other means by which to break

the monotony of its weariness, or alleviate the anguish of its despair.

" On that hard Pa^an world disgust
And secret loathing fell

;

Deep weariness and sated lust

Made human life a hell.

In his cool hall, with haggard eyes,

The Bomanjiohle lay;

He drove abroad in furious guise
Along the Appian Way

;

He made a feast, drank fierce and fast,

And crowned his hair with flowers

—

No easier nor no quicker past
The impracticable hours."

At the summit of the whole decaying system—necessary, yet

detested—elevated indefinitely above the very highest, yet living in

dread of the very lowest, oppressing a population which he terrified,

and terrified by the population which he oppressed^—was an Emperor,
raised to the divinest pinnacle of autocracy, yet conscious that his life

hung upon a thread f—an Emperor who, in the terrible phrase of

Gibbon, was at once a priest, an atheist, and a god.'

The general condition of society was such as might have been ex-

pected from the existence of these elements. The Romans had entered

on a stage of fatal degeneracy from the first day of their close inter-

course with Greece.' Greece learnt from Rome her cold-blooded

cruelty ; Rome learnt from Greece her voluptuous corruption. Family

' Sen. Ep. xcT. 15—29. At Herculaneum many of the roUs discovered were cookery
books.

2 Juv. i. 171 ; Mart. ix. 58, 8.

3 £432,000.
< Pliny, ff. If. ix. 35, 56. He also saw Agrippina in a robe of gold tissue, id.

zxxiii. 19.
5 Juv. iv. 153 ; Suet. Domit. 17.
^ Tao. Ann. vi. 6 ; Suet. Claud. 35.
' " Coelum deoretum," Tac. Ann. i. 73 ; " Dis aequa poteatas Caesaris," Juv. iv. 71

;

Plin. Paneg. 74—5, "CSvitas nihil felioitati suae putat ad^trui, posse nisi ut2>i Caeiarem
imitentur." (Cf. Suet. Jid. 88 ; Tib. 13, 58 ; Aug. 89 ; CaZiff 33 ; Ve^. 23 Domit. 13).
Lucan, vli. 456 ; Philo, Leg. ad Oaium passim ; Dion Cass. Ixiii. 5, 20 : Martial, passim ;
Tert. Apol. 33, 34 ; Boissier, La Rd. Bomaine, i. 122—20S.

8 The degeneracy is specially traceable in thejr literature from the iaysi of PlautiM
onwards,
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life among the Romans had once been a sacred thing, and for 620 years

divorce had been unknown among them.' Under the Empire marriage

had come to be regarded with disfavour and disdain." "Women, as

Seneca says, married in order to be divorced, and were divorced in order

to marry ; and noble Roman matrons counted the years not by the

Consuls, but by their discarded or discarding husbands.'

To have a family was regarded as a misfortune, because the childless

were courted with extraordinary assiduity by crowds of fortune-hunters.*

When there were children in a famUy, their education was left to be
begun under the tutelage of those slaves who were otherwise the most
decrepit and useless,' and was carried on, with results too fatally

obvious, by supple, accomplished, and abandoned Greeklings.' But,

indeed, no system of education could have eradicated the influence of

the domestic circle. No care' could have prevented the sons and
daughters of a wealthy family from catching the contagion of the

vices of which they saw in their parents a constant and unblushing

example.'

Literature and art were infected with the prevalent degradation.

Poetry sank in great measure into exaggerated satire, hollow declamar

tion, or frivolous epigrams. Art was partly corrupted by the fondness

for glare, expensiveness, and size,' and partly sank into miserable

triviality, or immoral prettinesses,'" such as those which decorated the

walls of Pompeii in the first century, and the Pare aux Cerfs in the

eighteenth. Greek statues of the days of Phidias were ruthlessly

decapitated, that their heads might be replaced by the scowling or imbe-

cile features of a Gains or a Claudius. Nero, professing to be a con-

noisseur, thought that he improved the Alexander of Lysimachus by
gilding it from head to foot. Eloquence, deprived of every legitimate

aim, and used almost solely for purposes of insincere display, was
tempted to supply the lack of genuine fire by sonorous euphony and

' The first Roman recorded to have divorced his wife was Sp. Oarviliua Kuga,

B.C. 234 (Dionys. ii. 25 ; Aul. Gell. xvii. 21).

2 Hor. Od. iii. 6, 17. "Baraque in hoc aevo quae velit esse parens," Ov. Jfrnc. 15.

Hence the Lex Fapia Poppaea, the Jus trium Uberorum, etc. ' Suet. Oct. 34 ; Aul. Gell.

i. 6. See Champagny, Les Chars, i. 258, seg.

' "Non consulum numero sed maritorum annos sues computant," Sen. De Benef.

iii. 16; "Eepudium jam votiun erat, et quasi matrimonii fructus," Tert. Apol. 6;
"Corrumpere et corrumpi saeculum vo(»tur," Tao. Germ .19. Comp. Suet. CaXig. 34.

* Tac. Oerm. 20 ; Ann. xiii. 52 ; PUn. H. N. xiv. promm ; Sen. ad Marc. Consol, 19 ;

Plin. Spp. iv. 16 ; Jut. Sat. xU. 114, seq.

6 Plut. De Lib. Educ
« Juv. viL 187, 219.
1 Jut. Sai. xIt.

8 Jut. Sat. xiv. passim; Tao. De Oral. 28, 29; Quinot. i. 2; Sen. De Ira, ii. 22;
Ep. 95.

' It was the age of Colossi (Plin. H. N. xxxiv. 7 ; Mart. Ep. i. 71, viii. 44 ; Stat,

Sylv. i. 1, etc.).
10 Pioiroypo^ia. Cic. Att. XV. 16 ; Plin. xxxv. 37. See Champagny, Les Clsours, iv.

138, who refers to VitruT. Tii. 5; Propert. jj, 5; PUn. S. N. xiv. 22, aad xsxv. 10 (the

painter Arellius, etc.).
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theabrical affectation. A training in rhetoric was now understood to be

a training in the art of emphasis and verbiage, which was rarely used for

any loftier purpose than to make sycophancy plausible, or to embellish

sophistry with speciousness.^ The Drama, even in Horace's days, had

degenerated into a vehicle for the exhibition of scenic splendour or inge-

nious machinery. Dignity, wit, pathos, were no longer expected on the

stage, for the dramatist was eclipsed by the swordsman or the rope-

dancer.^ The actors who absorbed the greatest part of popular favour

were pantomimists, whose insolent prosperity was generally in direct

proportion to the infamy of their character.' And while the shameless-

ness of the theatre corrupted the purity of all classes from the earliest

age,^ the hearts of the multitude were made hard as the nether millstone

with brutal insensibility, by the fury of the circus, the atrocities of the

amphitheatre, and the cruel orgies of the games.° Augustus, in the

document annexed to his will, mentioned that he had exhibited 8,000

gladiators and 3,510 wild beasts. The old warlike spirit of the Romans
was dead among the gilded youth of families in which distinction of any
kiad was certain to bring down upon its most prominent members the

murderous suspicion of irresponsible despots. The spirit which had
once led the Domitii and the Fabii "to drink delight of battle with
their peers " on the plains of Gaul and in the forests of Germany, was
now satiated by gazing on criminals fighting for dear life with bears and
tigers, or upon bands of gladiators who hacked each other to pieces on
the encrimsoned sand.° The languid enervation of the delicate and dis-

solute aristocrat could only be amused by magnificence and stimulated

by grossness or by blood.' Thus the gracious illusions by which true

Art has ever aimed at purging the passions of terror and pity, were ex-

tinguished by the realism of tragedies ignobly horrible, and comedies

intolerably base. Two phrases sum up the characteristics of Roman

' Tac. Dial. 36—41 ; Ann. xv. 71 ; Sen. Ep. ovi. 12 ; Petron. Satyi: i. ; Dion
Cass. Ux. 20.

2 Juv. xiv. 250; Suet. Nero, 11; Galb. 6.

3 Mnester {Tac. Ann. xi. 4, 36) ; Paris (Juv. vi. 87, vii. 88) ; Aliturus (Jos. Vit. 3)

;

Pylades (Zosim. i. 6) ; Bathyllus (Dion Cass. liv. 17 ; Tac. Aim. i. 54).
* Isidor. xviii. 39.
5 "Mera homicidia sunt," Sen. Ep. vii. 2; "Nihil est nobis . . . cum insanii ciroi,

cum impudioitia tlieatri, cum atrocitate arenae, cum vanitate xysti," Tert. Apol. 38.
Cicero inclined to the prohibition of games which imperilled life {De Legg. ii. 15), and
Seneca (I.e.) expressed his compassionate disapproval, and exposed the falsehood and
Sophism of the plea that after all, the sufferers were only criminals. Yet in the days of
Claudius the number of those thus butchered was so great that the statue of Augustus
had to be moved that it might not constantly be covered with a veil (Dion Cass. Ix. 13,
who in the same chapter mentions a lion that had been trained to devour men). In
Claudius's sham sea-fight we are told that the incredible number of 19,000 men fought
each other (Tac. Ann. xii. 56). Titus, the "darling of the human race," in one day
brought into the theatre 5,000 wild beasts (Suet. Tit. 7), and butchered thousands of
Jews in the games at Berytus. In Trajan's games (Dion Cass. Ixviii. 15) 11,000 animals
and 10,000 men had to fight.

« Suet. Glaud. 14, 21, 34 ; Ifer. 12 ; Calig. 35 ; Tac. Ann. xiii. 49 ; Plin. Pancg. 33,
? Tac. Ann. xv. 32.
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civilisation in the days of the Empire—heartless cruelty, and unfathom-
able corruption.^ i

If there had been a refuge anywhere for the sentiments of outraged
virtue and outraged humanity, we might have hoped to find it in the

Senate, the members of which were heirs of so many noble and aufstere

traditions. But—even in the days of Tiberius—the Senate, as Tacitus

tells us, had rushed headlong into the most servile flattery,^ and this

would not have been possible if its members had not been tainted by
the prevalent deterioration. It was before the once grave and pure-

minded Senators of Rome—the greatness of whose state was founded on
the sanctity of family relationships—that the Censor Metellus had de-

clared in A.u.c. 602, without one dissentient murmur, that marriage

could only be regarded as an intolerable necessity.' Before that same
Senate, at an earlier period, a leading Consular had not scrupled to

assert that there was scarcely one among them all who had not ordered

one or more of his own infant children to be exposed to death.* In the

hearing of that same Senate in a.d. 59, not long before St. Paul wrote

his letter to Philemon, 0. Cassius Longinus had gravely argued that the

only security for the life of masters was to put into execution the san-

guinary Silanian law, which enacted that, if a master was murdered,

every one of his slaves, however numerous, however notoriously inno-

cent, should be indiscriminately massacred.^ It was the Senators of

Rome who thronged forth to meet with adoring congratulations the

miserable youth who came to them with his hands reeking with the blood

of matricide.* They offered thanksgivings to the gods for his worst

cruelties,' and obediently voted Divine honours to the dead infant, four

months old, of the wife whom he afterwards killed with a brutal kick.*

And what was the religion of a period which needed the sanctions

and consolations of religion more deeply than any age since the world

began ? It is certain that the old Paganism was—except in country

places—practically dead. The very fact that it was necessary to

* Eph. iv. 19 ; 2 Cor. vii. 10. Merivale, vi. 452 ; Champagny, Les Cesars, iv. 161,

teq. Seneca, describing the age in the tragedy of Octavia, says :

—

" Saeculo premimur gravl

Quo scelera regnant, saevit impietas furens," etc.

—Oct. 379—437.
' Tac. Arm. iii. 65, vi. 2, xiv. 12, 13, etc.

» Comp. Tac. Ann. ii. 37, 38, iii. 34, 35, xv. 19 ; Aul. Gell. N.A.i.6; Liv. Epit. 59.

* This abandonment of children was a normal practice (Ter. Seaut. W. 1, 37 ; Ovid,

Amor. u. 14 ; Suet. Oalig. 5 ; Oct. 6n ; Juv. Sat. vi. 592 ; Plin. i>. iv. 15 [comp. ii. 20]

;

Sen. ad Mareiam, 19 ; Controv. x. 6). Augustine {De Civ. Dei, iv. 11) tells \is that

there was a goddess Levama, so called "quia levat infantes ;
" if the father did not take

the new-bom child in his arms, it was exposed (Tac. Hi^t. v. 5 ; Germ. 19 ; Tert. Apol.

9 ; Ad Nait. 15 ; Minuc. Fel. Octav. xxx. 31 ; Stobaen's Flo^-U. Ixxv. 15 ; Epictet. i. 23 j

Paulus, Dig. xxv. 3, etc. And see Denis, Idies mm-ales dans VAntiquite, ii, 203).

= Tac. Ann. xiv. 43, 44 ; v. supra, p. 2.

5 Tac. Ann. xiv. 13, " festo cultu Senatum,"
' "Quotiens fugas et caedes jussit princeps, totiens grates Deis actas," Tac. Ann

xiv. 64.
* Tac. Ann. xvi. 6 ; Suet. Ner. 25 ; Dion Cass. Ixii. 27.
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prop it up by the buttress of political raterference shows how hollow

and ruinous the structure of classic Polytheism had become.^ The
decrees and reforms of Claudius were not likely to reassure the faith of

an age which had witnessed in contemptuous silence, or with frantic

adulation, the assumption by Gaius of the attributes of deity after deity,

had tolerated his insults against their sublimest objects of worship, and
encouraged his claim to a living apotheosis.^ The upper classes were
" destitute of faith, yet terrified at scepticism." They had long learnt

to treat the current mythology as a mass of worthless fables, scarcely

amusing enough for even a schoolboy's laughter,' but they were the

ready dupes of every wandering quack who chose to assume the

character of a maihematicus or a mage.^ Their oflBcial religion was
a decrepit Theogony ; their real religion was a vague and credulous

fatalism, which disbelieved in the existence of the gods, or held

with Epicurus that they were careless of mankind.* The mass
of the populace either accorded to the old beliefs a nominal
adherence which saved them the ti-ouble of giving any thought to

the matter,^ and reduced their creed and their morals to a survival

of national habits ; or else they plunged with eager curiosity into

the crowd of foreign cults'—among which a distorted Judaism took its

place'—such as made the Romans familiar with strange names like

Sabazius and Anchialus, Agdistis, Isis, and the Syrian goddess.' All
men joined in the confession that " the oracles were dumb." It hardly

needed the waU of mingled lamentations as of departing deities which
swept over the astonished crew of the vessel off Palodes to assure

the world that the reign of the gods of Hellas was over—that " Great
Pan was dead." i"

Such are the scenes which we must witness, such are the sentiments

with which we must become famUiar, the moment that we turn away

1 Suet. Tib. 36.
' Suet. Calig, 51. See Mart. Ep. v. 8, where he talks of the " edict of our Lord and

God," i.e., of Domitian ; and vii. 60, where he says that he shall pray to Pomitian, and
not to Jupiter.

3 " Esse aliquos manes et subterranea regna . . .

Nee pueri credunt nisi qui nondum aere lavantur.''

—Juv. Sat. ii. 149, 152.
* Tao. H. i. 22 ; Ann. vi. 20, 21, xji. 68 ; Juv. Sat. xir. 248, iii. 42, vii. 200, etc.

;

Suet. Aug. 94 ; Tib. 14 ; Ner. 26 ; Otho, 4 ; Domit. 15, etc.

5 Luor. vi. 445-455 ; Juv. Sat. vii. 189—202, x. 129, xiii. 86—89 ; Plin. H.N. ii 21

;

Quinot. Jnstt. v. 6, § 3 ; Tac. H. 1. 10—18, ii. 69—82 ; Agrk. 13 ; Germ. 33 ; Ann. vi.

22, etc.

« Juv. Sat. iii. 144, vi. 342, xiii. 75—83.
? "Nee tui-ba deorum talis ut est hodie," Juv. Sat. xiii. 46; "Ignobilem Deorum

turbam quam longo aevo longa superstitio oongessit," Sen. Ep. 110. See Boissier, Lei
Religions Eirangires [Bel. Mom. i. 374—450) ; Liv. xxxix. 8 ; Tac. Arm. ii. 85 ; Val.
Max. I. iii. 2.

» Juv. Sat. xiv. 96—106; Job. Antt. xviii. 3; Pers. Sat. v. 180.
9 Cic. De Legg. ii. 8 ; De Div. ii. 24 ; Tert. ad Natt. i. 10 ; Juv. Sat. xiv. -263.

XV. 1—32.
1" Plut. De Def. Orac., p. 419. Some Christian writers connect this remarkable storj

witU the date of the OrucifixioB. gee Niednw, Ldirbuch d, Cfir, K. C?,, p. 64.
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our eyes from the spectacle of the little Christian churches, composed
chiefly as yet of slaves and artisans, who had been taught to imitate a
Divine example of humility and sincerity, of purity and love. There
were, indeed, a few among the Heathen who lived nobler lives, and
professed a purer ideal than the Pagans around them. Here and there
in the ranks of the philosophers a Demetrius, a Musonius Rufus,
an Epictetus; here and there among Senators an Helvidius Priscus,
a Paetus Thrasea, a Barea Soranus ; here and there among literary
men a Seneca or a Persius—showed that virtue was not yet extinct.

But the Stoicism on which thsy leaned for support amid the ten-ors and
temptations of that awful epoch utterly failed to provide a remedy
against the universal degradation. It aimed at cherishing an in-

sensibility which gave no real comfort, and for which it offered no
adequate motive. It aimed at repressing the passions by a violence so
unnatural that with them it also crushed some of the gentlest and
most elevating emotions. Its self-satisfaction and exclusiveness
repelled the gentlest and sweetest natures from its communion.
It made a vice of compassion, which Christianity inculcated as
a virtue; it cherished a haughtiness which OhrLstianity discouraged
as a sin. It was unfit for the task of ameliorating mankind,
because it looked on human nature in its normal aspects with
contemptuous disgust. Its marked characteristic was a despairing

sadness, which became specially prominent in its most sincere

adherents. Its favourite theme was the glorification of suicide, which
wiser moralists had severely reprobated,^ but which many Stoics

belauded as the one sure refuge against oppression and outrage.^ It

was a philosophy which was indeed able to lacerate the heart with
a righteous indignation against the crimes and follies of mankind, but
which vainly strove to resist, and which scarcely even hoped to stem,

the ever-swelling tide of vice and misery. For wretchedness it had
no pity ; on vice it looked with impotent disdain. Thrasea was
regarded as an antique hero for walking out of the Senate-Louse during

the discussion of some decree which involved a servility more than
usually revolting.* He gradually drove his few admirers to the

I Viig. Mn. vi. 450, seq. ; Tusc. Disp. i. 74 ; Cic. De Senect. 73 ; £>e Sep. vi. 15

;

Somn. Scip. 3 ; Sen. Ep. 70. Comp. Epict. JEnchir. 52.
^ Both Zeno and Cleanthes died by suicide. For the frequency of suicide under the

Empire see Tao. Arm. vi. 10, 26, xv. 60 ; Sist. v. 26 ; Suet. Tib. 49 ; Sen. De Bene/, ii.

27 J Ep, 70 ; Plin. Ep. i. 12, iii. 7, 16, vi. 24. For its glorification, Lucan, Phan. iv. :

—

" Mors utinam pavidos vitae suhducere nolles,

Sed virtus te sola daret."

"Mortes repentinae, hoc est summa vitae felioitas," Plin. H. N. vii. 53, cf. 51. The
Sractice of suicide became in the days of Trajan almost a "national usage" (see

[erivale, vii. 317, viiL 107). The variety of Latin phrases for suicide shows the
frequency of the crime. On the pride of Stoicism see Tac. Ann, xiv. 57 ; Juv. xiii. 93.

3 On the motion against the memory of Agrippina (Tac. Ann. xiv. 12). He had aloo

opposed the execution of Antistius (id. xiv. 48). It was further remembered against him
that he had not {attended the obsequies of the deified Foppsea, or offered sacrifice for the

preservation of Nero's "divine voice "
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conviction tliat, even for those who had every advantage of rank and

wealth, nothing was possible but a life of crushing sorrow ended by a

death of complete despair.' St. Paul and St. Peter, on the other hand,

were at the very same epoch teaching in the same city, to a few

Jewish hucksters and a few Gentile slaves, a doctrine so full of

hope and brightness that letters, written iu a prison with torture

and death in view, read like idylls of serene happiness and paeans

of triumphant joy. The graves of these poor sufferers, hid from the

public eye in the catacombs, were decorated with an art, rude indeed,

yet so triumphant as to make their subterranean squalor radiant

with emblems of all that is brightest and most poetic in the happiness

of man.^ While the glimmering taper of the Stoics was burning pale,

as though amid the vapours of a charnel-house, the torch of Life upheld

by the hands of the Tarsian tent-maker and the Galilsean fisherman had

flashed from Damascus to Antioch, from Antioch to Athens, from

Athens to Corinth, from Corinth to Ephesus, from Ephesus to Rome.

CHAPTER IL

THE RISE OF THE ANTICHRIST.

" Hio hostis Deum
Hominumque templis expulit superos suis,

Civesque patria ; spiritum fratri abstulit

Hausit oruorem matris ;—et lucem videt !

"

—Sen. Octav. 239.

" Praestare Neronem
Securum valet haec aetas."—Jut. Sat. viii. 173.

All the vice, all the splendour, all the degradation of Pagan Rome
seemed to be gathered up in the person of that Emperor who first

placed himself in a relation of direct antagonism against Christianity.

Long before death ended the astute comedy in which Augustus had
so gravely borne his part," he had experienced the Nemesis of

1 Suet: JVer. 37.
2 " There the ever-green leaf protests in sculptured silence that the winter of the

grave cannot touch the saintly soul ; the blossoming branch speaks of vernal suns beyond
the snows of this chill world ; the good shepherd shows from his benign looks that the
mortal way so terrible to nature had become to those Christians as the meadow-path
between the grassy slopes and beside the still waters." (Martineau, Hours of Thought,
p. 155).

3 On his death-bed he asked his friends " whether he had fitly gone through the islay
of life," and, if so, begged for their applause like an actor on the point of leaving the
stage (Suet. Octav. 99).
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Absolatism, and foreseen the awful possibilities -which it involved.

But neither he, nor any one else, could have divined that four such
rulers as Tiberius, Gaius, Claudius, and Nero—the first a sanguinary
tyrant, the second a furious madman, the third an uxorious imbecile,

the fourth a heartless bufibon—would in succession afflict and horrify

the world. Yet these rulers sat upon the breast of Rome with the

paralysing spell of a nightmare. The concentration of the old

prerogatives of many offices in the person of one, who was ^ at once
Consul, Censor, Tribune, Pontifex Maximus, and perpetual Imperator,

fortified their power with the semblance of legality, and that power
was rendered terrible by the sword of the Praetorians, and the deadly
whisper of the informers. No wonder that Christians saw the true

type of the Antichrist in that omnipotence of evil, that apotheosis

of self, that disdain for humanity, that hatred against all mankind
besides, that gigantic aspiration after the impossible, that frantic

blasphemy and unlimited indulgence, which marked the despotism of

a Gaius or a Nero. The very fact that their power was precarious as

well as gigantic—^that the lord of the world might at any moment be
cut off by the indignation of the canaille of Rome, nay, more, by the

revenge of a single tribune, or the dagger-thrust of a single slave '

—

did but make more striking the resemblance which they displayed to

the gilded monster of Nebuchadnezzar's dream. Their autocracy,

like that visionary idol, was an image of gold on feet of clay. Of
that colossus many a Christian would doubtless be reminded when
he saw the huge statue of Nero, with the radiated head and the

attributes of the sun-god, which once towered 120 feet high on the

shattered pediment still visible beside the ruins of the Flavian

Amphitheatre. ^

The sketch which I am now presenting to the reader is the

necessary introduction to the annals of that closing epoch of the

first century, which witnessed the early struggle of Christianity with

the Pagan power. In the thirteen years of Nero's reign all the worst

elements of life which had long mingled with the sap of ancient

ci\Uisation seem to have rushed at once into their scarlet flower. To
the Christians of that epoch the dominance of such an Emperor

presented itself in the aspect of wickedness raised to superhuman

exaltation, and engaged in an impious struggle against the Lord and

against His saints.

Till the days of Nero the Christians had never been brought into

collision with the Imperial Government. "We may set aside as a

worthless fiction the story that Tiberius had been so much interested

in the account of the Crucifixion forwarded to him by Pontius Pilate,

as to consult the Senate on the advisability of admitting Jesus among

1 Out of 43 persons in Lipsius's Stemma Caesartim, 32 died violent deaths, i.e., nearly

75 per cent.
2 Suet iVcr. 31 ; Mart. Spea. Ep. 2.
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the gods of the Pantheon.* It is very unlikely that Tiberius ever

heard of the existence of the Christians. In its early days the faith

was too humble to excite any notice out of the limits of Palestine.

Gaius, absorbed in his mad attempt to set up in the Holy of Holies
" a desolating abomination," in the form of a huge image of himself,

entertained a savage hatred of the Jews, but had not learned to

discriminate between them. and Christians. Claudius, disturbed by
tumults in the Ghetto of Jewish freedmen across the Tiber, had been

taught to look with alarm and suspicion on the name of Christus

distorted into "Chrestus;" but his decree for the expulsion of the

Jews from Rome, which had been a dead letter from the first, only

affected Christianity by causing theprovidential migration of Priscilla

and Aquila, to become at Corinth and Ephesus the hosts, the

partners, and the protectors of St. Paul." Nero was destined to enter

into far deadlier and closer relations with the nascent Faith, and to

fill so vast a space in the horrified imaginations of the early Christians

as to become by his cruelties, his blasphemies, his enormous crimes,

the nearest approach which the world has yet seen to the " Man of

Sin." He was the ideal of depravity and wickedness, standing over

against the ideal of all that is sinless and Divine. Against the Christ

wa? now to be ranged the Antichrist,—the man-god of Pagan adulation,

in whom was manifested the consummated outcome of Heathen crime

and Heathen power.

Up to the tenth year of Nero's reign the Christians had many
reasons to be grateful to the power of the Roman Empire. St. Paul,

when he wrote from Corinth to the Thessalonians, had indeed seen

in the fabric of Roman polity, and in Claudius, its reigning representa-

tive, the "check "and the " checker " which must be removed before

the coming of the Lord.' Yet during his stormy life the Apostle had
been shielded by the laws of Rome in more than one provincial tumult.

The Roman politarchs of Thessalonica had treated him with humanity.
He had been protected from the infuriated Jews in Corinth by the

disdainful justice of Gallio. In Jerusalem the prompt interference

of Lysias and of Festus had sheltered him from the plots of the
Sanhedrin. At Csesarea he had appealed to Caesar as his best security

from the persistent hatred of Ananias and the Sadducees. If we have
taken a correct view of the latter part of his career, his appeal had not
been in vain, and he owed the last two years of his missionary activity

to the impartiality of Roman Law. Hence, apart from the general

1 Ps. Clem. Horn. i. 6 ; Tert. Apol. 5 ; Euseb. H. E.n. 2 ; Jer. Chran. Poach, i. 480.
Brann (De Tiberii Christum in Deorum numerum referendi consilio, Bonn, 1834) vainly
tried to support this fable. Tiberius, more than any Emperor, was " circa Decs et
religiones negligentior " (Suet. Tit. 69).

2 See Tert. Apol. 3 ; ad Natt. i. 3 ; my Life and Work of St. Paul, i. 559. I cannot
accept the view of Herzog {Jteai-EncyU., s,v, Claudius), that Chrestus was some seditious
Eoman Jew.

8 Life and Work of St. Paul, 1. 584, fg.
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principle of submission to recognised authority, he had special reason

to urge the Roman Christians " to be subject to the higher powers,"

and to recognise in them the ordinance of God.^ With the private

wickednesses of rulers the Christians were not directly concerned.

Rumours, indeed, they must have heard of the poisoning of Claudius

and of Britannicus ; of Nero's intrigues with Acte ; of his friendship

with the bad Otho ; of the divorce and legal assassination of Octavia
;

of the murder^ of Agrippina and Poppasa, of Burrus and Seneca.

Other rumom-s must have reached them of nameless orgies, of which
it was a shame even to speak. But knowing how the whole air of

the bad society around them reeked with lies, they may have shown
the charity that hopeth all things, and imputeth no evil, and rejoiceth

not in iniquity, by tacitly setting aside these stories as incredible or

false. It was not till a.d. 64, when Nero had been nearly ten years

on the throne, that the slow light of History fully revealed to the

Church of Christ what this more than monster was.

A dark spirit was walking in the house of the Csesars—a spirit of

lust and blood which destroyed every family in succession with which

they were allied. The Octavii, the Claudii, the Domitii, the Silani,

were all hurled into ruin or disgrace in their attempt to scale, by inter-

marriage with the deified race of Julius, " the dread summits of

Csesarian power." It has been well said that no page even of Tacitus

has so sombre and tragic an eloquence as the mere Stemma Gaesarum.

The great Julius, robbed by death of his two daughters, was succeeded

by his nephew Augustus," who, in ordering the assassination of

Csesarion, the natural son of Julius by Cleopatra, extinguished the

direct line of the greatest of the Caesars. Augustus by his three

marriages was the father of but one daughter, and that daughter

disgraced his family and embittered his life. He saw his two elder

grandsons die under circumstances of the deepest suspicion ; and being

induced to disinherit the third for the asserted stupidity and ferocity of

his disposition, was succeeded by Tiberius, who was only his stepson,

and had not one drop of the Julian blood in his veins. Tiberius had

but one son, who was poisoned by his favourite, Sejanus, before his

own death. This son, Drusus, left but one son, who was compelled to

commit suicide by his cousin. Gains ; and one daughter, whose son,

Rubellius Plautus, was put to death by order of Nero. The marriage

of Germanicus, the nephew of Tiberius, with the elder Agrippina,

grand-daughter of Augustus, seemed to open new hopes to the Eoman

people and the imperial house. Germanicus was a prince of courage,

' Bom. xiii. 1

—

7. ,. ^ , j -i t
2 It is characteristic of the manners of the age that Juhus Caesar had mamecl tour

times, Augustus thrice, Tiberius twice, Gaius thrice, Claudius six times, and Nero

thrice. Yet Nero was the last of the Cresars, even of the adoptive Une. >to dcsoondauta

had survived of the offspring of so many unions, and, as Merivale says, a large propor-

tion, which it would be tedious to caloulate, were the victims of domestic jealousy and

politic assassination " [Mini, vi 300).
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virtue, and ability, and the elder Agrippiaa was one of tlie purest

and noblest women of her day. Of the nine children of this virtuous

union six alone survived. On the parents, and the three sons in

succession, the hopes of Eome were fixed. But Germanicus was

poi'soned by order of Tiberius, and Agrippina was murdered in banish-

ment, after the endurance of the most terrible anguish. Their two

elder sons, Nero and Drusus, lived only long enough to disgrace

themselves, and to be forced to die of starvation.' 'The third was

the monster Gaius. Of the three daughters, the youngest, Julia

Livia, was put to death by the orders of Messalina, the wife of her

uncle Claudius. Drusilla died in prosperous infamy, and Agrippina

the younger, after a life of crime so abnormal and so detestable

that it throws into the shade even the monstrous crimes of many
of her contemporaries, murdered her husband, and was murdered

by the orders of the son for whose sake she had waded through seas of

blood.

That son was Nero ! Truly the Palace of the Csesars must have

been haunted by many a restless ghost, and amid its vast and solitaiy

chambers the guilty lords of its splendour must have feared lest they

should come upon some spectre weeping tears of blood. In yonder

corridor the floor was still stained with the life-blood of the murdered

Gaius ;^ in that subterranean prison, the miserable Drusns, cursing the

name of his great-uncle Tiberius, tried to assuage' the pangs of hunger

by chewing the stuffing of his mattress f in that gilded saloon Nero
had his private interviews with the poison-mixer, Locusta, whom he

salaried among " the instruments of his government ;
" * in that splendid

hall Britannicus fell into convulsions after tasting his brother's poisoned

draught ; that chamber, bright with the immoral frescoes of Arellius,

witnessed the brutal kick which caused the death of the beautiful

PoppEea. Fit palace for the Antichrist—fit temple for the wicked

human god !—a temple which reeked with the memory of infamies—

a

palace which echoed with the ghostly footfall of murdered men !

Agrippina the Second, mother of Nero, was the Lady Macbeth of

chat scene of murder, but a Lady Macbeth with a life of worse stains

and a heart of harder steel. Bom at Cologne in the fourteenth year of

the reign of Tiberius, she lost her father, Gennanicus, by poison when
she was three years old, and her mother, Agrippina, first by exile when
she was twelve years old, and finally by murder when she was seven-

teen. She grew up with her wicked sisters and her wicked brother

Gaius in the house of her grandmother Antonia, the widow of the

elder Drusus. She was little more than fourteen years old when

1 Tac. Ann. v. 3, vi. 24.

2 "The Verres of a single province sank before the majesty of the law, and the
righteous eloquence of his accuser ; against the Verres of the world there was no defence
except in the dagger of the assassin " (Freeman, Essays, ii. 330),

' Tac. Ann. vii. 23. * Tac. Ann. xii. 66, xiii. 5.
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Tiberius married her to Onseus Domitius Ahenobarbus. The Domitii
were one of the noblest and most ancient families of Rome, but from
the time that they first emerged into the light of history they had been
badly pre-eminent for the ferocity of their dispositions. They derived
the surname of Ahenobarbus, or brazen-beard, from a legend of their

race intended to account for their physical peculiarity. ^ Six generations

earlier the orator Crassus had said of the Domitius Ahenobarbus of

that day, " that it was no wonder his beard was of brass, since his

mouth was of iron and his heart of lead." But though the traditions of

cruelty and treachery had been carried on from generation to genera-

tion,^ they seem to have culminated in the father of Nero, who added a
tinge of meanness and vulgarity to the brutal manners of his race.

His loose morals had been shocking even to a loose age, and men told

each other in disgust how he had cheated in his prsetorship ; how he
had kUled one of his freedmen only because he had refused to drink as

much as he was bidden ; how he had purposely driven over a poor boy
on the Appian Road ; how in a squabble in the .Forum he had struck

out the eye of a Roman knight ; how he had been finally banished for

crimes still more shameful. It was a current anecdote of this man, who
was " detestable through every period of his life," that when, nine years

after his marriage, the birth of his son Nero was announced to him,

he answered the congratulations of his friends with the remark, that

from himself and Agrippina nothing could have been bom but what
was hateful, and for the public ruin.

Agrippina was twenty-one when her brother Gains succeeded to the

throne. Towards the close of his reign she was involved in the con-

spiracy of Lepidus, and was banished to the dreary island of Pontia.

Gaius seized the entire property both of Domitius and of Agrippina.

Nero, their little child, then three years old, was handed over as a

penniless orphan to the charge of his aunt Domitia, the mother of

Messalina. This lady entrusted the education of the child to two
slaves, whose influence is perhaps traceable for many subsequent years.

One of them was a barber, the other a dancer.

On the accession of Claudius, Agrippina was restored to her rank

and fortune, and once more undertook the management of her child.

He was, as we see from his early busts, a child of exquisite beauty.

His beauty made him an object of special pride to his mother. From
this time forward it seems to have been her one desire to elevate the

boy to the rank of Emperor. In vain did the astrologers warn her that

his elevation involved her murder. To such dark hints of the future

1 Suet. Ner. 1 ; Plut. jEmil. 25.
2 " The grandfather of Nero had been checked by Augustus from the bloodshed of

his gladiatorial shows . . . his great-grandfather, 'the best of his race," had changed

sides three times, not without disgrace, in the civil wars .... his great-great-

grandfather had rendered himself infamous by cruelty and treachery at Pharsalia,

and was also charged with most un-Eomam pusillanimity " (see Suet. Ner, 1

—

^ J

MeriTals, vi 62, leq,.).
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slie tad but one reply

—

Occidat dim, imperet I " Let him slay me, SO

ke do but reign !

"

By her second marriage, with Crispus Passienus, she further

increased her already enormous wealth. She bided her time. Claudius

was under the control of his freedmen, Narcissus and Pallas, and of the

Empress Messalina, who had borne him two children, Britannicus and

Octavia. The fierce and watchful jealousy of Messalina was soon suc-

cessful in securing the banishment and subsequent murder of JuUa, the

younger sister of Agrippina,^ and in spite of the retirement in which

the latter strove to withdraw herself from the furious suspicion of the

Empress, she felt that her own life and that of her son were in perpetual

danger. A story prevailed that when Britannicus, then about seven years

old, and Nero, who was little more than three years older,^ had ridden

side by side in the Trojan equestrian game, the favour of the populace

towards the latter had been so openly manifested that Messalina had
despatched emissaries to strangle him in bed, and that they had been

frightened from doing so by seeing a snake glide from under the pillow.'

Meanwhile, Messalina was diverted from her purpose by the crimiual

pursuits which were notorious to every Roman with the single exception

of her husband. She was falling deeper and deeper into that dementa-

tion preceding doom which at last enabled her enemy Narcissus to head

a palace conspiracy and to sti-ike her to the dust. Agrippina owed her

escape from a fate similar to that of her younger sister solely to the

infatuated passion of the rival whose name through all succeeding ages

has been a byword of guilt and shame.

But now that Claudius was a widower, the fact that he was her

uncle, and that unions between an uncle and a niece were regarded as

incestuous, did not prevent Agrippina from plunging into the intrigues

by which she hoped to secure the Emperor for her third husband.

Aided by the freedman Pallas, brother of Felix, the Procurator of

Judaea, and by the blandishments which her near relationship to

Claudius enabled her to exercise, she succeeded in achieving the second
great object of her ambitioiL The twice-widowed matron became the

sixth wife of the imbecile Emperor within three months of the execution

of her predecessor. She had now but one further design to accomplish,

and that was to gain the purple for the son whom she loved with all

the tigress affection of her evil nature. She had been the sister and the

wife, she wished also to be the mother of an Emperor.

The story of her daring schemes, her reckless cruelty, her incessant

intrigues, is recorded in the stem pages of Tacitus. During the five

years of her married life,* it is probable that no day passed without
her thoughts brooding upon the guilty end which she had kept steadily

1 Suet. Claud. 29. ^ Tacitus says two years ; but see Merivale, v. 517, vi. 88.
3 Suetonius thinks that the story arose from a snake's skin which his mother gave

him as an amulet, and which for some time he wore in a bracelet (Xfer. 6).
* She was married in A.D. 49, and poisoned her husband in October, a.d. 54.
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in view during so many vioissitudea. Her first plan was to secure for
Nero the hand of Octavia, the only daughter of Claudius. Octavia had
long been betrothed to the young and noble Lucius Junius Silanus, a
great-great-grandson of Augustus, who might well be dreaded as a strong
protector of the rights of his young brother-in-law, Britanni-cus. As a
favourite of the Emperor, and the betrothed of the Emperor's daughter,
Silanus had already received splendid honours at the hands of the Senate,

but at one blow Agrippina hurled him into the depths of shame and
misery. The infamous Vitellius—Vitellius who had once begged as a
favour a slipper of MessaUna, and carried it in his bosom and kissed it

with profound reverence—^Vitellius who had placed a gilded image of

the freedman Fallas among his household gods—trumped up a false

charge against Silanus, and, as Censor, struck his name off the list of the
Senate. His betrothal annulled, his praetorship abrogated, the high-

spirited young man, recognising whose hand it was that had aimed this

poisoned arrow at his happiness, waited till Agrippina's wedding-day,
and on that day committed suicide on the altar of his own Penates.

The next step of the Empress was to have her rival LoUia Paulina
charged with magic, to secure her banishment, to send a tribune to kill

her, and to identify, by personal inspection, her decapitated head.

Then Calpurnia was driven from £.ome because Claudius, with perfect

innocence, had praised her beauty. On the other hand, Seneca was
recalled from his Corsican exile, in order to increase Agrippina's popu-
larity by an act of ostensible mercy, which restored to Rome its

favourite writer, while it secured a powerful adherent for her cause and
an eminent tutor for her son. The next step was to effect the betrotLnl

of Octavia to Nero, who was twelve years old. A still more difficult

and important measure was to secure his adoption. Claudius was
attached to his son Britannicus, and, in spite of his extraordinary

fatuity, he could hardly fail to see that his son's rights would be injured

by the adoption of an elder boy of most noble birth, who reckoned

amongst his supporters all those who might have natural cause to dread

the vengeance of a son of Messalina. Claudius was an antiquary, and
he knew that for 800 years, from the days of Attus Olausus downwards,
there had never been an adoption among the patrician ClaudiL In vain

did Agrippina and her adherents endeavour to poison his mind by
whispered insinuations about the parentage of Britannicus. But he
was at last overborne, rather than convinced, by the persistence with

which Agrippina had taken care that the adoption should be pressed

upon him in the Senate, by the multitude, and even in the privacy of

his own garden. Pallas, too, helped to decide his wavering determination

by quoting the precedents of the adoption of Tiberius by Augustus, and

^f Gaius by Tiberius. Had he but well weighed the fatal significance

of those precedents, he would have hesitated still longer ere he sacrificed

to an intriguing alien the birthright, the happiness, and ultimately

the lives of the young son and daughter whom he so dearly loved.

2
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And now Agrippina's prosperous wickedness was bearing her along

full sail to the fatal haven of her ambition. She obtained the title

of Augusta, which even the stately wife of Augustus had never borne

during her husband's Lifetime. Seated on a lofty throne by her

husband's side, she received foreign embassies and senatorial deputa-

tions. She gained permission to antedate the majority of her son,

and secured for him a promise of the Consulship, admission to various

priesthoods, a proconsular imperium, and the title of " Prince of

the Youth." She made these honours the pretext for obtaining a
largess to the soldiery, and Oircensian games for the populace, and
at these games Nero appeared in the manly toga and triumphal
insignia, while Britannicus, utterly eclipsed, stood humbly by his

side in the boyish praetexta—the embroidered robe which marked
his youth. And whUe step after step was taken to bring Nero into

splendid prominence, Britannicus was kept in such deep seclusion,

and watched with Such jealous eyes, that the people hardly knew
whether he was alive or dead. In vain did Agrippina lavish upon
the unhappy lad her false caresses. Being a boy of exceptional

intelligence, he saw through her hypocrisy, and did not try to conceal

the contemptuous disgust which her arts inspired. Meanwhile he
was a prisoner in all but name : every expedient was invented to keep
him at the greatest distance from his father ; every friend who loved

him, every freedman who was faithful to him, every soldier who seemed
Ukely to embrace his cause, was either secretly undermined, or removed
under pretext of honourable promotion. Tutored as he was by
adversity to conceal his feelings, he one day through accident or boyish
passion returned the salutation of his adoptive brother by the name of

Ahenobarbus, instead of calUng him by the name Nero, which was the
mark of his new rank as the adopted son of Claudius. Thereupon
the rage of Agrippina and Nero knew no bounds ; and such insolence

—for in this light the momentary act of carelessness or venial outburst
of temper was represented to Claudius—made the boy a still more
defenceless victim to the machinations of his stepmother. Month after

month she wove around him the web of her intrigues. The Praetorians

were won over by flattery, gifts, and promises. The double prsefecture

of Lucius Geta and E-ufius Crispinus was superseded by the appoint-
ment of Airanius Burrus, an honest soldier, but a partisan of the
Empress, to whom he thus owed his promotion to the most coveted
position in the Eoman army. From the all-powerful freedmen of
Claudius, Agrippina had little to fear. Callistus was dead, and she
played off against each other the rival influences of Pallas and
Narcissus. SPaUas was her devoted adherent and paramour ; Narcissus
was afraid to move in opposition to her, because the accession of
Britannicus would have been his own certain death-warrant, since

he had been the chief agent in the overthrow of Messalina,

As for the phenomena on which the populace looked with terror
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the fact that the skies had seemed to Lltize with fire on the day ol

Nero's adoption, and violent shocks of earthquake had shaken Rome on
the day that he assumed the manly toga—AgrippLna cared nothing
for them. She would recognise no omen which did not promise success

to her determination. Nothing could now divert her from her purpose.

When Domitia, the aunt under whose roof the young Nero had been
ti-ained, began to win his smiles by the contrast between her flatteries

and presents and the domineering threats of his mother, Agrippina
at once brought against her a charge of magic, and in spite of the
opposition of Narcissus, Domitia was condemned to death. The
Empress hesitated at no crime which helped to pave the way ot

her son to power, but at the same time her ambition was so far selfish

that she intended to keep that son under her own exclusive influence.

Many warnings now showed her that the time was ripe for her

supreme endeavour. Her quarrel with Narcissus had broken out into

threats and recriminations in the very presence of the Emperor. The
Senate showed signs of indignant recalcitrance against her attacks

on those whose power she feared, or whose wealth she envied. Her
designs were now so transparent, that Narcissus began openly to show
his compassion for the hapless and almost deserted Britannicus. But,

worst of all, it was clear that Claudius himself was becoming conscious

of his perilous mistake, and was growing weary both of her and of

her son. He had changed his former wife for a worse. If Messalina

had been unfaithful to him, so, he began to suspect, was Agrippina, and

he could not but feel that she had changed her old fawning caresses for

a threatening insolence. He was sick of her ambition, of her intrigues,

of the hatred she always displayed to his oldest and most faithful

servants, of her pushing eagerness for her Nero, of her treacherous

cruelty towards his own children. He was heard to drop ominous

expressions. He began to display towards Britannicus a yearning

aflfection, full of the passionate hope that when he was a little older

his wrongs would be avenged. All this Agrippina learnt from her

spies. Not a day was to be lost. Narcissus, whose presence was

the chief security for his master's life, had gone to the baths of Sinuessa

to find relief from a flt of the gout. There lay at this time in prison,

on a charge of poisoning, a woman named Locusta, whose career recalls

the Mrs. Turner of the reign of James I., and the Marchioness de

Brinvilliers of the court of Louis XIV. To this woman Agrippina

repaired with the promise of freedom and reward, if she would provide

a poison which would disturb the brain without too rapidly destroying

life. Halotus, the Emperor's praeguatator, or taster, and Xenophon,

his physician, had been already won over to share in the deed. The

poison was infused into a fine and delicious mushroom of a kind of

which Claudius was known to be particularly fond, and Agrippina gave

this mushroom to her husband with her own hand. After tasting it he

became very quiet, and then called for wine. He was carried oS to
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bed senseless, but the quantity of wine which he had drunk weakened

the effects of the poison, and at a sign from Agi-ippina the faithless

physician finished the murder by tickling the throat of the sufferer with

a poisoned feather. Before the morning of Oct. 13, A.D. 54, Claudius

was dead.

His death was concealed from the public and from his children,

whom Agrippina with hypocritical caresses and false tears kept by her

side in her own chamber, until everything was ready for the pro-

clamation of Nero. At noon, which the Chaldseans had declared would
be the only lucky hour of an unlucky day, the gates of the palace

were thrown open, and Wero walked forth with Afranius Burrus by iis

side. The Prsetorian Prsefect informed the guard that Claudius had
appointed Nero his successor. A few faithful voices asked, " "Where is

Britannicus ] " But as no one answered, and the young prince was not

forthcoming, they accepted what seemed to be an accomplished fact.

Nero went to the Prsetorian camp, promised a donation of 15,000
sesterces (more than a £130) to each soldier, and was proclaimed

Emperor. The Senate accepted the initiative of the Prsetorians, and
by sunset Nero was securely seated on the throne of the Roman world.

The dream of Agrippiua's life was accomplished. She was now the
mother, as she had been the sister and the wife of an Emperor ; and
that young Emperor, when the tribune came to ask him the watchword
for the night, answered in the words

—

Optimae Matri 1 " To the Best
of Mothers !

"

CHAPTER III.

THE FEATURES OF THE ANTICHRIST.

*E(rxaTi»j AlveaSav fitirpoKTSyos Tiyc/iovciffei.—Orac. Sib. ap. Xiphilin. Ixii. p. 709.
" Nero . . . ut erat exseorabilis ac nooens tyrannus, prosilivit ad excidendum

coeleste templum delendamque justdtiam."—Laotant. De Mart. Persee. 2.
" Quid Nerone pejus ? "—Mart. Epig. vii. 34.

From the very moment of her success, the awful Nemesis began to fall

upon Agrippina, as it falls on all sinners—that worst Nemesis, which
breaks crowned with fire out of the achievement of guilty purposes. Of
Agrippina on the night of Claudius's murder it might doubtless have
been said, as has been said of another queen on the tragic night on
which her husband perished in the explosion at Eark o' Fields, that she
"retired to rest—to sleep, doubtless—sleep with the soft tranquillity

of an innocent child. Remorse may disturb the slumbers of the man
who is dabbling with his first experiences of wrong. "When the
pleasure has been tasted and is gone, and nothing is left of the crime
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but the ruin it has wrought, then, too, the Furies take their seats upon
the midnight pillow. But the meridian of evil is for the most part left

unvexed ; and when human creatures have chosen their road, they are
left alone to follow it to the end." '

Prom the day that she had won her own heart's desires, Agrippina
found that her hopes had vanished, and that her Hfe was to be plunged
in retributive calamities. She found that crime ever needs the support
of further crime ; that the evil spirits who serve the government of an
abandoned heart demand incessant sacrifices at their altar. She had
brought about the ruin of the young Lucius Junius Silanus. His elder

brother, Marcus, was a man of such a gentle and unassuming character
that Gaius had nicknamed him " the Golden Sheep ;

" and though the
blood of the imperial family flowed in his veins, he excited so little

jealousy that he had been raised to the consulship, and even sent to

Asia with proconsular command. Yet Agrippina dreaded that he
might avenge the death of his brother, and, without the knowledge
of Nero, sent the freedman HeHus, with P. Celer, a Roman knight, who
poisoned Silanus at a banquet, so openly that the whole world was
aware of what had been done.

The aged Narcissus was her next victim ; and more murders would
have followed had not Burrus and Seneca taken measures to prevent

them. Their influence was happily sufficient, since they were still

regarded as tutors of the young Caesar, who was only seventeen years

old. They also endeavoured to veil, and as far as possible to cloak, the

audacious intrusions into state afiairs, which showed that Agrippina

was not content with the exceptional honours showered upon her. Of
those honours, strange to say, one of the chief was her appointment

to be a priestess of the now deified Emperor whom she had so recently

poisoned ! It is clear that, though she had again and again proved

herself to be the most ungrateful of women, she expected from her son a

boundless gratitude. Indeed, she so galled the vanity and terrified the

cowardice of his small and mean nature by her constant threats and
upbraidings, that he feared her far more than he had ever loved. The
consequence was that she had at once to struggle for her ascendency.

It was threatened on the one hand by the influence of Burrus and
Seneca, and on the other by the blandishments of bad companions and
fawning slaves. Bent on pleasure, fond of petty accomplishments,

flattered into the notion that he was a man of consummate artistic

taste, Nero occupied himself with dilettante efforts in sculpture,

painting, singing, verse-making, and chariot-driving, and was quite

content to leave to his tutors the graver afiairs of state. His tiger

nature had not yet tasted blood. Seneca in his treatise on clemency,

written at the close of Nero's first year, had informed the delighted

world that the gentle youth, on being required to sign the order for

' Froude, Hist. vii. 511.
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a criminal's execution, had expressed tte fervent wish that he had

never learnt to write. Seneca also composed for him the admired

speeches which he was now and then called upon to deliver. Tho

government of the world was practically in the hands of an upright

soldier and an able philosopher j and however glaring were the

inconsistencies of the latter, he had yet attained to a moral standard

incomparably superior to that professed by the majority of his

contemporaries. If the political machine worked \^th perfect smooth-

ness, if Rome for five years was shocked by no public atrocities, if

informers to some extent found their occupation gone, if no noble blood

was wantonly shed, if the Senate was respected and the soldiers were

orderly, the gloi'y of that " golden quinquennium "—which, in the

opinion of Trajan, eclipsed the merits of even the worthiest princes

—was due, not to the small-minded and would-be aesthetic youth who
figured as Emperor, but to the tutors who kept in check the wild

passions of his mother, and directed the acts which ostensibly,

proceeded from "himself.

But in order to keep him amused they thought it either inexpedient

or impossible to maintain too strict a discipline over his moral character.

Nero was nominally married to the daughter of Claudius, but from the

first they were separated from each other by a mutual and instinctive

repulsion. When he entered into an intrigue with , Acte, a beautiful

Greek freedwoman, his tutors held it desirable to connive at vices which

the spirit of the age scarcely pretended to condemn. Agrippina,

however, treated him as though he were still a child, and, when she

observed his resentment, forfeited all his confidence by passing from

the extreme of furious reproach to the extreme of fulsome complaisance.

Hence, alike in afiairs of state and in his domestic pleasures he was
alienated from his mother, and in his daily life he fell unreservedly

under the influence of coiTupt associates like Marcus Otho and Claudius

Senecio, two bad specimens of the jeunesse doree of their day, the

dandies of an age when dandyism was a far viler thing than it is

in modern times. ^ At last the quarrel between Nero and Agrippina

became so fierce that she did not hesitate to reveal to him all the crimes

which she had committed for his sake, and if she could not retain her

sway over his mind by gratitude, she terrified him with threats that she

who had raised him to the throne could hurl him from it. Britannicus

was the true heir ; Nero, but for her, would have remained a mere
Ahenobarbus. She was the daughter of Germanicus ; she would go

in person to the Praetorian camp, with Britannicus by her side, and
then let the maimed Burrus and the pedagogic Seneca see whether
they could prevent her from restoring to the throne of his fathers

the injured boy who had been ousted by her intrigues on behalf of an
adopted alien. "I made you Emperor, I can unmake you. Bri-

1 Niebuur.
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tannicus is the true Emperor, not you." She dinned such taunts and
threats into the ears of a son who was already vitiated in character,

who already began to feel his power, until he too was driven to protect,

by the murder of a brother, the despotism which his mother had won
for him by the murder of a husband. Thus ia every way she became
the evil angel of his destiny. She drove him iato the crimes of which
she had already set the fatal example. It was her fault if he rapidly

lost sight of tho lesson which Seneca had so assiduously iuculcated

that the one impregnable bulwark of a monarch is the affection of

his people.^

Nero began to look on the young Britannicus as King John looked
on the young Arthur. Even civilised, even Christian ages have shown
how perilous is the position of a hated heir to a usurped throne. The
threats of Agrippina had deepened dislike into detestation, and uneasi-

ness into terror. Britannicus was a fine, strong, well-grown boy, who
showed signs of a vigorous character and a keen intellect. A little inci-

dent which occurred in December, a.d. 54, had alarmed Nero still

further. The Saturnalia were being celebrated with their usual effusive

joy, and at one of the feasts Nero—who had become by lot the Hex
bibendi, or Master of the Revel—had issued his mimic commands to

the other guests in a spirit of harmless fun ; but in order to put the shy-

ness of Britannicus to the blush, he had ordered the lad to go out into

the middle of the room and sing a song. Without the least trepidation

or awkwardness Britannicus had stepped out and sung a magnificent

fragment of a tragic chorus, in which he had indicated how he was
expelled from his rights by violence and crime. The scene would have
been an awkward one under any circumstances ; it was rendered still

more so by the fact that in the darkening hall a deep murmur had ex-

pressed the admiration and sympathy of the guests. Yet no steps could

be taken against a young prLace whom it was impossible to put to death

openly, and against whom there was no pretence for a criminal accu-

sation.

But the first century, like the fifteenth, was an age of poisoners.

Locusta was still in prison, and Nero employed the Prsetorian tribune

Julius Pollio to procure from her a poison which might effect a slow

death. There was no need to win over the praegustatur, or the personal

attendants of the young prince. Care had long been taken that the

poor boy should only be surrounded by the creatures of his enemies.

The poison was administered, but it failed. Nero grew wild with alarm.

Stories, which probably gained their darkest touches from the horror of

his subsequent career, told how he had threatened the tribune and struck

Locusta for her cowardice in not doing her work well, "as though he,

forsooth, need have any fear about the Julian law." Deadlier poison

was then concocted outside his own bed-chamber, and tried upon

1 "tTnum est inexpugnabile munimentum amor oivium" (Sen. De Clement, i. 11), .'•).
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animals, until its effects were found to be sufficiently rapid. Setting

aside these stories as crude exaggerations, all authorities are agreed

as to the circumstances of the death of Britannicus. It was a custom

established by Augustus that the young princes of the imperial house

should sit at dinner with nobles of their own age at a lower and less

luxuriously served table than that at which the Emperor dined. While
Britannicus was thus dining, a draught was handed to him which had

been tasted by his praegustator, but was too hot to drink. He asked

for water to cool it, and in that cold water the poison was administered.

He drank, and instantly sank down from his seat silent and breathless.

The guests,.among whom was the young Titus, the future Emperor of

Rome, started from the table in consternation. The countenance of

Agrippina, working with astonishment, anguish, and terror, showed
that she at least had not been admitted into the terrible secret. Octavia

looked on with the self-possession which in such a palace had taught her

on all occasions to hide her emotions under a simulated apathy. The
banqueters were disturbed until Nero, with perfect coolness, bade them
resume their mirth and conversation. " Britannicus," he said, " will

soon be well. He has only been seized with one of the epileptic fits to

which he is liable." It was no epileptic fit—the last of the Claudii was
dead. That night, amid storms which seemed to mark the wrath of

heaven, the corpse was carried with hurried privacy to a mean funeral

pyre on the Field of Mars. We may disbelieve the ghastly etory that

the rain washed off the chalk which had been used to disguise the livid

indications of poison ; but it seems certain that the last rites were paid

with haste and meanness little suited to the last male descendant of a
family which had been famous for so many centuries—to the sole in-

heritor of the glorious traditions of so many of the noblest lines.

The Romans acquiesced too easily in this terrible crime, because it

fell in with the Machiavellian policy which would gladly rid itself of a
source of future disturbances. But they were punished for their facile

tolerance by the change which every year developed in the character of
' their Emperor. Agrippina felt that even-handed justice was indeed be-

ginning to commend the ingredients of the poisoned chalice to her own
lips. Her enemies began to see that their opportunity was come. Her
prosperity was instantly swallowed up in the " chaos of hatreds " which
she had aroused by her unscrupulous ambition. The coward conscience
of the Emperor was worked upon by a plot, contrived by Silana and
Domitia Lepida, which charged Agrippina with the intention of raising
Rnbellius Plautus to the throne. This plot she overbore by the force of
her own passionate indignation. Scornfully ignoring the false evidence
trumped up against her, she claimed an interview with her son, and
instead of entering on her own defence, demanded and secured the
death or exile of her enemies. But she had by this time been deprived
of her body-guard, of her sentinels, of all public honours, oven of her
home in the palace. Her son rarely visited her, and then only among a
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was specially enchanted with the soft, abundant hair, the envy of

Roman beauties, for which he invented the fantastic, and, to Roman
writers, the supremely ludicrous epithet of " amber tresses." If Otho
was one of the worst corrupters of Nero's character, he was punished by
the loss of his wife, and Nero was punished by forming a connexion with
a woman who instigated him to yet more frightful enormities. Up to

this time his crimes had been mainly confined to the interior of the

palace, and his follies had taken no worse form than safe and cowardly
outrages on defenceless passengers in the streets at night, after the
fashion of the Mohawks of the days of Queen Anne. But from the

day that he first saw Poppsea a headlong deterioration is traceable in his

character. She established a complete influence over him, and drove
him by her taunts and allurements to that crime which, even among his

many enormities, is the most damning blot upon his character—the

murder of his mother
That wretched princess was spending the last year of a life which

had scarcely passed its full prime in detested infamy, such as in our
own history attended the last stage in the career of the Countess of

Somerset, the wife of James's unworthy favourite, Robert Carr.

"Worse than this, she lived in daily dread of assassination. Her
watchfulness evaded all attempts at poisoning, and she was partly

protected against them by the current fiction that she had fortified her-

self by the use of antidotes. Plots to murder her by the apparently

accidental fall of the fretted roof in one of the chambers of her villa

were frustrated by the warning which she received from her spies. At
last, Anicetus, a freedman, admiral of the fleet at Misenum, promised

Nero to secure her end in an unsuspicious manner by means of a ship

which should suddenly fall to pieces in mid-sea. Nero invited her to a

banquet at Baiae, which was to be the sign of their public reconciliation.

Declining, however, to sail in the pinnace which had been surrepti-

tiously fitted up for her use, she was carried to her son's villa in her

own litter. There she was received with such hilarity and blandish-

ment, such long embraces and affectionate salutations, that her

suspicions were dispelled. She consented to return by water, and went

on board the treacherous vessel. It had not proceeded far when the

heavily-weighted canopy under which she reclined was made to fall

with a great crash. One of her ladies was killed on the spot. Imme-
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saw through the whole plot, but thought it best to treat the matter as

an accident, and sent one of her freedmen, named Agerinus, to

announce to N"ero her fortunate escape. Nero had already received the

news with unfeigned alarm. Would the haughty, vindictive woman fire

the soldiery with the tale of her wrongs ] would she throw herself on the

compassion of the Senate and the people 1 would she arm her slaves to

take vengeance on her murderer 1 Burrus and Seneca were hastily sum-
moned. To them the Emperor appealed in the extreme agitation of

unsuccessful guilt. In silence and anguish the soldier and the Stoic

felt, as they listened to the tale, how fatal to their reputation was their

prosperous complicity with the secrets of such a court. Seneca was the

first to break the silence. He asked his colleague " whether the

Praetorians should be ordered to put her to death." In that hour he
must have tasted the very dregs of the bitter cup of moral degradation.

Perhaps the two ministers excused themselves with the sophism that

things had now gone too far to prevent the commission of a crime, and
that either Agrippina or Nero must perish. But Burrus replied that
" the Praetorians would never lift a hand against the daughter of their

beloved Germanicus. Let Anicetus fulfil his promises." Miserable

soldier ! miserable philosopher ! Stoicism has been often exalted at the

expense of Christianity. Let the world remember the two scenes, in

one of which the polished Stoic, in the other the Christian Apostle
stood—the one a magnificent minister, the other a fettered prisoner—^in

the presence of the lord of the world !

Anicetus rose to the occasion, and, amid the ecstatic expressions of

Nero's gratitude, claimed as his own the consummation of the deed.

On the arrival of Agerinus with the message of Agrippina, Anicetus
suddenly flung a dagger at the wretched man's feet, and then, declaring

that Agrippina had sent him to murder her son, loaded him with
chains. By this transparent device he hoped to persuade the world
that Agrippiua had been detected in a conspiracy, and had committed
suicide from very shame. The news of her recent peril had caused the
wildest excitement among the idlers on the shore. Anicetus, with his

armed emissaries, had to assume a threatening attitude, as he made his

way through the agitated throng. Surrounding the villa and bursting
open the door, he seized the few slaves who yet lingered near the
chamber of their mistress. Within that chamber, by the light of a
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single lamp, Agrippina, attended by only one handmaid, was awaiting
in intense anxiety and with misgivings which became deeper and
deeper at every moment, the suspicious delay in the return of her faith-

ful messenger. The slave-girl rose and left the room. " Do you too

desert me 1 " she exclaimed ; and at that moment the door was darkened
by the entrance of Anicetus, with the trierarch Herculeius and the naval

centurion Obaritus. " If you have come to inquire about my health,"

said the undaunted woman, " say that I have recovered. If to commit
a crime, I will not believe that you have my son's orders ; he would not

command a matricide." Returning no answer, the murderers sur-

rounded her bed, and the trierarch struck her on the head with his

stick. " Strike my womb," she exclaimed, as the centurion drew his

sword, " it bore a Nero." These were her last words before she sank

down slain with many wounds. There is no need to darken with

further and unaccredited touches of horror the dreadful story of her

end. The old presage which she had accepted was fulfilled. She had

made her son an Emperor, and he had rewarded her by assassination.

Such was the awful unpitied end of one on whose birthday and in

whose honour in that very year altars had smoked with sacrifices ofiered

at the feet of the god Honov/r and the goddess Concordia.^

When the crime was over, Nero first perceived its magnitude, and

was seized with the agony of a too brief terror and remorse. There is

in great crimes an awful power of illumination. They light up the

conscience with a glare which shows all things in their true hideousness.

He spent the night in oppressive silence. For the first time in his life

his sleep was disturbed by dreams. He often started up in terror, and

dreaded the return of dawn. The gross flattery and hypocritical

congratulations of his friends soon dissipated all personal alarm. But

scenes cannot change their aspect so easily as the countenances of men,

and there was to him a deadly look in the sea and shore. From the

lofty summit of Misenum ghostly wailings and the blast of a solitary

trumpet seemed to reach him from his mother's gi-ave. He despatched

a letter to the Senate, full of the ingenious and artificial turns of

expression which betrayed, alas ! the style of Seneca ; and in it he

charged his mother's memory with the very crimes of which he had

himself been guilty. But though he recalled her enemies from exile,

and threw down her statues, and raked up every evil action of her life,

and insinuated that she had been the cause of the enormities which had

disgraced the reign of Claudius, men hardly affected to believe his

exculpation, and the very mob charged him with matricide in their

epigrams and scribblings on the statues and walls of Rome." But yet

when he returned to Rome, the whole populace, from the Senate down-

wards, poured forth to give him a reception so enthusiastic and

1 As shown by inscriptions of the Fratres Arvales (De Kossi, BvU. ArcMol. 186GI

See Champagny, Les Clsa/rs, ii. 194.

2 Suet. iVer. 3 ; Dion Cass. Ixi. 16.
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fcriumpliaiit that every remnant of shame was dispelled from his mind,

Eeeling for the first time that no wickedness was too abnormal to shake

his absolute power over a nation of slaves, he plunged without stint or

remorse into that career of infamy which has made his name the

synonym of everything which is degraded, cruel, and impure.^

Through the separate details of that career we need not follow him.

The depths'' into which he sank are too abysmal for utterance. Even

Pagan historians could not without a blush hold up a torch in those

crypts of shame.' How he established games in which he publicly

appeared upon the stage, and compelled members of the noblest Eoman
families to imitate his degradation ; on how vast a scale, and with how
vile a stain, he deliberately corrupted the whole tone of Eoman society

;

how he openly declared that the consummation of art was a false

sestheticism, corrupt and naked, and not ashamed ;* how he strove to

revive the flagging pulse of exhausted pleasure by unheard-of enormities,

and strove to make shame shameless by undisguised publicity j how he

put to death the last descendant of Augustus,'* the last descendant of

Tiberius, and the last descendant of the Claudii ; how he ended the

brief but heartrending tragedy of the life of Octavia by defaming her

innocence, driving her to the island of Pandataria, and there enforcing

her assassination under circumstances so sad as might have moved the

hardiest villain to tears; how he hastened by poison the death of

Burrus, and entrusted the vast power of the Prsetorian command to

Tigellinus, one of the vilest of the human race ; how, when he had

exhausted the treasures amassed by the dignified economy of Claudius,

he filled his cofiers by confiscating the estates of innocent victims ; how
he caused the death of his second wife, Poppsea, by a kick inflicted on

her when she was in a delicate condition ; how, after the detection of

the conspiracy of Piso, he seemed to revel in blood ; how he ordered the

death of Seneca ; how, by the execution of Psetus Thrasea and Barea

Soranus, he strove to extinguish the last embers of Roman magnanimity,
and to slay " virtue itself

; "° how wretches like Vatinius became the

cherished favourites of his court ; how his reign degenerated into one

perpetual orgy, at once monstrous and vulgar;—into these details,

fortunately^ we need not follow his awful career. His infamous follies

and cruelties in Greece ; his dismal and disgraceful fall—a tragedy

without pathos, and a ruin without dignity—all this must be read in the

pages of contemporary historians. Probably no man who ever lived

has crowded into fourteen years of life so black a catalogue of iniquities

as this Coliot d'Herbois upon an imperial throne. The seeds of innu-

merable vices were laient in the soil of his disposition, and the hot-bod

1 Tac. Ann. xiv. 13. » Eev. ii. 24. 3 2 Cor. iv. 2.

* Suet. iVcr. Ixxx. 29, 30. Dion Cass. Ixi. 4, 5.

' A son of the M. Jun. Silanus whom Gaius called " the golden sheep" (Tac. Arm,
xvl. 9).

* Tac. Arm. xvi. 21.
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of absolutism forced them into rank growth. To speak thus much of

liim and of his reign has been necessary, because he was the epitome of tho

age in which he lived—the consummate flower of Pagan degradation at

the time when the pure bud of Christian life was being nurtured into

beauty amid cold and storm. But here we must for the present leave

the general story of his reign, to give our attention to the one event

which brought Mm into collision with the Christian Church

CHAPTER IV.

THE BUKNING OP ROME, AND THE FIEST PEESECUTION,

" Mira Nero de Tarpeya
A Roma como se ardia

Gritos dan ninos y yiejos

Y el de nada se dolia.

Que alegre vista
! "

—

Spanish Song,

Had it not been for one crime with which all ancient writers have

mixed up his name, Christianity might have left Nero on pne side, not

speaking of him, but simply looking and passing by, while he, on his

part, might scarcely so much as have heard of the existence of

Christians amid the crowded thousands of his capital. That crime

was the burning of Rome ; and by precipitating the Era of Martyrdom,

it brought him into immediate and terrible connexion with the Church

of Christ.

Whether he was really guilty or not of having ordered that

immense conflagration, it is certain that he was suspected of it by his

contemporaries, and has been charged with it by many historians of

his country.' It is certain, also, that his head had been full for years

of the image of flaming cities ; that he used to say that Priam was

to be congratulated on having seen the ruin of Troy; that he was

never able to resist the fixed idea of a crime ;^ that the year following

he gave a public recitation of a poem called Troica, from the orchestra

of the theatre, and that this was only the burning of Rome under a

thin disguise ;' and that just before his flight he meditated setting fire

1 Tac. Arm. xv. 67 (of. 38); Suet. Ner. 38; Dion Cass. bdi. 16; Pliny, H.N. rvii.

1, 1 ; followed by Orosiua, Sulpioius, Severus, Eutropiua, etc.

2 Eenan, iMmiecArigJ, p. 144. ., . , u i -o <<tt4
3 Dion Cass. bdi. 29 ; Juv. viii. 221. Eutropiua says that he burnt Rome

:
Ut

spectaouli ejus imaginem oemeret quali olim Troja capta evaserat. Ampere says,

'^Ponr moi i'incline al'admettre" (Hist. Bom. ii. S6). Kenan thinks that this poem

may have originated the metaphor that he played his lyi'e over the rmns of his country—

which was afterwards taken literally.
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to Rome once more.^ It was rumoured that when sbme one had told

him how Gaius used to quote the phrase of Euripides

—

" "When I am dead, sink the whole earth in flames !

"

he replied, " Nay, but while I live !
" He was accused of the ambition

of destroying E-ome, that he might replace its tortuous and narrow

lanes with broad, regular streets and uniform Hellenic edifices, and

so have an excuse for changing its name from Eome to Neropolis.

It was believed that in his morbid appetite for new sensations he was

quite capable of devising a truly artistic spectacle which would thrill

his jaded sBstheticism, and supply him with vivid imagery for the vapid

antitheses of his poems. It was both believed and recorded that

during the terrors of the actual spectacle he had climbed the Tower
of Maecenas, had expressed his delight at what he caUed " the flower

and loveliness of the flames," and in his scenic dress had sung on

his own private stage the " Capture of Ilium. "^ It was said that

all attempts to quench the fire had been forcibly resisted ; that men had

been seen hurling lighted brands upon various buildings, and shouting

that they had orders for what they did ; that men of even Consular

rank had detected Nero's slaves on their own property with tow and
torches, and had not ventured to touch them ; that when the wind had
changed, and there was a luU in the conflagration, it had burst out

again from houses that abutted on the gardens of his creature

Tigellinus. At any rate, the Romans could hardly have been mistaken

in thinking that Nero might have done much more than he did

to encourage the efforts made to extinguish the flames. It was
remembered that, a few years earlier, Claudius, during a conflagration,

had been seen, two nights running, seated in a little counting-olfice

with two baskets full of silver at his side, to encourage the firemen, and
secure the assistance of the people and the soldiers. Nero certainly, in

this far more frightful crisis, did nothing of the kind. Even if some
of the rumours which tended to implicate him in having caused the

calamity had no better foundation than idle rumour, or the interested

plots of robbers, who seized the opportunity for promiscuous plunder,

they acquired plausibility from the whole colour of Nero's character

and conversation, and they seemed to be justified by the way in

which he used for his own advantage the disaster of his people. For
immediately after the fire he seized a much larger extent of ground
than he had previously possessed, and began to rear with incredible

celerity his " Golden House "—a structure unexampled in the ancient

world for gorgeous magnificence. It was in this amazing structure,

1 Suet. Her. 43.

2 The one circumstance which tends to exculpate him from some of these motives is

that he was at Antium when the fire broke out, and did not arrive in Eome till the third
day, when the flames had rolled to the gardens of Maecenas, and his own "Domus
Transitoria" (Tac. Ami. xv.). The late Mr. G. H. Lewes attempted to "rehabilitate''
the character of Nero ; but the evidence against him is too unanimous to be set aside.
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on which the splendour of the whole Empire was recklessly squandered,
that Nero declared, with a smirk of self-satisfaction, that now at

last he was lodged like a human being

!

But whether Nero was guilty of this unparalleled outrage on
the lives and fortunes of his subjects or not, certain it is that on
July 19, A.D. 64, in the tenth year of his reign, a fire broke out in

shops full of inflammable materials which lined the valley between the
Palatine and Cselian Hills. For six days and seven nights it rolled

in streams of resistless flame over the greater part of the city,

licking up the palaces and temples of the gods which covered the

low hills, and raging through whole streets of the wretched wooden
tenements in which dwelt myriads of the poorer inhabitants who
crowded the lower regions of Rome. When its course had been
checked by the voluntary destruction of a vast mass of buildings

which lay in its path, it broke out a second time, and raged for three

days longer in the less crowded quarters of the city, where its spread

was even more fatal to public buildings and the ancient shrines

of the gods. Never since the Gauls burnt Rome had so deadly a

calamity fallen on the afflicted city. Of its fourteen districts, four

alone escaped untouched ; three were completely laid in ashes ; in

the seven others were to be seen the wrecks of many buildings, scathed

and gutted by the flames. The disaster to the city was historically

irreparable. If Nero was indeed guilty, then the act of a wretched

bufibon, mad with the diseased sensibility of a depraved nature, has

robbed the world of works of art, and memorials, and records, priceless

and irrecoverable. We can rather imagine than describe the anguish

with which the Romans, bitterly conscious of their own degeneracy,

contemplated the destruction of the relics of their national glory in

the days when Rome was free. What could ever replace for them
or their children such monuments as the Temple of Luna, built by
Servius TuUius ; and the Ara Maxima, which the Arcadian Evander

had reared to Hercules ; and the Temple of Jupiter Stator, built

in accordance with the vow of Romulus ; and the little humble palace

of Numa ; and the shrine of Vesta with the Penates of the Roman
people and the spoils of conquered kings? What structural mag-

nificence could atone for the loss of memorials which the song of

Virgil and of Horace had rendered still more dear?' The city might

rise more regular from its ashes, and with broader streets, but its

artificial uniformity was a questionable boon. Old men declared that

the new streets were far less healthy, in consequence of their more

scorching glare, and they muttered among themselves that many an

object of national interest had been wantonly sacrificed to gratify the

womanish freak of a miserable actor.

But the sense of permanent loss was overwhelmed at first by the

' Virg. uEn. viiL 271 ; Hor. Od.
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immediate confusion and agony of the scene. Amid the sheets of flame

that roared on every side under their dense canopy of smoke, the shrieks

of terrified women and the wail of infants and children were heard above

the crash of falling houses. The incendiary fires seemed to be bursting

forth in so many directions that men stood staring in dumb stupefaction

at the destruction of their property, or rushed hither and thither in

helpless amazement. The lanes and alleys were blocked up with the

concourse of struggling fugitives. Many were suffocated by the smoke,

or trampled down in the press. Many others were burnt to death in

th.eir own burning houses, some of whom purposely flung themselves into

the flames in the depth of their despair. The density of the population

that found shelter in the huge many-storeyed lodging-houses increased the

difficulty of escape ; and when they had escaped with bare life, a vast

multitude of homeless, shivering, hungry human beings—many of them
bereaved of their nearest and dearest relatives, many of them personally

injured, and most of them deprived of aU their possessions, and destitute

of the means of subsistence—found themselves huddled together in

vacant places in one vast brotherhood of hopeless wretchedness. Inci-

dents like these are not often described by ancient authors. As a rule,

the classic writers show themselves singularly callous to all details of

individual misery ; but this disaster was on a scale so maygnificent that

it had impressed the imaginations of men who often treat the anguish of

multitudes as a matter of course.

Even if he had been destitute of every human feeling, yet policy and
necessity would have induced Nero to take , what steps he could to

alleviate the immediate pressure. To create discontent and misery
could never have formed any part of his designs. He threw open the
Campus Martins, the Monumenta Agrippae, even his own gardens, to

the people. Temporary buildings were constructed j all the furniture

which was most indispensable was brought from Ostia and neighbouring
towns ; wheat was sold at about a fourth of the average price. It was
all in vain. The misery which it was believed that his criminal folly

had inflicted kindled a sense of wrong too deeply seated to be removed
by remedies for the past or precautions for the future. The resentment
was kept alive by the benevolences and imposts which Nero now
demanded, and by the greedy ostentation with which he seized every
beautiful or valuable object to adorn the insulting splendour of a palace
buUt on the yet warm ashes of so wide an area of the ruined city.

Nero was so secure in his absolutism, he had hitherto found it so
impossible to shock the feelings of the people or to exhaust the terrified

adulation of the Senate, that he was usually indifferent to the pas-
quinades which were constantly holding up his name to execration and
contempt. But now he felt that he had gone too far, and that his
power would be seriously imperilled if he did not succeed in diverting
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the suspicions of tlie prpulace. He was perfectly aware that when the
people in the streets cuised those who set fire to the city, they meant to

curse Aim.' If he did not take some immediate step he felt that he might
perish, as Gains had perished before him, by the dagger of the assassin.

It is at this point of his career that Nero becomes a prominent
figure in the history of the ChurcL It was this phase of cruelty which
seemed to throw a blood-red light over his whole character, and led men
to look on him as the very incarnation of the world-power in its most
demoniac aspect—as worse than the Antiochus Epiphanes of Daniel's

Apocalypse—as the Man of Sin whom (in language figurative indeed,

yet awfully true) the Lord should slay with the breath of His mouth
and destroy with the brightness of His coming.'' For Nero endeavoured
to fix the odious crime of having destroyed the capital of the world upon
the most innocent and faithful of his subjects—upon the only subjects

who offered heart-felt prayers on his behalf^—the Roman Christians.

They were the defenceless victims of this horrible charge ; for though

they were the most harmless, they were also the most hated and the

most slandered of living men.*

Why he should have thought of singling out- the Christians has

always been a curious problem, for at this point St. Luke ends the Acts

of the Apostles, perhaps purposely dropping the curtain, because it

would"have been perilous and useless to narrate the horrors in which the

hitherto neutral or friendly Roman Government began to play so dis-

graceful a part. Neither Tacitus, nor Suetonius, nor the Apocalypse,

help us to solve this particular problem. The Christians had filled no

large space in the eye of the world. Until the days of Domitian we do

not hear of a single noble or distinguished person who had joined their

ranks.* That the Pudens and Claudia of 2 Tim. iv. 21 were the Pudens
and Claudia of Martial's Epigrams seems to me to be a baseless dream."

If the " foreign superstition " with which Pomponia Grsecina, wife of

Aulus Plautius, the conqueror of Britain, was charged, and of which she

was acquitted, was indeed, as has been suspected, the Christian religion,

at any rate the name of Christianity was not alluded to by the ancient

writers who had mentioned the circumstance.' Even if Rom. xvL was

addressed to Rome, and not, as I believe, to Ephesus, " they of the

household of Narcissus which were in the Lord " were unknown slaves,

as also were " they of Caesar's household." * The slaves and artisans,

' Dion Caas. Ixii. 18.
2 See Aug. De Civ. Dei, xx. 19 ; Laptant. Div. Instt. vii. 16 ; De Mart. Periec. ii. ad

fin. ; Chrysost. in 2 Thess., Horn. iv. ; Sulp. Sev. Hiit. ii. 29 ; 40, 42; Dial. ii. ad fin.

;

Jer. in Dan. xi. ; Orac. Sibyll. iv. 135—138, v. 362, viii. 1, 153 ; Verses of Commodianus,
in Spicileg. of Solesmes, Paris, 1852.

3 Kom. xiii. 1—7 ; Tit. iii 1 ; 1 Pet. ii. 13. See Tert. Apol. 29—33.
* 1 Pet. iU. 13—17, iv. 12—19.
' Suet. Dim. 15.

« See lAfe and Wm-k of St. Paul, ii. 569.

1 Tao. Arm. xiii. 32.
« Eom. xvi. 11 ; Phil. iv. 22 ; Life and Work of St. Ptul, ii. 165.

3
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Jevvisb. and Gentile, who formed the Christian community at Rome, had

never in any -way come into collision with the Roman Government. They
must have been the victims rather than the exciters of the Messianic

tumults—for such they are conjectured to have been—which led to the

expulsion of the Jews from Rome by the futile edict of Claudius.^ Nay,

so obedient and docile were they required to be by the very principles on

which their morality was based—so far were they removed from the fierce

independence of the Jewish zealots—that, in writing to them a few years

earlier, the greatest of their leaders had urged upon them a payment of

tribute and a submission to the higher powers, not only for wrath but

also for conscience' sake, because the earthly ruler, in his office of repress-

ing evil works, is a minister of God.^ That the Christians were entirely

innocent of the crime charged against them was well known, both at the

time and afterwards.' But how was it that Nero sought popularity, and

partly averted the deep rage which was rankling in many hearts against

himself, by torturing men and women on whose agonies he thought that

the populace would gaze not only with a stolid indifference, but even

with fierce satisfaction 1

Gibbon has conjectured that the Christians were confounded with the

Jews, and that the detestation universally felt for the latter fell with

double force upon the former. Christians suSered even more than the

Jew^s because of the calumnies so assiduously circulated against them,
and from what appeared to the ancients to be the revolting absurdity of

their peculiar tenets. " Nero," says Tacitus, " exposed to accusation,

and tortured with the most exquisite penalties, a set of men detested for

their enormities, whom the common people called ' Christians.'

Ohristus, the founder of this sect, was executed during the reign of

Tiberius by the Procurator Pontius Pilate, and the deadly superstition,

suppressed for a time, began to burst out once more, not only through-

out Judsea, where the evil had its root, but even in the city, whither
from every quarter all things horrible or shameful are drifted, and find

their votaries." The lordly disdain which prevented Tacitus from
making any inquiry into the real views and character of the Christians

is shown by the fact that he catches up the most baseless allegations

against them. He talks of their doctrines as savage and shameful,
when they breathed the very spirit of peace and purity. He charges
them with being animated by a hatred of their kind, when their

central tenet was an universal charity. The masses, he says, called

them " Christians ;

" and while he almost apologises for staining his

page with so vulgar an appellation,^ he merely mentions, in passing,

' Suet. Claud. 25. " Eom. xiji. 5.
^ It is involved at once in the " mbdidit reos " of Tao. Ann. v. 44.
• 1 Pet. iv. 14 ; Jas. ii. 7. There can be little doubt, as I have sho-wn in the Life

and Work of St. Paul, i. 301, that the name " Christian
"—so curiously hybrid, yet so

richly expressive—^was a nickname due to the wit of the Astiochenes, which exercised
itself quite fearlessly even on the Boman Emperors. They were not afraid to affix nick-
names to OaracaUa, and to call Julian Cecrops and Vxctimarius; with keen satire of hia
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that, though innocent of the charge of being turbulent incendiaries,

on -which they were tortured to death, they were yet a set of guilty

and infamous sectaries, to be classed with the lowest dregs of Roman
crimiuals.'

But the haughty historian throws no light on one difficulty—namely,
the circumstances which led to the Christians being thus singled out.

The Jews were in no way involved in Nero's persecution. To persecute
the Jews at Rome would not have been an easy matter. They were
sufficiently numerous to be formidable, and had overawed Cicero in the
zenith of his fame. Besides this, the Jewish religion was recognised,

tolerated, licensed. Throughout the length and breadth of the Empire,
no man, however much he and his race might be detested and despised,

could have been burnt or tortured for the mere fact of being a Jew.
We hear of no Jewish martyrdoms or Jewish persecutions till we come
to the times of the Jewish war, and then chiefly in Palestine itself. It

is clear that a shedding of blood—ia fact, some form or other of human
sacrifice—was imperatively demanded by popular feeling as an expiation

of the ruinous crime which had plunged so many thousands into the

depths of misery. In vain had the Sibylline Books been once more
consulted, and in vain had public prayer been oflFered, in accordance
with their directions, to Vulcan and the goddesses of Earth and Hades.
In vain had the Roman matrons walked in procession in dark robes,

and with their long hair unbound, to propitiate the insulted majesty of

Juno, and to sprinkle with sea-water her ancient statue. In vain had
largesses been lavished upon the people, and propitiatory sacrifices oflEered

to the gods. In vain had public banquets been celebrated in honour of

various deities. A crime had been committed, and Romans had
perished unavenged. Blood cried for blood, before the sullen suspicion

against Nero could be averted, or the indignation of heaven appeased.

Nero had always hat«d, persecuted, and exiled the philosophers, and no
doubt, so far as he knew anything of the Christians—so far as he saw
among his own covmtless slaves any who had embraced this supersti-

tion, which the elite of Rome described as not only new, but " exe-

crable " and "malefic"'—^he would hate their gravity and purity, and
feel for them that raging envy which is the tribute that virtue receives

from vice. Moreover, St. Paul, in all probability, had recently stood

before his tribimal ; and though he had been acquitted on the special

charges of turbulence and profanation, respecting which he had appealed

beard (Herodian. iv. 9 ; Ammlan. xxii. 14). It is clear that the sacred writers avoided
the name because it was employed by their enemies, and by them mingled with terms
of the vilest opprobrium (Tac. Ann. xv. 44). It only became familiar when the virtues

of Christians had shed lustre upon it, and when, alike in its true form, and in the
ignorant mispronunciation "Chrestians," it readily lent itself to valuable allegorical

meanings (Tert. Apol. 3 ; Just. Mart. Apol. 2 ; Clem. Alex. Strom, ii. 4, § 18 ; Bingham,
i. 1, § 11).

• See, on the crime of being " a Christian," Clem. Alex. Strom, iv. 11, § 1.

2 Mala, venefica, exitiabilis, execrabilis, prava, superstitio (Tac. Ann. xv. 44 : Suet.

Ner. 16; PUn. £p. 92).
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to Ctesar, yet daring the judicial inquiry Nero could hardly have faUcd to

hear from the emissaries of the Sanhedrin many fierce slanders of a

sect which was everywhere spoken against. The Jews were by far the

deadliest enemies of the Christians; and two persons of Jewish pro-

clivities were at this time in close proximity to the person of the

Emperor.^ One was the pantomimist Aliturus, the other was Poppsea,

the harlot Empress.^ The Jews were in communication with these

powerful favourites, and had even promised Nero that if his enemies ever

prevailed at Rome he should have the kingdom of Jerusalem. ^ It is

not even impossible that there may have been a third dark and evil

influence at work to undermine the Christians, for about this vei-y time

the unscrupulous Pharisee Flaviws Josephus had availed himself of the

intrigues of the palace to secure the liberation of some Jewish priests. *

If, as seems certain, the Jews had it in their power during the reign of

Nero more or less to shape the whisper of the throne, does not historical

induction drive us to conclude with some confidence that the suggestion

of the Christians as scapegoats and victims came from them? St.

Clement says in his Epistle that the Christians sufiei-ed through jealousy.

Whose jealousy 1 Who can tell what dark secrets lie veiled under that

suggestive word ? Was Acte a Christian, and was Poppsea jealous of

her 1 That suggestion seems at once inadequate and improbable, espe-

cially as Acte was not hurt. But there loas a deadly jealousy at work
against the New Religion. To the Pagans, Christianity was but a reli-

gious extravagance—-contemptible, indeed, but otherwise insignificant.

To the Jews, on the other hand, it was an object of hatred, which never

stopped short of bloodshed when it possessed or could usurp the power,'

and which, though long suppressed by circumstances, displayed itself in

all the intensity of its virulence during the brief spasm of the dictator-

ship of Barcochba. Christianity was hateful to the Jews on every

ground. It nullified their Law. It liberated all Gentiles from the

heavy yoke of that Law, without thereby putting them on a lower leveL

1 Under previous Emperors we read of the Jewess Acme, a slave of Livia, and the
Samaritan Thallua, a freedman of Tiberius (Jos. Antt. xvii. 5, %7 ; B. J. i. 33, §§ 6, 7).

2 According to John of Antioch (Excerpta Vcdesii, p. 808), and the Chronicon
Paschale (i. 459), Nero was originally favourable to the Christians, and put Pilate to
death, for which the Jews plotted his murder. Comp. Euseb. JI. E. ii. 22, iv. 26

;

Keim, Bom v/nd Christenthum, 179. Poppsea's Judaism is inferred from her refusing to
be burned, and requesting to be embalmed (Tac. Ann. xvi. 16) ; from her adopting the
custom of wearing a veil in the streets (id. xiii. 45) ; from the favour which she showed
to Aliturus and Josephus (Jos. Yit. 3 ; Antt. xx. 8, § 11) ; and from the term eeoo-e/s^s,

which Josephus applies to her.
' Suet. Ner. 40. Tiberius Alexander, the nephew of Philo, afterwards Procurator of

Judaja, was a person of influence at Rome (Jos. B. J. ii. 15, § 1 ; Juv. i. 130) j but he
was a renegade, and would not be likely to hate the Christians. It is, however, remark-
able that legend attributed the anger of Nero to the conversion of his mistress and a
favourite slave.

* Jos. Vit. 3.

* Compare what St. Paul says about the virulence of Jewish enmity in 1 Thess. ii.

14—^16; Phil. iii. 2. Yet Christianity grew up "sub umbraculo licitae Judaeorum
religionis " (Tert. Apol. 21).
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It even tended to render those who were born Jews indifferent to the
institutions of Mosaism. It was, as it were, a fatal revolt and schism
from withrQ, more dangerous than any assault from without. And,
worse than all, it was by the Gentiles confounded with the Judaism
which was its bitterest antagonist. While.it sheltered its existence

under the mantle of Judaism, as a religio licita, it drew down upon the

religion from whose bosom it sprang all the scorn and hatred which
were attached by the world to its own especial tenets ; for however
much the Greeks and Romans despised the Jews, they despised still

more the belief that the Lord and Saviour of the world was a crucified

malefactor who had risen from the dead. I see in the proselytism of

Poppsea, guided by Jewish malice, the only adequate explanation of the

first Christian persecution. Hers was the jealousy which had goaded

Nero to matricide ; hers not improbably was the instigated fanaticism

of a prosel3rte which urged him to imbrue his hands in martyr blood.

And she had her reward. A woman of whom Tacitus has not a word
of good to say, and who seems to have been repulsive even to a

Suetonius, is handed down by the renegade Pharisee as "a devout

woman"—as a worshipper of God !^

And, indeed, when once the Christians were pointed out to the

popular vengeance, many reasons would be adduced to prove their con-

nexion with the conflagration. Temples had perished—and were they

not notorious enemies of the temples 1 ^ Did not popular rumour charge

them with nocturnal orgies and Thyestoean feasts t Suspicions of incen-

diarism were sometimes brought against Jews ; ' but the Jews were not.

in the habit of talking, as these sectaries were, about a fire which

should consume the world,* and rejoicing in the prospect of that fiery

consummation.' Nay, more, when Pagans had bewailed the destruction

of the city and the loss of the ancient monuments of Rome, had not

these pernicious people used ambiguous language, as though they

ioyously recognised in these events the signs of a coming end t Even

when they tried to suppress aU outward tokens of exultation, had

they not listened to the fears and lamentations of their fellow-citizens

with some sparkle in the eyes, and had they not answered with some-

thing of triumph in their tones ? There was a Satanic plausibility which

dictated the selection of these particular victims. Because they hated

the wickedness of the world, with its ruthless games and hideous idola-

1 eeoM^^i (Jos. Ana. XX. 7, § 11). The word means a " monotheist," or proselyte,

like ae^nutvo; ^Acts xiii. 43, xvi. 14, etc.). See Huidekoper, Judaism at Borne, pp.

462-^69.
"

.. „ ,,„ , .,

2 As were also the Jews, who were confounded with them. Kom. u. 22, Dost thou

(a Jew) rob temples ? " See Life and Work of St. Paul, ii. 202.

3 Jos. B. J. viL 3, § 2—4. , ^ ... „
* As St. Peter and St. John did at this very time. 1 Pet. iv. 17 ; Rev. xvili. 8.

Comp. 2 Pet. iii. 10—12 ; 2 Thess. i. 8.

5 St. Peter—apparently thinking of the fire at Rome and its consequences—oaUs the

persecution from which the Christians were suffering when he wrote his First Epistle

a mipoiffts, or "conflagration." 1 Pet. iv. 12. Comp. 1 Pet. i. 7 ; Heb. x. 27.
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tries, they were accused of hatred of the whole human race.^ The
charge of incivisme, so fatal in this Reign of Terror, was sufficient to

ruin a body of men who scorned the sacrifices of heathendom, and
turned away with abhorrence from its banquets and gaieties.^ The culti-

vated classes looked down upon the Christians with a disdain which
would hardly even mention them without an apology. The canaille of

Pagan cities insulted them with obscene inscriptions and blasphemous

pictures on the very walls of the places where they met.^ Nay, they

were popularly known by nicknames, like Sarmenticii and Semaxii—
untranslatable terms of opprobriiim derived from the fagots with which

they were burned and the stakes to which they were chained.^ Even
the heroic courage which they displayed was described as being sheer

obstinacy and stupid fanaticism.'

But in the method chosen for the pvmishment of these saintly

innocents Nero gave one more proof of the close connexion between
effeminate oestheticism and sanguinary callousness. As in old days,

"on that opprobrious hill," the temple of Chemosh had stood close

by that of Moloch, so now we find the spoliarum beside the fornices

—Lust hard by Hate. The camifipina of Tiberius, at Caprese, ad-

joined the sellariae. History has given many proofs that no man is

more systematically heartless than a corrupted debauchee. Like
people, like prince. In the then condition of Eome, Nero well

knew that a nation " cruel, by their sports to blood inured " would
be most likely to forget their miseries, and condone their suspicions,

by mixing games and gaiety with spectacles of refined and atrocious

cruelty, of which, for eighteen centuries, the most passing record has

sufficed to make men's blood run cold.

Tacitus tells us that " those who confessed were first seized, and then
on their evidence a huge multitude ° were convicted, not so much on the

charge of incendiarism as for their hatred to mankind." Compressed
and obscure as the sentence is, Tacitus clearly means to imply by the
" confession " to which he alludes the confession of Christianity ; and
though he is not sufficiently generous to acquit the Christians abso-

1 Tac. Ann. xv. 44 ; Hist. v. 5 ; Suet. Ner. 16.
^ The tracts of TertullianDe Corond Militis are the best commentary on these sentences.
' Tertullian mentions one of these coarse caricatures—a figure with cue foot hoofed,

wearing a toga, carrying a book, and with long ass's ears, under which was written,
" The God of the Christians, Onokoites." He says that Christians were actually charged
with worshipping the head of an ass (Apol. 16 ; ad Natt. i. 16). The same preposterous
calumny, with many others, is alluded to by Minuoius Felix, Octav. i. 9 :

" Audio eos
turpissimae peoudis caput asini . . . venerari." The Christians were hence called
Asinarii. Analogous calumnies were aimed at the Jews. Tac. Hist. v. 4 ; Pint. Symp.
iv. 5, § 2 ; Jos. c. Apion. ii. 7.

• Tert. ApoLli.
' Bpictetus, Dissert, iv. 7, § 6 ; Marc. Aurelius, xi. 3, ifiXii TrapaTafit.

^ "Ingens midtitudo." The phrase is identical with the iroW irAjjSos of Clemens
Eomanus {Ep. ad Cor. i. 6), and the oxAos iroKin of Rev. vii. 9, xix. 1, 6. Tertidlian s-ays

that " Nero was the first who raged with the sword of Ciesar against this sect which
was then six-ciitlly rising nt Koini; " {.Iji-il. 5).
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lutely of all complicity in the great crime, he distinctly says that

they were made the scapegoats of a general indignation. The phrase—'' a huge multitude "—is one of the few existing indications of the

number of martyrs in the first persecution, and of the number of

Christians in the Roman Church.' When the historian says that

they were convicted on the charge of "hatred against mankind" he
shows how completely he confounds them with the Jews, against

whom he elsewhere brings the accusation of "hostile feelings towards

all except themselves."

Then the historian adds one casual but frightful sentence—

a

sentence which flings a dreadful light on the cruelty of Nero and
the Eoman mob. He adds, "And various forms of mockery were
added to enhance their dying agonies. Covered with the skins of

wild beasts, they were doomed to die by the mangling of dogs, or by
being nailed to crosses ; or to be set on fire and burnt after twilight

by way of nightly illumination. Nero offered his own gardens for

this show, and gave a chariot race, mingling with the mob in the

dress of a charioteer, or actually driving about among them. Hence,

guilty as the victims were, and deserving of the worst punishments,

a feeling of compassion towards them began to rise, as men felt that

they were being immolated not for any advantage to the common-
wealth, but to glut the savagery of a single man."^

Imagine that awful scene, once witnessed by the silent obelisk in the

square before St. Peter's at Eome ! Imagine it, that we may realise

how vast is the change which Christianity has wrought in the feelings

of mankind ! There, where the vast dome now rises, were once the

gardens of Nero. They were thronged with gay crowds, among whom
the Emperor moved in his frivolous degradation—and' on every side

were men dying slowly on their cross of shame. Along the paths of

those gardens on the autumn nights were ghastly torches, blackening

the ground beneath them with streams of sulphurous pitch, and each of

those living torches was a martyr in his shirt of fire.' And in the

amphitheatre hard by, in sight of twenty thousand spectators, famished

dogs were tearing to pieces some of the best and purest of men and

women, hideously disguised in the skins of bears or wolves. Thus did

Nero baptise in the blood of martyrs the city which was to be for ages

the capital of the world !

1 Compare Oros. Hist. vii. 7, "(Nero) primus Romae Christianos suppliciis et

morfcibus affecit ac per omnes promncias pari persecutione excruciari imperavit ; ipsum
nomen exstirpare conatiis beatissimos Christi apostolos Petmm cruce, Faulum gladio

ocoldit."
2 Hence the expressions " quaesitissimae poenae " and " orudelissimae quaestiones"

(Snip. Sev. Hist. ii. 96).
' See, on this tunica molesta, Luor. iii. 1,017 ; Juv. viii. 235, i. 155, et ibi Schol.

Sen. JEp. xiv. 5, "Illam tunicam alimentis ignium et illitam et textam." Mart. Spectac.

Ep. v., X. 25 ; Apul. iii. 9, x. 10 ; Tert. Apol. 15, 50 (sarmenticii . . . semaxii) ; ad Mart.

5 ; ad Scap. 4 ; ad Nat. i. 18, " incendiati tuniciX." Friedlander, Sittcngesch. lloim,

U.386.
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The specific atrocity of such spectacles—unknown to the earlier

ages which they called barbarous—was due to the cold-blooded selfish-

ness, the hideous realism of a refined, delicate, aesthetic age. To please

these " lisping hawthorn-buds," these debauched and sanguinary dandies,

Art, forsooth, must know nothing of morality ; must accept and rejoice

in a "healthy animalism "; must estimate life by the number of its few

wildest pulsations ; must reckon that life is worthless without the most

thrilling experiences of horror or delight ! Comedy must be actual

shame, and tragedy genuine bloodshed.^ When the play of Afranius

called "The Conflagration" was put on the stage, a house must be

really burnt, and its furniture really plundered.'' In the mime called

" Laureolus," an actor must really be crucified and mangled by a bear,

and really fling himself down and deluge the stage with blood. ^ When
the heroism of Mucius Scsevola was represented, a real criminal* must

thrust his hand without a groan into the flame, and stand motionless

while it is being burnt. Prometheus must be really chained to his

rock, and Dirce in very fact be tossed and gored by the wild bull ;^ and

Orpheus be torn to pieces by a real bear ; and Icarus nmst really fly,

even though he fall and be dashed to death ; and Hercules must ascend

the funeral pyre, and there be 'veritably burnt alive ; and slaves and

criminals must play their parts heroically in gold and purple till the

flames envelope them. It was the ultimate romance of a degraded and

brutalised society. The Eoman people, " victors once, now vile and

base," could now only be amused by sanguinary melodrama. Fables

must be made realities, and the criminal must gracefully transform his

supreme agonies into amusements for the multitude by becoming a

gladiator or a tragedian. Such were the spectacles at which Nero loved

to gaze through his emerald eye-glass.° And worse things than these

—

things indescribable, unutterable. Infamous mythologies were enacted,

in which women must play their part in torments of shamefulness more
intolerable than death., A St. Peter must hang upon the cross in the

Pincian gardens, as a real Laureolus upon the stage. A Christian boy
must be the Icarus, and a Christian man the Scsevola, or the Hercules,

' Champagny, Les Chars, iv. 159.
" Suet. Oali{/. 57.
' Juv. Sat. viii. 187, " Laureolum lelox etiam bene Lentulus egit," the actor " wan

unable tofi;/ over the cross." Mart. Spectac. vii., "Nuda Caledonio sic pectora praebuit
urso. Non falsa pendens in oruce Laureolus Vivebant laceri membris stillantibus

artus ... In quo quae fuerai fahvla, poena fuit." See Suet. Caius, 57. Josephua
(Antt. xix. 1, § 3) alludes to this terrible incident, and so does Tertullian in an obscure
but remarkable passage, adv. Valent. 14, " nee habens supervo tare crucem . . . quia
nullum CatuUi Laureolum fuerit exercitata."

* Mart. vii. 8, 21, viii. 30, x. 25 ; cf. 0ea.Tpi(6^evai., ijeb. x. 33.
* The Toro Farn&se had been brought to Rome from Bhodes in the days of Augustus,

and may have set the fashion for this tableau vivant (Plin. xxxvi. 5, 6 ; Apul. Metam.
vi. 127 ; Luciau, Lucius, 23 ; Kenan, L'Antechrist, 171 ; Tert. Apol. 15 ; Plut. De Serd
Jfum. Vind, 9 ; iri)p ivteVTcs e« t^s av9ivijS CKeiiojs Kal iroA.UTe\oi;s efffl^TOS; Schlegel, Philos d,
Gtsch. I. vs.., p. 832.

8 "Speotabat smaragdo " (Plin. H. N. xxxvii. 57).
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or the Orpheus of the amphitheatre; and Christian women, modest
maidens, holy matrons, must be the Danaids,i or the Proserpine, or
worse, and play their parts as priestesses of Saturn and Ceres, and
in blood-stained dramas of the dead. No wonder that Nero became
to Christian imagination the very incarnation of evil; the Antichrist;
the Wild Beast from the abyss ; the delegate of the great red
Dragon, with a diadem and a name of blasphemy upon his brow.^ No
wonder that he left a furrow of horror in the hearts of men, and that,

ten centuries after his death, the Church of Sta. Maria del Popolo had to

be built by Pope Pascal II. to exorcise from Christian Eome his restless

and miserable ghost

!

And it struck them with deeper horror to see that the Antichrist, so
far from being abhorred, was generallj' popular. He was popular be-

cause he presented to the degraded populace their own image and simili-

tude. The froglike unclean spirits which proceeded, as it were, out of

his mouth' were potent with these dwellers in an atmosphere of pesti-

lence. They had lost all love for freedom and nobleness ; they cared
only for doles and excitement. Even when the infamies of a Petronius
had been superseded by the murderous orgies of TigellLnus, Nero was
stiU everywhere welcomed with shouts as a god on earth, and saluted on
coins as Apollo, as Hercules, as " The Saviour op the World."* The
poets still assured him that there was no deity in heaven who would not
think it an honour to concede to him his prerogatives ; that if he did

not place himself well in the centre of Olympus, the equilibrium of the
universe would be destroyed.^ Victims were slain along his path, and
altars raised for him—for this wretch, whom an honest slave could not
but despise and loathe—as though he was too great for mere human
honours.' Nay, more, he found adorers and imitators of his execrable

example—an Otho, a Vitellius, a Domitian, a Commodus, a Caracalla,

an HeUogabalus—to poison the air of the world. The lusts and hungers
and furies of the world lamented him, and cherished his memory, and
longed for liis return.

And yet, though all bad men—who were the majority—admired and
even loved him, he died the death of a dog. Tremendous as was the

power of Imperialism, the Romans often treated their individual empe-
rors as Nero himself treated the Syrian goddess, whose image he first

worshipped with awful veneration and then subjected to the most gro-

tesque indignities. For retribution did not linger, and the vengeance
fell at once on the guilty emperor and the guilty city.

^ S. Clem, tld Cor, i. 6, Sia. $v,\ov Sttox6eltral yvvaiKei Aai'aiSes xai Atpjcat aiKiV/taTa Seiva Koi

livotna iraffovaat cttI rot/ T^; TTLtTTeui fie^axov Bpofiov Kar^vnitrav Jcal iKafiov yepai ytswaiov ai a(rdtvals

2 2 Thess. ii. 3; Eev. xi. 7, xii. 3, xiii. 1, 6, xtL 13, xvii. 8, 11.
3 Eev. xvi. 13.
4 rtS ^AtTjjpL Tfj^ oIicov/jievTjg.

' Luc. Phars. vii.

• Tao. Ann. xv. 74, " Tamquam mortale fastigium egroBso,"
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" Careless seems the Great Avenger : History's pages but record
One death-grapple in the darkness 'twixt false systems and the Word
Truth forever on the scaffold, wrong forever on the throne.

Yet that scaffold sways the future, and behind the dim unknown
Standeth God within the shadow, keeping watch ahove His own."

The air was full of prodigies. There were terrible storms; the

plague wrought fearful ravages.' Rumours spread from lip to lip.

Men spoke of monstrous biiihs ; of deaths by lightning under strange

circumstances ; of a brazen statue of Nero melted by the flash ; of places

struck by the brand of heaven in fourteen regions of the city f of sudden
darkenings of the sun.' A hurricane devastated Campania; comets
blazed in the heavens;* earthquakes shook the ground.^ On all sides

were the traces of deep uneasiness and superstitious terror. ° To all

these portents, which were accepted as true by Christians as well as by
' Pagans, the Christians would give a specially terrible sigDificance. They
strengthened their conviction that the coming of the Lord drew nigh.

They convinced the better sort of Pagans that the hour of their deliver-

ance from a tyranny so monstrous and so disgraceful was near at hand.

In spite of the shocking servility with which alike the Senate and
the people had welcomed him back to the city with shouts of triumph,
Nero felt that the air of Rome was heavy with curses against his name.
He withdrew to Naples, and was at supper there on March 19, A.D. 68,

the anniversary of his mother's murder, when he heard that the first

note of revolt had been sounded by the brave C. J ulius Vindex, Prsefect

of Farther Gaul. He was so far from being disturbed by the news, that

he showed a secret joy at the thought that he could now order Gaul to

be plundered. For eight days he took no notice of the matter. He was
only roused to send an address to the Senate because Vindex wounded
his vanity by calling him " Ahenobarbus," and "a bad singer." But
when messenger after messenger came from the provinces with tidings

of menace, he hurried back to Rome. At last, when he heard that Vir-
ginius Rufus had also rebelled in Germany, and Galba in Spain, he
became aware of the desperate nature of his position. On receiving this

intelligence he fainted away, and remained for some time unconscious.
He continued, indeed, his grossness and frivolity, but the wildest and
fiercest schemes chased each other through his melodramatic brain. He
would slay all the exiles ; he would give up all the provinces to plunder

;

1 Tac. Ann. xvi. 13, " Tot faciiioribus foedum annum etiam dii tempestatibus et
morbis insignivere," etc. ; Ores. Hist. vii. 7, "Mox (after the martyrdom of Peter and
Paul) acervatim miseram oivitatem obortae undique oppressere olades. Nam subsequento
auctumuo tanta Urbi pestUentia inoubuit, ut triginta millla funerum in rationem
Libitinae venirent."

2 Tac. Hist. i. 4, 11, 78, ii. 8. 95 ; Suet. Nei: 57 ; Otho, 7 ; Plut. Be Serd Num.
T^ind. ; Pausan. vii. 17 ; Xiphilin. Ixiv ; Dion Chrysost. Orat. xxi

3 Tac. Arm. xiv. 12.

* Tac. Ann. xiv. 22, xv. 47 ; Sen. Qu. Nat. vii. 17, 21
5 Tac. Ann. xv. 22.

6 Suet. Ner. 36, 39 ; Dion Cass. Ixi. 16, la
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he would order all the Gauls in the city to be butchered ; he would have
all the Senators invited to banquets, and would then poison them

;

he would have the city set on fire, and the wild beasts of the amphi-
theatre let loose among the people ; he would depose both the Consuls,

and become sole Consul himself, since legend said that only by a
Consul could Gauls be conquered ; he would go with an army to the
province, and when he got there would do nothing but weep, and
when he had thus moved the rebels to compassion, would next day sing

with them at a great festival the ode of victory which he must at once
compose. Not a single manly resolution lent a moment's dignity to his

miserable fall. Sometimes he talked of escaping to Ostia, and arming
the sailors ; at others, of escaping to Alexandria, and earning his bread

by his " divine voice." Meanwhile he was hourly subjected to the dead-

liest insults, and terrified by dreams and omens so sombre that his faith

in the astrologers who had promised him the government of the East

and the kingdom of Jerusalem began to be rudely shaken. When he

heard that not a single army or general remained faithful to him, he

kicked over the table at which he was dining, dashed to pieces on the

ground two favourite goblets embossed with scenes from the Homeric
poems, and placed in a golden box some poison furnished to him by
Locusta. The last efibrt which he contemplated was to mount the Rostra,

beg pardon of the people for his crimes, ask them to try him again, and,

at the worst, to allow him the Praefecture of Egypt. But this design he

did not dare to carry out, from fear that he would be torn to pieces be-

fore he reached the Forum. Meanwhile he found that the palace had

been deserted by his guards, and that his attendants had robbed his

chamber even of the golden box in which he had stored his poison.

Rushing out, as though to drown himself in the Tiber, he changed his

mind, and begged for some quiet hiding-place in which to collect his

thoughts. The freedman Phaon offered him a lowly vUla about four

miles from the city. Barefooted, and with a faded coat thrown over his

tunic, he hid his head and face in a kerchief, and rode away with only

four attendants. On the road he heard the tumult of the Praetorians

cursing his name. Amid evU omens and serious perils he reached the

back of Phaon's villa, and, creeping towards it through a muddy reed-

bed, was secretly admitted into one of its mean slave-chambers by an

aperture through which he had to crawl on his hands and feet.

There is no need to dwell on the miserable spectacle of his end

—

perhaps the meanest and most pusillanimous which has ever been

recorded. The poor wretch who, without a pang, had caused so many
brave Romans and so many innocent Christians to be murdered, could

not summon up resolution to die. He devised every operatic incident

of which he could think. When even his most degraded slaves urged

him to have sufficient manliness to save himself from the fearful

infamies which otherwise awaited him, he ordered his grave to be dug,

and fragments of marble to be collected for its adornment, and water
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and wood for his funeral pyre, perpetually whining, "What an artist to

perish !
" Meanwhile a courier arrived for Phaon. Nero snatched his

despatches out of his hand, and read that the Senate had decided that

he should be punished in the ancestral fashion as a public enemy.
Asking what the ancestral fashion was, he was informed that he would
be stripped naked and scourged to death with rods, with his head thrust

into a fork. Horrified at this, he seized two daggers, and after

theatrically trying their edges, sheathed them again, with the excuse

that the fatal moment had not yet arrived ! Then he bade Sporus begin
to sing his funeral song, and begged some one to show him how to die.

Even his own intense shame at his cowardice was an insufficient

stimulus, and he whiled away the time in vapid epigrams and pompous
quotations. The sound of horses' hoofs then broke on his ears, and,

venting one more Greek quotation, he held the dagger to his throat.

It was driven home by Epaphroditus, one of his literary slaves. At
this moment the centurion who came to arrest him rushed in. Nero
was not yet dead, and, under pretence of helping him, the centurion
began to stanch the wound with his cloak. " Too late," he said ;

" is

this your fidelity ? " So he died ; and the bystanders were horrified
,

with the way in which his eyes seemed to be starting out of his head
in a rigid stare. He had begged that his body might be burned without
posthumous insults, and this was conceded by Icelus, the freedman of

Galba.

So died the last of the Csesars ! And as Robespierre was lamented
by his landlady, so even Nero was tenderly buried by two nurses who
had known him in the exquisite beauty of his engaging childhood, and
by Acte, who had inspired his youth with a genuine love.

But, as we shall see hereafter, his history does not end with his

grave. He was to live on in the expectation alike of Jews and
Christians. The fifth head of the Wild Beast of the Revelation was in
some sort to re-appear as the eighth ; the head with its diadem and its

names of blasphemy had been wounded to death, but in the Apocalyptic
sense the deadly wound was to be healed.' The Roman world could not
believe that the heir of the deified Julian race could be cut ofi' thus
suddenly and obscurely, and vanish like foam upon the water.^ The
Christians felt sure that it required something more than an ordinary
death-stroke to destroy the Antichrist, and to end the vitality of the
Wild Beast from the Abyss, who had been the first to set himself in
deadly anta,gonism against the Redeemer, and to wage war upon the
saints of God.

* Kev. xiii. 3, xvii. IL 8 Hos. a. 7.



ST. PETEE AND THE CHUECH CATHOLIC.

CHAPTER V.

WRITINGS OF THE APOSTLES AND EAELY CHRISTIANS.

'AXieu fA.ep6TrQ}V

Tiov ffta^ofievwy,

lieKdyovs Kaxlas

*IX^w ayvovs

KvfiiiTos ix^pov
r\vKep^ ^wy SeKed^Qiv.—Clem. Alex. Faed. iii. adfln.

When we turn from the annals of tlie world at this epoch to the annals

of the Church, we pass at once from an atmosphere heavy with misery
and corruption into pure and pellucid air. We have been reading the
account given us by secular literature of the world in its relations to the

Church. In the First Epistle of Saint Peter we shall read directions

which were written to guide the Chiirch in its relations to the world.

We have been reading what Pagans said and thought of Christians ; in

the writings of Christians addressed to each other, and meant for no
other eye, we shall see what these hated, slandered, persecuted Christians

really were. In place of the turbulence laid to their charge, we shall

have proofs of the humility and cheerfulness of their submission. We
shall' see that, so far from being resentful, they were taught unlimited

forgiveness'; and that, instead of cherishing a fierce hatred against all

mankind, they made it their chief virtue to cultivate an universal love.

But although we are so fully acquainted with the thoughts and
feelings of the early Christians, yet the facts of their corporate history

during the last decades of the first century, and even the closing details

in the biogi'aphies of their very greatest teachers, are plunged in entire

uncertainty. Wken, with the last word in the Acts of the Apostles, we
lose the graphic and faithful guidance of St. Luke, the torch of

Christian history is for a time abruptly quenched. We are left, as it

were, to grope amid the windings of the catacombs. Even the final

labours of the life of St. Paul are only so far known as we may dimly

infer them from the casual allusions of the pastoral epistles. For the

details of many years in the life of St. Peter we have nothing on which

to rely except slight and vague allusions, floating rumours, and fnl.se

impressiop? created by the deliberate fictions of heretical romfmc:>.
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It is probable that this silence is in itself the result of the terrible

scenes in which the Apostles perished. It was indispensable to the

safety of the whole community that the books of the Christians, when

given up by the unhappy weakness of " traditors " or discovered by the

keen malignity of informers, should contain no compromising matter.

But how would it have been possible for St. Luke to write in a manner

otherwise than compromising if he had detailed the horrors of the

Neronian persecution 1 It is a reasonable conjecture that the sudden

close of the Acts of the Apostles may have been due to the impossibility

of speaking without indignation and abhorrence of the Emperor and the

Government which, between A.D. 64 and 68, sanctioned the infliction

upon innocent men and women of atrocities which excited the pity of

the very Pagans. The Jew and the Christian who entered on such

themes could only do so under the disguise of a cryptograph, hiding his

meaning from all but the initiated few in such prophetic symbols as

those of the Apocalypse. In that book alone we are enabled to hear

the cry of horror which Nero's brutal cruelties wrung from Christian

hearts.

But if we know so little of Saint Peter that is in the least trust-

worthy, it is hardly strange that of the other Apostles, with the single

exception of St. John, and—in the wider sense of the word " apostle
"

—of St. James the Lord's brother, we know scarcely anything. To
St. Peter, St. John, and St. James the Lord's brother, it was believed

that Christ, after His resurrection, had " revealed the true gnosis," or

deeper understanding of Christian doctrine.^ It is singular how very

little is narrated of the rest, and how entirely that little depends upon
loose and unaccredited tradition. Did they all travel as missionaries ?

Did they all die as martyrs 1 Heracleon, in the second century, said

that St. Matthias, St. Thomas, St. Philip, and St. Matthew, died natural

deaths, and St. Clemens of Alexandria quotes him without contradiction.'

The only death of an Apostle narrated in the New Testament is

narrated in two words, aj/ciXe fiaxcdpf
—"slew with the sword." It is

the martyrdom of St. James the Elder, the son of Zebedee.' Of St.

Philip we know with reasonable certainty that he lived for many years

as bishop, and died in grea;t honour at Hierapolis in Phrygia. Eusebius

makes express mention of his daughters, of whom two were virgins,

and one was married and buried at Ephesus. It cannot be regarded as

certain that there has not been some confusion between Philip the

Apostle and Philip the Deacon ; but there is no reason why they should

not both have had virgin daughters, and Polycrates expressly says that

the Philip who was regarded as one of the great " Ughts of Asia " was

1 Clem. Alex. ap. Euseb. II. K ii. 1.

2 Clem. Alex. Sb-om. i. 4. See DoUinger, First Age of the Ofmrch, p. 137.

3 He became the patron saint of Spain from the legends about the removal of his

Dody to Iria Flavia. Compostella is said to be a corruption of Giacomo Fostolo (Voss).

See Cave, lAves of the Apostles, p. 150. The BoUandists still retain the legend, first

mentioned by Wal. Strabo (Poem, de XII. Apost.), that he was martyred there.
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one of the Twelve.' If we ask about the rest of our Lord's chosen
Twelve, all that we are told is of a most meagre and most uncertain
character. The first fact stated about them is that they did not separate

for twelve years, because they had been bidden by Christ in His parting
words to stey for that period in Jerusalem. Accordingly we find that

up to that time St. Paul is 'the only Apostle of whose missionary
journeys beyond the limits of Palestine we have any evidence, whereas
after that time we find James the Lord's brother alone at Jerusalem as

the permanent overseer of the Mother-Church.
We are told that, after the Ascension, the Apostles divided the

world among themselves by lot for the purpose of evangelisation,^ and
in the fourth century there was a prevalent belief that they had all

been martyred before the destruction of Jerusalem, excepting John.
This, however, can have only been an cl priori conjecture, and there is

no evidence which can be adduced in its support.

The sum total, then, of what tradition asserts about these Apostles,

omitting the worst absurdities and the legendary miracles, is as

follows :

—

St. Andrew, determining to convert the Scythians,' visited on the

way Amynsus, Trapezus, Heraclea, and Sinope. After being nearly

killed by the Jews at Sinope, he was miraculously healed, visited Neo-
CsBsarea and -Samosata, returned to Jerusalem, and thence went to

Byzantium, where he appointed Stachys to be a bishop. After various

other travels and adventures he was martyred at Patrse by ^geas,
Proconsul of Achaia, by being crucified on the decussate cross now
known as the cross of St. Andrew.*

St. Bartholomew (Nathaniel) is said to have travelled to India, and
to have carried thither St. Matthew's Gospel." After preaching in

Lycaonia and Armenia, it is asserted that he was either flayed or

crucified head downwards at Albanopolis in Armenia. The psendo-

Dionysius attributes to him the remarkable saying that " Theology is

both large and very small, and the Gospel broad and great, and also

compressed."*

St. Matthew is said to have preached in Parthia and Ethiopia,

and to have been martyred at Naddaber in the latter country.' Accord-

ing to St. Clemens, he lived only on herbs,' practising a mode of life

which was Essene in its simplicity and self-deniaL

1 Clem. Alex. Strom, iii., p. 448; Polycr. ap. Euseb. iii. 31; Dorotheus, De Yit. el

Mort. Apost. J Isidor. Pelus. Epp. i. 447, etc. Metaphrastes and Nioephorus add various

fables.
2 Socrates, ff.E. i. 19. ^ Origen ap. Euseb. iii. 1.

* See Euseb. ff. E. in,l; Nioephorus, S. E. ii. 39. In Hesychius ap. Pbotium, Cod.

269, is first found his address to his cross. The Acta Andreae (Tisohendorf, Act. Apocr.,

p. 105 if.) are among the best of their kind.
6 Euseb. V. 10 ; Sophronius ap. Jer. De Script. Ecd. ' De Mystic. Theol. i. 3.

? Nioeph. I.e. ; Metaphr. ad Aug. 24 ; Fortunatus, De Senat. vii. Various fables are

added in Niceph. ii. 41.
« Paedag. il. 1.
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St. Thomas is called the Apostle of India, and is sttid to havo

founded the Christian communities in India who still call themselves by
his name. But this seems to be a mistake. Theodoret says that the

Thomas who established these churches was a Manichee, and the " Acts
of Thomas " are Manichean in tendency. Origen says that the Apostlo

preached in Parthia.^ His grave was shown at Edessa in the fourth

century.^

St. James the Less, the son of Alphseus, who is distinguished by
the Greek Church from James the Lord's brother, is said to have been

crucified while preaching at Ostrakine in Lower Egypt.'

St. Simon Zelotes is variously conjectured to have preached and to

have been crucified at Babylonia or in the British Isles.*

Judas, Lebb^us, or Thadd^us, is said to have been despatched by
St. Thomas to Abgar, King of Edessa, and to have been martyred at

Berytus.*

Scanty, contradictory, late, and unauthenticated notices, founded for

the most part on invention or a sense of ecclesiastical fitness, and
recorded chiefly by writers like Gregory of Tours late in the sixth

century, and Nicephorus late in the fourteenth, are obviously valueless.

All that we can deduce from them is the belief, of which we see glimpses

even in Clemens Alexandrinus and Origen, that the Apostles preached
far and wide, and that more than one of them were martyred. It would
be strange if none of the Twelve met with such an end in preaching

among Pagan and barbarous nations ; and that they did so preach is

rendered likely by the extreme antiquity and the marked Judseo-

Christian character of Churches which still exist in Persia, India,

Egypt, and Abyssinia.

But in the silence and obscurity which thus falls over the personal
history and final fate of the Twelve whom Christ chose to be nearest to

Him on earth, how invaluable is the boon of knowledge respecting the
thoughts, and to some extent even the lives, of such Apostles as St.

Peter, St. Paul, and St. John, as well as of St. Jude, and St James the
Loi'd's brother, and the eloquent writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews.
And the boon is all the richer from the Divine diversity of thought thus
preserved for ns. For each of these Apostolic writers, though they are
one in their faith, yet approaches the hopes and promises of Christianity
from a different point of view ; each one gives us a fresh aspect of many-
sided truths.

Let us imagine what would have been our position if, in the providence
of God, we had not been sufiered to possess these works, of which the
greater mmiber belong to the closing epoch of the New Testament Canon.

The New Testament would then have consisted exclusively of the
works of five writers—the four Evangelists and St. Paul.

1 Orig. ap. Euseb. iii. 1. 2 chrys. Bom. in Heir, xxvi.
' Niceph. ii. 40. * Nioeph. viii. 30.
' Dorotheus, De Vit. Apost. : Niceph. ii. 40.
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The Synoptists, in spite of well-marked minor differences in their

point of view, present for the most part a single—mainly the external

and historical—aspect of the life of Christ. We find in them a com-
pressed and fragmentary outline of the work of Christ's public ministry,

and even this is almost confined to details about one year of His work
and one region of His ministry,^ followed by a fuller account of His
Betrayal, Passion, Cnicifixion, and Resurrection. In the fourth Gospel

alone we have a sketch of the Judtean phase of the ministry, as well as

the doctrine of the Logos, and a yet deeper insight into the Nature and
Mind of Christ. But, with this exception, we should be left to St. Paul
alone for the theological development and manifold applications of

Christiaji truth. And yet in the Acts of the Apostles, and in the

Epistles of St. Paul himself, we should have found abundant traces that

his view of Christianity was in many respects independent and original.

Alike fi-om his own pages, and those of his friend and historian St. Luke,

we should have learnt the existence of phases of Christianity, built

indeed upon the same essential truths as those which he deemed it the

gloiy of his life to preach, but placing those truth^ in a different per-

spective, and regarding them from another point or view. We should

have heard the echoes of disputes so vehement and so agitating that

they even arrayed the Apostles in a position of controversy against one

another, and we should have found traces that though those disputes

were conducted with such Christian forbearance on both sides as to

prevent their degenerating into scliisms, they yet continued to smouldei

as elements of difference between various schools of thought. Taking
the Corinthian Church as a type of other Churches, we should have

found that there was a Kephas party, and an Apollos party, and a Christ

party, as well as a pai"ty which attached itself to the name of Paul ;
' and

even if we admitted that the Corinthian Church was exceptionally

factious, we should have learnt from the Epistle to the Galatians, and

other sources, that there were Jews who called themselves Christians,

and claimed identity with the views of James, by whom the name and

w^oxk of tlie Apostle of the Gentiles were regarded not only with

unsympathising coldness, but with positive disapproval and dislike.

We should have felt that we were not in possession of the materials

for forming any complete opinion as to the characteristics of early

Christianity. We should have longed for even a few words to inform

us what were the special tenets which differentiated the adherents of St.

James, and St. Peter, and St. John, and Apollos, from those of the

Great Missionary who in human erudition and purely intellectual

endowments, no less than in the vast effects of his lifelong martyrdom,

so greatly surpassed them all. We should have been ready to sacrifice

no small part of classical literature for the sake of any treatise, however

brief, which would have furnished us with adequate data for ascertaining

1 See the remark of St. Joha " the Elder " {i.e,, the Apostle) in Papian ap. Buseb. B. E.

lii. 24.

,

i
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the teaching of Apostles who had lived familiarly with the Lord by the

Lake of Galilee ; or of some other early converts who, like St. Paul

himself, formed their judgment of Christianity with the full powers of a

cultivated manhood. We should, indeed, have known how Christianity

was taught by one who had been living for years in Heathen communi-
ties, whose Jewish training at the feet of Gamaliel had been modified by
his early days in learned Tarsus, and still more by his cosmopolitan

familiarity with the cities and ways of men ; but we should have asked

whether the Faith was taught in exactly the same way—or, if not, with

what modifications—by a Peter and a John, who had known, as St. Paul

had never known, the living Jesus, and by a James the Lord's brother,

who spent so many years in the rigid practice of every Jewish observance.

"We should have been lost in vain surmises as to the growth of heresies.

If Marcionism and Antinomianism sprang from direct perversion of the

teachings of St. Paul, what was the teaching on which Nazarenes, and
Ebionites, and Elchasaites, and Chiliasts professed to found their views ?

In fact, without the nine books of the New Testament, which will be

examined in these volumes, the early history of the Church would have
been reduced to a chaos of hopeless uncertainties. We should have felt

that our records were grievously imperfect ; that only in a unity wherein
minor differences were reconciled, without being obliterated—only in the

synthesis of opinions which were various, without contreiriety—could we
form a full notion of the breadth and length, and depth and height of

sacred Truth.

Now this is the very boon which the Spirit of God has granted to

us. Besides the four Gospels, besides the thirteen Epistles of St. Paul,

we have nine books of the New Testament which are the works of five

different authors, and every one of these brief but precious documents
is marked by its own special characteristics.

1. Earliest, probably, of them all is the book which is unhappily
placed last, and therefore completely out of its proper order in our

New Testaments, The Revelation of St. John the Divine. It

marks the beginning of the era of martyrdoms. It is in many respects

exceptionally precious. It is precious as a counterpart to the Book
of Daniel in the Old Testament, and therefore as furnishing us

^vith a splendid specimen of a Christian, as distinguished from a
Jewish, Apocalypse. It is precious as showing the effect produced
on the thoughts and hopes of Christendom by the ficrst outburst of

Imperial persecution. It is especially precious as a Christian

Philosophy of History, and as giving a voice to the inextinguishable

hopes of Christians even in the midst of fire and blood. And besides

all this it is precious as furnishing the earliest insight into the mind
of the Beloved Disciple, in a stage of his career before the mighty
lessons involved in the Fall of Jerusalem and the close of the old

.iEon had emancipated him from the last fetters of Judaic bondage.
2. In The Epistle to the Hebrews, which is being more and
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more widely accepted as Jhe work of ApoUos, we have a specimen

of Aleaxmdrian Christianity. Valuable for its singular dignity and
eloquence, for the powerful argument which it elaborates, and for

the original truths with which it is eniiched, it also possesses a very

special interest because it gives us a clear insight into the school of

liought which sprang from the contact of Judaism and Christianity

with Greek Philosophy. Of this Alexandrianism there are but

scattered indications in St. John and St. Paul, but it was destined

in God's providence to exercise a very powerful influence over the

growth and development of Christian doctrine, because it furnished

the intellectual training of some of the greatest of the Christian

Fathers. Our loss would have been irreparable if time had deprived

us of the earliest and profoundest Christian treatise which emanated

from the splendid school of Alexandrian Theology.

The remaining seven treatises of the New Testament are known
by the general name of the Seven Catholic Epistles. Various

untenable explanations of the name " Catholic " have been suggested

;

but in the third century it was used in the sense of "encyclical,"^

and there can be little doubt that these seven letters were so called

because they were addressed not to one city, or even to one nation, but

generally, to every Christian. In the West they were sometimes called

Ilpistolae Canonicae, but this could not have been the original meaning

of OathoKc, since Eusebius gives the name to the letters of Dionysius

of Corinth.^ Two of these letters—the Epistles of St. James and

St Jude—belong to the Judaic school of Christianity ; two others

—

those of St. Peter—represent the moderate and mediating position of

Christians who wished to stand aloof, aUke from Paulinists and

Judaists, on the more general grounds of a common Christianity;

three—^those of St. John—represent a phase of thought in which the

chief controversies which agitated the first decades of the Church's

history have melted into the distance, or have been solved for ever by

the Pall of Jerusalem. At that epoch Truth was beginning to be

assailed from without by new forms of opposition, or corroded from

within by fresh types of error.

As we are about to study these Epistles in detail, we may here

confine ourselves to a few general remarks respecting them.

3. The Epistle op St. Jude is the work of a non-Apostolic writer,

but of one who was known as brother of St. James the Bishop of

Jerusalem, and who evidently resembled his more eminent brother in

' Euseb. B. E. vii. 25.
2 Euseb. H. E. iv. 23; Leont. De Sect. 27. Theodoret says: "They are called

'Catholic,' which is equivalent to encyclical, since they are not addressed to single

Clhurches, but generally (koSoXou) to the faithful, whether to the Jews of the Dispersion,

as Peter writes, or even to all who are living as Christians under the same faith." The
word itself simply means "general." Some scholars have argued that the Fathers use it

in the sense of " canonical," but this is a later usage. See Ebrard's Appendix te hli

edition of 1 John.
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intensity of character and vehemence of con,viction. His brief letter is

interesting from its very peculiarities. It abounds in original and
picturesque expressions, and fearlessly utilises both the Jewish

Hagadoth and the apocryphal literature, with which the writer's

training had rendered him familiar. In the passionate vehemence of

its deniuiciations against Gnostic libertinism it reads like a page of

Amos or of Isaiah, and is evidently the work of one who, like so many
of the early Jewish Christians, had thought it both a national and
a religious duty in entering the Church to remain true to the

Synagogue. It is a sort of partial and anticipated Apocalypse, but it

rests content with isolated metaphors, instead of continuous symbols.

4. The same stern Judaic character, rendered still more unbending
by the asceticism of the writer, marks every page of The Epistle of

St. James. Living exclusively at Jerusalem, accurate as the Pharisees

themselves in the observance of the Mosaic Law—a scrupulosity which
had gained him his title of " the Just "—he was only called upon " to

be a Jew to the Jews," and this he was by nature, by temperament,

and by training. In the Synod at Jerusalem, where St. Peter proposed

emancipation, St. James^even in assenting—proposes restrictions

;

and while St. Peter, almost in Pauline language, declares that neither

Jew nor Gentile can be saved except "through the grace of the

Lord Jesus,"' St. James, while holding the same faith, urges the claims

of Moses, and follows the indications of the Prophets. St. Peter never

mentions "the Law;" St. James never mentions "the Gospel." He
accepts it indeed with all his heart, but it still presents itself to him as

"the Law," though glorified from "a yoke that gendereth to bondage"^
into a perfect " law of liberty."^ In reading St. James we can realise

the sentiments of the Mother-Church of Jerusalem, and feel that there

is no discontinuity in the great stream of Divine Eevelation. For him,

and for the Jewish Christians of whom he was the recognised leader,

Christianity is not so much the inauguration of the New as the

fulfilment of the Old.

5. It is necessary, and even desirable, that there should in all ages

be some whose mission it is to develop one special aspect of truth,

and to stamp the whole of their religious system with the impress
of their own powerful individuality. Such, respectively, were St. Paul
and St. James. Even in their lifetime there were some who
exaggerated and perverted the special truths which it was their work
to teach. After their death there were Marcionites and Antinomians
who perverted the doctrines of St. Paul, and there were Ebionites

and Nazarenes who falsely claimed the authority of St. James. But
happily there are Christians in all ages who, while they only

acknowledge a heavenly master, are anxious to accept truth by
whomsoever it is presented to them, yet at the same time to strif

» Acts XV. 11. s Gal. iv. 24. » James L 25, u. 12.
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it of all mere party peculiarities. Such was St. Peter. He can see
the side of truth which either of his great contemporaries represents.
He is pre-eminently the Apostle of Catholicity. He had shown in
his conduct at Caesarea that his convictions leaned to the side of the
Apostle of the Gentiles; and at Antioch that he could not wholly
emancipate himself from the habits induced by lifelong training in
the principles of St. James. He was neither able nor willing wholly to
shake off the spell of personal ascendency exercised over him alike
by the great world-missionary and by the unbending Bishop of
Jerusalem In The Epistles of St. Peter we are able to trace the
thoughts and expressions of both these great leaders. He dwells with
all the energy of St. James on the glory of practical virtue, and with
much of the fervour of St. Paul on the distinctively Christian motives
and sanctions. But it is no part of his object to follow St. Paul in the
logical development and formulation of Christian theology, nor yet
to dwell with the exclusiveness of St. James on Christian practice.

Even when using language which had been seized upon as the
shibboleth of partisans, he strips it of all partisan significance. He
was out of sympathy with the spirit which leads to disunion and
factiousness by the exclusive maintenance of antagonistic formulae.

It is interesting to see that the same distinctive peculiarities are

continued in later writers of the first and second centuries. In the
Epistle of the pseudo-Barnabas we have an exaggerated PauUnism ; in

the pseudo-Clementines an exaggerated Judaism, which makes a special

hero of St. James. St. Peter, standing between both extremes, was
claimed by both parties. Basilides, the anti-Judaic Egyptian Gnostic,

claimed to have been taught by Glaucias, the interpreter of St. Peter
;

and another apocryphal work, which uttered strong warnings against

Jewish worship, was called "The Preaching of Peter." On the other

hand, St. Peter shares, though in a degree subordinate to St. James, the

admiration of the Ebionite partisans who wrote the Clementine Homilies
and Recognitions. In a less objectionable way, but still with something
of exaggeration, Hermas, the author of the famous " Shepherd," reflects

the teaching of St. James ; while St. Clement of Rome, Catholic, like

St. Peter, in all his sympathies, "combines the distinctive features of all

the Apostolic Epistles," and "belonging to no party, he seemed to belong

to aU." 1

6. There remain The Three Epistles of St. John,' which may be
regarded collectively as the last utterance of Christian Revelation in

the New Testament. They are the more interesting not only on this

account, but because they are the work of one who had been excep-

tionally near to the heart of Christ, and had lived for many years face

to face vnth the great heathen world. They are also the work of one

1 lightfoot, Galatiam, p. 315.
2 I have gone through every fact and every detail of the Gospel of St. John in the

I4f( of Christ, and for that re^isop I do x^o\ toi)ch upon it here,
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who lived to see mighty changes in the growth and fortunes of the

Christian Church. He had perhaps been the only Apostle who had

seen Jesus die; he had been last beside the Cross, and first in the empty

tomb. As one who had watched the death-bed of the Mother of the

Lord, he had been one of the very few depositories of the awful mys-

teries which it had been given to St. Luke partly to reveal, after they

had been pondered for many years in the holy reticence of the Virgin's

heart. He had been one of the scattered despairing band who had

spent in anguish the awful day in which they knew that Jesus was
lying dead, and did not yet understand that He should rise again. For

a quarter of a century he was the sole survivor, not only of those who
had heard the last discourses of the Lord on the evening of His
Passion, but even of any who could say, "That which we have seen

and our hands have handled of the Word of Life declare we unto

you." But his Epistles have yet a further interest as the writings

of one who, in his long and diversified experience, had undergone a

remarkable change alike of character and of views; of one who had
passed from the Elijah-spirit to the Christ-spirit—from the narrower

scrupulosity of a Judaist, living in the heart of the Jewish capital

and attending thrice a day the Temple worship, to the breadth and
width and spirituality of Christian freedoin. We have in the Apoca-
lypse a work of his in the earlier stage of his Christian opinions,

when he stood for the first time face to face with the Heathen
world in its fiercest attitude of anti-Christian opposition. We have
in his Gospel and Epistles the sweetest and loftiest utterances of

Christian idealism ; the strains, as it were, of Divinest music in which
the voice of inspiration died away.

It may perhaps be said that our possession of these treasures

—

especially of some of them—is disturbed by the growing suspicion

as to their genuineness. On this score Christianity has little to fear.

Every true and honourable man will regard it as a base and cowardly
unfaithfulness to defend as certain the genuineness of any book of the

Bible of which the spuriousness can be shown to be even reasonably
probable. In spite of the conflict which has raged around the Gospel
of St. John, we are deeply convinced that the arguments preponderate
in favour of those vho accept it as the work of the Beloved Disciple. I

should find no difficulty in regarding the Apocalypse as being the
work of another John if, in spite of some acknowledged difficulties,

the Johannine authorship did not seem to be all but incontrovertible.

The Epistle to the Hebrews is not a work of St. Paul, but it is

pre-eminently worthy of its honoured place in the Canon. The first

Epistles of St. Peter and St. John may be said to stand above all

suspicion. The Epistles of St. James and St. Jude have less distinctive

value as parts of the Christian Revelation, but yet have their own
inestimable worth, and derive a deeper interest from being the works
of "brethren of the Lord." The second and third Epistles of St.
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John are almost cei-tainly genuine, but whether they be by the Apostle
or not is matter of minor importance, because of their extreme brevity,

and because they consist for the most part of recapitulated truths.

They are but corollaries to the first Epistle, and contain no doctrine

which is not found more fully in the Apostle's other writings. The
only one of the seven Catholic Epistles against the genuineness of

which strong arguments may be adduced is the Second Epistle of

St. Peter, which is in any case the book least supported by external

testimony. Its genuineness must be regarded as a question for still

further discussion, and the recent discovery of its affinity in some
passages to the works of Josephus requires careful attention.' In
the introduction to each of these Epistles the evidence as to their

genuineness is discussed. Many, both in ancient and in modern days,

have doubted about some of them. Dionysius of Alexandria and
Eusebius, Gaius and Jerome, Erasmus and Cardinal Cajetan, Sixtus

Senensis and Luther,* Zwingli, Calvin, CEcolampadius, Grotius, and
many more, have regarded several of them as being at best deutero-

canonical—authentic (if at all) in a lower sense, and endowed with

inferior authority ; but though the Church of England has shown
herself wiser than the Council of Trent in not binding with an anathema
the necessary acceptance of the genuineness of every one of them, we
have every reason to rejoice that they were admitted by general consent

into the Christian Canon.

Enough, I trust, has been urged to show the varied and exceeding

preciousness of the writings which we are now about to examine. St.

Paul, as has been said, dwells, not of course exclusively, but predomi-

nantly, on Christian doctrine, St. James on Christian practice, St. Peter

on Christian trials, and St. John on Christian experience ;—St. Paul

insists mainly on faith, St. James on works, St. Peter on hope, and St.

John on love ;—St. Paul represents' Christian scholasticism, and St.

John Christian mysticism ;—St. Paul represents the spirit of Protes-

tantism, St. Peter that of Catholicism, while St. James speaks in the

voice of the Church of the Past, and St. John in that of the Church of

the Future ;—St. Peter is the founder, St. Paul the propagator, St.

John the finisher ;—St. Peter represents to us the glory of power and

action, St. Paul that of thought and wisdom, St. James of virtue and

faithfulness, St. John of emotion and holiness.* Again, to St. James

Christianity appears as the fulfilment of the Old Law, to St. Peter as

the completion of the old Theocracy, to St. Paul as the completion of

the old Covenant, to Apollos as the completion of the old Worship and

Priesthood, to St. John as the completion of all the truths which the

1 V. mfra, pp. 106—8.
, . . ^

* Luther was not by any means the only great theologian, either in ancient or modern

times, who adopted a subjective test. There were others also who "den Karujn im

Kanon mchten undfanden."
3 See Sohaff, Siat. of the Church, 105—110.
* See Stialev, Sermons on the Apostolic Age, pp. 4, 5.
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woi'ld possessed.' Siicli generalisations may be too seductive, and may
tend to mislead us by bringing into prominence only one special pecu-
liarity of each writer, wliile others are for the time ignored. Yet they
contain a germ of truth, and they may help us to seize the more salient

characteristics. Two things, however, are certain :—One is, that in
every essential each of the sacred writers held the Catholic faith, one
and indivisible, which is no more altered by their varying individuality

than Light is altered in character because we sometimes see it glowing
in the heavens, and sometimes flashing from the sea. The other is, that
in all these writers alike we see the beauty of holiness, the regenerating
power of Christian truth.

But among the writers of the New Testament two stand out pre-

eminently as what would be called, in modern phraseology, original

theologians. They are St. Paul and St. John. On some of the special

differences between them we shall touch farther on. Meanwhile we
shall see at a glance the contrast between the dialectical method of the
one and the intuitive method of the other, if we compare the Epistle to
the Romans with the First Epistle of St. John. The richness, the
many-sidedness, the impetuosity, the human individuality of the one,
are as unlike as possible to the few but reiterated keynotes, the unity,
the sovereign calm, the spiritual idealism of the other. The difference

will be emphasised if we place side by side the fundamental conceptions
of their theology. That of St. Paul is :—

" But now, apart fi-om the law, the righteousness of God hath been manifested,
witness heing home thereto by the la-w and the prophets; even the righteousnesa
of God through faith in Jesus Christ unto all and upon all them that believe

;

for there is no distinction : for aU sinned, and are falling short of the glory of God,
being accounted righteous freely by his grace through the redemption that is in
Christ Jesus" (Rom. iii. 21—24).

That of St. John is :—

"Herein is manifested the love of God in us, because he hath sent his only
begotten Son into the world, that we might live through him " (1 John iv. 9).

It requires but to read the two formuliB side by side to perceive the
characteristic differences which separate the theological conceptions of

the two Apostles. It is a rich boon to possess the views of both.
We shall be still more inclined to value this precious heritage of

Christian thought when we notice that the least important of these
Catholic Epistles stands on an incomparably higher level than any of the
writings of the Apostolic Fathers. This will be shown by a glance at
the Epistle of St. Clement and the Epistle of Barnabas—writings so
highly valued in the Church that the first is found in the Alexan-
drian Manuscript, and the second in the Sinaitic Manuscript, after the
Apocalypse, and both were publicly read in churches as profitable
"scriptures."

' gee Lange, Introd.nction to Catholic Epistles, Bibelwerh, ijc,
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(1) Tun Epistle op St. Clement is thoroughly eclectic, but the
eclecticism is as devoid of genius and originality as an ordinary modem
sermon. It consists in a free usage of phrases borrowed promiscuously
from each of the great Apostles, rather than in a real assimilation of

their views. The piety and receptivity of the writer is very beautiful,

but it cannot be said that it is vivified by a single luminous or informing

idea.

(a) St. Clement has read St. Paul and St. John, and St. James and
St. Peter, and as a pupil of the last he is animated by a genuine spirit

of catholicity ; but he does not seem to have realised the essential dis-

tinctions which separate their writings. The substance of his views is

identical with that which we find in St. Peter and St. James, but he

clothes them in expressions borrowed from St. Paul. He says with St.

Paul, " We are not justified by ourselves, nor by works, but by faith
"

(c. xxxii.), and he says with St. James, "being justified by works and
not by words" (c. xxx.) ; but he says nothing to bring into harmony the

apparent contradictions. His readiness to accept all moral exhortations

and all Apostolic phrases acts as a solvent in which the special meaning
of these phrases as parts of entire systems is apt to disappear. Three of

the sacred writers refer in different ways and for different purposes to

Abraham (Rom. iv. ; James ii. 21 ; Heb. xi. 8). In the syncretism of

St. Clement the allusions made by all three are mingled in one sentence.

Eahab, in St. Clement, is saved by her faith and by lier hospitality,

which is a curious union of James iL 25 and Heb. xi. 31 ; and the only

original observation which St. Clement adds is the allegorising fancy

that the red cord with which she let the spies down from the window
indicated the efficacy of the blood of Christ for all who believe and hope

in God {Ep. ad Cor. xii.). Thus the mechanical fusion of two quotations

is ornamented by a loose, poor, and untenable analogy, which enables

him to add " prophecy " to the faith and hospitality which distinguished

the harlot of Jericho.

(6) So, too, when St. Clement speaks of the Eesurrection, we see

now immeasurably his theology has retrograded behind that of St. Paul.

He does not connect it immediately and necessarily with the Eesurrection

of Christ, but proves it by Old Testament quotations, and illustrates its

possibility by natural analogies, especially by the existence and history

of the Phcenix ! How much would our estimate of inspiration have been

lowered-—how loud would have been the scornful laugh of modern

materialists—had faith in the Eesurrection been founded in the New
Testament on such arguments as these ! Tacitus, too, believed in the

Phoenix ; but Tacitus does not refer to the fable of its reappearance by

way of founding on it an inestimable truth. We are not comparing St.

Clement with Tacitus ; we love his gentleness and respect his piety ; we
are only endeavouring to show how far he stands below the level of St.

John and of St. Paul.

(c) But still more striking instances might be furnished of the thoo-
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logical and intellectual weakness of this ancient and saintly writer. He
never deviates into originality except to furnish an illustration, and his

illustrations, even when they are not erroneous, have but little intrinsic

value. The worth of his Epistle consists in its earnest spirit, and in its

historic testimony to the canonical Scriptures and to the constitution of

the early Church. But how different is its diluted and transitional

Paulinism from the force and wealth of the first Epistle of St. Peter

!

(2) Nor is it otherwise when we turn to the exaggerated and extrava-

gant Paulinism of The Epistle op Barnabas. Here the inferiority is

still more marked : it even leads to decadent doctrine and incipient

heresy.

(a) The writer has learnt from St. Paul the nullity of the Law as a

means of Salvation, but he has not learnt the true and noble function of

the Law in the Di^dne economy. He cannot see that there may be even

in that which is imperfect a relative perfection. He does not understand

the Divine value of Mosaism as God's edtieation of the human race.

Not content with spiritualising the meaning of the Law, he speaks of its

literal meaning in terms of such contempt as almost' to compromise the

authority of the Old Testament altogether. He ventures to say that the

circumcision of the flesh was an inspiration of "an evil angel" (c. ix.).

When a writer has gone so far as this, he is perilously near to actual

Gnosticism. In his attempt to allegorise the distinction between clean

and unclean animals (c. x.) he is seen at his very worst. A single

chapter so full of errors and follies, if found in any canonical book,

would have sufiiced to drag down the authority of Scripture into the

dust.

(6) Again, like the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews, Barnabas
—for that may have been his name, though he was not the Apostle—is

acquainted with Alexandrian methods of exegesis. But his use of them
is indiscriminate and unsatisfactory. The Israelites had been promised
a land flowing with milk and honey ; Barnabas proceeds to allegorise the

promise as follows :—Adam was made of earth j the earth therefore

signifies the Incarnation of Christ ; milk and honey, which are suitable

to infants, signify the new birth. Thus the Old Testament is a prophecy
of the New ! On this demonstration the author looks with such special

complacency that he quotes it as a memorable example of true knowledge
(gnosis).

(c) Again, the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews had proved from
Scripture that there still remains a Sabbath-rest [Sabhatismos) for the
people of God. Barnabas coimects this with what he calls an Etrurian
tradition, and originates the notion that the world is to be burned up in

the year 6000 after the Creation. Again, he has learnt the general con-

ception of numerical exegesis (gematria) from Jewish and Alexandrian
sources, and he is specially proud of pressing Abraham's 318 servants

into a mystic prophecy of the Crucifixion, because 318 is represented by
IHT, of which IH stands for Jesus, and T for the cross. This is a style
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of exegesis Rabbinic, but not Christian. No one can read the Epistle

of Barnabas after the Epistle to the Hebrews without seeing that the
former is not only immeasurably inferior, but that it is so inferior as to

tremble on the verge of dangerous heresy. Let the reader compare the

reference to the Day of Atonement in the Epistle of Barnabas (c. viL)

with that in the Epistle to the Hebrews—let him contrast the numerous
errors and monstrously crude typology of the former with the splendid

spiritualism of the latter—let him notice how tasteless are the fancies of

this unknown Barnabas, and how absurd are many of his statements

—

and he wiU see the difference between canonical and uncanonical books,

and learn to feel a deeper gratitude for the superintending Providence

which, even in ages of ignorance and simplicity, obviated the danger of

any permanent confusion between the former and the latter.^

We have already seen what the condition of the world was like, let

us sum up its points of contrast with the general picture presented by
the early Christian Church.

To represent the Christian ^Church as ideally pure, as stainlessly

excellent and perfect, would be altogether a mistake. The Christians

of the first days were men and women of like passions with our-

selves. They sinned as we sin, and suffered as we suffer ; they were
inconsistent as we are inconsistent, fell as we fall, and repented as

we repent. Hatred and party-spirit, rancour and misrepresentation,

treachery and superstition, innovating audacity and unspiritual retro-

gressions were known among them as among us. And yet, with all

their faults and failings, they were as salt amid the earth's corruption

;

the true light had shined in their hearts, and they were the light of the

world. The lords of earth were such men as Tiberius and Caligula, and
Nero and Domitian ; the rulers of the Church were a James, a Peter, a

Paul, a John. The literary men of the world were a Martial and a

Petronius ; the Church was producing the Apocalypse, the Epistle to

the Hebrews, the Gospel of St. John. The art of the world was
degraded by such infamous pictures as those on the walls of

Pompeii ; that of the Church consisted in the rude but pure and

joyous emblems scrawled on the soft tufa of the catacombs. The
amusements of the world were pitilessly sanguinary or shamefully

corrupt; those of the Christians were found in gatherings at once

social and religious, as bright as they could be made by the

gaiety of innocent and untroubled hearts. In the world infanticide

was infamously universal ; in the Church the baptised little ones

were treated as those whose angels beheld the face of our Father in

Heaven. In the world slavery was rendered yet more intolerable

by the cruelty and impurity of masters ; in the Church the Christian

' The same result would follow from comparing the Shepherd of Hermas with the

Apocalypse. On these writings we may refer to Eeuss, TMot Chrit. il. ; Hilgenfeld,

Apoit. Vdter; Schwegler, J!fachap. Zeitalter ; Donaldson, Apostolical Fathers ; Lightfoot,

8t. Clement of Bome ; Pfleiderer, Pmdiniimus, ii. ; Eitschl, Altkatli. Kircke.
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slave, welcomed as a friend and a brother, often holding a position of

ministerial dignity, was emancipated in all but name. In the world

marriage was detested as a disagreeable necessity, and its very meaning
was destroyed by the frequency and facility of divorce ; in the Church
it was consecrated and honourable—the institution which had alone

survived the loss of Paradise—and was all but sacramental in its

Heaven-appointed blessedness. The world was settling into the sad-

ness of unalleviated despair ; the Church was irradiated by an eternal

hope, and rejoicing with a joy unspeakable and full of glory. In the

world men were " hateful and hating one another "
; in the Church the

beautiful ideal of human brotherhood was carried into practice. The
Church had learnt her Saviour's lessons. A redeemed humanity was
felt to be the loftiest of dignities ; man was honoured for being

simply man ; every soul was regarded as precious, because for every

soul Christ died ; the sick were tended, the poor relieved ; labour was
represented as noble, not as a thing to be despised

;
purity and resigna-

tion, peacefulness and pity, humility and self-denial, courtesy and self-

respect, were looked upon as essential qualifications for all who were
called by the name of Christ. The Church felt that the innocence

of her baptised members was her most irresistible form of apology

;

and all her best members devoted themselves to that which they re-

garded as a sacred task—the breaking down of all the middle walls

of partition in God's universal temple, the obliteration of all minor
and artificial distinctions, and the free development of man's spiritual

natura

CHAPTER VI.

ST. PETER.

Cjiiivisr^T. in Joann. Horn. 88.

TirE early life of St. Peter cannot here be re-written, because in.

two previous works ' I have followed the steps of his career so far

as it is sketched in the sacred volume. After his youth as a poor
and hardworked fisherman of the Lake of Galilee, we first find him
as one of the hearers of St. John the Baptist in the wilderness of

Jordan. Brought to Jesus by his brother Andrew, he at once accepted
the Saviour's call, and received by anticipation that name of Kephas
which he was afterwards to earn, partly by the stronger elements of

his character, and partly by the grandeur of his Messianic confession.

We have already tried to understand the significance of the scenes in

1 The Life of Christ, 1874 ; The Ufe of St. Paul, 1879.
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Which lie takes part. We have seen how he was called to active work
and the abandonment of earthly ties after the miraculous draught of

fishes. We have watched, step by step, tlie " consistently inconsistent
"

impetuosity of his character, at once brave and wavering—first brave,

then wavering, but always finally recovering its courage and integrity.'

The narrative of the Gospel has brought before us his attempt to walk
to his Lord upon the water ; his first public acknowledgment of Jesus

as the Christ, the Son of the living God ; the magnificent promises

which, in his person, the Church received ; the subsequent presumption,

which his Lord so sternly rebuked ; the many eager questions, often

based upon mistaken notions, which he addressed to Christ, and which

formed the occasion of some of our Lord's most striking utterances

;

the incident of the Temple contribution ; the refusal and then the

eagerness to be washed by Christ ; the warnings addressed to him
;

the inability to " watch one hour " ; the impetuous blow struck at

the High Priest's servant ; his forsaking of Christ in the hour of

peril ; his threefold denial ; his bitter repentance and forgiveness

;

his visit to the Sepulchre; the message which he received from the

Risen Saviour; the exquisite scene at morning, on the shores of the

misty lake, when Jesus appeared once more to seven of His disciples,

and when, having once more tested the love of His generous but un-

stable Apostle, He gave him His last special injunctions to tend His
sheep and feed His lambs, and foretold to him his earthly end.

Similarly we have studied, in the narrative of the Acts of the

Apostles, the leading part which he took in the early days after the

death of Christ ; his speech on the day of Pentecost ; his miracles ; his

journey to Samaria and the discomfiture of Simon Magus ; his kind-

ness to St. Paul ; his memorable vision at Joppa ; his baptism of

Cornelius ; his bold initiative of living and eating with GentOes who
had received the gift of the Holy Ghost ; the dauntlessness with which

he faced the anger of the Jerusalem Pharisees ; his imprisonment and

deliverance, the manly outspokenness of his opinions iu the Synod at

Jerusalem, when he declared himself unhesitatingly in favour of the

views of St. Paul as to the freedom of Gentile converts from the

burden of Mosaic observances. At this point—about a.d. 51—he dis-

appears from the narrative of the Acts. From this time forward he was

overshadowed—at Jerusalem by the authority of James the Lord's

brother, throughout the Gentile communities by the genius and energy

of St. Paul. This was naturally due to his intermediate position

between the extreme parties of Paulinists and Judaists. Among the

scattered Christian communities of the Circumcision he maintained a

high authority, although it is probable that Christian tradition has not

erred in indicating that even among the Jewish Christians of the Dis-

1 "Vrai oontraste de pusillanimity et de grandeur, oondamni i, osoUler toujoiirs

eutre la faute et le repentir, mais rachetant glorieuseijient sa faiblesse par son humility

et sea larmes" (Thierry, St, Jirome, i. X76).
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persion St. James still occupied the leading position. All that we can
further learn respecting him in Scripture is derived from his own
Epistles, and from one or two casual but important allusions in the

Epistles of St. Paul. In the Epistle to the Galatians we read the
description of the memorable scene at Antioch, which produced upon
the Church so deep an impression. Led away by the timidity which so

strangely alternated with boldness in his character, St. Peter, on the

airival of emissaries from James, had suddenly dropped the familiar

intercourse with Gentiles which up to that time he had maintained.

Shocked by an inconsistency of which he would himself have been
incapable, St. Paul, the younger convert, the former persecutor, was
compelled by the caU of duty publicly to withstand the great Apostle,

who by his own conduct stood condemned for inconsistency, and had
shown himself untrue to his own highest convictions. Further than
this, we learn that the name of Peter was elevated at Corinth (a.d. 57)
into a party watchword ; and that he was engaged in missionary
journeys, in which he was accompanied by a Christian sister, who (since

we know that he was married) was in all probability his wife. From
his own Epistles we learn almost nothing about his biography. Nearly
every inference which we derive from them is precarious, even when it

is intrinsically probable. He writes " to the elect sojourners of the
Dispersion in Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia," but we
cannot be certain that he had personally visited those countries. ^ The
question whether his letter is addressed to the Jewish or the Gentile
converts is one which still meets with the most contradictory, although
at the same time the most confident, replies. He sends his letter by
Silvanus ; but we are not expressly told that this Silvanus is the
previous companion of St. Paul. He sends a salutation from " Marcus
my son " ; but there is nothing to prove that Marcus was not his real

son, ^ nor have we any certain information that he is referring to St.

Mark the Evangelist. In these instances we may, however, accept the
general consensus of Christian antiquity in favour of the affirmative

suppositions. ' If so, we see the deeply interesting fact that the chosen
friends and companions of St. Peter were also the chosen friends and
companions of St. Paul—a fact which eloquently refutes the modem
supposition of the irreconcilable antagonism between the two Apostles
and their Schools. But when we come to the closing salutation—" The

1 That lie had done bo is simply an inference from 1 Pet. i. 1. Origen only says, " He
seems to have preached there " (op. Enseb. iii. 1). See Epiphan. Haer. xxvii. ; Jerome,
Catal. «. v., Petrus.

2 St. Clemens of Alexandria says {Strom, iii., p. 448) that he had sons of his own, but
their names are not preserved, and they were therefore probably unknown persons.
Ti'adition tells of a daughter, PetroniUa (Ada Scmct., May 31).

3 Some have supposed that an actual son of St. Peter's is meant, but Origen {ap.
Euseb. H. E. vi. 25), CEcumenius, etc., are probably right in supposing that John Mark
(Acts xii. 25), the Evangelist, is meant, especially as Papias, Clemens of Alexandria,
Irenseus, and others, say that he was the follower, disciple, amd interpreter of St Paul
(Euseb. H. E. iii. 39, vi. 14, etc. ; ten. Haei: iii. 11).
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co-elect ill Babylon saluteth you,'' the conclusions of each successive

commentator are -widely divergent. It is still disputed whether "the
co-elect " is a Ohristiaji Church or a Christian -woman ; and if the latter,

whether she is or is not Peter's wife ; and whether Babylon is the great

Assyrian capital or a metaphorical allusion to the great western Baby-
lon—Imperial Rome.

Eminent as was the position of St. Peter, ^ the real details of the

closing years of his life wUI never be known. But Christian tradition,

acquiring definitiveness in proportion as it is removed from the period

of which it speaks, has provided us with many details, which form the

biography of the Apostle as it is ordinarily accepted by Romanists.

We are told that he left Jerusalem in a.d. 33, and was for seven years

Bishop of Antioch, leaving Euodius as his successor ; that during this

period he founded the Churches to which his letter is addressed ; that

he went to Rome in A.D. 40, and was bishop there for twenty-five years,

though he constantly left the city for missionary journeys. The chief

events of his residence at Rome were, according to legend, his conver-

sion of PhUo and of the Senator Pudens, with his two daughters,

Praxedes and Pudentiana ; and his public conflict with Simon Magus.
The impostor, after failing to raise a dead youth—a miracle which St.

Peter accomplished—finally attempted to delude the people by asserting

that he would fly to heaven ; but, at the prayer of St. Peter and St. Paul,

he was deserted by the demons who supported him, and dashed bleed-

ing to the earth." During the Neronian persecution the Apostle is said

to have yielded to the urgent requests of the Christians that he should

escape from Rome ; but when he had got a little beyond the Porta

Capena he met the Lord carrying his cross, and asked him, " Lord,

whither goest thou ? " (Domine, qiio vadis ?) " I go to Rome," said

Jesus, " to be crucified again for thee." The Apostle, feeling the force

of the gentle rebuke, turned back, and was imprisoned in the Tulli-

anum. He there converted his gaoler, miraculously causing a spring to

burst out from the rocky floor for his baptism. On seeing his -wife led

to execution, he rejoiced at her "journey homewards,"^ and, addressing

her by name, called to her in a voice of cheerful encouragement, " Oh,

remember the Lord ! " He was executed on the same day as St. Paul.

They parted on the Ostian Road, and St. Peter was then led to the top

of tie Janiculum, where he was crucified, not in the ordinary position,

' See Excursus I., on the Asserted Primacy of St. Peter.
2 There seems to have been a similar legend about Balaam, dimly alluded to by

the IiXX. in the words ei/ifpoTTfl, Josh. xiii. 22, and in the Targum of Jonathan,

Num. xxxi. 6. See Frankl. Yorstudden, p. 187. For the -whole legend of Simon

M<igns see Justin. Mart. Apol. ii. 69; Iren. Haer. i. 20; Tert. Apol. 13; Euseb.

H. E. ii. 14 ; Cmist. Apost. vi 8, 9 ; Arnob. adv. Gentes, ii. ; Epiphan. Saer. xxi. ;

Snip. Sev. ii. ; Egesippus, Be Exdd. Hieros. iii. 2 (on Egesippus see Herzog, s. v.

Heg.); Nicephorus, B, H. ii. 14; Ada Petri et Paidi; Ps. Abdias, Acta Apost.

From these authors it is taken by Marcossius, De Haeretim, p. 444, ard the Church

historians.
* Tjc tU oUov ariucof>iS% (Clem. Alex. Strom, vu.).
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but, by his own request, head downwards, because he held himself

unworthy to die in. the same manner as his Lord.

In the whole of this legend, embellished as it is in current Martyr-

ologies with many elaborate details, there is scarcely one single fact on
which we can rely. For instance, the notion that Peter was ever Bishop

at Antioch between the years a.d. 33—40 is inconsistent with clear

statements in the narrative of the Acts, in which Paul and Barnabas

appear as the leaders and virtual founders of that Gentile Church.'

Again, if he had founded the Church of Rome, or had ever resided

there before a.d. 64, it is inconceivable that neither St. Luke in the

Acts, nor St. Paul in his Epistle to the Romans, nor again in the five

letters which he wrote from Rome during his first and second imprison-

ments, should have made so much as the slightest allusion to him or to

his work. The story of his collision with Simon Magus is a romance.

It is founded on St. Peter's actual meeting with the sorcerer in Samaria,

which is developed in the Clementines into a series of journeys from

place to place, undertaken with the express view of thwarting this

" founder of all the heresies.'' The legend is partly due to a mistake of

Justin Martyr, who supposed that a statue dedicated to the Sabine god

Semo Sancus^ (of whom Justin had never heard) was reared in honour
of " Simon Sanctus."^ With these elements of confusion there is mixed
up a malignant Ebionite attempt to calumniate St. Paul in a covert way
under the pseudonym of Simon Magus, and to imply that St. Peter was
at the head of a counter-mission to overthrow the supposed heretical

teaching of his brother Apostle. The notion of this counter-mission is

derived from the actual counter-mission of Judaists who falsely claimed

the sanction of St. James.* The circumstance which suggested the

legendary death of Simon in an attempt to fly was the actual death of

an actor, who was dashed to the ground at Nero's feet while trying, by
means of a flying machine, to sustain the part of Icarus.* If the

youthful actor who was condemned to make this perilous attempt was a

Christian, who would otherwise have been executed in some other way,

we may well imagine that Christians would not soon forget an incident

which sprinkled the very Antichrist with the blood of martyrs.' But
it is possible that the legend may rest on small basis of fact. Rome
abounded in Oriental thaumaturgists and impostors. Simon may have

1 Acts xi. 19. 2 Ot. Foat. vi. 213 ; Prop. iv. 9, 74, &c.
' He was identified with Divs Mdius. The inscription was aotuaBy found in 1574,

in the popedom of Gregory XIII., on an island in the Tiber, as Justin said. Justin,

Apol. i. 26 ; Tert. Apol. 13 ; Baronius, Annal. ad an. 44 ; Gieseler, i. 49 ; Neander, ii.

162 ; Eenan, Zes ApStres, pp. 275—277. In this island, now called " The Island of St.

Bartholomew," there was a college of Tridentales in honour of Semo Sancus (Orelli

Xmcr., 1860-61).
4 Acts XV. 24.
' On this attempt to fly, see the commentators on Juv. Sat. viii. 186 ; Mart. Spectac.

vii. ; Suet. Ifero, 12.
° "Icarus, primo statiin conatu, juxta cubiculum ejus decidit ipsiunqne cruore

respersit, Suet. La,
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been attracted to a city which naturally drew to itself all the villainy of
the world, and there he may once more have encountered St. Peter.^
But if they met at Rome, all the details of their meeting have been
disguised under a mixture of vague reminiscences and imaginary details.

The assertion that Peter was Bishop of Rome, but that he constantly
left it to exercise apostolic oversight throughout the world, is nothing
but an ingenious theory.' The statement that he came to Rome in the
reign of Claudius, A.D. 42, is first found in the Chronicon of Eusebius,
nearly three centuries afterwards, and cannot be reconciled with fair

inferences from what St. Paul tells us about the Church. As late as
A.D. 52, St. Peter was at Jerusalem, and took an active part in the
Synod of Jerusalem (Acts xv. 7) ; and he was then labouring mainly
among the Jews (Gal. ii 7, 9). In a.d. 57 he was travelling as a
missionary with his wife (1 Cor. ix. 5). He was not at Rome when St.

Paul wrote to that Church in a.d. 58, nor when St. Paul came there as

a prisoner in a.d. 61, nor during the years of St. Paul's imprisonment,
A.D. 61— 63, nor when he wrote his last Epistles, A.ix 66 and 67. If

he was ever at Rome at all, which we hold to be almost certain, from
the unanimity of the tradition, it could only have been very briefly

before his martyrdom.' And this is, in fact, the assertion of Lactantius''

(t 330), who says that he first came to Rome in Nero's reign ; and of

Origen (f 254), who says that he arrived there at the close of his life f
and of the Praedicatio Petri, printed with the works of St. Cyprian.'

His " bishopric " at Rome probably consisted only in his efibrts about

the time of his martyrdom to strengthen the faith of the Church," and
especially of the Jewish Christians. Indeed, there is much to be said

in favour of the view that the Jewish and Gentile sections of the

Church in Rome were separated by unusually deep divisions, and

possessed their separate "presbyters" or "bishops" for some years.

Such a fact would account for some confusion in the names of the first

two or three Bishops of Rome. Eusebius—following Irenaeus and

Epiphanius—says that the first Bishops of Rome were Peter, Linus,

Cletus or Anencletus, and Clement.' But Hippolytus (a.d. 225) seems

to regard Cletus and Anencletus as two difierent persons, and places

1 As asserted ill Justin, Apol. i. 26, 56 ; Iren. contra Haer. i. 23, § 1 ; Philosophumena,

vi. 20 ; Constt. Apost. v. ; Euseb. It. E. ii. 13, 14, etc.

2 It was first suggested by Baronius {Amud. ad. an. 39, § 25) and Fr. Windisch-

mann (Vindiciae Petrimae, p. 112), and hastily adopted by Thiersch (N. Test. Canon,

p. 104).
3 This view is now accepted by Eoman Catholics like Valesius, Pagi, Baluz, Hug,

Klee, Dollinger, "Waterworth, Allnatt. See Waterworth, Engl, amd Borne, ii. ; Allnatt,

Cathedra Petri, p. 114. The Eoman Catholic historian Alzog only speaks of the twenty-

fire years' episcopate as an ancient report (i. 104).

* Lactant. De Mart. Pereec. 2.

s Origen ap. Euseb. ff. E. iii. 1.

6 Cypriani, Opp., p. 139, ed. Eigalt.
, „i „ , ^, . c^

' Clemens Eomanus, third bishop of Eome, speaks even more of St. Paul than of ot.

Peter [Ep. ad. Cor. v.).

8 Euseb. H. E. iii. 2, 4, and 21 ; Iren. ap. Euseb. E. E. v. 6.
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Clement before Cletus; and TertuUian (+218) says that Clement was
ordained by St. Peter. ^

The notion of the Apostle's crucifixion head downwards is derived

from a passing allusion in Origen, and seems to contradict an expression

of TertuUian.^ It was possibly suggested by an erroneous translation

of some Latin expression for capital punishment. At any rate, it stands

condemned as a sentimental anachronism, bearing on its front the traces

of later and more morbid forms of piety rather than the simple humility

of the Apostles, who rejoiced in all things to imitate their Lord.' Those

who accept these legends must do so on the authority of an heretical

novel, written with an evil tendency, not earlier than the beginning of

the third century ; or else on that of the apocryphal Acta Petri et Fauli,

which appeared at a still later date. All that we can really learn about

the closing years of St. Peter from the earliest Fathers may be summed
up in the few words, that in all probability he was martyred at Pome.*

That he died by martyrdom may be regarded as certaia, because,

apart from tradition, it seems to be implied in the words of the Risen
Christ" to His penitent Apostle.' That this martyrdom took place at

Rome, though first asserted by TertuUian and Gains at the beginning of

the third century, may (in the absence of any rival tradition) be accepted

as a fact, in spite of the ecclesiastical tendencies which might have led

to its invention ; but the only Scriptural authority which can be quoted
for any visit of St. Peter to Rome is the one word, " The Church in

Babylon saluteth you."°

If, as I endeavour to show in the Excursus, there is reasonable

certainty that Babylon is here used as a sort of cryptograph for Rome,
the fair inferences from Scripture accord with the statements of tradition

in the two simple particulars that St. Peter was martyred, and that this

martyrdom took place at Rome. These inferences agree well with the

probability that Silvanus, of whom we last hear in company with St.

Paul at Corinth, and St. Mark, for whose assistance St. Paul had wished
during his Roman imprisonment, were also at Rome, and were now
acting in conjunction with the great Apostle of the Circumcision. The
belief that St. Mark acted as the " interpreter " (Ip/iij^eurV) of St. Peter
may have arisen from the Apostle's ignorance of the Latin language,

and his need of some one to be his spokesman during his residence and
his legal trial in the imperial city.

1 Tert. De Praesc. Haeret. 32.

.

2 " Ubi Petms passioni dominicae adaequatur, " De Praesc. 36.
5 Neander, Planting, p. 377. It is curious to watch the growth of this fioiion. It

begins with Origen, who simply says that it was done " at his own choice " (op. Euseb.
ff. E. iii. i). To this Bufinus adds, " thaf he might not seem to be equalled to his Ijord

"

(ne exaequari Domino videretur), which contradicts the saying of TertuUian, that '
'he was

equalled to his Lord in the manner of his death. " Lastly, St. Jerome says that he
was crucified with his head towards the earth and his legs turned upwards, " asserting
that he was unworthy to be crucified in the same way as his Lord" [De Vir. IWuetr. 1).

* See Excursus II., on St. Peter's Visit to Home. * John xxi. 19.
" See Excursus III., on the Cse of the Name Babylon for Rome.
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CHAPTER VII.

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE FIRST EPISTLE OF ST. PETEIt

" Then all himself, all joy and calm,
Though for a while his hand forego,

Just as it touched, the martyr's palm,
He turns him to his task below."

—

Keble.

The previous chapter has led us to conclude that the First Epistle

of St. Peter was written at Eome. The date at which it was written

cannot be fixed with certainty. The outburst of the Neronian per-

secution took place in A.D. 64, but it is difficult to suppose that

St. Peter arrived accidentally in Eome on the very eve of the

conflagration. It seems more probable that he was either brought

there as "a prisoner, or went to support the Jewish Christians during the

subsequent pressure of their terrible afflictions.^ In that case he wrote
the First Epistle shortly before his death, and he must have been
martyred in the year 67 or 68, about the same time as his great

brother-Apostle, St. Paul, with whom he is always united in the

earliest traditions.

That the First Epistle of St. Peter is genuine—a precious reHc
of the thoughts of one of Christ's most honoured Apostles—we may
feel assured. Its authenticity is supported by overwhelming external

evidence. The Second Epistle, whether genuine or not, is at any
rate a very ancient document, and it unhesitatingly testifies to the

genuineness of the first. " The First Epistle is," says M. Kenan, " one
of the writings of the New Testament which are the most anciently

and the most unanimously cited as authentic." Papias, Polycarp,

Irenseus, Clement of Alexandria, TertulUan, and Origen,^ all furnish

indisputable evidence in its favour.' The proof that the writer was
influenced by the Epistle to the Ephesians is in accordance with the

character of the age, for the early Christians, as was perfectly natural,

were in the habit of echoing one another's thoughts. Modern writers

• St. Paul seems to have been absent from Eome for two full years before his second,

imprisonment, and during this time the Christians must stiU have been liable to

oppression and martyrdom, even after the iirst attack upon them had spent its fury.

TVrfaillign afiserts that laws were for the first time promulgated against the Christians by
Nero, which rendered Christianity a "rdigio Ulicita " (ad NaM. 74 ; Apol. 5; Sulp. Sev.

Hut. ii. 29, § 3). This is rendered very doubtful by Pliny's letter to Trajan.
' See Euseb. B. E. iii. 2.5, 39 ; iv. 14, v. 8, vi 25 ; Polyoarp, Ep. ad PhiUp. ; Iren.

canira Haer. iv. 9, § 2 ; Clem. Alex. Strmi. iii. 8, iv. 7 ; Tert. Scarp. 12. Besides this,

there are many distmct allusions to it in the Epistle of St. Clement to the Corinthians,

little importance, therefore, can be attached to its absence from the Muratorian Canon,

and its rejection by Ilieodore of Mopsuestia.
3 Keim (Bom und ChritteKOmn, p. 194), without deigning to offer a reason, assigns it

%o the time of Trajan. In this he follows Hilgenfeld.
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do exactly the same. The words and thouglits of every -writer who
makes any wide or serious impression are, consciously or unconsciously,

adopted by others exactly as if they were original and independent;

and this is true to such an extent that an author's real success is often

obliterated by its very universality. The views which he origin-ated

come to be regarded as commonplace, simply because all his con-

temporaries have adopted them. But this was still more the case

in days when books were very few in number. The writings of the

Apostles are marked by mutual resemblances, and the works of men
like Ignatius, and Polycarp, and Clement of Eome, consist in large

measure of a mosaic of phrases which they have caught up from their

predecessors.

The style of St. Peter in this Epistle resembles in many particulars

the style of his recorded speeches. It is characterised by the fire

and energy which we should expect to find in his forms of expression

;

but that energy is tempered by the tone of Apostolic dignity, and by
the fatherly mildness of one who was now aged, and was near the close

of a life of labour. He speaks with authority, and yet with none of

the threatening sternness of St. James. We find in the letter the plain

and forthright spirit of the man insisting again and again on a few
great leading conceptions. The subtle dialectics, the polished irony,

the involved thoughts, the lightning-like rapidity of inference and
suggestion, which we find in the letters of the Apostle of the TJn-

circumcision, are wholly wanting in him. His casual connexions,

marking the natural and even flow of his thoughts, are of the simplest

character ; and yet a vigorously practical turn of mind, a quick

susceptibility of influence, and a large catholicity of spirit, such as we
know that he possessed, are stamped upon every page. He aims
throughout at practical exhortation, not at systematic exposition ; and
his words, in their force and animation, reflect the simple, sensuous,

and passionate nature of the impulsive Simon of whom we read in

the Gospels. Even if the external evidence in favour of the Epistle

had been less convincing, the arguments on which its authenticity has
been questioned by a few modern theologians have been so amply
refuted as to establish its authorship with completer certainty.

1. It is not so much a letter as a treatise, addressed to Christians

in general. It is mainly hortative, and its exhortations are founded
on Christian hope, and on the efieots of the death of Christ. It is not,

however, a scholastic treatise, but rather a practical address, at once
conciliatory in tone and independent in character. It may with equal
truth be called Pauline and Judseo-Christian. It is Judaeo-Christian

in its sympathies, yet without any Judaic bitterness. It is Pauline in

its expressions, yet with no polemic purpose. In both respects it

accords with the character and circumstances of the great Apostle. It

is completely silent about the Law, and enters into none of the once
vehement controversies about the relation of the Law to the Gospel
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Or of Faith to Works. There is no predetermined attempt to reconcile

opposing parties, but all party watch-words are either impartially

omitted, or are stripped of their sterner antitheses.^

2. One proof that it was written by St. Peter results from the
natural way in which we can trace the influence of the most prominent
events which occurred during his association with his Lord.^ He docs

not mention them ; he does not even in any marked way refer to them
;

and yet we find in verse after verse the indication of subtle

reminiscences such as must have lingered in the mind of St. Peter.

Christ had said to him, " Thou art Peter, and on this rock will T build

my Church," and he speaks of Christ as " a rock," the corner-stone of a
spiritual house, and of Christians as living stones built into it. Christ

had sternly reproved him when he made himself a stumbling-block, and
he sees how perilous it is to turn the Lord's will into a rock of ofience,'

using the two very words which lie at the heart of those two conse-

cutive moments which had been the crisis of his life.^ When he had
rashly pledged' his Master to pay the Temple didrachm, our Lord
had indeed accepted the obligation, but at the same time had taught
hini that the children were free ; and St. Peter here teaches the

Churches that, though free, they were still to submit for the Lord's

sake to every human ordinance.' Bound by the quantitative con-

ceptions of Jewish formalism, he had once asked whether he was
to forgive his brother up to seven times, and had been told he was
to forgive him up to seventy times seven ; and he has so well learnt the

lesson as to tell his converts that "Love shall cover the multitude

of sins."° In answer to his too unspiritual question, " what reward
the Apostles should have for having forsaken all to follow Christ,"

he had heard the promise that they should sit on thrones ; and
throughout this Epistle his thoughts are full of the future glory and
of its "amaranthine crown."' He had heard Jesus compare the
" days of Noah " to the days of the Son of Man,* and his thoughts

dwell so earnestly upon the comparison that he uses the expression in a

way which unintentionally limits the fulness of his revelation.' He
had seen his Lord strip off His upper garment and tie a towel round
his waist, when, with marvellous self-abasement, he stooped to wash
His Disciples' feet;'" hence, when he wishes to impress the lesson

of humOity, he is led insensibly to the intensely picturesque expression

1 See Sohwegler, Nacha-p. Zeitalt. ii. 22 ; Pfleiderer, Paulinism. ii. 150, E. T.
* Matt. xvi. 18 ; 1 Pet. ii. 4—8. This peculiarity of the Epistle has been worked out

and illustrated by no one so fully or with such delicate insight as by Dean Plumptre in

his edition of the Epistle in the Cambridge Bible for schools, p. 13, seq.

3 1 Pet. ii. 8, TTCTpa (TKavfidAov.

* Matt. xvi. 18, eJTt TaiJTT] Tji werpa ; 23, (TKai'SaAo*' fiov et.

» Matt. xvii. 24—27 ; I'Pet. ii. 13—16. ' Matt, xviii. 22 ; 1 Pet. iv. 8.

7 Matt. xix. 28 ; 1 Pet. i. 5, v. 4. ' Matt. xxiv. 37.

' Compare 1 Pet. iii. SO with iv. 6.

w John xiii. 1—6.
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that they should "tie on humility like a dress fastened with knots.'"

Perhaps, too, from that -washing, and the solemn lessons to which
it led, he gained his insight into the true meaning of Baptism, as

being not the putting away the filth of the flesh, but the intercourse of

a good conscience with its God.^ At a very solemn moment of his life

Christ had told him that Satan had desired to have him and the other

Apostles, that he might sift them as wheat,' and he warns the Church
of the prowling activity and power of the Devil, using respecting

him the word " adversary " (ai/riSMos), which occurs nowhere else in the

Epistles, but more than once in the sayings of the Lord.^ Again and
again on the last evening of the life of Christ he had been bidden

to watch and pray, and had fallen because he had not done so ; and
watchfulness is a lesson on which he most earnestly insists.^ He had
been one of the few faithful eye-witnesses of the buffets and weals

inflicted on Christ in His sufferings, and of His silence in the midst

of reviling, and to these striking circumstances he makes a very special

reference.^ He had seen the Cross uplifted from the ground with
its awful burden, and respecting that cross he uses a very peculiar

expression.' He had heard Jesus warn Thomas of the blessedness

of those who having not seen yet believed, and he quotes almost
the very words.* He had been thrice exhorted to tend and feed

Christ's sheep, and the pastoral image is prominent in his mind and
exhortations.' Lastly, he had been specially bidden when converted

to strengthen his brethren, and this from first to last is the avowed
object of his present letter.^"

3. Again we recognise the true St. Peter by the extreme vividness

of his expressions. It has been a unanimous tradition in the Church
that the minute details recorded by St. Mark are due to the fact

that he wrote from information given him by St. Peter. Picturesque-
ness is as evidently a characteristic of the mind of St. Peter as it

is of the mind of St. Mark. In St. Mark it is shown by touches of

graphic description, in St. Peter by words which are condensed
metaphors."

4. Such is the close analogy between the thoughts and expressions
of the Epistle and those which the Gospel story of the writer would have

* 1 Pet. V. 5, lyKOfx^uitTaffSe.

2 1 Pet. iii. 21. For the "answer" of the A. V. the Eevised Version suggests
"interrogation," " appeal," "inquiry," v. infrdk, p. 75. The verb meparav is common in
the Gospels, and always means "to ask further," but the substantive does not occur
elsewhere in the New Testament.

3 Luke xxii. 31. Here the common danger of the Apostles, " Satan has desired to
have you (vj^m), . . . but I have prayed for thee («)," is restored by the Eevised Version.

* 1 Pet. y. 8 ; Matt v 25 ; Luke xii. 58, xviii. 3. 6 1 Pet. v. 8, aeq.
^ 1 Pet. ii. 20, KoAa0i^ofi6i/oi ; 23, oSk aweXoiSopet ; 24, oS t^ jubiXuiri aiirov.

7 1 Pet. ii. 24, 6.vrtvtyKiv ev t^ o-w/*aTt errt to fv^ov. V, wfra, p. 71.
8 1 Pet. i. 8. 9 1 Pet. ii. 25, v. 2. re 1 Pet. v. 12.
11 1 Pet. ii. 2, "guileless, tmadulterated milk ; " iv. 4, "outpouring" (excess of riot);

iv. 15, " other-peoplo's-bishop " (busybody in other men's matters).
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led us to expect. Nor is the resemblance between the speeches of the
St. Peter of the Acts and the style of the St. Peter of the Epistle less

striking. As in the Acts so in the Epistle, he refers to Isaiah's meta-
phor of the rejected corner-stone ; ^ in both the witness of the Holy
Ghost is prominent

;

' in both he speaks of the Cross as " the tree " ;
' in

both he dwells on the position of the Apostles as " witnesses ;
" * in both

he puts forward the death of Christ as the fulfilment of prophecy ;
^ in

both the Eesurrection is made the main ground of faith and hope ; * in

both we find special mention of God as the Judge of quick and dead ;

'

in both the exhortation to repentance is based on the fact of man's
redemption

;

" lastly, in both, as a matter of style, there is a prevalence

of simple relatival connexions, and as a matter of doctrine there is the

representation of God as one who has no respect for persons."

5. Is it not, further, a very remarkable circumstance that in the

Acts St. Peter, in one of his outbursts of impetuous boldness, ventures

to call the Law " a yoke which neither our fathers nor we were strong

enough to bear ;
" and in the Epistle—though he was a Jew, though he

was closely allied to St. James in many of his sympathies, though he
strongly felt the influence of the Pharisaic Christians at Jerusalem,

though he borrows the symbols of the theocracy to a marked extent '"

—

does not so much as once mention or allude to the Mosaic Law at all 1

Even if any of these peculiarities standing alone could be regarded as

accidental, their aggregate force is very considerable ; nor do we think it

possible that a forger—even if a forger could otherwise have produced
such an epLstle as this—could have combined in one short composition so

many instances of subtle verisimilitude."

6. A very remarkable feature of the Epistle, and one which must
have great prominence in leading us to a conclusion about its date,

characteristics, and object, is the extent to which the writer has felt the

influence both of St. James and of St. Paul.'^ No one can compare the

» 1 Pet. ii. 7 ; Acts iv. 11. a 1 Pet. i. 12 ; Acts v. 32.
' 1 Pet. u. 24 ; Acts v. 30, x. 39.
* 1 Pet. i. 8, V. 1 ; Acts ii. 32, iii. 15, x. 41.
s 1 Pet. i. 10 ; Acts iii. 18, x. 43.
6 1 Pet. i. 3, 4, 21, iii. 21 ; Acts u. 32—36, iu. 15, iv. 10, x. 40.
7 1 Pet. iv. 5 ; Acts x. 42.

8 1 Pet. ii. 24 ; Acts iii. 19—26. ' 1 Pet. i. 17 ; Acts x. 2.
i» 1 Pet. i. 2 ("sprinkling"), 18—20, ii. 9, 10 (Ex. xix. 6, 6).

1! To these might be added 1 Pet. i. 13 (" girding up the loins of your mind "), com-
pared with Luke xii. 35; i. 12, "to stoop and look" (iropaKvi((ai), compared with Luke
zxiv. 12 ; ii. 15, "to put to silence" {(pi.iJ.ovy), compared with Luke iv. 35 ; and the use
of the word irico^tbs (ii. 18), as compared with his use of the same word in his recorded
speech (Acts ii. 40).

12 I pass over as very possibly accidental and independent the few points of resem-
blance between the language of St. Peter and St. John (cf. 1 Pet. ii. 19, 22 with
1 John i. 7, iii. 3, iv. 11, and 1 Pet. ii. 9 with Rev. i. 6) ; nor do I think that much
importance can be attached to the few coincidences between 1 Pet. and Hebrews
[e.g., 1 Pet. i. 2 and Heb. ix. 13; 1 Pet. ii. 2 and Heb. v. 12, etc.). I regard the

attempt of Weiss, in his elaborate Petrinuche Lehrbegriff, to prove the early date of -the

Epistle, and the indebtedness of St. Paul to its expressions, as misleading and untenable.
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number and peculiarity of the identical expressions adduced in the note,

without the conviction that they can only be accounted for by the

influence of the earlier writers on the later. At tliis epoch, both among
Jews and Christians, there was a free adaptation of phraseology which
had come to be regarded as a common possession. That St. Peter has

here been the conscious or unconscious borrower may be regarded as

certain, alike on chronological and on psychological considerations. If

the Epistle was written from Rome, we see the strongest reasons to

conclude that it was written later than the Epistle to the Ephesians, and
therefore after the death of St. James. The manner in which St. Peter

writes shows that he is often accepting the phraseology of others, but
infusing into their language a somewhat different shade of meaning.
When we consider the extreme plasticity of St. Peter's nature, the

emotional impressiveness and impetuous receptivity which characterise

his recorded acts ; when we remember, too, that it was his habit to

approach all subjects on the practical and not on the speculative side,

and to think the less of distinctions in the form of holding the common
faith, because his mind was absorbed in the contemplation of that

glorious Hope of which he is pre-eminently the Apostle,—we find an
additional reason for accepting the Epistle as genuine. We see in it the
simple, unsystematic, practical synthesis of the complementary—but not
contradictory—truths insisted on alike by St. Paul and St. James. St.

Peter dwells more exclusively than St. Paul on moral duties ; he leans
more immediately than St. James on Gospel truths.

7. There is no material difficulty in his acquaintance with these
writings of his illustrious contemporaries. Among the small Christian

if not as " altogether futile " (Pfleiderer, PauUnism. ii. 150). He has found very few
followers in his opinion. The resemblances are mainly to the Epistles to the Romana
and Ephesians :

—

IPet. i. 1 Eph. i. 4—7
1 Pet. i. S Eph. 1. 3
IPet. i. 14 Eph. ii. 8 Eom. xii. 2
IPet. ii. 6—10 Eom. ix. 25—32
1 Pet. ii. 11 Kom. vli. 23
1 Pet. ii 13 Eom. xiii. 1—*
1 Pet. ii. 18 Eph. vl. 6
1 Pet. iii. 1 Eph. v. 22
1 Pet. iii. 9 Eom. xri. 17
1 Pet. in. 23 Eph. i. 20 Eom. yiii. 34
1 Pet. iv. 1 Eom. vi. 6
1 Pet. iT. 10 Eom. iii. 6
1 Pet. V. 1 Eom. viii. 18
1 Pet. T. S Eph. T. 21

The chief resemblances between St. Peter and St. James will be found in the following

1 Pet. i 6—7 James i. 2-4
1 Pet. i. 24 James i. 10
1 Pet. iv. 8 James v. 20
IPet. V. 5,9 James iv. 6,7,10

The supposed parallels between the Epistle and those to Timothy and Titus are not real
parallels, but arise from similarity of subject (1 Pet. iii. 1, v. 1, seq.). There is nothing
in these similarities to discredit the authenticity of the Epistle, and tb<» absence of
Johannine phrases is another proof of its antiquity.
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communities the letters of tlie Apostles were eagerly distributed. The
Judaists would have been sure to supply St. Peter with the letter of the

saintly Bishop of Jerusalem ; and such companions as Mark and SU-

vanus, both of whom had lived in intimate relationship with St. Paul,

and of whom the former had been expressly mentioned in the Epistle to

the Colossians, could not have failed to bring to St. Peter's -knowledge

the sublimest and most heavenly of the Epistles of St. Paul. The
antagonism in which St. James and St. Paul had been arrayed by their

hasty followers would have acted with St. Peter as an additional reason

for usiag indiscriminately the language of them both. It was time that

the bitterness of controversies should cease, now that the Church was
passing through the fiery storm of its first systematic persecution. It

was tune that the petty difierences within the fold should be forgotten

when the howling wolves were leaping into its enclosure from without.

The sufiering Christians needed no impassioned arguments or eager
' dialectics ; they mainly needed to be taught the blessed lessons of

resignation and of hope. These are the key-notes of St. Peter's Epistle.'

As they stood defenceless before their enemies, he points them to the

patient and speechless anguish of the Lamb of God.* Patient endurance
in the present would enable them to set an example even to their

enemies ; the hope of the future would change their very sorrows into

exiiltant triumph.' In the great battle which had been set in array

against them, Hope should be their helmet and Innocence their shield.*

8. And yet in teaching to his readers these blessed lessons St. Peter

by no means loses his own originality. The distinctions between the

three Apostles—distinctions between their methods rather than their

views—may be seen at a glance. They become salient when we observe

that whereas St. James barely alludes to a single event in the life of

Christ, St. Peter makes every truth and exhortation hinge on His
example, His sufierings, His Cross, His Resurrection, and His exalta-

tion ;
° and that whereas St. Peter is greatly indebted to the Epistle to

the Romans, he yet makes no use of St. Paul's central doctrine of

Justification by Faith. Thus even when he is influenced by his prede-

cessor's phraseology, he is occupied with somewhat different conceptions.

The two Apostles hold, indeed, the same truths, but, to the eternal

advantage of the Church, they express them differently. Antagonism
between them there was none ; but they were mutually independent.

The originality of St. Peter is not only demonstrated by the sixty

isolated expressions {Jiupax legomena) of his short Epistle, but also by
his modification of many of St. Paul's thoughts in accordsnee with his

own immediate spiritual gift. That gift was the x«P'<^M« Kv$epvli<reus—

» Sesignation, 1 Pet. i. 6, ii. 13—25, iii. 1, 9—12, 17, 18, iv. 1—4, v. 6 ; Sope, 1 Pet. i
4, 12, 13, iv. 6, 7, v. 1, 4, 6, 10, 11.

2 1 Pet. i. 19, ii. 22—25. ' Joy, 1 Pet. i. 6, 8, iv. 13, 14.

* Imwcence, 1 Pet. i. 13—16, 22, ii. 1, 2, 11, 12, iii. 13, 15, 21, Iv. 15.

5 X Pet. i. 3, 7, 13, iii. 22, iv. H 13.
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that power of administrative wisdom whicli made his example so valuable

to the Infant Church. It was worthy of his high position and authority

to express the common practical consciousness of the Christian Church
in a form which avoided party disagreements. The views of St. Paul
are presented by St. Peter in their every-day bearing rather than in

their spiiitual depths ; and in their moral, rather than their mystical

significance. St. Peter adopts the views of his great brother Apostles,

but he clothes them in simpler and in conciliatory terms.^ And if these

phenomena, from their very delicacy, constitute an almost irresistible

proof of the genuineness of the Epistle, how decisive is the evidence

which they furnish that there was none of that deadly opposition between

the adherents of Ke^jhas and of Paul which has been assumed as the true

key to the Apostolic history ! How certain is it that " the wretched

caricature of an Apostle, a thing of shreds and patches, which struts and
fumes through those Ebionite romances, would not have been likely to

write with thoughts and phrases essentially Pauline flowing from his

pen at every turn." '

9. It is important and interesting to illustrate still more fully this

indebted yet independent attitude of the Apostle; this tone at once

receptive and original, at once firm and conciliatory, by which he was so

admirably qualified to be the Apostle of Catholicity.^

i. We see it at once in the language which he uses about Redemption.

St. Peter, of course, held, as definitely as St. Paul, that " Christ suffered

for sin, once for all, the just on behalf of the unjust ;
"* that " He Him-

self, in His own body, took up our sins on to the cross ;
"^ that we were

" ransomed with the precious blood as of a lamb blameless and spotless,

even of Christ." ° But divine truth is many-sided and infinite; and
whereas St. Paul mainly dwells on the death of Christ as delivering us

from the Law, and from the curse of the Law, and from a stSite of guilt,

St. Peter speaks of it mainly as a liberation from actual immorality ;' a

ransom from an empty, traditional, earthly mode of life f a means of

abandoning sins and living to righteousness ;—and these are to him the

consequences which are specially involved in that more general concep-

tion that Christ died "to lead us to God."° And besides this different

1 1 Pet. i. 12, 25, V. 12 (comp. 1 Cor. xv. 1).
2 Pluraptre, St. Teter,_ p. 72. _
3 "Weiss's Lehrbegriff is entii'ely vitiated by his capricious effort to make out that St.

Peter was the original author of the thoughts which he adopted from others.
^ 1 Pet. iii. 18, irepl aliafyruhv . . . virep aSiKitiv.

5 1 Pet. ii. 24 ; on this ditScult verse, vide infra, p. 91.

6 1 Pet. i. 18, 19.

^ 1 Pet. i. 18, iK T^s ^araias ava<rTpo^yj^ TraTpoirapoSoTov.

^ 1 Pet. ii. 24, iva rat? afiapTiai^ a.iToy€v6fjievoi ttJ Sutaioirvvj] C^iT(ofi€v. Mark alike the re-

semblance to, and the difference from, the words of the discourse which the Apostle had
heard from the lips of St. Paul at a moment of deep personal humiliation (Gal. ii- 19,

20), " for I, through the Law, died unto the Law that I might live unto God. I have
been crucified with Christ ; yet I live." We have in St. Peter the essential Pauline
thought without the intensity of the Pauline expression.

8 1 Pet. iii. 18 ; cf. Eom. v. 2 ; Eph. ii. 18 ; Heb. x. 19.
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aspect of the object of the death of Christ, the means by which that ob-
ject is effected are also contemplated from a different point of view. In
St Paul's theology the Christian so closely partakes in the death of

Ohrist that, by that death, the flesh—the carnal principle of all sin—is
slain within him ;' the old man is crucified with Christ, and the new
man, the hidden man of the heart, the spiritual nature, lives the life of

(Christ by mystical union with Him. Now, St. Peter uses expressions
wliich at once remind us of those used by St. Paul, but he uses them
with a difi'erent scope. He too speaks of " a communion with the suf-

ferings of Christ,'" but it is only in the literal sense of sufiering f and
he never distinctly touches on (though he may doubtless assume and pre-

suppose) the mystery of the Christian's identity with, incorporation with,

the life and death of the Saviour. Christ's sufferings are set forth as

picducing their effect by the moral power of example, so that His life of

suffering and obedience is as the copy over which we are to write, the
track in which we are to walk ; and so we are to be released from sin by
the imitation of Chrisf "He that hath died," says St. Paul, "hath
been justified from sin,"^ meaning by this that he who by baptism (vi. 4)

has been buried with Christ into His death, has also by baptism risen

with Him into a new life of communion, in which God's righteousness

has become man's justification. St. Paul means, in fact, all the deep
truth which he sets forth mystically in Eom. vi. 1—15, and which he
explains through the remainder of that chapter by more popular meta-
phors. Now, St. Peter, in words which are doubtless an echo of St.

Paul's language, says that " he who hath suffered in the flesh hath ceased

from sin;"* but the practical intellect of St. Peter had no resemblance

to the deeper genius of St. Paul, and the meaning of his words, as

developed in the following verses, is simply the truth that the suffering

life of the Christian has in it all the blessedness of trial ; and that, just

as the luxury and surfeit of heathen life (verse 3) is essentially a state

of sin, so the trials borne by the Christian warrior who is armed with

the mind of Christ, naturally put an end to the seductiveness of sin.

St. Paul dwells most on deliverance from guilt, St. Peter on deliverance

from sin. With St. Paul the death of Christ is the means of expiation

;

with St. Peter it is more prominently a motive of amendment. St. Paul,

in Rom. vi. 1—15, writes like a profound theologian. St. Peter, in

iv. 1—4, is using the simpler language of a practical Christian. The
union between the Christian and the death of Christ, in St. Paul is an

inner union. In St. Peter the connexion is more outward—a connexion

which rather invites our obedience than modifies our inmost nature.'

ii. "We shall see similar differences in the use of other words. Faith

» Eom. Ti. 12—14, -piii. 3; Gal. v. 24 ; 2 Cor. t. 14.

* 1 Pet. iv. 13. 3 As in Kom, viii. 13.
_ _

* See Rom. vi. 1 ; 1 Peter ii. 21, Xpioros eiraffev xnrep vjiiiiVt ir/iiv viToXtinrdviav UTroypcjU/iof 'ra

anoXovd^a^Te Tot? "ixvetrw ainouj with the context of these passages.
s Kom. vi. 7. "1 Pet. iv. 1. 7 See Seuss, Th^ol Chrlt. ii. 300.
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for instance, is a prominent word with St. Peter,' but neither he nor any
other writer of the New Testament uses it in that unique and trans-

cendent sense which is peculiar to St. Paul. With St. Paul, as we have
already seen, it comes to mean an absolute oneness with Christ.'' St.

Peter, like the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, and like St.

Clement, uses it as "the substance of things which are hoped for—the

conviction of unseen realities."^ It is, in fact, "a confidence in the

promises of God."* It is hence nearly allied to Hope. In the Epistle

to the Romans the main object of faith is God's redeeming favour
evidenced by Christ's death ;^ in St. Peter faith is mainly directed to the

future salvation, of which Christ's resurrection is a pledge, and to which
His sufferings are a means. And although St. Peter dwells so much on
good works, that " to do good " (nyafloTroiiiy) occurs no less than nine
times in his Epistle,* yet he is not in the least endeavouring to prove any
theory of Justification by works, but simply regards good works as St.

Paul does—namely, as the natural issue of the Christian calling. Nor,
when he speaks oifea/r, in i. 17,' is there intended to be any opposition
to Rom. viii. 15,^ any more than there is in 1 John iv. 18.^ The " fear

"

spoken of by St. Peter is only a fear of falling away from grace. There
is no contradiction between the Apostles, but there is a difierent gleam
in their presentation of the " many-coloured wisdom "'° of God.

iii. Again, we see a difference respecting Regeneration and Baptism,
and here once more St. Peter's view is predominantly moral and general,

St. Paul's is mystic and dogmatic. Regeneration with St. Paul means a
new creation, the beginning of a life which is not the human and indi-

vidual life, but which is " Christ in us." But St. Peter, like St. James,
regards this new birth as produced by the living and abiding word of
God, producing the purification which springs from obedience to the
truth, and having as its objects a living hope and a sincere brotherly
love.'^ And whereas Baptism is, with St. Paul, the beginning of the new
birth, and the communication of the Spirit, with St. Peter, on the other
hand—whatever may be the exact meaning of the difficult expression
which he uses'^—it is clear that his thoughts are mainly fixed on the

' 1 Pet. i. 5, ^povpovixevovs Slot TrioTetus ; 7 ; 9, Tb Te\os T^9 mo-Teto?, va}7r}piav fvxfi>v J 21 J
V. 9, OTepeol ttJ iritTTei.

2 See Life and Work of St. Paul, ii. 209, seq.
3 1 Pet. i. 8 ; Heb. xi. 1 ; Clem. Ep. ad Cor. xxvi., xxvii. ; Pfleiderer, Fauliniam.

ii. 140.
•* 1 Pet. i. 3, 13, iii. 15. * Rom. iv. 25.
» 1 Pet. ii. 14, 15, 20, iii. 6, 11, 13, 16, 17, iv. 19.
' "Pass the time of your sojourning here in fear."
' "Ye received not the spirit of bondage again to fear."
' "Perfect love casteth out fear." lo iroAun-oijciAos ooiia.
" 1 Pet. i. 22, 23 ; Jas. I 18.

II

'* '" ^^*' ™' ^^' ^"^P"'"'""' »1'»8^s (TurMSijo-eo)! eli 0eor/. It has been taken to mean (1)
pledge," "contract " {ippa^tiv, ti-exux"". CEcum. ; stipvlatio, Luther), as TertulKan calls

baptism oUigatio Jidei, spomio salutis, fidei pactio, but this seems only to be a later
Byzantine meaning of the word ; or (2) " the question and answer of baptism "—the
promise to renounce the devil, etc., and so to keep a good conscience {"Anima non
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moral obligations -whicli enter into baptism as being a type of our de-

liverance by means of the resurrection of Christ.

10. But while St. Peter brings down, as it were, the transcendental
divinity of St. Paul from heaven to earth—from the regions of a sublime
theology to those of practical Christian lite—whUe the diversities of

gifts imparted by the same Spirit thus meet the individual needs of

every Christian—while the contemplation of truth from many different

points of view enables us to understand its solidity and perfectness

—

St. Peter has one doctrine which is almost peculiar to himself, and
which is inestimably precious. In this he not only ratifies some of the

widest hopes which it had been given to his brother Apostle, if not to

reveal, at least to intimate, but he also supplements these hopes by
the new aspect of a much-disregarded, and, indeed, till recent times

half-forgotten, article of the Christian creed ;—I mean the object of

Christ's descent into Hades.^ In this truth is involved nothing less

than the extension of Christ's redeeming work to the dead who died

before His coming. Had the Epistle contained nothing eke but this,

it would at once have been raised above the irreverent charge of being

"secondhand and commonplace."^ I allude of coui-se to the famous
passage in which St. Peter tells us (iii. 19, 20) that "Christ died for

sins once for all that He may lead us to God, slain indeed in the flesh

but quickened in the Spirit, in which also He went and preached to the

spirits in prison, once disobedient, when the long-suffering of God was
waiting,^ in the days of Noah, during the preparing of the ark, by

entering into which few, that is, eight souls, were brought safe through

water."* So far is this from being a casual allusion, that St. Peter

returns to it as though with the object of making its meaning indis-

lavaiicme sed responsione sancitur," Tert. de Reiurr. Cam. 48)—^but eirepunj/xa cannot bear

this sense ; or (3) joining en-epwrijua wifcli eis ®ihv, and taking the plirase en-epuTap e$ in 2

Kings zi. 7 as explaining it
—"the inquiry after Godot a good oousoieuce ;

" or (4) "request

to God for a good conscience.^' Taking iirepiiiTriiui in this its natural sense, (the sense

it bears in the only passage of the LXX. in which it occurs, vide Dan. iv. 14,) I believe

this last view to be correct ; but if ei? &ehv be taken with iruvetSija-ts, as in Acts xxiv. 16,

then it will be "the entreat!/ for a good conscience towards God." This, indeed, may
seem an inadequate explanation of the saving power of baptism, but so (at first sight) is

every other sense which the words vriU at all bear ; and when we remember the practical

and non-mystical character of the Apostle's mind, much of the difficulty disappears, and

science with God. . . . The word is judicial, alluding to the interrogation used in

law, etc."]
' Minor original specialities are "into which things the angels desired to look ' (i. 12)

;

Cihrist, "the chief Shepherd" (v. 4); the presentation of Christ's sufferings as an

example (ii. 21), etc. See Davidson, Introd. i. 423, and for peculiarities of phraseology,

id. p. 433.
2 Schwegler. ' Leg. airefeSlx'TO.

• In my Mercp and Judgment (pp. 75—81) I have given (with original quotations) a

full history of the exegesis of this passage in the Christian Church. What may be called

the mythological inferences from it, apart from the blessed truth which it generaUy

indicates, may be found ii the Apooryiihal Gospel of Nicodemus.
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putably plain. When he speaks of the perishing heathen who shall, .

after lives of sin and self-indulgence, give account to the Judge of

quick and dead, he says—" For, for this catise also, even to the dead ^

was the Gospel preached ;" adding, as though to preclude any escape

from his plain meaning, "that they may be judged according to men
in the flesh, but may live according to God in the Spirit.'" Few
words of Scripture have been so tortured and emptied of their signi-

ficance as these. In other passages whole theological systems, whole

ecclesiastical despotisms, have been built on the abuse of a metaphor,

on the translation of rhetoric into logic, on the ignorance and inca-

pacity which will not interpret words by the universal rules of

literary criticism ; and yet every eflfort has been made to explain away
the plain meaning of this passage. It is one of the most precious

passages of Scripture, and it involves no ambiguity, except such as is

created by the scholasticism of a prejudiced theology. It stands almost

alone in Scripture, not indeed in the gleam of light which it throws

across the awful darkness of the destiny of sin, but in the manner in

which it reveals to us the source from which that gleam of light has

been derived. For if language have any meaning, this language means
that Christ, when His Spirit descended into the lower world, pro-

claimed the message of salvation to the once impenitent dead. In the

first indeed of the two allusions to this truth, the preaching is formally

limited to those who had died in the Deluge. This is due to two
causes. St. Peter's mind is full of the Deluge as a ti/pe of the world's

lustration, first by death and then by deliverance, just as baptism
is a type of death unto sin and the new life unto righteousness. Also
he is thinking of Christ's comparison of the days of Noah to the days of

the Son of Man. But it is impossible to suppose that the antediluvian

sinners, conspicuous as they were for their wickedness, were the ordy

ones of all the dead who were singled out to receive the message of

deliverance. That restricted application is excluded by the second

passage. There the Apostle shows that he had only referred to those

who perished in the Deluge as striking representatives of a world of

sinners, judged as regards men in the flesh, but living as regards God in

the Spirit. For, in referring to the judgment which awaits the heathen,

he attempers the awful thought of their iniquities and of the future

retribution which awaited them by saying that, with a view to this very
state of things {els toCto) the Gospel was preached to the dead ;—in

order that, however terrible might be the judgments which would befall

their human nature, the hope of some spiritual share in the divine Hfe
might not be for ever excluded at the moment of death. Of the effects

of the preaching nothing is said. There is no dogma either of univer- ,

salism or of conditional immortality. All details, as in the entire

eschatology of Scripture, are left dim and indefinite ; but no honest

i 1 Peter iv. 6-
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man who goes to Holy Scripture to seek for truth, instead of going to
try and find whatever errors he may bring to it as a part of his
theological belief, can possibly deny that there is ground here to

mitigate that element of the popular teaching of Christendom against
which many of the greatest saints and theologian-s have raised their
voices.^ That teaching rests with the deadliest weight on all who have
sufficient imagination to realise the meaning of the phrases in which
they indulge, and sufficient heart to feel their awfulness. If Christ
preached to dead men who were once disobedient, then Scripture shows
us that the moment of death does not necessarily involve a final and
hopeless torment for every sinful soul. Of all the blunt weapons of

ignorant controversy employed against those to whom has been revealed

the possibility of a larger hope than is left to mankind by Augustine or

by Calvin, the bluntest is the charge that such a hope renders null the

necessity for the woi-k of Christ ! As if it were not this very hope
which gives to the love of Christ its mightiest effectiveness ! We thus
rescue the work of redemption from the appearance of having failed to

achieve its end for the vast majority of those for whom Christ died.

By accepting the light thus thrown upon " the descent into Hell," we
extend to those of the dead who have not finally hardened themselves

against it the blessedness of Christ's atoning work. We thus complete
the divine, all-comprehending circuit of God's universal grace ! In these

passages, as has been truly said, " we may see an expansive paraphrase
and exuberant variation of the original Pauline theme of the univer-

salism of the evangelic embassage of Christ and of His sovereignty over

the world ; and especially of the passage in the Philippians,' where all

they that are in heaven and on the earth, and under the earth, are

enumerated as classes of the subjects of the exalted Redeemer."
But alas ! human perversity has darkened the very heavens by

looking at them through the medium of its own preconceptions; and the

clear light of revelation has streamed in vain upon the awfulness of the

future. The attempts to make the descent of Jesus into Hades a visit

merely to liberate the holy patriarchs, or to strike terror into the evil

spirits, are the unworthy inventions of dogmatic embarrassment. The
interpretation of Christ's "preaching" as only a preaching of damnation'

is one of the most melancholy specimens of theological hardness trying

to blot out the hope of God's mercy from the world beyond the grave.

" It was," as Reuss says, " far better than all that: it was for the living

a new manifestation of the inexhaustible grace of God ; for the dead a

supreme opportunity for casting themselves into the arms of His mercy
;

and finally, for Christian theologians, so skilful in torturing the letter,

and so blind at seizing the spirit, it might have been the germ of a

sublime and fruitful conception, if, instead of compressing more and

1 See Mercy and Judgmmt, pp. 16-57.
,

^ Phil- " ?, H- , ^, „ ,

3 It is needless to say that in the N. T. Krifyvtraa has no such meaning, and the paraUe*

passage, iv. 6, has evTiw'^'"*'!. See Clem. Alex. Strom, vi. 6.
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more tlie circle of life and light by their formulae and their anathemas,

they would have learnt from the teaching of the Apostle that this circle

is illimitable, and that the life-giving rays which stream from its centre

can penetrate even the most distant sphere of the world of spirits."

Having thus seen the authenticity, and the characteristics of the first

Epistle of St. Peter, we may proceed to ask, What was its object?

Clearly it was not meant as a system of theology. Some have supposed

that its scope was directly conciliatory—that by borrowing alike from
St. Paul and St. James, and endeavouring, as it were, to make them
both speak with the same mouth, '^ St. Peter wished to calm the con-

troversies which had arisen, and to show that the Christian faith,

whether preached by Judaists or Paulinists, was essentially the same.

Now there may have been in the mind of St. Peter some such under-

current of intention. For he was addressing, among others, the

Churches of Galatia, which had been the scene of burning controversies

;

and he may have wished by his silence about the Law, and his omission

of such phrases as " Justification by Faith," to show that tha essential

truths of Christianity might be disengaged from polemical bitterness.

There must have been something intentional in this silence, for no one

can read the words of St. Paul in Gal. v. 13

—

(1) "For ye were calledfor freedom, brethren,

(2) Ordy not freedom as a handle for the flesh,

(3) But hy love serve (SouXciJeTe) one another."

side by side with those of St. Peter, in ii. 16

—

(1) "As free,

(2) And yet not using yowrfreedom, as a veil of baseness,

(3) But as slaves (SouAoi) of God,"—
without seeing that the resemblance is more than accidental.' The
identity of structure, the similarity of rhythm, the echo of the thought,
prove decisively that St. Peter had read the Epistle to the Galatians.

It could not, therefore, have been without deliberate purpose that, in

addressing Galatians among others, he assumes, without the least con-

troversial vehemence, the one startling proposition that faithful Gentiles

are the true Jews,^ an elect race, a holy nation, the true heritage of

God, and even the true priesthood,^ while yet he says no word about
Mosaism, or about the terms of communion between Jews and Gentiles.

Here, again, we may recognise the exact attitude of Peter as seen in the
Acts of the Apostles. He is a sincere and even a scrupulous Jew

; yet

> Eeuss, La Thiol. ChrU. ii. 294.
2 The quotation is further interesting as being made from an^pistle in which his own

conduct is condemned.
3 1 Pet. iii. 6.

* 1 Pet. ii. 5, oTkos n-ceujuaTtKbs, UpaTevfia aytovj 1 Pet. ii. 9, l^aertKeLOv Updrevfia (cf,

O'jriS nDboo, Ex. xix. 5, 6, and LXX.), k-t.x. Xabs ets ircpimi-qmv (n^jD, cf. Acts xx. 28.)
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he had been divinely taught that the practices which he might himself

continue to adopt as matters of national obligation were in no sense

binding on the Gentiles, and that their freedom did not place them in

a lower position in the eyes of God, who is no respecter of persons.

But though such thoughts may have been in his mind, they did not
furnish the motive of his address, which was, as he liimself says, essen-

tially hortatory. He wrote to testify and to exhort ;' to confirm the

converts in the truths which they had already learnt from the missions

of St. Paul and his companions, and to comfort them under persecution

by encouragements, founded on the hopes of which they were partakers,

and on the example and effect of the sufferings of Christ.

As in other instances, the question has been raised whether St
Peter intended to address Jews or Gentiles ;—and, as in other instances,

the true answer seems to be—neither class exclusively. The Dispersion

of which he is mainly thinking is a spiritual one. He is writing to all

Christians in the countries which he mentions.^ Why he selected the

Churches of Asia Minor, and did not include the Churches of Syria,

Macedonia, and Achaia, is a qiiestion which we cannot solve, seeing that

both in Greece and in Syria he was personally known. That he is

addressing Gentiles as well as Jews cannot be doubted by any uncon-

ventional reader;' but he regards them as alike pilgrims and sojourners

on earth, common members of the ideal Israel, common heirs of the

heavenly inheritance.'' Yet we need go no farther than the first line of

his letter, with its two distinctively Jewish expressions of " sojourners
"

(Toshabim) and " the dispersion " (Galootha), to show that even to

Gentiles he is writing with the feelings and habits of a Jew.

It seems likely that the Epistle was written after the final imprison-

ment of St. Paul, during whose activity St. Peter would hardly have

written to any of the Churches which had been exclusively founded by
the Apostle of the Gentiles. The condition of the Churches addressed

accords well with such a supposition. He is writing to those who,

although their faith was undergoing a severe test, like gold tried in the

fire,'' were yet mainly liable to danger rather than to death. They were

1 1 Pet. V. 12, TrapoKa^wv /cot effi/LtapTT/pwi', x.r.A.

2 Weise, in the interests of his arbitrary theory that the letter is one of the earliest

documents of Christianity, tries to prove that it was addressed exclusively to Jews. His

arguments {Petr. Lehrbegr. 115, 116) are Bntirely inconclusive, and are sufficiently

answered in the text. This view has, however, found many supporters in all ages, aa

Eusebius, Didymus, Jerome, Theophylact, and in modern times Erasmus, Calvin,

Grotius, Benge], etc.
., , ,

3 See 1 Pet..i. 14, 18, iii. 6, ii. 9, 10, iv. 3, 4. Many doubtless of these Gentiles had

passed into the Church through the portals of the Synagogue. Hence they would find

no difficulty in the casual allusions to the Old Testament (i. 15, 16, 23—25, ii. 6, 19,

iii. 10, iv. 18, v. 5), which, as Immer remarks (N. Test. Theol., p. 477), are not introduced

with any Eabbinic refinements.
* 1 Pet. i. 1, iii. 6, v. 9 (cf. Heb. xi. 13 ; PhU. iii. 20 ; Gen. xlvii. 9; 1| Ps. xxxix. 14)

;

" nachalath Jehovah, " Jos. xiii. 23, etc. Similarly, Clemens Eomanus, though a Gentile,

talks of "our father, Abraham."
' 1 Pet. i 7, iv, 12,

6
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exposed to false accusations as malefactors,^ to revilings,^ threats,' and a

general system of terrorism and suffering.^ Now this is exactly the
state of things 'srhich must have existed in the provinces after the

Neronian persecution. That crisis marked out the Christians for a
special hatred above and beyond what they experienced as being, in the

eyes of the world, a debased Jewish sect. It even brought into promi-

nence the name of "Christians," which, though invented by the jeering

populace of Antioch as early as a.d. 44, had not until this time come
into general vogue.^ It is tme that Orosius^ is the first writer who
asserts that the persecution extended " through all the provinces," and
there is no authority for the assertion of TertuUian that Nero had made
the repression of Christians a standing Jaw of the Empire. ' Some have
attempted to prove that the state of things referred to could only have
existed during the persecution of Trajan (a.d. 101),* which is of course

equivalent to saying that the Epistle is spurious. But, considering that

we find the traces of trials at least as severe as those to which St. Peter
alludes some time before the Neronian persecution had broken out,' and
in the Apocalyptic letters to the seven Churches of Asia after it had
broken out, ^° the whole argument is groundless. The members of a sect

which was " everywhere spoken against," and for which even the
worthiest Gentile writers can find no better epithet than " execrable "

—

a sect which from the first was supposed to involve a necessary connec-
tion with the deadliest crimes "—a sect which from the earliest days
seems to have been exposed to the insults of the vilest mural carica-

tures'^—were certainly as liable in the later yeai'S of Nero as they were

> 1 Pet. ii. 12, 15. « 1 Pet. u. 23, iii, 9, iv. 14. ' 1 Pet. iii. 16, ^m/pcafoi/Tes.

^ 1 Pet. iii. 9, 14, 17, iv. 15, 19. Tacitus eonnts Christianity among the shameful
things {trndenda) which flowed Eomewards (comp. Rom. i. 16).

^ See my Life and Work of St. Paid, i. 298. Tacitus (Ann. xv. 44) uses the word
" Christianas " with something of an apology. It is well known that in the N. T. it only
tiocuxs three times, and always inTolves a hostile sense (Acts xi. ^, xxvi. 28), as it does
in iv. 16.

' Oros. vii. 11, "per omnes proTOneiaa pari persecutione cruciari imperavit." The
Lusitauian inscription (Gruter, p. 238 ; Orelli, 730), which thanks Nero for purging the
province of some foreign superstition (novam humano generi superstitionem), is now
given up. See Merivale, i. 450 ; Gieseler, i. 28.

' Ad Natt, i. 7, " sub Nerone damnatio invaluit." In the martyrologies, we read of
martyrs during the Neronian persecution at Milan, Aquileia, Carthage, etc. ; and St.

John mentions the martyr Antipas by name, at Pergamum (Eev. ii. 13), besides alluding
to others (Eev. xvi. 5).

' See especially Schwegler, Ifachap. Zeit. II. 2—29 ; Kostlin, Johann-Lehrlegr. 472—481 ; Baur, First Three Centuries, i. 133.
9 For instance, in 1 Thess. ii. 15, iii. 4 ; 2 Thess. i. 4, iii. 2 ; Phil. i. 28, 30, etc.
l" Eev. i. 9, u. 9, 10, 13, vi. 9, 11, xviii. 24, xx. 4. .

" Plin. Ep. X. 97, "flagitia cohaerentia nomini;" Tac. Arm. xv. 44, "quos, per
flagitia invisos, vulgns Chiistianos appellabat."

•2 A celebrated graffito of the Palatine, representing an ass on 'a cross, has been sup-
posed to be a mockery of the Crucifixion. It was found in 1856, and is now in the
library of the Collegio Eomano. P. Garucoi supposes that it was drawn towards the
close of the second century. Similar insults to Christians have been found on various
gems and wall-inscriptions at Pompeii, etc. See Renan, L'Antechrist, p. 40. Merivale,
Sist. vi. 442. These graffiti and calumnies arc alluded to by Tertulliaii, Apol. 16 ; 0(2

Ifatt. i. 11; Minuc. Felix, Octa/n, iz. 28 ; Celsus, ap. Orig. c. Gels, vi, 31.
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in the days of Trajan to suffer such troubles as those to which St. Peter
alludes.^ It ought to have been regarded as decisive against the later
date thiis suggested for the Epistle, that, like all the Epistles in the
New Testament, it is anterior to that rapid development of the power of
the Episcopate which is so prominent in the earliest of the extra-canonical
writings. The Churches of the Spiritual Dispersion ai-e still under the
government of Presbyters, and St. Peter addresses them as their
"fellow-presbyter." The word " episkopos " occurs but once in his letter,

and that in its purely general and untechnical signification. " Hence
the letter is addressed to the converts in general, with only a
special message to Presbyters at the end. Hope is the keynote of this

Epistle. Its main message is, Endure, submit, for you are the lieirs oj

salvation. *

CHAPTER VIII.

THE FIEST EPISTLE OF ST. PETEE.

'Eiri(rr/)^as m-fipiffov roils i,Se\<pois.—Luke xxii. 32.

" Habet haec epistola rb o-^oSpiv conveniens ingenio priucipig apostolorum."

—

GEOinis.

"Mirabilia est gravitas et alacritas Petrini sermonis, lectorem suaviasime
retinens."

—

Bengel.

" Petee, an Apostle of Jesus Christ "—such 's the simple and authori-

tative designation which he adopts. He does iot need to add any of

the amplifications of his title, or assertions of his claim to it, which
were often necessary to St. Paul, whose apostolic authority had been so

fiercely qiiestioned. Nor does he need to adopt St. Paul's practice of

associating the names of his companions with his own, although both
Mark and Silvanus, so well known to the Asian Churches, were at this

time with him in Rome, His dignity as an Apostle was unquestioned.

1 Benan rightly says, " L'fipitre de PieiTe repond bien h, ce que nous savons, surtout
par Taoite, de la situation dea Chretiens k Rome rers I'an 03 ou 64 " {L'Antechrist, p. xi.).

' 1 Pet. ii. 25, to the Bishop (or Overseer) of your souls.

' The letter falls, like most of St. Paul'e letters (see Life and Work of St. Paul, L
605, 606) into two great divisions—doctrinal and practical. I. i. 1—ii. 10, the blessings

of Christians. II. ii. 11—v. 14, the diaies of Christians. More in detail the outline of

the letter is as follows :—(I.) Greeting (i. 1, 2) ; thanksgiving, intended to console ths
readers with the living Hope of that future inheritance on which, through God's mercy
and Christ's resurrection, they should enter after their brief sorrows on earth—that
salvation, to which all prophecy pointed, and into which angels desire to look (i. 3—12)

:

exhortation (a) to holy living in hope and obedience (i. 13—17), founded on the price paid
for their redemption (18—21) ; (?) to brotherly love, founded on their new birth by the

eternal word of God (22—25) ; wnd (y) to Chriaiiam innocence, as babes desiring spiritual
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His words needed no further weight than they derived from his

acknowledged position. It is not insignificant that he uses the name
which Christ had given him, and uses it in its Greek, not its Aramaic,

form. Had he been writing with any exclusive reference to the Jewish

Christians, it is more proBable that he would have used his own name,

Symeon, by which James speaks of him to the Church of Jerusalem, or

the Aramaic " Kephas," by whioh St. Paul designates him, because he

was so called by the Judaists of G-alatia and Corinth.^
" To the elect sojourners of the Dispersion of Pontus,^ Galatia, Cap-

padocia, Asia, and Bithynia." The Dispersion—in Greek, Diaspora; in

Aramaic, Galootlia—was no doubt an essentially literal and geographical

expression ; but as St. Peter uses the unusual word " sojourners" {pare-

pidemoi) in a metaphorical sense for "pilgrims" in ii. 11,^ he probably

uses it in the same sense here, and not in its narrower sense of scattered

Jews. The Churches which he was addressing were composed of Jewish

and Gentile converts. Many of the latter had doubtless been proselytes.

Even those who had been converted direct from heathenism would have

been made familiar from the first with the existence of the Old Testa-

ment, and with the truth which St. Paul had so powerfully established

in his letter to the Galatians, that the converted Gentiles constituted

the ideal Israel. Nothing, therefore, is more natural to a Jewish writer

than the half-literal, half-metaphorical expression, " the expatriated

elect of the Dispersion." The word "elect" marks them out as

Christians, being one of the terms by which Christians used to define

milk, and as living stones of a spiritual house (ii. 1—10). Then (II.), after a special

entreaty to them to abstain from fleshly desires, so as to win their heathen neighbours to

glorify God by seeing their honourable mode of life—an entreaty specially applicable to

a period when " Christian " was regarded as a synonym of ',' malefactor " (11, 12), he
passes to a second series of exhortations, which have direct reference to the trials by
which they are surrounded (ii. 13—iii. 7) : namely, to the spirit of submission (a)

generally (ii. 13—17); (/3) in the position of servants (18—20) bearing in mind the meek
example of Christ their Redeemer (21—25) ; (y) in the position of Christian viamen, who,
in meek simplicity, are to imitate Sarah, their spiritual ancestress (iii. 1—6), and (8) of

Christian husbands (7). Then follows a third series of exhortations (iii. 8—iv. 19), (a) to
forgiveness and peaceful self-control as in God's sight (iii. 8—12) ; (3) to calm endurance
of wrongful suffering—again with reference to the example of Christ (13—18), who
preached even in Hades to those who were once disobedient (in the days of that deluge
from which Noah and his family were saved as we are saved by baptism)—but who is

now exalted at God's right hand (19—22) ; (y) to the abandonment of the old heathen
life, which would bring inevitable judgment (iv. 1—6) ;

(S) to sobriety, love, hospitality,

a right use of gifts, that God may be glorified (7—10) ; («) to the cheerful, innocent,
even thankful endurance of sorrow as a normal part of the Christian life (11—16), and
one in which, being far less to be pitied than the unfaithful, they might safely entrust
their souls to God (17—19). Then follow special exhortations (a) to Presbyters (v. 1—4)

;

(/3) to younger members of the Church (5—7) ; and (y) to all alike, to watch and strive

(9, 10). The Epistle ends with a blessing (10, 11) and a few parting words about Silvanus
and the letter of which he is the bearer (12), and greetings (13, 14).

' That he wrote in Greek is certain from the style, which is far too animated to be a
translation. It is a most narrow view which assumes that St. Peter could not address
Bentiles without violating what is called " th'.' Apostolic compact " (Gal. ii. 9).

2 Hence sometimes known as the Epistle T/i Ponticos (Tert. Scorp. 12).
' Ps. xxxix. 13, cxx. 5. Cf. Heb. xi. 13 ; Judith v, 18; 2 Mace. i. 'JtT, Comp. John

zi. 52, and irapoixo; in Acts vii. 6, 29,
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tbauiselves.' Many of them, being Jews by birth, were literal members
of "the Dispersion;" all of them were strangers upon earth, exiles from
heaven their home, dwelling in Mesech and amid the tents of Kedar.
It is natural that the phrases of a Jewish writer should be pre-

dominantly Jewish. Even the language of St. Paul, cosmopolitan as

were his views, is largely coloured by theocratic images and metaphors
belonging to the older dispensation.^

There seems to be no traceable significance in the order in which the

provinces of Asia Minor—to use a convenient later term—are men-
tioned. Writing from Eome, he begins with the most distant, Pontus,

flinging as it were to its farthest cast the net of the fisher of men. The
order of the rest, from north-east to south and west, must be due to

some subjective accident. The Churches of two of the provinces, Galatia

and Asia,'—including some so important as Ancyra, Tavium, Pessinus,

and the famous Seven Churches—had been founded by St. Paul or his

companions. Jews of Pontus and Cappadocia had been present at the

great discourse of St. Peter on the day of Pentecost,* and these districts

contained, among others, such wealthy towns as Tyana, Nyssa, Csesarea,

and Nazianzus. The Churches of Bithynia, which St. Paul had been

hindered from visiting by a Divine intimation, were forerunners of the

communities to whose simplicity and faithfulness, forty years later,

Pliny bore his impartial and memorable testimony in his letter to the

Emperor Trajan.

Having thus named the converts whom he meant specially to

address, he describes their election as due in its origin " to the fore-

knowledge of God the Father," in its progress " to the sanctifying work

of the Spirit,'' and as having for its end " obedience, and sprinkling by

the blood of Jesus Christ.'" Thus, no less than St. Paul, he describes each

of the Three Persons of the Blessed Trinity as co-operant in the work

of man's salvation. In his salutation, " Grace unto you and peace," he

follows St. Paul in the comprehensive formula by which he unites the

Hellenic greeting of "joy," with the Hebrew greeting of "peace"—both

of them used in their deeper Christian sense,^ of a " peace " which

passeth understanding, and a "joy " which the world could neither give

nor take away. From the Book of Daniel, with which he was evi-

dently familiar, he adopts the expression " be multiplied," which is

1 1 Thess. i. 4.
" The Galatian Cliorches, for instance, were largely composed of Gentiles, yet St

Paul's arguments to them are of a Judaic and sometimes eren of a Rabbinic character.

2 Proconsular Asia, which included Mysia, Lydia, Caria, Phrygia, Pisidia, and

Lyoaonia. * Acts ii. 9. Cf. Jos. Antt. xvi. 6.

6 iavT^aijAv, Heb. xii. 24, "Sprinkling," i.e., "Your being sprinkled." The allusion

is to the sprinkling of the people at the inauguration of the Mosaic Covenant (Ex. xxiv. 8)

;

but there may be also the conception of purifying, as the vessels of the sanctuary were

purified by sprinkled blood. Cf Heb. ix. 13, 18 -28 ; Ex. xxiv. 6—8 ; Lev. xvi. 14 and

19, etc. Any allusion to the Lord's Supper, which Weiss {Petr. Lehrbegr. 21Z) assumes

as certain, is more than doubtful.
« §ee m^ Life and Work of St. Paul, i. 580,
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found in the letters of Darius and Nebuchadnezzar there- recorded

'

(i. 1-3).
Then follows the rich and fuU thanksgiving, with its comprehensive

glance at the future (3—5), the present (6—9), and the past (10—12)

:

—" Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,^ Who
according to His great mercy, begat us again ' to a living hope by the

resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead,* to an inheritance incorrup-

tible and stainless and unwitheringj^ which has been reserved in heaven
for you,*—who by the power of God are being guarded ' by faith unto
a salvation ready to be revealed ' at the last season. In which thought
ye exult,' though for a little while at present, if need be, ye have been
grieved in various trials, that the tested genuineness of your faith—

a

far costlier thing than gold which perisheth, and yet is tested by means
of fire'"— might prove to be for (your) praise and honour and glory" at

the revelation of Jesus Christ; Whom though ye never saw ye love;^''

on Whom—though ye still see Him not—yet believing, ye exult with
joy inexpressible and glorified ; carrying oflf as a prize '^ the end of your
faith—the salvation of souls." Respecting which salvation the prophets
diligently sought and searched, who prophesied concerning the grace
which was coming to you ;—searching as to what or what kind of

season the spirit of Christ in them''' was indicating, when it testified

1 Dan. iii. 31, iv. 1, vi. 25, whence the Rabbis probably derived it CWetst. ad Cor.),
Cf. Jude 2 ; 2 Pet. i. 2. 2 cf. Eph. i. 3.

3 'Av(iyt:virij(rM, a Word peculiar to St. Peter. But compare iireKvijo-ev, James i. 18

;

yevvairdat di/udev, John iii. 3 ; TraXtyyevtaCa, Tit. iii. 5 ; KTurBevre^ ev Xp. lijaov, Eph. ii. 10.
* Here he strikes the key-note of the Epistle, ffope founded on the Eeswrrection

;

not a dead, but an energising Hope, such as the Kesurrection had wrought in the
Apostles by dispelling their despair ; a Hope living, life-giving, and looking to life (De
TVette), of which the Eesurrection was "not only the exemplar, but the efficient cause
(Leighton).

* Eis. The Hope will end in the fruition of heritage, which is salvation and glory
(1 Pet. i. 5, V. 1) ; innptii/Toi (AVisd. vi. 12) not the same as aii.afi6.vTi.vK in v. 4.

* And therefore beyond the reach of danger.
' " SaereditOfS servata est, haeredes custodhmtur" (Bengel). Cf. PhU. iv. 7. The

MSS. throughout the Epistle vary between "us" and "you," as is so often the case.
Here, as in almost every instance, vfiSs is the right reading (m. A, B, C, K, L, etc.),

though the E. V. usually adopts " us " and " we." The " you " is characteristic of the
Apostolic authority of the teacher.

8 Draw the curtain at the last time (Jude 18), and the salvation is already there,
behind the veil. See 1 Pet. iv. 5, 7.

' Here he passes from the future to the present. The " salvation " in its complete-
ness is future, the " exultation " (a word characteristically Petrine ; of. 1 Pet. i. 8,
iv. 13 ; Matt. v. 12) is present, and the epithets applied to it are anticipatoty only in
their fulness.

'" Hermas, Pastor, i. 4, p. 410 ; ed. Dressel.
n " Well done, good and faithful servant ! " (Matt. xxv. 21). 12 John xx. 29.
" The prize is carried ofif by anticipation now; in reality hereafter. It is "glory

begun below." " The moods of the New Testament converge towards the present."
" 1 Pet. i. 6—9. The " salvation " is not from the sorrows and trials of Ufe, but from

all sin.

" The remark in the Ep. of Barnabas {cap. v.) still remains the best comment on this
expression, "The prophets, having their gift from Him, prophesied about Him."
St. Peter was not likely to enter into snch scholastic refinements as those which
separate the idea of " Christ " from that of " the Eternal Son,"
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beforehand the sufferings which were to fall upon Christ,^ and the
glories that should follow themj to whom it was revealed that not
mainly for themselves,^ but for you they were ministering these things,'

which have now been proclaimed to you* by means of those who
preached to you the Gospel by the Holy Spirit sent from heaven;^
into which things angels desire to stop and look." °

" Therefore, girding up at once the loins of your understanding,'

being sober, lean with perfect hope upon the grace that is being
borne to you in the revelation of Jesus Christ ; as children of obe-

dience," not fashioning yourselves in conformity' with the former
desires in your day of ignorance."'"'

This pregnant exhortation is supported by the motives (i.) of God's
holiness (15, 16) ;

(ii.) of the fear due to Him as a Father and impartial

Judge (17) i"^ and (iii.) of the fact that they were ransomed from their

empty traditional mode of life, not by mere corruptible silver and gold,'-

but by costly blood, as of a lamb blameless and spotless, even of Christ ;''

Who was pre-ordained before the world was, but has been manifested at

the end of the time" for the sake of them who through Him believe on
God, who raised Him from the dead, and gave Him glory, so that our

faith is also hope towards God."
The exhortation to Hope founded on these motives is followed by an

exhortation to sincere and intense Love, as the natural result of the puri-

* 1 Pet. L 11, Ta «9 XptBToi' iraJBrifi.a.Ta.'

3 "As little children Usp and talk of Heaven,
So thoughts beyond their thoughtt to those high bards were given."

Keble.
I insert the word " mainly " after "not " in accordance with a well-known idiom.

3 See Acts ii. 17, 31, iii. 24.
* "You" and "ye" (not "us" and "we,"' as in the B. T.) are the best authorised

readings throughout the Epistle, except in i. 3, iv. 17, and ii. 24 (from Isaiah). This

seems to have been St. Peter's method (Acts xv. 7).

* Mark the emphatic testimony to the teaching of St. Paul, by whom, directly or in-

directly, most of these Churches had been founded.
6 1 Pet. i. 10—12. For the word iropajnJfm see James i. 25 ; Luke xxir. 12 ; John xx.

5, 11. Cf. Heb. ii. 16.

7 Luke xii. 25 ; Bph. vi. 14.
8 Cf. TeKco opy^9, Eph. ii. 3 ; ^wrds, v. 8 ; Karopa?, 2 Pet. ii- 14.

^ ovax^fjuxTi^dfuvot, Bom. xii. 2.

10 "Ignorance;" cf. Rom. i. 18; Acts iii. 17, xvii. 30.
11 tl ndrcpa iniKoXelirBs—"If ye caU on Him as 'Father,' Who " etc. Perhaps with

reference to the Lord's Prayer. In these verses notice ivacrrpo^Si, " mode of life,"

" conversation " in its old sense, used also to render irokirtvim., " citizenship," in Phil. i.

27. The adv. aTrpocrMTOX^n-nos occurs here (mly, but the conception is thoroughly Petrine

(Acts X. 34). The "fear" here recommended is not the fear reprobated in 1 John iv.

18; Rom. viii. 15 ; 2 Tim. i. 7, but "godly fear," ^6^k reXeuoTiicb!, awful reverence

mixed with love, which " drowns all lower fears, and begets true fortitude " (Leighton).

12 Notice the Petrine contempt for dross (Act^iii. 6, viii. 20).
.. <.s

13 With special allusion to the deliverance seemed by the Paschal Lamb (Ex. xii. 36) ;

general reference to the whiteness and harmlessness of the Lamb. See Life of Ghrist,

i.143.

" 1 Pet. i. 20, en' e(rxiTa>v rSiv xpomv, n'O^D HntlH (Gen. xlix. 1).

w Or, "so that your faith and hope are in God," who raised Christ from the dead,

etc. Acts ii. 22 (i. 13—21).
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fication of the soul by the Holy Spirit' in the path of obedience ; and of

that new birth—not by human engendering, but by means of the living

word (\6yos) of God, which is not tran-sient, as is the flower of human
life,''' but is an utterance (^^mo) which abideth for ever—" And this is the

utterance preached to you as the Gospel."'

This is the starting-point to fresh exhortations. There were evidently

divisions between the members of the Churches, which led St. Peter to

impress on them the duty of fervent love. He proceeds to urge them
to lay aside,* like some stained robe, all that is ruinous to brotherly

union—malice, guile, insincerities, envies, backbitings, which may easily

have arisen from such conditions as we have seen existing in the Churches
of Galatia.* Born again, let them, as new-born babes, desire to be nur-

tured into perfect growth by the unadulterated spiritual milk,^ since they
knew by tasting that the Lord is sweet.' And then, changing the meta-
phor,* he bids them "come to Christ," a living stone, and be built upon
Him—as living stones upon a corner-stone—into a spiritual house, a holy

priesthood, to offer up'° spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God by Jesus
Christ."^' The rejection of that precious stone by men, and its choice by
God, had long been prophesied.'^ The preciousness of it should belong to

those who believed on Him ;'^ to the others—" for which they were also

appointed"—He should be a stone of stumbling and a rock of offence.'*

" But ye are an elect race, a royal priesthood/^ a holy nation, a people for

' Cf. Acts XV. 9, where, however, the verb is KoSopifoi, not iyvt^u), aa here and in
James iv. 8 ; 1 John iii. 3. (See John xi. 55 ; Acts xxi. 24.

)

2 k^y\pavQri . . . e^eVeo-ei', gnomio aorists—i.e., aorists expressive of a general fact. See
my Brief Greek Syntax, § 154.

3 1 Pet. i. 22—25. The "Logos" of this passage, if it has not yet risen to its

Johannine sense, hovers on the verge of it, as in Heb. iv. 12.
* 'ATro6eiJ.evOL, 1 Pet. ii. 1.

' See Life and Work of St. Paul, ii. 129, seq.
5 TO Ao-yiKov (Rom. xii. 1), iSoXov (1 Pet. ii. 2), yil^a (2 Cor. iv. 2).

' Ps. xxxiv. 8, Xpijrrrb!, " sweet " (Aug. dulcis, Vulg. suavis). Cf. Luke v. 39, vi. 35.

Some have supposed a pleasant play of words, founded on itacism, between chrestos

(sweet) and Chi-istos (Christ). See Life amd Work of St. Paul, i. 301.
^ There is the same sequence of the same metaphors in 1 Cor. iii. 1, 10.
' " Come (irpoo-epxwfa') as true proselytes (irpoini\uToi)." Though St. Peter here uses

lithos, " stone," not petra, he is perhaps thinking of the great promise to himself (Matt,
xvi. 18).

1" ai/foEy/coi, " to offer once for once " (aor.), (Eom. xii. 1.

" Heb. xiii. 15.
'* Is. xxviii. 16. This citation, divergent from the LXX. in the two same particulars

(" I lay in Sion" and " on Him ") as in Rom. ix. 33, is a striking instance of the use of
that Epistle by St. Peter ; dicpoyionaioi/ (Bph. ii. 20).

13
ii Ti(»i), 1 Pet. ii. 7, rendered in B. V. " he is precious." " The honour " is that in-

volved in the mTiiLov, " honourable " (B. T., "precious "), of the previous verse. For the
O. T. reference see Ps. oxviii. 22; Is. viii. 14. (Heb. and Rom. ix. 33.)

» See Ps. oxviii. 22 ; Is. viii. 14 ; Luke xx. 17, 18 ; Eom. ix. 32, 33 ; Matt. xvi. 23.

The allusion is to the course of God's earthly dealings, e.g., as Roos says, " If Caiaphas,
Judas, etc., had been born in a different century, they could not have acted as they
did." There is no decree of reprobation, nor is the future world even alluded to, in
eis o icoi eTee^a-av. See Acts i, 16. On the whole subject eee Ziifs arid Work of St. Pwult
ii. 242—244, 590.

« Ex. xix. 6. LXX.
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special possession,' in order tliat ye may proclaim the excellence ' of Him
Who called you from d;\vkness into His marvellous light : once not a

people, but now a people of God ; once uncompassionated, but compas-

sionated now." *

Having thus laid the sure foundations of Hope and Comfort in the

great doctrinal truths of Christianity, he devotes the rest of the Epistle

to the enforcement of the moral duties which result from our Christian

profession.

(1) First comes the appeal to live purely and blamelessly.

"Beloved ! I beseech you as sojourners and pilgrims to abstain from

the carnal desires which make war against the soul,* keeping fair your

mode of life^ among the Gentiles, that, in the matter in which they

speak against you as malefactors,* they may, iu consequence of your fair

deeds, as they witness them, glorify God in the day of visitation."'

(2) A second special duty of Christians in those days was due respect,

in all tilings lawful, to the civil government. By Messianic exultation,

by eschatological enthusiasms, by the sense of the glory and the dignity

of redeemed manhood, by the revealed equality of all men in the sight

of Him Who is no respecter of persons, by the conviction of the dwind-

ling littleness of human distinctions in the light of eternal life, they

might, if they were not warned, be natm-ally tempted to a demeanour

which would seem contemptuous towards earthly autliority. Nay,

more ; the fearful spectacle of the power of the world wielded by those

who were but too manifest servants of the power of darkness—the sight

of Antichrist seated in his infamy upon the world's throne—the daily

proof of odious wickedness in high places—the constant expectation of

that archangelic trumpet which would shatter the solid globe, and of that

flaming epiphany which should destroy the enemies of Christ—might lead

them into defiant words and contumacious actions. Occasions there are

—and none knew this better than an Apostle who had himself set an

1 .ii ^cpi,r,;,<ri^ (Eph. i. 14 ; 1 Thess. v. 9 ; Kev. i. 6 ; Acts xx. 28) ; n);p D? (Is. xliu.

21 : Ex. XX. 5). , .

1 ipETii (a rare word, 2 Pet. i. 3), Is. xliii. 20, LXX. ; in Hebr., wnn, " my praise "

(Is. xlviii. 'J).

' 1 Pet. ii. 1—10. Lo Ammi and Lo Euhamah (Hos. ii. 23 ; Kom. ix. 25).

* Jas. iv. 1 ; Horn. vii. 23.

6 avaxn-podiTj and avcuTTpeiftetrBtLL occur ten times in 1 and 2 Pet.
» At first the Christians were mainly charged with turbulence, moroseness,

"ineivisme," detestable superstition (Tacitus and Suetonius), and hard obstinacy (Pliny

and Marcus Aurelius). The charges of infant murder, oannibalisra, and gross immorality

(Tert. Apol. 16, etc.) belong to a later age, when the Lord's Supper and the Agapae

were misunderstood, and, perhaps, when Gnostic sects had really fallen into vile Anti-

nomianism.
, „ /,., , n.

' 1 Pet. ii. 11, 12. "Day of visitation," when God comes to offer mercy (Gen. 1. 24

;

"Wisd. iii. 7 ; Luke i. 68, xix. 44), or to judge (Is. x. 3) ; not " when the heathen made

judicial inquiry into your conduct" (CEcumen., Bengel, etc.), nor "on the Judgment

Day" (Bede). Notice the large-hearted absence of any spirit of revenge. He only

desires that the heathen, when they find how base were their calumnies, how cruel their

conduct, may be led to glorify God ! No anathemas here. Pliny's celebrated letter to

Trajan {Jip. x, 93) is the best comment on this passage.
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example of splendid disobedience to unwarranted commands'—^when
" we must obey God rather than men." But those occasions are excep-
tional to the common rule of life. Normally, and as a whole, human law
is on the side of divine order, and, by whomsoever administered, has a
just claim to obedience and respect. It was a lesson so deeply needed by
the Christians of the day that it is taught as emphatically by St. John'
and by St. Peter as by St. Paul himself.' It was more than ever needed
at a time when dangerous revolts were gathering to a head in Judsea

;

when the hearts of Jews throughout the world were burning with a fierce

flame of hatred against the abominations of a tyrannous idolatry ; when
Christians were being charged with "turning the world upside-down;"*
when some poor Christian slave led to martyrdom or put to the torture
might easily relieve the tension of his soul by bursting into Apocalyptic
denunciations of sudden doom against the crimes of the mystic Babylon

;

when the heathen, in their impatient contempt, might wilfully interpret
a prophecy of the Final Conflagration as though it were a revolutionary
and incendiary threat ; and when Christians at Rome were, on this very
account, already sufiering the agonies of the Neronian persecution.^

Submission, therefore, was at this time a primary duty of all who
wished to win over the Heathen, and to save the Church from being
overwhelmed in some outburst of indignation which would be justified

even to reasonable and tolerant Pagans as a political necessity. Nor
does St. Peter think it needful to lay down exceptions to his general rule.

In his days the letter of Scripture had not yet been turned into a weapon
wherewith on every possible occasion to murder its spirit. He could not
have anticipated in even the humblest Christian convert that dull
literalism which in later ages was to derive from such passages the
slavish doctrine of " passive obedience." He felt no apprehension that an
unreasoning fetish-worship would fail to see that " texts " of Scripture
are to be interpreted, not as rigid and exclusive legal documents, but in
accordance with the general tenor of revelation. He was writing to

Christians who had not yet invented a dogma about "verbal dictation,"

which necessitated ingenious casuistry on the one hand, or unreasonable
folly on the other, and which turned both into a deadly engine of irre-

sponsible tyranny.
" Submit therefore," the Apostle says, " to every human ordinance,"

for the Lord's sake, whether to the Emperor as supreme,' or to
governors,' as missioned by him for punishment of malefactors and

1 Acta iii. 19, 31, v. 28—32, 40—42. 2 John xix. H.
3 And yet Volkmar sees in St. Paul the False Prophet of the Apocalypae, mainlj

because he taught that "the powers that be are ordained of God"

!

• Acts xvii. 6.

5 TertuUiau and other apologists were greatly aided in their appeals to heathen
clemency by referring to such passages as this. See Tert. Apol. 29—34.

^ ktIitiVj lit. "creature." rds apxac Xeyei Tas x^ipoTOi/Tjrds VTTO Tuiv Ba^iXeW, K^.K,
(CEoumeu. ).

7 The name " king " was freely used of the Emperor in the Pronncea
' Proconsuls, Procurators, Legates, Proprastors, etc.
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praise to well-doers ; for this is the will of God, that by your well-doing

ye should gag' the stolid ignorance of foolish persons ; as free, yet not
using your freedom for a cloak of baseness,'' but as slaves of God.
Honour all men," as a principle ; and as your habitual practice,' " love

the brotherhood. Fear God. Honour the king."*

(3) These being the general rules, he applies them first to domestics,'^

whether slaves or freemen, bidding them with all fear to be submissive,

not only to kindly but even to perverse masters, and that as a matter of

conscience" even in cases of unjust suffering. " For what kind of glory

is it if doing wrong and being buffeted ye shall bear it 1 but if doing
well and suffering ye shall bear it, this is thankworthy with God.' For
to this ye were called, because Christ too"—Who was also "a servant"*—" suffered on your behalf, leaving you a copy," that ye may follow in

His track ; Who did no sin, nor was guile found in His mouth ; Who
being reviled reviled not again, suffering threatened not, but gave up'" to

Him Who judgeth righteously ;" Who Himself carried up our sins in

His own body on to the tree,'^ that becoming separated from our sins^ wg
should live to righteousness ; by Whose bruise we were healed." For
ye were as wandering sheep, but ye are now returned to the shepherd

and guardian of your souls.""

I iftiiiovv. Dent. xxT. 4, and in ihe (

" "License they mean when they cry Liberty" (Milton). Calvin speaks of some
who "reckoned it a great part of Christian liberty that they might eat flesh on
Fridays "

!

3 The first verb is an aor., nin^van. The others are presents, to imply continuance.
" All men," see Acts x. 28.

* 1 Pet. ii. 13—17.
5 oiicETai. ITie prominence given to this class shows how numerous they were in the

early Church, and is an additional proof that St. Peter must be addressing Gentiles as

well as Jews. The Jews were rarely slaves, because their religion rendered them almost

useless to heathen masters.
* Some would here render aweiirjirem, consciousness, or cognisance of God {mitwissen,

not enmssen). Cf. Col. iii. 23.

' xoip's. as in Luke vi. 32. Cf. jn Nsn. Gen. vi. 8. s jg. ]iii. g j ^^tg iij. 13.

' iiToypaiiiiK—the letters over which children write. (Clem. Alex. Strom, v. 8—50)
"> iKipeSiSov Si. The subject is not expressed, but probably the verb has a quasi-

middle sense—"entrusted Himself and His cause."
II Luke xxiii 46. The Vulg, reads " injuste," so that there seems to have been a

reading oSiKw?—referring to Christ's submission to Pilate.
12 I do not think that '

' He bore " (iurjveyicev, tulit el obtvlit) can here have its sacrificial

sense (which it has in James ii. 21, Heb. ix. 28, and in the LXX.). Christ is, indeed,

the High Priest, and the Cross may be metaphorically described as the Altar (Heb.

xiiL 10). But in what possible sense can " sins " be called a sacrifice ? The only way to

save this sense of av^veyKci/ is to connect aMapria? very closely with Iv tw ata^ta-t avrov,

making the sacrifice His own body, in which He bare our sins (Isa. liii. 12): "Ita

tulisse peccata nostra ut ea seoum obtulerit in altari " (Vitringa). But im^ipu often

has its ordinary sense in the New Testament (Mark ix. 2 ; Luke xxiv. 51, etc. ), and
there is no sacrificial sense in the verbs sabal and nasa of Isa. hii. 11, 12. The use of the

word " tree " {lv\i>y) for " cross " is Hebraic (Deut. xxi. 23 ; GaL iii. 13).

13 iiroyei'oji.ei'ot. This is, however, sometimes an euphemism for " being dead,

"

Hdt. ii. 85 (of. Bom. vi 2). " Righteousness is one ; sin is manifold.

"

" Is, UL 5, (MoAuTTi, " weal.

"

» 1 Pet. ii. 18—25, emVKoiros. Cf. Ez. xxxiv. 11. Hitherto they had been the other

«heep, not of this fold (John x. 10).
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(4) But a vord was also necessary on the subject of social as well as

political submission. Christian wives married to heathen husbands
might be led to treat them as inferior to themselves. The elevation of

their whole sex by the principles of the new revelation might tempt
them to extravagances of ornament or demeanour. To them therefore

St. Peter extends his exhortations, that, even if (to suppose the worst)

any of them be married to heathens who obey not the Word {i.e., the

Gospel), they may without word' (i.e., by the eloquent silence of deeds)

be won by the chaste humility, the " delicate, timorous grace," of wives

whose adornment should not consist in elaborately braided hair," goldeii

jewels, or splendid robes, but in the inner soul,' in " the incorruptible-

ness of the meek and quiet spirit, which is in God's sight very precious."

It was thus that the holy women of old, hoping Godwards, adorned
themselves, submissive to their husbands as Sarah was,^ whose spiritual

children they would prove themselves to be by calm and equable well-

doing, and by not living in a state of nervous scare.^ Christian hus-

bands too are to be gentle and considerate to their fellow-heirs of

salvation, that no jarring discords might cut short their prayers.^ What
we have said in the first chapter will throw into relief the beauty and
wisdom of these exhortations. By the flagrancy of immorality, the

frequency of divorce, and the disgust for marriage which prevailed in

Rome, we may measure the blessedness of Christian matrimony. The
meanest Christian slave who was imprisoned in an ergastulum, and
would be buried in a catacomb, had no need to envy the splendid misery

of a Nero or the pathetic tragedy of an Octavia's life. The life of

many a Christian couple in the squalor of a humble slave-cell was
unspeakably more desirable than that of the Roman profligates in their

terror-haunted palaces.

" Oh if they knew how pressed those splendid chains.

How little would they mourn their humhler pains !

"

(5) Finally, it was the duty of all to be united, sympathising, fra-

ternal, compassionate, humble-minded,' requiting good for evil and

• An interesting antanaclaais or intentional variation of meaning, in the use of Wyot
which the E. V. has missed. The Christian woman was not to be a preacher in her own
house.

2 1 Tim. ii 9. Coins and allusions show how elaborate in this period was the adorn-
ment of the hair among women of the world ; how many were their jewels, and how
extravagant their robes. See supra, p. 4.

3 "The hidden man of the heart "—a striking expression independently borrowed in

a different sense (for St. Peter never alludes to "the Christ within us," Gal. iv. 19)
from Kom. iL 29, vii. 22 ; 2 Cor. iv. 16 ; Eph. iii. 16. For classical analogies see Plut.

Conjug. Fraecept. 26 ; and see Clem. Alex. Paedag. iii. 4.

• Gen. xviii. 12.

On Sarah's spiritual race see Eom. iv. 11 ; Gal. iii. 7. The word irToriircv, "scare," is

probably borrowed from Prov. iii. 25 (LXX.). St. Peter was evidently familiar with the
Proverbs.

6 1 Pet. iii. 1—7. For e/c/coirTecrSai (Eom. xi. 22, etc.). A, B, read evCTjrTerfoi, "be
hindered." Cf. 1 Cor. vii. 5.

? Jjej. Tvmvo(l>povti, «, A, B, C
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blessing for abase, as being heirs of blessing. This lesson is enforced
by a free citation of David's eulogy of government of the tongue, and
of a peaceful disposition as the secret of a blessed life, as well as by
the truth that, whether just or evildoers, we live under the eye of God.'
Who then could harm them if they proved themselves zealots of ihe

good ?' Let them fear nothing, for there is a beatitude in persecution

for the sake of righteousness if the will of God should so decree.

Inward holiness,' outward readiness to vindicate to every one their

grounds of hope with meekness and fear,* together with a good con-

science, would in the long run make the heathen blush at their insulting

and threatening calumnies against the holiness which they accused of

criminality. For, contrary to the common opinion of men, it is better

to suffer (if such be God's will) unjustly than to suffer when we deserve

to do so. If we suffer for sins which we have not committed, so did our

great Example. ° " Because Christ also, once for all, suffered for sin,

just for unjust, that He may lead you to God ; slain in the flesh, but

quickened to life in the spirit, wherein also He went and preached' to

the spirits in prison' who once were disobedient when the long-suffering

of God awaited' in the days of Noah while the Ark was a-preparing
;

by enteriug wherein, few, that is, eight souls,' were saved through

water:'" which (water, leg. 3) also as an antitype now saveth you

—

namely, baptism—(not the putting away of the filth of the flesh, but

the entreaty for a good conscience towards God)"—by the resurrection

of Jesus Christ, who is on the right hand of God, having gone into

Heaven,'^ angels and authorities and powers being made subject unto

Him."!'

The general meaning of this passage—Christ's descent into Hades to

1 Ps. xxxiii. 12—16, LXX.
' 1 Pet. iii. 13, leg. friXuTttl, >!, A, B, C. On the thought, see a magnificent passage

in Chrysostom (Ep. ad Cyriacum) :
" Should the Empress determine to banish me, let

her banish me. The earth is the Lord's. If she should oast me into the sea, let her cast

me into the sea. I will remember Jonah," etc.

3 1 Pet. ill. 15, leg. Tw XpioTw, «, A, B, 0. " But sanctify the Christ in your hearts

as Lord."
* 1 Pet. iii. 15. The notion that legal trials are intended by in-oXoyia, and with it the

inference that the days of Trajan are aUuded to, are excluded by the words " to every-

one that asketh," etc.
s 1 Pet. ui. 8—17.
' iinji>vlev=eirriyyeXC<raTo, "preached the Gospel."
' i. e., in Hades. Jude 6 ; 2 Pet. ii. 4. „ „ ,

s 1 Pet. iii. 20. airtfejexero, m, A, B, 0, K, &c. The reading airof once for all of

Erasmus and the E. V. is quite untenable.
' This indicates the motive of Christ's Descent into Hades. It was because few only

had been saved from perishing. And this is the view of such Fathers as Clem. Alex.

{Sirom. vi. 6), Origen, Athanaaius, Jerome, and even, in his mUder moods, Augustme

(Ep. odEvod. clxiv.). i a j. j
i» Perhaps this means "by water as an instmmert,' t.&, because the water floated

the Ark.
" See supra, p. 75, note 3.

, . , l t
12 Cf. 1 Tim. iii. 16. Perhaps, as Dr. Plumptre says, the precious fragment of an

early baptismal profession.
w 1 Pet. iii. 8—22, Cf. Col. ii. 10—15,
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proclaim the Gospel to the once disobedient dead—^is to every unobscured

and unsophisticated mind as clear as words can make it. Theologians

havo attempted to get rid of this obvious reference by explaining it of

Christ preaching in the person of Noah ; or by making " He preached "

mean " He announced condemnation ;
" or by limiting " the spirits in

prison" to Adam and the Old Testament saints; or by rendering

eV (j>v\aic^ " on the watchtower of expectation "
(!) ; or by supposing that

Christ only preached to those spirits who repented while they were being

drowned ! These attempts arise from that spirit of system which would
fain be more orthodox than Scripture itself, and would exclude every

ground of future hope from the revelation of a love too loving for hearts

trained in bitter theologies. "What was the effect of Christ's preaching

we are not told. Some, perhaps, may like to assume that the preaching

of Christ in the Unseen World was unanimously rejected by the once

disobedient dead, though the mention of their former disobedience seems

to imply the inference that they did hearken now. Others can, if they

choose, assert that this proclamation of the Gospel to disembodied

spirits was confined to antediluvian sinners. With such inferences we are

unconcerned. " It is ours," says Alford, " to deal with the plain words

of Scripture, and to accept its revelations as far as vouchsafed to us.

And they are vouchsafed to us to the utmost limit of legitimate inference

from revealed facts. The inference every intelligent reader will draw
from the fact here announced : it is not purgatory ; it is not universal

restit'ition ; hut it is one which throws blessed light on one of the darkest

enigmas of divine justice : the cases where the final doom seems infinitely

out of proportion to the lapse which has incurred it." On the other hand,

we do not press the inference of Hermas and St. Clement of Alexandria

by teaching that this passage implies also other missions of Apostles and

Saints to the world of spirits. We accept the words of Scripture, and

leave the matter there in thankful hope.

Thus—continues the Apostle—as a preliminary to His exaltation, did

Christ suffer for lis, and we should therefore gird on the armour of the

same resolve. Suffering (of course Christian suffering is implied) is a

deathblow to concupiscence. In past times they had perpetrated the

will of the Gentries in " wine-swillings and roysterings," ^ in lives of

wanton excess, and idolatries that violated the eternal law of heaven

;

and now the Gentiles reviled them in astonishment that they would no
longer run with them into " the same slough of dissoluteness." ' But
these Gentile opponents " shall give an account to Him that is ready to

judge the living and the dead. For to this end, even to the dead was the

Gospel preached, that, as regards men, they may be judged in the

flesh, but may live as regards God in the spirit,"

In the last verse we again encounter the ruthlessness of commen-
tators. " The dead " to whom the Gospel was preached are taken to

^ 1 Pet. iv. 3, oivo^^uyiots, fe(6jA0is.

^ 1 Pet. iv. 4, affwnas ivaxvaii'
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mean something quite diflferent from " the dead " who are to give an
account. The dead to whom the Gospel is preached are explained away
into "sinners" or "the Gentiles," or "some who are now dead."

Augustine, as might have been expected, leads the way in one wrong
direction, and Calvin in another. Another view—which makes this

verse mean that " Christ will judge even the dead as well as the living,

because the dead too will not have been without an opportunity to

receive His Gospel"—is indeed tenable. Tome, however, judging of

the feelings of the Apostle, from his boundless gratitude for the oppor-

tunities of obtaining forgiveness, and from the love which he inculcates

towards all mankind, the connexion seems to be, " The heathen, in all

their countless myriads, who seem to be hopelessly perishing around you,

will be judged ;— but the very reason why the Gospel was preached by
Christ to the dead was in order that this judgment may be founded on
principles of justice, that they may be judged (icpieSxTi) in their human
capacity as sinners, and yet may live (Cwo-i) to God as regards the

diviner part of their natures ; "—if, that is, they accept this offer of the

Gospel to them even beyond the grave.^

(6) " But the end of all things "—and therefore of calumny and
SToffering and heathen persecution in this transitory life

—" is at hand.

Be sound-minded, therefore, and be sober unto prayers, before all things

having intense love towards one another, because love covereth a multi-

tude of sins." * Then come fresh exhortations to unmurmuring hospi-

tality (so necessary for poor and wandering Christian teachers), and to a

right stewardship of God's various gifts for the common benefit to the

glory of God through Jesus Christ. They were not to regard the confla-

gration' which was burning among them to serve as their test, as though

it were something strange. They ought rather to rejoice because a

fellowship in Christ's sufferings would in the same proportion involve a

fellowship in His glory. Reproach in the name of Christ is a beatitude.

Let none of them suffer as a murderer, thief, malefactor, or intrusive

meddler ; but punishment for refusing to disown the name of Christian *

is not a thing for which to blush, but rather to glorify God. It showed

them to be, as it were, under the very shadow of the wings of the

Shechinah. The time for judgment had come. If it began from the

house of God, what would be the end of those who disobeyed the Gospel

of God] And if the righteous be saved with difficulty, the impious and

1 Analogous elements of thought as to the disciplinary intent of even the severest

punishments may be seen in 1 Cor. v. 5 ; xi. 31, 32.

2 Prov. X. 12 (cf. xvii. 9), where 't is "all sins." James v. 20 quotes the same

words, but perhaps in a different sense ; not, as here, of love throwing a covering over

the sins of others by forbearance (of. 1 Cor. xiii. 5, 6), but of love hiding our own sms

s TTvpioOTi. Were it not that this word occurs in the IXX. of Proverbs (xxvii. 21), a

book with which St. Peter shows himself so familiar, we might suppose that he and St.

John (Eev. xviii. 9, 18) were reminded of it by the burning of Home.
• Perhaps we should read the ignorant heathen distortion, Chrestian (see Life am

Work of St. Paid, i. 301) with n.
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sinner—where shall he appear?^ So then let even those that suffer

commit their lives unto God, as to a faithful Creator, ia well-doing.''

The remainder of the Epistle is more specific. It is addressed to the

elders by St. Peter—as a fellow-elder and witness of the sufferings of the

Christ, and therefore also a partaker of the glory about to be revealed.

He exhorts them to tend the flock of God ' among them with willing and
self-denying oversight, " not as lording it over their allotted charge,^ but

proving themselves examples of the flock ; then, at the manifestation of

the chief Shepherd, they should carry off as their prize " the amai-anthine

chaplet " of the conqueror's glory.° The younger, too, were to be sub-

missive to the elders, " yea, all of you, being submissive to one another,

tie on humility like a knotted dress,* because God arrays Himself against

the overweening, but to the humble He giveth grace.' Be humbled,
then, under the strong hand of God, that He may exalt you in season,

casting, once for all, all your anxiety upon Him, because he careth for

you. Be sober ! watch ! because your adversary,* the Devil, like a
roaring lion, walketh about seeking whom he may swallow up. Against
whom take your stand, firm in the faith, knowing that the very same
sufferings are running their full course for your band of brethren in the

world. But the God of all grace, Who called you unto His eternal

glory in Christ Jesus, after you have suffered a little, Himself shall

perfect, establish, strengthen, place you on a sure foundation. To Him
be dominion for the ages of ages. Amen.^

" By Silvanus, your faithful brother, as I esteem him," I write to you

1 Prov. ix. 31. The words "upon earth" of the original Hebrew, show that temporal
judgments (as in Matt. xxiv. 22) were prominent in the writer's mind (cf. Jer. xxv. 29).

Christians were suffering under the Neronian persecution, but-the destruction of Jerusalem
and the disintegration of the Roman Empire were not far off.

2 1 Pet. iv. 7—19. The latter verses (12—17) are not a repetition of iii. 13, It. 6,

because there the afflictions were spoken of in relation to their persecutors, and here in
relation to their own feelings (cf. Matt. v. 11). The ittyj fei/t'feo-flc is equivalent to " make
yourself at home in," "regard as perfectly natural." In ver. 15, St. Peter seems to have
coined the picturesque word aAAoTpiosTri'o-Koiroi, "other people's bishops." (The nearest
approach to the word is Plato's aA^orpioirpayfiocrupT), "meddlesomeness.") The attempt
(Rilgenfeld, Eirdeit. 630) to render this " informers " (delator), because informers were
legally punishable in the days of Trajan (Plin. Paneg. 34, 35), has nothing in its favour.

The word ia a needful warning against the temptation to a prying religiosity. The
ipfatrfci of ver. 17, proving as it does that Jerusalem was not yet destroyed, is another
Jeath-blow to all hypotheses as to the late date of the Epistle.

3 TTOijUatfe ra. Trpd^ard ii.QV, John xxi. 16.

* i.e., their "parishes," not "the clergy."
^ afjiapdvTivov, not afnapaVTO^, as In 1. 4 :

—

" Their crowns inwove with amaranth and gold,

Immortal amaranth. , . .
"

—

Milton,

not like fading Nemean parsley, or Isthmian pine.
6 'E7KOfipi6tra<r9e, Col. iii. 12, 'Ei-SviraiTSe. Kofi^u^a—" an apron " wom by slaves,

' "Humility is a vessel of graces," Aug. Prov. iii. 34.

' Matt. V. 25, ii/riSiKos ]Eto.

9 1 Pet. V. 1—11.
" FronjnlUler (in Lange's Commentary) strangely supposes that this can mean, "1

conjecture that you will receive this Epistle by the hands of Silvanus !

"
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in lew words, exliorting, and confirming by my testimony, that tliis is

the true grace of God.^ In this take your stand !
'

"She, who is co-elect in Babylon, saluteth you,' and Marcus, my
son. Salute one another with a kiss of love. Peace to you all in Christ

Jesus. Amen."

CHAPTER IX.

PECULIARITIES OF THE SECOND EPISTLE OP ST. PETER.

"Petrus magis magisque opus esse statuit admonitione propter ingruentem

corruptionem malorum hominum.

—

Bengel."

In reading the Pirst Epistle of St. Peter, we are reading a book which

even a critic so advanced as M. Renan admits to be " one of the

.writings of the New Testament which is the most anciently and the

most unanimously cited as authentic."^ In turning to the Second

Epistle we are met by problems of acknowledged difficulty, and have
to consider the claims of a document which the same writer pronounces

to be " certainly apocryphal," and of which he says that " among true

critics he does not think it has a single defender." Such a remark
is easy to make ; but critics like Schmid, Guericke, Windischmann,
Thiersch, Alford, and Briickner, are in learning, if not in genius,

as much entitled to decide such a point ex cathedrd as M. Renan, and
they, after deliberate examination, do accept the Epistle as genuine, and
oflFer in its defence not a contemptuous dictum, but a serious argument.

On the other hand, although it is discourteous and unwarrantable to

pronounce the Epistle to be so certainly spurious that nothing but

prejudice or ignorance could maintain its genuineness, neither ought its

defenders to argue as though any hesitation as to its genuineness

was an impious arraignment of the Spirit of God. To say that " there

is scarcely a single writing of all antiquity, sacred or profane, which

must not be given up as spurious if the Second Epistle of St. Peter

be not received as a genuine writing of the Apostle, and as a part

1 This which I have written to you. It is very doubtful whether there is any inten-

tion here to ratify the orthodoxy of St. Paul's teachings, though all the Epistle shows
how deeply the true St. Peter (so unlike the fictitious Peter of the Clemmtmes)
reverenced them.

" 1 Pet. V. 12, o-TTiTe, s, A, B.
3 "H trmeK\€icTri. Some take this to mean "the co-elect lady"

—

i.e., Peter's wife (cf.

1 Cor. xiv. 5). But surely a Jew would hardly have sent a greeting from his wife—

a

poor Galilean woman—to all these Churches, or have described her as simply i ev BafiuKoivi.

It is much more natural to understand iicicAiio-ia, meaning the Church of Kome. It is

true that St. Peter has not used that word, even in his salutation, but it might none the

less be in his thoughts, just as St. Luke (in Acts xxvii. 14) says hvtti of the ship, though

he has been using the word irAoWr, Ou Marcus and Babylon, see ante, p. 62.

^ Jj'Antechrist, p. vi.

7
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of Holy Writ;"—to assert that we receive it on "the testimony of

the Universal Church," which is "the Spouse and Body of Christ

enlightened by the Holy Ghost; "—and that if it be "not the Word of

God, but the work of an impostor, then, with reverence be it said,

Christ's promise to His Church has failed, and the Holy Spirit has not
been given to guide her into all truth,"—is to use a style, I cannot say
of "argument," but of dogmatising traditionalism, which perilously

confuses a thousand separate issues. Such assertions, if listened to,

would end in making all criticism impossible, and in reducing all

inquiry to mediaeval torpor. They can serve no purpose but to damage
in many minds the cause of religion. They confound the eternal

truths of Christianity with uncertain details. They imperil the

impregnable fortress of Revelation by identifying its defence with
that of its weakest and most uncertain outposts. To talk of the

Second Epistle of St. Peter—if, indeed, it was not the work of that

Apostle—as " a shameless forgery," and of its writer as " an impostor,"

and of his motives as showing " intentional fraud " and " cunning
fabrication,"^ is to use language which only tends to obscure the critical

faculty. Such a style of statement is an anachronism. It cannot
be said too strongly that it is " inexpedient to encumber the discussion

by an attempted reductio ad horribile of one of the alternatives."^

The question of the genuineness of this Epistle must be regarded as

unsettled until the arguments adduced against it by a serious criticism

can be met by counter-arguments of a criticism equally serious. Its

aoceptance cannot be founded upon assertions to which criticism, as

such, can pay no heed. That the writing known as the Second Epistle

of St. Peter is canonical—that for fourteen centuries it has been
accepted, and rightly accepted, by the Church as a part of the Canon of

Holy Scripture—is not denied. I say rightly accepted, because the

Church would not have so received it if she had not felt that it was
" profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction

in righteousness." But to say that in its present form it is absolutely

the work of St. Peter—and that, if not genuine, the Church has " been
imposed upon by what must, in that case, be regarded as a Satanic

device " (!), is to claim a monopoly of the critical faculty which is

refuted by every page of the history of exegesis. On all such questions

Churches have erred, and may err. The Second Epistle is accepted

as St. Peter's mainly on the authority of the Church of the fourth

century ;' but ths Church of the fourth century had not the least

pretence to greater authority, and had a far smaller amount of critical

knowledge, than the Church of the nineteenth. The guidance of the

Holy Spirit of God was promised not to one age only, but to the

Church of all ages, even to the end of the world; but the lessons of

1 Wordsworth, Introd. ; Fronmuller, § 3.

2 The New Testament Commentary (EUioott), iii. 437.
' It was admitted into the Canon by the Council of Laodicea A.D. 363.
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ceatury after century ought to have taught us that guidance into

all necessary spwritual truth is a very different thing from critical

infallibility. Theologians who usurp the right to speak with inspired

positiveness on questions which are still unsettled, not only render
their own pretensions liable to defeat, but seriously endamage a saored

cause. Nothing has gone farther to shake my conviction of the

genuineness of the Epistle than the dangerous plausibility of many
of the arguments adduced by its defenders. They have so obviously

approached the question with their minds made up beforehand ; they

have shown themselves so eager to establish a case at all costs ; they
have treated as so unimportant the absence of that evidence to which
in other cases they attach such extreme importance ; they have been

tempted to use arguments so painfully inconclusive, and to make light

. of counter-considerations so undeniably strong, that any one who takes

the same side with them may well fear lest he too should sink into the

advocate, and forget the love of simple truth. The supporters of the

Epistle have done far more than its assailants to deepen my own
uncertainty whether it can be regarded as the direct work of the

Apostle.

Eor what are the facts with which we must start in considering

the Second Epistle of St. Peter? Surely common honesty compels

us to acknowledge that of all the books of the New Testament it is the

one for which we can produce the smallest amount of external evidence,

and which at the same time offers the greatest number of internal

difficulties.

As regards the external evidence, the Epistle is not quoted, and is

not certainly referred to, by a single writer in the first or second

century. Neither Polycarp, nor Ignatius, nor Barnabas, nor Clement
of Rome, nor Justin Martyr, nor TheophUus of Antioch, nor Irenseus,

nor Tertullian, nor Cyprian, can be proved even to allude to it. It

is not found in the Peshito Syriac, nor in the Yetus Itala. It is

unknown to the Muratorian Canon. During the first two centuries the

only traces of it, if traces they can be called, are to be found in the

Pastor of Hennas,^ and in a recently discovered passage of Melito of

Sardis ; but even these are of so distant and general a nature that

it is impossible to determine whether we should regard them as

reminiscences of the language of the Epistle, or accidental approxi-

mations to it. But even if we grant all the parallels adduced by

Dietlein, the concession would be unfavourable rather than otherwise to

the genuineness of the Epistle ; he ruins his own case by proving too

much. For if the writers of the first and second centuries did indeed

know the Epistle, it is inconceivable that not one of them should have

hinted at the authority which it derived from the name of its author.

When we come down to later writers, we find that, in all his learned

> Hemas, ui. 2 j 2 Pet. u. 20.
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worJiB, it is not once alluded to by St. Clement of Alexandria, wh8
even seems to exclude it by the expression, " Peter in the Epistle."^

Origen knew of it, but, since he uses the same expression as

St. Clement, seems—when writing accurately—to question its genuine-

ness f although, if we may trust the loose Latin translation of Rufinus,

he refers to it as St. Peter's when he alludes to it popularly in a casual

quotation. Firmilian (f 270), a friend of Origen, is the first person

who, in a letter to Cyprian, extant only in a Latin version, refers

to it ; but neither is this letter beyond suspicion, nor is the reference

decisive.^ Didymus, in a Latin translation of his commentary, calls

the Epistle "fahata," and says that "it is not in the Canon."*
Eusebius knew of it, but only recognised one genuine Epistle.^ It was
rejected by Theodore of Mopsuestia, and was still regarded as uncertain

in the times of St. Gregory of Nazianzus.* It must, therefore, be
admitted that the evidence in its favour is exceptionally weak. The
First Epistle was almost universally recognised by the ancient Church

;

the Second was partly controverted, partly ignored—and among those

who ignored or rejected it were some Fathers of the greatest learning,

and of the keenest critical acumen.
These doubts were so far silenced, that it was on the whole passively

accepted by men like Athanasius, Basil, Jerome, and Augustine, and
towards the close of the fourth century was declared to be canonical by
the Councils of Laodicea (a.d. 363), Hippo (a.d. 393), and Carthage

(a.d. 396). But surely this tardy recognition is a suspicious circum-

stance. If the repeated references to most of the other books of the

New Testament Canon by Fathers of the first three centuries be rightly

regarded as proofs of their genuineness, then the absence or uncertainty

of any reference during the same period must so far be unfavourable.

Importance is sometimes attached to fourth century decisions by saying

that evidence was then extant which has not come down to us. The
proposition might be disputed ; but whatever such evidence may have
been, it did not remove the doubts which prevailed in the great schools

of Alexandria and Antioch, as represented by such eminent scholars as

Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and Theodore of Mopsuestia. The
intrinsic value of the Epistle, and the growing habit of loosely referring

to it as " St. Petei-'s," would lead to its gradual admission without any
further debate, at a period when competent critics were few and far be-

tween. St. Jerome did more than any man to hasten the acceptance of

I Clem. Alex. Strom, iii. p. 562, ed. Potter. Eusebius (H. E. vi. 14) says that
Clement, in his Hypotyposes, commented both on the acknowledged and the uncertain
books of the N. T., not even passing by "The Apocalypse of Peter : " but that can hardly
mean this Epistle.

2 "Peter has left only one generally acknowledged Epistle—perhaps also a second,
for this is considered doubtful (errroj Se rai SevTepax, iindnfiiW^TM yaaj," Orig. a». Euseb," E. Ti. 25.)

* JEpp. Gypr. 75.

* The word which he used was probably vcvMtomi.i, "has been accounted spurloBii,"
' Euseb. U. .B. iii 25, 6 Greg. Naz. Cwrm. 33 vs. 35,
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the Epistle by admitting it into the Vulgate. Yet he was too able not
to observe, and too candid not to admit, that it difiers from the First
Epistle in style, character, and structure of words.^ Further than this,

he tells us that " most men " in his day denied that St. Peter wrote it,

" on account of the dissonance of its style with the former." He is the
only person in the first four centuries who ofiers any intelligible theory
of that striking divergence. This he does by saying that "from the

necessity of things he made use of different interpreters." This is

indeed to accept the Epistle as genuine, but with the important modifi-

cation that it is either a translation from an Aramaic original, or that

the thoughts only are St. Peter's, while the words belong to some
one else. If this be admitted, what becomes of recent attempts to

show that the style and phraseology are exactly what we should

expect ]

It is idle to lay much stress on the fact that no further doubt as to

the authorship of the Epistle was expressed during long centuries of

critical torpor. During those centuries there was no criticism worth
speaking of, because criticism could only register the dictated con-

clusions of a Church which punished original inquiry as presumptuous
and heretical If any one expressed an independent opinion, however
true, the Church and the world combined against him. But the moment
that " the deep slumber of decided opinions " was broken by the Refor-
mation—the moment that criticism ceased to be confronted by "the
syllogism of violence "—thence the doubts as to the genuineness of the
Epistle began to revive. Erasmus, Luther, and Calvin freely express

them, and they were shared by Oajetan, Grotius, Scaliger, and Salmasius.

In modem times, since the days of Semler, an increasing number of

critics have decided against the genxiineness of the Epistle, including

not only Baur, Schwegler, Hilgenfeld, Mayerhoff, Blcek, Davidson,

Messner, Eeuss, but even such conservative theologians as Neander,
Weiss, and Huther, while Bertholdt, TJllman, Bunsen,^ and even
Lange ' hold that, though genuine in part, it has been largely inter-

polated.

The last supposition, which might remove many difl&culties, can
hardly be accepted. The body of the Epistle must stand or fall as

a whole, for it is singularly compact and homogeneous.* The writer

has stated his twofold' object in the last two verses. One of these

objects was warning : it was that, by being put upon their guard,

the readers might not fall away from their firm position through

being misled by the error of the lawless. The other object was ex-

hortation : " But grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and

Saviour Jesus Christ." These objects are kept steadily in view, and

' Jer. Ep. ad Bedib, ii. Compare De Virr, Ulustr. 1.

' Ignatius, p. 175. ' Apostol. Zeit. I 152.
. , ,

•• Mayerhoff's remark, that the Epistle is clumsy and illogical, is quite faJsQ. Se*

Briictoer, Eird. § 1 ; Hofmann, p. 121 ; Ruther, p. 306.
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I the structure of the letter is more distinctly articulated than that of the
' First.

The oiitliae of the letter is as follows :—After the greeting (i. 1, 2)

the writer enforces his hortatory object by urging the attainment of full
hfiowledge, which is the consummation of Christian growth, and the

essential of final salvation (3—11). Hence it is his wish to utilise the

brief time which remains to him for reminding them of this truth

(12—15), a truth of which they might be convinced, because Peter,

with others, had been, as it were, an initiated eye-witness of the

Transfiguration, and had heard the voice which was then borne from
heaven (16—18) ; and because they all possessed the word of prophecy
as a surer witness, to which they would do well to listen as to the voice

of inspiration (19—21).

He thus passes quite naturally to the topic of warning. False

teachers would bring in "sects of perdition," and he describes these

false teachers in their successful blasphemies and their certain punish-
ment, like that which fell on the world at the time of the Flood and on
the inhabitants of the Cities of the Plain (ii. 1—9) ; though, as in all

such instances, the pious should be delivered (.9, 7, 9). None, however,
were more deserving of God's vengeance than these impure, disdainful,

self-corrupting raUers—fools who rushed in where angels feared to tread

(10—12), whose vileness and perniciousness are described (13, 14), and
whose apostasy resembles that of Balaam (15, 16). After using various

indignant images (17), to illustrate their insolence, wantonness, and
cunning—^which, while it promised liberty, only involved a deadly ser-

vitude (18, 19)—he says that their previous knowledge of Christ is the

worst aggravation of their horrible apostasy (20, 22).

He is therefore writing once more to remind his readers of pre-

vious lessons (iii. 1, 2), and especially to warn them against those

scoflfers who sneered at the promised coming of Christ (3, 4), _and
ignored the fact, that as the world had perished by water, so should

it hereafter perish by fire (5—7). Let the brethren remember that

one day is with the Lord as a thousand years, and that His delays

are due to His mercy. But the dreadful day of dissolution should
come (8, 9). On this thought he bases the exhortation to them to be
blameless, as those who look for new heavens and a new earth, and to

make a right use of God's longsufiering, in accordance with the teaching

of St. Paul—whose writings they must be careful not to wrest into a
wrong sense (10—16). Then into two final verses he compresses his

recapitulation of the two chief topics of the letter, together with the
final doxology (17, 18).

Such, then—so marked by unity and coherence—is this remarkable
ietter, which the Church could ill afibrd to lose, and which is full of im-
passioned warning and eloquent exhortation. "We have seen how weak is

the external evidence in its favour ; are there any decisive phenomena
to which we can appeal by way of internal evidence of its authenticity ?
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That it resfembles 'the First Epistle in. the use of some peculiar

expressions is certain. The word for "conversation," i.e., general mode
of life ;' the remarkable word for an eye-witness, which is also the word
for one initiated into the mysteries ;* the expressions " to carry off as a

prize,'" " spotless and blameless,"* and "to walk in lusts,"' are common
to both Epistles, and are almost unknown to the rest of the New
Testament.* If the general style were the same, these would have

weight. Their weight is small when we remember (L) that the writer

of the Second Epistle must, on any supposition, have been well

acquainted with the First,' and when we find (ii.) that the Second

Epistle abounds in expressions peculiar to itself, and (iii.) that it is

confessedly written in a style of marked difference.

The peculiarity of many expressions, of which the majority are

unique,* must strike the most careless reader of the original. "To
acquire faith by lot

; "° " to give things which tend to life and piety ;
"^''

" to bring in all haste ; "" " to furnish an abundant supply of virtue ; ""

"to receive oblivion;"'^ "to furnish an abundant entrance;"" "the
present truth ;

"'^ " to bring in factions of perdition ; "" " the judgment

is not idle, the destruction is not drowsily nodding;"" "to walk in

desire of pollution;"'* "to walk behind the flesh;"'" "to esteem

luxurious wantonness in the daytime as a pleasure ;

""" "eyes full of an

adulteress;""' "insatiable of sin;"'® "a heart trained in covetous-

ness;"''' "the mirk of the darkness ;
"^ "treasured with fire;"^ "to

fall from their own steadfastness ;
"^ " chains, of darkness ;

" " to calcine

to ashes;" "to hurl to Tartarus;" "to blaspheme glories;" "the
heavens shall pass away hurtlingly;""' " the elements being consumed

1 aviun/io^ri, aviurrpi^eirSai (1 Pet. i. 15, 18, etc. ; 2 Pet. ii. 7, iii. II).

3 eiroim);, imnrrevea' (1 Pet. ii. 3, iii. 2 ; 2 Pet. i. 16).

3 «^.-f£i«<u (1 Pet. L 9, V. 4 ; 2 Pet. u. 13).
* ainnAoi xal afuofjutroi (1 Pet. i. 19 ; 2 Pet. iii. 14).

^ nopeveirdat ev eirtdv^tai? (2 Pet. ii. 10).
^ To these may be added oirdfleffts (1 Pet. iii. 21 ; 2 Pet. i. 14) ; iren-auTat ofLopTia^

(1 fet. ir. 1 ; 2 Pet. ii. 12) ; ofle<r^o9 (1 Pet. iv. 3, ieeViTos, 2 Pet. ii. 7, iii. 17).

' 2 Pet. iii. 1. * There are twenty hapax legomena in this brief epistle.

^ XaXfAiTi. irurriv, i. 1. '^ Telirpbs ^uijv Kal evo'e/Seiai' fie6wpTjjLiewjs(act.), i. 3.

n a-irovSijv ira^av vapenreveyKavre^f i. 5.

^ eirtxopin^<riiTe iv Tg iriffret Vfi5}v l^v aperiiVf 2 Pet. i. 5. '^ X^ftjv Xa^ui/, i. 9.

'* eirixoprryijfl^creTiu i/iiK v cttroSot, i. 11. " r) irapoi;(ra i\^9«a, i. 12.

'* Trapeiird^ovatv aipe<rei5 airwAeias, ii. 7.

" To KpijbLa OUK apyetj ri air&iActa ov vuOTafei, 11. 3.
'* hf irrifivftCif fuatrnov iropevo/iei'OVS, ii. 10.
H oiriVu, the only passage of the N. T., except Jude 7, where bmaio is not used

of a person. It has a special meaning, and ia unlike ireptTrareti' Kara, a-apxa in Kom.
viii, 4.

20 iiSoprjv rjyoviievoi. rijv ev TjfUpi} rpu^^v, ii. 13.
31 o^daKlloii^ fitlTTOvi fioixoKiSo^, ii. 14.
22 aKanmvoTBvs ofiapTiM, ii. 14. Some MSS. (A. B.) have the yet stranger reading

ajeairairatrrovs.
^ .,

!S yeyuiivoffilivrlti irXeovefiaw, ii. 14. "* o fo'(>''S tow (r(toTOV9, 11. 17.

25 Teiiitrcaipitriiivoi, mipi, iii, 7.
"^ eitTretnjTe ToC ISi'ou cm)pi7ftov, iii. 17.

27 poiiriS6v, iii. 10. The strange English expression exactly corresponds to the Greek.

The only form like it occurs in the LXX. in Cant, iv, 5.
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melt away."^ Sucli are a few of the striking and even startling phrases

which in the course of thi-ee short chapters ctamp the style with an
intense peculiarity. Nothing analogous to these phrases is found in

the First Epistle. It may be pleaded that, as in the case of the Epistle

to the Colossians, some of these words are due to the new subjects

with which the Apostle has here to deal. That answer might be suffi-

cient for three or four of them, but most are of a kind which do not

rise from speciality of subject. They show a peculiarity of structure

rather than of topic. Some of them are eccentricities of language

adopted to clothe conceptions which would have been capable of a

perfectly simple and commonplace expression.

Independently of this distinctiveness of verbiage, there is a wide
difference between the two Epistles in the general form of thought. '

This is a fact too obvious to be denied. Obvious as it is to us—for

besides minor differences, there is a ruggedness and tautology in the

Greek of the Second Epistle very different from the smoothness of the

First—^this difference of style must have been far more obvious to

those to whom Greek was a spoken language, and who were therefore

more sensitive than we can be to its delicate refinements. It was
pointed out by St. Jerome, and he assigns it as one of the causes which
had led to the general rejection of the Epistle.

But it is answered, and again with perfect truth, that the style of

a writer differs under differing circumstances. The style of the Epistle

to the Ephesians is not the same as that to the Galatians, and both

differ from the Pastoral Epistles. The style of St. John's Gospel is

very unlike that of the Apocalypse. I grant this to the utmost. I

have even insisted upon it, and illustrated it in other instances. * But
differences of style must not be so wide as to show a difference of

idiosyncrasy. They must be accompanied with resemblances of struc-

ture ; and they must be partially accounted for by a long interspace of

years. The difference between the styles of the First and the Second

Epistle of St. Peter does not admit of these modifying circumstances

;

it is deeper than can be accounted for by a difference of mood and
object. The Apocalypse and the Gospel of St. John were separated by
an interval of perhaps thirty years spent in the most polished cities of

Asia. The earlier and later Epistles of St. Paul were divided from

each other by many years subjected to the intense influence of ever-

varying conditions. But the two Epistles of St. Peter, if both are

genuine, must have been written, so far as we can learn, under iden-

tical external conditions, and written within a very short time of each

other.

For this reason I set aside as irrelevant the instances adduced by
the industry of critics to prove that the same writer may adopt different

styles. It is true that the style of Plato's Epinomis is inferior to that

I Kavo-(iu|«i6i/» T^KETai. ' This is admitted even by Schott,
3 gee my Ifife and Work of St. Pmd^ ii. 610,
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of the Phoedrus ; that Virgil's Ciris is unworthy of the author of the
^neid ; that the De Oratoribus of "Tacitus is marvellously unlike his
Annals ; that the Paradise Lost is in a loftier key than the Paradise
Regained ; that the style of Twelfth Night is widely separated from
that of Hamlet ; that the Racine of the Alexandre is much below the
Racine of the Phedre and Athalie ; that Burke on the Sublime and
Beautiful is incomparably tamer than Burke's Orations ; and that there
are marked distinctions between the first and the second part of
Goethe's Faust. But these analogies, which might easily be multiplied,
do not touch the problem before us. There is not one among them
which offers a parallel to the phenomenon of total difference, not only
iji language, but in thought, presented by two works of the same writer
dealing in great measure with the same subjects, and written from the
same place, within a very short time of one another. And the differ-

ences between the two Epistles go further than this. Many are
adduced which I pass over as unimportant. But it is not easy to
explain why there should be such and so many variations as those
which follow. Thus—(1) In the first the writer calls himself Peter,
and in the second Symeon Peter. (2) In the first he writes "to the
elect sojourners of the Dispersion;" in the second to those who
"obtained like precious faith with us." (3) In the first Christ's

descent into Hades is a point of capital importance; in the second,

where there would seem to be every reason for such an allusion, no
reference is made to it. (4) In the first the writer's mind is full of the
Epistles to the Romans and Ephesians, and the Epistle of St. James

;

in the second, though he makes a special reference to St. Paul, there is

scarcely a single thought, and barely two expressions, ^ which can with
any plausibility be referred to those two Epistles, and there is only

one word^ which can be derived from St. James. (5) Again, in the

first he constantly enweaves without quotation the words of Isaiah, the

Psalms, and especially the Book of Proverbs ;' in the second there is

not a single certain quotation, and if ii. 22, iii. 8 be meant for quota-

tions, they are introduced in a wholly different way.* (6) Of the first

the keynote is Hope; of the second, though also written in days of

persecution, the leading conception is the totally different one of "full

knowledge."^ (7) In the first our Lord is usually called Christ, or "the

Christ," or "Jesus Christ;" in the second the simple title is never

used, but He is always called " our Lord," or " our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ." (8) In the first (a) the Coming of Christ is called "a
Revelation ; " in the second the " Presence " or " Day of the Lord ;

'

1 2 Pet. i. 2, etc., '^myvaaK (Eom. i. 28, etc.) ; iii. 15, /xwtpoftj/uia (Kom. ii. 4).

2 2 Pet. ii. 14 ; SeAeifoi/res, James i. 14. ' 1 Pet. i. 7, ii. 17, iv. 8, 18.

* It has been supposed that i. 19, " as a lamp shining in a squalid place," is borrowed
from 2 Esdr. xii. 42, " Of all the prophets thou only art left us ... as a candle in a

dark place." But so obvious a comparison need not have been borrowed.
° This kiriyvunTK is made to consist in tjje knowledge of tli? Power and Parousia of

Cferjst. See Butber, p. 30§.
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(3) in the first this Advent is expected as near at hand, while in the

second we are warned that it may be indefinitely distant; (7) in the

first Christ's coming is regarded as the glorification of the saints ; in the

second as the destruction of the world. (9) In the first the sufferings,

death, resurrection, and ascension of the Lord are prominent ; in the

second no allusion is made to them. (10) In the first there is a pre-

vailing tone of sweetness, mildness, and fatherly dignity ; the second is,

as a whole, denunciatory and severe. Further difficulties have been

caused to some minds (11) by the manner in which the writer of the

Second Epistle, unlike the author of the First, seems anxious to thrust

into prominence his own personality; (12) by the expression "the com-

mand of ymur Apostles," in iii 2 ; (13) by the manner in which the

false teachers seem to be treated of sometimes as future {iaovrai, ii. 1—3),

sometimes as present (ii. 10, 13, 13, 15, 17, &c.) ;^ (14) by the growth
of a feeling which they consider to be later than the Apostolic age in

the allusion to Mount Hermon as "the Holy Mount;" (15) by the

unparalleled reference to St. Paul and the apparent placing of his letters

on a level with the Scriptures of the Old Testament;'' and (16) by the

curious allusion to " the world standing out of water and amidst

water."

(17) But we have not even yet exhausted the list of serious diffi-

culties. An entirely new and very formidable one has just been brought
to light by Dr. Abbott. It is nothing more or less than the certainty

that either the author of the Second Epistle had read Josephus—in

which case, of course, he could not have been St. Peter, since the

earliest of Josephu^'s writings were not published till a.d. 75, and the

Antiquities not earlier than a.d. 93; or (an alternative which Dr.

Abbott does not discuss) that Josephus had read the Second Epistle,

which, it must be confessed, is a difficult supposition. One thing is

indisputable—namely, that the resemblances between the writer and the

Jewish historian cannot he accideiktal.

a. The proof rests partly on single words and phrases, such as
" tardiness " applied to the Divine retribution (ui. 9) ; " to which ye do
well if ye take heed " (i 19) ; " assuming oblivion " (i 9) ;

" bringing

in besides aU diligence " (L 5) ; " condemned with an overthrow " (ii. 6);

"equally precious"; " epangelma" for "promise" (i. 4); " sesophis-

menos" for "cunningly elaborated" (i. 16) ; and "from of old " (ii 3).

These are not found elsewhere, either in the New Testament or in the
Septuagint, or not in the same senses ; but they occur in Josephus,

often in very similar allusions.

But the proof becomes far more striking when we consider groups

of words, cases in which several unusual words occur together in similar

passages.

1 The same strange phenomenon meets us in the third chapter (iii. 3, iKtvamnai • iii.

5, KavBivei),

' These differences might be greatly multiplied. See Davidson, Inirod. i. 492—494.
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Of these there are two most marked instances :

—

In the Preface to the Antiquities (§§ 3, 4) Josephus tells us that

Moses thought it necessary to consider " the Divine nature " {@ead (picis),

without which he would be unable to promote the "virttie" of his

readers ; that other legislators "followed after myths" but Moses,
having shown that " God was possessed of perfect virtue," thought that

men should strive after virtue; and that his laws contain nothing
derogatory to the " greatness " of God.

In this single section, then, there are several very striking expres-

sions, but they occur quite naturally, and betray no deviation from the

historian's usual style. It is, however, surprising that we find them
occurring as absolutely isolated expressions

—

hapax legomena as far as

the New Testament is concerned—in this Epistle. Thus we have
" that ye may become partakers of the Divine nature " (i 4), where
both the phrase and its context strongly recall Josephus ; we have the
" greatness " (megaleiotes) of Christ (i. 1 6), and in the very same verse
"followvng after cunningly elaborated myths." This would alone be
sufficient to attract notice ; but how much more amaziag is the word
" vvrtue " applied to God ! The word " virtue " in this sense is itself

very rare in the New Testament, which uplifts the higher standard of

holimess.- But no one can read that God called us "by His own glory

and vi/rtue " (for such is the true reading) without something like a

start of surprise. We should be struck with the singularity of the

expression in any writer ; but in Josephus it is at once explained and
justified by the context in which it occurs. For Josephus is not making
an abstract allusion, but expressly contrasting the Ideal of Virtue in

God's revelation of Himself to Moses with the shameful vices which
degraded the heathen ideal of their false deities.^

But this is not the only group of words.

j8. In the last words of Moses (as recorded by Josephus in Antt.

iv. 8, § 2) there occur no less than eight or niae phrases, some of which

either do not occur, or scarcely ever occur, in the New Testament, and

some of which are not found even in the Septuagint, but every one of

which occurs in this brief Epistle, and some of them ia similar colloca-

tions."

To me I confess that the evidential force of this fact—and Dr.

Abbott informs me that further evidence is forthcoming—seems to be

very strong.' If, then, the Epistle be genuine, it cannot be questioned

1 'ApcT), only occurs in 2 Pet. i. 3, 5 ; PMl. iv. 8. In 1 Pet. ii. 9 the plural apeml ia

indeed applied to God, but in a very different sense. It there means " excellencies."

2 They are, roiStree (i. 17) ; eei« koivmvoI (fuo-eius (i. 4) ; " but I think it just " (i. 13)

;

"so long as" (id.); "in the yreseni truth" (i- 12); "mention" or " memorial " (i. 15)

;

"departure " for " death " (id.) ; " recognising that " (i. 20 ; iii. 3), and others. Besides

these groups of words, we have phrases in 2 Pet. i. 19 and ii. 10, which occur in Jos.

Antt. xi. 6, § 12, and B. J. iii. 9, § 3, but not elsewhere in the N. T. or LXX.
3 Since these pages have been in the press. Dr. Abbott has published his very inter-

esting discovery in the JExpositor for January, 1882. Some parts of his second paper are

BO similar to my own remarks, that I think it right to say that these pages were in print
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that it was known to Josephus. Here, iowever, we are met by tlie

difficulty that the same argument does not apply to the First Epistle, so

that once more we have a marked distinction between the two.

(18) Once again, if the Second Epistle of St. Peter be genuine, it

was written within a short time of the Apocalypse
;
yet how different

is the tone of the two writings with respect to the Coming of Christ !

In the Apocalypse the belief in its immediate imminence " blazes out

in its brightest flame, and takes its most concrete form in the idea of

the Millennium :
" on the other hand, in the Second Epistle of St. Peter,

we hear of scoffers, who are already beginning to point out that in their

opinion the nearness of the Parousia is a mere delusion, and to ask,

" Where is the promise of this coming ? " Now, how does the writer

meet their objections 1 Not by thundering forth with yet deeper con-

viction Maeanatha, but by showing that, as far as human calculations

of time were concerned, the coming might be still indefinitely delayed,

because with the Lord a thousand years are as one day. There is not

another passage in the whole New Testament which implies that the

Parousia—for which the early Christians looked with such intense

earnestness—so far from being manifested in that very generation,

might not take place for even a millennium hence. However we explain

the phrase, " Since the fathers fell asleep," the point of view seems to

mark an age later than that of the true St. Peter.^ It seems to point

to an epoch in which those who, like the Montanists, still expected the

instant close of the age (in another sense than that in which it had
already been accomplished by the fall of Jerusalem) were few in

number.^

The last chapter of the Epislle is devoted to the correction of two
errors—namely, (i.) the acceptance of the scoff about the delay in

Christ's Second Coming, and (ii.) the misuse of the Epistles of St. Paul.

The first error is dealt with at some length (iu. 1—13) ; the second is

dismissed in a few words (15—16). It cannot be said that either of

these topics necessarily indicates an age later than that of St. Peter.

They would, however, have been very suitable to the second century,

when even the Eall of Jerusalem—in which men failed to recognise a
true Coming of Christ—had not been followed by the expected Advent
in flaming fire j and when, as we know, some Gnostic sects, like that of

Marcion, were beginning to make a dangerous use of the arguments of

St. Paul.

No doubt as regards every one of these difficulties something more oi

before I had read it. Besides the coincidences of phrase, he points out that the allusions
to Noah and Balaam in 2 Fet. ii. 3, 8, point to HagadMh found in Jos. Antt. i. 3, § 1

;

iv. 6, § 3.

1 Even in Jiistin Martyr's time there was still the expectation of an immediate
Parousia (Dial. c. Ti~yph. 80).

2 See Baur, First Three Gentwries, i. 247, ii. 45 (E. Tr.). The Montanist view was no
doubt that of the primitive Church. See Mr. De Soj^re's excellent Essay on Montanism,
and Bonwelsoh, Die Nahe de? Wfltendes, p. 76,
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less possible, ptobable, or plausible, may be urged, It may be Said, for
instance, that after St. Peter had written the First Epistle the letter of
St. Jude was brought to him, and threw him into such a state of indig-

nant alarm as to alter his whole frame of mind, and to account for many
of the differences above mentioned. The non-allusion to Christ's preach-

ing in Hades may be referred to this indignation of mind, and it may be
pointed out that St. Peter, if the Second Epistlo be genuine, shows the
same interest as before in events to which other Apostles have made
little or no allusion. The absence or presence of certain marked influ-

ences, and modes of quoting Scripture, may be regarded as having in it

nothing decisive. The expression "your Apostles" may merely mean
" St. Paul and those who preached to you." " The Holy Mount," though
not a phrase which we should have expected, may be defended on Old
Testament analogies,^ and may hardly involve its modern connotations.

The allusion to St. Paul's Epistles may not be to all of them which we
possess, but only to those, whether lost or extant, which may have been
made known to St. Peter by Silvanus or Mark ; and doubtless the power
of the Holy Spirit was recognised in them from the earliest age.

Whether these answers be regarded as suiEcient to support the cause in

which they are urged, must depend on the feelings of the reader. They
mitigate some of the difficulties ; few, I think, would pretend to say that

they are adequate to remove them all. It must be remembered that ob-

jections which might be overruled if they stood alone, may acquire from
their number and variety a cumulative force. Nor are all these objec-

tions easy to meet. The mixture, for instance, of presents and futures

in the description of the False Teachers, is a difficulty which has been
met by untenable remarks about the " Prophetic style." That St. Jude's

Epistle was prior to that of St. Peter seems to me an irrefragable con-

clusion ; and if so, it is an unsolved—though I will not say insoluble

—

difficulty that St. Peter should have described in prophetic futures the

teachers whom St. Jude had already denounced as active workers. There

is no known reason why he should have mingled predictions of their ap-

pearance with traits of their existiag physiognomy. If it be urged that

St. Peter merely prophesies the worst development of contemporary

germs of evil, the answer, is that it would' be impossible to imagine any-

thing more pernicious than the . apostates; whom St. Jude had scathed

with his terrible invective.^ Before we can acquiesce in these methods

of defence let us ask ourselves whether they would have had the least

weight with us if no predisposition to side with the popular opinion were

» Is. xxvii. 13.
, . ^ . 1, i it i. , J

2 Dean Alford and others point out resemblances in this Epistle to the style and

phraseology of St. Peter's speeches in the Acts of the Apostles, such as the word " piety '

(evire>.a) (Acts iii. 12), "the Day of the Lord" (iii. 10 ; Acts ii. 20), and a few others.

But they seem to me too few and too shadowy for their purpose ; nor can we observe in

the Second Epistle (with one marked exception, vide infra, p. 114) that influence of events

narrated in the Gospels on the character and views of St. Peter, which may be so strikingly

traced in th^ First Epistle [mjora, p. 69, fg,).
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involved. Would they have been held sufficient to prove the genuineness

of a classic treatise, or even of a tract of any of the Fathers ?

(19.) But we have not even now exhausted the peculiarities of this

weakly-authenticated letter. We have still to consider the extraordinary

phenomenon which it presents in its relationship to the short Epistle of

Jude. On the facts of this relationship each successive writer comes to

a different conclusion ; but, after careful consideration and comparison

of the two documents, it seems to my own mind impossible to doubt that

Judo was the earlier of the two writers.' If sd, the fact that such an
Apostle as St. Peter should, without even referring to him by name, have
incorporated successively so many of the thoughts and expressions of one
who, like St. Jude, was not an Apostle, is yet another extraordinary cir-

cumstance. To talk of " plagiarism " would be to import modern notions

into the inquiry ; and if St. Peter were the borrower, we shall see that

he deals with his materials in a wise and independent manner. But as

to any further questions which may arise from the relationship of the

two writers, we must be content to say that we have no data on which
to furnish an answer.

The closeness of the relationship will be seen at a glance by com-
paring the parallel passages side by side. The characteristics of the

"impious persons" of Jude and that of the "false teachers" of St. Peter
are identical. Both are marked by those insidious and subterranean

methods which seem to be inseparable from the character of religious

partisans (Jud. 4 ; 2 Pet. ii. 1—3) ; by impious wantonness (id., and
Jud. 8 ; 2 Pet. ii, 10) ; by denial of Christ (id.) ; by slander of dignities

(Jud. 8 ; 2 Pet. ii. 10) ; by corruption of natural instincts (Jud. 10

;

2 Pet. ii. 12); by greed (Jud. 11; 2 Pet. ii. 14, 15); by pompous
assertions and scoffing mockery (Jud. 16—18; 2 Pet. ii. 18, iii. 3).

Both are doomed to swift judgment; are described by very similar

metaphors; are threatened with the same punishments; are compared
to Balaam ; and ax-e warned by the example of the Cities of the Plain.

But if the two passages are read side by side, it can hardly be denied
that the language of St. Jude is the more eloquent and impetuous, while
that of St. Peter is the more elaborate and restrained. The burning
lava of St. Jude's indignation has evidently poured itself through the
secondary channels of a temperament which would probably have been
more congenial to its reception at an earlier period. St. Peter, if it be
he, catches something of the Judaic fire and heat of his contemporary,
but he modifies, softens, and corrects his vehement phrases. His
language is but an echo of the thunder. He throws the description,

1 The notion of Luther, Wolf, etc., that 2 Peter was the earlier, though still supported
by Thiersch, Dietlein, FronmiiUer, Hofmann, Wordsworth, &c., is being more and more
abandoned. The priority of St. Jude is accepted by Herder, Hug, Eichhorn, Credner,
Neander, De Wette, Mayerhoff, Guerike, Eeuss, Bleek, Weiss, Wiesinger, Bruckner,
Huther, Ewald, Alford, Plumptre, Dr. S. Davidson, &c.

2 Bertholdt and Lange suppose that this chapter was subsequently interpolated into
the Second Epistle of St. Peter.
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in part at least, into the future, as though to indicate that those against
whom he warns his readers have not yet burst into the full blossom of
their iniquity.

Ti-avelling through Christian communities as one of " the brethren of
the Lord," ^ St. Jude seems to have come into personal contact with
bodies of corrupt, greedy, and subtle Antinomians closely resembling
those " Gnostics before Gnosticism " whose appearance had been noted
by the prescient eye of St. Paul. Having actually witnessed their
baleful influence, he can depict them with startling power and clearness,

and he rolls over them peal after peal of Apocalyptic denunciation. St.

Peter, now perhaps awaiting his death at Rome, has not personally seen
them—not, at any rate, in their worst and most undisguised develop-
ments. Startled by the language of St. Jude—such is a perhaps
admissible hypothesis—finding that the very words and thoughts and
sentences of that brief but strange and powerful letter keep ringing with
ominous sound in his memory—in his heart too the fire burns and he
speaks with his tongue. The mystery of iniquity, he implies, is already
working, but he cannot bring himself to believe that it has invaded all

the Churches to which he writes, and therefore he predicts even while
he is describing, and describes while he predicts. The language of his

second chapter seems to show that the author was writing from vivid
and even verbal memory of St. Jude's letter, but not with its words,
lying actually before him. In some cases he presents the curious but
familiar phenomenon of the memory being magnetized rather by the
sounds of the words than by the words themselves.^ Thus from external
similarity St. Jude's " sunken reefs " (spilades) become " spots " (spiloi),^

and St. Jude's " love-feasts " (agapat) become " deceits " (apatai). But,
besides this, it is evident that both in greater and smaller matters a
spirit of conscious modification is at work, both in the way of addition
and omission. Where St. Jude speaks of " clouds without water," St.

Peter, to avoid any scientific cavil—since a cloud without water is a
thing not conceivable—speaks of "wells without water." Where St.

Jude refers to the profanation of the Agapse St. Peter's allusion is more
distant and general. St. Jude in three successive clauses speaks of the
fall of the angels through fleshly lusts ; of Sodom and Gomorrha as
" undergoing a judgment of seonian fire

;
" of a peculiar form of

ceremonial pollution familiar to all who were trained in the Levitic law

;

of the dispute between Michael the Archangel and the Devil about the

body of Moses ; and of the corruption of natural and instinctive know-
ledge. He then proceeds to compare these evildoers to Cain, to Balaam,
and to Korah, and after an impassioned outburst of metaphors applies

1 1 Cor. ix. 5.

• "Weiss says that "St. Peter" has here been influenced by the " wortUang."
^ I am aware that some take (nriAajc; to mean the same as amKoi, and it is so under-

stood in the ancient versions. See Bishop Lightfoot on Mevision, p. 137. Br. Abbott
points out {Expoeitor, Feb. 1882, p. 145} that a group of words in this paragraph is also

found in Is Ivi. 7—^Ivii. 5.
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to them a prophecy from the apocryphal Book of Enoch. It is instruc-

tive to see how the writer of this later Epistle deals with the burning
material thus before him. To the fall of the angels he only alludes in

the most general manner, excluding aJl reference to the Eabbinio
tradition, which sprung out of inferences from Gen. vi. 2. Omitting St.

Jude's allusion to the Israelites in the wilderness, he substitutes a
reference to the Deluge. Omitting, perhaps as liable to be misunder-
stood, the aeonian fire of Sodom and Gomorrha, he only says that these
cities were reduced to ashes, while he is careful to add, by way of
encouragement to the faithful, that Lot was saved. He omits as painful,

and to Hellenic readers hardly intelligible, both of St. Jude's allusions to

certain forms of Levitic pollutions.- He omits, as being derived from
the apocryphal AsceTision of Moses, all allusion to the legend about the
dispute of Michael and Satan, and even the name of the Archangel, and,
in a passage which, apart from the parallel in St. Jude, would be
extremely obscure, he gives to the reference a general turn, which, if it

conveyed to the readers any distinct conception, would remind them
rather of the accuser of the Brethren in the Book of Zechariah. St.

Jude, speaking throughout rather of vicious livers than of false teachers,

describes them with great clearness as blaspheming in subjects about
which they know nothing, and corrupting the knowledge which comes
to them instinctively, as it does to animals without reason. The later

writer remembers the words " as the animals without reason," but by
an ingenious figure of speech, in which the same word serves a double
purpose,^ applies it to compare the hopeless end of the false teachers to
that of animals. Omitting the instances of Cain and of Korah, but
amplifying that of Balaam, which was more germane to his pur'pose, he
tones down the exuberance of St. Jude's rhetoric. Perhaps because he
is only writing from impressions without the original manuscript before
him, while substituting " wells without water " for " clouds without
water," he adds the clause " clouds chased by the hurricane." He
omits St. Jude's " wandering stars," and yet applies directly to the
teachers the powerful metaphor " for whom the gloom of darkness has
been reserved for ever." Again, he omits the prophecy of Enoch,
probably because it is taken from an apocryphal book ; and lastly, he
mentions—as a specific instance of the scoffs to which St. Jude only
alludes—the mocking questions which were suggested by the delay of
Christ's return. I must confess my inability to see how any one who

1 Lev. XV. 16, 17 ; Jude 8, 23.

J This figure of speech is called ardanaclisis, and consists in the use of the same word
twice in different senses in the same passage (see supo'a, p. 92, the note on 1 Pet. iii. 1).
Here ifiSopi is iirst " destruction," and then " corruption." Compare 2 Pet. ii. 12, "But
these, as reasonless animals, creatures of nature (</>v(rtKa), bom for capture and destruction
{•pOopav), blaspheming in things of which they are ignorant {ayvaoia-w), shall be destroyed
in their own comipiioK (€» Tfl aiiTcSj' i()eop^ /ciiTai|)eap^<roj/Tai), " with Jude 10, "These, in all
things which they know not (ouk oUainv), blaspheme ; but all the things which, like the
reasonless animals, they know naturally (<fm<riKc;!), in these they corrupt themselvea
{^ecipayrai),"
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approaches the enquiry with no ready-made theories can fail to come to

the conclusion that the priority in this instance belongs to St. Jude. It

would have been impossible for such a burning and withering blast of

defiance and invective as his brief letter to have been comi)osed on
principles,of modification and addition.' All the marks which indicate

the reflective treatment of an existing document are to be seen in the

Second Epistle of St. Peter. In every instance of variation we see the

reasons which influenced the later writer. The instances of Cain and
Korah did not suit his purpose, which dealt rather with secret corruption

than flagrant violence, and with errors of theory than with undisguised

revolt. But, had St. Peter written first, there is no reason why St.

Judc should have omitted so striking and apposite an example as was
furnished by the Deluge. It is inconceivable that St. Jude should

simply have taken a paragraph of a longer Epistle, have added apocry-

phal illustrations to it, and flashed lightning into it by a process of

reflective treatment. All literary probability decisively shows that the

more guarded, more dignified, more exclusively authoritative composi-

tion—the one less liable to excite ofience and cavil—would be the later

of the two. There is nothing absurd in the supposition that a later

writer, powerfully moved by the state of things revealed in the letter of

St. Jude, should, in a longer and in some respects weightier epistle, have

utilised, while yet he modified, that powerful utterance, abandoning its

triplicity of structure,^ and omitting those Hebraic references which

would have been a stumbling-block to a wider circle of readers. The
notion that St. Jude endeavoured to " improve upon " St. Peter is, I

say, a literary impossibility ; and if in some instances the phrases of St.

Jude seem more antithetical and striking, and his description clearer, I

have sufficiently accounted for the inferiority—^Lf it be inferiority—of

St. Peter by the supposition that he was a man of more restrained

temperament ; that he wrote under the influence of reminiscences and

impressions ; andthat he was warning against forms of evil with which

he had not come into so personal a contact.

Having now examined—fairly, I trust, and as fully as my limits

wiU allow—the peculiarities of the Epistle before us, and the- serious

difliculties which lie in the way of our regarding it as the work of

St. Peter, I will state one or two of the reasons why, in spite of

these difficulties, I cannot regard it as certainly spurious. They are

mainly three :

—

1. First, we must not wholly ignore the similarity in expression and

tone of thought between this Epistle and the First/ nor the slight re

1 The genius and fine literary instinct of Herder saw this at once :
—" Siehe welch ein

gauzer kraftiger, wie ein Feuerrad in sioh selbst zuriioklaufender Brief : man nehme
das Sohreiben Petrua dazu, wie es einleitet, mildert, auslaast, &o." So, too, Weiss,

Huther, &c.
2 See infra, p. 131.

, , „ , ,
3 "Words common to both Epistles are "precious" (tijiios), "abundantly furnish"

(eirixopiryeu), "brotherly lovo" (c^i^oaeXiju'a), " eye-witnesses " {ina-mia), "wantonness'

8
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semblances wticli it offers to St. Peter's speeches recorded in the Acts.'

The resemblance of the -writer to St. Peter in tone of mind'—as, for

instance, in his largeheartedness to the Gentiles,' in his fondness for the

less trodden paths of Biblical illustration and enquiry, and in his ten-

dency to soften instances of doom by the parallel of instances of

deliverance—must also be allowed their due weight. Under this head

I may refer to the subtle reminiscences of the Transfiguration. Of the

appeal to the Transfiguration as a source of the writer's conviction, it

may of course be said that it would naturally occur to any one

assuming the name of St. Peter ; but the casual subsequent introduc-

tion of the word " tabernacle," * and of the most unusual word for

" decease," ^ not in any formal connexion with the appeal, but by an

inimitably natural association of ideas, has always seemed to me an

important item of evidence. To this must be added the little-noticed

indication that the Transfiguration probably took place at night, though

it is not so stated in the Gospels. This would at once account for the

following comparison of the word of prophecy to " a light shining in a

squalid place."

2. Another important consideration is the cmcientness of this

Epistle. If we cannot infer this from the vague resemblances to it

adduced from passages in the Apostolic Fathers, we may infer it from

three circumstances—namely, the want of all specific features of later

Gnosticism in the heretics here described ; the absence of allusions to

ecclesiastical organisations ; and the absence of any traces of the fall of

Jerusalem. As to the first point, is it not certain that a later writer

would have aimed his remonstrances at something more distinctly and

definitely resembling the heresies of Oerinthus or Ebion, or, later still,

of Carpocrates and Valentinus 1 As to the second point, it is probably

better known to us than it was even to many writers in the second

century, that there had been a rapid tendency to desynonymize the

words " bishop " and " presbyter," and that the consequent develop-

ment of " episcopal " power was due to the growth of heresy, against

which it was designed to be a bulwark." If, then, the writer of this

Epistle was a falsarius, writing late in the second century, it is difficult

(a(r4\yei.a), "spotless" [airmKo's). lu both there is a prominence of the Deluse and dE

Prophecy. See Plumptre, Introd., p. 75. I have pointed out that in both occurs a
specimen of the figure called asntomsciisis ("word" in 1 Pet. iii. 1, "corruption" in 2
Pet. ii. 12). This has, I believe, escaped the notice of previour inquirers. See suiiri,

pp. 92, 112.
1 This is fully worked out by Prof. Lumby in the Expositor, \v. 372—399 and i46

—

469. But in any case the writer of the Second Epistle would be very famUiar with the
language of the First. Differences, in a question of this kind, furnish a tar more serious

consideration than identities and resemblances.
2 Compare 2 Pet. i. 17, 21 ; ii. 1, 13 ; with Acts iiL 12 ; u. 2 ; iv. 24 ; IL 15.
* 2 Pet. 1. 1. ^ intiii/wyua. Matt. xvii. 4.

5 efoSo;, "departure," i.e., death, as in Jos. Antt. iv. 812. Wisd. iii. 2.

< In the First Epistle the word episkopos only occurs once, and that in its general
sense of "guardian" (1 Pet. ii. 25), and each Church has only its "presbyters," with
whom the Apostle rants himself (1 Pet. v. 1),
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to imagine that he "would not have adopted the same tone in reference

to this subject as the other writers of his age. As regards the fall of

Jerusalem, it may, of course, be said that any reference to it would
have betrayed the pseudonymous character of the writer; but I am
now only arguing that there are no traces of the state of mind pro-

duced by the Jewish catastrophe. Is it not probable that a falsarius

of the ability pre-supposed by this Epistle would have seized the grand
opportunity of introducing as a prediction, an illustration which would
have been in . all respects so overwhelmingly apposite ? But in any
case the end of the Jewish polity was an event so stupendous that

no writer dealing with such subjects as those before us could have
succeeded in excluding every trace of an occurrence which so radically

modified the tone of Christian thought.

3. One more consideration remains, which seems to me of capital

importance. It is the superiority of this Epistle to every one of

the uncanonical writings of the first and second centuries. If we
are to accept the theories of modem critics, that the Epistles of the

Captivity, and the Pastoral Epistles, and the Gospel of St. John, and
the Second Epistle of St. Peter, are the works of " forgers," then

—

seeing the indescribable superiority of these writings to all others

which saw the light during the epoch at which they are supposed to

have been written—we ai-e driven to the extraordinary conclusion that

the best strength and brilliancy and spiritual insight of the second cen-

tury is to be found in its pseudonymous writings ! Who will venture

to assert that any Apostolic Father—that Clement of Rome, or

Ignatius, or Polycarp, or Hermas, or Justin Martyr, could have

written so much as twenty consecutive verses so eloquent and so

powerful as those of the Second Epistle of St. Peter? No known
member of the Church in that age could have been the writer; not

even the author of the Epistle to Diognetus. Would a writer so much
more powerful than any of these have remained uninfluential and un-

known ? Would one who could wield his pen with so inspired a power

have failed to write a line in his own name, and for the immediate

benefit of his own contemporaries ?

In the face, then, of these counter-difficulties, I see no solution of

the problem but the one which St. Jerome indicated fourteen centuries

ago.^ I believe that we may perhaps recognise in this Epistle the

opinions, the influence, the impress, direct or indirect, of the great

Apostle of the Circumcision. If we cannot find his individual style, if

we are faced by many peculiarities, if we miss characteristic expressions,

if we recognise a different mode of workmanship, some of these difficul-

ties would be removed by the supposition of a literary amanuensis.

The supposition of an Aramaic original, as supported by Mr. King,

' "Stilo inter se et oharaotere discrepant structuraque verborum. Ex quo intel-

ligimns pro necessitate rerum diversis eum usum interpretibus."

—

Ep. ad Bedib.

:2o, 11.
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seems to me untenable.^ This Epistle is addressed quite as much to

Gentiles as to Jews ; and even if the Jews of the Dispersion understood

Arajiaic, the Gentiles did not. This suggestion, moreover, does not

remove the most serious difficulties. The Epistle, though it does not

show the mastery of Hellenistic Greek possessed by some of the New
Testament writers, has yet an energy of its own which excludes the

possibility of its being a translation.^ I believe there is much to sup-

port the conclusion—at which I had arrived before I became aware of

the resemblances to Josephus—that we have not here the words and
style of the great Apostle, but that he lent to this Epistle the sanction

of his name and the assistance of his advice. If this be so, it is still in

its main essence genuine as well as canonical, and there is a reason both

for its peculiarities and for its tardy reception. On thig hypothesis we
may rejoice that we have preserved to us both the encouragements

addressed to the Church by St. Peter, and his warnings against anti-

Christian heresies. These heresies, as we see from the Second Epistle

to Timothy, had also occupied a large space in the last thoughts of

St. Paul. St. Peter speaks of them mainly in the future, as St. Paul
had done, in his farewell to the Ephesian elders at Miletus. It is said

that when Charlemagne first saw the ships of the pirate Norsemen he
burst into tears, not because he feared that they would give him any
trouble, but because he foresaw the miseries which they would inflict

upon his subjects in the future. So it was with the Apostles. The
errors of which others only saw the germ, loomed large on the

horizon of their prophetic insight, although it was not until after

their death that they assumed their full proportions as the perilous

heresies of Gnostic speculation.

CHAPTER X.

THE SECOND EPISTLE OF ST. PETER,

'Ek oXs ia-Ti Svav6rtTa, riva.—2 Pet. jii. 16.

Instead of following the plan which I have hitherto adopted, of

endeavouring to take the reader through each Epistle by explaining

and epitomising its general purpose in language which may counteract

the deadening effect of over-familiarity, I have thought it best to

' A translation would not have such a figure as that involved in the use of i/iflopa

(first "destruction," then "corruption") in ii. 12, or such an alliteration as Trpo^^rou

napa^poviav In il. 16.
- " Diese ist fast ohne alle Ausnahme sehr fein Griechisch, voll der freiesten aoht

Grlechischen Wortstellungen und Satzbildungen," &c.—Ewald, Sendsehr. ii. 110. It
may, however, be best described as the poetic Greek of one who had partly learned the
language from the tragedians. The repetitions of words are due to the same sparse but
lonorous vocabul-irj' of the amanuensis.
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re-translate the whole of this Epistle. I have done so for several

reasons. In previous instances I have given a literal version of every

passage which was obscure, or specially remarkable, or in which the

English Version seemed incorrect, or difficult of apprehension, or

dependent on inferior readings. This Epistle has given rise to so

many controversies, it is so remarkably compact in its structure, its

expressions are so unusual, and sometimes even so astonishing, that I

have thought it best to re-translate the whole of it as closely as I

could, appending in the briefest form such notes as seemed most
necessary. I know that the reader may feel inclined to leave the

translation unread, under the notion that he is already familiar with

a version not only infinitely more dear to him, but also more
euphonious, more smooth, more literary, and (as it will perhaps seem to

liim) more easy to understand. I would, however, ask him to follow

me in this version, because our English Bible, with all its splendid

merits, constantly misses the peculiarities of the writer's diction

through its besetting fondness for needless variations. My translation,

made, I ought to say, before the Revised Version appeared, and with a

different object, is meant throughout to be not only a literal version,

but also a running commentary.^

Symeon' Peter, a slave and apostle of Jesus Christ, to those who have ohtained'

a like precious faith with us, in the righteousness of our God and of our

Saviour Jesus Christ,* grace to you and peace be multiplied in the full knowledge'

of God and of Jesus our Lord. Seeing that His Divine power hath given us

all things that pertain to life and piety,^ by means of the fuU knowledge of

Him Who called us by His own glory and virtue ; ' by means of which He hath

given us His greatest and precious promises,* that by their means ye may become

partakers of Divine nature, having escaped from the corruption which is in

the world in lust. And on this very account, adding all earnestness,' abundantly

fumishi" in your faith virtue, and in your virtue knowledge, and in your

knowledge seU-control, and in your self-control endurance, and in your endurance

piety, and in your piety brotherly afEection, and in your brotherly affection love."

• I may perhaps be allowed to remark that, though this book, no less than my Xi/e 0/ Christ

and Life of St. Paul, has been written without the aid which I should hare derived from the Be-

Tised Version, I find that there is scarcely a single instance in which the corrections I had ven-

tured to make, and the readings which I had selected, were not in accordance with those of the

Bevisers. The fact that the renderings which I have given are often those which the Bevisers

place in the margin, may serve to illustrate the exact reproduction of the peculiarities of the

original, at which I have always aimed.
' The adoption of this form at once marks a Hebraist.
» AavoSo-t, Acts i. 17 (St. Peter). °

..

• "0( our God and Saviour Jesns Christ" would also be grammatical, but see on Tit. u. 13,

Life and Warlt of St. Paul, ii. 533; and the next verse seems to show that the Father and the

Son are here meant. „, „ . « , — . .

5 "EiriyviiKri!, "full knowledge," is the leading word of this Epistle (as "hope" is of 1 PetJ.
• E0ire'|3eui. The word only occurs elsewhere in Acts iii. 12 and the pastoral Epistles, fleios,

'* divine " is peculiar to this Epistle. (Cf. Acts ivii. 29.)

' 'ApcTT), here alone of God. In 1 Pet. ii. 9 the word is iprras, which is quite different. Leg.,

ISiif S. ical ap.
, N, A, C. The writer is fond of using the emphatic iiios (2 Pet. ii. 22 ; iii. 3, 16, 17

;

1 Pet. iii. 15).

• As in 2 Pet. iii. 13.

9 eltripepeiv (TtovS^i'. Jos. Antt. XX. 9, § 2.

JO imxopriyrican. The E. T., " Add to your faith virtue, *c.," is quite untenable.
" For these virtues see the first Epistle, where every one of them is mentioned, even the

lens common words aferri (1 Pet. ii 9, pW.), <ji(.XaSe\tpia (1 Pet. i. 22), and yviirw (1 Pet. iii. ?)•
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For tliese things, when they exist and abound, render you neither idle nor unfruit-

ful unto the full knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ.^ For he in whom they are

not is hlind, wilfully closing his eyes,^ assuming oblivion^ of his purification

from his olden sins.* Wherefore the rather, brethren, give diligence to make
sure your calling and election, for by so doing ye shall never stumble.^ For there

shall be richly furnished to you the entrance into the eternal kingdom of our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ (i. 1—11).^

Wherefore I will not neglect to remind you always about these things, though
ye know them, and have been firmly fixed in the present truth.' But I consider

it right, as long as I am in this tabernacle, to arouse you by way of reminder,
knowing that swiftly shall come the laying aside of this my tabernacle,^ as

even our Lord Jesus Christ showed me,^ But I will be diligent, that you may
be able^'* even on every occasion after my departure, to make mention of these
'things." For it was not by following in the track of elaborated myths^^ that

we made known to you the power and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, but
by having been initiated, ^^ ^g eye-witnesses, into His Majesty. For having
received honour and glory from God the Father when a voice such as this was
borne to Him^* from the magnificent glory,^^ '

'My Son, my Beloved is this,^® in whom
I am well pleased—" ^^ And this voice we heard borne from Heaven, when we were
with Him in the Holy Mount. ^^ And still stronger is the surety we have in the

prophetic word,^^ whereunto ye do well i£ ye take heed'-*'' as to a lamp shining
in a squalid place,^^ until the day dawn, and the morning star arise in your
hearts;^- knowing this first, that no prophecy of Scripture proves to be of

I Comp. Col. i. 10.

* /LivuTTa^wr, one of the numerous hajaax legom&tia of this Epistle. There is a gloss i/ojAa^wi',

" fumbling his way." If the meaniug '• short-sighted " (Arist. ProM. xxxi. § 16) be adopted (as

in E. v.), it may mean " blind to the fax-ofE heavenly things, able only to see the near earthly
things."

* Comp. Jos. Antt. ii. 6, § 9.

* I.e., by Baptism.—Chiysost., &c.
» Ja. ii. 10, iii. 2.

' *' Furnish knowledge, self-control, &c. (ver. 5), and you shall be rewarded in kind ; for so
the entraDce into Christ's eternal kingdom shall be furnished richly to you."

"^ Ver. 12, iv TJJ ^^apo^'^al[| a.\r}9eCa. Of. Jude 5 ; Bom. xv. 14; 1 Pet. v. 12.
B A mixture of the metaphors of a robe and a building, as in 2 Cor. t. 1 (De Wette).
^ John xxl. 17, 18 (but of course that was written long afterwards, if the E^'^tle be genuine)

.

^'^ evctv—SucawSai, as in Lake vii. 42.
II This is the ordinary meiming of {jlv^thv TroieiirOat, I have ah-eady noticed the interesting

use of o-Kiji/Ujaa and e^oSo? {vide supra, p 114)
12 fiueoig. See on 1 Tim. i. 4, iv. 7, Life of St. Paul, ii. 517 ; but each commentator guesses

differently as to the kind of myths alluded to. The best comment is Jos. Antt. Prcem. § 4

:

*
' All other lawgivers following on the trade of their mythsj transferred to the gods the shame of

their human sins."
13 ejroTrrat, a technical word of the Eleusiuian mysteries (used in 2 Mace. iil. 39).
14 evexQe^oyj?, a most unusual expression, found also in 1 Pet. i. 13. Perhaps it may be ex-

plained of the rushing wind accompanying the Bath Kol. Cf . Acts u. 2. It is analogous to

7S3 (Is. ix. 8). The Evangelists use yCyverat, epxeraL (Luke ix. 35 : John xii. 30).
"'15 Tjie glory is "the Shechinali" wnich uttered the voice (viro).

i« utds fiov, b ayainjTos fiov, n. A, C, K, L. The variations from the Gospel narrative are in

favour of the genuineness of the Epistle. " In whom," lit. " imto whom."
17 The^ sentence is unfinished in the original (Anakoluthon).
18 The inference from this expression, a.s showing a post-Apostolic date, is not imreasonablc,

but the epithet may be fairly explained by Jewish conceptions (Ex. iii. 5 ; Josh. v. 15).
13 Ver. 19, pepatorepov. Why " more sure ? " Because wider in its range, and more varied,

and coming from many, and bringing a more intense personal conviction than the testimony to
a single tact. The reference to prophecy is prominent iu both Epistles (1 Pet. i. 11, seg.).

Perhaps, too, we may trace the early tendency to underrate the force of individual visions,
which we iind existing in St. Paul's day (see lAfe of St. Paul, i. 193), and which is so strongly
marked in the Clementines (Horn. xvii. 13). The " prophetic word " may surely include New
Testament as well as Old Testament prophecies (Acts xxi. 10, 1 Cor. xii, 10, 1 Thess. v. 20

;

1 Tim. i. 18).
2° Jos. Antt. xi. 6, § 12, ols Trot^o-ere koAws /itj irpotrexocTCs.

21 avxf^VPV'
"^ The meaning seems to be that the lamp of prophecy will become needless in the full noon-

day blaze of perfect conviction.
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private interpretation.^ For prophecy was never "borne along by will of man,
but being borne along by the Holy Spirit, men spoke from God (i. 12—21).

But there rose false prophets also among the people, as also among you
shall be false teachers, of a kind^ who shall secretly introduce factions of
perdition,^ denying even the master that bought them,^ bringing upon themselves
swift perdition. And many shall follow in the track^ of their wantonness,*^ on
whose account the way of the truth shall be railed at.^ And in covetousness,
with fictitious speeches, shall they make trade of you, for whom, since long
ago, their doom idleth not, and their destruction drowseth not." For if God
spared not angels who sinned,^ but, hurling them to Tartarus,^** committed them
to dens^^ of darkness, as reserved for judgment—and spared not the ancient world,
but preserved Noah, a herald of righteousness,^^ with seven others, bringing a
sudden flood on the world of the impious ; and calcining the cities of Sodom
and Gomorrha, condemned them with overthrow, having made them » warning
for those who should hereafter be impious ; and righteous Lot, utterly distressed

by the wanton life of these offenders,^^ He rescued—for by sight and hearing
the righteous man, dwelling among them day after day, was torturing his

righteous soul with their lawless deeds—the Lord knoweth how to rescue the
pious from trial, but to reserve the unrighteous, under punishment, for the
day of judgment; and especially those who walk after the flesh in the lust of

pollution, and despise' dominion. Daring, self-willed, they tremble not when
they rail at glories,^* in cases wherein angels, greater though they are in strength
and might,^^ do not bring against them^^ before the Lord a railing judgment.

1 Of the many possible explanations of these wori7s, I accept that which makes them mean
" that the prophets did not speak by spontaneous knowledge, and spoke more than they could
themselves iuterpret," as Trhere Phllo sajs, " the prophet utters nothiog of bis own.'* If his
nUeravce is not his own, his interpFetation may also well be inadequate. The remark then re-
sembles 1 Pet. i. 10—13. The yiverai would then mean that history proves the truth of this
remark. 'EttiAuo-is only occurs in Aquila's ve'sion of G-en. xl. 8, and ewiAtJa) means " I explain"
in Mark iv. 34. The verb eiriKvo} occurs in Gen. xl. 8, xli. 12, and the explanation of the thought
must be looked for in Gen. xli. 15, 16 (comp. Jer. xxiii, 26). [Since writing this note I see that
Dr. Abbott points out that several words are here bori'owed from the passage in Philo, Qwis ^^,
Div. Haer., p. 52, viz. : $eo^6priTos, 4>(a<r^6po?, ifitos', di'iiTEAAet. This seems to be decibive as U>\jiie

meaning.]
3 oLTives. The transition from the true to the false prophels, and so to existing false

teachers, is very natural.
* oipeo-Ei?. The meaning "heresies" is later (cE. 1 Cor. xi. 19, Gal. v. 20, Tit. iil. 10).
* Peter's mere momentary " denial" at a moment of strong temptation differs wholly from

this persistent negation and apostasy. 'Ayopda-avra—^notice the clear expression of Christ's
death /or ali. In the participial constructions of this chapter (which I have faithfully repro-
duced) the sentences sometimes have an uniinished look.

5 eiaKoXovB'^a-ova-iv. ^ Leg. atreXyeiat^, j.j. A, B, C, K, L. " Lecheries," Wiclyf.
7 This furnishes us with an important bistori<?al hint. The strange and odious calumnies

which were rife from the earliest days against the Christians, originated in the antinomian
heresies. of Gnostic and other sects in wMch perverted doctrine led to impure life. See Jer.

Adm. lAuylf,, p. 53 ; Epiphaai. Saer. 23.
* TO KpifLa, the sentence of judgment j KpCa-K, the act, Nuard^et, lit. "nods," " dormitat"

{Matt. XXV. 5). 9 Gen. vi. 2.
io Ver. 4, Taprafidia-a? ; a strange classic hapax legom&non. Tartarus is the Hebrew Gehinnom.

St. Peter does not follow St. Jude in specifying the traditional sin of the angels ; still bis

allusion is to Jewish tradition. Cf. Book of Enoch v. 16j x. 6 j xiv. 4, etc. On such allusions

see Life of St. Paul, i. 58, ii. 48—51, etc.
iJ Leg., o-eipotff, j,j, A, B, C. Here again St. Peter^substitutes a word of simUax sound for

tretpats, "chains," which may have been a variation of memory for Jude's SetrixoZs. There is,

however, an epic daring in the expression " cTiains of darkness ; " "fett&r of darkness " is found in

Wisd. xvii. 17.
^ That Noah was a preacher was a natural Jewish inference (Jos. Antt. i. 3, § 1).
1* a64a-ixiav, implying that they violated the most sacred and natural laws.
1* Glories, that is, at '* glorious beings."

15 '* Fools rush in, where angels fear to tread."
i« This can only mean " against glories"

—

i.e., against angelic dignities even after their fall—

and the verse womd be perfectly inexijlicable without the allusion of Jude to Michael refraining

to rail at Satan. He and the fallen angels were 5dfat once, just as they may still be called
" angels." Compare Milton's

—

" Less than Archangel ruine<3, or excess

Of glory obscured."
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But those as mere irrational animals, bom for capture and destruction)^ railing

in things which they know not, in their own corruption shall be utterly destroyed,^

suffering wrong as the hire of doing wrong.' Thinking that luxuriousness in

the day* is pleasure, spots ^ and blemishes, luxuriating in their own deceits'

while they banquet with j-ou, having eyes fuU of an adulteress,'' and insatiable

of sin, luring with a bait unstable souls, having a heart trained in covetousness,

children of malediction ! Abandoning the straight path they wandered, following

in the path of Balaam the son of Bosor,^ who loved the hire of wrongdoing,
but received a rebuke for his own transgression: a dumb beast of burden'
uttering » human voice checked the prophet's infatuation. These are waterless

springs, and mists driven by a hurricane, for whom the mirk of darkness
has been reserved. For uttering inflations of foolishness they lure with a bait '"

in the lusts of the flesh, in wantonness, those who were scarcely ^^ escaping them
who spend their lives in error,—^promising them liberty, though being themselves
slaves, of corruption.^^ For by whatever any one has been worsted, by that

has he also been enslaved. For if, after having escaped the pollutions of the
world by full knowledge of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, they are

worsted by being again entangled in them, the last things have become worse
to them than the first. '^ For it had been better for them not to have fully known
the way of righteousness, than, after fully knovring it, to swerve aside from
the holy commandment delivered to them. But there has happened to them
the fact of the true proverb, "The dog turning to his own vomit," and "A
sow that had bathed to its wallowing-place of mire "^* (ii. 1—22).

This is now, beloved, the Second Epistle I am writing to you, in both of

which I am trying to arouse your sincere understanding, by reminding you,

—

that you may remember the words spoken before by the holy prophets, and
the command of the Lord and Saviour, through your Apostles;^" recognising

this first, that there shall come at the end of the days scofEers in their scoffing,

walking according to their own lusts, and saying. Where is the promise of

His coming P for from the day when the fathers fell asleep '^ all things are

UnwUling to adduce Jude's reference to the dispute between Michael and Satan about tbe body
of Moses, wliich was only recorded by apocryphal writings from Jewish tradition, tbe writer
makes tbe reference general, so that tbe reader who was famibar with the Old Testament
would rather be reminded of Zech. iii. 1, 2.

1 A sacrificial calf ran to Rabbi Judab and wept in bis bosom. But "go,** he said, '*you
were created for this purpose" (Babha Metsia,/. 85 a).

8 The acceptance of Jude's wcrds, and their application in a totally difTerent sense, is very
remarkable. St. Jude's language reads liJte a keen epigram ; on the other hand, we have in St.
Peter a remarkable play on ihe two senses of the word ^dopa., viz., "corruption" and
" destruction " (v. supra, p. 112).

3 Leg, aSiKoiifievou, M, B. Tbe common text has KOfLioviievaif ** about to carry off," A, C.
* I. e. , for life's brief day. " Toluptatem aestimantes diei delicias " (Vulg.).
s (nriXot, where Jude has (m-tAaSes, *' sunken reefs."
6 airarots, tj, A, C, etc., for Jude's ayairats, " love feasts " (cf. 2 Tbess, il 10).
7 ^oi^aAiSos (cf. Rev. ii. 20). But if the reading be right {for noixaKCast », A) the allusion is

ancertain.
» St. Paul (1 Cor. x. 8), St. Peter, and St. John (Rev. ii. M, &o.) abke allude to this false

prophet as a type of false teachers in their own day. Bosor, perhaps a Galilean corruption of
Beor (liyn), with an intentional assonance (in the Jewish fashion, as in Jerubbe$het?i, Kir Hei*e«,

Baal Zebub, &e., see Life of Christ, i. 456) to Rashar, " flesh."
s The New Testament writers, like the LXX., seem to avoid ovos (ass), which led to Gentile

jeers, and use the more euphemistic vn-ofuytoi/.
^'^ Se\€a.^ov,a-iVt as in ver. 14 ; only found in Ja. i. 14,
n Leg. b^iyioq. A, B, &c.
'» John viii. S4 j Rom. viii. 21 ; 1 Pet. ii. 16 ; Gal. v. 13 (Iren. Haer, xii. 3). An old way with

false teachers (Gen. iii, 5), Their argument was, that the Spirit was so supremo and ethereal
that indulgence of tbe flesh could not baim it.

1 13 Matt. xii. 45.
1* Ver. 22, TO TTJy n-apoijuui?, cf. rh t^? ffVKijs, Matt. xxi. 21. Tbe language differs so much from

Prov. xxvi, 11 that probably this is merely a current proverb (leg. Kv\nrixa, ^, A, K, L).
15 " Four Apostles "-^.6., those who fiirst preached to you. Cf . 1 Cor. ix. 2,
1" Cf. Mai. ii. 17 ; Ps. xlii. 4. The exact reference to " tbe fathers " is di^cult to determine.

It mfy mean those well known Christian teachers and others (1 Tbess, iv, 15) who, like St.
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continuitig as they now are, from the beginmng of creation. Por this they
wilfully choose to forget—that there were heavens from of old, and earth
composed out of water, and by means of water,i by the word of God, hy
means of which (water) ' the then world being overwhelmed with water perished

;

but the present heavens and earth by this same word have been stored with
treasui-ies of fire,' being reserved for the day of judgment and destruction of
impious men. But do not ye forget this one thing, beloved, that one day with
the Lord is as a. thousand years, and a thousand years as one day.* The Lord
is not tardy concerning His promise as some reckon tardiness, but is long.
Buffering towards you, not wishing that any should perish, but that all should
come to repentance.' But the day of the Lord shall be upon us as a thief, in
which the heavens shall pass hurtlingly away,' and orbs of Heaven, being
scorched,'' shall be dissolved, and the earth and the works in it shall be burnt
up.' Since, then, all these things are in course of being dissolved,' what kind
of men ought ye to be in holy ways of life and piety, awaiting and hastening'"
the coming of the day of the Lord, because of which the heavens being set

on fire shall be dissolved, and the scorching orbs of Heaven shall be melted ?''

But, according to His promise, we expect new heavens and a new earth, in

which righteousness dwelleth.'^ Wherefore, beloved, since ye expect these
things, give diligence, to be found spotless and blameless for Him in peace,

and account as salvation the long-suffering of our Lord, even as also our beloved
brother Paul, according to the wisdom given to him,'' wrote to you,''' as also

in all his epistles, speaking in them about these things ;—in which are some
difficulties which the unlearned and unstable distort, as also the rest of the
Scriptures," to their own perdition. Ye, then, beloved, knowing these things

James the elder, had. died between a.d. 33 and a.d, 68. But it may natxirally include the
patriarchs aud prophets to whom the promise came (Rom. ix. 5). St. Feter refutes this taunt
about " the slai/us quo of the world " (a) by the deluge of water, which shaJl be followed by the
delude of fire (5-^7) ; and (j3) by the difference between God's conception of time and man's
(&-10).

' The allusion seems to be to water, as the uAtj, the matter out of which the world was made
(as in Clem. Horn. xi. 24)—the material cause of the world, as Thales also, thought;—and to
water as also the instrumental cause (fiiaTeAiKos^ of the world. Gen. i. 6, Cf. Fss. xxiv. 2

;

czxxvi, 6.

' Gen. Til. 11.
* Lit,, "treasured with fire," alluding to the subterranean fires. But it majr be "treasured

up (i.e., reserved) for fire." "We find the same conception in the Book of Enoch i, 6. See Clem.
Alex. Strom, v. 9 : Hippol. Be/. Hoer. ix. 28.

* " The dial of the ages

—

tiie aeoniologiiim—differs from the horologe of time,"—Bengel, Ps.
xc. 4.

* His seeming delay is not delay, but mercy and forbearance {Aufge^chohen nicht avfgehohen) :

"Pa'{en<9»iaaeeer7tit8"(Aug.). See Habbak. ii. 3; £zek. xviii. 23, zxxi.l 11; Ecclus, xxxv.
22; Heb. X. 37; ITim. ia. 4.

' paipiSovt one of tbe .^schylean exjiressions (rf^putras, Topraputra^, virepoyKa, AaiAoi/r, ^6i/>o$,

iretpK, &c. ) of this Epistle.
7 arotxeta may mean the heavenly bodies, as in Justin Martyr, .^pol. ii. 5 (Matt. xxiv. 29),

Kavrovfuu is first found in Dioacorides, in the sense of feverish,
* S. B, K read eupefl^ireTai, " shall be found." This makes very dubious sense, unless the

clause be interrogative. It had occurred to me, before I saw it remarked elsewhere, that it

might be some accidental confusion with the Latin urentur,
* This is the praeetns futurascenst the grand prophetic present which assumes the progressive

realisation of the fixed decree.
10 Just as the Jews believed that by faithful obedience to the Law they would speed the

Advent of the Messiali (see Life of Si. Pa/ul, i. 65, 66).
n Is. xxxiv. 4; Mio. i. 4. " Is. xxiii. 16 ; Ixv. 25. " 1 Cor. iii. 10.
' Even if it is assumed that this can only refer to letters addressed to Asia, we can still

refer it to Bom. ii. 4, ix. 2 (" not knowing that the goodness of God is leading thee to repent-

ance"), for it is nearly certain that the Epistle to the Eomana was address- d, among other

Chu'ches, to Ephcsus (see Life of St. Paul, ii. 170). The allusion to this Epistle would at once
account for the remark that some things in St. Paul's writings were "hard to be understood."

The doctrines of Freedom and Ju.stiflcation by Faith were peculiarly liable to ignorant and
dangerous perversion, as St. Paul himself was well aware (Rom. iii. 8, v. 20; 1 Cor. vi. 12—20;
Gal. v. 13— 26). Others explain the reference by 1 Thess. iv. 13—v. 11, &c.

15 The writings of Christian Prophets, Apostles, and Evangelists would soon acquire a posi-

tion on the same level as the Old Testament Scriptures, See Rev. xxii. 18, 19.
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beforehand, te on your guard, lest, teing carried away by the error of the

lawless, ye fall away from your own steadfastness. But increase in the graca

and knowledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, to Whom he the glory

both now and unto the day of eternity.^

So^abruptly—the Epistle ends. There are no salutations, there

is no benediction. The absence of the former is easily understood,

because the letter was obviously intended to be QScumenioal in character

;

and perhaps this, or the indignant agitation which was shaking the

heart of the writer, or even that share in the composition which I have
supposed to belong to another, may also account for the absence of~

the blessing. No conclusion, it seems to me, can be drawn from this

circumstance, either for or against the genuineness of the letter. But
whether it be genuine or not, or genuine only in a partial and secondary

sense, no one can read it without a recognition of its power, or without

a conviction that the "grace of superintendency " was at work when,
in the fourth century, it was finally admitted into the Canon of the

Church.^ We do not possess in it a letter of the intense and touching

personal interest which attaches to the Second Epistle of St. Paul
to Timothy, because it gives us far less insight into the writer's personal

feelings, and because its absolute genuineness is not above suspicion

;

but if we do not hear in this Epistle, but rather in its predecessor,

the last words of the great Apostle of the Circumcision, there is at least

a reasonable probability that we hear the echo of some of his latest

thoughts.

CHAPTEE XI.

THE EPISTLE OP ST. JUDE.

i^lKn/iivaiv X.6yav.—Oeigen (in Matt. xiii. 55).

The authenticity of the brief but interesting Epistle of St. Jude is

more strongly supported by external evidence than that of St. Peter.

This circumstance alone tends to establish its priority of origin. It was
indeed ranked by Eusebius, as were five of the Catholic Epistles, among
the "disputed" books; but it was accepted by TeituUian,' Clemens
of Alexandria, Origen, Jerome, and Ephraem Syrus, and though
absent from the Peshito, is recognised in the Muratorian Canon. This
acceptance is the more remarkable, because in the brief space of twenty-
five verses it presents so many peculiarities. It startled many Christian

1 "All Eternity in one Day." (Eatius.)
^ I entirely disagree with Dr. Abbott in hia very slighting estimate of the value of

the Epistle. "In omnibus Bpistolae partibus," saya Calvin, " spiritua Christi majestas
88 exserit.

"

' He ia the earliest who mentions it. De habit, mill. 3.
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readers even in llie first three centuries alike by its allusions to strange
Jewish legends unauthorised by Scripture, and by its quotation from
a book -which was acknowledged to be apocryphal. On these grounds,
as St. Jerome tells us, most men in his day rejected it, and the triumph
of its canonicity over such prejudices can only have been due to the
strong reasons for its acceptance. One of those reasons is the absence
of any motive for a pseudonym so little known as that of Jude, and
one which even in the early Church furnished no certainty as to the
identity of the writer. Apocryphal literature was busy from the first

with the name of St. Peter ;^ and any one who wished to secure

recognition for his own opinions by introducing them under the shadow
of a mighty name, would also have had every temptation to give them
the weight of authority which they would derive from the name of

James, the Bishop of Jerusalem. But there existed no such reason
for adopting the name of Jude. The Jude who was believed to have
written this Epistle was not one of the Twelve Apostles. He is never
expressly spoken of as an Apostle, even in the wider sense. His name
is barely mentioned in the New Testament, and only mentioned at

all in connexion with the unbelief which he shared with his three

brothers during the years of our Lord's ministry, previous to that

conversion which, as we may conclude from various indications, was
efiected by the overwhelming evidence for the resurrection of Jesus
from the dead. So little, indeed, is known of St. Jude, that even
tradition, which delights to furnish particulars respecting the Apostles
and leaders of the eai-ly Church, is silent about him. Apart from a few
uncertain inferences, no Christian legend, no pious martyrologist, no
learned enquirer, can tell us one single particular about the life, the
labours, or the death of Jude. The only story in which his name
occurs is the one told us by Hegesippus, and preserved in Eusebius.

He says that Domitian's jealousy was excited by rumours that some
of the earthly family of Him Whom Christians adored as the King
of the Universe were still living in Palestine. Prophecies about the

advent of the great kingdom which was to take its rise in the East had
been prevalent in the days of Nero, and were not entirely set at rest by
the elevation of Vespasian, to the Empire from the command of the

army in Syria. Timid from the sense of his own manifold crimes,

Domitian determined to enquire into the matter, and ordered some
of these "relations of the Lord," or Desposyni, as they were called,

to be brought into his presence. They were grandsons of the " Jude
the brother of James" who wrote this Epistle, and when Domitian

ascertained that they only possessed a few acres of land, and saw
that they filled no higher rank than that of peasants of Palestine,

whose hands were homy with daily labour, he dismissed them to their

* Serapion—ra Se ovSlian avruv ij/ev8eirCypafpa . . , irapaiTtafieOa (Eouth, Hcl, SoCTm 1,

470). Euseb. H. E. iii. 3. We know that there was a " Gospel " and an " Apocalypao "

of Peter,
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homes unharmed and with disdain'—content with their assurance that

the kingdom of Christ was neither earthly nor of this world, but

heavenly and angelical.^

I have here assumed that the author of this short Epistle was
the person whom he describes himself as being—" Jude the brother

of James." That Jude was not one of the Twelve may be regarded

as certain. He does not profess to be an Apostle, and speaks of

the Apostles as of a class to which he did not belong.' The only

Apostle besides Judas Iscariot who bore that very common name was
Judas (the son) of James,** surnamed Lebbseus or Thaddseus. But early

tradition says that this Apostle laboured in Syria, and died at Edessa

;

and if he had been the author, it would be impossible to account for

that non-acceptance of his Epistle in the early Syrian Church which
is proved by its absence from the Peshito Version.' But, besides this,

when the writer calls himself " the brother of James," it is unanimously
admitted that he can only mean one James—the James who, after

the martyrdom of the son of Zebedee, was universally known through-

out the Church—that " pillar " of the Church of Jerusalem who was
the undisputed head of Judaic Christianity, and was distinguished

as "the brother of the Lord."

I shall not here enter into the disputed question as to who were
" the brethren of the Lord," at which I must again glance in speaking

of the Epistle of St. James.

All that need here be said is, that Jude, though not an Apostle, was
a brother of James, and therefore a brother—or, at least, a brother in

common parlance—of the Loi'd. If it be asked why he does not give

himself this title, the simplest answer is that neither does James.

Those who had a right to it would be the least likely to employ it.

None were so well aware as they that from the moment when Christ

began His ministry His whole relations to them and to His Mother had
been essentially altered. On more than one occasion, when they aspired

to control His actions and direct His movements. He had tried to make
clear to them that they must henceforth recognise the Divine mystery
of His Being. He had even classed them as chUdren of the world,

whom it was therefore impossible for the world to hate as it hated

Him.^ And if this was the case during His earthly ministry, how
infinitely more was it the case after His Resurrection, and when He had

' Hegesipp. ap. Euseb. iii. 20. They told Domitian that they only had between them
about seven acres of land, which they farmed themselves.

2 See Eouth, Eel. Saa: 196, and Notes ; Fleury, Hist. Eccl. ii. § 52.
3 Ver. 17, 18. * Luke vi. 16.
* The " Jude of James," who was one of the Twelve (Luke vi. 16 ; Acts i. 13), is

called a son of James in Tyndale's, Cranmer's, and Luther's versions, and in the text
of the Revised Version.

s John ii. 4 (I have shown, however, in the lAfe of Christ, i. Wo, that neither these
words, nor the address " Woman ! " involved any of the harshness or want of the most
delicate reverence which the English translation seems to imply), vii. 7 ; Luke xi 28

;

Matt. xii. 90.
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ascended to the right hand of the Majesty on High ! It was natural

that the early Church should speak of those holy men—^who, if they
were not the sons of the Mother of Jesus, had at any rate been trained

under the same roof with Him—as " the brethren of the Lord." It

was still more natural that, knowing Him at last, and believing on Him
after He had risen from the dead, they should themselves shrink from
the adoption of a title which pointed to a partial and earthly relation-

ship, of which they could not but feel themselves transcendently

unworthy. As for the later term adelphotlieos, or " brother of God,"

which arose to describe this relSitionship,^ I believe that St. James and
St. Jude would have repudiated it with indignant energy, as arising

from a reckless confusion of earthly relationships and Divine mysteries.

They could not prevent their fellow-Christians from speaking of them as

the " brethren of the Lord," but scarcely even for purposes of identifi-

cation would they have been willing to use such a title of themselves,

like St. Paul, they must have felt that, though they had known " Christ

after the flesh," yet henceforth they knew Him "after the flesh " no
more. To have been, in any sense, brothers of Jesus of Nazareth in

the humiliation of His earthly life gave them no right to speak of them
selves authoritatively as brothers of the Eternal Son of God now sitting

on the right hand of the Majesty on High.

On the other hand, nothing was more natural than that Jude should

describe himself as "the brother of James." His object was to tell

his readers who he was, and how they might distinguish him from
thousands of other Jews who bore his name. He was personally

unknown to all but a few. If he called himself "the brother of

James," his identity would be recognised by all. He would have some

influence as a brother of the great " Bishop " of Jerusalem, whose fame

had spread through every community of the Christian Church, and

whose authority, as a sort of Christian High-Priest, was recognised by

the myriads of Jewish Christians^ who still went up to the Holy City at

the great yearly feasts.

Further than this, we only know the single fact that St. Jude was

married. This we learn from the curious anecdote of Hegesippus which

I have quoted on a previous page. It gives us an interesting glimpse of

the simplicity and poverty which continued to the last to be the earthly

lot of those who were connected with the Holy Family of Nazareth

;

and it is the more interesting because it is the last glimpse of them

afforded to us by either secular or sacred history. Hegesippus says they

lived till the days of Trajan, and perhaps implies that the race of

the Desposyni ended with them.' This anecdote also accords with

1 It is found in the superBcription of the cOTsive Mamjscript /, 'AAAos iSeXcfo'Seos ris

lovSas cv(T0icmv, which aJao has ypofina fpoi "E/Spiu'ovs louno/Sov oSeA.(/io«e'ou as a BupersoriptioD

to the Epistle of St. James.
" Acts xxi. 20 : iroa-ai [xvpiaZe^ . . . 'lovSautiV Twv Treirio-TCVKOTWV,

' Euseb. B. E. iii. 20.
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the incidental allusion of St. Paul, which, in contradiction to Ebionile

traditions, speaks of the brethren of the Lord as being not only married
men, but even as travelling about with their wives or Christian sisters

on various missions.^

In the latter allusion we can see the possibility of circumstances
which may have called forth the Epistle of St. Jude. If he travelled

as one of the early preachers of Christianity, many years could not
have elapsed before he learnt by painful experience that it was possible

to accept the profession of Christianity without any participation in the
holiaess which it required. The imaginative sentiment which dwells
with rapture on the supposed perfection of the early Christian Church is

one which is cherished in defiance of history and Scripture. Hegesippus^
says that till the days when Symeon, son of Clopas,' was Bishop of

Jerusalem, the Church was a virgin, and that then " Thebuthis " began
to introduce heresies because he had not been elected bishop. He is,

however, probably taking a Hebrew word for a person. True Christians
did indeed preach a standard of ideal holiness, and approached that
standard in lives more noble and more innocent than any which the
world had ever seen. But from the first the drag-net of the Church
contained fish both bad and good, and from the first the tares sown
by the enemy began to spring up thickly among the growing wheat.
Many of the converts had barely- extricated themselves from the vices

of the heathendom by which they were surrounded.* Some openly
relaxed into pagan practices.^ Others, as time went on, betrayed a
Satanic ingenuity in making their spiritual freedom a cloak for their

carnal lusts.* The Epistle to the Corinthians exhibits to us a Church
of which the discipline was inchoate and the morality deplorable. The
Epistle to the Colossians proves that there had been an influx of

gnosticising heresies, which illustrated the fatal affinity of religious

error to moral degradation. The Pastoral Epistles show that these
germs of sinful practice and erroneous theory had blossomed with fatal

rapidity. In the Epistle of St. Jude and the Second Epistle of St.

Peter we see perhaps still later developments of these tendencies. The
former denounces the atrocities of conduct, the latter the audacities of

opinion, which displayed themselves in men who, in the still tentative

organisation of Christian discipline, and before the Church had perfected
the bulwark of her episcopate, were by the outer world identified with
Christians, and had crept in unawares among the faithful. If Jude in

' 1 Cor. ix. 5. "A sister, awife," appears to mean, as it is rendered in the Revised
Version, " a wife who is a believer."

2 Ap. Buseb. H. E. iv. 22. For "Thebuthis," Bnfinus has "Theobutes quidam;"
see Eouth, i. 237. It may be connected with 3«n and may mean "filth."

3 Bnfinus has Cleopas-
* This is even more apparent in the original of such passages as 1 Thess. iv. 6 and

Eph. V. 3, than it is in the English version, where it is happily obscured by the rendering
of n-XtoMfin by " covetousness."

5 See 1 Cor. v, 1—11 ; 2 Cor. xii. 21.
6 1 Pet. ii. 16 ; Gal. v. IS.
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one of his mission, journeys came into personal contact with any of these

deadly hypocrites, and was brought face to face with their extending
influence, we can well imagine that one who had lived from childhood

in a home of spotless purity, would have sat down in a flame of zeal to

wrap such infamous offenders in the whirlwind of his wrath. The
anger of a pure-hearted Jew might sometimes burn against the heathen

who knew not God ; but here were Christians—Christians who claimed

yet loftier privileges than Israel of old, Christians who had received a

grander law and a diviner spirit, Christians who had been admitted into

a holier sanctuary only to become guilty of a more heinous sacrilege

!

They were doing the deeds of darkness while they stood in the noon-

day. They claimed higher prerogatives than the Jew, yet they lived in

viler practices than the Gentile. The fulness of their knowledge aggra-

vated the perversity of their ignorance j the depth of the abyss into

which they had sunk was only measurable by the glory of the height

from which they had fallen.

" Oh, deeper dole,

That so august a spirit, shrined so fair.

Should, from the starry session of its peers,

Decline to quench so bright a brilliancy

In Hell's sick spume ! Ah me, the deeper dole !

"

FUled with the burning indignation which was inspired alike by the Law
and by the Gospel, Jude determined to warn the infant Church against

their perilous influence. It was his object to expose and to denounce

them ;—and he did not spare.

But though the intention of the Epistle, as he himself tells us, is thus

distinct, we know nothing of the date at which it was written, or of the

place from which it was sent, or of the. Churches to which it was ad-

dressed. That it was written in Palestine, and addressed to Corinth or

to Alexandria, are conjectures, which may be correct, but which rest on no

adequate foundation. St. Jude merely addresses his warnings to faithful

Christians. The notion that his letter was dictated by animosity towards

St. Paul or his followers, may be mentioned as a curiosity of criticism. It

is obvious that bad men, whether Paulinists or Judaists, might fall into

grievous aberrations. Truths can always be distorted by headstrong

partisans. There may have been nominal Paulinists—indeed, we know

that there were'—who wrested St. Paul's language into the wicked in-

ferences that we may sin in order that grace may abound ; and that,

since we are justified by faith, works are superfluous ; or even, as we are

told in modem revivalist hymns, that " works are deadly." But that

1 Eenan, who accepts many of the theories of the Tubingen School in the fuUpst

development which they have received at the hands of Schwegler and VoUonar, sees

in the Epistle of St. Jude olie of those venomous compositions, fnll of deadly hatred,

which he supposes to have been circulated through the Judaso-Christian commumties by

emissaries of St. James, to counteract the growing influence of St. Paul !
See these views

ably criticised by Eitschl, StvMen u. Krit. 1861, p. 103 ff.

' Eom. iii. 8 : 2 Pet. iii. 16.
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Judaists were capable of heresies no less disastrous is proved by the way
in -which they and their adherents are addressed in St. Paul's Epistles.'

There is no reason for asserting that the one class are here denounced
more than the other ; and how little St. Jude was likely to think of St.

Paul with bitter feelings is happily, though most incidentally, revealed,

not only by the analogous tone of St. Paul's own warnings, but also by
the impress of the Epistle to the Romans on the form which St. Jude
adopts for his final benediction. We reject the theories of M. Renan
and the more extravagant followers of the school of Tiibingen, not from
any d, priori views—for we know that in that epoch, as in all others,

theological differences were wide and deep, and theological controversies,

even between men of the Apostolic age, could be bitter and impassioned'

—but we reject them because they rest on no foundation, and because

they are contradicted by facts of which all can judge.

For purposes of exact comparison with the cognate paragraphs of the

Second Epistle of St. Peter, it may be well to translate this letter also in

a style more literal than that of our English Version, and then to consider

the main problems which it presents. It is only by the aid of a literal

translation that the English reader can really estimate the wide diver-

gence of St. Jude's style from the ordinary style of the New Testament
writers. In order that all may take in at a glance the affinity between
this Epistle and the Second of St. Peter, I have here printed in italics those

identical or closely analogous words and phiases which occur in both.

Jude, a slave of Jesus Christ, and a trotlier of James, to them that are beloved in

God the Father and have heen kept for Jesus Christ,' being elect, mercy to you, and
peace, and love be mtiltiplied.*

Beloved,* in giving all diligenee to write to you respecting our common salvation,'

I felt a necessity to -write at once' exhorting you to fight in protection" of the faith

once for aU delivered to the saints. For there slank in^ certain persons^" who have
long ago been fore-described (in prophecy) as doomed for this sentence, impious men,
changing the grace of our God into wardonness^^ and denying the only Master, and
our Lord Jesus Christ. '^ But I desire to remind you, though ye know all things, once

for all,i3 that Jesus,^^ after sa-nng a people from the land of Egypt, secondly destroyed

such as believed not.'*

I Gal. i. 9, v. 12, vi. 12 ; 2 Cor. xi. 20, &o.
" Acts XV. 2, iroAXi) inii))Tri(rts. ' See John xvii. U. • Compare Bph. vi. 23.
5 Only as an opening address in 3 Jolin 2.

* Cf . LtT^Ltiov irioTiVt 2 Pet. i. 1. Even where the words of the two writers are not identical

there is often a close analogy between the meanings which the words express.
7 -ypdi/rat. The word previously used is ypd^ttv. The sudden change oi tense certainly seems

to imply that St. Jude had intended to write a more general letter, but felt compelled by the
present necessity to write this immediate warning. _ * eiraywi't^eirfliu, eit^jer-certare.

* TrapeitreSvtrav ; cf. 2 Pet. ii. 1, TrapeLtra^ovtriv. Gal. ii. 4j napeuraXTOvi, TTapei<nj\9ov.
1" Tires and av^puTToi are both depreoiative (Gal. ii. 12).
II How prevalent was tliis dangerous possibility we see from 1 Cor. vi. 9—18; 1 John iii.

7—10 ; 2 Pet. ii.

12 Or, '* our only Lord and Blaster." n. A, B, C omit ee6v ; but probably (as in Luke ii. 29
j

Acts iv. 2i ; Eev. vi. 10, &c.) ieoTroTns refers to God, though it is used of Christ in 2 Pet. ii. 1.
IS I.e., though ye have once for all received all necessary instruction in matters pertaining to

salvation.
1* "Jesus" is the more difficult, and therefore more prol^able, reading of A, B. It is

explained by 1 Cor. x. 4, and the identification of tbe Messiah with the "Angel of 111© fiOrd"
(Ex. xiv. 19, xxiii. 20, &o.), and with the PiUai of Fire in Philo.

15 " Whose carcases fell -In the wilderness " (Heb. iii. 17).
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And angeUy those wto kept not their own dignity,^ tut abandoned their proper
habitation, he hath hept^for thejudgment of the great day in everlasting chains tmder
mirJey gloom.^ Even as Sodom and Gomorrha^ and the cities around them, giving
themselves to fornication in like manner with these/ and going after strange Jlesh^
are set forth as an example^ undergoing a penalty of eternal fire.'^ Yet, notwith-
standing, in like manner, these persons also in their dreamings defile the flesh, ^ and
set lordship at naught, and rail at gloriesJ But Michael the archangel,^ when con-
tending with the devil, he disputed about the body of Moses,^ dared not i** bring against
him a railing judgmentj^^ but said, ' * The Lord rebuke thee ! " ^^ -^^^ these rail about
such matters as they know notj^^ and such things as they understands^ naturally, like

the irrational animals, in these they corrupt themselves.^" Woe to them, because they

f 1 "Vulg-., pnncipatum.
* T^pnKev. I cannot see any intentional play of words herej thongh it is in contrast with

th.e TOus jutij TTfip-ga'avTas.

3 fdc^os is the word used by Hesiod of the imprisoned Titans (Theogon. 729). 'AtSto? is
stronger than aliavCo^ in the conception of permanence, yet, as we see here, it is used for a
limited period, viz., eis koCo-lv [l. rnj.., and in Enoch, to which Jude is referring, we find " Bind
them for severity generations under the earth until the day of judgment." (See Enoch xii. 4,
xiv.'S, XT. 3, xxi. 10, &c.). I do not thidk it needful to enter into curious enquiries how these
fallen angels, if kept in chains, dwell in the air and go ahout temptiog men (Eph. ii. 2, vi. 12),
or whether the tempting spirits are a different class from the fallen angels. See Excursus on
the Book of Enoch ajad Eabbinic allusions of St. Jude.

* Cleaxly " with these angels." To refer it to Sodom and G-omorrha as though it were " Even
as Admah and Zehoim like Sodom and Gomorrha," or *'£ven as Sodom and Gomorrha, in like
manner with these ungodly Christians," is to introduce impossible explanations in order to get
rid of St. Jude's plain intimation that he, hke the Jews of his day, attributed the fall of the
angels to sensuality.

5 See 3 Hacc. ii. 5, where the words are closely parallel ; so, too, virexeiv, unknown to the
N. T., is found in 2 Mace. iv. 48. The fire of retribution which destroyed the Cities of the Plain
burnt but for a day ; but it is called oionia/n, or eternal^ because the smoking ruin of it remains
(comp. Wisd. x. 7), ojad because it is the tire of God's retributive wrath which bums eternally
against unrepented sin. " Moniam.'' expresses quality, not duration. Libanius uses the same
expression, in the same meaning, of the fire which burnt Troy.

6 See Is. Ivi. 10 (LXX). They are dreamers because they take the substance for the shadow
and the shadow for the substance, and their dreamy speculations are mixed up with immoral
practices.

' What " glories " are meant is very uncertain. Wiesinger and Huther explain it of evil

angels, as the context seems to imply. There is no trace of any early sect of heretics (whether
in conduct, as those spoken of by St. Jude, or in teaching, as those spoken of by St. Peter) railing

at angels, but rather the reverse (Col. ii. 18). In Enoch vi. 4 we read, "Te calumniate [God's]
greatness ; " and in xli. 1,

** The sinners who denied the Lord of glory
;
" and in xlv. 2, ** Who deny

the Name of the Lord of Spirits;" and in i. 8, " The splendov/e of the Godhead shall illiuninate

them." But we can hardly ima^ne that any who hla^hemed God would be suffered to remain
even nominal members of the Christian community. Immorality, however flagrant, would not
necessarOy exclude them from Churches of which the discipHne was lax or weak, as we see not
only from 1 Cor. v, 2, but also ^om the warnings which St. Paul finds it necessary to utter to
even faithful communities. We see, however, from 1 Cor. xil 3 that in the wild abuses of the
** Tongues " some even dared to say " Anathema be Jesus !

" See my Life of St. Paul, iL. 56.

8 "Archangel" only in 1 Thess. iv. 16 (Dan. xii. 1, LXX.). Michael—"the merciful, the
•paMent, the holy Michael " (Enoch xl. 8)—only in Dan. x. 13 j Rev. xii. 7. Origen says that the
allusion is taken from an ^ocr^hal book called TTie Ascension of Moses {Be Princ. iii. 2). See
Eampf, Ber Brief Juda. In Targ. Jonath. on Beut. xxxiv. 6ho is theguardian of the grave ofMoses,

3 The Scriptural account of the death of Moses is v^y simple, but the Jews hadmany legends
about it j especially how he—

" Died of the kisses of the lips of God."
The Angel of Death dared not take his life, and so God drew away his soul with a kiss. One
legend was that Satan claimed his body as " lord of matter " (is rijs vXtjs Seajro^ovTi) . (Ecumenius
says he claimed the body because Moses had murdered the Egyptian.

10 Why " dared not P " The entire reasoning shows that the answer is " Because of Satan's

former greatness." It can liardly be because the language of stem denunciation should never
be used, seeing that Jude himself is here using it in the most impassioned form. In the Catena
is|a strange story that ^tan, seeing Moses at the Transfiguration, taunted Michael with the
violation of God's oath that Moses should not enter Canaan.

11 Literally, " dared not bring against him a judgment of railing.

"

12 The very words used by the Angel to the Accuser in Zech. iii. 1—3.

18 This shows that the "railing" of these impious men was employed against spiritual or
celestial beings of some kind. We have no materials for entering into further details,
w The E.V. does not keep up the distinction between ot^atrt and errtoTarr»(..

15 See on 2 Pet. ii. 12 supra, pp. Ill, 120,
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went in the way of Cain,^ and.pom'ed themselves forth in the error of Balaam for hire,

and perished in the gainsaying of Korah.^ These are the szmlcen reefs^ in yonr
love feastsf* banqueting with you fearlessly,^ pasturing themselves ;^ waterless clouds^
swept hither and thither by winds^^ autnmn-withering trees, ^ fruitless, twice dead,^**

deracinated -^^ wild waves of the sea, foaming out their own shames j^^ wandering stars,

for which the mirJe of darkness has been reserved for ever. Yea, and with reference
to them^^ ,ii(j Enoch, the seventh from Adam,^* prophesy, saying, "Lo, the Lord
came, among his saintly myriads, to execute judgment against all, and to convict all

the impious about all the deeds of their impiety which they impiously did, and ahout
all the hard things which they spake against Him, impious sinners as they are.

These are murmurers, hlamers of their destiny, ^^ walking according to their lusts ; and
their mouth utters inflated things^ admiring persons /or the sake of advantage, ^^

But ye, beloved, remember the things spoken before by the Apostles of our Lord
Jesus Christ, that they used to tell you, that, in the last time there shall he scoffers,

walking according to their own lusts of impieties.^^ These are the, separatists,^^ ego-

tistical,^^ not having the spirit. But ye, beloved, huUding up yourselves on your most

1 The aUusion to Cain is obviously to tke Cain of Jewish. TuigadotTi, for St. Jude can hardly be
chaining these teachers with murder (see Excursus).

2 "Gainsaying," Heb., Meribah; Numb. xx. 13, "the watra-of strife" (LXX, dia-(Xoyias).
* oTTiAoSes, ax vff>aX.oi TreVpat, JECym. Magn. In 2 Pet. ii. 13, o-TrtAot, "epota." i

- * Agwpae are mentioned under that name in this place alone.
* Perhaps <rvvevoixovu.evoL refers to some such insolent selfish greed as that of the rich Corin-

thians (1 Cor. si. 21} ; a^d^Ms-, not fearing either the rebuke of Presbyters (who are themselves
afraid in poor communities to do their duty) or the consequences which mey may bring upon
themselves (1 Cor. xi. 30).

_
5 Ez. xxxiv. 1, " Woe to the shepherds that feed themselves."
"^ Prov. XXV. 14 ; " carried about by every wind of doctrine," Eph. iv. 14.

8 Here St. Peter's "being driven by a hurricane" is the more energetic phrase. The
metaphors and expressions are here as^schylean as St. Peter's, e.g., eTra^pi'^ovTaj cf. ^sch,
Ag. 1067.

3 " Spatherbstliche." Grot, frugvperdae.
10 " Twice dead," merely a proverbial expression for "utterly dead," as in " Bis qui cito," and

*' Pro quo his patiar mori."
11 €Kpi^t}9evTa. I take the imique equivalent from Shakespeare—

" Kend and deracinate

The unity ajid wedded calm of states."
12 Is. Ivii. 20.
IS Or, "to these also " (as well as to others).
1* We should say the sixth, but the Jews counted inclusively. The only object in mentioning

this is the mystic significance of the number seven. Thus the Jews spoke of Mioses as the
seventh from Abraham j of Phinehas as the seventh from Jacob, &c. In Enoch xdi.—xvi. the
prophet is sent on a mission td the PaJlen Angels. They fell from Heaven to earth, he was
exalted from earth to Heaven (Iren. Sa&r. iv. 2, 16). See Excursus, " The Book of Enoch."

15 fi€[j,\l/Ljji.oipoi, " blamers of their own lot." Philo, Vit Mos. i. 33, Kat TroAti/ ^p^avro
jti6fn//tjLiotpeii/, " and they began again to blame their lot." Theophrastus, Eth. C}uvr. xvii., irept

jci6/xi/ftjLi.oiptas„ " discontent following in the wake of self-indulgence."
IS Oavfid^eiv irpotnaira, a Hebrew phraso : comp. Trpoo-wTToA^TTTT)?, Acts x. 34. In Gen. xix. 21,

" Lo I I have accepted thee," the LXS. render iSov, iOavfiaa-d <rov to Trpoa-airov. The best com-
ment is in the words of Shakespeajre—

" And not a man /or "being simply man-
Hath any honour, but honour for those honours
Which are without him, as place, riches, favotir.

Prizes of accident as oft as merit."
And as to the cause which St. Jude assigns for this partiality—

" Plate sin wiih gold
And the strong lance of justice hurtless breaks."

17 'EjLLTratKTat, Is. iii. 4 (LXX.). Warnings against such apostates, blasphemers, and nngoaly
men must have occurred often in the teachings of the Apostles (see Acts xx. 29; 1, 2Thess. j

Col. i. ii. ; Tim. j Tit. ; Kev., passim). It seems a most it^le argument to refer this prophecy to
2 Pet. iii. 1, 2, and thence to assume the priority of that Epistle

!

J-8 The word is only found in Arist. Polit. iv. 4, § 13. Separatists=PharisGes. But here the
Pharisaism is Antinomian and apostate (Hooker, Serm. v. 11).

13 i^uxwol, " egotistical." If this rendering be not accepted, there, is nothing for it but to
naturalise the word "psychical'' as a translation of this word. It expresses ttioae who live in
accordance with the mere natural views of a limited and selfish life. They are not necessarily

'* carnal"

—

i.e., devot<^d to the basest fleshly impulses {trapKiKoi)—nor have they become
"spiritual" (TTj/eujitait/Lot)- They live the common life of men in simple worldliness, and the
slightly expanded egotism of domestic selfishness. '
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holy faith, praying in the Holy Spirit, keep yourselves in the love of God, awaiting
the mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ linto life eternal. And some, indeed, try to con-
vict of error when they dispute with you ;^ and try to save some, snatching them
from the fire y' and pity some in fear,' hating even the tunic that has heen spotted*

by the^esA.
Now to Him that is ahle to guard you' unstumhling, and to set you before His

glory blameless in exultation, to Sie only God* our Saviour through Jesus Christ our
Lord, be glory, majesty, might, and power before aU the aeon,' and now, and to all

the seons. Amen.

I. The style of the Greek—which was no doubt the language in

which this letter was originally written—is exactly such as we should

expect from one to whom Greek was not so familiar as his native

Aramaic, but who still writes with a passion which gives force and
eloquence to his words. It is the language of an Oriental who knows
Greek, partly by reading and partly by having moved among Hellenistic

communities, but whose vocabulary is far richer and more powerful

than his grammar.^ The words are Greek words, and sometimes rare,

forcible, and poetic ; but the whole colouring and tone of thought

recall the manner of the Hebrew prophets, in whose writings St.

Jude must have been trained during his youth in the humble and
faithful house of Joseph at Nazareth.

The most remarkable trace of this Hebraic structure is shown in

the extraordinary fondness of the writer for triple arrangements. In

pausing to tell us that Enoch was the seventh from Adam, he at once

shows his interest in sacred numbers, and throughout his Epistle he has

scarcely omitted a single opportunity of throwing his statements into

groups of three. Thus those whom he addresses are sanctified, kept,

elect,' and he wishes them mercy, love, peace ;"* the instances of Divine

retribution are the Israelites in the wildemess, the fallen angels, and

the cities of the Plain f^ the dreamers whom he denounces are corrupt,

rebellious, and railing -p they have walked in the way of Cain, Balaam,

1 Bead for lAeare or eAseire (which spoU the continuity of the structure), ikiyxere, A, C, which
can only be fully rendered by " try to convict of error ;

^ SiaxpivotiivovSf n, A, B, C, see ver. 9 for

the meaning of the word. Elsewhere it means " doubting " (Acts x. 20, Ja. i. 6, &o. ).

2 Zeoh. iii. 2, " la not this a brand plucked from the burmng ? " (Am. iv. 1)

.

^ Leg. ou! Se eAeSre h ^6fi(f, K, A, B. The omission of this clause by the B.V. (following

K, Tj) spoils the triple structure. The first class of these impious men is to be refuted in

argument ; the second to be saved by vigorous personal influence and exertion ; the third, which
is the most obstinate and degraded class, shun, for fear they should defile and corrupt you ; yet

pity them in Christian love.
* etrjTtAw/AeVoi/ (comp. Bev, iii. 4, ovk tftokwav ra ijitarta avTS)v).

' auTovs for i/iai is the difficilior lectio, but as it is only found in A, it may be a mere slip.

The doxology evidently recaJls Eom. xvi. 25.

• The word " wise," omitted in m, A, B, C, 4;c., is probably interpolated from Bom. xvi. 27.

7 I.e., "as it WEis in the beginning."'
8 The number of the hapax legomena is remarkable, and some of them are full of picturesque-

ness and force—e.g., eirayiovt^eirBat; TrapeKre'Sutrou', cKTropi/euo'coTat, birCtrta (rapKos, vire^ovaat, ^vciKug,

e^cX^thja-av, ayan-at?, a-iriAode;, tf>9tvoirb)pLvdt ewcuppi^ovTCLj irKavrJTai, yoyyvaTcU, ^e^i/ri^oipoi, TrpocrwTra,

6iopifoj/T€5, oTTTaioToi;?, frph Titunos rov ouavtKf besides others which are oidy found here and in

2 Peter, or are exceedingly rare in the New Testament, The semi-poetic Colouring of these

words is a phenomenon often observable in writers who are using a foreign language. "The
diction,'' says Davidson, " is round and full, not neat or easjr, but rather harsh. It shows one
acquainted with Greet, yet unable to express his ideas in it with ease,"—Introdttotion to Nev)

Testament, i, 450.
! yer. }. l" Vor. 2. " Vers. 5-7 " Ver. 8,
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and Korah. ;' they are murmurers, discontented, self-willed ; they are

boastful, partial, greedy of gain f they are separatists, egotistic, un-

spiritual.^ Lastly, they are to be dealt with in three classes, of which
one class is to be refuted in disputation, another saved by effort, and
the third pitied with detestation of their sins.^ But saints are to pray

in the spirit, keep themselves in the love of God, and await the mercy
of Christ f and glory is ascribed to God before the past, in the present,

and unto the farthest future.^

Some of these triplets—those, for instance, in the twenty-third and
last verses—are missed, in consequence of the adoption by the English

Version of inferior readings ; but, as regards the rest, even if we might
otherwise suppose that some of them were accidental, the recurrence of

this arrangement no less thnn eleven times in tw€nty-five verses is

obviously intentional, or, at any rate, characteristic of the writer's mode
of thought. It could not be paralleled from any other passage of

Scripture of equal length/ It is unlike anything which we should find

in classic Greek, and accords with the professed authorship by indi-

cating the Hebraic tinge of the writer's mind. "We shall notice here-

after that a similar antithetic balance and rhythmic flow is characteristic

of the style of St. John. In both of these sacred writers it is the

result of their Semitic origin and Jewish education.

II. But a far more remarkable characteristic of the writer is his

fondness for alluding to remote and unrecorded incidents of Jewish
tradition. In the brief space of nine verses he introduces current

Babbinic views in a manner to which, in the New Testament, there

is scarcely a parallel. He accepts, for instance, the strange notion

respecting the fate and fall of the angels through fleshly lusts. Alone
of the New Testament writers, except St. John in the Apocalypse, he
mentions and names an archangel.* He introduces, probably from the

apocryphal Ascension of Moses^, a personal contention between this

Archangel and the Devil about the body of Moses, to which there is

not in Scripture the remotest allusion.^" He tells us that Michael " did

not dare" to bring a "judgment of railing" against the Evil Spirit.

He refers to Cain in a manner which seems to imply something more
than the murder of Abel. He makes a quotation, which has since been

1 Ver. 11. = Ver. 16. 3 Ver. 19. < Vera. 22, 23.
s Ver. 20. « Ver. 25.

' There is something which partially resembles it in the half-rhythmic triplets of

Eph. V. 14.
s In the Apocryphal books and the Talmud we read of seven Archangels—Michael,

Gabriel, Raphael, Uriel, Sealthiel, Jeremeel, and Sammael.
' 'KvaXi\\tii^ Mtoii<re'a)5. See Hilgenfeld, Mess. Jud. Ixxii. He may, however, be

merely introducing the Jewish legend in his own way. (See lieffert in Herzog.
B. Unc., s. V.)

1" Schottgen, Meuschen, and others adduce in exact parallel to this, that in the JaUmt
Reubeni (f. 43, 3) there is a contest between Michael and Satan about Isaac and the ram.
In HUgenfeld's Messias Judaeorum, p. 461, various fragments are quoted of the
Ascension of Moses, from which the reference was taken. (Orig. De Princip. iii. 2. § 1

;

Bee, too, (Eoumenius ad loc. ; Cramer's Catena, p. 160.)
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discovered in a book confessedly apocryphal.^ How are -we to explain
these peculiarities ? Do they need any apologetic treatment f

There are two ways of treating them, which I shall content myself
with statiQg, leaving every reader of unbiassed miad and fearless sin-

cerity to choose between them.
i. There are many writers who endeavour by various explanations to

minimise whatever contradicts their theories of " verbal dictation," and
who insist that every allusion which cannot be explained out of the
Old Testament must be accepted as a literal fact divinely revealed to
St. Jude himself. It would, indeed, be a matter of no small difficulty

to accept the Jewish legend that angels fell from their heavenly dignity
by sensual impurities with mortal women. Hence these writers interpret
the " sons of God " in Gen. vi. 2 to mean men of the righteous race,

and they suppose that the " giants " ia that passage were the offspring
of iuter-marriages between the race of Seth and the race of Caia.^

They therefore explain St. Jude's allusion as a reference to the expulsion
of Satan's angels from Heaven because of their revolt,—a notion very
familiar to us from Milton's Epic, but of which there are in Scripture
only the dimmest and most disputable traces. They take it as a divinely
revealed fact that the body of Moses was really an object of personal
contention between the Archangel Michael and the Devil, and they
boldly conjecture that Satan desired to seize the body that he might
induce the Jews to treat it as a relic to be worshipped.' Lastly,

although the prophecy attributed to Enoch really does occur in almost
the same words in the apocryphal book of that name—and although it

is certain that the book in whole or in part existed in St. Jude's time—
they refuse to admit that St. Jude could have used a quotation from a
book confessedly apocryphal, but assume either that he received this

particular passage " by independent revelation " ;* or that it was a
genuine prophecy of the antediluvian prophet correctly handed down
by tradition for two thousand five hundred years f or, lastly, that the

writer or interpreter of the Book of Enoch borrowed it from St. Jude,
and not St. Jude from him.

ii. To others the rare phenomena of the Epistle present no difficulty

which requires such a congeries of harsh suppositions—suppositions

which, in their opinion, need no refutation, because they rest on no
basis. They do not think it necessary to support the authority of this

certainly canonical, but as certainly non-apostolic, writer by hypotheses

so extraordinary. They know that at this epoch apocryphal literature

> Jude 14.
- Aa was done even by St, Augustine. See, too, Milton, Pwradise Lost, xii. 580, seq.

3 Fhilippi supposes that the fact was revealed to the disciples, to account for the
appearance of Moses on the Mount of Transfiguration, Of what use are such con-
jectures ?

* " Apostolum Henoohi verba ex singulari divina revelatione habuisse."—Pfeiffer,

Deccu, iv. § 8.

° See "Enoch Bestitutus : An attempt to separate from the Books of Enoch the book
quoted by St. Jude," by Eev. B, Murray, 1838.
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was widely current among the Jews, and that a dense multitude of

Rabbinic legends had sprung up around their early literature and
history. Many of these are of an absurd and objectionable character,

and they see a superintending guidance in the wisdom which excludes
all trace of these from the sacred page. Every Jewish Christian,

trained in the lore of Palestine, would be famiHar with many such
Hagadoth ; and it was perfectly natural that in writing to his country-
men St. Jude should refer to such beliefs by way of passing illustration,

just as St. Paul refers to the traditional names of the Egyptian
magicians,^ and to the legend of the wandering rock.^

St. Jude's quotation from the apocryphal Book of Enoch ' no more
stamps the book of Enoch, or the passage quoted from it, as a Divine
revelation than do St. James's references to the Wisdom of Solomon, or

St. Paul's quotations from Epimenides, Aratus, or Menander. Prom
those pagan writers, and even from the last—deeply dyed as he was
with the vicious morality of a decadent age—St. Paul quotes without
hesitation a religious truth, or moral aphorism, or historical allusion

which happens to illustrate his general purpose. It is in no wise strange

that St. Jude should make analogous use of the Book of Enoch and the
Ascension of Moses, which were current among the Hebraists whom he
was addressing, and whose views he shared. Some have supposed that

he used them because they were accepted by those against whom he is

writing, and because any consideration derived from these would have
the force of an argumentum ad hominem: It seems to be a more natural
supposition that he alluded to current conceptions for a particular object,

just as all writers do in all ages, without entering into any discussion as

to their literal truth.

Such are the conflicting opinions of difierent commentators. They
afiect questions which lie in that neutral region of uncertainty where all

true Christians should respect their common freedom. They touch on
questions of literature and criticism. They hinge upon definitions of

inspiration which the Scriptures themselves do not furnish, and which
the Church has in consequence withheld. They may be safely left to

the influ.ence of time, and the widening thoughts of mankind. All that

we need say respecting them is, "Let there be in things necessary
unity ; in things doubtful liberty ; in all things charity."

iii. If we ask, lastly, who were the evil-doers against whom the
parallel denunciations of St. Jude and the Second Epistle of St. Peter

1 2 Tim. iii. 8.

2 1 Cor. X. 4. See Life and Work of St. Patd, i. 48, 638.
3 The direct quotation is in Jude 14, 15, but there are several other traces of St. Jude's

acquaintance with the book ; for instance, the pseudo-Enoch, no less than Jude, refers
to "wandering stars" (xviii. 14, 16; xxi. 3), and comes near the very remarkable
expression "chains of darkness " (Jude 6 ; 2 Pet. ii. 4, 5 ; " Bind Azazel . . . cast him
into darkness " (xii. 5—7); "Fetters of iron without weight" (Uii. 3). Hofmann and
Philippi try to prove that the Book of Enoch was written by a Jewish Christian. Locke,
Ewald, AVeiszacker, Dillmann, Kostlin, &o., only admit later interpolations of a Jewish
book.
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were hurled—St. Jude exposing their unnatural wickedness and blas-

pheming presumption, the Second Epistle dwelling mainly on their

corrupting influence and specific faithlessness—the answer is that neither

of the sacred writers is dealing with a definite sect, but that the errors

and malpractices which they denounce afterwards came to a head in the

mysteries of iniquity which characterised many sects. These errors

contained the germ of the systems which were subsequently known as

Antinomian Gnosticism. Very shortly after the period with which we
are deaJing, the Nicolaitans drew on themselves the iudignant anathemas
of St. John. The second century saw the rise of other defilers of the

Christian name and profession. Such were the Ophites, who lauded the

Serpent of Paradise as their benefactor ; ^ the blasphemous Cainites, who
made their heroes out of all the vilest characters mentioned in the Old
Testament j

^ the Oarpocratians, who taught licentious communism ;
° the

Antitactae, who regarded it as a duty to the Supreme God to violate all

the commandments, on the ground th-at they had been promulgated by
His enemy the Demiurgus ;

* the Adamites, who taught men to live like

brutes.* None of these sects as yet existed as sects, but in the wild

opinions attributed to Nicolas and Cerinthus we see the seething

elements of reckless speculation which sprang from a common fountain,

but under the subsequent name of Gnosticism split into the two opposite

streams of a reckless immorality and an extravagant asceticism.*

• Iren. Haer. i. 30, § 5. ' Epiphan. Haer. xxxviii. 2.

' Clem. Alex. Strom, iii. 2 ; Theodoret, Haer. i. 6.
• Clem. Alex. Strom, iii. 4. ' Epiphan. Haer. Iii.

^ ij vap TOt a^Lw^opia^ ^tji- SifiaiTKOutrii' ^, TO virepTOvov ayoviTat, 'yKpareiav (Clem . Alex. StrOTIh

iii. 5, § 40).



APOLLOS AM) ALEXANDEIAlf CHEISTIANITY AND
THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBEEWS.

CHAPTER XII.

JUDAISM, THE SEPTUAGINT, AND ALEXANDRIAN INFLUENCES.

" Alexandria . . . vertex omnium oivitatum.''

Amm. Marcell. xxii. 16.

The Christian Faitt does not centre in a Dogma, or in a Book, but in a

Person, and this is the cause and pledge of its essential unity. Its one

answer to all who, with the Philippian jailer, ask, "Sirs, what must I

do to be saved ? " is the answer of Paul and Silas, " Believe in the Lord
Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved, and thy house." That truth was
clearly seen by the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews, when he began
his magnificent sketch of Christian theology with the pregnant words,
" God, Who fragmentarily and multifariously of old spake to oiir fathers

by the Prophets, at the end of these days spake unto us by His Son."

But unity does not exclude diversity—nay, more, without diversity

there can be no true and perfect unity. Where there is no unity there

is distraction, but where there is no diversity there is death. Where
the spirits of the prophets are not subject to the prophets—^where every

man is conscious only of his own invisible consecration—where, as in the

Church of Corinth, every one in his fanatical egotism is anxious to shout

down the truths revealed to others, that he may absorb the attention of

all by his own " tongue," however barbarous, however dissonant, how-
ever unintelligible—where it is ignored that amid the diversities of gifts

and ministrations there is yet the translucent energy of one and the

same Spirit

—

there is confusion, and railing, and irreligious strife. And
where, on the other hand, all lips mechanically repeat the same shib-

boleth for centuries after its significance has been worn away—where
the dulness of a self-styled " orthodoxy " has obliterated the many hues

of the wisdom of God—where enquiry is crushed under the heel of

authority—where, in fact, there can be no independent enquiry because

all conclusions are dictated beforehand by the tyranny of an usurped
infallibility

—

there is uniformity indeed, but therewith corruption and
decay. When it is persecution to alter the perspective of a doctrine,

and death to leave the cart-rut of a system—when they who question

the misinterpretations of Scripture which have been pressed into the
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service of popular errors, must face the anger of startled ignorance

—

when there is no life left save the spark which glows in the ashes of the

Martyr, or the lamp which flickers in the Reformer's cell—then the

caste which has seized the keys of the Kingdom of Heaven may boast

indeed of unity, hut it is the unity produced by selfishness in the few,

and serfdom in the many. The unity so secured is but the stagnancy of

the unrippled water, the monotony of the barren sands. It is the unity

of the dead plain, " where every molehill is a mountain, and every

thistle a forest tree.'' In this latter condition there is a deadlier peril

than in the former. Even discords can be inwrought into the vast

sequences of some mighty harmony, but what great music can be

achieved with but a single note t Unbroken unanimity may be the

boast of a deadening Buddhism, a withered Confucianism, a mechanical

Islam ; it cannot exist in a free and living Christianity. If it exist at

all, it can only be as a uniformity of indifierence and ignorance—

a

uniformity of winter and of night. The uniformity of the noonday is

only for the Infinite. For finite beings, if there be any light at all,

there must be the colours of the sunset, and the sevenfold lustre of the

rainbow, which is only seen when there is rain as well as sun.

" Only the prism's otstruotion shows aright

The secret of a sunheam, breaks its light

Into the jewelled bow from blankest white

;

So may a glory from defect arise, "i

Hence, as we have seen again and again in the books of the Old

Testament, the truth which they reveal comes to us tinged with the

individuality of the writers. It comes to us unchanged, indeed, in

its essence, because that essence is unchangeable, but still reflected and

refracted by the medium through which it has inevitably passed. The
Light of Heaven, like the light of day, can only reach us through

earthly media. The sunlight—lest it should blind us with its bright-

ness—must pass through the atmosphere with its layers of vapour

visible and invisible ; it must glance from a mp-iad surfaces ; it must

fire the mountain tops and blaze upon the sea, and be coloured by

the evening clouds. And yet wherever it falls, however it is modified,

it is always beneficent—and even more beneficent from the changes

to which it is subjected—because it is the sunlight still. And in

the same way, to suit our finite capacities, the Light of Heaven also

must pass through human subjectivities. It must display blessed

varieties of hue, and graduated intensities of radiance, according as

it comes to us through the mind of a Moses or of an Isaiah, of a St. James

or a St. Paul. But of itself it can never lead astray, because it is light

from Heaven. The mystic light which, as Jewish legend tells us,

gleamed over the oracular gems of Aaron's breastplate, was ardent now
with the azure of the sapphire, now with the deep green of the emerald,

1 Browning.
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now witli tlie softer lustre of the amethyst. Even so does the light

of inspiration alternately blaze or glow in the fiery heart of the Apostle

of the Gentiles, in the loving tenderness of St. John the Divine, in the

stern and lofty morality of St. James, the brother of the Lord.

Nor is it otherwise with the truths proclaimed by different com-

munities. Churches, too, have their modifying subjectivity. The
Spirit of God that spake of old in the prophets is the Spirit of Christ

which speaks in his prophets now. " Vox quidem dissona, sed una
relligio." The voices are many, the utterance is one. Churches differ

as individuals differ. There were differences of view, differences of

perspective, differences of characteristic expression in the Churches

of Africa and of Palestine, in the schools of Alexandria and Antioch,

in the Churches of the East and of the West. Christianity in all

Churches was, and ever must be, in its essence Catholic—one and
indivisible

;
yet Christians shared in all minor matters the varying

views of the bodies to which they belonged. There is but one flock

of Christ, but there are maxiy folds. The Christians of Egypt were not

absolutely identical in the colour of their theology with those of

Ephesus, nor the Christians of Ephesus with those of Rome.
Uniquely great and memorable was the work of the Church of

Alexandria. The Christian School of Alexandria was deeply influenced

by the views and traditions of the Jewish schools from which it sprang.

To those schools it was affiliated by an unbroken course of historical

events. I will endeavour, therefore, to furnish here a swift and sum-

mary view of the origin and character of Alexandrian Christianity,

which may at least serve to render more distinct the special character of

the Epistle to the Hebrews.

The Jews, tenaciously as they have always clung to their national

peculiarities, have yet shown a remarkable power of adapting themselves,

within certain limits, to the civilisation and tone of thought of the age

and country in which their lot has been cast. But there has never

been any modification of Judaism so remarkable as that which arose

in Alexandria when Jewish religion first came into contact with Greek
philosophy. Thus did the House of Bondage of their fathers become
for the later Jews a School of Wisdom.^

If the bringing of East and West into closer contact with each other

was one of the main works of Alexander the Great, the deepest

mark which he left on the history of the world was his founding

of Alexandria. Jewish Hellenism—^the utterance of Oriental thought

in Greek language, and the interchange of Asiatic and Greek con-

ceptions—was the result of Alexander's conquests, and of the policy

which directed them ; and this fusion went on more rapidly in Alex-

andria than in any other part of the Macedonian Empire.

' Gratz, Gesch. d. Juden, iii 26.
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Alexandria was a city which had the most splendid advantages.

The fleets of Asia and Europe met in a commodious harbour, whose
entrance was lighted by the Pharos, which has given its name to every
lighthouse in the world.^ Unlike the majority of ancient cities,

it was built upon a regular plan, and was magnificently adorned with
public buildings and works of art. Its climate was healthy; it was
well supplied with pure water by noble aqueducts; its market was
a meeting-place for traffickers from every region of the civilised globe.

The mixture of various nationalities in an important city always tends
to quicken the thoughts of men. Oriental theosophy, Greek culture,

philosophic speculations, found their way among the citizens as surely

as the sailors of the ships which came to anchor behind the Pharos.

Even Theodoras the Atheist was welcomed at the Court of the

Ptolemies.* Alexandria seethed with intellectual excitement.' There
was an incessant conflict and rivalry between the Egyptian, Greek, and
Jewish elements of the populace, which in later times could barely

be kept in order by the rough authority of Roman Proconsuls. But
besides the natural sharpening of the intellect which resulted from
the contact of opposite religions, the Ptolemies had made it their object

to be patrons of literature, and the royal library of Alexandria
furnished an unique opportunity for earnest students.

A circumstance which exercised no small influence over the deve-

lopment of Alexandria was the equality of civil rights which the Jews
had from the first enjoyed. Alexander the Great had been most
favourably impressed by his interview with the high-priest Jaddua.*

Whatever may be thought of the legendary details of that interview, it

is certain that he had spared the Jews from any exactions, and had
accorded to them exceptional privileges. His policy was followed by
the astute dynasty of the Lagidse, the famous Ptolemies who ruled at

Alexandria for nearly three centuries. Under the fostering care of

some of these kings, who understood them better and treated them
more wisely than the rival dynasty of Syrian Seleucids, the Jews grew
and multiplied in prosperity, as they had multiplied in adversity in the

old days of their Egyptian bondage. Before the dawn of the Christian

era they had increased to a million, and not only occupied two of the

five quarters of Alexandria as their exclusive Ghetto, but were also in

possession of the best localities for business in the rest of the city.

Their synagogue—^the famous Diapleuston, with its seventy gilded

chairs, and its size so vast that the signal for the "Amens " of the con-

1 MeyKTroi' efinopelov T^s olfcov/iEi/TI? (Strabo).
2 Diog. Laert. ii. 102.
3 Ets r]V KoX 7) iravraxoBev avveppei fcottjs rStv irepl ^tXovo^iav i<nTOv5aK6Tiav (Greg. NySS.

Vit. Greg. Thawmat.).
* It is an interesting fact—a link between the farther and nearer epochs of antiquity

—that Jaddua, B.C. 333, is the latest person (chronologically) who is mentioned in the

Old Testament. Nehem. xi. 22 ; Jos. Antt. xi. 8, § 5.
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gregation had to be given by a flag—was tte grandest in the world.'

The management of the harbour-shipping, and of the all-important

export of corn, on which Eome depended for its daily bread, was mainly
in their hands.' Their Sanhedrin was almost as venerable as that of

Jerusalem. Their Alabarch was one of the principal persons in the city,

and occupied a position of splendid dignity. The Temple of Onias at

Leontopolis, while it did not alienate their affections from the Temple at

Jerusalem, was a continual source of pride and gratification.' So great

was the skill of the Alexandrian handicraftsmen that, if any of the

finest work was required for the adornment of the , Temple at Jeru-

salem, the Rabbis sent for workmen to Alexandria, as Solomon had
done to the Phoenicians in the days of old.* The privileges of the Jews
had been secured to them under the Roman Empire by the generous
edicts of Julius Csesar and other emperors.^

The Jews had been able on more than one occasion to render

valuable assistance to the Ptolemies, and especially to Ptolemy
Philometor in his struggles against his brother Physkon. It was
natural that the Egypto-Grecian kings should desire to know something
of the vaunted lore of these remarkable subjects. The Greek Version
of the Bible, so famous under the name of the Septuagint, was under-

taken for the gratification of Ptolemy Philadelphus, who wished to

have a specimen of the Bible in the great library f or, perhaps, as a

result of the amicable relations between Ptolemy PhUometor and the

Jewish philosopher Aristobulus. The House of Lagos must have some
of the credit for its production. Whatever may have been the history

of this version—which is much obscured by the fictions of Aristeas as

to its miraculous origin—the eflfects which it produced were deep and
lasting. The Septuagint was, as the modem Jewish historian quaintly

observes, " the first Apostle of the Genti es." For the first time the

heathen of every land were enabled to read and judge for themselves of

all that " Moses delivered in his mystic volume."' The translators of

the Greek Bible, whose names are for the most part unknown, rendered

two immense, but unconscious, services to the Christianity which was
soon to shine upon the world. They disseminated the monotheistic con-

viction, with the historic revelation on which it was based ; and they
created the peculiar dialect in which the New Testament was written.

' See a description of the Diapleuston or Great Synagogue of Alexandria (of which it

was said that " whoever had not seen it, had not seen the glory of Israel ") in Suocah. f.

51, 6. There is the usual monstrous hyperbole

—

e.g., that each of the 71 gilded chairs
for the Sanhedrin was worth 21 myriad talents of gold ! See Gratz, Gesch, d. Juden,
iv. 128.

2 Philo. c. JFlac. ii. 52.5 {ed. Mangey).
3 It seems to have been built about A.D. 150.
* Yoma, 38, 1 ; Gratz, iii. 28. ' Jos. Antt. xiv. 10, § § 1—10.
^ It is said that his attention was called to the subject by the eminent librarian,

Demetrius Phalereus.
' Juv. Sat. xiv. 102. The epithet " a/rcano " seems to be due to the talk of aUegorists,

who denied that the literal sense was the real sense.
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Tlie task of the Apostles and Evangelists would have been far more
difficult than it -was, if they had not found ready to their hands a
dialect which was even more flexible than the pure Greek of the
Classics, and a religious phraseology for technical conceptions which had
already begun to be widely understood.

The appearance of the Septuagint Yersion affected the Jews in very
different ways. To the Alexandrian Jews, and generally to the Jews
of the Dispersion, it furnished an occasion for unmitigated joy. They
could now point with pride to the writings of Moses and the Prophets
in pi-oof that they too were in possession of a priceless literature. They
could show the Greeks that there were Hebrew writers even greater
than Pythagoras and Plato, who were the boast of Heathendom. The
tenets of their religion became better known, and therefore more
respected, wherever Greek was understood. Though Hebrew was now
a dead language, and the Jews of Europe and Asia had for the most
part forgotten their native Aramaic, they were kept faithful to the laws
and iastitutions of their fathers. Thanks to the labours of " the
Seventy," Moses was read in the Synagogues every Sabbath day, and
interpreted into a tongue understanded of the people.^ "We cannot,
therefore, wonder that the Alexandrian Jews kept the day of the publi-

cation of the Septuagint as an annual feast-day, on which they visited,

with every sign of rejoicing, the cells on the island of the Pharos in

which tradition said that the version had been finished by supernatural
aid.

Far different were the views of the stem old Hebraisers—the
Hebrews of Hebrews—^who taught in the schools of Palestine and
Jerusalem. Rejecting the fiction of Aristeas, that the interpreters had
been sent to Ptolemy Philadelphus from Jerusalem by the express

sanction of the high-priest Eleazar, and scornfully denying that God had
shown His approval by granting inspiration to the Translators, they
regarded the rendering of their sacred tenets into a profane language as

an irreparable misfortune. It had long been forbidden to write the

words of the Torah on the skins of unclean animals ; surely, they
argued, it was a far greater profanation to express them in the

accents of a pagan dialect. Was it even possible so to express them ?

Was it possible to place them in the crucible of an unhallowed language

and not to evaporate some of their subtlest elements of truth 'i How
could the God of Shem speak in the unblessed accents of Japhet ? Was
it not certain that, apart from the impossibility of making one tongue

express the exact sentiments of another, there would be large room for

unfaithful concessions to Greek and heathen prejudices on the part of

1 In the Life of St. Paul, i. 369, I hare mentioned the interesting fact that from the
Midrash, or expository sermon delivered by the Apostle, we are enabled to tell with
certainty what Parashah and Haphta/rah, or First and Second Lessons, had been read

from the LXX. in the Synagogue of Antioch. in Pisidia, on a certain Sabbath more than
eighteen centuries ago.
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the Translators ? As a counter-manifesto to the exultation of the

Alexandrian Jews/ they kept the day of the publication of the Greek
Bible as a Fast, and a day of evil omen as deadly as that on -which

Israel had danced around the golden calf.^

And from their point of view the Rabbis of Jerusalem were more
than half right. They had good grounds for being suspicious of what
they called the " wisdom of the lonians."' The publication of the Bible

in Greek did tend to alter the conceptions of the Jews ; to widen their

tribalism ; to prepare the way for Christianity ; to throw down the

middle wall of partition between them and other nations ; to show the

absurdity of many of the legends, precedents, and inferential systems
which they had based on the isolation of their favourite "texts." But,
further than this, there can be little doubt that Judaism, when denuded
of the ism wherein resided its intense exclusiveness, lost also much of its

distinctive character. When the Jews began to recognise that they were
not the monopolists of truth, they developed the tendency to underrate

the preciousness of the truth which was their special heritage. It was
by no means easy to fulfil the aspiration of the learned Rabbi Jochanan
Ben Napuchah, who had desired to unite the pallium of Japhet with the

tallith of Shem.* "When in the troubles which burst upon the Alexan-
drian Jews in the Proconsulship of Flaccus many of them purchased
exemption from torture and massacre by apostasy, the religious conser-

vatives of Palestine were strengthened in their conviction that the Jews
could never study without peril the literature of the Gentiles. When
an old Rabbi was asked at what hour Grecian literatxire might be studied,

he replied that it could only be studied at an hour which belonged neither

to the day nor to the night; for God's Law, and that only, ought to be
man's meditation both day and night.°

Even the Seventy had shown that they either did not sufficiently

understand the duty of absolute faithfulness in translators, or that in
some instances their sense of the literal meaning of the Sacred Text had
been biassed by the spirit of the age in which they moved. Certain it

is that they had left traceable indications of their private opinions, and
of the tone of thought by which they were surrounded.

In some particulars their variations from the original had been com-
paratively harmless. If in reading the lists of clean and luiclean animals
the reader came upon the Greek word dasupous, or " rough-footed," when

• Vhjlo, Tit. Mos. ii. 140.
2 See Frankel, Vorstiidien, i. 61. In later times Justin Martyr complained that the

Jews had falsified the Septuagint by cutting out passages -which told in favour of the
Christians, such as "TeU. it out among the heathen, the Lord reigned /rom the tree"
(airb fv'A.ov), Ps. xc-sd. 10. See Just. Mart. Dial. pp. 169, 170. Tert. Adv. Marc. iii. 19.
Aug. Enarratt. in Ps. p. 714. But the -words were probably a Christian gloss.

3 " Cholcmath Javanith." See Derenbourg, Palest, p. 361.
* See lAJe of Christ, ii. 461 ; Life of St. Paul, i. 37. (Midrash Kabbah on Gen.

xxx-vi., &c.)
5 Eabbi Ishmael, arguing from Jos. i. 8. Menaohoth, f. 99, 2 (Derenbourg, Palest,

361),
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he knew that the animal mentioned in the Hebrew was the hare {arna-

beth), he soon remembered with a smile that, if the courtly translator had
rendered the word literally by Lagos, the Ptolemies might have seen

with disgust that the founder of their dynasty bore the name of an
animal which the Jews regarded as unclean ! Again, if he found the

homely ass (onos), on which Moses and the sons of Jair rode, dignified

into a prancing steed (polos), this might seem to him a simple way of

avoiding the scorn which a Greek unfamiliar with the value attached to

the ass in Eastern countries would have felt when he read of any emi-

nent person bestriding an animal so humble and so despised.^ He would
have been further amused by finding Keren Happuk, the daughter of

Job (Job xlii. 14), whose name means "horn of stibium," turned into
" Amalthea's horn ;

" and by the substitution of Greek for Hebrew
proverbs in 1 Kings xx. 11 and Prov. xxiii. 27.^ Again, the Seventy,

in not a few instances, had introduced or implied the legends (Hagadoth)

and precedents for inferential rules (Halachoth) which were not only

sanctioned in the Rabbinic schools of Jerusalem, but which it was their

main occupation to discover and to record. Thus in Deut. xxxii. 8 they

had, "He set bounds to the people according to the number of the Angels

of God ;
" in Josh. xxiv. 30 they insert that the flint knives used for

circumcision in the wilderness had been buried in Joshua's grave ; in

Ex. xiii. 18 they rendered "harnessed" by "five abreast;" in Gen. iv. 4

they added that God " kindled by fire " the sacrifice of Abel ; in Josh,

xui. 22 they follow the legend which made Balaam, like Simon Magus,

fly in the air, until he was dashed down {4v f>oir^) by Phinehas ; in 1 Sam.

XX. 30 they imply that Jonathan's mother was one of the maidens seized

at Shiloh ; in Num. xxxii. 12 they introduce the belief that Caleb was of

Gentile origin.

These were pardonable eccentricities. But there was one important

matter of dogma in which the Seventy had shown that they were the

children of their own epoch knd had deeply imbibed the opinions of the

Greek philosophers. The Supreme BeLag of the Greek philosophers had
been a Being infinitely exalted above human imperfections, and there-

fore a Being absolutely unlimited by human peculiarities. This view of

"the Divine" had impressed itself on the philosophising Hellenists of

Alexandria. They disliked the simple " antJvropomorphism" of the

earlier Sacred books, and did not wish to represent the God of Israel to

the Gentiles as one who was pictured with a body, or who appeared in

human form to the eyes of men. StUl less was it consonant with Alex-

andrian prejudice to give literal renderings to those expressions which

spoke of God by what is called " anthropopaihy "—that is, as subject to

wrath, repentance, or other human emotions. Yet the " anthropomor-

i The LXX. were fond of euphemisms, as in their rendering of Gen. xlix. 10; Deut.

xxiii. 14 ; Nah. iii. 5 ; Is. iii. 17 ; Job xxxi. 10. They show a little national vanity in

small matters in Ex. ii. 1 ; iv. 6 ; vi. 12, 15 ; 1 Sam. xv. 12.

2 Frankel, Vontud. i. 203.
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pHsm " and " anthropopathy " of the early Scriptural books could oni/

be modified by imperfect or tinfaitbful renderings ;—and of these the

translators did not hesitate to be guilty.' In Gen. vi. 6 the expression
" it repented the Lord," and similar phrases elsewhere, quietly disappear

from the Greek Version. In Ex. xxiv. 10 the Elders of Israel are not

allowed to see "God," but only "the place where God stood."^ The
falsification of the following words is still more startling. Instead of
" Upon the nobles .... He laid not His hand ; also they saw God,"
we have the daring change " Of the elders of Israel not even one perished

(diephonesen), and they were seen in the place of God." Well might the

Talmudist^ charge the Seventy with intentional perversion of the text in

this place. In Ex. iv. 16, "Thou shalt be to him for God {avhvh) " be
comes " Thou shalt he to him the things that relate to God {ri. vphs rhv ©eii;').''

In Num. xii. 8 the Epiphany to Moses is softened into a vision of the

Shechinah, or glory. In Num. xiv. 14 it is not Jehovah, but the Sfie-

chinah, which is seen face to face. In Job xxix. 25, in Ps. xlii. 3, and
in many other places, the direct expression " Jehovah " is softened into

phrases of which the intention always is to place as many intermediates

as possible between the Supreme and man. In Job xix. 26, 27, for
" Yet in my flesh I shall see God, Whom I shall see for myself and my
eyes shall behold, and not another," we have, " For these things happened
to me from the Lord, which I wnderstand for myself, which my eye has
seen, cmd not another." In Job xxxv. 14 "Although thou sayest thou
shalt not see Him, yet judgment is before Him, trust thou in Him," be-

comes "For the Almighty sees those who do wickedness, and shall save

me; he judged hefore Him." In Ps. xvii. 15 the Seventy give us, "7
sliall he seen hefore Him in Righteousness, I shall he satisfied in His
glory heing seen." In Hezekiah's prayer (Is. xxxviii. 11) "I shall not

see the Lord, the Lord in the land of the living" is turned into " I shall

not see the salvation of God in the land of the living, I shall not see the

salvation of Israel on the earth."* In Is. ix. 6, "the mighty God" be-

comes " an Angel ofgreat counsel."

2. This and other tendencies find their illustration in the writings

of the Jewish philosopher Aristobulus and in the Wisdom of Solomon.^

Aristobulus, a man of priestly descent, is said to have been the first Jew
who studied Greek philosophy, and he was an avowed Peripatetic.

Lining in the court of Ptolemy Philometor (b.c. 160), he stood in close

terms of intimacy with the royal house, and presented the Pentateuch

^ See their versions of Ex. iii. 1 ; iv. 24 ; xvii. 16 ; xxv. 8. They are specially

audacious in Ex. xix. 3.

2 Ex. xxiv. 9—11. Kal elSov Tor tottov o5 etcTT^fcet 6 0ebs.

3 Megillah, f. 9, a.

^ If there is no change in such passages as Amos ix. 1, etc., it is because these are
understood as visions only. For a full treatment of the subject see Frankel, Vorstudien
zu der SeptuaginUt.

5 The avoidance of "anthropomorphism" and " cmthi'opopathy " in the Taigums is no
less marked. Dr. Deutsch has supplied many instances in his Literary Bemadru
pp. 348—356.
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to the King, ifrith a commentary and prolegomena. A fragment of this
work, which is sometimes called a Syngramma and sometimes Prope-
phovjmena, is preserved for us by the indefatigable labours of Eusebius/
and in this fragment Aristobulus expressly warns the King against a
literal understanding of anthropomorphic expressions. If God is spoken
of as having hands, arms, feet, and so on, those, he says, must be simply
looked upon as pictorial phrases. Where it is said that " God stands,"
the reference is to the fixed order of the imiverse. The speech of God
is only to be understood of ultimate causation, for " God spake and it

was done." This philosopher appears to have translated the Book of
Exodus in the Septuagint Version.

3. The author of the Wisdom of Solomon availed himself of the
personification of "Wisdom" in the Book of Proverbs as the inter-

mediate agency between God and man which the Alexandrian theosophy
required. In this book " Wisdom " plays the part which is assigned to
the Logos in the writings of PhUo. The dualism—^the existence of
matter as the source of evil apart from God—of which there is a trace
in the avoidance of the term " Creator " by Aristobulus, fimds a distinct

expression in the Wisdom of Solomon when the writer says that God's
Almighty hand made the world out of matter without form.^ In the
opinion of the Alexandrians the world was not created out of nothing,
but out of the formless chaos, the ThohO, vor-hohA of the second verse of
the Book of Genesis. We see, too, in the Book of Wisdom the dislike

of the body—that view of it as the fetter and prison rather than the
home and temple of the soul—which was aftei-wards so strongly felt by
the Neoplatonists that the philosojiher Plotinus is said " to have blushed
that he had a body." " The corruptible body," said this eloquent writer,
" presseth down the soul, and the earthly tabernacle weigheth down the
mind that museth upon many things."^

4. The epoch of the Septuagint was characterised by an outburst of

Jewish literature of a semi-ethnic character. A poet named Ezekiel
dramatised the Exodus ; another named PhUo wrote an epic on Jeru-
salem ; a third—Theodotus—chose his theme from the story of Dinah
and Shechem. Demetrius and Eupolemos wrote history ; and the Story

of Susanna is one of several specimens of Jewish romance. But the
name of all the other Alexandrian writers is eclipsed by that of the
great PhUo, who reproduced Jewish theology for the benefit of Greek
and Hellenist philosophers, just as Josephus reproduced Jewish history

for the benefit of cultivated Eomans. But there is this difference

between Philo and Josephus. The astute historian well knew what he
was about. He falsifies and colours, and omits and modifies with con-

summate skill and coolness whenever it suits him, and feels as little

scruple in assimilatiag the Pharisees to the Stoics as he feels in describ-

ing the Angel who appeared to the mother of Samson as a handsome

1 Euseb. Fraep. Evamg. viii. 10, xiii. 12. ' Wisd, xi. 17. • Wisd ix, 15,

10
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youth, who kindled the jealousy of Manoah. Philo, on the other hand,

wrote with far greater unconsciousness. Unable to read Hebrew^—
knowing the Sacred books chiefly, if not exclusively, in the Greek
Yersion—having breathed from childhood the atmosphere of Alexandrian
speculation—he no doubt considered that he had really grasped the key
to the inner meaning of the Scriptures, and that his method of exegesis

was the only way to rescue them from philosophic contempt. But it is

a great mistake to suppose that he invented the philosophic system which
is generally known by his name. The maia beliefs of that system were
—that matter is impure ; that God cannot appear under material form,

and is therefore invisible ; that He chose the Jewish people to receive

His revelations ; that those revelations can only be interpreted by
allegoric methods ; that He deals with men solely through the Logos or

"Word, and the logoi or Diviue forces ; that the body is the source of

evil ; that the soul is pre-existent ; that to gain God's mercy the flesh

must be slain, and we must attain to the virtues of resignation, un-

worldliness, simplicity, faith, hope, and love. But none of these views

was absolutely original. He does not announce them as such. He
writes as though he were addressing readers who would at once recognise

the truth of what he says. His thoughts, apart from many new illus^

trations, are not peculiar to him, but are found throughout the whole
circle of Alexandrian literature.^ The grounds for this statement will

be found in the sketch of the life and writings of Philo, which occupies

the following chapter.

CHAPTER XIII.

PHILO, AND THE DOCTRINE OP THE LOGOS.

2x^5oy yap ret trdyra 1j t^ 7r\6((rTa t^s yofioOeffias aWTjyopelrau
Phtlo, De Josepho.

Among the Jews of Alexandria the family of the Alabarch Alexander
had risen to a pre-eminent position. They were of priestly origin, and
of wealth so immense that on one occasion Alexander, out of regard to

Queen Cypres, found no difficulty in lending to Agrippa I. the great

sum of 200,000 drachmse.' At Jerusalem the family was favourably

known from the splendid generosity with which the Alabarch had
enriched nine gates of the Temple with silver and gold.^ At Rome
they were so much honoured for their integrity that Antonia, the

' This is clear from his mistakes in explaining simple Hebrew names. See Frankel,

Yorstudien, ii. 28—il.

' To prove this is the object of the second volume of Gfrorer's learned book on Philo,

to which I have been much indebted. Ihe author has pointed out that there are in

Josephus many traces of simOar views,
3 Jos. Antt. xviii. 6, § 3. * Id., B. J. v. 5, § 3.
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mother of Claudius, made Alexander her ste-wrard, and Claudius sho-wed

him marked favour. His son, Tiberius Alexander, at the terrible price

of apostasy from his religion, rose so high in the Roman service as to be
appointed Procurator of Palestine, and, afterwards, Praefect of Alex-
andria. Of the other two sons, one married Berenice, and died early,

the other succeeded his father in the office of Alabarch.^

Philo was the brother of this Jewish Crcesus,' and therefore the

uncle of the three Alexandrian Jews who played so considerable a part

in the history of their day. He seems to have passed his life in unbroken
prosperity, troubled only by that "inexorable weariness" which is

experienced by most men at some period of their lives. He complains

somewhat querulously of burdens which might have been lightly borne

by those who had been called upon to face severer troubles.' He was
married, and his wife had so profound an admiration for him that, when
asked why she wore no jewels, she answered, in the spirit of the mother
of the Gracchi, that "her husband's virtue was her sufficient jewellery."*

In Philo's single visit to Jerusalem, which fell during the lifetime of

Jesus, his priestly birth secured him the privilege of offering sacrifices

in the Temple.^ In the troubles which arose in Alexandria from the

brutality of the Greek and Egyptian mob, and the ill-humour of the

Prsefect Flaccus, he was chosen one of the ambassadors to the Emperor
Gains, and was an eye-witness of the strange scenes of which he has

left so vivid a picture in his description of the insane and odious tyrant.'

He employed his peaceful days in acquiring the knowledge, superficial

in character, but encyclopsedic in range, which was the fashion of his

time ; and he threw himself with enthusiasm into the pious task of

allegorising Scripture in such a way as to make it speak the language of

Greek philosophy, and especially of "the holy Plato" and "the holy

community of the Pythagoreans."' He was one of those who, under

God's Providence, helped to pave the way for Christianity, but that he

was not himself a Christian, as early legends assert, is shown by the

absence from his writings of every distinctively Christian truth.

Judaism sufficed him. In one eloquent passage he argues for the

Divine Mission of Moses from the immutability of his legislation amid
the numberless vicissitudes of Jewish Ufe, while the works of all other

lawgivers had been incessantly modified, abrogated, and swept away.'

All the numerous works of Philo may be grouped round four

1 Jos. Antt. xix. 5, § 1 ; xx. 5, § 2.

« Ibid, xviii. 8, § 1 ; Gfrorer, Philo, i. 1—7.
3 J)e Legg. Spec, ii., ad imit, inevuv S' S^wj! ivrexoi. (Mangey, n. 299.) My references

to Philo will be made to the folio edition of Mangey (1742), but I generally add the
section also.

* Fragm. (Mang. ii. 673.)
5 See Enseb. I'raep. Evan, viii. 12 ; Jer. Cat. Script. Some think that Alexander in

Acts iv, 6 was his brother.
' In his Legatio ad Gaium, the moat popular of hia writings.
' De Promd. ii. 42 : "Quod ommis prob. liber," ad imit. Tiv llvSavopii'tiiK Upunanv 6C<urov.

8 De Vita 3fosis, ii. § 3 (Mangey, ii 136).
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treatises : namely, those on the Creation of the -world ; on Abraham
J

on Joseph ; and on the life of Moses.^
I. The first of these—the book on the Creation—and the tracts

which touch upon cognate subjects—are an endeavour to bring
the Mosaic cosmogony into harmony with the views of Plato in his

TirruBus.'^ Philo keeps ia sight two elements of creation : on the
one hand a formless chaos ; on the other a Being better than all

goodness, holier than all holiness, more beaiitiful than all beauty,
of Whom man may know indeed that He is, but hardly wliat He
is.* But how was it possible to bridge over the vast abyss. between the
two? How, in the words of Plato, could the mortal be woven into

the immortal ? Philo meets the difficulty partly by the conception
of the Logos, "the Word" by Whom God created all things; and
partly by the yet lower agencies of "intermediate words"—spiritual

entities—angels of all kinds, "thrones, dominations, virtues, princedoms,
powers "—^who had their share in the work of creation, and by whose
existence Philo accounts for the plural " Let us make man." The
visible world was not created at once, but there existed in the Divine
understanding an eternal determination not to leave Chaos in its

formlessness. This determination constituted a spiritual world, which
was the archetype and exemplar of the visible. It was the Perfect
Idea, of which material existences are the transient and imperfect
copy.

II. In the treatises on Abraham and on Joseph, Philo gives the
reins to his imagination. The simple narratives of Scripture become,
as narratives, almost valueless. They lose their historical beauty
and human interest. They become elaborate allegories, through which
move a crowd of vapid abstractions. Abraham leaving his country
and his kindred and his father's house, is lowered into a sort of

typical Stoic departing from the Chaldeea of the sensual understanding
to seek the land of pure reason, and turning his back upon desire,

and fear, and ambition. He is, in fact, not an Oriental Emir called

to inaugurate the era of the chosen people, but a symbol of the soul

seeking God. The Ohaldees worshipped stars, and therefore the call

to Haran was an indication that he was to look, not at the universe,

but at himself. Haran means " Holes," and is a symbol of the
five senses. Abraham's further wanderings' mean that he attains

to the knowledge of God. Abram means, according to Philo, "aspiring

' See Zeller, iii. 2,603 ; Hausrath, Neutest. Zdtgesch. Die Zeit d. Apost. 152. Gfrorer
divides his writings into four general classes :—(1) Philosophic {De mundi incorrupti-
bilitate ; Quod omnia protus liber ; De vita contemplativa) ; (2) Historical {De mundi
opijido ; De vita Mosis ; De Decalogo ; De Monaixhid ; De Circumcisione ; De legibus
specialitus ; De praemiis et poenis, &c.) ; (S) ARegoTising {Liber Legis allegoriarum ; De
somniis, &o.) ; (4) Political {Legatio ad Cfaium ; Contra Flaccum) ; Philo i. 7—37.

2 Hence the oft-qnoted proTCrb, "Either Philo platonises, or Plato philonises."
(Suidas, &c.)

3 St. John, on the other hand, says (i. 3),
" Without Him was not even one thing

made that hath been made,"
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father," with, an allusion to his star-worship, but Abraham means
" father of sound." Sound is Uke speech, but " father of sound

"

is like spirit which utters sound. ^ Similarly he says that Sarai means
"my rule," and Sarra (= Sarah) "princess;" and that the first name
allegorically signifies particular virtue, which is transient; and the
second, generic virtue, which is eternal and iucorruptible.^ Thus
the grand old patriarch becomes a cold cypher, indicative of mental
earnestness ; Sarah, the beautiful and passionate Eastern woman, fades

into an unsatisfactory symbol for an abstraction. The laughter from
which the name of Isaac was derived becomes the joy of the
philosopher who has conquered every evil impulse, and entered into

the rest of the Eternally Real And whereas Sarah is Virtue and
abstract Wisdom, Hagar represents only the general sciences of

grammar, music, geometry, dialectics, and rhetoric ! If Jacob comes
to a certain place when the sun sets, the statement in the Philonian
system is explained by the remarks that the sun is the perceptive

faculty, the place is the Divine Word, and Jacob is wisdom attained

by training. Hence the only value which that pathetic and deeply
instructive story possesses for Philo is the somewhat dreary platitude

that man can only grasp the Divine when his natural understanding
has set like the sun.^

III. In the Life of Moses, Philo is anxious to prove the absurd
hypothesis that the Gentiles have learnt their wisdom and philosophy

from the Jews, and that Moses was practically the master of Hesiod
and Heraclitus, of Plato and Zeno.^ Here, as everywhere, Philo cares

almost nothing for the letter of the Law. He is indeed a faithful

Jew, and thinks that the Law should be rigidly observed. Just as

we cherish the body as the dwelling-place of the soul, so (he says)

ought we to keep the letter of the Law, although its real meaning
lies exclusively in the esoteric senses which can be tortured out of

it.° Circumcision, and the Sabbath, and all the other Mosaic institu-

tions, are but allegories. ° Even as to the plainest details of juris-

prudence, which, in their homely realism, seemed too coarse to form
any part of a Divine revelation—such, for instance, as that which
punished the immodest interference of women in quarrels—an
explanation was forthcoming. The passage is made to mean that

every soul has male and female elements, of which the male elements

reach forth to the heavenly and the female to the earthly, and that

our natural tendency towards the transitory must be flung off.' So
sincere was Philo in his belief that truth could only be found in

I Tl<iTi)p IfcXe/cTos fix<n>- De Cherubim, i. § 2 (Mang. i. 139).
* De nom. mmtat. § 8, etc. (Mang. i. 591, etc.).

' *' Quod a Deo mMtantur somnia." § xxii. sq. (Mang. i. 638, sq. ; Gratz, iii. 295).
* Quis rer. dm. haeres (i. 503, and other passages). See Gr9.tz, iii. 295,
' De ChervJnm, ad init. and passim.
^ Leg. allegg., ad init. (Mang. i. 43) ; De Josepho, § 6 (Mang. ii. 46),

7 De spec. legg. (ii. 329) ; De circumc. (ii. 211) ; Gratz, iii. 297.
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ttese strange paths of exegesis, that he thanked God for having

allowed him to be the interpreter who rendered clear the meaning

of that which to the mass of men had hitherto been unintelligible.^

He even tells us that he occasionally fell into ecstasies, in which he

was prophetically made aware of profound meanings, which otherwise

would have escaped him.^ Yet, though he thus allegorises everything,

his views wholly differ from those of the Epistle of Barnabas.

Anything Hke disrespect for the letter of the Law struck him as

impious. He delights to point out instances of retribution which

fell on the enemies of Israel. He tells of an Alexandrian who, having

made himself merry on "the splendid present which the Lord of

the world had made to the patriarch Abraham and his wife Sarah,

by presenting the one (in Greek) with the letter alpha and the other

with the letter rho," became afterwards mad, as a punishment inflicted

on him by Heaven.'
The PhUonian method is of all styles of exegesis the most arbitrary.

But Philo unquestionably did not invent it. Both among Rabbis

and Alexandrians it was already in the air. It sprang from the spirit

of the times. It was the inevitable result of two beliefs, which would

otherwise have come into dangerous collision—the belief in Biblical

inspiration, and the belief in Greek philosophy. Alexandrian Jews
had to reconcUe the letter of the Bible with convictions which could

only be deduced from it by allegorising processes. When they had

come to believe in Platonic idealism and Pythagorean mysteries

—

to look on matter as impure, to regard the Divine Being as incog-

nisable, to contemn the body as the source of all evil—^they saw no

way out of their dilfioulties except by inventing a Logos as High-priest

of the world, and subordinating to him all kinds of powers and
spirits, untU they had taken the golden reins of external nature out

of the hands of God, and transferred them to the charge of intermediate

beings.*

It may help the reader to understand the method in virtue of which
this Judaic philosophy claimed its sole right to exist, if I furnish one or

two more specimens of the allegorising inferences which enabled the

Alexandi'ians to make Moses express the thoughts of Plato, and to turn
" a religious philosophy" into something which they took for " a philo-

sophic religion" But for these I must refer to the Excursus on
" Specimens of Philonian Allegory " at the end of the book.

The doctrine most closely identified with the name of Philo is that

of the Logos ; and it is sometimes asserted that St. John, and, to a

certain extent, the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews—^who, however,

1 De spec. legg. (ii. 300).
2 De Cherubim, § 10 (i. 143) :

" I once also heard something of still deeper significance
from my soul, which is frequently accustomed to be inEed with inspiration .(ScoXrjnreiaSai),

and to exercise divination ((lavTeiierfm) concerning things which it does not know."
3 De nomin. mutat. § 8 (Mang. i, 587).
* Gfrorer, Philo, i. 73.
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seems to avoid the use of the actual word—^borrowed it trom him. It

is easy to show that this is far from being an accurate statement of the

case.

The word Logos has two meanings, Reason and Speech. Philo uses

it sometimes in one and sometimes in the other of these senses, but pre-

dominantly in the former. When he wishes to distinguish between
them, he calls Speech " uttered Reason " (logos prophorikos), and
Reason " immanent Speech " {hgos endiatlietos). The Reason, he
says, is like a fountain, and the utterance flows from it. The seat

of the reason is the ruling and spiritual sphere of human nature

;

the seat of speech is in the vocal organs.^ Hence " the Divine

Logos " is the manifestation of God ; and " the Sacred logos " is

used for the Scriptures ; and the " true logos " is the rule of life,

namely, to live in accordance with the highest nature. He uses

the plural, "the divine logoi," for "the powers of nature." It re-

quires but one step in advance to personify these logoi, and identify

them with angels. On the other hand, angels are sometimes volatilised

into ideas. Hence, in the weakest of its aspects, the philosophy of

Philo might be represented by those who dislike it as one of the

systems in which "naught is everything, and everything is naught."

^

But, besides all this, the Logos Himself is again and again directly

personified.

(o) He is above all the High Priest. Those who fled to a city of

refuge could only return when the High-priest died : which means that

as long as the Logos abides in the soul no accidental fault ever can enter

into it ; but if the Logos dies, i.e., is separated from the soul, a return

of the soul to Him is possible even after willing sins. Let us then

pray that the stainless High-priest may live in th-e soul as our judge and
conv ncer.^

(iS) In another passage he compares this high-priestly Logos to a

cup-bearer. Commenting on Gen. xl., he says grapes and vineyards

sometimes symbolise the joyous absorption of the soul in God, some-

times drunkenness and wickedness. The cup-bearer of Pharaoh is

he who feeds his godless master with sensuality ; for Pharaoh, who
says, " I know not God," * is a type of the godless mind. But the

cup-bearer of God is the Sacrificer, the true High Priest, Who re-

ceives and distributes the eternal gifts of grace, and pours out the

holy vials full of pure wine—that is, Himself^ And as the High-
priest Aaron was father of Eleazar and Ithamar, so the Logos High
Priest is Father of the heavenly logoi and powers.

1 De Vit. Mask, iii. § 13 (Mang. a 154).
^ Additional illustration of Fhilo's views about the Logos will be found in Excursus

vn.
3 De Profwgii (Mang. i. 563). The allegory is more than usually clumsy.
4 Philo here seems to confuse the Pharaoh of Joseph with the Pharaoh of Moses

(Ex. v. 2).

^ De somniu, ii. (Mang. i. 685 sq.)
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(7) In other passages the Logos is the image of God, the shadow of

God, the instrument of all creation, the likeness of God, Who is tho

archetype of all other things. He is also spoken of as the eldest and
the firstborn Son of God ;

^ and as an Archangel, and the eldest Arch-

angel, who stands as an intermediate between the Creator and the

created. Again, he is the angel that appeared to Hagar ; the angel

that punished Sodom ; the God Who appeared to Jacob at Bethel, and
wrestled with him at Peniel ; the angel that appeared to Moses in the

bush ; the pillar of fire which led the Israelites out of Egypt ; the angel

which appeared to Balaam ; the leader of Israel through the wilderness.

Melohizedek is a symbol of Him,^ and so are Noah, and Bezaleel, and
Aaron, and Moses.

(5) By this time the reader will have seen how vague is PhUo's con-

ception ; how it floats in the air ; how the outlines of it are perpetually

confused together or melt away. He will see that whether any of the

Nev Testament writers were familiar with Philo, or only with the

circle of conceptions in which he moved, the amount to which they are

indebted to those conceptions is as nothing compared to the new and
immortal life which they breathe into them. In Philo they are, and they

would ever have remained, dead philosophic generalisations, founded on
loose allegoric methods, and abounding in irreconcilable contradictions.

In the New Testament they breathe and standi on their feet as clear,

living, and redemptive truths. Philo's misty and ever-changing Logos
is an intellectual possession for Judaising philosophers, but is almost in-

conceivably removed from the Divine Redeemer, the Saviour of all the

world. Between the doctrine and method of Philo and that of the

Apostles the difference is as wide as that between the living and the

dead.

The four words of St. John, " The Word became flesh" created

an epoch. They tell us more, and are of infinitely more value to

us than all the pages and volumes on the subject which PhUo and
his contemporaries ever wrote. They summarise and concentrate the

inmost meaning of the Old Testament revelation and of post-canonical

thoughts.* They are as a flash of the sword of that Word which cleaves

even to the dividing asunder of sword and spirit ; a flash which dispels

a thousand distorting mists, a sword to cleave the knot of a thousand
difficulties, which the Alexandrian philosophy vainly endeavoured to

cleave or to unloose.

' De ling, confus. §§ xi., xxviii. (Mang. i, 413, 419).
2 Leg. aUegg. iii. § 25 (Mang. i. 102).
2 Dr. 'Westcott—^who thinks that St. John borrowed the eepressiore (not, of course,

the doctriiie) from the Palestinian Memra (which always means "word" only), not the
Alexandrian Logos (which predominantly means Intelligence)—says that St. John's
evangeKo message is the complete fulfilment of three distinct lines of preparatory revela-

tion—namely, (i.) "the Angel of the Presence" (Gen. xxxii. 24, &c.), (iii) tl;e ""Word,"
(Gen. i. 1, &c.), and (iij.) " Wisdom " (Prov, viij. 22, lua.),
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CHAPTEE XJV.

PHILONISM, ALLEGOKICAL EXEGESIS, AND THE CATECHETICAL SCHOOL OF
ALEXANDRIA.

"All things are double one against another."—EooLUS. xlii. 24.

" Two worlds are ours ; 'tis only sin
Forhids us to descry

The mystic heaven and earth within,
Plain, as the sea and sky."

—

Keble.

We have already seen that St. Paul was acquainted with some of
the writings of Philo, or, at any rate, with the ideas which filled

the Alexandrian literature of that epoch, and of which Philo was an
exponent.^ We shall learn, farther on, that the author of the Epistle

to the Hebrews was deeply imbued not only with the phraseology of

the great Alexandrian, but also with the general principles of his

theology.' But we shall see also how entirely free he is from the
defects and weakness, the unreality and the affectations of the Philonian
philosophy. There is perhaps no more striking proof of the spiritual

gifts of the Sacred writers than the fact that even when they show
to the most marked degree the influence of the various forms of

lifelong training to which they had been subjected, they rise superior

to the errors and limitations of the very systems to which they are

indebted.

And yet this " Sapiential literature of Alexandria "—the literature

which is represented by the books of Ecclesiasticus and Wisdom and in

the writings of Philo—had a great part to play in the development
of Revelation. It worthily filled up the interspace between Malachi
and the earliest Epistles of St. Paul. The Septuagint created the

dialect and phraseology in which the Gospel was to be proclaimed, and
the Alexandrian writers, not without heavenly guidance, helped to

smooth the path which the early Christian thinkers were to tread.

Alexandrianism was too vague, too receptive, too little conscious of the

width and depth of the chasm which separates Sacred from Jewish
literature ; but ia its successful endeavour to break down the exclusive-

ness of Judaism it prepared the way for Christianity as the universal

revelation, in which there should be neither Jew nor Greek, neither

circumcision nor uncircumcision, barbarian, Scythian, bond nor free.

But, with aU its merits, Philonism had obvious defects. The
orthodox Rabbis showed their shrewdness when they looked on it with
jealousy and suspicion. It was a system of syncretism, and it swarmed

1 See Ufe of St. Paul, i. 642, 643.
2 It was the observation of this influence that led to the Church legends that Philo

for a time embraced Christianity (Photius, Godl, ov.), in cpnsetjiience of hiiving met
8t. Peter *t Rome (Euseb. B. JJ. ij. }7),
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with contradictions. It attempted to weld together two dissimilar,

if not antagonistic, elements—the letter of Scripture and the Platonic

philosophy. The attempt was as unsatisfactory as that of the School-

men to form systems which combined Aristotle with the New Testa-

ment. Sometimes the philosophic conception was sacrified to the letter
;

more frequently the letter was set aside to make room for the philo-

sophy. The allegorical distortion of literal narratives—if it be taken
for exegesis—is almost ludicrous. But the Judaisers saw clearly that

the method might be so extended as to explain away the whole
ceremonial law ; and, in point of fact, it was so extended. The pride of

fancied initiation made some of the Alexandrians despise Levitism, just

as some of the Gnostics advanced so far in their falsely-called know-
ledge as at last to despise even the moral law. It is a startling

comment on the tendency of Philo's speculations when we find that

his nephew was an avowed renegade.

But the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews was not the only

Christian writer who had been influenced by the Philonian philosophy.

Alexandria became from the earliest days of Christianity the home
of a Christian school of thought.^ The Alexandrian converts were
confronted from the first by the same problems, and surrounded
by the same influences as their Jewish predecessors. The fact that

their teaching was carried on in the midst of Pagans and philosophers

—

men of wide training and cultivated intellect—rendered it indispensable

for them to present Christianity in such a manner as should neither

repel their opponents, nor give them an easy victory over ignorant

assertions and futile anathemas. From this necessity arose the great

catechetical School of Alexandria, which claimed as its founder the
Evangelist St. Mark. Its earliest teacher of any fame was the
venerable Pantsenus, who is always spoken of by his successors with
afiection and respect. He was followed by St. Clement of Alexandria,

many of whose invaluable writings are still preserved to us. Clement
was followed by the greatest of all the Fathers, the most Apostolic

man since the days of the Apostles, the Father who in every branch of

study rendered to the Chui-ch the deepest and widest services—the
immortal Origen. Origen was succeeded by his pupils Heraclas and
Dionysius, to whom succeeded Pierius, Theognostus, Peter Martyr,
Arius, and Didymus. This brings us to the fourth century, after

which the glory of the school completely died away.
It was the successful effort of these thinkers to prove to the

Gentiles that Christianity in no wise shunned the light of reason,

but was always ready to come forth into the noon-day, and to meet
opponents with a culture equal to their own. They also aimed at

checking the Gnostic vanity, which looked down with contempt on

' i( apxaCm eBavs. Euseb. H. E. V. 10.
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the fnith. of the ignorant, and prided itself on the possession of esoteric

mysteries. These were high and worthy ends. But it was no less

necessary to show to the zealots of a presumptuous religionism that

if God has no need of human knowledge, He has still less need of

human ignorance ; that a chastened speculation and a Divine philosophy

were not only permissible, but necessary in the field of Christian

learning ; that there was such a thing as an Ethnic as well as a

Christian inspiration; and that so far from looking askance on the

light which shone outside the Sacred Tabernacle, all Christians should

learn to love and welcome it as being a ray from the same inexhaustible

orb of glory. ^ The Christian scholars of Alexandria chose as the motto

of their school the Greek version of Is. vii. 9, " If ye believe not, ye

shall never understand." The words, indeed, are not accurately trans-

lated, and are torn from their context. This, however, has been the

fate of nine-tenths of the "texts" which have been distorted into

the watchwords of party dogmatism j and a misapplication of Scripture

is at least pardonable when it is applied to noble purposes, and not

(as is so often the case) to burn incense to pride or add fuel to hatred.

The saintly Oatechists of Alexandria used their motto to imply a twofold

truth—namely, that no one could understand the inmost meaning

of Judaism who did not accept the Christian revelation; and that

no one could advance to the mysteries of the Gospel who did not possess

an unsophisticated faith in its initial principles.^

In the then stage of Scriptural knowledge the Alexandrian teachers

would have found it difficult to defend many parts of the Old Testament

without the use of allegory. It was only by allegory that Philo

had been able to educe from the Pentateuch the secrets of Greek

philosophy. His genius had deepened the conviction that the Scripture

was a profound enigma, in which the simple narrative and the obvious

moral were all but valueless. But this conviction was not the growth

of a day. If the Alexandrian Fathers derived it in part from the

influence of Philo,' Philo had himself derived it from predecessors

who had invented that mystic exegesis which, in its turn, was developed

into the system of the Kabbala.

Taking the word Pa/rdes, or "Paradise," as their watchword of

interpretation, the Kabbalists had declared that every passage of

Scripture was capable of a fourfold interpretation, indicated by the

letters P R D S. These letters represented the words

—

Pesliat, or "explanation."

Bemez, or "hint."

DoT'dsh, or "homily."

Sod, or "mystery."

1 See Neander, Ch. Sist. ii. 264, etc. ....
2 See Bacon, Sfav. Organ, i. 68, "ut non alius fere sit aditus ad regnum hominis quod

fundatur in soientiis, quam ad regnum ccelorum, in quod nisi sub persona infcmUs intrare

non dtrimr." ^ PhUo is frequently quoted by Clement and Origen, as also by Eusebius.
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In these ways the Eabbis said that the Law could be explained in

forty-nine different manners.^

PANTiENUS was the earliest Catechist who gave his adhesion to the

allegoric method,^ and we are told that he applied to the Church what is

written of Paradise. Clement vehemently condemns carnal interpreta-

tion (ffapKiKSs), and says that nothing should be deduced from Scripture

but what is perfectly accordant with the Divine nature.^ He held that

all Scriptures, alike of the Old and New Testaments, demanded an alle-

goric, as well as a literal, interpretation, and he applied to them the

passage in the Psalms, " I will open my mouth in parables."^ He said

that the literal sense sufficed for an elementary faith, but that allegory

was required for more illustrious knowledge.^ Thus he explains the

furniture of the Tabernacle, and the story of Agar and Sarah, and many
other passages, in a way which might have delighted Philo. It was,

however, Oeigen who laid down the express rule that Scripture con-

sisted of the visible and invisible, as man consists of the body and the

soul, and that all Scripture, in order to discover the inner soul and
spirit, should be interpreted in a threefold sense—historic, moral, and
mystic." But he did not quite fling away the literal sense. In proof of

its usefulness he appealed to the faith of simple Christians. Nor did

he ever proceed to allegory till he had first ascertained, by all the

critical aids in his power, the grammatical meaning of the passage on
which he was commenting. DiOJfTSIus, while still continuing the alle-

gorical method, leaned with greater favour to moral interpretation.

PiEEius followed more closely the guidance of Origen. It was not till

the close of the third century that allegory was gradually abandoned by
Peter Martyr, and stUl later by Didymus, in consequence of the

growing influence of the great School of Antioch.'

The system continued, however, to be used not only in the Eastern

but even in the Western Church. St. Jerome said that to be content

with the literal sense of Scripture was "to eat dust like the serpent."

The writings of St. Hilary are full of allegorical fancies. He declared

it irreligious to take literally the natural objects so exquisitely described

in Psalm cxlvi. By the " fowls of the air " in Matt, vi he understands

the devils, and by the " cities " the angels. The " two sparrows " which
" are sold for one farthing" are sinners whose souls being made' to fly

upwards sell themselves for trifles. More than one of the Fathers has
explained the Mosaic distinction between clean and unclean animals by
saying that those which divide the hoof represent those who believe in

• See my paper on " Eabbinio E?egeais " in the Expositor, v. 362.
2 Athenagoras, who, perhaps, succeeded Pantsenus, was not remarkable in any way as

an exegete, and he accepted Scripture literally. He paid chief attention to the Prophets,
and strangely neglected the New Testament.

' Strom,, ji. 16. * Ps. Ixxviii. 2. Compare 1 Cor. ii. 6 ; Strom, v. 4 ; vi. 15.
' Strom, vi. 15. ^ Horn. V., in Levit. § 1 ; Deprindp. iv. 11.

' See Guerike, De Scfiold 4lex„ ^nd Vp,ohgrot;, Hist. Grit, ^e VEcole d'Mexanclrie,
i. :oo-303,
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the Father and the Son, and those which chew the cud represent those
who meditate on God's Law ; whereas the unclean animals, which
neither divide the hoof nor chew the cud, imply those who neither have
faith in God nor study His law. No modern writer can attach the
smallest value to such inferences as these. But though the day has
come when the allegorical method must be limited to rigid conditions

—

though it is now regarded as useless for purposes of proof, and only
valuable by way of illustration—we must not forget that it once played
an important part in the development of doctrine, and that even the
Sacred writers have furnished splendid instances of the method in which
it may be applied.'

CHAPTER XV.

AtTTaORSniP AND STYLE OF THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

" De Deo homo dixit et quidem inspiratua a Deo, sed tamen homo .... non
totum quod est dixit; Bed quod potuit homo dixit."

—

Atjg. Tract, in Joh. i. 1.

Such being, in outline, a history of the great School of Christian

philosophy and Christian criticism in Alexandria, we may well be thank-

ful that one of the Sacred Books—while it is the only book of the

Canon which emanated from the School of St. Paul—bears the stamp of

Alexandrian thought. It thus furnishes one more link of solid gold in

the continuity which binds us to the Church of the Jewish Fathers.

That is a truly Catholic philosophy which seeks to combine all that is

precious and permanent in the wisdom of patriarchs and philosophers, of

Hellenists and Hebraists. There ought to be a common sympathy
among those who in all nations have loved the Lord, even when they

knew Him not : among all who have—^by His holy inspiration—thought

worthy thoughts respecting the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood

of man.
For all true wisdom is, in its essence, Divine wisdom. There is a

light which lighteth every man who is bom into the world. Even amid
the moral aberrations of heathenism it was granted to some—granted,

let us trust, to many—to keep that light unquenched. I know not

whether any are still so narrow as to refuse all recognition of inspira-

tion outside the limits of Scripture—any who would still be shocked by
the discovery that a Philo, with all his tedious allegorisings and cold

abstractions, was yet an appointed minister in influencing the thoughts

of an Apollos" and a St. John. But if there be any such, let them

1 On modem aUegorioal systems, as exemplified in Swedenborg, see Mohler, SyniboUk,

p. 589 (ed. 1864).
2 It will be seen farther on that there are very strong reasons for believing that

ApoUos wrote the Epistle to the Hebrews. I venture therefore to ask permission to use

his name by anticipation, at least hypothetioally, in order to avoid cumbrous periphrases.
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remember that " Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above,

and Cometh down from the Father of lights, with Whom is no variable-

ness nor shadow of turning. A Socrates, a Plato, a Sakya Mouni

—

these, too, had reared their altars to " the unknown God ;
" these, too,

were enabled to shed some light on the darkness of sin and sorrow,

because they had kindled their torches at the Sun of Righteousness, and

drawn some sparks of light from the unemptiable fountain of Divine

wisdom.^ If it be a fatal error to cut ourselves adrift from any age in

the past history of Christianity—if we shall one day suffer for having

disowned our brotherhood with the Church of the Middle Ages, or the

Church of the Reformers—so is it also an error to dissever ourselves

from any in the redeemed brotherhood of man who have taught truth,

even if it has been mingled with error, or who have served God, even if

it has not been with the service of the Sanctuary. Truth is truth, and
it comes from God, whether the speaker be a Balaam or an Elijah, a

Caiaphas or a St. John. In the multiplicity of parts and diversity of

methods which have characterised the deliverance of the one great

Revelation, even the heathen have borne their share. Verses quoted

from the Greek poets are to be read on the Sacred page. Philo was
deeply influenced by Plato, and Philo in his turn has left on Christian

Apostles his own vivid impress. St. Paul did not think it necessary

to apologise when he alluded to a homely Latin fable ; the risen Lord
of Glory did not disdain to address a Greek proverb to His erring

saint.

In speaking thus of Ethnic inspiration, I am but reviving—as I

have tried to do in other instances—a truth which was firmly held

by the greatest thinkers of the Primitive Church, but which, since

the days of St. Augustine, has been forgotten or concealed. The
primitive doctrine of Inspiration—as held by Justin Martyr, and by
the School of Alexandria, who freely appeal to the inspired testimony

of " minds naturally Christian "—only resembles the popular doctrine

in the use of similar terms, but not in the significance which the

terms really bear. The Apologists of the second century, and the

philosophic Greek Christians of the third, never hesitated to recognise

the truth that the influences of the Spirit are as the wind which
bloweth where it listeth, and that the poets and philosophers of the

heathen are often the conscious and unconscious exponents of His
inward voice. They held with the much injured and much calumniated

Montanus, whom Wesley regarded as the best man of his age, that

the soul of man is like a lyre, and that it breaks forth into music

when its strings are swept by " the plectrum of the Paraclete."

' Wisd. vii. 25, 26 : "For she CWisdom) is the breath of the power of God, and a
pure influence flowing from the glory of the Almighty ; therefore can no defiled thing
fall into her. For she is the brightness of the everlasting light, the unspotted mirror of
the power of God and the image of His goodness. And leing but one, she can do all

things, and remaining in herself, she maketh all things new ; and, in all ages, entering
into holy souls, she maketh them friends of God and prophets.
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In these remarks it may be thought that I have begged the

question by assuming that the Epistle to the Hebrews -w^as not written

by St. Paul. This, however, is not the case. Even iu the recognised

writings of the great Apostle there are traces of thoughts whic]i

emanated from Alexandria.^ St. Paul, after his conversion, certaialy

belonged to that Hagadistic school of Jewish exegesis^ without which
there would hardly have been any room for Philo or for any Hellenist

within the narrow limits of Jewish orthodoxy. Philo did something

towards breaking down that bristling hedge of technicalities, in the

construction of which so many of the Rabbis intensified their

Pharisaism, and wasted their unprofitable toil. Paul had been in

his early years a student, and perhaps remained a student to the

last. There is, therefore, no improbability ia the conjecture that

he was acquainted with Philo's writings.' But even if St. Paul had
found room in his large heart for such truths as God had revealed

to his philosophic contemporary, not one of his Epistles is coloured

with Alexandrian conceptions to anything like the same extent as

the Epistle to the Hebrews. Comparative criticism has made it

little short of certaia that the Epistle to the Hebrews was not

written by St. Paul. That science has made gigantic strides since

the days of the Fathers. Even if the conclusion had been arrived

at in spite of patristic authority, it is established on grounds too sure

to be shaken. But in point of fact it is in strict accordance with

the tenor of ancient evidence. The continued assertion of the Pauline

authorship shows but too plainly to what an extent the manliness

of criticism can be benumbed by the paralysis of custom. Adhesion

to prejudice is too often mistaken for love of truth.

I shall not stop to show how often, or by what partisans, the

external evidence has been mis-stated. One of the most recent

commentators, for instance, has prefixed to the Epistle the clause

of Origan, that " It is not by haphazard that ancient authorities have

handed it down as St. Paul's." He omits to inform us that Origen

in the very next word says that "God only knows the truth as to

who wrote it," and that though some of his predecessors had held

1 Even FMlo appeals to older writings (ovyvpanfiara noKauov iuSpSiv), as did also the
Therapeutae. (Tholuck, 79.)

2 See JJife amd Woi-k of St. Paul, i. 6.39—642 ; and Delitzsch, Comrnentar. Zum
Briefe an die Hehraer, xxvi., xxvii.

3 The following passages of St. Paul show familiarity with the Alexandrian author
of the Wisdom of Solomon

:

—
2. Cor. V. 1, "The eartUy house of our Wisd. ix. 15, "The earthly tabernacle."

tatemade."
Rom. i. 20, "The invisible things of Him Wisd. xiii. 1, "Wlio are ignorant of God,

. . . are clearly seen, being perceived and could not out of the good things

by the things that are made." that are seen know Him that is."

Rom. xiii. 1—7, "There is no power but Wisd. vi. 1

—

i, "For power is given unto
of God ; the powers that be are ordained you (Kings, &o.) from the Lord, and
of God." sovereignty from the highest."

See Hilgenfeld, Einleit. 223.
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it to be St. Paul's, yet the historical tradition (Iffropta) which had come
to him asserted it to be the work of St. Clement or St. Luke. It

may be worth while, then, once more to summarise, and to put in its

true perspective the evidence of the Fathers.^

This evidence may be placed in the Excursus. But we may here

most briefly summarise it by saying that in spite of the antiquity

and authority of the Epistle no writer of the Western Church in

the first, second, or third century, quotes it as St. Paul's ; that the first

Latin writer who attributes it to St. Paul is Hilary, late in the fourth

century ; and that in the fifth century both St. Jerome and St.

Augustine, though loosely quoting it as St. Paul's, Lad serioUs mis-

givings about its direct genuineness. In the Eastern Church,

Pantsenus and Clement of Alexandria seem to have set the fashion

of accepting the Pauline authorship ;' but on this subject even Origen

felt grave doubts. Eusebius wavered about it, and admitted that

the Epistle was accounted spurious by many, but thought that it might
perhaps be a translation from an Aramaic original. Even in the

Eastern Church it did not meet with imhesitating acceptance as a
work of St. Paul.

A Jewish rule, which has found unconscious acceptance in all ages,

says that " Custom is Law."^ But if the Epistle to the Hebrews
owes its recognition among the Epistles of St. Paul far more to an
unthinking custom than to careful argument, how is it that such a
custom arose? The answer is simple. It arose mainly in the Eastern
Church from the initiative of Pantrenus, and it was only accepted in the
Western Church, after considerable hesitation, by the force of example.
In both Churches it originated not from trustworthy tradition, but from
the superficial acceptance of prima facie phenomena. The general

theology of the Epistle was Pauline, and the finer difierences escaped

notice. Many characteristic phrases coincided with those in St. Paul's

Epistles, and were current in his school of thought. The allusions

at the close of the Epistle led to the careless assumption that they were
penned by St. Paul., The observation of similarities is easy to any
one ; the detection of difierences, which, however deep, are yet to

some extent latent, is only possible to students who do not rely

upon authority and tradition except so far as they are elements
in the sacred search for truth. Nothing can more decisively prove
the incompetence of a mechanical consensus than the fact that

millions of readers have failed to perceive, even in the original, the

dissimilarity of style, of method, and of theologic thought, which proves
that the same pen could not have written, nor the same mind have
originated, the Epistle to the Hebrews and the Epistles of St. Paul.

' See Excursua viii. on the "Patristic Bvidence as to the Authorship of the Epistle to
the Hebrews."

i See Kouth, Bel. Saxxr. i. 472, 480,
" i'T3 :n:a
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liuthet showed his uSual insight and robust settae when he saw that

Heb. iL 3 could not have been written by the author of Gal. L 1, 12.

Again, though the author does not fall into any demonstrable erroi

in his allusion to the details of Temple worship in vii. 27, ix. 3, 4,

X. 1 1—yet he goes to the verge of apparent inaccuracies, against which
St. Paul, who was familiar with the Temple service, would surely

have guarded himself. In reading the Epistle to the Hebrews we
are in contact with the mind of a great and original writer of the

Apostolic age, whose name escaped discovery till modem times.

It is hardly worth while to quote later authorities. They can have
no effect but to impose upon the ignorant. They simply float with the

stream. They are uncritical, and therefore valueless. When such

writers as Clement of Alexandria and Origen in the Eastern Church,
and Jerome and Augustine in the Western Church, had made timid

concessions to the custom of popularly quoting the Epistle as St. Paul's,

it was natural that later writers should follow their example. Gradually,

by the aid of conciUar decrees,^ prevalent assumption hardened into

ecclesiastical conviction. The result of the evidence may be summed
up by saying that, as far as the evidence of antiquity is concerned, loose

conjecture tended in one direction and genuine criticism in the other.

It is astonishing that any one should attach importance to the conven-

tional allusions of writers who neither discussed nor considered the

question. That this or that Father of the fourth or fifth century intro-

duces a quotation from the Epistle with the words " St. Paul says " is

of no more consequence than when this or that clergyman announces a

lesson or a sermon from " the Epistle of St. Paul to the Hebrews."
Such " patristic authorities " are, for any critical purpose, not worth the

paper on which they are written. The acceptance of a current view by
a writer who has not examined the question has no evidential weight,

even if that author be an Athanasius or a Theodoret.

But among thoughtful writers who really turned their attention to

the matter the old doubts on the subject were by no means extinguished,

in the Western Church the Epistle was not publicly read to the same
extent or on the same tooting as the others, even at the close of the

fourth century. The assertion that it was written by St. Paul was
sometimes accompanied with modifications, in the fifth century. It had
never been commented on by any Latin writer as late as the sixth.

In the seventh, Isidore ot Seville records that many still attributed it,

at least in part, to Barnabas or Clement "because of the discrepancy of

style." Even in the ninth it is entirely omitted by the Codex Boer-

nerianus (G), and only appears in a Latin translation in the celebrated

1 The first Synod which used the Epistle to the Hebrews as Pauline was that of

Antioch, a.d. 264, which was summoned to correct the errors ol Paul of Samosata. It

is placed tenth among St. Paul's Epistles by the Council of Laodicea, A.D. 364 (Cam.

60). This canon appears to be genuine CWieseler, i. 'ZZ), though not above suspicion,

(Oredner, Gesch. d. Kanon, 21 fg.)

11
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F. the Codex Augiensis. But long before the ninth century, and for

centuries afterwards, the science of criticism was forgotten. St. Thomas
of Aquinum, in the thirteenth century, repeats the old objections in

order to refute them by the old arguments ; but all doubt on the subject

was lulled to sleep by the spell of ecclesiastical infallibility. Then
came the reviving dawn of the sixteenth century, when " Greece rose

from the dead with the New Testament in her hand." At that epoch

even Roman Catholic writers like Ludovicus Yives and Cardinal Cajetan

ventured to point out the uncertainty which had been felt by Origen,

Jerome, and even Augustine. Erasmus, while confessing his willingness

to accept any certain definition of the Church on the subject, yet quotes

some of the Fathers to show the absurdity of the pseudo-orthodoxy

which condemned a man as "plusquam heretical" if he doubted about

the authorship of this Epistle. His own opinion was that St. Paul did

not write it.^ Luther calls attention to its style, and quotes various

passages^ to show that it could not have been written by St. Paul or by
any Apostle. While speaking of it with admiration as "a strong,

mighty, and lofty Epistle," he considers that its Scriptural method in-

dicates the authorship of Apollos, and says that at any rate it is the

work of "an excellent apostolic man."* Calvin, again—while, like

some of the Fathers, he popula/rly quotes it as " the Apostle's "—says

that he cannot be induced to recognise it as St. Paul's because it differs

from him in its style and method of teaching, and because the writer

speaks of himself as a pupil of the Apostles,^ a thing very alien from
St. Paul's custom.^ Melancthon never quotes it as St. Paul's. The
Magdeburg Centuriators denied that it was his. Grotius and Limborch
and Le Clerc supposed it to have been written by St. Luke, Apollos, or

some companion of St. Paul.

Then for a time the tyranny of indolent custom began once more to

reassert itself. During the seventeenth century, and long afterwards,

especially in England, no one, without incurring dislike or suspicion,

could hint, even apologetically, at any doubt as to whether the translators

of the English Bible were in the right when they headed the Epistle

with the superscription, " The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the

Hebrews."" But since the time of Semler (1763) many eminent writers

1 " Quod ad sensum menm attinet, non Tidetur ilUus esse, ob causas quas hie reticuisae

praestiterit."—Erasm. Opp. vi. 1024.
- ii. 3 ; vi. 4, seq. ; x. 26, seq. ; xii. 17.
2 He only gives it precedence over the Epistles of James and Jnde. "Luthenis earn

simpliciter rejicit atqueita fere sentiunt Lutheran!. "—Gerhard (t 1637), Comment, p. 10.
* Heb. ii. 3.

5 Gal. i. 11—15 ; ii. 6 ; 1 Cor. ix. 1 ; xi. 23 ; Eph. iii. 2, &o. See Calvin, ad. Eel.
ii. 3 ; xii. 13.

^ "St. Paul saith in the twelfth chapter of the Hebrews " (Office /or the Visitation of

the Sick). " Marriage is commended of St. Paul to be honourable of all men" (Heb.
xiii. 4), (Office Formfor the Solemnisation of Matrimony). Such accidental allusions arc

in no sense authoritative. This ia exactly a question on which Councils and Churches arc

very fallible, and have no authority beyond that which they.derive from the study and
search of their individual members. These obiter dicta have no more weight in pro^'ing
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have practically set the question at rest by furnishing the results

of that close examination, which prove, not only that St. Paul
was not the actual tvriter of the Epistle—a fact which had been
patent even in the days of Origen—but that it is not even indirectly

due to his authorship. The phi-aseology has been passed through a
fresh miat, and the thoughts have been subjected to the crucible of

another indi'S'iduality.

It wUl, therefore, serve no purpose to heap up words and phrases

which are common to the author and to St. Paul.^ Many, indeed, of

those which have been adduced belong to the current coin of Christian

theology. Those that are distinctively PauHne only prove a point which
every one is ready to concede, that the writer had adopted much of the

Apostle's teaching, and had been deeply influenced by his companionship.

It is this very fact which throws into relief the positive dissimilarities.

The more we read such books as Mr. Forster's Apostolical Authority q/
the Epistle to the Hebrews, " the closer," says Alford, " becomes the

connexion in faith and feeling of the writer of the Epistle and St. Paul,

but the more absolutely incompatible the personal identity ; the more
we perceive all that region of thought and feeling to have been in

common between them which mere living together, talking together,

praying together would naturally range in ; but aU that region wherein
individual peculiarity is wont to put itself forth, to have been entirely

distinct.

Again, it is vain to talk about difference of subject or difference of

aim as furnishing any explanation of these dissimilarities. We have
writings of St. Paul on all kinds, of topics, and at all ages of his mature
life ; and though the style of a writer may vary in different moods, as

the style of St. Paul in the Epistle to the Ephesians differs from that in

the Pastoral Epistles, yet every style retains a certain stamp of indi-

viduality. Now, the differences between the Epistle to the Hebrews
and the Epistles of St. Paul are differences which go down to the roots

of the being. That the same pen should have been engaged on both is

a psychological impossibility. The Greek is far better than the Greek

the Panline authorship tlian the insertion of 1 John v. 7 in the English Version has
weight in deciding on the authenticity of that passage. On such matters the Church of the

seventeenth century was less qualified to decide than the Church of the nineteenth ;

and if the learned divines of the Church were now called upon for an opinion, the pre-

ponderance against the Pauline authorship would be overwhelming. To use such casual

allusions as though they were decisive, in this and similar discussions, is one of the most
unworthy—and therefore, alas ! one of the commonest—forms of the reAuctio ad horribile

and the mentum ad invidiam.
' Some of these may be seen collected by Tholuck and Bishop Wordsworth in their

introductions to the Epistle, as also in the editions of Stuart and Forster. Any one will

see at a glance the large sifting they require. I subjoin some of the most striking—

1

Thess. i. 3, "unceasingly making mention of your work of faith and labour of loyo ;"

Heb. vi. 10,
'
' Ood is not unjust to forget your work and love ; " Eom. xii. 18, "if possible,

being at peace with all men ; " Heb. xii. 14, "Follow peace with aU." Compare also Heb.
xiii. 18 with 2 Cor. iv. 2 ; Heb. x. 30 with Kom. xii. 19 ; Heb. ii. 10 with Eom. xi. 36

;

and Heb. xiii. 20 with Rom. xv. 33.
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of St. Paul.' St. Paul is often stately and often rhetorical, and some-
times writes more in the style of a treatise than of a letter ; but the
statelitiess and rhetoric and systematic treatment of the Epistle to

the Hebrews In no way resemble his. The form and rhythm of its

, sentences are wholly different. Paul is often impassioned and often

argumentative, and so is the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews;
but the passion and the dialectics of the latter furnish the most striking

contrast to those of the former. The writer cites differently from
St. Paul ;" he writes differently ; he argues differently ; he thinks
differently ; he declaims differently ; he constructs and connects his

sentences differently f he buUds up his paragraphs on a wholly dif-

ferent model. St. Paul is constantly mingling two constructions, leaving

sentences unfinished, breaking into personal allusions, substituting the
syllogism of passion for the syllogism of logic. This writer is never un-
grammatical ; he is never irregular ; he is never personal ; he never
struggles for expression ; he never loses himself in a parenthesis ; he is

never hurried into an anacoluthon.* His style is the style of a man of

genius who thinks as well as writes in Greek : whereas St. Paul wrote
in Greek, but thought ia Syriac. The writings of both have the iade-

finable stamp of distinction ; biit the distinction of ApoUos is marked
by a less burning passion, and a more absolute self-control. The notion
that the Epistle is a translation may be set aside. It only arose from a
desire to save the Pauline authorship while accounting for the glaring
differences of style. The fact of its acceptance by writer- after writer*

shows that criticism had little to do with deciding on the peculiarities of
the letter. The quotations from the Septuagint even where it differs from
the Hebrew, the structure of the sentences, and even the use of the two

1 This does not exclude Hebraisms, because lexical Hebraisms (such as kXtjpoi/o/aos,

alKovfiivri jLteAAovtra, ayt'afetr, <Tap^ Kat oXfj.a., k.t.A.) were inwoven into the theological language
of Christianity; but the majority of the grammatical "Hebraisms" in Prof. Stuart's
list are not Hebraisms at aU, or are reminiscences of Old Testament expressions (see

Tholuck, Komment. 26—30). Eleek and Tholuck select six special peculiarities of
style—1. The constant use of iras, "all;'* 2. The intransitive use of KaOC^eiv, "sit"
(i. 3, viii. 1, etc.); 3. The use of iavirep, "even though," where St. Paul always uses
eiye, " if at least

;
" 4. o6ev, in the sense of "wherefore ;" 5. eis to Stiji/eKej, " to perpetuity;''

and els TO jrovTeXes (Heb. vii. 3, 10, 25, etc.) for St. Paul's irai'TOTe, "always," which is not
a good Greek word ; 6. The use of -irapa and iiirep after comparatives.

^ He follows the LXX., and usually the Alexandria/n form of it, even where it differs

from the Hebrew (i. 8, 9, ii. 7, x. 5—7, 30, 37—38, xi. 21, xiii. 5) ; whereas St. Paul
often reverts to the Hebrew, and his citations agree with the Vatican MS. of the LXX.
iBee this demonstrated by Bleek, Der Bi'iefamd. Hebr. 338, seq.; Tholuck, Komment. 55.

And he introduces his quotations all but invariably, not by "as it is written," "the
Scripture saith," or '* David so saith," but by " He saith," or " the Holy Spirit or God
saith or beareth witness," etc. (i. 5, 6, iii. 7, 15, iv. 3, 4, v. 5, vi. 14, vii. 14, 21, viii.

5, 8, etc.).

3 rdp, ToiyopoCv, Kttl yap, Totvuv, Sio, aAAa ov (ii. 16 and iii. 16) ; elTa. (xii. 9) ; S^ttou (ii. 16),

See Bleek, i. 330.
* How totally unlike St. Paul's rugged impetuosity is the calm and masterly grasp

over the grammar in the splendid paragraph of xii. 18—24, in spite of its double
parentheses I St. Paul would have made shipwreck of the grammar in such a sentence.

s Eusebius, Jerome, Theodoret, Euthalius, (Eoumenius, Theophylact, etc., and down
to Thomas Aquinas.
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senses oi the word diatJieke, are sufficient to prove that the letter was
written in Greek. A translation may be very able, but it can never

bear upon its surface such marks of originality as we find in this Epistje.

Its eloquence belongs to the language in which it is composed.^ It is as

unlike the eloquence of the LXX. translators when they are rendering

into Greek the promises and denunciations of the Hebrew prophets as it

is possible to conceive. It is full of paronomasise and plays of words
which coxild have had no meaning or parallel in Hebrew." It abounds

in words which, while they have not the startling life of St. Paul's

—

whUe they are neither half-battles nor " creatures with hands and feet

"

—are yet terse, beautiful, and essentially Greek.' It could not have
been a version from an Aramaic original. If then the Greek be the

Greek of the original author, it is wholly unlike St. Paul's Greek. It

was not in St. Paul's nature to be, as this writer is, " elaborately and
faultlessly rhetorical." St. Paul, as I have shown elsewhere, has his own
style of rhetoric, breathless, impetuous, bursting out like a lava stream

of spontaneous passion. But never under any circumstances does St.

Paul use rhetoric for its own sake. Never does he look out for expres-

sions which shall merely please by their own sonorous majesty. Never
does he indulge in the balanced equilibrium of euphonious clauses. His
expressions are never leisurely. The movement of this author is that

of an Oriental sheikh with his robes of honour wrapped around him
;

the movement of St. Paul is that of an athlete girded for the race.

The rhetoric of this writer, even when it is at its most majestic

volume, is like the smooth flow of a river amid green fields ; the

rhetoric of St. Paul is like the rush of a mountain torrent amid opposing

rocks.

The idiosyncrasy of the writer is seen in his fondness for amplitude

and rotundity of expression. Where St. Paul uses " reward " (misthos)

his ear requires " recompense of reward " (misthapodosia) ; where St.

Paul would have been content with the word " blood " (haima) he re-

quires " shedding of blood " (haimatecchusia) ; where St. Paul has " oath "

{horkos) he uses the fuller and rounder Iwrhomosia. St. Paul thrice em-

ploys the expression " sitting at the right hand of God ;
" this writer,

perhaps also with a touch of the Alexandrian dislike of anthropomor-

• Thus Philastrius (JToer. 89) says of some, " In ei (epistol^) quia rhetorice scripsit,

sermone plausibili, inde non putant esse ejusdem apostoli." The emphatic and sounding

uses of thehyperbatoninvii. 4 (the position of 6 irnTpiapxiis) could not be paralleled in St.

Paid ; nor the strikingly effective collocation of words in the very first sentence, in xii.

1, 2, ix. 11, 12, etc.

^
i. 1, iroAv/iepus Kox TToXurpoirws ; U. 5—8, iireTa^ev . . . awiroToKTOi' . . . virornTay^iva.

;

V. 8, eiioBev i^' S,v liraSei- ; V. 14, koAoO re koX jttutoS ; ix. 8, eirl |3pu|u.a<ni' Kai iroixiuriv ; xiii. 14,

limovirav . . . /jeAAouo-ai/ ; ix. 15, iiaeriKTi (in two senses, "a covenant" and "a will");

vii. 39, lieTetrxnicev . . Trpo<riirxniccv ; X. 29, iyijcraneroi . . . fiyiaireri; xi. 9, jrapifiaiiTev . . .

KaTouojira? ; xiii. 2, eiriXai'flai'eirSe . . . iKoiov ; and many instances of plays on compoimd
words (ii. 8, vii. 23, 24, viii. 7, 8, ix. 28), besides numerous rhetorical dssonanges (vii. 19,

22, X. 29, 34, 38, 39, etc.).

9
I, 3, iinvyaaiia ; xii, %j tvirepioraTO! ; v. 3i (««Tpioiro9«v.
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phism, thrice amplifies it into saf^ " on thr right hand of the Majesty in

the highest," or " on the right hand of the throne of God," or " on the

right hand of the throtie of the Majesty in the heavens." St Paul speaks

of Christ as "the image of God," this writer as "the .effulgence of the

glory and impress of the hypostasis of God.'"* All this arises from his

love for " musical euphony." On the other hand, St. Paul rarely speaks,

as this writer usually does, of our Lord as "Jesus," or "the Lord," or
" Christ," but rather of " our Lord Jesus Christ," and " Christ Jesus our

Lord."'-' The variation is remarkable, but is due to the fact that as time

went on the names " Christ " and " Jesus " became to all Christians so

connotative of the supremest exaltation as no longer to need that

addition or description which had become familiar to the earlier

converts.

CHAPTER XVL
THEOLOGT OF THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

" Oh, that I knew how all Thy lights combine,
And the configurations of their glorie,

Seeing not only how each verse doth shine,

But all the constellations of the storie.

"

Gr. Hekeert.

But the importance of all these differences, great as it is, sinks into
insignificance when we consider the deep distinctions which exist

between the theological conceptions of St. Paul and those of the writer
of the Epistle to the Hebrews. There is, it need scarcely be said,

no contradiction, any more than there is a contradiction between
the theology of St. Paul and St. John ; but there is a dissimilarity

so marked that, as St. Paul could not have written the Epistle to

the Hebrews without a radical change of style and individuality, so

neither could he have written it without completely shifting the
perspective and the inter-relations of the truths which he habitually
taught. These facts are so interesting, so convincing, so intrinsically

important, and so frequently overlooked, that they deserve the reader's

most careful consideration.

(1.) That the writer was of the School of St. Paul we have said

already, and accordingly we find him dwelling on three cardinal topics

of the Pauline theology, namely (1) the contrast between Judaism
and Christianity, (2) the saving efficacy of faith, and (3) the re-

1 Kofli'few, " to sit," is intransitive in Heb. i. 3, viii. 1, x. 12, xii. 2. In St. Paul it is

always transitive, "to seat."
2 See Alford, IV. i. p. 79.
' These eompound forms occur sixty-eight times in St, Paul, and even " our Lord

Jesus " only once in the Hebrews.
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demptive •work of Christ. But the fourth great topic of St. Paul's

teaching—namely, the Universality of the Gospel as offered to all men,
and to the Grentile in no less degree than to the Jew—is conspicuously

absent in the Epistle to the Hebrews.
" The people " is to our author repeatedly, and, so far as this

Epistle is concerned, exclusively, the Chosen People.^ The Gentiles

are ignored. The word " Gentiles " does not occur in the Epistle

;

and the writer speaks as though there were no such thing as a

pagan in the world.* No onej surely, can refuse to recognise this

phenomenon, or will think -that it is sufficiently explained by saying

that the Epistle is " addressed to the Hebrews." That might account

for the absence of any discussion of the relations between the two un-

fused, and even half-discordant, elements of the Christian Church ; but

St. Pavil, with whom the offer of salvation to the Gentiles was the most
essential element of "his Gospel,"' could not have excluded every

allusion to them, however remote. Had he done so by way of defer-

ence to Jewish prejudices, it would have been a concession' altogether

unworthy. That this writer accepted the call of the Gentiles we do

not dispute ; had he not done so he could not have been, as he so

evidently was, a friend and adherent of the great Apostle. But it was
not a topic of which his thoughts were full to overflowing, as were the

thoughts of St. Paul. It was not a truth for the sake of which he had
spent, amid combat, calumny, and persecution, the best years of his life.

His thoughts were so exclusively occupied with the Hebrews, that he

even speaks of the Incarnation as a taking hold not of humanity, but of

Abraham's seed.* It is, perhaps, this circumstance which has robbed us

of that enquiry into the position of Heathenism in the Divine economy,

which would not only have had an intense interest, but would have

completed for us the now imperfect scheme of what may be called the

philosophy of historic religion.

But while the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews had evidently

embraced the views of St. Paul, how differently does he handle the

three great themes which he has in common with his predecessor

!

His whole Epistle deals with the relations between Christianity and
Judaism, but it is doubtful whether, at earlier stages of the controversy,

St. Paul would have thought it expedient to adopt his line of argument.

It is one which was in itself admirably suited to pacify the furious

indignation of his Jewish opponents; but rougher and sterner work
had to be done before it could be profitably employed. Jewish ex-

1 'O ^ods, Y. 3 ; vii. 5, 11, 27 ; viii. 10 ; ix. 7, 19 ; s. 30 ; xi. 25. See especially li. 17

;

iv. 9 ; xiii. 12. In this sense the writer (as we should hare supposed, & priori) is a

Jewish Christian ; but he is a Jewish Christian of a large and liberal type, and he does

not utter one word which is antagonistic to the great spiritual conceptions of St. Paul.

He dwells emphatically on the imperfection of Judaism (iaSew's . ava^eKU) • places

Abraham below Melchizedek ; does not dwell on Christ, either as the Jewish Messiah, oi

as the Son of David ; and places the attainment of salvation in faithful endurance, not

in obedience to the Law. ^ See Eeuss, Thiol. Chr(t. ii. 289.

3 Eph. iii. 4—8. • See ii. 16.
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clusiveness had taken refuge in. what they regarded as the impregnable

fortress of Levitism ; and it was necessary to batter down that

fortress with many a rude shock of argument before the Apostle

could pause to show the beauty and past usefulness of its walls and
towers. Similarly, there can be no question that the Papacy had in

its day rendered magnificent services to the cause o£ civilisation;

but it i-s scarcely from the Reformers that we should have expected

a demonstration that it did so. It was their appointed task to show

the dangerous elements which, in the Sixteenth century, had rendered

it necessary to emancipate mankind from its oppressive sway. There

is force and truth in the arguments of De Maistre, but it was not a

Luther who could be expected to originate them.

The specific character of the argument cannot be more briefly de-

scribed than by saying, as we have said already, that it is Alexan-

drian. It is not only Alexandrian in its learning and culture,^ but

has its bases in the Alexandrian theosophy, and appeals for support

to the allegoric method of Alexandrian exegesis.'' St. Paul was no
stranger to that method ; but his approaches to it are distant and
external. They are of the nature of literary remiuiscences. They
tinge the phraseology rather than sway the entire conception. They
are such as had flowed from Alexandria into the field of Palestinian

thought. On the other hand, the Alexandrianism of the author of

the Epistle to the Hebrews is that of one who had been trained in

the system, and whose whole theology is influenced by the conceptions

which he has thence acquired.

I will try to make this clear.

a. We have already touched upon the exclusive regard paid to the
Chosen People. The writer's thoughts are absorbed in the Hebrews.
It is the same with PhUo. His cosmopolitan interests and encyclo-

psedic training had made him familiar with Koman institutions and
G-reek culture

; yet everything appears to him in the light of Hebraism.
Moses is to him the ultimate source of all wisdom. Philo was as
ardently convinced as the fiercest of the Zealots that Israel is the
leader of the Gentiles, and that to Israel belongs the future of the
world. Israel is to the nations as the Pillar of Fire, wherein the Logos,
or some other Divine minister, led their fathers in the wilderness.

Israel, with his Temple and his laws, is the priest to pray and inter-

cede for the seventy nations of mankind. The souls of the IsraeHtea
are of a higher order than thoser of the heathen. To Philo the
Messianic kingdom means mainly the assembling of the Dispersion

by some new and personal manifestation of the Logos.' To him

1 Instances -will be frequently found in the notes to the folio-wing pages. See also
Excursus IX. "The Epistle to the Hebrews and the -writings of Philo."

» iv. 1—10 ; vii. 1—17 ; ix. 1—10 ; x. 1—10.
3 For these allusions see Philo, Vita Mosis, 0pp. ii. 104, 107, 124, 126, 15g

(ed. Mangey) ; and Hausrath, Die Zeit d- Apost- ],§i,
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Judaism means Philosophy, but he stUl regards it as the absolute

religion. Similarly, to the -writer of this Epistle Christianity is but the

fulfilment of Judaism. He sees iu all mankind the undeveloped germs
of the ideal Hebrew.

/B. Another marked trace of the writer's Aleiandrianism is his

melJiod of treating Scripture. To him, as to PhUo, it is pregnant with

latent meanings. Its silence is divinely significant, and is indeed as

important for instruction as are its utterances. On two passing

and isolated allusions to Melchizedek, allusions separated from each

other by an interval of nine centuries, he buUds a theological system of

unequalled grandeur. That system receives strong support from the

import and omen of names. It is partly buUt on the fact that certain

circumstances are not mentioned in the Sacred narrative. Similarly,

from the absence of any reference to the death of Cain, Philo infers the

deathlessness of evil in mortal life. He calls Sarah " without mother "

because the name of her mother is not recorded. So, to the writer

of this Epistle, the mystic splendour of Melchizedek is enhanced by the

circumstance that he is " without father, without mother, without re-

corded genealogy."

y. But again and again, in peculiar phrases and pregnant hints,

we see how much the writer has benefited from the study of Philo. If

his main argument turns on the Priesthood of Christ, and His sinless

Priesthood, we cannot forget that Philo too has called the Logos a High
Priest, an " image of God," and " first-born of God," and has spoken

of his having " no participation in sin."^ Philo as well as St. Paul has

contrasted the milk and the solid food of religious instruction. If

ApoUos speaks of Christ's sitting on the right hand of God to make
intercession for us, Philo too has spoken of the Logos as " a Priest

of the Father of the Universe ;
" as " an Advocate to obtain both

forgiveness of sins and a supply of all good;" as "the boundary

between created things and the Creator;" as "an intercessor for

mortality in its longings after the incorruptible, and an ambassador from

the Lord of aU to that which is His subject." These are but some

of the memorable ways in which, by God's gradual education of

mankind, Alexandrian Judaism was enlightened to create forms of

thought of which Christianity could make use in proclaiming the

Gospel of the Incarnation, and in basing it upon the utterances of the

Old Testament Scriptures.'' But we must again be reminded how

vast is the superiority of the Christian faith to the Philonian phUo-

' De profugis, 20 : ipxt»p™s • • all,afTI\ll.i.Tmv ifieroxos.
, cti. -n

2 Among phrases common to the writer and to Philo, but unknown to St. Paul, we
may mention

—

S^jtov, too-oSto . . o<rov, the interchange of meanings between " covenant

"

and "testament" in diatheke, iJiuTi'feiv, yevtracriai., iisTpimTaBilv, iii,rjT(op. There is a remark-

able parallel between Heb. x. 29 and Philo, Deprofug., " For if those who abuse mortal

parents are led to death, of what pimishment must we think them worthy who venture to

blaspheme the Father and Maker of all things?" Such striking terms as "to sin

wjlUijgly" am} " prayer? ^nd suppl^Qatjonj " ?ire a,lso comnjpii to ^oth
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Sophy. The Logos of Philo has to be removed from any direct contact

•with matter by an endless number of intervening Powers; the forms

in which He is represented are so self-contradictory, that we never

know whether he is to be. regarded as a Person or an Idea. And
Philo is still so far entangled in Jewish particularism that he is

unable to understand the universal prophecies of the Old Testament.

His Logos is at the best a Jewish deliverer, and is infinitely far

from being the Saviour of the World.
5. But the still closer comparison of a few of the most memorable

passages of the Epistle with the words and thoughts of Philo will

show that the author is indebted to him to an extent to which

St. Paul's writings furnish no parallel.

(i.) Take, for instance, the memorable opening passage. He speaks

of Christ as " the effulgence of God's glory." Philo had spoken
of God as the " archetypal brightness," and of the Logos as a " sunlike

brightness," and the Book of Wisdom had spoken of Wisdom as "the
effulgence of everlasting light."—He calls the son " the stomvp and
impress of God^s substance." Philo speaks of the word of man as

"the stamp of divine power," and of the Logos as "the stamp
of the seal of God."^—He says that the Son "upholds all things by the

utterance of Sis power." Philo speaks of the Logos as "bearing
all things that are."—He says, " By whom, also He made the worlds."

Philo says that " the instrument {prganon) of creation was the Word,
by Whom it was set in order," and that " the Word is the image (eikon)

of God, by Whom the whole universe was fashioned."^

(ii.) Again, take Heb. iv. 12, 13 : "For living is the Word of God,

a/iid active, and more cutting than any two-edged sword, and piercing

even to the division both of soul and spirit, both of joints and marrow,
and quick to discern the tlioughts and intents of the hea/rt." In this

passage the writer evidently has in his mind the thoughts of Philo

and of the Book of Wisdom. Philo compares the Word to the flaming

sword of Paradise ; he speaks of the " fire and knife " of Abraham as

being used "to cut off and consume his still adherent mortality." He
calls the Word "the cutter of all things," and says that "when
whetted to the utmost sharpness it is incessantly dividing all sensuous

things." He compares it to the midmost branch of the golden candle-

stick, as being the cutter or divider of the six faculties of the human
soul. Similarly the author of Wisdom compares God's Almighty word
to a sharp sword leaping down from earth to Heaven.'

(iii.) Again, this Epistle is remarkable for several passages which
express with imcompromising sternness the hopeless condition of willing

and determined apostates. Those passages (vi. 4—8 ; x. 26—29

;

xii. 16, 17) are in some respects unique in Scripture, and they furnished

a stronghold to the heretics of the religiosity which delights in hatred.

1 De monarchia, ii. § 5 (Mang. i. 47, 106—162, etc.).

s See Excursus IX. Quis rer. div. haer. (Mang. i. 491, 503, 506).
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That they do not sanction such perversions we shall see further on ; but
we find something very analogous to them in a passage of Philo^ which
is almost apostolic in its solemnity, where he describes the iireparable
loss sustained by that soul which refuses to submit itself to the
discipline of the Logos and which overpasses the limits of fitting

humility. " Such a soul," he says, " wUl not only be widowed in
respect to all true knowledge, but will also be cast out. Once unyoked
and separated from the Logos, she will be cast away for ever, without
possibility of returning to her ancient home."^

After instances so striking, it wUl be needless to do more than
to point to two of the most fundamental conceptions in the entire

Epistle.

1. One of them is the Melchizedek Priesthood of Christ. In
his whole treatment of the subject, the writer adopts the method
and the thoughts of Philo. PhUo speaks of the "Just King," as
holding " a self-acquired, self-taught priesthood," which—building
solely on the silence of Scripture—he describes as having been bestowed
on him without merit or work. He directly compares him to the Logos
in the words, "The Logos, who is shadowed forth by Melchizedek,"

is "priest of God the Most high." Philo also speaks of the Logos
as " the great High Priest."'

But here again, as throughout the Epistle, the writer shows himself

superior to Philo. With Philo allegory is everything, and the literal

narrative almost nothing. With ApoUos the literal narrative is

accepted, and the typology is confined within rational limits, not pushed
into absurd details. He does not say, as PhUo does, that Melchizedek
brought forth the nourishment for the soul which the Ammonites and
Moabites would not do, because the Ammonites are the children only of

perception, and the Moabites of mind.*

2. But there is a yet more fundamental Alexandrianism in his

mode of thought, and one which requires a fuller examination.

It had been a main object of St. Paul to dissuade the Jews from
clinging to Judaic observances as a means of salvation ; to prevent their

enforcement upon the Gentiles ; and to convince the Gentiles that they
were abrogated and null. He does this by a dialectic method, in which
he proves to the Jews that Mosaism was but a transient, imperfect,

relative dispensation, having no absolute value, but only intended to

lead men by an unsatisfied yearning, or rather to drive them with the

scourge of an awakened conscience, to a diviner and an eternal faith.

1 Jjepg. alleg, iii. (Mang. i. 119 ; ^vtreXTTiVTiav flera iroAA^s OLvlas KTarai K.T.X.).

2 Delitzsch, on Heb. vi. 4. On the resemblance between this Epistle and Philo,

see Excursus X., and consult Carpzov, Sacr. Exerc. in Ep. ad Hebr. ex Philone,

1730; Losner, Observ. in N. T. ex Philone; Bleek, i. 399, f. 9; Tholuck, 78, f. 9;
Gfrorer, l.c, ; Dahne, AUx. BeligionsphHos. i.

3 De Somn. § 38 (Mang. i. 653).
* Tholuck points out that in the Hagadoth about the infancy of Moses the writer ia

nearer to Josephus {ArUt. xv. 563) than to Philo.
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To him the Law is neither Promise nor Fulfilment, but a stern though
necessary discipline which had been interposed between the two.

Moses, in the Apostle's view, was by no means the supreme chief of the

Hebrew race, but a personage of secondary importance in comparison

with Abraham. The fiery Law of Sinai, so far from being, as the

Eabbis said, the one thing for the sake of which the universe had been
created,^ was deposed into complete subordination. St. Paul placed it

immeasurably lower than the promise to Abraham, and showed that it

sank into insignificance before the Gospel of Christ. Hence the con-

trast between the Law and the Gospel is, for St. Paul, a contrast

between Command and Promise, between Sin and Mercy, between
"Works and Faith, between Curse and Blessing, between the threat of

inevitable Death and the gift of Eternal Life. Apollos, on the other

hand, treats of the contrast only as a contrast between Type and
Reality. The polemical aspect of the question has disappeared. The
Circumcision controversy, the question about meats,^ the proofs that the

Gentiles were not to be under Levitic bondage, are matters that have no
existence in his pages. He does not say one word about that opposition

of Faith and works which occupy so many chapters of St. Paul.

Election, Regeneration, the Rejection of Israel, the difference between
the physical and the spiritual seed of Israel, are absent from his treatise.

He only alludes even to Repentance and to the Resurrection to class

them among the "elements" which he may safely pass by.' To St.

Paul Judaism was represented by a Law which enforced, by one
universal menace, its impossible exactions ; it was a dispensation of

wrath which revealed to man that he was naturally under the curse of

God. Christianity, on the other hand, was represented by a Deliverance,

a Reconciliation, a Free Grace, which men were forced to seek as a refuge

from a doom which their troubled consciences declared to be deserved.

This Epistle views the two religions under an aspect entirely difierent.

It sees in Judaism not so mMch a Law as a System of Worship, of which
Christianity was the antitype and fulfilment. Both writers arrive at

the same conclusion, but they do so by different routes, and from different

premisses. St. Paul represents Mosaism as a cancelled servitude

;

this writer as an incomplete satisfaction. To St. Paul the Levitic

system was a discipline which had been rendered superfluous ; to this

writer—to whom by anticipation I wUl again ask permission to give the

name of Apollos—it was a symbol which had become nugatory. To St.

Paul the Law was a bond, of which Christ had nailed the torn frag-

ments to His Cross ; to Apollos Judaism was a scaffolding within which

' See the Intiod. to Delitzsoh's Commentary on the Epistle, and Kitzur Sh'lh, /. 7, 2
(Hershon's Talm. Miscell. p. 331). Avoda Zara, /. 3, 1. Shabbath, /. 89, 1. Pesachim,

/ 54, 1, etc.

2 There is a passing allusion to the distinction of meats in xiii. 9, but only as it

affected the Jews, and with no reference to its present pbligatoriness or non-obligatori-
ness either for them or for the Gentiles,

3 vi. 1.
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tte true Temple had been built, a chrysalis from which the winged life

had departed. St. Paul looked on Mosaism as a broken fetter, his

follower regarded it as a vanished shadow. To St. Paul the Law was
abrogated because it consisted of " beggarly elements ;

" to ApoUos it

was annulled because the Priesthood on which it depended had become
weak and profitless. Both regarded Christianity as far more ancient

than Judaism—but it was so to St. Paul because he saw in it the fulfil-

ment of a Promise, and to ApoUos because he saw in it the realisation

or an archetype. St. Paul's proof hinges on the threat which lay by
implication in the words : He thai doeth them shall live hy them ; the

argument of ApoUos rests on the command to Moses :
" See that thou

make all things after the pattern showed thee in the Mount." St. Paul

proves the independence of Christianity by referring to Abraham

;

ApoUos by referring to Melchizedek. The Jewish ritual was to ApoUos
a material something between the Divine Idea and its partial realisation

by Christians on earth until they passed to its absolute realisation in

Heaven. Hence, " the Epistle to the Hebrews is a thoroughly original

attempt to establish the main results of Paulinism upon new pre-

suppositions and in an entirely independent way."^ We may add that

this way, being more comprehensible, was of the extremest importance.

It was clearer to the Gentiles because it did not involve the transcen-

dental heights of St. Paul's fervid mysticism. It was more easily

accepted by Jews because it gave a less violent shock to their prejudices.

It soothed the wounded pride of Levitism, by recognising it as part of

an unbroken continuity." The Jew was less likely to cling with frantic

patriotism to the traditions of his fathers if he could be persuaded that

Christianity was not in opposition to them, but might be regarded as a

progress beyond them, an evolution out of them, a nearer approximation

to the Eternal Substance of which they were the acknowledged but

evanescent shadow.'

And yet how effective the argument was! The Temple seems

to rise before us in all the splendour of its most imposing ceremonial.

We see the Ark and the Cherubim and Aaron's budding rod, and the

• Pfleiderer, Faulinism. ii. 53.

2 This may be illustrated from the writer's treatment of Eevelation. Here again we
find the argimientimi a minori ad majus. The Revelation to the Jews (irAm) was in all

respects a genuine rev^ation (i. 1 ; ii. 2 ; iii. 9 ; iv. 12 ; xii. 19, etc.), but the Instrument

of the Christian Eerelation was higher and greater (i. 1 ; ii. 3)—One far above angels,

far above Moses, far above Aaron ; and he spoke not in terror, as on Sinai, but in mercy,

as by the Galilean Lake (xii. 18—21 ; iii. 7 ; iv. 1, etc.)

3 The whole subject has been well treated by Baur {Church History, I., pp. 114—122,

E.T.) and by Pfleiderer, Paulinimius, Kap. ix.), to whom I am much indebted. Baur
says (p. 118)—"The distinction between the two views may be said to be that the

tendency of St. Paul's is ethical, that 6i this Epistle metaphysical." There is nothing in

this Epistle so startling to the Jew as St. Paul's remark that the Law was given " for the

sake of transgressions " (Gal. iii. 19) ; but what ApoUos sees in the Law is mainly its

7i£gative relation to Christianity. The Pnesthood, not the Law, is with him the essential

thing, and as to the Law, he merely says that when there is a change in the one there

must be a change in the other (vii, 12),
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golden pot of manna, and the curling wreaths of incense. We hear
the trumpets blow, and see the Levites in their white tunics on the
marble steps, and the High Priest in his golden and jewelled robes.

And whUe the Jew is exulting in all this gorgeous and significant

ritual, it is by one wave of a wand reduced to a shadow, a picture,

a transient symbol of that by which it is all to be done away !

For the main section of the Epistle is occupied with the proof
that Christ is the true Priest, who continues indeed the Aaronic
priesthood, but supersedes it by reverting to a higher type ; that
Judaism is but an inchoate and imperfect Christianity. The difference

between the two systems is quantitative rather than qualitative, though
quantitative in an almost infinite degree. The ancient novice, when
initiated into the mysteries, used to exclaim, icpuyov kukSv, evpov &ii.(imv,

" I fled the bad, I found the better." But to revert from Christianity

to Judaism was the worst kind of apostasy—it was to fling away
the better from a deliberate preference for the worse.^

The author (as we have seen) found his fruitful thought of a
pre-existent Ideal in the Alexandrian philosophy. That philosophy
had sprung up from seed which Plato had sown in the rich soil of
Semitic monotheism. To the school of PhUo, as to that of Plato,

earth was

—

" But the shadow -of Heaven, and things therein,

Each to the other like more than on earth is thought."^

To them—and they found sanction for their views in Holy Writ—the
world of phenomena was but the shadow of a world of noumena. The
things seen and temporal were dim copies of things unseen and eternal.

The visible universe is a faint adumbration of the archetypal, and it

is only Divine in so far as it answers to the Great Idea of its Creator.

The Jews had begun to study Greek philosophy, and to see that

" All knowledge is not couched in Moses' Law,
The Pentateuch, or what the Prophets wrote

:

The Gentiles also Iniow, and write, and teach
To admiration, led by Nature's light."

The spirit of Judaism had been kindled afresh by a breath of secular

inspiration. They had begun to recognise in the nobler tones of
heathen literature the voice of that eternal Sibyl who "in all ages
entering into holy souls makes them sons of God and prophets, and
speaking things simple and unperfumed and unadorned; reaches through
ten thousand years by the aid of God."^ Familiar with the Timaeus,
Philo made his entire system depend on the existence of a K6(riJios vorirhs,

1 HenoE the oonsiant recurrence of KpsCrrov eAmV, KpeCrnoii SmOtjiai (vii. 19, 22);
Stat^opuTe'pa Kenovpyia (viii. 6) ;

fxei^tav koX reXeioTepa tTKT]vr] (ix. 11) ; KpeiTTOves Ovaiax, tirayyekiixi

(ix. 23). It might almost be said that iriio-o) ixaXXov, "how much more," is the key-note
of the argument (ix. 14 ; x. 29)— the argumentum a minm-i ad majus.

2 "Der Sinneuwelt ein Schatte ist der Geistwelt" (Mahomed, a Persian poet, quoted
by Tholuok, 135).

^ Eeraclitus.
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or World of Ideas, of whicli the Mosaic system was a copy. He learnt

from "Scripture that the worlds were made by the "Word of God,
and he regarded the ideal world as being the sum total of the concrete

developments of this Infinite Logos. As St. John identifies the Logos
with Christ, so the author of this Epistle identifies the Ideal

World with the kingdom of Heaven, and the kingdom of Heaven
with perfected salvation. And thus the conception—transplanted from
the atmosphere of philosophy into that of religion—acquires new life.

It is no longer a transcendental abstraction : it gives form and
expression to a living hope.

We might, perhaps, suppose that there is a trace of the same
conception in the language of St. Paul about " the heavenlies " in

the Epistle to the Ephesians j^ but St. Paul merely uses the expression

as a moral appeal, and not as the basis of a theological system. In

the Epistle before us the whole argument is made to turn upon it.

Levitism is but a sketch in outline, a rough copy, a quivering shadow
of the things in Heaven, which are supersensuous, invisible, immaterial,

immovable, eternal.'' This aeon is but an imperfect realisation of

the future seon." The Tabernacle was made after the pattern of a

Divine Temple,* and Christianity is that Temple. The superiority of

dhristianity to Judaism is shown to consist in this, that Judaism
is earthy and sensuous, Christianity supersensuous and ideal But
the Chnstianity of this world is itself but a closer copy, a truer

realisation of the perfect kingdoru beyond the grave. Hence the

kingdom of Heaven is both present and future. It is a salvation

subjectively enjoyed, not yet objectively reaHsed.^

(1.) From this different way of handling the relation of Christianity

to Judaism there arises incidentally a remarkable difiference between

the aspect presented by the Christian Hope in this writer and in

St. Paul. St. Paul says, "We were saved by our Hope.'" The

salvation is secured, yet Hope is necessary, because here we groan

in the mortal body. There is in us a "psychological dualism"—

a

disintegrated individuality—flesh struggling against spirit, and spirit

against flesh, although the spirit is winning a progressive victory, and

gradually asserting its sole pre-eminence. The Christian receives

the Sonship, but he still awaits its perfect fruition.' He looks forward

1 Eph. i. passim ; and Heb. viii. 5 ; is. 23.
2 inioSeiyiJui, viii. 5 ; a-iciay, ix. 1; ix. 23; xi. 1, 3 ; xii. 18, 27 ; Tropa/SoX)), ix. 9 ; imrvrra,

ix. 24 ; as opposed to 6 nJiros, or to Te\eioi', or ra a\Tj6Lva, or avTT) 1} e'lK^v. The world of

phenomena (avrJj if ktCvls) is described as visible (to pKe-iro/ievovj xi. 3), capable of
^
being

shaken (Ta o-oAmojiej'o, xii. 27), tangible (xii. 18), but the archetypal world is the
" House of God " (x. 21) ; " the genuine Tabernacle " (viii. 2) ; " the city which has the

foundations " (xi. 10) ; our true "fatherland " (xi. 14) ; the unshakeable kingdom " (xii.

28) ; " the heavenly Jerusalem " (xii. 22). ^ Heb. ii 5 ; vi. 5.

4 Thus the Jews said that "An Ark of fire, and a Table and Lampstand of fire, came
down from Heaven to Moses as patterns, and that Gabriel, clothed as a workman,

showed Moses how to make them."—(Menachoth, /. 29, 1.)

5 Heb. xu. 28; vi. 4, 5.

' Bom. viii. 24 : t^ y«P e^fiSc iaderuiev. ' lb, vioOeaCav imnSex/iiuviti,
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to the resurrection as his final deliverance from the assaults of the

fleshly principle, after which he will be in possession of a spiritual

body. In the Epistle to the Hebrews we read nothing of this fierce

struggle. Constantly as the author speaks of the future life, he

says nothing about the Resurrection, except to mention it among
the elementary subjects which he does not mean ' to discuss. But
Hope is necessary, because the state in which we live is but a

shadow of the state wherein we shall be. In this view we can only

realise the future by exultant anticipation and inward evidence.'' Hope
is not fruition. Here the ship still tosses on the turbid waves, but

yet it is held by a sure and steadfast anchor, of which the golden

chain passes out of our sight in that aerial ocean beyond the veil ;—and
the unseen links of that chain are held by the hand of Christ, Who
has gone before us there.^ It remained for St. John to say and to

show still more clearly and comfortingly that he that hath the Son
liath life—that this is eternal Ufe. In him Hope melts into actual

fruition. The future becomes one with the present. The chasm
between the two is bridged over by the highest utterance of revelation,

that " the Word became flesh."

(2.) So far, then, we have seen that the Epistle to the Hebrews
difiers theologically from the writings of St. Paul by its marked Alex-

andrianism. But this is not the only difference. Faith is prominent
alike in the Epistle to the Hebrews and in St. Paul, but it is presented

under a changed aspect. The tenninology is in part identical, the

accentuation of meaning is not the same. The writer uses St. Paul's

phrases, but he applies them to truths seen under a different light. To
St. Paul Faith meant the essence of the Christian life. Ultimately it

meant the unity of the spirit of man with the Spirit of God—the life in

Christ—^the identity of the life of Christ with the life of the Christian.

The life of faith in St. Paul is the realised immanence of Christianity,

" Christ in me." This is tha form, of faith in his writings, and its object

is the life, the death, the resurrection of his Lord. Now, often as faith

is spoken of in this Epistle, the form and the object of it are different.

Itsform is " the substance of things hoped for, the conviction of things

invisible."' The object of it is neither the Person of Christ,* nor the

death of Christ,' nor the resurrection of Christ," but it is trust in the

word of God, and the entrance into that unseen world whereinto Christ

has preceded us.' Not that the faith of this writer sinks into a ChiU-

astic expectation. It is the present approximation to future perfectness.

1 Heb. Ti. 4, 5 ; xii. 28. » Heb. fi. 19.
2 xi. 1. On the meaning of iiirdo-Tao-is and lAryxos, see infra, on Heb. xi. 1. "Der

Begrift der moris ein anderer ist, namlich nicbt so wohl die jides spedalis in Ghrisl/ujm, als

die fides generaZis in das nnsichtbare (Ideale) HeU." Immer, NevrTest, Theol. p. 403.
* Eom. iii. 22 ; Gal. ii. 20 ; Eph. i. 15 ; Col. i. 4, etc.

6 Eom. iii. 25 ; Gal. ii. 20.
^ Eph. passim; 1 Cor. xv. etc. Christ's resurrection is only once alluded to by

Apollos, Heb. xiii. 20, and that but passingly.

7 vi, 1 ; xi. 1, 2, 4, etc. He does not speak of jtiVtis 'Iijo-oO Xpio-ToS or h JJoiaTil'l^/croO
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It is confidence in the promised rest, founded on approach, to God,'

—

analogous to the belief of the old heroes and Patriarchs, but more perfect

and less distant," and evinced by endurance.' Faith in St. Paul is one-

ness with Christ ; in this writer it has Christ for its example. It is not

the instrument of justification, but the condition of access. It is used

in a sense more easily intelligible, and therefore more likely to be widely

accepted. It is "Christ for us" rather than "Christ in us.", Hence
faith, as treated in this Epistle, becomes very closely allied with " endu-

rance to the end."'*

(2) 0. There is a similar difiierence observable in the use of the word
Righteousness. St. Paul's use of the word is peculiar. The main dog-

matic thesis of the Epistle to the Romans—"justification by faith "—is

an illustration of the method whereby the subjective righteousness of

God can become the objective righteousness (or justification) of man.

To this dogma the letter before us does not allude, and Dikawsune is

confined to its original meaning of simple "righteousness." For that

state which St. Paul calls "justification" this writer has a different

word. The words " imputed righteousness " nowhere occur in him.

Righteousness with him is not a condition bestowed on man by God as

a result of the work of Christ, but, as in James, it is faith manifested by

obedience, and so earning the witness of God.^ Thus the word Dikaio-

sune is stripped of judicial accessories,' and the results of a life of

obedience based on faith are expressed by the terras "purification,"

" sanctification," "perfectionment."' In other words, "righteousness"

is not to this writer " the Divine gift which faith receives "—the white

robe put into the outstretched hands ; but it is " the human condition

which faith produces,"* the inheritance which man acquires.'

Here, again, there is no contradiction of St. Paul, who carefully

guards himself against Antinomian misconceptions, and who shows that

where faith is there works must be, just as where sunlight is there warmth
and light must be. But though there is no contradiction, there is

marked divergence. The identity of phraseology does but serve to bring

into prominence the underlying differences. Even when the author

quotes the famous verse of Habakkuk, "The just shall live by faith,"

or, as he more probably wrote, "My just man shall live by faith," he

applies it in a manner which is not the same as that of St. Paul. Each

of the three words of the text has a different shade of meaning. By

1 xi. 10. 2 X. 34 ; xi. 40 ; xii. 22, 28.

3 X. 35—30.
4 xi. 1 ; xii. 1, rotyapovv . . . 5t inrofiovT\s rpexttiiJ.Ev. So Philo defines Faith as * a

bettering in all things of the soul which has cast itself for support on the Author of all

tUngs " (De Ahrahamo, ii. 39).
^ ijJiapTVfn^dTt] elfot SCxatoi, xi. 4, 5.

s Auciu6oi occurs twenty-eight times in St. Paul ; not once in this Epistle.

7 i^idiav, iyiiftaeiu, ii. 11; X. 10, 14, 29; xiii. 12. Compare pam'feii/, pai/Ti<r(ios, X. 22,

39; xii. 24(1 Pet. i. 2).

*• xi. 33, fittt TTtoTeios elpyaffavro SiKaLOtrvvyjy.

® xi. 7, 8tK(uocn/ia7s iyeveTo KAfipof^/Aos. Sep pflej^^rer, ii. £6.

J2
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" the just " St. Paul means " he who has been justified
;
" by " faith " he

means " union with Christ
;

'' by " shall live " he means " enter into the

spiritual life." The use of the text by ApoUos comes nearer to its

original significance in the old Jewish prophet, which was that " the up-

right man should be preserved from ruin by his fidelity."^ How any
careful reader with such facts before him can persist in maintaining that

St. Paul wrote the Epistle to the Hebrews, must remain one of the

strangest problems of theological criticism.

(3.) Once more, without the smallest contradiction between the

Christology of St. Paul and that of the Epistle to the Hebrews, we can

trace in the latter the speciality of Alexandrian influences. The con-

ception of the Eternal Christ, as One Who was far above all angels, is

the same as in the Epistle to the Colossians, but the expressions used of

Him are even stronger. In the Epistle to the Hebrews Christ is not

only the Image of God, as He is in St. Paul,^ but also, as in the Book
of Wisdom,' " the effulgence of His glory, and the impress of His sub-

stance ; " and is not only, as in St. Paul, the Instrument of creation, but

also the upholder of all things by the word of His power. In this

respect ApoUos stands midway between St. Paul and St. John. The
word Logos, as directly applied to Christ, seems constantly to be in his

mind, but he does not actually use it. And yet in his first chapter,* and
elsewhere,^ he transfers directly to Christ the attributes of the Logos of

Philo.* And by so doing he produced a deep efiect. In the Apocalypse,

also, Christ appears as the Logos and the High Priest. In its exalted

conception of our Lord's Divinity, and in the development of His high-

priestly functions,' the Epistle to the Hebrews exercised an influence

upon the Church which perpetuated its value long after any proof of the

superiority of Christianity to Judaism had been rendered needless by
the inexorable demonstrations of History.

(4.) And the redemptive work of Christ is also looked at from a

slightly different standpoint, both in its nature and its results. In St.

Paul the decree of God and the passivity of Christ are mainly dwelt

• Hab. ii. 4 ; Rom. i. 17 ; Heb. x. 38. See my Life cmd Worh of St. Pavl, ii. 181

;

Pfleiderer, PauUnism. ii 89 ; Weiss, Petrin. Lehrhegr. 527.
2 eiKUiv TOV ©60V rov aoparov, Col. i. 15 ; iii. 12 ; 2 Oor. iv. 4.

3 Wisd. vii. 25, 26. Noaok suggested an ingenious theory, that the Book of Wisdom
was written by ApoUos before his conversion. This tlieory has been worked out by Dean
Plumptre in the Expositor, i. 327, 348, 409—435. He adduces the words common to

Wisdom and the Epistle, such as 7roXvju.epcos, aTrauyao-fta, viroa-Taa-i,^, depanoiv, tottos fieravoia^f

fiePaiaiirK, 6K/3ai7is, and many more ; shows the connection of both books with Philo
;
points

t ) parallel passages like Heb. iv. 12 and Wisd. xviii. 22 ; shows that Clement of Kome
used both books ; illustrates the sonorous style of both, the fondness for compounds, for

unusual words, and for an accumulation of epithets ; and calls attention to the fact that

the two books are mentioned in juxtaposition by Irenseus (Euseb. S, E. v. 26), and
nearly so in the Muratorian Canon.

* Heb. i. 1—4.
5 iv. 12, 13.

_ . . : , ,

^ 2)e Somn. (Mang. i. 633, 70 jixei/ yap TapaSetyfxa 6 TrXTjpeVraTO? iji/ aUToS Aoyos <^(i5.)

7 It is reproduced in Clem. Bom. ad Rom. 36, 58, and referred to in the MaTtj/rdom
of Polycarp, and the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs,
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upon, and His death is regarded from its most mysterious aspect as
being an expiatory sacrifice to redeem mankind from the curse of tho
Law ; but in the Epistle to the Hebrews Christ is not only the passive
victim, but the sacrificing priest.^ The result of His willing sacrifice of

Himself is the purification of man's conscience from the sense of gtiilt,'

and the sanctification of man's life by a . new relation towards God.
Guilt had rendered ns impure before God. The Jews of old were
replaced in a condition of Levitical purity, partly by sacrifices, partly

by a sprinkling of blood. We are rendered spiritually pure from the
defilement of a tormenting conscience by the death of Christ for us
once for all, and by the sprinkling of our consciences with His Blood.
The point of view from which Christ's death is here regarded is not the
identity of the Christian with Christ, but the passing through the veil

into the Holiest—the approach to Christ,'and through Christ to God.
Even when he is dwelling directly on the death of Christ, the author
scarcely ever uses any phrase which can be interpreted as intimating
that it was an expiation which was necessary to manifest that God was
righteous although He forgave sin.° The reason which he assigns for

the abstract necessity of Christ's death is that a testament can only
come into force after the death of the testator.^ This reason, taken
alone, explains so small a part of the matter, and so completely leaves

out of sight the sacrificial death of Christ, and bears so slightly on the

analogy of the ancient sacrifices on which he has so long been dwelling,

that we are almost driven to infer that the writer supposed his readers

to be aware of the explanation of this mystery furnished by St. Paul,

and therefore deemed it needless to develop it further. This is the

more remarkable, because whereas the author speaks even more strongly

than St. Paul of the majesty of the Eternal and Pre-existent Christ, he
yet dwells more distinctly than St. Paul on the moral and human side of

the life of Christ—His prayers and tears. His anguish. His holy fear. His
perfectionment through suffering.' He contents himself with the general

expression that there was a moral fitness in its being thus ordained *

But while we can have no doubt that he accepted the truth which St.

Paul had taught,' we can see how natural it was for one who had been

1 Geiger has argued that this conception came from the Sadduoees, and therefore
that the writer must have once been a Sadduoee. There is nothing to be said in favour
of this view, and much against it. See Matt. xxii. 23, and Acts zxiii. 8, compared with
Heb. vi. 2 ; xi. 35 ; i. ii. passim.

2 The two words most frequently used are /taflopicrnot, KoBapiim, as in ix. 13, 14 ; x, 2,

22, &c. ; and ayiiieiv, ii 11 ; x. 10, 14.
3 As in Rom. iii. 25 ; Gal. iii. 13 ; 2 Cor. v. 21. * Heb. ix. 15—22.
6 ii. 10 ; jv. 15 ; v. 8 ; vi 20 ; vii 2, 10 ; xii. 2.

^ iwpeTTEv y]fuVf vii. 26.
' That he does so is clear from such expressions as airoXurpioiri!, ix. 15 ; aiiiwreKxnirtii,

ix. 22 ; i.t^aaKe<r6m.f ii 17 , oirtos \nrip n-avrbs yevurjTai OavaTovj ii. 9. But these expressions

make it only the more remarkable that he nowhere touches on the reason for these

necessities—the rationale of this reconciliation. He says that Christ was oifered and
man was cleansed, but he nowhere develops any theory of vicarious satisfaction to

explain the fact. (KostUn, JoJiamn Lehrhegr, 435.)
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trained in Alexandrian notions to accept it without being led to dwell

upon it ; to leave it as an insoluble mystery ; to feel a difficulty in

speaking of " reconciliation," or of any apparent contrast between God's

retributive wrath and His reconciling love. That which only could be

expressed in anthropomorphic, and therefore in imperfect metaphors,

was least calculated to attract the genius of Alexandrian elucidation.

We are not surprised that an Alexandrian should reverently leave this

on one side, as being the mysterious element in Christ's sacrifice which
is to us incomprehensible. He does not therefore touch on the satis-

faction of God's justice, but on another aspect of Christ's death—namely,

the annihilation of the power of the Devil.^ He is content to declare,

^vithout further discussion, that Christ's death is man's purification. He
" leaves a gap between the means and the end."* He dwells more on
Christ the Sanctifier than on God the Justifier.' He speaks of Christ's

sufierings as the appointed pathway of His perfection, and of the

following of His example as the appointed means of our being perfected.^

Scarcely touching on St. Paul's words "ransom," "reconciliation,"

"justification," he teaches that Christ, by His suffering and death,

performed once for all the work of an Eternal High Priest—offered that

sacrifice of Himself which purges the consciousness of man from its

sense of guilt, and, as our forerunner and standard-bearer, flung open

the heavenly sanctuary, the archetypal world, wherein man, purified

from guUt, can enter into the Presence of God—in hope and humble
access now, in beatific vision hereafter behind the veU.''

(5.) In seizing upon Peiesthood and Saceifice, rather than on tho

1 Compare Col. ii. 14, 15. Both writers use the word "ransom," because as regards
mam Christ's death has the effect of a ransom paid. But neither of them touch on the
question, " To w'Aom is the ransom paid ? " And with good reason : because that question
is an invasion of the secrets of the Deity. When men insist on trying to answer it, they
(1) either draw out a doctrine of the Atonement which represents God in a light which
utterly shocks the moral sense, or (2) infer, as was taught by theologians for a thousand
years, that the person to whom the ransom was paid was—the Devil ! Such a notion
would have been abhorrent to the Alexandrian monotheism ; and that the notion of a
"warfare or lawsuit" between Christ and Satan should for so many hundred years
have formed a constant element of Chm-ch teaching respecting the mystery of the
Atonement, from Augustine to Anselm, is one of the many historic facts which should
abate the towering pretensions of an inferential theology.

3 X. 14.
3 See Davidson, Introd. ii. 245.
* ii. 9, 10; xii. 6—11; v. 9; TeXetaio-i!, "perfectionment," is a characteristic word

of this Epistle, and it seems to include both "justification," " sanctification," and
"glorification."

5 vi. 20 ; X. 20. It will be seen, then, that points in which the writer is not dis-

tinctively Pauline are, (1) the prominence of TeAeioKris rather than of Si/taionris
; (2) the

conception of Christ less as the Crucified and Eisen than as the sympathetic High
Priest ; (3) the conception of approach to Him (irpoo-epxetrOat irpds) rather than of mystic
union vrith Him (Immer, Neii-Teat. Theol. p. 403). (4) St. Paul's quotations are in-

troduced by yeypaiTTai yap Or koBuis ydypawrat; etc. (2 Cor. vi. 16, 17 ; Rom. ix. 15 ; 2 Cor.
vi. 2 ; Gal. iii. 16), those of this Epistle are introduced by " God " or " the Holy Ghost

"

(iii. 7 ; X. 15) " saith " or " vritnesseth " (Heb. ii. 6 ; vii. 17 ; x. 15). (5) He holds more
closely to the LXX. and the readings now found in Cod, ^lexandrimts, whereas St. Paul
foUows those now found in Cod. Vaticanus (Bleek).
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Law, as the central point of his treatment, the writer showed his deep
knowledge of Jewish feeling. Not only do the regulations respecting

worship occupy the greater part of the Book of Leviticus, but, as we
shall see further, the imagination of the people had almost concentrated

itself upon priestly functions, and especially upon the Great Day of

Atonement. A glance at the Talmud will show how large a pari

Priesthood occupied in the thoughts of every Jew. Thus we are told of

the priests that their descent from Aaron was the badge of exclusive

privilege ;^ that in the faithful days of the first Temple each High Priest

enjoyed an average of 23 years of oflSce f that when he was admitted

to service he was inspected by the Sanhedrin, and if there was so much
as a mole on his body he was dressed in black and dismissed ;' that even
if priests were unworthy, no one was to think evil of them ;* tRat if a
priest was found to be Levitically unclean while performing the Temple
service, his juniors might at once drag him out of the Temple and brain

him with clubs.' The very garments of the priests were not only used

to make wicks for the great candlestick," but were regarded as so holy

that they had the faculty of atoning for sin—the tunic for murder, the

ephod for idolatry, the girdle for evil thoughts.' One passage will still

further show their estimation :
" So long," says the tract Gittin,' com-

menting on Ezek. xxL 26, " as there is a diadem on the head of a priest,

there is a crown on the head of every man. Remove the diadem from
the head of the high-priest, and you take away the crown from the head
of all the people."

(6.) There is yet another point on which we may seize as marking
the difference between the writer and St. Paul. It is perhaps an accident

that he uses a phrase—" to Him that made Him " (iii 2)'-—which,

though capable of perfectly simple explanation, yet lent itself with so

much facility to the misinterpretations of heresy that it acted as one of

the causes which delayed the general acceptance of the Epistle by the

Church. But it is no accident that the writer in three passages (vi. 4

—8 ; X. 26—31 ; xii. 16, 17) uses language of such unconditional

sternness that it was seized upon with avidity by those who held the

uncompromising tenets of the Montanists and Novatians. No such

passages are to be found in St. Paul's Epistles. The fulness of almost

universal hope which marks the outbursts of emotional eloquence in his

epistles, shows that such language could hardly have been used by him
without large qualification. It is true, as I have shown in dealing with

those passages, that they lend no real sanction to the conclusions which

have been built upon them ; and that, if they did, they would stand in

> BerMhoth, f. 29, a. " Yoma, f. 9, a.

3 Yoma, f. 19, a. < Kiddushin, f. 70, b.

5 Sanhedrin, f. 81, 5. « Shabbath, f. 21, a.

'i Zevachim, f. 88, 6.

8 Fol. 7, a. These and other passages are quoted in Mr. Hershon's Talrnvdio

JWiscellany, p. 107.
> See the note on this passage.
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flagrant contradiction to other passages of Scripture. I believe that the

real thoughts of the writer would have coincided with those of St. Paul

;

but the use of language which lends itself to perversion with so much
facility is yet another mark that his idiosyncrasy differs from that of

the great Apostle.

If, then, there be these marked differences between the aspect of the

same great Christian verities as viewed from the standpoint of St. Paul's

individuality and that of the writer of this Epistle, it is idle to pretend

any longer that St. Paul was the author. The differences are there. No
one can any longer overlook them. And if the differences are there, it

is clear that the ancient guesses about an amanuensis who used the

thoughts of St. Paul, but expressed them in his own language, fall to

the ground.^ We are, therefore, studying the work of another writer

of the Apostolic age, who thought for himself, and who wrote in his

own manner. The inspiration of the Holy Spirit was not a mechanical
dictation, which makes a man the pen rather than the penman of sacred

utterance, and obliterates the plainest landmarks of human idiosyncrasy.

It is a positive gain to us that we have here the treatise of a great

follower of the Pauline school of thought—a school which was so com-
pletely overshadowed by the mighty genius of the Apostle of the

Gentiles that it scarcely produced a single other writer of remarkable

eminence.^

CHAPTER XVII.

WHO WROTE THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS ]

" Auctor Epistolae ad Hebraeos quisquia est, sive Paulus sive ut ego arbitror

Apollo."—Luther, ad Gen. xlviii. 20.

"Quia porro earn composuerit non magnopere curandum est. . . Sed ipsa

dicendi ratio et stilus alium quam Faulum esse satis testantux."

—

Calvin.

If the author—and by author I do not mean merely the amanuensis, but
the actual originator of this Epistle—were not St. Paul, who was it ?

I have already imdicated my belief that it was Apollos, and it is now
necessary to furnish the grounds, both positive and negative, for that all

but certain conclusion.

The author does not adopt the invariable practice of St. Paul by

' Sohwegler supposes that the writer tried to pass for Paul {Nachap. Zeit. ii. 304),
and was amply refuted by Kostlin, Theol. Jahrl. 1853, p. 420 ; 1854, p. 437.

2 The notion of Hase, that the Epistle is by a Nazarene heretic and addressed to
Kazarenes, though partially faTOured by Ritsohl {AltJcatKU. Kirche (second edition),

p. 159), needs no further notice (see Hilgenfeld, Einleit. 359). Every sober enquirer now
acquiesces in the opinion that the Epistle represents Pauline views, but coloured by
Alexandrian influences, and leaning to the Jewish-Christian standpoint, so far as this
was possible to any follower of St. Paul. (See Baur, Three Christian Gent. i. 115,
seqq.)
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beginning his Epistle with a greeting in his own name, although it is

clear that he meant his readers to know, both from the Epistle itself and
through the bearer of it, who he was ; nor is his treatise full of that rich

element of personality which lends to St. Paul's Epistles so indefinable

a charm. But yet, from the Epistle itself we see certain broad facts.

(1.) The writer was a Jew, for he writes as though Heathendom
were practically non-existent.

(2.) He was a Hellenist, for he exclusively quotes the Septuagiat

version, even where it diverges from the original Hebrew.'

(3.) He had been subjected to Alexandrian training, for he shows a

deep impress of Alexandrian thought, and quotes from Alexandrian
manuscripts of the Septuagint, without pausing to question the accuracy

of the renderings.^

(4.) He was a man of great eloquence, of marked originality, of wide
knowledge of the Scriptures, and of remarkable gifts in the application

of Scripture arguments.

(5.) He was a friend of Timotheus, for he proposes to visit the Jewish
Chiu'ches in his company.

(6.) He was known to his readers, and writes to them in a tone of

authority.

(7.) He was not an Apostle, for he classes himself with those who
had been taught by the Apostles.'

(8.) The Apostle by whom he had been taught was St. Paul, for he
largely, though independently, adopts his phraseology, and makes special

use of the Epistle to the Romans.*

(9.) He wrote before the destruction of Jerusalem, and while the

Temple services were still continuing.

(10.) It is doubtful whether he had ever been at Jerusalem, for his

references to the Temple and its ritual seem to apply, not, indeed, to the

Temple of Onias, at Leontopolis,^ but mainly to the Tabernacle as

described in the Septuagint version of the Pentateuch.

Further than this we have no data ° on which to decide the question

' In one remarkable passage (x. 30) he follows St. Paul (Rom. xii. 19) in a variant
quotation of Deut. xxxii. 35.

2 See Bleek, i. 357, and Heb. ii. 3 ; Kostlin, Tkeol. Jahrb. 1853.
' Heb. ii. 3. Any one who chooses to explain away the obvious meaning of this verse

in the interests of the Pauline authorship, by talking of
'
'anakoinom " or " sunkatabads,

"

must do so. But those technical words are here inapplicable, and the supposed parallels

too illusory to need refutation. Serious readers will see how impossible it is that such
a phrase should have been used (and that to Jewish readers !) by one who had written
such passages as Gal. i. 1, 12 ; 2 Cor. si. 24, xii. 12 ; Eph. iii. 2, 3, etc.

* V. infra, p. 190.
* See Wieseler, Unterswchung uber d. Sebr. A great deal too much has been made

of the suggestion. Philo only recognised one narpSmy iep6v, and the Jews of Egypt never
dreamt of looking on the Temple of Onias in the same light as the Samaritans looked on
Mount Grerizim, namely, as a rival shrine to the one Temple, to which they sent their

yearly offerings. The conjecture of Wieseler ought, therefore, to be fii'ally dismissed.

See the decisive remarks of Gratz, Gesch. d. Juden, iii. 31—34, 412.
' Tlie allusion in x. 34 has no bearing on the authorship.
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of his identity : but -we may fairly assume that we should find in the

New Testament the name of any friend and companion of St. Paul of

sufficient authority, learning, and genius, to have been the author of so

remarkable an Epistle. Now, the only known companions of St. Paul

who would in any way fall under this description were Aquila, Silas,

Titus, Barnabas, Clement, Mark, Luke, and ApoUos,^ and accordingly

several of these were conjecturally designated as the authors, or part

authors, in ancient days. Assuming, as we are entitled to do, that it

was one of these, the only way to decide between them will be by a

process of elimination.

The claims of some of them may be dismissed at once.

1. Aquila, for instance, could not have been the author ; for the

fact that he is constantly mentioned with his wife, and even after her,

shows that his personality must have been somewhat insignificant,^ and
that his wife was superior to him in energy.

2. Titus could not have been the author, for he was a Gentile.

3. There is nothing to be said in favour of the authorship of Silas,^

especially as he seems to have been not a Hellenist, but a Jew of

Jerusalem.

4. Tertullian, in his usual oracular way, attributes the Epistle to

Barnabas, but he seems to have done so by an unsupported conjecture.^

The Epistle is incomparably superior to the Epistle of Barnabas, with
its exaggerated Paulinism ; but that Epistle is not by the Barnabas of

the New Testament, and is not earlier in date than a.d. 110.* The
"Apostle* Barnabas, as a Levite, would more probably have described

the Temple at Jerusalem as it then was, and if he had possessed the

natural ability to compose such a treatise as this, he would not have

been so immediately thrown iato the shade by St. Paul from the very

beginning'of his first missionary journey.^ His claims have received but

little support, and he would have been indeed unfortunate if a false

' Timotheus is, of course, excluded by xiii. 23.
^ Acts xviii. 18 ; Eom. xvi. 3 ; 2 Tim. iv. 19.
3 Only held by Bohme and Mynster. The former supposed that the Greek of 1 Peter

was also by Silvanus, and that it resembled the Greek of this Epistle.
• Tert. Depudicit. 20: "Exstatenim et Barnabae titulua ad Hebiaeos.'' Perhaps

he had heard of an " Epistle of Barnabas," and confused this letter with it. The claims
of Barnabas are maintained by Camerarius, Twesten, Ullmann {Stud. u. Krit. 828),

Thiersch (Comment. Hist, de Ep. ad Hebr. 1847)—who, howerer, thinks that the Epilogue
was by St. Paul—and VTieseler [Chronol. p. 504,.and Untersuchung uher den Hebraerhrief,
1861). Wieseler speaks of Tertullian's assertion as the only authentic tradition on the
subject. His arguments about the position of the Epistle in the Peshito, etc., seem
to rae to be very inconclusive. Thiersch supposes that the Epilogue may have been
written by St. Paul, andi so too DeHtzsch (arguing from xiii. 8). Kenan also inclines

in favour of Barnabas (L'Antechrist, p. xvii.). In the Clementine Homilies (i. 9),

Barnabas (and not St. Mark) appears as the founder of the Church of Alexandria.
° See Hamack, in Herzog, s. v. Barnabas, and the article, by Heberle in the old

edition. Hefele also I.Patr. Apost.) has shown how impossible it would have been for the
Apostle Barnabas to see in the Jewish ceremonies mere foolish carnal mistakes about
things which God had intended to be understood spiritually.

^ Bp. Wordsworth (Imtrod. p. 362) adds that Epiphanius, as a Cyprian Bishop, might
have been supposed to know the work of a fellow-Oypriot,
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Epistle was attributed to him, and his real Epistle, which was so far

superior, assigned to another.

5. St. Clement's claims, though mentioned by several of the
Fathers,^ may be set aside, because we have one genuine Epistle from
his hands, and—^independently of difiFerences of view^that letter is

sufficient to show that he had not the capacity to write the Epistle to

the Hebrews. Besides this he quotes from the Epistle to the Hebrews
as though it were of co-ordinate authority to the rest of Holy Scripture,

which he certainly could not have done in the case of any writing of

his own.^

6. St. Mark has never been seriously suggested as the possible

author, because his Gospel presents no points of analogy to this Epistle

either in style or sentiment. Further than this, it is probable that he
also was a Jew of Jerusalem, and his connexion with St. Peter was
closer and more permanent than his connexion with St. Paul.

7. St. Luke, though often suggested as the scribe of the letter ^—on
the hypothesis that the thoughts came directly from St. Paul—could not
possibly have been the author. It is true that in the Gospel and the

Acts we frequently find words and idioms which occur in this Epistle.*

That is a phenomenon which is not difficult to explain in the case of two
writers who had passed through the same kind of training, and had lived,

perhaps, in each other's company, and certainly in close contact with the

mind and teaching of St. Paul. But in spite of these resemblances the

style and the tone of the Epistle to the Hebrews differ essentially from
those of St. Luke. Balanced rhetoric and majestic periods are nowhere
found in the writings of the Evangelist, and it is psychologically difficult

to believe that a writer whose prevailing tone of mind was tender and
conciliatory should have written passages of such uncompromising stern-

ness as those which occiu- in Hebrews vi. 4—8 ; x. 26 ; xii. 27. In
these passages the sternest Montanists exulted, and they were used as

bulwarks of the Novatians in their refusal to re-admit the lapsed to

Baptism or the Lord's Supper ; but they have always raised a difficulty

1 E.g., Origen(i». tn/r«, Excurs.VIII.),Euthalius, Eusebiusffl'. ^. iii. 18), and Jerome.
The view is accepted as probable by Erasmus and Calvin. Almost the only modern
writer who maintains this view is Riethmayer (Einleit. p. 681).

2 It is strange that Euthalius (a.d. 460) should say toS yap koL criufei toj- xopanT^pa,

though it is true enough that many of the sentiments resemble each other {m irdppoi

T& ev enarepoi^ Tots (Tvyypdftiiain voijfiaTa Kodeoravai, Euseb. £[. M. iii. 38). But the resemblance
is merely due to direct plagiarism, while the difference in strength and originality is

immeasurable.
2 Clemens Alex., Origen, Grotius, Hug, Stier, Guerike, F. Delitzsch, Ebrard,

Bisping, Wieseler, Benan.
-• Clemens Alex, observes on the general resemblance of style (rbv auriii' XP"™) between

the Epistle and the Acts. The parallels are tabulated by Liinemann in his edition of the
Epistle, and are constantly referred to by Delitzsch and Ebrard. Among them are
niAaj3ei(r0iiL, ets To irafTeAes, ^yov/uei/os, apx!Ti°^ (used of Christ, Acts Hi. 15, V. 31 , Heb, li. 10,

xii. 2), fiapTOpoiifiei/os, Trapolvainot, /jieToxos. They are, however, of no decisive importance.
See Kiehm, Lehrbegriff, p. 886, note. Moreover, St. Luke more closely followed St.

Paul's theological views and expressions (^ eis XpHrrbj/ ttiotis, SiKaioIo-^ai ef 'l-qirav, etc.,

Acts xiii. 39 ; Luke xviii. 14) than this writer does. See mpra, cap. xvi.
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in the minds of those who reject the ruthless dogma that there is no
forgiveness for post-baptismal sin.^ Apart from these considerations, it

appears to be almost certain that St. Luke -was a Gentile Christian/ and
there is much ground for the traditiwi which describes him as a Proselyte
of Antioch. He could not, therefore, have written this Epistle. It may
be regarded as an axiom that it could not have been written by any one
of Gentile birth.

8. If, then, the writer -sras neither St. Paul nor any of these, we are
led by the exhaustive process to consider the claims of Apollos, and we
at once find not only that none of those objections can be urged against
him which are fatal to the claims of the others, but also that he meets
in every one of the ten particulars the requirements of the problem.
He was a Jew ; he was a Hellenist ; he was an Alexandrian ; he was a
friend of St. Paul and had been deeply influenced by his teaching;
he could not have been specially familiar with the Temple ritual ; he
was remarkable for originality; he was an attractive orator; he was
a powerful reasoner; he was a man of great personal authority; he
taught with so much independence, that St. Paul formally recognised
his gift of maturing and preserving the germs of truth which he
himself had sown.^ Had St. Paul and St. Luke deliberately designed to

point out a man capable of writing the Epistle to the Hebrews,
they could not have chosen any words more suitable to such an object
than those by which they actually describe him as a Jew, an
Alexandrian by birth, an eloquent man, and mighty in the Scriptures,

fervent in spirit, who, after having been carefully taught the way
of the Lord, " began to teach accurately the things concerning the
Lord," and powerfully confuted the Jews out of the Scriptures.^ Even
in minor matters we trace the same congruence between ApoUos and
the writer of this Epistle. We are told that he was originally

acquainted only with the baptism of John, and this writer places the
" doctrine of baptisms " among the rudiments of Christian teaching.'

We are told that " he began to speak with confident boldness in the
Synagogue," and this writer has a high estimate of confident boldness
as a virtue which the Christian should always retain.* Lastly, we
see in Apollos the rare combination of a dislike of prominence
with a remarkable power of oratory. This is exemplified in his refusal
of the invitation of the Corinthians, some of whom so greatly admired
his culture and oratory that they preferred his teaching even to that

' Even the Novatians did not exclude the hope that God would forgive post-baptismal
sins. Acesius, a Novatian bishop, said that "those who had sinned a sin unto death"
could not be indeed admitted to the Christian mysteries, eAirtSa fie t^s d^eVews . . . Tropd toC
©eoB e«fiex£<reai (at the Counoil of Nice ; Socr. H. E. i. 10).

2 Col. iv. 11—15. See my lAJe of St. Paul, i. 480.
3 Some of these peculiarities in the mind and manner of Apollos are illustrated by

the allusions to the partisans who used his name in Corinth (1 Cor iii

)

4 Acts xviii. 24—28, six. 1 ; 1 Cor. iii. 4—6.
* Acts xviii. 26 ; Heb. vi. 2.

5 Trofptiam^caSm, Acts xviii. 26 ; TTji/ Trapfrrinav, X. 35 ; iii. 6.
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of St. Paul. In that generous refusal he displayed the very feeling

which would have induced him to suppress all personal references, even
when his readers were perfectly well acquainted with the name and
antecedents of him who was addressing them.

It is stated as an insuperable objection to this theory that the
Church of Alexandria retained no tradition that this Epistle was
written by their brilliant fellow-countryman. But although Apollos
was an Alexandrian by birth and by training, it does not follow

that he had lived in his native city,' and as he had left the city before

he became a Christian, he may have been a stranger to the Alexandrian
Christians. "We do not hear a word about the Epistle in that Church
until a century after it was written. At any rate, this difficulty is

not so gi-eat as that which arises from the supposition that the Epistle

was the work of St. Paul, and yet was not recognised as such for some
centuries by the Western Church, and only partially and hesitatingly by
the Eastern Church.^ For there would be every temptation to attribute

the work to the Apostle, and none to associate it with the name of

Apollos, which, except in one or two Churches, seems to have been
but little known.'

It is not a decisive objection to the Apollonian authorship that

no one is known to have suggested it before Luther. We have seen

that in the early centuries the Epistle was only assigned to this or that

author by a process of tentative guesswork. Those who saw that

St. Paul could not have been the actual author often adopted one of the

arbitrary hypotheses, that it is a translation, or that the sentiments and
the language were supplied by different persons. The self-suppression

of Apollos resulted in the comparative obscurity of his work, and
the Fathers, having nothing but conjecture to deal with, fixed upon
names every one of which was more generally familiar than that of the

eloquent Alexandrian. And if it be strange that the name of Apollos

should not have been preserved by the Church to which the letter

was despatched, we may account for this by the absence of super-

scription, and by the fact that it was only addressed to the Jewish

section of that Church. This much may be said with certainty, that if

it were not written by Apollos, at any rate the evidence which points to

him as its author is more various and more conclusive than that which

can be adduced to support the claims of any. one else. It is a greater

' The reading of D (the Codex Sezae) in Acta xviii. 24 {h tjJ irarpiSi) may be a mere
conjecture.

* The last paragraphs are more in the style of St. Paul than any of the rest ; and even
in modem times this has led Thiersch and others into the opinion that, though the body
of the Epistle was not written by him, yet he adopted it as his own, and wrote the last

chapter with his own hand. The suggestion is untenable, but the superficial grounds on
which it rests were sufficient to lead many, in uncritical days, to assume that the whole
Epistle was written by the great Apostle of the Gentiles.

3 The passages on which we can alone depend for our knowledge of Apollos are

Acts xviii. 24^28; 1 Cor. iii. 4—6; xvi. 12 (comp. Rom. xvi. 3; 2 Tim. iv. 19);
Tit. iii. 13.
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testimony in his favour that his name, wlien once suggested by a flash

of happy intuition, should have been accepted, with more or less

confidence, by an ever-increasing number of trained and careful critics

of all schools,' than that it should not have occurred to the less laborious

and penetrating examination of writers in the early centuries. To
suppose that even an Origen or a Jerome—much less an Augustine

—

subjected the Epistle to that minute comparative study, word by word
and line by line, which it has since received from writers like Bleek and
Tholuck, and in its theological aspect from Delitzsch, Riehm, Ebrard,

Reuss, and Pfleiderer, is to ignore facts. The decision of the future will

be that it was either written by ApoUos or by some writer who is

to us entirely unknown.
As to the date of the Epistle, our only clue is furnished by the

certainty that it was written before the destruction of Jerusalem
in A.D. 70, and by the allusion to the liberation of Timotheus.^ Had
it been written after the fall of Jerusalem, the arguments of the writer

might have been stated with tenfold force. The author of the Epistle

of Barnabas, for instance (4, 16), is able to treat very differently a
similar line of reasoning. The destruction of Jerusalem came like

a Divine comment on all the truths which are here set forth. It is

no answer to this difficulty that Josephus," the Mishna, the Gemara, the

Epistles of Barnabas,* and Clement,* and Justin Martyr,' continue

to speak of the Temple worship in the present tense after the City and
Temple had been destroyed.' In the Epistle to the Hebrews we are

dealing not with a figure of speech,* but with the structure of an
argument. A writer who could argue as in Heb. x. 2, without adding

the tremendous corroboration which his views had received from the

Divine sanction of History, could not have written the Epistle at all.

The allusion to Timothy is too vague to admit of any certain

conclusion being founded upon it. It is probable that Timothy
obeyed the summons to come immediately to Rome which he had
received from St. Paul," and that in the then exacerbation of the

imperial government against the Christians he so far shared in the peril

of the great Apostle as to have been thrown into a prison. He may
have been subsequently set free because of the harmlessness of his

character and the lack of evidence against him. If so, this Epistle

must have been written soon after the year of St. Paul's death, at

the end of A.D. 67, or the' beginning of a.d. 68. This date suits well

* Luther, Osiander, Le Clerc, Heumann, L. Miiller, Semler, Ziegler, Dindorf, Bleek,
Tholuck, Credner, Eeuss, Eothe, Feilmoser, Lutterbeok, Guerike, DcWette, Limemann,
Alford, Kurz, Davidson, Plumptre, Moulton. A few writers

—

e.g., K. Kostlin, Moll,
Ewald, Riehm—think that the name of the author is undiscoverable.

.

- Heb. xiii. 23. ^ jog. Antt. vii. 6, §§ 7—12 ; c. Ajmm, i. 7 ; ii. 8, 23.
• Ep. Barnab. 7. ° Clemens Eom. i. 40. ^ jxal. c. Tryph. 107.
7 This argument is used by Keim {Jem von Nazara, i. 148, 636), who, with Volkmar

(Bel. Jesu, 388) and Holtzmann (in Schenkel's Bibellexiam), tries to bring down the date
of the Epistle to the persecution of Domitian.

8 See HUgenfeld, Einleit. 381. 9 2 Tim. iv. 9, 21.
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with the allusions which indicate that the first generation of Cliristiana

had already passed, or was rapidly passing, away.

It was addressed to Jewish Christians exclusively—to Jews by birth,

who, though they had been converted,' were in imminent danger of

apostasy, and who had been subjected to persecution, which was not,

however, so severe as to have led to many martyrdoms. ° If we could

assume that the last four verses were a special postscript to some par-

ticular Church, it might be supposed that the letter was rather intended

as a treatise in which Jews were addressed in the abstract f but even
then it must have been sent in the first instance to at least one
Church.

i That this was not the Church of Jerusalem^ is all but certain. It

is true that the Mother Church might have been specially interested by
all that the writer says ; but the saints of Jerusalem would have been
hardly likely to welcome a letter from a Hellenist, which only quoted

from the Septuagint, and which was written in Greek. Moreover, it

cannot be said of them, in any ordinary sense, that " they had not

yet resisted unto blood ;" nor were they in a position to minister to the

saints,^ being themselves overwhelmed in the deepest poverty ; nor

would it be likely that no allusion should have been made to the fact

that some of them must have actually heard the words and witnessed

the sufferings of Christ j nor would any of St. Paul's companions have

been entitled to address them in the tone of authority which the writer

adopts ; nor were the Christians of Palestine specially interested in

'Jlmothy. A Paulinist in the position of ApoUos could not have ven-

tured to reproach the Church of the earliest saints in such words of

severe and authoritative rebuke for their ignorance and childishness as

occur in Heb. v. 1 1—1 4. This passage is alone suflBcient to show the un-

likelihood that the " Hebrews " addressed are the Palestinian Christians.'

ii. Corinth, which would otherwise be naturally conjectured, is

Heb. ii. 3, 4 ; iv. 14 ; v. 11 ; vi. 1 ; viii. 1 ; s. 19, etc. Comp. Acts vi. 1. Hase

supposes that it was addressed to a group of Palestinian Nazaiites ; Stuart, that it was
written by St. Paul to Caesarea ; Boehme, th.^t it was sent to Antiooh.

- Wieseler (Untermchung, ii. 3, $eq.) has conclusively proved that the term
" Hebrews " need not be confined to Palestinian Jews. (See 2 Cor. xi. 22 ; Phil. iii. 5.)

Josephus originally wrote his "Jewish War" in Aramaic, yet he tells us it was

meant for Jews ^ over Asia (see Tholuck, Hehr. p. 97). Moreover, it is far from

certain that the superscription irpbs 'E/Spaiovt is genuine. From the Muxatorian Canon we
might suppose that in another inscription it was called " to the Alexandrians."

** So Euthalius thought : irao-t rots ck Treptrojuiis iriarevaaaiv "E^paioit. Delitzsch is there-

fore mistaken when he says that it was the unanimous ancient opinion that it was

addressed to Judaea.
/-.u j. n

* iroS 6eoSiTiveire'(7TeWle>'; e(iol Soitei iv 'ItpotroXvpiOK Ktu. TXaXnunivri, Chrysost. Prooem tJl

HtHtr. ; and so, too, Theodoret. This is the view of Bleek, De Wette, Tholuck,

Thiersch, Delitzsch, Liinemaun, Kiehm, Ebrard, Lange ; but the notion is being readily

abandoned. It sprang from the Greek Fathers, and it is a mistake to suppose that it is

necessitated by the title " the saints " (1 Cor. vi. 1 ; 2 Cor. i. 1 ; viii. 4, &c.).

6 Heb. vi. 10.
, , , ^ , ^

6 Ebrard supposes that it was meant for Christian neophytes at Jerusalem, who were

rendered anxious by being excluded from the Temple worship.
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excluded by the allusion (iL 3) which points to a Church founded by
one of the original Twelve Apostles.

iii. Alexandeia' would have seemed probable, and has in its favour
the dubious allusion of the Muratorian Canon ; but Timothy had no
relations with Alexandria, and (which is a far more serious objection) it

is unlikely that a Church like that of Alexandria would have forgotten

the authorship of a letter by one of their own countrymen, if it had
been in the first instance addressed to them.^

iv. If our conjecture about Timothy's imprisonment be correct, it

could not have been addressed to Rome, which otherwise has inany con-

siderations in its favour.^ It was well known to St. Clemens of Eome,
and some of the allusions of the Epistle might suit the Neronian perse-

cution. On the other hand, the tortures spoken of are somewhat distant

in time (ras vp6Tspov inj-^pas, X. 32), and the Roman Church more than
any other had resisted unto blood.* We have no hint in the New
Testament that ApoUos ever visited Rome ; and a writer addressing the
Jews of that city, and familiar with the Epistle to the Romans,' would
hardly have ignored the existence of the Gentiles. Again, although this

hypothesis would indeed account for the conviction of the Roman
Church that the Epistle was not written by St. Paul, it would be difficult

to explain why Clement, who knew the Epistle—and who, if it had been
sent to the Roman Church, must from the nature of the case have known
the name of the writer—handed down no tradition on the subject. If

we must single out one Church as the probable recipient of the letter, it

would be the Jewish portion of the Church of Ephesus, where both
Apollos and Timotheus were well known, and in which they had both
laboured.

1 Heb. ii. 3. See Dean Plumptre's argument in the Expositor, i. 428—432, that it is

addressed to Christian ascetics connected with Alexandria. The notion that it was
addressed to Alexandria is adopted by Schmidt, Bleek, Credner, Volkmar, Kostlin,
Ennsen (Sippolytus, i. 365), Hilgenfeld, UUmann, Sohleiermacher, and "Wieseler {Chron.
496).

2 Schleiermaoher, BinZeU. 445 ; Ad. Maier, ITebr. 4. If iv rn ^rarpffii, the reading of
D in Acts xviii. 25, is correct, Apollos had been converted in Alexandria. Hilgenfeld
(Eiideit. 3.57) gets over the difficulty by supposing that it may have been addressed as a
private letter to one section of the Oh\irch.

' It was suggested by Wetstein (N. T. ii. 386), and supported at length by Holzmann
(Bunsen's Bihelwerk, viii. 432 ; Stud. u. Krit. 1859), Kurtz, Renan, and Alford (Introd.
to Hebrews). It is the view of Eichhorn, Schulz, Baur, Holtzmann, &c. Bwald thinks
it may have been written to—Eavenna ! "Wilibald Grimm fixes on Jamnia ; Hofmann
on the Jewish section of the Church at Antiooh.

This expression must surely refer to martyrdom (since aVa is used sn often of the
Blood of Christ, Eph. ii. 13 ; Kev. vi. 10, &c.), as hexp" BaviTov does. 2 Mace. xiii. 14

;

Phil. ii. 8. The context also points to this meaning, and not to a pugilistic metaphor.
It cannot be regarded as certain that l/cBocrti/ in xiii. 7 means martyrdom.

* The following are some of tho parallels between the Epistle to the Hebrews and
that to the Romans :

—

Rom. xii. 1—21. Heb. xiii. 1—6 ; x. 30.

xiv. 7. xiii. 9.

XV. 33. xiii. 20.

In Heb. x. 30 there is a quotation which agrees neither with the Hebrew nor the LXXi
of Deut. xxxii. 35, but is also found in Rom. xii. 19, ejuot ckSiktjo-cs, eyoi avraTToStaaia.
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The place from, which the Epistle was written can only be a matter

of guess, since there is nothing to indicate it, and least of all the expres-

sion "they of Italy" in xiii. 24. That clause, as we shall see, is quite

vague. It may equally well imply that the Epistle was written in

Italy, or in any Church in which there happened to be a few Italian

Christians.

We hear of ApoUos for the last time in the Epistle to Titus (iii. 13),

where we find that he was expected in Crete during the course of some
missionary journey. At that point he disappears from Christian his-

tory ; but he will, as we believe, speak to the Church to the end of time

in the eloquent teachings of the Epistle' to the Hebrews.

CHAPTER XVIII.

THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

"... Niiil interesse cirjii3 sit, cum ecclesiastici viri sit, et quotidie, eccle-

siaram leotione celebretur."

—

Jer. Ep, 129, ad Dardantim.

" Das ist eine starke, maclitige, und hohe Epistel."

—

Lttther.

" Of this ye see that the Epistle ought no more to he refused for a holy, godly,

and catholic than the other authentic Scriptures."

—

Ttndale.

SECTION I.

THE STIPERIOKITY OP CHRIST.

" Christus vincii^ Christus regnat, Christua imperat."

—

Inscription on Obelisk at

Rome.

Having now examined all that can be ascertained respecting the author

of the Epistle, and the circumstances in which it originated, we are

more in a position to follow the outline of its teachings. The writer's

main object was to prevent the Jewish Christians from apostatising

under the stress of persecution, by convincing them that they would

find ia the finality and transcendence of the Christian Faith a means of

perfection and a path of blessedness which the shadow of their old cere-

monial Judaism could never afibrd. This end he achieves by a com-

parison between Christianity and Judaism under the double aspect of

(1) the Mediators between God and man, by whom they were respec-

tively represented, and (2) the nature of the blessings which they were

calculated to impart.

Of those five familiar divisions—greeting, thanksgiving, didactic

nucleus, resultant moral application, final salutations and benedictions

—^which constitute the normal structure of the Epistles of St. Paul, the

first two are entirely wanting. The writer begins with the statement

of his thesis, that God has given to the world by His Son the complete
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and final revelation of His will Christians were taunted by Jews as

apostates from Jehovah and renegades from Moses, who had abandoned
the Law which had been delivered by the mediation of Angels, and had
proved faithless to the Aaronic priesthood ; they were told that by
accepting as their Messiah a crucified malefactor they had forfeited all

the blessings and promises of the Old Covenant. It is the object of the
writer, first, to convince them, with many an interwoven warning,
that, on the contrary, Christ, as the Son of God, is above all mediators
and all priests, and the sole means of perfect and confident access for

all men to the Holy Sanctuary of God's Presence. He therefore

proves that Christ is above Angels,^ and that this supremacy was in no
sense weakened by His earthly humiliation, which was the voluntary
and predestined necessity whereby alone He could have effected His
redeeming work ; that He is above Moses by His very nature ; above
Joshua, because He leads His people into their true and final rest

;

like Aaron in being called of God and in being able to sympathise with
men, but above Aaron, first because His Priesthood is eternal and not
hereditary, and next because He is personally sinless, and thirdly

because His Priesthood was established by an oath, and most of all

because of the iacomparable benefits resulting from it. He is only to

be paralleled by the mysterious Melohizedek, the kingly Prince of

Peace, anterior and superior to Aaron, springing from another tribe

than that of Levi, and belonging to an earlier and loftier dispensation

than that of Sinai. He is at once the unchangeable Priest and the sin-

less sacrifice. And this change of Priesthood involves a change of the
Law, and the introduction of a New Covenant, and an entrance into

the true archetypal sanctuary which God made and not man.
Having thus in the first eight chapters shown the superiority of

Christ to all those to whom was entrusted the dispensation of the
Mosaic Covenant, he proceeds, secondly, in the ninth and tenth chap-
ters, to show the vast superiority of this New Covenant as the fulfilling

of the shadowy types and symbols of the Mosaic Tabernacle, and as

having rendered possible—not by the impotence of repeated animal
sacrifices, but by the blood of Christ once offered—a perfect purification

from sin. Under the New Covenant as under the Old there is sin and
the need of expiation, and therefore in the New Covenant as in the Old
there is a Temple, a Sacrifice, and a High Priest—only that these are

not temporary, but eternal ; not human, but Divine.^

On the basis of this double comparison of the two covenants as regards
their agents and their results he passes, (1) into exhortations to confidence
and steadfastness in that faith of which he records the many memorable
triumphs

j (2) into warnings against the awful peril of apostasy and

1 "Messiah is greater than the Patriarchs, Moses and the Ministering Angels."

—

Yalkut
Chadash, 1. 144, b (Sohettgen). I am also referred to Talhut Shimoni, pt. 2, f. 53, 3 : "He shall
be exalted ahoye Abraham and shall be extolled above Moses, and shall be more sublime than
the Ministering Angels."

2 See Eeuss, TMol. CTirfl. ii. ?7t.
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willing sin ; and (3) into practical inculcations of duties both general
and special, ending with a few brief personal messages,' and a single

word of benediction.

The keynotes of the Epistle are the phrases, " By how much
MORE " (X<r<pnah\ov), and " A BETTER COVENANT " (xpelTTUv Siafl^/O)).

In one grand sentence, eminently origiual in its expressions, and
pregnant with thoughts which would be capable of almost indefinite

expansion, the writer states the thesis on which he intends to base his

warnings against the peril and folly of retrogression into an imperfect

and abrogated dispensation.

" God, who in many portions i and in many manners ^ of old ' spake to the
fathers in the prophets * at the end of these days ' spake unto us in His Son, whom
He appointed Heir of all things, by -whom also He made the world ; ° who being the
effulgence' of His glory, and the stamp of His substance, ^ and sustaining all

things by the utterance of His power," after making purification of sins,'" sat

on the right hand of the Maj esty in high places.^i having proved Himself by so much
better than the angels as He hath inherited a more excellent name than they."'^

In this powerful Introduction, of which the opening words alone are

a marvellously instructive summary of the religious history of the world
before Christ," he declares the dawn of the last seon of God's earthly

dispensations, by setting forth the supremacy of the Son of God over all

created things, and the finality of His redemptive work. Apart from
the stateliness and artistic balance of the language, we find in these

three verses no less than six expressions which occur only in this

Epistle," and at least nine constructions '* which, even when not rare in

I Not giving at <mc6 a final and perfect revelation, but revealing Himself part by part

—

lifting the veil fold by fold (1 Cor, xiii. 9, ex juepovs Trpo^rirevofiev),

3 By promises, types, sacrifices, TJrini, dreams, voices, similitudes, prophets specially com-
missioned. ,

3 Halachi, the last of the Old Testament prophets, lived b,c. 320.

ev, like the Hebrew 3 ^^'7. Cf . 1 Sam. xxviii. 6 ; Matt. ix. 34.

5 Compare is. 26. A recognised Messianic expression, Dan. viii. 17 j xii. 13. The "last days "

date from Christ's Advent. They are the Achmnth Jtayarnvnit the Kaipb? Siopdiatreb}? and the
tTvvTeXeia Tbtv oMtiviav. With them ends the former dispensation (the Olam }iazzek, the aXav oStos),
and begins the Olam habhay or the m^'AXui/ aihv. The " last days'* (Jas. v. 3} are to be ended by
*' the last crisis " (rcatpbs eo^aro?, 1 Pet. i. 5 ; 1 Tim. iv. 1), after which come ** the rest " and
" the sabbatism ;

" but the " last howr " has begun (1 John ii. 18).
6 Lit, " The ages," Hebr. Olamim; but in t?it8 Epistle it means "the Universe," being used

in its Rabbinic and post-Biblical sense, asinzi. 3, "by faith we believe KaTTjpTto-eat tous aiupas;"
V. infra ad lac. Cf. Tobit xiii. 6 ; 1 Tim. i. 17; Col. i. 5 ; John i. 3—10.

' Cf. Wisd. vii. 26. Philo, Be Mvmi. Opif. i. 35. "Light of\U) Light."
9 Tn Fhilo, De Monarch, ii. p. 219, the Logos is compared to a seal-ring.
' Col. i 17 ; Bph. vi. 10. Similarly Philo calls the Logos Seirfxbv rStv airavriav.
10 E, K, L, M, Syr., Copt., .^thiop., &C., add St eai*ToiJ, "by His own act." This is in any case

involved in them-iddlc iroirt&diJLevo^. In " purification " there may be a glance at Tom aakkip-
purim, the Day of Atonement, jjtLepa tou Koffafiiirixov. (Ex. xxix. 36, LXX.)

II The old " Ubiquitarian'* controversy, as to whether "the right hand of Grod is everywhere,"
is now as dead as hundreds of other theological controversies once wa^ed with much dogmatic
bitterness. i* Namely, the title of " Only-begotten Son."

18 The paronomasia of the first words, and the general style of the sentence, ought to have
been sufiicient to prove, on the very threshold, that the Epistle is not a translation.

14 H.a'pas ligomena, as far as the New Testament is concerned, n-o^vjaepwff, iroXurpoTrbi?,

KJiavyairfta., xupaKr^p, p.eya\ii)iTvpri, SicufioptoTepov.
15 TToAat, \a\TJ(ras, en^ tir\a.Tov Ttav Tip-epSiv ravTOiv, <pipiav (in this sense) , Ka0apL(Tjj.oy riav ajaoprtbif,

ef vi/rT)Aotff, Totrovrtp * . • otrtff, KpeCrmv (in this sense), Siou^opwTEpoi' Trapa.

13
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themselves, occur nowtere in St. Paul, together with others which occur

but once in all his thirteen Epistles.

The manner in which the writer here. introduces his subject is not

only full of majesty, but it also goes straight to the point. In a tone

which reminds us of the Ohristology of the Epistles to the Colossians

and Ephesians he sets forth the supreme exaltation of Christ as Light 0/

(i.e., j^om 6k)" Light and very God of very God^^as the enthroned

exalted Puriiier from sin. He specifies particularly his superiority to

Angels. The necessity for doing this points not so much to those

seductive influences of Essene speculation against which St. Paul argues

in his Epistle to the Colossians—for here there seems to be no danger of

the worship of Angels—but rather to the Judaic boastings that their

fiery Law was uttered by the mediation of Ajigels on Mount Sinai, and
must therefore be superior to any teaching of man. The exaltation of

Angels was, both at this period and long afterwards, a tendency of

Jewish thought. In the fourth book of Esdras we find many specula-

tions about the greatness of Gabriel, Uriel, Michael, Raguel, Eaphael,

the starry and the sleepless ones.^ In the almost contemporary Epistle

of Clemens of Rome' the argument is again expanded and enforced. It

was necessary, therefore, to show that Christ was not a mere man whom
it was idolatry to adore, but that he was above all the heavenly Princi-

palities and Powers ; and even more than this—that men themselves,

by virtue of Christ's work, were more concerned than Angels in the

ceon of future glory. That Jesus was the Christ and the Son of God,

he does not need to prove, because he is writing to those who had
accepted Him as their Messiah ; but it was necessary to show that this

Messiah was Divine, and that even the angelic heralds of Sinai*

shrank into insignificance in comparison with His eternal and final

work.

This he proceeds to prove in the remainder of the chapter by that

Scriptural method which was to the Jews more conclusive than any
other, and with which the writings of St. Paul have already made us

familiar. He does so in a mosaic of magnificent quotations from the

second, the ninety-seventh, the forty-fifth, and the hundred-and-second

Psalms, and from Deuteronomy and the Second Book of Samuel.

"For to -wliicli of the angels said He ever, My Son art thou; to-day have I

begotten thee p" And again, I will be to him a Father, and he shall he to me a Son f '

1 It is strange that tlie great majority of clergymen, in reading tlie Nicene Creed, should
still Bay, " God Sf God, Light 6f Light "—which is sorely quite meaningless—instead of " God
of God, Light of Light."

2 See Swpernat. Relig. i. 93.
3 Clem, od Cor. 36.
* ApoUos gives no sanction to Philo's distinction that the Ten Commandments were uttered

by the immediate voice of God, and the rest of the Law hy angels.
5 Ps. ii. 7 ; on its Messianic interpretation compare Bom. i. 4 ; Acts xiii. 3, Kimchi and

Eashi testify to this being the ancient view. The whole clause must be taken together, for

angels are called sons in Job i. 6; Dan. iii. 25 j and in LXX. (A) Ps. xsix. 1 ; Deut. xiv. 1, etc.

" To-day "—a part of " God's Eternal now.*'
• 2 Sam. vii. 14 ; Philo, Legg. AUegg. iii. 8. The allusion is perhaps to the Incarnation,
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And when He, again,' bringeth the firstborn into the habitable world, Ho saith,

And let all the Angels of God worahip Him.^ And of the Angels He saith,

Who maketh His Angels winds, and His ministers a flame of fire ;
' but to the Son,

thy throne, O God,* is for ever and ever. And the sceptre of rectitude is the
sceptre of thy^ kingdom. Thou lovedst righteousness, and hatedst lawlessness;

therefore did God, thy God, anoint thee with the oil of exultation above thy fellows."

And thou, Lord, in the beginning didst found the earth, and the heavens are the

work of thy hands. They shaU perish, but thou remainest. And they aU shall

wax old as doth a garment, and as a mantle shalt thou roU them up,' and they shall

be changed ; but thou art the same, and thy years shall not fail.' But to which of

the angels has He said at any time. Sit at My right hand until I make thine enemies
a footstool of thy feet?' Are they not all ministrant spirits, i" sent forth for service

for the sake of those who are about to inherit salvation ? " '^

This mode of argument, by Scriptural quotation, has been made a

needless stumbUng-blook, on the ground that some of the passages here

adduced in proof of Christ's exaltation were originally addressed to

Da^id and Solomon, and had a directly historical reference. That such

passages did really have such a primary reference no fair reasoner is

likely to deny j but to assert that they had such a reference only is to

repudiate an interpretation which they may obviously bear, and which
had been attached to them by the nation among whom they originated

for centuries before, as well as for centuries after, the coming of our

Lord. Let us take these quotations in order. No one will question

that the second Psalm was originally a song of trust and anticipated

triumph in times of gathering war ; that the words of 2 Sam. viL 14

were, in the first instance, addressed to Solomon ; that in Psakn xcvii. 7

(if that be source of the quotation), or in Deuteronomy xxxii. 43—the

song of Moses—the "Elohim" are bidden to worship God; that the

forty-fifth Psalm was an epithalamium for Solomon, or one of his

successors j that in Ps. ciL 25 the " O Lord" does not exist in the

^ If the "again " merely introduces a new quotation, as in i. 5. ii. 13, iv. 5, etc., there is no
difficulty except the very strange misplacement (hyperbaton). But it seems better to apply it

propheticaJly to the Final Advent, though I have left the translation ambiguous, as the
original is.

' Ps. xcvii. 7 (cf . Deut. xxxii, 43). The LXX., the Syriao, and the Vulgate, render BoWm by
" angels," as in Ps. viii. 6, etc. ; the Chaldee, by " all who worship idols."

8 Ps. civ. 4. Both ayye\ou5 and TTvev/xaTa are dubious ; ayye'Xous means either "messengers"
or '* aTigels"; irvevtiara either "winds" or ** spirits." The context showsthatthe Zatt&r meanings
are intended here. In the original the context seems to demand an inversion, i.e., " He maketh
the winds TTia messengers, the flaming fire His ministers"—^but graminafical considerations

make this difficult to accept. See Perowne, The Psalms^ ii. 229, 237. Further, the Rabbinic
notion was that the angels could " clothe themselves with the changing garment of natural
phenomena," and be changed into wind and flame (Wetst. and Schottgen, ad loc).

* Ps. xlv. 6, 7. 5 Or " His kingdom," ».
* Here all the ancient versions render Elohim as a vocative ; modems render it " Thy Divine

throne," as 1 Chron. xxix. 23. The Jews have never doubted its Messianic interpretation, and
the Chald. Faraphrast on ver. 3 was, " Thy beauty, O King Messiah, is greater than that of the
Son of men " (ScnOtt^en). See Perowne, i. 357.

'

' c\i(eK, H, U, read oMofeis, as in Hebrew and in the Alexandrian HS. of the USX., which
this Epi.'itle genen^y follows.

8 Ps. oii. 25. Although "O Lord" (Kvpie) is not in the original, a Christian, writing to
Christians who accepted Christ as the Messiah, might quote these verses in a Messianic appli-

cation, especially as he has already said, " By whom also He made the world."
' Ps. ox. 1. The fact that this Psalm was prominently used by our Lord without dispute

in a Messianic sense shows incontestably that in the Friest-Eing after the order of Melchizedelc

all readers, Jewish as well as Christian, would at once accept a type of the Messiah.
10 They render service (Aeirfwpyi'a) to God, omCL aid {StaxovCa) to men.
» Heb. L 5-14.
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Hebrew, and that the words are addressed to Jehovah ; that even the

hundred-and-tenth Psalm must have had a contemporary and historic

meaning. And this being so, if any one were to adduce these citations

as a proof of the supremacy of Jesus Christ over the angels to one who
began by denying altogether the Messianic import of the Old Testament,

the arguments could not have any weight until this method of applying

the Old Testament had been justified. But to pass through these preli-

minary reasonings was in this case needless. ApoUos is arguing with
the Hebrews, and arguing with them on admitted principles. Those
Hebrews were Christians. He had no need to begin by proving to

them that Jesus was the Messiah. That part of his work had been
mightily accomplished many years before. It would have been neces-

sary only for unconverted Jews, whom he is not addressing. But even
Jews, if they were once convinced on this point, would have been com-
pelled to accept his further arguments. Their whole religion was ulti-

mately resolvable into a Messianic hope, and their whole method of

Scriptural study was Messianic application. It was an accepted rule of

their interpretation that everything which the Prophets had spoken they
had spoken of the Messiah. Calvin, in his great commentary, thinks it

sufficient to say that the New Testament writers make a pious use of

such passages by infusing into them a new meaning.^ But no Jewish
scribe or Christian Apostle would have regarded himself as making a

strained use of these quotations. To such readers the passages derived

their chief importance from the prophetic meaning which had always
been assigned to them. The Christological application cannot, and is

not meant to, disturb the historical foundation of such passages ; but
mystical extensions of the language, and inferential deductions from it,

were in the inmost nature of things perfectly tenable, and constituted,

indeed, the very essence of Jewish exegesis.

But it may be said that, however conclusive this method of argu-

ment and citation may have been to the Jews, it cannot be so to us.

It would be useless and dishonest to ignore that such a remark is

natural. The objection was felt so strongly even by Cardinal Oajetan

that he says, " It is not quite becoming that so great an Apostle should

use an argument in a matter of so much importance." ' My reply is

that the argument can and ought to be, if not logically conclusive, yet

full of weight and instruction to us. It may be that the whole result

of our training, and our entire method of criticism lead us to attach

more exclusive import to the primary application of the Old Testament,

and not to allow its full force to the Messianic presentiment which
largely moulded the language of Scripture. Yet how is it possible for

us to deny that the Jews had read these texts in a Messianic sense for

ages before Christ was born, and in many instances continue so to

^ " FiA deflectione ad Christi personam accommodat " (CalTin, m Eph. ir. 8). He calls this
method of application en-efep-yao-ta.

a "Minos decet in tauti re tautum Apostolum uti tali argumento." Comment (ap, Tho-
luck, 66).
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accept them 1 Is it not further true that these utterances have received

a fulfilment such as was attributed to them, and a fulfilment more
universal and magnificent than was ever anticipated by those who
received or those who uttered them ? Is it not true that Jewish litera-

ture is the embodiment of Jewish religion ; that the very heart and soul

of Jewish religion was the Messianic faith ; and that in Christ that

Messianic faith has found its most glorious accomplishment ? A pious

Jewish interpreter might cany a modern critic with him when he said

that much of the language of the Old Testament respecting the ideal

Man—the ideal Jashar—^the ideal Israel—the ideal seed of David and
of Abraham, could only find its true and full meaning in the promised
Messiah. The very name Adam, said the Rabbis, involves the names
AAaxa, i?avid, J/essiah ; so that the mystery of Adam is the mystery of

the Messiah.^ The Eabbinic Mid/rash on Ps. civ. 1 is that God lent
" glory " to Moses, and " honour " to Joshua ; but, according to Ps. xxi.

6, he meant to lend both to King Messiah. The New Testament quota-

tions are all based on the principle, nowhere more powerfully expounded
than in this Epistle, that the New Testament is latent in the Old, and
the Old is laid open in the New—that both are but parts of one system

of Divine ideas, moments in the course of one progressive revelation.

"With the extent to which the Old Testament writers themselves

realised the force of their own utterances we are not immediately con-

cerned. " Their words meant more than they." The Spirit who,

entering into their holy souls, made them Sons of God and Prophets,

gave them the large utterance which has reached over three thousand

years, and of which the final consummation is yet afar. The grandeur

of prophecy did not consist in mechanical predictions, but in the Faith

which enabled the Chosen People to support with unflinching allegiance

the cause of right, and in the Hope which burned with unquenchable

brightness even in the depths of universal gloom.

But when we have given their fullest weight to these considerations,

we must still admit that the tendency of our exegesis is diflerent from
that of the Jews. We find in this and other Epistles a style of Scrip-

tural application which comes home with less force to us than it did to

its earlier readers. We must, however, remember that this mode of

argument was once both necessary and convincing, although to us, with

the widening knowledge of centuries, it is no longer indispensable. The
argument from some of the Messianic Psalms is undoubtedly to be taken

into account among the other evidences of Christianity. If there are

other Psalms which can be regarded as having no such evidential value,

except to those who accept the ancient methods of interpretation—if

the prophetic evidence appeals to us with less force than of old—the

Historic evidences of Christianity have, on the other hand, been incom-

parably strengthened. Difierent methods of argument appeal with

1 Nislimath Cliajim, f. 1S2 h.
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varying force to different ages. This is nothing more tiian we should

have expected from the fact that God never willed to reveal at once the

whole mystery of His dispensations. His revelations (as we have just

been told) come to us gradually like the dawn—fragmentarily and

multifariously—in many portions, in many ways.

SECTION II.

A SOLEMN EXHOHTATION.

Having thus proved the superiority of Christ to Angels, the writer

pauses for a word of warning.

" On this account we ought more abundantly to pay heed to the things heard,

lest perchance we should drift away from them."^ For S the word uttered by means
of angels ^ proved stedfast, and every transgression and neglect ' received a just

recompense of reward, how shall we * make good our escape " if we neglect so

gi'eat a salvation p which, having hegun to be uttered through the Lord, was ratified to

us by them that heard,^ God attesting it with them by signs and portents, and various
powers, and distributions of the Holy Spirit, according to His will " (ii. 1—4).

After this exhortation the thread of argument is resumed, and he
proceeds to show that this destined supremacy of man over Angels was
foretold in the Scriptures, and has been fulfilled in Jesus. He won
supreme glory by willing suffering, in order to share the trials of those

whom He is to sanctify and lead to glory as sons of God. This brother-

hood of man with Christ is illustrated by passages from Ps. xxii. and
Is. viii, and the chapter concludes with a pregnant summary of the

reasons why it was—from the human point of view—^necessary that

Christ shoTiId condescend to incarnation and death. It was that he
might bring to nought the lord of Death, and liberate men from the

lifelong terror of death—it being His aim to aid men and not angels,

and to be made like men that He might show the sympathy of the

Infinite with the finite by actually sharing in their trials and their life.

" For not to angels did He subject the age to be,' respecting which we speak.

1 n-apappvujii€r, 2nd aor. su'bj. pass, of irapaopelv. C£. ProT. iii. 21, LXX., vli iiij Trajpapav^s . .

e/tTji' jSovA^i/, It is the opposite of n)ptiv. " Lest peradventure we fleten away (Wichf). " Let
ttiem slip " first appears iQ tlie Genevan Bible of 1560.

2 Acts vii. 53 ; Gal. iii. 19 ; Deut. xxxiii. 2 ; Ps. Ixviii. 17 ; Jos. Antt xv. 5, 3. See on these
Angels at Sinai my Life and WorU of St. Paul, ii. 149. H!he prominence given to the angelic
mediators of the Law is stUL more observable in the Talmud, the Targums, the Midrashim, etc.

;

and in the iract *' Maccol^ " we are informed that the only words actually spoken by God were
the First Commandment. ^ wapafiairis, sins of commission ; irapajcoij, of omission.

* " The child owes a deeper debt than the servant." * eK6ev^6p.e0a.
^ St. Paul would never have written thus. He always insists most strongly on the indepen-

dence of his call, his revelation, and his gospel {Gal. i. 1, &c.).
" Heb. vi. 5. In the Old Testament the " Age to be " is the Messianic Age. But when the

Messianic Age had dawned—when this ** fntnre age " {olam ?iab&a) had become " present " (olain

hazzeh)—then Christians were still led to look forward to yet another *' future a^e." The olam
hahha is the Christian dispensation, in its present existence here, which involves its fature per-
fectionment. Tbe olam TiazzeTi, or " this Age " {aliitv oStos), might be applied to the period before
the destruction of Jerusalem, regarded in its Jewish, Heathen, and imperfect Christian aspect

;

and the " present world," in this sense, was subjected to angels (Beut. xxzii. 8, LXX., •' accord-
ing to the number of the angels of God; " Dan. x. 13, 20, 21 ; Tobit sdi. 15). In point of fact, the
horizon of the " Ago to be" is one which must ever fads before us until we reach the end of
thw Age, and of all thin;,"s.
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But one somewhere^ testified, saying, What is man^ that thou rememherest him?
or the son of man, that thou lookest upon him P Thou loweredst him a little in
comparison to the angels ;

^ with glory and honour thou crownedst him ; all things
didst thou suhject heneati his feet. For in suhjeoting the universe to him, He left

nothing unsubjected to him; but nowwe see* not yet the universe subjected to
him, but we look upon ** Him who has been for a little time made low in comparison
of angels—even Jesus—on account of the suffering of death, crowned with glory
and honour,^ in order that by the grace of God^ He may taste death ^ on behalf of

every man. For it became Him, for whose sake are all things, and by whose means
are all things—^in bringing many sons to glory—to perfect by means of sufferings
the Captain^ of their salvation. For the Sanctifier and they who are being
sanctified are aU 'from one, for which cause He is not ashamed to call them
brethren, saying, I will declare thy name to my brethren, in the midst of the
Church win I sing praise to thee.^** ^d again, I will put my trust in Him

;

and again, Lo, I and the children which God gave me.^^ Since then the children
have shared in blood and flesh,^^ g;g Himself also similarly partook in the same
things, in order that by means of death He may render impotent him that hath
the power of death, that is the devil,^^ and may set free those who by fear of

death through their whole life were subjects of slavery. For assuredly^* it is not
angels whom He takes by the hand, but it is the seed of Abraham whom He takes
by the hand.^* Wherefore it behoved Him^^ in all respects to be made like to His
brethren, in order that He may prove Himself merciful, and a faithful high priest

I This vague method of quotation is found also in Philo and the Rabhis. Generally, each
quotation is referred to "God" or "the Holy Spirit," but that method coxild not be here
adopted, because God is addressed,

* t^^Vi—man in his humiliation and weakness.
* Heb. MoTwrn. * opw/ier. * jSAeVojucp.
* On the connexion of the Crown with the Cross, compare Phil. ii. 5—11 (" via cracis^ via

lucis ")

.

7 The reading x^^P^^ ©eo" ("without God,*' or "except God," now only found in JSSSS. 53 and
67) was found by Origen in some MSS. (ev tlo-lv avriypd<i)ot<s), and by Jerome (" absque Deo, in
quibosdam exemplaribus "). Theodore of ISIopsuestiai^poke with contempt of the reading X'*/^'''"'*

as meaningless ; but x<^P^^ seems to be either an accidental misreading of x^P'-^^t or a marginal
gloss on TO. iravra ("might taste death for everything except God"). (Of. 1 Cor. xv. 27.) The
Kestorians, however (and even St. Ambrose and Folgentius), interpreted it, "mighty apanifrom
Sis Divinity {i.e., in His human nature only), taste death." If accepted, it can omy mean " that
He may taste death for every being. God excepted " (1 Cor. xv. 27). Drs. "Westcott and Hort
(Greek Test. ii. 129) regard it as a Western and Syrian reading which sprang from an accidental
confusion of letters.

8 A common Semitic metaphor, from the notion that death gives a cup to drink. In the
Arabian poem " Antar " we find, "Death gave him a cup of absinth by my hand."

s apjfr^ov (Acts V. 31). In Acte iii. 15 it means "the Leader " in the sense of " the Author"
or "Otigmator," Comp. xii. 2, Serzog ihrer SeligTceit (Luther).

^0 Ps. xxii., a typico-prophetic PsaJm fWCatt. xxvii. 46). It is headed in our Hebrew Bibles,
" On the hind of the dawn," which the Midrash Tehillin explains to mean, " On bim who leaps
—as a stag—and brightens the world in the time of darkness" (Mic. vii. 8). E. Cbija explained
it of the grad/tutl redemption of Israel.

II The verse continues, " Behold I and the children which Grod gave me (viz., Mahershalal-
hashbaz and Shearjashuls), arefor signs wndfor wonders in Israel from the Lord of Hosts (Is. viii.

18). The names of those two sons ("Speed-pluiider-haste-spoil" and "A remnant shall re-

main") were symbolical^ as also was their whole position. It indicated the relation of the
chosen part of the people towards God. These texts are not (in our sense of the word) proofs,

but only symbols and illustrations.
" This (as in Eph, vi. 12) is the (jrder in A, B, C, J>, E, M.
IS Com^fflxe Phil, ii 9 :

*' He humbled HimseU, becoming subject to death, &c." The Devil
Jias the power of death, not as Lord, but as executioner. (Cf . John viii. 44, av9pbiir6KTovo<s aif

opx^s; Kev. xii. 10.) Wisd. ii. 24, "By the envy of the Devil death entered into the world."
The Jews called Sanomael the " Angel of Death," and he was the Devil (Eisenmenger, p. 821).

^* A^n-ov {o'pinor) in Classic Greek has a semi-ironical tinge. It occurs nowhere else in the
Ifew Testament or LXX., but is common in Philo.

15 Sc., **to hek> and rescue " (Matt. xiv. 31, etc. ; cf. viii. 9). "Wisd. iv. 11, "Wisdom ....
takes by the hand"those that seek her." By the "seed of Abraham" there can be no doubt
that the writer means Jews, because throughout the whole Epistle he has them exclusively in
view ; but of course he did not for a moment dream of exchtding the spiritual Israel.

M The obligation is involved in the pv/rpose of Christ's assimilation to man.
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in tilings that relate to God, to expiate tte sins ^ of the people. For in that sphere
wherein ^ He suffered by heing Himself tempted, He is able to succour them that
are being tempted " (ii. 5—18).

Having thus introduced the -word " High Priest," he might have
proceeded at once to the proof of the nature and superiority of Christ's

High Priesthood, which is the central idea of the Epistle. But he was
arguing with Jews who raised Moses to a pedestal of almost Divine
eminence, in their enthusiasm for his work as a mediator between God
and their nation.^ It was desirable, therefore, to pause and show that

Christ was superior not only to the angels by whose instrumentality, but
also to Moses by whose immediate agenoy, the Law was delivered to

Israel. In doing this he follows the lines of his previous demonstration.

He has shown that the angels were but " ministering spirits," and that

the Son is, in His very nature, more exalted than they (i. 5—14) ; and
then, after a few words of exhortation (ii. 1— 5), he has proved that in

Christ our human nature is also to be elevated above the angels in the

"future age" or true Messianic kingdom (ii. 6—16), since Christ as our

High Priest took part in that nature (ii. 17, 18). He now proceeds to

show that Christ is higher than Moses, inasmuch as the Son is higher

than the minister (iii. 1—6) ; and then, after another exhortation (ui.

7—19), that the future belongs to Christ, and not to Moses, because

Christ achieved the work of bringing Israel into the promised rest, a
work which Moses had left imperfect (iv. 1—13). The angels had come
in the name of God before Israel, and Moses had come in the name of

Israel before God ; the High Priest came in the name of God before

Israel, wearing the name Jehovah on the golden petalon upon his fore-

head, and in the name of Israel before God, bearing the names of their

tribes on the oracular gems upon his breast. Christ is above the Angels,

1 tAacTKecrSat, "to expiate" or *' propitiate." It is never connected witJi "God," or "the
wi-a.th of God," either in the LXS. or N.T., becaase, as Delitzsch says, man must not regard
sacrifice as an act by which he induces God to show him grace ; just as it is nowhere said that
Christ's sacrifice propitiated GoA's wrath, as though that sacrifice had in any way anticipated
God's own grapious purpose (see Eom. iii, 25 ; Eph. ii. 10). It represents the Hebrew Xippeer,

"to cover." Comp. Ecclus. iii. 3, " whoso honoureth Ms father mafceth an atonement for Mb
ains ; " 30, " Alms maketh an afoiiement for sing ;

" xx. 28 and xxxiv. 19, "Neither is he pacified
for sin by the multitude of sacrifices."

* The B.V. renders ei/ ^ " in that "—i.e., " forasmuch as,"—^like the Hebrew oa-asher ; but it

is more simple to make it mean, " in that particular wherein." Uomp. vi. 17 ; Eom. viii. 3.

8 Tliis will he seen at once by a few extracts from the Talmud about Moses. They may be
found in Hamburger's Worterh. and Mr. Hershon's Genesis

:

—
" Three things did Hoses ask of God : (1) He asked that the Shechinah might rest upon

Israel ; (2) That the Shechinah might rest upon none but Israel j and (3) That God's ways
might be made known unto him. And all these requests were granted."—(Berachoth, f. 7, a.

)

" "The soul of Moses, our Babbi, embraced all the souls of Israel, as it is said, Moses was
equivalent to all Israel " (" Moses our Eabbi " is in Hebrew, by Gematria, = 613, which is the
numerical value also of the Hebrew words for " Lord God of Israel").—{Kitzur sh'lu, p. 2.)

Hershon, Miscellany^ p. 322.
" The Angels asked the Holy One, Blessed be He ... . Why did Moses and Aaron die, who

fulfilled the whole Law ? He answered, " There is one event to the righteous and the wicked."
—(Shabbath, f. 55, b.)

" Moses' lace was like the sun, Joshua's like the face of the moon " (Num. xxvii. 27).—(Bava
Bathra, f. 75, a.)

"All the Prophets saw through a dim glass, but Moses saw through a clear glass."

—

(Tevanuth, f. 49, b.)
" Pilty gates of understanding were created in the world ; all but one were opened to

Moses."—(Eosh Hashanah, f. 21, b.)
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as Son of God aiid Lord of the future world, and is not only the mes-
senger of God to men, but as High Priest is the propitiatory representa-

tive of men before God. The distinctive exaltation of Christ above
Angels and above Moses as regards His mediatorial work, rests in His
High-Priestly office—a truth which is stated in that hortatory form
which continually asserts itself throughout these two ciiapters.^

" Wherefore,^ holy brethTen,^ partakers of a heavenly calling,* contemplate the
Apostle'' and High Priest of our profession, Jesus, as faithful to Him that made Him
(such),^ as also Moses was faithiul in aU His house.'' For He hath been deemed
worthy of more glory than Moses, in proportion as He who established the house
hath more honour than the house. For every house is established by some one, but
He who established all things is God. And Moses indeed was faithful in all his

house, as a servant, for a testimony to the things which were to be afterwards
spoken ;^ but Christ as a Son over His (God's) house, whose house are we** if we
hold fast the confidence and ground of boasting of our hope firm unto the end "^"

(iii. 1—6).

Then follows a powerful appeal to faith and faithfulness," founded

on the exhortation in the ninety-fifth Psalm, to hear God's voice " to-

day,"^ and not to harden the heart against Him,^^ as the Israelites had

^ This parallelism of structure between chapters iii., iv. and i., ii,, is well drawn out by
Ebrard :—
L Christ higher than ministering spirits (i. II. Christ higher than Moaes, because the

5—14.) Son is higher than the servant (iii. 1—6).
Exhortation (ii. 1—5). Exhortation (iii. 7—19).
He raises humanity above angelhood (ii. In Him Israel has entered into rest (iv.

6-16). 1-13).
For He was our High Priest (ii. 17, 18). Thus He is also our High Priest (iv. 14^16).

^*06ev—i.e.. Since we have such a helper. "Offev (ii. 17; viii. 3) is never once used in the
Epistles of St. Paul (though once in a speech, Acts xxvi. 19), and only elsewhere in 1
John ii. 18.

3 A mode of address never once used by St. Paul.
* " Heavenly," hecause/rom heaven and calling io heaven.
* 'AiToa-ToKov, because "sent from the Father" (an-eoTaAju.^i'oi' irapoL Tlarpoi), aa the High

Priest was sometimes regarded as a messenger (Sheliach) from Qod (John x. 36) ; sent by God as
an Apostle to us; going from us as a Hi^h Priest to God; and, therefore, most strictly a
Medmtor. The title is referred to by JuBtin iStartyr, Apol. i, 12 and 63, wbere he says that the
Word of God is called an angel, because He annotmoes {airayyekKsi), and an Apostle because He
is sent {airoareXXeTox)

.

8 The expression "To Him that made Him" (tu iroiTJaavrL avrbv), which might be taken
superficially to indicate that Christ was a created heirig, caused the genuineness of the Epistle
to be suspected (Philastr. Haer. 89). But even if this sense were necessary, it would merely
refer to Christ's hnman birth (corporalls generaiio, Primasins), as Athanasius understood it.

It cannot possibly refer (as Bleek and Lflnemann suppose) to His Eternal generation, thoa§h
they rightly urge that noua, with an accusative, usually means to create or make. It is simpler
to understand it, " Who made Him an Apostle and High Priest." Compare 1 Sam. zii. 6
(o iroirja-a? top MtDuo^i/) ; Mark iii. 14^ Acts ii. 36, " God made Him Lord and Christ." So the
Greek Fathers understood it : rt iroiria-avTi ; aTrocrroAoi' Kai apxtepea (Chrys.) ; iro(i)0'ti' < • • tiji/

j(eipttTovCav KeK\rtK€v (Theodoret).
7 An allusion to Num. xii. 7. His (i.6., God's) House.
s "By Christ" (Deut. xviii. 15).
8 " How we ought to walk in the House o/ God, seeing that it is the Church of the Living

God " (1 Tim. iii. 15). "Te are the temple of God" (1 Cor. iii 16).
10 The " firm unto the end " is omitted in B.
^^ The Sib of iii. 7 refers on to the fi\even of ver. 12, the intervening words being a long

parenthesis.
" The Hebrew of Ps. xcv. 6 rather is," that ye would hear His voice ;

" but this ejaculatory
wish is often rendered in the LXK. by edv (cf. Ps. cxxxviii. 19).

13 Bemarkable, as Bleek observes, because it is the only place wbere man is said to harden
his own heart, which is usually ascribed immediately to God (Ex. vii. 3, and passim; Is. Ixiii.

17; Bom. ix. 16). Man is usually said to stiffen his neck (Deut. x, 16, etc.) or bock (2 Kings
xvii. 14). But we have " but since some hardened themselves " (us S4 rwts etrKhrjpvi'ovTo), Acta
xiz. 9.
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done at Massah and at Meribali,- which had resulted in God^s oath that

they should not enter into His rest.^ The "to-day" of the Psalm,

repeated by David five hundred years afterwards, showed that the "to-

day " of God's offered mercy had not been exhausted in the wilderness,^

God had offered " a rest " to His people, but through unbelief they had

failed to enter into it (iii. 7—19).^ "Let us then fear," he says, "lest

haply, though a promise is still left us of entering into His rest, any one

of you should seem to have failed in attaining it^ For indeed we too,

just as they, have had a Gospel preached to us, but the word of hearing

benefited not them, since they had not been tempered in faith with them
that heard it."

«

" For we who believed are entering into that rest." This he proceeds

to prove by the argument that God has long ago entered into His rest

after the worlds were made ; and it had been evidently intended that

some men should enter that rest of God. Since, then, those who had
first heard the glad tidings of promise had not entered into God's rest, as

a punishment for their disobedience, the promise was repeated ages after-

wards. For again, after so long a time, God had in the Psalm of David
used the limiting term " to-day."'' Clearly, therefore, Joshua^ had not

led Israel into any real or final rest. If he had done so the promise of

rest would not have needed to be renewed.® There still remains, then,

a Sabbath-rest for the people of God. For any Christian who entered

into his rest (by death) ceased from his labours, as God ceased from His
own labours.

1 The writer follows tlie LXX. in rendering it " In tlie embitterment," as thougli the Seventy
had here read "Marah" for " Meribah." In Ex. xvii. 1

—

7 they render it Loidoresis^ or
" Eeproach." Massah and Meribah were two different places (Num. xx. 1—13).

2 Num. xiv. 28—30.
3 ** -pQyf things in the Epistle," Bays Dr. Moulton, "are more remarkable than tbe constant

presentation of the thought that Scripture language is jiermanent, and at all times present." As
regards the forty years in tbe wilderness, it is remarkable that forty yeaxs was also the period
between the Crucifixion and the Fall of Jerusalem, and that according to Eabbi Akhiva the
years of the Messiah were to be forty years (Tanchuma, f. 79, 4). So, too, E. Eliezer, referring
expressly to Ps. xcv. 10{Sanhedr. f. 99, a). The word "always" inver. 10 is not in the original,
but is either due to loose citation (for, as Calvin says, " Scimus apostolos in citandis testimoniis
magis attendere ad snmmum rei quam de verbis esse solicitos "), or to some slight difference ot
reading. The " if they shall enter " is a Hebraism for " they shall not enter " (cf . ver. 18), It
is really due to a suppressed apodosis (IVIk. viii. 12).

* In ver. 10 he says " with this generation " (x. A, JB, 1), JVC) for the " that " of the IiXS.—no
doubt intentionally (compare Matt, xxiii. 36; xxiv. 34). Inver. 15 yTroorrao'i? is '* confidence,"
as in Ps. xxxviii. 7, " My sure hope (LXX. uiro'trTao-ts) is in Thee,"

5 The SoK^ is used by a sort of litotes to suggest to the conscience of each a stronger term,
Ebrard renders it " lest any of you think that he has come too late for it," which is a perfectly
tenable rendering, but unsuitable here, because the object is warning against presumption, not
encouragement against despair.

6 This is a strange expression, and the reading ovyKeKfiu.p.ivo'; in the E.V. is certainly much
simpler ; but it is for that very reason suspicious when we fin,d <ruyKiiKfia.<rfi.ivov<; in A, B, C, and
ovvKeKepaa-}Livov<s in M. The meaning will then be, as in tlie text, that the "Word did not profit
the rebellious Israelites because they were not blended with Joshua and Caleb in their faith.
"Westcott and Hort suspect the possibility ot the reading -rofs aKoi/o-0ercit(/, or even of Noesselt's
conjecture rots aKov(rfxa(rtv.

7 iv, 4, eipT/Ke, "He (God) hath said"—a method of citation not once used in St. Paul's
Kpistles.

8 iv. 8. Ttie unfortunate rendering " Jesus " in. this verse might seem as if it were expressly
designed to perplex ignorant readers.

9 iv. 8, ovx av TT€pl aXArjs eXaXet, '* He would not have been speakmg of another day." The
imperfect is in accordance with the writer's habit of seeing things in their ideal continuity.
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" Let us, then, be earnest to enter into that rest, that no one fall into the same
example of disobedience. For living^ is the word of God,^ and effectual, and keener
than any two-edged sword, and cleaving through even to the severance of soul and
spirit, of joints and marrow,' and a disoemer of the thoughts and conceptions of the
heart. And there is not a created thing unseen in His presence, but all things are

naked and laid prostrate* to His eyes. To whom our account must he given."'

SECTION in.

THE HIGH PRIESTHOOD OP CHRIST.

Then follows the transitional exhortation to the long proof and illus-

tration of the foUowing chapters.

"Having, then, a great High Priest who has passed through the heavens

—

Jesus, the Son of God—let us hold fast our confession. For ^ we have not a High
Priest who cannot sympathise with our weaknesses, but one who has been tempted
in all respects just, as ''^e are, apart from sin. Let us approach, then,' with con-

fidence to the throne of grace, that we may receive mercy, and may find grace for a

seasonable succour" (iv. 14—16).

The predominance of the thought of Christ's High Priesthood in the

mind of the writer has already been shown, not only by the two last

verses, but by his two previous allusions to it. In ii. 17 he had said by
anticipation that it was necessary for Christ to take a human, not an
angelic, nature from the moral necessity for His being made like unto

His brethren, " that He might be a merciful and faithful High Priest

in things pertaining to God." In iii. 1 he had solemnly invited his

1 " Living oracles" (Acts. -vii. 38).
* Clearly not liere tlie personal Logos in St. John's sense, thougli many Fathers and divines,

wlio wrote far more from the theological than from the critical point of view, have so understood
it. No doubt that meaning may lie in the hackground, hut if so, the writer has purposely left it

in the hackgxound ; for again and again such a usage seems to he hovering on his lips, and yet he
does not actually adopt it. It was left for the inspired genius of St. John to adopt the term
•* THE WoBD " into the theology of Christianity, and in adopting^ it to glorify every previous and
analogous usage of it (-wide infra, p. 512). The word of God is here the written and spoken
word of God, of which again and again the writer shows that he has a most vivid perception as
a living reality ; there may also be a sort of semi-personification. The comparison was also

familiar to Philo, as in Qwis rer. div. "kasres, § 27 :
" Thus God having whetted that Word of His

which cutteth all things, divides the shapeless and unformed essence of all things." It is clear

from the context that the passage was known to the writer, for Fhilo also speaks of the Word
as penetrating even to things called invisible, and separating the different parts of the soul. We
find the same figure in Ps. Ivii. 5, etc. ; Kev. i. 16j Wisd. xviii. 15, 16. "Thine Almighty Word
leaped down from heaven .... and brought thine unfeigned commandment as a slmrp sword,
and standing up filled all things with death."

s That is, the Word of God pierces not only the natural soul, hut also the Divine Spirit, and
even to the very depths of these. "jlniTnd (i/n;j^) vivimus, spirifu (Trveufiart) intelhgimus,"
Primas. MepHT^oO may mean the " joint " or " articulation." It should be observed that while
the expressions recall those of Philo, the application of them is wholly diiferent.

* rerpaxn^^lJ^^va. The word has been rendered, (1) "seized by the throat and overthrown ; ''

(2) "bent back by the neck, like malefactors" (Bleek, etc.); (3) "flayed" (Chrys.), or
" anatomised " (by the Priest in his juu/ioo-Kon-ia, or inspection of victims), or " manifested

"

(Hesych., Phavorin), or " sacrificed " (Theodoret). But " laid prostrate " is almost undoubtedly

the right meaning, since the word is constantly used in that sense by Philo.
' Heh. iv. 11—13. This may also be, as In the E.V. (more generally)—" with whom we have

to do." It would be very tame to make it mean " with reference to whom we are speaking " (as

in T. 11).
* [And we may do this with perfect confidence], " for "—the " for " anticipates an objection

(occupat objectionem," SchUchting).
7 irpoirepxeffSai is a favourite word with this writer (vii. 25, x. 1, 22, xi. 6, xii. 18—22), though

only found once in St. Panl {1 Tim. vi. X), and then in an enfirely different sense, " take heed."

We have, however, " access " (irpoo-aywyTj) in Eph. ii. 18, iii. 12.
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hearers to the contemplation of Christ as our High Priest. It had been

necessary for him to pause for a moment to show that Christ was greater

even than Moses, and to invite' his readers by a solemn appeal to strive

to enter into that rest which some of those whom Moses led out of

Egypt had failed to attain. The true rest which Moses had promised

was a rest typified by the Sabbath-rest of God. It pointed far beyond
the possession of Canaan to the final rest which remaineth for the people

of God. Christ's High Priesthood is a pledge to us of a grace by
which that rest may be obtained.

We thus reach the very heart of the Epistle, for the development of

this topic occupies nearly six chapters.

First he lays down two qualifications which must be found in every
High Priest, namely,

—

L That he must be able to sympathise with men by participation

with them in their infirmities (v. 1—3, comp. ii. 17) ; and,

ii. That he must not be self-called, but appointed by God (4—10).

That Christ possessed the first of these qualifications was self-evident,

and had indeed been expressly stated (comp. ii. 17).

That He possessed the second he proves by a reference to His eternal

Sonship (Ps. ii. 7) and His Melchizedek Priesthood (Ps. ex. 4).

He then pauses once more during a somewhat long digression to

express his sorrow that their spiritual dulness and backwardness made
it needlessly difficult for him to illustrate these deep truths (v. 11— 14).

He therefore urges them to more earnest endeavours after Christian

progress (vi. 1—3), partly by an awful warning of the danger of relapse

from truth (4— 8), and partly by encouragements derived from the

activity of their Christian benevolence (9, 10) and the immutable cer-

tainty of the promises of God (11—18). These inspire a hope founded

on this Priesthood of our Lord (19, 20), which was a Priesthood not

merely Aaronic, but transcendent and eternal after the order of Melchi-

zedek.

Having thus cleared away every preliminary consideration, and
raised them by his warnings' and exhortations to a state of mind suffi-

ciently solemn for the consideration of the subject, he proceeds to show
that in many most important particulars the Priesthood of Melchizedek
was superior to that of Aaron ; namely

—

i. Because it is eternal, not transient (viL 1—3).

ii. Because even Abraham acknowledged the superior dignity of

Melchizedek, by paying tithes to him and receiving his blessing (4—10).

iii. Because the Priesthood of Melchizedek is recognised in the

Psalms as loftier than that of Aaron,—which implied a change in the

Priesthood, and therefore in the Law (11, 12). This is confirmed by
the fact that the Lord sprang from the tribe of Judah, not from that of

Levi (13, 14) ; and from the fact that the Melchizedek Priesthood, being

eternal, could not be connected with a Law which perfected notliing

(15—19). -
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iv. Because the Melchizedek Priesthood was founded, as the Aarouic
never was, by an oath (20—22).

V. Because the Levitio priests died, but Christ abideth for ever

(23—25).
He then pauses to dwell for a moment on the eternal fitness of

Christ's Priesthood to fulfil the conditions which the needs of humanity
require ; and proceeds to show that as Christ's Priesthood is superior to

that of Aaron, so is His Ministry more excellent as belonging to a better

Covenant (viii. 1—6). This is mainly proved by the fact that a new
Covenant—and therefore a better Covenant—had been distinctly pro-

phesied and promised (7—13).

The superiority of this second Covenant is shown by a comparison
of the ministry of the High Priest entering the Holy of Holies on the
Day of Atonement with that of Christ passing into the Heavens. The
Levitical High Priest entered the Holiest Place but once a year. He
had to do this year after year ; he offered for his own sins as well as for

those of the people ; his sacrifices could not cleanse his conscience ; his

whole service stood merely in connexion with rites and ceremonies of a

subordinate character. But, on the other hand, Christ (L) entered, not
a symbolic tabernacle, but the Heaven of Heavens

;
(ii.) He entered it

once for aU, and for ever ;
(iii.) He had no need to make any offering

for His own sius, being spotless; (iv.) He entered through His own
blood, which (v.) was eternally efficacious for the purging of the con-

science from dead works ; and (vi.) His whole ministration had to do
with abiding realities, not with passing shadows (ix. 1—14). Then, led

by the double meaning of the word diatMhe, which means both " testa-

ment " and " covenant," he shows that the blood of Christ was necessary

to sanctify the new Covenant, and was efficacious even for the redemp-

tion of transgressions under the old (15—22), and that His one Death
has wrought an all-sufficient expiation (23—28). He concludes the

argument by contrasting the impotence of the Levitic sacrifices to perfect

those who offered them—an impotence attested by their incessant repe-

tition—with the one sacrifice offered by the willing obedience of Christ

(x. 1—10). Christ's sacrifice issued in His eternal exaltation, after He
had perfected the new Covenant in which constant sacrifices are no
longer needful, because by the one sacrifice is granted the Forgiveness

of Sin (11—18).
Such, in barest outline, is a sketch of the great argument of the

Epistle, and we can see at once how powerfully it must have appealed

to the intellect and conscience of an enquiring Jew. The sweeping

proofs which St. Paul had furnished of the nullity of the Lawunder the new
Christian dispensation, and of the secondary, parenthetic position which

it had always occupied in the designs of God, might sway the reason of

a Hebrew reader, but they tended to shock his most cherished prejudices.

He would hail an argument which did not involve so apparently absolute

a disparagement of the system under which he had been brought up.
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For, in this new method of Christian argument, even while he enjoyed

the glory of the substance he was permitted to admire the beauty of the

shadow j he could joyfully see that even in the passing type there had
always been a prophecy of the eternal antitype.

Let us nowlook at this great section in closer detail, and with an effort

to understand not only the general bearing of the Epistle, but its separate

paragraphs ; and let us try in passing to remove any difficulties which
may arise from the expressions or the arguments which the writer adopts.

Having spoken of the boldness with which we may approach the

Throne of Grace, because of the High Priesthood of Christ, he gives the

two conditions of Priesthood, namely, (i.) a power to sympathise, and
(ii.) a special call.

(i.) "For every High Priest, being taken ^ from among men, is appointed on
behalf of men in things relating to God that he may offer both gifts and sacrifices'

on behalf of sins,' being able to deal compassionately* with the ignorant and erring,

since he himself also is encompassed with moral weakness ; and because of this very
weakness^ he is bound, as for the people so also for himself, to offer sin-offerings'

(V. 1-3).
(ii.) " And no one takes this honourable office for himself, hut on heing called by

God as even Aaron -was.^ So even the Christ ^ glorified not Himself to be made a
high priest, hut he [glorified Him] who said to Him, Thou art my Son ; to-day have
I begotten thee.^ As also in another place He saith, Thou art a priest for ever after

the order of Melchizedek ;
^^—^Who, in the days of his flesh,i^ having offered up

1 \aft.pav6fj.evo^, "being (as he is) chosen."
* This may be one of th,e writer's sonorous amplifications, for no distinction can here be

made between fiupo and BvaCa^. In accurate Greek they differ, and the latter means " slain
beasts ;

" bat in the LXX. they are used indiscrimiiiately {irapa. fie t^ ypo-<PV ofiio^opws /ceti/rai,

Theophylact) . The writer may, however, have been thinking of the incense and meat-ofEeringa
of the Day of Atonement when he says SS>pa, or of free-will offerings.

* iirep, i.B., to make atonement for (ii. 17).
* Properly, " to show moderate emotion.'* M'jTpioTraflTjs was the word used by the Peri-

patetics, and was invented by Aristotle (Diog. Laert. v. 31) to express the right state of mind,
as against the Stoics, who demanded of their " sage " a complete suppression of emotion
(aTra^^s). The word is used both by Philo and Josephus of moderating passion. Here the
context shows that it means "reasonable compassion" (jw,cTpto7ra0Tjs . . . (rvyyiyvtatrKOiv cTrteiKU?,

Hesych.).
* 81 avT^v in, A, B, C, D).
8 See Lev. iv. 3 ; ix. 7, etc. The first confession of the High Priest on the Day of Atone-

. ment was—"O do Thou expiate the misdeeds, the crimes, and the sins wherewith I have done
evil and have sinned before Thee, I and my house."

7 Ex. xxviii, 1 ; Num. xvi.—xviii. :
" God Himself judged Aaron worthy of this honour "

(Jos. Antt. iii. 8, § 1 j and contrast Num. xvi. ; 2 Chron. xxvi. 16—21). See Bammidbar Rabba,
§ 18 (in Schottgen), where Moses brings this fact as a reproach against; Korah. The High-
priests of the day, when this Epistle was written, were alien Sadducees not of high-priestly
lineage, who bouglit and sold, and transferred from one to the other, and generally degraded
the office, being originally mere nominees of Herod. They belonged "to certain obscure
persons who were only of -priestly origin," not descendants of Aaron (Jos. Antt. xx. 10, § 6).

For their characteristics see the Talmudic quotations in my I/ife of Christy ii. 330, 342, and
.i»/ra, p. 313. But it is doubtful whether the writer jneans to hint at this state of things. As
an Alexandrian, living in Hellenistic communities, it would not be brought prominently under
the notice of Apollos, especially as these Boethusim, etc., had now held the office for more
than half a century.

8 The tnie "anointed Priest."
8 The Sonship, in the writer's argument, involves the proof of His Divine call to the

Priesthood.
10 " A priest upon his throne " (Zech. vi. 12) ; koto. t6.^lv, al-dibhrathi, after the office, or place

(Ps. ex. 4). The Jews said that the "two anointed ones" ( " sons of oil ") in Zech. iv. 14 are
Aaron and Messiah, and argued from Ps. ex. 4 that Messiah was the dearer to God. They
ulwa.vs accounted the Psalm to be Messianic, and the Targum of Jonathan began, "JTieiord
Baid to his Word."

*i <rapKoi; here means His *' Hxinumity."
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supplications and entreaties to Him who was cble to save him out of death, with
strong crying and tears,^ and having been heard because of his reverential awe,^
Son though he was, learnt his obedience from the things which He suffered,^ and,
after being perfected,* became to all those that obey Him the cause of eternal
salvation, saluted by God a high priest after the order of Melchizedek* (v. 4—10).

" Now, respecting Melchizedek, what we have to say is long, and is dijG&cult to
explain to you, since ye have become dull in your hearing.^ For, indeed, though ye
ought to be teachers as far as time is concerned/ ye again have need that some one
teach you the rudiments ^ of the beginning of the oracles of God, and ye have sunk
to the position of those who need milk and not solid food.^ For every one who feeds
on milk is inexperienced in the word of righteousness,^" for he is an infant. But
solid food pertains to the fullgrown—-to those who by virtue of their habit have their
organs of sense trained to discrimination of good and evil ^^ (v. 11—14).

" Leaving, then, the earliest principles of Christian teaching,^^ Iq^ ^g be borne
along towards full growth, not laying again the foundation of repentance from dead
works,^^ and of faitii towards God, of the doctrine of ablutions ^* and laying on of

hands/^ and of resurrection of the dead, and of eeonian judgment. ^^ And this let us

^ Not meutioued in the Gospels ia the Agony at Getlisemane, but absolutely impUed.
' ettroxoucrdels oltto rijs evXa/3eias. 'Airb may certainly mean "for," "because of," as in

Xiu^e "xix. 3 : ovk riSvvaTO airo rov ox^ov; xxiv. 41, airurrovvTuv cltto ttJ? vapetf. Comp. John xxi. 6 j

Acts xii. 14 J xxii. 11 (ovk evipkeirov airh Trjs SofTjs), etc ; EuAapeta (which in the N. T. occurs only
at xii. 28) is "revCTent fear," as opposed to terror and cowardice. Zeno defined it as "reason-
able shrmking " (evAoyo; ckkAictis) and as being the opposite of fear, and says that the wise man
might €v\apet(r9ai but never ^o^elfrBai' Demosthenes contrasts the evAapjjs with the SeiXos.
The E. v. is therefore correct, and the meaning of this interesting passage is quite clear.
It is a bulwark against the heresies which never will see or allow the perfect Sumanify of
Christ, as well as His true Divmiiy. The attempts to avoid th^ meaning by rendering it " was
heard 'by Him whom He feared" (comp. (Jen. ixxi. 43), or "was heard (and so delivered) from
that wluch he feared," are merely due to theological bias. Both renderings are absolutely
untenable. The Tendering of the E. V. is that of all t?ie Greek fathers, and the meaning of
evAopeta excluded every other (see Trench, N&ta Test. SynonyrriSf § x.). The eltraxova-QeU may refer
to the Angel who strengthened Him in consequence of His prayer (Luke xxii. 43), or to His
absolute triumph over death and Hades.

3 "Son," i.e., not "a Son" (for then there would have been no stxess on His "learning
obedience"), but "the Son of Gk)d." enaOev , . . tTraBev, one of the commonest of ancient
paronomasias (Herod, i. 207; .ffisch. Ag, 170; and often in Philo). Theodoret called this
expression hyperbolical, and (3hrysostom seems surprised by it ; and Theophylact goes so far as
to call it unreasonable. But " the things that He suifered " have a reference far wider than to
the Agony. Still there is no doubt that passages like these increased the hesitancy in receiving
the Epistle.

* " Perfected" in His mediatorial relation, ii. 10.
5 Comp. Philo, 0pp. i. 653 ; ev if (Kotrfxtii) leal ApviEpevs 6 TTpotToyovo? avTOv.Aoyos.
6 This passage aJso was perhaps known to Justin Martyr (Dial c. Tryph. 33}.
7 The expression i^ows that the Epistle was written somewhat late^to those who had loi^

been converts.
8 CJal. iv. 3. 9 1 Cor. iii. 1, 2.
i*> Apparently a general phrase for the Gospel. The word Tsedakah in Hebrew has a wider

range of meaning than "Bighteousness."
n Clearly not "right and wrong;" but here referring to doctrines—the power to "dis-

criminate the transcendent " (Bom. ii. 18), to distinguish between excellence and inferiority in
matter of truth. The phrase is a Hebrew one, Tada tohh va-rd (Gen. ii. 17, etc.).

^ Leaving such principles—not, of course, in the sense of neglecting or forgetting them, but
in the sense of making an advance beyond them.

13 Bepentance was the^rst and earliest lesson of the Gospel (Mark i. 15). Dead works—works
of the Law (ix. 14; Bom. ix. 32), which have no inherent life in them (Article XIII.).

^* Jewish ablutions (ix. 10) the Jewish converts to Christianity might Btill retain ar d explain
in a more spttitual sense. Ba/ptismos is never used for Christian Baptism (baptisma)

.

^ For healii^ (Maxk zvi. 18, etc.)^ for ordination (Acts vi. 6, etc.), for confirms lion (Acts
viii 17- etc.),

16 The altovtos expresses the quality of the Kpifia as referring to the future world. Un-
doubtedly this sentence is surprising. The reActoTTj? towards which we are to be carried along
is evidently connected in the writer's mind with the doctrine of Christ's High Priesthood,
as typified by that of lilelchizedek. It seems strange that he should rank this Gnosis as

so great an advance beyond the doctrines of faith, repentance, and the resurrection, which/

botSi St. Paul and we regard as being of such primary importance. See, however, Biehn,
Lefvrhegriff d&r Sehr&erhriefSt 7^, f. 9. The writer means, *' These truths you know, or ought
to know, thoroitghly by tms time ; but your special danger is apostasy to Judaic formalism.
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do if God permit. For as to those who have been once for all enlightened/ and
have tasted of the heavenly gift,^ and become partakers of the Holy Spirit, and have
tasted the excellence of the word of God,^ and the Powers of the Future Age/ and
who have fallen away ^—it is impossible again to renew them to repentance, while
they are crucifying to themselves the Son of God afresh, and putting Him to open
shame. For land which has drunk the rain which often cometh upon it, and which
is producing herbage suitable for those for whose sake it is also being tilled, partakes
of blessing from God; but that which produces thorns and thistles is rejected, and
near a curse, the end of which is for burning.^

" But, beloved, we are convinced of the better alternative about you,7 and things
akin to salvation,^ even though we do thus speak. For God is not unjust to forget
in a moment ® your work and love which ye showed towards His name in having
ministered to the saints, and yet ministering.^^ But we long for each of you to show
the same earnestness with the view to the full assurance of your hope luitil the end, ^^

that ye may prove yourselves not sluggish,^* 1,^1 imitators of those who by faith and
patient waiting inherit the promises. [And I say who inherit the promises] for
God, when He promised to Abraham, since He could not swear by any greater,
swore by Himself,^^ saying Verily,^* blessing I will bless thee, and multiplying I will
multiply thee. And so, by waiting patiently, he obtained the promises. For men
indeed swear by the greater, and to them the oath is an end of all contradiction for
confirmation.1" On which principle,^^ God wishing to show more abundantly ^^ to

and you would be "beyond tlie reach of tbis peril if you were capable of grasping the trutb.B
which. I sball now set forth,." He does not disparage these elementary truths, though they
were all cOTmnon to Christianity with the older Covenant.

I awa^ is a favourite word of the writer, occurring more frequentljr in this Epistle than in
all the rest of the New Testament. Photismos became (probably in consequence of this
passage) the regular phrase for baptism (Just. Mart. A-p. i. 62 j Chiysosfcom, etc.). Here it has
the more general sense.

^ It is impossible to be certain as to the definite meaning of this expression. It probably
means "remission" or "regeneration." It is not easy in this passage to see a clear distinction
between yeiia-aa-Bai with the genitive (fidjpeas) and the accusative (p:^/Aa)

.

3 This phrase is also indefinite, but from a parallel passage of Philo (Be profug. vi. 25) it pro-
bably means the Divine teaching of the Gospel. The writer may here have used the accusative
with yevcraa-9at. because the genitive would have caused a confusion with ©eoO. On the gifts in
general comp. ii. 3, 4.

* Compare with this expression Philo, De proem, etpoen. (0pp. i. 428, ed. Mangey). "This is
he who has quaffed much pure wine of God's benevolent power, and banqueted upon sacred words
and doctrines." The " powers of the future teon " (i.e., of the Olamn haiba) may be foretastes of
its glory, or, as Chrysostom says, " the earnest of the spirit."

5 Comp. ii. 1 ; iii. 12 ; X. 26, 29.
6 vi. 1—8. See mfra. These strong warnings against apostasy (comp. i. 26—31 5 xii. 15—17)

are a special characteristic of this Epistle. Their general meaning is, that for deliberate and
defiant apostasy there is no remedy provided. They are involved in tjie strong expression of
St. Paul, " God is not mocked " (©eos ov fjLVKTqpi^eTaL, Gal. vi. 7), and may be compared with
Matt. xii. 31, 32, 43—45 ; 1 John v. 16. It must be borne in mind what a rare insolence and
wretchedness of sin must be involved in such expressions as " trampling down the Son of
God" and "insulting the spirit of grace."

7 TO. KpeCo-a-Gva. 8 The Opposite to eyyus Kardpas in ver. 8.
" €TrLkaBi(T9ai—forget in a single act. "Labour" (kowov) is omitted in the best MSS., and is

probably added from 1 Thess. i. 3.

10 For the phrase see Eom. xv. 25. The "saints" at Jerusalem (Gal. ii. 10; 1 Cor. xvi. 1)
were too poor to minister to others, and this is one indication that the letter was not sent
to them.

II To show the same earnestness in advancing to perfection as they hadshown in ministering
to the saints.

1^ That ye may not become as " sluggish " (vaBpoX) in Christian progress as ye have become in
spiritual knowledge (ver. 11).

13 In this passage we again find an almost unmistakable reference to Philo, De Legg. Alleg.
iii. 72 : "Having well confirmed TTih promise even by an oath . . . for thou seest that God
Bweareth not by another—^for nothing is superior to Himself-—but by Himself, Who is the best
of all."

1* The MSS. vary between el (xtj, el fjL^y, Jj fii}v ; but the three readings mean much the same,
ei tirj, a literal rendering of the Hebrew im lo, may have led to the variations.

15 Comp. Philo, Quod a J)eo mitta/nl/wr somuia (0pp. i. 622), and there are very similar passi^ea
in Be Abrahamo (Opp. ii. 39),

1^ €y ^. w " More abundantly " than if He had not sworn.
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the teif8 of the proiliiiSB the immutahility of His purpose, intervened with an
oath^ that by means of two immutahle things,^ in which it is impossible for
God to lie,' we may have a strong encouragement who fled for refuge to grasp
the hope set before us.* Which we have as an anchor of the soul,^ secure and
firm, and passing to the region behind the veil,^ where a forerunner on our
behalf entered—Jesus—having become a High Priest for ever after the order of
Melchizedek" (vi. 9—20).

The earlier sections of this passage are easy to understand. We see

at once that a High Priest who was not of like feeling with ourselves

—

one who had no capacity for suffering, and therefore no power of
sympathy—^would be a most imperfect representative of his fellow-men,
on whose behalf he has to stand in the presence of God. Nor is it

difficult to understand the importance which the writer attaches to a
Divine calling to the Priesthood. Of the Divine calling of Christ he
furnishes a twofold proof,—the one, that it was involved in the eternal

Sonship, which he illustrates by Psalm ii. 7 ; and the other, that He is

addressed as a Priest after the order of Melchizedek in Psalm ex. 4.

As both Psalms were fully acknowledged to be Messianic, the cogency of

these references would not be disputed. He adds a few words of pro-

found interest to show that Christ's eternal Priesthood was perfected

first by the sufferings which He endured for our sakes, and then by His
glorification. He regards the whole life of Christ as a part of the work
wherein God glorified Him to be an Eternal Priest. The main work of

that Priesthood was infinite self-sacrifice ; for the sake of which, in the
days of His flesh, He not only emptied Himself of His glory, but laid

aside for a time every claim as the co- eternal and co-equal Son,' in order
to become a man with men ; to dwell in man's house of clay ; to have a
human soul ; to entreat and supplicate and cry to His heavenly Father
with tears both io Gethsemane and on the Cros."!. And He was heard,

because of the glory of the infinite self-abnegation involved in this

humble awe. In this passage, as elsewhere, the writer furnishes the

most inestimable proof that Christ's High Priesthood has the qualifica-

tion derived from perfect human sympathy. He also, gives us a strong-

hold of assurance to resist the Apollinarian heresy which, with ii-reverent

reverence, denies the true humanity of Christ, and has often been as

dangerous to the Church as Arianism itself. Neither that heresy, nor

1 Made his oath intermediate between Himself and Abraham. In Berachoth, f . 32, a, Moses
says to God, "Hadst Thou sworn by Heaven and Earth I should have said They will perish, and
therefore so may Thy oath ; but as Thou hast sworn by Thy great name, that oath shall endure
for ever,"

» Namely, His word and His oath (Gen. xxii. 17). The Targums have not " By Myself," but
" By My word have I sworn,"

a " Nothing is impossible with God, excevt to lie'' (Clem. Bom. 27),
* A metonymy for "the object of our Hope set before us as a prize.*'
6 -In very early times the Anchor was the emblem of Hope, iro^Aiii/ payeitrav ^Airtfiuf, [iiat

nxiiv (,a]soh, Ag. 488).
e "Nostram ancoram mittimus ad interiora coeli, sicut ancora ferrea mittitur ad inferiora

maris," " Christ hath extended to us a Hope from Heaven, as a rope let down from the throne
of God, and again reaching from us to the inmost Heaven and the seat of God " (Faber Stapa>
Jcnsis), " The yeil," Ex. xxvi. 31—35,

1 Fhil, ii. 6 : "He counted not equality with God a thing at which to grasp,"

14
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the Monothelite heresy, which denies to our Lord a human will, can find

a moment's admission so long as this passage and the early chapters of

St. Luke retain their places in Holy Writ. The fact that some of the

Fathers were startled by this passage is an additional indication of its

importance to the Christian Church. Theodoret ventures to say that

since Christ manifested His obedience not after, but before. His suffering,

the expression that "He learned obedience by the things which He
suffered " is a hyperbolical expression.' Theophylact goes even farther,

and says that Paul (for he traditionally accepts the Pauline authorship),
" for the benefit of his hearers, used such accommodation as obviously to

say some unreasonable things." " Had these Fathers sufficiently borne
in mind that Christ was " perfectly man " as well as " truly God " they
would not have used so free a style of criticism. And it might have been
better for the Church if they had been less ready to claim a right to use
this " accommodation " themselves, and less ready to attribute it to the

Apostles.'

The digression that follows does not in the least resemble what has

been called St. Paul's habit of "going off at a word." This writer does

not go off at a word at all. Nothing less resembles being "hurried
aside by the violence of his thoughts." His method is precisely the

opposite of this. Instead of yielding to the impulse of a strong emotion,

as St. Paul does, he prepares himself in the most leisurely and deliberate

manner for an argument of consummate skilfulness and power. That
argument was wholly original in its development, and he therefore

endeavours to stimulate the spiritual dulness of his readers. By a

powerful mixture of reproach, warning, and encouragement, he arouses

them to the moral and intellectual effort without which it is impossible

for us to grasp new truth.

He is about to give them not the milk which was necessary for

infants—for beginners in Christ's teachings*—but solid food, such as was
only fitted for mature understandings.^ In their present condition—
long as was the time since their conversion—they were incapable of

receiving it ; but he encourages them to hope that they would become
capable, if they were sincere and earnest, in their desire for Christian

progress. He bids them, therefore, dismiss for the present the subjects

which had engaged their attention when they were catechumens. In
those days they had been occupied with the initial steps of religious

knowledge. It was not his present purpose—it ought to be quite un-

jiecessary now—^to remind them once more of such rudimentary truths

as the difference between faith and works; the distinction between

1 Tlie special objection only arose from Theodoret's failure to recogsise that the word
" suffered " applies not only to the Agony in Gethsemane and on the Cross, but to the whole
life of the Saviour.

2 See siif^a, p. 207, «ote.
2 See note on " Acconunodatiou" in my jlfercy and Judgment, p, 29G.

* The young Rabbinic neophytes used to be called thinolidbh ^mprn) " sucklings," Comp.
Fhilo, De Agric., 'Eirel 6k vriirCois juei/ effrl yoAa rpo^T}, K.r.X,

5 Comp. 1 Cor. iii. 1, 2.
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Jewish ablutions and Christian Baptism ; the meaning of imposition Qf

hands ; the truths of the resurrection of the body and the sentence of

the world to come. They could not need such teachings as this—unless,

indeed, they were in danger of apostasy. Of the peril of such apostasy

he gives them a most solemn warning.

And here at once we find ourselves launched on a sea of controversy

which has been age after age renewed. The originality of the writer's

miud constantly shows itself in expressions and modes of thought which
occur in him alone.

1. First of aU the word " enlightened" acquired at a very early age

the technical sense of " baptised,"' so that " enlightenment " (photismosy

was a recognised synonym of baptism, though it referred directly not

to the outward sign, but to the thing signified. Hence the sterner

schismatics of the early Church deduced from this passage the duty of

finally excluding the weak from Church communion by refusing absolu-

tion to those who once had lapsed into apostasy or flagrant siu.^ This

was equivalent to the assertion that " all sia willingly committed after

baptism is unpardonable." The fact that the use of " enlightenment

"

for " baptism " did not exist before this passage was written, but is

derived from it, is at once sufficient to set aside the cogency of their

inference, which was, it is needless to add, diametrically opposed to the

practice and teaching of Christ and His Apostles, and is justly con-

demned by our Church in her 16th Article.

2. This hard dogma was also rightly rejected by the Fathers,

who, following the example of Christ and the Apostles,^ never

closed the door of repentance even to the most flagrant sinners.

From this passage, however, they deduced the unlawfulness of

administering a second time the rite of Baptism—a right conclusion

indeed, but one which rests on other grounds than those which this

passage affords.

3. But while these ancient controversies are practically set at rest,

we have not yet heard the ]ast of that which raged between Calvinists

and Arminians on the " indefectibility of grace."

a. Both sides tampered with the plain meaning of the words. The
expression " when they have once fallen away " was fatal to the theories

of the Calvinists, who held that those who were regenerate were also

elect, and could never/all away.* It has been often supposed that the

1 The 0wT(Ve(r0at is equivalent to tlie " receiving full knowledge of tlie truth " in x, 26. The
word also occurs in 2 Cor. iv. 4, "the illumination of the Gospel of the glory of the Christ."
In the LZX. ifioTifjiv is "to teach" (Judg. xiii. 8; 2 Kings xii. 2). Similarly in the Fathers
avoKoLvt^etv is " to rehaptise."

3 See Tert. Be^mdiclt. 20; Epiphan. Saer. liz., fuTa to jMvTpbv fxriK^rt eKeetaOat Syvatrdat toy
TTapa.TTewrtaK6ra. ; Euseh. H. E. vi. 43 ; Ambrose, J)e Foenit ii. 2, etc. ; Pearson, On the Creeds
Art. X. ; and the Bp. of Winchester on Art. xvi. This attempt to insist upon a transcendental
perfection arose from the conviction, held by Montanists, though not hy them exclusively, that
the end was imminent. The rule of the Novatians was ixri Be'xecr^ai tous eirtTeSuKiSras eU t«
tj.v(TTnpia (Socrates, H. E. iv. 28).

' 2 Cor. ii. 7, 10 ; vii. 12.
* The reader wDl be reminded of what was said by the dying 'Cromwell. He asked his

chaplain a question as to " the indefectibihty of grace." " Was it possible for any one who had
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rendering of the English Version, " if they shall fall away,'' is all

attempt to get rid of this iaference. That it is a mistranslation of the

most obvious kind is undeniable, since the Greek participle is in the

ipast tense ; but, if the history of it be traced through various versions

of the Bible, it seems not to have been due to a Calvinistic bias, but
% be a perfectly honest mistake, derived from other sovirces. Calvin

himself was far too great a scholar to defend his view by such a

rendering. He adopted the different method of attempting to weaken
the force of the previous expressions, and to argue that when the writer

spoke- of those "who tasted of the heavenly gift, and were made par-

takers of the Holy Ghost, and tasted the good word of God and the

powers of the future world," he did not mean " true and sincere

believers," but only ' the reprobates who had but tasted, as it were,

with their outer lips the grace of God, and been irradiated by some
sparks of His Light." He tried, in fact, to exaggerate the literal

meaning of the word "taste," so as to imply that it meant nothing
more than an inMing of Christian truth. It will be seen at once that

such an argument is not to explain Scripture, but to explain it away.
^Extravagant literalism has been even more fatal to exegesis than extra-

vagant allegorising.

fi. But the Caivinists had no monopoly in the distortion of the plain

meaning of the saoi'ed words. That error belongs, alas ! to all sects

and all religious partisans alike. Arminians, who were unwilling to

admit that in this life the door of repentance and of hope could ever be
closed to any sinner, stumbled at the word "impossible," and actually

rendered it (as in some ancient Latin manuscripts) by the word diffi,cile,

" difficult." The doctrine on behalf of which they thus twisted words
to suit their own meaning may, indeed, be amply supported, but it must
not be supported by such an untenable procedure. " Impossible " has

a very diflFerent meaning from " difficult," and it is clear that the

writer lays down quite distinctly that, when those who have received

spiritual illumination and shared in Divine gifts deliberately apostatise,

it is impossible to renew them to repentance, seeing that they are—or,'

as the words may perhaps be rendered, so long as they are—crucifying

afresh, to their own ruin, the Son of God. He does not say that this

has occurred in the case of the Hebrew Christians ; nay, he expresses

his conviction that it has not. He does not even say that it can occur.

He only says that, when it occurs, and so long as it lasts, renewal is

impossible. There can be no second " Second Birth."

4. On the other hand, his words must not be forced and tortured

into conclusions which do not fall within the scope either of his language
or of his hypothesis. AU that he has here in view is the agency of men
—the teaching and ministry of the Church ; he is neither speaking nor

once been in a state of grace to fall away from it ? " Wlien his chaplain answered in tlie nega^
tive, Cromwell replied that in that case he was happy, for he felt sure that once he had been ia
a state of grace,
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thinking of the omnipotence of God. It is impossible in the highest

degree for a camel to go through the eye of a needle -^ but what is

impossible with men is possible with God.' And, indeed, the marked
change of tenses in this passage is not without its significance. He
says that it is impossible to renew to repentance those who have fallen

away, crucifying as tliey are the Son of God. The change from the

past to the present implies a continuous, as well as an insolent apostasy.

It implies the case of those who cling deliberately to their sias.' WhUe
this continues, how can there be any hope of renewal ? The condition

of such men, so long so it continues unchanged, precludes all possi-

bility of the action of grace. It is impossible at once " to be pardoned "

and to retain the oflfence. If, said the Jewish Rabbis, a man has merely

touched a creeping thing, the smallest drop of water suffices for his

Levitic purification ; but if he keeps the unclean thing purposely in his

hand, an ocean of ablutions will not make him clean. It is impossible

to save willing offenders in the sense in which nwm, may " save " his

brother (1 Tim. iv. 16) ; but nothing is impossible to God.

5. It will be seen, then, how little this passage lends itself to

the violent oppositions of these old controversies. Nor, again, has

it much bearing on the too curious speculations in which some have
indulged about the siu against the Holy Ghost, and the unpardonable

sin.* That there is a sin which shall not be forgiven, either in this

or the future age—that there is " a sin unto death," for the forgiveness

of which we are not bidden to pray—^that the last state of a backslider

or an apostate may be worse than the first °-—-we learn from other

passages of Scripture. That a daring and willing apostasy—

a

deliberate return from light to darkness, and from the power of

God to Satan—must be the most perilous of all conditions, and
therefore must very nearly approach to those awful sins, is clear

from the nature of the case, since like " the doing despite to the

spirit of grace" (x. 29) it seems to close against itself the very

door of salvation.' We must neither turn the text into "a rack

of despair" nor into " a pillar of carnal security." If by the expression
" on their falling away " he meant to describe every fall into mortal

sin, then, as Luther says, his words would contradict "all the Gospels,

1 Matt. lix. 26 ; Mark x. 27 j Luke xviii. 27. That tlie words must be understood in their

literal sense, and that neither can KdjLtijXos mean" rope," nor "the eye of a needle" mean "the
side-gate of a city," I have shown in a paper in the Eiapositor (Vol. iii. 169).

* So St. Amhroae l(I>e poenit. ii. 3) :
" Quae impossibilia sunt apud homines, possibilia sunt

apud Benm, et potens est Dens qnando vult donare nobis pecoata, etiam quae putamus non
posse concedi."

3 eKOVcrtus aiiapTavoVTwv, X. 26.
* See infra on 1 John v. 16.

5 2 Pet. ii. 20; Luke xi. 26.
' A writer who was not thinking of the Epistle to the Hebrews has said, in touobing on only

one little aspect of the consequences of apostasy, that " When the Christian falls back out of

the bright hope of the Eesvirrectioii, even the Orpheus song is forbidden him ; not to have
known the hope is blameless : one may sing, unknowing, as the swan or Philomela. But to

have known and fall away from it, and to declare that the human wishes which are summed in

that one—'Thy kingdom uome*-^-are vain! The Fates ordain that there shall be no singingr

lljtpr that."—Busjrig, " Kctjon, Fair and Foul " (JfinetcentTi Centvrn, Aug. 1880).
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and all the. Eoistles of St. Paul." But he is speaking only of pre-

determined and wUful apostasy, and irrevocable Diviae dereliction;^

such as is described in that passage of Isaiah* where the Prophet

speaks of renegades passing through the land hardly bestead, and

hungry, and fretting themselves, and looking upwards only to curse

their King and their God, and seeiag nothuig but dimness and anguish

when they look downwards. Beyond this we cannot go. The various

modern discussions which have risen out of these mysterious passages

do not seem to have been consciously present to the writer's mind.

He is speaking to a very different class from those whom Jesus

warned about the sin against the Holy Ghost. He is speaking

to Hebrew Christians, and pointing out to them with awful

faithfulness the fact that they were becoming spiritually stagnant,

and that stagnancy ends in corruption. To return to their dead

works after the heavenly enlightenment—to abandon the eternal

substance for the transient shadow—to go back from the finished

sacrifice of Christ to the beggarly elements of the Law, was a peril

which they were beginning to incur, but from which he felt convinced

that they would be saved in time. N"or could he have chosen any

words better fitted than these to arrest the degeneracy which he already

saw and deplored.

A less voluminous controversy has arisen out of the writer's

comparison of the backsliding, or rather the apostate, Christians to

waste and worthless land.

" The test of sincerity is fruitfulness. The field that has drunk the

rain from heaven, and bears thirty, sixty, or a hundredfold, is a field

which God has blessed. But the field on which the rain falls and
the sun shines in vain, and which only brings forth weeds wherewith

the mower fiUeth not his hand, nor he that gathereth the sheaves

his bosom, has been tested and found profitless, like the clay ground

between Succoth and Zeredatha.'' Of such land he says that it is

" nigh to a curse." Doubtless he has in mind the older curse—^which

yet the mercy of God mitigated into something not far from a

blessing—" Cursed is the ground for thy sake. Thorns also and
thistles shall it bring forth to thee."* But yet the form of his

expression surely shows how far are his thoughts from the awful

dogma of final reprobation. " See," says St. Chrysostom, " how much
consolation his words involve! He says 'jieosr a curse,' not 'a curse.'

But he who has not yet fallen into a curse, but has got near it, will

also be able to get afar from it. If then we cut out and burn up

the thorns, we shall be able to enjoy the unnumbered benefits, and

to become approved, and to share in the blessing."

3. Yet the end of such waste soil is " for burning." Some have

thought that even La this burning there is implied, not hopeless

1 Ton OettingeiLand Delitzsch refer to the case of Spira (see Herzog, Real. EncyM., s,v.).

a Is. viii. 21. » 2 Chvon. iv. 17. * Gen. iii. 18.
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destruction, but a method of improvement. Such a method waa
well known to Roman agriculture. " Often, too," says Virgil, "hath it

been of use to fire barren fields, and to burn the light stubble with
crackling fiames ; whether it bo that so the lands acquire hidden
strength and fattening nurture, or that so every distemper is baked
out of them by fire, and the useless moisture sweats out, or that

the heat opens out more paths and secret apertures through which
sap may come to the tender plants."' It may be doubted whether
the writer was familiar with this agricultural practice, or its supposed
utility. It is more likely that he was thinking of scorched and
waste wildernesses like that " Burnt Phrygia " with which he must
have been familiar, or of regions like the Solfatara, or of the smoke
rising from the fields of Sodom, where "the whole land is brimstone
and salt, and burning, that it is not sown, nor beareth, nor any green
groweth therein."^ He is not describing the actual fate in store for

any of his readers ; he is iUustrating by a passing metaphor the

ultimate destiny of those who deliberately reject God—of those who,
having sinned willingly against light and knowledge, continue hardened
in defiant impenitence. Such, for instance, would be the position

of those Jews who, having once known Christ, so far apostatised

from Him as to adopt the current names of scorn by which He was
described in the Jewish cryptographs—to speak of Him as " Absalom "

or " the Himg," or to turn the form of His name into an anagram
of malediction.' If the ground -which God gives us to till produces

only thorns and thistles, we must, as St. Chrysostom says, cut up
and bum them. We must "break up our fallow ground, and not
sow among thorns."* We shall then be able "to enjoy unnumbered
blessings and to become approved." The evil produce of the soil must
be consumed that the soil may be saved for better purposes, just

as the bad work of a workman must be burned while the workman
shall be saved so as by fire. But if the work of the workman be
always and continuously bad, he is rejected ; and if a soil brings forth

nothing but things rank and gross in nature, it must itself be scathed

with fire. The metaphor acquires a fuUer significance if we think
of the Jews to whom it was addressed, and remember that, but a
few years afterwards, their beloved city was trodden under foot by its

enemies, and their Holy Temple was given to the devouring flame.

But he proceeds to tell them that he has a conviction that they,

his Christian readers, have adopted the better course, and will inherit

the better lot. He did not doubt that they were heirs of salvation,

though he used this language. " Their work, their alms, and all their

good endeavours " furnished a proof of this ; for God is just, and God

1 Virg. Oeorg. i. 84, seq. See, too, Plin. H. W. xriii. 39, 72.
' Deut. xxiz. 23.
' See Life of Clmit, u. 452. [By notwrikon, Jemach STiomo Vesioliro, " May his name and

memory 1>e blotted oot."]
Jot. XT. S.
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does not forget. They had ministered to the saints ; they were still

doing so, though, perhaps—as he seems to hint with delicate kindness

—

with less zeal than before. He exhorts them not to show themselves

remiss, hut with all zeal to work out their salvation to the end,

and so by faith and endurance to enter into that heritage which

was pledged to them not only by the word but by the oath of God.

However severe, therefore, their aflBictions had been, they might rest

upon a sure hope. The little boat of their lives was being tossed

by many a storm, yet it was safe, for it was moored by an anchor

which could never slip its hold. That anchor was not fixed even

on the rock of any earthly sea, but the hawser which held it passed

out of sight behind the veil of Heaven ; and in that heavenly sanctuary

One had entered as a forerunner on their behalf. He would see that

the anchor held ; He would keep guard over the promised hope,—the

High Priest for ever after the order of Melchizedek.

SECTION IV.

THE OBDEE OF MELCHIZEDEK,

In those words, the writer, with great literary skill, resumes the

allusion which he had introduced in v. 10, and had left unexplained in

order to prepare them for his argument by the exhortation of these inter-

mediate verses. But now that he has stimulated them to a loftier range

of spiritual attainments by warning them of the peril of apostasy, and by
encouraging them to perseverance in good works, he can proceed with a

surer step to develop the truths which were best fitted to emancipate

them from their temptation to relapse.

" For this Melchizedek, king of Salem, priest of God most higli,i who met^
Abraham returning from the slaughter' of the kings and hlessed him,^ to whom also

Abraham apportioned a tithe of all,* being first by interpretation King of righteous-

ness,' and then also King of Salem, which is King of peace ; without father, with-

out mother, without lineage,' having neither beginning of days nor end of life, but
having been likened to the Son of G-od^ remaiueth a Priest for perpetuity" (vii.

1-3).

This comparison of the Priesthood of Christ to that of Melchizedek

occupies so cardinal a position, that we must pause over this passage if

we are to form any true conception of the meaning of the Epistle.

1 King and Priest, Zedh. vi. 13 (Serv. od Xn. iii. 80). See the subsequent remarks ton further
notes on this passage.

* The true reading is 3;, not o (m, A, B, D, E, K). The oonstraction is an auakoluthon.
3 KonTj, from KoTTTw, "I cut." Comp. Josh. x. 20 (LXX.).
* Fhilo {De Abraham. § 40) says that Melchizedek '• sacrificed for Abraham the ofiferings of

victory.
5 I.e., of all his spoils. ^ V, mfra.
7 'Avej'eaAo'yijToj, which occurs here only, cannot mean " "without descent " (see ver. 6), though,

misled by this error, Ignatius {Up. ad FhUad.) reckons Melchizedek among those who have led

a celibate life.

8 This expression not only refers to Ps. ox. 4, but speaks of Melchizedek as a Divinely ap.
pointed type of Priesthood, which he is not recorded to have either received fro;n any ancestorgi
or transmitted to pjay suc^ssors.
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Let us first endeavour to clear up the separate expressions.

All that we know historically respecting Melchizedek is contained in

two verses in the Book of Genesis (Gen. xiv. 18, 19).

We are there told that when Amraphel, king of Shinar, with three

allies, made war on Bera, king of Sodom, and his four allies, and de-

feated them, they carried away the plunder and captives of the Cities of

the Plain. Among these captives was Lot, whose goods they had also

seized. Abraham, arming his three hundred and eighteen servants, and
assisted by the Amorite chiefs Mamre, Aner, and Eshcol, pursued the
victors to the neighbourhood of Damascus, defeated them, rescued their

prisoners, and recovered the spoil. On his return the king of Sodom
went out to thank and greet him, and met him " at the valley of Shaveh,
which is the king's dale." " And Melchizedek king of Salem brought
forth bread and wine : and he was the priest of the most high God.'

And he blessed him, and said, Blessed be Abram of the most high God,

possessor of heaven and earth : and blessed be the most high God, which
hath deUvered thine enemies into thy hand. And he gave him tithes

of all"

If we first take the narrative as it stands, we observe that it is not

stated that Melchizedek went out to meet Abraham, as it is stated of the

king of Sodom. It is, however, a natural inference that he did so, and
we see from the reference of the writer of the Epistle that such was part

of the Jewish tradition on the subject. The place of meeting is uncer-

tain. Shaveh has never been identified, nor is anything known of the

King's dale." The name Melchizedek may mean "king of righteous-

ness "—a rendering found in the Targums,' and here introduced perhaps

with reference to Is. xxxii. 1, where it is said of the Messiah, " Behold

a king shall reign in righteousness."'' It may also mean " righteous

king," as it is rendered in Josephus^ and Philo.* It is a name closely

analogous to Adonizedek, which means "Lord of righteousness" or

"justice," and is a natural name for an Eastern king whose chief function

in time of peace was that of a judge. Adonizedek is called king of Jeru-

salem,' but Melchizedek is called king of Salem. It has been a disputed

point for centuries whether by Salem is meant Jerusalem or not.'

That this king of a Oanaanite city should be "a priest of the most

high God " is an interesting circumstance. Attempts have been made to

' The union of Royalty and Priesthood was regarded as peculiarly sacred. '* Rex AniuSj rex
idem homlnum Phoebique sacerdos" (Tirg. Mn. iii. SO).

s Josephus calls it HeSiov ^oa-iAtjcoi/ (AntL i. 10, § 2). There is nothing to identify it with
*' the King's dale" in which Ahsalom built himself a pillar. Even if it be the same "King's
dale '* it niay have been in the tribe of Epbraim, if the reading of 2 Sam. xiii. S3 be right ; bub
there, instead of " beside Ephraim,'* there is a various reading, " the Valley of Rephaim."

* la. Bereahith Rabba, f . 42, a, it is said that Tsedek was a name of Jerusalem, as is implied

in Is. i. 21. " Righteousness locked in it." Aben Ezra makes Melchizedek mean " King of a
r.'ghteous place."

* Compare Is. ix. 6; Zech. ix. 9 j Mai. iv. 2 ; 1 Cor. i. 30.

. * Antt. i. 10, § 2; B. J. vi. 10; o rp irarptq ylma-a^ /cAijflels /JaffiAe^s StKatoS.

Leg. Allegg. iii. 25.

' jb*. X. 3.

See Excursus X, '" Salem ' and Jerusaloai.
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explain it away. The Hebrew phrase for the most high God is El Eli6n,

and it appears that the Phcenicians also had a god to whom they gave the

title of Elidn, or The Highest.'^ Nothing, however, can be clearer than
that Moses intended the word to be understood in its fullest sense of the

True God.' Nor is there any excuse for being incredulous about the

fact, for, when we remember the longevity of the patriarchs, it is probable

that the worship of God would have been preserved in some families.

And the primary intention of the sacred historian in mentioning this

incident may have been a desire to do honour to this kingly priest,

whose dignity was recognised with such deep reverence by Abraham
himself, that he accepted his solemn blessing, and gave him a tithe of

his spoils.

It was natural that a circumstance so remarkable should attract the

attention of the Jews, and that they should see something memorable in

the priesthood of a king who enjoyed his sacerdotal dignity so many
centuries before the days of Aaron, and who had been treated with so

much honour by their great ancestor himself. Hence it was also natural

that the Hebrew poet in the 110th Psalm,^ in prophesying of a Prince

and Deliverer who was the type of the Messiah, should say, " The Lord
sware, and will not repent. Thou art a priest for ever after the order of

Melchizedek." The Messianic interpretation of this Psalm was never
disputed."* If it had been, nothing would have been easier for the Jews
than to set aside the question about David's son and David's Lord which
our Lord propounded to them, and which they expressed their inability

to solve.* But even the Targum of Jonathan renders the first verse of

this Psalm by "The Lord said to His Word."
But when Melchizedek was thus elevated into a type of the Messiah,

the brief notice respecting him was studied with the minutest scrutiny,

and mysteries were supposed to lurk ia every word. Thus so simple

a circumstance as his bringing forth to Abraham bread and wine is

in Bereshith Rabba explained by Rabbi Samuel Bar Nachman to mean
that he taught to Abraham the ordinances of the High Priesthood, the

bread being a type of the shewbread, and. the wine of libations. Other
Rabbis, referring to Prov. ix. 6—" Come eat of my bread, and drink of

the wine which I have mingled "—say that Melchizedek explained the

Law to Abraham. These, it is obvious, are mere fancies of a fantastic

exegesis bent on seizing every opportunity to proclaim the eternity

of the Levitic dispensation. Yet multitudes of Christian writers,

imbued with the spirit which will see in Scripture more than Scripture

1 Piiilo Bybl. ap. Euseb. Fraep. Ev. i. 10. A trace of this title (alonim t(jaIonuth=EIionim
velionotli) is perliaps discoverable in the Poenulus of Plautus.

2 Though this is the earliest occurrence of the name, it is found frequently inthe Pentateuch
and Psalms. Abram repeats it with ** Jehovah" in ver. 22.

5 In the title, Ps. ox. is called "APsalm of David;" theliSX. call it "An ode to the Assy-
rian."

* Comp. Zech. vi 13, where, of the High Priest Joshua (Jeshua in Ezra and Neh.) as a t^o
of the Messiah- it is said- "He shall be" or perhaps, "There shall be," a priest upon his
throne.'

5 Matt. xxii. •14.
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sanctions, make ttis simple act of hospitality a sacerdotal oblation, and
argue (with Bellarmine) that it was the one characteristic of his

Priesthood.' But that the bread and wine were not typically intended
is clear from, the silence of the Epistle. Had the application been
legitimate, a point so germane to the writer's purpose could not have
been passed over without notice, especially as PhUo, who has very

similar views respecting Melchizedek, ventures to say that on this

occasion he did offer a sacrifice for victory

—

iwivlKia ^Sve.' What an
opportunity for powerful argument would have been furnished if

ApoUos could have said that Melchizedek's sacrifice was not an offering

of victims in the Jewish fashion, but was an offering which prefigured

the Christian oblations of bread and wine ! Of such a sacrifice he

does not say a word. Whatever may have been the acts in which
the priesthood of Melchizedek consisted, ApoUos does not mention
sacrifice among them. He does not so much as allude to the bread

and wine—^much less does he imply chat it was an Eucharistic

offering.

But he touches on other points which seem to enhance the dignity

or mysteriousness of Melchizedek by saying that he was "fatherless,

motherless, without pedigree, having neither beginning of days nor end

of Ufe."

His method of illustration, like that of which St. Paul occasionally

made use, is Rabbinic in its general character, but not fantastic or

inadmissible. He takes a Scriptural fact as it stands, and merely shows

its typical value. It is, however, this passage which has originated

so many untenable conjectures about Melchizedek, and which has

been made an excuse for most strange hypotheses. Such discussions

would never have arisen if we had been more familiar with the way of

handling Scripture which had become prevalent at Alexandria, and

was perpetuated for centuries in the later schools of Tiberius and

Babylon.
Of course, if the words be taken literally, they can have but one

meaning. One who had neither father, nor mother, nor ancestors,

neither beginning of days nor end of life, could not be a human being

at all. Accordingly Melchizedek has been regarded by some com-

mentators, even of this century, as "the Angel of the Presence," the
" Captain of the Lord's Host," " the Divine Angel of the Lord," the

Second Person of the Ever Blessed Trinity, the Jewish " Shechinah

"

and Metatron,' who continually appeared to the Fathers under the

Old Testament dispensation. Cunseus even refers to this incident

1 On this perversion see Waterland, Worhs, v. 165 ; Jewel, Reply to Hiirding, art. xvii. ; and
on the other side, Jacbson, On the Creed, ix., § ii. 10.

* Be Ahrahajm,
' Metatron is a Talmndic word of foreign origin, perhaps a rude hyhrid of (neri 0poKio;, or

" aliarer of the Throne. " He was the chief of the four Angels who were '

' Masters of Wisdom.

"

He stands in a suhordinate relation to God, but to him are attributed many of the works of the
" Angel of the Presence,"—a sort of Pre-incamate Messiah (see Hamburger, s.u,).
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in explanation of our Lord's words to the Jews, " Your father Abraham
rejoiced to see my day, and he saw it and was glad." Marcus Eremita

mentions a sect which believed Melchizedek to be "God the Word,
previous to incarnation."^

Others, again, thought that Melchizedek was the Holy Spirit.^ This

was the opinion maintained in an anonymous work—probably written

by the deacon Hilarius—which St. Jerome received from Evagrius,

and which led him to an elaborate study of what had been written

on this question, which even in his day was eagerly debated. He found

that Origen and Didymus believed Melchizedek to be an angel, and

that the Jews supposed him to be Shem, the son of Noah,' who—as

they showed by calculation—might have survived till the daiys ot

Abraham.* It is hard to see why, in that case, he should not have been

introduced by his own name. Yet this hypothesis satisfied Lyra,

Cajetan, Melancthon, and even Luther and Selden. Others again,

with about as much justification, suppose that he was Ham. Calmet

regards him as a re-appearance of Enoch. Nork, with hardly less

absurdity, discovers in him. the Phoenician god Sydik, or Saturn !^

I unhesitatingly follow those who reject these idle hypotheses,

and who hold with Hippolytus, Eusebius of Csesarea, and other Fathers,

as well as the ablest recent commentators, that Melchizedek was neither

more nor less than what Moses tells us that he was—namely, Melchi-

zedek, a Priest and Kiug of the little Canaanite town of Salem, to

whom, because he was a worshipper of the True God, Abraham paid

tithes, and from whom he received a blessing." His importance was
purely typical ; his personal importance was very small. It is amazing

that any one familiar with Rabbinic exegesis should hesitate for a

moment in coming to this conclusion. In the Alexandrian School

especially, the habit of allegorising had been carried so far as to imperil,

and even obliterate, the plain sense of the sacred narrative. The
allegorists saw or imagined mysteries in the silence of Scripture no less

than in its simplest circumstances, and even in the numerical values and

methods of writing its letters. The writer of this Epistle, familiar

with the . works of Philo, adopts the Alexandrian method in arguing

with those by whom it would he regarded as specially cogent. But

' Epiphan. Ilaer. Iv. 7 ; Ambrose, De Abraham, i. 3. AH these opimons and quotations are
diligently collected by Bleek.

* Epiphan- Haer. Ixvii. 3. This wild theory was maintained by the sect of Melchizedeldteg
(see Domer, i. 515).

3 Eabbi Joohanan Ben Nuri says :
" The Holy One—blessed be He !—took Shem, and

separated him to be a priest to Himself, that he might serve before Him. He also caused His
Sheohinah to rest with him, and called his name Melchizedek, Priest of the Most High, and
King of Salem."

—

Avodaih Hakkodesh, Pt. iii. c. 20 ; Nedarim, f. 32, b.

* Thus in two of the Targums—though not in that of Onkelos—we find the gloss *']ilalka

Zedika, who was Shem bar Noah." But as far as the Epistle to the Hebrews is concerned, it

is enough to say that (1) Shem is not oyei'eaAovTjTO? : his lineage is recorded; (2) that Canaan
was in the territory ot Ham (see Deyling, Ohs. Sacr. ii. 73 ; Bochart, Fhaleg. ii. 1 ; Jackson, On
the Creed, Bk. ix.). This opinion of the Jews, though embraced by Luther, Lightfoot, etc.,

seems to have been post-Christian.
5 Nork, BM. Mt/thol. i. 154.
« See Cave, Lives of the AgosCks, xjii. This is the Ti§w Qf Joseybus (B. J. vi, JQ),
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he neither abuses the method nor carries it to untenable extremes. He
sees that the suddenness with which Melchizedek is introduced into the

sacred story, and the subsequent silence respecting him, are reasons for

regarding him as a Divinely-appointed type of the Messiah. The Book
of Genesis, as Bishop Wordsworth says, casts on him a shadow of

eternity
;

gives him a typical eternity. But he expressly treats of

him as a type, and a type only, of One whose " ofl&ce was incomparably
beyond that of the legal Economy "—his person greater, his undertaking
weightier, his design more sublime and excellent, his oblation more
meritorious, his prayers more prevalent, his office more durable than
even any whose business it was to intercede and mediate between God
and man.^ Had Melchizedek been the Metatron, or the Pre-incamate
Messiah, he would not have been a type, but the Divine Son Himself;
he would not have been likened to Christ, but would have been Christ.

All the conjectures respecting him were excusable in times when
the peculiarities of Semitic thought were little known; but now that

the history of exegesis is better understood, such suggestions can only

be ranked among obsolete mistakes.

For there are abundant instances to prove that such phrases as
" fatherless, motherless, without pedigree," were used, not only in

Rabbinic Hebrew, but even in Classical Greek and in Latin, of those

whose parents and ancestry were simply unrecorded. Thus Ion, in the

tragedy of Euripides, calls himself " motherless " when he supposes him-

self to be the son of a slave-woman f and Scipio addressed the mongrel

crowd in the Forum as people " who had neither father nor mother ;

"^

and Horace speaks of himself as " sprung from no ancestors."* Simi-

larly we find in Bereshith Rabba that " a Gentile has no father,"^ i.e.,

the father of a proselyte is of no account in Jewish pedigrees. The
Jewish priests were obliged to keep the most careful genealogies, and

some families were for ever excluded from the priesthood in Ezra's days

because they could not produce adequate proof of their priestly descent."

And not only must they be able to produce the names of their fathers

and their ancestry up to Aaron, but, further, their marriages were regu-

lated by the most rigid restrictions." It was remarkable to the Jews of

Ezra's day that Melchizedek should be introduced as a priest—and as a

priest of such striking dignity—while not a word is said of his father

or mother, or ancestors, or birth or death. ^ In the mystic treatment of

Scripture by the Talmudists, arguments are drawn from this silence.

Thus, from the non-mention of Cain's death in Scripture, Philo draws

the lesson that evU never dies among the human race. The very vague-

1 Cave, l.c. ' Ion, 850. » Cio. de Orai. ii. 61.

« Hor. Sat. i. 6, 10. » f. 18, !).

« Ezr. ii. 61, 62 ; Nehem. vii. 63, 64. ' Lev. xxi. 7, 13, M.
6 •' The Melchizedek of human history has, indeed, died ; hut the Melchizedek of sacred

history lives without dying, fixed for ever as one viho Imx hythe pen of the sacred historian,

and thus stamped as a type of the Son, the ever-living Priest" {Delitzsch). " He is simply ou

oihenmee unltnown king, whose meeting with Abraham is, however, in the history of redemption,

of the greatest historical aud typical importance" (Moll).
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ness in "which this grand figure of Melchizedek is left, although he is

the first who in Scripture is called a priest, makes him better suited to

stand as the type of one who was endowed with an eternal priesthood.

The words of the writer taken literally are applicable to Jesus alone,^

and are only applicable to Melchizedek in the secondary and meta-
phorical sense which I have explained. He stands on the page of

Scripture as an eternal priest, because Scripture witnesses alike to his

priesthood and his life without an allusion to the abrogation of the one
or the close of the other. ^ If any harshness still remains, it is removed
by the consideration that in the mind of the writer the type and the
antitype are so simultaneously prominent that the language which
refers to the one is mingled with that which is more strictly applicable

to the other. To ignore these facts, and to regard Melchizedek as a

Divine being, still alive as a priest, though he only occurs in a single

clause of a simple historic narrative,^ is to apply to Scripture the

methods of explanation which reduce it to an insoluble enigma, and
which subject the souls of unbiassed readers to a strain which it was
never intended that they should bear. Any one who helps to rescue

the Holy Book from these extravagances of superstitious letter-worship

renders to faith a service for which he may be rebuked by contemporary
ignorance, but which will bear good fruit in future times.

" But observe," ^ he continues, " how great was this man to whom even Abraham
gave a tithe out of his best spoils^—he, the patriarch.^ And those of the sons of

Levi who receive the priestly function,^ have commandment to tithe the people
according to the law^—that is, their brethren, sprung though they are from the loins

1 The word " without mother " miglit seem inapplicable, and would te inapplicable if the
Church, had ever sanctioned the title Theotokos applied to the Virgin Majy j hut, as Theodoret
rightly ohserves, *' as God, He has heen begotten of the Father alone."

2 Alford thints it " almost childish" to suppose that the writer meant no more than that the
life, death, etc., of Melchizedek are not recorded; and therefore he regards him as a Divine
being about whom we are not to be wise above what is written, and about whom we are not
caJled upon to enquire further! It is not "almost," hut "quite" childish to pretend to
interpret Scripture by ignoring"the plain peculiarities of the language and method of thoi^ht
among those by whom it was written. And the misapplied text about **not being wise above
what is written " is usually degraded into an excuse for "being wise above what is written

—

to the extent, sometimes, of utter superstition.
3 Josephus simply calls him " a chief of the Canaanites."
* The proper difference between 6pw, "I see," and QeapSj, "1 observe" (though it is not

always kept in common usage), is given by Phavorinus, who says that 6pw is applied to bodily,
and deupu to spiritual, insight.

5 aKpoQivia, derived from aKpo9 and 0ts, properly means "what is taken from the top of the
heap," but it is used for *'the first fruits of spoils" and sometimes, apparently {according
to Hesychius and Phavorinus ), for "spoils" generally.

8 The position of 6 Trarptapx^s is very forcible, and the oratorical style of the writer evidently
makes him fond of these sounding collocations. The use of the lonicus a minore ("•"") to end
the sentence makes the word still more prominent. A whole argument about the grandeur of
Abraham is thus condensed into one emphatic word. Comp. Acts vii. 16, 43; xxviii. 31;
Gal. iii. 1.)

7 Aristotle defines this word lepareia as meaning "the care concsming the gods" (Pol. vii. 8).

It seems to be a little more specific than lepwoniny.
8 A needless difficulty has been made of this expression because the Priests did not directly

receive tithes from the people, but only from the JJevites, who paid them a tithe of what they
received as tithes (Numb, xvili. 22, 23, 26; Neh. x. 38), Hence Biesenthal proposes to read
AevLv for \a6v. But (a) the Priests might take these tithes directly, as Jewish tradition
said that they did in the dayg of Ezra (Tevamoth, f. 86, t; Bechoroth, f. 4, a); and 0)
the expression is a general one—*' quifacit per alium, facit 'per se." The question, as Dr. Moultoil
says, is not one of emolument, but of position, and the Priests stood alone in receiving tithes
and paying none.
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of Abraham ; but he whose descent is not derived from them hath tithed Abraham,
and hath blessed^ the holder of the promises. Now, heyond all dispute, that which
is inferior is ever blessed by the superior. And in this case dying men ^ receive
tithes ; but in that case he of whom it is testified that he lives,^ And, so to speak,
by means of Abraham, even Levi, who receiveth tithes, hath been tithed ; for he was
still in the loins of his father when Abraham met him " (vii. 4—10).

The argument of this passage is the superiority of Melchizedek's
priesthood to that of Aaron in seven particulars :

—

(i.) Because even Abraham gave him tithes.

(ii) Because even the yet-unborn Levi may be said to have paid
tithes in the person of Abraham.

(ill.) Because it is the superior who gives the blessing, and Melchi-
zedek blessed Abraham.

(iv.) Because the Aaronic priests die, but Melchizedek stands as a
type of undying priesthood.

(v.) Because the permanence of his Priesthood implied the abro-

gation of the whole Law on which the Levitic Priesthood was
grounded.

If there was a transference of the Priesthood there was necessarily

also a transference of the Law. Had there been in the Levitic Law
any power of perfectionment, what need would there have been for a
different priest* to rise of whom it was expressly said, not that he was
" after the order of Aaron," but that he was " after the order of

Melchizedek " ? And *' our Lord,"^ in whom was fulfilled the Type of

Eternal Priesthood, was a different Priest, seeing that He has sprung^

from a different tribe than that of the Aaronic priests—namely, the royal

but non-priestly tribe of Judah.^ Christ is a Priest, not in accordance

1 The perfects express the absolute and permanent fact.
8 I.e., men under the liahility to die, as in the well-known Imes

—

" He preached as one who ne'er should preach ag-ain.

And as a dying man to dying men."
* We know nothing of the death of Melchizedek ; so far, therefore, as the page of Scripture

is concerned, he always lives. The argument is analogous to that which I have already
mentioned, derived by Philo from the absence of any mention of the death of Cain in Scripture.
To a writer addressing those who in l^e Bahbinic ATidroshim heard daily specimens of similar
applications, nothing would be more natural l^an to argue that the absence of aU mention
of the deith of Melchizedek made him, in yet another respect, an eternal type of Christ. The
difference between his method and ours is not in the "poi/rd of view, but only in the method of
statement. Writing in these days we might ai^ue thus : The Psalmist says that God had sworn
that the Priest-king, the Messiah of whom he is prophesying, should be " a priest for ever after
the order of Melchizedek." We learn from the Book of Genesis that the Priesthood of Melchize-
dek was one of such high dignity as to be recognised even by the Patriarch Abraham ; and in this
respect, as well as in its magnificent and unteansmitted independence, it is evidently spoken
of as superior to the Aaronic Priesthood. And it is also a type of the Messianic Priesthood,
because just as Christ was eternal and superior to all earthly relationships, so on the
page of Scripture Melchizedek stands without mther, mother, or descent, and with no record of
human birth or human death. This is all condensed by the writer of the Epistle into such
expressions as those in the text.

* irepov, " a different," not merely aAAoi', ** another.**
5 This passage is memorable as being the ^rat in which this expression—now so familiar and

universal—is applied to Christ. It marks an advance in the growth of Christianity.
B ai/aT€TaAK;£i',aword almost invariablyused of the sunrise (Mai. iv. 2; Is. Ix. 1; Lnke xii. 54;

2 Pet. i. 19) , though also of the springing of plants (Zech. iil. 1 ; vi. 12 ; Jer. xxiii. 5, where the
ItXS. render " the Branch " by 'AvaroKiq ; and Is. xliv. 4 ; Ezek. xvii. 6).

7 The writer does not touch on the doubt which hung over the High Priesthood of his time.
If his readers were Palestinian Jews, they at least, and probably all Jews, would be quick to
catch the fresh force which was added to his arguments by this circumstance. Those Sadducean
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with "the law of a fleshen commandment"—t.e., witli tlie transitory

system which, was hedged round with the limitations of earthly relation-

ships^ but in accordance with the power of that indissoluble life^ which
is indicated by the swearing of the oaths that He should be " a priest for

ever after the order of Melchizedek." From the change, then, of the

Priesthood we infer nothing less than the diaannulment of the preceding

commandment^ because of its weakness and unprofitableness—(for the

Law perfected nothing)^and the introduction of a better hope, by
means of which we draw nigh to God.*

(vi.) It was superior because it was founded on the swearing of an
oath,^—namely, that of Psalm cix. 4—which was not the case with the

Levitic priests. " Of so much better a covenant " ® hath Jesus become
a surety.^

hierarclis had been introduced by Herod. They were of priestly, but it was far from certain
that they were of high-priestly, descent (Jos. jinU. xx. 10 ; xv. 3, § 1). Philo, wb.(y was himself
of Aaronic descent, uses the expression apxtepevs \J/evStawfxo<; (0pp. ii. 246, Mangey).

1 Neither this writernor St. Paul would have called the Law "carnal" (trapKiKoy), a term
which he expressly disclaims (Rom. vii. 14). The true reading is o-ap/ctin)? (>(, A, B, C, D, etc.

;

1 Cor. iii. 1 ; 2 Cor. iii. 3), as here explained.
2 The balance and rhythm of the original (parisosis, 'paromoiosis) are characteristic of this

writer, but not of St. Paul. Instances of this style may no doubt be found in St. Paul's Epistles,
because, as I have shown in my Iii/e of St. Paul(i. 627), he had probably had some initial training
in the rhetorical schools of Tarsus, and there is scarcely a sing'le figure of speech or technical
method of construction which he does not sometimes use. But they are not characteristic of
him; they do not enter into the very heart of the periodic structure which he naturally adopts.
If I may use a current distinction, St. Paul is often rhetorical—i.e., he writes with a passion
which finds natural expression in the most forcible figures of speech ; hut he is scarcely ever
oratorical—i.e., he never studies the form of his sentences with a view to pleasing or satisfying
the ear. He does not habitually adopt a stately, sounding, and impressive style. Now, the
writer of this Epistle is scarcely ever impassioned ; he is never quite swept away by the force
of his own feelings, as St. Paul repnatedly is ; and he is always oratorical—it was evidently
natural to him to adopt such expressions and such a periodic structure as fill and gratify the
ear, while at the same time they give impressiveness to the arguments which he is endeavouring
to enforce. I have always insisted (see Life of St. Paul, ii. 601, 610) on the necessity of making
the fullest allovrance for the change of style which may he caused by the different moo(^, or
circumstances, or objects of an author at different ages of his life ; but no author can
continuously adopt a style which is alien to the characteristics of his own temperament ; and
to me it is only necessary to read the Epistle to the Hebrews side by side with any Epistle of
St. Paul to feel more and more strongly that it is w/vpossibU that the two should have emanated
from the same mind.

3 He does not venture on the strong word athetesis, *' disannulment," till he has, so to speak,
prepared his way for it by the much mUder word '

' Tnetatheds
"—*

' transference," or '
' alteration,"

in ver. 12.
* vii. 11—19. TheB. V. in the latter verse follows a bad punctuation of the Greek. The

word eireLo-ayiayi] is not the nominative of ereKetiaa-ev, but of yCveraL—" there takes place a cancel-
ling of the previous commandment and a superinduction of a better hope."

5 The writer uses the sounding word opKUfxaa-ia as being statelier and more impressive than
6/JKOS.

5 The B. V. here renders BtaOijKr} by " testament." Now Sta.9^Kr) is the Greek equivalent of
• herith," as in Baal Berith (•' the Lord of the Covenant ") in Judg. ix. 4 ; and herith is rendered
by the LXX. 6ta6i}Ki7, and by our version " covenant," at least 200 times. In fact, in the Old
Testament the word can have no other meaning, for the Somans invented the " will," and the
Jews knew nothing of testamentary bequests. It is certain, then, that any Jew reading this

passage, and fam^ar with the LXX, would take the word to mean "covenant," and not
••testament." The Vulgate uses " testamentum," because in Classic Greek StaSflioj often has
this meaning ; but, as Dr. Moulton remarks, it seems clear from such passages as Ps. Ixxxiii. 5

that St. Jerome used it in a wider sense than that of " will." It is from the influence of the
Vulgate that we get our phrase "the Old and New Testaments." There is happily nothing
misleading or erroneous in the term, but there can be little doubt that St. Paul, from the
translation of whose expression the term is derived (2 Cor. iii. 6), meant " Old Covenant," and
not " Old Testament," WTiat the meaning of the word is in ix. 15—17 we shall see in the notes
to that passage.

7 vii. 20, 21. A.S Efcenuil Priest, he is a pledge (Ecclus, xxix. 15) of the validity of the New
Covenant (ver. 25 ; see viii. 1).
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(viL) It was superior because the Levitic priests were necessarily

many, requiring to be constantly replenished to fill up the ravages

made in their ranks by death ; but His Priesthood, because of His
Eternal permanence, is intransmissible ; whence, also, He is able to

save to the uttermost those who through Him approach to God, seeing

that He ever liveth to intercede for them.^

Having thus in seven particulars proved how far superior was the

Melchizedek Priesthood of Christ to the Levitic Priesthood, and having

incidentally introduced the important truth that this transference of

Priesthood involved the abrogation not only of Leviticism, but of the

whole Mosaic system, he adds a weighty summary of all that he
has said about Melchizedek as a Type of Christ, into which, in his

usual skilful manner, he introduces the vein of thought which he
proceeds to develop in the three following chapters :

—

"Jbr," he says—and this "/or" clinches the "whole argument by showing the
moral fitness -which there was for the disanaulment of the old imperfect Priest-

hood, and the introduction of a better hope—" for such a high priest even became
us—^holy,^ harmlesSjS undefiled,^ separated from sinners,'' and made loftier than
the heavens ; who hath not daily necessity,^ even as those high priests have, first

on behalf of his own sins to offer Bacrifices, then on behalf of the sins of the
people: for this He did once for all in offering up himself. For the law
appoints human beings who have infirmity as high priests ; but the utterance of

the oath, which was after the law, appoints a Son, perfected ' for ever more "

(vii. 26—28).

1 vii, 22—25. Comp. Is. lix. 16, and a pa-ssoge in Fhllo on the mediation of the "Eldest
Word" (Q«is ref. dw. haer. 0pp. i. 601, ed. Maugey).

•Ps,xTi,10; Act8ii.27; TDn—"holy" as regards God.
^ Blameless as regards man.
* Comp. ix. 4 ; 1 Pet, i. 19 ; Lev. xxi. 17.
5 The High Priest was in a general sense " separated " (Lev. 1. 10 ; xiit. 2 ; 1 Chr. rxlii. 13

;

Jos. Antt. iii. 12, § 2), "bnt he was more specially separated for the week before the Day of
Atonement (Yoma, f . 2, a).

fi If this is interpreted to mean that the High Priest offered sacrifices daily, the expression
taken literally is inaccurate ; for, normally, the High Priest only offered sacrifices once a year,
as the writer seems to have been well aware (ix. 25 ; x. 1, 3). Various ways have been suggested
for meeting the difficulty; e.g., (a) that "daily" means "one fixed day every year"; or (/3)
" often," since it appears that the High Priest might, if he chose, offer sacrifices on other occa^
Bions {Lev. vi. 19—22 ; Jos. B. J. v. 5, § 7), or might he represented by one of his sons ; or that
the expression is, as Bengel says, " indignabunda hyperbole."—But if the expression refers
either to the daily meat-offerings—the *'Mincha"—(Ex. xxix. 38—42; Lev. vi. 13—16, 20;
"Ecclxut, xlv. 11), or to the morning and evening sacrifices in which he might, if he chose, take
part» there can be no question that these, so far as we can find any trace in the Law, had
notlung to do with the expiation of sins. On the other hand, the High Priest might, if he
chose, offer the daily incense, which was regarded as partly expiatory (Lev. xvii. 11, 12). " We
are taught," says the Talmud, " that incense atones " (Num. xvii. 12), the silent smoke atoning
for slanders spoken in a whisper (Yoma, f . 44, a). Some, again, have supposed that it was a
custom for the High Priest to take part in daily expiatory sacrifices, in the Temple of Onias at
Leontopolis, in Lower Egypt, and that the writer is thinking of this Temple—a conjecture of
the most baseless kind. It is certain that Philo uses the same expression exactly, for he speaks
of the High Priests " offering on each day prayers and sacrifices " (De Spec. Legg. § 23 ; see, too,
in the Talmud, Chag^ah, ii. 4 ; Pesachim, f, 57, a). It may, however, be doubted whether
there is any inaccuracy in the mind of the writer, for he possibly means that *' Christ had no
need to offer sacrifices for daily sins, eis the High Priests bad year by year to offer a sacrifice for
the sins which they daily committed,

' Ver. 5, 6, 9; ii. 10; Pss. ii., ex. The rendering "consecrated" (in our version) is taken
from Lev. xxi. 10 j Ex. xxix. 9, but is much less appropriate.

15
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SECTION V.

THE DAY OF ATONEIIEXT.

It is evidfitifc Uiat in this passage the thoughts of the writer are

j)assing from Melchizedek to the Levitic High Priest in his grandest

function on the Day of Atonement. The ideal of his whole position on

that day was that he should be free from every ceremonial pollution as

a type of his freedom from every stain of sin and wrong. In order to

represent as fully as possible this ideal cleanness, he had to be accom-

panied, and kept awake all the previous night, and had on the day
itself to submit to five washings and ten purifications. The Day of

Atonement was so memorable in its symbolism—it stirred so intensely

the hopes or fears of the people—it was supposed to be attended by so

many supernatural omens, on the presence or absence of which the

whole welfare of the people depended during the ensuing year—the

anxiety caused by any accident which impaired the due ceremonies was
so extreme—that the Jews regarded no precaution as extravagant which
could ensure the due performance of the requisite ceremonial. It was a

shook to the feelings of the whole nation when, on one occasion, the

High Priest Ishmael Ben Phabi had been incapacitated from his func-

tions because, m spite of all the long and elaborate endeavours to make
his legal cleanliness complete, he had after all become ceremonially un-

clean, and had been compelled to depute his Sagan to perform the most
memorable of his yearly duties. In this instance the pollution had
arisen because he had been conversing with the Arab ethnarch Hareth
(Aretas), and a speck of the Emir's saliva had touched the High Priest's

beard. It was impossible, therefore, by any amount of lustrations or

isolation to secure so small a matter as the ceremonial cleanness of the

High Priest for even one day in all the year ; but Jesus was morally, in

inmost reality, and for all eternity, that which the human Priest could

not be even ceremonially, even in semblance, even for a single day—the

sinless offerer of one all-sufficient offering for the sins of all the world.

Having exhausted the comparison of the Priesthood of Christ with

that of the Levites, the writer proceeds to a comparison of their respec-

tive ministrations, which continues to chap. x. 18.

"But the chief point in all we are saying is this:^ Such is the High Priest

whom we have, who sat on the right hand of the Majesty in the heaTens,^ a
minister of the sanctuary' and of the genuine tahernacle* which the Lord

1 The context shows that Keij>d\atov here cannot mean " summary/* for it is by no means a
summary, and it also adds fresh particulars. The word is here used in its proper dassiCEil

sense of " chief point" (Thuc. iv. 50 ; vi. 16). Dr. Field would render it, " Now to crown (or

sum up) our present discourse" (OtivrniNorvicense, iii. 141).
2 On this sonorous amplification see (wite, p. 224, n. The eKaditrev seems to be a mark of em-

phatic pre-eminence (comp, x. 11, 12).
3 This is probably the meaning of twi/ kyiuv here as elsewhere in this Epistle (ix. 8, 12, etc.,

X. 19, xiii. 11), and not " of the saints" (CEcumenius) or *' of holy things."
* The ideal Archetypal {ih-ifim^) Tabernacle is not only real (dAi)S>|c), but the perfected
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pitched, not man. For every High Priest is appointed to offta* both gifts and
sacrifices ; -whence it is necessary that this High Priest also have something which
he may offer.^ Now, if he were upon earth, he would not he a priest at all,^ since
there are priests already who offer the gifts according to the law ^—the priests who
serve an outline and shadow of the heavenly things ; even as Moses when about to

complete the tabernacle has been Divinely admonished ^—for See, ho says, that thou
make all things ^ according to the pattern ^ shown thee in the mount. But now he has
obtained a better ministration in proportion^ as he is also a mediator^ of a better

covenant—one which has been constituted upon better promises.^ Por had that first

covenant been faultlesa,^^ no place would have been sought for a second " (viii. I—7).

But—as he goes on to argue—place has been sought for a second,

and this is sufficiently demonstrated by the passage of the Prophet
Jeremiah " in -which, by way of blame ^^ to his countrymen, he says, that

the days should come when Jehovah would accomplish ^ for Israel and
Judah a New Covenant, unlike the one which He made for their fathers

in the day when He took them by the hand to lead them forth from
Egypt—and that because they did not abide in His Covenant, therefore

He rejected them.^* But in the coming days the covenant which He
would make would be marked by three great blessings, which were but
partially understood by a few of the most enlightened under the Old
Covenant—namely, the writing of the Law not on granite slabs, but on
their hearts ;

^^ the immediate knowledge of God by all without human

Teality of its material counterpaxt (comj). ix. 24, x. 22; Jolin i. 9). To see in tLis Tabernacle
" the glorified body of Christ " is to give it here too special a meaning.

I Namely the Blood of His own finished sacrifice (ix. 14).
^ Utot even a Priest, much less a High Priest.
' The present tenses, here as elsewhere, seem to show decisively that the Epistle was written

before the fall of Jerusalem.^
* KexptiiJ-aTia-Tai. The use of the perfect is due to the writer's mode of rpgarding everything

which has been said in the Bible as a present actuality (iv. 9, etc.). For the meaning of the
word itself see Luke ii. 26 ; Acts x. 22 ; Matt. ii. 12, 22.

* Ex. XXV. 40. In the Hebrew and LXX. it is simply "make it" not " all things

;

" but this
remarkable variation is due to Philo (De Leg. Allegg. iii. 33)

.

6 It seems to be a very idle enquiry whether this pattern was something real, or only an
idea, so that the Tabernacle was " a shadow of a shadow," or only a vision. These are questions
which would r it so much as occur either to Moses or to the writer, and are in any case otiose
because incapable of being decided. The notion that there is in Heaven a real Tabernacle of
which that erected by Moses was an exact counterpart—*' a fiery ark, and a fiery candlestick, and a
fiery table," which descended from Heaven for Moses to see—is mere Eabbinic letter worship
and superstition, founded on an abuse of the most ordinary principles of human laj^ruage.

' This method of statii^ results by proportions is found in other passages of this Epistle
(i. 4, iii. 3, vii. 22).

B A mediator between God and man, as the Introducer of the Kew Covenant. Philo applies
the same term to Moses (comp. Gal. iii. 19, 20 ; 1 Tim. ii. 5),

' Better promises, because, as Theodoret says, the promises of the Mosaic dispensation

—

a land flowing with milk and honey, multitudes of children, etc.—were mostly temporal, but
the new dispensation promised the kingdom of Heaven and Eternal Life.

10 Whereas it was " weak and unprofitable " (vii. 18).
II Jer. xxxi. 31—34 (comp. Ezek. xxxvi. 25—27). It forms, says Delitzsch, " the third part

of the third trilogy of the three great trilogies into which the prophecies of Jeremiah may be
divided," The refereure evidently is to the days of the Messiah.

13 The object of jxefiAo'^xecos is not expressed, but probably it is aurot?. Comp. 2 Mace. ii. 7.

13 avvTeMo-to is used for the less emphatic Siod^o-ojuLai of the LXX., as a renderii^ of the
Hebrew phrase, " to cut a covenant '' (nna ITO)

.

1* In our E. V. it stands (Jer. xxxi. 22), although I was a husband to them " (lit. "a lord,"

asinHos. ii. 16; comp. Jer. iii. 14; Is. Ixii. 4). ButthequotationisfromtheLXX., which either

follows a different reading (»rib3?a)» or takes another meaning of the verb >n^S?l» which is perhaps
tenable, as Eomchi asserts.

15 viii. 8—13. Even the Eabbis, in their moments of saner exegesis, anticipated a day when the
Law should cease to be. This they inferred from Deut, xxxi. 21. R. Bechai, on this verse, argues

that the Law "shall be forgotten" when "the evil impulse" (the yetzer lia-r&) ceases to exist.
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intervention ; and the final pardon of sins.. Such was to be the New
Covenant which God promised. The fact that He called it " new " was
a making the existing dispensation old,' and the fact of its being thus

regarded as "old" showed that it was hastening to final decay—that

the decree of dissolution had been passed upon it.

After this digression the -viTiter resumes the subject on which he had
touched in viii. 6^—^the superiority of the ordinances of ministration in

the New Covenant over those which had been appointed in the Old.

He wishes to prove, above all, the transcendent efficacy of Christ's

high-priestly atonement as compai'ed even with the most solemn sacri-

fices and the most sublime ceremonial of Jewish worship. To this he
hastens as to the very heart of his subject, not pausing to explain any
minor details of the Jewish sanctuary and its service, though these had
a deep interest for him, and he would have been as admirably fitted as

Philo himself to bring out the allegoric meaning of every shadowy type

of the Mosaic dispensation. This, however, would have been impossible

in a letter, and would have dissipated the attention of his readers, which
he wished to concentrate on one central consideration. If he could but
convince them that "Christ was the end of the Law"—that by His
sacrifice all other sacrifices had been rendered needless—that His resur-

rection and ascension robbed of all its meaning the splendid ceremonial

of the Day of Atonement, which was the crowning event of the Jewish
year—then it would be impossible for them to relapse into Judaism out
of any admiration for the ordinary routine of its liturgical appliances.

"To resume, then, even the first (covenant)^ had its ordinances of puhlic
worship,^ and its sanctuaj^'—a worldly one.* For a tahernacle was estahlished ; the
outer one, in which is^ the lampstand,^ and the table, and the setting forth of the
shewbread'—which is called the holy place. ^ But behind the second veil ' was the

1 This is the same ar^iment as in vii. 11, etc.
2 There can be no reasonable doubt that "Covenant" (BtadijKrfi and not "Tabernacle"

(a-KTivij), as in our text, is the proper word to supply with ij Trpwnj. It is true that o-ktjioj is read
by the Coptic Version and cue or two cursive MSS., probably from the mistaken supposition
that TrpwTTj means " first," and not " outer," in ver. 8. But the author has been thinking all

along of two Covenants, not of two Tabernacles, and the Heavenly Tabernacle as in no sense a
second Tabernacle, but the first in order as in pre-eminence.

* is. 1 ; Leitourgia ; hence our *' liturgy." The classic meaning of the word was a public
service rendered to the State.

* Koaij.iKov—i.e., *' visible," "material," " temporary," in contrast to the one which was not
of this world. The notion of Schottgen and Bp, Middleton that Kosmikon is a Babbinic expres-
sion for " furniture " is mistaken.

* I supply '* is " and not " was," because the writer uses the present (Ae'yeTat, ela-lacrtv, etc.),

in accordance with the vivid presentment to his imagination of everything mentioned in

Scripture, as though it were eternally existent. (See on vii. 6—8, etc.)
8 Ex. XXV. 31—37. The writer is thinking throughout of the Mosaic Tabernacle, not of the

Temples of Solomon or Herod, In Solomon's Temple there were ten lampstands fl Kings vii.

49\ In the second Temple there was only one (1 Mace. i. 21 ; iv, 49 ; Jos. Antt. xii. 7, § 6).
'7 The table has no importance except for the shewbread, or " Bread of the Pace" (of God),

rendered by the LXX. "Loaves of the setting forth" (see Gen. xxv. 23—30; Lev. xxiv. 5—9).
T)v.re were ten of these acacia-wood tables overlaid with gold in Solomon's Temple (2 Chr. iv.

8, ifl).

8 Probably ayta, "Holy (places)," neut. pi. ; not ayta, fem. sing. He uses the generic name.
^ The curtain called Pardlceth hung between the Holy Place aud the Holiest (Ex. xxvi. 31—

35) : the other curtain, called Mdfdk (Ex. xxvi. 36, 37), hnng before the Tabernacle door. The
LXX. in some places call both these curtains KaTaire'Tao-jua, and in other passages use KoKvuiia or
eTrtVn-aa-Tpol/ for the outer one. Philo also in one place ( Vit. Mos. iii. 9) calls *he outer one
KaAvfi/ia. The Babbis often speak of two cuxtaius between the Holy an 1 the Holiest Plocu*
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tabernacle which is called the Holy of Holioa,^ having a golden iQCenser,^ and the
ark of the covenant overlaid on all sides with gold, in which are a golden pot
holding the manna, and the rod of Aaron which budded, and the tables of the
covenant; and above it the cherubim of glory overshadowing the propitiatory,
respecting which things I cannot now speak generally" (ix. 1—5).

We must follow the example of the writer in not being tempted to
linger over the facts iipon which he here slightly touches. Doubtless,
had he been able to expand the symbolism of the Tabernacle he would
have elucidated points which are stUl dark to us. We are, however,
able to see something of the meaning of the Holiest Place, with the few
things which it contained. It was always shrouded in darkness, except
for the moment when the High Priest lifted the curtain to enter its

awful precincts. No window or opening of any kind admitted into it a
single ray of light, and the interior was only visible to the High Priest

in the crimson gleam of the thurible from which rose the clouds of

fragrant incense. But in the Ark, containing the granite slabs on which
were carved the Ten Words of Sinai—with the Propitiatory above it

'

and the " Cherubim of glory " * bending over it, we cannot fail to recog-

nise an emblem of all that is highest and best in Creation upholding the
throne of the Eternal, and rapt in adoring contemplation of that Moral
Law which is the revelation of His will.

It is, however, to be borne in mind that what the writer says of the
furniture of the Temple is applicable primarily to the Tabernacle, and,
only in a lower degree, to the Temple of Solomon. As an Alexandrian,
he had no personal knowledge of the ritual, but derived his views from
the Pentateuch. To the Herodian Temple of his own day, and even to

the Temple of Zerubbabel, his description is not applicable. In the
Holiest Place of the later Temple there was nothing.* The Ark had
disappeared at the time of the Babylonian captivity. When Pompey,
nearly a hundred years before, had, to the horror of the Jews, profanely

forced his way into the inmost shrine, he had been amazed to find that

with a sort of lobby—a space of a cubit's breadth—^between them, called the TarkenH. The
derivation of the word is much disputed. Some connect it with the Greek rapafis, " confusion,"
because the builders were ** confused " as to whether it belonged to the Holy Place or the
Holiest ; and there are other conjectures equally improbable. The fact itself is more than
doabtfnl. As to the FarSkelh, or Inner Veil, the Bahbis said that it was a hand-breadth thick,
woven of 72 cords each 24 strands thick ; that it was 40 cubits long, and 20 wide ; that it took
300 prieststo draw it, etc. (ChuUin, f. 90, b).

1 *A7ia aytaiv, like the Latin Sancta Sanctorum, is a literal rendering of the Hebrew Eodesh
hak-Keaashim, for which one version uses " Mlost Holy," or " the Holy Place." la Solomon's
Temple it was called " the Oracle."

* See infra. I use this word in order not to prejudice the question as to whether it means
Thurible or Altar of Incense.

* The word iAaarripLov, " propitiatory," is a rendering of the Hebrew capp6reth, which means
a " covering," It is translated *' mercy seat " in our version from the notion that it implied
the covering of mis, and the LXX, selected the wood t^affrmjtoc, or en-itfejixa, to represent it,

because upon it was sprinkled the blood of the propitiatory onerlng.
* The ejtpression means much more than " glorious Cherubim." It no doubt means the

Cherubim which bear on their winKs the Glory of God, the Shechinah or Cloud of Light which
was the symbol of His Presence (Hag. ii. 7—9 ; Meusohen, p, 701). Even the Jews spoke of the
passage in Ezekiel which describes the Cherubim as ** the chariot," and it was a favourite
passage with the Kabbalists,

S Jqs, ^. J. y. 5^ ^bi efeetTO Se av&ev ohm'; ev aiiT^i
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tliere was nothing whatever

—

vacua omnia I The mass of native rock

on which the Ark had once stood—called by the Rabbis " the stone of

the foundation"-—alone was visible. The absence of everything else

perhaps originated the notion that the Jews worshipped " nothing except

clouds and the Deity of Sky," just as the living creatures which formed

part of the Cherubim may have helped to give currency to the old

ignorant Pagan slander that they worshipped an ass.

Two questions are raised by this brief glance at the furniture of the

Tabernacle, which we are bound to examine because they affect the

accuracy of the Epistle, and have been supjoosed to bear on the question

of its authorship.

I. Of these the minor question is, Has not the writer fallen into a

mistake in saying that the Ark contained not only the Tables of the

Law, but also the golden pot of manna,' and Aaron's rod that budded ?

Speaking of Solomon's Temple, the First Book of Kings (viii. 9) ^ says

that " there was nothing in the Ark save the two tables of stone, which
Moses put there at Horeb ;

" and in Ex. xxv. 16, 21 ; xl. 20, we are

told that he put " the testimony " into the Ark. Neither in those

passages, nor in Deut. x. 2, 5, are we told that he put anything besides.'

But in Ex. xvi. 33, 34, Moses is bidden to lay up a pot of manna, and
in Num. xvii. 10, to lay up Aaron's rod which budded, " before the

testimony," and " before the Lord." Since these expressions are not

defined, it is obvious that they may have been interpreted to mean either

in the Ark or in front of it. It is idle to contend that there would have
been no room for them inside the Ark when we have no indication as

to the size of the tables of stone. In these small matters much was left

to the discretion of the High Priests. The statement of the Book of

Kings only applies to Solomon's Temple, and since the writer of this

Epistle is not thinking of Solomon's Temple, but only of the Tabernacle,

he may be following a trustworthy tradition in stating that these

memorials had in. former days been placed inside the Ark. They might
have been removed when the Ark was hurried from place to place in the

troublous times of the Judges—lest the frailer objects should have been

1 The word rendered " pot " is a-mjai/o?. It seems to mean a jar witli a tapering base. The
Palestine Targum calls it "earthen," but Jewish tradition always spoke of it as made of

gold, and the epithet "golden " is added by the IiXX. in Ex. xvi. 33, as also by Philo. Perhaps
a golden pot was substituted for the earthen one in Solomon's Temple. It contained one
"omer" of manna, which was the daily portion for each person (Ex. iTi. 16, 32).

2 Comp. 2 Chr. v. 10.
3 The Talmud says the tables of stone were "sUe handbreadtlis long, tix broad, and fJirea

thicfc " (Nedarim, f. 38, a), and they weighed, according to the Targum of Palestine, 40 seajis.

But the Talmudic estimate is probably very excessive. The Talmud says further that the
hrolien Tables, as well as tJae new ones, were stored up in the Ark—^which Basbi inferred from
Deut. X. 2 ( Beraclioth, f. 8, b ; Kethuboth, f . lOi, a)—and also the Roll of the Law, written by
Moses (Bava Batlira, f. 14, a). As to the disappearance of the Ark, they say that Josiah hid it

because of Deut. xxviii. 36, and this they inferred from 2 Chr. xxxv. 3 (Yoma, f . 52, t) . But "the
found.ition-stone " was supposed still to remain three inches above the soil. A priest who, by the
condition of the plaster, conjectured the spot in the wood-store where the Ark was hidden,
died immediately ; and once when a priest was in the wood-store, he happened to drop his

chopper on the spot above where it was hidden, whereon fire sprang forth and consumed him.
The stone on which it had rested was believed to be (like the otn'phalos at Delphi) the centre of
the world (sec Hersbon, TaXmuiic Miscellanj, etc)
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broken to pieces by the slabs of stone. Nothing was farther from the
intention of the Rabbis than the desire to vindicate the accuracy of the
Christian writer who directed against them so powerful a polemic

; yet

Eabbi Levi Ben Gershom, Abarbanel, and others, testify to the existence

of the tradition which is here followed.'' There is, therefore, no neces-

sity for the theory of Michaelis that the " in which " is the mistake of

some one who was translating the Epistle into Greek from the Aramaic
original. There is stUl less room for the suggestion of Danzius and
others, supported by expressions which are not at all parallel, that " in

which " can mean " togetlier with which." It would be better to acknow-
ledge a difficulty than to remove it by such desperate expedients. In
this case there is no difficulty. In the Temple of our Lord's day there

was no Ark at all ; ^ in the Temple of Solomon the manna-pot and the

rod were probably placed in front of the Ark ; but in the Tabernacle of

the Wilderness there can be little doubt that these objects were actually

inside the Ark, as the writer says.

II. But it is asserted that he made a mistake in saying that the
" thumiaterion " was in the Holy of Holies. The word which he uses is

rendered " censer " in our version.' It does not occur'' in the Greek
version o£ the Pentateuch, where the " altar of incense " is called rh

evncuTT^pioir evfudfiaros (Ex. xxxi. 8
J
Luke i. 11). But the LXX. use it

in 2 Ohron. xxvi. 19; Ezek. viii. 11, and in both of these places it

means " censer." The Eabbis assert that the High Priest used on all

other days a silver censer, but a golden one on the Day of Atonement.^
On the other hand, in Philo and Josephus the word thumiaterion means
the "altar of incense," and this might be called "golden," though in

reality it was only of acacia-wood overlaid with gold." Considering how
deeply the author is influenced by PhUo, and also that in the Hellenistic

Greek of his day—from Josephus to Clemens of Alexandria—the word
is used for the " altar of incense," it is most probable that this is here

the meaning. But since both " censer " and " altar of incense " are

closely connected with the ceremonies of the great Day'of Atonement,
of which the writer is here thinking, we cannot come to any positive

decision as to which of the two he meant.

But now occurs the further difficulty—^Were either of these objects

in the Holiest Place ?

a. As regards the censer, if that be the meaning here intended, it

may have been kept in the Holiest, and, though we cannot corroborate

the assertion from other sources, the writer may be following a correct

Jewish tradition in saying that it was. Or, again, the name may have

' See Wetstein, ad loo. The reader will find a full discussion of these particulars in Pri-
deanx's Connection, i. 138.

' Yoma, T. 2 ; Surenhnsina, Mishna, ii. 233.
> And in the Vulgate, Syriac, Arabic, and ^thiopic ; and the word is so understood by Theo-

phylact, Anselm, Thomas Aquinas, Grotius, "Wetstein, Bengel, Belaud, Stier, &c.
* Except as a various reading.
s Yoma, iv. 4.

« In Solomoa's Temple it was of cedar-wood.
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been given to some permanent golden censer-stand in the Holiest Place
on which the High Priest placed the small brazier or shovel-shaped basin

{machettah, LXX. pureion) whioh he carried with him when he stood

before the Ark on the Day of Atonement.
i8. As regards the altar of incense, if we assume that to be the

meaning of the word, there is no question that it was rwt in the Holiest.

No tradition ever asserted, nor could have asserted, that it was. If the

writer meant that it was, he then made a mistake which even in an
Alexandrian Jew would be almost inconceivable, and as to which PhUo,
with 'whose writings he was so familiar, would have set him right.' But
it may be fairly argued that he did not mean to say that the incense-

altar was inside the Holiest Place. If he did, why does he go out of

his way to vary the expression ] He tells us that the manna-pot and
the rod were " in the Ark," but he only says that the Holiest Place
" had " the thumiaterion and the Ark, and we cannot assert that the

change of phrase is due to the rhetorical desire for variation. The phrase
" having " may therefore be adopted to apply not only to the Ark which
was inside the Holiest, but also to the altar which, though not actually

inside, was close outside the veil, and was intimately associated with the

Holiest, not only in the use to which it was put, but also by the exjjress
language of Scripture. On the Day of Atonement, when the Veil was
drawn, the altar of incense might be said, in the strictest sense, to belong

to the Holiest Place. ^

" Since then these things have been thus arranged, into the outer tabernacle the
priests enter continually in the performance of their ministrations ;' but into the
inner, once in a year,* the High Priest alone, not without blood, -which he offers on
his own behalf and for the ignorances'* of the people :^ the Holy Spirit signifying

this, that the entrance into the Holiest had not yet been manifested, whUe yet the

1 PMo, Be Diet. off. § 4.

* See Excursus XI. " The Altar of Incense and the Holiest Place." If this view he coi-rect,

and certainly it cannot he disproved—^the exovtra Trill he equivalent to the Hehrew ?, in the

sense of "helouging to," in 1 Kings vi. 22 ("the altar which was '^''^Jl to the Oracle").
3 Num. xviii. 7. The ordinary priestly duties were to offer sacrifice, hum incense, and light

the lamps. No priest might enter the Holiest, except the Sagan, and then only in most excep-

tional circumstances ; but the High Priest might perform any of the ordinary functions if he
chose. The graduated sanctity of the rest of the Tabernacle—which gave its special awfulness
to the Holiest—was remarkable. In the Temple all might enter the outmost court ; all Jews
the second court ; allmales the third ; priests alone, in their robes, might enter the first cham-
ber ; the High Priest alone, in his robes, might enter the shrine (Jos. c. ApioUf ii. 8).

* Undoubtedly the High. Priest must actually have entered into the Holiest three times
(Lev. xvi. 12—16), if not four times (Yoma, v. 2; vii. 2), on the Bay of Atonement (the 10th of

Tishri)—viz. (1) with the incense
; (2) wltn the blood of the bullock offered for his own sins ;

(3) w.th the blood of the goat offered for the sins of the people ; and (4) to remove the censer.

But these entrances were practically only one, as they were but parts of one grand ceremony.
There was no need of pragmatic accuracy when this would be at once understood by every
reader. On such matters the ancients, and especially Semitic writers, cared much less than the
modems for pedantic exactness.

5 No doubt ayi-o^MotTa is used generally to include sins and errors of all kinds (v, 2, 3; vii. 27;
Ex. xxxiv. 7).

*> I have rendered the Greek literally, but no doubt vn-ep eauroi) means " for his own sins,"

and, as we learn from Lev. xvi. 6, 11, for those of his house. The confession of the High Priest
was made in the following terms : "And now, O Lord, I have sinned, and done iniquity, and
trespassed before Thee. I pray, therefore, Lord, cover my sins and iniquities and trespagses,
wliprein I have sinned, offended, and trespassed g^ainst Theg I

"
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outer Tabernacle stands ^—whloh outer Tabernacle ie a parable for the present tiino,

in accordance with "which (parable) ^ both gifts and sacrifices are offered, such as are
not able as far as conscience is concerned to perfect the worshipper ;

3 seeing that
they consist only in meats and drinks, and divers washings *—being ordinances of

the flesh, imposed (only) till the season of reformation"^ (ix. 6—10).
" But Christ having appeared, a High Priest of the good things to come,® through

the greater and more perfect Tabernacle, not made with hands, that is, not of this

(visible) creation 7 nor even by means of the blood of bulls and goats, but by means
of His own blood, entered once for all into the Holiest Place, obtaining for us eternal

redemption.^ For if the blood of goats and bulls,^ and the ashes of a heifer sprink-

ling the defiled, ^" sanctifies to the purity of the flesh, how much more shall the blood of

the Christ,^^ who through an eternal Spirit ^^ offered Himself without blemish ^^to God,
purify your conscience from dead works ^* to serve the living God ?" ^* (ix. 11—14.)

"And on this account"—i.e., because of the greatness of His work—"He is a
mediator of a new covenant, that—when death had occurred for the redemption of

the transgressions under the first covenant—they who have been called may receive

the promise of the eternal inheritance. For where there is a testament it is necessary

that there should be legacy involved the death of the testator. For a testament id

of force in the case of the dead—since is there any validity in it when the testator

lives ?" ^fi (ix. 15—17.)

"^ The outer Tabernacle wag the place of the priests iu general, who might uot penetrate
further. " Stands "—the present is used in accordance with the general idiom of the Epistle.
See supra, p. 202, u. The writer throws himself vividly into the past, and so he conceives of aJl

the contemplated arrangements as stiU existing.
2 Leg. Kafl' rfv ; A, B. D, etc.
3 The "parable," or typical meaning, of the Tabernacle and its service is this : The object

of the gifts and sacrifices is to obtain entrance into God's presence ; but since the Hohest is not
opened by them, the result is not obtained ; which shows that .the worshippers, so far as their
inmost hearts are concerned, are not perfected.

* Heats (Ex. add. ; Lev. xi. ; Num. vi. ) ; drinks (Lev. x. 9 j Num. vi. 3) ; divers washings (vi.

2 ; Ex. xix. 10, 11 ; xxix. 4 ; Lev. xv. 8 ; xvii 5 J xxii. 5). See on both classes of observance the
teaching of Christ (Mark vii. 1—15).

s ix. 6—10. It is not meant that the system of sacrifices was useless, but only that in them-
selves—and apart from the grace of God which might be imparted by their faithful use—they
could n^t give perfect ease and peace, or gain admission for the worshipper into the presence of
God, There is probably a shght sense of painful burden in the word eiriKeCfxeva (comp. Acts xv.

10). The "reformation" (fiidpflwo-tj) is that prophesied by Jeremiah (see viii. 7—12). Various
other ways of translating this clause have been suggested, but the one which I have adopted
seems to me so much the more correct that I do not mention others.

fi In B and D we have the reading " good things that have come " iyevofLevtav).

7 Comp. viii. 2, But here it seems best, with Chrysostom and many of the Fathers, to under-
stand this Tabernacle, through which Christ passed, of His Human Nature [(trKr\v(a<Tsv, John i,

14 ; comp. ii. 19 ; xiv. 10 ; Col. ii. 9). Of the other explanations tbe best is perhaps that of Bleek,
De Wette, LiXnemiaan, etc., who understand it of "the lower heavens" (comp. iv. 14). Holl
renders 5ia " by means of j " ktiVis may mean " building," on the analogy of KTifw, but in that
caseravnjs must mean " vulgar," *' ordinary *'—quatjuulgo Aiciiwr (Field, Otiwm JformceMse, iii. 142).

8 iLVTpiocnvt " ransom," with its cognate words, occurs in ver. ISandxi. 35; Matt. xx. 28j Luke
xxi. 28 ; xxiv. 21 ; 1 Tim, ii. 5 ; Tit. ii. 14 ; 1 Pet. i. 18. The metaphor apphes only to the effects

of the Redemption as regards rurni^ whom it sets free from the bondage of sin. So little is the
notion of its Divims side dwelt upon, that it is never said to whum the ransom is paid, and for

many centuries the Church in general held the strange and grievous notion that it was paid to
Satan,

" Lev. xvi.
10 See Num. xix. 9 (comp. xii. 24). Thus, in this verse he refers, by way of example, to the

two most significant ceremonies of the Jewish Law.
11 The blood of Christ was the true fountain opened for sin and for uncleanness (Zech. xiii. 1).
1^ Probably His own Spirit is intended—'* per ardentissimam carit>atem a Spiritu Ejus aetemo

profectam " (CEcolajnp.). If we explain it of the Holy Spirit, we must refer, by way of parallel,

to such passages as Matt. xii. 28 ; Luke xi. 20.

1* The word used by the LXX. for sacrificial victims (comp. 1 Pet. i. 19).
1* Comp, vi. 1. Here the expression has possibly a slight reference to the dead things which

caused pollution under the Levitical Law. The writer does not here attempt to explain the
mysterj of the efficacy of Christ's blood, which is indeed, on the Divina side, inexpUcablej he
only dwells on it as a revealed fact—in its effects for us.

15 is. 11—14. For the expression " living God " see Deut. xxv. 26.

»B i^, 15—X7. The /i-TjiroTe is most simply explained bj' re^urding the cjai^ise os a question.
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We must pause for a moment to examine the meaning of the last

two verses. A voluminous controversy has arisen about them, because

we seem to be almost compelled to alter the translation "covenant,"

which throughout the Epistle has been the only tenable rendering of

dlatheke, and—in these two verses only—to substitute for it the render-

ing testament or will. This has seemed to many commentators a great

difficulty. In the quotation from Jeremiah (xxxi. 31—34), which plays

so important a part in the argument of the Epistle, SiaSriKv must mean
" covenant," and this meaning must be retained in the following verses

even as far as verse 15. It may well seem extraordinary that in the

very next verses (16 and 17), and these alone, the different sense—^which

is the classical sense of the word—should be introduced. After these

two verses the word evidently reverts to its normal sense. For the Old
Dispensation alluded to in verse 20 was indeed " a covenant," but could

only be called a " testament " by a remote analogy. Yet, if on these

grounds we resist the concession of a new meaning in the two verses

before us, we have to reconcile with plain facts the statement, that
" when there is a covenant there must also be of necessity the death of

him who made it." This is attempted by arguing that in verse 15 the

death spoken of is the death of Jesus ; that the new covenant was " a

covenant in Christ's blood (1 Cor. xL 25) ; and that no covenant could

be established without the death of sacrificial victims (Gen xv. 9, 10

;

Ps. 1. 5), in which the death of the covenanter is implied ((pepeaSai),^

either as a punishment if he should break the compact, or as involving

a total change—a sort of death—as regards the past or the future. We
should then be obliged to render verse 17 by "a covenant is of force

over dead victims," and to regard Jesus as both the mediator and maker
of the covenant. Thus the death of the covenanter becomes a sort of

ideal conception—an imaginative realisation of the supposed significance

of the sacrifices over which the compact is made.

However ingeniously these arguments may be stated, they attach to

the writer's words a very vague and unnatural sense. I see no alterna-

tive but to suppose that the writer does in these two verses introduce a
sort of side light from the classical meaning of the word diatMke, which
he has elsewhere been using in the ordinary Hellenistic sense.^ These
two verses do not belong to the essence of his argument. He is com-
paring the Old with the New dispensation, and the old with the new
Priesthood. In the Old the High Priest entered the Holiest with the

blood of bulls and goats ; in the New, Christ, as our Redeemer, passed

with His own blood into the immediate presence of God. In both
dispensations there was a purifying and propitiatory shedding of blood.

* Per]iaps tlie word may be rendered " be proved or established "

—

conxtwre.
* How completely the illustration is an obiUr dictum appears from this— (1) that he does not

even touch upon the fact that Christ did not merely die, but died a violent and shameful and
agonising death; and (2) does not pause to co-ordinate the two senses of diaiheki, or (3)
explain the very distant analogy between the necessity of a death when there is a "will," and
the (very different) sacrifice of victims when there is a covenant."
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In developing this argument the writer passingly recalls another illustra-

tion. The word which he is using has two recognised senses.^ A
diatMM in the sense of a " covenant " involved the necessity for the
death of sacrificial victims ; a diatMM in the sense of a " will " involved

the necessity for the death of the testator ; and he avails himself with
perfect simplicity of this second meaning. To call this a Hellenistic

play on words, or a specimen of sophistry, or a proof of feeble logic, is a
mistaken method of criticism. The writer is not furnishing any proof
of the necessity for Christ's death. If he were, he would have had to

prove why the Christian Dispensation must be regarded as a diathehe,

which it is unnecessary for him to do. He is writing to those who have
already accepted the truth of Christianity, and to whom, therefore, the

necessity for Christ's death transcends the need of proof. He is com-

paring two dispensations, of which his readers are convinced that both

have come from God, and his sole object is to prove the superiority of the

latter. By the double sense of the word he is reminded, in passing,

that death is the condition of inheritance by testament, just as death is

the efficient cause of purification by covenant. " The same death which
purifies us from guilt makes us partakers of the kingdom of glory ; the

same blood which cleanses us from sin seals the testament of our

inheritance." It requires but a slight development of the literary sense

to see that if, in carrying out his comparison, he could illustrate it by a

momentary reference to another meaning of the word with which he is

dealing, he is only adopting a method which might be used by any

writer, whether ancient or modern.^

We may now resume the thread of the argument, which we will here

translate, because of the extreme importance of this section of the Epistle.

"Whence"—i.e., tecause a "covenant" and a "testament" alike involve the

idea of death ; a covenant teing ratified by the death of victims, and a testament

involving the death of the testator—" not even the first covenant has been inau-

gurated ' apart from blood. For when every commandment according to the Law had
been spoken by Moses to all the people, taking the blood of the calves and the goats,

with water and scarlet wool and hyssop, he sprinkled both the book itself and all the

people,* saying, ' This is the blood of the Covenant which God (He'b. Jehovah) com-

manded in regard to you.' ^ And the Tabernacle, and all the vessels of the

1 wn"T (diithiH) in the Talmud certainly means " a will," and ia said also to be used in the
sense of Berith (*' covenant "). It is of course only the Greek word diatMM, though R. Obad.
de Baxtenora offers an astonishing Hebrew derivation for it (see MeCaul, od Ice). Originally

(Deut. xxi. i6) the Jews knew nothing about " wills," but they learnt the use of them from the
Bomans.

' Philo similarly alludes to the two senses of the word (De Worn. Jfufat. § 6). Alford com-
pares the term "New Testament" itself as bearing two meanings—a "book," and a '*wilL"

No one would accuse an English writer of sophistry or feeble logic u, in speaking of the Book, he
introduced a passing illustration from the other meaning of the name by which the Book is called.

3 iyKeKoCvurrtu—another of the perfects which, with the presents, are so characteristic of the
writer. He regards every ordinance of Scripture either as representing a permanent fact, or

as still continuing its past existence. The Alexandrian word evKati/i^u is used by the LXX.
(Deut. XX. 6 ; 1 Kings viii 03), and means to " handsel." Hence the name "Encaenia," for the

feast ef the " Dedication " (John x. 22).
* Ex. xxiv. 3—7. The book of the Covenant was Ex. xx. 22 ; xxiii. 33. See infra, p. 237.

5 Trpbs vjLi«5—^- ^' » for me to deliver to you. In the LXX. for '

' this is the blood," we ha/e the

more literal rendering, " behold (mn) the blood." Bbhme and others suppose that the v»ria»
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ministration, did he likewise so sprinkle with the blood,' and, speaking generally,'

all things are purified with hlood according to the Law, and without bloodshed '

remission does not take place. It is necessary, then, that the outlines * of the things

in the heavens be purified with these, but the heavenly things themselves ^ with
sacrifices better than these. ^ For not into a material sanctuary did Christ enter—

a

(mere) imitation of the ideal ^—but into the Heaven itself, now to be visibly

presented before the face of God for us. Kor yet did He enter Heaven that He may
often present Himself there as the High Priest enters into the Holiest year by year
with blood not his own—since it would then have been needful ^ for Him often to

suffer since the foundation of the world ; but now, once for all, at the consummation
of the ages ^ has He been manifested ^" for the annulment of sin by the sacrifice of

Himself. And, inasmuch as it is appointed for men once only to die, and, after

this judgment,—so also the Christ, having been once for all offered to bear ^^ the
sins of many ,12 shall, a second time, apart from Bin,^^ appear, to those who wait for

Him, for salvation "i4(ix. 18—28).

It is worth while to notice, in passing, the familiarity of the writer

tion is due to a retniuisceDce of the words of Christ in inaugurating the Last Supper, as
recorded In Luke xxii. 20. The writer substitutes 'commanded' (ecerei^aTo) for the fiieflero of
the LXX. The Hehrew as usual has " cut " (mi)'

1 This was on another and later occasion, not recorded in Scripture, but implied in Ex. xl.
2 There were a few exceptions (see Ex. xix. 10 ; Lev. v. 11—13; xv. 5 ; xsi. 26, 28; xxii, 6;

Num. xxxi. 22—24). SxeSor is only used elsewhere in Acts xiii. 44 ; xix. 26.
3 De Wctte and others render alfiareKxytria, " pouring out of blood," at the foot of the altar

(Ex. xxix. 16 ; 2 Kings xvi. 15 ; 2 Chron. xxix. 22, LXX.). But the pourmg out of the blood ia

secondary ; it is the shsdding of the blood which is of chief importance, and the meaning seems
to be decided by Luke xxii. 20, "This cup is the new covenant in my blood which is being shed
for yon ;

" and (Lev. xvii. 11), it is the blood that maketh an atonement for the soul," whence
the Babhinic ride: "No expiation except by blood "^nni n^M mQ3 7'M (Toma, f. 5, 6). The
famous passages of the Prophets (Hos. vi. 6 ; Isa. i, 10—17, etc.) are directed not against the use
of sacrifices, but against their abuse.

* uTTofietyjxaTa (iv. II ; viii. 5). They were " copies " (Abhildm.), not " patterns " (Urbilden).
* What is meant by *' the heavenly things ? " The notion that the phrase means " the new

covenant" (Chrys., (Ecumen.), or "the church" (Theophyl.), or ourselves as heirs of heaven
(Tholuck), are only suggested to avoid the difficulty of supposing that heaven can need any
purification. But the best proof that this natural meaning is the true one may be seen in Job
iv. 18, " His angels He charged with folly."

fi The plural is merely generic.
7 The Ideal is that which is actual and eternal ; the uncreated archetype as contracted with

the hand-made antitype. The word avriTvirois is found only in 1 Pet. iii. 21. The better
sanctuary is some proof that there was a better sacrifice. It is an argument from the effect to the
cause.

* eSei. On this idiom, see Winer, § 41. ^ Comp. Matt. xiii. 39, 40, 49 ; xxiv. 3 ; xxviii. 20.
1° eixtf)avL<r&/}vat. This em/phanismos is the actual vision face to face (Ex. xxxiii. 13). The E. V.

makes no difference between e/x^avto-flvjpat (ver. 24)f ire^afepuTat (ver. 26), and oi^e^o-erat (ver. 28).
11 Isa, lid, 12. The sense may be " to take aivay " in the Hebrew.
^ Of course thisdoesnot mean that He did not bear the sins of allf as is again and again stated

in Scripture; but "many" is used as the antithesis of "few." Once for all, One died for all,

who were (quantitively) many. (See Life of St. Paul, ii. 216, ) Christ may be said both to oifer
Himself (v. 14), and to be offered (ver. 28), just as He is said to deliver up Himself for us (Eph.
V, 2), or to be delivered for ns (Bom. iv. 25),

1* Not merely '* without sin" (which would be arep ), but "apart from all connexion with
sin" (comp. vii. 26), either in the form of temptation (iv. 15) or burden (2 Cor. v. 21), At His
first appearance also Christ was "without sin," but He was not " apart from sin." for He was
tempted like as we are ; and He was made sin for us ; but at His second coming He shall have
triumphed over sin, and taken it away ( Dan. ix. 24, 25 ; Isa. xxv. 7—9)

,

1* ix. 18—28. In this, as in so many other cases, it is remarkable how evidently the sacred
writers, as a rule, avoid dwelling on the more terrible features of the Second .A.dvent. "How
shall He be seen ? " says St, Chrysostom. *• Does He say, as a Punisher ? He did not say this,

but the bright aspect." Their normal conception of the returning Christ was not the wrathful
avenging figure or Michael Angelo, with His right hand uplifted as He turns away from His
interceding mother, to drive the lost myriads of humaiuty in dense herds before Him, but the
Deliverer bringing glory and salvation to all His children. It is not that they exclude the other
notion altogether (x. 27 ; 1 Thess. iv. 16 ; 2 Thess. i. 8), but they do not love to dwell on it. The
parallelism of these two verses is as follows :—Man dies once, and then is judged; the Christ
died once for man, and shall return to be (he mi^j|it hav^ said " tlie Jn^ge" Lut Le ^u^s saj'j
" the So-viQwr of those who look fgr Hioi.'*
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witli tlie Jewish Hagada and Halacha—that is, with the unrecorded
circumstances which Jewish tradition added to the History or to the
Ceremonial Law of the Sacred Books. In this chapter there are five or
six references to one or the other. He has already said (1) that the pot
of manna was of gold, and (2) that it and the rod of Aaron were in the

Ark ; and (3) that there was a close connexion between the altar of

incense and the Holiest Place. In these latter verses he mentions (4)
that Moses purified the people with the blood of the goats (which may
be presumed to have been among the burnt-offerings mentioned in Ex.
xxiv. 5) ; (5) that the sprinkling was done with water, scarlet wool, and
hyssop (perhaps on the analogy of Ex. xii. 22, Num. xix. 6, Lev. xiv.

4^—6, etc.)
; (6) that the Book of the Covenant was sprinkled as well as

the people—perhaps from the Hagada that the book was lying on the

altar when Moses sprinkled it (Ex. xxiv. 7) ; and (7) that on a subse-

quent occasion he sprinkled the Tabernacle and all its furniture. The
latter circumstance is mentioned by Josephus.^ It was probably done
when Moses (Ex. xl. 9, 10) anointed the Tabernacle and its implements
with holy oil. By a similar sprinkling Aaron and his sons were conse-

crated to their sacred functions (Lev. viii. 30), and the altar was touched

with blood to hallow it for use. These seven references to the traditional

lore of the Rabbis incidentally mark the writer as an accomplished

"pupil of the wise."

But far more important is the general scope of this chapter as

proving the unapproachable superiority of Christ's priesthood over that

of the sons of Aaron.

If any one desired to contemplate the Levitical high priesthood in its

grandest phase—to realise its antiquity, its sacredness, the splendour of

its ministrations, arid the awful sense of responsibility with which its

representative was bound to fulfil its functions—he would naturally have

turned his thoughts to the great Day of Atonement—that " Sabbath of

Sabbatism "—which was the most memorable day of the Jewish year.

It was the day of expiation for the sins of the whole people, and

was observed as a perfect Sabbath.^ It was the one fast-day of the

Jewish calendar." It was emphatically " the day." The seventy

bullocks prescribed for sacrifice during this week were supposed to

be an atonement not for Jews only, but for the seventy nations of the

world.*

It was supposed that on New Year Day (Tishri 1) the Divine decrees

are written down, and that on the Day of Atonement (Tishri 10) they

are sealed,^ so that the decade is known by the name of " Terrible

1 Anii, iii. 8, § 6. On the whole passage see especially Bleek's Commentary. Philo, De Yit.

IToa. iii. 18 iOpp. ii. l.'>7, ed. Mangey) is referred to, but he does not make this statement.

« Lev. xvi. 31: ^inait) nin).

3 The bi-weekly fasts of the Pharisees in the days of Christ were a later ioTention. (Se»

Lffeo/ClirUt, i 349.)
< Sncoah, f . 55, h.

' Bosli Hsshanah, f. 16, a.
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Days," and "the Ten Penitential Days." So awful was the Day of

Atonement that we are told in a Jewish book of ritual that the

very angels run to and fro in fear and trembling, saying, " Lo, the Day
of J udgment has come !

" It was not until that day that the full

pardon was granted which repentance had insured.^ On that day

the year of Jubilee was proclaimed. On that day alone the people

came early to the synagogues and left them late.^ On that day alone,

they said, Satan has no power to accuse, for Ha-Satan by numeration

(Gematria) is 364, which means that on the one remaining day of

the year he is forced to be silent.' To die on the eve of that day

was a good omen.* It was supposed to be the day on which Adam
had sinned and repented ; on which Abraham was circumcised ; on

which the latter tables had been given to Moses." It was supposed by
some to secure pardon for most sins even without repentance, and

indeed, according to Rabbi Judah Hakkodesh, for all sins except

apostasy.^ The Gentiles are said to have committed a fatal and

suicidal error in destroying the Altar, because it made atonement even

for them, which was now impossible.' Three books, it was said, are

opened on New Year's Day—one for the perfectly wicked, one for

the perfectly righteous, and one for the intermediate class. Tlie first

are sealed to death, and the second to life ; the fate of the third is

suspended till the Day of Atonement.^
Nothing could exceed the solicitude with which the High Priest was

prepared for the sacred functions of the day. Seven days before it

came he was removed from his own residence to the chamber of the

President of the Sanhedrin, and he appointed a Sagan, or deputy,

to act for him in case of his being incapacitated by any Levitic

impurity. When the Elders of the Sanhedrin had read over to

him the duties of the day, they said, " My Lord High Priest, read

for thyself, read for thyself; perhaps thou hast forgotten, or never

learnt it." On the day before, he was taken to the east gate, and with

bullocks, rams, and lambs, actually before him, was instructed what

to do. Towards the dusk of the last evening he was only allowed

to eat little, lest he should be sleepy. Then he was handed over

to the senior priests, who swore, him in, and said, " My Lord High
Priest, we are the ambassadors of the Sanhedrin, and thou art our

1 Yoma, 1 85, h ; f. 86, a (Lev. xvi. 30). The reader will find a deeply interesting acconnt of

the Day of Atonement compiled from the Talmud (especially Yoma) in Hamburger, s.v,

Versdhnwtig, and Mr. Hershon's Treasures of the Talmud, 89—114.
« Megillah, f. 23, a.

* For this they quoted Ps. Ixviii. 28; Eosh Hashanah, f. 16, b.

* Kethuboth, f. 103, h. ^ BaTa Bathra, f. 121, a.
* Kerithoth, f. 7, a; Shevnoth, f. 13, a; Yoma, f. 86, a.

7 Succah, f, 55, h. These and the preceding passages have been collected by Mr. Hershon in

his interesting Talmudic Miscellanies.
B This information was furnished by Elijah the Tishbite to Rav Judah, and he proTed

it by Gematria as above (Yoma, f. 20, a). This treatise of the Talmud is devoted to the
Day of Atonement. It is one of the earliest, and was written by Simeon of Mizpeh,
a contemporary of Gamahel the First (Derenbonrg, p. 375, who refers to Peah, ii. 6;
Yoma, 14, b).
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ambassador, and we adjure thee by Him who dwells in this house

that thou wUt alter nothing that we have told thee." Then they

parted, he and they both weeping j they because they suspected he

was a Sadducee, and the penalty for wrongful suspicion was scourging

;

and he because they suspected him.^ During the night, if he was
a learned man, he preached or read to others ; if not, they preached or

read to him. The books read to him were Job, Ezra, Chronicles,

and Daniel. If he became drowsy, the younger priests filliped their

fingers before him, and said, "My Lord High Priest, stand up and
cool thy feet upon the pavement." Thus they kept him engaged till the

time of sacrifice, lest by chance any accidental defilement should spoU

his propitiation. And so important was his ceremonial purity that

if he was found performing the sacred duties in a state of defilement,

the junior priests might drag him into the Hall of Paved Squares and
brain him with clubs.^ It may be safely said that, to the imagination

of a Jew, the most solemn moment of the year was that in which

the High Priest in his white robes stood alone before the Presence

of God in the Holy of Holies; and that the proudest and gladdest

moment of the year was that in which, awe-struck but safe, he came
forth from the Holy Place in his golden garments to bless and to

dismiss the forgiven worshippers.'

To the Mosaic ritual the Jews added many legendary particulars.

They said, perhaps with reference to Isa. i. 18, that round the horns of

the scapegoat which was to be " for Azazel," and round the neck of the

goat " for Jehovah," was tied a tongue of scarlet cloth, and that if

the ceremonies of the day were accepted by God, then this tongue

of scarlet was turned to white. They also asserted that, in order

to secure that the scapegoat should not, with fatally evil omen, wander

back to the congregation, it was sent by the hands of a trusty person

to Zuk, some cliff in the wilderness, down which it was hurled

backwards and killed.'' The later Rabbis, echoing perhaps the

mournful traditions of the last days of Jerusalem, told how, in the

time of Simeon the Just, the lot for the Lord always fell on the right-

hand* goat, and the tongue of scarlet always turned white ; but forty

years before the destruction of the Temple—a date which closely

corresponds with the death of Christ—the lot did not fall on the right,

nor the crimson cloth turn white, nor a light bum in the west. And
the doors of the Temple opened of themselves, so that K Jochanan

Ben Zaccai rebuked them, and said, "0 Temple, Temple, why art

thou dismayed? I know thy end will be to be destroyed, for

1 Toma, f. 2, a; IS) i, i; 19, b. In the Herodian Temple the ark and mercy-seat were only

mpposei to be present. The sprinklings were made towards the stone of the foundation.
s Sanhedrin, f. 81, !>.

. „ ^,,
3 Farther details of the ceremony of the Day of Atonement will be found in Ezcui-sus XII.,

" Ceremonies of the Day of Atonement."
* Toma, f. 66, a. There is no such provision in the Law. " Zuk" was to be 12i miles from

Jenisnlem. See Hershon'a Treasures of the Talmitd, oh. vii.

5 Lev. xvi. 8—10.
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Zechariah, the son of Iddo, hath foretold concerning thee, 'Open thy

doors, O Lebanon, that the fire may devour thy cedars.'"^

They also regarded the function of the High Priest on this day
as one of extreme peril. In his various confessions he had to

pronounce ten times the Sacred Tetragrammaton—the inefiable name
of Jehovah. The injunction never to enter the Holiest except on that

one day of all the year had been laid on Aaron after the sudden death

which had avenged the presumptuous irreverence of his two eldest sons,

Nadab and Abihu ; and the Jews said that if the High Priest entered

the Holiest Jive times instead of the four which were actually necessary,

he was slain by the wrath of God.^ They even believed that many
High Priests had perished on that day for neglect of the details which
they swore to observe. During the whole ceremony the High Priest

was alone in the Tabernacle. No Priest, until it was completed, was
allowed to enter even into the Holy Place.^ Hence the people, standing

in the Court of Israel, waited with intense solicitude the reappearance

of the High Priest through the outer veil. After his last entrance into

the Holiest, he prayed in the Holy Place ; and it was a special custom
to make the prayer a short one, both from the awfulness of the solitude

and in order that the apprehensions of the people might not be too

painfully kindled by any long delay.*

Now the writer of the Epistle shows his fairness of spirit by taking

this great ceremonial as his point of comparison, in order to give every

advantage to the priesthood of which he wishes to prove the inferiority.

He might have touched— a smaller man certainly would have touched

—

on the sacerdotal functions in their meaner, more trivial, more repellent

aspect ; but instead of this he takes the Aaronic Priesthood in the crown
and flower of its loftiest ritual, and strives to warn the Christian converts

from the peril of retrograding, by showing how the work and person of

Christ transcends these seductive, but transitory and unsatisfying splen-

dours. If the ritual of this day was, after all, a nullity, how great a

1 Zecli. xi. 1 ; Toma, f. 29, b. Since the due fulfilment of the ceremonies of this great day
has for 1,800 years been impossihle to the Jews, the reader may be interested to see the
melancholy folly into which its splendid ordinances have degenerated in the hands of the Polish
Jews. It is now observtd by what is called "the Atonement of the Cock." Since, in one
passage of the Talmud, Gever ("123) is used, not for "man," but for "cock" (Toma, f. 20, b),

modem Eabbis have invented the substitution of a cock for a man (Temurath Gever begever),

and this custom has become a law according to the rule " custom is as law." Fowls, and
especially white cocks, are in great request on that day, as indicating that though the sins of the
man who kills it be as scarlet, they shall be white as snow. The legs of the cock are tied, and
holding them in his hand, the Jew repeats tbe customary prayer. Then he swings the cock
round and round his head with the words, " This is my substitute (CJwxlapTwithi), my com-
mutation (TemaratTii), my atonement (KapjjaratTii)." Then the cock's neck is wrung, it is dashed
on the ground, and its throat is cut, so that it undergoes (in a sense) the four Mosaic capital

punishments of starangling, stoning, beheading, and burning. I borrow these, among other
Interesting particulars, from the Jewish Herald for July, 1850.

2 Maimonides in Sureuhusius, MifJina, ii. 232. See Lev. xvi. 2, 13. In the evening tbe
High Priest gave a banquet to his friends to commemorate his safety. Perhaps it was the
awe inspired by the ceremony which made the Sadducean High Priests of our Lord*s day BO

willing to hand the ofiice from one to another. See Life of Christ, ii. 342 ; Derenbourg, 234 sg.

8 Lev. xvi 17.

4 Yoma, iv, 7 (Surenhusius, HfisTma, ii. 231), See Excursus XIII. , " Impressions left on the

Hind of the Jews by the Ceremonies of the D^^v of Atonement."
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nullity must be the other Levitical details ! These High Priests were

but provisional. From Aaron downwards their dignity had been dwarfed

and overshadowed by the mysterious grandeur of Melchizedek. They
were but priests ; He who came to cancel their prerogatives was, like

His antitype, a King as well as a Priest. They are for a time ; He is

for ever. They are but links in a long succession, each with many pre-

decessors, each transmitting his office to his posterity ; He stands alone,

preceded by none, with no successor. They were established by an

ordinance of Moses ; He by the oath of God. They were sinful ; He is

innocent. They weak ; He all powerful They had to offer " daily

"

sacrifices ; He offered Himself once for all. They serve a Tabernacle

which is but a copy and shadow of the True ; He is a Minister of the

Immaterial, the Ideal Tabernacle, Eternal in the Heavens. Their dis-

pensation is declared to be Old ; His is prophesied of as New and founded

on better promises. They died and passed away ; He sits for ever at

the right hand of God still to make intercession for His people.

Further, the fact that even the Priests might not enter into the

Holiest stamped with imperfection their whole ministration. The re-

striction proved that the priesthood could not perfect the worshipper as

to his inmost life, since it was unable to lead him into the Presence-

chamber of God. Thetwhole Dispensation of which their ritual formed

a part was necessarily provisional, consisting as it mainly did in matters

relating to meats and drinks and washings—human ordinances, only im-

posed as preparatory to the season of their final rectification. The High
Priest did indeed enter the Holiest with the blood of bulls and goats

;

but it was an exceptional privilege, not a right of continual and fearless

access. The fact that it was necessary for him to make an atonement

year after year, showed how little permanent was the effect of even that

most solemn purification. And though he entered with awful pre-

cautions, so conscious were the people for whom he sacrificed that he

was but a weak and sinful man, that they awaited his return in tremb-

ling suspense, lest by some sin or error he should provoke the wrath of

God. Yet this was the system, this the central act of the system, to

which Christians, heirs of privileges so infinitely greater, were looking

back with longing glances—to which some of them were even tempted

to apostatise or retrogress ! And what a retrogression ! They were

lookmg back to their petty Levitism, while Christ, the Mediator of a

new, of a better, of a final dispensation—Christ, Whose death had made
valid His Testament, Whose blood had a real and not a symbolic

efficacy^—had died for all, and having died—not many times, but once

for aD, not as one of a long line, but Alone for all—not for Himself, be-

'The following passages.illustrate tlie Jewish belief that there was "no remission without
blood " :

—

"Abraham was circumcised on the Day of Atonement j and on that day God looks annually

on the blood of the covenant of the circumcision as atoning for all our iniquities" (YUkut
Kadash, f. 121, h).

"E. Ellezer asked, ' For whose benefit were the seventy bullocks intended?' (Ktun. xsis.

16
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cause He did not need it—not as a sinful man, but as the sinless Son of

God—not with the blood of calves and goats, but with His own blood

—

had entered not into a secondary and imitative tabernacle of perishable

gold, but into one greater and more precious, and not made with hands !

And so, passing for ever into the Immediate Presence of God, He had
opened a way thither for all, obtaining an eternal redemption. And
having thus with His own blood purified, not the earthly shadows of

things, but even the heavenly thiligs themselves. He would, at the con-

summation of the Ages, appear for salvation to those who were awaiting

Him with feelings not of terror but of hope ; He would appear, not as

a sinful man, not even as bearing the sins of men, but apart from all sin,

as the Everlasting Victor over all sin, with death and every other enemy
laid prostrate beneath His feet.^

SECTION VI.

A EEOAPITULATION.

It only remained for the writer to sum up his argument, which he
does in the first eighteen verses of the following chapter. In these he
dwells mainly on Christ's voluntary ofiering of Himself in obedience to

the will of God, which he illustrates from Ps. xl. 6, 7 '^ on the one act

of Christ's Redemption as contrasted with the many Levitic sacrifices ;'

and on Christ's finished work in accordance with the great prophecy of

Jeremiah,^ which he has already quoted.' And thus the leading thoughts

of the argument are brought together in one grand finale, just as in the

finale of a piece of music all the hitherto scattered elements are united

in an efiective whole. °

" For the Law having a shadow' of the good things to come,' not the very form'

of the things—they can never, ^'' with the same sacrifices, year hy year, which they
offer continuously, perfect (vii. 11, xi. 9) them that draw nigh (vii. 26). Since, in

li3—36). The answer is, *For the seventy nations of the Gentile world, to atone for them. . . .

Woe to the Gentile nations for their loss and . . . they know not what they have lost ; for as
long as the Temple existed the Altar made Atonement for them ; but now who is to atone for

them ?'" (Sttccafc, f. 55, b).
' See Jeremy Taylor's Life 0/ Christy iii, § 15. " He was arrayed with ornaments more glorious

than the robes of Aaron. The crown of thorns was his mitre, the cross his pastoral staff . . .

and his flesh rased and chequered with blue aud blood instead of the parti-colouxed robe."
' %. 1—10. ' X. 11-14. « See viii. 8-12 ; Jer. xxxi. 33, 34.

5 X. 15—18.
_ _ _ _

_« Delitzsch.
' viii. 5 (comp. Col. ii. 1?) : a etrrt o-Kia twi* /jteAAoj'Twr, TO Se (TcojuLa tou Xpttrrou. ^ ix. 11.

* For other uses of the word, see 2 Cor. iv. 4, where Christ is called the eutjiav of God.
*' TJifi^ro. in Lege ; Irmjq^i in Evangelio ; Teritas in Coelo," S. Ambrose in Ps. xxxviii. (see 1 Cor.
xiii. ]2).

10 The best supported reading seems to be fiiii-ai/Tat, and all the more because it is the more
difficult reading, ^, A, C. But with this reading, the passage becomes an anakoluthon, and the
kolt' kvio.v7ov (if we accept the rendering of the E. V.) is very strangely placed (?ii^perbaton). To
avoid this difficulty some explain it thus :

— '* They (the priests) can never, year b.v year, with
the same sacrifices which they offer continuously, make them that draw nigh perfect.". The
meaning will then be that the priests cannot by the sacrifices of the Great Day of Atonement—
which are after all but the &3jmQ sin-ofCeriugs as they offer daily—-perfect the worshippers. Yet
another way of taking the words is to separate the xa/ Ivia-vrov rais aurats by commas, and
render *' can never perfect the comers by the sacrifices which they offer, which are tbe same
year by year." So Bleek and De Wette. But after all it is not impossible that hvvtxvriu. may be
a mere clerical error.
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that case, would they not have ceased to be offered, because the worshippers, purified

once for all, would have had no more consciousness of sins ? But in these sacrifices

there is a calling to mind of sins yqar by year ;^ for it is impossible for the blood of

bulls and of goats to take away sins.^ Therefore, on entering into the world He
saith,^ * Sacrifice and offering thou wouldest not,* but a body didst thou prepare for

me,*' whole burnt offerings and sin-offerings thou approvedst not. Then I said, Lo,
I have come (in the roU of the book it has been written concerning me^) to do,

* Seev. 3,.and note on vii. 27. Here again, we fbid a striking resemblance to Philo, who
Rpealcs of tbe sacrifices providing " not an oblivion of sins, but a reminding of them " (Be Vict.

Off.y and Be yit. Mos. iii.) And again {Be plant. Jfoe), he calls attention to Kum. v. 15, where
Moses speaks of the meat-offering of jesuLousy as being "a memorial meat-offering ormging
irtiqmty to rcmembroffice." The fact that the oft-repeated sacrifices thus reminded the worshipper
of sins, and pointed daily to the means of their removal, and exercised bis obedience in offering
them, was the justification of their existence, although they were intrinsically without efficacy.

* Impossible that sacrifices should have this efficacy in themselves ; they can only possess it

•per occidens, by faith, and because of the special grace of God attached to them. Even the
Talmudists saw and said tbat the Day of Atonement itself was no remedy for, no expiation of,

the willing sin which constantly defers repentance (Yoma, viiL 9).
* This remarkable quotation comes from Ps. xl. 6, 7. It is probably a Psalm of David, and

although this passage is typically Messianic, other parts of the Psalm {e.g. ver. 12) are almost
exclusively personal. But yet the "Hesaith" means "Christ soith," because the words of
David apply in a deeper and truer sense to Him.

* "Thou carest not for slain beast and bloodless oblation." This is one of the many
memorable utterances of the Prophets, which show that they had been led to feel the nuUity of
sacrifices regarded as mere outward acts, and the vast superiority of a spiritual worship. It
specially resembles 1 Sam. xv. 22, and anticipates the grand thoughts of Isaiah (i. 11—17)

;

Jeremiah (vi. 20 ; vii. 21—23) ; Hosea {vi. 6) j Amos (v. 21—24) ; and, above all, Micah (vi. 6—8).
Philo in a beautiful passage {Be plant. Noe) shows how well he had caught the spirit of these
prophetic passages, when he warns against the ignorant superstition which confounded the
offering of sacrifices with the practice of piety, and against the fancy that sacrifices alone will
cleanse from moral guilt. He adds that God accept the innocent even when they offer no
sacrifice, and delights in fireless altars round which the virtues dance.

5 A remarkable variation of the LXX. from the Hebrew text, which literally is " Ears Jwist

thou digged,for me." How did this variation arise ? (i.) One supposition is that the LXX. fol-

lowed a different reading, but this is now generally abandoned, as the attempts to alter the
Hebrew text have been unsuccessful ; and aU other versions render the clause literally, showing
that they had the x'resent Hebrew t-ext. (ii.) Nor is it very probable that the text of the LXX.
is corrupt, though Usher and others have very ingeniously supposed that KATHFTISASflTIA
has got changed partly by homceoteleuton, and partly by mistaking Tl for M, into KATHPT12AS
ISHMA ; and the reading ^na is actually traceable in some manuscripts, (iii.) It is, however,
more probable that the LX X. use their phrase as a sort of Targum, a way of explaining a Hebrew
allusion which they perhaps thought would be uniutelligible to Gentile rea<^ers. The next
question is. How did they arrive at this sense P (n) A favourite explanation is, that the Hebrew
expression alludes to the custom of boring the ear of a slave if he chose to remain in servitude
(Ex. xxvi, 6 ; Deut. xv. 17), so that the bored ear would be a sign of willing obedience. But the
verb means rather " digged '' than " bored " (as in Ex. xxi. 6), and if this explanation were true
we should expect '* ear," not " ears.'* (/3) It seems much more likely that the phrase " digging
the ears,'" refers to opening the ears so that the soul may hear and obey— a metg,phor found
both in 1 SauL xv. 22, and in Is. 1. 5: "The Lori hath opened the ear for me, and I was not
rehelliovjs " (comp. Is. xlviii. 8i . The meaning of the Psa'mist will then be " thou hast revealed
to me," or "caused me to hear so as to obey." The antithesis of the four clauses in the two
verses of the Psalm is then perfect :

—

" Slain beast and bloodless oblation thou desiredst not.
But mine ears thou diggedat.
Burnt-offering and sin-offering thou requiredet not.
Then said I, ' Lo ! I have come to do thy will.'

"

In the fii'st clauses of each distich we have the sacrifices for which (comparatively, or in them-
selves) God does not care; in the second clauses the obedience for which He does care (see
McCaul's Messiahskvp of Jesus, p. 162), In this sense then, the rendering of the LXX., though
not a translation, is an intelligible, though somewhat bold, paraphrase, the " body " apparently
meaning "the form of a slave" (comp. Phil. ii. 7 ; Bev. xviii. 13). Finding the rendpring in the
LXX., believing it to represent the true sense of the original (as it does), and also seeing it to
be eminently illustrative of his subject, the writer naturally adopts It. The suggestion of au
oniiient writer tluit it was he who altered the readng of the LXX. must be unhesitatingly
lejected. The word " holocausts," or whole bumt-offeringe, occurs here alone in this Epistle.
They were the emblem of entire self-consecration (while the meat-offerings were eucharistio,

and the sin-offerings expiatory) . But the holocaust was valueless without the self-sacrifice of
which it was the symbol

* Ke^oAls is properly the knob (umbtlwnts) of the roller on which the vellum was rolled. The
LXX. chose it to represent the Hebrew Megillih. The writer probably did not stop to ask what
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Grod, 'Thy will.'i Saying as above, ' Sacrifices and ofEerings and whole burnt ofier-

ings, and sin offerings, thou wouldest not, nor even approvedst (the which are offered

according to the Law),^ then He has said, ' Lo, I have come to do Thy will.' He
takes away the first (namely, sacrifices) ' that He may establish the second

'

(namely, the "Will of God). ' By which will we have been sanctified by the offering

of the body (vs. 8, Eom. xii. 1) of Jesus Christ once for all.'

" And every High Priest,' indeed, standeth daily ministering, and offering often

the same sacrifices, of a kind which are never able to strip away sins.* But He,
after offering one sacrifice for sins for ever, sat down at the right hand of God
(viL 27, viii. 1), henceforth awaiting until His enemies be placed as a footstool for

His feet." For by one offering He hath perfected (vii. 11, 25) for ever those who
are in the way^ of sanctification.'

" But the Holy Spirit also testifies to us. For after having said, ' This is the

covenant which I will make with them after those days,' eaith the Lord,^ giving

My Laws on their hearts, and upon their understandings will I inscribe them—and
their sins and their iniquities will I remember no more. Now where remission of

these is, there is no longer offering for Sin."'

Those last -words are the triumphant close of the argument. If

the forgiveness, the removal, the obliteration of sin, has been obtained,

the object of all expiatory offerings has been accomplished, and they are

rendered not only needless, but harmful—harmful as involving a

faithlessness to Christ's finished work. If ofEerings are no longer

admissible, there is an end of the Aaronic Priesthood ; and if of the

Priesthood, then also of the Law, which was based upon its existence

;

and if of the Law, then of the entire Old Dispensation. But if the

Dispensation, which had long been depreciated by the voice of prophecy

as " old," was now utterly vanishing away, this could only be because,

in accordance with that same sure word of prophecy, the New had been

inaugurated. And the New was an abrogation of the Old, because

it was as the substance to the shadow, as the picture to the sketch.

book Dauidwas thinking of, because his raind is solely occupied with the Messianic application
in which "the book" would be the whole Old Testament (Luke ixiv. 27). The words of the
Psalm may mean " in the roll of the book it Is prescribed to me," or as Gesenius and Ewald
take it, "I am come with the volume of the book which is written for me." iv Kci^aAtSt cannot
mean "in the chief part " (Luther), or "in the beginning." David alludes to the writings of

Tyloses, or possibly to the unwritten book of God's purposes (Ps. cxxxix. 16). The writer has
omitted the words " I delight," before "to do Thy will." The sacred writers never aim at

verbal accuracy in their quotations, since they did not hold any slavish and letter-worshipping
theory of verbal inspiration. They hold it sufficient to give the general sense.

1 X. 1—10 (comp. 1 Thess. iv. 3). ' The Tbi/ is omitted in (<, A, C.
3 dpxtepeiis (A. C.) ; tepeiis, x, D, B, K, L {B. ends at Kadaipiet, in ix. 14). As to the daily

offerings of the High Priest, see vii, 27, but the supposed difficulty may have led to the various
reading. The " stamddh" is emphatic. In the inner court none were allowed to sit, and the
Levites are described as " stam^ding before the face of the Lord."

* " To strip away"—sin being like a close-fitting robe (see on xii, 1).
s See i. 13 ; Ps. ex. L
« Toi;s a-yta^ojLteVou? ; literally, "those who are being sanctiiied" (ii, 11), Sanctification is

continuous, never instant and complete ; but in the perfect sacrifice of Christ lies the germ of

certain ultimate perfectionment for the believer (comp. tous troj^oj^ecovs. Acts ii. 47).
' X, 11-14,
8 The quotation is from Jer. ixxviii, 33, 34 (comp, viii, 10—12), To avoid the somewhat

harsh form of the clause, the words vtrrepov keyei, " Then He saith," are added before vi, 7 as

the apodosis to jnera to elpi^KeVai, They are found in the Philoxenian Syriac, and were placed by
T>r, Paris in 'the margin of the Cambridge Bible of 1762. There is no MS, or MS. authority for

them, except the cursive 37. Others make these words " Saith the Lord," inver. 16, prospective^

and so the true apodosis. The question is not very important, heing merely one of continuity
of style.

» X. 15-1&
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It was founded on better promises ; it had an Eternal High Priest ; it

needed no renewal; it looked with confidence to the fulfilment of
illimitable hopes ; it rejoiced in the admission into God's Presence,
by virtue of the finished sacrifice and endless intercession of its King
and Priest, its Divine Saviour and everlasting Lord.

To thia conclusion the whole Epistle has been leading up. In the
first six chapters, with many hortative and illustrative digressions,

the writer has made good his opening words, that " God had in these

last days revealed Himself to us in His Son." This he has done by
showing Christ's superiority to angels, the mediators of the Old
Covenant (i 5, ii. 18), and to Moses, the appointed Lawgiver (iii. 1,

iv. 16). Then, after showing the way in which Christ fulfilled the
qualifications of High Priesthood, as a High Priest after the order
of Melchizedek (v. 1—10), he enters on the solemn strain by which
he designs to prepare the thoughts of his readers for due attention

.

to his central argument (v. 11—^vi. 20). That argument falls into three

parts, namely

—

(a) The superiority of Melchizedek's Priesthood, and therefore

of the Priesthood of Christ, to that of Aaron in many particulars

(vii. 1—28).
(b) The superiority of the ordinances of Christ's New Dispensation

to those of the Old (viii. 1—ix. 28), with special reference to the
ceremonies of the Day of Atonement.

(c) The final recapitulation and summary of the conclusions which
he has set forth (x. 1—18).

SECTION VII.

A THIRD SOLEMN WAKNINO.

The main work of the writer is finished. He has set before the

recent converts from Judaism incontrovertible reasons for holding

fast that which they have received, and for not abandoning the better

for the worse, the complete for the imperfect, the valid for the in-

efficient, the archetype for the copy, the Eternal for the evanescent. It

only remains for him to supplement the weight of reasoning by solemn
warning and appeal. And this he does, first by an exhortation to faith,

partly in the form of encouragement (x. 19—25), partly of warning

(26—31) ; next, by a magnificent historic illustration of what faith

is (xi.) ; lastly, by fervent exhortations to moral steadfastness and
the holiness of the Christian walk (xii. 1—xiii. 19), ending by a few
afiectionate words of prayer and blessing.

The first burst of exhortation I proceed to translate, both because

of its special solemnity and because it oflers some difficulties of

illustration and peculiarities of reading. The translation is ofiered

not by any means as preferable to other versions, but as written

with special objects. My aim is to follow (sometimes silently) what
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seems to me to be the best text; to avoid pages of discussion by only
giving results; and to keep as nearly as possible to the form of the

original Greek. In the notes I merely offer what seems to me to be
most necessary for the elucidation of the text in the briefest form
into which I can compress it.

"Having, then, confidence, brethren, in the hlood of Jesus^ for our entrance
into the holies—(an entrance) -which He inaug^uratea for us as a fresh and a living
road,2 through the veil, that is His fledi^—and (having) a G-reat Priest* (set) over
the House of God, let us approach with sincere heart, in full assurance of faith,

having our hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience, and our body washed with pure
water.^ Let us hold fast the confession of our Hope^ unwavering, for faithful

is He who promised.^ And let us consider one another for provocation^ to love and
good works, not deserting the assembhng of ourselves together,^ as is the custom
with some,^" hut encouraging one another, and so much the more as ye see the day
apprdkching.^i

For if we sin willingly^s after the receiving of the full knowledge of the truth,^^

there is no longer left a sacrifice for sins, hut a certain fearful expectance of

^ These words go best witli Trappijo-Za (comp. Eph, iii. 12) . It cannot be accurately aaid that
we enter God's presence witli the blood of Jesua, but He with His own blood {vi. 20 ; ix. 12).

* "New," ix. 8, 12; "Living," not in the sense of "life-giving" (Grotius, etc.). or
"enduring" (Chrysostom), or "real," but because "He who liveth" is Himself the Way
(Johnxiv. 6).

* As the veil hung between the Holy and the Holiest, so for a time the veil of Plesh, i. e., of
Buffering humanity, was the way through which Christ entered into the HoHest (see vi. 20) ; and
His laying aside that veil of Plesh, and so, as it were, passing through it into Heaven, was
symbolised by the rendering of the Far61ceth {see on chap. ix. 3), Matt, xxvii. SL

* See iv. 14. By " a gTea,t Priest " {cohen gaddl. Lev. xxi.) is meant not only a High Priest,
but " a Priest upon His throne," as in Zech. vi. 11—13.

^ Comp. Ezek. xxxvi. 25. The meaning is, " with our hearts sprinkled, as it were, with the
blood of Christ (xii. 34f ; ix. 14 ; 1 Pet. i. 2), and so cleansed from a conscience which has become
depraved, and our whole beings cleansed in the waters of baptism " {Eph. v. 26 ; Tit. iii. 5

;

1 Pet. iii. 21)jiust as the Jewish priests were sprinkled with blood (Ex. xxix. 21 ; Lev. viii. 30),
and bathed (Ex xxx. 20; Lev. viii. 6; xvi.,4) before they could enter the Holy Places;
eppavTicrixivoC . . , \e\ovfj,evot, " sprinkled . . . washed, once and for ever." For all Christians
are priests (Eev. i. 5, 6).

fi See vi. 11, 18, 19. Here, by a very singular oversight, our version has " the profession of
oxa faith." "We have " Faith " in ver. 22; "Hope" here; and "Love" in ver. 24. In this, as
throughout the Epistle, we recognise the friend and pupu of St. Paul (1 Cor. xiii. 13 ; 1 Thess.
.i.3; Col. t 4, etc.).

7 See vi. 13; xi. 11; xii. 26; IThess. v. 24; 1 Cor. i. 9.
8 Uapo^va-fihs is generally used in a bad sense, Uke "provocation ; " and perhaps he uses the

word because there had been among them a paroayasmos of hatred and not of love.
s Namely, in Christian gatherings for worship and Holy Coramxmion. 'Eiriavvaywyrj is only

found in 1 Thess. ii. 1, and Delitzsch thinks that 'the word is here selected to avoid the Jewish
wvayuyi^ ; for the Jews also were stringent in requiring this duty {Berachoth, f . 8, a).

^*> In this neglectfulness he saw the dangerous germ of apostasy.
11 X- 19—25. The day is the Last Day when Time, as counted by days, shall end (1 Cor. iii.

13). That Day, as regards the Old Covenant, came within a few years of this time at the fall of

Jerusalem, which was God's judgment on the Judaism which refused to recognise its own
Divine annulment. And that Day of the Lord was " the bloody and fiery dawn '* of the Last
Great Day (Matt. xvi. 28 ; xxiv. ; Luke xvii.).

12 The whole of this striking clause of warning closely resembles the passage on vi. 4—8,
where see the notes. It contemplates not the ordinary sins and shortcomings of human frailty

(aa-Odveia . . . ayvoovvres . . . TrXavtoju.ei'ot, v. 2), which may be forgiven upon repentance, but the
last extreme of deliberate and self-chosen iwickedness in those who say, "Evil, be thou my
good," and who thus close the door of repentance against themselves, by passing from the
spiritual lifednto impenitent and determined apostasy ; and it contemplates this state as con-

tmued till "the Day" comes. The warning is against tendencies so perilous that they might
end in a state of sin which deliberately despised and rejected its Saviour.

13 'Ejrtyfwtns—not a mere historical knowledge of the truth, but some advance in that know-
ledge—a recognition of the truth at once theoretical and practical. He is speaking, not of lip-

Christians, but of converts who lapse into " wretchlessness of unclean living." The passage has
nothing directly to do with the BTovatian dispute about the possibility of a second baptism.
Nor does it say that the sinner has exhausted the infinitude of God's forgiveness, but only that
there is no other sacrifice for sin left for him except that which he has willingly rejected.
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judgment,^ and a jealousy of fire which is about to devour the adversaries,^ Any
one who set at nought Moses* Law is without compassion put to death on the
testimony of two or three witnesses; of how much worse veugeance,^ think ye,
shall he he deemed worthy who has trampled under foot the Son of G-od, and
considered the hlood of the Covenant wherewith he was sanctified a tommon thing,
and insulted the Spirit of Grace ?* For we know Him who said Eetribution is

Mine ; I will repay, saith the Lord ;^ and again, The Lord shall judge His people.^

Fearful is it to' fall into the hands of the Living God" (x. 19—31).
" But recall the former days^ in which, after being enlightened,^ ye endured

much struggle of sufferings, partly by being made a public spectacle ^^ in reproaches
and afflictions, and partly by becoming partakers with those who were thus tr-eated.

For indeed ye sympathised with the prisoners,^^ and ye accepted with joy the
plundering of your possessions, ^2 recognising that ye have yourselves'^^ as a better

I The Tis is iatensive.
3 See Is. xsvi. 11. He personifies the fire, because the same thought is in his nund wh.ich he

expresses in xii. 29. Ferlmps, too, he is referring- to such passages as Fs. Ixxix. 5, "Sliall tliy

jealousy bum like fire ? " (Ezek. xxxvi, 5, etc.). The fire of God's wrath is that which was soon
to devour the whole existence of Judaism. The New Testament writers are often alluding
primarily to these consequences with none of those further aUusions which have been intro-
dnced into the interpretation of their language.

* Deut. xvii. 2—7, where the sin to be punished is idolatry. This is the only passage in the
New Testament where Tif^oipia—which properly means retributive or vindictive punishment—is

used of Grod. The word "punishment '

' is elsewhere K6\a<n^, which properly means "remedial
punishment." It must be borne in mind that (1) it is here applied to the worst, deadliest, and
most impenitent apostates ; and (2) that it? immediate reference is to the Day of Christ's coming,
which was so close at hand in the temporal overthrow of the Jewish polity (Ewald, Sendscb/r.

an. d. Hehr. p. 122).
* It is clear that no more violent extremity of sin—no nearer approach to the unpardonable

sin, the sin agadnst the Holy Grhost—-can be described than that which is contemplated in these
verses. By " a commton thing " nay be meant either " imclean " (Vulg., Luther, etc.) or " of uo
specific value (Theophyl., etc. )

.

B He quotes this text to show that his warnings are founded on Scripture warrant. The
reference is to Deut. xxxii. 35, but it exactly follows neither the Hebrew (To me [is] vengeance
and recompense") nor the LXX. ("in the day of retribution I wiU requite"). It is exactly
identical with St. Paul's citation of the same verse in Boin. xii. 19, especially if " saith the
Lord " is here genuine (which is, however, omitted by y, D, and several versions and Fathers)

.

An argument 1ms been drawn from this fact that St. Taul must he the author of the Epistle to
the Hebrews, but tliis argument is untenable, because (1) it is universally admitted that the writer
was a friend and follower of St. Faul, and familiar with his phraseology and method of thought

;

(2) he may very possibly have had the Epistle to the Romans in ma hands, especially as in
ziii. 1—6 he shows traces of Rom. xiL 1—21 (see Alford, Introd. p. 71) ; and (3) the quotation in
this very form, or one which nearly resembles it, seems to have been current in the Jewish
schools, for it is found in the Targum of Onkelos. The reference to Deuteronomy shows that
he is thinkii^ mainly of national punishments.

« The primary sense cf these words in Deut. xxxiii. 36, " The Lord will deliver His people as
a righteous Judge ;

" but judgment involves both acquittal and condemmition, and the deliver-

ance of the Jews meant.the overthrow of their enemies.
7 Here again the stem aspect of " faUing into the hands of Grod** is given—the aspect which

it bears "for the apostate and covenant-breaker" who has deliberately rejected and defiled

God. For the penitent sinner there is another aspect. David, expecting and bowing to just
punishment, yet says (1 Chr. xxi. 13), "Let me fall now into the hand of the Lord; for very great
are His mercies : but let me not fall into the hand of man." And the son of Sirach, referring
to the same passage, says (Ecclus. ii. 18), " We will fall into the hands of the Lord, and not
into the bends of men ; for as His majesty is, so is His m.ercy." Some would render it of " a
Living God" (comp. iii. 12); and this may be right, because there is a silent reference to
Deut. xsxii. 40.

8 Here, as in vi. 9—12, he passes from warning to encouragement, and bids them imitate
their former and better selves.

9 This word is not a mere synonym for " when ye were baptised" (see on vi. 4).
10 The same metaphor as in 1 Cor. iv. 9 ; xv. 32.
II The common reading is rots SetrfioU ;u,ov, " with my chains

;

" and this hm been one of the
circumstances which have led to the identification of the author with St. Faul. But this

reading may easily have crept In from Col. iv. 18; Fhil. 1. 7, etc., and Secr/xiois, "with the
prisoners," is the reading of A, D, the Vulgate, Syriac, and Coptic versions, St. Chrysostom,
etc., and is strongly sujjported. by xiii. 3. It eiIso suggests fewer historical difficulties.

J* There is a very striding parallel in Epictetus—'
' I became poor atThy will, yea and gladly."

" I here follow the very striking and beautiful reading of «» A, which suggests the same
gr^at spiritual truth as ver. 39 and Luke ix. 25, xxi. 19. If iv aavTot?, the very ill-supported
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possession and an enduring. Fling not away, then, your confidence, since it has*
a great recompense of reward. For ye have need of endurance, in order that, hy
doing the will of God, ye may win the promise. For yet but a very, very little

while,^ He who oometh will have come, and will not tarry.^ ' But my righteous one
shall live hy faith,' and ' if he* draw back my soul approveth him not.' But we
are not of defection unto perdition, but of faith unto the gaining of the soul ""

(x. 32—39).

We are not of defection unto perdition—we do not belong to the

party of those who have passed over the verge of apostasy, to the

ruin of their souls ; " but we are of faith to the salvation of the

souL" What, then, is Faith?

SECTION VIII.

THE GLORIES OP PAITH.

By his mention of the word Faith in this climax of exhortation,

the writer, with the skill of a great orator, prepares the way for the

enumeration of the heroes of faith in the next chapter. And this

muster roll of the elders of the Jewish Church is by no means
intended only as a series of good examples. It serves a more powerful

end. It shows the Jewish converts, who were in danger of relapsing

into their old bondage, that there was no painful discontinuity in

their religious life ; no harsh break between their present hopes and
the past history of their race. The past was not discarded and dis-

graced ; it was fulfilled and glorified. So far from being dissevered

from the gracious lives of the Patriarchs, and the splendid zeal of the

Prophets, they were infinitely nearer to them as Christians than they

could have been as Jews. They were in possession of the mystery on
which the elders had gazed with longing eyes, and were better able

reading of our text, be followed, the true translation wiU even tlien be, not fas In our version)

"knowing in yourselves that," but "knowing that you liave in yourBeVoes," i.e., in your own
hearts, or omitting the ev with A, D, E, K, L, "for yourselves." The " in Heaven" must in

any case be omitted as a gloss (t^, A, D, etc.).
i TjTis, quippe quae. ' ^^
2 tiLupov oa-ov otrov. This forcible phrase is borrowed from LXX la. xxvi. 20.
3 The quotation is an adaptation of the words of Hab. ii. 3, 4. For a fuller consideration of

it, as it occurs in Gal. iii. 11, Rom. i. 17, see my Life of St. Paul, i. 369. The jnou (" mi/ just
man ") is weakly supported by MS .authority, being only found in ^ A ; but the fact that it is

Tiot found in the two citations by St. Paul makes it more probable that it is genuine here. In
the original it is " tTie vision" which will soon come. The Rabbis said that into this one
precept as to the saving nature of faith, Habakkuk has compressed -the 365 negative and the
248 positive precepts of the Law, which David had reduced to 11 (Ps. xv. 1—5), Isaiah to 6 (Is.

xxsiii. 15), Micah to 3 (Mic. vi. 8), Isaiah again to 2 (Is. Ivi. 1), and Amos, as well as Habakkuk,
to 1 (Amos V. 4) (Mrtccot/i, f. 23, t ; f. 24, a).

* " If he," i.e., " if my just man." The E. V. inserts " if any man" but this is not warrant-
able, and as it is only found in the Genevan Version, there is some reason to fear that this is

one of the very rare instances in which our translators have yielded to the temptation of

dogmatic bias. But the belief that "the just " may fall back runs throughout the Epistle.

There is not in it a single trace of the notion of "indefectible grace," or of "final pei^

severance."
s For this word virooreiXTjTat see Acts sx. 20, 27 ; Gal. ii. 12. In these words the LXS.

diverge widely from the Hebrew, which means " Behold his soul is lifted up, it is not upright
in hiin "—words which seem to refer to the haughty Chaldean invader. The word rendered
" faith " means, in the language of the Prophet, primarily " faithfulness."
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than their unconverted brethren to understand the inmost heart of

their fathers. Physical descent and identity of worship could not
enable them to know the meaning of the faith displayed in the ante-

Diluvian, the Patriarchal, and the Mosaic days. But Faith in Christ

was the sunlike centre of all the types, and symbols, and sacrifices,

and promises which constituted the religion of the Chosen People
until Christ came.

What, then, is faith?

It is nowhere defined in Scripture, and the famous words with
which this chapter opens are not so much a definition as a description.

They are not a definition, for they do not, as St. Thomas Aquinas
says, indicate the essence of Paith. They tell us what Faith does,

rather than what it is—its issues, rather than its nature. " Faith," the

writer says, " is the basis of things hoped for,^ the demonstration of

objects not seen."^ This is what faith is in its results. It furnishes

us with a foundation on which our hopes can securely rest, and with a

conviction that those things exist which are not earthly or temporal,

and which, therefore, we cannot see. Faith itself—not in the highest

, Pauline sense, but in its more usual sense'—is the spiritual power by
which we are enabled to occupy this sure foimdation, and arrive at this

firm persuasion. It is the hand stretched forth into that Holiest Place

which is as yet hidden from us by the veil of sense—the hand which
can hold the spiritual gifts of God with so sure a grasp that it can

never be deprived of them. To the eye of Faith the unseen and the

eternal are more real than the things seen and temporal. To the heart

of Faith hopes are as actual as realities, and heavenly promises are

more precious than earthly possessions. To the eyes of the unillumi-

uated heart the region in which Faith lives and moves is a dark cavern

1 uirocTTao-ts. This word " Jii/po«faai« " occurs only in 2 Cor. ix. 4 ; xi. 17 (" confident boast-

ing") ; Heb. i. 3 ("substance'') ; iii. 14 {" confidence"). Here it has been Tariously under-
stood to mean (1) the " substance," in the metaphysical sense ; that unseen substance in which
all properties of a thing cohere ; that which '* stands under " all the visible or sensible qualities

of a thing—its essence ; that, therefore, which alone gives it reality. Thus among others
Theophylact, who calls it the oucriuiris tuj. fXiJTriu ovTutv koX vir6<TTa(Ti^ Tmv |ut7) ixfietrTwTwi', and
Ewald ("jBestaud m dem vias man hofft"). It would thus mean the cause of the subjective

reality of things hoped for ; or, as Dr. Moulton says, "the givi/ng subsfonce to them ;'* or (2)

"amfiimce"; or (3) as understood by Luther, Grotius, Bleek, Delitzsoh, De Wette, Ebrard,
Lunemann, etc., "ibuTidation." This latter rendering seems to me the best. It is true that it

is not the meaning of the word in iii. 14, nor i. 3, and the LXX. use it for "standing" in Ps.

Ixix. 2 (see Dante, Paradise, xxiv, 52—81). St. Jerome says that this clause "breathes some-
what of Philo," who similarly speaks of " faith as dependent on a gracious hope, and regarding
things not present as being indubitably present," and as "the fubiess of excellent hopes . . ,

the lot of happiness . . . the sole genuine and secure blessing."
* If we could render the word " inward conviction," it would give a more forcible sense, and

perhaps this is imphed. though the word usually bears the more ob.jective meaniug of " demon-
stration." The use of the word w^ayjudTMi' in this clause seems to imply that Faith_ not only
makes Hope seem to rest on a basis of actual fruition, but also demonstrates the existence of

the immaterial as clearly as though it were material. Ewald renders it, " Es ist aber Glaube
. . . Beweis fiip Dinge welche man nicht schauet."

' For the distinctions in the meaning of Faith, see supra, p. 172, and my lift of St. Paul, li.

188, «g. Here the writer uses the word, not in its specifically Christian sense (G-al. ii. 16 : iii.

26; Eom. iii. 24), but in its general Old Testament sense of faithfulness resulting from trust in

God. (Gen. xv. 6, etc.), as also sometimes in St. Paul (2 Cor. v. 7; Eom. viii. 24^25). In this

sense it is the hope which, without seeiug, holds the ideal to be the real (Immer, Jfeu. Test,

Theol. p. 413).
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where nothing is even visible, much less can anything be beautiful
;

but Faith carries in her hand a lamp, kindled with light from Heaven,
and wherever she moves an atmosphere of light is shed around her,

and under every ray of it the streets and walls of the New Jerusalem
seem to flash as with innumerable gems.

It was then a great encouragement and safeguard for these recent

converts to know that it was by Faith that the elders^ obtained a good
report—that they, too, had to walk by Faith, and not by sight, and
that the object of Faith was the same then as now, with this only

difference, that then it was dim and unrevealed, but now was made
fully manifest. For the object of the faith of the righteous—even
from the days in which it had been promised in Paradise that the

seed of the woman should break the serpent's head—was none other

than the Christ. To the ancients He had been known solely under the

guise of type and shadow, but now He was set forth to all as the

brightness of the Father's glory and the express image of His person.

But, before beginning his list of worthies, he says,

" By faitli we perceive that the ages ' have heen estahlished by the utterance of

God,3 so that not from things which appear hath that which is seen come into

being^" (xi. i).

It is a mistake to regard this verse as incongruous with those which
follow, or as introducing a different line of illustration from them. On
the contrary, it strikes the keynote of all faith. Faith can only take its

origin from the belief in God as the Creator of the Universe, and of

the very substance from which the material Universe is made, so as to

exclude all semi-Manichsean conceptions of the Eternity of Matter. We
cannot believe in Christ, the end of our Faith, nor can we in any way
understand His work, until we have learnt to believe in God as the

Infinite Creator of all things visible and invisible. And this belief was,

from the dawn of Humanity, the foundation of all holiness. Like the

^ By the elders is not meant merely " tlie ancients," but the ZeMnim, the greatest and best
men of past ages (Is. xxiv. 22, etc.). " One who is in truth an elder is regarded," says Philo,
" not in distance of time, but in worthiness of life" (Be Ahralw/m. § 46).

2 See Philo, Be Monarch,, ii. p. 823 ; Leg. oMegg. iii. p. 79 j Be Cherrub. i. p. 162 (ed. Mangey),
where the Logos is the Instrument of Creation, ot atu>i/E9, 'o'jv ("the ages"), is the world
regarded in its history, regarded as existing in time. It differs from " the Universe " (xoirjiios),

which is the world regarded in its material aspect (see the quotation from the Talmud in
Gesenius, T7t0«. II. 1056). This expression, therefore, includes the moral government of the
world, as well as its creation (see i 2) ; " the invisible, spiritual, and permanent potencies of
the phenomenal world which owe their origin to the Son of God " (Moll).

3 It is hardly to be doubted that the writer means no more here than that " God spate, and
it was done " [Keymv afLa eirot'et—Philo, Be Sacr. Abel et Cam, § 18). Had he meant to imply that
God created the world by the Divine Logos, he would have used the word Aoyw, not p^ftart,

especially as the LXX. use it in Ps. xxxii. 6. Even in iv. 12, it is more than doubtful whether
Logos hears its technical sense.
*Z read to p\eir6ij.evoi/ with i<, A, D, E. The wording of the phrase and its meaning may

seem harsher than the rendering of the E. T., but it is the only rendering of which the order of

the Greek admits, and the meaning is that " the visible world did not derive its orig^in from
anything phenomenal "—in other words, that there was no pre-existent matter from which God
made the world—not even the wild waste, "thohu va-bohu," of the chaos mentioned in

Gen. i. 2. The meaning then, is practically identical with 2 Mace. vii. 28 (reading ef ouk ovtui'),
*' 1 beseech thee, my son, look upon the heaven and earth, and all that is therein, and consider
that God, made them, of things that were not,'*
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liist chapter of Genesis, the verse is meant to exclude from the region of

faith all Atheism, Pantheism, Dualism, or Polytheism, and to fix the
soul on the thought of the One True God.

Then he begins to adduce his handful of illustrations—" plucking, so

to speak, only the flowers which stand by his way, and leaving the whole
meadow full to his readers."' And he first culls examples from the

antediluvian ' days to show that the Faith which Christ required was
analogous to the Faith which had worked in every holy soul since the

world began.

It was by faith, then, that Abel offered to God a sacrifice which was
" more than that of Cain," ' and was borne witness to as being Righteous*
—since God bore witness respecting his gifts, and so, by his faith, he
though dead yet speaketh.* It was by faith that Enoch was removed
hence,° because he had that faith both in God's Being and in His
Divine government of the world, without which it is impossible to

please Him. By faith Noah built the Ark, and became an heir of the

Righteousness which is according to faith." By faith Abraham, when
called by God,' left his home in TJr of the Chaldees to wander as a

nomad Sheikh in a land not yet his own, awaitiag the city that hath the

foundations* whose architect and framer was God.° By faith even

Sarah'" became a mother of him from whom sprang people numberless

as the sand along the lip of the sea." The death of all these resembled

I DelitzBch. Tlie chapter falls into fire groups of mstaiiceB :—(i.) Antedilavians (4—6) ; (ii.)

from Noah to AbrahBiQ (7—13). Then follows a general reflexion (13—16); (iii.) Abraham and
the Fatriarchs

;
(iv.) from Moses to Bahab ; (t.) summary reference to later heroes and martyrs

down to the time of the Maccabees (32—tO).
' Yer. i. n-Aewi/a irapdL Kdiv (comp, iii, 3 ; Matt. vi. 25). The exact point in which the sacrifice

of Abel was superior to Cain's is left uncertain, though not difficult to conjecture.
B By God's approval of his sacriflce (Gen. It. 4). He is called "righteous" inMatt. xxiii. 35;

1 John iii. 12.
* Primarily, an allusion to " the voice of his blood " (Gen. iv. 10), as seems probable from

iii. 24, but hardly excluding the wider sense, in which it is so often quoted, of " speaMng by
hia example." Another reading is AoAetrat (D), "is spoken of"; but here, again, the writer
seems to be thinking of a passage of Fhilo, where he says that "Abel—which is most
strange—has both been slai^ and lives," which he deduces from Gen. iv. 8—^10 (Opj). i. 200,

ed. Mangey)
5 xi. 5, (icTercft) ; lit., "he was transferred" (Gen. v. 24).

> Koah is called Bighteous (tsaddik, St/caios) in Gen. vi. 9 ; and, as Fhilo observes, he is

the first to whom the title is given in Scripture. He is mistaken in making the name IToah
mean righteous (Leg. aliegg. iii. 24). The " righteousness accordmg to faith," is a very Pauline-

sounding phrase, though St. Fanl never actually uses it. He uses, however, " the righteousness

of faith" (Bom. iv. 13). The phrase could hardly have been used by one unfamiliar with
St. Paul's terminology; but the writer shows his own marked individuality by applying both
words, " Eighteousness " and " Faith," in a sense by no means identical with that of St. Paul,

but strongly marked with his own views (see supra, pp. 172, 173).
7 Ver. 8. I read KoKovfievos with most uncials. If, however, 6 k. be the right reading

(i4. A, D), the meaning can only be "he who was called Abraham," with a reference to

the change of his name from Abram. This is by no means impossiWe (so Theodoret). The
faith of Ab3»ham was one of the commonest topics of eulogy and dissension in the Eabbinic

schools.
' Ver. 10. Not Jerusalem (Ps. xlvi. 5 ; Ixxxvii. 1 ; Eov. xxi. 10), but "the Jerusalem above"

(xii. ^; xiii. 14). The same thought and expression occurs often in Philo.
9 Philo in several places speaks of God as the Architect {rexptrrjs) of the world ; and this is

one of the resemblances of this Epistle to the Book of Wisdom (Wisd. xili. 1).

1" Even Sarah, though once she laughed.
II Dr. Field seems to think that /tai a«TT| Sappa may be a gloss : for (i.) ereicei' is not f'-nnd

in,4. A, 1>; (ii.) from the reference to Abraham in Bom. iv, 8 ; (iii.) because icarajSoAi) properly

applies to the n.ale.
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their lives, for thoy all died in accordance with faith, not having received

the (fruition of the) promises made to them,^ but having seen that

fruition from afar, and greeted it,^ and acknowledged that human life is

but a sojourn in an alien country.' Such language showed clearly that

they were looking for a fatherland ; and this was not the land which
they had left, for, had this been all, they could easily have returned to

it. But they were yearning for a better—a heavenly country; and
because they were thus homesick their Father was not ashamed of them,

not ashamed to be entitled their God (Gen. xvii. 7 ; xxvi. 24; xxviii. 13,

etc.), for He prepared for them a city.

Then, returning to Abraham, he dwells on the faith he showed in

the willingness to offer up his son, his only son, whom in will he so

absolutely sacrificed that, typically speaking,* he received him back only

from the dead. By faith Isaac blessed Jacob and Esau, even respecting

things future.^ By faith Jacob on his death-bed blessed each of the sons

of Joseph,* and bowed his head to God as he leaned over the top of his

staff.' By faith Joseph felt so sure that God would fulfil His promises

that he bade the children of Israel carry back his bones with them from

Egypt to the Promised Land.* By faith Amram and Jochebed, the parents

of Moses, struck with his beauty,' fearlessly hid him for three months.

By faith Moses when he grew up, undazzled by the rank and splendour

of the Egyptian throne, " turned away his eyes to the great reward, deli-

1 They had received the promises in one sense {eKoiucravro), hut not in another (ov AajSdi/res.)

See ix. 15.
' See Gen. xlix. 19 ; John viii. 56.
s Gen. xxiii. 4j xlvii. 9 ; 1 Chron. xxix. 15 ; Ps. xxxix. 12, etc.
* Ver. 19. Elsewhere In the Epistle o9ei/ means "for which reason." The meaning of

the words ev n-ctpapoAj) has heen much disputed. (1) Som^ take it to mean "unexpectedly"
{as in Polyhius, i. 23, 7rapaj3o\ct)s), or "in bold venture," on the analogy of irapa^aXketrBaj.—
"to undertake a darmg risk." (2) Luther erroneously follows the Vulg. in rendering them
" for a type " (m parabolam, zrnn KorWWe). There is, however, no doubt that it must mean (3)

"in a figure," aa in our E. V. But the question then arises how he can be said to have
received Isaac back " in a figure," and not in reality ? Omitting untenable conjectures, it may
mean either "as a type of the resurrection," or be taken as a qualification of the "received
biTn from the dead." Isaac was, " jiguvativdy epeakvag, dead" when Abraham received him
back. The form of expression is nnusiial, but the Jewish analogies seem to show that this

Is the meaning here. ,(See the passage^ quoted by Wetstein—in one of them—Plrke EUezer, § 31

—it is said that Isaac did actually die ; and see Eom. iv. 17—19).

' Esau too was blessed. He got the lower life that he desired, though the true rendering

of Gen. xxvii. 39 is not as in our Version, but " Behold, thy dwelling shall be (may from
the fatness of the earth, and awayfrom the dew of blessing."

6 See Gen. xlviii. 14, 17—20.
, .. „,

' This seems to refer, not to the blessing of Ephraim and Manasseu, but to Gen. xlvu. 31.

In our version it runs, "And Israel bowed himself upon his bed's head." The LXX and

Peshito render it as here, "upon the toj) of his staff;" and the strange rendering of the

Vulgate, " He (Jacob) adored the head of his (Joseph's) staff," has led to the wildest vagaries of

conjecture, and to the defence of image-worship from this passage I the main variation of

rendering arises only from the fact that the LXX., Vulgate, and Peshito, understood the word

to be TnattcTi, " staff," not mittah, " bed," aa they understood it two verses later (Gen. xlviii. 2).

Jacob was lying in bed, but, getting up to take the oath from Joseph, supported his trembling

limbs upon "the staff," which was a memorable ty^e of his pilgrimage (Gen. xxxii. 10), and,

at the end of the oath, bowed his head over his staff m sign of thinks and reverence to God.
' Gen. 1. 26; Ex. xiii. 19 ; Josh. xxiv. 32.

* Acts vii. 20, "fair to God." His Divine beauty seemed to them a sign of somethmg
remarkable.

'

See Philo, Fit. Jttos. (0pp. ii. 82). ™ ,
10 "The son of a daughter of Pharaoh,' r.e., the son of a princess. The reference is to

the Jewish legend, which was peculiarly rich in details about Moses. It is not recorded in

Scripture, though it is implied. Comp. Luke iv. 5, 6
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berately preferring to share in the reproach of the Christ' with God's
suiJering people. By faith, with his eyes still steadfastly fixed on the
uiiseen King, he braved the wrath of Pharaoh, and led his people out of
Egypt.^ By faith he celebrated' the Passover and the sprinkling of

blood that the Destroyer of the firstborn might not touch them. By
faith the Israelites crossed the Red Sea as through dry land. It was by
their faith that the walls of Jericho fell. It was faith* which led

Rahab, the heathen harlot,* to receive their spies. And after these

many examples of heroic faith exhibited in many particulars—Abel,
Enoch, Noah—Abraham, Sarah, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, the parents of

Moses—Moses, the Israelites, Rahab—what need was there to con-

tinue^ the glorious enumeration, and go through the deeds of Gideon,
Barak, Samson, Jephthah, David, Samuel, and the Prophets

—

""Who, through faith subdued kingdoms, wrought righteousness,' obtained
promises,* stopped the mouths of lions,' quenched the power of fire,'" escaped the
edges of the sword," were strengthened out of weakneBS,!^ became mighty in war,
drove back the armies of the aliens.^' Women received their dead by resurrec-
tion,'* and others w re broken on the wheel," not accepting the offered deliverance,
that they may obtain a better resurrection.^' Others again bore trial of mockingB
and scourgings,'' aye, and further of chains and imprisonment ;

'* they were stoned,^'

were sawn asunder,^" were tempted,^! died by slaughter of the sword.^^ They went
about in sheepskins and goatskins, being destitute, afflicted, tormented—of whom

1 See xiii. 13 ; 2 Cor. i. 5 ; CoL i. 24. " The reproach which Christ had to bear in His own
pergon, and has to bear in that of His members " (Bleek). There is probably a reference to
Ps. TTmV 60, 51. Comp. PhiL iii. 7—11.

s This clearly alludes to the Exodus. If it alluded to his flight into Midian, it would
require some violence to harmonise it with Ex. ii. 14. It is true that for the moment Pharaoh
consented to the Exodus, but it was only in wrath and fear, and it was certain that he would
pursue them.

3 For the perfect see ver. 17, and the notes on iv. 7, ix. 8, x. 9, x. 28, etc.
* It is equally true, in another sense, that it was by works. Jas. ii. 25.

* The word is to be understood literally (IVTatt. i. 5), and its retention is a proof of the faith-

fulness of the sacred narrative, even in matters most likely to wound the national sensibilities

of the Jews. The Targum softens it down into PiwidafcJt?ia=irai'6oK€UTpia, cauponario, "inn-
keeper," and Braune most arbitrarily renders it "idolatress."

* The phrase, " time will fail me,'' is found also in Philo (De sornn.).

7 A proof that the writer never dreamt, any more than St. Paul did, of an inoperative faith.
8 The allusion is to the promises of victory, etc., of Josh. xxi. 45, etc. (Comp. ver. 13, 39).
> Dan. vl. 23 ; Judg. xiv. 6 ; 2 Sam. xvii. 34 ; xxiii. 20.
10 Dan. iii. " the burning fiery furnace.**
" 1 Sam. xviii. 11 ; xix. 10, 12 j 2 Kings iv. 14 ; etc., etc.
13 Samson, David, Hezekiah, Isaiab, Jeremiah, Ezra, etc.
13 These two clauses seem to refer to the Maccabees.
It 1 Kings xvii. 22, 23 ; 2 Kings iv. 35- 37.
^ This is the teclmical meaning of the word, and is probably intended here, if the reference

is to 2 Mace. vi. 18—30, and vii.
i> Not a resurrection like that of the Shunamite and the woman of Sarepta. See 2 Mace. viL

9—36.
" 2 Maco. viL 7—10 j 1 Maoc. ix. 26 j Jos. Antt. xii. 5, § 4.

18 1 Maoc. xii. 12 j and in the Old Testament, Mioah ; 1 Kings xxiii. 26 ; Jer. xxxii. 23 ; etc.

" See 2 Chron. xxiv. 20—22 ; Matt, xxiii. 35—37. Tradition said that Jeremiah was stoned.
"> Isaiah was perhaps sawn asunder. (See Tevamoth, f. 49 b ; Sanhedrin, f. 103 h ; Hamburger,

Talm. Wort. e.v. Jesaia.) ...
'1 Comp. Matt. xxiv. 51. As the prophet from Jndah was by Jeroboam, 1 Kmgs xin. 7. It

the reading be correct, it can only imply that the temptation to apostatise was.the most cruel

of afflictions (comp. Acts xxvi. 11; ii/e <md Worh of Si. Paul, i. 172). But e7rp^cr9)jo-a>', "they
were burned,'* would be a probable con.iecture if there were the slightest variation in the MSS.
Comp. Philo, in Mace. 20, where he tells us that some Jews of Alexandria were burned alive.

(See 2 Mace. vL 11.)
« 1 Kings xix. 10; Jer. xxvi. 23; 1 Mace. ii. 38; 2 Maoc. v. 2t>.
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the world was not worthy— wandering in deserts and mountains, and caves and the
clefts of the earth ^ And these all, heing home witness to by their faith, received
not the promise,^ since God provided something better concerning us,^ in order

that they may not, apart from us, he perfected " * (xi. 33—40).

SECTION TX.

PINAL EXHORTATIONS.

He can now resume "with added force his final exhortation to faithful

endurance. They are running a race, they are fighting alDattle, but they
are not alone. They are successors of the old saints, united with them
in sympathy, but endowed with even richer blessings, and inspired with
more glorious hopes.

" Wherefore let us also, since we have on all sides around us so great a cloud
of witnesses (to the faith),^ laying aside every weight^ and the closely- clinging sin,^

let us run with patience the race set before us, gazing earnestly on the leader ^ and
perfecter of our faith, Jesus, who for the joy set before him endured a cross,

despising shame, and has sat down on the right hand of the throne of G-od. For
compare yourseli with him who hath endured such contradiction at the hands of

sinners against himself,^ that ye be not weary by fainting in your souls. Not yet
unto blood did ye resist in your struggles against sin,^** and yet ye have utterly for-

gotten the encouragement which dlscourseth with you as with eons. My Son,
despise not the training of the Lord, nor faint in being corrected by Him : for whom
the Lord loveth He traineth, yea, He ecourgeth every son whom He accepteth.^^

1 Jud^. vi 2 ; 1 Kings iviii. 4, 13 ; xix. 8, 13 ; 1 Mace. ii. 23, 29 ; S Mace. v. 27 ; vi. 11 ; x. 6

;

Matt adv. 10.

2 See ix. 15. If this be the rig-lit reading, we must suppose a contrast between general
promises (xi. 33) and the one great final promise. But A reads " promises," and this is followed
by some or the Fathers. (Comp. vi. 15.

)

8 Matt. xiii. 17 ; 1 Pet. i. 10, 11. * 1 Thess. i. 10 ; Rev, xxi. 3, 4.

5 "A cloud," i.n., a dense multitude, like "a cloud of foot-soldiers," in Horn. II. iv. 274 j

Herod, viii. 109 ; and comp. Is. Ix. 8. Since patience was the characteristic of the faith of all

these elders, he exhorts to patience (viroynoi/rj), which Christ also showed (vTroju-etVas rhv aravpov).
fi As an athletic techni'ality the word meant "superfluous flesh," such as was reduced by

training (Galen, Hippocrates).
7 evirepLOTarov occurs here alone in Greek literature. The meanings which have been sug-

gested are (1) "circumventing," "hemming in on all sides;" (2) "easily avoidable" (comp.
Treputrracro, 2 Tim. ii. 16; Tit. iii. 9) ; (3) " much-applauded," in the sense of "surrounded by
spectators ;

" (4) " easily-besetting." This last is one of the senses approved by St. Chrysostom
and many others {e.g., Erasmus, " tenacitcr inhaerens;" Bp. Sanderson, "quae nos arete com-
•plectitur;" Wiclif, "that standeth about us"), and involves the metaphor of a closely-fitting
robe (<TTo.7o<; ytTui/, " a close tunic "), which also seems to be suggested by airoOefLevos, (Comp.
Eph. iv. 22; Col. iii. 9.)

8 'A.pxvyov. See Acts iii. 15, " the Prince of life
;
" v. 31, " a Prince and a Saviour ; " iu/ra,

p. 312; is. XXX. 4 (LXX.). "Whether, as Eiehm and others think, the idea is involved of Jesua
also " setting forth, and manifesting faith in its perfection " is a very doubtful " afterthought of
theology."

^ N) !>• B have eaurovg, "sinners against themselves."
It* " Unto blood " may either be the technical pugilistic expression (" an athlete can bring no

great courage to a contest who has never had blood di'awn"

—

" qui tmnquani suggillatus est,"

Sen.) ; or, more probably, means, '* there have as yet been no actual martyrdoms among you,"
The use of the aorist seems to imply a slight reproach—".ye resisted not vnto blood, but gave
way to the attack." Until we have any grounds for reasonable certainty as to the Church to
which this Epistle was addressed, the phrase can hardly be used as an argument in settling the
date at which it was written. Certa-inly in Eome and in Jerusalem there had been martyrdoms
before any date which is at all probable for its composition.

11 Philo comments on the same passage (Prov. iii. 11, 12) in much the same strain {0pp. i.

544), The quotation is from the liKS.., with slight variations. It agrees with tbe Hebrew, ex-

cept that *' faint in being corrected " is in the Hebrew " loathe not his correction." The Tat.
MS. of the LXX. has cAeyx^'^* " rebukes " or " chastens," for TratSeiJet, "trains " (see Bev. iii. 19)
In the last clause, for " scourgeth every son," etc., the Hebrew has " even as a father the son ir

whom he dehghteth." Probably the LXX. read ^Mb^ for a>J?3.
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tilEndure with a view to your training,' since God is dealing vrith you as wi
sons" (xii. 1—7).

He continues the illustration of God's Fatherhood by human father-

hood. The father who nobly and wisely loves his child "will not spoil

him by suffering him to gro-w up in headstrong wilfulness, but will

punish him when punishment is needful, and the father does not

^ thereby lose, but rather increases, his son's reverence for him. How
much rather shall we subject ourselves to the Father of our spirits t

"

The punishment of earthly parents is only for the brief days of their

authority, and there mingles with it an element, if not of caprice, yet of

the possible errors of human opinion. God corrects us only for our
good, that we may partake of His holiness. Now the sterner side

of training is never immediately pleasurable ; but men enjoy its

fruits afterwards in the peace of moral hardihood and serene

self-mastery. He urges them to straighten into vigour the relaxed

hands and palsied knees, and to make straight tracks for their

feet,' that lameness may not be quite put out of joint,^ but may rather

be cured.

" Ptirsue peace with all," and the sanctification without which no man shall see

the Lord ; looking carefully lest there be any one who is falling short of the grace
of God—lest any root of bitterness' springing up trouble you, and by its means the

many be defiled—lest there be any fornicator,' or scomer, like Esiu, who for one
meal sold his own birthright.* For ye know that afterwards, when he was even

1 The best readitigr seems to be eis, not et (n, A, D, K, Ii, etc.).

2 This is the most natural meaning of t^ narpt rStv irvevfLiTtav, especially when we compare it

with Num. xvi. 22, "the God of the spirits of all flesh." And this seems to have originated the
expression among Rabbinic writers (t. Wetstein and Schottgen, ad loc). Others take it to mean
"the Father of spiritual life" (the Author of x*pi'<r/Aa-Ta. or Divine graces), or "of the spirit-

world," i,e., "of angels," etc. But it would not then be a direct antithesis to "fathers of our
flesh." To draw any inference here about the verbal controversy (as it seems to iSie) between
Creationists—those who consider that the human soul is in each birth distinctly created—and
Traduciamsts—those who think that it is derived in the way of natural birth—is perfectly

futile.
* sii. 13. Kol Tpoxtas 6p0as 7rotij<raT€ Tots troirXv vfiSiv is an unintentional hexameter. These

are metrical accidenrs. The metaphor is borrowed from Prov. iv. 26. The fact that, beside
this hexameter, there are two distmct iambics^(ver. 14, 15)—

oC x*^pX^ ouSeis 6i/feTot tov Kvptov,
'BTritTKOTTOVVTeS fll] Tt? VtTTepSlV UTTO,

and one half-iambic, tpa/iTj to x<^^v ejcTpairp (ver. 13). and a bad pentameter (ver. 26)—though
the rhythms are evidently unintentional—shows the elaboration and oratorical finish and state-

liness of the style.
* eKrpaTTJj. 1 have given the technical sense of the word (luxari) ; and the familiarity of the

writer with St. Luke's language, and, in all probability, with St. Luke himself, makes it not
unlikely that he may have learnt a technical term or two from intercourse with " the beloved
physician." Possibly, however, the word may have its ordinary sense of " be turned out of the
way." 1 Tim. i. 6; v. 15; 2 Tim. iv. 4.

5 Ps. xxxiv. 10; 1 Pet. iii. 11.

' xii. 15 ; Deut. xxix. 18, " a root that beareth gall and wormwood," or, as in maigin, "a
poisonful herb." The mention of " gall " has led to the untenable conjecture that we shoi\ld

read ivjmX^ here as in the LXX; but the Alexandrine MS. of the LXX has ivoxK^. See
Exo. I3t?

' xii. 16. Since the word here can hardly mean "idolater" (Chrys., Calvin, Groting, Da
Wette, Bleek, etc.), and would be too strong to apply to Esau on account of his heathen
marriages ((ien. xxvii. 35 ; xxviii. 8), we must suppose that the writer follows the Jewish tradi-

tion, as Philo also does, in which Esau was represented as a man of impure life. They applied

to him the expression in Prov, xxviii. 21. If It mean apostasy from Jewish privileges (Tholnok,

Ebrard, Riebm), tben his jropveia in abandoning Judaism is compared with the rropveCa of now
returning to it (Eiehm, p. 155, f . 9).

8 eaVTOU, N, A, C.
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anxious to inlient the blessing;, he was rejected : for he found no opportunity
for repentance—though he sought it [i.e., the blessing] earnestly with tears*' ^

(xii. U—17).

Then comes the great outburst of triumphant comparison in which he
closes this* his main exhortation against the imminent peril of apostasy

—

*' For ye have not come to palpable and enkindled fire,^ and to darkness and
gloom, and storm, and sound of trumpet, and voice of utterances {pyi^drwv), which
they who heard deprecated, entreating that no further discourse {K6yov) should be
addressed to them, for they could not bear what was being enjoined, *and if a beast
touch the mountain it shall be stoned ;

' and (so fearful was the pomp of the vision)

—Moses said, *I am terrified and trembling'^:—but ye have approached Sion,

mountain and city of the Living God, the heavenly Jerusalem, and to myriads of

angels, to a festal assembly and church of the Firstborn enrolled in Heaven,^ to a
Judge, the God of all, and to the spirits of just men who have been perfected, and
to Jesus, Mediator of a new covenant,^ and to a blood of sprinkling, which speaketh

1 xii. 14—17. The general tenor of the warning is. Do not despise your birthright, lest here>
after you should be unable to recover it when you feel the bitter consequences of the loss. If
this clause means that Esau desired to repent, and no chance of repenting was allowed him, it

runs counter to the entire tenor of Bible tieacmng. Hence the tottos jueravoias (comp. Wisd. xii.

10) must mean, like its Latin equivalent, "locus poervitentiae," not merely an opportunity for
repentance, but a chance of so changing his mind as to avert the fatal consequences. " It does
not mean," says Theodore of Mopsuestia, " that he did not obtain pardon of sins on repentance,
for that he was not in any way asking ; but that it was never possible for thehlessing to be given
him again." "His tears were tears -of remorse for the earthly consequences, not tears of
spiritual sorrow (2 Cor. vii. 10). They sprang from the dolor amissi, not the dolor admissi ; from
the dolor ot poenam, not the dolor oh peccatv/m" (Wordsworth). Hence, though we cannot
accept the favourite view of many modern commentators (Beza, Ebrard, Tholuck, etc.) that the
words mean "an opportunity of a change of mind m Ms father" we must either (1) give to
(jieTdi'oi.a so7fi6 less special sense than that of "repentance, which it usually bears; or (2) put
the clause in a parenthesis, and take it to mean that, as a fact, Esau never repented, which is

rendered more probable by the Targrum on Job, which says :
" All the days of Esau the ungodly

they expected that he would have repented, but he repented not ; " or (3) we must suppose that
it means " he found no opportunity of repeutance of such a kind as would reverse the consequences

of his profane levity , and win him back the blessing." K we take this last view, the " though he
sought it " may mean " this kind of^ repentance

;
" if not, we have no alternative but to under-

stajid " it " of " the blessing." It is perfectly true that there is thus a difficulty either in the
construction of the sentence, or in the meaning given to ixerdvoia ; and some may prefer to say
that the passage merely expresses the hopeless condition, hmnanly speaking, of the hardened
an d defiant apostate, like vi. 4r—8 ; ii. 3 ; x. 26—31 ; xii. 25. But if any one rejects all these ways
of removing the diificulty, he is left with a statement which will ever furnish its best stronghold
to that guilty des]..air which is antagonistic to all that is best and most precious in the Gospel
of Love. It was the abuse of this passage by the Montanista and Novations to justify their
refusal of absolution to those who fell into sin after baptism which tended to the discrediting
of this Epistle in the Western Church.

2 xii. 18. This rendering may surprise the reader ; but opet is omitted by i^, A, C, and some
of the best versions, and this view is adopted by Bengel, Delitzsch, Tischendorf, Davidson,
Moulton, etc. See Ex. six. 18 ; xx. 12; Dent. iv. 12. The words may, however, mean " that
[mountain] which is material (or * that is being groped for ' (Wordsworth) ; comp. Ex. x, 21

;

liXX.) and burned with fire.''

8 In speaking of this terror of Mioses at Sinai, the writer follows the Hagada, unless he can
be supposed to refer to Deut. ix. 19. In Shabbath, f . 88, b, Moses exclaims, " Lord of the
Universe, I am afraid lest they (the angels) should consume me with the breath of their
mouths." The same tradition of Moses' terror is found in Midrash Koheleth, f. 69. 4, and in

Zohar. In Ex. xix. 16 it is said that "all the people trembled." Similarly, in Acts vii. 22 we
are told the unrecorded fact that Moses trembled on seeing the burning hush (Ex. iii. 6)

.

* I will not here enter into the voluminous controversy which has arisen as to the punctua-
tion of these words, or the exact significance which the writer attached to the expression
'* church of the first-born enrolled in heaven," because I do not think that any certain conclu-
sions can be arrived at. I take the fivpida-i with ayyeKiav, because of Deut. xxxiii. 1, 3 ; Ps. Ixviii,

17 ; Dan. vii. 10 ; and I suppose the " Church of the first-bom enrolled in heaven " to be the
Church of Christ, the heir of the spiritual Jacob, while the Jews had forfeited their spiritual

birthright." (Luke x. 30 ; Kev. iii. 5 ; xiii. 8 ; xx. 15 ; Phil. iv. 3. Comp. Ex. iv. 22, xix. 1—6,
with 1 Pet. ii. 9 ; and see xiii. 8.)

5 AiaOrjKYi veoL, as distinguished from the commoner epithet Katvij, implies not only that it ia

"recent," but that it is "young" and ''strong."
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BOtnotting tetter than that of Ahel.' Takd heed that ye do not decline to listen to
Him that speaketh. !E'or if they escaped not hy refusing him who spake on earth,
far more shall not we, who are turning away from Him who is from Heaven.*
Wiose voice shook the earth then,' hut now He hath promised, saying, 'Again, once
for all will I shake not only the earth, hut also the Heaven. '

* Now this ' again
once for all ' indicates the removal of the things that are heing shaken, as of things
which have heeu made in order that things which cannot he shaken may remain."
Wherefore since we are receiving a kingdom which cannot he shaken, let us cherish
thankfulness, and thereby let us serve God acceptably with holy awe and fear. For,
indeed, our God is a consuming fire " ^ (xii. 18—29).

In this, then, was to be their great encouragement to Faith and
Patience. The Dispensation which they were now enjoying was infi-

nitely richer in blessing, infinitely less surrounded with elements of

terror, than that under which had lived those elders of whose steadfast

endurance he had just been telling them. In the culminating point of

that Dispensation God had spoken to the Israelites of old, not from
heaven, but from the flaming and earthquake-riven peak of the desert

mountain. His voice had come with a sound so awful from the dark
storm and careering fire as to force from them the entreaty that God
would speak to them no more, except through the voice of their law-

giver. Even that great lawgiver had almost recoiled in terror from the

awful splendour of the scene. To the mountain itself the Israelites had
not dared to approach, for they had been told to set a fence around it,

so as not even to touch its border, and if even an animal touched it they
were to stone it, or pierce it with a dart. They stood, therefore, afar

ofi^, and Jewish legend told how at the utterance of each commandment
they recoiled twelve miles, till the ministering angels brought them
back.' But now the True Israel—they who had accepted the Messiah
and King of Israel—had come near, and that with perfect boldness, to

another and a heavenly hm, where there were angels indeed in myriads,

but not surrounded with attributes of terror ; where they would be

admitted into the peaceful and blessed communion which united the

- See ix. 13 ; X. 22 ; zi. 4 ; xiii. 12. " The blood of Abel demanded vetigeanoe, that of Christ
remission " (Erasmus). It is curious that, according to Jevrish legend, the dispute between
Cain and Abel had reference to the question whether God was a judge or not, which^ Selden
says, was even found in some editions of the Hebrew Pentateuch tj)e jwr. natal.). One interpre-
tation of the plural " bloods " in Gten. iv. 10 was that his "blood was sprinkled on the trees and
stones "(Surenhus. MisJma It. 229).

3 Chrysostom. etc.. understood Moses to be meant by him that uttereth sacred words on
earth. He who speaks from heaven is Jesus. But the contrast evidently is between the voice
that spoke on Sinai and that which appeals to ns from the heavenly Sion. It is not a contrast
between the speakers, but between the places from which they spoke, involving as it did the vast
difference between the inferior and the superior revelation. The speaker may be regarded as
the same, for even the Jews always said that the speaker at Sinai was Michael =:the Shechinah=
the Angel of the Presence (Isa. Ixiii. 9), or of the Covenant (Mai. iii. 1).

* See Ex. xii. 18 ; .ludg. v. i ; Ps. cxlv. 7.
* Hagg. ii. 6, 7. The words literally mean, " Tet once it is, a little while." Comp. Luke

zzi.26.
5 The words may also be rendered, " The removing of the things that are being shaken, as of

things which have been made in order that the things not shaken may remain."
' xii. 18—28. The quotation is from Deut. iv. 2* (comp. ix. 3), and gives a reason why our

love of God should be mingled with holy awe and fear. The best reading is tterA tiKa^eCa? fcai

Seovf , although 8eos occurs nowhere else in the New Testament.
7 See MoCaul'B OU Paths, pp. 202—206.

17
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saints on earth to those in heaven : and where it was the Voice of the

Son of God Himself which invited them to enter the immediate Presence

of God their Loving Judge. If, then, the neglect of that voice from
Sinai had brought down its own terrible consequences, how much more
inexcusable would it be, how much more terrible, to neglect and despise

the voice which now called to them in tones of infinite tenderness ! The
earth had trembled at Sinai ; the sure word of prophecy had declared

-that it should be shaken once again. But there was one thing which
could never be shaken, and that was the Kingdom of God into which
they had entered. Let that thought be to them one of thankfulness

and godly reverence, lest forfeiting the blessings into which they had-been
freely admitted, they should find that the Fire of Love was no less

terrible to purge and punish than had been that of Sinai to their

fathers !

'

The last chapter of the Epistle consists of notices and exhortations,

such as the writer considered to be necessary for the Church whose
members he is addressing. He urges them to a continuance of their

brotherly love.^ He tells them not to forget hospitality, a virtue which
was so indispensable for the happiness of the poor brethren who found
themselves in strange towns.^ It was a virtue for which the ancient

Christians were celebrated even among the heathen,^ and the writer

reminds them how by the exercise of hospitality some of the elders (like

Abraham and Lot and Manoah and Gideon) had even entertained

angels unawares.^ He bids them be mindful of prisoners, as being

themselves Christ's prisoners,' and of all in distress, liable as they were,

while still in the body, to similar sufferings.' He bids them in all

respects to honour marriage, and to keep undefiled the marriage bed,

since God will judge the unclean.* He warns them against covetous-

ness,' and encourages them to contentment by the blessed promise that

1 Comp. X. 27, 28, 30.
' 71. 10-; X. 32, 33. Comp. Rom. xdi. 10 ; 1 Thesa. iv. 9; 1 Pet. i. 22. Perhaps the neglect, by

Borne, of Christian gathering, had tended to disunion {x. 25).
' 1 Pet. iv. 8, 9 ; Eom. xii. 13 ; Tit. i. 8 ; 1 Tim, iii. 2. Comp. Berachoth, f . 63, h, and many

passages in Hershon's Treos^^es oftlie Talmud, chEip. x.
* Lucian, De mort. Peregr. 16 ;

" Their principal lawgiver has inspired in them the sentiment
that they are all mutually brethren." Ju^an (Ep. 49) says that fi nepl tows feVous ^^iXavSpanrla has
been the chief element of success in the spread of their a0e6n)s.

5 Comp. Matt. XXV. 35. The writer had doubtless read Philo's DeAhrahamo (0pp. ii. 17) :
" I

know not what excess of happiness and blessedness I should ascribe to the household wherein
angels deigned to be introduced to men, and to share their gifts of hospitality."

* 1 Cor, vii. 22 j 2 Cot. ii. 14 (" who leadeth us in triumph "). Lucian, in his curious tract on
the Death of Peregrinus, dwells on the extraordinary tenderness of Christians for the Confessors
in prison. This incidental notice shows the courage and endurance which a Christian was
called on to display in these times of persecution.

7 Calvin takes ev troij^iaTt to mean "the body of the Ch/wrch" ; but the words standing alone
could not bear such a meaning. Here, again, we might be prepar'»d to see a reminiscence o£
Philo, who says, w? ev rots erepbiv auiiLturiv avrol Koucovjaei/oL, "as being yourselves aiflicted in the
persons of others " (De sjiec, legg, § 30). But the meaning clearly is, "as being yourselves liable

to suifer."
8 The warnings may have been equally needed by Essenes, who disparaged marriage ,(1 Tim,

iv. 3), and by Antinomians, who made light of uncl^tity (Acts xv. 20 ; 1 Thess. iv. 6 ; xii, 16).
3 For a similar juxtaposition of covetousness and uncleanness see 1 Cor. v. 10 ; vi. 9 ; Eph.

V. 3, 5 ; Col. iii. 5 ; and here the very idiom (di^tAapyvpog 6 rpon-os* apjcovjuecot) is identical with
that of St. Paul (Rom. xii 9 : ^ avamj awiroKptTos* airotrrvyouvres). It need hardly be addpd thr.t

this is no proof whatever of the Pauline authorship. It is quite clear throughout the Epistl*?
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God would never leave nor forsake them,^ a promise which gave them
an impregnable security against all assaults of man. He bids them
bear in memory their leaders who had passed away ^—leaders who once
spoke to them the word of God, " whose faith imitate, contemplating

the issue of their Christian walk." ^

And since those leaders had ever preached Christ, Who is the Word
of God—(though here again the term is not directly applied to Him)

—

he warns them once more of their tendency to be seduced by the

haughty boasts and privileges of Judaism, or by any which would lead

them to relapse into the religion from which they had been converted.

" Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, and to-day, and for ever.* Be not swept
away^ by various and strange teachings. For it is a beautiful thing ^ to be esta-

blished in heart by grace/ not by meats, in which they who walked were not bene-
fited. ^ We have an altar,^ wherefrom they have no license to eat who serve the
tabemacle.^^ For the bodies of those animals, the blood of which is carried by the
High Priest into the holy place, are burned outside the camp. Therefore Jesus
also, that he may sanctify the people by his own blood, suffered without the gate.^^

Let us then go forth to him outside the camp, bearing his reproach.^^ Yot we

that the writer has lived in close commanion with St. Paul, and a writer of Buch. intense
originality as St. Paul stamps his thouglits and idioms on the minds of bis associates. These
similarities only force into more prominent relief the marked individuality of the style of the
present writer.

I " He hath said.*' "He," as in the Talmud, means God (in^* jnnl- The exact words, "I
will never leave thee nor forsake the'e^" do not occur in the Old Testament, though they are so
quoted by_ Philo (De con/us. ling. § 32). The expression may be taken from 1 Chr. xxviii, 20;
Deut. Tnnri. 6, 8 ; or (more probably) Josh, i 5.

^ If the letter was ad&essed to Palestine, these leaders would include such men as St.
Stephen and St. James the brother of St. John.

3 The word eKpaa-iv ("outcome") occurs only in 1 Cor. x. 13, where it is rendered "escape."
The word here may imply their death (on the analogy of l^oSoj, 2 Pet. i. 15; Luke ix. 31, and
a^t|i9, " departure," Acts xx. 29). Itmeans that they were faithful to the end (see Wisd. ii. 17).

* Mai. iii. 6 ; Jas. i. 17.
5 "Being swept away (Trept^epd/iei/oi) by every wind of teaching" (Eph. iv. 14).
6 Ver. 9, KoXov.
7 Its meaning is that our security should rest on God's grace, not on Levitical rules and

distinctions about meats and drinks, which had been profitless to the Jews, who attached so
much importance to them. On the extent to whi^ these questions agitated the ancient
Church, and their bearing on daily life, see lAfe of St. PauZ, i. 264 ; and comp. ix. 10 ; Eom. xiv.

;

Col. ii. 16—23 ; 1 Tim. iv. 3 ; and Gal. vi. 12, IS. No doubt the Jews appealed .to 'the eternal
Fhaxisaiszn of the human heart, and said to the Christian converts, " "We live Jewish*wise ; you
have degraded yourself into living Gentile fashion (eflriKws, Gal. ii. 14) ; you neglect the Kasnar

;

yon feed with those who are defiled by eatii^ of the unclean beast."
8 X. 29 J xii. 15, 28. » Namely, "the Cross." See infra.
10 The connexion is not quite obvious at first sight, but seems to be as follows :—He has said

that " matters of meat " had been found unprofitable (vii. 18, 19), and is perhaps reminded of
the boasted Jewish privilege of partaldng of the sacrifices (1 Cor. ix. 13), which was of course no
longer possible for (christians whom the Jews had excom,municated. So far, then, the Chris-
tians may have felt, and may have been taunted with, their loss. But th.e writer reminds them
that ihei/r sacrifice was analogous to the highest and most solemn of all the Jewish sacrifices—
those offered on the Bay of Atonement. Now of these neither the priests nor any of the Jews
might eat (Lev. iv. 12 ; vi. 30 ; xvi. 27). The bodies of these victims were burnt without the
camp, just as our Divine Victim suffered outside the city gate. Now of oiw altar, of our sacri-

fices, we may eat (John vi. 61—56). We are bidden spiritually to eat His fiesh, and drink His
blood. But of this altax, of this sacrifice, they who serve the Tabernacle {see viii. 5) may not
eat. We, therefore, are better off than they. Let us then go forth to Him out of the old city

which rejected Him and the old di^ensation—^which refused to recognise its own annulment j

let us bear His reproach, that we may also enjoy the blessings which He offers.
II His suffering without the gate (Matt, xxvii. 32) corresponded to the sacrifice of the victim,

and the burning of its body ; the sanctification of His people by the blood of this sacrifice, with
which. He has passed into the heavens, corresponds to the sprinkling of the blood by the high
priest in the holiest place.

13 Matt. V. 10—14 ; Ln]^ vi. 22. The Jews treated them as outcasts and apostates, but they
were to remember that the^" were citizez^ not of the doomed city (Matt, zxiv 2), but of the' city
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have not here an abiding city, but we are seeking further for that which is to come.
Through him, then, let us ofier up a sacrifice of praise^ continually to God, that is

the fruit of lips which confess to His name.^ But forget not beneficence, and
free-sharing of your goods, for with such sacrifices God is well pleased "' (xiii.

8—16).

This passage, like multitudes of others in the Holy Scriptures, has
been pressed into modern controversies with which it has no connexion.

The whole context shows that the word " altar " is here secondary, inci-

dental, and. metaphorical. The passage is highly compressed, and is so

allusive, that we should hardly be able to understand it apart from the

tenor of the argument which has occupied the main part of the Epistle.

I have endeavoured in the note to explain its meaning. Here I may,
perhaps, add a general paraphrase. Do not forget the rulers of your
Church who have ended consistent lives by holy deaths. Imitate their

faith. They are gone, but the object of their faith is deathless and
unchangeable. Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever.

Be then steadfast in the immutable truth of His doctrine. Do not be
swept away by gusts of everchanging opinion—particularly those of the

Jewish Halachists, who spend their whole lives in torturing strange

inferences out of Levitic regulations. The meats and drinks with
which this science of the Halachah is mainly occupied have been proved
by the experience of ages to be in themselves profitless (vii. 18, 19).

It is not scrupulosity about ceremonial minutiae, but it is the grace of

God which is the real stay and security of the spiritual and moral life.

When they speak about these distinctions of clean and unclean meats

—

doubtless your priestly antagonists taunt you with their privilege of

partaking of many sacrifices, such as the sin-ofierings and trespass-

ofierings, and wave-ofierings, and doves—a privilege which you, priests

though you are to God (1 Pet. ii. 5 ; Rev. i. 6 ; xx. 6), may share no
longer. Be it so. Still our case is far superior to theirs. For of their

greatest and most significant sacrifices, those offered on the Day of

Atonement, even their High Priests could not partake. The blood of

those victims was sprinkled on the mercy seat, their bodies were burnt
without the camp. Since, then, the Jewish priests were forbidden to

eat of the type, how could they have license to eat of the antitype 1

But we, too, have our great sacrifice, and we may eat of it, and it is

" food indeed." It is the sacrifice of Him Who was ofiered without the

tlrat hath the foundations which were" not material hut huilt by 'God. Possibly in this "re-
proach " there may be a passing allusion to the fact that those who burnt the bodies of the
Atonement-victims outside the camp, were ceremonially unclean ; but far more to the fixed
Jewish conception that he who was crucified was "accursed of God" (Deut. xxi. 22, 23). (See
Ufe of St. Paul, ii. 77, 148.)

1 See Lev. vii. 12 ; Pss. xliv. 23 ; cxvi. 17. The Jews had a very remarkable saying that in
the days of the Messiah all other sacrifices should cease, but that the sacrifices of praise
(Jer. xvii, 26) should never cease.

* Is. Ivli. 19, " I create the fruit of the lips." Hos. xiv. 3 ; (lit., our lips, as calves) ; but as
the next verse says, we must (unlike the Jews of old. Is. xsiz. 13—21 ; Ezek. xxxiii. 21) ofEer to
GK)d tlie sacriSces of well-doing, as well as of praise, and thank Him with our lives as well as
with our lips (Matt. xv. 1—9).

' xiii. 8—16. On this beneficence ani participation of earthb' goods see Bom. xll. 13 : 2 Cor.
Jx. 13 ; 1 Tim. Yi. 18.
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gate, whose blood is sprinkled to sanctify His people, and to sanctify

even the heavenly places (ix. 12—28) ; and on that sacrifice we may live

by perpetual sustenance. He was rejected ; He was thrust outside the
city to be ofiered up. Let us go forth to Him, bearing His reproach.
If we leave the city of our affection, we are at the best but strangers
and sojourners there, and we are going forth to the Heavenly and the
Eternal City. That earthly city will be shaken ; the Heavenly City is

one of those things which can never be shaken, and will remain. Let us
then offer our thankofferings to Him. Those thankofFerings are not the
bullocks enjoined by the Levitic Law (Lev. vit. 12); they are "the
bullocks of our lips," and those thankofierings will be acceptable if we
offer therewith the thankofferings of holy lives.

It will be seen, then, that what is prominent is the sacrifice, and our
sustenance thereby. No prominence is given to the altar on which the
sacrifice is offered. It is, so to speak, extra figuram. If in the mind
of the writer any significance was attached to the " altar," it could only
be explained as the Cross, as it is understood by St. Thomas Aquinas
and the Roman Catholic Este, no less than by De Wette and Bleek. It

was on the altar of burnt-offering that the Jewish victims were slain ; it

was on the Cross that our great High Priest perfected once and for ever
the offering of Himself. The Cross, then, is the altar, not the material
Table of the Lord. What the writer had in mind was the feeding on
Christ in the heart by faith ; living not on His flesh, which, materially

considered, profiteth nothing, but on His words, which are spirit and
life, and of which they who rejected Him neither might nor could eat.

The " eating of the flesh of Christ and drinking His blood " was the
symbol—far commoner, far less strange, far more directly intelligible to

any one familiar with Jewish habits of thought and expression than it

is to ourselves—of that close union with Him whereby " He that sancti-

fieth and they that are being sanctified are all of one," and whereby it

is not we who live, but Christ in us. The Victim Lamb has been once
offered (ix. 25—28), but after a heavenly and spiritual manner we may
feed upon Him, and so be partakers of the Altar until we see Him face

to face.^

Then follows an exhortation to obey and be subject to their leaders,'

who watched sleeplessly for their souls as men who would have to give

an account, so that they might give their account with joy, and not
with groaning, which would be " unprofitable" for them—a euphemistic

1 Whether it is desirable or not to speak of the Lord's Tahle as an altar is a question of very
secondary interesb. Certainly there would not he the smallest objection to doing so if the
meaning of the term was never perverted in support of false and superstitious oonolusions.
But even Baxter said that it is no more improper to call the Lord's Supper a sacrifice (as was
constantly done in the ancient Church), than it is " to call our bodies, and our alms, and our
prayers, sacrifices." " And the naming of the Table an altar, as related to tliia representative
sacrifice, is no more improper than the other," (CTirisHan Jrts^tutes,^ i. S04, quoted by Words-
worth. Baxter applies this passage directly to sacramental communion.)

3 The emphasis laid on this injunction perhaps hints at tendencies to self-assertion and insub-
ordiuEttion. In the importance ^veo to the positiop of tfieiie leaders we set) the gradual growtli
of episcops! powers.
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way of saying that it would be for their deep disadvantage. Then he

asks them for their prayers, adding a profession of conscientious sin-

cerity, such as St. Paul also had to make on more than one occasion.^

And he begs for these prayers in the hope that they might bring about

a speedier restoration of the writer to their society.^

" But the God of Peace^ who brought up from the dead^ that Great Shepherd

of the sheep, our Lord Jesus,^ by virtue of the blood of an eternal covenant,*

stablish you in every good work so that ye may do His will, doing that in you,'

through Jesus Christ, which is well-pleasing before Him, to whom be the glory

which is His for ever.^ Amen.
" But I beseech you, brethren, bear with the word of my exhortation.' For

indeed I have written to you briefly.^" Ye know i^ that our brother Timothy has

been set free, with whom, if he come soon, I will see you. Salute all your
leaders and all the saints. The ItaHaus salute you. Grace be with you aU.

Amen." (xiii. 13—25.)

The last clauses have been pressed into the discussion of the author-

ship of the Epistle, but they are too vague to give any real clue. All

that we learn from the allusion to Timothy is that he had been

detained, probably in prison, but that now he had been liberated, and
that it was the intention of the writer to visit in his company the

Church to which he was writing, if Timothy came sufficiently soon.

There is not the slightest clue as to where Timothy or the writer were
at the time when the letter was written. Even the inferred imprison-

ment of Timothy is uncertain, for the word used of him (o7roAE\u/i€Voj'),

though used of liberation from prison (Acts iii. 13, iv. 31), is also used

of official, and even of ordinary, dismissal on any errand or mission

(Acts xix. 41, xxiii. 22).'^ It is, however, as I have already said, a

reasonable conjecture that Timothy obeyed with aU speed the urgent

summons of St. Paul in his second letter, and either arrived in time to

1 Acts jmil. 1 J xxiv. 16 ; 1 -Cor. iv. i ; Gal. i. 13, ireiflojieSa, h? A, C, D ; Acts xxvi. 26,

c-ETTOtflafiei' ; Gal. v. 10 ; Phil. i. 25 ; ii. 24. It is probate that some would look witli suspicion,

and eveu witli angry denunciation, at the spiritual freedom in all matters of form which was
claimed and exercised by the school of St. Paul. These concluding sentences of the Epistle

greatly resemble those of St. Paul, and were probably a common feature in letters of his
friends. See Col. iv. 3 ; 1 Thess. v. 25.

* Phil. 22. The circumstances that hindered him may have been of a special character
(** but Satan hindered us," 1 Thess. ii. 18) ; we cannot at all conjecture what they were.

s xiii. 14 ! Bom. xv. 33 ; xvi. 20 ; PhiL iv. 9 ; 1 Thess. v. 23, etc.
* The only allusion to Christ's Resurrection in this Epistle (comp. vi. 2 ; xi. 35 ; Rom. x. 7)

.

5 Zeoh. ix. 11 ; Is. Ixiii. 11.

Mx. 15—18; Ex. xxiv._8.
7 ely TO TTOLrjtroLb . . nomv . , ev vfjZv (comp. Phil. ii. 13, 6 kvepySiv Iv Vfiiv KaX t4 di\eiv koX to

evepyeiv).
8 Gal. i. 5.

3 Acts xiii. 15. A courteous apology, lest he should seem to have adopted a tone of
authority which he did not possess.

10 Acts XV. 20 ; xxi. 25 ; Slot Ppaxfbiv = St' bXCyav j 1 Pet. v. 12 :
" paucis pro copift rerum et

axgumenti dignitate " (Bengel). 'EireiTTetAa is the epistolary aorist, which may be idiomatically
represented in English either by *' I write " or " I have written." He adds " briefly " to show
that he had had no space for lengthened apologies, or for anything but a direct and compressed
argument and appeal. Possibly, however, this allusion to the brevity of his letter is given as a

reason why they should bear with it. " Since you see that I have not troubled you at any
great length."

" Or " know." It cannot mean " Pay friendly regard to."
12 Even Chrysostom, Theophylact, and CEcnmenius, felt no certainty that airoXeXu/Aevov meant

"freed from prison."
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be present at the martyrdom of the Apostle or soon afterwards. The
Church in Rome was then suffering from the Neronian persecution, and
any one who came to Home as a prominent Christian, and as a devoted

friend of tlie greatest Christian teacher, would have been little likely to

escape suspicion and arrest. If so, we are unable even to conjecture the

circumstances to which he owed his acquittal. Perhaps his comparative

youth and the unobtrusive timidity of his character may have worked
in his favour. But if these conjectures are true, he must have been set

free at Rome, and this would be a proof that the Epistle to the Hebrews
was written to some other place. The data are, however, too slight to

furnish any ground on which to build ; and when Ewald ventures, from
these hints, to conjecture that the letter may have been addressed

to a Christian community at Ravenna, he might have conjectured a
hundred other places with just as much, and just as little, proba-

bility.

Nor can anything be] deduced from the salutation which the writer

sends. His words literally translated are, " Those from Italy salute

you." ^ If we give to these words the sense which they ordinarily bear,

they must mean " the Italians," just as " The scribes from Jerusalem "

mean " Jerusalemite scribes " (Matt. xv. 1), and " those from Cilicia
''

mean " Cilicians " (Acts vi 9), and "the Jews from Thessalonica

"

mean " Thessalonian Jews" (Acts xvii. 13), and "the Jews from Asia"
mean " Asiatic Jews " (Acts xxi. 27). But there is nothing to show
where these Italians were residing, or what interest would be felt in

their salutation by the purely conjectural Church to which the letter is

addressed.

The subscription to the Epistle in the Alexandrine manuscript is,

" It was written to the Hebrews from Rome." That in the Moscow
Manuscript (k) and in the Syriac and Coptic Versions is, "It was
written to the Hebrews from Italy by Timotheus," and this is adopted

in our received text. Both subscriptions are destitute of authority, and
the latter is in plain contradiction with what we should infer from the

allusion to Timothy in the letter itself. It would be interesting to us

to know more of the history of the letter, but this is no longer discover-

able. Like Melchizedek, it has been said, the letter is aTdrap,

ciyevsaKiynros, without known father or Hneage. None the less it will

always remain as a priceless possession to the Church. Its eloquence,

its enthusiasm, its loftiness of conception, would alone suffice to stamp
it as a remarkable work; but its highest value lies in the force and
originality of its whole train of reasoning. No Epistle even of St. Paul
was so well calculated to win the unconverted Hebrews, or when they

had embraced Christianity, to save them from their temptation to suc-

cumb under the force of grievous persecution, and to find refuge once

more from the reproach of Christ in the Synagogue of their fathers.

• See sitpro, p. 101.
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For no -writer had ever yet developed -witli such grace and power the
thought that the New Dispensation was not the ruinous overthrow, but
the glorious fulfihnent of the Old ; that the Christian, so far from being
robbed of that viaticum of good examples which had been the glory of
Judaism, could feed upon them with, a deeper sympathy; that the
Temple and the whole Levitic ritual, so far from being scornfully flung
aside by the follower of Jesus, did but shine with a new splendour
in the light of that revelation which, for the first time, shed on them a
blaze of more glorious significance. To retrograde into Judaism after
the study of this Epistle would indeed be to go back into the darkness
from the noonday. But yet this conclusion was brought home both to
the Jew and to the Jewish Christian so gentiy, so considerately, so' skil-
fully, so gradually, that the reader was drawn along as by a golden
chain of irresistible reasoning, without one violent wrench of his preju-
dices, or one rude shock to his lifelong convictions. The golden candle-
stick of the Church to which these words were addressed must, indeed,
have been burning dim if the tendency of any of its members to flag or
to apostatise—^to prefer Moses to Christ, and the Temple to the true
Church of the firstborn—was not checked for ever by arguments which
enabled thfem to see their true position in the light of such inspired and
inspiring wisdonj.
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CHAPTER XIX.

"the lord's beother."

" No man having drunk old wme desireth new, for he saith, ' The old is excel-

lent.' "

—

Luke v. 39.

We now pass to yet another phase of Christianity—neither Pauline nor

Alexandrian, but distinctively Jewish. Of this phase—the type of

Christianity which prevailed with unbroken continuity in. the Holy City

until its destruction, and was afterwards maintained among the Naza-

renes—we have a magnificent specimen in the Epistle of St. James.

But before we can understand this Epistle, or enter with intelligent

sympathy into the truths which it was its mission to proclaim, it will bo

essential for us to discover by whom it was written.

Now, all the clue which the author gives us as to his identity is by
caUing himself "James, a slave of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ."

But, unfortunately,, the same naine and the same description is

equally applicable to others. The name thus Anglicised is, in reality,

that of the old Hebrew patriarch Jacob,' the father of the Twelve Patri-

archs who gave their names to the Tribes of Israel. That " Syrian ready

to perish "'—the wretched supplanter who ultimately reached the moral

grandeur of a Prince with God—was what the Greeks would have called

the Hero Eponumos of the Jewish nation. Hence the name Yakoob
was as common in Palestine in our Lord's day as it is to this day in

many parts of the East. There was among the Jews a remarkable

paucity of personal names, and the fact that persons, and even groups of

persons, had the same names, is but of little importance in defining their

identity, particularly when they belong to kindred families. The name
of James gives us as little clue to a man's identity as would the name
William in England, or Mohammed in Egypt.

Now, in the little GalUean group of early disciples we find no less

than six persons so called. These are

—

1. James, the son of Zebedee, brother of John (Matt. iv. 21 ; Mark
i 19; Lukev. 10).

2. James, the son of Alphaeus (Matt. x. 3 ; Mark iiL 18).

1 In Hebrew, Yakoob ; in Greek, 'UxafiK ; Spanish, lago ; PortugueBe, Xaynie j

French, Jacques and Jamfe ; Scotch, Hamish. See the Introduction to my friend Dr.

riumptre's excellent edition of the Epistle in the Camlyridffe Bible for Schools.

?
^' A Syrian ready to perish was roy father" (Peilt, xyn, 5).
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3. James, mentioned with Joses (i.e., Joseph), Simcn, and Juda?
as one of the " brothers " of Jesus (Matt. xiii. 55, xxvii. 56 ; Mark
vi. 3).

4. James " the little," brother of a Joseph, and son of a Mary (Mark
XV. 40) who, as we find from John xix. 25, was the wife of Clopas.

5. James, the " Bishop " of Jerusalem, " the Lord's brother " (Gal. i.

19), who plays a leading part in. the Acts of the Apostles (Acts xv. 13,

xxi. 8), and held a position of high authority in the early Church (1 Cor.

XV. 7; Gal. i. 19, ii. 9).

6. James, the brother of Jude (Jude 1).

There cannot be the least reasonable doubt that these six, who are

referred to under this name, are in reality three.

For James, the son of Alphaeus (No. 2), is rightly identified with the

son of Mary (No. 4), who from his diminutive stature is called " the

little."^ This is intrinsically probable, and is confirmed by the fact that

Clopas is only the Greek transliteration of the Hebrew Chalpai, which,

in the universal Jewish fashion, was further Grecised, for use among the

Gentiles, into the classical name Alphseus.

And James, "the Lord's brother" (No. 3), is, beyond doubt, the

first " Bishop " of Jerusalem (No. 5) and the brother of Jude (No. 6).

And both of these were probably first cousins to each other, and to

the third James, the son of Zebedee. The question then arises (1)
Which of these three is the author of the Epistle ? And this question

is inextricably mixed up with the further question (2) Is the son of

Alphseus the same as the first " Bishop " of Jerusalem 1 And this ques-

tion really depends for its solution on the question. Who were our Lord's

brethren ? or, in other words, are we, by the term " brethren," to under-

stand His cousins ? But we have then further to ask. If the Apostle,

the son of Alphseus, is not the same as the "Bishop" of Jerusalem, the

Lord's brother, which of the two wrote this Epistle—the Apostle or the

Bishop ?

It might have been thought that the question of authorship was set

at rest so far as the son of Zebedee is concerned. For

—

a. Not a single ancient author ever thought of attributing the

Epistle to him.

B. He was the first martyr of the Twelve Apostles, and since his

martyrdom took place in the reign of Herod Agrippa I., a.d. 44, fourteen

years after the Ascension,^ the Epistle, if written by him, would be the

earliest work of the entire canon. The allusions of the Epistle, and the

state of circumstances which it describes as existing in the Church, are

incompatible with this supposition. Setting aside for the present the

question whether it was meant to be a polemical answer to those who
misinterpreted or esraggerated the views of St. Paul, it is clear on oth ^r

J This is the meaning of the word u-uepU in Luke xix. 3 tZacohsens, " little of stature').
» Acts xii. 2.
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grounds that it could not have been -written so early as A.D 44. For it

is addressed to the twelve tribes of the Dispersion, and until the mis-

sionary labours of St. Paul, Christianity had not spread to the Jews
throughout the world. Even those of Asia Minor, as well as those of

Greece, heard the name of the Lord Jesus for the first time from his lips.

The doctrine of "justification by faith," in that distinctive form which
alone rendered it liable to perversion,' had never been previously preached

by any Christian teacher. It found its great exponent in the Apostle of

the Gentnes, and its elaborate development in. the Epistles to the Gala
tians and Romans. And, not to dwell on other points, the whole tone

of the letter shows that it is addressed to Churches which were liable to

fall into a slumbering Christianity, and not to Churches which were
feeliag the glow of their first love. Respect of persons, for iastance, had
already grown up in these Jewish-Christian communities. These reasons

have been so strongly and universally felt that not one of the Fathers

has imagined that this letter was written by the son of Zebedee, the first

Apostolic martyr. The only authority, if the name " authority " can be

given to such a careless mistake, is to be found in a single Latin manu-
script of the ninth century. The MSS. of the Peshito version, do, in-

deed, attribute it to "James the Apostle;" but it is idle to interpret

this to mean James, the son of Zebedee, when it is far more probable

that the term was meant to describe James, the son of Alphseus ; or (if

not) that the term Apostle—in accordance with the less specific use of it

in the Apostolic age"—^is meant to describe the general dignity of James,
the Lord's brother.

It is therefore to be regretted that so baseless a theory should have
been supported by an English commentator in one of the latest editions

of this Epistle.' The arguments which he adduces are entirely incon-

clusive. The supposed improbability that one of the inner circle of

Apostles should have passed away without any written memorial of his

teaching, would be worth nothing as an argument even if the death of

the son of Zebedee had not occurred at so early an epoch. The
supposed resemblances to the teaching of John the Baptist are of

the most general character ; they might occur equally well in any
Christian writer,* and might be illustrated by many other parallels.

Moreover, it is more than doubtful whether James, the son of Zebedee,
had ever been a disciple of the Baptist. It is implied that he was not
with the little group of disciples who were with the Baptist at Jordan
when they first heard the call of Christ. The resemblances of the

Epistle to the Sermon on the Mount would be accounted for equally

well if the writer were the son of Alphseus. They do not require the

theory that the writer heard the sermon, since they might have been
derived from intercourse with St. Matthew, or from a perusal of tlie

1 2 Pet. iii. 15. ^ Andronious, Junias (Eom. xii. 7).
a By the Eev. F. T. Bassett (Bagstcrs, 1876).
< Jas. i. 22, 27; ii. 15, 16, 19, 20; v. 1—6 (comp. Matt. iii. 8—12; Luke iii. 11),
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outlines which perhaps formed the original nucleus of the Gospels.*

But even if they did involve the certainty that the author of the Epistle

had personally heard Christ's gracious words, there is not the least

unlikelihood that James the Lord's brother may have been seated, as

well as the son of Zebedee, amid that listening throng. The notion

that the phrase " The Lord of Glory " renders it probable that the

writer had seen the Transfiguration is an argument so fragile and so far

fetched" that it could only be dictated by despair of more valid indica-

tions. Vain-glory, rivalry, and self-seeking, may have existed in the

Apostolic band, and the son of Zebedee may himself have shared in

these frailties, as he did in a vehement intolerance which savoured

rather of the Elijah-spirit than the spirit of Christ f but it is surely

strange to adduce the warnings against these faults, and the reference

to Elias, as conferring any probability on a theory which otherwise has

nothing in its favour. The inferences drawn from the parallelism of

some passages to the First Epistle of St. Peter,* and to the great

eschatological discourse of our Lord, are as much overstrained as the

others. They do not confer on this hypothesis any claim to serious

attention, and it may be regarded as finally dismissed.

2. There is more to be said for the claim of the son of Alphseus.'

That is supported by the ancient theory that the son of Alphseus was,

in fact, the same person as the Bishop of Jerusalem.' Beyond this

theory, however, it has nothing in its favour. For this " James the

little," or " James, the son of Alphseus," is to us a name and nothing

more. Not one incident is narrated of him ; not one utterance is

attributed to him in the Gospels ; not one fact is preserved respecting

him by any tradition older than those recorded, or accepted, or invented,

by Nioephorus in the fourteenth century.' It is inexcusable to argue

d priori, as Lange does, that the son of Alphseus must be James, " the

Lord's brother," and Bishop of Jerusalem, because the assumption is

highly improbable that James, the son of Alphseus, should, in so short

a time, have vanished from the stage past all tracing, without being

1 It seems to be doubtful whether the word logia in the well-known passage of Papias

means "discourses ;" but in any case discourses of our Lord must have been early com-
mitted to writing by some of the disciples.

2 It was a common and well-known Jewish designation with reference to ths

Shechinah. Compare "cherubim of glory," Heb. i. 3; ix. 5 ; Acts vii. 2; Eph. i. 17,

supra, p. 229.
3 Luke ix. 54.

'

* See supra, p. 72.

* To argue that "James, the Lord's brother," must have been one of the Apostles,

from GaL i. 19 ; 1 Cor. xv. 7, is to ignore the commonest facts of the Greek language

Even if in these passages he were identified with, not excluded from, the number of the

Apostles, they would prove nothing ; for James, the Bishop of Jerusalem, was an Apostle

just as much as Barnabas or Paul.
^ In the Apostolical Constitutions (ii. 55) James, the son of Alphseus, is especially dis-

tinguished from the Lord's brother.
' Nicephorus [R. E. ii. 40) says that he preached in South-west Palestine, and was

ultimately crucified at O^tracine, in Lower Egypt. See Cave, Lives qf the Apostles, and
supra, p. 48,
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thought worthy of having even his death noticed by Luke, the historian,

and that there should suddenly have sprung up some non-apostolical

James, who actually occupied a prominent position among the Apostles."

The instance of Plulip might be alone sufficient to show the futility of

the argument ; for Philip the deacon springs into extreme prominence

in, the Acts of the Apostles without any further mention of Philip the

Apostle. When Lange says, further, that it is "purely inconceivable"

that James, "a recently-converted non-Apostle," should have been

acknowledged so early as a man of Apostolical authority, it is strange

that he should regard as " purely inconceivable " what was an actual

fact in the cases of Barnabas and Paul. When he adds, " If anything,

it is still more inconceivable that the names of three real Apostles

(James, Simon, Jude) should have been extinguished without all trace

by the names of three non-Apostles," he is making capital out of an

identity of names which is not of the smallest significance. For that

the prominence of every one of the twelve, except Peter and John, was

from the first obliterated, so far as our Scriptural record is concerned,

by the names of others who were not among the original twelve, is proved

by the IN"ew Testament itself, and by every trace of early Church history.

And as for the names James, Simon, Jude, it is as certain that no one

could have taken a walk through the streets of Jerusalem without

meeting dozens, perhaps scores, of people who bore one or other of

those names, as it is that you would meet scores of people who bore the

names of John, George, and Thomas, in a walk through London streets.

The fact is, that of the twelve Apostles the majority are only known to

us as names, sometimes undistinguished by a single incident. We
know less of the son of Alphseus than of any one among their number
We are told the name of his father and of his mother, and nothing

more.

His father was Alphseus, who, as we have seen, was the same as

Clopas (John xix. 25 ; Matt. x. 3).^ It is usually asserted that he
cannot he the Cleopas to whom our Lord appeared on the road to

Emmaus (Luke xxiv. 18), because that name is an abbreviated form of

Cleopater, whereas Cleopas, or Chalpai, is a Hebrew name, of which
Alphseus is the current assonance adopted for intercourse with the

Gentile world. But it is as little improbable that this disciple may
have had both names, as that Judas should have been called both
Lebbseus and Thaddseus. However this may be, we know nothing more
of Alphfeus except that the name of his wife was Mary, and that his

other sons were Matthew and Thomas. " Jude of James " would be

yet another son, if we could be sure that it meant " brother of James."

In the absence, however, of any evidence to the contrary, it is more
natural to take it to mean " son of James.''

But was the Mary who was the wife of Alphaeus a sister of the

The S. y. has CUophas, which oulj' comes from late Latin MS9«
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Virgin Mary?^ This has been inferred from John xix. 25, where the

punctuation which some would adopt is, " there stood by the cross of

Jesus his mother, and his mother's sister Mary, the wife of Clopas, and
Mary Magdalene." But, apart from the authority of the Peshito, which
inserts " and " before Mary, it is now generally accepted that by this

Y&osefour women are intended, namely—(1) The Virgin Mary
; (2) her

sister Salome, who being St. John's mother is left unnamed by his

delicate reserve ; and the two other Marys, namely—(3) the wife of

Clopas, and (4) Mary of Magdala.
Is it, then, the case that Alphseus, or Clopas, was the brother of

St. Joseph, and therefore (legally) the uncle of our Lord? The
suggestion is supported by the testimony of Hegesippus.^ It may
be true or not ; but that the sons of Alphseus were our Lord's

"brothers" is only a conjecture of Jerome, made in the interests of

an ecclesiastical hypothesis. His authority gave it currency, and
consequently a rash conjecture, treated even by its author as un-

important, became the favourite theory of the Western Church.'

A still later afterthought—planted upon this groundless conjecture,

like a rootless stalk on a thin soil—is the guess that Alphseus died

early, and left all his sons to be supported by his brother Joseph ; that

they thus became legally Joseph's sons, and can thus be called "the
brethren of the Lord."

These are hypotheses invented to support a conception of which
no trace is discoverable in Scripture, and which is mixed up with many
aberrations of Essenian and Gnostic asceticism. All that we know
about James the Apostle is that he was a son of Alphseus, and that he
was called " the little." All that we can reasonably conjecture is that

he was "a cousin of the Lord."

3. It may be regarded as certain, in accordance with ancient

tradition,* and with the besb of modern opinions, that the author of the
Epistle is the " Bishop of Jerusalem," and the "brother of the Lord."

But is he identical with the son of Alphseus ? There seems to have
been a confused notion among some ancient writers that he was,

and this view Ls accepted by many modern commentators, among whom
I may mention Lange and Bishop Wordsworth.

The identification is, however, only possible to those who hold,

in despite of the plain evidence of the Synoptists, and still more of

1 In tte paucity of Jewish names, and the commonness of the name Mary, there is

no decisive objection to this view from the fact that, in this case, two sisters would have
borne the same name. No doubt such instances are rare, but I have found several in
ancient and modern history.

2 Ap. Euseb. JS. E. iv. 22.
' Thus in the Church of England July 25th is dedicated to the Son of Zebedee, and

May 1st to St. Philip and St. James ; and since part of the Epistle of St. James iS' read
on that day, it is clear that "the son of Alphseus" is identified with "the brother
of the Lord." In the Greek Church they are distinguished—October 9th is dedicated to
the sou of Alphasus, and October 23rd to the brother of the Lord.

< Euaeb. H. E. ii. 23 ; Jer. De Vh-r. Hhistr. 2.
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St. John, that our Lord's " brethren " -were among the number of His
Apostles. For if James, the Lord's brother, was indeed the same
person as the son of Alphseus, then Jude also, and, according to some,

Simon too, and Matthew, and perhaps Thomas, were "brethren of

the Lord," since they, too, were sons of Alphseus. So that we shall

have this singular phenomenon—that whereas four only of our Lord's
" brethren" are mentioned by name, viz., James and Joseph and Judas
and Simon, three out of these four were Apostles, and certainly one, if

• not two other sons of Alphseus were also Apostles ; and yet we are

expressly told that "neither did His brethren believe in Him."^ An
attempt is made to get rid of this plain contradiction by saying that

His brethren had not " the resigned obedience of faith," so that in

the same sense it might have been said that neither Peter, nor Thomas,
nor even the Blessed Virgin, believed on Him P And this theory
is (ostensibly) to be built on the notion that it is " inconceivable " that

a James, a Simon, and a Jude, should have been Apostles, and yet
that there should have been another James, another Simon,' and
another Jude who became distinguished in the Church. There is,

however, nothing inconceivable, nothing about it even improbabla
There were hundreds, and even thousands, who, at this epoch, bore
those names. Even among the twelve Apostles there were two
Simons, two Jameses, and two Judes ; among the handful of those
first connected with Christianity there were nine Simons, three
Jameses, six Josephs, and four Judes ; and in the very narrow circle

of early disciples there were five Marys.* Any one, therefore, who
considers this identity of names'" to bs " purely inconceivable," must
be extremely limited aUke in his power of imagination^ and in his

knowledge of facts.

I. hold it, then, as certain that James, the Bishop of Jerusalem,
and "the Lord's brother," was not the same person as the Apostle,
the son of Alphseus.' The latter was one of the Twelve ; the former
was one of those who up to a late period in the life of Christ " did not
believe on Him."

But having advanced thus far, it is almost impossible to avoid
saying one word more on the question of the Lord's brethren

—

(1) Were they, as Helvidius thought, the sons of Joseph and Mary ?

or (2) were they, as Jerome fancied, the adopted nephews of_Joseph?

1 John vii. 5.

2 Lange, Introd. § ii. 1, and in Herzog's Cyolopsedia, s. v. Jacobus.
^ Tradition, as preserved by Hegesippus {op. Euseb. iv. 23), says that Simon, son of

Clopas, succeeded James as Bishop of Jerusalem because he was our Lord's cousin
[avetl/toq),

* (1) The Virgin
; (2) the wife of Clopas ; (3) Mary Magdalene; (4) Mary of Bethany;

(5) Mary, mother of John Mark.
Hegesippus says, errel n-oAAol 'laKufSoi maKovvTo,

^ This denial of their identity has the powerful support of Gregory of Nyssa.
De Eesurr. Orat. ii. ; Ch^sost. in Matt. Ham. 5 ; and Jerome (who, however, wavers)
in Tsai. xvii., and in Gal. i. 19.
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or (3) were they, as Epiphanius argued, sons of Joseph by a previous

or (4) as Theophylact suggests, by a Levirate marriage t

Now, on this question I have no desire either to dogmatise or

to press my own opinion ; but I will endeavour once more, in the

fewest and simplest words, to indicate the inference to which the

Gospels seem to poiut. And in doing so I shall dwell on two con-

siderations, which, in spite of the enormous mass of literature upon
the subject, have been all but universally neglected.

The inference, whether correct or not, to which the language of the

Evangelists would naturally lead us, certainly is that "the Lord's

brothers " were the children of Joseph and Mary, born in holy wedlock
after the birth of Christ. Can any one honestly say that such_is

not, at least, the prima facie conclusion which every reader would draw
from the Gospel allusions and the Gospel narrative 1

In the very first chapter of the Gospel we are told that " Joseph
took unto him his wife, and knew her not until she brought forth

her son, her firstborn, and called his name Jesus." Now would not

the aorist " took unto him " (wape\aPe^ in connexion with the imperfect

tense " knew her not " (ey/yaio-KEc), to say nothing of the words " her son,

her firstborn,"^ naturally lead us, in any ordinary case, to conclude that

Joseph and Mary lived together in wedded union after the birth

of Jesus, and that children were born to them 1

Of course the verse is not in itself decisive. Instances may be
adduced in which an action is said not to have happened until a certain

time, and yet is not thereby asserted to have happened after the lapse

of the fixed period. Other instances may be quoted in which the word
"firstborn" does not necessitate a belief in the birth of subsequent

children. Proofs to this effect were adduced by Bishop Pearson, and
have been repeated by hundreds since. But this much may be affirmed

—that if it had been a heresy to deny the Perpetual Virginity of the

Blessed Yirgin—(as St. Augustine and others have tried to hint, in

accordance with the fatal tendency of theologians to brand as heretical

everything that does not coincide with their own inferences)—then

the Evangelists would not have gone out of their way to use an
exceptional idiom, which seemed to countenance such a heresy. They
would, on the contrary, have been anxious to avoid language which

could not but lead ordinary readers to understand them in the very

sense which (in that case) they would have most wished to exclude.

And yet so little anxiety do they show under this head, that,

without so much as a single exception, every phrase they use, and

every incident they record, tends directly to confirm an error which, if

it be an error, they could again and again have rendered impossible by
a single line of explanation, or even by a single word ;—nay, even

« The words "her first-born" are omitted in n, B, Z, etc., and must be regarded
as imcertain.
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using correct and accurate expressions instead of others which, if it

be necessary to believe in the Perpetual Virginity, were, strictly

speaking, inaccurate and incorrect. If it were indeed "heretical,"

as was asserted by third and fourth century dogmatists, to doubt
whether Scripture taught the Perpetual Virginity of the Virgin, could
any expressions have been more unforttuaately conducive to heresy than
such a verse as Matt xiii. 55, " Is not His mother called Mary 1 and
His brethren James, and Joses, and Simon, and Judas 1

"

a. For, to take first, the theory of St. Jerome, if these brethren of
Jesus were in reality His cousins, what answer can be given to the
question. Why did not the Evangelists call them so ? Certainly not that
they had no word expressive of that meaning. Such words were ready
to their hands in the Greek anepsioi, or sungeneis—" cousins " or " kins-

men "—or in very common periphrases.^ With such terms they were
perfectly familiar. If James, and Joses, and Simon, were habitually
called " brothers " when they were only " cousins," it can only be said

that they were needlessly and systematically misnamed.
But, it is said, the Hebrews used terms of relationship very vaguely,

and, in accordance with their usage, our Lord's cousins would quite
normally have been called His brethren.

Now, although this assertion has been repeated by writer after

writer down to our own day, it is quite untenable.* There are four

senses of the word "brethren." (1.) There is ihe general sense in which
it is applicable to all mankind. (2.) There is the narrower sense in
which it is applied to men of the same race, nation, or creed, or to

dwellers in the same town. (3.) There is the still narrower sense in

which it is applied to all members of the same kin or family. And all

these being metaphorical senses, there is (4) the only proper and literal

sense in which it means the sons of the same, or of one of the same,

parents.' Now certainly the tei-m '' brethren " might have been applied

1 ai/c'i/fio;, Col. iv. 10 (incorrectly rendered " Bister's son ") ; (ruyyn^s, Luke 1. 36

;

ii. 44 ; xiv. 12 ; John xviii. 26, etc.

2 I insisted strongly on this point in an axticle on the word "Brethren," in Smith's
Dictionary of the Bible, nearly twenty years ago ; but, so far as I am aware, the point
has never been noticed, and the objection never answered. One of the latest popular
editors of the Epistle of St. James can still repeat, " that in Holy Scripture there are
four senses of brotherhood, namely, of blood, of tribe, of nation, and of friendship, and
the three last of these vyiU all apply to the case in point." To talk thus is to ignore the
dictates of common sense. We might just as well argue that any two persons who,
through four different historical records, were invariably called "brothers," were perhaps
only Freemasons, who are often called " brethren." The source of this mistake (as of so
many others) seems to be St. Augustine, Evang, Tract, in. S. Jo. xxviii. 3 : "Oonsan-
guinei Virginis Mariae fratres Domini dicebantur. Erat emm comuetvxiinis Seriptura/rum
appeUcure fraires quoslibet consanguineos et cognationis propinquos."

3 When Bishop Wordsworth and others speak of the words " brother " and " sister
"

in the New Testament being used for " cousin " " in the Hebrew sense," on what basis
does this strange generalisation rest ? In the New Testament there is not a single instamce

of xiuih a, usage. In the Old Testament {i.e. in a literature which spreads over a thousand
years) the Hebrew word n^ is used twice only in a loose general sense. In every other

instance (not metaphoriatl) it has its proper meaning. The sacred writers usually mean
what they say,

X8
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emotionally, or metaphorically, or loosely, or on any special occasion, to

the Lord's cousins, or He may so have addressed them by way of affec-

tion.^ But to assert that "cousins" could be called "brothers" in

ordinary prose, time after time, throughout a perfectly plain and simple

history, with no hint whatever that they were not " brothers " in the

everyday sense, and always in connexion with the acUml mother of Him
whose " brothers " they are called—and not seldom when His mother
with these " brothers " appear together on the scene with a desire to

check, or control, or dictate to their Divine kinsman—is to assert some-

thing for which no analogy is to be found either in Semitic or any other

literature in the whole world. No language could be contented with
the use of terms habitually misleading. In this case such a form of

,

speech would not only be misleading, but could only be termed a direct

encouragement to views which theologians have attempted to represent

as all but heretical. That John and James, the sons of Zebedee, were
first-cousins of our Lord may now be regarded as a nearly certain con-

clusion. If, on the common theory. His other cousins who " did not

believe on Him," are always called His " brethren," how comes it that

this term is never once, or by any chance applied to these first-cousins

who did believe on Him, and of whom one was His specially-beloved

disciple % But to refute the Hieronymian theory again—though there

will probably be found commentators to repeat it till the end of time

—

can only be regarded as a slaying of the slain ; like the soldier in

Ariosto,'' it goes on fighting without being aware that it is dead.^

The whole theory sprang from a notion that it would be derogatory

to the dignity of the Virgin, or of our Lord, that she should subsequently

have become a mother of children born in ordinary wedlock. Such a

theory, I freely admit, might better accord with our h, priori conceptions.

But can we venture to hold it if the natural interpretation of so many
Scripture passages seems to point the other way? The only text which has

over been quoted from the whole range of Scripture in favour of the

Aeiparthenia, or Perpetual Yirginity, is Ezek. xliv. 2. It is
—" This gate

shall be shut and shall not be opened, and no man shall enter in by it, be-

cause the Lord the God of Israel hath entered by it ; it shall be shut."

But to quote such a verse in these days as possessing any controversial

value on this question is an insult to common sense. If such allusions

can be so applied, then we can prove anything whatever. Can it be

called anything short of a deplorable Kabbalism to make such a use of

1 This is unlikely, because He never so addressed even John, the disciple whom He
loved.

2 " n pover' nom che non sen era acoorto
Andava combattendo, ed era morto."

Orland. Irnnam.
^ St. Jerome quotes no tradition in its favour ; speaks of it very waveringly ; and

finally {Ep. ad Hedibiam) seems to abandon it, or at least to regard it with complete
indifference. It had served the purpose of exaltuig Virginity when he wrote against
Helvidius in A.D. 383 ; but twenty-three or more years later (a.d. 406) he had ceased to

regard it as important. See Lightfoot, GaHUcms, p. 248.
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a description of the Eastern Gate of the Prophet's mystic Temple, into

which " the Prince " was to enter by " the porch," and in which he was
to sit " to eat bread before the Lord " f If such perversions of Scripture

were permissible, it would then be quite fair to say of the Bible

—

" Hie liber est in quo quaerit sua dogmata quisque

Invenit et pariter dogmata quisque sua."

The belief in the Aeiparthenia—of which there is no trace in the

Church for centuries—^had its origin in two tendencies, both perilous,

both unscriptural. The one—the tendency to exalt the Virgin to super-

human dignity—^is markedly ignored, and even discountenanced, in

Scripture. The other—^the tendency to disparage the wedded state, and
to exalt celibacy into a counsel of perfection—is not only discouraged

in Scripture, but had its root in dangerous heresies, and runs counter to

the express and repeated teachings of Holy Writ.

Every Christian will feel that the Mother of the Lord ought to re-

ceive the deepest honour and reverence. She was highly favoured, and
could not have been thus selected out of the myriads of the human race

to be the mother of the Saviour without the possession of conspicuous

gifts and graces. Yet, as though with definite purpose, she is left in the

depths of her almost unbroken seclusion and reserve. In some of the

few instances in which this silence respecting her is broken, she is by
no means singled out for special commendation. After the return of

Joseph and Mary with the cluld Jesus to Nazareth, she is only men-
tioned or alluded to on six or seven occasions. One of these was when
she and Joseph lost Jesus, and finding Him in the Temple, she addressed

Him in words of sorrowing and almost reproachful wonder, and under-

stood not His reply. ^ Another was when, at Cana, in answer to her

faint suggestion that He should work a miracle. He said to her,

" Woman, what have I to do with thee 1"^ A third—and perhaps a
fourth—was when she came with His brethren—^who " did not believe

on Him "—to seek Him,' and even, as St. Mark tells us, " to lay hold

on Him,"* thinking that His enthusiasm, which they could neither

measure nor understand, was getting the better of Him. On that occa-

sion, as though with the express view of discouraging every attempt to

exalt His relatives after the flesh. He exclaimed, as He looked round on
those who were sitting about Him, " Behold my mother and my
orethren 1 " And, again, when a woman of the multitude exclaimed, in

a burst of emotion, how blessed His mother must be, His public reply

had been, " Yea, rather, blessed are they that hear the word of God and
keep it."^

' We catch but one more glimpse of the Virgin. Seeing her

as she stood beside the cross, our Lord said to St. John, " Behold thy

mother," and to her, " Woman, behold thy son."* After this her name

1 Luke i. 50. ^ John ii. 4.

s Matt. xii. 46 ; Mark iii. 31 : Luke viii. 19. 4 Mark xi. 21.

» Luke xi 28. « John xix. 26.
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occurs for tlie last time in Scripture in the passing mention of the fact

that she, with His brethren—^unbelievers in Him no longer—^was present
in the gatherings of the faithful disciples for purposes of prayer and sup-

plication, -which filled up the period between the Ascension and the Day
of Pentecost.^ On which of these notices can we found the dogma of

the Aeiparthenia or of the Immaculate Conception 1

But, it will be said, our Blessed Lord consigned her to the care of

His beloved disciple, and not to the care of His " brothers." That cir-

cumstance needs no explanation St. John was the Virgiu's nephew.
He was nearer and dearer to Jesus, in. accordance with his own express

declaration, than any of His brethren were. They were absent from
the cross ;

" St. John was present. They had been absent from Him all

the darker and more troubled phases of His ministry ; St. John had
accompanied Him through them all. They had not 'been at the Last
Supper ; St. John had then leaned his head upon His breast. They had
not been with Him at Gethsemane ; St John had been one of the
chosen three. They had addressed Him dubiously, almost reproach-

fully, on the occasion of His going to the Peast of Tabernacles ; ^ St.

John had been His chief companion. The Lord, as He Himself bore

testimony, had been no prophet " in His own house" any more than ia

His own country. His brothers, therefore were less suited than St.

John to care of that precious charge. And further than this, we have
reason to infer three facts about St John's position which were not
applicable to theirs, and which, besides the sweetness and nobleness of

his nature and his deamess to Jesus, made him exceptionally suited to

give a home to the suffering Mother. One was that he had a home in

Jerusalem, which they had not; another, that his circumstances were
more prosperous than theirs, which would have enabled him to feel no
burden in undertaking the support of Mary ; a third, that he alone had
powerful friends at Jerusalem, which might enable him to render her

position more secure than it could have been in the lodgings of

struggling Nazarenes. On any hypothesis, the Tirgin was removed to

another home ; she lived no longer with those brothers of the Lord with
whom up to this time she had always been associated.

To what lengths the tendency to exalt, beyond all warrant of Scrip-

ture or reason, the dignity of the Blessed Virgin has led, we have seen even

in our own age, in the adoption of the dogma that she was bom sinless.

There is no further need to dwell Upon this tendency. But the notion

of the Aeiparthenia was aided by the growth of erroneous views respect-

ing the supposed degradation, or comparative unworthiness, of marriage.

1 Acts i. 14.
^ It cannot be said tliat this is an argumemtum, ex sUentio ; for (1) as this is the only

place in the Gospels after the visit to the Temple in which the Virgin alone is mentioned
without the brethren, this is a clear indication that they were not with her ; and (2) the
whole tenor of the narrative leads us to believe that but few of our Lord's relatives or

followers stood brside His cross, and that those few are all mentioned.
3 John vij. 1- 10.
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It is assumed that the Virgin would have been dishonoured by subse-

quent motherhood. Where is there any Scriptural or other warrant for

such a notion ? It may be certainly affirmed that such a notion waa
unknown alike to the Jews and to the early Christians.^

And in the view of all those who regard holy wedlock as no stain

and no disparagement, but as a sacred and blessed institution, the
Virgin-mother is in no way lowered from that high blessing which she

received from the annunciation of the angel by receiving the after-blessing

of sons and daughters, a blessing which cometh from God alone.^ And
so far is the Divine dignity of the Son of God from being lowered by
such a circumstance—in that human humiliation which was to Him the

appointed path of his perfectionment '—so far was it from being deroga-

tory to Him to live in the same house with " brothers " and " sisters,"

the children of His mother, that, on the contrary, there is something
inexpressibly beautiful and consoling in the thought that He, too—as

part of that sympathy with us, which was one of the great qualifications

for a High Priesthood which could be touched with a feeling of our
infirmities—^knew to the full the dignity, the happiness, the innocence,

the holiness of famUy life. Such a life—the deep and helpful love of

brothers and sisters bound together in a common bond of resistance

against the perils, of consolation amid the trials, of joy in the happiness,

of the world—^is one of the most beautiful and sacred spectacles which
earth can ofier. It forms yet one more link of union between us and
our Saviour, if He shared with us this, as well as every other relation-

ship of life in which it was possible for Him to share at all. If I held

the common sentiment that the Virgin would have been dishonoured by
the ordinary family relationship—^if I shared the ApoUinarian tendency
to obliterate as much as possible all traces of those things which our Lord
had in commonwith an ordinary human life—then I, too, might be tempted
to succumb to the force of those sentiments which in this matter have led

so many to interpret the Gospels in a non-natural sense. But I hold it to

be a paramount duty to interpret Scripture by what it says, and not by our

own fancies as to what it ought to say. I also hold that our Lord came
to ennoble and glorify our human nature in all its normal conditions,

and that all His teaching is opposed to notions of ceremonial as apart

from moral sanctity, and to all Gnostic, or Manichean, or Essene, or

monastic fancies. He never breathed one word to exalt the celibate

over the wedded life, and to attribute to that age the glorification

of the celibate in the wedded life is an immense anachronism. I

am unable to accept the arguments which still lead so many to

turn the word "brothers" into "cousins," or to borrow apocryphal

1 1 Tim. iv. 3 ; Col. ii. 18—23 ; 1 Cor. vii. 5 {on wKioh see Life of St. Paul, ii. 70).

And for Jewish opinion see Bava Bathra, f. 116 a ; Pesachim, f. 113 6 ; Nedarim, f.

64 6 ; Kiddushin, f. 29, 6 ; Yevamoth, ff. 62, 63, as quoted by Hamburger, etc.

2 Even Tertullian, in spite of his glorification of celibacy, seems to have held the

tame view as Helvidius.
3 Heb. ii. 10.
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fictions to helD out a theory of married relationship known to the tradi-

tions of medisevalism, unknown to the Scriptural simplicity of Jewish

famUy life.

These, then, are the considerations which, to my mind, give the main
force to what is called the Helvidian theory—the theory that the Lord's
" brothers and sisters " really were the children of His mother.-' It is

really no theory at all, but an acceptance of what the Gospels seem to

say. I regard it as possible—^nay, even as probable—that the sons of

Alphseus, of whom two or mote were Apostles, were, like the sons of

Zebedee, the first cousins of Jesus ; but I do not believe they were ever

called His " brothers." =

2. There is, however, yet another theory, which is more plausible

than that of St. Jerome, and which may be accepted by any who can be

satisfied with such evidence as is adduced for it. It is the theory which
Bishop Lightfoot has called the Epiphanian, because it seems to be first

definitely maintained by Epiphanius,^ a.b. 367. This is the theory that
" the Lord's brethren " were the children of Joseph by an earlier

marriage. It is adopted by Theophylact under the form that they were

his children by a Levirate marriage with the widow of his brother

Clopas. Modem writers, again, have regarded them as adopted nephews,

whose father was dead. These variations show that we are in the

region of conjectural tradition rather than of traditional evidence. But
the general notion that " the brethren " were children of Joseph and not

of Mary derives such support as it may from the Apocryphal Gospels.

They show what was a popular belief in the second and third centuries.

That they show nothing more will, I suppose, be conceded'by every one

;

and the measure of value which we are to attach to such popular belief

is shown by the monstrous and even abhorrent fictions in which these

Apocryphal Gospels abound. A support which comes from a source so

radically tainted is not one on which we can rely. In fact, St. Jerome
contemptuously dismisses this theory under the name of deliramenta

apocr-i/phorum—" apocryphal ravings." These fictions originated the

notion thai; Joseph was an old man, and that he had sons who were
grown up when Jesus was born. One of the oldest of these Apocryphal

Gospels is the Protevangelium of James,* which, however, either

blunders in saying that Joseph had no daughter,^ or does not hold to

the Perpetual Virginity. The Gospel of pseudo-Matthew calls James

1 It is accepted by Neander, Blom, Meyer, Stier, Alford, Schaff, etc.

2 The well-known story of the Desposyni {supra, p. 12.3) obviously accords far better

with the view that our Lord's brethren were, in the Helvidian sense, His brothers, than

with any other.
^ Bishop Lightfoot has rendered a great service in correcting the error that the

Papias who is quoted (Mill, Mythical Interpretation, ^. 291) in support of the Hierony-
mian theory, is Papias of Eierapolis. He is a Papias not of the second, but of the

eleventh century.
* See, too, the Gospel of Joseph, and the Arabic Gospel of the Infancy,
6 Mart vi. 3.
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" the first-born, son of Joseph," ^ which does not in any way decide the

question ; and the story which, in common with the Gospel of Thomas,
it tells about James being bitten by a viper, and heak 1 by Jesus, seems
to be a confused echo of a story which, in distorted forms, was current

in the Rabbinic schools.^

Such is the evidence for this Epiphanian theory. Its first respect-

able support comes at the close of the fourth century, and its earlier

traces are only found embedded in worthless and pernicious forgeries.

If there are any who consider such evidence sufficiently strong to

overthrow the apparently straightforward indications of the Gospel, and
the other difficulties on which I have here touched, I have no desire to

combat their opinion. What I must myself regard as proven is, that

James, the author of the Epistle, was not the son of Alphseus, and there-

fore was not one of the Twelve Apostles. Whether we embrace the view
of Epiphanius, or that of Helvidius, is not a religious question. It is a

question of literature and of criticism. It is the question whether we
are to interpret the Gospels by their apparent meaning, or to correct

them by imagined fitnesses, and by the confused combinations of

apocryphal forgers. It is the question above all of the view which

we take of the married life—whether, with some of the Essenes and
many of the Gnostics, we regard it as involving something essentially

impure, and therefore derogatory to the honour of the Virgin as the

Mother of our Lord;—or whether we regard it as a holy mystery,

which is so far from having in it any touch of earthly defilement, that

it is deliberately, and again and agaio adopted -as a type of the union

between God and holy souls, between Christ and His spotless Church.

Whichever view we adopt, we shall indeed be justified in stating the

arguments which have led us to our conclusion ; but to advance them
with courtesy, and to hold them in perfect charity, wiU be a Christian

duty, from which no amount of zeal and no intensity of conviction can

for a moment hold us excused.

' How purely arbitrary were the inventions about the relationships of the Holy
Family appears from the genealogical details furnished in this apocryphal writing, which
may be thus tabulated :

—

Joachim = Anna = Cleophas (by a second marriage)

= Joseph= The Virgin Mary. Mary = Alphseus.

James, Joseph, Judas, Simon. Philip and James the Little.

2 Avodai-Zarah, f. 27 b.
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CHAPTER XX.

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF ST. JAMES^ THE LORd's BROTHER.

" Thy Nazaritea were purer tTian snow."

—

Lam. iv. 7.

It is one of the signs of the inimitable truthfulness and power of

Scripture, that again and again, by a few simple touches, it enables

us to realise the character of those of whom it speaks. There are

many whose lives, as recorded in Holy Writ, would only occupy two
or three verses, whom, nevertheless, from the inspired power with
which they are delineated, we are enabled to represent to ourselves in

their distinctest personality. Still more is this the case when we also

possess some of their utterances and writings. And such a picture we
can paint of St. James, first Bishop of Jerusalem, one of the " brothers

of the Lord."

Even of his childhood and training we can form some conception.

Whether he were a half-brother or only a step-brother of Jesus, tradition

and Scripture alike tend to show that he was brought up with brothers

and sisters in the lowly home at Nazareth. Joseph was but a village

carpenter, and, as tradition says, by no means a skilful one. A car-

penter at an outlying Galilean village must of necessity have been poor.

But there is an immense chasm between poverty and pauper-ism. The
circumstances of Eastern life take away all the sting from the condition

of the industrious poor. The wants of life are there reduced to their

simplest elements. There is no wasteful luxury, no extravagant display.

A little bread, a few dates, a spring of water, a humble cottage, a single

change of raiment, are enough to support the honest labourer in dignity

and contentment ; and these he can earn with ease and certainty.

Where there is no envy in the heart, where restlessness and ambition

are under due control, such a state of life is not only tolerable—it is

endowed with special elements of happiness. There must, we may be
sure, have been many who sat around our Lord as they listened to the

Sermon on the Mount who could understand from happy personal experi-

ence the beatitudes pronounced upon the poor who were also poor in spirit.

It will be needless to touch once more on that course of a Jewish
boy's education which I have already described in the Lives of Christ

and of St. PauL We know how the Scriptures of the Old Testament
formed the very staple of a boy's traiaing iu every genuine Israelitish

family, how the children began to learn them at five and continued the

study until manhood, only adding to them the teachings of the Scribes.'

1 Judah Ben Temah in Pwki Avoth, v. 21 : "At five the Bible, at ten the Mishnah,
at thirteen the commandments, at fifteen the Talmud, at eighteen marriage, at twenty
trade, at thirty full vigour, at forty maturity, at fifty counsel," etc.
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Tkose teachings, under the two forms of Halachoth and Hagadoth—the
one mainly consisting of ceremonial rules, the other of imaginative

legends—were first collected ia the second century by Rabbi Judah the

Holy (Hakkodesh), into the Mishnah.^ In the course of centuries they

grew, by the constant accretions of the Gemara, until they now fill the

twelve folio volumes of the Jewish Talmud. We cannot, of course, tell

with any certainty how much of the teaching existed at the beginning of

the Christian era ; but the essence of Jewish teaching at that day con-,

sisted in the repetition of precedents and opinions, and a large body of

these precedents and opinions are attributed to Hillel and Shammai, and
other great Rabbis partly contemporary with, partly anterior to, the

days of Christ. Again, how much of this teaching was likely to pene-

trate into the families and schools, if schools there were, of the despised

Galilean village, is a matter of still greater uncertainty. But the dis-

courses of Christ show that He was familiar with the conceptions which
lay at the heart of the Rabbinic system

;
" and when He came to an open

rupture with the Pharisees of Jerusalem, He showed His intensest dis-

approval of the spirit which identified their ritualistic observances and
stereotyped formulae with true religion. The language of St. James
shows that, in later days, at any rate, he had accepted the truths which
the Lord had taught. Until the time of his conversion he may have

held the Pharisaic traditions in higher estimation. The essence of

Pharisaism consisted in the extravagant exaltation of the Law, in its

ceremonial no less than in its moral elements, and in the endless

developments of pedantic scrupulosity into which its regulations had
been expanded. The object of these developments was to enclose the

Law in a hedge of separatism,' out of which no Jew could break without

threats of excommunication, and into which no Gentile could force his

way with any promise of advantage, unless he accepted the seal of the

covenant, abandoned his Gentile antecedents, and became a Proselyte

of Righteousness. Whatever may have been the earlier opinions of

St. James, he ultimately learned to regard even the Levitic Law as a

yoke too heavy for Gentiles to bear ; * and he lived to teach the Jews of

the Dispersion that the only ritual which was pure and undefiled before

God was the ritual of Christia;n tenderness, the activity of Christian love.'

But whether he had been trained or not ia the traditional ex-

pansions of Judaic scholasticism, we know that he was a rigid adherent

of the Mosaic Law, and a faithful maintainer of the Levitical worship.

His father Joseph ' is characterised by St. Matthew aa " a just man."

' Eabbi Jndah the Holy was bom about A.D. 130 and died A.D. 190.
s Matt, xxiii. 16—22, 25 ; Mark vii. 5—13 ; &o.
' From this -worA—perishtUh—the name Pharisee is derived.
* Acts XV. 10, seqq. He listened without protest to the startling language of St.

Peter, who also said that it was too heavy for our fathers."
5 Jas. i. 26, 27.
" Joseph was his father on the "Epiphanian" hypothesis as much as on ths

Holvidian.
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This word conveys to Jewish ears a more definite meaning than it does

to ours. It means not only that he was fair and honourable and
upright, as we see that his conduct was in every incident of Christ's

nativity and infancy in which he bore a part, but also that he made it

his special study to meet all the requirements of the Mosaic Law. A
" just man " was one who gave tithes ; who went to the yearly feasts ;

who kept the one yearly fast ; who was scrupulous in the observance of

the Sabbath ; who attended the Synagogue ; who used the prescribed

prayers ; who observed the rules of Levitic purification ; who reve-

renced the great Eabbis ; who wore fringes and phylacteries ; who
made a constant study of the commandments, the precepts, the judg-

ments, the testimonies, the Law, the word, the will of the God of

the Covenant of his fathers.^ To be a just man, according to the

Jewish ideal, was to be "a Hebrew of the Hebrews," to walk in all

the commandments and ordinances of the Lord blameless.^ And this

was the aim of the Holy Family. Not only did Joseph go up to

Jerusalem to the Feast of the Passover, but Mary accompanied him,

though, in consequence of the fatigue and the perils of the journey,

it was deemed unnecessary, and what the Schoolmen would have
called " a work of supererogation," for women to accompany their

husbands.^ It is certain, then, that St. James was educated in an
atmosphere of rigid Judaism, perhaps not untinged with that fervid

patriotism and unbounded appreciation of the privileges of the Jewish
people which was characteristic of the Galileans/ and which, unless

duly controlled, might easily degenerate into fierce fanaticism and
haughty exolusiveness.

But in St. James these tendencies assumed the nobler form of a
morality which was not only energetic, but even stern in its holy

severity. He had grown up amid men and women of beautiful and
simple natui-es—among those whose souls wore, "when they looked

without, the glow of . sympathy ; when they looked within, the bloom of

modesty." Of his other brothers we know nothing, but we trace the

same characteristic features in the mind of his brother St. Jude. May
we not suppose that " steady love of good and the steady scorn of evU "

may have been intensified in their minds to a rare degree by their inter-

course with One Who was holy, harmless, uridefiled, and separate from
sinners? Perhaps we may trace one result of that intercourse in the

intense belief showed by St. Jamas in the eflScacy of prayer. The duty
and blessedness of prayer occupies no small part in the teaching of his

Epistle f and he speaks of it as one who had learnt the lesson from the

Lord Jesus.° In this, and in all respects, must not the presence of the

1 Ps. oxix ; Matt. i. 19 ; Luke xviii. 12. 2 Luke i. 6.

3 Such had been the decision of Hillel.
* Jos. Antt. xviii. 1, § 6 ; Vit. 19, and passim, B. J. iii. 3, § 2,

6 See i. 5 ; iv. 2, 3, 8 ; v. 13-18.
' Compare the above passages with Matt. v. 44 ; xvii. 21, etc.
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Son of God in that liiimble household of Nazareth have exercised a spell

•which could not but create in the hearts of good men a horror of vice even
deeper than that which such natures would spontaneously derive from
the training of righteous parents, and from their exclusive study of

Holy Books ?

In the writings both of St. James and St. Jude we find an intimate
familiarity with the books of Scripture. The Bible had been their main
library. In St. James we can even trace the portions of Scripture
which had the deepest charm for him, and the impression which they
had left upon his mind. He alludes to Abraham, to Rahab, to Elijah

;

he refers to the Pentateuch, to the Psalms, to Isaiah, and to the
Prophet Amos. On a passage of the latter Prophet he founded the
main argument of the speech which had so vast an influence on the
spread of Christianity, and he echoes his views in two passages of the
Epistle.'' But the Old Testament writers whose spirit he had most fully

imbibed are those whose teachings bear on that practical wisdom which
the Jews called Chokmah. They held, and held truly, that they were
in possession of a moral " wisdom " which was the peculiar heritage of
their race. It was not a " philosophy ; " it was too little systematic, too
much founded on practical experience and intuitions which transcended
proof, to correspond to the ordinary meaning of that term. But the
Hebraising Jews valued it so exclusively that they looked with unwise
suspicion, and even with ignorant contempt, upon Greek and Eoman
lore.

Now the Jewish " vdsdom " bore far more on conduct than on specu-
lation. With this kind of wisdom the Epistle of St. James is largely

occupied.^ There is no book of the Hagiographa to which he more
frequently refers than the Book of Proverbs.' He has evidently caught
his tone from the Prophets of his nation; but the lessons which he
deemed to be of the highest importance are those lessons of " wisdom
for a man's self " which recorded the long results of experience in

the terse apophthegms of Solomon and of the school which he had
founded.

But St. James had not studied the Scriptures only. It is not
certain that our Lord ever alludes to the Apocrypha, though there are

one or two passages in which it is possible that he does so. But both
St. James and his brother St. Jude show a marked familiarity with
apocryphal writings. St. Jude, as we have seen, makes a direct quota-

tion from the apocryphal Book of Enoch, and alludes to other circum-

stances which he could only have derived from apocryphal tradition.

In other words, St. Jude was in great measure what the Eabbis would
have called a Hagadist, or one who dwelt on allegory, legend, and
historical story more than on the legal precedents of the Halachah.

> Amos is. 12 (Acts xv. 17), ii. 7, v. 12 (Jas. v. 4). = i. 5-8 ; iii. 13-17.
' See inSra, p. 318.
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There are no such, legendary allusions in St. James ; but, on the other

hand, he shows a surprising fondness for the two best books of the Old
Testament Apocrypha—the books of Ecclesiasticus and Wisdom. To
these books he makes no less than thirteen references in the short

compass of five chapters. These allusions, strange to say, are more
numerous and definite than those which he makes to any of the books
of the Old Testament. The reader will have an opportunity of estima-

ting this fact by a reference to the parallels which I have mentioned
farther on. It has been reckoned that he alludes more or less directly

to the Book of Job
,
six times, to the Book of Proverbs at least ten

times, to the Book of the "Wisdom of Solomon" at least five times,^

but to the Book of Ecclesiasticus—" the Wisdom of Jesus the son of

Sirach "—more than fifteen times.^ It requires but a glance at his

Epistle to see that what has influenced him most of all is the Sermon on
the Mount, to which he has some fourteen allusions ; but he has used its

teaching to breathe new life into the beautiful though apocryphal treatise

of the Son of Sirach, on which it is evident that he had deeply medi-

tated. The fact is the more striking because in other respects St.

James shows no sympathy with Alexandrian speculations. There is

not in him the faintest tinge of Philonian philosophy ; on the contrary,

he belongs in a marked degree to the School of Jerusalem. He is a
thorough Hebraiser, a typical Judaist. All his thoughts and phrases

move normally in the Palestiaian sphere. This is a curious and almost

unnoticed phenomenon. The "Sapiental literature " of the Old Testa,

ment was the least specifically Israelite. It was the direct precursor of

Alexandrian morals. It deals with mankind, and not with the Jew.
Yet St. James, who shows so much partiality for this literature, is of

all the writers of the New Testament the least Alexandrian and the

most Judaic.

But there is another fact about St. James which goes far to account

for his position, his character, and the tone which he adopts, and which
also throws an interesting light on the views of Joseph and of the

Holy PamUy. It is that he was—^if we may accept the testimony of

Hegesippus, which is in this instance intrinsically probable—a Nazarite

from the womb.' Joseph was called a "just man " in the sense which I

1 If any further evidence should ever throw probability on the ingenious theory of

Dean Plumptre that the book of Wisdom was written by Apollos before his conversion
to Christianity, it would be an interesting circumstance that there should have been
these intellectual affinities between the head of Jewish Christianity and the great disciple

of the Apostle of the Gentiles.
2 The Talmud places among those " who have no portion in the world to come " (the

olamhaliha) "those who read the books of outsiders " (D'2iSTin nOD) ; andKavYow^ph
said " that it was unlawful to read the Book of the son of Sirach" (Sanhedrin, f. 100 6).

On the other hand, it is referred to with respect in Tevamoth, f. 63 6.

5 The sketch of St. James by Hegesippus is preserved in Euseb. H. E. ii. 28. Gratz
has no ground for his assertion (Oesch. d. Juden. iii. 250) that St. James was in these
particulars a representative of the Church ; but I cannot agree with Mr. Sorley {Jewish
Christians, p. 18) that the sketch is unworthy of credit, for it is confitmeil by many inci-

dental allusions in the Acts and Epistles,
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nave already explained ; it was probably to the vow of the Nazarite
that St. James owed his title of " the Just." The close of the Jewish
age was an age of tows. The gathering of the eagles which were
beginning to flap their fierce wings over the Holy Land awakened
anguish and terror in the hearts of the Jews.^ In the spirits of many
of them, and not least in those of brave and hardy Galilseans, the

sense of peril kindled a flame of patriotism which showed itself in wild
revolt.' In those who were unprepared for these movements—who did

not hear the caU from Heaven, which in the form of prophetic sanction

or manifest opportunity would alone have justified an appeal to the
sword—^the sorrow of political extinction found its sure consolation in

the Law of God. The beauty and purity of that Law had kindled the

rapturous delight of the exile who wrote the 119th Psalm. In that

golden alphabet of Hebrew faithfulness he found a compensation for

every earthly trial. It was the desire to preserve that Law intact

which, amid manifold aberrations, formed the nobler side of Pharisaism.

In faithfulness to that Law—which he at last learnt to regard from the

Christian standpoint as " a Law of Liberty "—St. James found the

highest meaning of his life. To obey it in the most open manner
became the vow of his life. A people sufiering under oppression learns

to value the force which is derivable from sacred vows. In vows the

age of the Judges had found a spring of enthusiasm which helped them
to win deliverance. The instances of St. John the Baptist and St.

James—not to mention the Essenes or Banus the Pharisee'—show us

that in the days of Roman oppression the Jews were once more learning

the same lesson.*

As a Nazarite St. James would be regarded as holy even from
infancy. The vow was one which devoted him to the cause of God.

He never tasted wine or strong drink. He never ate any animal food.

No razor had ever come upon the long locks which streamed over his

shoulders. He never anointed himself with oil.* Although he must
have constantly practised the ablutions which were an essential part of

Levitic rule, he never allowed himself the efieminate luxury of the

bath, which had been borrowed from the soft customs of Ionia." The

1 See 2 Bsdras xi. 45.

' The name " Galilean," though not, as has been erroneously said, almost identical

with " Zealot," yet in common use denoted a certain amount of disaffection to the
Soman Government (Matt. xxvi. 69 ; Mark xiv. 70 ; and Jos. jB. J. iii. 3, § 2, etc.).

3 Jos. Vit. 2. • See Ewald, Gesch. Volks larad, ii. 517.
* See Hegesippus, ap. Euseb. B. E. ii. 23. This may be regarded as irreconcilable

with the directions given in James v. 14 ; but the use of oil medicinally is very different

from its use as a luxwy.
6 BaXaveuji mn exp^"'"". Some have been rather horrified by the expression of Hege-

sippus that St. James "never used the bath." But it must not for a moment be

supposed that St. James approved of that revolting notion of " the holiness of dirt

"

which seems to have found a place in the minds of some of the hermij;s. The expression

"the bath " seems to me to have a technical meaning, so that it might be said even of

an Essene, in spite of his daily ablutions in cold water (Jos. B. J. ii. 8, § 5), that " he
did not use the bath." See Schwegler, Nachwpost. Zeitait. i. 141.
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scrupulous cleanliness of Levitism, wliicli arose from its abhorrence of

defilement from any creeping thing, led him always to wear robes of

pure white linen, because woollen substances could not be kept so ab-

solutely clean. This would indicate a scrupulosity even greater than
that of the Priests, for they ordinarily wore woollen garments,^ although
they might only be clad in linen while performing their sacred func-

tions. The Nazaritism of St. James is a circumstance of great moment
in the explanation of his life and character. It added strength to his

personal influence. There are traces in Scripture that the Nazarites
were regarded with peculiar pride. They were looked upon as en-

dowed with health and beauty, as well as holiness. " Thy N'azarites,"

says Jeremiah,^ " were purer than snow, they were whiter than milk,

they were more ruddy in body than rubies, their polishing was of
sapphire." They may even have been admitted into some of the func-

tions which were otherwise confined to the tribe of Levi. It cannot
indeed be true that " because he was a Nazarite " St James was allowed,

like the High Priest, to enter the Holiest once a year. In making that

statement Epiphanius' probably mistakes the remark of Hegesippus*
that he was admitted into the Sanctuary (eft ri aym). And this may be
true. For if we read of Rechabites who were " scribes " and " singers,"

and weiB allowed " to stand before the Lord " in the service of the

Sanctuary, though they were of Kenite blood,^ the same was more likely

to be true of Nazarites, especially if, like St James, they were of priestly

kin and of Davidic descent. At any rate, the Nazarites were pledged
champions of Mosaic institutions,^ and signs are not wanting that the

vow of the Nazarite had been adopted by other members of the circle

who were connected with the earthly home of Jesus.'

In the case of St. James, as in that of his kinsman John the Baptist,

this life-long vow helps to account for the tone of prophetic authority

and fieiy vehemence in which he speaks. May it not also account for
'' the little rift within the lute "—^the gradual severance, if no4 aliena-

tion, from Christ of His earthly " brethren " which is traceable in the

G ospels 1 It is probable that there was no disturbance of harmony so

long as Jesus continued to live in the home of ' His childhood, and to

work vidth the other members of His family as " the Carpenter of

Nazareth." On the Divine instructiveness of that long epoch of seclu-

sion—on the eloquence with which that silence teaches us some of the

best and most necessary lessons of life—I have dwelt elsewhere.' We
1 Lev. xvi. 4 ; Bzek. xliv. 17. ^ Lam. iv. 7.

3 Epiphan. Saer. xxix. 4 ; Ixxviii. 13. ^ Hegesippus, ap. Euseb. S. E. ii. 23.
* On the Rechabites see 2 Kings x. 1.5, 23 ; Jer. xxxv. ; 1 Chron. ii. 55 ; Ps. Ixxi.,

inscr. ; and the allusion of Hegesippus to the Kechabite priest, ap. Euseb. H. E. ii. 23.
5 Hence, perhaps, in part, the title borne by St. James of Ohliam, or "bulwark of the

people " (Ophel am), which Hegesippus confusedly says is " defence of the people, and
•ighteousness."

' Thus we are told of St. Matthew—^who, being a son of Alphaeus, was perhaps a
cousin of St. James—^that he only ate vegetables. (Clem. Alex. JPaed. ii. 1.)

8 See my Life of Christ, i 80-104.
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may well believe that those early years at Nazareth were exceptionally

peaceful and blessed. But when the Lord's hour was come there fell a

shadow between Him and those with whom He had been brought up.

He went to be baptised of John, in Jordan. He returned with a body
of youthful disciples, of whom one was His first cousin, and who were
subsequently joined by other relatives. But His brethren did not
join that cluster of young men in all their glowing enthusiasm whom
Jesus gathered round Him as the fresh garland of His ministry. He
left His home : they stayed in it. They must have heard many a

rumour of Him before He re-appeared in His native village. Of the

secret of His birth, shrouded in awful reticence by the awe-struck
humility of their mother, it may be that they had not heard. They
had seen Him grow up as one of themselves, living in obscure poverty,

toiling at a humble trade. Could they approve of the astonishing

boldness with which—usurping, as it might seem to them, the functions

of the greatest Priests, or the most learned Rabbis, and even en-

dangering the position of His countrymen with Herod, and with the

Eomans—He had swept the courts of the Temple clear from the

crowd of chaffering traffickers 1 If such conduct showed a noble zeal,

how could they approve of such a violation of aU custom—such a dis-

regard of all patriotic prejudices—as was indicated by His stay among
the detested Samaritans ? And how intense must have been their

astonished disapproval when, in the Synagogue of Nazareth, they

heard Him—Him with Whom they had all grown up side by side

—

proclaim Himself to be the promised Messiah of the Great Prophecy
of Isaiah ! His expulsion from Nazareth—the harrow escape from the

death for "blasphemy" which His infuriated townsmen wished to

inflict upon Him—the consequent disturbance of all their hitherto

peaceful relations with their neighbours^—the necessity, arising from
this disturbance, which compelled the whole family to migrate from a

town endeared to them by so long a residence, and by so many associa-

tions—these and other circumstances must all have come upon them
as heavy trials—trials which had arisen from the claims and the con-

duct of Him Whom men called their brother. All these circumstances

would tend to produce the want of perfect cordiality to which our Lord
alluded when He said that " a Prophet is not without honour except

in his own country, and amo7ig his kinsmen and in his own house."^

At first, however, they did not venture to interfere. With their

sti-ong Levitic prejudices, they must have heard with disapproval of His
disparagement of the " traditions of the fathers

;
" of His indifference

to the Oral Law ; of His neglect of Levitic rules when He touched a

' " Is not this the son of Mary, and the brother of James, and Joses, and Judas, and

Simon ? and are not his sisters here with us ?
"—^Mark vi. 3.

2 Mark vi. 4 ; Matt. xiii. 57 ; Luke iv. 24 ; John iv. 44. The last words are omitted,

perhaps out of respect for the feelings of the Lord's brethren, by the two later

Evangelists.
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corpse or a leper ; of His graciousness to tlie poor woman, wliose

slightest contact involved ceremonial pollution ; of His eating with

unwashen hands ; of His annulment of the distinction between clean

and unclean meats ; of His not observing the two weekly fasts ; of the

way in which He set at nought the common rules about the observance

of the Sabbath. But the awe which He inspired hushed the voices

which would otherwise have risen in remonstrance. It was only when
the path of the " Prophet of Nazareth " seemed to darken—only when
they found that He was arraying against Himself, first the disapproba-

tion, then the indignant hatred, of all those on whom they looked with
the deepest veneration—that they thought it a duty, if possible, to

control His actions. It is difficult for us to realise how profound was
the respect with which the humbler Jews looked up to the Priests, the

Sanhedrists, the Pharisees, the Teachers of the Law. The titles which
the Rabbis so eagerly accepted, the tone of contempt which they adopted

towards those who were not initiated into their system, the insolence

with which they depreciated all who did not belong to their little clique,

had gradually led the mass of the Jews to accept these teachers at their

own estimate, and to obey their decisions with almost abject humility.

It was iuconceivable to them how one of the people should dare to scorn

the wisdom, to set aside the authority, to defy the injunctions of their

idolised theologians. It startled them that He should denounce as

blind guides and pernicious hypocrites the men whom they had been
accustomed to regard as little Ezras or Simeons—as " uprooters of

mountains "—as " glories of the Law "—as men of whom the least was
"worthy that the Shechinah should rest upon him."^ They, too, were
inclined to repeat, " Is not this the carpenter ? " In the sixteenth

century men marvelled at the audacity of the German monk who dared

to breathe defiance against the immemorial majesty of the Papacy, and
to brave the opposition of a compact ecclesiasticism. But the courage

of Luther was as nothing to what Jews who did not accept the Divine
mission of Jesus must have considered to be the daring of the Nazarene,

who cared nothing for the threats of the Scribes and Pharisees who had
been despatched from Jerusalem to watch his movements. How could one

who " had never learnt letters," and knew nothing of what passed for

" theology "—gaze without quailing on those broad phylacteries, and
listen without reverence to that micrology of erudition ? Was it not

amazing that He should dare to teach with personal authority, and
without any reference to the precedents and technicalities of men who
had actually listened to Shammai and to Hillel ! The brethren of Jesus

could only attribute such conduct to an enthusiasm which seemed to be

getting beyond His own control. They imagined that the Spirit of the

Prophet was no more subject to the Prophet. They said, " He is beside

Hvmself." Fortifying their interference with the presence of His mother,

1 The Eabbis, like the mediaeval schoolmen, were distinguished by such flattering

titles as "the glory of the Law," "the Holy," &c.
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they went in a body to the skirts of the vast crowd which he was
addressing at Capernaum, and sent a message that they wished to speak
with Him. It was an act of which they themselves were as yet in-

capable of understanding the immense irreverence. It was time that
James and Judas should be taught, as Mary had been gently taught
even at the wedding-feast of Cana, that for Him the bond of earthly
relationships was transcended for ever. Stretching out His hand to
His disciples, He said, " Behold My mother and My brethren 1 For
whosoever shall do the will of My Father in Heaven, he is My brother,
and sister, and mother."'

Yet even this repudiation of their interference—this rebuke, so

distinct yet so gentle, of the presumption which relied on fleshly kins-

manship—was not efiectual to silence finally the remonstrances of His
"brethren." Once more—and this time they were unable to bring
Mary with them—^they ventured to profier their advice to Jesus

j

ventured, not obscurely, to intimate their disapproval of His conduct,
and their rejection of His highest claims.^ The burst of unpopularity
which had followed His discourse at Capernaum about the Bread of

life—the discourse in which He had checked the false Messianic
enthusiasm excited by the feeding of the five thousand—rendered His
position more and more isolated. So great was His perU that, though
the Feast of Tabernacles was at hand. He could not go publicly to

Jerusalem. It was at this sad crisis that His brethren came to Him,
and said, with impatient perplexity, " Depart hence, and go into Judsea,
that Thy disciples also "—not merely these few Galilseans, but those
who have believed on Thee in Jerusalem and Judsea^—" may behold the
works that Thou doest ; for no man doeth anythiag in secret "—as Thou
art now practically doing—" and seeks to be publicly acknowledged."
If Thou doest these things "—and though the words are not a denial pf
His work they are at least a cold and hesitating acknowledgment—" it

Thou doest these things, manifest Thyself to the world." This forward
and ungracious speech, in which they ostentatiously separate themselves
from His disciples, is accounted for by the remark of the Apostle, " For
even His brethren were not believers on Him."* Their belief, such as

it was, was neither permanent nor deep. They may have given to His
claims a general acceptance," but their faith was lacking in energy and
depth. Had it not been so, they would never have aspired to control

His actions. Once more His calm words involved a deep reproof

:

'' My opportunity has not yet come : your opportunity is always ready.

The world cannot hate you ; but Me it hateth, because I bear witness

concerning it that its deeds are evU. Go ye up unto the feast. I do
not mean yet to go up unto this feast, because my opportunity is not

yet fulfilled." Accordingly He did not go up to the feast publicly, o

1 Matt. xii. 49, 50.
_

2 John vii. 1—10.
3 John vii. 4 : ev napptjtrtt^ etvai, * Ver. 5 : ovSe yap oi aSeAt/iol imarevav els ai'TOVt

' Such as is expressed by iricrrevetK rm, but not by wuiTevuv «t.

19
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with them, or as one who went to observe it ; He only appeared
in the Temple suddenly in the midst of it. , But what a severance

between Himself and them the words reveal ! How marked is the

emphasis of the contrasted pronouns? How unmistakably do His
words imply that they belonged as yet to the world of Judaism and
Pharisaism ; to the world which hated Him ; to the world in which they

were in no sort of peril, but which was seeking to take His life. They
were members of the religious world ; they sided with the dominant
parties ; they walked in the odour of sanctity ; they were breathing the

beatitude of orthodox benediction. His was the isolation and the

persecution of the Prophet— of the Prophet who awoke the deadliest of

aU forms of hatred—the hatred of professional partisans ; the hatred
which must ever be the meed of those who are not afraid to pluck off

the mask of the hypocrite, to startle the slumbers of a false orthodoxy,
and to expose the insincerity of a false pretence.

In the four Gospels we do not again hear of the brothers of the

Lord. They were not with Him during the last scenes; they were not

at the Last Supper ; they were not in the Garden ; they drew no svford

for Him ; they did not follow Him to the Hall of Caiaphas ; they did

not defile themselves for the feast by entering the Prsetorium ; they did

not stand beside the Cross ; they did not, so far as we know, visit with
sorrowing gifts His tomb.

Yet, strange to say, when next we meet with them they have thrown
themselves heart and soul into the struggling fortunes of the Church !

It is after the Ascension. The Eleven have returned from the Mount
of Olives, and go to the Upper Room, which is their regular place of

meeting in Jerusalem ; and in that Upper Room are not only the

Eleven, but also Mary the mother of Jesus and His brethren.'' From
that moment as a body they disappear, and we hear no more of either

Joses or Simon. But Jude lived to travel as a Christian missionary,

and to write the Epistle which bears his name ; and James lived to furnish

the nearest approach to a bishop which is to be foTind in the Apostolic

age, and to be for twenty years a main pillar of the persecuted Church.

Whence came this marvellous change 1

We have no account of it ; we have no means of even conjecturally

explaining it, unless the explanation lies in three words of the Apostle

Paul. In his relation of the appearances of Christ after His Resurrec-

tion he says that he was seen of Kephas, then of the Twelve, then

of more than five hundred brethren at once ; " then He was seen of
James."" That this James means the Lord's brother, the head of

the Church in Jerusalem, is clear, because when the Epistle was
written the son of Zebedee was dead, and the son of Alphseus was
unknown to Gentile Christians. They knew but of one James, the one

whose authority was so highly venerated, and the only one whom

1 Acts i. 14. * 1 Cor. XV. 7 ; en-eira ui(t>6-n 'laKw^w.
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St. Paul mentions by name. Three, and three alone, were singled

out to be separate eye-witnesses of the appearances of the risen Christ on
earth. One was the leader of the Apostolic band, the repentant Kephas

;

another was she who loved much, whose love made her last at the cross

and earliest at the tomb ; the third was the brother of the Lord.

Not a single further detail is added in Scripture respecting the

appearances to Kephas and to James. But in the Gospel of the

Hebrews—the most ancient and trustworthy of the apocryphal Gospels

—wa find the striking stoiy that James had bound himself by an oath

that from the hour when he had drunk of the Lord's cup he would
neither eat nor drink until he should see him risen from the' dead.

"Now the Lord, when He had given the cloth (sindon) to the

servant of the priest, went to James and appeared to Him, and
said after a whUe, 'Bring hither a table and bread;' and He took

bread, and blessed it, and brake it, and gave it to James the Just, and

said to him, 'My brother, eat thy bread now, for the Son of Man
hath risen from among those that sleep.""^ There are several circum-

stances here which show us indeed that we are in the region of the

Apocryphal, for James was not present at the Lord's Supper, and

there did not exist among the Apostles—in spite of all that Jesus

had told them—any expectation of the Resurrection. Indeed, so far

from the belief creating the conviction, we are expressly told of the

incredulous astonishment with which they received the first Easter

tidings. But though there may be some confusion in these details,

there is nothing improbable, nothing which is unUke St. James's

character, in the main facts of the tradition. That he loved the

Brother with whom he had lived at Nazareth for tliirty years we
cannot doubt. Although he may have been unconvinced at first

of His Divine claims, though he may even have yielded to doubts

respecting His Messiahship, yet one into whose heart had sunk so

deeply the lessons of sentence after sentence from the Sermon on

the Mount could not have regarded Him as other than a great prophet

from the earliest days of his public ministry. All his personal affection

may have been stirred to its lowest depths by the knowledge of

what He had sufiered. His nascent and imperfect belief may have

been greatly strengthened by the events which accompanied the

Crucifixion, and which made so deep an impression not only on the

awestruck Jews, but even on the heathen centurion. It is therefore

far from impossible that when he heard the first reports of His

resurrection, the subsequent intelligence that He had been actually

seen—and not only by Mary of Magdala, but by Kephas, and by

the Twelve, and by five hundred brethren at once—he may have bound

himself by the not uncommon cher'em, or ban, which the tradition

records. He was a Nazarite, and bound by a general vow ; he would

1 Jer. De Virr. Ulustr. 2.
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now make a special vow neitier to eat nor drink until he too had seen

the Lord—until he had been thus thoroughly convinced that all which
yet remained of his past doubts was wrong and vain. However this

may be, we kaow on the testimony of St. Paul that a special vision

was vouchsafed to him. We know further from sacred history that he
became thenceforth, until his martyrdom, a faithful shepherd of souls,

a tower of defence to the Church of Christ in the Holy City.

Seven or eight years elapse before we again, hear of him,^ and then
it is merely a passing allusion to the fact that St. Paul saw him in

Jerusalem, three years after his conversion, when he had been forced to

fly for his life from Damascus. All the brethren at first—and
therefore James among them—received the new convert, who had lately

been so terrible an inquisitor, with fear and suspicion. When the
generosity of Barnabas had rescued his friend from this painful

isolation, Peter was the earliest to hold out to him the right hand
of fellowship, and from that time James seems also to have received

him with kindness.^ Even then St. James appears to have held some
authoritative position in the Church, though he is distinguished from
the Apostles. Since no other Apostle except Peter is mentioned, we
may infer that they were not at Jerusalem at that moment. Indeed,

the whole Church had been scattered by the storm of persecution which
had been directed by Paul himself.

Six more years elapse before, in a.d. 44, we again meet with the

name of James. In that year Herod Agrippa I., in trying to sustain

the politic rdle of a national king, had taken the readiest method
of pleasing the Jews by harassing the Christians. He had accordingly

seized James the son of Zebedee, and put him to death. The selection

of the elder son of Zebedee for a victim shows either that the burning

zeal was still unquenched which in old days had earned for him
and his brother John the surname of Sons of Thunder, or that he was
at that time regarded as the leader in the Church at Jerusalem. Why
that position was assigned to him rather than to Peter we can only

conjecture. It may have been owing to his position, or to his

connexion with Jerusalem, or to the fact that as the son of Salome he
was the near relative of his Lord. No sooner had he been executed

than, seeing the delight which the Jews had taken in his execution,

Herod proceeded further to seize Peter. The angelic deliverance of

Peter from prison thwarted the king's murderous designs ; and when
Peter went at once to the house of Mary the mother of John Mark, to

remove the anxious fears of the assembled brethren before his flight

from Jerusalem, he ended his hasty narrative with the words, "Tell

James and the brethren these things."^

The expression shows that James the Lord's brother had succeeded

the son of Zebedee as the chief person in the mother Church. The

» About i D. 38. » (ial. i 18. 19. s Acts xii. 17.
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twelve years had no-w elapsed during which, according to a probable

tradition, the Apostles had been bidden to stay at Jerusalem before

they scattered far and wide to preach the Gospel to all nations.^ Tha
stationary superintendence of the little body of Christians in th«

head-quarters of Jewish fanaticism was felt to be a position which
belonged less fitly to any of the Twelve than to one who, though

he might in the less technical sense be called an Apostle, was not

one of the chosen witnesses to whom had been entrusted the evangeli-

sation of all the world.

To James, therefore, the Lord's brother—not only beeatise he was
the Lord's brother, but because of the force of his character and
influence—fell naturally and at once the office of Bishop of Jerusalem."

The appointment was eminently wise, and as Jerusalem was yearly

visited at the great feasts by hundreds of thousands of pilgrims, of

whom multitudes were Christians,^ this position at once gave to the

Lord's brother an immense authority. He became a pillar of the

Church ;* and if it had been in the power of any one even at the

eleventh hour to win over the people of the Ancient Covenant, he

would have achieved the task. The shadow of an awful mystery clung

about him as the earthly brother of Him Whose true Divinity as the

Eternal Son of God was brought home more deeply by the Holy
Spirit to the hearts of the disciples as year after year passed by.

And this awe of his personality, enhanced among the Jews by his

Davidic descent, was increased by the stem sanctity of his character.

This was he^so men whispered, and we oatch the echo of their

whispers centuries afterwards—"who is wont to go alone into the

sanctuary, and is found prostrate in prayer, so that his knees have

grown hard and worn like a camel's because he is ever kneeling and
worshipping God, and asking forgiveness for the people."^ "This is

the righteous one," "This is Ohlicmi, the bulwark of the people."

" He is even allowed," they said, " like the high priest, to wear on
his forehead the petalon, the plate of gold on which is inscribed

Holineiss to the Lord." The latter notion is probably a symbolic

expression translated into a fact,' for there is no trace that such a

privilege was accorded to any one, even if he were, as James may have

1 Clem. Alex. Strom, vi 5, § 43, quoting the Kerugma Petrou ; and ApoUonius, cup.

Euseb. H. E. v. 18.

2 Clemens (wp. Euseb. H. E. il. 1) says tbat he was appointed bishop by Peter and
the two sons of Zebedee. Hegesippus says : fitafiexerat Si rriv 'EKKXrjaCav jiterA rSiv an-otrrdXaiv

6 aSe?^o5 Tov KvpCov 'lajcu^off, k,t.A. It is amazing that Jerome should have ventured to
render this "Susoepit Ecclesiam Hierosolymse post apostolos frater domini Jacobus." It

means "with the Apostles," and shows that James was not one of the Twelve.
^ In Acts xzi. 20 we find the startling expression, "Thou beholdest, brother, koa

many myriads (irdo-oi /xvpuijes) there are of Jews who have believed."
< Gal. ii. 9. * Euseb. S. E. ii. 23.
•i Bpiphan. Boer. xxix. 4 ; Ixxviii. 13.

7 As is the case with the similar story told by Folycratea about St. John (Euseb.

ff. E V. 24).
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been, of Aaronic as well as of Davidic origin.^ But it is not incredible

that James may, as a Nazarite, have been allowed to share in some
of the priestly privileges.^ In any case, these stories must indicate

that he was held ia exceptional reverence, for legends only gather

round the names of the greatest, just as it is only the loftiest mountain-

tops to which the mists most densely cling. And every indication with
which we are furnished shows that he was providentially fitted to

give one last chance to all who would accept salvation, whether in

the Jewish capital or amid the Twelve Tribes of the Dispersion. From
the whole character of his views he would speak to them in a voice

more acceptable than that of any other man.
In the narrative of the anger which arose at Jerusalem when the

news arrived that Peter, not content with baptising Gentile proselytes,

had actually lived in their houses and eaten with them, the name of

James is not mentioned. Nor, again, are we told that St. Paul saw
him in his hurried and unimportant visit, in the year of Peter's im-

prisonment, to carry alms from the Gentile Christians at Antioch to

their suffering brethren, the " saints " of Jerusalem.' But five years

later, about a.d. 50, when Paul and Barnabas went up a second time to

Jerusalem for the settlement of the great question which was then agi-

tating the Church, we again see St. James as the most prominent figure

in that memorable Synod. The question whether the Gentiles were or

were not to be circumcised—was one on the decision of which hung the

entire future of Gentile Christianity. It involved the whole relation of

the Gentiles to the Mosaic Law. I have elsewhere so fully entered into

its bearing, and into the circumstances of the scene at which it was
decided, that I must be content to refer to what I have there said.* But
I may here repeat that the whole weight and responsibility of the

decision rested with St. James, and that he rose on this occasion to a

height worthy of his parentage and of his character. In the face of. all

the prejudices of his life— rising superior to the views of all the Eabbis,

his predecessors and contemporaries—ignoring the wrathful murmurs
and fanatical arguments of the Pharisaic Zealots, he decided in an oppo-

site sense to what seems to have been expected of him. He, the

Righteous—he, the Bulwark of Judaism—he, the priestly Nazarite, to

whom. Christian though he was, even Jews looked up with reverence

—

he, who was so rigidly accurate an observer of all the precepts of legal

righteousness—he, the very man whose name and authority had been

claimed by the Judaic emissaries who had troubled the Church of

Antioch by their insistance on legal scrupulosity and Jewish particu-

larism—he, whose name they afterwards abused in counter-missions to

undo the teaching of St. Paul—^he gave his voice in favour of the libera^

view ! Never, perhaps, did a result so awful in its responsibility depend

1 Mary was related to BlizabetK
' See supra, p. 286. Dean Plumptre refers to Maimonidea, Moreh, Nevochim, iii. 43.

« Acts 3d. 30 ; xii. 25. ^ See Life and Work of St. Paul, i. 405—408.
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on the wisdom of any single man. The assembly of Jewish Christians

in the Holy City, seething with intense excitement,^ hung on the lips of

their Bishop, as, in the hush of awe inspired by his person and charactei-,

he rose, with the long locks of the Nazarite streaming over his white

robes, to close the discussion in which so many fierce passions had been

aroused. The Pharisees had been insisting on the Law—the Law of

Moses—the sacred, irrevocable, fiery Law of Sinai, for the sake of

which they thought the very world had been created—the Law which
the Saviour had Himself said that He came not to destroy, but to

fulfil—nay, which He had personally fulfilled—nay, respecting which
He had openly declared that no jot nor tittle of it should ever pass

away. Who had the power to say that this Law which God had
uttered from the rolling fire, with the sound of a trumpet amid
myriads of angels—who should dare to say that any portion of it

was special 1 that any utterance of it was evanescent t "Who would dare

to argue that it was meant for Jews only, and that it need not be

adopted by proselytes, and that it had not been intended for all the

world ] Could even the Bath Kol itself, the voice from Heaven,^ super,

sede its universal sacrednesa, or absolve, were it but one Gentile, from

so much as the position of a phylactery or the colour of a fringe? Did
not tradition say that all the souls even of nations yet unborn had been

.summoned to the awful mountain to hear that Law delivered 1 And be

it remembered that these arguments were being uttered at Jerusalem, in

the midst of, and to the knowledge of, a madly fanatical population

—

uttered, as it were, in the audience of those long centuries of Sacred

history to which every tower and pinnacle of the Holy City was bearing

witness—uttered by men who were not only Pharisees, but Christians.

And let it be further remembered that every argument which they were

urging was one addressed as it were in shorthand to the impassioned

prejudices of the majority of the hearers ; anticipated almost before its

utterance by their quick and excited sensibility; weighted with the

emphasis of those lifelong convictions, which come to be identified with

the very essence of religion. Against this mighty current of obstinate

Judaism, Paul, the once fierce Inquisitor and Persecutor—Paul, the

hated renegade of the Sanhedrin—Paul, who had his share in the death

of the proto-martyr—Paul, the suspected teacher of heathen customs

which were the subversion of legal righteousness—Paul, and even

Barnabas, tainted, as many of these Pharisees would have thought, by
intercourse with " the enemy,"—would have struggled in vain. One
tower of strength the wiser and larger-hearted party possessed in the

advocacy of Peter; but Peter himself, though he adduced irresistible

' Acts XV. 2.

3 See the memorable story in the Talmud, where the Eabbis repudiate even the testi-

mony of the Bath Kol against one of theii' Halachoth. " It is not mysterious voices,"

said Babbi Joshua, "but the majority of the Sages which ought alone to decide questions

of doctrine" (Bava Metzia, f. 59 b). See my paper on " Christ and the Oral Law" ia

the Expositor, (v. 233).
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proofs of a Divine sanction for what he had done, had barely been able

to justify, at Jerusalem, the isolated baptism and admission into fellow-

ship of a single pious proselyte. The question now at stake was not

the treatment of an individual case, but the obligations of the whole
Gentile world. Was the coming of the Jewish Messiah to be the annul-

ment of the Jewish Law, the obliteration of all that was most distinctive

in the Jewish Church? Was the triumph of Israel to involve its

national eflfacement 1 Such were the questions which led to a storm of

passionate dispute. But meanwhile, before the convening of this

deeply-moved assembly, the result of which was to be fraught with con-

sequences so momentous, Paul and Barnabas had, with consummate
wisdom, secured the adhesion of the three great pillar-Apostles. Peter

was already with them in heart ; but Peter's impulsive and yielding

temperament might have been little able to stand alone against the

rushing tide of fanaticism if he had not been supported by the authority

of John and James. But John was won by the clear signs that God
had been with the heroic missionaries, and that the Holy Spirit had set

His seal on all their work. And when James also was convinced

—

when even his practical wisdom had grasped the truth, which was the

last which the Holy Spirit made perfectly clear to the minds of the Early

Apostles—the greatest victory ever achieved by Gentile Christianity

was won. The fiery speech of St. Peter might only have fanned the

pi-ejudices of the Jewish Christians into a fiercer fiame. Even to the

striking narratives of Paul and Barnabas they listened in unconvinced
silence. They attached chief importance to the original Apostles and
witnesses.' Their hopes were in James. And James arose to dash

those hopes to the ground. He referred to the narrative of " Symeon;"
he passed over in silence the speeches of Barnabas and Paul ; but then

— appealing to the words of a prophet who was a Nazarite like himself

—with his " Therefore I decide," he settled the question.^ And his

decision was that the Gentiles were to be admitted into the Christian

Church on the footing of proselytes of the Gate, and were not to be
burdened with any requirements beyond the simple and easy rules of the

Noachian Dispensation. I have pointed out elsewhere how many points

of discussion were still left undecided by this decree ; how local and
how transitory was its authority ; how completely, in Churches outside

the limited circle to which the letter was addressed, St. Paul set aside

its authority. I have also shown how openly the implied contract was
also broken by those who were most hostile to the Apostle of the

heathen, and ^who, appealing too often to credentials furnished by St.

James, sophisticated St. Paul's feeble converts and undid his toilsome

work. But, meanwhile, James himself, with worthy firmness and true

' See Olem. Horn. six. 17.
" Acts XV. 19. Two resemblances have been observed between the speech and the

Epistle— (1) The epistolary greeting, x^'P"" {.infra p. 326) ; and (2) aSeXifio'i, ixova-an

(Acts XV. 13; Ja«. ii. 5).
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wisdom from on Hgh, had conceded the whole question at issue. When
the principle had been thus once conceded, it was, from the nature of

the case, conceded for ever. The details could be safely left to future

Adjustment as they were seen by the light of circumstances. No one
who called himself a Christian, whether Jew or Gentile, could really

dispute a rule which had been laid down by the concurrent authority

not only of Paul and Barnabas and Peter, but even of the Beloved
Disciple and of the Brother of the Lord. But myriads of Jewish
Christians remained secretly unpersuaded, until the destruction of

Jerusalem, like a lightning-flash from heaven, dispelled their perplexities

by the Divine logic of events.

Years again pass by, and we have but incidental references to the

name of James. It is clear that if James was satisfied as to the right

of St. Paul to act as he had done, many of his adherents were not. In
violation of the whole spirit of the synodical compact, they insisted on
maintaining a rigid line of distiaction between Jews and uncircumoised

Gentiles ; and their presence at Antioch was so successful in reawaken-
ing the terrors of a fancied unorthodoxy that Peter himself once more
wavered, and even Barnabas was led away with the dissimulation

which followed the arrival of these " certain from James." It is not

necessary once more to write the history of that bitter quarrel which
nearly rent asunder the unity of the early Church, and which it took

a full century to heal. It is enough to say that the habits and con-

victions of a lifetime can never be lightly, and rarely with completeness,

laid aside. Although St. James had shown on the one great occasion a

noble liberality, yet his sympathies were to the last with the Jewish
Christians. As the head of their party and the exponent of their

views, he could never have felt in entire accord with the Apostle of the

Gentiles. Hence his memory was fondly cherished by all Judaisers,

and the Ebionites claimed his special patronage.' Peter was too wide in

his sympathies, too free from narrowness and prejudice, to be the chosen

leader of so intensely Judaic a sect. The Nazarenes also, who were
Judaists but not heretical, looked up to James with the highest

reverence. In the Church of Jerusalem he was succeeded by Symeon
son of Clopas, who is said to have sufiered martyrdom, at the age of 120,

in the reign of Hadrian. Every one of the next thirteen Bishops was of

the Circumcision.^ The first Gentile Bishop was Marcus (a.d. 137), who
presided over the Church when some of the Christians had returned from

Pella to Jerusalem, then called by its new name of ^lia Capitolina.

That St. James continued to the last to be swayed by the thoughts

and traditions of his earlier life may be asserted without any blame to

1 In the pseudo-Clementine Homilies and Epistles he, and not Peter, is elected to the

rank of supreme and universal Bishop. One Ebionite romance, the Anabathmoi
lakobou, went so far as to describe his ascension into Heaven. Epiphan. Saer.

XXX. 16.
2 F.iiseh. iv. 5.
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him. It is only what we see every day. The saints of God, who will

be very near and very dear to each other in Heaven, are on earth
separated by bitter prejudices, by party shibboleths, by mutual mis-

understandings, by the almost grotesque misrepresentations in which
they mutually indulge. The Holy Spirit of God was with St. Paul, and
with St. James, and with each of the Apostles, dividing to each man
severally as He would. But there was a diversity of gifts and graces

in accordance with the individuality of each ; nor did the Holy Spirit

bestow on any one of them an infallible wisdom or a perfect sinless-

ness. "Even a Paul," as St. Ohrysostom says, ," was still but a man."
It is surely one of the heresies of modem times, one of the faithless

misconceptions which alter the central meaning of Christianity, to

suppose that the Holy Spirit, who was promised for all time, was with
the Apostles and is not with us. He is witk us. He is with all who
seek Him. But as it is alien from the possibilities of earthly life that

His indwelling Presence should make us perfect or all-wise, so neither

did it make them perfect or all-wise. They were mortal men, not angels.

They were liable to inconsistencies, and they fell into errors. It is, I

think, an unmistakable inference, both from the hints which we find in

the Acts of the Apostles and from the silence of that book in other

places, that St. James and St. Paul felt but little congeniality towards
each other. They differed in sympathies and in temperament. ISTo

lives could be more diverse than those of these two great servants of

God. St. Paul was constautly traversing Europe and Asia in long

journeys, living in heathen cities, crossing and recrossing the Mediterra-

nean, brought into daily contact with the rich though unsanotified culture

of the grandest nations of antiquity, seeing the works and learning the

thoughts of many men. It was impossible for him to retain the Jewish
standpoint when, by the wisdom of Providence, his mind had been
enlarged by such influences and such knowledge. It forced upon him,

in a way far different from that of theoretical assent, the conviction of

God's fatherhood over the family of man. In the light of Christ's com-

mand to gather all mankind into the fold of His Church, the promises and
prophecies which ran throughout the whole Old Testament flashed into

new significance. The training which St. Paul had received from God's

Holy Spirit, that he might become a true " vessel of election " to win
the Gentiles unto Christ, shifted, as it were, the centre of gravity of his

whole theological system. Theologically, as well as geographically, he

was now aware that it was but a fiction of Rabbinism to regard Jeru-

salem as the centre of all the earth. The one thing which imperilled

the conversion of the world was the attempt to force on the neck of the

GentUes a yoke of observances which they were unable to bear. It was
impossible for St. Paul to dwell on the symbolism which gave to the

Law its true splendour. Wha he had to enforce was its deathful, its

menacing, its elementary aspee as a curse and a bondage. He was
driven in the earnestness of controversy to use such expressions as
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" weak and beggarly elements," wHcli we cannot imagine that St. J'amea

could under any circumstances have brought himself to use. "We can
hardly wonder if a polemic so unsparing produced feeliags of intense

exasperation. The Rabbis applied to their hedge of Levitic Halachftth

the expression of the Book of Ecclesiastes (x. 8), "Whoso breaketh

down a hedge a serpent shall bite him." St. Paul broke down that

hedge ia every direction—it was the duty and object of his life to do
so—and he was bitten in consequence by the " offsprings of vipers."

They whose work it is to wiu multitudes to Christ, to show religion in

all its width and attractiveness, to make it wear a winning aspect in the

eyes of all who love mercy and culture, have always aroused the alarmed

ajitagonism of more timid natures.^

But the life and training of St. James, and consequently to a great,

extent the colour of his opinions, were the reverse of cosmopolitan. So
far as we know, he never left Jerusalem after the Ascension. All that

he learnt of the outer world was the glimpse of it which he received

from intercourse with the Paschal pilgrims who came from " the Dis-

persion " with all their thoughts full of Jerusalem, and of Jerusalem

alone. There was nothing in such intercourse to deci-ease, rather there

was everything to intensify, the feelings of the Jew as to the grandeur

and importance of his own privileges. Now the cause and substance of

those privileges lay in the institutions which God had given him, and
even more in the ceremonial Law, with its service and Priesthood, than
in the moral law, which— in its great outlines—was common to the Jew
with all mankind. A Christian Jew might concede that these institu-

tions were not obligatory on the Gentile, at any rate to their full

extent ; but it was almost impossible for him to realise that they had
become needless and insignificant shadows for himself also. They had
been delivered from Sinai by the voice of God speaking out of the fire.

How, then, could they become obsolete? Who had repealed them?
When had they been annulled 1 Had any prophet greater than all the

prophets reduced to a dead letter so much of the Levitic Books 1 Had
Christ done so 1 There were those who argued that implicitly He Iiad

done so ; but was the implicit and the inferential a sufficient warrant

for the abrogation of that which was positive and Divine ? Could it,

moreover, be said with certainty that Christ had even implicitly set

aside the Mosaic Law which He said He had come not to destroy, but

to fulfil 1 If St. Paul appealed to the guidance of the Holy Spirit,

others too, who thought that they had the Spirit of God, did not feel so

sure as to their warrant for neglecting or undervaluing what was to

them the certain revelation of 1,500 years ago.

Least of all could it be expected that one like St. James—a Hebrew
of Hebrews, the son of a " just " man, and one whose own title of " the

Jnst " was a testimony to the faithfulness of his observances, a Nazarite

forks,

1 " Above all, let us not mrike the doors of the Chuich bristle with razors, and pitoh-

ks, and bundles of thorns " (H. Peyrreyve to P6re Laoordaire),
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" holy from his mother's -woml),"
—-would readily embrace such views.

If he did, would not the Temple in. which he worshipped, the vows in

which he took part, the Holy Place in which he was permitted to

kneel, the sacrifices which he offered, the streets of the city which he

trod, the very robe he wore, bear daily witness against him 1 No doubt

the Gentiles, if they chose, might be contented with the Noachian pre-

cepts ; and the question as to the relative position of Jews and GentUes,

and of proselytes of the Gate in comparison with proselytes of

Righteousness, might be left in abeyance. But to St. James Jerusalem

was the joy of the whole earth, the City of the Great King. To him
" the people " meant the Chosen People, and the rest of the world was,

in comparison, as nothing.' It had not been elected for exceptional

blessings. It stood in a wholly inferior relation towards God. If such

were not the views of St. James, they were the views of many of those

Priests and Pharisees by whom he was surrounded, and with whom he

lived in friendship. Many of these were only so far Christians that

they recognised in Christ a Divine Messiah. They were Jews as well

as Christians, and by the whole bent of their lives they were Jews first

and Christians afterwards. To many of them, as we see from the New
Testament, it was the strongest temptation of their lives to waver half-

way between Judaism and Christianity, on the verge of apostatisiag

into the former. It was not so with St. James. His heart was sure,

his affections fixed, his soul anchored on the rock of Christ. He was a

Christian first, a Jew afterwards, although his Epistle shows that it was

the moral rather than the dogmatic side of Christianity which most

absorbed his thoughts. But a man is insensibly affected by intercourse

with those around him ; and every circumstance around St. James was

of a kind to deepen in his eyes the sanctity of Judaism. Those about

him, often without his sanction, and sometimes in defiance of his

wishes, did not scruple to make use of his name to discountenance the

views of St. Paul. It was the position of St. James as the head of the

Judaising Christians which made his name so dear to the Ebionites.*

They were glad to attribute to him that bitter antagonism to the

teachings of St. Paul which was true only of those who usurped his

name. This is why, in the spurious Epistle of Peter prefixed to the

Clementine HomUies, Peter is made to exalt the Law against the

attacks of " the enemy," and none are regarded as full Christians but

those who are devout and circumcised. This is why " James, the slave

of the Lord Jesus Christ," becomes in the dedication of the Epistle of

the pseudo-Clemens, and in the Liturgy of James, not " the Lord's

brother," but Adelphotheos, " the brother of God." He is spoken of,

' Eabbis used to talk of all the world except Judea as chootsah-la-arets, " outside the

land."
2 The "Ascent of James," the "'Witness,'' and the " Protevangelion of James were

Ebionite -writings. There are imitations of the Epistle of St. James in the Clementine

HomiUes, ui. 1, 17, 54, 55 ; -riii. 7 ; xix. 2 (Ep. Clem, ad Jac. 15).
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with the pompous inflation of a later sacerdotalism, as "the Lord
James," " the prince of bishops. Apostles, and martyrs," " the bishop of

bishops, who rules Jerusalem, the Holy Church of the Hebrews."' He
is the Archbishop of Jerusalem, who, sending about even the greatest

of the Apostles, at his own behest' despatches St. Peter to withstand

Paul, " the enemy," thinly disguised in the person of Simon Magus.
He stands seven days on the steps of the Temple witnessing (as though
against the teaching of this "enemy" !) that Jesus is the Christ. In the

Clementine Recognitions,* Peter—with pointed reference to the remark
of St. Paul that he needed no letter of recommendation (2 Cor. iii. 1)

—

is made to give solemn warning to the Church to test false Apostles,

and " to trust no teacher who has not brought a testimonial " (as we may
call it) " from James or from his successor ; because, unless any one

has gone up to Jerusalem and there been approved as being a teacher

fit and faithful to preach the word of Christ, he is not by any means to be

received." Such were the dreams and extravagances and ambitions and
calumnies of party theology in the days of the Ebionites. Most of this

Ebionising exaltation of Judaic episcopacy is the nonsense of an hereti-

cal and malignant ecclesiasticism, savouring of the elements which have
ever been the corruption of all that is pure and sound and simple ia the

Church. But it bases its fictions upon circumstances which at one

time did really exist, although to a much less extent than this. It had

its root ui the real difierences between Judaic and Pauline Christianity.

A passionate contest did really occur between those who wished to

maintain intact and those who wished to annul the Levitic Law ; and
there may have been a want of heart-felt union between the leaders of

the Church of Jerusalem and the great founder of the Church of the

Gentiles. The state of circumstances which I have here sketched finds

a striking illustration in the advice given by St. James and his elders,

in A,D. 58, on the occasion of St. Paul's fifth and last visit to Jeru-

salem, when they recommended him to take a part in helping some

poorer brethren to bring to due conclusion a temporary vow. That

vow, with all its Levitic ceremonials, involved circumstances which

could not but have been painful to St. Paul ; and the recommendation,

though given in all sincerity as a supposed means of averting a collision

between Jews and Christians, produced the most disastrous conse-

quences for many years.*

1 The forged letter of St. Peter in the Clementines is addressed " To James, the Lord

and Bishop of the Holy Church," who is described as beihg at the head of a college of

seventy Presbyters. The letter of pseudo-Clemens describing the martyrdom of St.

Peter is addressed " To James the Lord, and Bishop of Bishops, who rules the Holy

Church of the Hebrews in Jerusalem, and all the Churches everywhere established by

the Providence of God," etc. See too Recogn. i. 43.
.

2 Becogn. i. 44, 68, 73. ^ Recogn. Clem. iv. 35 ; Horn. si. 35.

4 See this fully explained in my Life of St. Paul, ii. 295—308. The Nazante vow

might be taken for a longer or shorter period, and one who undertook it for a period only

was caUed "a Nazarite of days " (see Amos ii. 11, 12 ; 1 Maco. iii...49). St. Paul's vow

at Oenchreae may, or may not, have been of this character (Acts xviij. 18).
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From that time forward we lose sight of St. James in Scripture

;

but we gain one more glimpse of him in Jewish history and Christian
tradition five years afterwards, in the year of his martyrdom, a.d. 63.

Respecting this martyrdom, Josephus tells us that it was due to

Ananus, or Annas—or, to give him his true name, Hanan—the

younger, who in that year was High Priest, the last of the high-

priestly sons of the "Annas" of the Gospels. Hatred against Christ

and Christians had already led the house of Hanan to imbrue their

guilty hands in the blood of Christ and of St. Stephen, to approve of

the murder of James the son of Zebedee, and to endeavour to procure
the assassination of St. Paul. The same unrelenting animosity nor
hurried the younger Hanan, a man of violent and imperious temper,
into a fresh crime. He seized a sudden opportunity to put to death the
Lord's brother, and so to strike one more blow at the Christian Church.
Festus, whose justice had saved the life of St. Paul, and who was one
of the most honourable of the Roman procurators of Judsea, had died

after a brief government of two years. Albinus was appointed as his

successor, and before he arrived there was a little interval during which
Judsea was only under the distant supervision of the Legate of Syria.

Agrippa II. was absent from Jerusalem. At such a time a bold and
cruel Sadducee like this High Priest might easily induce the Sanhedrin
to stretch their authority, and exercise a power of inflicting capital

punishment which had ceased strictly to belong to them. He hoped
that this irregularity would be either unnoticed or condoned by the

Romans, who were very tolerant of what was done in the interests of

any legally-permitted religion, and who would not be likely to interfere

with an execution which had no political significance. Inspiring the

Sanhedrin with his own audacity, Hanan induced them to arrest James
and other leading Christians, and to have them stoned. The charge
brought against them was doubtless blasphemy, for it was impossible to

charge James at any rate with " transgi'essing the Law." Perhaps, if

James had been as much hated as St. Paul was, no more would have
been said. But James, at Jerusalem, like Ananias at Damascus, was
profoundly honoured by Jews no less than by Christians. He, too,, was
" a devout man according to the law, having a good report of all the

Jews which dwelt there. " ^ It was not merely the converts to Chris-

tianity, but "some of the most equitable in the city, and those who
were most accurate in their knowledge of the Law," who were
grieved at this wanton murder of the saintly Nazarite. They were
determined to protect such citizens from the insolence of a blood-

stained house, and they laid their complaints before Agrippa II.

This king had heard the defence of St. Paul before Festus, and was
capable of taking a fairer view of Christianity than that which was
deemed politic by his astute and unprincipled father. They also

' Acts xxii. 12.
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complained to the new Procurator, who was now on Hs way from
Alexandria to Jerusalem. The consequence was that Albinus
(a.d. 63) wrote to Hanan a stern rebuke for his illegal violence, and
Agrippa II. felt that he might, without danger to his own popularity,

expel him from the High Priesthood, though he had only held it for

three months.'' "We can see from this brief narrative that the cruelty of

the younger Hanan was only part of a bold plan to restore the waning
influence of the Sadducean priesthood. Those who, by informing
against him, defeated his purpose and drove him from his office, were
evidently Pharisees.^ The Pharisees were never actuated by the same
animosity against the Judseo-Christians as the Sadducees. Judaic
Christianity leaned to the views of Pharisaism. Sadducees like the

Beni-Hanan naturally hated it on this ground, and all the more because

the many Pharisees who had by this time embraced the faith were
believers in the Resurrection of Christ, and were therefore extreme
opponents of the very negation which was most characteristic of

the Sadducean sect. Hanan is perhaps the proud young priest, who,
on reproaching his father for conformity to Pharisaic practices while ho
had lived all his life in the profession of Sadduceism, received the

answer that only at the price of such hypocrisy could their priestly

position be maintained at all.' If so, we see that he was exactly

the sort of person who woiild have taken the initiative in a Sadducean
conspiracy.

Hegesippus supplements the narrative of Josephus by giving a more
detailed account of the martyr's death.^ He says that James won over

many of the Jews to Christianity by his testimony to Jesus as being the

Door of the Sheepfold, the Way of Life, until the multitude of conver-

sions aroused, as it had done twenty-five years earlier, the angry atten-

tion of the Scribes and Sanhedrists. They accordingly sent him a

deputation from their " Seven Sects" to ask him, "Who is the Door of

Jesus 1"^ He answered, " that Jesus was the Saviour ; " aiad by this

testimony he again won so many converts that a tumult arose, from the

fear that all the people would be won over to look for the coming of

Christ. Accordingly they once more sent him a deputation, acknow-
ledging his " righteousness," and the reverence with which they regarded

him, and the strong influence which he held over the people, but en-

treating him to stand upon the pinnacle of the Temple on the day of the

Passover, and persuade " aU the tribes " and the Gentiles " not to be led

1 Joshoa, son of Damnaeus, was appointed in his place, but was soon superseded by
Joshua Ben Gamala, who bought the office by an enormous bribe, offered by his wife,

Martha, a daughter of Boethus.
2 Jos. Antt. XX. 9, § 1.

3 Tosefta Joma, o. 1; Geiger, Urschi-ift, 112; Derenbourg, Palest. 104.

< Hegesippus wrote, he tells us, when Eleutherus was Bishop of Rome, A.D. 174—189

(Euseb. iv. 22).
5 The phrase may mean " Which is the door of which Jesus spoke? " (.Tohn x. 7, 9), or

" "What is the Door which leads to Jesus ?
"
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away concerning Jesus." The rest of the story may be told in the

quaint style of the old writer itself :

—

" The Scribes and Pharisees, then, who have been previously men-
tioned, set James on the pinnacle of the Temple, and cried to him and
said, ' Just one ! whom we ought all to obey, since the people is wan-

dering after Jesus the Crucified, tell us, Who is the Door of Jesus 1

'

And he answered in a loud voice, ' Why do ye ask me again about

Jesus the Son of Man ? He both sits in the heavens on the right hand
of the Mighty Power, and He will come on the clouds of heaven.' And
when many had been fully assured, and were glorifying God at the

witness of James, and saying, ' Hosanna to the Son of David !
' then

again the same Scribes and Pharisees began to say to one another, ' We
did wrong in affording such a testimony to Jesus. Come, let us go up
and cast him down, that they may be afraid, and not believe him.' And
they cried out, saying, ' Oh ! oh ! even the Just has gone astray

!

' and they

fulfilled the Scripture written in Isaiah, ' Let us away with the Just, for

he is inconvenient to us.' (Is. iii. 10?) Therefore they shall eat of the

fruit of their own deeds. They went up, therefore, and flung down the

Just, and said to one another, ' Let us stone James the Just.' And they

began to stone him, since he did not die from being flung down, but

turned and knelt on his knees, saying, ' I entreat Thee, O Lord God !

O Father ! forgive them, for they know not what they do.' But while

they were thus stoning him, one of the Priests, of the sons of Eechab, a

son of the Rechabites to whom Jeremiah the Prophet bears witness,

cried out, saying, ' Cease ! what are ye doing 1 The Righteous One is

praying for you ?
' But one of them, one of the fullers, lifting up his

club with which he used to beat out clothes, brought it down on

the head of the Righteous One. So he bore witness ; and they buried

him on the spot, beside the Sanctuary.^ He was a true witness to

Jews and Greeks that Jesus is the Christ. Immediately afterwards

Vespasian besieged them." Eusebius quotes Josephus for the statement

that the destruction of Jerusalem fell on the Jews in punishment for his

murder ; but he exaggerates the remark in the Antiquities, unless he is

quoting from passages of Josephus no longer extant.^ The episcopal

chair of St. James was, we are told, long preserved at Jerusalem as

a relic.

Sucli is the story of Hegesippus, mixed up, no doubt, with legendary

particulars, and consisting in part of a cento of Scripture phrases,' but

1 Ap. Baseb. H. E. ii. 23 (quoting from the fifth book of the Hypomnemata). See,

too, Epiphan. Haer. ii. 1 (where he quotes from Clemens Alexandrinus) ; Ixxvii. 13, 14

;

Abdias, Apost. Hist. vi. 15. Kern's objection (Tubingen Mag., 1835) to the genuineness

of the Epistle of St. James, because Hegesippus does not happen to mention it, is surely

insufficient.
2 He says that Josephus, iit his 18th book, "openly confesses that Jerusalem had been

destroyed because of the murder of James the Apostle." Josephus, in Antt. xs. 9, § 1,

only says that his murder offended the most equitable citizens.

3 Matt. xxvi. 64 ; Luke xx. 21 ; Gal. ii. 6 ; Luke xxiii. 34.
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bearing some marks of genuineness in the picture it presents of the
estimation in which James -was held, of his eminently prayerful char
racter, of his courage, holiness, and devotion to the Law, and of the
sympathy which he excited among those who like himself were partial

Nazarites. And looking at his whole career in the light which was
thrown upon it by later history, we cannot but see how merciful was
the Providence which placed him in that sphere of labour, and made
him what he was. If there was any voice to which even a remnant of
Israel would listen, it was the voice of James. He venerated their

Law, he observed their customs, he loved their nation, he attended their

worship with sciiipulous devotion. There are traces even iu the Talmud
of the deep influence which he exercised. There, among the chief

Minim, or " heretics "—which is the ordinary Talmudic name for

Christians—we constantly hear of a certain Jacob (i.e. James) of
Kephar Zekania, who works supernatural cures in the name of Jesus
son of Pandera. One of the stories about him is that Ben Dama,
nephew of Rabbi Ishmael, was bitten by a serpent, and James coming
to him, offered to cure him after the fashion of the Nazarenes. Kabbi
Ishmael forbade any recourse to such methods. " Suffer me," said Ben
Dama, " to prove from the Scripture that this is lawful ; " but before
his proof was ready he died. " Happy Ben Dama," said his uncle,
" in that thy soul hath departed hence, and that thou hast not broken
through the hedge of the wise," quoting Eccles. x. 8, " He who breaketh
through a hedge a serpent shall bite him."^ Another story of him is

that he was met by Rabbi Eliezer in the street of Sepphoris, and gave
to the Rabbi a Halacha, or legal decision, which pleased him, on Deut.
xxui 19. But when Eliezer repeated this, he got into trouble by being
accused of sympathy with the Christian heretics.' "Whether these and
other anecdotes have in them any truth or not, they at least show the
importance of St. James's position in the traditional recollections of

the Jews.

It was one of the wild legends of the Jews, which yet hid beneath
it a meaning even deeper than they imagined, that before the city fell

the Shechinah had gone to the Mount of Olives, and for three years had
pleaded with the people of Jerusalem ia vain. The Shechinah, the
Metatron, the Divine Son, the effulgence of God's glory, had indeed
pleaded and had vanished ; but in the teaching of St. James there was
stiU left the echo of that tender patriotism in which He had bewailed

the obduracy of guilty Jerusalem. Yet even to this human voice of

the fellow citizen whom they reverenced, and who had not kindled their

burning hatred by any denunciation of the things wherein they trusted,

they would not listen. When they murdered the just observer of the

Law, they filled to the brim the cup of their iniquity. It was at about

1 Midrash Koheleth, i. 8 (in 'WunBohe's SiblMk. Babbinica, p. 15).
' See 'Wunsche, p. 14 ; Gratz, iv. 47 ; Derenbourg, Palest. 359. The chronological

difficulties go fffr nothing in the looseness of the Talmud as to such matters,

20
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this very time that a strange fanatic, who bore the common name of

Jesus, appeared in Jerusalem, at the Feast of Tabernacles, and began

to make the streets resound with the melancholy cry

—

" Woe to the city ! woe to the Temple ! A voice from the east ! A
voice from the west ! A voice from the four winds ! A voice against

Jerusalem and the Temple ! A voice against bridegroom and bride

!

A voice against the whole people !

"

Annoyed and alarmed by his cries, the people complained of him.

The unresisting offender was secured and brought before the Procurator

Albinus, but he would answer no question ; even the horrible scourging

to which he was subjected, until his bones were laid bare, wrung from

his lips no other cry than " Woe, woe to Jerusalem !

" Unable to

extort any answer from him, they released him as a monomaniac ; and
every year for seven years, at the great yearly feasts, he traversed the

city with his wailing cry, answering to no man either bad or good, but

whether beaten or kindly treated uttering no word but " Woe !
" At

last, during the siege, he suddenly exclaimed, " Woe, woe to me also !

"

and a stone from a Roman catapult laid him dead.

The blood of St. James, shed by priests and Zealots, stained the

Temple court at Jerusalem, in the year A.D. 63. Three years had not

elapsed before ' the marble floor of the Temple swam with the blood of

more than eight thousand Zealots, who stabbed each other in internecine

massacre. Hanan, the prime mover in the martyrdom, perished miser-

ably. He was seized by the Idumeans, murdered, and his corpse was
flung out naked to dogs and beasts.^ Six years had not elapsed before

priests, swollen with hunger, were seen madly leaping into the altar

flames.^ Seven years had barely elapsed before city and Temple sank

into charred and blood-stained heaps, and the place, the nation, the

ritual of Judaism were for ever swept away.

" Though the nulla of God grind slowly, yet they grind exceeding small

;

Though in patience long He waiteth, yet He surely grindeth all."

1 The eulogy which Josephus pronounces on the younger Hanan in his Jewish War
(iv. 5, § 2), where he attributes to his death the precipitation of the ruin of Jerusalem,

is quite inconsistent with the severe remarks which he applies to him in the Antiquxbie

(xx. 9, § 1). But when he had any purpose to serrej Josephus was not in the least to b
trusted.

2 Hegesippus says that he was martyred the year before the siege of Jerusalemj but
this does not agree with the date of the Procuratorship of Albinus, and the depodition

from the Priesthood of the younger Hanan (Jos. Antl. xx. 9, § 1).
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CHAPTER XXI.

CHABACTERISTICS OP THE EPISTLE OF ST. JAMES

rfcetrfle Je iroHjrol \6yov.—Jas. i. 22.

Of the canonicity of the Epistle of St. James there can hardly be a
reasonable doubt, and there is strong ground for believing it to be
authentic. It is true that Origen is the first- who ascribes it to St.

James, and he only speaks of it as an Epistle " currently attributed to

him."' Clemens of Alexandria, though he wrote on the Catholic

Epistles, does not appear to have known it.' Tertullian, from his silence,

seems either not to have known it, or not to have accepted it as

genuine. It is not mentioned in the Muratorian ^Fragment. It is a
curious fact that even in the pseudo-Clementines it is not directly

appealed to. It is classed by Eusebius among the Antilegomena,^ but
he seems himself to have accepted it. Theodore of Mopsuestia rejected

it. On the other hand, there can be little doubt, from the occurrence

of parallels to its phraseology, that it was favourably known to Clemens
of Rome, Hennas, Irenseus, and Hippolytus. Jerome vindicated its

genuineness against the opinion that it was forged in the name of

James.^ It is quoted by Dionysius of Alexandria; and it has the

important evidence of the Peshito in its favour. JThus, the Syrian

Church received it early, though it was not tUl the fourth century that

it was generally accepted by the Greek and Latin Churches. Nor
was it till A.D. 397 that the Council of Carthage placed it in the

Canon. On the other hand, the Jewish-Christian tendencies of the

Epistle, and what have been called its Ebionising opinions, agree so

thoroughly with all that we know of James and the Church of

Jerusalem, that they form a very powerful argument from internal

evidence in favour of its being a genuine work of the " Bishop " of

Jerusalem. Suspicion has been thrown on it because of the good
Greek in which it is written, and because of the absence of the

essentia] doctrines of Christianity.^ On the first difficulty I shall touch

later. The second is rather a proof that the letter is authentic,

1 Orig. m Jowrm. xix. If we could trust the translation of Eufinus {e.g., Horn, m
Gen. xxvl. 18), in other parts of his commentaries he spoke of it as St. James's, and
even called it " the Divine Epistle."

' Cassiodorus says that he wrote lapon it, but " Jude " ought to be read for James
(see Westcott, On the Cwnon, p. 353). Eusebius only says that Clemens in his Outlinea

commented even on disputed books :
" I meau the Epistle of Jude, and the reofc of the

Catholic Epistles, and that of Barnabas," &c.
3 voeevirai. (Euseb. ii. 23).
* De Vwr. Illustr. 2. It must, however, be admitted that Jerome's remark is some-

what vacillating.
° Ree Davidson's Iriirod, i. 303.
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because otherwise, on this ground, and on the ground o£ its apparent
contradiction of St. Paul, it would never have conquered the dog-

matic prejudices which were an obstacle to its acceptance. The single

fact that it was known to St. Peter, and had exercised a deep
influence upon him, is enough to outweigh any deficiency of external

evidence.'

In this Epistle, then, St. James has left us a precious heritage of

his thoughts, a precious manual of all that was purest and loftiest in

Jewish Christianity. Having passed into the Church through the

portals of the Synagogue, and having exulted in joyous obedience to a
glorious law," the Hebraists could not believe with St. Paul that the
Institutions of Sinai had fulfilled no loftier function than that of

bringing home to the human heart the latent consciousness of sin.

They thought that the abrogation of Mosaism would give a perilous

licence to sinful passions. St. James also writes as one of those who
clung fast to the prerogatives of Israel, and could not persuade them-
selves that the coming of the Jewish Messiah, so long expected, would
have no other national eSect than to deprive them of every exclusive

privilege, and place them on the same level as the heathens from whom
they had so grievously suffered. Further than this, his letter shows
some alarm lest a subjective dogmatism should usurp the place of a
practical activity, and lest phrases about faith should be accepted as an
excuse, if not for Antinomian licence, at least for dreamy indifference

to the duties of daily life. St. James keenly dreaded a falling asunder
of knowledge and action.^ His letter might seem at first sight to be the

most direct antithesis to the Epistles of St. Paul to the Galatians and
the Romans, and to reach no higher standpoint than that of an idealised

Judaism which is deficient in the specific elements of Christianity. It

does not even mention the word Gospel. The name of Jesus occurs in

it but twice. Nothing is said in it of the work of Eedemption. Even
the rules of morality are enforced without any appeal to those specific

Christian motives which give to Christian morality its glow and
enthusiasm, and which occur so repeatedly in the Epistles of St. Paul,

St. Peter, and St. John. "Be ye doers of the word," he says, "not
hearers only."* " Who is wise among you ? Let him show forth his

works with meekness of wisdom."^ "Adulterers and adulteresses, know
ye not that the friendship of the world is enmity with God?"" " Take
the prophets, my brethren, as an example of svjferi/ng and of patience."''

" Go to now, ye rich, weep and howl."^ Is it possible to deny that there

is a difference between the tone of these appeals and such as " J have

been crucified imth Christ."^ " But I say walk in the Spirit."^ "Tlie love

of Christ constraineth MS."" " We were hv/ried with Him hy baptism unto

death . , . so let us also walk in newness of life."^'^ "As he who called

• See supra, p. 71^ ° Ps. oxix. passim. ' Wiesinger, Einl. p. 42.
* i. 22. 5 iii. 13. 6 iy. 4. 7 V. 5, 8 V. 1.

' Gal. ii. 20. " GaL v. 16. " 2 Csr. v. 14. « Bom. vl. 4,
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you is holy, so become ye Jioly."^ " This is the message which ye heard

from, the beginning, that we love one another."' It was the presence of

such peculiarities which made Luther take up his hasty, scornful, and
superficial view of the Epistle. " On that account," he said, " the

Epistle of St. James, compared with them (the Epistles of St. Paul), is

a veritable straw-Epistle (recht strohem), for it lacks all evangelical

character."' "This Epistle of James, although rejected by the

ancients,* I praise and esteem good withal, because it setteth not forth

any doctrine of man But to give my opinion, yet without the

prejudice of any one, I count it to be no Apostle's writing, and this is

my reason : first, because, contrary to St. Paul's writings and all other

Scriptures, it puts righteousness in works," on which account he thinks

that its author was merely " some good, pious man," though in other

places he seems to think that it was written by James the son ot

Zebedee.' It was, perhaps, hardly strange that Luther, who did not

possess the clue by which alone the apparent contradictions to St. Paul
could be explained, should have arrived at this opinion. To him thtj

letter seemed to be in direct antagonism to the truth which had wrougfjt

his own conversion, and which became powerful in his hands for the

overthrow of sacerdotal usurpation and the revival of religious faith.

But this unfavourable opinion of the Epistle lingered on. It is found

in the Magdeburg centuriators and in StrObel, who said that, "no
matter in what sense we take the Epistle, it is always in conflict with

the remaining parts of Holy "Writ." On similar grounds Erasmus,
Cajetan, Grotius, and Wetstein, hesitated to accept it.° Such views are

untenable, because they are onesided. We shall consider afterwards

the alleged polemic against St. Paul; and in judging of the Epistle

generally we must bear in mind its avowedly practical character, and
the entire training of the writer and of those to whom it was addressed.

The purpose for which it was written was to encourage the Jewish

I 1 Pet. i. 15. 2 1 John iii. 11.
3 Preface to New Testament of 1524, p. 105.
* This is hardly a fair account of the history of the Epistle and its reception into the

Canon.
* In 1-519, he calls it " wholly inferior to the Apostolic majesty " (in the seventh

Thesis against Eck) ; in 1520, " unworthy of an Apostolic spirit " (De Captiv. Babylon.).

In the Postills he says it was written by no Apostle, and is " nowhere fully conformable
to the true Apostolic character and manner, and to pure doctrine." In his preface to the
Fpistle in 1522 {Werke, xiv. 148), he speaks almost contemptuously. "He (St. James),
he says, " has aimed to refute those who relied on faith without works, and is too weak
for his task in mind, understanding, ami words, mutilates the Scriptures, and thus
directly {stracks) contradicts Paul and all Scripture, seeking to accomplish by enforcing
the law what the Apostles successfully effect by love. Therefore, I will not place his

Epistle in my Bible among the proper leading books." Nor did he ever, as is sometimes
asserted, retract these opinions. His Table Talk shows that he held them to the last,

and considered St. James irreconcilable with St. Paul (Colloq. Ixix. 4). See the quota-

tion, infra, p. 355). Archdeacon Hare [Mission of the Comforter, ii. 815) rightly says that
"Luther's words cannot always be weighed in jewellers' scales."

5 The objections of Schleiermacher, De Wette, Eeuss, Baur, Scbwegler, Ritsohl,

Pavjdson, etc, are baseij on critical and other grounds.
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Christians to the endurance of trial by stirring them up to a brighter

energy of holy living. And in doing this he neither urges a slavish

obedience nor a terrified anxiety. If he does not dwell, as assuredly lie

does not, on the specific Christian motives, he does not at any rate put
in their place a ceremonial righteousness. His ideals are the ideals of

truth and -wisdom, not of accurate legality. The Law which he has in

view is not the threatful law of Moses, which gendereth to bondage,
but the royal Law, the perfect Law of liberty, the Law as it was set

forth in the Sermon on the Mount. He is the representative, not of

Judaism, but of Christian Judaism—that is, of Judaism in its trans-

formation and transfiguration. A book may be in the highest sense

Christian and religious without using the formulas of religion and
Christianity. The Book of Esther is a Sacred book, a book of the
inspired Canon, and a book justly valued, though it does not so much as

mention the name of God. The bottom of the ocean is always pre-

supposed as existent though it be neither visible nor alluded to. And,
as wo shall see later on, there are passages in the Epistle of St. James
which involve the deepest truths of that Christian faith of which he
avows himself a humble follower, although it was not his immediate
object to develop the dogmatic side of Christianity at all. If some of

the weightiest Christian doctrines are not touched upon, there are, on
the other hand, more references to the discourses of Christ ' in this

Epistle than in all the others put together.'

If we, could be certain of the date of the Epistle, and of the
characters whom St. James had chiefly in view, some light would-
doubtless be thrown on these peculiarities. But on these subjects we
are unfortunately in doubt. Amid the difiering opinions respecting the

date, I side with those who look upon the Epistle as one of the later,

not as perhaps the earliest, in the Canon. One or two facts seem
to point in this direction. On the one hand, the Epistle could not have
been written after the year a.d. 63, because in that year St. James was
martyred. On the other hand, the condition and wide dissemination

of the Churches to which it is addressed ; the prevalence of the name
Christ instead of the title "the Christ"/ the growth of respect for

persons as shown in distinction of seats; the sense of delay in the

Second Coming,^ and other circumstances, make it necessary to assume
that many years had elapsed since the Day of Pentecost. Further,

it seems probable that some of St. James's allusions may find their

explanation in a state of political excitement, caused by hopes and fears

which, perhaps, within a year or two of the time when it was written,

broke out in the wild scenes of the Jewish revolt. Lastly, it seems
impossible to deny that although St. James may have written his

arguments about faith and works* without having read what had

• See Dollinger, First Age of the Ghwrch, p. 107 (tr. Oxeuham).
2 u. 7. 3 y. 7^ 8. < ii. 21—26.
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been written on tlie same subject by St. Paul/ and in the Epistle

to the Hebrews, still his language finds its most reasonable explanation

in the supposition that he is striving to remove the dangerous
inferences to which St. Paul's doctrine of justification by faith was
liable when it was wrested by the unlearned and the ignorant If so,

the Epistle cannot have been written more than a year or two before

St. James's death, since the date of the Epistle to the Galatians is

A.D. 57, and that of the Epistle to the Romans a.d. 58. It has been
urged against this conclusion that if it had been written later than the

so-called " Council of Jerusalem " in a.d. 50, it must have contained

references to the great dispute about the obligations of circumcision.

But the circumcision question, fiercely as it was debated at the time,

was speedily forgotten ; and it must be borne in mind that St. James is

writing exclusively to Jews. Again, it has been urged that the trials

to which he alludes must have been the persecutions at Jerusalem,

in which Saul and Herod Agrippa I. were respectively the chief

movers. But persecution in one form or other was the chronic trial

of Jewish as well as of other Christians. To refer to the existence

of deep poverty as a sign that the Epistle was written about the time

of the general famine of a.d. 44 is to rely on a very shadowy argument,
since famines at this period were by no means unfrequent, and poverty

was the permanent condition of the saints at Jerusalem. I therefore

disagree with the views of Neander, Alford, and Dr. Plumptre, who
argue for the early date ; and I agree with those of De Wette, Bishop
Wordsworth, and many others, who fix the date of the Epistle about

the year a.d. 61.'

If, however, the date of the Epistle be uncertain, we have no
uncertainty about the place where it was written. That is undeniably

Jerusalem. When once settled in that city, St. James, with the

natural stationariness of the Oriental, seems never to have left it.

Its Temple and ritual would have had for him a strong attraction.

The notion of writing the Epistle may have partly originated from the

1 It is not necessary to assume in consequence that "Apostolical Epistles were
transcribed by the hundred and circulated broadcast"; or that "copies of what was
written for Home or Galatia would be at once despatched by a special courier to the
Bishop of Jerusalem" (Plumptre, p. 42). The Church of Jerusalem was kept well
acquainted with the movements and tenets of St. Paul, and any of the Passover pilgrims
from Asia Minor might have informed James of the drift of the Apostle's arguments,
and of some of his more striking expressions, even if he could not procure a copy
of a complete Epistle.

2 Baur says (Ch. Mist. p. 128), "It is impossible to deny that the Epistle of James
presupposes the Pauline doctrine of justification." He admits that "it may not be
aimed directly against the Apostle himself," but says that, if so, "its tendency is

distinctly anti-Pauline." Nevertheless, both St. Paul and St. James might, in the sense

in which they were alone intended, have interchanged each other's apparently antago-
nistic formulae. See infra, pp. 356—359.

3 Eusebius (ff. JE. ii. 23 ; iii. 11) gives A.D. 69 as the date of St. James's death,
apparently because Hegesippus said that the siege happened " im/mediately afterwards."

But if the narrative of Josephus is correct, St. James could not have been killed latef

than A.D. 63. Tills is the date gi^sn by Eusebius in his Chronicon,
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circamstanoe that the Jewish high priest sent missives from the Holy
City, which were received with profound respect throughout the length
and breadth of the Dispersion. Similarly, the first bishop of the

metropolis of Christianity was one to whom every Jewish Church
might naturally look for advice and consolation. The physical allusions

in the Epistle to oil, and wine, and figs, to salt and bitter springs,

to the Kaus6n, or burning wind of Palestine, and, above all, to the
former and the latter rain, show that the letter was despatched from
Jerusalem. Some have supposed that it was written at Joppa ; but
this is only a precarious inference from the allusion to the life of the
shore and the trafiic in the harbour, the fish and the wonders of the sea.^

There can, at any rate, be no doubt that it emanated from Palestine.

In this Palestinian origin I see an explanation of some of the
phenomena of the Epistle. We see, for instance, why it is that
St. James seems to be speaking sometimes to Jews and sometimes
to Christians, sometimes to all the Churches of the Dispersion and
sometimes almost exclusively to the Churches of Judsea. The ditficulty

vanishes when we remember the position of the writer. He ia

addressing "the Twelve Tribes of the Dispersion." It was a
sufficiently wide range—wider than that of any one of the Epistles.

It included Parthians, and Medes, and Elamites, dwellers in

Cappadocia, Galatia, Pontus, Asia, Phrygia, Pamphylia, Egypt, the
parts of Libya about Cyrene, strangers at Kome, Cretes and Arabians,
'Jews and proselytes.^ But of the varying conditions of these widely-

scattered communities he could know almost nothing. He could have
no information about them except such as he might now and then
derive from the general talk of some Passover pilgrim. He addresses

them, indeed, as a " Christian high priest wearing the golden mitre

"

might have done, or as a sort of ideal Besh GaMtha, or " Prince of the

Captivity," might have addressed his fellow-countrymen in later days.'

But he could only speak on topics which he might infer to be necessary

because he saw that they were necessary for the Syrian Churches, with

whose trials and temptations he had an exclusive familiarity. His
remarks, for instance, about the conduct of the rich, and the bearing of

the poor towards them, have created the greatest perplexity. These
rich men, whose arrogance is described as so outrageous, were they
Jews, Christians, or Gentiles? I think that I find an explanation

of his allusions in conduct which he saw daily taking place under his

own eyes. The Jewish Church at Jerusalem was at that time governed

by a clique of aristocratic Sadducees. They were men of immense

> James i. 6 ; iii. 4 ; iv. 13 (Hausrath, N. Test. Zeitg. 1, § 5).

5 Acts ii. 9—12. The reader will find a sketch of the character of the Jewish
Dispersion, and of the events which led to it, in my Life of St. Paul, i. pp. 115—125.

3 The Jews of the Dispersion in Babylonia were called "the 6ola,"or "Deportation,"
and they enjoyed a sort of independence under a ruler of their own choice kijowB as the
Besh OaHtha. See on bis office, Btheridge, IJetfr, l,it. 15J, seq.
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wealth, which they increased by violent and dishonest exactions.

Profoundly hated by the people, they were yet kept secure in their

positions by the close understanding which they usually preserved with

the Herods and the Eomans. Outwardly, therefore, they were treated

with abject reverence, and in spite of the curses, not loud but deep,

which were secretly uttered against them, and which were soon to

burst in vengeance upon their heads, they were able to exercise an
almost uncontrolled authority. When we read side by side the

denunciations hurled by St. James against the tyrannous greed and

cruel insolence of the rich, and the eight-fold and thrice-repeated curse

of the Talmud' against the blood-stained and worldly hierarchs who
disgraced the mitre of Aaron, it will be seen, I think, that these

passages of the Epistle sprang, at least in part, from the indignation

with which the Christian bishop had witnessed the conduct of the

detested Boethusim and Beni-Hanan. To their vengeance he at last

succumbed, and under their avarice and worldliness the Jews of that

day vainly struggled. St. James says :

—

"Do not rich men oppress you, and draw you before the judgment seats ? Do
they not blaspheme that worthy name by the which ye are called ? " ^

And again.

—

" Go to now, ye rich men ; weep and howl for the miseries that shall come upon
you. . . . Behold the hire of the labourers which have reaped down your fields,

which is of you kept back by fraud, crieth. . . . Ye have lived in pleasure in

the earth, and been wanton
; ye have nourished your hearts as in a day of slaughter

;

ye have condemned and killed the just, and he doth not resist you." '

It is obvious that these remarks could not apply to the treatment of

the poor by the rich throughout all the' Ghettos and Christian commu-
nities of the world. In the infant Churches, during the whole of the

first century, there were " not many rich."* The few wealthy and noble

Gentiles who were converted were so far from being able to wield such

a tyranny as St. James describes, that, in the gatheriags of the converts

they might be under the spiritual supervision of presbyters and
"bishops " who occupied no higher earthly rank than that of slaves.

Moreover, no Christian could have dared to " blaspheme "—that is, to

speak injuriously of the name of " Christian " or of " Christ." But St.

James is not thinking exclusively of Christian communities. He is

writing of things which were on the horizon of his daily life. Head
what the Talmudists say of the priestly families by which he was sur-

rounded, and his allusions at once become explicable. For thus in the

tract Yoma (f . 9, a) we find :

—

" What is meant by Ps. x. 27, ' The fear of the Lord prolongeth

days, but the years of the wicked shall be shortened ' 1 The first clause

' Pesachim, 57, a ; Tosefta Menachoth ; Dereubomg, Palest. 233 ; Geiger, Ur-

tchnft, 118.
s Jas. u. 6. » T. X—6, ' 1 Cor. 1. 26,
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alludes to tlie 410 years of the first Temple, during which period there
were but eighbeen high priests. But ' the years of the wicked shall he

shortened' is illustrated >by the fact that during the 426 years of the
second Temple there were more than 300 high priests iu succession. So
that deducting the forty years of Simon the Righteous, and the eighty
of Habbi Jochanan, and the "ten of Ishmael Ben Phabi, it is evident
that not one of the remaining high priests lived to hold office for a
whole year." ^ The supposed fact is unhistorical, but the remark shows
in what low estimation these later hierarchs were held.

Again, in the tract Pesachim (57, a) we find one of several repeti-

tions of the famous malediction on those priestly families :

—

" Woe unto the family of Boethus,
Woe to their "bludgeons !

Woe to the house of Hanan,
Woe to their viper hissings

!

Woe to the family of Canthera,

Woe to their libels !

Woe to the family of Ishmael Ben-Phahi,
Woe to their blows with the fist !

,

'
' They are themselves chief priests, their sons are treasurers, their sons-iu-la'n

captains of the Temple, and their servants strike the people with their staves."

Agaia, we are told that the Vestibule of the Temple uttered four

cries—" Depart hence, sons of EU, who defile the Temple of the Eternal

!

Depart, Issaohar of Kephar Barkai, who only carest for self, and pro-

fanest the victims consecrated to Heaven !
" And again :

" Open, ye
gates, let Ishmael Ben Phabi enter, the disciple of Phinehas (son of Eli),

to do the duties of high priest ; open, let John, son of Nebedseus, enter,

the disciple of gluttons, to gorge himself with victims." ^

Tales of these priests—their luxury, their gluttony, their simony,

their avarice, their atheism—long lingered in the hearts of the people.

They told how this Issaohar, in his fastidious insolence, had had silk

gloves made to prevent the soiling of his hands while he sacrificed ; of

the calves which John, son of Nebedseiis had devoured, and the tuns of

wine which he had drunk'; how Martha, daughter of Boethus, had
bought the priesthood for her husband Joshua, son of Gamala, for two
bushels of gold denarii, and had carpets spread from her house to the

Temple when she went to see him sacrifice ; how the house of Hanan
deliberately raised the price of doves, in order to make gain out of the

poor, till they were liberated from this tyranny by Gamaliel, the grand-

son of Hillel ; how Eliezer Ben Oharsom went to the Temple in a robe

which had cost 20,000 minse, and which was so transparent that the

other priests forbade him to wear it.' Even Josephus bears witness to

1 Hershon, Talm. Miscell. p. 107. All insolent priests were supposed to be descended
from Pashur, the son of Immer. Kiddushin, f. 70 b. (id. p. 244).

2 Pesachim, Ix., and Kerithoth, 28, a.
3 Yoma 35, 1. See Eaphall, Hist, of Jews, ii. 370 ; Gratz, Gesch. de Juden, iii. 321

;

Derenbourg, Palest, p. 233, seqq., and my lAfe of Christ, ii. 330—342, where the original

references are given.
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tlie ruthless extortion and cruelty with -which they defrauded the infe-

rior priests of their dues until they were almost reduced to the verge of

starvation.' In the section which follows his account of the murder of

James, he says that the greedy procurator Albinus cultivated the friend-

ship of Joshua, the high priest, and the other chief priests, and joined
with them in robbing the threshing-floors by violence, and that for this

reason some of the priests died from iaabUity to recover the tithes which
were their sole means of sustenance.

But, while he thus alluded to the state of things ia Jerusalem, there
can be no doubt that St. James mainly intended to address Christians.

Otherwise he would have added some explanation of his simple title,

"James, a servant of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ."^ Nor could
he otherwise have said, " My brethren, have not the faith of our Lord
Jesus Christ, the Lord of Glory, with respect of persons ;

" ^ nor again,
" Be patient, therefore, brethren, unto the coming of the Lord." * How
is it, then, that the Epistle contains none of the rich and advanced
Christology of many other Epistles? that the allusions to specijk

Christian doctrine and motive are so rare 1 How is it that the word
" gospel " does not once occur in it ? that Christianity is still viewed
under the aspect of Law, though truly of an idealised and royal Law %

that the general tone of appeal is much more like that of John the Baptist
than that of St. Paul, St. Peter, and St. John ? How is it that next to

the moral parts of the Sermon on the Mount, St. James is most frequent
in his references to books of apocryphal wisdom, written by unconverted
Jews ? How is it that there are whole sections which might have been
written by an Epictetus or a Marcus Aurelius 1 I think that the reason,

and the only reason, which can be given, is that while he is writing in

the first instance to Christians, he is thinking to a great extent of Jews.
The Christians were few, the Jews many. He has begun by saying that

he is writing to the Twelve Tribes of the Dispersion, and he meant his

letter to be delivered primarily to the Christians among them. But the

Christians whom he has in view were also Jews. He does not even
allude to the Gentiles. The converts whom he addresses had never
thought of deserting the ceremonies, or abandoning what they imagined
to be the exclusive privileges of the chosen seed.* And he was himself

a Jew, living among Jews, and living in all respects as a Jew of the

strictest orthodoxy, reverenced even by many who regarded his belief in

Christ as a mere aberration—a mere excrescence on his Judaic devotion.

It was from Jews, not from Christians—it was because of accuracy in

1 Jofl. ^»««. XX. 8, § 8 ; 9, § 2. =! i. 1. Mi.l.
* V. 7. See other distinctively Christian allusions in i. 18 :

" Of His own will begat ,

He 113 by the word of truth ; " ii. 7 :
" Do they not blaspheme that worthy name by

which ye are called ? " v. 6 :
" Ye condemned and killed the Just ; " v. 14 : "Anointing

him with oil in the name of th'e Lord."
* We hare observed the same phenomena of a sort of dual consciousness as to the

readers whom he is addressing in »fc. Paul's Epistle to the Romans. See lAfe cmd Work
of St. Pwul, ii. 168, 369.
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JewLsli observances, not for strictness of Christian morality—^that he
had received the surname of " the Just." Let it be borne in mind that,

alike amid Jews and Gentiles, the distinction between the Jew and
the Christian was infinitely less wide in the first generation after Christ's

death than it afterwards became. St. Paul, even after he had written
the Epistles to the Romans and Galatians, did not hesitate to exclaim
before the assembled Sanhedrin, " Brethren, I am a Pharisee, a son of

Pharisees," and to reduce the whole question between him and them to

a question of believing in the Resurrection. As a Nazarite, as an heir

of David, as having priestly blood in his veins, as one whose faithful-

ness was known to all the dwellers in Jerusalem, and to all who visited

it, as a Jew who walked in all the commandments and ordinances of

the Law blameless, James might well consider it his duty to address
words of warning and exhortation, primarily indeed to the Christian

Churches of Judsea, but through them to aU his countrymen. To him
the Church is still not only Ecclesia (v. 14), but the Synagogue (ii. 2)

—

a word which even the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews seems pur-

posely to avoid, but which was used exclusively by the Ebionites.'

When alluding to the object of faith, he speaks not of Christ, but of
" One God " (ii. 19). He warns against swearing by the heaven and by
the earth (v. 12), which we know from the Gospels (Matt. v. 33) to have
been common formulas of Jewish adjuration. He saw in Jews the
catechumens of Christianity, and in Christians the ideal Jews. The fact

is, that alike in the real and in the traditional St. James we see the
traces of views which distinguished three parties of Jewish Christians

in the first century, and which continued to exist in three • classes of

Jewish Christians in the second. Like St. Paul and like the Nazarenes,

he did not insist on the observance of Mosaism by the Gentiles, yet,

like the milder Ebionites, he appears to have leaned—or, at any rate,

his followijs leaned—to the belief that even for Gentiles they might be
of great importance ; and, like the Essene or ascetic Judaists, he per-

sonally adopted the rigid practices which may have been to him a valu-

able training in self-discipline, but which the Colossian and other

heretics regarded as constituting a legal righteousness. To us the name
" Jevi^ish Christian " may seem almost an oxymoron—a juxtaposition of

contrary terms. We see with St. Paul—whose opinions had been the

result of special Divine training—^that between the bondage of cere-

monialism and the freedom of Christianity—between the righteousness

of legal ordinances and justification by faith—there is a profound anti-

thesis. But it was impossible that it could wear this aspect to the early

Christians. We view the matter after nineteen centuries of Christian

experience; they were the immediate heirs of nineteen centuries of

Jewish history.

But while in the first line of his letter St. James testifies to his o^yn

» Bpipbao. flaec. xsx. 18.
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fuith, lie must have known that his words would be received with re-

spect by genuine Hebrews, and that it would be useless to enforce the

lessons which he wished to impress upon all his countrymen by appeals

distinctively Christian. His whole nation was in a state of wild tumult;

swayed by passion and worldliness ; indulging in the fierce language of

hatred, fanaticism, and conceit ; becoming godless in their tone of

thought ; relying on the orthodoxy of Monotheism ; careless and selfish

in the duties of life ; forgetful of the omnipotence of prayer. And the

Christians whom he is addressing, being Jews, participated in these

dangers. He wished to make the Christians better Christians, to teach

them a truer wisdom, a purer morality. He wished to make them
better Christians by making them better Israelites ; and he wished to

convert the Israelites into being worthier members of the common-
wealth of Israel before he could win them to become heirs of the

covenant of the better promise. If we bear these circumstances in

mind, if we also remember that his letter is not intended for a

dogmatic treatise, but for the moral exhortation of one to whom
the Law means the rule of life as Jesus had taught it, we shall be

better able to judge of the rashness which has only condemned or

slighted this Epistle because it has failed to understand the true purpose

of the writer.

Again, to grasp the full meaning of St. James, we must appreciate

the passionate earnestness of one whose ideal is too stern to admit of

amy compromise with the aims and pleasures of the world.

i. Critics have spoken of the Essenism and the Ehionism of the

Epistle. But although " help and mercy " were special duties of the

Essene, and though St. James " writes mercy upon his flag," there is

no trace that he was an Essene. Doubtless he sympathised with many of

the views of that singular body. Any Essene might have spoken just

as St. James does about oaths, and riches, and merchandise, and the

virtue of silence, and the duty of checking wrath ;^ but so might any

Christian who had studied, as St. James had studied, the precepts of the

Sermon on the Mount. The later Ebionites represented Judaism when
it had passed into heresy. The views and tendencies of the early

Christians in Jerusalem, before they had been modified by the teach-

ings of experience, were only Ebionite in a sense perfectly innocent.

In these views and tendencies St. James shared, but he did not fall

into the extravagant exaggeration by which they were subsequently

caricatured.

ii. Some, again, have seen in the expressions of St. James an Orphic

colouring ; but of this we require much stronger proof than the phrases

" the engrafted word," or " the wheel of being " (iii. 6), even thougli

tlipse phrases may be illustrated by parallels in the writings of Pythar

1 Oomp. Jas. i. 19 ; ii. 5, 13 ; iv. 13 ; v. 12 ; with Josephua, Bell. Jud. II. 8, 6, and

Philo, Quod ommsprob. lib., § 12 (Hilgeufeld, Mrdeit. p. 639).
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goreans.* Undoubtedly, however, we find a peculiarity of the Epistle in

the extreme frequency of the parallels between its language and that

of other writers. These are so numerous that I have no space to write

them out at length, but no careful reader can entirely miss them.^
They show how strong was the originality which could absorb influences

from many different sources, and yet maintain its own perfect independ-
ence. In this respect the Epistle of St. James differs remarkably from
the Epistle of St. Clemens of Eome. St. James, even while he borrows
alike from Jewish prophets and from Alexandrian theosophists, fuses

their language into a manifesto of Judaic Christianity by the heat and
vehemence of his own individuality. He strikes lightning into all he
borrows. St. Clemens is far more passively receptive. He has the
amiable and conciliatory catholicity which leads him to adopt the moral
teaching of all schools ; but he has none of the individual force which
might have enabled him to infuse into what he has borrowed an in-

dividual force.

iii. The style of St. James, as compared with his tone of thought,

presents the singular combination of pure, eloquent, and even rhythmical

Greek, with the prophetic vehemence and fiery sternness of the Hebrew
prophet. The purity of the Greek idiom has been made' a ground for

doubting the genuineness of the Epistle.' But the objection is without
weight. Palestine—even Galilee—was in those days bilingual. James
had probably spoken Greek from his birth. He would therefore find

no difficulty in writing in that language, and his natural aptitude may
have given him a better style than that of many of his countrymen.''

But even if not, what difficulty is there in the supposition that St.

James, Uke St. Peter, employed an " interpreter/"* or adopted the

common plan of submitting his manuscript to the revision of some
accomplished Hellenist ? The thoughts, the order of them, and the tone

' The hexameter in i. 17 (where the word SiHpiijMi is unknown to the N. T. in this

sense), and the expression " Father of lights " have been snspected of being borrowed
from Alexandrian sources. For the latter see Dan. viii. 10.

2 Every chapter wiU furnish parallels to passages in the Sermon on the Mount (see

Matt. T. 3, 4, 10—12, 22, 24, 33—37, 48 ; vl. 14, 15, 19, 24 ; vii. 1—5, 7—12, 21—23) and
the esohatological discourse (Mark xiii. 7, 9, 29, 32). For the very remarkable and close

parallels to the Boole of JBcclesiasticus, comp. i. 5, 8—^12, 13, 19, 23, 25 ; iii. 5, 6, respec-

tively with Ecclus. XX. 15 ; xli. 22 ; i. 28 ; xv. 11 ; v. 11 ; xx. 7 ; xii. 11 ; xiv. 23 ; xxviii.

10, 19 (especially in the Greek). For parallels to the Soolc of Wisdom, comp. Jas. i.

10, 11, 17, 20 ; ii. 21 ; iv. 14 ; v. 1—6, with Wisdom ii. 8 ; v. 8 ; vii. 17—20 ; xii. 16 ; x.

5 ; V. 9—^14 ; ii. 1—24. For parallels to the Book of Proverbs, comp. i. 5, 6, 12, 19, 21 ;

iii. 5 ; iv. 6 ; V. 20, respectively with Prov. iii. 5, 6 ; xxiii. 34 ; iii. 11 ; Eccl. v. 2 ; Prov.
XXX. 12 ; xvi. 27 ; iii. 34 ; x. 12. Many more might be added, but the student who wiU
verify these references for himself will see how fuEy the points,mentioned in the text

are proved.
3 U.g., De Wette asks. How could James write such good Greek ?

^ Incomparably better, for instance, than that of St. John in the Apocalypse.
5 St. Mark and a certain Glaucias are both mentioned as "interpreters" of St. Peter.

Of the latter—claimed as an authority by the Basilidians—^nothing is known ; but St.

Mark may have acted as "interpreter" to St. Peter rather when he needed Latin at
Eome than when he wrote in Greek.
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in which they are expressed, are exactly such as we should have ex-

pected, from all that we know of the writer. The form of expression

may easily have been corrected by any literary member of the Church
of Jerusalem. But the accent of authority, the noble sternness, the

demand for unwavering allegiance to the laws of God—even the poetic

parallelisms^—are all his own. When Schleiermacher speaks of "much
bombast " in the Epistle, and describes the style as being " in part

ornate, in part clumsy," it is because he criticises it from a wrong stand-

point. It is like Voltaire criticising ^schylus or Shakspeare. It is

due to the application of Hellenic canons to Semitic genius. The style

of St. James is formed on the Hebrew prophets, as his thoughts are in-

fluenced by the Hebrew gnomologists. He has nothing of the Pauline

method of dialectic ; he is never swept away, like St. Paul, by the tide

of his own impassioned feeling. His moral earnestness glows with the

steady light of a furnace, never rushes with the uncontrolled force of a

conflagration. The groups of thoughts follow each other in distinct sec-

tions, which never interlace each other, and have little or no logical

connexion or systematic advance. He plunges in mec^ias res with each

new topic ; says first in the plainest and most straightforward manner
exactly what he means to say, and enforces it afterwards with strong

diction, passionate ejaculations, rapid interrogatives, and graphic simili-

tudes. He generally begins mildly, and with a use of the word
" brethren," but as he dwells on the point his words seem to grow in-

candescent with the writer's vehemence.^ In many respects his style

resembles that of a fiery prophetic oration rather than of a letier. The
sententious form is the expression of a practical energy which wiU
tolerate no opposition. The changes—often apparently abrupt—from

one topic to another ; short sentences, which seem to quiver in the

mind of the hearer from the swiftness with which they had been

launched forth ; the sweeping reproofs, sometimes unconnected by con-

junctions,' sometimes emphasised by many conjunctions;^ the manner

in which the phrases seem to catch fire as the writer proceeds;

the vivid freshness and picturesque energy of the expressions;^

—

all make us fancy that we are listening to some great harangue which

has for its theme the rebuke of sin and the exhortation to righteous-

ness, in order to avert the awfulness of some imminent crisis. The
power of his style consists in the impression which it leaves of the

burning sincerity and lofty character of the author.

iv. For these reasons it is almost impossible to write an analysis of

the Epistle, The analysis is only a catalogue of the subjects with which

1 Bishop Jebb, Sacred lAterat. p. 273.
2 As specimens of his method in these respects see ii. X—13 ; iv. 11, 12,

3 Asyndeton, or absence of conjunctions, Jas. v. 3—6.

* Polysyndeton, or multiplicity of conjunctions, Jas. iv. 13.

5 What the ancient critics call S«j/dT>|s. St. James is a perfect autocrat in the use of

words. He abounds in hapax legomena, or expressions either not found elsewhere or

not in the New Testament. These are mentioned in the notes.
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ib deals.' Writing to those who are suffering trials, he exhorts them to

enduranco, that they may lack nothing (i 1—4). But if they lack

wisdom, they must ask God for it, and desire it with whole-heartedness

(5—8). The enemy of whole-heartedness is often worldly wealth, and
he therefore tells them how blessed poverty may be, and how transitory

are riches (9—11). Since poverty is in itself a trial, he shows the

blessedness of enduring the trials which come from God. But there are

trials which, while they come in the semblance of trials from God, have
their origin in lust and their end death (12—15). It is only the good
and perfect gifts which come from God ; above all, the gift of our birth

by the Word of Truth (16—18). Let them in meekness and in purity

live worthily of that Word of Truth (19—21) : let them be doers, and
not mere hearers of it (22—25) ; let them learn to distinguish

between external service and the true ritual of loving unselfishness

(26, 27).

Then passing to some of their special national faults, he first sternly

rebukes the respect of persons, which was contrary to Christ's ideal, and
a sin against the perfect law of liberty (ii. 1—13). It is, perhaps,

because he saw the origin of this selfish arrogance and abject servility

in the reliance which they placed on a nominal orthodoxy, that he enters

into the question about faith and works, to show that the former, in his

sense of the word, is dead, and therefore valueless without the latter

(U—26).

Then he powerfully warns them against the sins of the tongue in

passion and controversy (iii. 1—12) ; and, to show that the loudest and
angriest talker is not therefore in the right, he draws a contrast between
true and false wisdom (13—18).

The Source of the evils on which he has been dwellin-g is the

unbridled lust which springs from worldliness. They need humility,

and the determination to fight against sin, and sincere repentance (iv.

1—10), which will show itself in an avoidance of evil speaking (11, 12),

and in a deeper sense that their life is wholly in God's disposing hands

(13—17).

1 Bwald arranges it in seven divisions, followed by three shorter paragraphs i

—

i. 2—18. On trials.

i. 19

—

27. How we ought to hear and do God's Word.
ii. 1—13. Eight behaviour in general.

ii. 14—26. The relation between Faith and Works.
iii. 1—18. Control of the tongue is true wisdom.
iv. 1—12. The evils of strife.

iv. 13—v. 11. Perils of the rich, and duty of endurance with reference to the
coming of Christ.

(i.) V. 12. The sinfulness of needless oaths.

(ii.) V. 13—18. The power of prayer, especially in sickness.

(iii.) V. 19, 20. The blessing of converting others.

The reader wiH perhaps think some of the divisions somewhat artificial, especially as

Ewald himself describes them. But there is nothing surprising in the general fact that a
Jewish Christian should arrange his work with some reference to numerical symmetry

;

and Ewald points out that the number three prevails in ii 19, iii, 15, and the number
tevem in iii. 17.
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After this lie bursts into a strong denunciation of the ricli who live

In pride, oppression, and self-indulgence (v. 1—6), while he comforts the

poor, and counsels them to patience (7—11). Then he warns against

careless oaths (12), gives counsels for the time of sickness (13—15),

advises mutual confession of sins (16), dwells once more on the efficacy

of prayer, as shown in the example of Elijah (16—20), and ends some-

what abruptly with a weighty declaration of the blessedness of convert-

ing others.

V. If it be asked what is the one predomiaant thought in the

Epistle, its one idea and motive, the answer seems to be neither (as

some have supposed) the blessedness of enduring temptation—though
this is very prominent in it ;^ nor a polemic against mistaken impres-

sions respecting justification by faith, though that occupies an important

section ;" nor an Ebionising exaltation of the poor over the rich, though
the rich are sternly warned ;' nor a contrast between the friendship of

the world and the enmity of God.^ Each of these topics has its own
weight and importance, but to bring any of them into eacchisive promi-

nence is to confuse the general with the special. The general object, as

is shown again and again, is to impress the conviction that Christian

faithfulness must express itself in the energy and action of loving

service.^ " Temptations," indeed, occupy a large share in his thoughts,

but he wished his readers to try against them the " expulsive power of

good affections." The ritualism of active love and earnestness in prayer

are with him the means of perfection.'

vi. It is this object which gives to the Epistle its controversial

aspect. St. Paul says that a man is justified by faith; St. James, that

he is justified by works ; but St. James is using the word " faith " from
the standpoint of Jewish realism, not of Pauline ideality. With both

of these Apostles the Law is an inward, not an outward thing; a

principle of liberty, not a yoke of bondage ; a word of truth ; a living

impulse of fruitful activity implanted in man.' Seeing the danger of

doctrinal formalism, St. James writes to counteract its unpractical

tendencies, and to furnish us—from the standpoint, indeed, of Jewish

Christianity, but still of an enlightened, liberal, and spiritualised form
of it—the delineation of the Christian as he ought to be, " as a perfect

man in the perfection of the Christian Ufe, which can only be properly con-

ceived as a perfect work." And from this point of view his letter was

1 Jas. i. 3 and 4, virofioyi] ; 12, floucipLtK avijp, os virOii.evei ; v. 7, [laKpodvfU'^traTe o5v, aSeK^ol

. . . iJLOxpoBvfiMV ; 8, iiajcpoBviLT^aare Kai vjiiet?
J 10, vn'dSetyjiia Aa^cre . • . T^9 fiaKpodvuCai j

11, VlTOfUvOVTai.

3 ii. 10—26.
8 ii. 1-7 ; iv. 1—10 ; r. 1—6.
* iv. 4, 5 (1 J. ii. 15—17), and he opposes special forma of lyorldliness in i. 2—15 ; il.

1—4; iii. 1—18; iv. 13, 14.
* i. 4, 22 ; ii. 14—26 ; iii. 13—17 ; iv. 17 ; etc.

' St. James dwells on this word, i. 3, 25; iii. 2; v. 4 ; "Tout dans I'^oriture est

X'id^al " (Ad. Monod). He speaks of prayer in i. 5 ; iv. 2, 3, 8 ; v. 13—18.
7 Aoyoff eu0VTos. jas, i. 21.

21
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a valuable contribution to the formation of a Catholic Christianity.

There is nothing harshly intended in its statement of the counter-

aspect of the truth which St. Paul had proclaimed. St. Paul -would

himself have rebutted the one-sided distortion of his views ; and he who
opposes one-sided tendencies always does a useful work. It is a duty of

Catholic Christianity to adjust one truth with another, and to place

apparent contraries in their position of proper equilibrium.' It is

inevitable—it is even desirable—that men should approach truth from
many points of view. "We can only hope to gain completeness of vision

by combining their separate results. It is certain that we ourselves

shall be more inclinedj by temperament and training, to dwell on one
aspect of truth than we shall on others. Yet it is not therefore neces-

sary that we should become party men. It is possible to insist upon
party truths without being tainted by party spirit. There existed at

least three marked parties in the early Christian Church—the parties of

Jewish, of Alexandrian, and of Pauline Christianity. There were many
Christians who would not identify themselves with any of these parties,

but who aimed at being many-sided, conciliatory, catholic. Now St.

James stood at the head of the party of Jewish Christians, though his

followers thrust him more prominently into this position than he would
have himself desired.' But if we would see the depth of difference

which separates him from the Jewish Christians to whom the party-

view was everything, and the common Christianity was, by comparison,

as nothing, we shall be able to judge of it by reading his Epistle side by
side with the poisonous innuendoes and rancorous calumnies of the

pseudo-Clementines. Their polemic consisted in secretly maligning the

views and character of the Apostle of the Gentiles. The polemic of St.

James issued in the delineation of the moral character of a Christian

man. The party controversialists only fostered mutual hatred and
opposition ; St. James drew so noble a picture of Christian faithfulness

that, as has well been said, " a Church which lived in sincere accord-

ance with his lessons would in no respect dishonour the Christian

name."
In proceeding to examine the Epistle of St. James, we shall do so

with deeper interest if we bear in mind that it is yet another appeal of

a great Christian writer to Jews and Jewish Christians shortly before

the final destruction of their separate nationality. St. Paul had shown
them the eternal superiority of the new to the old covenant. St. Peter

had shown them how Christianity was the true kingdom, the royal

priesthood, the theocratic inheritance. Apollos, in the Epistle to the

Hebrews, had furnished them with a masterly proof that Christians had

the true priesthood, which could alone admit any man into the heavenly

sanctuary. St. James calls them to obey the royal Law, the law of

1 See the few but weighty remarks of Baur, Ch. Hist. pp. 128—130, though he unfor-

tunately denies the genuineness of the Epistle.
- Acts XT. 24, " to whom we gave no such conmiandment."
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liberty. Thus they had been shown by St. Paul and Apollos that the

rejection of Christianity, or apostasy from it, was the rejection of, or

apostasy from, grace to sin—from the substance to the shadow. St.

Peter had warned them against murmuring and faithless impatience

;

St. James sternly sets before them the perils of insincerity and double-

mindedness. And the common message of all is that Jews who had
embraced the faith of Christ should hope and endure, and be faithful

unto the end.

viL In one respect the Epistle is unique. Alone of the twenty
Epistles of the New Testament, it begins with no benediction, and ends
with no message of peace.^ We might, perhaps, see in this fact a
reflexion of the unbending character of the writer. He was a man
who in many respects stood alone, and whose manner it was to say

what he had to say without formiila or preamble, in the fewest and
simplest words. The times demanded sternness and brevity. They
resembled the days which had called forth the sixfold woe of Isaiah^ on
greed, and luxury, and unbelief, and pride, and injustice, and the

reversal of moral truths ; and which had forced him to end those woes
with the denunciation of terrible retribution. Hollow professions of

religion, empty shows and shadows of faith, partiality and respect of

persons, slavish idolatry of riches, observance of some of God's com-
mandments, together with open and impious defiance of others ; arrogant

assumption of the office of religious teaching without due call and
authority ; encouragement and patronage of those who set themselves

up to be spiritual guides ; sins of the tongue ; evil speaking against

man an,d God ; envying and strife ; factions and party feuds ; wars and
fightings ; adulteries

;
pride and revelry ; sordid worldliness and pre-

sumptuous self-confidence ; a Babel-like building-up of secular plans

and projects, independently of God's will, and against it ; vaingloi'ious

display of wealth ; hard-heartedness towards those by whose industry

that wealth is acquired ; self-indulgence and sensuality ; an obstinate

continuance in that temper of unbelief which rejected and crucified

Christ; "these," as we see from this Epistle, "were the sins of the

last days of Jerusalem ; for these she was to be destroyed by God ; for

these she was destroyed ; and her children have been scattered abroad,

and have now been outcasts for near two thousand years. . .

Amid such circumstances, St. James, the Apostle and Bishop of Jeru-

salem, wrote this Epistle—an Epistle of warning to Jerusalem—the last

warning it received from the Holy Spirit of God. He thus discharged

the work of a Hebrew Prophet and of a Christian Apostle. He came
forth as a Christian Jeremiah and a Christian Malachi. A Jeremiah

in denouncing woe ; a Malachi sealing up the roll of Divine prophecy

1 This might be said also of the First Epistle of St. John ; but that Epistle—even if

we do not accept the view that it was sent to accompany the Gospel—has no epistolary

address, and is more of the nature of a treatise than an Epistle.
2 L>. V. 1—30.
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to Jerusalem ; and not to Jerusalem only, but to the Jews throughout
the world, who were connected with Jerusalem by religious worship and
by personal resort to its great festal anniversaries. The Epistle of St.

James is the farewell voice of Hebrew prophecy."^

CHAPTER XXIL

THE EPISTLE OP ST. JAMES

" Christianoruin omnis religio sine soelere et macula vivere."

—

Laotantius.

" What a noMe man speaks in this Epistle ! Deep unbroken patience in
suffering ! Greatness in poverty ! Joy in sorrow ! Simplicity, sincerity, firm
direct confidence in prayer ! . . . How he wants action ! Action ! not words, not
dead faith !

"

—

Hekdek.

As we have now learnt all that we can about the author of the Epistle,

and the circumstances under which he wrote, we shall be in a better

position to understand rightly his solemn teaching.

"James, a slave of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ,'"'—such is

the title which he assumes, and the only personal word in his entire

Epistle.' It was a simple title, and yet in liis eyes, as in those of

the other Apostles, nobler than any other badge which he could adopt,

for they all felt that they were " bought with a price." He will not
call himself an Apostle, because in the highest technical sense he is not
an Apostle, since he is not one of the Twelve.* He had no need of any
such title to command the attention of Christians, among whom he
exercised unquestioned authority, and it was not a title which would
be recognised among the unconverted Jews, whom he also desired

to address. Nor, again, will he call himself "a brother of the Lord."

That was a claim which was thrust into prominence on his behalf

by others, but it is not one which he would himself have approved.

It reminded him, perhaps painfully, of the wasted opportunities of those

^ Bishop Wordsworth, whom I quote the more gladly because I dissent widely from his
exegetical views.

* This and ii. 1 are the only passages in which the names " Jesus " or " Christ'* occur, but
by no means the only references to Him. See siipra, p. 315. Bengel says that it mighthave looked
li^e pride if he had seemed to speaj£ too much of Jes;;is after the flesh. The real solution of the
matter lies in the object and character of the Epistle. He does not, indeed, miention Christ in
his speech (Acts xv. 14—21) ; but that was brief and purely special. The wording of ii. 1, and
the association of Jesus with. God the Father in this verse, clearly shows that to St. James the
lord was not tJie i^tXbs avdpun-o? of the Ebionites ; nor would James have called himself " a
slave" of any mortal man. See dvristologUt i. 95.

^ viTep ttSlv Be koctjuikov a^i<afta ... TO fiouXoL eli/oi XpMTTOt} KaAA(t)iri^OjULei/OL tovto yvtoptirfia eavray
po-iXovrax iroieio-dai ((Ecumen.) j Eom. i. 1 ; 2 Pet. i. 1, etc. ; 1 Cor. vi. 20; vii. 23.

* " The thirteen Apostles were appointed by the Lord ; St. James, St. Clemer.s, and others by
the Apostles " (Apost. Conrtt. ii. 5S).
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years in -which he had not believed on Him ; nor could he forget

with what marked emphasis the Lord Jesus, from the begianing of

His public ministry, had set aside as of no spiritual significance the
claims of fleshly relationship. Of the risen, of the glorified, of the

Eternal Christ, he was in no sense "the brother," but "the slave."

^

I cannot imagine that he would have listened without indignation to

the name conferred on him by the heated partisanship of those who
in after days called him "the brother of God." The name would have
shocked to its inmost depths the feeling which every Jew imbibed from
the earliest training of his childhood respecting the nothingness of man
and the awfulness and unapproachable majesty of God. He was,

in a secondary and carnal sense, a half-brother of Jesus in His earthly

humiliation ; but he must have learnt from the words of the Lord
Himself that this kinsmanship in the flesh could hardly redeem from
unconscious blasphemy a name so confusing, so unwarrantable, and
so unscriptural, as " brother of God." In the only sense in which
the word coul4 have any meaning, every faithful Christian was in

all respects as much "a brother of God" as he. That he was, in

common parlance, " a brother of Him who was called the Christ," there

was no need for him to mention. It was a fact known to every Jew of

the Dispersion who visited Jerusalem at the yearly feasts, and it even
stands as a description of St. James on the indifierent page of the

Jewish historian.

"To the twelve tribes that are in the Dispersion,^ giving them joy."'

The ten tribes had, as a body, been indistinguishably lost among the

nations into whose countries they had been transplanted;* but there

were probably some communities, and certainly many families, which
had preserved their genealogy, and still took pride in the thought that

they belonged to this or that tribe of ancient Israel.^ And the nation

never lost the sense of its ideal unity. The number "twelve" was
to the Jews a symbolic number. " Three " was to them the sacred

number, the number of spirit, the number of the life that is in God
j

"four " was the number which symbolised Divine Providence

;

" twelve '' (4 >t 3) was the number of Heavenly completeness, the

number of the consummation of the Kingdom of God.* Hence St.

Paul also speaks of "the dodeha/phulon"^ our " twelve-tribed nation,"

I Eom. i. Ij 2 Pet. i. 1 ; Jude 1.

' See lAfi ami Work nf St. Paul, i. 115, seq. The word IKaspora oconis in John vii. 35 j

1 Pet. i. 1 ; and in the LXX. of Ps. cxlvi. 2 ; Deut. xxviii. 25.
s See infra p. 326.
* Desai Plumptre points out that the flist appearance of the Action that the Ten Trihes were

somewhere preserved as one body is in 2 Esdr. xiil. 39—17, where the author says that, in the
determination to keep their own statutes, " they took this counsel ajnong themselves, that they
would leave the multitude of the heathen, and go forth into a farther country, where never
manldnd dwelt." The Talmud recognises their entire dispersion. Thus Eahbi Ashe said, " If

a Gentile should hetroth a Jewess, the betrothal may not now be invalid, for he may be a descen-

dant of one of the Tm Tribes, and so of the seed of Israel " (Tevamoth, f. 16, h). Again, " the Ten
Trihes will never be restored (Deut. xxviii. 25) ... so says B. Akluva " (Sanhedrin, i, 110, b),

s E.g., the widow Anna, who was of the ixibe of Asher.
' See Herzoe, Seal, lincj/cl., >. v. ZoAZen; Iiange, Afocdl/ypM, l^ixoi., § 6, a,

7 4ot8 xivi. 7.
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vand St. John, in the Apocalypse, echoes in various forms ^ the

conception of the Elect of the Twelve Tribes in Heaven which had
been involved in the promise of Christ, " Ye also shall sit upon twelve
thrones judging the Twelve Tribes of Israel.'"'

It is a curious and undesigned coincidence that this letter, and
the encyclical letter from the Church of Jerusalem,, of which St. James
was the main author, are the only two Christian letters in the New
Testament which begin with the greeting "giving them joy."* It was
distinctively the Greek salutation. The Jewish was Shaldm—
" Peace."^ St. Paul, wishing to combine in his salutations aU that was
most blessed alike in ethnic and in spiritual life, combines the two
national methods of salutation in his x^9" ««' «'p^''i,

" grace and peace,"

which in his pastoral Epistles is tenderly amplified into " grace, mercy,
and peace."

I have here rendered the word by " giving them joy "^ because it

forms the transition to the opening passage, "My brethren, count
it all joy." This mode of transition by the repetition of a word—which
is technically known as duadiplosis—is very characteristic of this

Epistle, and forms, in fact, the writer's ordinary method of passing from
one paragraph to another.^ The remainder of the chapter—the
phraseology of which I will endeavour to elucidate in the notes, and the
general bearing in the text—runs as follows :

—

"Count it all joy,' my brethreii,^ wten ye suddenly fall into varied
temptations,' recognising that the testing of your faith ^i* works endurance;
but let endurance have a perfect work,^^ that ye may be perfect and complete,
lacking nothing 12

^i_ 2—4).

1 12 tnbes ; 24 elders ; 12,000 of each tribe j 144,000 of the followers of the Lamb, etc. The
latter number is so far &om being nEirrowly restrictive, that it stands for a number ideally
complete.

a Matt. six. 28 j Eev. vii. 5—8.
3 Acts XV. 23, xaipetv. The word also occurs in the Greek letter of Claudius Lysias to Felix

(Acts xxiii, 26), and in that of Antiochus in 2 Mace. ix. 19. Its recurrence here is one of
the undesigned coincidences between this letter and the account giTen of St. James in the
Acts.

* Is. .xlviii. 22 ; Ivii. 21, where Shalom is rendered ^caipetv by the LXX.
^ Coinp. 2 John 10, 11. The absence of any opening benediction may be due to the general

character of the letter.
^ Thus we have ver. 1, xat'petv j ver. 2, \apav ; trro^toir^v ; ver. 3, 17 Se viroiiovri ; ver, 4, X^nroftevot

;

ver. 5, et Sd rts AetTrerat ; ver, 6, nijSer StaKpivofievos 6 yap SiaKpti/o/ZEfos, etc. ; and SO through-
out.

7 Trao-av X"^"-^) wierum gaudiurHf eitel Preude, Comp. Lute vi. 28, 23 ; Acts v. 41 j Col. i. 24,
^ Tlie perpetual recurrence of this word shows that the wounds which St. James inflicts are

meant to be the faithful wounds of a friend,
3 TrepiTre'cnjTe of sudden accidents, as yrftnaX^ irepteireerei'. Lute x. 30 ; ireptTrecroi/Tes fie cts To-roi'

tidaXaaiTov, The word ttoikiAo? literally" means '* many-coloured." Comp. eTrt^ujLttats wotKiXaiff,

1 Tim. iii. 6. The word '* temptations " includes all forms of trial : Luke xxii. 28 ; Acts xx. 19."

Persecution was rife at this time : 1 Thess. ii. 14; Heb. xi. 82, 33.
10 Verse 3, to fioKi/xtov vyJav Tijs Trttrrews. St. Peter (1 Pet. i. 7} uses the same phrase, and the

coincidence can hardly be accidental.
^ Matt. xxiv. 13—o fie vwojiieiVa? ets Te'\os CTufl^treTai.

12 " The work of God," says Alford, " iu a man is the man." The word re'Aetos is a favourite
one with St..James (i. 3, 4, 17, 25; iii. 2), borrowed doubtless, from' the words of oxir Lord
(Matt. V. 4S; xix. 21). 'OAokAtjpos is also used by St. Paul (1 Thess. v. 28), and means "well
regulated in every part " (Acts iii. 16). PhUo and Josephus use it for wahlemWhed, saoriflcial

victims.
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**But if any one of you lacks wisdom,^ let Hm ask from God, who givotb
to all simply ^ and upbraideth not,* and it shall he given him * (5).

" But let him ask in faith," nothing doubting,^ for he that douhteth is like

a -wave of the sea wind-driven ? and tossed ahout. For let not that person think
that he shall receive anything ^ from the Lord—a double-minded man," unsettled in

all his ways 1° (6—8).
" But let the humble brother glory in his exaltation, but the rich in hia

humiliation,^^ because as the flower of the grass he shall pass away.^^ j^or the
sun ariseth with the bumiag wind, and drieth the grass, and its flower fadeth away,
and the beauty of its aspect perisheth ;^^ so also shall the rich man fade away in his

goings" (9—11).
** Blessed is the man^^ who endureth temptation, for when he has been approved

he shall receive the garland of the life^^ which He promised^' to those who love

Him 18 (12).

" Let no one who is being tempted say, ' I am being tempted from God.' Eor

I "Wisdom " with St. Jaiaes is evidently tliat practical wisdom which surpasses knowledge
(yi/uo-ts), because it not only knows truth, but acts upon that knowledge (Etym. Magn.). Comp,
iu. 15—17 ; 1 Cor. xii. 8 ; Col. ii. 3.

* an-Aw?. So in Bom. sii. 8 we are bidden to grow in " simplicity."
3 The meaning of this expression is best seen from Ecclus. xx, 15, where it is said ot the

fool, " He giveth little, and upbraideth much ; heopenethhis mouth like a crier; to-day he
lendeth, and to-morrow he will ask. Such an one is to be hated of God axid man ;

" Id, xli. 22,

"After thou hast given, upbraid not" {firi hveCSi^e). The " exprohraUo henefici" (Ter. And/r.
i. 1)—1.6., the casting in the teeth of others what we have done for them—is a vice of all ages.

* See 1 Kings iii. 11, 12, " Because thou hast asked this thing (wisdom), behold, I have done
according to thy word," Luke xi. 13 ; Ecclus. vii; 10, " Be not fainthearted when thou makest
thy prayer." We see here that by "faith " St. James means undivided confidence in God.

s See V. 15; Matt. xxi. 22, "All things whatsoever ye ask in prayer, beli«itng, ye shall
receive."

B Aioieptj'djLiej'o?, Matt. xxi. 21, " If ye have faith and doubt not Ui.y\ fiicuepid^TeX ye shall do not
only the miracle of the fig-tree, but," &c. ; Bom. iv. 20, Abraham ou fitcKpt^ t^ ajriort^. *' When
£aith says ' yes ' and imbelief says * no,'" si^s Huther, " to doubt (fiioKpipetrdai.) is the union of
* yes * and * no,* but so that * no * is the weightier. The deep-lying ground of it is pride."
Deau Plumptre quotes from Tennyson

—

** Paith and unfoith can ne'er be equal powers,
XJnfaith in aught is want of faith in ^,"

7 ai^ejui^ojuciw jcal piir(^o/xeVa). The words occur here only, and Kkvhutv ("billow") only in
Luke viii, 24; ^ut we have tlie metaphor in Is. Ivii. 20 ; Eph. iv. 14. The words well express
the state of tumultuous excitement which preceded the Jewish War.

s That is, " any special answer to prayer."
' 'Aio)p fii^x°^* " T^G man who nas two souls in confiict with each other." This striking

expression occurs only at iv, 8. Babbi Tanchum (/. 84) on Deut. xxvi. 17 gives a dose parallel,

"Let not those who pray have two hearts, one directed to God, one to something else."
Comp. 1 Kings xviii. 21 ; Ps. xii. 2, " a double heart " QAt. " a heart and a heart

' ) ; Ecclus. i.

28, ** Come not unto the Lord with a double heart ;
" Is. ii. 12, " Woe be to . . . the sinner that

goeth tmo wa/ya; " Matt. vi. 24, " No man can serve two masters." The passage is imitated in
" The Shepherd of ^ermas " (MatidaE. iz.).

^0 'AjcaraoraTog. A classical expression (again) found only in St. James (iii. 8). Comp. Is.

liv. 11, ** tossed with tempest ;
" 'AKaTaaraa-Ca, iii. 16 ; Luke xxi, 9 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 33, &c. It is

one who " never continueth in one stay " (Job xiv. 2).
II For the different views taken of this verse see in/ra, p. 330. Kavxaa-Oai. is literally "to

boast." Bom. ii, 17, etc.
12 For the metaphor, specially suitable to the brief life of flowers in the scorching heat of

Palestine, see Is. xl. 6, 7j Ps. cii. 15; Job xiv. 2; 1 Pet. i. 24; Wisd.il 12, "Let us crown our-
selves with rosebuds before they be withered;" riches are no " unwithering inheritance"
(1 Pet. i. 4) as the kingdom of God is.

13 The aorist tenses show us the whole story, so to speak. The Tcaus&n is usually taken to
mean the Icadvm, or simoom, as in Jonah iv. 8 ; the " east wind " of Ezek. xvii. 10 ; xix. 12

;

" the wind of the Lord from the wildemess " of Hos. xiii. 15 ; but may mean merely " scorching
heat ; " Matt. xx. 12 ; Luke xii. 55.

1* Mapai'0]7(reTat only in Wisd. ii. Sand Job iv. 30 (LXS.). iropetats is the best-supported
reading, and alludes, perhaps, to travels for purposes of gain, etc. (iv. 13). (A, Tropiais,
" gettmgs.")

" av^p—"non mollis nee efEeminatus sed vir " (Thos. Aquin.).
1-6 There is no special reference to athletes (Ps. xxi. 3 ; Eev. ii. lOj Wisd. v. 16).
17 The " Ho " (as in n. A, B) is more emphatic than if he had inserted " the Lord," and

seems to show how early the Talmudic method of reference had bc^gnu.
IB Amor parit patlentiam (Bengel),
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God ia out of the sphere of evils,^ and Himself tempteth. no one, but each is ever

tempted when he ia heing drawn forth^ and enticed by his own desire.^ Then tha

desire, having conceived, bears sin ; but sin, when full grown, brings forth death
(13—16).4

" Be not deceived, my brethren beloved. Every good giving and every perfect

gift" is from above, descending from the Father of the Lights,^ with whom there is

no varying nor shadow of turning^ Because He willed it, He brought us forth

by the word of truth that we might be in some sense^ a first fruit of His creatures^

(16—18).
" Ye know/o my brethren beloved. But let everyone be swift to listening, slow

to speaking,^^ slow to wrath. For the wrath of a man (avdphs) worketh not the

righteousness of G-od. Therefore laying aside all filthiness and superfluity of

malice, receive in meekness the implanted word which is able to save your soils. ^^

I aTretpatTios occurs kere only. It means (1) ** nntempted," and (2) *' one who does not
tempt." Luther follows th.e Vulgate in understanding it to mean "does not try evil men"
(intentator malorv/m est), or '• is not a tempter of yvell tSdngs " IWiclif) j but this St. James kas
said already. It seems to mean " has nothing to do with evil things," and therefore cannot
tempt men to evil. CEcumenius quotes a heathen saying, " The Divine neither suffers troubles
nor causes them to others." " Why, then, is it said that God did tempt Abraham in Gen, xix.
3 ? That means that He tried Abraham, not from evil motives to an evil end, but from good
motives to a good end " (Aug.).

® Prov. XXX. 13 (LXX.). The word may be used of " dragging a prey to land," as in Hdt. li.

76, and so we might tate the metaphor to be one from fishing. The word SeXeas6)xei/os may also
mean " enticing with a bait," as in 2 Pet. ii 14, 18 ; Xen. Mem. ii. 1, § 6. But the further
expansion of the metaphor shows that he is thinking of the enticement of the harlot Sense
(Prov. vii. 16—23), to which in classical and Hellenistic usage the words are equally applicable
(Hom. Od. IT. 294 ; Arist. PoUt. v. 10 ; Testam. XII. Patriarch, p. 702) ; and especially Plutarch's
De Ser. Nun. Vmd^ct. ; " the sweetness of desire, like a bait (5e\eop), entices {e^eXxei) men."

3 *' No man taketh harm but by himself ; " " passion becomes to each his own God ;
** " sua

cuique Beusfit di/ra cwpido " (Yirg. iSn. ix. 185).
* Milton expands the metaphor into an allegory in Par. Los*, ii. 745—814. Lange points out

the varying espressiona of the New Testament :
" Sin brings forth death " (James) ; " death is

the -wages of sin " (Paul) ; "sin is death" (John).
5 This forms in the original a perfect hexameter, except that the last syllable of S6a-i$ is

lengthened

—

iratra 6d(7ts ayaSyj koX ttSlv Stapiq/xa TeKuov.

On these metrical phrases see note on Heb. xii. 14. Sup)]ju.a only occurs in Eom. v. 16. " Prom
above" (John iii. 3, 7, 31; xix, 11). Bishop Andrewes, in two sermons on tbis text, says the
Soo-is ayaOri refers to the gifts of eternal life ; the StupTjjLLa reXetov the treasures laid up for us in
eternity.

fi By " the lights" is meant probably "the heavenly bodies," as in Ps. cxxxvi. 7 ; Jer. iv. 23,
called in Gen. i. 14 </iutrT^pes, wnich is metaphorically applied to Christians (John v, 35 j Phil,
ii. 15). The "Father" then means the Creator (comp. Job xxxviii. 28, "Hath the rain a
father ? ") Some explain it of angels and spirits, and of Him who is the " Light of the world "

(John ix, 5]. But the question is not what meaning the words may be made to include, but
what meaning they originally had.

7 The words are curioas

—

jrapaXXayi} ^ rpoTri]? airoa-Ktaa-fia. The first word is a hapax legO'
menon in the New Testament (but see 2 Kings ix. 20, LXX.), and has been understood to be a
technical term of astronomy, like parallcu;. But in Epictet. i. 14 it merely means "change,"
even in an astronomical sentence : and Plotinus speaks of "a change (n-apaXAayij) of davs to
nights." It seems, however, to have a semi-technical connexion with astronomy. 'A7roo-jcta(rfi.a

is also a hayax legomenon, and rpoTrat rjXiov m'eans " the solstices " (see Job xxxviii. 33). Here,
however, there seems to be a general allusion to the changes and revolutions of the sun, moon,
and stars (Wisd. vii. 17—19), as compared with the sun which never sets. Comp. 1 John i. 5,
" God is light, and in Him is no darkiiess at all;" Ps. cxxxix. 11.

^ airapxvf^- The tluo. shows that he is u^ing a new metaphor.
3 On the great theological importance of this verse—lul the more noticeable because the

Epistle is predominantly practical—see infra, p. 333.
1" The true reading seems to be Itrre, A, B, C (Heb. xii. 17; Eph. v. 5). Its very abruptness

probably caused the variations of the IVESS.
II Ecclus. V. 11 :

" Be swift to hear .... and with patience give answer ;
" " Thou hast two

ears and one mouth" (Riickert). CEcumenius here quotes the in'overb that "no one ever
repented of having been silent," and every one will be reminded of the proverb, "Speech is

silvern, Silence is golden" (Prov. xiii. 3, etc. ; Eccl. v, 2)—Pbilo has the iihrase, "slow to
benefit, swift to jrjjure." The Jews were ever " slow to hear ' (Heb. v. 11; x. 25).

12 It is able, for it is a power of God (Rom. i, 16). Without it they are unable, whether by
outward works (as Pharisees said) or b^ detenninq-tion of will (^s Sa^ducees sa,id) tp be @{iv^
On c.^4>vTQ^i see p. 353-

'
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But prove yourselves doerB of the word, and not hearers only, misleading yourselves
(Col. ii. 4 ; Luke xi. 28). For if any one is a hearer of the word, and not a doer,

this person is like a man^ contemplating the face of his birth in a mirror. For
he contemplated himself, and has gone away,^ and immediately forgot what kind of

person he was. But he who has stooped down to gaze^ into a perfect law, the law
of liberty,* and has stayed to gaze,* proving himself not a hearer who forgets, but
a doer who works, he shall be blessed in his doing^ (19—25).

" If any one fancies that he is * religious '' while he is not bridling his tongue
(iii, 2, 3), but is deceiving his own heart, this man's religious service is profitless.

A religious service pure and undefiled^ before our God and Father is this—to

take care of orphans and widows in their affliction (Ex. xxii. 22—24 ; Acts vi. 1),

to keep himself unspotted from the world "^ (26, 27).

I have broken the chapter into brief sections to indicate as far

as possible the transitions of thought. Special difficulties of expression

are, I hope, sufficiently elucidated in the appended notes, and the very
literal translation will show what I believe to be the best reading

and construction. But there are one or two general points in the

chapter which require notice,

L It will be observed that St. James begins at once with the

subject of temptation, using the word in its broadest sense of all forms

of trial It includes both outward persecution—^from which the

Churches of scattered Jews, whether converted or unconverted, were
always liable, from the common hatred which Pagans felt for tbem

—

^ avSpl. Some hiLve referred tlie term to the comparative carelessness of men in looking at
mirrors (1 Cor. xiii. 12 ; "Wisd. vii. 26 ; Ecclus. xii. 12), but it is doubtful whether St. James in-
tends any special distinctiTeness in tie word (see vers. 8—12).

* air4\ri\v6fv, perf. The tenses make the iina^e more graphic.
3 The true meamng of i^e word will he seen by a reference to Luke xxiv. 12—" Stooping

down and looking in " ; Ecclus. xiv. 23 ; John xx. 5, 11 ; 1 Pet. i, 12 (see the note on that verse).
Doubtless St. James thought, in passing*, of the Cherubim bendu^ down over the Ark as
though to gaze continually on the revelation of God's will in the moral law. See on this word
Coleridge {Aids to Befiection), p. 15, *' A more happy and forcible word could not have been
chosen to express the nature and ultimate object of reflection."

* "Legnm servi sumas ut liberi esse possimus" (Cic). We have seen already that St,
James's ideal of the Law is not that of Moses (Acts xv, 10; Gal. v. 1, but comp. Ps. six. 8—11),
but that of the Sermon on the Mount (ii. 8 j v. 12 ; John viii. 32), the law of the Spirit (Bom.
vib". 2), the law of faith (Bom. iii. 27).

^ Notice the antithesis, n-apoKvi/za?, irapafieCva^j ovk oucpoaTTis eir(Xi](rju.o(n;i/i]9, as against
Ka.Tev6'i]<Tev, a'iTe\jj\v8ev,^eire\dQ€T0.

* *' TJt ipsa actio sit beatitudo " (Schneckenburger).
7 Qpria-KeCa means ritual service, external observance ;

" gay religions, full of pomp and gold "

(Acts xxvi. 5), which (as we see from Col. ii. 18, the only other place where the word occurs in
the New Testament) have a perpetual tendency to degenerate into superfluous and sslf-satisfying

human ordinances (e6e\o9p7]a-Keia), and even, to use the bold coinage of a later writer, eBekoirepur-

traOprjaKeCa. It is the peril and disease of the externally virtuous'^vice corrupting virtue itself

into pride and intolerance. Hence the Oprja-Koq is one who plumes himseu on liis outward
service. This paragraph illustrates the " slowness to speak," as the last did the " swiftness to
heai*." Obtrusiveness in talk is a natural consequence of a spurious religion.

8 The Jewish notion of defilement was very diifereut (Jolm xviii. 2Sj Lev. v. 3, and passim;
comp. Ecclus. XXXV. 14). For " the fatherless and widows " (where " respect of persons " is also

" alluded to), and for the general thought, compare Mark vii. 20—23 ; Luke xi. 40.
B St. James would feel this duty all the more keenly, and would feel that this, and not the

performance of outward religious dutie?, was what God really desired, because the day had been
when he too was of the world, for which reason the world which hated Christ had not hated
him (John vii. 7). By " the world" is here meant everything in the world, and in the worldly
life which tempts to sin (1 Tim. vi, 14). With this thought compare John xvii. 15 ; 1 Tim. v. 22.

With the general thought of the paragra^ph comp. Ecclus. xxxv. 2 : "He that requiteth a good
turn, oiferethfine flour; and he that giveth alms, sacrificeth praise." The same thought is

found both in Scripture (Deut. x. 12 : Ps. xl, 7j ?xi. X7 j 1 Sftm. Vf- ^i MiC vi. fr-9i Hos,
vi, 6 ; xii. 6, etc.) t^nn in hep-tl^^n v^teyg.
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and those inward temptations which are often closely connected with
outward circumstajices. St. James shows his readers how to turn these

temptations into blessings, by making them a source of patient en-

durance, and so using them as the fire which purges and tests the fine

gold. For the Christian should aim at such perfection^ (i. 2—4).

ii. Now for perfection he needs wisdom^ most of all; and if he
lacks this wisdom he has only to ask for it from One whose gifts are
absolute and gracious (i. 5).

iii. Yet it is useless to ask without faith in Him to whom the
petition is addressed, and without faith that it will be granted. Such
faithless prayers can only arise from a wavering disposition, a want
of stability, a want of whole-heartedness, a dualism of hfe and aim
(i. 6-8).

iv. Then comes an apparently sudden transition of exhortation to
rich and poor.^ That the transition was not so sudden in the mind
of the writer is shown by his connecting particle. "The man of
two souls," he says, "is restless in all his waysj hut let the humble
brother rejoice." The unexpressed connexion seems to be, " Now, what
is the cause of this spiritual distraction and instability? Does it

not arise from worldliness ? Well, ye cannot serve God and Mamm,on.
If, then, any brother be poor and humble, let him rejoice in his ex-
altation. For if he take it rightly his earthly humiliation is his true
dignity. He is enjoying the beatitude of poverty. It is something
like the thought expressed so tersely by our great philosopher,* " Pros-
perity is the blessing of the Old Testament, Adversity is the blessiug of

the New "(L 9).

V. " But the rich," he adds, " in his humiliation.'' The meaning of

these words is not clear. It has even been supposed by some that

the words "rich" and "poor" are used in this Epistle in a meta-
phorical sense.' Another discussion turns on the question whether
by " the rich " we are here to understand rich Christians, or rich

Jews and Gentiles. I feel convinced that the words are to be under-

stood in their primary meaning. As I have already explained, St.

James is not thinking of Gentiles at all, and is drawing no marked

1 The Christian aims at " endurance," not at " apathy," as the Stoic did. His endurance
has " a suhlimer origin, a milder character, a greater duration, a more glorious fruit " (Van
Oosterzee).

' The history of the next few years shows how deeply the Jews needed this wisdom.
" Wisdom is justified of her children " (Matt. xi. 19) ;— and she ahode not at Jerusalem, hut
with the Christians who iled in time to PeUa.

8 So in Shemoth Bahha (§ 31, /. 129) we iind, ** Blessed is the man who stands in his tempfa-
fion; for there is no man whom God does not try. He tries the ricTi, to see if they will open their
hands to the poor; He tries the 'goor^ to see if they will not murmur," etc.

* Lord Bacon.
5 Lange thinks that by " the brethren of low degree " are meant Jews and Jewish Christians,

and by the rich the Gentiles ; for, he says, the rich Jews have always been kind to the poor. I
think I have already met this difficulty. It is surely extravagant to say that " the nch man
with a gold ring and splendid garment denotes the proud Ebionitish Jewish Christian paradiTig

Tiis rin^ o/ the Jewish Covefnant (!), while the poor man, with a vile garment, describes the Gentile
Christian " (Introi. p. 37). This is to introduce into New Testament exegesis fancies borrowed
from Lessin^ and Swift.
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distinction between Jews and Christians. A further question is, are we
to understand this phrase hortatively in the sense of "but let the

rich man boast in his humiliation," or as a contrast, " but the rich man
rejoices or glories in that which is in reality his humiliation"?' In the

one case it is an exhortation to the rich man as to what he ought to do

;

in the other a censure upon him for what he does. Neither inter-

pretation is without difficulty, but on the whole the meaning seems
to be that worldliness, with the temptations which it brings, is full

of dangers. Poverty and riches stand in God's estimation in reverse

positions. Humble poverty is true wealth. Pampered wealth is real

poverty.'' Let the poor brother glory in the beatitude of poverty; it

is a gift of God. The rich brother, then, is worse off, is in a worse

position, than he—his riches are his humiliation in the heavenly order,

for they are a temptation to which he is only too liable to succumb

;

they tend to make him more of a worldling, less of a Christian. Such
views belong to the so-called Ebionitism of St. James. But the

opinions of the Ebionites were due to the falsehood of extremes.

Neither is wealth in itself a sin, nor poverty in itself a virtue. They
are conditions of Life in which God has placed us, each liable to its own,

and each to different temptations. But as regards those days—perhaps

as regards all periods—^riches were liable to severer temptations than

poverty. In the teaching of St. James we recognise, not the exag-

gerations of Ebionitism, but the impression left by the sermons and
parables of Christ^ (i. 10).

vL And the reason why the rich brother should glory in the

humiliation which the world regards as his enviable superiority is that

reason which Isaiah had so exquisitely expressed, and to which St. Peter

also refers.'' It is the transitoriness of riches.' Often, even in this

brief life, they make themselves wings and fly away. But they must
always pass away with the fading flower of life ; not even the poorest

fragment of them can be held by the relaxing hand of death. Is that a

condition to glory in, which Christ showed to be surrounded with peril,

and which must soon become like a withered blossom in a dead man's

hand? (L 11).

viL But whether our trial comes in the form of wealth or of poverty

it becomes a beatitude if it works in us the spirit of patient endurance.

And here it is necessary for St. James to introduce a strong caution.

1 Tliis would resemble Phil. iii. 19, " whose glory is in their shame." Compare the saying
of Pascal about man—" Gloire et rehut de I'Univers, s'il ee vante, je I'abaisse j s'il s'abalsse, je

le vanfce."
» Matt. T. 3.
a Matt, xxiii. 12 ; Isake xiv. 11 ; xviii. 14. The commoner view of the clause is "Let the rich

man rejoice when he is humiliated bythe ' spoiling of his goods '
" (Heb. x. 34). But (1) this loss

of wealth happens only to a few. (2) He is tlixoughout addressing " rich men," who are in the
full flower of their prosperity.

* Is. xl. 6 ; 1 Pet. i. 24 (oomp. Matt. vi. 30 ; xiii. 26).

' Some refer the possaee chiefly to reverses in life. " The rich man, overtaken by judgment,
perishes in the midst of his doings and pursuits, as the flower, in the midst of its blessings, falls

a victim to the scorcliing heat of the son " (Huther),
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The word wHcli he has used for temptation is capable of two meaniags
—trial in the sense of a difficult and painful test

—

adversa pati ; and
trial in the sense of strong impulse to sin (malis ad defectionem solli-

citari). In the first sense it comes from God j it is a part of His
providential ordering of our Hves. In the second sense it by no means
comes from God.' When a man pleads, as men have so often done,

that " God has made them so;"^ or that "the flesh is weak," or that
" God for a moment deserted them ;

"' when they say that they have
done wrong because they could not do otherwise f when they contend

that each man is practically no better than an automaton, and that his

actions are the inevitable—and therefore irresponsible—result of the

conditions by which he is surrounded—they are transferring to God the

blame of their misdoings. " The foolishness of man perverteth his way,
and his heart fretteth against the Lord."^ The doctrine of fatalism is

but a poor and false excuse for crime." When passively accepted it

paralyses every nerve of moral efibrt ; when it takes the form of

materialism, and poses as the final result of science, it lays the axe at

the root of every motive by which men rise to the dignity of free and
moral beings. Men become the children of God by obedience to His
laws, resulting not from necessity, but choice. And so St. James gives

the true genesis of sin. It springs from lust—desire—the yetser-ha-ra,

or evil impulse, which plays so large a part in later Jewish literature.

This is to each soul the harlot-temptress which draws him forth from
the safe shelter of innocence, entices him, and bears the evil ofispring

of committed sin. But the bad genealogy ends not there. Sin, too,

grows to maturity, and the offspring of her incestuous union is death

(i. 12—15).
viii. No, God is not the author of evil ; it is only every good gift

which comes from Him. " God is always in the meridian."' He dwells

in the <^iij aveairepov, in the light whereof there is no eventide, the sun

whereof knows no tropic. No darkness can flow from the fountain of

that unchanging Sun, which is not liable to the parallax and eclipses of

1 The history of temptation, says Bede, is (1) Suggestion ; (2) Delight ; (3) Consent. Sug-
gestion is of the enemy, delight and consent from our own frailty. If the hirth of a wrong
action follows the delight of the heart, the enemy leaves us as a victor, and we are liable to
death, " Lust is the mother of sin, sin the mother of death, the sinner the parent of both *'

(Macknight).
2 St. Paul deals with this question—" Why doth He yet find fault ? For who hath resisted

His will ?
' (Eom. ix. 19).

s "Seems there any recess? It is we forsake Him; not He us (Jer. ii, 17.)" (Bishop
Andrewes.

)

* The unhappy Henry IT., shortly hefore his death, passionately exclaimed to G-od, " Since
Thou hast taken from me the town I loved best ... I will have my revenge on Thee too. I will

rob Thee of that thing Thou lovest most in me " (see Green's Hist, of Etigl. I. p. 181). There can
be little doubt that St. James had in his mind a magnificent passage of Ecclus. xv. 11—17, ** Sfiy

not thou, * It is through the Lord that IfeU av:ay
;

' for thou oughtest not to do the things that He
hatetk. Say not thou, * He hath caused me to err,' for He hath no need of the sinful man, . . .

He hath set fire aq4 water before thee : stretch forth thy hand unto whether thou wilt. Before
man is life and death, and whether him llketh, sha,ll be given him."

5 Prov. xix. 3.

8 It was familiar to St. James, for, as Josephns says, it was ft doc trjjie o( the Pharisees MAtt
X7iii. 1, § 3 ; B. jr. ii, 8, § l^,),

7 'Vf'etsteiB,
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the neavenly Ibdtlies wHch He has made.^ And then, in one singularly
pregnant clause which—although in this respect it stands somewhat
isolated—shows how little the practical tendency of the author was
dissevered from deep dogmatic insight, he tells us of God's most perfect
gift to us. He tells us that we need a new life ; that God by one great
act has bestowed it upon us j that this act sprang from his own free wUl
and choice f that the instrument of this new birth was the word of
truth,^ the Divine revelation of God to man, which, of course, requires
faith in them that hear it ; that the result of this new birth is our
dedication as "the first-fruits of a sacrificial gift"^ which shall only be
completed with the offering up of all God's creatures. Thus in one
brief sentence he concentrates many solemn truths, and even by the one
word, " of His own will " (^ovx-rje^ls), he repudiates alike the dangerous
fatalism of the Pharisees, and the arrogant assertion of the Sadducees
that salvation lies withia the power of our own unaided will (i. 16—18).

ix. They know this ; but let them apply it—let them listen to this

word of truth, hearing more, speaking less, wrangling not at all.

Passionate fanaticism does not help forward God's righteousness. It

deceives itself when it brings into God's service that impure mixture of

human evil.^ The Gospel is meant to be used for our own sanctifica-

tion, not to be abused to quarrelsomeness with others. God's word,
implanted in the heart,^ is powerful to save, but the condition of its

power is its meek reception. It requires steady, earnest contemplation,

not a mere hasty passing gaze. There were many, both Jews and
Christians, who were absorbed in outward service'—who were content

^ ** Though the lights of heaven have their pai^laxes, yea ' the angels of heaven He fotrncL

not steadfastness in them ' (Job. iv. 18) ; yet for God, He is subject to none of them. He is
' Ego sum qui sum ' (Ex. iii. 14), that ia, saith MaJacM, * Ego Beus et non mutor ' (Mai. iii. 6). We
are not what we were a while since, what we shall he a while after, scarce what we are ; for every
moment makes us vary. With God it is nothing so. He is that He is ; He is and changeth not *'

( Bishop Andrewes, Serm. iii 374 ; John viii. 58).
2 Grod is the cause of His own mercy. " Unde sequitur natnrale esse Deo henefacere " (Cal-

vin). See John i, 13; 1 Fet. i. 23. ^ov\-t\BeX^^ "voluntate amant^simA, liberrimft, purissimft,
foecundissim& " (1 John 1.13; 1 Pet. i. 3). 'KireKvi\<T€v^ the antithesis to the airoKveL of sin, inver.
17, " Ipse DeuB Patris ct mahis loco est " (Bengel) (Bom. viii. 15 ; Gal. iii. 26 ; 1 Pet. i. 23).

3 John xvii. 17, " Sanctify them by Thy truth. Thy word is Truth." 1 Pet. i. 23, " Having
been bom again by the word of the Living God." It is the equivalent to the Gospel (2 Tim, ii,

15 ; Eph. i. 13). " The lying word of the serpent has corrupted us, but the true word of (3-od

makes us good again" (Luther). Here and elsewhere, some (e.g., Athanasius) give to "the
Word " its specific Johaunine sense, and interpret it of Christ, -the Divine Logos. No doubt it
may be made to bear this meaning in this and many other passages ; but as this letter was ad-
dressed to the Jews of the Dispersion, of whom many had no Alexandrian training or Alexan-
drian sympathies, the question is (1), Would they so have imderstood it ? and, therefore, (2)
Did St. James intend it so to be understood P

"First-fruit" (see Lev, xxiii. 10; Deut. xxvi. 2; 1 Cor. xv. 22; xvi. 15* Eev. xiv. 4).

Christ is the true first-fruit, and "then we in Him (Eom. viii. 19—22). See a valuable note of
Wiesinger, who was the first to call due attention to the depth and importance of this verse.

s " Purius sine ira fit " (Bengel). There is always a germ of the atheistical in the heat of
fanaticism (Nitsch), as in Jonah's, "I do well to be angry.'* Lange observes that Simeon and
Levi, the ancestors of the Jews in fanaticism, were disapproved by Jacob (Gen. xzxiv. 49), but
afterwards upheld as patterns (Judith ix. 20).

8 Perhaps an allusion to the Parable of the Sower, and so parallel with Matt. xiii. 23. The
word IjLw/ivTo? only occurs in Wisd. xii. 10. In classic Greek it means also " innate," but this
does not furnish so simple a meaning, though it may be compared with such passages as Col. ii.

16, " as ye have received Christ, so walk ye in Hjm,"
7 See Dr. Mozley's admirable sermon on the Pharisees. " (jni cra^slora vitia ezuenmti huio

iDorbo sunt ut plurimum obnoxji" (Calvin).
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With endless ablutions and purifications, and not witli what is true, pure,

unspotted, and undefiled ; who made long prayers, and yet devoured
widows' houses. But all service is fruitless if it does not lead a man
to refrain from bitter words. The only pure and perfect ritual ia

active love,^ and a - freedom from " the contagions of the world's slov?

stain.
"2

He proceeds, in the second chapter, to rebuke the respect of persons,^

the worldly partialities, which are so alien to " the faith of our Lord
Jesus Christ, the Lord of the glory."* That faith teaches before all

things the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man. Since in

God's sight all are equal—since in the eye of His Church the greatest

princess is but "this woman," and the proudest emperor but "this man"
—was it not most unworthy to thrust oppressive disparities into

prominence in a wrong place by ushering the gold-ringed man^ in the

bright dress into the best seat in the synagogue,^ while they made the

squalidly dressed pauper^ stand anywhere, or thrust him down into a

seat on the floor. When ye acted thus, " did ye not doubt in your-

selves,^ and did ye not show wicked reasonings as judges ? " It shows
doubt to act as though Christ had never promised His kingdom to the

poor, rich in faith f and wicked reasonings to argue mentally that the

poor must be less worthy of honour than the rich. It is the evil schism

in the heart which leads to this evil judgment in the life. And was
not this a strange method of judging, when it was the rich who played

the lord over them, dragged them into law-courts,^° and blasphemed the

1 Comp. Tol)it i. 16, 17.
* " The oatward service (Spijo-Keta) of ancient religion, th,e rites, ceremonies, and ceremonial

vestments of the old law, htid morality for their suhstance. They were the letter of which
morality was the spirit ; the enigma of which morality was the meaning. But morality itself is

the service and ceremonial (culfus exterior^ Bptjo-KeCa) of the Christian religion " (Coleridge, Aids
to Mejlection, Aph. xxiii.).

8 Curiously enough the Talmud says, " God. is a respecter of persons," Num. vi. 26 (Bera-
choth, f, 20, 2). '

* Lit. *' qf our Lord Jesus Christ, of the glory." Bengel takes the two words in apposition—"ut ipse Gh/ristus dicatur, -fi S6|a, Gloria." The Shechinah was a Jewish name for the Messiah,
but it is better, as in the B. V., to understand it as "the Lord of the glory" (comp. John
xvii. 5), The title here implies the utter obliteration, by comparison, of petty earthly dis-

tinctions.
5 The ostentation of gold rings was a fashion of this epoch, and Eoman fops wore them even

inconveniently large (Juv. Sat. i. 28, 30 ; Mart. xi. 60), six on each finger. Lucian (Somn. 12)
speaks of wearing sixteen heavy rings. " All fingers are loaded with rings '' (Plin. S. N.
xxxiii. 6);

6 "A syns^ogue " is, on the whole, the best supported reading d^, B, C). The passage is not
a mere rebuke to " sexton rudeness." It illustrates faithless partiality by a common instance,
and this desire for prominence was largely developed among the Jews (Matt, xxiii. 6).

Christians probably used Jewish synagogues (as St, Paul dJJ.) as long as they were per-
mitted to do so.

7 No doubt " gold rings " and squalid apparel (Zeoh. iii. 3, 4 ; Eev. xxii. 11) may be used
symbolically, but to understand this passage as an allegory of Jewish exclusiveness towards the
Gentiles (as Lange does), is veiy far-fetched. Notice the picturesque antitheses

—

Tou—sit—here—honourably (near tbe coffer which held the Law).
Fou—stand—there—^under my footstool (out of sight and hearing, near the door).
Even in courts of law the Jewish rule was that ^to show the perfect impartiality of the law)

hoth suitors, whether rich or poor, should sit, or both, stand.
8 SieKpiOriTe. "Boubt" ia the ordinary meaning of Siaxpivofiai, as in i. 6; and there is no

reason to change it here into "make differences, or judge,'* etc. (Matt. xxi. 21; Acts x. 20 j

£om. iv. 20, etc.).
» Matt. v. 3i Lute vi. 20. " Acts vii 12 j xvii. 12j xviii. 5; xix. 38,
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fair name by which they were named ? * It were nobler to fulfil the

royal law,^ " Love thy neighbour as thyself," and so to treat all, whether
rich or poor, with equal courtesy. Not to act thus is sin. They must
not regard such sin as unimportant. There is in God's law a uniform

solidarity, and one God made all the law. To break one commandment
is to break all,^ for it is to violate the principle of obedience, just as " it

matters not at what particular point a man breaks his way out of an

enclosure, if he is forbidden to go out of it at all."* Every separate

commandment has the same Divine source. The sum total of all com-

mandments is that law of liberty^ by which we shall be judged. That
judgment shall be merciless to the merciless.^ And then he adds, with

an emphasis all the more forcible from its brevity and abruptness :

"Mercy "—whether in the heart of God or of man—" glories over judg-

ment "^(iL 1—13).
The passage that follows is the famous passage about justification by

works :

—

" What is the advantage, my brethren, if any say that he has faith, but hath not

works ?8 Is the faith able to save him ?^ But if a brother or sister be naked, and
lacking the day's food, and one of you should say, * Go in peace ;^° warm yourselves

and feed yourselves,' but ye give them not the necessaries of the body, what is the

advantage P^^ So also faith, if it have not works, is dead in itself. *2 Yea, some one

1 Iiiterally " which was invoked over yon " (Dent, xsviii. 10, etc j Jer. xiv. 9 ; Am. ix. IS
j

Heb. jd, 16), i.e., tlie name of Christ. Christians were called oi Xpt(rTov (1 Cor. iii. ^3).

Nominal Ghristians; however rich, could hardly have ventured to "blaBphemo," or "speak
injuriously of," the uajne of Christ, St. James must he passing' in thought to rich Jews,
Saddncean oppressors, etc. (Acts iv. 1, 6, v, 17), though he may include the conduct of rich
Christians which caused Christ's name to he blasphemed among the Gentiles, as the Jews caused
God's name to he (Rom. iL 24 ; comp. 2 Sam. xii. 14).

* A royal law, because thebestof alllaws—akingof laws. "Love is the fulfilment (n-A^poijua)

of the Law " (£om. xiii. 10).

3 " He who observes but one precept, secures for himself an advocate (Parklit, or Paraclete)

,

and he who commits one sin procures for himself an accuser " (Pirke Avoth, iv. 15).
* "A garment is torn though you only take away one piece of it; a harmony in music is

spoiled if only one voice be out of tune " (Starke).
5 St. James is thinking of the free service of the will to Christ's pure moral law, not of the

law '* which gendereth to bondage," and enforces incessant restrictions on unwilling souls (Gal.
iv. 10, 24), which was a yoke which neither they nor their fathers had been able to bear
(Acts XV. 10). » Matt. vii. 1.

7 This is a great law of the moral kingdom. It applies alike to God and to men. 'Tis

mightiest in the mightiest. It is the reason why Christian universality is better than Judaising
exclnsiveness ; why the geniality, love, and brightness of the Gospel is better than the gloomy
hatred of the Tahnud ; why tolerance is better than the Inquisition ; why philanthropy is

nobler than sensual egotism (see Lahge, p. 78j.
8 Comp. ou yap o^etAiJtret nva to \4yeiv aAAdt to jroieip' ejc Traj/Tos oiv rpoirov KO^Stv epysav

Xp«a (Clem. Horn. viii. 7).
9 Not if it be the faiththat St, James has inview, which ishere merely a theoretically orthodox

belief, not a vital faith. Such a faith cannot save such a man. Vital faith carries in itself the
animating principle from which works must emanate. The whole argument is aimed at those
Antinomianswhosaid, "If you have faith, it matters little how you five " (Jer. wi JlficJi. iii 5).

'*> Such a parting benediction would, without some accompanying help, be as incongruous a
mockery as Claudius's reply of "Avetevos" to the gladiators' "Jlforitun fe salutamivs" (Judg.
xviii,6j 2 Kings v. 19 j Luke vii. SO; viii. 48). Sinularly, Plautus baa "Of what use is your
benevolent language if your help is dead ? " (EjmMc. i. 2, 13).

3 ^ St. James uses an illustration of what faith leads to, which he borrows £com the teaching
of Christ (Matt. xxv. 35—46).

^' Jnst as the compassion is dead and useless if it be that of

—

" The sluggard Pity's vision-weaving tiibe,

Who sigh for wretchedness yet shun the wretdied.
Nursing in some delicious solitude
Their daiatv loves and slothful sTmpathies "— (Coieridffe.)
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may say* [quite fairly], * Thou hast faith and I have works. Slidw itie thy faiih

without the works '—which you cannot do— ' and I,' who do not pretend to believe

in the possibility of such a faith, ' will,* very easily, * show thee my faith by my
works'" (ii. 14—18).

Assuming that the Solifidian—the believer in the possibility of an
abstract faith which can show no works as an evidence of its existence—^is thus refuted, St. James proceeds to refute him still farther :

—" Thou
believest that God is one."^ It was the proud boast of the Jew, who
among all the nations of antiquity, gloried in being a monotheist.

^ " Excellent so far ; the demons also believe and shudder. ^ But wilt thou recog-
nise, vain man,^ that faith apart from works is idle ?** Abraham, our father—was
he not justified by works, when he offered up Isaac his son upon the altar ?^ Dost
thou see that faith wrought with his works/ and by works the faith was perfected P^

And the Scripture was fulfilled which says,^ * But Abraham believed God, and it

was reckoned unto him for righteousness, and he was called the Friend of God.'^"

Ye see that by works a man is justified, and not by faith only.^i But likewise also

Eahab, the harlot,^^ -^g^ gjie ^q^ justified by works, when she received the messengers,

Bofaith. OB dead and useless if it do not work by love. " No spirit, if no work {S'pediTwm. est, tmwi
srpiritus) ; a flying shadow it is ; a spirit it is not, if work it do not. Having wherewith to do
good, if you do it not, talk not of faith, for yon have no faith in you if you have wherewith to
Bhow it and show it not " (Bp. Andrewes).

1 'AA\' epet rts, is sometmng in St. Paul's manner (1 Cor. xv. 35 j Eom. ii. 19). The inter-
locutor is not here, however, an objector, but a Gentile Christian, who makes a perfectly true
criticism of the worthlessness of an idle orthodoxy (see Tert. DePomit. 5). "Paith," says
Luther, " is the mother who gives birth to the virtues as her children,'* And St. Paul presses
the some truth qmte as clearly as St. James (Rom. ii. 13).

^ 2u, emphatic ; fium, as distinguished from the heathen. The Jews had learnt Oredere Devmn,
and Credere Deo, but not (according to St. Augustine's distinction) Credere in Deum. This shows
that Sb. James is thinking of some sort of verbal orthodoxy, not of sj^eciflc Christian faith. The
Unity of God was the very first and most important belief of Judaism. The first line of.the
Talmud begins vrith discussing it ; it was daily repeated in the Shemd (Deut. vi. 4), to which, as
to all their observances, the Jews attached most extravagant virtue. Thus they said that the
fires of Gehenna wotild be cooled for him who repeated it with attention to its very letters. To
this they attached Hab. ii. 4. All the fine things which they called hcupoA-dea (dtiDTi), tte
** Garden," or ** Paradise," turned on the Unity of God. Akhiva was supremely blessed because
he died uttering the word " One " (see vnfra, p. 352).

3 This unique and unexpected word {^pLtr<Tov<n, horrescunt) comes in with great rhetorical
and ironic force. It explains the horror of physical antipathy, Por the fact, see Matt. viii.

29 ; Mark ix. 20, 26. " The sarcasm lies in the fact itself. Formally, it only flashes out in the
Bplendid kou " (Lange),

* The Hebrew NP^, Eftca (Matt. v. 20), Some think that this objui-gation is aimed at St.

Paul ! Apostles did not speak of each other in the language of modem religious controversy
(See Pirke Avoth, i. 17).

* ojyfq, B, C,
* St. Paul does not refer to this act, which is indeed only alluded to in Heb. xi. 17 (and

"Wisd. X. 5), but to the faith which Abraham had shown forty years before.
7 «' Operosafuit Twn otiosa" (Calvin).
8 *' Faith aided in the completion of the work, and the work aided in the completion of the

faith" (Lange). "His faith was completed, not that it had been imperfect, but that it was
consummated in the exercise " (Luther).

s Says elsewhere. Gen- xv. 6 (before the sacrifice of Isaac).
10 Is. xli. 8. In Gen. xxv. 9, this clause seems to have occurred in some readings (Ewald,

Die Sendschreiben, ii. 225). AbraJiam is still known through the East as El Khalil Allah ("the
Friend of God "), and hence Hebron is called El Ehalil. Dean Plumptre points out the curious
fact that the t^tle occurs neith&r in the Hebrew uor in the LXX., ajid is first applied to Abraham
"by Philo (De resip. Noe, c. 11).

^ St. Paul had adduced AbraJiam as a proof of justification by /aitTi, not by legaKsm, St.

James adduces him as an example of justification by the worlcs which sprmg from faith, not by
orthodoxy.

18 TMs second example, is chosen because he wishes to prove the unity of faith in Jews and
Gentiles, by two examples of faith manifested by works. Abraham was a man, a Hebrew, a
Prophet* Bahab a woman, a Canaanite, a harlot; yet both were justified (i.e., shown to \)9

righteous in the moral sense) by works which sprang from their faith (Heb. xi 31).
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and hastily sent them forth hy another way? For even as the hody apart from the
spirit is dead, so also faith apart from works is dead."^

Leaving the theology of this remarkable passage for subsequent dis-

cussion,^ in order not to break the thread of the Epistle, we proceed to

the next chapter.

It -was natural that those who had seized a Shibboleth, of which
they neither fathomed the full depth nor even rightly understood the

superficial meaning, should endeavour to force it upon others with irate,

obtrusive, and vehement dogmatism. This "itch of teaching," this

oracular egotism, is the natural result of vanity and selfishness disguising

themselves under the cloak of Gospel proselytism. With aU such men
words take the place of works, and dogmatising contentiousness of peace

and love. Therefore he warns them against being many teachers'—self-

constituted ministers—" other peoples' bishops "*—persons of that large

class who assume that no incompetence is too absolute to rob them of

the privilege of infallibility in laying down the law of truth for others.

" My brethren, do not become many teachers,' being well aware that we
(teachers) shall receive a severer judgment than others," since our

responsibility is greater than theirs. " For in many respects we stumble,

all of us."° Speech is the instrument of all teachers. If any man
stumbles not in word, he is a perfect man,' able to bridle also the whole

body. Sins of speech are so common, the temptations to them are so

universal, that there can be no question of the perfect wisdom and self-

control of him who has acquired an absolute immunity from these. For
how great is the power of the tongue ! how evil its depravity, untame-

ableness, and duplicity ! It is like the little bridles which rule the

horse, like the little helms that steer the great ships. It is like the

spark which kindles a conflagration in the forest.' Yes, the tongue

—

> ii. 19—26.
" See mfra, pp. 349—361.
s Any antnorised person might speak, either in the synagogae or the early Christian

assembly (1 Cor. ziv. 26—34). The ordinary readers and preaoheiB were not clergy at aU, The
eager seizure of a party watchword would he likely to lead to mere prating.

* oAAoTptoeirtfTieOTrot (1 Pet. IT. 15).
5 Matt, xxiil 8—10. " Bat he not ye called Sabhi, for one is your guide—even Christ ; hut

all ye are brethren." " Love the work, but strive not after the honour of a teacher" (Pirke
Avoth, i. 10).

B St. James would no more have thought of claiming immunity from sin than St. Paul
(Phil, iil 12) or St. John (1 John i. 8) did. When Schleiermacher condemned this passage as
" bombast," he condemned the equally strong language of many great moralists ol all ages.

And it must be remembered that St. James was living in the Jerusalem of a.d. 60. There was
not more backbiting then than there now is, hut good men felt its evil more strongly. They
did not take an interest in it,^ let it lie on their tables, subscribe to its dissemination. Compare
the language of the Son of Sirach (xzviii. 15—26) :

"many have fallen by the edge of the sword,
but not so many as have fallen hy the tongue. . . . Strong cities hath it pulled down ; well is

he that hath not passed through the venom thereof. . . . The death thereof is an evil death

;

the grave were better than it. . . . Such as forsake the Lord shall fall into it ; ofnA it shatt

bum m them omA not he quenched ; it shall be sent unto them as a lion, and devour them as a
leopard." For Jewish views, even of the Talmudists, see Schoettgen.

* " By thy words thou shalt be justified " (Matt. xii. 37). See the great sermon on this

text by Barrow.
8 Born these metaphors are common in classical writers (Soph. AnUg. 332, 475), and both

occur in the hymn of Clemens of Alexandria (Piedog. ad Jmem). ** Quam lenibus initiis CLuanta

incendia oriuntur" (Sen. Contrav. v. S). 'Y\i) is here probably "a wood," not "material."

The setting on fire of forests by sparks furnished similes even in Homer's days (Horn. 12. it

22
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that world of injustice—is a fire. It inflames the wheel of being, ^ and
is ever inflamed by Gehenna.^ It is the sole untameable creature—

a

restless mischief brimmed with deathful venom.* Therewith we bless

the Lord and Father, and therewith we curse the human beings who
have been made after His likeness.* Is this inconsistency anything
short of monstrous 1^ Is it not like a fountain bubbling out of the same
fissure the bitter as well as the sweet ? Can a tree produce fruits not
its own l'^ Can the salt water of a cursiag tongue produce the sweet
water of praise? (iii. 1—12).

These sins of the tongue among Jews and Christians sprang in a great
measure from the obtrusive rivalries, the contentious ambitions to which
he had alluded in the first verse. Never have they been extinct. Party
spirit has always been a curse and disease of every religion, even of the
Christian. The formulas of Christian Councils have been tagged with
anathemas ; Te Deums have been chanted at Autos da F6. And because
this factiousness shows an absence of true wisdom amid the pride of its

imagined presence, he proceeds to contrast the false and the true
wisdom. True wisdom, true understanding,'^ is shown by a course of

life spent in meekness, which is the attribute of wisdom.^ For a man
to boast of wisdom when his heart is full of bitter emulation and party
spirit is a lying vaunt. The wisdom of which he thus boasts is not, at

any rate, the heavenly wisdom of the Christian, but earthly, animal,^

demon-like. The wisdom which evinces itself in party spirit leads to

unhallowed chaos and every contemptible practice. " But the wisdom
from above is first pure,^° then peaceful, reasonable, open to persuasion,

455 ; xi. 115 ; Virg, Georg. ii. 303 :
" et totum involvit flammis nemus " ) ; but St. James is more

likely to have adopted it from Philo (De vrvigr. Ahr. p. 407). fieyaXavx^X (ver. 5J occurs only in
l^hilo.

1 iii. 6, Tov Tpoxov t))9 yei/eo-eus (comp. Eccl. sii. 6). It is a plirase of uncertain meaning,
perhaps "the orb of creation"—^hardly "the rolling wheel of life" (aj/aKVKJtjjtrts, see Windet,
De Vibafunct.), though Auacreon uses that expression, and the Syiiac here has, " it tumeth the
course of our generations, which run as a wheel" (comp. Sil. Ital. iii. 6, **rota volvitur aevi)."

* L'omp. Pss. Iii. 2—5 ; cxx. 3, 4; Prov. xxvi. 27 : "there is as a bv/rning fire;" (Ecclus. v
14; xxii. 24, " As the vapour and smoke of a furuace goeth before the fire, so reviling before
blooi ").

3 Hermas, who has several references to this Epistle, says (Pastor, ii. 2) : "Backbiting is a
wicked spirit, and a restless demon" (comp. Ps. cxl. 13).

* Even in fallen man, " rema/net nobilitas vndelehilis" (Beug.), He still retains sparks
(sdntillulae, Confess. Belg. 14) of the heavenly fire, though, " very far gone from original
righteousness" (Art. ix.).

5 The word xpv occurs here alone in the New Testament or the LXX. The word which they
use for "ought" is Sei, which expresses moral fitness, " Praise is not seemly in the mouiii of
a sinner" (Ecclus. xv. 9).

6 Matt. vii. 16, 17. The metaphor both of this and the next verse show a marked locaJ
colouring.

y '" Who is wise (chakam) and intelligent (nabTion) amongst you ? " (Dent. i. 13 ; iv. 6 ; Eph.
i, 8; Col. i. 9). The ejrtonj/i.ti)!' is one who understands and knows ; the tro^o^ is one who carries
out his knowledge into his life. "Knowledge comes, but wisdom lingers" (Tennyson). (Job
xxviii. 12.)

__

8 Ps. ]. 16—20.
^ i/zu^iKos (see Jude 19); ^Jntxi-Kolf irvevfia (ltj e;^oiTes. "Soulish"—i.e., sensuous—^living only

the natural animal life, and therefore unspiritual. This wisdom ip earthly, because it avari-
ciously cares for the goods of earth (Phil. iii. 19); animal, because it is under the sway of
animal lusts (I Cor. ii. 14); demon-like, because full of pride, egotism, malignity, and ambitaon,
which are works of the devil (1 Tim. iv. 1).

10 *t Pure," 1.6., chaste, consecrated, free from admixture of carnal motives. Even out of this
strong condemnation o! contentious dogmatism, the universal misinterpretation of Scripture
has extorted an excuse—nay, an argument—for intoleriuxce. But the wisdom is only said to be
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full of mercy and good fruits, without vacillation,^ without hypocrisy. . .

But the iruit of righteousness is ever sown in peace by those who work
peace" (ii. 13—18). Thus we see that with St. James, no less thar

with St. Paul, St. Peter, and St. John, love, peace, mutual respect,

mutual toleration, is the highest form of wisdom, and is a far truer sign

than a contentious and bitter orthodoxy that he who has it has reached

to the highest ideal of the Christian character.
' But how strong are the feelings of St. James on this subject ! It

was a period of turmoil and contention within and without the fold.^

" "Whence," he asks, " come wars, and -whence fightings among you ? Is it nol

from hence, from your pleasures that militate in your memhers?^ Ye desire and

have not. Ye murder * and envy and are not able to obtain. Ye battle and ye
war, and ye receive not because ye ask not for yourselves. Ye ask and receive not

because ye ask ill for yourselves that ye may squander it in your pleasures. Adul-

teresses ! ^ know ye not that the friendship of the world is enmity against God F

Whosoever, then, prefers to be a friend of the world, establishes himself as an

enemy of God. Or deem ye that it is vainly that the Scripture saith, * The spirit

which He made to dwell in us jealously yearneth over us ?
' ^ But " (because of thie

jealous love for us) " He giveth greater grace. Wherefore He saith God arrayetb

Himself against the haughty, but giveth grace to the humble " ^ (iv. 1—6).

i. This passage is in several respects remarkable. First, we cannot

but feel surprise at such a picture as this. Wars, fightings, pleasures

"first pure," because "purity" describes it in/ward esseTice, and the other epithets its outward
manifestatioiiB. "Peaceable" (Matt. v. 9), "reasonable," lU., "forbearing" (1 Tim. iii. 3),

"open to persuasion" (Vulg. suadibilia), or perhaps "winning its way by gentleness." Seven
qualities of wisdom—seven colours of the Divine rainbow—all blended into the one " Light of

the world." The phrase " the wisdom from above " is common in the Talmudic writings,

where it is attributed to Adam, Enoch, Solomon, etc.
1 oStoKptTos, one of St. James's frequent hapax legomena. It is better to interpret it by the

ordinary sense of StcucptVoftat, " to doubt." The E. V. follows Luther in rendering it " without
partiality." Bengel saya, "Won /acit discH/men uhi non opus est." Lange, "unsectarian,"

**not Separatist," i.e.j not Pharisaic. There is force in bis remark that the epithet would,
naturally refer to social conduct, and have some relation to awir6Kpi.To^. If so, we may render
it " not partial," or " censorious." " Being aSiaKpiros it does not spy out motes in a brother's

eye ; and being oio/woKptTos, it does not hide the beam in its own " (Wordsworth, who adds that
"this beautiful picture of true wisdom may be placed side by side with that of charity

portrayed by St. Paul, 1 Cor. xiii.). Comp. Ecclus. i. 1—11, "All wisdom cometh from the
Lord, and is with Him for ever . . . Wisdom hath been created before all things, and the
understanding of prudence from everlasting. The Word of God Most High is the fountain of

wisdom . . . She is with all flesh, according to His gift, and He hath given her to them
that love Him."

2 See infraf Chapter zxd., on the Last Days of Jerusalem.
3 "For in truth nothing else except the body and its desires causes wars, and seditions, and

battles" (Plato, PTwEoto, p. 66, c).

* Some conjecture ^9oveiT€, "ye grudge j " but the reading is probably right, and means " ye
murder," not " ye wish to kill," etc. See below.

* MotxoAtSes ! (the jiotxot is omitted by K, A, B). The feTnmme word is explained by the
common Old Testament metaphor for idolatry (Isa. liv. 5; Jer. ii. 12; Ezek. xvi. 32). Hence
in the New Testament yei/ea /lotxoAts (Matt. xii. 39; xvi. 4; 2 Cor. xi. 2); and the strange
expression of 2 Pet. ii. 14, "having eyes full of am. adulteress" (see note there).

6 See in/ra, p. 341. irpos ^66vov, not "against envy" (Luther), but the phrase seems to
be adverbial, like irpbs ^tW, Trpbs rjfioi/^v, eto. eimro6el never means "lusteth," as in E. V.,

but expresses warm tenderness (2 Cor. ii. 9 ; Phil. i. 8). This seems to be the only tenable
translation. I may mention one other version, which is to make m/evixa an accusative— '* God
yearns jealously for the spirit which He placed in us, and gives us greater grace." Tet another
way (but inconsistent with the usage of the phrase ri ypaj^rj Xeyei) is to break the clause into two
questions—" Do ye fancy that the Scripture speaketh vainly ? Doth the Spirit, which He
planted in us^ lust to envy ?" (I see that this is accepted by the JSevised Version, with the
other renderings in the margin^

7 Prov. iii. 34; 1 Pet. v. 5; Clem. Eom. c. 30.
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that are ever setting out as it were on hostUe expeditions,^ disappointed

desires, frustrate envy and even fruitless murder to supply wants which
would have been granted to prayer—then, again, prayers utterly

neglected or themselves tainted with sin because misdirected to reckless

gratification of pleasure, and because ruined by contentiousness " and
selfishness—all this spiritual adultery, the divorce of the soul from God
to the love of the world—is this indeed a picture of the condition of

Christian Churches within thirty years of the death of Christ ? Again,

I see no possible solution of the difficulty except in the twofold answer-
partly that St. James is influenced by the state of things which he saw
going on around him in Judsea, and partly that he is drawing no marked
line of distinction between Jews and Christians in the communities
which he is addressing.^ And this beiag so, there was certainly in the

Palestine of that day an ample justification for every line of the dark
delineation. Alike among priests and patriots there was a fierce and
luxurious greed. Strifes about the Law were loud and violent.* Even
in the days of our Lord, while the tree of Jewish nationality was stiU

green, and not dry, as it had now become, the very Temple had been
polluted into a brigands' cave.° The dagger of the assassin was ' often

secretly employed to get rid of a political opponent. A bloodthirsty

spirit had possessed itself of the once peaceful nation. Righteousness

had once dwelt in their city, but now murderers. Men like Barabbas
had become heroes of the people. Men like Theudas, and Judas, and
the Egyptian impostor, were crowding the horizon of the people's life,

and found no difficulty in leading after them 4,000 men or even

murderers. Zealots had increased in numbers and in recklessness.

Bands of robbers were the terror of every district which ofiered them
hopes of plunder. Assassins lurked in the streets, and mingled un-

noticed in the dense throngs which crowded the Temple courts at the

great annual festivals." Sects were arrayed in bitter envy against sects,

and all were united in burning hatred against their Roman conquerors.

It became in popular estimation a pious act—an act which even High
Priests could hail and bless—for sicarii to bind themselves under a curse

to waylay and massacre an enemy.' The fury of fanatical savagery

assumed the guise of patriotism. False Ohrists and false prophets

abounded and flourished, but " Stone him," and " Crucify him," and
" Away with him," and " He is not fit to live," were cries into which

' 1 iv. 1, OTpaTguojLteVwv.
» St. Peter saw no less clearly (1 Pet. iii. 7) that (xnairelsomeness is fatal to prayer.
3 It is a weighty remark of Lange (ad loc.) that " James put this Epistle into the hands

of the Jewish Christians that it might influence all Jews, as it was a missionary instruction

to the converted for the unconverted, and the truly converted for the half-converted.'*
* St. Paul (Tit. iii. 9) applies to these the very word of St. James, " legal battles " (fiaxat

vofuKaO. There were the struggling sects of Pharisees, Sadducees, Essenes, Herodians,
Samaritans, etc. Laurentius says—"Non loquitur Apostolus de bellis et caedibus, sed de
mutuis dissidiis, litibns, j argils, et contentionibus." Doubtless of these—^but of actual

struggles also.
5 <nnjAaioi» \i)OTui', Matt. xri. 13. Comp. Mark xv. 7 ; Acta xxi. 38.

' See Jos. B'. J. ii. 1, 23 i iv. 10 ; vii. 31 ; Antt. xviii. 1,

1 Acts xziii. 12.
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men were ready to burst at a moment's notice against ttose whose
thoughts had been enlightened to believe ia the Son of God.

Besides all this, the world and the interests of the world assumed a
complete preponderance in the thoughts of all men ; the fear of God
seemed to have been banished into the far background of life. Could
such men pray at all 1 Yes, and long prayers and loud prayers iu the

Temple courts and at the corners of the streets at the very time when
they were devouring widows' houses, and making their proselytes ten-

times-worse children of Gehenna than themselves. There is literally no
end to the anomalies of prayers. Rochester went home to pen a pious

prayer in his private diary on the very day that he had been persuading
Lis sovereign to commit an open sin. Cornish wreckers went straight

from church to light their beacon fires, and Italian brigands promise to

their saints a share in the profits of their murders.^ This " Italian piety
"

is the terrible state of moral apostasy against which St. James speaks

with all the impassioned sternness of one of the old prophets. Like
Amos, who had, no less than himself, been both a peasant and a
Nazarite, he raised his indignant voice against the luxury and idolatry

of the Chosen People. It is in the love of the world that he sees the

source of all these enormities, and it is against this love of the world,

arrayed in the golden robe of the hierarchy, and wearing " Holiness to

the Lord " upon its forehead—it is against this tainted scrupulosity and
mitred atheism that he speaks trumpet-tongued.

iL But besides these remarks on the general purport of the chapter,

we must notice his unidentified quotation The English version renders

it " the spirit that dwelleth in us lusteth to envy." The coiTOct version,

according to the best reading, is probably as I have given it, " The
spirit, which He made to dwell in us, yeameth over us jealously." The
meaning, then, is that the guilt of worldly unfaithfulness is enhanced
because the Spirit of God, which he hath given us, longs with a jealous

fondness that we should pay to God an undivided allegiance, a whole-

hearted friendship; and for that reason He gives us greater grace

—

greater because of His yearning pity and love." But where does this

passage occur in Scripture ? Doubtless from the library of the writers

of the Old Covenant, which forms our Old Testament, we can produce

analogies, more or less distinct, to the general meaning of this utterance,'

but nowhere do we find the exact words. Only two solutions are there-

fore possible—(1) St. James may be quoting from some lost book, or

• PlTUiiptro,p. 89.
' Here, as etse-where, I have not thought it worth while to trouble the reader with masses

of " explanations," which torture out of the words the most impossible senses by the most
untenable methods. Beza, Grotius, etc., make it mean " the spirit of man has a natural bias to
envy," but ennro9ti cannot bear this sense, nor that given by Bede, Calvin, &c, " Is the Spirit

(of God) prone to enoy ?" nor that of Bengel, " the Spirit lusteth against envy." There is much
less objection to the view of Huther, Wiesinger, etc., " He (God) yearns jealously over the
Spirit which He has placed in us, and gives greater grace " (supra, p. 339).

8 It has been variously referred to Gen. vi. 3, 5 ; Num. xi. 29 ; Ezek. xxiii, 25 ; xxxvi. 27

;

Dent. V. 9; xxxii. 10, 11; Pa. cxix. 20; ProT. xxi 10; Cant. viii. 6; Ecolua. iv. 4; Wisi
vi. 12, 23.
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some apocryplial book—like the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs.

The suggestion is rendered less unlikely by the references which he

makes in this Epistle to other apocryphal books/ and by the fact that

his brother, St. Jude, quotes from the book of Enoch. ^ We must in that

case understand the words v ypa.'pi] in a lower sense than that which we
attribute to the Scripture. Or (2) he may be adopting the method, not

unknown to the Scripture writers and to early Eathers, of concentrating

the meaning of several separate passages into one terse summary.' In
that case the word " saith " will have to be understood generically to

mean, " Is not this the sense of Scripture ? " If we adopt this solution,

sve must suppose that the passages alluded to are such as Gen. vi. 3,

" My spirit shall not always strive with men;" or Deut. xxxii. 11,

where God describes His love for Israel under the image of an eagle

covering her young in the nest, and bearing them on her wings, and
where in the Septuagint this very verb epipothei, or "yearns over,"

occurs ; or, again, Ezek. xxxvi. 27, " I will put My spirit within you."

The difficulty cannot yet be considered to have been removed, but other

methods of solving it are far less probable than the two to which I have

here referred.

iii. Having thus shown their dangerous condition, he urges them,

with strong exhortation, which reminds us of the tone of Joel, to sub-

mission, moral eflFort, resistance of the devil,^ the earnest seeking of God,

and deep humiliation of soul,^ which might lead God to interfere on

their behalf.

iv. Then, with a repetition of the word" brethren," which shows that

his rebukes are being uttered in the spirit of love, he warns them once

more against evil-speaking as a sin which is averse to the humility

which he has been urging on them, since it rises from an imaginary

superiority. It arrogantly usurps the functions of God, who is the one

true Judge, because He alone stands above the Law on the behests of

which we are not capable of passing any final judgment.*

V. Passing to another sin, he strongly condemns the braggart self-

confidence' and sensual security with which, Kke the Rich Eool in the

Parable, men make gainful plans for the future without any reference to

God, or to His provident ordering of our lives, or to the fact that life itself

I Ecdesiastious and 'Wisdoiii. Similarly the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews makes
distinct references to the Books of Maccabees (ri. 37, 38).

i Jude 14.
» We find' similar condensed quotations in John vii. 33, 42 ; Matt. ii. 23 j and perhaps Bph.

V. 14. Dean Plumptre quotes froHi Clemens Eomanus (o. 46) the curious passage, " It has been

written, ' Cleave to the saints, for they who cleave to them shall be sanctified.'

"

* This is one of the few places in the New Testament where fiia^oAo? occurs. " The devil,"

says Hermas (Past. U. 12), " can wrestle with us, but cannot throw us ; if, then, thou resist him,

he will be conquered, and flee from thee utterly ashamed." (Matt. iv. 1—11.")
s He uses the striking word Kanjifyeia—" downoastness of face "—which occurs nowhere else

in the New Testament. He is thinking of the outward manifestations as the signs of the in-

ward humiliation.
"

,% .. m jr
6 " Nostrum non est judicare, praesertim cum exseqm non possumus (Bengel). lo otter

to domineer over the conscience," says the Emperor Maximilian, " is to assault the citadel of

heaven." ... ,. „
' iv, 16. dXaioveia only in 1 John ii. 13 :

" Ye boast m your vain-glonous presumptions.
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is—or rather that they themselves are—but as a fleeting mist,^ They
knew in their hearts that they ought not to speak thus. If they thought

for a moment their consciences would condemn them for thus ignoring all

i^eference to God, and this was a plain proof that it was sin^(iv. 13—17).

vi. Then in language full of prophetic imagery and prophetic fire,

meant to terrify men into thoughts of repentance, but not by any means
as Calvin too characteristically said, absque spe veniae—"apart from
hope of pardon "—he bursts into terrible denunciation of the rich, which
shows how much his thoughts had dwelt upon their arrogant rapacity.

"Go to now, ye rich, weep, howling ^ over your miseriea that are coming upon
you. Your riches are rotted, and your garments have hecome moth-eaten. Your
gold and your silver is rusted through and through,* and the rust of them shall he
for a witness to you/ and shall eat your flesh ^ as fire. Ye treasured up in the last

days.7 So the pay of your lahourera, who reaped your fields, the pay kept hack hy
fraud, cries aloud from you,^ and the cries of the reapers have entered into the ears

of the Lord of Sahaoth.^ Ye luxuriated on the earth and waxed wanton, ye
fattened your hearts in a day of slaughter.^'* Ye condemned, ye killed the just man.
He doth not resist you" (v. 1—6).

* Job™. 7; Pa. cii. 3; Wiad. v. 9—14. The best reading is aTjxl? yap eare, "for ye are a
vapour," B, and the Sjriac and ^fcbiopic versions (and practically A, K, lor eurat must be due
to itacism). " Pulvis et umbra swmus '* (Hor.). But St. James taxna the transitoriness of life

to an opposite lesson from that of the Epicureans (Hor. Od. 1, 9 : 1 Cor. xt. 32).
a " There shall no harm happen unto me '* (Ps. x, 6) ; "I shall die in my nest " (Job xxix. 18).

For a Jew to talk thus, as if there were no God, or as though Ho took no part in the concerns
of life, was to run counter to the central thought of their whole dispensation. A sense of God's
nearness weis the one thing which more than all others separated the Jews from other races as
a chosen people. To abnegate this conviction in common talk was to show a practical apostasy.
The Babbinists also felt this. In Dehharim Bahha, § 9, a father at his son's circumcision produces
wine seven years old, and" says, "With this wine will I continue for a long time to celebrate the
birth of my new-bom sou." That night Babbi Simeon meets the Angel of Death, and asks him
*• why he is wandering about," " Because," said Asrael, " I slay those who say. We will do this or

thatf and think not hoia soon death mai/ overtake them. The man who said he would drink that
wine often shall die in thirty days." Prom this verse and from 1 Cor. iv. 19, " I will come
quickly to you, if God will," has come the common phrase, " Deo volente."

* Only in Isa. xiii. 6 j xiv. 31 ; xv. 3 ; xxxiii. ; Ezek. xxxvii. The language must be judged
from the standpoint of prophetical analogies in Isaifih, Amos, etc., and also in Matt, xxiii., Bev„
xviii. And the warnings, like all God's warnings, are hypothetical (Jonah iii. 10; Jer. xviii.

7-10).
* v. 2. The perfects are prophetic perfects ; they express absolute certainty as to the ultimate

result. KaTMtfTtu is another ha%-ax legomenon (except Ecclus. xii. 11), as are cre'oTjjrei' (Ecclus. xiv.

19) and cnjToppwTtt in this verse. Gold and silver do not rust, but the expression is perfectly in-

telligible (Isa. i. 22, " Thy silver has become dross ").

^ **1j3. their tarnish and consumption you may see a picture of what will come on j/ou."
** Ma^na vanitas 1 thesaurisat moriturus morituris " (Aug.).

B Tas trdpKos (pluT.) has been taken to mean " your bloated bodies," etc., but occurs in Lev.
xxvi. 29, eiM.

7 There was much worldly prosperity and ostentatious legalism at this epoch. Some take
tiff iTvp after e^o-auptaare—" your treasury of gold is in reality a treasury of fire."

8 "From you," i.e., from your hands or treasures. Ecclus. xxxiv. 22, " He that taketh awa^
his neighbour's living slayeth him, and he that defraudeth the labourer of his hire is a blood-
shedder" (comp. Gen. iv. 10; Deut, xxiv. 14, 15 j Jer. xxii, 13; Mai. iii. 5). The rendering of

the E. v., " kept back by you," is also tenable. The tract Succah (f. 29, o) gives four reasons
why the avaricious lose their goods, which are (I) hecause they keep hack the pay of their labourers

;

(2) because they neglect their welfare ; (3) because they shift burdens upon them j (4) because
oi pride,

» The form of expression (used by no other New Testament writer, except in a quotation,

Bom. ix. 29) is characteristically Judai6. The LXX. rendering is mostly iravTOKparoip. See Bp.
Pearson On the Creed, Art. I.

10 Like cattle grazing in rich pastiures on the day that they are doomed to bleed (Thelle)

;

Ezek. xxxiv, 1—10.
11 Hos, iv. 17 ; 2 Tim. ii. 24 ; Isa. liii. 7. This makes the conclusion of the clause far more

striking than the proposed renderings, **Does he not set himself in array against you?** ox
" brine the ajmies against you ?

"
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" Be patient, therefore, bretliren, until the coming of the Lord.^ So the hushand-
man awaiteth the precious fruit of the earth, being patient over it until he receive

the early and latter rain.^ Be patient then, ye also, stahlish your hearts because
the coming of the Lord is near " (v. 7, 8).

vii. Here again, we ask, Of whom is the Prophet thinking ? Were
there indeed, in those early days of Christianity, any—still more, could

there have been many—vp^ho correspond to this picture of voluptuous
and fraudful vrantonness, which had forgotten God and was so cruel and
false to men 1 Surely St. Paul gives us the answer when he says,

" Consider your calling, brethren. Not many of you are wise after the

flesh ; not many mighty, not many noble " '—and therefore certainly

not many rich—" are called." In those early congregations of slaves

and sufferers there was little to attract, there was everything to repel,

the ordinary multitude of the wealthy. In those days the truth of the

Lord's words was seen, " How hardly shall they that have riches—how
hardly shall they who trust in riches— enter into the Kingdom of

Heaven." The " deceitfulness of riches " became very manifest, and the
•' woe unto you that are rich " was seen in its fuU meaning. Eich men,
indeed, there were in the Church, as there had been since Nicodemus
and Joseph of Aiimathsea brought their costly spices to the tomb ; for

St. Paul in one of his latest Epistles could give a charge to the rich not

to be arrogant, and not to trust in the uncertainty of riches.^ But con-

sidering what a Christian had in those days to suffer, is it conceivable

that any of the few rich men who had ventured to bear the reproach of

the cross would have lived the haughty, greedy, oppressive life of the

men on whom St. James here hurls his unsparing denunciation 1 So
strongly has this difficulty been felt that some, once more, see in " the

rich " only a symbol of the proud, haughty, exclusive, self-satisfied reli-

gionist ;
^ but though the words " rich " and " poor " may not be confined

to their literal senses—^yet certainly the literal sense is not excluded.

Once more, I see the explanation of his passion, the moving cause of his

righteous menaces, in the conduct of the leading classes at Jerusalem

—

the gorgeously clad Herodians, the aristocratic Sadducees. The extracts

from the Talmudists which I have given on a previous page describe

their conduct, and will show what bitter need there was for the language

which St. James employs.

Nor is Josephus less emphatic.

"About this time," he says, " King Agrippa gave the high priesthood

to Ishmael Ben Phabi And now arose a sedition on the part of the

chief priests against the priests and the leaders of the multitude at

Jerusalem. Each of them gathered around himself a company of the

boldest innovators and became their leader. And when they came into

1 This mtist be a reference to Christ't coming.
' The former in winter, the latter in spring (Dent, xl 14 ; Jer. iii. 3 ; v. 24 j Joel ii. 23).
> 1 Cor. i. 26. * 1 Tim. v. 17.
° Comp, Bev. ii. 9 ; iii. 17 i and see 1 Sam, ii. 8 ; Ps. Izxii. 13 ; Amos ii. 6 ; litite i, S2, 53 ; Tl.

SO; etc.
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collision Aey both abused each other and flung stones. There was no
one to keep them in awe, but all these things went on with a high hand
as though in a city where there was anarchy. And such impudence and
audacity seized the chief priests that they even dared to send slaves to

the threshing-floors to seize the tithes due to the priests. And it hap-

pened that some of the priests died of want from being deprived of their

sustenance, so completely did ths violence of the seditious prevail over

all justice."

'

viii. And if these words of St. James were addressed to Jews and
Jewish Christians about the year A.D. 61, how speedily were his warn-
ings fulfilled, how terribly and how soon did the retributive doom fall

on these wealthy, luxurious tyrants ! A few years later Vespasian
iavaded Judsea. Truly there was need to howl and weep when, amid
the horrors caused by the rapid approach of the Roman armies, the gold

and silver of the wealthy oppressors was useless to buy bread, and they

had to lay up, for the moth to eat, those gorgeous robes which it would
have been a peril and a mockery to wear. The worshippers at the last

fatal Passover became the victims. The rich only were marked out for

the worst fury of the Zealots, and their wealth sank into the flames of

the burning city. Useless were their treasures in those " last days,"

when there was heard at the very doors the thundering summons of the

Judge ! In all their rich banquets and fuU-fed revelHng they had but

fattened themselves as human offerings for that day of slaughter ! The
Jewish historian here becomes the best commentator on the prophecies

of the Christian Apostle.

ix. " Ye condemned, ye murdered the just." The aorist tenses of the

original may point equally well to some single act, or to a series of

single acts ; and " the just man " was a title of every devout and
faithful Israelite. The present tense, " he doth not resist you "—so

abruptly and pathetically introduced—seems to show that St. James is

alluding to a general state of things. In the delivery of Christ to the

Gentiles the Jewish Church had slain " that Just One

;

"' and since His
death they had consented to the murder of His saints in the stoning

of Stephen, and the beheading of James, the son of Zebedee. But in

the scantiness of the records of the early Church of Jerusalem there is

too much reason to fear that there was a crowd of obscurer martyrs.'

And Christ suffered, as it were, again in the person of His saints.

When they were murdered, He was, as it were, led once more to un-

resisted sacrifice. And now St. James himself bore pre-eminently the

title of " the Just." His words might seem to have been prophetic of

his own rapidly-approaching fate, while yet they tacitly repudiate the

title by which he was called, to confer it on Him who alone is worthy

1 Jos. AiM. XX. 8, § 8. He repeats the sEune complaints against Joshua, son «( Gamala, In

XX. 9, § 2.

» Acts vii. 52.
» Acts ixvl. 10, " When they were condemned to death," says St, Paul, " I gave my Toio«

against them," •
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of it. But the state of things which he is describing was by no means
isolated.- It had been already described at length in the language of a
book which also belonged to this epoch, and with which St. James has
more than once shown himself to be familiar.

" For tlie ungodly said . . . Come on therefore, let us enjoy the good
things that are present ; and let us speedily use the creatures as in youth. Let us
fiE ourselves with costly wine and ointments, and let no flower of the spring pass hy
ua ; let none of us go without his poi-tion of our voluptuousness

—

let us oppress the

poor righteous man . . . for that which is feehle is found to be nothing worth.
Let us lie in wait for the righteous. He professeth to have the knowledge of God,
and he calleth himself the child of the Lord. He was made to reprove our thoughts.
We are esteemed of him as counterfeits. He pronounceth the end of theJust to be
blessed, and maketh his boast that God is his father. Let us examine him with
despitefulness and torture, that we may know his meekness and prove hispatience. Let
us condemn him with a shameful death, for by his own saying he shall be respected"
'Wisd. ii. 6—20).

X. But all such warnings proved vain. Nay, it is probable that
they only precipitated the fate of the speaker, and that he, like other

prophets, felt the vengeance of those whose unrepented sins he so

unsparingly denounced.^ When the priests had murdered James the

Just, not resisting them, but praying for them, the day for warning
had passed away for ever, and over a guilty city and a guilty nation

History pronounced once more her awful verdict of "Too late."

" Ye condemned, ye murdered the just. He resisteth you not."'

"And thus," says Wiesinger, "we have, as it were, standing before

us the slain and unresisting righteous man, when, lo ! the curtain

falls. Be patient, brethren, wait !
" The coming of the Lord for which

they had to wait was not far distant. The husbandman had to wait in

patience, and often in disappointment, for the early and latter rain.

Let them learn by his example. But since the Judge was standing

already before the doors,^ let them, that they might escape His con-

demnation, not only bear with patience the afflictions of persecutors,

but also abstain from murmuring at each other's conduct.* It was
patience that they needed most; patience with one another, patience

under external trials. As an example of that patience, let them take

the prophets, and let the Book of Job^ remind them that in the end

God ever vindicates his attributes of compassionate tenderness."

1 Hegesippus, ajj. Euseb. ii. 23 ; Origen, c. Cels. i. 48 ; Jer. De Vwr. Illustr. ii.

* Comp. AWos v. 12 :
" They afflict ttie just .... therefore the prudent shall keep silence

in that time."
3 Some have fancied that the question tauntingly aslied of St. James in the story of his

martyrdom in Hegesippus—*' Wluch is the door of Jesus ?
"—had reference to this saying of

his ; as though thiey would nsk, '* By which door will Christ come to judge ? "
; but it more

probably refers to John x. 7—9 (see Gieseler, Ch, Hist. § 31).
* A clear reference to Matt. vii. 1 (jlitj trrevi^eTe Kar aXk-nXiav) ; lit., *' groan not against one

another," The E. V. "grudge," once meant "murmur" (see Ps. lis. 15) j "he eats his meat
without grudging" (Shaliesp. Much Ado, iii. 4, 90).

5 Here alone referral to in the New Testament, though quoted in 1 Cor. iii. 19, and bj
Philo, Be Mutat. Nam, xxiv.

6 T. 9—U. Others interpret " Te have seen the end of the Lord," to mean, "Te saw the
death of Clirist," asin 1 Pet. ii. 22—25j 7roWcr7rAaYX''os is yet another unique expression for

tvoTrXayjivos (Eph. iv. 32 j 1 Pet. iii. 8). olicripiJMV occurs in Ecclus. ii. 13 ; Luke vi. 3&
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xi. His task is now done, but he adds a few needful admonitions.

Let them avoid all rash and needless oaths, and be simple in their

affirmations.* Let them be more fervent in prayer.

" Is any one among you in affliction ? Let him pray. Is any cheerful ? Let
him sing praise. Is any sick among you ? Let him summon the elders of the
Church, and let them pray over him, anointing him with oil^ in the name of the
Lord,' and the prayer of faith shall save the sick man, and the Lord shaU raise him
(from his bed of sickness. Acts ix. 34).* Even if he shall have committed sin, it

shall be remitted hira. Confess then to one another' your transgressions, and pray
for one another, that ye may be healed.^ Much availeth the supplication of a just

man, when it worketh with energy. Blias was a man of like passions with us,' and
he prayed earnestly that it might not rain, and it rained not upon the earth three
years and six months.' And again he prayed, and the heaven gave rain, and the
earth brought forth her fruit."'

The leading idea of this passage, which Lange most needlessly

allegorises, is the efficacy of Christian prayer. The course which
St. James recommends in cases of sickness is natural and beautiful,

and in the small numbers of the Christian communities could be easily

followed. It is the advice of which the entire spirit is carried out in

our service for the Visitation of the Sick. We no longer, indeed,

anoint with oil, because we do not live in Palestine or in the first

century.*" The therapeutic means of one climate and age are not

necessarily the best to be adopted in another, but prayer belongs to all

1 Comp. Matt. v. 35, 36. Jews funUke Christians, alas ! j were not likely to take God^'s name
in Tain. " That ye fall not into judgment " ; the reading eis virojcpto-ii', gives a worse sense, and
is not well supported.

9 A common Eastern therapeutic, as we see from Isa. 1. 6 ; Mark vi. 13 ; Luke x. 34 ; Jos.
B. J. i, 33, § 5 ; Avit. xvii. 6, § 5. It was also used by Bomans (Pliny, H. N, xzxi. 47). The use
of oil for laodily healing is retained by the Eastern Church.

3 That is, of Christ (Matt, xxviii. 19 ; Acts ii. 38 ; iii. 16 ; iv. 10 ; 1 Cor. i. 13—15).
* " Nisi nempe aliter ei suppeditat ad aetemam salutem " (Grotius) . In the first Prayer-

book of Edward VI. the anointing was accompanied by -the prayer :
*' Our Heavenly Father

vouchsafe for His great mercy (i/ it be His blessed iinll) to restore to thee thy bodily health."
The prayer will not be thrown away ; it will be answered as is best for us and the sufferer.

How much connexion this has with Extreme Unction (of which with an anathema the Council
of Trent commanded it to be understood) may be seen from the fact that extreme unction is

forbidden, except iu cases iu which recovery seems quite hopeless.
5 La thjB manipulation of this text by Cornelius k Lapide, " to one another " becomes " to a

priest " ('* frater fratri confitemini, jmta sacerdoti "). Confession in sickness is also enjoined in

the Talmud (Shabbath, t. 32, a).

6 " When Babba fell sick he bade his family publish it abroad, that they who hated Imn
might rejoice, and that they who loved him might intercede with God for himi " (Nedarim, f. 40, a).

" The wise men have said. No healing is equal to that which comes from the Word of God and
prayer" (Sepher Ha Chayim).

7 Acts xiv. 15.

8 Ijoke iv. 25. This period (42 months, 1,260 days—comp. £er. xi. 3) was meutioued by the
Jewish tradition (Yalkut Simeon]), and is perfectly consistent with fair inferences from 1 Kings
xviii.

9 v. 13—18. Thtis the prayer of Elijah was one of mercy as well as one of judgment. Dean
Plumptre thinks that St. James may have had in mind the sudden burst of rain after drought
which fell in answer to prayer after the troubles caused by the attempt of Caligula to set up
his statue in the Temple (Jos. ^ntt. xviii. 8, § 6). Analogous to this is the story of the
Thundering Legion (Buseb. S. E. v. 5 j Tert. Apol. 5), and the well-known story of Mr. Grim-
shaw. Hegesippus says of James himself, that it was supposed by the people that he caused
rain to fall by his prayers.

10 "Things which were practised and prescribed by Christ Himself and His Apostles are not

of perpetual ohlifiatUin unless they axe conducive to an end which is of perpetual necessity."—Bp.
Wordsworth, wlio instances feet-washing (John xiii. 14) and the Kiss of Peace (I'Thess. T. 26;
1 Pet. V. 14).
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countries and all times, and the mutual confession of sins is often

helpful. We must always distinguish between the letter and the spirit,

the accidental adjunct and the eternal principle. If this passage has
been perverted into the doctrine and practice of extreme unction
regarded as a sacrament,^ and of sacramental confession to a priest, it

has only shared the fate of hundreds of other passages. There are

few prominent texts on which the tottering structures of purely
inferential dogmas have not been reared. Thus do men buUd upon
Divine foundations the hay and stubble of human fancies. And if the
passage has thus been perverted in one direction by the growth of

sacerdotalism, it has been perverted in another by the fanaticism of

ignorance. Because the promises of healing given by St. James are

unconditional, it has been assumed by some poor fanatics that no
one need ever die, as though death, in God's good time, were not man's
richest birthright, and as though every good man's prayer for any
earthly blessing was not in itself made absolutely conditional on the
will of God.'' But neither for extreme unction, nor for sacramental

confession, nor for sacerdotal absolution,' nor for fanatical extravagance,

does this passage afford the slightest sanction. Such inferences are only

possible to the exegesis which takes the sound of the words, and not
their true meanings. The lessons which we must here learn are lessons

of the blessedness of sympathy, and of holy intercourse, and of the

humble confession of sin, and, above all,, of prayer, at all times, but
most of all in times of sickness. Our faith, too, may find encourage-

ment in the efficacy of prayer for the achievement of results which even
transcend the ordinary course of nature. In enforcing this faith by the

example of Elijah,* St. James does so on the express ground that, saint

though he was, and prophet though he was, he was no supernatural

being, but one " of like passions " with ourselves.

xiL Then, in one last weighty word, comes the solemn close of

the Epistle.

" My brethren, if any one among you wander from the truth, and one convert

him, know that he who has converted a sinner from the error of his way shall save

a soul from death, and shall cover a multitude of sins '' (v. 19, 20).

He has spoken many words of warning and condemnation against

the worldliness, the violence, the forgetfulness of God, which were

but too prevalent among Jewish and ChristiEin communities, and he has

* Anointing with oil was frovided for in the first Prayer-boot of Edward VI., " If the sick

man desire it" ; hut as no miraovlous results can follow, and as oil is not specially valuable in

our climate as a means of healing in all diseasesj it was wisely dropped in the Prayer-hook of

1552 (see Jer. Taylor's Preface to Holy Dj/img).
2 <Ecumeniu3, on the other hand, has no warrant for confining the reference of the verse to

miraculous healings in the days of the Apostles (the xapiafia iaiidroiv, 1 Cor. xii. 9).

* Even Cardinal Oajetan admits, with perfect frankness :
'* Haec verba non loqnuntur de

SELcramentali Unctione extremae unctionis—nee hie est sermo de confessione sacramentali."
_

* It is implied in 1 Kings xviii. 42, seg., that Ehjah prayed for rain. It was the Jewish
tradition that he aJso prayed for the drought, but ticripture does not say so. He annoimoed
it (1 Kings xvil. 1).
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given many an exhortation to patience, and dehortation from iniquity.

But this last word is a word to those who were most faithful, and
is meant to stimulate them to the best and most blessed of all duties

—

the endeavour to help and save the souls of others. No reward could

equal that of success in such a task.^ To hide as with the gracious

veil of penitence and forgiveness the many sins of a sinner was a
Christlike service, and he who was enabled to render it would share in

the joy of Christ. And may not the thought be at least involved

that in covering the srus of another he would also be helping to cover
'

his own-^that he who waters others shall be watered also himself?^

And there, as with a seal affixed to a testament,' he ends. He
would leave that thought last in their minds, and would suffer neither

greetings nor messages to weaken the force of the injunction, or the

supremacy of the blessing by which he would encourage them to its

fulfilment. " Insigni doctrmA, velut colophone epistolam absohiit."*

CHAPTER XXIII.

ST. JAMES AND ST. PAUL ON FAITH AND WORKS.

" Thy works and alms and all thy good endeavour
Staid not tehind, nor in the grave were trod

;

But, as Faith pointed with her golden rod.

Followed thee up to joy and hHss for ever."

—

Milton.

Our sketch of the Epistle of St. James cannot conclude without a few

words on the famous passage in which, it has been supposed, the Bishop

of Jerusalem deliberately contravenes and argues against the most
characteristic formula of the Apostle of the Gentiles.'

1 Pa. xxxii. 1, 2 ; bcixv. 2 ; Neh. iv. 5 ; Prov. x. 12 ; 1 Pet. iv. 8. " He commenda
the correspondence of brothera from its result, that we may more eagerly devote our-

selves to it " (Calvin). A faint analogy occurs in Yoma, f. 87, a, " Whoever leada many
to righteoiisnesa, sin is not conunitted by hia hand."

2 " Wlosoever destroyeth one soul of Israel, Scripture counts it to him as though he
had destroyed the whole world ; and whoso preserveth one soul of Israel, Scripture

counts it as though he had preserved the whole world " (Sanhedrin, f. 37, a). E. Meyer
said
—"Great is repentance, because for the sake of one that truly repenteth, the whole

world is pardoned (Hos. xiv. 4) " (Yoma, f. 86, 6). How much wiser and more controlled

is the language of St. James

!

3 Herder. ' Zuinglius.
5 I have consulted the treatment of this subject by Luther, Bengel, Jer. Taylor (Ser-

mon ill. "Fides formata"), Barrow {Sermon on Justifying Faith), De Wette (whose note

is quoted in Alford, a& loc). Hare (Vindication of Lutheir), Bishop Lightfoot, Plumptre,

Dean Bagot, Wordaworth, Ewald, Lange, Pfleiderer, Baur, Wiesinger, Huther, Sohaif,

EeusB, Immer (N. Test. Theol.), Meander, and other writers.
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Let US first place side by side the passages wHch are in most direct

apparent contradiction

:

"
. . . if Abraham were justified hy

works, he hath whereof to glory, hut not
before God" (Eom. iv. 2).

" Therefore being Jiistified by faith, we
have peace with God through our Lord
Jesus Christ " (Eom. v. 1).

"By grace are ye saved thro' faith
. . . not of works, lest any man should
boast " (Bph. ii. 8, 9).

" Therefore we conclude that a man is

justified by faith without the deeds of the

law" (Eom. iii. 28).

" Was not Abraham our father justified
by works when he had offered Isaac his

son upon the altar ?" (Jas. ii. 21).
" What doth it profit, my brethren,

though a man say he hath faith, and
have not works ? Can thefaith save him ?"

(Jas. ii. 14).

"... Faith, if it hath not works, is

dead, heiug alone" (Jas. ii. 17).
" Ye see, then, how that by works a

man is justified, and not byfaith only "

(Jas. ii. 24).

It is hardly strange that the opposite character of these statements
should have attracted deep attention, and of late years there have been
two distinct views respecting them.

(1.) One is that the passages involve a real and even intentional

contradiction.' Baur, while holding that St. James meant to oppose the

formulae of St. Paul, or of his School, yet speaks with moderation. He
believes that St. James's arguments were not so much meant to be
polemical as corrective of misapprehensions, and therefore that they
were dictated by the true spirit of catholic unity. Others, however,
and notably the advanced members of the Tubingen School, regard the

Epistle as a bitter manifesto of Judaising Christians against the
PaulLaists." The research and insight of Baur led him to a real dis-

covery when he pointed out the importance of the contest between the
Judaisers and the Paulinists. Those who pushed his views to an ex-

treme were prepared to sacrifice the entire historical credibility of the
Acts of the Apostles in order to make out that St. James and St. Paul,

or at least their immediate followers, hated each other with irreconcil-

able opposition. They thought, in fact, that in the Clementine
Homilies, with their strong animus against St. Paul, they had discovered

the true key to the early history of the Church. They attributed to the

Apostles themselves heretical slanders which they would have rejected

with astonished indignation. They think that three of the Apostles

—

St, James, St. John, and St. Jude—were Judaists, who not only took
an impassioned part in the controversies which were excited by the

actions of St. Paul, but have even recorded their abhorrence of his

views upon the Sacred page. In their opinion, it is St. Paul at whom
St. James is aiming one of the bitterest terms of Hebrew condemnation
when he exclaims, " But art thou willing to recognise, empty person,^

that faith without works is dead ] " The Epistle of St. Jude becomes,

1 Luther, Cyril Luoar, Strobel, Kern, Baur, Schwegler, Eenan.
2 The notion that Jas. iii. 13—18, and the praise of the wisdom which is " earthly,

nnspiritual, demonish," is a reflection on 1 Cor. ii. 14, 15 (Hilgenfeld, Eimleit. 536) is very
baseless.

3 «?*% Eaca.
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ia theit view, a specimen of the " hatred-breathing Epistles " which
were despatched to the Jewish Churches by the heads of the Mother
Church in Jerusalem, to teach Christians not only to reptidiate, but to

denounce the special " Gospel " of the Apostle of the Gentiles. Accord-
ing to their interpretation, St. John, the Apostle of Love, hurled forth

against his great fellow-Apostle yet fiercer execration, and, in " cries of

passionate hatred," described him as a False Apostle, a Balaam, a
Jezebel, the founder of the Nicolaitans, and a teacher of crime and
heresy. They, therefore, regard the addresses of the Apocalypse to the

Seven Churches as manifestoes directed by a Judaist against the very
Apostle by whose heroic labours those Churches had been founded.'

The falsehood of this hypothesis has long been demonstrated It only
furnishes an illustration of the ease with which a theory, resting on a
narrow basis of fact, may be pushed into complete extravagance. That
St. Paul and St. James approached the great truths of Christianity

from different points of view ; that they did not adopt the same
phrases in describing them ; that they differed about various questions

of theory and practice ; even that they stood at the head of parties

whose mutual bitterness they would have been the first to deplore—is

clear from the Acts of the Apostles, and still more clear from scattered

notices in the Epistles of St. Paul. But it is quite common for the

adherents of great thiakers to exaggerate their differences, and fail to

catch their spirit. Whatever may have been the tone of the Jerusalem
Pharisees towards Gentile Christians who paid no regard to the cere-

monial Law, we have the evidence of St. Paul himself,^ as well as of

public records of the Church, that between him and the other Apostles

there reigned a spirit of mutual respect and mutual concession. Tlie

view, therefore, that St. James was trying, in the approved modern
fashion, to " write down " St. Paul, may be finally dismissed.

(2.) The other view, which has recently been maintained by Bishop
Lightfoot,' is that St. James is not thinking of St. Paul in any way

;

that his expressions have no reference to him whatever ; and that he is

only occupied with controversies which moved in an entirely different

world of ideas. Now it is, I think, sufficiently proved that this view
is possible. Evidence has been adduced to show that the question of

faith and works was one which had been long and eagerly debated in

the Jewish Schools, and that the names of Abraham, and even of

Eahab,* as forming two marked contrasts, had constantly been intro-

duced into these discussions. It is not, therefore, true to say that St.

James viust be thinking of St. Paul. The " Solifidianism " of the Jews
consisted in an exclusive trust in their Monotheism, their descent from

1 Kenan, St. Paul, p. 367.
2 Gal. ii. 9 ; Acts xv. 13-21 ; xsi. 17—25.
3 GalatioMS, pp. 152—162. This is the view of Schneokenburger, Theile, Neander,

Schaff, Theirsoh, Hofmaim, Huther, Lange, Plumptre.
* That Bahab was prominent in Jewish thought we see from Matt. i. 5.
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Abraham, tteir circumcision, and their possession of the Law.' Justin

Martyr alludes to Jews who, " although they were sinners, yet deceived

themselves by saying that, if they knew God, He would not impute
sin to them.'"' If, then, the early date of the Epistle could be otherwise

demonstrated, the question as to any designed opposition between the

two Apostles would fall to the ground, and we should only have to show
whether it is possible to reconcile independent statements which at first

appear to be miutually exclusive. It is so important to establish this

fact—so important to prove that whatever be the date of the Epistle,

St. James may be refuting the notion of a justification by faith which
is not that described by St. Paul, but a blind Judaic trust in privi-

leges and observances—that it will be worth while to show from the
Talmud how prevalent these views were in the Jewish world.

a. Thus, as regards Monotheism, we find that in repeating the
ShemS., or daily prayer, " Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God is one
God " (Deut. vi. 4) ; " whosoever prolongs the utterance of the word
One (echad) shall have his days and years prolonged to him" (Bera-

choth, f. 13, b).

When Akhiva was martyred by having his flesh torn from him, he
died uttering this word " One ;

" and then came a Bath Kol, which
said, " Blessed art thou, Rabbi Akhiva, for thy soul and the word
One left thy body together" (id. f. 61, 6).

iS- Again, as regards ci/rcv/mcision :

" Though Abraham kept all the commandments, including the whole
ceremonial law " (Kiddushin, f. 82, a), " still he was not perfect till he
was circumcised " (Nedarim, f. 31, b).

" So great is circumcision, that thirteen covenants were made con-

cerning it " (Nedarim, f. 31, 6).

Many Jews relied less on their observances than on their possession

of special privileges.

y. As regards their national position, they said that God had given

to Israel three precious gifts—the Law, the land of Israel, and the

world to come;' that aU Israelites were princes,* all holy,^ all philoso-

phers, " full of meritorious works as a pomegranate of pips," ° and that

it was as impossible for the world to be without them as to be without

air.' They even ventured to say that " All Israelites have a portion in

the world to come, as it is written. And thy people are all righteous,

they shall inherit the land " (Is. Ix. 21). (Sanhedrin, £ 90, a).

" The world was created only for Israel : none are called the children

of God but Israel : none are beloved before God but Israel " (Gerim, 1).

5. In fact, on the testimony of the Talmud itself, externalism had

triumphed in the heart of the Jewish Church. The High Priests, though

they were, according to the best Jewish testimony, shameful examples

1 Matt. iii. 9 ; John viii. 33 ; Eom. ii. 17—20 ; and compare Jer. vii. 4.

3 Just. Mart. Dial. { ML 3 Beraohoth, f. 5, a. * Shabbath , f. 57, a.

5 Shabbath. f. 86. a. = The Maohsor for Pentecost. ? Taanith, f . 3, 6.
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of greed, simony, luxury, gluttony, pride, and violence, were yet quite
content -with themselves if they were rigorists in the minutiae of Levitism
instead of examples of ideal righteousness. In the tract Sota (47, b)

there is a bitter complaint that moral worth was disregarded, and no
regard paid to anythmg hut external service. In another tract (Yoma
-23, a) we are told that outward observance was more highly esteemed
than inward purity, and that murder itself was considered venial in

comparison with a ceremonial defilement of the Temple.' St. James was
daily familiar with this spectacle of men who, living in defiance of eveiy
moral law, yet thought to win salvation by the easy mechanism of cere-

monial scrupulosity. Against such mechanical conceptions of holiness

his Epistle would have told with great power.

(3.) But believing as I do, on other grounds, that the Epistle was
written shortly before St. James's death, it becomes difficult to suppose
that St. James's argument in favour of "justification by works " bears

no relation whatever to the great argumentative Epistles in which St.

Paul had established the truth of Justification by Faith. And while I
freely concede that the question of faith and works was frequently dis-

cussed in the Jewish Schools, and with special reference to the life of

Abraham, there is not, I think, sufficient evidence that the doctrine had
ever been so distinctly formulated, and certainly it had never been so

fuUy and powerfully discussed, as it was in the Epistles to the Romans
and Galatians.^ If we are right in supposing that St. James wrote his

Epistle about the year 61 or 62, then some years had elapsed since St.

Paul had sent forth these great Epistles. Considering that emissaries,

who came from Jerusalem—who came ostensibly from James—who
boasted, though not always truly, of his sanction and authority—who
carried with them letters which, if not written by him, were written by
leading personages in the Church of which he was the Bishop—had
penetrated into many of the communities founded by St. Paul, and had
half-undone his work by reducing his converts to the legal bondage from
which he had set them free—^it becomes almost inconceivable that St.

James, even if he had not seen copies of one or other of those Epistles,

should not at least have been familiar with the general drift of views
which had become notorious wherever the name of Christ was preached.

Now, the teaching of St. Paul was intensely original. It was not easy

for any one to grasp its fuU meaning ; and it was quite impossible for

any hostile and prejudiced person to understand it at all. To many,
educated in the absorbing prejudices of Judaism, his opinions about the

Law would have appeared dubious. Their indignation would have been

' For the various Talmudio quotations see Gratz, iji. 321, 322, and the works of SohStt-
gen, MeuBchen, Eisenmenger, Hershon, Hamburger, etc. No less than fourteen of the
Treatises of the Talmud, both Mishna and Gemara, have now been translated into French
by Moise Schwab.

" " Und sicher kann man nicht leugnen dass die vom Apostel Faulus aufgestellbe Lehre
(iber dem Glauben zu dieeer Abhandlun^ die na«hste YeraqlasBung gab ' (Ewald, -Die

Sendschreiben, ii. p. 198),

23
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kindled by the fiery and almost contemptuous boldness of some of the
expressions which he wrote and published, and which he must therefore
have frequently let fall in the heat of controversy: In the Church of
Jerusalem it is hardly likely that the dialectics of St. Paul were lovingly

or patiently studied. St. James himself is our witness to the fact that
there, and throughout the Ghettos of the world, the views of the great
missionary were systematically misrepresented. To the ordinary Jewish
Christian he was known as one who constantly taught " apostasyfrom
Moses," as one who "forbad " not only Gentiles, but " all Jews," to cir-

cumcise their children, and " to walk according to the customs." ^ As
regards Jews, the charge was false. St. Paul never interfered with
them ; and since he himself kept the general provisions of the Law as a
national duty^greatly as, to him, they must have lost their significance—we have every reason to suppose that he would have advised any Jew
who consulted him to do the same. But any lie, however often refuted,

is good enough for party-spirit ; and no amount of explanation, however
simple and sincere, will prevent the grossest misrepresentations of

opinion from being used for their own purposes by religious partisans.

Further than this, it is not only possible, but probable, that some of St.

Paul's followers did misinterpret his characteristic expressions, did make
a bad and even dangerous use of them. We might easily imagine that

this would be the case, because every day shows us how easy it is, first

to turn any expression into a watchcry, then to empty it of all signifi-

cance, and finally to use it in a sense entirely alien from that in which
it was originally used. Here again, we are not left to conjecture. We
have the express testimony of the second Epistle of St. Peter that there

were those who wrested the difficult parts of St. Paul's Epistles, as they
did also the rest of the Scriptures, to their ovm perdition. Now, if it be
merely snatched up as a formula—without an earnest desire to under-
stand it, without the thought which was necessary to see it in its proper

perspective—^there is no expression more liable to be perverted than St.

Paul's characteristic formula of " Justification by Faith." In his sense

of the words it is one of the deepest and most essential truths of

Christianity; but in. his sense only. And he had used both words,
" Justification " and " Faith " in meanings which made them parts of

one great system of thoughts. It is owing to this that his words have

been constantly misunderstood, and are to this day deplorably misinter-

preted. To this day there are some who use expressions so objectionable

as "works are deadly." There were even in the days of the Apostles,

as there have been since, Nicolaitans and other Antinomians, who, on

the claim of possessing faith, have set themselves in superiority to the

moral law, and asserted a licence to commit all ungodliness. Now, if St.

James had come across such men, or had been told of their existence, or

had eve» met with Jewish Christians who, without understanding St.

' Acts xxi. 21,
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Paul's teaching, were perplexed by the ignorant repetition of the formula
which was selected to represent it, would there have been anything
derogatory to the character of St. James, or unworthy of his position,

in the endeavour to refute the perversions to which this formula was
liable 1 Is it not a high service to expose the empty use of any expres-
sion which has been degraded to the purposes of cant and faction 1

Would not St. Paul have rejoiced that such a task should have been
performed ? Would he not have performed it himself, if circumstances
had led him to see that it was needful ? It is, indeed, improbable that
he would in that case have used all the expressions which St. James has
used ; but his pastoral Epistles are sufficient to prove that he would
have cordially concurred with him in his general opinion. I believe,

then, with many of the Fathers, that St. James wrote this passage with
the express intention of correcting false inferences from the true teaching
of St. Paul

J ' and that, though there is no contradiction between them,
there is a certain antithesis—a traceable difference in the types of dogma
which they respectively adopted.^

If the arguments of St. James had been intended for a refutation of

St. Paul himself, they would have been singularly ineffectual. They do
not fathom the depths of his meaning ; they deal with uses of his

words which are more superficial and less specifically Christian. A
polemical argument must, as such, be a failure if every word which the

writer says could be adopted by the person against whom he is writing.

It is only as the correction of onesided and erroneous inferences from St.

Paul's teaching, drawn by honest ignorance or circulated by hostile

malice, that the argument of St. James has a value, which the Church of

all ages has rejoiced to recognise.

But setting aside the question of conscious opposition between the

views of the two Apostles, as one which lies outside the range of proof,

we have to ask the far more important question, How is their language
reconcilable with the truth of God? How can it be said with equal

confidence
" Ye are saved through faith .... not of works " (Eph. ii. 8, 9),

and
" Ye see , . . that Jy works a man is justified, and not by faith

only " (James ii. 24) ?

And here I must entirely differ from Luther in the view that the

two statements, in the senses intended by their authors, are irrecon-

cilable.' The reconciliation is easy when we see that St. James is

1 This is the view adopted by Bp. Bull in his Harmonia Apoitolica,
* So Sohmid, 'Wiesinger, etc.

3 Luther says :
" Plures sudanint in BpistoU Jacobi nt cum Paulo ooncordareut . . .

Bed minus felioiter, sunt erdm conbraHa, fides justificat
'

' fides non justificat '^qui hseo

rite conjungere potest, hnic vitam meam imponam, et fatuum me uominare permittam "

{CoUoq. ii. 202). Strobel, in a, review of Wiesinger, says, " No matter in what sense we
take the Epistle of St. James, it is always in conflict with the remaining parts of Holy
Writ."
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using all three words—Faith, Works, Justification—in a different sense

to different pereons, with different illustrations, under different circum-

stances ; and when we find, further, that St. James, in other passages,

insists no less than St. Paul on the importance of faith ; and St. Paul,

no less than St. James, on the necessity of works.
i. For by Faith St. Paid never means dead faith {fdes informis) a

.

all. He means (1), in the lowest sense of the word, general trust in

God (assensus, fiducia) j'^ then (2) self-surrender to God's will;" in its

highest and most Pauline sense—the sense in which he uses it when ha
spe..iks of " Justification by Faith "—it is self-surrender which has
deepened into sanctification ; it is a living power of good in every phase
of life ; it is unio mystica, a mystical incorporation with Christ in unity
of love and life.^ But this application of the word was peculiar to St.

Paul, and St. James does not adopt it. He meant by faith in this

passage a mere theoretical belief ^—^belief which may exist without any
germinant life—belief which may stop short at a verbal profession of

Jewish orthodoxy—^belief which does not even go so far as that of

demons—belief which, taken alone, is so inappreciable in value that he
compares it to a charity which speaks words of idle comfort and does

not give.*

ii. Again, by Worhs the two writers meant very different things.

St. Paul was thinking mainly of those works which stood high in the
estimation of his Jewish opponents ; he meant the works and obser-

vances of the Levitical and ceremonial Law—new moons, sabbaths,

sacrifices, ablutions, meats, drinks, phylacteries, and so forth ;—or, at the
very highest, works of ordinary duty, "deeds of the Law," untouched
by emotion, not springing from love to God. He did not mean, as St.

James did, works of love and goodness done in obedience to the royal

law,^ those works which spring from a true and lively faith, which Tnust

spring from it, which it is as impossible to sever from it as to sever from
fire its light and heat.^

iii. And, finally, the sense of the word Justification in St. Paul
moves in a higher plane than that in which it is used by St. James. St.

Paul uses the word in a special, a technical, a theological sense, ta

express the righteousness of God, which, by a judgment of acquittal,

pronounced once for all in the expiatory death of Christ, he imputes to

guilty man. St. James uses the word in the much simpler sense of our

being declared and shown to be righteous—not indeed, as many have

1 Eom. iv. 18 ; as in Heb. xii. 1. 2 Rom. x. 9 ; Phil. iii. 7.
s Eom. xii. 5 ; Phil. i. 21 ; 1 Cor. vi. 17. See Life and Work of St. Paul, ii. 188—193 ;

Pfleiderer, Paulinismus, § 5 ; Baur, Paul. ii. 149 ; Ifeue Test. Theol. i. 176.
* In other passages " faith" connotes somewhat more than this, namely, trust in God

(i. 5 ; V. 15).
5 Jas. i. 25 ; ii. 12.
* If St. Paul attaches to "worJcs " a lower meaning than St. James, St. James attaches

to "faith " a lower meaning than St. Paul ; but there can be no confusion about the r©-

suits, because each writer uses the words in senses which he makes perfectly clear.
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said, before men only'—but righteous before God, as tbose whose life is

in accordance with their belief.^ St. Paul speaks of the justification

which begins for the sinner by the trustful acceptance of his reconcilia-

tion to God in Christ, and which attains its perfect stage when the

believer is indeed " in Christ "—when Christ has become to him a new
nature and a quickening spirit. St. James speaks of the justification of

the believer by his producing such works as are the sole possible demon-
stration of the vitality of his indwelling faith.'

Briefly, then, it may be said that the works which St. Paul thinks of

are the works of the Law, those of St. James the works of godliness ;

that St. Paul speaks of deep and mystic faith, St. James of theoretic

belief; that St. Paul has in view the initial justification of a sinner, St.

James the complete justification of a believer.*

iv. In accordance with this view, although both Apostles refer, for

illustration of their views, to the life of the Patriarch who lived so

many centuries before the delivery of the Law, they do not refer to the

same events in his life. St. Paul illustrates his position by Abraham's
belief in God's promise that he should have a son, when against hope he
believed in hope." St. James, taking the life and the faith of Abraham,
so to speak, "much lower down the stream," shows how Abraham, many
years afterwards, was justified as a believer, justified by works, when
he gave the crowning proof of his obedience by the willingness to slay

even his only son and the heir of the promise." It is obviously as true

to say that Abraham in that act was (in the ordinary meaning of the

1 This common explanation (Calvin, Grotiiis, Baumgarten, etc.) is quite imtenable.

There is not a word in St. James to indicate that he is only thinking of justification be-

fore men ; and the notion that he is, is refuted by ver. 14.

2 As our Lord also said, " By thy words thou shalt be justified" (Matt. xii. 37) ; and
St. Paul himself, in Rom. ii. 13, " the doers of the law shall be justified." Had this sen-

tence occurred in St. James, how eagerly would it have been seized upon as a flat contra-

diction of Kom. iii. 20, " Therefore, from the works of the law shall no flesh be justified

before Him." But if the same author can thus in the same Epistle use the same word in

different senses, what difficulty can there be in supposing that this may be done by dif-

ferent writers, without any hostile intention ?

* "To justify" (Si/taioOi; pns) has in the Bible two meanings : (1) "To pronounce the

innocent righteous in accordance with his innocence " (Ex. xxiii. 7 ; Prov. xvii. 15 ; Is. v.

23; Matt. xii. 37, etc.) ; (2) to make righteous, or lead to righteousness (Dan. xii. 31

;

Is. liii. 11 ; and Bom. passim) . In St. James true faith is imputed as righteousness, but
justification follows works as the proof of true faith (Lange).

" "Works," says Luther, "do not make us righteous, but cause us to be declared

righteous " (Luke xvii. 9, 10).
•' Kom. iv. 3, », 22 ; Gen. xv. 6.

^ Jas. ii. 23 ; Gen. xxii. 12. See Huther ad loc. A remarkable Talmudic story teUs us

that Satan slandered Abraham before God, saying that God had given him a son when he
was a hundred years old, and he had not even spared a dove for sacrifice. God answers

that Abraham would not spare even his son if lequired. So God said, " Take now thy
son " (as if a kimg should say to his bravest warrior, Fight now this hardest battle of aZl),

"for fear it should be said that thy former trials were easy." "I have two sons," an-

swered Abraham. "Take thine only son." "Each," he answered, "is the only sou of

his mother." "Take him whom thou lovest." "I love them both." Then God said,
" Take Isaac." Abraham obeyed, and on the way Satan met him, and tried to make him
murmur. Abraham answered, "I mil waUc in mine integrity " (Sanher'rin, f. 89, 6).
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words) justified by faith, as that he was justified by works, lie was
justified by faith, because nothing but his faith could have led him to

such perfect endurance in the hour of trial ; he was justified by works,
because, without his works, there could have been no proof that his

faith existed. Faith and works, in this sense, are, in fact, inseparably in-

tertwined. There cannot be such works without faith ; there cannot be
such faith without works. It is really the same thing to say that a man
is (in one or other of the senses of the word) justified by such a faith as
must from its very nature issue in good works, or by such works as can
only issue from a true and lively faith. Nor is it surprising (as we
have seen) that the question should be illustrated by the example of
Abraham, whose life and faith were constantly discussed in their
minutest particulars by the Jewish Eabbis, and who was asserted to
have not only been saved by faith, but to have observed even the oral

commandments centuries before they were delivered.^ If St. James
also takes the instance of Ilahab, this does not involve a necessary
reference to the remark in the Epistle to the Hebrews, that she, too,

was saved by faith. For the example of Rahab was also greatly dis-

cussed in the Jewish schools, and for her faith and works it was said

that no less than eight prophets, who were also priests, had sprung
from her, and that Huldah, the prophetess, was one of her descen-

dants.^

V. And the superficial contradiction between the Apostles vanishes
to nothing when we bear in mind that St. Paul is dealing with the vain
confidence of legalism, St. James with the vain confidence of orthodoxy.
St. Paul was writing to Gentile Churches to prevent them from being
seduced into trusting for salvation to the adoption of external badges
and ceremonials, or to good deeds done in a spirit of servile fear. St.

James is arguing either with Jewish bigots who thought that a profession

of Monotheism and a participation in Jewish privileges' would save

them ; or with mistaken Paulinists who had snatched up a formula
which they did not understand, and who thought that justification could

be severed from sanctification—that a saving faith was possible without
the holiness of an accordant life. St. Paul is contrasting faith ia Christ

with works of the Law ; St. James is contrasting a dead unreal faith

with a faith which evidences its reality by holy works. St. Paul's

arguments were meant to overthrow the vain confidence of the Pharisee^

;

St. James's tell equally against the Jew who pillowed his hopes on fruit-

less orthodoxy, and the Antinomian who identified saving faith with

barren profession.

For, lastly, there is no difficulty in showing that both as regards

faith and works the Apostles, however much their expressions may
difier, were substantially at one.

1 Yoin.a, f. 28, b ; Kiddushin, f. 82, o. " MeggiUah, f. 14, b.

3 Matt, iii. 9. * Comp. Acts xiii. .39,
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(L) TKus as regards Faith, St. James says in this very chapter :

—

" And the Scripture was fulfilled which saith, And Abraham believed

God, and it was reckoned to him for righteousness
"

' (ii. 23).

And St. Paul quotes, the same verse in the same words (Rom. iv. 3),

with the introduction " What saith the Scripture ?

"

So little does St. James exclude faith, that he speaks of "the testing

of faith " as working out that " endurance " which is the appointed path

of perfectionment (L 3) ; he urges the duty of prayer offered in un-

wavering faith as the means of obtainmg Divine wisdom (L 6) ; he

describes Christianity as being the " holding the faith of our Lord Jesus

Christ the Lord of the Glory "f(ii. 1); he speaks of the poor as being

heirs of the Kingdom because they are rich in faith (ii. 5) ; he implies

the absolute necessity of faith co-existing with works—working with

them, receiving its perfection from them (ii. 22, 26), and does not

imagine the possibility of such works as he contemplates except as the

visible proofs of an invisible faith.

(ii.) And exactly as St. James neither ignores nor underestimates

faith, so neither does St. Paul ignore nor underestimate the value and
necessity of good Works. He speaks of God as " being able to make
all joy abound in us, that having in all things always all sufficiency

(ouTapiceiav) we may abound unto every good work " (2 Cor. ix. 8). He
speaks of good works as the appointed path in which we are predestined

to walk (Eph. ii. 10). He describes the walking '• in every good work,

bearing fruit," as being the worthy walk, and the walk which pleases

God (Col. i. 10). He prays that the Lord Jesus may stablish the hearts

of His converts in every good word and work (2 Thess. ii. 17). He
devotes a practical section in every Epistle to the inculcation of Chris-

tian duties and virtues (Rom. xii.—xvi. ; 1 Cor. xvi. ; 2 Cor. ix. ; Gal.

V. 6 ; Eph. v., vi. ; Phil. iv. ; Col. iii., iv., &c.). He devotes the almost

exclusive exhortations of his very latest Epistles to impress on all

classes of his converts the blessedness of faithful working (1 Tim. ii. 10,

v. 10, vi. 18 ; 2 Tim. iiu 17; Tit. ii. 7—14, iii. 8). Nay, more, in the

very Epistle of which the central idea is Justification by Faith, he does

not scruple to use the word justification in the less specific sense of St.

James, and to write that " the doers of the Law shall be justified " ^—

a

sentence which St. James might have adopted as his text. Both

Apostles would have freely conceded that (in a certain sense) faith

without works is mere orthodoxy, and works without faith mere legal

righteousness.

Surely after these proofs that for all practical purposes the Apostle

of the Gentiles and the Bishop of the Circumcised are fundamentally at

1 "Magnum opus sed ex Fide" (Aug. on Ps. xxxi.). Ewald triefly says, "Faith is

the first and most necessary thing ; this is here also taken for granted throughout ; but

it must prove its existence by corresponding works, otherwise man cannot obtain Divine
justification and final redemption " [Die Smdschreiben, ii. 199).

2 Fom. ii. 13.
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one—^that they agree in thought, though they differ in expression, or at

least that their miaor differences are merged ia a higher unity—it is

unjustifiable to speak as though, on this subject at any rate, there was
any bitter controversy between them. They approached the truths of
Christianity from different sides ; they looked at them under different

aspects; they lived amid different surroundings; they were arguing against

different errors ; they used different phraseology. The antithesis between
them only lies in regions of literary expression ; it in no way affects the
duty or the theory of the Christian life. There is not a word which St.

Paul wrote on those topics which would not have been accepted after a
little explanation by St. James, though he might have preferred to altei

some of the expressions which St. Paul employed. There is not a word
which St. James wrote on them which—when explained in St. James's
sense—St. Paul would not have endorsed. It is true, as St. Paul wrote,
that we are "justified by faith

;
" it is true, as St. James wrote, that " we

cannot be justified without works." Amid the seeming verbal contra-

dictions there is a real agreement. Both Apostles held identical views
respecting the will of God, the regeneration of man, and the destiny of

the redeemed.'^ The ideal which each accepted was so nearly the same,

that St. James's brief sketch of the Wisdom from above might be hung
as a beautiful companion picture to St. Paul's glorious description of

Heavenly charity. Both would have agreed, heart and soul, in the
simple and awful moral truth of such passages as these :—

" So speak and so do as they who shall be judged by the law of

liberty." (Jas. ii. 12.)
" Faith apart from works is dead, by itself" (Jas. ii. 17, 26.)
" The work of each shall become manifest, for the day shall reveal

it." (1 Cor. iii. 13.)

" God shall give to each according to his works.'' (Rom. ii. 6—10.)

"We must all be made manifest before the judgment-seat of Christ

that each may obtain the things done by the instrumentality of the body,
with reference to the things he did, whether good,' or evU." (2 Cor. v. 10.)

Both, again, would have accepted heart and soul such language as

that of St. John, in which these superficial discrepancies are finally

reconciled—" If we say that we have fellowship with Him and walk in

darkness, we lie, and do not the truth " (1 John i. 6) ;—or as that of St.

Paul himself in the very Epistle in which he first worked out the sketch

of his great scheme, and in the three different conclusions to his own
favourite and thrice-repeated formula :

—

" Por in Christ Jesus neither circumcision availeth anything nor
"ancircumcision,"— ^

But, " Faith working effectually by means of love." (Gal. v. 6.)

But, "A new creature." (Gal. vi 15.)

But, " An observance of the commandments of God." (1 Cor. vii. 19.)

• See supra, pp. 328, 333, the note on Jaa. i. 18.
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Sad St Paul written, as Lnther -wrote for him, that man is justified

" by Faith only " —^had he been in this sense a Solifidian—then there

would have been a more apparent contradiction between him and St.

James. But what St. Paul said was, " Therefore we reckon that a man
is justified by faith, apart from the works of the Law " (Rom. iii. 28),

and it was Luther who ventured to interpolate the word " alone "—the
" word alone," as Erasmus calls it

—" stoned with so many shoutings "—

>

(" Vox sola tot clamoribus lapidata "). In St. James's sense of faith this

would have indeed been open to the contradiction (ii. 24) '' Not by faith

alone " (ouk iK nia-Teais /nJvov). But even had St. Paul used the word
" alone " he would have said what is true in his sense of the words, and
in the sense in which they are adopted in the Articles of our Church.

His words only become untrue when they are transferred into the

different senses in which they are used by his brother Apostle.^

In this, as in so many other cases, we may thank God that the truth

has been revealed to us under many lights ; and that, by a diversity of

gifts, the Spirit ministered to each Apostle severally as He would,

inspiring the one to deepen our spiritual life by the solemn truth that

"Works cannot justify apart from Faith ; and the other to stimulate our

efforts after a holy life by the no less solemn truth that Faith cannot

justify us unless it be the living faith which is shown by Works. There

is, in the diversity, a deeper unity. The Church, thank God, is

" Circumamicta varietatibus
"—clothed in raiment of many hues. St.

Paul had dwelt prominently on Faith ; St. Peter dwells much on Hope
;

St. John insists most of all on Love. Bvit the Christian life is the

.synthesis of these Divine graces, and the Works of which St. James so

vehemently impresses the necessity, are works which are the combined

result of operative faith, of constraining love, and of purifying hope.''

1 See Article IX., and on it Bishop Forbes, Bishop Harold Browne, etc
s See an excellent tract on St. Paul and St. James by Dean Bagot.
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CHAPTER XXIV,

ST. JOHN.

" For life, -with all it yields of joy and woe,
And hope and fear—believe the aged friend

—

Is just our chance of the prize of learning love.
How love might he, hath been indeed, and is."

—

Browning, A Death in the Desert.

"And recognising the grace given to me, James, and Kephas, and
John, who are thought to be pillars, gave to me and Barnabas the right
hand of fellowship, that we to the Gentiles, but they to the circum-
cision "^—

So wrote St. Paul to the Galatians, in one of the passages of the
New Testament, which—apart from the Gospels—has a deeper personal
interest, and which throws more light on the condition of the Church
in the days of the Apostles than any other.^ It is an inestimable
privilege to the Church that we possess writings of each of these three
Pillar-Apostles—as well as of that untimely-born Apostle on whose
daring originality they were inclined to look with alarm, until he had
fully set forth to them that view of the Gospel which was emphatically
"his Gospel,"^ and which he had learnt "neither from men nor by the
instrumentality of man."* We are thus enabled to see the Gospel
in the fourfold aspect in which it appeared to four men,—each specially

enlightened by the Spirit of God, but each limited by individual

conditions, because each received the treasure in earthen vessels. The
minds of men inevitably diifer. The individuality of each man—his

subjectivity—^his capacity to receive truth—his power of expressing it

—all differ. Hence the truths which he utters, since they are uttered

in human language, must be more or less differentiated by human
peculiarities, and hence arises a gracious and fruitful variety, not

a perplexing contradiction. Had the Apostles been bad men, had there

been in their hearts the least tinge of spiritual or moral falsity, the

pure stream of truth would have been corrupted by evil admixtures

;

but since they were sincere and noble men, the individuality with

' Gal. ii. 9. " Gal. i. XI—ii. 21.
3 " My Gospel," 1 Cor. 3d. 23. to eiayye\u>v 5 jtTjpu'o-cro, (Gal. ii. 2).

* Gal. i. 1, oiiK an avdowJTiov ov5e Si ai/dpwvov, 1 Cor. xi. 23 ; XV. ,S.
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which the style and method of each is stamped, so far from being a loss

to us, is a peculiar gain. No one man, unless his powers had been
dilated almost to infinitude, would have been able to set forth to

myriads of different souls the perfection of many-sided truths. It was
a blessed ordinance of God which enables us to hear the words of

revelation spoken by so many noble voices in so many differing tones.

We see from St. Paul's allusion, that twenty years after the

Resurrection^ the three Pillar-Apostles, at the date of his conference

with them, were at Jerusalem, and were still regarded as the chief

representatives of Jewish Christianity. But their Judaic sympathies
were felt in very different degrees. St. James repi'esents Christianity

on its most Judaic side—spiritualising its morals, but assuming rather

than expounding its most specific truths. He wrote exactly as we
should have expected a man to write who was a Nazarite, a late

convert, a Bishop of the Church at Jerusalem, a daily frequenter of the

Temple, a man in the highest repute among the Jews themselves, a

man who, for more than a quarter of a century, lived in the focus

of the most powerful Judaic influences. He was the acknowledged
leader of -those converts who were least willing to break loose from the

Levitic law and the tradition of the fathers. St. Peter, on the other

hand, became less and less a representative of the narrower phase

of Judaic Christianity—more and more, as life advanced, the Apostle

of Catholicity. The vein of timidity which, in his natural tempera-

ment, was so strangely mixed with courage—the plasticity which gave

to his conduct a Judaic colouring so long as he was surrounded by
the elders at Jerusalem, or by emissaries who came from James to

Antioch—caused him to be long regarded by the converted Jews
(undoubtedly against his wiU) as a party leader. Yet he was among
the earliest to see the universality of the Gospel message, and he flung

himself with ardour into the support of St. Paul's effort to emancipate

the Gentiles from Levitic observances. And when he began his

missionary journeys, his thoughts widened more and more until, as we
find from his Epistle, he was enabled to accept unreservedly the

teachings of St. Paul, while he divests them of their antithetical

character, and avoids their more controversial formulae. When we
combine the teaching of St. James and St. Paul, we find those

contrasted yet complementary truths which were necessary to the full

apprehension of the Catholic Faith in its manifold applicability to

human needs. St. Peter occupies an intermediate and conciliatory

position between these two extremes—more progressive than St. James,

less daringly original and independent than St. Paul. But to utter

the final word of Christian revelation—to drop, as it were, the great

keystone, which was still needed to complete and compact the wide

arch of Truth—was reserved as the special glory of the Beloved

1 About A.D. 52.
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Disciple. And this was the crowning worlc of tliat old age which, as a

peculiar blessing to the Church of Christ, was probably prolonged to

witness the dawn of the second century of the Christian Church.^

But in St. John too we see that growth of spiritual enlightenment
which made his life an unbroken education. In his latest writings

we find a deeper insight into the truth than it would have beei.

possible for him to attain before God had " shown him all things in the
slow history of their ripening." The " Son of Thunder " of the
Synoptic Gospels had the lessons of many years to learn before ho
could become the St. John who in Patmos saw the Apocalypse. The
St. John who saw the Apocalypse had still the lessons of many years to

learn, and the fall of Jerusalem to witness, before he could gaze on the
world from the snowy summit of ninety winters, and become the

Evangelist of the fourth Gospel, the Apostle of Christian Love.
And yet the days of St. John were not divided from each other by

any overpowering crisis, but were, from first to last,

'

' Bound eacli to each by natural piety."

In the life of St. Paul the vision on the road to Damascus had cleft

a deep chasm between his earlier and later years. The diaracter of the

Apostle retained the same elements, but his opinions were suddenly

revolutionised. Paul the Apostle could only look back with an agony
of remorse on the thoughts and deeds of Saul the Inquisitor. Like
Augustine and Luther, he is a type of the ardent natures which are

brought to God and to the service of the truth by a spasm of sudden
change. But St. John was one of those pure saints of whom the grace

of God takes early hold, and in whose life, as in those of Thomas k

Kempis and Melancthon, " reason and religion run together like warp
and woof to weave the web of a holy life." To him, from earliest days,

the words of the poet are beautifully applicable

—

" There are thoae who ask not .if thine eye

Be on them ; who, in love and truth,

Where no misgiving is, rely

Upon the genial sense of youth :

Glad hearts ! without reproach or hlot.

Who do thy work, and know it not

;

Oh, if through confidence misplaced

They fail, thy saving arm, dread Power ! around
them cast."

Never, perhaps, was a more glorious destiny reserved for any man,

or a destiny more unlike what he could have conceived possible, than

that which was awaiting the Apostle, when he played as a boy beside

his father's boat on the bright strip of sand which still marks the site of

Bethsaida. His father was Zabdia or Zebedee, of whom we know

1 Qui in secreta divinae se nativitatis immergena ansus est dicere quod cuncta saecula

nescubant, "In prinoipio erat verbum " (Jer. m Isa. Ivl 4).
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nothing more than that he was a fishennan sufficiently well-to-do to have
hired servants of his own.^ He was thus in more prosperous circum-

stances than his partner Jonas, the father of Peter and Andrew. His
wife was Salome, sister of the Virgin Mary. The fact that she was one
of those who ministered to the Lord of her substance, and also bought
large stores of spices for His grave, are additional signs that Zabdia and
his wife were not poor. Their sons were James and John, who were
thus first cousias of our Lord according to the flesh.^

We catch no glimpse of John till we see him among the disciples of

the Baptist on the banks of the Jordan. We are told, however, that ia

his manhood he appeared to the learned Sanhedrists of Jerusalem to be

a " simple and unlettered " man.' Doubtless the term which they

actually used was the contemptuous am-haarets, a technical expression

far more scornful than its literal translation, " people of the land." * It

is clear, therefore, that he had never been what they called " a pupil of

the wise," and had not been trained in that cumbrous system of the

Oral Law which they regarded as the only learning. It was well for

him that he had not. The Rabbinism of that day was nothing better

than a system of scholastic pedantry, impotent for every spiritual end,

like many another vaunted system of purely verbal orthodoxy, yet tend-

ing to inflate the minds of its votaries with the conceit of knowledge

without the reality. Of such learning it might well be said, in the

words of Heraclitus, that " it teaches nothing." °

On the other hand, we see from St. John's own writings that he was

a man of consummate natural gifts, and that he had been so far well

educated as to be acquainted with both Greek and Hebrew," of which

the latter was not an ordinary acquirement even of well-educated Jews.

Apart from his unequalled capacity for the reception of spiritual grace,

his natural gifts appear in his deep insight into the human heart ; in the

dramatic power with which by a few touches, he sets before us the most

1 Mark i. 29.
2 Nicephorus and others rightly call Zebedee ISioi/avicX^pov, ** an independent fisher-

man with a ship of his own." AVhat St. Chrysostom (Horn. i. m Joamn.) s^ys of the

extreme poveri^r and humility of his lot (ovfiei/ irei/e'cTepoi/ av^l aTeXetrrepov, k.t.\.) is rhetorical

exaggeration (see Lampe, Prolegomena, p. 5). The Lake of Galilee was extraordinarily

rich in fish, some of which were regarded as great delicacies, and—^like the coradnvs—
were extremely rare. The trade in fish at Tiberias, Sepphoris, Tarichese, and especially at

Jerusalem, was so active that a leading fisherman like Zabdia must hare been almost rich.

3 Acts iv. 13. A mam was called a mere ignoramus (ami^hcmreti) even if he knew the

Scriptures and the Mislina, but had never been one of the " pupils of the wise " (ThaVmldt

hachaJcamim). If he knew only the Scriptures, he was called " an empty cistern " {bdr)

(Wagenseil, Sola, p. 517). The idiotes is one who is no authority on a subject (see

Orig. c. Cds. i. 30). Augustine calls the Apostles "ineruditos . . . non peritos gram-

maticae, non arinatos diSectica, ncn rhetorioa inflates " (De Civ. Dei, xxii. 5).

* For the meaning and associations of this word see Dr. McCaul, Old Paths, pp.

458-^^64.
5 iro\v/ia0ii) ov BtSaiTKet (Heracl. ).

5 The quotations of St. John in the Grospel are not always taken direct from the

LXX., but are sometimes altered into more direct accordance with the Hebrew {px. 37

;

vi 45 ; xiii. 18).
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vivid conception of the most varied characters j in his style, apparently

BO simple yet really so profound—a style supremely beautiful, yet unlike

that of any other writer, whether sacred or profane ; and above all, in

the fact that he was a fit and chosen vessel for that consummate truth
-—the Incarnation of the word of God. That truth, while with one

swift stroke it summarised the speculations of Alexandrian theosophy,

became in its turn the starting-point for the most sacred utterances of

all Christian thinkers till the end of time.

His native Galilee was inhabited by the bravest and truest race in

Palestine.^ They were remarkable for faithfulness to their theocratic

nationality. They detested and were ashamed of alike the Roman
dominion and the Herodian satrapy which was its outward sign. Their

temperaments were full of an enthusiasm which easily caught fire. The
revolt of Judas of Galilee against the registrations of Quirinus showed
the indignation with which Galileans contemplated the reduction of

the Holy Land to the degraded position of a Roman Province. The
watchword of that uprising was that the Chosen People should have
"no Lord or master but God." Wild and hopeless as the insurrection

was, and terribly as it was avenged, its failure was so far from quench-

ing the spirit of patriotism by which it had been instigated, that it was
not diflBcult for the sons of Judas long years afterwards^ to fan the hot

embers into flame.' The revolt of Judas took place when St. John was
about twelve years old—^the age at which a Jewish boy began to enter

on the responsibilities of manhood. It was impossible that an event

which produced so widespread an agitation should have failed to leave an

impression on his memory. His sympathies must have been with the

aims, if not with the acts, of the daring patriot. In both the sons of

Zfibedee we trace a certain fiery vehemence, and this it was which

earned for them from the Lord the title of "Boanerges."^ It is pro-

bable that they shared in some of the views which had once actuated

their brother Apostle, the Zealot Simon.°

If the home of Zebedee was in or near Bethsaida, his two sons must

have grown up in constant intercourse with Philip and Andrew and

Peter, and with his cousins, the sons of Alphseus, and with Nathanael

of the not-far-distant Cana. Whether he ever visited the home of the

Virgin at Nazareth, and saw the sinless youth of Jesus, and the sternly

legal faithfulness of " His brethren," we do not know, but in any case

we can see that he enjoyed that best of training which consists in being

1 Jos. Antt. xviii. 1, § 1, 6 ; £. J. ii. 8, § 1. 2 ^.d. 8 of our era.

3 In A.D. 47 and A.D. 66.
* Boanerges, " Bent-regesh" (Markiii. 17). No doubt the title was earned by the

fire and impetuosity of their nature ; not because they were, as Theophylaot says,
" mighty heralds and divines " (Theophyl. in Mark i. ; Epiphan. ffaer. 73; Cyrill. Alex.

cul Xestor. 1). For a multitude of the guesses about a matter perfectly simple, see

Lampe, Prolegom. 24—30.
'" Luke vi. 15, Kananite=Zealot. The Zealots formed the " extreme left " division

of tlie Phariiees politically, as the Essenes did religiously.
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brought up in the midst of sweet and noble natures, and in the free

fresh life of a hardy calling and a beautiful land. And what most of

all ennobled the aspirations of these young Galileans was that, with

perfect trust in God, they were waiting for the consolation of Israel

—

they were cherishing the thought which lay at the very heart of all that

was best and deepest in the old Covenant—the hope that the promised

Messiah at length would come.

We are not told a single particular about his early years. We first

see him—evidently in the prime of early manhood—as a disciple of the

Baptist.^ He does not mention himself by name, because in his Gospel

he shows a characteristic reserve. But there never has been a doubt

that he is the disciple who was with St. Andrew when they heard from
their Master the words which were to influence their whole future life.

The Baptist had received the deputation which the Sanhedrin had sent

to inquire into his claims, and had told them that he was not the Christ,

nor Elijah, nor " the Prophet." On the next day he saw Jesus coming
towards him on His return from the temptation in the wilderness.

Then first he said, " Behold the Lamb of God which taketh away the

sins of the world ! " and testified that he had seen the Spirit descending

from heaven like a dove, and it abode upon Him. Again, the next day,

fixing his eyes on Jesus as He walked by, he exclaimed, " Behold the

Lamb of God !
" At once the two disciples followed Jesus. Turning

and gazihg on them as they followed, He said, " What are ye seeking t

"

Giving Him the highest title of reverence they knew, the simple Gali-

leans answered, " Eabbi, where stayest thou 1 " He saith to them,
" Come and see." They came and saw. It was now four in the evening,

and they stayed with Him that night.

That brief intercourse sufficed to convince them that Jesus was the

Christ. The next morning Andrew sought his brother Simon, and with

the simple startling announcement, " We have found the Messiah," led

him to the Lord.

It is not mentioned that St. John sought his brother, and it is clear

that the elder son of Zebedee was not called to fuU discipleship till

afterwards on the Sea of Galilee. It was from no difierence in character

that James did not, so far as we know, become a hearer of the Baptist.

He was earning his daily bread as a fisherman, and may have found

no opportunity to leave the Plain of Gennesareth. I have ventured

elsewhere to conjecture the reason why St. John was able to seek

the ministry of the Baptist though his brother was not.^ He had some
connexion with Jerusalem, and even had a home there.' We find

1 Ecclesiastical tradition says that he was called " adoUscentior," and even "puer.'"
Paulin. Nol. Bp, 51. Ambroa. Offic. iL 20, § 101. Aug. c. Fault, xxx. 4, Jer. c.

Jovin. i. 26.
- See JUfe of Christ, i. 144.
3 John xix. 27. " From that hour the Disciple took her to 1 is own home " (tls ri.
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an explanation of this in the fact that the fish of the Lake of Galilcii

were largely supplied to Jerusalem, and nothing is more probable than
that Zebedee, as a master fisherman, should have sent his younger son,

at least occasionally, to the Holy City to superintend what must have
been one of the most lucrative branches of his trade. If so, it would
have been easy for St. John to reach in less than a day the banks
of Jordan, and to listen to the mighty voice which was then rousing

Priests and Pharisees as well as people from their sensual sleep.

The teaching of the Baptist appealed to the sternest instincts of his

youthful follower. Its lofty morality, its uncompromising denunciations,

its dauntless independence must have exercised a strong fascination over

the yovng Galilean. It made him more than ever a Son of Thunder.
It has been said of John the Baptist that he was like a burning torch

—

that the whole man was an Apocalypse. In the Apocalypse of him
who was for a time his disciple, we still seem to hear echoes of that

ringing voice, to catch hues of earthquake and eclipse from that

tremendous imagery.

The question here arises whether St. John was or was not un-

married. The ancient Fathers are fond of speaking of him as a

"virgin." As early as the pseudo-Ignatius we find an address to

"Virgins," i.e., celibates, with the prayer, "May I enjoy your holiness

as that of Elijah, Joshua the son of Nun, Melchizedek, Elisha,

Jeremiah, John the Baptist, the Beloved Disciple, Timothy, Evodius,

and Clemens." Nothing corresponding to this praise of " virginity " is

found either in the Scripture or in the earliest Fathers, for " the

virgins" of Rev. xiv. 14, and "those who have made themselves

eunuchs for Christ's sake" of Matt. xix. 12, are expressions which,

when taken in the sense which was familiar to the Jews themselves,

convey no such exaltation of the unwedded life.^ TertuUian, however,

in his book " On Single Marriage," calls St. John " Christi spado," and

St. Jerome, filled with his monastic gnosis on this subject, says that
" when St. John wished to marry his Lord restrained him."^ SimUai*

testimony is repeated by St. Augustine, Epiphanius, and others, but

it only seems to have been derived from the " Acts " of Leucius.

Apart from direct evidence, all the customs of the Jews make it

extremely improbable, and St. Paul tells us that "the rest of the

Apostles " as well as Kephas were married.' The notion of his celibacy

was strengthened by the erroneous misreading of a superscription to his

1 See the passages of Zohar quoted by Sohottgen, p. 159.
2 tert. De Monogamia, 17 ; Epiphan. floer. Ittu. ; Jer. c. Jovimam. 1, 14, and in

proleg. Joamm., Fraef. m Matt., ad Is. Ivi. 4 ; Aug. c. FoMst. xxx. 4. The virginity of

St. John became a commonplace -with the Ecclesiastical writers. See Chrysostom, De
Tirg. 82 (Opj). i. 332), Ps. -Chrysostom (0pp. viii. 2, 246, ed. Montfaucon) where Peter is

a type of o-enxivafu'a, and .John of TrapOevCa. Ambrose, De Inst. Virg. viii. 50. The belief

originated in the Acts of Leucius. See Zahn, Acta Joarmis, o. oiii.

3 2 Cor. ii. 2, on which Ambrosiaster remarks " omnes Apostoli, excepio Joharme et

Paulo uxores habuerunt."
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first epistle which is itself erroneous. Augustine in one place quotes

1 John iii. 2, as occurring in St. John's letter " to the Parthians,"^ and
he is followed by Idacius Clarus, and (according to Bede) by Athanasius.
But as there are also traces of its having been called "a letter to

Virgins," it has been supposed that Parthos is a mistaken contraction for

parthenous, or vice versA. But even if St. John had thus written a
letter to "virgins," it would not be a necessary inference that he
was himself unmarried, or even that "virgins" and celibates were
equivalent terms.*

The first call of St. John on the banks of Jordan was not the final

call. St. John accompanied Jesus to the marriage feast of Cana in

Galilee, and saw Him manifest forth His glory. Then, during the early

ministry of Jesus in Southern Judaea, the little band of brethren seem
to have resumed for a time their ordinary avocations.

It was on the Lake of Galilee, after the miraculous draught of

fishes, that there came to him the decisive call—" Follow Me." He
obeyed the call. With his brother he left his father Zebedee and
the boat, and the hired servants—left all, and followed Jesus. Of
Zebedee we hear no more. It is probable that he died soon afterwards

;

for in the bright year of the Galilean ministry, before Jesus was driven

to fiy northward, and to wander through semi-heathen districts, we find

Salome, the mother of James and John, among "the women who
ministered unto Him of their substance."

The Apostles whom the Lord gathered finally around Him before

the Sermon on the Mount fall into three groups of four, of wliich

the first and most privileged consisted of Andrew, Peter, James, and
John ; of these again the last three were the most chosen of the chosen.'

Alone of the Apostles they were permitted to witness the Raising

of Jairus's Daughter, the Transfiguration, and the Agony in the Garden.

And of these three again the nearest and dearest was John. Of
both Peter and John it might have been said that they, more than
all the rest, were disciples whom Jesus loved as personal companions'*

;

but St. John alone—not with a claim of vainglory, but with the simple

testimony of truth—has indicated to us unmistakably, yet with dignified

reserve, that he was the disciple whom Jesus loved and honoured
with the afiection of high esteem.' St. Peter was the more prominent
as the champion of the Christ ; St. John was the closer friend of Jesus.'

' Est. Praef. in 1 John.
2 Another cause of thia Tjelief was the fancy that our Lord specially approved of St.

John's celibacy, and that this also was the reason why the Virgin was entrusted to hia

care. Zahn, Acta Joannis, p. 201, seqq,
3 'EkAektwi/ exAefCTOTepovs (Clem. Alex. ).

^ In John XX. 2 we hare the expression Ipxerai irpbs SiVura Uerpov icaX Trpo! Tb>/ oAAoi/

iLad-rpn^v ov e(^''\ct 6 'lijo-ous. From the change of term (e</iiAet, not as in other places, ^yan-a),

and from the structure of the sentence, Canon Westcott (ad loc.) infers, with much
probability, that Feter is here included in the description.

6 ^jyoira, xiii. 23 ; six. 26 ; xxi. 7, 20.
' St. Peter has been called tiKajyttirrK, St. John tiAoi^Tow,

24
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And we see in hia Gospel the froof that he -was so. The Synoptists

witness faithfully to external events. St. John gives a far more inward
picture. He writes as one to whom it had been granted to know some-

thing of his Master's iamost thoughts.^

And yet this high honour, this distinguishing personal affection,

arose from no faultless ideality in his character. The youth with whom
Italian art has made us familiar—-the youth of unearthly beauty,

with features of almost feminine softness, with the long bright locks

streaming down his neck, and the eagle by his side, is not the St. John of

the New Testament : he is neither the St. John of the Synoptists and
the Apocaljrpse, nor of the Fourth Gospel and Epistles—but is the

one-sided idealisation of Christian painters.^ Jesus loved him because
of his warm affections, his devoted faithfulness, his glowing zeal, his

passionate enthusiasm ; not because his character as yet approached
perfection. The young St. John had very much both to- learn and
to unlearn. He participated in the faults of fretfulness, impatience,

emulous selfishness, ambitious literalism, want of consideration, want of

tenderness, dulness of understanding, and hardness of heart, which,

as the Gospels so faithfully tell us, were common to all the disciples.'

Nay more, it is remarkable that, in nearly every instance in which
he is brought into prominence, either singly or with his brother, it

is in connexion with some error of perception or fault of conduct. He
had to unlearn the exaggeration of the very tendencies which gave

to his character so much of its human charm. He had to learn lessons

of tolerance, lessons of mercy, lessons of humility, which perhaps

it took him his whole life to understand in all their fulness as falling

under the one law of Christian love.

1. Thus on one occasion a selfish dispute had arisen among the

Apostles as to which of them should be the greatest.^ Our Lord
rebuked it by taking a little child and saying, by way of consolation as

well as by way of reproof, ""Whosoever shall receive this little child

in My name receiveth Me."' The conscience of St. John seems to have

smitten him as he listened to the tender and moving lesson, and with an

ingenuous impulse he confessed to having taken part in conduct which

now struck him as a fault. " Master," he said, " we saw one in Thy
name trying to cast out the demons, and we prevented him, because he

does not follow with us." To prevent him had been a natural impulse

of sectarian pride and ecclesiastical jealousy. The man was not an

^ See John vi. 6, 61, 64 ; i5S" Y'lP ^^ ^PX^5 k.t.A. evcjSpijUiJtraTo t&J irvevinvri KoX iripa^ev

ia-uTov, xi. 33 ; xiii. 1, 3, 11, 21. erapoLX^ri Tcjj Tri/e'v/xaTi, xviii. 4 ; xix. 28, etc.

2 Pictures of St. John existed in early days among the Carpooratians. See the

fragments of Leucius in Zahn, p. 223.
' 3 Matt. XV. 16 ; xvi. 6—12 ; John xii. 16 ; Mark ix. 33 ; Luke ix. 49 ; xxii. 24 ; xxiv.

25, etc. • Luke ix. 49 ; Mark ix. 38.

' An old tradition, mentioned >iy Hilary, seems strangely to have said that St. John
was the boy to whom Jesus pointed in order to rebuke the ambition of the disciples.

See Zahn. Acta Jocmnix. r>. cxxxiv.
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Apostle, nor even a professed disciple ; what righb had he thus, as it

were, to steal the credit of miracles which belonged to the Lord only,

and which He had delegated to none but His genuine followers P

"

" Wlio," St. John may have thought, " is this unknown exorcist, who
thus encroaches on our privileges ? " and so, with other Apostles, he had
disowned the man, and peremptorily forbidden him.' It was an impulse
somewhat similar to that which made Joshua exclaim, " O my lord

Moses forbid them," when he heard that Eldad and Medad were pro-

phesying in the camp. Instantly and nobly the great law-giver had
answered, " Enviest thou for my sake ? Would God that all the Lord's

people were prophets, and that the Lord would put His spirit upon
them."^ So now came at once the answer, the spirit of which in two
thousand years Christians have hardly begun to learn, " Prevent him
not ! for he who is not against us, is on our side."

2. But, once again, John and his brother James had needed a stern

and public lesson. They had been taught that sectarian jealousy is alien

from the heart of Christ ; they had now to learn that religious in-

tolerance and cruel severity are violations of His spirit. They had to

learn, or begin to learn, the lesson—of which (once more) nineteen cen-

turies have failed to convince the self-styled representatives of Churches
—that violence is hateful to God.'

The incident occurred at the beginning of the Lord's great public

journey from Galilee to Jerusalem, when He now openly assumed the
dignity of the Messiah, and was accompanied not only by His disciples,

but by a multitude of followers, all—like Himself—pilgrims on their

way to the Holy City. The first village which lies between the borders

of Galilee and Samaria, at the foot of the Hills of Ephraim, is the

pleasant village of En Gannim, or the " Fountain of Gardens," then,

as now, inhabited by a rude and fanatical community. The numbers of

his retinue, and the fact that He was now about to enter on the territory

of Samaria, made it necessary to send messengers before Him to provide
for His reception. It was not always that the Galileans ventured to

take the road through Samaria, for the intense exacerbation between
Jews and Samaritans constantly showed itself by collisions between
Samaritans and Passover pilgrims. Still this road was taken sometimes
by the festival caravans, and it may be that our Lord was wUling to

test whether the memory of His previous stay among the Samaritans
would secure for Himself and His followers a friendly welcome. But
one of the numberless quarrels which were constantly arising had made
the Samaritans more than usually hostile. "Violating the rule of hos-

pitality, though it is the very first rule of Eastern life, the villagers of

En Gannim refused to receive the Messianic band.

It was a flagrant wrong thus to dismiss a weary and hungry mul-
titude at the foot of the frontier hills, at a distance from other villages,

Luke Lx. 49, tKinMcmuv. ' Num. xi, 38. ° Bi'a jx^pbv e«p.
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and at the beginning of their sacred pilgrimage. But bboldes this it

was an undisguised insult, a refusal, open as that of the Gadarenes, to

admit the now public claims of Him who asked their courtesy. Instantly
the hot spirit of the sons of Zebedee took fire. It was in this very
country that Elijah, to avenge a much smaller wrong, had called down
fire from Heaven.^ Had not the time arrived for One greater than
Elijah to vindicate His majesty, and to revive by some signal miracle

the drooping spirits of His followers ? " And on seeing it, His disciples

James and John said. Lord, wiliest Thou we should bid fire to descend
from heaven, and consume them, as even Elijah did?" What wonder,
it has been said, " that the Sons of Thunder should wish to flash light-

ning 1 " But how significant are the touches of character even in these

few words, " Wiliest Thou that we—" ! They want to take part in the
miracle themselves. They, too, have been insulted in the person of their

Lord. They have an uneasy sense that calling down fire from heaven
does not quite accord with the character of Him who " went about
doing good," but they are ready to undertake the task for Him. Yet,

even in expressing the wish, they felt a little touch of shame. Is not
such conduct vindictive and impatient 1 Well, at least, their excuse is

ready—" as Elijah did." They can shelter themselves behind a great

name. For their earthly wrath they can adduce a Scripture precedent.

They have " a text " ready to consecrate their personal resentment.

Alas ! had it been in their power to make the heavens blaze they would
but have furnished another instance of the crimes which have been
committed or excused in the name of Scripture. What is it that we
learn from remorseless persecutions, loitter hatreds between those who
bear the common name of Christian—from the atrocities of the Inqui-

sition, -from savage crusades, fi'om. brutal witch-murders, from the fires

of Smithfield and of Toledo, from the condonation and even the approval

of mere assassins, from medals struck in honour of massacres of St.

Bartholomew, from sermons preached amid the agonies of martyrs,

from the slanders and calumnies weekly used to write down imaginary

opponents by those who think that in the hideous forms of their

fanaticism they are doing God service ?—what do we learn from these

most miserable and blood-stained pages of ecclesiastical controversy, but

that
" In religion

What damned error tiut some soher hrow i

Will bless it and approve it witli a text,

Hiding the grossness witli fair ornament " ?

But the lesson of all Scripture is that, though the Elijah-times may
require the Elijah-spirit, yet the Elijah-times have passed for ever, and

that the Elijah-spiiit is not the Christ-spirit. For Christians, at any

rate, it is written, bright and large, over every page of the New Testsi-

1 2 Kings i, 9—14.
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ment, that " the wrath of man worketh not the righteousness of God."'

And ho-w full of instruction is Christ's reproof ! He does not stop or

stoop to argue. He does not unfold the hidden springs of selfishness

and passion which had caused their fierce request. He does not dispute

their Scripture precedent. He does not point out that texts must be

misused if they be applied to exacerbate human hatreds born in the

inflation of religious vanity. He does not reproach them for the indif-

ference to the agony of others which lay in the words, " Wiliest Thou
we should bid fire to descend from Heaven and consume them ! " No

;

but, turning round. He rebuked them, and said, " Ye know not—ye

—

of what spirit ye are.- For the Son of Man cnme not to destroy men's

souls, but to save." His words were brief and compassionate, because,

in their error, flagrant as it was, there was still a root of nobleness.

Their zeal for the Lord, their love of His person, their impassioned

estimate of the heinousness of any insult directed against Him^these
were the salt of good motives which saved their conduct from being

entirely evil. Where they erred was in the fancy that love to Him
can be rightly shown by fury and vengeance against those whom they

deemed to be His enemies ; and that it was His wUI that any should

perish rather than come to repentance. It was a lesson, for all ages, of

infinite tenderness and infinite tolerance ; a lesson which during these

long centuries theologians and religious parties and partisans have for

the most part failed to learn. Of old, when it was permitted them,

they resorted to chains and stakes ; now th,at the secular weapons have

been struck out of their grasp, they shoot out their arrows, even bitter

words. And they take this to be religion,—this to be the sort of service

which Christ approves !

3. Once again in the Gospels the sons of Zebedee come into separate

prominence, and once again they appear as disciples who have mis-

understood Christ's promises, and but imperfectly learnt His lessons.

The incident occurred at- one of the most solemn moments of His life.

From the plots and excommunications of His enemies, with a heavy

price on His head. He had taken refuge in deep obscurity in the little

town of Ephraim. There he remained for some weeks between the

death of Lazarus and the Passover,' until from the summit of the

conical hill on which the little town was built. He could see the long

trains of Galilean pilgrims streaming down the Jordan valley on their

' The needfulness of the leeson becomes even more clear when wo find St. Ambrose
(in Luke ix. 54, 55) deliberately defending the Apostles :

" Nee disoipuli peccant, qui

legem 5"nnuntur," etc. How greatly do we all need to offer the prayer

—

" Let not this weak unknowing hand
Presume Thy bolts to throw,

And deal damnation round the land
On each I judge my foe.

"

2 Luke X. 55. o'iao m/diunai iirre iiieZt. Both the expression of the wprd WW and its

position make it extremely emphatic,
9 Jphn xi. 54.
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way to Jerusalem. Then He knew that He could join them and pro-

ceed at their head to the Holy City. He set forth to what He foresaw

would be His death of agony and shame. As seems to have been
common with Him, He walked alone, and in front, -while the Apostles

followed in a group at some little distance behind Him. But on this

occasion the majesty of His purpose seems so to have clothed His
person with awe and grandeur—He seemed to be so transfigured by the

halo of Divine sorrow, that—as we learn from St. Mark—in one of

those unexplained references which he doubtless borrowed from the

reminiscences of St. Peter—the disciples as they walked behind Him
were amazed and full of fear.^ From His look and manner they felt

instinctively that something more than usually awful was at hand. Nor
did He leave them long in doubt as to what it was. He beckoned them
to Him, arid in language more definite and unmistakable than ever

before. He revealed to them not only that He should be betrayed, and
mocked, and scourged, and spit upon, but even the crowning horror that

He should be crucified—and then that, on the third day, He should rise

again.

It was at that most inopportune moment that Salome came to Him
with her two sons, James and John, worshipping Him, begging Him to

grant them something. The facile mother was but the mouthpiece for

the ill-instructed ambition of her sons. Relying on her near relation-

ship to Him, on her services in His cause, on His known regard for

them both, on His special aflfection for one of them, they wanted thus to

forestall the rest, and to secure a special and personal blessing for them-
selves. They wanted thus, and finally, to settle the dispute, which had
so often risen among the half-trained Apostles, as to which of them
should have the precedence, which should be the greatest among them.

Yet we must not think that their motive was altogether earthly in its

character. It was not all selfishness ; it was not mere ambition—at

any rate, not vulgar selfishness, not ignoble ambition. In the strange

complexity of human motives there was doubtless a large admixture of

these impurer elements, and there was also a complete ignorance as to

the nature of the approaching end. But there was also a loving desire

to be nearest to Jesus, one at His right hand, one at His left. They
had thought of material power and splendour in their interpretation of

His promises. His thoughts had been of the cross, theirs were of the

throne. In their ignorance they had asked for the places which, seven

days afterwards, were occupied in infamy and anguish by two crucified

robbers. Oh, fond, foolish mother ! oh, too presumptuous sons ! the

kingdom of Heaven is not as ye think. It is not a place for ambitious

precedence and selfish rivalries. Not there do Michael and Gabriel con-

trast the respective value of their services, or compete as to which shall

do "the maximum of service on the minimum of grace." There the

1 Mark a. 32.
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success of each is the joy o£ all, and the glory of each the pride of all.

Nor is there, as ye vainly imagine, any favouritism, any private parti-

ality, any acceptance of men's persons with God and with His Christ.

All are alike the children of His impartial mercy—" all equally guilty,

all equally redeemed." "With Him many of the first shall be last, and

many of the last first, and many whom their brethren would altogether

exclude shall be heirs of His common heaven, ^nd many who, on earth,

figured as saints, and great divines, shall be far below the peasants and

little ones of His kingdom—and, alas ! here on earth, how many,

glorying in themselves, have delighted in anathemas and misrepresenta-

tions

—

" Wio there below shall grovel in the mire,

Leaving behind them horrible dispraise !
"

But once more, because the request was not all selfish or all ignoble,

and because in true hearts deeper lessons spring from loving forbearance

than from loud rebuke, Jesus gently said to them, " Ye know not "

—

again, " Ye know not," for it was ignorance, not badness, from which

their errors sprang—" Ye know not what ye are asking for yourselves.

Can ye drink the cup which I am about to drink, and be baptised with

the baptism wherewith I am being baptised?"^ They say to Him,
"We can." And He saith to them, " My cup indeed ye shall drink,

and with the baptism wherewith I am being baptised shall ye be

baptised ; but to sit on My right hand and on My left is Mine to give

to those only for whom it has been prepared by My Father."^ In that

bold answer, " We can ! " had flashed out all the true nobleness of the

sons of Zebedee. For the answer of Jesus had by that time partially

undeceived them. It had shown them the mistaken nature of their

chUiastic hopes. They saw that the blessing for which they had asked

had been, so far as things earthly were concerned, a primacy of sorrow

;

that the only passage to Christ's throne of glory lay through the

endurance of sufiering ; that to be near Him was—as the oldest

Christian tradition quoted some of His unrecorded words—to be " near

the sword and near the fire :"'—and yet they had not shrunk. What
ever the price was, they were ready to pay it. To be near Him was

worth it all.

And the punishment of their fault came in part and at once in the-

indignant disapproval of their fellow Apostles. The other disciples, too,

had their chiliastic hopes ; they wanted their thrones and their preroga-

tives ; and all that had been selfish and unworthy in this attempt of the

Sons of Thunder to wring, as it were, from private influence or private

kinsmanship an exclusive privilege, aroused a strong counter selfishness.

Doubtless the voice of Judas was loudest in the complaint that this was

1 The Fathers speak of the triple baptism in water, by the Spirit, and in blood.

2 Matt. XX. 23.
> iyyvs iMi effit tov inipds (Didymus in Fs, Izxxviii. 8).
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a mean attempt to steal from others their fair share of a private advan-
tage ; that it was " just what might have been expected of Salome and
her sons."^ But instantly the Lord healed the rising feud. He called

them all round Him. He taught them that arrogant lordship and
domineering despotism' were the characteristics of Gentile self-assei-tion.

" Not so shall it be among you. But whosoever wUls to become great
among you shall be your servant ; and whosoever wills to become first

of you shall be slave of all. For even the Son of Man came not to
be ministered unto, but to minister, and to give His life a ransom for

many.''

Yet the fault and the rebuke of which St. John had had his share
in no ways alienated from him the affection of his Lor/J. We see him
again at the last supper, and he is leaning on Christ's breast. It is

from this that he gains his title in the early Church of " the bosom
disciple."' Although he does not mention his own name, he is himself
the describer of the incident. Jesus and the Twelve are reclining at

the quasi-paschal meal. Our Lord is in the centre of the couch leaning

on His left arm. At His right, in the place of honour, was perhaps
Peter, or perhaps—as an o£B.ce-bearer of the little band—the traitor

Judas. At his left, and therefore with his head near the breast of

Jesus, is reclining " the disciple whom Jesus loved." The anguish of

the soul of Jesus wrung from Him the groan, "Verily, verily, I say to

you that one of you shall betray Me." The words fell very terribly on
the ears of the Apostles. They began to gaze on one another with
astonishment, with perplexity, almost with mutual suspicion.* They
thought that if any one knew, John knew the secret ; and supposing
that Jesus had whispered into his ear the fatal name which He would
not speak aloud, St. Peter, catching his eye by a sign, whispered to

him, "Tell us who it is of whom He speaks?"^ John did not indeed
know the traitor's name, but leaning back his head with a sudden
motion, so as to look up in the face of Jesus,° he said, " Lord, who is

it? " Then Jesus whispered, "It is that one for whom I shall dip the

sop, and give it him." He dipped the piece of bread in the common
dish, and gave it to Judas. Then Satan entered into him, and he went
forth into the night. Relieved of the oppression of that painful

presence, Jesus began those Divine discourses which it was granted to

John alone to preserve—so " rarely mixed of sorrows and joys, and
studded with mysteries as with emeralds."

We see John once again, with Peter and James, in the Garden
of Gethsemane sleeping the .sleep of sorrow and weariness, when it had

^ Matt. XX. 24, ol SeKo ijyavdKTrnrav irepl ruv S'io a8e\^uv.

2 Mark x. 42, Ko.raKvpis.vav(nv . , . KOLTe^ova-id^oviTLv, 3 o ejrttTT^^tos

* John xiii. 22, diropoviievot irepl TiVos Keyew ^ B, 0, L.
^ John xiii. 20, en-tTrecrwi', not "leaning" (ai/ouceZ/ievos), as in the E. V., but suddenly

changing his posture. The ovtios, which is read in B, 0, E, F, etc., ig a vivid touch of
reminiscence, despribing the victual posture as in jr, 6.
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been better had he kept awake ; and then we see him showing no
gi-eater courage than the rest when " all the disciples forsook Him and
fled."

" ' "What should wriBg this from thee p '—ye laugh and ask

;

What wrung it ? Even a torchlight and a noise,

The sudden Roman faces, violent hands,
And fears of what the Jews might do ! Just that,

And it is written ' I forsook and fled.'

There was my trial, and it ended thus."^

But if he was one of those who fled, he was the earliest of all

to rejoin his Lord. Braving the multitude, and the peril, and the
shame, he at once returned from his flight, and followed the group who,
under the traitor's guidance, were leading Jesus bound to the joint

palace of Hanan and Caiaphas. He even ventured to enter the palace

with those who were guarding the Prisoner.^ He gained admission

because he was known to the High Priest. It is unlikely that this has
anything to do with the fact that he had some distant affinity with
priestly families,' or with the strange and probably symbolical tradition

that^ in his old age at Ephesus, he wore the petalon or golden plate

which marked the mitre of High Priesthood.* Nor is it easy to

imagine how a Galilean fisherman should have known anything

personally of these wealthy Sadducean aristocrats, with whom he had
not a single thought or a single sympathy in common. To me it

seems probable that he knew Hanan and his household only in, the way
of his business, and I see in this incidental notice a fresh confirmation

of my conjecture that the duties of this business obliged him sometimes

to reside at Jerusalem.

And thus the beloved disciple stayed with Christ during tiae long

hours of that night of shame and agony. He was doubtless an
eye-witness of all that he narrates respecting Peter's denial, and the

scenes which took place before Annas, Caiaphas, and Pilate. He saw
Jesus—with the murderer by his side—standing on the pavement,

wearing the crown of thorns, and the purple robe, dyed a deeper purple

with His blood. He heard the Jews prefer to Him Barabbas as their

favourite, and Tiberius as their king. He heard the bursts of

involuntary pity and involuntary admiration which wrung from the

half-Christianised conscience of the cruel governor the exclamations,
" Behold the man ! " " Behold your king !

" He saw Him bear His

cross to Golgotha ; and saw Him crucified ; and saw the two brigands

occupying the places for which he and James had asked so ignorantly,

at His right hand and at His left.

• Browning, A Death in the Desert.
2 Joliii xviii. 15, " went in with Jesus.'
' The Virgin Mary was a kinswoman of Elisabeth, who was the wife of a leading

priest ; and, therefore, the sons of Zebedee, through their mother, must J.ave had some
priestly connexions.

* Euseb. S, tl. V. 34, quoting Polyorates.
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Four women stood beside those crosses. They were the mother of

Jesus ; Salome, His mother's sister ; Mary, the wife of Clopas, perhaps
another sister ; and Mary of Magdala. With them, alone apparently of

all the Apostles, .stood St. John. No other disciple, except standing in

a group afar off, was present during those awfully agonising, those

supremely crushing moments which seemed to dash into indistinguish-

able ruin all their hopes, and to give an almost fiendish significance to

the taunts of priests and mob. Let us recognise the heroism, the faith,

the endurance which enable the three Maries, and Salome, and her son,

to stand gazing at a scene which must have made the sword pierce their

souls with unutterable agony. Let us see in it the proof that if Salome
and John had indeed looked to share with him a pre-eminence of

blessedness, they were not ashamed to stand beside Him in the hour of

His humiliation, and in the Valley of the Shadow of His Death.

And even in His hour of agony. His kingly eye was on them. To
them were addressed the second, perhaps the first words which He
uttered after the actual elevation of His cross.' "Seeing then His
mother and the disciple standing by, whom He loved. He said to

His mother ' Woman, behold thy son !
' Then He saith to the disciple,

'Behold thy mother!'" Very few words, but there was compressed

into them a whole world of meaning and of tenderness ! And what can

appear less strange than that to St. John was entrusted that precious

charge? True that Christ had "brethren;" but apparently they were
not there ; or, if they were there, it was only among " the many " who
stood " beholding from afar "—the many whose love was not at that

moment strong enough to overcome the horror and the fear. But John
was there—almost His earliest disciple ; whom He loved most ; who
believed on Him unreservedly ; who was akin to Him ; whose mother
was the Virgin's sister ; who was rich enough to undertake the charge

;

whose natural character, at once so brave and so loving, fitted him for

it ; who had powerful friends ; who was probably the only Apostle and
the only relative of Jesus who had a home at Jerusalem, where, in the

bosom of the infant Church which Christ had founded, it was fitting

that the Virgin should henceforth dwell. "And from that hour that

disciple took her into his own home."^

"From that hour;"—he felt probably that the Virgin had
witnessed as much as human nature could sustain of that awful scene.

' The prayer for His murderers seems to have been breathed when the hands were
pierced, and before the cross was uplifted (Luke xsiii. 34). The omission by B, D, etc.,

may be due to some lectiouary arrangement, but is surely insuificient to throw doubt on
its genuineness, since it is found in «, A, C, F, G, etc. We cannot tell whether the

promise to the converted robber was spoken before or after these words to His mother
and St. John.

2 The tradition to which the Fathers refer as " ecdesiastica histoi-ia " (probably derived

from the Acts of Leucius) assign another reason. " Oujus privilegii sit Joannes, immo
Joannis Virginitas ; a domino virgine mater vireo virgini discipulo commendatur "

(Jer.

c. Jovin. i. 26). S^Aor ort 'liadvvri Sia ttjv Tapdeviav (Epiph. So&r, Ixxviii. 10 ; Paulinus of

Nola, Et^. 51, etc.). See Zahn, p. 206.
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There would \)e no rescue ; no miracle. Jesus would die—would die,

as He had said, upon the cross. The Virgin had suffered enough' of

agony
J she had received her last farewell; it needed not that she

should witness, the deepening anguish, the glazing eye, the horrible

crurifragiwm which probably awaited Him. The Beloved Disciple
took her to his own home.

But he must himself have returned to the cross, for he tells us ex-

pressly and emphatically that he was a personal eye-witness of the last

scenes. He was standing by when the soldiers broke the legs of the
two robbers to hasten their deaths, which otherwise might not have
happened till after two more days of lingering agony. He was close by
the cross when, seeing that Jesus was already dead, a soldier gashed His
side " with the broad head of his lance," and " immediately there came
out blood and water '"—to be for all the world the mystic signs of im-
parted life and cleansing power. " And he that hath seen hath borne
witness, and his witness is true, and he knoweth that he saith things

that are true that ye also may believe." That witness was to be hence-

forth the work of his life ;—the winning over of men to that belief was
to be henceforth the main end of all he did and all he wrote." And to

that incident, narrated by him alone of the Evangelists, he refers with
special emphasis in the Epistle which ^shrines his final legacy to the

Church of God.

How long the Apostle stood to the Virgin in the place of a son we
do not know. She is mentioned in the New Testament but once again,

when we see her united in prayer and supplication with the other holy
women and the Apostles, and with the " brethren of the Lora," now at

last fully converted by the miracle of the B,esurrection. After that

slight notice she disappears not only from Scripture history, but from
early tradition. It was unknown, even as far back as the second cen-

tury, whether she died in Jerusalem, where the tomb of the Virgin is

now shown, close to Gethsemane :' or whether, after more than eleven

years had elapsed, she accompanied St. John to Ephesus, and died and
was buried there.*

The subsequent glimpses which we obtain of St. John in Scripture

are not numerous. He does not once appear alone, but always in con-

junction with St. Peter, and for twenty years and more he does not

seem to have manifested any independent or original action. On the

morning of the Resurrection he was with St. Peter, when they two
were the first who received from Mary of Magdala the startling tidings

' John xix. 34, Myxn . . . im^sv. ^ xix. 35 ; xx. 30.

3 This supposed tomb was unknown for at least six centuries. Nicephorus, in the
fourteenth century—from whom has been derived such a mass of entirely untrustworthy
tradition—says that she died at Jerusalem, aged fifty-nine (S. E. ii. 3).

* Epiphan. Haer. Ixxviii. H. This was asserted in a synodical letter of the Council

of Ephesus, A.D. 431. It seems, however, to be very unlikely, for had she died at

Ephesus her grave would have been even more likely to be pointed out than the grave of

John.
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tLat the tomb was open, and empty. Instantly they ran to visit it.

The swift step of St. John, "who was the younger of the two, outran
Peter ; and as he stood stooping and peering into the darkness he saw
that Jesus was not there, and caught only the white gleam of the linen

clothes. But when Peter came to the place, no awe, no danger of

Levitical pollution, could restrain his impetuous eagerness. He would
see all, know all. Instantly he plunged into the dim interior, and
stood gazing on the scene which presented itself.' The shroud which
had swathed the body lay there ; the napkin lay roUed up in a place

by itself. As they went home together, the Divine necessity that Jesus
should rise from the dead dawned first with full conviction upon their

minds.

Once more we sec St. John separately and as a distinct figure in

his own Gospel. He was with the Eleven on that first Easter evening
when Jesus appeared to them in the closed upper room, and said,

" Peace be with you," and showed them His hands and His feet, and
breathed on them, and said, " Receive ye the Holy Ghost." He was
with the Twelve when Jesus again appeared to them on the next Sun-

day, and Thomas was convinced. Then for a little time the Appear-
ances of the Risen Lord seem to have been intermitted. Driven to

earn his daily bread, Peter proposed to resume the fishing, which had
for so long a time been abandoned. Thomas and Nathaniel, James
and John, and two other disciples accompanied them. They toiled all

night ; but they caught nothing. But when day began to dawn,'' Jesus
stood suddenly upon the beach. They, however, did not recognise Him
in His glorified body,' and in that unexpected place, as He stood with
His figure looming dimly through the morning mist. He said to them,
"Children, have ye anything to eat?" They answered, "No." Then
He bade them cast the net on the right side of the ship, and immedi-
ately they were not able to drag the net into the boat for the multi-

tude of fishes. The meaning of the sign fiashed at once upon the

soul of the disciple whom Jesus loved. He said to Peter, " It is the

Lord I " Instantly Peter had snatched up his fisher's coat, and plunged
into the sea to swim to land. More slowly the rest followed in the

little boat,* dragging to land the net full of one hundred and fifty-

three fishes, which they were unable to haul into their ship. When
they got to land they saw there a charcoal fire with a fish broiling on
it, and a loaf beside it, as one may often see now when the poor Fel-

lahin are fishing in the Sea of GalQee. Jesus bade them bring some
of their fish, and share in the morning meal. They dared not ask

Him, "Who art Thou?" knowing that it was the Lord. Jesus

brought them the bread and the loaf, and they broke their fast.

Then, after the meal, there took place that deeply touching interview

' John XX. 6, jl(rijX9ei' . . . Oeinfel. 2 John xxi. 4, vil/one'i/7j!,

3 .Tnhn xx. 14 : I.hVb xxiv. 31. • xxj. 8. irAgmois),
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in -wliicli Jesus bade the no"w-forgiven and deeply-repentant Peter to

feed His little lambs, and to feed and tend His sheep,' and prophesied

to him the martyr-death that he should die. Peter, as he turned
away, caught sight of John, who was following them, and with sudden
curiosity asked, "Lord, but this man—what?"' "If I will him to

abide while I am coming,' what is it to thee"! PoUow thou Me."
The expression was misunderstood, as those of the Lord so often were.

It led to the mistaken notion among the brethren that that disciple

was not to die. It is to remove that erroneous impression that he
relates the incident. It is clear from his language that he did not
even then, in extreme old age, understand its complete significance,

because Chmst had never revealed the secrets about the time and
manner of His coming. But Lis correct version of the misquoted
words did not prevent the continuance of the error. Even when he
was dead, legend continued to assert that he was living in the grave,

and that his breath gently heaved the dust.*

CHAPTER XXV.

LIFE OP ST. JOHN AFTEB THE ASCENSION.

'
' JEteroa sapientia sese in omnibus rebus maxime in humand mente, omnium

maxime in Christo Jesu manifestabit.''

—

Spinoza, £j>. xxi.

After this St. John is mentioned but thrice, and alluded to but once in

the New Testament.

i. He is enumerated among the eleven Apostles who were gathered

in the Upper Room with the rest of the little company of believers

after the Ascension, and who were constantly engaged in prayer and
supplication.*

ii. He was going up with Peter to worship in the Temple at three

o'clock in the afternoon—one of the stated hours of prayer—when Peter

healed the lame man, and afterwards addressed the assembled worshippers,

whose amazement had been kindled by that act of power. This great

address—in which, as we infer from Acts iv. 1, St. John took some part

—was interrupted by the sudden arrest of the Apostles. They were

seized in the sacred precincts by the dominant Sadducees—the priests

and the captain of the Temple. As it was now evening the two Apostles

* XXL 15, Poa-Ke TO. apvia fiov ; 16, TTOifjiaive ; 17, p6tTKe to. jrpd^ara fiov.

5 xxi. 21, Kvpie, oStos !e Tt ; Vulg. JJomine, hie autcm quid

!

3 See Canon Westoott's note on this expression [Speaker's Oomm. ad loc).

* St. Augustine (in Joh. oxxir. 2) seems to have been half inoline'l to accept thi«

strange and unmeaning legend on the testimony of grave people who imagined them-

selves to have witnessed it I

5 Acts i. 13
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were thrown into prison. Next morning they were haled before the
Sanhedria which gathered for their trial in the imposing numbers of all

its three constituent committees. The accused, according to the usual
custom, were set in the midst of the semicircle and sternly interrogated.

The two Apostles—Peter again being the chief spokesman—gave a bold
and noble testimony, from which the Sanhedrists recognised the two
facts that " they had been with Jesus," and that they were simple and
unlettered persons. The Pharisees from the whole height of their

ignorance looked down on them as " no theologians." Their Galilean
dialect, and their obvious unacquaintance with Rabbinic learning,

inclined the Sanhedrin to despise them. On the other hand, they were
perplexed by the presence and witness of the lame man who had
undeniably been healed. They therefore remanded the. Apostles while
they held a discussion among themselves. In spite of the severity for

which the Sadducees were notorious, they did not feel justified on this

occasion in doing anything more than threatening them with worse
consequences if they ventured to preach again in the name of Jesus.

The Apostles gave them frank warning that such threats must be in

vain, since it was a plain duty to obey God rather than man. Afraid,

however, of exciting a tumult among the people, who, up to this time,

sided heartily with the Christians, and were glorifying God for the

recent miracle, the Sanhedrin were forced to content themselves with
renewing their threats, arid they set the Apostles free.

The return of Peter and John to the assembled brethren was followed

by a song of triumphant gladness, and by another outpouring of spiritual

influences. During these earlier scenes of Christian history there is no
doubt that St. John lived mainly at Jerusalem—though he may have
made short excursions to places in Palestine. He must have lived

through the short period during which the Church adopted the experi-

ment of community of goods ; must have heard of, or witnessed, the

terrible fate of Ananias and Sapphira ; and must have shared in the

outburst of supernatural power, followed by multitudes of conversions,

which marked the early energy of St. Peter. He was arrested with the

other Apostles in a fresh alarm of the priestly party, and thrust into

the public prison. Having been delivered in the night by an angel, at

the dawn of the next day they were once more led before the startled

Sanhedrin. This time they were arrested without violence, for the

priests feared a violent intervention of the people on their behalf.

Stung, however, to madness by the firm attitude of the Apostles, who, to

the remonstrances of the High Priest, answered by their spokesman St.

Peter that they were bnund to refuse obedience to the murderers of their

Lord, the Sanhedrin s>3riously debated whether they should put them
all to death, and were only saved by the wise counsel of Gamaliel from
the commission of that fatal crime. They determined, however, to

scourge the Apostles ; and then first St. John knew what it was to sufi'er

disgrace and bodily anguish for his Lord. But that anguish failed of
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its iutended purpose. The Apostles rejoiced that they were deemed
worthy to suffer shame for His name, and daily in the Temple preached
the good news of Jesus Christ.

iiL Then followed the appointment of the Seven ; the preaching
and martyrdom of St Stephen ; the scattering of all the Church except
the Apostles, in consequence of the fierce persecution of Saul the
Pharisee ; the work of Philip in Samaria ; the journey of St. Peter
and St. John to confirm the new converts, and the stem encounter
with Simon Magus.' After this the two friends travelled through
Samaria, preaching in many of the vUlages. Perhaps En Gannim was
one of those villages, and by that time St. John had learnt the meaning
of the rebuke " Ye know not—ye—of what spirit ye are." He saw
then why Jesus had rebuked the evil wish to call down fire from heaven
and consume them all. Then, too, he learnt what Jesus meant when
He had said to them by the well of Jacob, " Lift up your eyes and gaze
on the fields, because they are white unto harvest already. . . I sent
you to reap that wherein ye have not toiled. Others have, toiled, and
ye have entered into their toU."

'

iv. After this the name of St. John disappears entirely from the
Acts of the Apostles. We cannot tell what view he took at first of the
bold conduct of Peter in admitting to baptism a Gentile soldier and his

household—in "going in to men uncircumcised and eating with them."
We can only feel sure that Peter's conviction would—in the close union
which had ever subsisted between them—have gone far to help his own.
By the time when he wrote the Apocalypse he had learned to look upon
the Gentiles as true and equal members of the Church of God.'

It was four or five years after the conversion of Cornelius^ that

Herod Agrippa I. seized James, the elder brother of John, and put him
to death with the sword. We are told so little of St. James, the son
of Zebedee, that we do not know by what bold deed or burning word
he had provoked his doom. We may judge with what mingled feelings

of anguish and exultation St. John would witness or hear of the

murder of the elder brother with whom he had spent his life. St.

James was the first martyr of the Apostles. How vast were to be
the changes in the Church and in the world during the long half

century before John passed away to join his brother—^the last sur-

vivor of that high and glorious band ! But, doubtless, he was in some
measure prepared for this lengthening of his life. In that memorable
scene on the misty lake at early morning Jesus had spoken to Peter

of martyrdom ; to John He had spoken only of tarrying while He was
coming. It is as though He had said, "Let finished action follow

me, shaped by the example of My passion ; but let contemplation, now

1 Acts viil. 14. ' Jolm iv. 35—38.
' On the much disputed question whether in the Apocalypse the Gentiles are placed

on a footing of absolute equality with the Jews, see Gebhardt, Doctrine of the Apocalypse,

pp. 180—194. * A.D. 44.
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commeneecl, abide until I come, to be perfected when I have come."

'

" Tbe one Apostle," says Canon Westcott, " is the minister of action,

whose service is consummated by the martyrdom of death ; the other

lis the minister of thought and teachiag, -whose service is perfected in

the martyrdom of life."

V. The name of St. John occurs but once in the thirteen Epistles of

St. Paul. Perhaps iu the early years of St. Paul's stormy ministry the

two would not have been naturally drawn together. They would be

separated in part by the memories of "the great persecution," ^ of which

Saul had been the most furious agent, and in which John may have lost

many friends. They would be still more separated by deeply-seated

differences of character. St. John, as we have said, was wholly unlike

the effeminate pietist of Titian's or of Raphael's pictures. We have

seen that there was within him a spring of most fiery vehemence. Yet,

so far as we can judge, this passion was not often or easily aroused.

None could have written as St. John wrote who had not thought long and

deeply ; and the slight part which he is recorded to have taken in the

history of the Church during the first twenty-five years of its existence

shows that he was either absorbed in the care of the Virgin, or that he

was living a life of meditation and devotion. This was almost neces-

sitated by the atmosphere of persecution which was continuously

breathed by the Church of Jerusalem. But St. John must have been

naturally inclined to a quiet and contemplative life. Men of very

opposite temperaments are not readily drawn together, and there must

have been much in the almost feverish energy of the Apostle of the

Gentiles which would not at once win the sympathies of the beloved

disciple. Besides this, the glimpse which we are alloweil to see of John

shows him still devoted to the outward life of the Jewish system. He
was a daily worshipper in the Temple at the stated hours of prayer, and

remembered, even to his last days—though with ever-widening vision

and ever-deepening insight into the meaning of the words—that " salva-

tion was from the Jews." One, therefore, who loved peace as he loved

it—one who could only be prepared by the training of experience for

the immense development which the Church was to undergo from its

earlier conditions in the days of Galilee—one who as a mystic lived in

the absorbing realisation of a Divine idea—would hold aloof from the

loud questions which began to agitate the Church, and almost uncon-

sciously would feel inclined to shrink from him who stirred them up. It

is easy to conceive that to one trained as John had been in the intensest

feelings of nationality, and in the most absolute devotion to the Law,

the characteristics of St. Paul were not attractive. Paul's breadth and

cosmopolitanism, his emancipation from Judaic prejudices, his vehement
dialectics, his irresistible personality, his daring expressions, the inde-

pendence of his course of action, the bitter feelings which he kindled in

' Aug. in, Joh, cssiv, 3, ' Acts, viii. 1, i^eyas hayii6t.
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tlie hearts of men among whom John lived, and whom he could not but
cespect—all tended to prevent any close union between the two. When
Saul first returned from Damascus an ardent and controversial convert,

St. John seems to have been absent from Jerusalem.^ At any rate, St.

Paul did not see him, either on that occasion or on his subsequent visit

to convey to the elders the alms of the Gentiles at Antioch. But on
the occasion of the third visit of St. Paul to Jerusalem with Barnabas,
in order to settle the question^-so momentous to the future of the
Church—^whether or not the yoke of circumcision, and therewith of all

Levitism, was to be laid on the necks of the Gentiles—St. Paul tells us
that St. John was at Jerusalem as one of the Three Pillar-Apostles, and
that he met him in conference. I have elsewhere described that most
important scene in the history of the world. St. John was at that time
by conviction a fervid Jewish Christian. He was living with and acting

with the Jewish Christians, side by side with St. Peter, who at Jerusar

lem conformed to all their usages. Both of them—^though all three
" were held to be pillars "—^were overshadowed by the commanding per-

sonality of the Lord's brother, St. James, the Bishop of Jerusalem.
Between the first reception of the delegates from Antioch and the
stormy meeting in which the question was debated, St. Paul, with the
consummate statesmanship which was one of his intellectual gifts, had
privately secured the assent of the three leaders of the Church to his

views and proposals. AH three were convinced ; all three gave to him
and Barnabas the right hands of fellowship ; all three recognised their

mission to the Gentiles. Nay, they not only recognised this mission,

but formally handed it over to the care of those who had hitherto been
its all but exclusive ministers. They made to Paul and Barnabas but two
requests—both most readily granted : the one that they should themselves

be left undisturbed in the ministry of the circumcision ; the other that

the needs of the poor saints at Jerusalem should not be overlooked in

the wealthier Churches of the Gentiles. The fact of this mutual recog-

nition—^this interchange of Christian pledges in a spirit of friendship

—

is the best answer to the dreams of those who would persuade us that

St. John, in the Apocalypse, condescended to attack St. Paul himself, as

well as his foUowerSj in language of unmitigated hate.

This seems to have been the only occasion—at any rate, it is the only

one known to us—on which there was any meeting between the Beloved
Disciple and the Apostle of the Gentiles. St. John took no part in the

great debate. He seems to have shrunk from everything which bore any
resemblance to noisy publicity. On this occasion he left the speaking to

St. Peter and St. James, only supporting their concession by his vote

and silent acquiescence. His was not the temperament which delights,

as did that of St. Paul, in ruling the stormy elements of popular assem-

blies. In the earlier days, when he and Peter worked together in close

> Gal. i 19.

25
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commuiiioii. it is Peter who on every occasion comes forward as the

chief speaker. Yet we must not infer from this that the relation of

John to the elder Apostle was at all like that which subsequently arose

between Paul and Barnabas. In the first missionary journey Paul took

the lead by virtue of his superior intellect and more vigorous energy.

He was, in human estimate, the abler and greater of the two. It was
not so with St. Peter. His, doubtless, was the readier, the more
practical, the more oratorical ability ; but, judging by their writings, we
should again say that in human estimate St. John's was the profounder

and more gifted soul. But his sphere was by no means the sphere of

daily struggles and controversies

—

" Greatest souls

Are often those of wlioni the noisy world
Hears least."

Wo can think of St. John in the cave at Patmos ; we cannot fancy him
addressing a yelling mob on the steps of Castle Antonia. His was to be

a very different, yet a no less necessary work. It was his to be guided

by the Spirit through the education of outward circumstances to truths

deeper, richer, more comprehensive, more final than it bad been granted

even to St. Paul to set forth.

From this time we lose sight of St. John in Holy Scripture, so far

as any external record or notice of him is concerned. All our further

knowledge respecting the outward incidents of his life is reducible to the

fact that when he wrote the Apocalypse he was " in the isle that is

called Patmos, because of the word of God and the testimony of Jesus

Christ." But, meagre as is this one personal fact, we learn much
respecting him from early tradition, and from the precious legacy of his

own writings. Prom these sources we are able to trace the Apostle in

his advance towards Christian perfection—in the expansion of his en-

lightened intellect, in the deepening of his universal love.

It wUl be better to separate the story of his remaining years as it is

handed down to us by early tradition, from the proofs furnished by his

own writings of his gradual growth in the wisdom and knowledge of

the Lord Jesus Christ. Yet tradition helps us to realise the conditions

under which the beautiful but partial dawn which we witness on the

banks of Jordan and the shores of Galilee broadened at last into the

perfect day.

Many details of his history are left in the deepest obscurity. During
a period of at least eighteen years we neither know where he lived nor

what he did. In the New Testament we lose sight of him in A.D. 50,

at the date of the Synod of Jerusalem ; we do not meet with him again

till we find him in the isle called Patmos, in a.d. 68.

Perhaps some readers may feel surprise that the latter date should

be given with any confidence. It was the general belief of antiquity

that his residence in Patmos was owing to his banishment. Even this
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has been disputed, on the ground that it is only an inference from his

expression that he was there " because of the word of God and because

of the testimony of Jesus Christ." These words have been interpreted

by some to mean that he retired from Ephesus to the seclusion of the

rocky islet in order to concentrate his mind on the thoughts and visions

which were being revealed to him. There are, however, no certain

grounds for setting aside the old tradition. It furnishes the most
natural interpretation of his language, and well accords with his saying

that he was "the companion " of those to whom he was writing, " in

their tribulation, and in the kingdom and endurance of Jesus Christ."

But the date of this banishment, if banishment it were, is most
variously conjectured. Epiphanius^ says that it took place in the reign

of Claudius ; Theophylact and the superscription of a Syrian MS. say

that it was in the reign of Nero. Irenseus,* Jerome,' and Sulpicius

Severus* agree that it was in the reign of Domitian, and Eusebius in

his Chronicon places St John's banishment in the fourteenth year of

that reign f Dorotheus places it in the reign of Trajan. On the other

hand, Clemens of Alexandria" and Tertullian' do not venture to name
the particular Emperor, and Origen* observes that St. John himself is

silent on the subject. But—as I hope to show hereafter—there can be
no reasonable doubt respecting the date of the Apocalypse, and therefore

none as to St. John's stay in Patmos, if, as I myself believe, he was the

author of that book. That he was the author is the all but unanimous
testimony of antiquity from the days of Justin Martyr to those of the

great Fathers of the third century, and it is, I believe, the inference to

which the book itself most decisively points. The notion that it was
written either by John the Presbyter, or by the Evangelist John Mark,"
requires for its support far weightier and more decisive evidence than

any which modem ingenuity has even attempted to provide.

Of this hiatus of eighteen years in the life of the great Apostle

tradition has very little to tell us, and what it does tell us is of no value.

That he left Jerusalem is certain, and he probably left it for ever. This

mm/ have been at the end of the twelve years during which, as tradition

says, Jesus had bidden His Apostles to stay in the Holy City ;^° but, more
probably, it was at a much later period. What were the circumstances

which induced him to leave his own home," we cannot tell, but it may
have been the result of that terrible combat between Romish oppression

and Jewish exasperation which arose during the Procuratorships of

' Haer. li. 33. 2 Iren. c. Haer. v. 30, 3.

3 De Virr. Illmbr. 9. < Sacr. Sist. ii. 31.

^ B. E. iii. 18 ; xz. 23 ; and Chron. He says he returned fioni exile in the reign of

Trajan.
° Quis Dw. Salv. 42. ' De Praescr. Saer. 36.

' Comm. im Malt. iii. p. 719.
' Bcza, Prdleg. in Apoc. ; Hitzig, Ueier Jdh. Ma/rhus, 1843.
i" ApoUoniua, ap. Euseb. H. E, v. 18 ; Clem. Alex. Strom, vi, 5, quoting from the

Pratdicatio Petri. " ri Um, John xix. 27.
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Albinus and Gessius Floras. We have seen that tte agitation which
affected the minds even of Christian Jews had given occasion to the

warnings of the Bishop of Jerusalem that " a man's wrath worketh not

the righteousness of God." The death of the Virgin,^ the murder of

"the Lord's brother"—perhaps precipitated by his own stern rebukes

—

the meditated flight of the Christians to Pella—the actual outbreak of

the Jewish war,—any of these may have been St. John's motive for

thus changing the settled habits of his life. Perhaps by this time, when
a race of young men was growing up around him to whom the Cruci-

fixion was but a tale which they heard from the Ups of their fathers, he
may have been led to the conviction that the day of Jerusalem had
passed away for ever, that Jewish obduracy had finally hardened itself

against the message of the Gospel. Any peace which the Church of

Jerusalem had enjoyed had been Owing to the famines, and political

troubles, which had diverted the attention of the Jews from the

Christians to the desperate struggle against the encroachments of the

Romans and their Herodian nominees. Perhaps it had been due, to an
even greater degree, to the legal " righteousness " of St. James, his

faithfulness to all Jewish traditions, his conciliatory and respectful

attitude towards the Mosaic Law. But the death of James seemed to

open a new chapter in the history of the Mother Church. Simon, son

of Alphseus, another kinsman of Christ according to the flesh, was
chosen to succeed him. St. John may have felt that his work at

Jerusalem was now finished ; that his thoughts had ripened ; that his

labours were needed in wider regions of the mission-field. Of this we
are sure—^that he would leave himself to be guided in all the main
decisions of his life by the influence of the Holy Spirit of God.*

Two common legends account for his presence in Patmos by a super-

natural deKverance from martyrdom. It is said that he was plunged

into a caldron full of boiling oil at the Latin gate of Rome, and so far

from sufiering, only came out of the caldron more vigorous and youthful

than before.' Another story, frequently represented in Christian art,

says that an attempt was made to kill him by a poisoned chalice, but

1 Nicephorus, H. E. ii. 42. There is nothing to be said for the conjecture of Baronius
and Tillemont that the Virgin accompanied St. John to Asia. ohSaiioy Aeyerat ort emjydyeTo

fiefl' ka-vrov tt)v kyiav irap9ivov (Epiphan. HacT. Ixxviii. § 11). This statement was made
at the Council of Ephesus (Labbe, Goncil. iii. 547).

2 He may even have stayed in Jerusalem till Nero sent Vespasian to suppress the
Jewish revolt (Luke xxi. 20 ; Jos. S. J. ii. 25 ; Euseb. iii. 5). One tradition says that

on leaving Jerusalem he went and preached to the Parthians. It rests on such very

shadowy foundation that it may safely be set aside (see Lampe, p. 48, and supra, p. 368).

Even if there were not some strange error in St. Augustine's reference to this Epistle as

being written "to the Parthians " (Quaest. Evang. ii. 19), his writing to them would not
prove that he had preached among them, and there is no trace that he did.

' Tert. de Praescr. Saer, 36, "in oleum igneum demersus, nihil passuB est." Jer.

adv. Jovin. i. 26, and in Matt. xx. 23 ; Origen, in Matt., Horn. 12. Baronius says truly

enough of TertuUian that he was so credulous that he would snatch up any old woman's
story with avidity (Annal. A,D. 201). On these two legends see the various reference!

in Zahn, Acta Joan/nis, oxvii.—cxxii.
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that " it was rendered harmless when he signed over it the sign of the
cross, and the poison fled from it in the form of a little asp."^ The
silence of Irenaeus, Hippolytus, Eusebius, Chrysostom, Sulpicius Severus,
and many others is alone suflScient to prove that these are unauthorised
fables.

But these legends bring us face to face with the question, Was St.

John ever at Rome 1 It is true that the legends furnish no conclusive

evidence, and that there is no authentic trace of St. John's visit to Rome
in the history of the Roman Church.^ On the other hand, there is

throughout the Apocalypse so intensely vivid a realisation of the horrors

of the Neronian persecution, and the wickedness of the agents by which
it was brought about, that we feel strongly inclined to believe that the
visions of that book reflect the terrible experiences of an eye-witness.

St. John may have reached Rome as St. Peter and St. Paul did, either

as an Evangelist or as a prisoner, during the final spasms of that

dreadful movement which first caused the blood of martyrdom to flow

in rivers. In any case the Apocalypse is the echo of a harp whose
perturbed strings have been smitten by fierce and bloodstained hands,

and then have been swept by the mighty wind of inspiration. St. Johii

did not indeed perish as did his brother Apostles during those years

of horror, but the legends of the poisoned cup and the boULng oil may
be dim reflections of the narrowness of the escape which ended in

what was (perhaps erroneously) believed to be his deportation to a rocky

island, and his condemnation to toil as a labourer in its quarries.'

We must, however, be content to remain in ignorance as to the

causes of his presence in Patmos. The tone of his letter to the Seven
Churches speaks of an intimate knowledge of their circumstances, and
the possession of an unquestioned authority over them. He must have
resided in Asia Minor before we find him at Patmos, and the attempt to

prove that his connexion with Ephesus is apocryphal must be pro-

nounced to have egregiously failed. That attempt, first made by
Lutzelberger, in 1840, has been seriously followed up by Keim, in 1867,*

and by the Dutch theologian Scholten, in 1871,' but it surely shows

"the very intemperance of negation." Not only Baur, and Strauss,

1 Augustine, SolUoq. ; Isidor. Hispalensls, De Tit. et Mart. Sanct. 73 ; Pa. Abdias,
Silt. Apost. V. 20 (Fabric. Cod. Apocr. ii. 575) ; Cave, Lives of the Apostles. Fapias tells

the same story of Joses Barsabbas, and it may be allegorioally deduced from Mark
xvi. 18.

2 It is curious that in the I/atin translation of the Journeys of the Dimns (irepioSoi) by
the Pseudo-Prochorus (BiU. Patr. 1677), an attempt is made to fix his martyrdom at

Rome. The MS. was found in the library of the monastery of St. Chriatodulus in

Patmos. See Zahn, Acta Jnannis, p. 191. Tisohendorf, Act. Apocr. 266—271. Hip-
polytus exclaims " Tell me, blessed John, what didst thou see and hear about Babylon ?

•'

De Christ, et Antichrist. 36.
3 Victorinua and Primasius say tliat he was " in metallum damnatus.'' There are no

mines in Patmos, but metallum may mean " a stone-quarry." It was not one of the
islands usually selected for deportations.

* Keim, Jesu von Nazara, i. 161—167 ; iii. 44—45.

5 Sebnlten, X'er Apost. Jocmn, in KXein-Azie (Leydes).
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\ and Eenan, but even the most advanced followers of the Tiibingen

school, such as Schwegler, ZeUer, and Volkmar, admitted the cogency
of the evidence for a fact which till the last ten years has been
universally accepted. The notion that the Apostle John was mistaken
for the Presbyter John—if ever there was such a person—^is wholly

baseless. Even if we accept the wild conjecture that the Apocalypse is

by John Mark the Evangelist or by the supposed Presbyter John

—

conjectures which crumble to nothing before the first serious examina-
tion—^it results from the whole manner and phraseology of the book
that the writer meant himself to be regarded as the Apostle. And
such being the case, it is equally clear that his residence in Asia
Minor is assumed as a thing well known to all readers of the book. It

would have been absurd for a forger to start with an assumption which,

if false, would at once have proved that he was not the person he
pretended to be. Even if we set aside the authority of such men as

St. Clemens of Alexandria,^ and Origen,^ the fact that St. -Polycarp, in

A.D. 160,^ who had actually seen and heard the Apostle, appeals to his

authority for the Eastern custom of keeping Easter on Nisan 14, ought

alone to be decisive. Polycrates, in a.d. 190, who as Bishop of Ephesus
was a man likely to be well informed, made the same appeal,^ as also

did St. Irenssus in his letter to Florinus.° When we remember the

statement of St. Irenseus that as a boy (about a.d. 150) he had heard
from the mouth of Polycarp, Bishop of Smyrna, and many other elders,

many memorable things about John, the Lord's disciple, who, as a

successor to St. Paul, lived in Ephesus, wrote the Revelation and the

Irospel, and died at a great age in the reign of Trajan,°—does it not

require an extraordinary stretch of credulity to suppose that he made a
confusion between John the Bosom-friend of the Lord, the beloved

Apostle and Evangelist, the immortal survivor of the Apostolic choir,

and a " nebulous presbyter," whose very existence is problematical 1

And who can believe that when Polycrates ranis John with the Apostle

Philip as "the two great stars of Asia,"' he is thinking only of this

dubious presbyter? Eusebius does indeed in one place (iii. 39) infer

from a well-known passage that Papias had been a personal hearer of

Aristion and John the Presbyter, and not of John the Apostle. In the

style of Papias, so inartificial and inexact, it cannot be regarded as

certain that this is his meaning ; but even if it is, the inference drawn
from this, that St. John had not lived in Asia, has no weight against

• Clem. Alex. Quis Div. Salv. § 42, and ap. Euseb. iii. 23.

^ Orig. in Gen. (Euseb. iii. 1, 1).

3 Tert. De Praescr. Baer. 32 ; Jer. De Virr. Illustr. 17 ; Chrm. Pasch. p. 252.

ATaddington places the martyrdom of Polycarp in 154 or 155.
^ Ap. Euaeb. v. 18, 24. (Comp. ffaer. III. iii. 4.) 6 Euseb. v. 20, 24.

^ Surely this testimony more than outweighs the mere silence of Ignatius {ad Eph.
12; odTraU. 5).

' Ap. Euseb. n. E. iii. 31. I believe, with Beuan, that the Philip intended was the
Apostle not the Deacon.
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the clear statemeat8 of Polycarp and Irenseus. It has never heen
doubted that Cerinthus taught in Asia, and from the first the Church
has, in many ways, connected the names of Cerinthus and St. John.

By a strange fatality the -writings of St. John were actually attributed

to Cerinthus {against whom they were perhaps written) by the Alogi,

who denied the doctrine of the Logos.'' A scholar so accomplished as

Dionysius of Alexandria, in expressing his doubts about the Apocalypse,

thinks it worth while to record the legend that Cerinthus had written it,

and fraudulently prefixed to it the name of John.^ But even if it

should be proved that the Apocalypse was not written by John, it still

bears decisive testimony to the belief that he was the acknowledged
head of the Christians of Asia.

E,elegating to the Excursus' the intricate inquiry as to the identity

of the Apostle with John the Presbyter, we may here be allowed to

assume that the belief of the Church—unquestioned for nineteen cen-

turies—is stUl to be accepted. It is not difficult to discover why St.

John should have fixed his new home in the famous capital of Procon-

sular Asia. The Church in that city was large and flourishing. It

stood at the head of many Churches of great importance. The position

of the city as an emporium of the Mediterranean made it an eminently

favourable centre for missionary labours. The Christians of Asia were

liable to severe temptations, and had long been tried by the influx of

various errors. Everything called for the presence of St. John. St.

Paul was imprisoned, if not dead, and had, at any rate, bidden farewell

to Ephesus for ever.* The other Apostles were scattered or dead. The
Church, largely composed of Judaising Christians, naturally looked for

the support of an Apostle from Jerusalem. St. John was alone avail-

able for the work : nor is it impossible that he may have felt all the

more need to obey the call because, like St. James, he may have been

aware of the danger which arose from the perversion of St. Paul's

teaching by Gnostic and Antinomian heresiarchs, who were ever

mixing it up with alien elements borrowed from Greek or Eastern

speculition.
*

That St. John's individual leanings long continued to be in favour

of the Judaists is proved by the impression which he left upon the

minds of those with whom he had lived f as well as by the countenance

he gave to the Quartodecimans, who kept the Passover on the 14th of

' Epiphan. Haer. li. 3. The other Fathers are unanimous—Chrys. Praef. in Ephea.

;

Theod. Mops. Prooem. in Cat. Pair. ; Tert. c. Marc. iv. S.

2 Ap. Euseb. iii. 28.
3 Rpp Ficursus "St. John in Ephesus."
» ACTS XX. -O), db.
' E.g., by the story that he was a priest (Upeiis) wearing the high-priestly mitre, Er.

xxriii. 36 (Polycr. «p. Euseb. v. 24). But it must be borne in mind that St. John re-

garded all Christians not only as priests, but as high priests (i. 6 ; xx. 6 ; and ii. 17,

where the mystic stone seems to be analogous to the Urim and Thummim which were

put inside the ephod). The word "mitre of the faith " is used metaphorically in Test.

XII. Pair. iii. 8.
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Nisan. It is proved most of all by tlie general tone of the Apocalypse,

whichj amid many resemblances, differs so widely from that of the

Gospel and Epistles. That the Apocalypse was written many years

before the Gospel and Epistles ought to be regarded as a certain conclu-

sion. The difference of style alone—apart from the deeper differences

on which I shall dwell hereafter—is sufficient to prove it. The Greek
of the Gospels and Epistles, though Hebraic in the structure of its

sentences, is yet perfectly smooth and correct. It is the Greek of one

who had long been familiar with the language. But the Greek of the

Apocalypse is so ungrammatical and so full of solecisms as to be the

worst in the entire Greek Testament. Now it is natural that St. John,

after so many years in which he had spoken little but Aramaic, should

write Greek imperfectly ; and that he should subsequently gain power
in Writing Greek by residence in heathen cities and among a Greek-

speaking population. But it is inconceivable that he should have
written the Gospel and Epistles in pure Greek, and then, after years of

familiar practice, should have come to write the language incomparably

worse. The attempts to explain the difference of style by the peculi-

arities of Apocalyptic writings are impossible after-thoughts, wholly

inadequate to account for the phenomena. But besides this, without

the invention of a moral miracle, we cannot regard it as possible that, by
writing the Apocalypse after the Gospel, St. John could have gone back

from clear thought to figures, and have reduced the full expression of

truth to its rudimentary iudications.'^

Perhaps it needed nothing less than the fall of Jerusalem to teach

to St. John, as it taught to most Jewish Christians, that though Judaism
had been the cradle of Christianity it was not to be its grave. Their

intense belief in the symbolism of the Mosaic worship, their identifica-

tion of faithfulness and orthodoxy with obedience to the Levitic law,

were opinions so inveterate that nothing could shake them save that

visible interposition which, when Christianity was faii'ly planted in the

world, rendered impossible the fulfilment of Mosaic ordinances. The

extreme Judaisers had so long encouraged themselves in the belief that

St. Paul was a dangerous, if not a wicked, teacher, that they could not

be convinced that after all they had been immeasurably inferior to him
in insight, until their eyes were opened by the catastrophe which closed

the order of the old ages, and which was the First Coming of Christ.

St. John, of course, would not have agreed with these Judaisers in their

extreme views, but no one can read his Gospel and Epistles, written

some time after the destruction of Jerusalem, without seeing how much
his knowledge of the truth had been widened since he wrote the

Apocalypse in the days when the Holy City had not as yet been made

a lieap of stones.

It has been said, and with scarcely any exaggeration, that the

* On this subject see Canon Westoott, Ixitroi. (o Gospel, p. IxxsTJ,
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Apocalypse is of all the books in the New Testament the most intensely

Jewish, and the Fourth Gospel the least so. In the Apocalypse " Jew "

is a term of the highest honour ; in the Gospel it usually describes the

enemies of Jesus, the Pharisees and Priests. Yet these differences

are capable of explanation, and we must remember that they are found
in connexion with close resemblances. Even in the Gospel there is no
higher eulogy than " an Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile."

We must be content to remain in uncertainty as to the chronology

of this part of St. John's life, and as to the circumstances which took

him to Ephesus.^ We may, however, be sure that his residence alike

in the rocky islet and in the thronged Ionian capital were very fruitful

in his divine education. In Ephesus he saw—perhaps for the first

time—^the wicked glittering life of a great Gentile city, with its mer-

chandise not only of fine linen, and purple and scarlet, and vessels of

ivory and precious wood, and amomum, and incense, and wine, and
horses, and chariots,—but also of "slaves, and sovls of men." There,

on the centre of the western coast of Asia Mino», he could, as from a

beacon-tower, look back over the plains and valleys watered by the

Hermus and Maeander, and while he kept watch over all the Churches

of Asia, his voice could sound like a trumpet of God over the Isles of

Greece, and westward to the great cities of Greece and Italy, and
Gaul and Spain.^ Amid that busy scene, with its harbour thronged

with the sails of the civilised world, and its Temple frequented by
nations of worshippers, there could have been little time for contemplar

tion in the midst of the work which life in such a city entailed upon a

Christian Apostle. But in his retirement at Patmos, whether voluntary

or compulsory, he would have leisure for peaceful thought. Patmos,

with ite strangely shattered configuration, is little more than a huge

rock, and it can never have had many inhabitants. In its grotto of La
Scala, on its bare hills, by its projecting promontories, as he sat alone

—

with man distant from him, but God near—he could meditate in undis-

turbed devotion. He might naturally pass into mystic ecstacy, as he

sat under some grey olive and looked up in prayer to the glow of

heaven, or gazed on the sUent expanse of the sea, which under the

burning sun gleams so often like a sea of glass mingled with fire. No
outward circumstances could have been more providentially ordered to

bring out his noblest faculties than the interchange of a Ufe spent

" amid the madding crowd's ignoble strife," with one spent in seclusion

and solitude, wherein he cpuld commune with his own thoughts and hear

the voice of God speaking to him, and be still.^

' A legend preserved by the author of the lAfe of Timothem, of which some extracts

are famished by Photius, says that he was shipwrecked on the coast of Ephesus during

the Neronian persecution. It is also mentioned by Simeon Metaphrastes, YU. Joh. 2

(Lampe, Proleg. p. 46).
.

2 Magdeb. Ecd. Bist. Cent. ii. 2 ; see too Chrysost. Mom. i. m Johom.
3 " Patmos ressemble Si toutes les lies de I'Arohipel: mer d'azur, air limpide, ciel

^erpiO; rochers an? sommets dentel^a, 4 peijie rpyStus par moments d'un leger duvet de
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The history of Patmos itself throws no light on this interesting sub.

ject. It is scarcely alluded to by any ancient author, which is the more
surprising because it furnished a convenient point at which vessels could

touch on their way from Ephesus to Italy. It is only mentioned inci-

dentally by Pliny and Strabo/ and there seem to be no adequate grounds
for Kenan's assertion that in the first century it was very populous. A
sterile rock, about eighteen miles in circumference,'' can never have been
important. We have no mention of its being used for the deportation

of criminals, and when St. John says that he was there " for the word
of God and the testimony of Jesus," the phrase is indecisive. Patmos
was, indeed, so completely in the highway of the Icarian sea, and its

port was so convenient, that it would not, under ordinary circumstances,

have suited the object for which islands were selected as places of exile.

It is curious that the pseudo-Prochorus, in his Periodoi, says nothing
about any banishment to Patmos, and does not even mention the
Apocalypse, but says that St. John went there to write his Gospel.

We can trace no special influences of the scenery on his mind, unless it

be in the mention of " a burning mountain in the midst of the sea,"

which may be a reminiscence of the then active volcano of Santorin,

the ancient Thera.'

CHAPTER XXVI.

LEGENDS OP ST. JOHN.

Aet Se Kal 7rapaS6a'€i XPV^^^- ov yh.p Tr&yra airb ttjs Oelas ypa(f)TJs Bivarai

\aii.pdtie<rBai.—Epiphan. Saer. lii 1.

No account of St. John would be complete without some estimate of

the many legends which cluster round his later years. We may say at

once that some of them, if true at all, belong—in spirit at any rate

—

far more to the epoch in which he wrote the Apocalypse than to that in

which he wrote the Gospel.

verdure. L'aspeot est mx et sterile ; mais lea formes et la couleur du roo, le bleu vif de
la mer, sillonnee de beaux oiseaux blancs, oppos^ aux teints rougeStres des roohers sont
quelque chose d'admirable" (Renan, VAntichrist, p. 376). " Silent lay the little island

before me in the morning twilight. Here and there an olive breaks the monotony of the
roolry waste. The sea was still as the grave. Patmos reposed in it lilce a dead saint

. . . John—that is the thought of the island. The island belongs to him ; it is his

sanctuary. The stones speak of him, and in every heart he lives " (Tischendorf, Beise

in's Morgenland, ii. 257 ; see too Boss, Reisen amf griech. Inseln, ii. 123, and Gu&in,
Desor. de I'Jle de Patmos, 1856). It consists of three masses of rook united by narrow
isthmuses.

1 Strabo, x. p. 488; Pliny, B. N. iv. 12 ; Thuc. iii. 23.
2 Toumefort, Voy. du Levant, i. 168. In his time there were only 300 inhabitants.

See on Patmos, Stardey's Sermons in the East, p. 230.
3 Pliny, H. JT. iv. 12, § 23; Sen. Qu. Nat. ii. 26 ; vi. 21. But it is just as easy to

suppose that St. John may have sailed past Stromboli in going to Roma.
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1. One of the best-known of these tells us that once at Ephesus he was
entering into one of the great public baths (thermae), when he was in-

formed that Cerinthus was in the building. Thereupon he instantly-

turned away, exclaiming, " Let us fly, that the thermae fall not on our

heads, since Cerinthus, the enemy of the truth, is therein."' In another

vei-sion of the anecdote, given by Epiphanius, the name of the mythical

Ebion* is substituted for that of Cerinthus, and this variation happily

serves to throw great doubt on a story which is still quoted with

applause by religious partisans, because it is supposed to furnish a

sanction for violent religious asiimosities. We catch, indeed, in this

story the old tone of the passion and intolerance of the Son of Thunder,

at a period of his life when we might have hoped, from other indica-

tions, that he had climbed to that region " where above these voices

there is peace." Cerinthus was a Jewish Christian, and the earliest of

the Christian Gnostics. He was one of those who believed in two prin-

ciples, making a distinction between God and the Demiurgus or

Creator.' Further than this, he was one of the founders of Docetism,

in that form of it which spoke of " Jesus " as being a mere man, on

whom " Christ," the Son of the Most High God, had descended at His

baptism in the form of a dove, leaving Him again at the moment of

His crucifixion. We can understand how abhorrent such views would
be to St. John ; how they would run counter to his inmost and most

precious convictions. Bub in the idly superstitious notion that the

thermae must therefore necessarily fall and crush the heretic, we could

only trace (were the story true) the spirit which had once wished to per-

form Elijah-miracles of fire—^the spirit of one who forgot for the

moment that Christ came to save, not to destroy—that God maketh

His sun to shine upon the evil and upon the good, and sendeth His

rain upon the just and upon the unjust.*

There is another reason for hopmg that this favourite story of re-

ligious hatred is a fabrication. It was not the usual custom of Jews

to frequent the public baths. They could hardly do so without ren-

• Iren. c. Baer. iii. 3 ; Euseb. B. E. iii. 28 ; iv. 14 ; Theodoret, ii. 3 ; Nicephorus,

iii. 30. Besides the original authorities hero quoted, I may refer to Lampe (Proleg. 68),

Krenkel (Der Apostd Johannes, pp. 21—32), and Stanley {Sermons on the Apostolic Age).

2 Epiphan. Baer. xxx. 24.

3 Iren. c. Baer. i. 25 ; Hippol. Philosoph. vii. 33.
• "A man," said the Kabbis, "should not wade through water, or traverse any

dangerous place, in company with an apostate, or even a wicked Jew, lest he be over-

taken in the same ruin with him " {Kitzur Sh'lah, f . 10, b). This is not the spirit of

Eph. v. 7, or Rev. xviii. 4, which forbids, not the ordinary intercourse of life, which St.

Paul expressly told his converts that he did not mean to forbid (1 Cor. v. 10), but

participation in the sins of others. It is more like the heathen notion

—

" Vetabo qui Cereris sacrum
Vulgarit arcanum sub isdem

Sit trabibus, fragilemve mecum
Solvat phaselon," etc.

By entering the same baths, St. John would certainly not have been supposed by any

human being to make himself a "partaker of the evil deeds" of Cerinthus (2 John

10, 11).
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dering themselves liable to the grossest insults. Further, the baths

were almost invariably adorned with statues, and it would have been
strange indeed if those statues were not sometimes those of heathen
deities. The iconoclasm of the Jew made such places detestable to him,

and it was thought an instance of reprehensible laxity when the younger
Gamaliel entered a bath which contained one of the common statues

of Aphrodite.^ Then, too, the Ionian baths were thought to be very
luxurious. We are told that for this reason they were never used by,

St. James.' Epiphanius also asserts that St. John " used neither bath
nor oil."' Cerinthus was surely not worse than thousands of bad
Christians and worse Pagans—Pagans dyed in every extreme of vice^
whom St. John would be quite sure to encounter if he went to public

baths at alL Strange to say—heretical as were the speculations of

Cerinthus—he is actually asserted by one ancient writer to have been
the author of the Apocalypse. That conjecture is absurd, but it surely

shows that Cerinthus—who, in virtue of his restless and impressionable

nature, has thus become "the spectre of St. John"—could not have
been so flagrantly wicked as to render it dangerous to be under the

same roof with him ! The story is surrounded by difficulties, and I

for one am glad to dismiss it from my memories of the holy Apostle,

as an anachronism in the history -of his Ufe, and wholly unworthy of

the later period of his career. If there be any truth in it, it can only

be regarded as an expiring flash of that old intolerance which Christ

had reproved ; or, again, any slight basis of truth in it may be reducible

to the utterance of a strong metaphor by way of expressing marked
disapproval.* In that case the Apostle would not have meant it to be
taken literally and d'un trop grand serieux. That it was so taken is

due to Polycarp—through whom we get the story third-hand in

Irenseus—and of Epiphanius, who repeats it fourth or fifth-hand, and
tells it wrongly. Polycarp, who would not notice Marcion in the

streets, and when challenged as an acquaintance replied—not surely in

the true Christian spirit, which is peaceable and meek and gentle

—

" Yes, I know thee, the first-born of Satan ;
" Irenseus, who tells these

stories with approval ; Epiphanius, who spent his credulous age in hunt-

ing for heresy in the dioceses of wiser men and better saints than him-

' Avoda Zara, f. 44, 5. The excuse which the Babbi made, " that the statue was a
mere appendage of the bath," showed more good sense than the impetuous conduct
ascribed to the Apostle.

^ Iren. c Haer. v. 33. ' Epiphan. Haer. Ixxviii. 14.
^ Epiphanius, though glad to retain the story, is puzzled by the visit to the baths,

and thinks that it must have been a quite unusual, providential visit ; that he must
have gone *' compelled by the Holy Spirit" [livayicda-di] inro tou aytov UvevixaTo^)^ to give

him an opportunity for the valuable anathema ! IBaronius {Annal. ad a.d. 74) thinks

to reconcile Epiphanius with Irenseus by the suggestion that perhaps both Cerinthus and
Ebion (!) might have been in the bath, a conjecture which Ittigius {De Haeresiarchis, p.

58) approves. See on the story generally, Lampe, Proleg. p. 69. I am sorry that
Holtzmann should say (Schenkel^ Bib. Lex. s. v. Joh. d. Apost.) "Diese Tradition ist

von alien . . . die glaubwiirdigste," assigning a^ his reason its accordance wit}i the
character of St. John.
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self—would not have been likely to soften the features of an anecdote
which had an evU effect even on the saintly mind of John Keble, and is

but too dear to the odium ecolesiasticum}

2. Another curious story was current in the Churches of Asia long

after the Apostle's death. It rests upon the authority of Papias," who
professes to have heard it from Polycarp and others, who had heard it

from St. John. It is as follows :
—" The Elders who had seen John, the

disciple of the Lord, related that they heard from him how the Lord
used to teach about those times, and to say, ' The days will come in

which vines shall spring up, each having ten thousand stems, and on
each stem ten thousand branches, and on each branch ten thousand
shoots, and on each shoot ten thousand clusters, and on each cluster

ten thousand grapes, and each grape when pressed shall give five-and-

twenty measures of wine. And when any saint shall have seized one
cluster, another shall cry, " I am a better cluster, take me ; through

me bless the Lord." ' AJid he used to add, ' These things are believable

to believers.' And when Judas the traitor did not believe, and asked,
' How will such products be created by the Lord ?

' the Lord said, ' They
shall see who shall come to those times.' '"

What are we to make of this strange story ? It comes to us only

fifth-hand, in a free Latin translation of a passage of Papias ; and
Papias, on whose authority it rests, was generally looked on as a weak
and credulous person. To make it still more suspicious, it is found also

in the Apocalypse of Baruch. As to its right to belong to the agrapha
dogmata, or unrecorded sayings of Christ, two suppositions alone are

possible—either that it rests on no foundation, or that it is due to

an unintelligent literalism which has mistaken some bright symbol used

by our Lord Ln the genial human intercourse of His happier hours. He
may have been speaking with His Apostles of the festal anticipations

which, in the common notions of the people, were mingled with their

Messianic hopes ; and in touching on their true aspect—the aspect

which, for instance, makes the wedding festival a picture of the Lord's

kingdom—He may have used some such words in the half-playful irony

which marks some of the finer shades of His familiar language.

Perhaps He may only have meant to expose the carnal notions of

Jewish chiliasm, which appear again and again in the teaching of

the Rabbis. If so, St. John—fond at that time, as the Apocalypse

' Dean Stanley (Sermons an the Apostolic Age, p. 273), to show how stories do not

lose by repetition, quotes the purely imaginary sequel of the story in Jeremy Taylor

(Life of Christ, xii. 2), that the bath did fall down, and Cerinthus was crushed in the

ruins I Jeremy Taylor, however, was not the inventor of this story. It is first found
in the Elenckus Baeresium, by Prateolus ("Be sua addit Prateolus, etc., at apud
primitivae eoclesiaa auctores altum est de hao re silentum " (Ittigius, Haeresiarch.

p. 58).
2 On Papias see the Excursus on "John the Presbyter."
3 Iren. Haer. v. 33, 3 j Euseb. H. E. iii. ad fin. ; Routh, Bel. Sacr. p. 9. Grabe

rightly observes that the narrative must be reckoned among the inuSinwrepa tito and f^'''"

/ropo/SoAoi, which Ensebius charges Papias with recording.
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shows, of material symbolism—may, with due oral explanation, have
repeated some of His words. A literal-minded hearer Uke Polycarp
may have repeated the tale on the authority of St. John, while he
robbed it of all the nuances which alone gave it any beauty or signi-

ficance.^ It would become still more prosaic and material in the
writiogs of a commonplace reporter, and the last traces of its real

bearing might easily evaporate in the loose translation and paraphrase
of Irenseus.

In this point of view the story has a real value. It shows us that
we can only attach a modified credence to any report intrinsically

improbable, even when it comes to us attested by one who professes to
have known at least two of the Disciples of the Lord.^ If the anecdote
be based upon fact at all, it has come to us so reflected and refracted

through the medium of a weak mind as to have lost its real significance.

Experience shows that a story told second-hand, even by an honest
narrator, may be so tinged in the narrator's subjectivity as to convey
an impression positively false. We are thus obliged to discount the
tales and remarks for which Irenseus refers us to the authority of " the
Elders,"' by whom he seems chiefly to mean Papias and Polycarp. Now
Eusebius does not hesitate to say that Papias was a source of error

to Irenseus and others who relied on his " antiquity." When Irenseus

says that the " Pastor of Hermas " is canonical ; that the head of the

Nicolaitans was the Deacon Nicolas ; and that the version of the
LXX. was written by inspiration ;—we know what estimate to put
on his appeals to apostolic tradition. But there is one instance of

mistake or credulity even more flagrant. The whole Christian world
unites in rejecting the assertion that our Lord was fifty years old when
he died, although Irenseus asserts it on the authority of " elders who
received it from the Apostles."* If in these particulars Irenseus followed

too hastily the credulous Papias, he may have derived the harsher

elements of the story about Cerinthus from the aged Polycarp. The
accentuation of that dubious anecdote is what we should expect from
the old man whose way of expressing disapproval of heresy was not to

refute it, but indignantly to stop his ears. The description of the passion

and vehemence of Polycarp given by Irenseus in his fine letter to

Florinus exactly resembles the conduct attributed to St. John. Irenseus

says that if Polycarp had heard the views of Florinus, " I can testify

before God that the blessed and apostolic elder, crying out loud, and
stopping his ears, and exclaiming in his usual fashion, ' Oh, good God,

1 So Eusebius says of Papias that he failed to understand the apostolic traditions

which he received, rot ev uTroSeiYjuao'i jrpbs auTwr fLvQiKS}^ elprjijieva {jlt^ mvetopojcdTa [IT, M. iii. 39),
- Namely, Aristion and "the Presbyter John." Kenan needlessly oonjeoturea that

the true reading of Papias in this passage is a re 'kfun'mv km b npea-pvrepoi 'luafvr); ot toO

Kvpiov iia&jjTaL \jtaffrj7Stv} Myovtri (Euseb. iii. 39).
^ " Audivi a quodam Prestyiet'o ; quidam ante nos dixit ; iirb tou upeirroi'O! iumf tlpnirm,

ate, See his forms of quotation, collected in Westcott, On the Canon, p. 80.
* See for these opinions Iren. i. 26 ; ii. 22 ; iii. 21 ; v. 20, § 2,
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to what times hast thou kept me alive, that I endure such things I

'

woidd have fled away from the place in which he had been sitting

or standing when he had hea/rd such words." Here we have indeed the
stoiy of St. John and Cerinthus in all its distinctive features 1 But how-
ineffectual and how little Christ-like is such a method of meeting error !

How widely does it differ from the calm reasoning, and " Te therefore

do greatly err," of the Divine Master ! Neither Papias nor Irenseus are

safe authorities for stories like these. Papias has evidently fallen

into some confusion, and Irenseus has probably mixed up his remini-

scences of Polycarp with Polycarp's reminiscences of St. John,^
3. Far different is another story related for us at full length by

Clemens of Alexandria, and worthy in every respect of the great

Apostle. We may assume that it rests on some foundation, because it is

fuU of touches which could not easily have been invented. It shows
St. John to us in the full tide of his apostolic activity, appoiating

and reproving bishops, visiting and directing Churches, and yet finding

time to care for individual souls, loving the young, and willing to brave
any danger in order to rescue them from temptation. I wUl teU it

mainly in the words of St. Clemens himself.''

" But that you may be still more confident, when you have thus
truly repented, that there remaineth for thee a trustworthy hope of

salvation, hear a legend—nay, not a legend but a true narrative—about
John the Apostle, handed down and preserved in memoiy. When,
on the death of the tyrant, he passed over to Ephesus from the island

of Patmos, he used to make missionary journeys also to neighbouring

Gentile cities, in some places to appoint bishops, and in some to set

in order whole Churches, and in some to appoint one of those indicated

by the Spirit. On his arrival then at one of the cities at no great

distance, of which some even mention the name, .... he saw a

youth of stalwart frame and winning countenance and impetuous
spirit, and said to the bishop, ' I entrust to thee this youth with all

earnestness, calling Christ and the Church to witness.' The bishop

accepted the trust, and made all the requisite promises, and the

Apostle renewed his injunctions and adjurations. He then returned

to Ephesus, and the Elder taking home with him the youth who had
been entrusted to his care, maintained, cherished, and finally baptised

him. After this he abandoned further care and protection of him,

considering that he had affixed to him the seal of the Lord as a

1 Enseb. H. E. v. 20. See some excellent remarks in Lampe's Prolegomena, pp.
67-71.

2 QuU Siv. Salv. e. 42. Perhaps the life of Apostolic iourneyings, of which this

story furnishes a trace, may show that even if Timothy was " bishop " of Ephesus there

would hare been no conflict between his functions and the Apostolic duties of St. John,
But we do not know whether Timothy returned to Ephesus or not after the visit to

Rome, which we may assume that he made at the urgent summons of St. Paul (2 Tim.
iv. 9). The notion of a double succession of bishops—of the circumcision and of the un-
circumcision—which is mentioned in the ApoitoUc ConslUuUona (vii, 16), does not agrea

with the indications of the Apocalypse.
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perfect amulet against evil. Thus prematurely neglected, the youth
was corrupted by certain idle companions of his own age, who were
familiar with evil, and who first led him astray by many costly

banquets, and then took him out by night with them to share in their

felonious proceedings, finally demanding his co-operation in some worse

crime. First familiarised with guilt, and then, from the force of his

character, starting aside from the straight path like some mighty steed

that seizes the bit between its teeth, he rushed towards headlong

ruin, and utterly abandoning the Divine salvation, gathered his worst

comrades around him, and became a most violent, blood-stained and
reckless bandit-chief. Not long afterwards John was recalled to the

city, and after putting other things in order said, ' Conae now, O Bishop,

restore to me the deposit which I and the Saviour entrusted to thee,

with the witness of the Church over which thou dost preside.' At
first the bishop in his alarm mistook the meaning of the metaphor, but

the Apostle said, 'I demand back the young man and the soul of

the brother.' Then groaning from the depth of his heart and shedding

tears, 'He is dead,' said the bishop. ' How and by what death ?
' 'He

is dead to God ! For he has turned out wicked and desperate, and,

to sum up all, a brigand ; and now, instead of the Church he has

seized the mountain, with followers like himself.' Then the Apostle,

rending his robe and beating his head, with loud wailing, said, ' A
fine guardian of our brother's soul did I leave ! Give me a horse

and a guide.' Instantly, as he was, he rode away from the Church,

and arriving at the brigands' outposts, was captured without flight

or resistance, but crying, 'For this I have come. Lead me to your
chief.' The chief awaited him in his armour, but when he recognised

John as he approached, he was struck with shame and turned to fly.

But John pursued him as fast as he could, forgetful of his age, crying

out, 'Why, my son, dost thou fly from thine own father, unarmed,

aged as he is ? Pity me, my son, fear not ; thou hast still a hope

of .life. I will give account to Christ for thee, should need be. I

will willingly abide thy death; the Lord endured the death on our

behalf. For thy sake I will give in ransom my own soul. Stay

!

believe ! Christ sent me.' But he on hearing these words first stood

with downcast gaze, then flung away his arms, then trembling,

began to weep bitterly, and embraced the old man when he came up
to him, pleading with his groans, and baptising himself afresh with

his tears, only concealing his right hand. But the Apostle pledging

himself to win remission for him from the Saviour by his supplications,

kneeling before him, covering with kisses even his right hand as having

been cleansed by repentance, led him back to the Church, and praying

for him with abundant prayers, and wrestling with him in earnest

fastings, and disenchanting him with various winning strains, he did not

depart, as they say, till he restored him to the bosom of the Church,

afibrding a great example of true repentance, and a great badge of
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reneweu oirth, a trophy of visible repentance, when in the close of the

age the angels receive those who are truly penitent into heavenly
habitations, radiantly rejoicing, hymning their hymns, and opening the

heavens."^

4. Other traditions may be briefly mentioned. One beautiful story

rests solely on the authority of the monk Cassian (a.d. 420), and is far

too late and unsupported to have any authentic value.^ It is yet in

many respects characteristic. It tells us that St. John, in his hours of

rest and recreation, used to amuse himself by playing with a little tame
partridge. On one occasion a young hunter, who had greatly desired to

see him, could hardly conceal his surprise, and even his disapproval, at

finding him thus employed. He doiibted for a moment whether this

could indeed be the last survivor of the Apostles. " What is that thing

which thou carriest in thy hand ] " asked St. John. "A bow," replied

the hunter. "Why then is it unstrung?" "Because," said the youth,
" were I to keep it always strung it would lose its spring, and become
useless." " Even so," replied the aged saint, " be not offended at this

my brief relaxation, which prevents my spirit from waxing faint."

The beauty of the anecdote lies far less in the common illustration

of the bow which is never unbent, than in the old man's tenderness for

the creatures which God had made. The Jews were remarkable among
the nations of antiquity for their kindness to dumb animals. Even
Moses had taught careless boys not to take the mother bird when they

took the young from their nest, and had meant to inculcate the lesson

of mercy in the thrice-repeated command :
" Thou shalt not seethe the

kid in its mother's mUk." It is a beautiful Rabbinic legend of the great

legislator that once he had followed a lamb far into the wUdemess, and
when he found it, took it into his arms, saying, "Little lamb, thou

knewest not what was good for thee. Come unto me, thy shepherd, and
I will bear thee to thy fold." And God said, " Because he has been

tender to the straying lamb, he shall be the shepherd of my people

Israel." Another Talmudic story will show how much the Jews thought

of this duty. Rabbi—the title given by way of pre-eminence to Rabbi

Judah Hakkodesh, the compiler of the Mishna—was a great sufferer.

One day a calf came bellowing to him, as though to escape slaughter,

and laid its head on his lap. But when Rabbi pushed it away with the

remark, "Go, for to this wast thou created," they said in heaven, " Lo !

he is pitiless ; let affliction come upon him." But another day his

servant, in sweeping the room, disturbed some kittens, and Rabbi said,

" Let them alone ; for it is written, ' His tender mercies are over all His

1 The Chronieon Alexandr. mentions Smyrna aa the city. Eufinus, in adding that

John made the youth a bishop, seems to be mistaking the meaning of KaWo-nio-e tj

EK/tXijo-i'^. If, however, the story be well attested, it is strange that no use should have

been made of it in the controversies against Tertullian and the Montanists.
2 Cassian, Collat. xsiv. 21. The twenty-four GoUationei of Cassian are prefixed t»

the works of John Damascene. See Zahn, p. 190.
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works.' " Then they said in heaven, "Let us have pity on him, for he
is pitiful."!

" He prayeth well wlio loveth well

Botli man, and bird, and beast.

He prayeth best who loveth best

AU things, both great and small

;

For the dear God who loveth UB,

He made and loveth all."

5. The tradition that St. John lived in Ephesus the life of a rigid

ascetic, eating no animal food, having the unshorn locks of a Nazarite,

and wearing no garments but linen, has little to recommend it. It rests

solely on the authority of Epiphanius, who wrote three centuries after

St. John was dead. .No hint of it is found in the writings of those who
had conversed with friends and pupils of the great Apostle. But when
the possibility of Apostolic labours and journeyings was over, he doubt-

less led a life of peaceful dignity, not indeed, except in metaphor, as " a
Priest, wearing the golden frontlet,"^ but as a beloved and venerated

old man whose lightest words were treasured up because he was the last

of living men who could say, "I have seen the Lord."

6. The unsupported assertion of ApoUonius, that he had raised a

dead man to life at Ephesus,' may be passed over without further

notice ; as also may be the assertion that he was, in the Apocalyptic

sense, "a virgin."* The expression of St. Paul in 1 Oor. ix. 5,* at least

gives some probability to the belief that all the Apostles were, like St.

Peter, married men.
7. One more tradition has met with almost universal acceptance. ° It

is that when St. John "tarried at Ephesiis to extreme old age, and

could only with difficulty be carried to church in the arms of his

disciples, and was unable to give utterance to many words, he used to

say no more at their several meetings than this :
—

' Little children, love

one another.' The disciples and fathers who were there, wearied with

hearing always the same words, said, ' Master, why dost thou always

say this 1' ' It is the Lord's command,' was his worthy reply ;
' and if

only this be done, it is enough.' "

'

1 Bava Metsia, f. 85, a.
^ Polycr. ap. Euseb. iii. 31, &s eyev^dr) lepeiiq to vreraXov Tre^opeKw;. Hegesippus affirms

the same thing of James (ap. Euseb. ii. 23). Epiphanius (Hayi: xxix. 4) appeals to

the authority of Clemens in favour of this legend (iMi koX to niTiiXov iirX t^s Kt^aX-tfi i^riv

auTw tftepeiv) (comp. id. Ixxviii. § 13).

' ApoUon. ap. Euseb. v. 18 ; Sozomen, vii. 26.

* Eev. xiv. 4 (see Life of St. Paul, i. 80 ; Tert. De Monogam, "Joannes . . Christi

epado
; " Ambrosiaster on 2 Cor. xi. 2 ; and in the Pistis Sophia, and Apocalypse of

Esdras (Fabrioius, God. Apocr. II. 685).
* "As iAeresi q/ the Apostles."
8 LessiDg has touched on this story in his Testament des Johannes, as Herder has told*

the story of the Ephesian robber in his Iter gerettete Jungling.
7 "Beatus Joannes Bvangehsta cum Ephesi moraretur usque ad extremam senec-

tutem, et vix later disoipulorum manus ad eoclesiam deferretur, nee posset in plura

vocem verba coutexere, nihil aliud per singulas solebat profem eoUectas, nisi hoo
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8. We cannot with certainty name those with whom he was familiar

diu'ing the closing epoch of his life. We only know that, according ta

the unanimous testimony of antiquity, Polycarp was his friend and
hearer.^ There is less certainty about Ignatius, Papias, and Quad-
ratus.'

9. Respecting the death of St. John we are left in the completest

darkness. Two words

—

aueiKe iiaxaipf, " slew with the sword "—suffice

to record the martyrdom of his elder brother f not one word tells us

how the last, and in some respects the greatest, of the Apostles passed

to his reward. It is only a very late and worthless rumour which says

that he was kUled by the Jews. From the silence of all the early

Fathers as to this supposed martyrdom, we may assume it for certain

that, so far as they knew, he died quietly at Ephesus in extreme old

age. His grave was shown at Ephesus for several centuries, and the

legend, before mentioned, that the dust was seen to move with the

breathing of the great Apostle, as he lay in immortal sleep, arose from

the awe with which it was regarded.* But the age which he attained

—

far surpassing, if some of our accounts are true, the ordinary three score

years and ten°—only deepened the impression that he would not die till

'FILIOU, DILIGITE ALTERDTBUM.' Tandem discipuli et fratres qui aderant, taedio

affeoti quod eadem semper audirent, dixerunt :
' MagiBier, quare semper hoc loijueris ?

'

Qui respondit dignam Joanne sententiam :
' Quia praeceptum Domini est, et si solum

fiat, suffidt " (Jer. in Gal. vi. 10).

• Iron. iL 3, and ap. Euseb. v. 20 ; Euseb. iii. 36 ; Jer. Chrcn. A.D. 101 ; de Virr.

lUuatr. 17 ; Suidas, s. v. ; and Tert. de Praescr. Haer. 32.
' Ignatius is said to have been a hearer of St. John, in Jer. Chron. a.d. 101. The

question about Papias is touched upon in the Excursus on "John the Presbyter."

Quadratus is mentioned by Eusebiua and Jerome. Prochorus and Bucolus are mentioned
by later writers of no authority.

3 Acts xii. 2.
< See supra, p. 381 ; Polyorates, ap. Euseb. JI. E. iii. 31, 39 ; v. 24 ; Jer. de Virr.

Illustr. ix. ; Aug. Tract. 124, in Joann. "Assumat in argumentum quod iUio terra

sensim scatere et quasi ebullire perhibetur atque hoc ejus anhelitu fieri " (Nioeph. S. E.

ii. 42 ; Zahn, p. 205).
5 Aocordrng to Isidore Hispalensis {De ortu et obitu, 71), he lived to the age of

eighty-nine. But if he lived till the reign of Trajan (Iren. c. Haer. ii. 225 ; Jer. de Virr.

Illustr. ix., adv. Jovin. i. 14) he must have been nearly ninety-eight. The Chronicon
Paschale says he lived one hundred years and seven mouths, and pseudo-Chrysostom {de

S. Johan.) that he lived to one hundred and twenty ; as also Suidas s. v. 'lamrni^, and
Dorotheus (Lampe, p. 92). In the ninth century a writer named Georgius Hamaxtolos
quotes the authority of Papias, "who had seen him," for the statement in the second

book of his Words of the Lord, that John was "put to death by the Jews." On the

other hand, (i) Polycrates {up. Euseb. iii. 31, v. 20), Irenaeus (Haer. ii. 22, § 5), and
Tertullian (de Anim. 50) speak of his having died a natural death, which they certainly

would not have done if there had been any tradition of his martyrdom ; and (ii) the

epithet "nuurtyr" was only applied to him in consequence of the legends about the

caldron of oil (Tert. Praesei: Haer. 36) and the poison cup ("Acts of John," Fabricius,

Cod. Apocr. i. 576), as well as with reference to his bamshmont to Patmos (Origen, in

Matt. xvi. 6 and Bev. i. 9). Keim most erroneously says (Jesu von Nazara, III. 44) that

Herakleon, the Valentinian, quoted by Clemens of Alexandria (Strom, iv. 9, § 73),

asserted that the only Apostles who had not sufi'ered martyrdom were Matthew, Thomas,

and Philip. But, in the first place, Herakleon added "Levi, sxA many others," of

whom, therefore, John may have been one ; and, secondly, he is spealring not of msirtyr-

dom at aU, but of various kinds of "confession," one of which is "confession by the
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Christ returned. He did not die till Christ had returned, in that sense
of the " close of the aeon " to -Hrhich His own -words and that of His
.Apostles often point; but legend said that he had been taken alive to

Heaven like Enoch and Elijah,"^ and that sometimes he still wandered
and appeared on earth." So prevalent were such notions as to his

immortality, even during his lifetime, that in the appendix to his Gospel
he thought it necessary to point out the erroneous report of the words
of Jesus from which they had been inferred.

He died, as his brother had died, unnoticed and unrecorded, but he
will live in his writings till the end of time, to teach and bless the
world. " His body is buried in peace, but his name liveth for evermore.
The people wiU tell of his wisdom, and the congregation will show forth
his praise."*

CHAPTER XXVII.

GENERAL FEATURES OP THE APOCALYPSE,

" Volat avis sine meta,
Quo nee vates, nee proplxeta

Evolavit altiua.

Tarn implenda quam impleta
Nunquam vidit tot secreta

Pvmis homo purius."

—

De S. Joanne.

Milton has spoken of the Apocalypse as " the majestic image of a high
and stately tragedy, shutting up and intermingling her solemn scenes

and acts with a sevenfold chorus of hallelujahs and harping sym-
phonies." * In this aspect of the book—though the notion of its dramatic

form must be rejected—we may perhaps be content with the arrange-

ment which places it as the last book of Holy Writ. But the whole

voice in the presence of authorities," and certainly John had made such a " confession
"

(Acts iv. 13, 19). Even Scholten gives up the value of tliis testimony and that of

Georg. Hamartolos (see Wilibald Grimm in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschr. (1874), p. 123). How
loosely Hamartolos quotes may be seen in the same passage (which was first discovered

by Nolte, Tub. Quartalschr. 1862, and is quoted in Hilgenfeld's Einleit. p. 399), from his

reference to Origen, who does not say that St. John was martyred in our sense of the
word, but only that he was banished to Patmos. Nor can any counter-inference be
drawn from a rhetorical passage of Chrysostom, Horn, m Matt. Ixv.

' Tert. de AnimS,, 50. Obiit et Johannes, quem in adventum domini remansurum
frustra fuerat spes. Ps.-Hippolyt. de Gonsummat. Mundi. Photins Myriobybl. Cod.

229. The notion that he revised the Canon is quite baseless, nor is it worth while to do

more than mention the story of his having degraded the Presbyter who forged the Acta

of Paul and Thecla (Jer. de Virr. lUustr. ; Tert. de Bwptismo). See, for all legendary

particulars about his death, Zahn, Acta Joarmis, cvii. sqq., 200 sqq.
2 As in the famous legends of his appearance to Theodosius (Theodoret, S. E. v. 24),

to Gregory Thaumaturgus \Vit. d. Greg. Syss.\ and to Edward the Confessor and the

English pilgrims, which is represented on the screen of the Confessor's Chapel in West-
minster Abbey ; and of his appearance to James TV. before the battle of Flodden.

' Ecclua, xliv. 14, 15, ^ Reasons of Church Government.
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weight of evidence now tends to prove that it is not the last book in

chronological order ; that it was written nearer the heginning than the
end of St. John's period of apostolic activity amid the Churches of

Asia
;

' that the last accents of revelation which fall upon our ears are

not those of a treatise which, though it ends in such perfect music,

contains so many terrible visions of blood and fire, but are rather those

of the Gospel which tells us that the " Word was made flesh," and of

the Epistle which first formulated the most blessed truth which was ever

uttered to human hearts—^the truth that "God is Love." ^

And if this conclusion be correct, it is impossible to say how much
we lose—^what confusion we introduce into the divine order—^by neglect-

ing the indications of chronology. Chronological sequence is always of

the utmost importance for the right understanding of what a writer says.

We are always liable to judge of him erroneously if we intermingle his

writings, and put those messages last which he delivered first. It is

impossible to say how much the difficulty in understanding the mind of

St. Paul has been increased for ordinary readers by the unfortunate
arrangement—an arrangement made on the most haphazard and unin-

telligent principles—which obliterates the lessons which would naturally

spring from the right arrangement of his Epistles. It is a subject of

- Modem criticism tends more and more to the conclusion that the Apocalypse is a
genuine work of the Apostle St. John. Even Baur and Zeller regard it as one of the
most certainly authenticated of the Apostolic writings. The Alogi at the close of the
second century rejected it only on internal grounds, and their judgment is of no im-
portance. Gaius (circ. 200) appears to attribute it to Cerinthus. Dionysius of Alex-
andria (a.d. 247) was inclined, on grounds of style, to assign it to some other John, but
speaks of it with reverence. Eusebius wavers about it, placing it among the spurious
books in one passage, and among the acknowledged books in another. Cyril of Jerusalem
(t 386) deliberately excludes it from the Canon. The Council of Laodicea (a.d. 381)
omits it. Amphilochius, in liis Jamb, ad Selcucus, says that "most" regard it as

spurious. Junilius, even in the sixth century, says that among the members of the
Eastern Church it was viewed with great suspicion. Theodore of Mopsuestia (t 429)
never cites it. Theodoret (t 457) alludes to it very slightly. It is not found in the
Peshito. The Nestorian Church rejected it. It is not mentioned in the sixth century
by Cosmas Indicopleustes. Nicephorus (ninth century) in his Chranographia omits it.

Even in the fourteenth century Nicephorus Callistus, while accepting it, thinks it

necessary to mention that some held it to be the work of " John the Presbyter," regarded
as a different person from " John the Apostle. " But, on the other hand, these adverse
views are to some extent accounted for by dislike to the difficulty am} obscurity of the
book (5ia TO atraijiei avriji jcal hiad^tKrov kuj. oAiyois SiaXafi^avofieuov KaX voo'ifievov)^ and by the
dangerous uses to which it was often turned {f^riSe avu^epov elvai rots ttoXAoi? tci ev avrfj fiajBr]

ipevvav, Prol. to MS. 224). Dislike to chiliastic fanaticism, as weU as obvious critical

difficulties, also led to its disparagement in many quarters. The posilive evidence in its

favour is very strong. It was accepted by Fapias, Justin Martyr, Dionysius of Corinth,
Hennas, Melito of Sardis, Theophilus of Antioch, ApoHonius, and Irenseus, the Canon
of Muratori, and the Vetus Itala, in the second century ; by Clemens of Alexandria and
Origen in the third; by Victorinus of Pettau, Ephraem Syrus, Epiphanius, Basil,

Hilary, Athanasius, Gregory of Nyssa, Didymus, and Ambrose, in the fourth. Besides
this, the internal evidence, in spite of diiferences and difficulties, is too clear to be over-

looked, and too subtle to have been forged.
2 It is hardly worth while to mention the Apocryphal writings attributed to St.

John, such as the one on the Descent from the Cross, on the Death of the Virgiu
Mary, etc. See Lampe, Prolegomena, p. 131 ; Fabriciua, Cod. Apoer. N, T. pt. iii,

p. 200.
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regret that the Revisers of the Authorised Version did not render a

permanent service by placing them in that sequence which is now ascer-

tained with certainty as regards the four several groups into which they

fall, and which is known with approximate certainty respecting almost

every one of the separate Epistles. How is it possible for any one to

enter into the real working of St. Paul's mind—the effects produced

upon his thoughts by years of Divine education—who is led to infer that

he wrote the two Epistles to the Thessalonians a/i!er he had written not

only those to the Romans and Galatians, but even after those to the

Philippians, Oolossians, and Ephesians 1 It is to be hoped that the day
will come when the obstinacy of custom will no longer prevent the cor-

rection of these conventional misplacements. But even graver mis-

apprehensions result from the misplacement of the writings of St. John.

Their present arrangement is due to suppositions, which lead to endless

difficulties. It confuses the value of precious lessons, and paves the way
for grievous errors. Some may think it an exaggeration to say that

this closing of the Holy Book with the Apocalypse has not been without
grave consequences for the history of Christendom ; but certainly it

would have been better both for the Church and for the world if we had

followed the divine order, and if those books had been placed last in the

Canon which were last in order of time. Had this been done, our Bible

would have closed, as the Book of God to all intents and purposes did

close, with the gentle and solemn warning of the last Apostle—" Little

children, keep yourselves from idols."

This, then, is the order which we here shall follow. In the Apoca-

lypse the New Testament seems to be still speaking in the voice and in

'he tones of the Old Testament. In trying to see something of the

meaning of the Apocalypse, we shall see the mind of St. John when he

first emerged from the overshadowing influence of St. James and the

Elders of Jerusalem ; when, from the narrowing walls of the metropolis

of Judaism, he passed forth into the Christian communities which had

grown up in the heathen world. We shall see how he wrote and what

he thought while under the guidance indeed of God's Holy Spirit, but

before he had profited by his thirty last years of continuous education,

and while yet he was but imperfectly acquainted with the language in

which his greatest message was to be delivered. The Apocalypse was

written before he had witnessed the Coming of Christ and the close of

the Old Dispensation, in the mighty catastrophe which, by the voice of

God in history, abrogated all but the moral precepts which had been

uttered by the voice of God on Sinai. The moral conceptions of the

Gospel transcend the symbolism of visions, and the kabbalism of

numbers. We do not pass from the purest and most etherial region of

thought to dim images of plague and war, foreshadowed by fire-breath-

ing horses and hell-born frogs. When we have grasped the abstract and

absolute forms in which the Gospel and the Epistles set forth to us the

eternal conflict of life with death, and light with darkness, we have
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learnt higher and deeper lessons than when we gaze on the material

symbols of scarlet dragons and locust-horsemen, and the warring cf

Michael with the devil and the beast.

A few words from one of our latest and best students of the

writings of St. John, though not written with this purpose, may serve

to show what we lose by our customary reversal of the proper order.

" In the Apocalypse," says Canon Westcott, " the thought is of an
outward coming for the open judgment of men ; in the Gospel, of a

judgment which is spiritual and self-executing. In the Apocalypse, th"?

scene of the consummation is a renovated world ; in the Gospel, the

Father's House. In the former, the victory and the transformation are

from without, by might, and the 'future ' is painted in historic imagery;

In the latter, the victory and the transformation are from within, by a

spiritual influence, and the ' future ' is present and eternal

The Apocalypse gives a view of the action of God in regard to men in a

life full of sorrow, and partial defeats and cries for vengeance ; the

Gospel gives a view of the action of God with regard to Christ, who
establishes in the heart of the believers a presence of completed joy.

. . . . In a word, the study of the Synoptists, of the Apocalypse,

and of the Gospel of St. John in succession, enables us to see under what
human conditions the full majesty of Christ was perceived and declared,

not all at once, but step by step, and by the help of the old prophetic

teaching." ^

SECTION I.

DATE OF THE APOCALYPSE.

But before we enter on the difficult task of attempting to see the

significance of the Apocalypse, we must once more pause to cast a

glance over the condition of the world at the time when it was written.

The chief obstacle to the acceptance of the true date of the Apoca-

lypse, arises from the authority of Irenseus. Speaking of the number

of the Beast, and repeating those early conjectures which, as I shall show

elsewhere, practically agree with what is now known to be the true

solution, he remarks that , he cannot give any positive decision, since he

lielieves that, if such a solution had been regarded as necessary, it would

have been furnished by " him who saw the Apocalypse. For it is not so

long ago that it (the Apocalypse) was seen, but almost in our generation,

towards the close of the reign of Domitian." Three attempts have been

made to get rid of this evidence. Guericke proposes to take " Dome-

tianou " as an adjective, and to render the clause " near the close of the

Domitian rule," ie., the. rule of Domiims Nero? But the absence of

the article on which he relies gives no support to his view, and no

scholar will accept this hypothesis, though he may admit the possibility

of some confusion between the names Domitius and Domitian.' Others

' Introd., pp. Ixxxv.—Ixxxvii. ^ Guericke, Einleit. ins If. Test. p. 285.
3 This is the view of Niermeyer.
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again make the word tapden mean " he, i.e., St. John, -was seen," since no
nominative is expressed. Now Irenseus, in the same passage and else-

where, dwells so much on the fact of testimony given by those who had
seen John face to face, that we cannot set aside this suggestion as impos-
sible.' It has the high authority of Wetstein. Again, the Latin trans-

lator of Irenseus renders the verb not " visa est," " the Apocalypse was
seen," but " visum est," "the Beast (rh Biipiov) was seen." The language
is, unfortunately, ambiguous, and as, in uncritical times, it would
naturally be understood in what appears to be the most obvious sense, it

is not surprising that St. Jerome follows the supposed authority of
Irenseus in dating the Apocalypse from the later epoch. Eusebius says
that St. John was banished to Patmos in the reign of Domitian, but,

even if he be not misunderstanding the meaning of Irenseus, his evidence
goes for little, since he leant to the view that the Apocalypse was
written by John the Presbyter, and not by the Apostle. But the autho-
rity of Irenseus was not regarded as decisive, even if Ms meaning be
undisputed. Tertullian places the banishment to Patmos immediately
after the deliverance from the caldron of boiling oil, and Jerome
says that this took place in the reign of Nero.^ Epiphanius says

that St. John was banished in the reign of Claudius, and the earliest

Apocalyptic commentators, as well as the Syriac and Theophylact, all

plsice the writing of the Apocalypse in the reign of Nero. To these

must be added the author of the " Life of Timotheus," of which extracts

are preserved by Photius. Clemens of Alexandria and Origen only say

that " John was banished by the tyrant," and this on Christian lips may
mean Nero much more naturally than Domitian.' Moreover, if we
accept erroneous tradition or inference from the ambiguous expressions

of Irenseus, we are landed in insuperable difficulties. By the time that

Domitian died, St. John was, according to all testimony, so old and so

infirm that even if there were no other obstacles in the way it is impos-

sible to conceive of him as writing the fiery pages of the Apocalypse.

Irenseus may have been misinterpreted ; but even if not he might have

made a " slip of memory," and confused Domitian with Nero. I myself,

in talking to an eminent statesman, have heard him make a chronological

mistake of some years, even in describing events in which he took one of

the most prominent parts. We cannot accept a dubious expression of

the Bishop of Lyons as adequate to set aside an overwhelming weight of

evidence, alike external and internal, in proof of the fact that the Apoca-

lypse was written, at the latest, soon after the death of Nero.*

1 /lapTVpouvTwv eKciWdV Tuv KttT* oi/fti' *ltoa.wi]V eUJpaKoTbJV (Iren. O/d SdCT^ V. 30).
2 Tert. De Praescr. 36, Jer. c. Jovin. i. 26.
^ See Epiphan. Boar. li. 12 and 33 ; Andreas on Eev. vi. 12 ; Aretlias on Eev. vii.

1—8 ; Syriao MS. No. 18 ; Theophylact. Conanemt. in Joann.
* This result is now accepted, not only by Liicke, Schwegler, Baur, Ziillig, De Wette,

Kenan, Krenkel, Bleek, Eeuas, K^ville, Volkmar, Bunsen, DUsterdieok, etc., but ako by
such -writers as Stier, Neander, Uuerioke, Anberlen, F. D. Maurice, Moses Stuart,

Nienueyer, Desprez, S, Davidson, the author of The Pa/rouiia^ Axihi, etc.
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For the sole key to the Apocalypse, as to every book which has any
truth or greatness in it, lies in the heart of the writer ; and the heart of

every writer must be intensely influenced by the spirit or the circum-
stances of the times in which he writes. His words are addressed in the
first instance to his living contemporaries, and it is only through them
that he can hope to reach posterity. Now, if there was ever any book
which bears upon every page the impress of reality—the proof that it is

written in words which came fresh and burning from the heart, and
passed fresh and burning into the hearts of others—that book is the

Apocalypse. " Without tears," says Bengel, "it was not written ; with-
out tears it cannot be understood." It comes to us with tenfold force

when we remember the tumult of emotions with which the small and
persecuted communities of early Christians found themselves in direct

antagonism to the Roman Empire, as well as to the Jewish religion.

Could any powers more venerated and more portentous than these be
ever banded together to crush a nascent faith ? The Apocalypse is not
in the least a book of dim abstractions, of fantastic enigmas, of mon-
strous symbols. It had a very definite object, and a very intelligible

meaning for all who had been trained in familiarity with the strange

form of literature to which it belongs. The single phrase of Tertullian—" Sub Nerone damnatio invaluit "—goes far towards giving us a clue

to the meaning of the Apostle. John writes as a Christian prophet
would be likely to write who may have seen a Peter crucified and a Paul
beheaded.^ The book is a rallying cry to the Christian warriors who
might seem liable to be trampled to the earth in irremediable defeat.

The book has been persistently misunderstood. Herder might well

ask, " Was there a key sent with the book, and has this been lost ] Was
it thrown into the Sea of Patmos, or into the Maeander 1 " Intolerance,

ignorance, sectarian fierceness, the sanguinary factiousness of an irreli-

gious religionism, the eternal Pharisaism of the human heart, have made
of it their favourite camping-ground. Others have been driven into a

natural but irreverent scorn of it, because they turn with disgust from
the degradation to which it has been subjected by fanatical bigotry.

But when rightly used, it is full of blessed instruction, and it would
never have been discredited as it has been if its own repeated assertions

and indications had not been ignored. Instead of seeking out the mean-
ings which must have made it precious to its original readers, as, in great

part at least, to all loving and humble Christian hearts, men have
wandered into the quagmire of private interpretations after the ignis

fatuus of religious hatred. God has revealed Himself in the history of

the Church and the World, but this manifestation of God in history

has been hopelessly confused by an attempt to make it correspond with

> The remarkable expression, "And I saw the souls of them that had been beheaded
{mmXtKiiriiivuv) for the testimony of Jeans " (Eev. xx. 4), may (as Bwald thinks, Oesch.

vi. 618) point especially to the death of St. Paul. " Beheading " was the form of death

adopted for Boman citizens.
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symbols with whicli it has no connexion. The surest and deadliest

injury to -which the Apocalypse can be subjected is to treat it as a
sort of anticipated Gibbon, or a controversial compendium of ecclesias-

tical disputes. Its symbols have become plastic in the hot hands of
party factiousness, but under such manipulations they have been ren-

dered unintelligible to the eyes of truth and love.

Happily these " theological romances " ' of Apocalyptic commentary
have had their day. Like a thousand other phantoms of exegesis, they
are^ vanishing into the limbo of the obsolete. They may linger on for

a time, like spectres not yet exorcised, but they are doomed to dis-

appear for ever in the broadening light of a sounder knowledge.
The Apocalypse had its immediate origin in two events which

happened at this period of the life of St. John. One was the Neronian
persecution. The other was the outbreak of the Jewish war. It was
not until these events were over, it was not until their Divine teaching
had done its work, that a third and more gradual event—the develop-

ment of Gnostic teaching in the form of new Christologies—called forth

in its turn the Gospel and the Epistles of St. John as the final utterance

of Christian revelation.

Unless we study these events there is no chance of our under-

standiag the writings of St. John. Those writings, like all the Books
of Scripture, are indeed full of sacred lessons for every humble heart.

The comprehension of such lessons—^which, after all, are the best and
deepest—require nothing but the spiritual enlightenment of a pure and
truthful soul. , But the historical and critical knowledge of a book
demands other qualifications; and it has been a fatal mistake of

Christians to claim infallibility for their subjective convictions, not

only in matters of religious experieiice, but in questions of history and
criticism, respecting which they may be quite incompetent to pronounce

an opinion of any value.

We have already seen what manner of man Nero was. The spec-

tacle of such a man seated on the Imperial throne of the heathen world

accounts for the abhorrence which he inspired as a living impersonation

of the "world-rulers of this darkness."^ We have also seen the origin

and history of the Neronian persecution, and the circumstances which

connected it with the burning of Eome. For the history of these

events we must refer back to the earlier portion of the volume. But
we must remind the reader that the Apocalypse of St. John can only

be rightly read by the lurid light which falls upon it from the Burning

City—under the horrible illumination flung by the bale-fires of martyr-

dom upon the palace and gardens of the Beast from the abyss.

A great French artist has painted a picture of Nero walking with

his lictors through the blackened streets of Eome after the conflftgration.

> Moses Stuart. Eph. vi 12.
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He represents liim as he was in mature age, in the unciiictured robe
with which, to the indignation of the noble Romans, he used to appear
in public. He is obese with self-indulgence. Upon his coarsened
features rests that dark cloud, which they must have often worn when
Jiis conscience was most tormented by the furies of his murdered mother
and his murdei-ed wives. Shrinking back among the ruins are two poor
Christian slaves, who watch him with looks in which disgust and de-

testation struggle with fear. The picture puts into visible form the
feelings of horror with which the brethren must have regarded one whom
they came to consider as the incarnate instrument of Satanic antagonism
against God and against His Christ—as the deadliest and most irresis-

tible enemy of all that is called holy or that is worshipped.
Did St. John ever see that frightful spectacle of a monster in human

flesh "i Was he a witness of the scenes which made the circus and the

gardens of Nero reek with the fumes of martyrdom? We have already

observed that tradition points in that direction. In the silence which
falls over many years of his biography, it is possible that he may have
been compelled by the Christians to retire from the menace of the storm
before it actually burst over their devoted heads. St. Paul, as we
believe, was providentially set free from his Koman imprisonment just

in time to be preserved from the first outburst of the Neronian perse-

cution.^ Had it not been for this, who can tell whether St. Paul
and St. John and St. Peter might not have been clothed in the skins of

wild beasts to be torn to pieces by the bloodhounds of the amphitheatre ?

or have stood, each in his pitchy tunic, to form one of those ghastly

human torches which flared upon the dark masses of the abominable
crowd? But even if St. John never saw Rome at this period, many
a terrified fugitive of the "vast multitude" which Tacitus mentions
must have brought him tidings about those bloodstained orgies in which
the Devil, the Beast, and the False Prophet—" that great Anti-Trinity

of Hell"—were wallowing through the mystic Babylon in the blood

of the martyrs of the Lord.

Supposing that St. John had written an apocalyptic book at this

time, is it not d priori certain that these events, and the appalling figure

of the Antichrist who then filled the world's eye, would have been

prominent in such a book 1 Do not contemporary events and contem-

porary persecutions figure in every one of the numerous Apocalypses in

which Jews and Christians at this epoch expressed their hopes and

fears 1 Is it not a matter of certainty to every reasonable man, that the

Apocalypse must be interpreted by laws similar to those which regulate

every other specimen of that Semitic form of literature to which it

avowedly belongs t Does not the fact that the anticipated Antichrist of

Daniel is the persecutor Antiochus Epiphanes, make it in the highest

degree probable that the incarnate Antichrist of St. John is the per-

secutor Nero t

» See my Life of St. Paid, ii. 604—607.
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The Neronian persecution, then, was one of the two events -which
awoke in Christian hearts those thundering echoes of -which the
Apocalypse of St. John is the prolonged and perpetuated reverberation.
The other event -was the outbreak of the Jewish -war and the siege

of Jerusalem. If we succeed in fixing the date of the Apocalypse,
we shall be able to know what was the exact condition of the Empire
and of the Holy Land, of Judaism, Heathendom, and Christianity

—

of the world and of the Church of Christ—when St. John saw and
wrote.

But while the date may be fixed with much probability, it cannot
be fixed with certainty. All that can be asserted is that the book was
written before the destruction of Jerusalem, and the burning of the
Temple. This is clear from the beginning of the eleventh chapter.
The Temple is there spoken of as still standing, in language which
closely resembles, and indeed directly refers to, the language of our
Lord in his great Eschatological discourse. Such language, and the
whole sequel of it, would have been unreal and misleading if, at the
time when it was penned, nothing remained of the Temple and city of

Jerusalem but heaps of bloodstaiD.ed stones. But though Jerusalem
was not yet taken, there are signs that the armies had already gathered
for her anticipated destruction, and that the whole length of the land
had been deluged and drenched with the blood of its sons. We cannot
tell the exact year in which the Christians—warned, as Eusebius says,

"by a certain oracle given to their leaders by revelation;"^ or, as

Epiphanius tells us, " by an angel "'—left the doomed and murderous
city and took refuge across the Jordan, in the Persean town of Pella.^

There can be little doubt that their flight took place before the actual

blockade of Jerusalem by Titus, and probably in a.d. 68. It seems to

be alluded to in Rev. xii. 14. Now the first threatening commotions in

Judsea began in a.d. 64, shortly after the fire of Eome. The actual

revolt burst forth at Csesarea in a.d. 65. Yespasian was despatched to

Judsea by JSTero duriag his visit to Greece in a.d. 66. He arrived

in Palestine early in a.d. 67. The years 67 and 68 were spent in

suppressing the brave resistance of Galilee and Persea. Nero died

in June, 68. Political uncertainties caused a suspension of the Boman

' Euseb. IT. E. iii. 5 [nari nva xpriirijhv K.r,\,). Probably the leading Presbyters of the
Church pointed out that the signs of the times indicated by our Lord, as He sat two
days before His death on the Mount of Olives (Matt. xxiv. 15, seg.), now clearly required
obedience to His warning.

- Eijiphan. De Mensuris, 1.5. In Haer. xxix. 7, he refers directly to the command of

Christ. Jerusalem might be said to be "circled with armies" (Luke xxi. 20), long
before its actual circumvallation by Titus.

3 -Which might well be described as in "the mountains." Pella is in a lofty position,

and is on one side surrounded by precipices. It was the nearest city to Jerusalem which
was at once safe and neutral. Though a free city, it had placed itself more or less

imder the protection of Agrippa II., and by so doing had severed its fortunes from those

of the Jews. By their flight to this town, the Jewish Christians cast in their lot with
the opponents of Jewish fanaticism. It was one of the steps in that Divine educatioa
which showed them that the days of Mosaism and of the synagogue were past.
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measures during the year 69, but when Vespasian felt himself secure of

the throne, in a.d. 70, ,he sent Titus to besiege Jerusalem. The siege

began early in March, 70, and was brought to its terrible conclusion in

August of the same year.

But there are two passages, Rev. xiiL 3, and xvii. 10, 11, which
might seem to give us the very year in which the book was written.

The former tells us about the Wild Beast, and how " one of his heads
was smitten to death and his deathstroke was healed ;

" the other,

explaining the previous symbols, tells us that the seven heads of the

Beast " are seven kings ; the five are fallen, the one is, the other is not

yet come." Now we shall see hereafter, with perfect certainty, that the

Wild Beast, and the wounded head of the Wild Beast, are interchange-

able symbols for Nero. The five " kings " then can be no other than
Augustus, Tiberius, Gaius, Claudius, and Nero. The reckoning of the
" kings "

' from Augustus is the natural reckoning, and is the one
adopted by Tacitus. If Suetonius begins his Twelve Caesars with the
life of Julius, the greatest of them all, the reason is that he wishes to

give an account of the Csesarean family, and of the hero eponymus who
raised them to the summit of earthly power.'' So far then it might be
regarded as certain that Galba is the sixth emperor, and therefore that

the Apocalypse was written between June, 68, when Nero committed
suicide, and January, 69, when Galba was murdered. And siace the

news of Galba's successful rebellion could not have been known without

a little delay, we might fix the date of the Vision in the summer or

autumn of A.D. 68.

This is, indeed, the all but certain date of the book. We have
already seen reason to set aside the notion of its having been written in

the reign of Domitian, as due partly to the mistake of Irenseus,' and
partly to idle repetition and idle inference. It is not, however, impos-

sible that Vespasian and not Galba may have been regarded by the

Apostle, no less than by others, as having been in reality the sixth

emperor. Galba, Otho, and Vitellius passed like phantoms across the

imperial stage. The Sibyllist dismisses them in the single line—"After

him three kings shall be destroyed by one another."* They neither

belonged to the old imperial family, nor did they found a new one.

Between them they barely covered the space of a year and a half. It is

true that they are spoken of as "Caesars" both by"Tacitus and Suetonius,

though Vitellius refused the name. But when Vespasian succeeded the

murdered Vitellius, at the end of A.D. 69, it was believed that the

1 " Kings " was a common title for the Roman Emperors ia the Eastern provinces

(see Ewald, Gesdi. vi. 604, seqq.).

5 " Imperator" -was a title which Julius Caesar bore, in common with Cicero and
other private persons. He never was " Princeps." The last private Imperator was
Jvmius Blaesus, in the reign of Tiberius.

3 The Commentary of Andreas, Bp. of the Cappadocian Csesarea, in the fifth cen-

tury, rightly says, in contradiction of IrenBeus, that it was supposed to have been

written before A.D. 70. * Orac, Sib. v. 35.
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Flavian dynasty would be secure and lasting, and the fashion arose of

regarding the reigns of Galba, Otho, and Vitellius as a mere " rebellion

of three military chiefs." ^ If this were the view of the seer, the date

of the Apocalypse would be brought down to A.D. 70. The earlier date

accords better with his own indications.

The tension of feeling caused by the tremendous conflict of the

Antichrist against the Saints must have been still further strained by
the imminent destruction which seemed to threaten the existence of the

Jewish race. To minds already glowing with expectations of the Coming
of Christ, and the close of the ages, the signs of the times must have
worn a portentous aspect. The sunset sky of the ancient dispensation

was red and lowering with the prophecy of storm. The " woes of the
Messiah "—the travaU throes of the Future Age—^the pangs which were
to accompany the new birth of the Messianic kingdom—were already

shaking the world. , There were wars and rumours of wars. There
were famines and earthquakes. The Church had barely passed through
the anguish of the great tribulation. Christians had realized what a tre-

mendous thing it was to be " hated of all men," and to be treated as the

offscourings of the world. Hundreds of martyrs had been baptized in

blood. The name of " Christian " was regarded as the synonym of

malefactor ; and all the world hated Christians on the false charge that

Christians hated all the world. Manywere faltering in the faith ; many had
proved false to it. Even within its sacred fold many regarded each other

with suspicion and hatred. There were false Christs and false Prophets.

The powers of heaven were being shaken. Suns and moons and stars

—

from Roman Emperors down to Jewish Priests—were one after another

waxing dim, and shooting from their spheres. Clearly the day must be

at hand of which the Lord had said that it would come ere that genera-

tionpassed away, and that all the things of which He had spoken would

be fulfilled. Men were not expecting it. They were eating and drink-

ing, as in the days of Noah, marrying and giving in marriage, drinking

with the drunken, and beating their servants in all the security of greed,

in all the insolence of oppression. But none the less were the powers of

vengeance nursing the impatient earthquake, and a belief in the eternal

laws of morality was alone sufficient to make every Christian feel that

the fiat had gone forth

—

" Rome shall perish ! write that word
In the hlood that she hath spilt

:

Perish hopelesa'amd abhorred,

Deep in ruin as in guilt."

' The language of Suetonius ia very remarkable, and certainly lends some sanction to

the views of those who regard Vespasian as the sixth Emperor. He says, " BebeUkme

trium pHncipwm et csede incertum diu el quasi vagum Imperium, suscepit firmavitque

tandem gens Flavia "
( Vesp. 1).

^ This is the term used not only by the Eabbis, but also by the Evangelists, ipxh

(iSiVioi/ (Matt. xxiv. 8 ; Mark xiii. 8). It is a rendering of the Hebrew Chebdi hamme-
ehiacn. (See Hos. xiii. 14 ; Isa. xxxvii. 3 ; Mic. iv. 9 ; v. 2, &c.)
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The fields 'were white for the harvest, the grapes were purple for the
vintage of the world. The carcases of a corrupt Judaism and a yet
corrupter heathendom seemed already to be falling in the wilderness

;

and on the distant horizon were visible the dark specks which the seer

knew to be the gathering vulttires of retribution, which should soon fill

the air with " the rushing of their congregated wings."

SECTION n.

THE EEVOLT OP JUDJEA.

" Conquest, thy fiery wing their race pursued,
Thy thirsty poniard hlushed with infant hlood."

Heder.

On the whole the Jews had borne with reasonable patience, for

nearly a hundred years, the odious yoke of the Herods and the Romans.
The volcano of their fanaticism "was, indeed, only slumbering ; and every
now and then such events as the rebellion of Judas of Galilee, or the
bold teaching of the Pharisee Matthias Ben Margaloth, or some tur-

bulent movement of the Zealots, or some secret assassination by the
Sicarii, proved to the Procurators that it was not extinct. The
affair of the Standards, and of the Gilt Votive Shields, and of the

Corban Money, under the rule of Pilate—the fierce persistency with
which the Jews braved death by the sword or by famine, rather than
admit the desecration of their Temple by the Colossus of Caligula

—

showed the Romans that they were walking over hot lava and recent

ashes. The rise of false Messiahs under Fadus, the seditious movements
in Samaria under Cumanus, the spread of brigandage under Felix, the

ostablishnient of a sort of vehmgericht, which carried out by murder its

secret decrees, the quarrels between Agrippa and the Jews under Festus
about the wall of his palace, the avarice of Albinus (a.d. 63), and the

manner in which lie allowed the disgraceful factions of rivals in the

High Priesthood to assail each other unchecked, all tended to precipitate

the end. But though the Jews and the Romans felt for each other

a profound hatred, there was no overt rebellion tUl the days of Gessius

Florus, who was appointed Procurator in ad. 65. Under the best

of circumstances the administrative customs of the Romans were odious

to the Jews, and although the Romans were anxious to extend to them
the utmost limits of a contemptuous tolerance, yet they looked upon
the conduct of the Jews as so unreasonable, so fanatical, so unworthy
of ordinary human beings, that they were in a state of perpetual

exasperation. The Jews, in return, regarded the Romans as the imper-

sonation of brutal violence, infamous atheism, and impure greed. In
the Talmud, and in the Books of Esdras and Enoch, we see how they

loathed their political rulers. The arrogance of Jewish exclusiveness

constantly betrayed itself in language which showed that they regarded
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Gentiles as worthless,^ and even Proselytes as little better than a blotch

on the health of Israel.^ On the other hand, Tacitus shows us how
a grave Gentile historian could describe the Jews as no people at all,

but the mere scum and offscouring of peoples, the descendants of a

horde of leprous slaves, devoted to execrable superstitions, degraded by
ass-worship, and animated by phrenetic hatred of all nations except

themselves. The mutual aversion of Semites and Aryans thus finds

ample illustration in. the literature of both.

Between such elements there could be no deep or lasting peace, least

of all when the Jews were so seething with Messianic expectations that

even the Gentiles had come to believe that some one from the East was
to be Master of the World. The Romans afterwards explained this

prophecy as applicable to Vespasian; but Suetonius tells us that the

Jewish revolt was due to their understanding it in a Messianic sense.'

The air, too, was full of prodigies. A great writer has said that the

most terrible convulsions of nature have often synchronised with the

political catastrophes.^ However this Aay be, it is certain that events

are often influenced by the effect produced on the imagination by
strange portents or uncommon appearances. The tension of men's

minds among the heathen made them notice or imagine aU sorts of

prodigious births, storms, inundations, comets, showers of blood, earth-

quakes, strange effects of lightning, abnormal growths of trees, streams

of meteorites.^ In Jerusalem men told how, at the Passover of A.D. 65,

a mysterious light had gleamed for three hours at midnight in the

Holiest Place ; how the enormous gates of brass, which it required the

exertions of twenty men to move, had opened of themselves, and could

not be closed ; how, at Pentecost, the priests had heard sounds as of

departing deities, who said to each other, " Let us depart hence ;"° how

" Fierce fiery warriors fought upon tlie clouds,

In rank and squadron, and right form of war,

, Which drizzled blood."

"Every one," says Eenan, "dreamed of presages; the apocalyptic

colour of the Jewish imagination tinged everything with an aureole

of blood."

It seems to have been the wicked object of Gessius Florus—the last

of the Procurators of Judsea—to bring these elements of rebellion to a

1 Bam Kama, f. 113, 6; Sanhedrin, i. 59, a; Sopherim, 15 ; Bosh Hashanah, 1 2?, a.

These, and other similar passages, may be seen translated in Dr. McCaul's Old Paths,

Hershon's Treasures of the Talmud, etc.

2 " The following three are attached to each other—proselytes, slaves, and ravens

{Pesachvm, f. 113, 6). Eabbi Chelbo said, "Proselytes are as injurious to Israel as the

scab " (see my Life of St. Paul, i. 666).
_ . , .. ^

3 Suet. Vesp. 4. " Percrebuerat Oriente toto vetus et constans opmio esse m latis ut

eo tempore Judei profecti rerum potirentur. Judaei ad se trahentes rebeUarunt " (Jos.

B. j; vi. 5, § 4 ; Tac. Hist. v. 13).
» „ x t7 k

* Niebuhr. ^ Suet. Vesp. 5.

6 Jos. B. J. ii. 22, § 1 ; vi. 5, § 21 ; Tao. H. v. 13, and in the Talmud.
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head.' Though he owed his appointment to the friendship of his wife,

Cleopatra, with Poppsea, who, if not a proselyte, was very favourable to

the Jews, it seems as if he took every step with the intention of escaping

from legal enquiries into his own administration, by maddening the

Jews into acts which the Romans would regard as irreparably crimiaal.

The legions of Palestine were not purely Roman. They were recruited

from the dregs of the provincials, especially from the Syrians of Caesaroa

and the Samaritans of Sebaste, two places in which the Jews were
regarded with special antipathy.^ At Csesarea the population was hall

Jewish, half Greek and Syrian. Nothing but the Roman authority

prevented these hostile nationalities from flying at each other's throats.

In A.D. 66 Nero settled their rivalries by giving the precedence to the

Greeks and Syrians. A Greek immediately buUt a wall so close to the

Jewish synagogue that the Jews had hardly room to pass. The young
Jews assaulted the workmen, and John, a Jewish publican, gave Floras

the immense bribe of eight talents to prohibit the continuance of the

building. Florus accepted the money, and, without taking any step,

went to Sebaste. The next day, being the Sabbath, some worthless

Greek, in order to insult the Jews, turned up an earthen pot near the

door of the synagogue, and began to sacrifice birds upon the bottom of

it. This was intended to be a parody on Lev. xiv. 4, 5, and therefore

an allusion to the old calumny that the Jews were a nation of lepers.'

The Jews flew to arms, and since the Roman Master of the Horse
could not quell the tumult, they carried off their sacred books to

Narbata. When John and twelve of the leading Jews went to Sebaste

to complain to Florus, he threw them into prison. As though this was
not enough, he sent to Jerusalem, and demanded seventeen talents from
the Corban treasury for the use of the Emperor. This was more than
the Jews could tolerate. They not only refused the demand, but
heaped reproaches upon the Procurator. He set out for Jerusalem, with

a body of horse and foot, to enforce his requisition ; and when the

people came forth to pay him the customary compliment of receiving

him with a shout of joy, he ordered his cavalry to drive them back
into the city. Next day, with outrageous insolence, he refused every

apology which was offered him, demanded the surrender of those who
had reproached him, and scourged and cnicified some of the Jewish
publicans, though they held the rank of Roman knights. In these

disturbances 3,600 Jews were slain. Even then the chief citizens tried

to calm the people, and to hush the voice of their natural lamentations.

But Florus now bade them all go out and welcome with a shout of joy
two cohorts which were advancing from Csesarea. To these cohorts he

> " Duravit tamen paticntia Judaeia usque ad Geas. Florum . . i . sub eo bellum
ortuni"(Tao. J?, v. 10).

2 "Ekron shall bo rooted up" (Zeph. ii. 4) "This is Osesarea, the daughter of

Edom (Home) " [MegiUah, f. 6, a).

' See Joa. c. Apion. i. 25 j Tao. ff. v. 4.

27
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had given the brutal order not to return the shout, and to fall on the
Jews, sword in hand, if they showed any signs of dissatisfaction. A
tumult naturally arose, and many of the defenceless Jews were mas-
sacred or crushed to death. Next day the people were in open revolt.

They drove back Floras from the Temple into Antonia, and demolished

the covered way, down which it had been the custom of the Roman
soldiers to rush when any disturbance arose in the Temple. After these

acts pardon was impossible, and Florus, having effected his infamous
purpose, retired to Csesarea, leaving only a single cohort in the Castle of

Antonia.

The principal Jews, with the Queen Berenice, then went to complain
of Florus to Cestius Gallus, the Legate of Syria. He sent Neapolitanus
and Agrippa to Jerusalem to make enquiries, and Agrippa sincerely

tried to save the people from rebellion. They were willing to make
every concession except that of continuing to obey Florus. When
Agrippa urged them to do this, they pelted him with stones, and drove

him from the city.

The revolt continued. Though occasioned by the tyranny of Florus,

it was inspired by Messianic hopes.^ The strong fortress of Masada was
seized by the Zealots,^ and the Roman garrison was put to the sword.

Eleazar, captain of the Temple, refused to permit any sacrifices for the

Emperor. The loyal party, aided by 3,000 Batanean horsemen, sent

them by Agrippa, could only command the upper city, and this was
stormed after a few days by the Zealots and Sicarii, who burnt the

palaces of Agrippa, Berenice, and the High Priest Ananias. Two days

after—on July 5, A.D. 66—they took the tower of Antonia, and though

they had sworn to let the Roman garrison depart, they massacred the

whole cohort with the exception of their head centurion, Metilius, who
basely purchased his life by accepting circumcision. The High Priest

Ananias was dragged out of his place of concealment, a sewer of the

Asmonsean Palace, and was murdered. By the end of September, 66,

Jerusalem was in the hands of the rebels. The Romans in the strong

fortress of Machserus capitulated. Cypres was taken. In five months

the whole of Palestine—Judsea, Persea, Galilee, and even Idumsea— was

in open rebellion against the Roman Empire.

Then began that internecine war of races—^that horrible " epidemic

of massacre "—which is unparalleled in the whole of history. The

rebellion failed chiefiy because of the hatred with which the Jews had

inspired the Syrians. In Csesarea the Greeks and Syrians attacked the

Jews, and massacred them to the number of 20,000 ; whUe Florus

seized the few that had escaped, and sent them to the galleys. The

1 Jos. B. J. vi. 5, § 4. Josephns and Tacitus are almost our sole authorities for the

history of the revolt. Gratz (Oesch. d. Juden. iii. 331—414) and Derenbourg (Hist, de

Tal. 255—302) add a few particulars gleaned from the Talmud.
" The Zealots [Kannaim) were the fiercest and most unscrupulously reckless of

the national party. They were chiefly Galilseans. Simor the Apostle was a Kananite—
i.e., a Zealot.
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Jews avenged themselves by massacring the Syrians in Philadelphia,

Heshbon, Gerasa, Pella, Scythopolis, and other towns ; and by laying

waste with sword and fire every city and village which they could seize

in Decapolis, Gaulonitis, Samaria, and the maritime plain. The Syrians

took fearful reprisals at Ascalon, Ptolemais, Tyre, Hippo, and Gadara.

The madness spread even to Alexandria. The Prsefeot at that time was
the apostate Jew, Tiberiiis Alexander, a nephew of Philo. The quarrel

broke out when the population were assembled in the huge wooden
amphitheatre. Insulted by the Greeks, the Jews hurled stones at their

adversaries, and seized torches to set fire to the amphitheatre, and
involve the whole population in destruction. Unable to stop them in

any other way, Tiberius let loose 17,000 soldiers upon them, and 50,000

Jews were slain. Before the year was ended, there was another horrible

plot of massacre at Damascus, and 10,000 Jews, unarmed and defence-

less, were shamefully butchered by their fellow-citizens. Early in tho

next year, the streets of Antioch also were deluged with Jewish blood.

Cestius Gallus now marched southward with Agrippa, at the head
of a considerable force, to quell the rebellion. Conflagration and
massacre marked his path. Zabulon, Joppa, Narbatene, Mount
Asamon, Lydda, were the scenes of various tragedies. In October he

arrived at Gibeon. Though it was the Sabbath, the Jews, with whom
intense zeal supplied the place of skUl and discipline, rushed to en-

counter him, and killed 515 men, with the loss of Only twenty-two on

their own side, while the rear of the Romans was harassed by Simon
Bar Giora. Of the ambassadors sent by Agrippa to appeal to the Jews,

one was killed, the other wounded. All hope of peace being now at an

end, on October 30, Cestius advanced to Scopus, at the north of Jei-u-

salem, seized Bezetha, fired the timber market, and drove the rebels

within the second wall. If he had shown the least courage and reso-

lution, he might now without difficulty have taken the city by assault,

and ended the war, for large numbers of the peaceful citizens were ready

to open the gates to him. His irresolution and cowardice frustrated

their plans. Even when he was on the verge of success, he so

unaccountably sounded a retreat, that the Zealots, in a fury of reviving

hope, chased him first to Scopus, thence to Gibeon, and finally inflicted

upon him a desperate defeat at the famous path of Bethhoron, over which,

in old days, Joshua had uplifted his spear to bid the sun " stand still

upon Gibeon, and thou moon in the valley of Ajalon." Cestius left

5,300 footmen and 380 horsemen dead upon the field, lost an eagle,

and, flying to Antipatris, left behind him the military engines which the

Jews afterwards turned to such good account against the besiegers of

Jerusalem. The sheep, as in the Book of Enoch, were now armed to

do battle against the wolves. The Legate died soon after, weary of a

life which had sufiered so severe a shame.

The defeat of Cestius took place in .November, 66. When the news

of it reached Nero hx Greece, even the supreme folly and disgrace of his
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daily proceedings did not prevent hini from realising the gravity of the
crisis. He saw that an able general was necessary to recover the
country, which he had been taught by soothsayers to regard as his future

Empire.^ He had such a general in Vespasian, whose humble origin

and plebeian surroundings secured him from jealousy. Vespasian was
then in disgrace, for having gone to sleep or yawned while Nero was
singing. When the messenger came to announce his elevation to the
post of commander-in-chief of the Judsean legions, Vespasian thought
that he was the bearer of a death-warrant from the imperial buflfoon.

But accepting the proffered command, he at once took vigorous
measures, and was ably seconded by Titus, his son.

Meanwhile—though it was clear from the first that the revolt was
foredoomed to defeat, and that the rebels would drag nation and city

and Temple to destruction—even serious citizens were swept away by
the tide of frenzied enthusiasm. They may have thought that the only
way to control the revolt was to range themselves at the head of it.

The city was placed under the younger Hanan and Joseph Ben Gorion.

The country was divided into military districts. Gamala and Galilee

were assigned to the protection of the historian Josephus.

It was on him, and the forces under his command, that the first

shock of battle fell. Vespasian had formed the plan of conquering the

country in detail, and of driving the defeated population southwards in

disorderly masses towards Jerusalem, where he hoped that famine would
expedite the work of war. He started from Antioch in March, A.D. 67.

Then once more began the bath of blood for the hapless race. Josephus,

though he displayed both genius and courage, and was the nominal
general of " more than 100,000 yOung men," was hindered by want of

cavalry, and hampered by the rashness, treachery, and opposition of

followers, from whom his very life was often in danger. Gadai'a was
the first city to fall. There, as well as in the surrounding villages, men,

women, and children were indiscriminately slain. For forty-six days

Josephus defended Jotapata. On the forty-seventh it was betrayed.

Forty thousand Jews had fallen in the siege ; 1,200 were made prisoners;

the city was committed to the flames. At Ascalon 10,000 Jews were

slaughtered. At Japha 27,000 were killed, and the women and children

were sold into slavery. On Mount Gerizim many Samaritans perished

of thirst, and 11,600 fell before the soldiers of Celearis. At Joppa,

8,400 had been slain by Cestius and the city burnt. But a number of

fugitives had ensconced themselves in the ruins, and were living by

piracy and brigandage. These Jews fled to their ships before the

advance of the Roman soldiers. Next morning a storm burst on them,

and, after a frightful scene of despair, 4,200 were drowned, and their

> Suet. (Ner. 40) :
" Spoponderant tamen quidam destitute ei ordinationem Oiientis,

nonnulli uominatim regnum Hiefosolymorum."
2 So he says [B. J. ii. 20, § 6) ; but perhaps bis numbers would bear dividing by teD

at least, and his items [id. § 8) seem only to amount to 65,350.
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corpses were wasted upon the shore. Tarichese was a strongly-fortified

city on the shores of Lake Tiberias. It was taken by Titus, and 6,000

Jews dyed with their blood the waters of that crystal sea. Titus had
promised safety to the inhabitants, but in spite of this 2,200 of the

aged and the young were massacred in the Gymnasium ; 6,000 of the

strongest were sent to Nero to dig through the Isthmus of Corinth

;

and 30,400 citizens of this and neighbouring cities, including some
whom Vespasian had given to Agrippa, were sold as slaves.

After this dreadful experience, nearly the whole district submitted

to the conqueror. Gamala, however, still resisted. It was deemed im-

pregnable by its citizens, since it was buUt at the top of a mountain,

accessible only by one path, which was intersected by a deep ditch.

Agiippa besieged it for seven months in vain. Then Vespasian invested

it. Pressed by hunger, of which many died, some of the citizens climbed

down the precipice, or escaped through the sewers. At last, aided by a

storm, the Romans took it on October 23, a.d. 67. Once more there

was a fearful slaughter. Two women alone escaped ; 4,000 were slain

in the defence ; 5,000 flung themselves down the precipices ; all the rest

—even the women and children—were cut to pieces or thrown down the

rocks.

Mount Tabor, which Josephus had fortified, still held out. Placidus

drew away some of its defenders by a feigned flight, and the rest were
driven to surrender from want of water. We are not informed of the

number of the slain.

Giscala, the native city of the Zealot John, was the last to succumb.

John fled from it with his adherents, and in the pursuit of them by the

troops of Titus, 6,000 women and children were slain.

After this the Roman generals led their troops into winter quarters,

postponing the siege of Jerusalem till the following year. But this

respite brought no peace to the miserable and polluted city. John of

Giscala, escaping to Jerusalem, excused his flight by saying that it was
not worth while to defend other cities so long as the Jews possessed such

a stronghold as Jerusalem, which the Romans, unless they made them-

selves wings, could never reach. By such boastings he fired the audacity

of the young and the fanatical. Brigandage increased on all sides, and
the Zealots were guilty of such atrocities that many preferred to throw
themselves on the mercy of the Romans. By night and by day, openly

and in secret, murder, pillage, and every form of crime raged in the Holy
City. The rich and noble were seized in multitudes on the false charge

of treachery, and were put to death, partly to get rid of their authority,

partly to plunder their goods. For the purpose of humiliating the

priests, it was pretended that the High Priest ought to be chosen by lot,

and they thrust into the venerable ofiice a poor peasant who was totally

ignorant of the necessary duties. Hanan the Younger, a man of great

courage and of high authority, because he and his family had long been

the wealthiest and most eminent of the High Priests, made one more
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attempt to rouse the wretched citizens against this brutal tyranny,

which, in the name of religion and patriotism, was guilty of the most

awful crimes. To the last, and to the utmost of his power, he was true

to the traditional policy of his house, which was so to act that " the

Romans might not come and take away their place and nation." "^ It

was for this reason only that he had so far yielded as to give an appa^

rent sanction to the revolt. But he was as little able to stay the shocks

of the subsequent earthquake as Mirabeau or Lafayette to stem the

course of the French Kevolution. When these tremendous outbreaks

have fairly begun, their issues always belong to the most violent.

The Zealots were the Montagnards of the Jewish revolt. John of

Giscala, while he swore a most solemn oath that he was faithful to

the party of moderation, betrayed all their plans to the Zealots. A
combat ensued, in which the party of Hanan succeeded in driving the

Zealots into the inner courts of the Temple. Then, at the instigation

of John, the Zealots introduced 3,000 Idumeans into the city, by sawing

through the bars of the city gates, on a night of such violent storm that

they were not heard or suspected. The Idumeans, once admitted, began

to massacre the people. When their presence was discovered, a wild

wail of terror rang through the night, and many of Hanan's party flung

themselves in despair from the walls and porticos of the Temple. The

massacre was continued in the city. Zealots and Idumeans scourged

and tortured the most eminent citizens, and murdered the wealthy

Zachariah, the son of Baruch, under circumstances of peculiar brutality.^

They not only killed Hanan the Younger, and Jesus son of Gamala, but,

with unheard-of ruthlessness, stripped naked the bodies of these vener-

able priests, and flung them forth unburied to be devoured by dogs and

jackals.

The scenes enacted at Jerusalem during this year, a.d. 68, and the

year following, may perhaps be faintly paralleled by the worst orgies of

the Reig-n of Terror, but far exceeded them in stark and irredeemable

wickedness. The Idumeans, says Josephus, " fell upon the people as a

flock of profane animals, and cut their throats." It was not long before,

they were so gorged with plunder, so sated with blood, so sick of their

own brutalities, that with a qualm of self-disgust they expressed repent-

ance, opened the prisons which they had themselves filled, and leaving

the city, joined Simon, the son of Giora. But the Zealots did not pause

for a moment ia their work of horror. They murdered Gorion, and

Niger of Perea, and every noble citizen that was left. They sold to the

rich permission to fly, and murdered all who attempted to escape without

bribing them. Vespasian and his soldiers were glad to look on and see

1 John xi. 48—60 ; xviii. 14. Josephus, with his usual uutrustworthiness where he

had any purpose to serve, directly contradicts himself as to the character of Hanaa
{B. J. iv. 3, § r ; Vit. 391.

2 In Matt, xxiii. 35, " Son of Barachias," is probably an ancient but mistaken gloss

(see my Life of Christ, ii. p. 246, n.).
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these infatuated wretches do the work of their I.loman enemies. Mercy
seemed to be dead. All the streets of the city, all the roails about the

city, were heaped with unburied corpses, which putrefied in the sun.

Brigands and sicarii raged uncontrolled, and the Zealots, who had seized

Masada, attacked the town of Engedi, murdered more than 700 women
and children, pillaged the town, and terrorised the whole coast of the

Dead Sea.

Such was the state of things when the campaign reopened in the

spring of 68. The first task of Yespasian was to seize Gadara. At
Bethennabris there was another slaughter. Placidus pursued the

fugitive Jews to Jericho. It happened that at this time the Jordan was
in flood. Such multitudes were drowned that the river and the Dead
Sea were filled with corpses, as the Sea of Galilee had been after the

siege of Tariche'a. Thirteen thousand were left dead upon the field

;

2,200 were taken prisoners. Every other Perean town which oifered

resistance was taken. Those who took refuge in boats on the Dead Sea
were chased and slain. On the eastern bank of the Jordan, Machserus

alone remained in the hands of the rebels.

The reader may now understand something of the force of the expres-

sion in the Apocalypse, that when the vintage of the land was trodden,

the blood without' the city rolled in a torrent, bridle-deep, for a distance

of 1,600 furlongs.^ The length of the Holy Land, from Dan to Beer-

sheba, is 139 miles ; but over a still larger area, from Tyre—nay, even

from Damascus—in the north, to Engedi in the south, the whole country

had been scathed with fire and drowned in blood. The expression of the

Seer would hardly seem an hyperbole to one who had seen the foul red

stains which had polluted the silver Lake of Gennesai-eth ; the Jordan
choked with putrefying corpses ; even the waves of the Dead Sea

rendered loathlier than their wont with the carcases of the countless

slain. No one could witness, no one could think of those unsparing

massacres without having his eyes dimmed, as it were, with a mist of

blood. " For seven years," says the Talmud, " did the nations of the

world cultivate their vineyards with no other manure than the blood of

Israel." =

But in truth when we read the Jewish annals of these years, we
never seem to have reached the cumulus of horrors. It was in vain

that—even after he seemed to have drawn round Jerusalem his "circle

of extermination "—Vespasian was called away from the scene. He
arrived at Jericho on June 3, A.D. 68, but his attention was at once

diverted into an entirely difiereut direction. Vindex revolted from

Nero on March 15; Galba on April 3 ; the Prsetorians revolted on

June 8 ; on June 9 Nero committed suicide. Vespasian had been

flattered by dreams and prognostications of future Empire, to which hia

ears were always open. Up to this time, however, he had not com-

> KoT. xiv. 19, 20. " Gittin, f. 57 o.
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mitted himself, and he now sent Titus with Agrippa to salute Galba as

his legitimate Emperor. Before they arrived, the news came that on

January 3, a.d. 69, Vitellius had been proclaimed Emperor by the

legions of Germany, and that on January 15 Galba had been murdered,

and Otho proclaimed by the Prsetorians. Yespasian was not prepared

to acknowledge either Otho or Vitellius. He paused in his warlike

operations to watch the course of events. But the doomed and
miserable land, and the yet more doomed and miserable city, were

far from profiting by this respite. It seemed as if the Zealots were now
drunken with blood and fury. Simon, son of Giora, had got together

an army of slaves and cut-throats, and was spreading terror far and

wide. He conquered the Idumeans, and desolated their country with

fire and sword. He repelled an attack of the Zealots, and drove them
back into Jerusalem. When, by a stratagem, they had captured his

wife, he seized all who came out of the city, cut off their hands, sent

them back, and threatened to treat every one of the citizens in the

same way, if his wife were not restored to him. Power was given

to the mystic rider of the Red Horse, says St. John, " to take peace

from the earth, and that men should slay one another."^ Civil war

raged within and without the city with such fury, that the Romans
almost appeared in the guise of friends. All who attempted to fly

from Simon were murdered by John; all the fugitives of John were

murdered by Simon. At last, in despair at the tyranny of John, the

people admitted Simon within the walls. The only difference was that

they had now two tyrants instead of one. John and his Zealots were

confined to the Temple, and were the fewer in number; but from its

height and impregnable position they were enabled to make sallies,

and to hurl down upon their enemies, from the captured engines of the

Romans, a perfect hail of missiles. In the incessant collision between

the hostile factions, all the houses in the neighbourhood of the Temple

were burnt down. It was sun-ounded by a chaos of blackened ruins, in

which unburied corpses bred pestilence in the summer noon. Not only

the streets, but even the courts and altar of the Temple constantly

swam in blood. Priest and pilgrim mingled their blood with their

sacrifices, smitten down by balistse or catapults as they stood beside the

altar. Their feet were soiled, so that they polluted every comer of

the holy precincts with steps encrimsoned by the uncleansed pools

of gore, which told the tale of daily slaughter. Every semblance of

performing the rites of religion was reduced to the most monstrous

mockery. It was impossible that men could breathe this reeking

atmosphere of blood and crime, in which every brain seemed to reel

with the hideous intoxication, without a total collapse of the moral

sense. At the very time that the Zealots were representing them-

gelves as the God-Drotected champions of a cause the most sacred in the

1 Eev. vi 4
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world, they had become so dead to every precept of religion, that,

putting on the robes and ornaments of women, decking their hair,

painting underneath their eyes, but carrying swords under their gay

female apparel, they plunged headlong into such nameless obscenities,

that it seemed as if the city had become not only a slaughter-house, and
a robbers' cave, but a very cage of unclean beasts, fit only to be taken

and destroyed. " How is the faithful city become an harlot ! It was
full of justice ! Righteousness lodged in her, but now murderers."'

Very early, amid these scenes of horror, it must have been evident

to the little Christian community that "the abominable wing that

maketh desolate"^ was standing in the Holy Place, which was now
more shamelessly defiled than any shrine of Moloch or Baal Peer.

Well might they recognise that the city which was known as "the
Holy, the Noble," was "spiritually called Sodom and Egypt, where
also their Lord was crucified. "°

Thus horrible was the aspect of the world—politically, morally,

socially, even physically—during the months in which the Apocalypse
was written. Physically men seemed to be tormented and terrified

with catastrophes and portents. " Besides the manifold changes and
chances of human affairs," says Tacitus, "there were prodigies in

heaven and on earth, the warnings of lightnings, and the presages of

the future, now joyous, now gloomy, now obscure, now unmistakable.

For never was it rendered certain by clearer indications, or by more
deadly massacres of the Pioman people, that the gods care, nothing for

our happiness, but do care for our retribution."^ In Rome a pestilence

had carried off tens of thousands of the citizens. A disastrous

inundation of the Tiber had impeded the march of Otho's troops, and
encumbered the roads with ruins.° In Lydia an encroachment of

the sea had wrought fearful havoc. In Asia city after city had
been shattered to the dust by earthquakes. ° "The world itself

is being shaken to pieces," says Seneca, "and there is universal

consternation."' Comets, eclipses, meteors, parhelions, terrified the

ignorant, and were th-^mselves the pretexts for imperial cruelties.'

Auroras tinged the sky with blood. Volcanos seemed, like Vesuvius,

to be waking to new fury.° Morally, the state of the Pagan world was
such as we have seen. It was sunk so low that, in the opinion of

the Pagan moralists of the Empire, posterity could but imitate and
could not surpass such a virulence of degradation. The state of the

• Isa. i 21. 2 j)an. ix. 27 ; xi. 31 ; zii. 11 ; Matt. xxiv. 15 ; Mark xiii. 14.

3 Eev. xi. 8. • Tac. H.i.Z. » Tao. H. i. 86.

6 Eujsebius {Chron. A.D. 17) mentions Bphesus, Magnesia, Sardis, Mg&e, Philadelphia,

Tmolus, Apollonia, Dia &c. In the third book of the Sihyllinea (iii. 337—366) many
others are mentioned.

7 Sen. Nat. Qu.yi.1i. ^ Suet. Ner. 36. ' Tao. Ann. xv. 22.
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Jewist world is revealed alike in the Gospels, in the Talmud, and

in the writings of Josephus. It may suffice to quote the opinion of the

latter that his own generation in Judsea was the wickedest that the

world had seen, and that if the avenging sword of the Romans had not

smitten Jerusalem with God's vengeance, the very earth must have

opened to swallow up her iniquities. Socially, we see how desperate

was the condition alike of Jews and Pagans, in St. Paul, St. James,

and Josephus on the one hand, and in Tacitus, Suetonius, and the

Satirists on the other. Politically, the whole Empire was in a state of

agitation. That the sacred sun of the Julii should set in a sea of blood

seemed an event frightfully ominous, while, owing to the obscurity

which hung about the death of Nero, and the very small number of

those who had seen his corpse, and the prophecies which had always

been current about his complete restoration, not only was there a

universal belief that he would return, but as early as the end of a.d. 68

a false Nero gained many adherents, and caused wide-spread alarm.'

The election of Galba by the legions of Spain seemed to divulge a secret

full of disaster—the fact that an Emperor could be created elsewhere

than at Rome. Emperor after emperor died by suicide or by the hands

of assassins.
" In outlines dim and vast

Their fearful shadows east

The giant forms of Empires on their way
To ruin;—one by one
They tower, and they are gone—

"

The Romish world and the Jewish world were alike rent by civil

w^ar. There were banquets in the reign of Nero at which seven

emperors and the father of an eighth—for the most part entirely

unrelated to one another—might have met under the same roof, namely,

Nero, Galba, Otho, Vitellius, Vespasian, Titus, Domitian, Nerva, and

the elder Trajan f and five of these, if not six, died violent deaths.

Every general of the smallest eminence became ambitious to raise

himself to "the dread summits of Caesarian power.'" Vindex, Nym-
phidius, Galba, Vitellius, Vespasian, Claudius Macer in Africa, Fonteius

Capito in Germany, Betuus Chilo in Gaul, Obultronius and Cornelius

Sabinus in Spain, were all seized with the vertigo of this ambition

;

while the generals who helped their various attempts—such as Osecina,

Valens, Mu'cianus, Antonius Primus—became themselves the objects of

jealousy and suspicion. More than once the soldiers had serious

thoughts of murdering all the senators, in order to keep the whole

government of the world in their own hands.'' Almost alone among the

crowd of military chieftains, Virginius stood superior to these dreams

of usurpation, and when he flied peacefully, full of years and honours,

1 Suet. Ner. 40, 57. s Kenan, L'Antichrist, p. 481.

' See Merivaloj Hist. vi. 374. • Tac. B. i. 80 ; Dion Cass. bdv. 9,
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lie deserved the proud epitaph which he engraved upon his tomb, that
he, when Vindex was defeated,^ " claimed the Empire not for himself
but for his country.'"' The fatal results of consular ambition might be
seen on the field of Bedriacum. There the very roads were obstructed
with the mounds of the dead, and the massacre was all the more deadly
because Romans could not be sold as slaves, so that no one on either

side was tempted to pause from slaughter in the hope of booty. Aiter
a, desperate hand-to-hand conflict between Eomans and Romans, which
heaped the field with an almost incredible number of the slain,^ " the
soldiers fell sobbing into one another's arms, and all denounced in
common the wickedness of civil war." Amid portents so threatening
and scenes so terrible, it is not strange that the hearts of men should
have been failing them for fear. There had been for many years an all

but universal impression that the days of Rome were numbered. It
had probably originated from the expectations of Jews and Christians,

and is found again and again in the Sibylline books.* In Dion. Cassius
we read that a proverb was prevalent that when thrice three hundred
years had passed, or in the beginning of the tenth century since Rome
was founded, she should perish.* It was even sung as a song in the
streets, that after thrice three hundred years internal sedition should
destroy the Eomans ; and at a later period, the line " Last of the
descendants of .iEneas, a matricide shall reign," was on everybody's lips.

" Rome shall be ruins," says one of the Sibyllists, writing long before the
Apocalypse. The calculations of that Jewish form of Kabbalism which
was known as Gematria—or the substitution of numerical values for

words—led the writers of the Sibyllines to notice that the numerical
value of the letters of Rome was 948, and they therefore prophesied
that in that year Rome should be destroyed.^ They thought that Nero
would awake from the dead to accomplish this vengeance, and that

"dark blood should mark the track of the Beast."' The Sibyls, says
Lactantius, "say openly that Rome shall perish, and that by the
judgment of God."* The topic of them aU is, in prophetic language,
" The burden of Rome."

And amid all these evils—these multiplied signs of the approaching
end-—the "woes of the Messiah " afflicted the Church also. Two of the
greatest cities of the world—Rome, the spiritual Babylon ; Jerusalem,
the spiritual Sodom—had drunk deep of the blood of the prophets
and saints of Christ. Nor had the guilt of such murders been confined

' "Hio situs est Bufus, piilso qui Vindioe quondam,
Imperium asaeruit non sibi aed patriae. —{PUn. Ep. vi. 10.)

= Tac. H. ii 44.

3 Dion Casaius (Ixiv. 10) mentions the fearful but moat improbable total of 400,000
(TeVo-apes /xvpiajn). Tacitus (B. ii. 44) calls it a strages.

* Orac. Sibyll. ii. 15, 19; iii. 46—59 ; vii. 111—112, etc.

5 Dion Caaa. Mi. 18 ; Ixii. 18.
6 Tco^), =100+800+40+8=948. , {Orac. Sib. viii. 147.)
' Id. 157. ' Lactant. Div. Imt. vii. 15.
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to them. " Through all the provinces " it seemed as if Satan had come
down having great wrath, as knowing that his time was short. Many a

nameless martyr in the various cities of the Empire had been added to

that " vast multitude " who, in the Neronian persecution, had suffered

their baptism of blood. Yet even persecution from without had not

secured the Church from the growth of deadly hei esies within. Every
one of the Apostles had been driven to utter words of sternest warning
':igainst teachers who, while they called themselves Christians, were

guilty of worse than heathen wickedness—^who turned the grace of God
into lasciviousness, and made their liberty a cloak for evil lives. Thus
alike the Jewish and the heathen world, each at the nadir of their

degradation and impiety, were bent upon the destruction of Christ's

little flock ; and even into that little flock had intruded many who came
In sheep's clothing, though inwardly they were ravening wolves.

Such were " the signs of the times " during the course of these

awful years in which St. John found himself on the rooky isle "that is

called Patmos," " and uttered his prophecies respecting the past, the

present, and the immediate future. In those prophecies we see the

aspect of the age as it presented itself to the inspired mind of a Christian

and an Apostle ; and we can compare and contrast it with the aspects

which it presented to heathens like Tacitus and Suetonius, or to Jews
like Josephus and the authors or interpolators of the Books of Enoch
and Esdras. It is true that our want of familiarity with Apocalyptic

symbols which were familiar to the Jewish Christians of that epoch,

seems at first to give to many of the Apostle's thoughts an unwonted
obscurity. But, on the one hand, the obscurity does not affect those

elements of the book which we at once feel to be of the most eternal

import ; and on the other, we are only left in the dark about minor

details which have found no distinct record in history. Let any student

compare the symbols of the Apocalypse with those of Joel, Isaiah,

Ezekiel, Zechariah, and Daniel ; let him then see how those symbols

are applied by the almost contemporary writers of such Jewish

Apocalypses as the Book of Enoch, the Fourth Book of Esdras, and the

Vision of Baruch ; let him meditate on the conditions of the age in the

particulars which we have just been passing in review ; lastly, let him

bear in mind the luminous principle that the Apocalypse is a stormy

comment upon the great discourse of our Lord on Olivet, as it was

being interpreted by the signs of the times, and he will read the Vision

of the Apostle with a freshness of interest and a clearness of appre-

hension such as he may never previously have enjoyed. He will then

see in it, from first to last, the words " Maran atha ! the Lord cometh !"

1 The expression militates Etgainst tlie notion of Benan, that Patmos was at this time

populous and well known.
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fie will recognise that the contemplated Coming was first fulfilled in

the catastrophe which closed the Jewish dispensation, and the inaugura-

tion of the last age of the world. He will find that the Apocalypse is

what it professes to be—an inspired' outline of contemporary history,

and of the events to which the sixth decade of the first century gave
immediate rise. He will read in it the tremendous counter-manifesto

of a Christian Seer against the bloodstained triumph of imperial

heathendom ; a pajan and a prophecy over the ashes of the martyrs

;

" the thundering reverberation of a mighty spirit," struck by the fierce

plectrum of the Neronian persecution, and answering in impassioned

music which, like many of David's Fsahns, dies away into the language

of rapturous hope.

And thus we shall strive to overcome that spirit of dislike to the

Revelation of St. John which has existed in so many ages. We have
already seen that this dislike existed among the Alogi,' and that it finds

expression in the remains of the Presbyter Gains, Dionysius of Alex-

andria, and Eusebius of Caesarea. In later ages the disinclination to

accept its authenticity found more or less open expression in the

writings of Erasmus, Calvin, Zwingli, Luther, CEcolampadius, Bucer,

Carlstadt, as well as in those of Scaliger, Lowth, Schleiermacher,

Goethe, and many others. This alienation from the book arose in the

ancient Church from the abuse of it by the fanaticism and narrowness

of the Chiliasts ; in the modem Church from the Hellenic taste which
took oflFence at its Judaic imagery, and from the discredit which it has

sufiered at the hands of rash, uncharitable, and half-educated inter-

preters. Even the most reverent inquirers have pronounced it to be
unintelligible.^ Such views of it can only be removed by a reasonable,

a charitable, and—at least within broad limits—a certain exegesis.

1 The Alogi were those who rejected the doctrine of the Logos, and therefore the
writings of St. John. The name of this obscure sect, which had its headquarters at
Thyatu'a, seems to have been invented by Epiphanius :—en-ei oSi/ rbi/ Adyov oi Scxovrcu . . .

oXoyoi itX7)9ii<roi/Toi {Haer. li. 3). They attributed the Apocalypse to Cerinthus, declaring
that a book about seals, trumpets, etc., was unwoi'tby of an Apostloi and saying that he
addressed a Church in Thyatira, when there was no Church in Thyatira.

' Dionysius of Alexandria says that the Alogi spoke with positive scorn (xkeviiovrti)

of the Apocalypse, and that some, before his day, not only rejected it, but criticised it

chapter by chapter to demonstrate its illogical character, and denied that it could be a
Revelation, seeing that it had been covered with so dense a veil of non-intelligibility.

They, like Gaius, attributed it to Cerinthus. Jnnilius tells us that the Eastern Church
had great doubts about it. " Fateor multa me in ^us dictis saepissime legendo scrutatum
esse nee intellexme," says Frimasius, even in the sixth century. St. Gregory of Nyssa
{0pp. ii. 44, ed. Paris) quotes from the Apocalypse as a writing of St. John, ev iiroicpu^oi!

... Si' alvCytiams keyainos, but this expression does not necessarily mean that he regarded
it as deutero-canonical. Jerome, in the fourth century, said that the book had as many
mysteries as words (Ep. liii. ad PavUnvm), and Augustine admitted that it was full of

obscurities, due in part to its repetition of the same events with different symbols, and in

part to the absence of definitive clues. " Etin hoc quidem libra obscure multa dicimtur
. . . et pauca in eo sunt ex quorum manifestaMone indagervtu/r caetera cum Idbore, Tnaxime
quia sic eadem multis madia repetit" (Aug. Se Civ. Dei, xx. 17). Nioolaus Collado
(Methcdus, 1584) dwells on the same peculiarity (see Diisterdieck, p. 17). " Apacalypsim
laiear me nescire exponere juxta senium literalem; exponat cai Deus concessit," wrote
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For if indeed the Apocalypse were the kind of treatise which it has
become in. the hands of controversialists from the Abbot Joachim down-
wards—if it were a synopsis of anticipated Church history, ringing
with the most vehement anathemas of sectarian hatred, and yet
shrouded in such ambiguity that every successive interpreter has a new
scheme for its elucidation—if it were a book in which only Protestants
could take delight because it is supposed to express the intensest spirit

of denunciation against the errors of a Church which, whatever may be
its errors, is still a sister Church—then it might be excusable if the
spirits of those who seek peace and ensue it, and who look on brotherly
love

^
between Christians as the crown of virtue and the test of true

religion, should turn away from the book with a sense of perplexity and
weariness. They could never gain much comfort and edification from
any pulpit in which

" A loud-tongued puljiiteer,

Not preaching simple Christ to simple men,
Announced the coming doom, and fulminated
Against the scarlet woman and her creed.

For sidewise up he flung his arms, and shrieked
' Thus, thus with violence," as though he held
The Apocalyptic millstone, and himself
Were that great Angel—' thus with violence

. Shall Babylon be thrown into the sea.

Then comes the end.' "'

There are few of us who would find much music in such "loud,
tongued anti-Babylonianisms " as these. The blind fumes of party
hatred can only distract and lead astray. The spirit of the Inquisition,

even when it is found in Protestants, is essentially anti-Christian.

It is a scorpion-locust out of the abyss. But when we put our-

selves in the position of the Seer, and grasp the clues to his

meaning which he has himself furnished—when we accept his own
assurance that he is mainly dealing with events which were on the

immediate horizon—when, lastly, we discount the Oriental hyper-

boles which, in fact, cease to be hyperbolical if they be understood
in their normal usage, then for the first time we begin to understand

Cardinal Cajetan {0pp. v. 401). Zwingli said he took no account of it :
" Damn es nit

eim biblish JBuch ist" [ Werke, ii. 169). Tyndale wrote no preface to the Apocalypse.
Luther calls it "a dumb prophecy." He says, " Mein Geist harm sich, in das Buck,
nicht stricken, und ist mir Ursach genug dass ich sein nicht hoch achte dass Christus
darinnen weder gelehrt nach erlcamnt wird." Gravina says,

" Mihi tota Apocalypsis iialde

obscura iMetur, et talis cujus explicatio eitra pericrulum vix queat tenta/ri." Quite recent
commentators have held similar language. Bin Buck von dem man game Capitd nach
Ansdriickung von einigen Tropfen soft als leere Schalen ieiseite-legen muss " (De "Wette).
" No book of the New Testament has so defied all attempts to settle its iaterpretation "

(Bloomfield). "I cannot pretend to explain the book ; I do not understand it " (Adam
Clarke). " No solution has ever been given of this part of the prophecy" (Alford).
" Deutero-kanonisChe Dignitiit kommt ihr zu, aber nicht weniger " (Dusterdieok).

1 Tennyson [Sea Dreams). " Totum hunc librum . . . spectare praecipue ad des-

cribendam tyrannidem spiritualenl Bomani papatus et totius deri ejus " (Nic. CoUido, ap,

Piisterdieck, p. 48).
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the Apocalypse in all its passion and grandeur, as it was understood by
those for whom it was written. We no longer expect to find in it the

Saracen conquests, or the Waldenses, or the French Revolution, or "the

rise of Tractarianism." We are soothed by its heavenly consolations

and inspired by its inextinguishable hopes. When read in the light of

events then contemporary, it rolls with all its thunder and bums with
all its fires. Over the guUt of Jerusalem, over the guUt of Rome,
it hurls the prophecy of inevitable doom. Around the diadem of Nero
and the hydrarheads of Paganism in its hour of tyranny and triumph it

flashes the sure wrath of heaven.^ But, like all prophecy, it has

"springing and germinal developments." It is the defiance uttered by
true Christianity for all time against the tortures, the legions, the

amphitheatres, the fagots, the prisons, the thumbscrews, the falsehoods,

the inquisitions of that demoniac spirit of persecuting intolerance,

which, whether it uses the asp-poison of slander or the sword of murder,

is never so irreligious as when it vaunts its zeal for God. Though he

wrote in the hour of seeming ruin, such is the passionate intensity

with which the Seer pours forth the language of victory, that it seems

as though the hand which he has dipped in the blood of the martyrs

flames like a torch as he uplifts it in appeal to the avenging heavens.

And since the truths which he utters become needful at the recurrence

of every similar crisis—and most of aU when the execrable weapons of

tyranny are grasped by the reckless hands of sectarian bitterness—the

Apocalypse has ever been dearest to God's true saints at the hour of

their deepest trials. It ceases then to be a great silent sphinx, reading

its eternal riddle at the gate of Scripture, and devouring those who fail

to answer it ; it becomes a series of glorious pictures, wherein " are set

forth the rise, the visible existence, and the general future of Christ's

kingdom, in fl'gures and similitudes of His First Coming, to terrify and

to console." '

There have been three great schools of Apocalyptic interpretation :

—

1. The Prseterists, who regard the book as having been mainly fulfilled.

2. The Futurists, who refer it to events which are still wholly future.

3. The Continuous-Historical Interpreters, who see in it an outline

of Christian history from the days of St. John down to the End of

all things. The second of these schools—the Futurists—has always

1 The use of the word " diadem " of the Bomau Emperor in this book is made much
of by the commentators, who try to overthrow the svire results of recent exegesis. They
urge that Caligula alone of the Caesars ever attempted to wear a diadem, as distinguished

from a crown or wreath ; that Julius Csesar refused a diadem ; that Sulpioius Sevenis is

mistaken when he describes Vespasian as wearing one ; and that the first Emperor who
boldly assumed this badge of Oriental autocracy—a pui^ple silken fillet, embroidered

with pearls—was Diocletian. Meanwhile this imposing array of arguments crumbles at

a touch. When Antony offered the diadem to Julius, he betrayed the secret as to the

real character of Imperial power. Orientals in the provinces both thought and spoke of

the Emperors as " Engs," though such a name would have horrified the Eomans ; but

Oriental Idngs wore diadems, and therefore the Oriental symbol of the Roman Emperor
was the diadem. ^ Herder
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been numerically small, and at present may be said to be non-existent.

The school of Historical Interpreters was founded by the Abbot
Joachim early in the 13th century, and was specially flourishing in the

first fifty years of the present century.^ The views of the Prseterists

have been adopted, with various shades of modification, by Grotius,

Hammond, Le Clerc, Bossuet, Eichhorn, Hug, Wetstein, Ewald,
Herder, Zvdlig, Bleek, De Wette, Liicke, Moses Stuart, Davidson,

Volkmar, Krenkel, Diisterdieck, Eenan, and almost the whole school of

modern German critics and interpreters. It has been usual to say that

the Spanish Jesuit Alcasar, in his Vestigatio a/rcani sensus in Apocalypsi

(1614), was the founder of the Praeterist School, and it certainly seems
as if to him must be assigned the credit of having first clearly enunciated

the natural view that the Apocalypse, like all other Apocalypses of the

time, describes events nearly contemporaneous, and is meant to shadow
forth the triumph of the Church in the struggle first with Judaism and
then with Heathendom. But to me it seems that the founder of the

Prseterist School is none other than St. John himself. Por he records

the Christ as saying to him when he was in the Spirit,- " Write the

things which thou sawest, and the things which are, and the things

which are about to happen (& niwn ylveadai) after these things." No
language surely could more clearly define the bearing of the Apocalypse.

It is meant to describe the contemporary state of things in the Church
and the world, and the events which were to follow in immediate
sequence. If the Historical School can strain the latter words into an
indication that we are (contrary to all analogy) to have a symbolic and
unintelligible sketch of many centuries, the Prseterist School may at any
rate apply these words, £ d&iv, " the things which are," to vitidicate

the application of a large part of the .Apocalypse to events nearly

contemporary, while they also give the natural meaning to the sub-

sequent clause by understanding it of events which were then on the

horizon. The Seer emphatically says that the future events which

he has to foreshadow will occur speedily (iv Td.x^i,y and the recurrent

burden of his whole book is the nearness of the Advent {s icaiphs ery^s).

Language is simply meaningless if it is to be so manipulated by every

successive commentator as to make the words " speedily " and " near "

' There are two schools of the interpreters who make the Apocalypse a prophecy of

3,11 Christian history. Tie school of Bengel, Vitringa, Elliott, etc., malce it mainly a

history of the Church. Another school regards it more generally, and less specifically, as

an outline of Epochs of the History of the world and the great forces which shape it into

a Kingdom of God. To this latter school belong Hengstenberg, Bbrard, Auberlen, etc.

2 Comp. Taxii (Rev. ii. 5, 16 ; iii. 11 ; xi. 14 ; xxii. 20). It is curious to see with what
extraordinary ease commentators explain the perfectly simple and ambiguous expression

"speedily" (evri)cei,), to mean any length of time which they may choose to demand.
The word " immediatdy," in. Matt. xxiv. 29, has been subject to similar handling, in

which indeed all Scripture exegesis abounds. The failure to see that the Fall of Jeru-

salem and the end of the Mosaic Dispensation was a " Second Advent "—and the Second
Advent contemplated in many of the New Testament prophecies—has led to a multitude

of errors.
-

;
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imply any number of centuries of delay. The Prseterist mettod of

interpretation does not, however, interfere with that view of prophecy

which was so well defined by Dr. Arnold. This is the view of those

who have been called the " spiritual " interpreters. It admits of the

analogical application of prophecy to conditions which, in the cycles of

history, bear a close resemblance to each other. It applies to all times the

principles originally laid down with reference to events which were being

then enacted, and starts with the axiom of Bacon, that divine prophecies

have steps and grades of fulfilment through divers ages.'^ All that

is really valuable in the works of the Historical Interpreters may thus

be retained. No importance can be attached to their limitation of

particular symbols, but the better part of their labours may be accepted

as an illustration of the manner in which the Apocalyptic Symbols
convey moral lessons which are applicable to the conditions of later

times.

But, apart from St. John's own words, it cannot be conceded that

the central conception of the Prseterist exegesis is a mere novelty of the

17th century. On the contrary, we can trace from very early days the

application of various visions to the early Emperors of Pagan Rome.
Thus Justin Martyr believed that the Antichrist would be a person who
was close at hand, and who would reign three and a half years. ^

Irenseus also thought that Antichrist, as foreshadowed by the Wild
Beast, would be a man; and that "the number of the Beast" repre-

sented Lateinos, " a Latin."^ Hippoljrtus compares the action of the

False Prophet giving life to the Beast's image, to Augustus inspiring

fresh force into the lloman Empire.* Later on, I shall furnish abundant
evidence that a tradition of the ancient Church identified Nero with the

Antichrist, and expected his literal return,-vjust as the Jews expected the

literal return of the Prophet Elijah. St. Victorinus (about A.D. 303)
counts the five dead Emperors from Galba, and supposes that, after

Ncrva, the Beast (whom he identifies with Nero) will be recalled to

life.'* St. Angiistino mentions a similar opinion.* The Pseudo-Prochorus,

writing on Eev. xvii. 10, says that the " one head which is " is meant for

Domitian. Bishop Andreas, in the fifth century, applies Eev. vi. 12 to

the siege of Jerusalem, and considers that Antichrist will be "as a king
of the Romans." Bishop Arethas, on Eev. vii., implies that the

Apocalypse was written before the Jewish War. The fragments of

ancient comment which we possess cannot be said to have much intrinsic

value ; but, such as they are, they suflice to prove that the tendency

of modem exegesis approaches quite as nearly to the earliest traditions

as that of the Historic School. It is a specially important fact that

St. Augustine, as well as many others, recognised the partially retrogres-

1 Be Augment. Scient. ii. 11. ' Dial. c. Tryph, p. 250,
' Iren. Haer. v. 25. * De Antickrieto, p. 6,

' " Bestia de septem est quoniam ante ipsos reges Nero regnavit.

"

6 De Civ. Dei, xx. 19.

28
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sive and iterative character of tlie later visions, and thereby sanctioned
one of the most important principles of modern interpretation.^ The
internal evidence that the book was written before the fall of Jerusalem
has satisfied not only many Christian commentators, who are invidiously

stigmatised as " rationalistic," but even such writers as Wetstein,
Liicke, Neander, Stier, Auberlen, Ewald, Bleek, Gebhardt, Immer,
Davidson, Dusterdieck, Moses Stuart, F. D. Maurice, the author of
" The Parousia," Dean Plumptre, the authors of the Protestanten-Bihel,

and multitudes of others no less entitled to the respect of all Christians.

If, however, the reader stUl looks with prejudice and suspicion on
the only school of Apocalyptic exegesis which unites the suffrages of the
most learned recent commentators in Germany, France, and England,
I hardly know where he is to turn. The reason why the early date and
mainly contemporary explanation of the book is daily winning fresh

adherents among unbiassed thinkers of every Church and school, is

partly because it rests on so simple and secure' a basis, and partly

because no other can compete with it. It is indeed the only system
which is built on the plain and repeated statements and indications

of the Seer himself, and the corresponding events are so closely ac-

cordant with the symbols as to make it certain that this scheme of

interpretation is the only one that can survive. A few specimens may
suffice to show how completely other systems float in the air.

Let us suppose that the student has found out that in viii. 13 the

true reading is " a single eagle," not an angel ; but, whether eagle

or angel, he wants to know what the symbol means. He turns to the

commentators, and finds that it is explained to be the Holy Spirit

(Victorinus) ; or Pope Gregory the Great (Elliott) ; or St. John himself

(De Lyra) ; or St. Paul (Zeger) ; or Christ Himself (Wordsworth).

The Prseterists mostly take it to be simply an eagle, as the Scriptural

type of carnage—the figure being suggested not by the resemblance of

the word " woe ! " (" ouai ") to the eagle's screams, but by the use of

the same symbol for the same purpose by our Lord in His discourse

about the things to come.^

But this is nothing ! The student wishes to learn what is meant by
the star fallen from heaveji, in ix. 1. The Historical School will leave

him to choose between an evil spirit (Alford) ; a Christian heretic

(Wordsworth) ; the Emperor Valens (De Lyra) ; Mohammed (Elliott)

;

and, among others, Napoleon (Hengstenberg) !

The confusion deepens as we advance. The locusts are " heretics
"

(Bede) ; or Goths (Vitringa) ; or Vandals (Aureolus) ; or Saracens

(Mede) ; or the mendicant orders (Brightman) ; or the Jesuits

(Scherzer) ; or Protestants (Bellarmine).

The same endless and aimless diversity reigns throughout the entire

works of the Historical interpreters ; none of them seems to satisfy any

' De Civ. Dei, xs. 17. s Matt. xxiv. 28.
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one but himself. The elaborate anti-papal interpretation of Elliott—of

which (to show that I am far from prejudiced) I may mention, in

passing, that I made a careful study and a full abstract when I was
seventeen years old—is all but forgotten. Mr. Faber admits that there

is not the least agreement as to the first four trumpets among writers

of his school, and he rightly says that " so curious a circumstance may
well be deemed the opprobrium of Apocalyptic interpretation, and may
naturally lead us to suspect that the true key to the distinct application

of the first four trumpets has never yet been found."

Not that this school leaves us amy better off when we come to the

seven thunders. They are seven unknown oracles (Mede) ; or events

(Ebrard) ; or the seven crusades (Vitringa) ; or the seven Protestant

kingdoms (Dunbar) ; or the Papal Bull against Luther (Elliott).

The two wings of the great eagle in xii. 14 are the two Testaments

("Wordsworth) ; or the eastern and western divisions of the Empire
(Mede, Auberlen) ; or the Emperor Theodosius (Elliott).

The number of the Beast—which may be now regarded as certainly

intended to stand for Nero—has been made to serve for Genseric,

Benedict, Trajan, Paul V., Calvin, Luther, Mohammed, Napoleon—not

to mention a host of other interpretations which no one has ever

accepted except their authors.^

It is needless to multiply further instances. They might be

multiplied almost indefinitely, but their multiplicity is not so decisive

of the futility of the principles on which they are selected, as is the

diversity of results which are wider than the poles asunder. What are

we to say of methods which leave us to choose between the applicability

of a symbol to the Holy Spirit or • to Pope Gregory, to the Two
Testaments or to the Emperor Theodosius ? Any one, on the other

hand, who accepts the Prseterist system finds a wide and increasing

consensus among competent inquirers of all nations, and can see an
explanation of the book which is simple, natural, and noble—one which
closely follows its own indications, and accords with those to be found

throughout the New Testament. He sees that events, mainly contem-

porary, provide an interpretation clear in its outlines, though neces-

sarily uncertain in minor details. If he takes the view of the

Spiritualists, he may at his pleasure make the symbols mean anything

in general and nothing in particular. If he is of the Historical School

he must let the currents of Gieseler or Gibbon sweep him hither and
thither at the will of the particular commentator in whom he for the

time may chance to confide. But if he follows the guidance of a more
reasonable exegesis, he may advance with a sure step along a path

which becomes clearer with every fresh discovery.

But I caimot leave this subject of Apocalyptic interpretation

' The majority of guesses which have the least serioiuness in them point to Borne,

the Boman Empire, or the Boman Emperor.
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without repeating my conviction, that the essential sacredness and
precicasness of the book lies deeper than the primary or secondary
interpretations of its separate visions. Whatever system of exegesis we
adopt—whether we suppose that St. John was indicating to the
Churches of Asia the influence of Mohammed, Hildebrand, and Luther
centuries later—whether he was foreshadowing events of which they
could not have the remotest comprehension, or events with which they
were immediately and terribly concerned—he is, at any rate, dealing on
the one hand with awful warnings, and on the other with exceeding
great and precious promises. His teaching is needful for our education
in the ways of God. It will be well for every Christian to take it

deeply to heart. Amid endless diversities, here at any rate is a point
respecting which all true Christians may be cordially agreed.

It is admitted by every unbiassed critic that Apocalyptic literature
is inferior in form to the Prophetic. The Jews themselves have
marked their sense of this by excluding the Book of Daniel from the
prophetic canons, and placing it among the Hagiographa. Apocalypses
belong, as a rule, to later ages and less vivid inspiration. Why then,
it may be asked, did St. John choose this form of utterance 1 The
answer is simple. It was, first, because it was in this form that his

inspiration came to him ; it was in this form that his thoughts
naturally clothed themselves. It was, next, because the Apocalypse
was the favourite form of the prophetico-poetic literature of this epoch,
with which many instances had made his readers familiar. But lastly,

and perhaps chiefly, it was from the dangers of the time. An
Apocalypse, by the very meaning of the term, implies a book which
is more or less cryptographic in its contents. Hence in every
Apocalypse—in the Books of Esdras, Enoch, and Baruch, no less than
in St. John—there are for us some necessary difficulties in the details

of interpretation which perhaps did not exist for contemporary readers.

But if anything were obscure to them, this was more than compensated
by the resultant safety. No danger incurred by the early Christians

was greater than that caused by the universal prevalence of political

spies. If one of these wretches got possession of any Christian writing

which could be construed into an attack or a reflexion upon their

terrible persecutors, hundreds might be involved in indiscriminate

punishment on a charge of high treason (laesa majestas), which was then
the most formidable engine of despotic power. St. Paul, writing to the

Thessalonians even so early as a.d. 52, had found it necessary to speak

of the Eoman Empire and of the Emperors Claudius or Nero in terms

of studied enigma.' St. Peter, making a casual allusion to P.ome, had
been obliged to veil it under the mystic name of Babylon.' Even
Josephus has to break off his explanation of the Book of Daniel with

mysterious suddenness rather than indicate that the fate of the Roman

> 2 Thess. u. 3-12. ' 1 Pet. v. 13.
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Empire was there foreshadowed. Concealed methods of allusion are,

for similar reasons, again, and again adopted in the Talmud. St. John
saw in Nero a realisation of Antichrist ; but it would have been fatal

to whole communities, perhaps to the entire Church, if he had openly

committed to writing either the indication of Nero's character or the

prophecy of Ids doom. He could only do this in the guise of Scriptural

and prophetic symbols, which would look like meaningless rhapsodies

to any Gentile reader, but of which, as he was well aware, the secret

significance was in the hands of those for whom alone his revelation

was intended. It may be laid down as a rule, to which there is no
exception, that the commentator who approaches the Apocalypse

without the fullest recognition of the fact that in its tone and in

its symbols it bears a very close analogy to a multitude of other

Apocalyptic books, both Jewish and Christian, is sure to go utterly

astray. But if he knows the symbols and their significance, not only

from the Old Testament but also from seeing how the imagery of the

Old Testament was applied in the first century to contemporary events,

he will be prepared to see that to the original readers of the Apocalypse,

at any rate, the book had and could have but one meaning, and that

the intended meaning is still partially discoverable by those who do not

read its visions through the ecclesiastical veil of unnatural and fantastic

hypotheses.

CHAPTER XXVIIL

THE APOCALYPSE.

" Apocalypsis Johannis tot habet sacramenta quot verba. Parum dixi pro

merito voluminis. Laus oninis inferior est."

—

Jek. ad Taulin.

In the superscription of the Apocalypse found in some of the cursive

manuscripts, St. John is called by the title of " the Theologian," or, as

it is rendered ia our version, " the Divine." It was a title borne by
the highest order of priests in the Temple of the Ephesian Artemis, as

appears from inscriptions discovered by Mr. Wood at Ephesus. It is,

however, unlikely that St. John bore the title in his own day, or that it

was intended to contrast him with the local and pagan hierarchy. It

was more probobly due to the grandeur of his witness to Christ as the

Divine Logos. It is remarkable that only one great Christian writer

has shared it with him—the large-hearted St. Gregory of Nazianzus.

The true Theology is the glorious mother of all the sciences, and differs

infinitely from the narrow and technical pedantry which has in modern
times too often usurped the exclusive name. It would have been well

for the wofld if it eould have rescued the term from the degradation to
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which it Las been subjected by Pharisaism and self-assertion. Theology
would have received the honour of all mankind if it had not so often

mistaken verbal minutiae for divine essentials, if ^its self-styled votaries

had caught something of the love and something of the loftiness of the

Beloved Disciple of Galilee and the eloquent Patriarch of Constan-

tinople.

SECTION I.

THE LETTERS TO THE SEVEN CHURCHES.

To write a full commentary upon the Apocalypse, or to enter into

the numerous questions to which it gives rise, would be impossible in

tne space at my disposal. All that I can hope to do is to give a rapid

outline of its contents, and, so far as ascertainable, of its probable

meaning in those parts of its symbolism which are capable of explana-

tion, or which do not at once explain themselves.

After the Prologue,^ the main sections of the book are arranged in

accordance with the number Seven, which is the most prominent
among the symbolic numbers with which the book is filled. Thus we
have :

—

Prologue, i. 1—8.

1. Letters to the Seven Churches of Asia, i. 9—iii. 22.

2. The Seven Seals, iv.—vii.

3. The Seven Trumpets, vui—xi,

4. The Seven Mystic Figures, xii.—xiv.^

5. The Seven Vials, xv.—xvi.
6. The Doom of the Foes of Christ, xvii.—xx.

7. The Blessed Consummation, xxi.—xxii. 7.

The Epilogue, xxii 8—21.»

1 The Vision takes place on "the Lord's Day,'' which probably means neither

"Easter Day," nor the Day of Judgment," but "Sunday." It is the earliest use of

the expression, but furnishes no proof at all of the later date assigned to the Apocalypse.
2 I borrow this ingenious suggestion from the author of the " Parousia," a book full

of suggestiveness, although I dSagree with the author in its limitation of the Apocalyptic

horizon mainly to Jerusalem. The Seven Mystic Figures are :—(1) The Sun-clothed

Woman : (2) The Red Dragon; (3) The Man-child ; (4) The First Wild Beast from the

Sea ; (5) The Second WUd Beast from the Land ; (6) The Lamb on Mount Sion ; (7)

The Son of Man on the Cloud.
^ Ewald divides the book into three main sections of seven members each :—The

Seven Seals (iv.—vii.) ; the Seven Trumpets (viii.—xi. 14) ; the Seven Vials, with the

group of associated Visions (xi. 15—xxii. 3), which are divided into three members

;

(xi. 15—^xiv. 20 ; xv.—xviii. ; xix.—^xxii. 5). He thinks that the book has an In-

troduction in four parts ; Preface and Dedication in seven parts (ii., iii.) ; and a

Conclusion in three parts. Volkmar's division is into two main pajts:—(I.) The
Announcement of the Judgment (i.—ix) ; (II.) The Achievement of the Judg-
ment (x.—xiv.). The subordmate parts are :—Prologue (i. 1—7) ; (1) First Vision (i.

8— iii.) ; (2) Second Vision, the Seals (iv.—vii.) ; (3) Third Vision, the loud Declaration

of God's Judgment (viii., ix.) ; (4) Fourth Vision, the Introductory Judgment (x.—xiv.)

;

(5) Fifth Vision, Avenging Justice (xv., xvi.)
; (6) Sixth Vision, the overthrow of the

World-Power, orEome (xvii., xviii.); (7) Seventh Vision, the Completion of the Judg-

ment (xix.—xxi.) ; Epilogue.—Whatever division of the book be adopted, it will be seen

at once that it is constructed in a very artificial manner, and dominated by the numbers
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^ The Seven Churches addressed in the person of their Angels'

are :

—

Efhesus, the Church faithful as yet, but -waxing cold.

Smyrna, the Church faithful amid Jewish persecutions.

Pergamum, the Church faithful amid heathen persecutions, but liable

to swerve into Antinomianism.
Thtatira, the Church faithful as yet, but acquiescent under Anti-

aomian seductions.

Sardis, the Church slumbering, but not past awakenment.
Philadelphia, the Church faithful and militant.

Laodicea, the Church unfaithful, proud, lukewarm, and luxu-

rious.'

The letters to these Seven Churches are normally sevenfold, consist-

ing of : 1. The address ; 2. The title of the Diviue Speaker ; 3. The
encomium ; 4. The reproof ; 5. The warning ; 6. The promise' to him
that overcometh ; 7. The solemn appeal to attention. These elements

are, however, freely modified. Two Churches—Smyrna and Phila-

delphia—receive unmitigated praise. Two—Sardis and Laodicea—are

addressed in terms of unmitigated reproof. To the three others

—

Ephesus, Pergamum, and Thyatira—is awarded a mixture of praise and
blame.

The Angel of the Church of Ephesus is praised for " having tried

them which called themselves Apostles, and they are not,' and having
found them false," and also for hating the works of the Nicolaitans.

The Angel of the Church of Smyrna is praised for faithfulness amid
" the reviling of them which say they are Jews and are not, but are a

synagogue of Satan." The Angel of the Church of Pergamum is

blamed because he has there " some who hold the teaching of the

Nicolaitans, and the teaching of Balaam, who taught Balak to cast a

seyen, three, and four. Seven is the mystic number of peace, expiation, and the
covenant between God and man. Three is the signature of the Deity. Four is the
number of, the world and created things. Ten = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4, indicates completeness.
On the symbolism of numbers, see Biilir, Syniholik. i. 187, etc. Herzog. Real. Encyd.
s. V. Zahlen ; Lange, Revelations, Introd. § 6, etc.

' The Angels cannot be the Bishops, for even if the Domitianic date of the
Apocalypse be accepted, episcopacy had not even then attained to such proportions, and
if the Ancients had supposed the Bishops to be meant, they would have adopted this

title in speaking of them. Probably the title implies the Genius of the Church, ideally

represented as a llesponsible Head, or Guardian of it ; just as Daniel idealises the Angek
of the nations (Dan. x. 20, 21 ; xii. 1).

2 The number seven is ideal. It is idle to suppose that there were no Churches at
Tralles, Hierapolis, Laodicea, etc. The book is pervaded by the number seven (i. 4 ; iv.

5 ; vii. 1 ; viii 2 ; x. 3 ; xii. 3 ; xv. 1 ; xvii. 9, 10, etc.). It should be observed that the
sacred numbers are throughout parodied by the anti-sacred numbers.

3 Men (Dean Plumptre says) of the Hymenaeus, Alexander, and Fhiletus type (1 Tim.
i. 20 ; 2 Tim. ii. 17). In the aays of Nero there were still false teachers, who called them-
selves " Apostles " (2 Cor. ri. 13, 14). It is tolerably certain that there were none in the
da>ys of Domitian. Hippolytus (recently discovered in an Arabic translation) says that
they were " Jndsiseis from Jerusalem," and certainly no such agents were at work so
late as A.D. 95
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stumbling-block before the children of Israel, to eat things offered to

idols, and to commit fornication." The Angel of the Church of

Thyatira is blamed for "suffering the -woman JezebeP to seduce my
servants to commit fornication and to eat things sacrificed to idols."

The Angel of the Church of Philadelphia is promised the victory " over

the synagogue of Satan, of them which say they are Jews and they are

not, but do lie."

Little is known about the special characteristics of the heresies

here alluded to. It would hardly be necessary to notice the wild

guesses respectiag them but for the increasing confidence of the

assertion that these expressions are aimed at St. Paul or his followers.

St. Paul is supposed to be the chief of the heresiarchs, and the leader

of those who falsely claimed to be Apostles." In other words, we are

to believe that the virtue of the Ephesian Church consisted in casting

forth the doctrines and adherents of its glorious founder—of the

Apostle who had there faced martyrdom, who had there " fought with

beasts," who had won the passionate affection of the first presbyters,

who had toiled there with infinite devotion for more than two years,

admonishing them night and day with tears, and with his own hands

ministering to their necessities. The whole theory is monstrous. The
tone of deep respect in which the Asiatics Polycarp and Irenseus speak

of St. Paul is alone sufiicient to overthrow it. St. Paul himself had

warned his Churches against " false Apostles." They did not, of course,'

pretend to be of the number of tlie Twelve ; neither did St. Paul. The
notion that St. John jealously excludes St. Paul by saying that on the

Twelve foundation stones of the New Jerusalem were the names of the
" Twelve Apostles of the Lamb," is the idlest extravagance. St. Paul's

Apostolate was neither from men, nor by means of men. Unless the

calm and definite testimony of St. Luke is to be set aside for the

fictions of nameless heretics, the Twelve, and St. John among them, had

expressly sanctioned St. Paul's Apostolic claim, had given him their

right hands of fellowship, had recognised his equality, had found no

fault with his teaching, had sanctioned his iadependence iu his own
wide sphere of toil, had even appealed to him for sympathy and assis-

tance in the support of their poor. Polycarp was the hearer and

devoted admirer of St. John. If St. John had been actuated by a

fanatical horror of St. Paul's teaching, would Polycarp have spoken of

the Apostle as "the blessed and glorious PaulV
As for the Nicolaitans, we know of no excuse for regarding them

1 Or, "thy wife Jezebel," A, B, g, Andreas, etc. Dean Blakesley precariously iden-

tifies Jezebel with the Hebrew sibyl Sarabetha, who was worshipped at Thyatira (Smith's

Diet. Sibl. s. V. Thyatira). If "thy wife" be the true reading, it presents a curious

parallel to the state of the Philippian Church in the days of Polycarp. In his letter to

the Philippians (oh. xi.), he speaks of the wife of one of the Presbyters, named Valeus,

who was guilty of much the same wickedness as this " JezebeJ."
2 See Volkmar, Commmtar zur Offetib. pp. 79i seqo.

s Polyc. Ep. ad Fhilip. 3.
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as Paulinists, ovoii if we admit the absurd notion that Nikolaos, which
means "conquering the people," is a Greek translation of IBileam,

which is precariously rendered " corrupting the people."^ The conduct
of Balaam, and the traditional teaching of the Deacon Nicolas, ^ would
have been at least as abhorrent to St. Paul as to St. John. He has
himself again and again denounced such impure and Antinomian tenets,

in language as powerful as and more profoundly reasoned than that of

the Apocalypse. He has even drawn the same warning illustration

from the example of Balaam.' To say that in any sense, literal or

allegorical, he or any one of his genuine followers ever seduced
Christians to fornication, whether in the form of tampering with
idolatry, or thinking lightly of uncleanness, is to affix a wanton calumny
on one of the purest of the saints of God. If it be true that any
Christians distorted to their own perdition, or to that of others, his

doctrine of Christian liberty, he was himself the first to utter his

warning against such perversions. Nor did he, directly or indirectly,

induce men to eat " meat offered to idols." In cases where the con-

science was in no way wounded by doing so—in the instance of those

who were firmly convinced that an idol is nothing in the world—where
the meat was innocently bought in the open market, or eaten in the
ordinary intercourse of social life—in those carefully limited circum-
stances he had taught, and rightly taught, that the matter was one of

pure indifference. If in saying, " I will lay on you none other burden,"
St. John meant (as Eenan says) that those had nothing to fear who kept
the concordat arranged at the Synod of Jerusalem (Acts xv.), it is

strange to overlook that this very concordat had only been won by the
genius, the energy, and the initiative of St. Paul. But so far from
" casting a stumbling-block " in the path of others, he had, on the

contrary, always maintained, as his Lord had done before him,^ that the

casting of stumbling-blocks—which he expressed by the very same word
as St. John—is the deadliest of crimes against Christian charity,^ and
that it would be better to eat no meat of any kind while the world
lasted than to cause a weak brother to offend.

' Gesenius and Furst explain the name to mean " Not of the People," i.e., a, foreigner.
Vitringa makes it mean "lord of," and Simonis "destruction of the people." In no
sense is it an equivalent of Nikolaus.

2 On Nicolas, see my Life of St. Paul, i. 133. There is no absolute proof that the
heretic was the Deacon, but Irenseus {Haer. i. 26 ; iii. 11) and Hippoljtus (Haer. vii.

36) supposed him to be so. Clemens of Alexandria [Strom, ii. 20 ; iii. 4) tells a dubious
story that when he was accused of jealousy of his beautiful wife, he disproved the
charge in a very strange and unseemly way. He is the reputed author of the rule that
"we must aJ)use the flesh " (on 8ei n-opaxp^o-fci rg o-ap/cl), which might convey the Innocent
meaning that stern self-denial was requisite to repress evjl passions. The verb was,
however, capable of the meaning " use to the full," and possibly some may have founded
on this phrase the wicked inference that criminal passion shpi44 be cured by unlimited
indulgence. See Ewald, Oesch. vii. 172.

3 1 Oor. X. 7, 8.

4 Matt, xviii. 6, 8, 9 ; Mark ix. 43—47.
'• X Cor. viii. 13 ; x. 32 ; 2 Cor. xi. 20 ; Rom. xiv. gl,
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Again, to suppose that because St. John (Rev. ii. 24) reflects severely

on those who talked of " knowing the depths of Satan," he must neces-

sarily be uttering a malignant sneer against St. Paul, who had spoken

of " the Spirit searching all things, yea, even the deptlis of God,"^ is to

use a style of criticism which builds massive systems upon pillars of

smoke. The utmost which we could infer would be that false teachers

had distorted and parodied the expression of St. Paul. The single grain

of truth in the whole hypothesis is that St. John speaks in a more
sweeping and less limited way than St. Paul about eating " meats
offered to idols." It was natural that it should be so, both because St.

John's Judaic training had given him a deeper instinctive horror of

even the semblance of participation in idolatry, and also because he was
(vriting at a later date and in days of persecution, in which the act itself

had acquired a more marked significance. Had St. Paul been writing

under the same circumstances as St. John, he would have spoken no
less strongly on the sin of a cowardly conformity. To eat of idol

offerings in cases where no mistaken inferences could be drawn from

doing so, was perfectly innocent ; but it became a very different thing

to eat of them in days, like those of the Neronian persecution or those

of Justin Martyr, when to do so meant to be indifferent to the sin of

idolatry. This attempt to represent the Apostles as actuated by a

burning animosity against each other, and a determination to "write

each other down," as though they were contributors to modern religious

newspapers, is a total failure. It is time it were dismissed. When the

Apostles differed from each other—as we know, from the Acts of the

Apostles and the Epistle to the Galatians, that they sometimes did

—

it was only in the spirit of mutual respect and affection in which Luther

differed from Melancthon, and Bossuet from F^nllon.^

The false Jews, the false Apostles, the Nicolaitans, the Balaamites,

were immoral sectarians, whether Judaic or anti-Judaic, against whom
St. Paul had beforehand warned his Churches, very much as St. John
has done, and against whom every one of the sacred writers has lifted

up his voice. To admit that St. John could have written such railing

accusations against his glorious brother Apostle, is to imply that he was

unworthy to be an Apostle, or a sacred writer at all. It is to degrade

him at once to the level of modern partisans. The early Christians had

not yet been taught that religion consisted in breathing the atmosphere

of faction, slanderousness, and hate. There were some, even then,

" who preached Christ of contention, supposing to add affliction to St.

Paul's bonds," and they would have been weU qualified to write

anonymous articles of unfair and unchristian depreciation. But they

incurred a stem censure from the lips of Christ's Apostle. Such

1 1 Cor. iL 10 ; comp. Horn. xi. 33.
' Luther, as a friend reminds me, is sometimes a little severe upon "Philippismus,"

and Bossuet admitted that he had sometimes argued in opposition to F^n^lon without

naming liim.
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orthodoxy is heterodoxy ; such religion is irreligion ; such Christianity

is worse than heathendom, and is no Christianity at all.

"We reach the culmination of these exegetic absurdities when we find

Volkmar also identifying the Second Wild Beast from the Land, and

the False Prophet of Eev. xiii. and xvii., with St. Paul

!

Writers of the Tubingen School were so enchanted with their

discovery that the struggle between Jewish and Pauline Christianity

was longer and more permanent than had been supposed, that they

exaggerated the significance of the second century calumnies against St.

Paul. They forgot that the Clementines were heretical, and that these

Ebionite attacks were, after all, subteriunean and pseudonymous. As
for the grounds on which St. Paul is identified with the False Prophet

—namely, because in writing to the Romans^ he taught loyal obedience

to the powers that be as being "ordained of God"^—Volkmar surely

forgets that the teaching of St. Paul on this subject was the normal

teaching of all the Apostles, of all the early Christian Fathers and

Apologists, nay, more, of the Lord Jesus Himself. St. Peter—writing

in the days of Nero—writing, in all probability, during the Neronian

persecution, had not only said "Honour the king," but even "Submit
yourselves unto every ordinance of man for the Lord's sake, wlietlier it

he to the king as supreme, or unto governors, as unto them that are

appointed by him for the punishment of evil doers, and for the praise

of them that do well." And as to the Divine authority of heathen

government, St. John himself records in his Gospel how our Lord said

to Pilate, " Thou couldest have no power at all against me, except it

were given theefrom above."^ Indeed, such teaching was so obviously

based on common sense and common duty, that even after the destruction

of Jerusalem—even in the days when detestation of the Gentiles had

been reduced to something like a system—Rabbi Chanina used to say,

" Pray for the established government, for, but for it, men would devour

each other."*

SECTION II.

THE SEALS.

After the letters to the Seven Churches begins the more definitely

Apocalyptic portion of the book. The Apostle hears a voice bidding

him ascend to heaven, and see things which must come to pass after

these things. Instantly, in an ecstasy, he sees a throne in heaven, en-

circled by an emerald rainbow, whereon was seated One whose lustre was

as a jasper and a sardine. Round the throne were twenty-four enthroned

elders, representing the Patriarchs of the redeemed Church of both dis-

pensations, arrayed in white and crowned with gold. Out of the throne

came an incessant roUing of thunders and voices, and a stream of light-

» Kom. xiiL 1—7. " 1 Pet. ii. 13, 14—17.
' John xix. 11. * Mechilta on Exod. six. 1,
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nings ; and before it there burned, as wit)i the flame of seven lamps, the

sevenfold Spirit of God. Before the Throne flowed a glassy sea of

crystal brightness, and about it were the fourfold cherubim, six-winged

and full of eyes, symbols of all that is most perfect in creation, hymning
the perpetual Trisagion, and joining in the endless liturgy of prayer and
praise. On the right hand of Him who sat on the throne was a book,

seven-sealed, and written within and without. In answer to the appeal

of an angel, none is found worthy to open the book but the Lion of the

Tribe of Judali, who is also the Lamb that was slain. When He has

taken the book there is a fresh outburst of universal triumph and blessing,

in which even those join who are " under the earth."'

i. The Lamb opens one of the seven seals, and one of the Immor-
talities cries with a voice of thunder, " Come !

"

Instantly there springs forth a white horse, bearing a rider with a bow
in his hand, to whom a crown is given, and who goes forth conquering

and to conquer. It is a symbol of the Messiah riding forth to victory,

but armed only with a bow to smite his enemies, not as yet in close

conflict, but from afar.^

But the coming of the Messiah was to be ushered in by the woes

which are the travail-pangs of a new dispensation.

ii. The Lamb opens the Second Seal, and the second Immortality

cries " Come !

"

Instantly a.fiery horse—-a horse red as blood'—leaps forth,—^whose

rider is armed with a great sword. It is the symbol of "War. To him
it is given to take peace from the earth, and that—as in the fierce con-

flicts between Otho and Vitellius, between VitelUus and Vespasian,

between the Jews and the Romans, between John of Giscala and Simon

—men should slay one another in internecine and civil discord. It was

an epoch of wars and massacres. There had been massacres in" Alexan-

dria ; massacres at Seleucia ; massacres at Jamnia ; massacres at Da^

mascus ; massacres at Caesarea : massacres at Bedriacum. There had

been wars in Britain, wars in Armenia, wars in Gaul, wars in Italy,

wars in Arabia, wars in Parthia, wars in Judsea. Disbanded soldiers

and marauding troops filled the world with rapine, terror, and massacre.

The world was like an Aceldama, or field of blood. The red horse and

its rider are but a visible image of the words of our Lord—" For nation

shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom ;
" and " Ye shall

hear of wars and rumours of wars, which things are the beginning of

the birth-throes.""

' Verse 13, comp. Phil. ii. 10. With the vague numbers of the numberless multitude

oomp. Dan. vii. 10.
2 Comp. xix. 11. Both Viotorinus, in his commentary, and Tt-tullian [de Cor. Mil.

15) understand the Eider of the "White Horse to he Christ. The white horse is a sign of

victory (Virg. Mn, m.. 637). The symbol of the bow is, perhaps, derived from Pss. viL

13, xlv. 6.

3 2 Kings iii. 22, iruppa. As al/ia.

< Matt. xxjv. 4, 7. For oorrohorative authorities see Jos. ArM. xviii. 9, § 9 ; ?is. I,
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iii. Tlie Lamb opens the Third Seal, and the third Immortality litters

the word " Come !

"

Instantly a hlach horse leaps forth. Its rider is unarmed, but holds
in his hand a balance ; and by -way of explanation a voice is heard from
among the four Immortalities saying, " A ch^Bnix of wheat for a denarius,

and three of barley for a denarius." The rider is Famine. A choenix

^^ras less tlian a quart, and was the minimum allowance for a day's food,'

yet it was to cost a whole day's wages f and a third of the same price

was to be given for even so coarse a grain as barley—a food to which
Roman soldiers were only degraded by way of punishment. Thus wheat
and barley were to rise to twenty times their usual price, to the infinite

distress of men.

"He calls for Famine, and tlie eager fiend

Blows poisonous mildew from his shrivelled lipa,

And taints the golden ear."3

It was an epoch of constant famines. The dependence of Rome and
Italy upon Alexandria for corn caused bitter and constant distress. In

the reign of Claudius the famine and its accompanying prodigies had been

deemed an omen, and only fifteen days' food had been left in Rome.*
About this very time, A.D. 68—in the midst of Nero's impotent bufibon-

eries—the people, already burdened by famine prices, were nearly mad-

dened by the discovery that a ship from Alexandria, which had been

mistaken for one of the famous wheat-ships, had a lading of sand ynih.

which to strew the amphitheatre.^ The overflow of the Tiber, early in

the reign of Otho, caused, as Tacitus says, famine among the common
people, and a scarcity of the commonest elements of life. ° It was the

deliberate object of Vespasian to cause famine and dissensions at Rome
by stopping the supplies of provisioiis, nor did he let the corn-ships sail

till only ten days' supply was left in the city.' In Jerusalem, during

the final state of siege which was now rapidly approaching, the anguish

and horror of the famine were unspeakable. Josephus tells us that

many sold their all for a single choenix of wheat if they were rich, of

barley if they were poor, and shut themselves up in the inmost recesses

of their houses to eat it raw ; and that many had to undergo unspeakable

tortures to make them confess that they had but one loaf of bread, or so

g 2 ; £. X ii. 17 ; X. 18 (where he says that " a terrible disturbance prevailed throughout

Syria, and every city had been divided into two camps ") ; Tacitus and Suetonius

passim.
1 Herod, vii. 187 ; Diog. Laert. viii. 18.
2 Matt. XX. 2 ; xxiv. 7 ; Mark xiii. 7 ; Tao. Ann. i. 1. In Sicily, in the days of

Oicero, twelve Chcenixes of wheat could be bought for a denarius (Oic. Verr. iii. 81), and
therefore thirty-six of barley. ' Cowper.

< Tac. Ann. xiL 43: "frugum egestas et orta ex eo fames." Suet. Claud. 18,

"asdduae sterilitates." (Comp. Jos. Antt. iii. 15, § 3.)

5 Suet. JVer. 46.
6 Tac. H. i. 86: "fames in volgus, inopia quaestue, et penuria aliraentorum" (Suet,

Otho, 8).
' Tac. H. iu. 48 ; iv. 52.
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much as a handful of barley meal.^ Terribly—both in Italy and is

Judsea—did the fearful rider of the black horse do his appointed work
«'

He is a visible symbol of the Lord's words—" There shaU be famines

. . . . in divers places."'

But the third Immortality added the strange words, "And the oil and
the wine hurt thou not." Oil and wine are not necessaries but luxuries.

It is as though he had said, " In the wild anguish of famine let their

pangs be aggravated by having the needless accessories of abundance."

So it was—strange to say—in both the places on which the Seer's eye is

mainly fixed, Jerusalem and Rome. In Jerusalem, while myriads wero
starving, John of Giscala and his Zealots had access to the sacred stores of

loine and oil in the Temple, and wasted it with reckless extravagance,^ and
Simon's followers were even hindered from fighting by their perpetual

drunkenness. In Rome immense abundance of wine was a frequent con-

comitant of extreme scarcity of corn. So marked was the evil, that

Domitian endeavoured to secure by edict the diminution of the vinelands,

and the devotion of wider areas to the cultivation of cereals for human
food.*

iv. The Lamb opens the Fourth Seal. The fourth Immortality

utters his solemn " Come !

"

Instantly a livid horse leaps forth. His rider is Death ; and
Hades follows to receive the prey. They usher in a crowd of calamities

over a quarter of the earth—sword, and famine, and pestilence, and
wild beasts. Sword and famine had done part of their work

;
pestilence

and the increase of wild beasts naturally follow them. God's four sore

judgments usually go hand in hand.^ Christ had already said of these

days that there should be famines and pestilences, as well as wars and

rumours of wars. Apart from the inevitable prevalence of wild beasts

in places where the inhabitants are thinned and weakened by calamity,

an incredible number of human beings were yearly sacrificed to wild

beasts in the bloody shows of the amphitheatres, not only at Rome but

throughout all the provinces. Lions and tigers were literally fed with

men.' A pestilence at Rome carried ofi" 30,000 in a single year.' At
Jerusalem there was from these combined causes " a glut of mortality

"

almost incredible. It was calculated that upwards of a million

perished in the siege, and Mannseus, son of Lazarus, told Titus that even

before the Romans encamped under the walls, he had seen 115,880

corpses carried through one single gate.^

V. The Lamb opens the Fifth Seal.

Immediately under the golden altar of incense before the throne are

I Jos. B. J. T. 10, § 2. " Matt. xxiv. 7.

3 Jos. B. J. V. 13, § 6 ; 1, § 4. < Suet. Dom. 7.

5 Ezek. xiv. 21 ; Matt. xxiv. 6, 8 ; Mark xiii. 7, 8.

* Hence one of the wild plans of revenge which chased each other across the brain of

Nero on his last day of Hfe, was to let loose upon the people the wild beasts of the

imphitheatre. Suet. N'er. 43 :
" urbem Incendere feris in populum immissis."

7 Suet. N'er. 39 ; Tao. Ann. xvi. 13. a See Jos. B. J. v. 12, § 3 ; 13, § 7.
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seen the souls of the " great multitude " who had perished " for the

word of God and for the testimony which they held,"^ some at Jeru-

salem, some in the provinces, but most of all in the Neronian persecu-

tion at Rome. They are impatiently appealing for vengctmcc and
judgment.* Hero after hero had fallen in the Christian warfare.

Apostle after Apostle ha i been sent to his dreadful martyrdom. St.

Peter had been crucified ; St. Paul beheaded ; St. James the Elder
beheaded; St. James, the Bishop of Jerusalem, hurled down and beaten
to death ; hundreds of others burnt, or tortured, or torn to pieces in the
gardens of Nero and in the Roman circus

;
yet no deliverer flashed

from the morning clouds. How long, oh Lord, how long ! When all

the world is arrayed against Thy saints, must not deliverance assume
the inevitable guise of temporal vengeance 1—White robes are given
them, and they are bidden to wait till the number of the martyrs is

complete, till theii- brethren who are still on earth shall have fulfilled

their course.' They are those of whom ChrLst had prophesied when He
said "Then"— after the "beginning of sorrows"—"shall they deliver

you up to bo afflicted, and shall kill you." The time had come for

judgment to begin at the throne of God. Meanwhile the fire of olden
prophecy was re-kindled for their inspiration, and they found that the
more they were trodden down the more did they feel the conviction of

glorious triumph and the exultation of inward peace. They who have
an invisible King to sustain them, and a John to utter His messages,
may brave the banded forces of secular despotism and religious hatred

—

and may stand undismayed between a Zealot-maddened Jerusalem and
a Neronian Rome. If the judgment began with Christians, what
should be the end of those who obeyed not the Gospel of God 'i*

vi The Lamb opens the Sixth Seal.

Listantly there are all the signs which usher in a Day of the Lord.
The darkened sun, the lurid moon, the showers of meteors, the shrivel-

ling heavens, the terror with which men call on the rocks and mountains
to fall on them and hide them, are the metaphors of vast earthly

changes and catastrophes. At first sight it might well seem as if they
could describe nothing short of the final conflagration and ruin of the
globe. But there is not one of these metaphors which is not found in

the Old Testament prophets,^ and in them they refer in every instance

to the destruction of cities and the establishment of new covenants, or

J Eev. vi. 9 ; vii. 13 ; rvii. 6 ; xx. 4.

2 This has been variously excused by different commentators. "Non base odio
inimioorum," says Bede, "pro quibus in hoc saeoulo rogaverunt, orant, sed amore aequi-
tatis." Bengel explains their impatience as zeal for the truth and holiness of the Lord
(comp. Ps. Ixxlv. 19 ; Luke xviii. 7, 8).

3 Comp. Enoch civ. 1—3. "Ye righteous, . . . your cries have orisd for vengeance
. . . wait with patient hope." See too Gen. iv. 10 ; Job xvi., xix. ; Is. xxvi. 21 ; 2 Esdras
XV. 8, etc. 4 1 Pet. iv. 17.

5 See Is. ii. 12, 19 ; xiii. 10 ; xxxiv. 3, 4 ; 1. 3 ; bdii. 4 ; Jer. iv. 23—26 ; Ezek. xxxn.
7, 8 ; Joel ii. 10, 31 ; iii. 4, 15 ; Hos. x. 8 : Nah. i. 6 ; Mai. iii. 2, etc. The extent to
which the Apostle borrows the phrases of the Old Testament may bo seen by taking
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to otliei* earthly revolutions. Not only had our Lord adopted these

vivid Oriental symbols to describe the signs of His coming in the fall of

Jerusalem, and the close of the old seon, but he had expressly said that
" this generation shall not pass away until all these things he fulfilled."'

It is clear, therefore—as nearly every school of interpreters has seen

—

that they are b".t a description, in the language of Eastern poetry and
metaphor, of an age terrified alike by political crises and physical

calamities. Such a description accords exactly with the reality. In the

sudden collapse of the deified line of the Julii, -who had governed thera

for four generations, the Romans saw an omen which seemed to

threaten the world with destruction.^ There reigned everywhere an
universal terror.' Throughout the length and breadth of the Eoman
Empire, but most of all in Judsea, in the midst of the violent revolu-

tionary movements which marked the day, men's hearts were failing

them for fear.
*

vii. Then, before the opening of the Seventh Seal, there is a pause.

The Angels of the winds had been bidden to prevent their ravages^

until the servants of God are sealed upon their foreheads by the Angel

from the sunrising. The seal is doubtless the cross of baptism, just as

in Ezekiel (ix. 4, 6) those alone are to be spared from slaughter who
have "the sign Thau,"—that is the cross—upon their foreheads.^ A
purely ideal number are sealed—namely, twelve times twelve thousand

—twelve thousand from each of the twelve tribes. The tribe of Dan is

alone omitted, probably because it had almost disappeared from the

annals of Israel.' Besides these, the seer beheld an innumerable multi-

tude of every nation, and all tribes and peoples and tongues, arrayed in

white and with palms in their hands. One of the elders tells him* that

these are they who came " out of the great tribulation "—that is, the

Neronian persecution—and have washed their robes and made them

Eev. i. 12

—

V!, and comparing it plirase by phrase with Zech. iv. 2 ; Dan. vii. 13 ; x. 5

;

vii. 9 ; X. 6, 11, 12 ; Is. xlix. 2 ; Ezek. xiiii. 2.

I Matt. xxiv. 29—34. ^ See Tac. B. i. 11.

3 Luke xxiii. 36.
* Here, if any one believes that the Apocalyptic symbols are infinitely plastic, he

may hold -with Godet that the seals foreshadow " all the wars, all the famines, aU the

persecutions, aU the earthquakes, etc., which the earth has seen or wiU see until the last

scene for which the trumpets give the signal.

"

» Among other things they are forbidden "to hurt any tree," vii. 1 (comp. ix. 4).

The Jews felt deeply the destruction of all the trees in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem

during the Jewish "War. Eabbi Yochanan said, " The Holy One—blessed be He—will in

future replace every acacia which the heathen have taken away from Jerusalem." He
supported this by Is. xli. 19, saying that " the wilderness " (Is. Ixiv. 10) was meant to

indicate Jerusalem {Rosh Hashanah, f. 23, a).

^ The ancient form of the letter Thau was +
^ It is not worth while to repeat all the idle conjectures about this point. The

Targum of Jonathan on Ex. xvii. 8 represents Dan as " a sinner from the beginning "—a
tribe thoroughly idolatrous (see Ewald, Gesch. i. 490). Simeon is omitted in Dent.

xxxiii., and Dan in 1 Chron. iv. After 1 Chron. xxviii. 22 it is not mentioned. Levi

is here coimted as one of the tribes, because aU the Lord's true people are now priests.

8 Cf . Zech. iv. 4, 5.
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•white in tlie blood of tlie Lamb. The -whole company are " the elect

gathered together from the four winds, from one end of heaven to the

other."^ The 144,000 seem to represent the ideal Israel. The " num-
berless multitude," which is almost the identical expression used of the

ISeronian martyrs alike by Tacitus and by Clemens Romanus,' are those

who have died for the truths of Christ, whose soxds St. John has

already seen in shadowy throngs beneath the altar.

viii. We still await in dread expectation the opening of the Seventh
SeaL But when it is opened there is a pause of terrified astonishment,

a silence for half an hour in Heaven, as though the dwellers in Heaven
drew their breath in anguish of expectation. It is like the awful

pause before the hurricane, when we hear " the destroying Angela
murmuring together as they draw their swords in the distance," and
" the questioning in terrified stillness of the forest leaves which way the

wind diall come." For hitherto the judgments of the earth have only

been seen in Heaven by the shadowy images of those who went forth

for their accomplishment ; but now are to be seen the very judgments
themselves. There are seven Angels ^

—

" The Seven
Who in God's presence, nearest to His throne
Stand ready at conunand, and are His eyes
That run through all the Heavens, and down to the earth
Bear His swift errands."

To these angels are given seven Trumpets to blow the signals of doom.*
The results that follow the blast of these seven trumpets practically

form the issue of the breaking of the Seventh Seal. But the troubles

which follow are neither definite, nor continuous, nor rigidly historical.

They closely resemble those which have followed at the opening of the

Sixth Seal, only that these trumpet calamities affect a third, and not
a fourth, part of the earth.'' They indicate the widening spread and
deepening intensity of judgment; and although it is not possible to

point out in chronological sequence the exact events which they des-

cribe in hyperbolic symbolism, they resemble those signs in the sun, the

moon, the stars, and the sea by which the Lord on the Mount of Olives

had shadowed forth the troubles of the approaching end. The language

is also coloured by reminiscences of the Plagues of Egypt.' Further, it

must be borne in mind that to the eye of the seer the outlines of time

are indistinct, and there is a commingling of the events of the present

1 Matt. xxiv. 31. ^ oxAos ttoM?, "mgens mvZtitudo."
3 See Tobit xii. 15 ; Dan. x. 13 ; Zeoh. iv. 10. The iiames are given differently in the

Book of Enoch, the Targum of Jonathan, and other sources (see Gfrorer, Jahrb. d,

ffeils, i. 361).
•• Comp. 1 Cor. xr. 52 ; 4 Esdr. v. 3 ; Matt. xxiv. 31.
6 The third part " is evidently a general expression, as in Zeoh. xiii. 9. It probably

iT\dicates the Roman Empire (ix, 18 ; xii, 6).

' See Luke xxi. 25,

2J
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and the immediate past with those of the instantly anticipated future.

The repetition of the vision of judgment in various forms is one of the
recognised Hebrew methods of expressing their certainty. The same
general calamities are indicated by diverse symbols. Let it not be
supposed that there is anything novel in this view. On the contrary,

it is found as far back as the close of the third century, in the most
ancient of all the extant Scholia on the Apocalypse—those by St.

Victorinus of Pettau, who was martyred Ln the days of Diocletian.^ He
regards the visions as mainly retrogressive and iterative. "The phials,"

he says, "are a supplement of what he said of the trumpets. We must
not regard the mere order of the statements, for the Holy Spirit, after

he has advanced to the end of the latest time, often returns to the same
time again, and supplies all which was before partially stated." And
just before this passage, he says, " that though the seer repeats by the
vials (what had been implied by the trumpets) this does not imply a
repetition of the fact, but is a twofold statement of a single decreed

event." There is fair reason to suppose that Victorinus derived this

valuable, and by no means obvious, principle of interpretation from
early, and perhaps from Apostolic tradition.

SECTION III.

THE TETJMPETS.

Before the seven Angels sound, another Angel, standing at the

altar, mixes abundant incense in a golden censer with the prayers of the

saints. Some at least of these prayers are represented as having been

a unanimous cry for speedy vengeance. In answer to these, the Angel
takes the censer, fills it with fire from the altar, and hurls it upon the

earth, which echoes back its crashing fall in thunderings, lightnings,

voices, and earthquakes. Such thunderings and lightnings and earth-

quakes were, according to Tacitus and Suetonius, characteristic of the

epoch. .1 have already quoted the solemn language in which Tacitus

summarises the manifold calamities of this very period.^ Speaking

of the day on which Galba adopted Piso—Jan. 10, A.D. 69—he says

that the day was foul with rain-storms, and disturbed beyond natural

wont with thunders, lightnings, and the threats of heaven"^—omens

which he blames Galba for neglecting. Speaking a few years earlier, he

observes that "never had the storms of lightning flashed with more

frequent violence;"* and this he mentions among the prodigies which

were the indication of imminent calamities. In Asia, where St. John

1 See Aug. De Civ. Dei, xx. 14. So too Andreas, Corn, a Lapide, Vitringa, Bengal,

and many oommentatora of all schools, including writers so unlike each other as Bossuet,

Ewald, De Wette, and Eeuss, on the one hand, and Elliott, Wordsworth, and Hengsten-

berg, on the other.
2 Tac. H. i. 3. It had long been customary to connect such phenomena with political

events (Cic. De Div. i. 18 ; Suet. Aug. 94).

3 Tac. H. i. 18, * Tac. Ann. rv. 47.
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was writing, i,he era might well be called the era of earthquakes.

"No-where in the whole world," says Solinus, "are earthquakes so

constant and cities so frequently overthrown." They are referred to

again and again by all the writers and historians of the age.^

i. Then the first Angel sounded. Hail followed, and fire mingled
with blood, and a third part of the surface of the earth, with its gi-ass

and trees, was scorched up." They are but the beginning of the worse hail

(xvi. 21) and fire (xx. 9) and blood (xiv. 20) which are to follow. They
point to years of bumiag drought and rains of blood,* and to disastrous

conflagrations, such as those at Lyons, Rome, and Jerusalem, and to

fierce storms of hail—such as so often destroy in a few hours the

vineyards of Lombardy—and to scenes of human bloodshed. And we
must once more remind the reader that these storms and prodigies, so

far from being peculiar to the Apocalypse, or understood in a peculiar

significance, are referred to in very similar terms and explained in a
very similar way by other Christian, Heathen, and Jewish writers.

Speaking of the earthquake of a.d. 63, Dion Cassius, reflecting the

impression of contemporaries, calls it the "greatest that had ever

happened." Can we be surprised if, in a book which reads like a

hundredfold reverberation of older prophecies, the contemporary pheno-

mena are depicted in the same imagery as that which had been used in

their day by the Prophets of Judah and Israel to describe the calamities

which were then happening before their eyes? Is the language of

St. John about contemporary calamities anything like so hyperbolical as

that in which the Prophet Joel had described the ravages produced by a

plague of locusts 1 It is only to the tamer and colder imagination of

Teutonic races that such terms sound hyperbolical if applied to any-

thing short of the final consummation.

ii. The second Angel sounds, and something which resembles a

burning mountain is flimg down into the sea, and the third part of the

sea is turned into blood, and the third part of the fish die, and the third

part of the ships is destroyed. The image is original. St. John may
have derived this terrific picture of " a burning mountain cast into the

sea " either from seeing the lurid flashes that leap up night and day from
the cone of Stromboli, which he may have passed in a voyage to Rome,

1 Dion Cass. Ixvi. 23—24 ; Jos. Antt. xv. 5, § 2 ; B.J. 1. 10, § 3 ; iv. 4, § 5 ; Tac.
Ann. ii. 47 ; iv. 13 ; xii. 43—58 ; xiv. 27 ; Sen. Qu. Nat. vi. 1 ; Suet. Til. 74, Ner. 20 ;

Juv. Sat. vi 411 ; Carm. Sib. iii. 471 ; Strabo, xii 8, § 16, etc. Seneca exclaims, " How
often have the cities of Asia, how often those of Achaia, fallen hy one shock ! How
many towns in Syria, how many in Macedonia, have been devoured ! . . . . Often have
the ruins of whole cities been announced to us " {Ep. 91).

2 See Ex. ix. 22 ; Joel ii. 3. The reference to the destruction of trees in the Apoca-
lypse may be due to the terrible destruction of the trees and the vegetation of Palestine

in the Jewish War, especially roimd Jerusalem ; a destruction from which it has never
recovered. The " third part " may, as we have seen, vaguely correspond to the Roman
Empire.

3 lav. xxxix. 46 ; and often mentioned among Roman portents. Dion Cassius

(Ixiii 26) mentions such a rain in A.D. 68, and says that " the blood "—^really a natural

phenomena, which happened at Naples so late as 1869—discoloured even the streams.
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or more probably from, seeing on the horizon, as he gazed from fatmos,

the dense smoke vomited from the burning island-mountain of Thera,

the modern Santorin. The notion of seas and rivers turned into blood

by way of punishing the guilty is well known to the imagery of the

Prophets and Apocryphal writers.^ The language is obviously that of

daring symbolism. Taken literally, the fall of the burning mountain
resembles no event ever seen or known in the history of the world.

Taken metaphorically, it may be meant to depict great calamities con-

nected with the sea and ships, deaths by drowning and massacre which
"incarnadined the multitudinous seas." The times of Nero furnished

abundant instances. Such were the inundation which devastated the

coasts of Lydia, and the destruction of fleets, and the waves reddening

with the blood of men, as at Joppa, and on the coasts of the Dead Sea,

and on the Lake of Galilee. At Joppa, " the sea was bloody a long

way, and the maritime parts were full of dead bodies ; and the number
of bodies that were thus thrown out of the sea was four thousand

two hundred."^ At Tarichese "one might see the Lake of Galilee

all bloody, and full of dead bodies . . . and the shores were full

of shipwrecks and of dead bodies all swelled, and as the dead bodies were
inflamed by the sun they putrefled and corrupted the air, insomuch that

the misery was not only an object of commiseration to the Jews, but to

those that hated them and had been the authors of that misery . . .

and the number of the slain was six thousand five hundred."^ Con-

sidering, however, that in no age of the Church has there been any
accepted identification of the scenes thus pictured, it must always
remain uncertain whether the seer meant to point to any very definite

events. His object may have been to express in imaginative emblems
broad general circumstances and conditions of warning and judgment.

iii. The third Angel sounded, and a great star called Absinth " fell

upon the third part of the world's waters, and made them so bitter that

men died of them." Here again we are in the abstract region of

apocalyptical imagination tinged by reminiscences of the Plagues of

Egypt. Alike the result and the agency by which it is accomplished

ai-e indefinite. As stars are the images of rulers, and fallen stars of

rulers flung down from heaven,* the symbol may dimly express the

bitterness and terror caused by the overthrow of Nero and the ominous

failure of the Julian line. The details of the image may have been

suggested by the wicked habit of poisoning the waters of which an
enemy was to drink. The Romans excused their cruelty at Jerusalem by
asserting that the springs and fountains had been poisoned by the Jews.'

1 Wisdom xi. 6, 7. » jos. B. J. iii. 9, § 3. ^ jos. B. J. iii. 10, § 9.

* " How art thou fallen from heaven, oh Lucifer, Son of the Morning ! " (Is. xiv. 12).

* As a specimen of the strange diversities of interpreters, I may mention that Bede
understands the fallen star of heretics generally ; N. de Lyra applies it to Arius and
Macedonius ; Luther thinks that it represents——Origen ! Mede understands it of

Eomulus Augustulus ; Grotius of "that Egyptian"; Herder of the Zealot Eleazar;
others of Gregory the Great

!
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iv. The fourth Angel sounded, and the third part of the sun and
moon and stars, and day and night are smitten ;^ in other -words—in

accordance -with the recognised imagery of Apocalypse and Prophecy

—

ruler after ruler, chieftaia after chieftain of the Eoman Empire and the

Jewish nation was assassinated and ruined. Gains, Claudius, Nero,

Galba, Otho, VitelHus, all died by murder or suicide ; Herod the Great,

Herod Antipas, Herod Agrippa, and most of the Herodian Princes,

together wi^ not a few of the leading High Priests of Jerusalem,

perished in disgrace, or in exile, or by violent hands. All these were
quenched suns and darkened stars. It must be again, borne in mind
that aJl the events thus symbolised are not meant to be consecutive.

Although progressive, they are analogous to, or even identical with,

those already described. The plagues of the trumpets are but the

deadlier form of the plagues indicated by the seals ; and in the vials the

same woes reach their consummation. So far, therefore, as the effects

of the fourth Trumpet are meant to be historical, and not a general

echo of our Lord's great discourse about the Last Things, they allude,

like those of the sixth Seal, to political perils and revolutions in

the Roman Empire, which were the special characteristic of that epoch,

and of which every comet and every eclipse and every unusual tempest
was believed to be a threatening sign.''

V. The trumpets are broken into divisions of four and three. To
prepare for the remaining three, a single eagle' flies in the mid region

of Heaven, screaming with loud cry a triple " Woe ! " by reason of the

Angel trumpets which were yet to sound. The eagle denotes carnage

;

—"where the slain are there is she."* The massacres of these years

stained, as we have seen, both the land and sea. The furrows of earth

were red with slaughter ; the waves were dyed with blood.

The fifth Angel sounds, and a star falls to earth, to whom is given

the key of the abyss. He opens the abyss, and in the issuing smoke
which dims the air comes forth a host of scorpion-locusts, which are

forbidden to hurt the grass or green things or trees, but are bidden, for

a space of five months, to torment without killing all who have not the

seal of God on their forehead. These scorpion-locusts resemble war-

horses, with crowns like gold, with the face of men, the hair of women,
the teeth of lions ; they have breastplates as of iron, and the sound of

their wings is like the sound of chariots, or of horses charging to battle.

The anguish they inflict makes men desire to die ;^ and their king

is called Abaddon, Apollyon, or the Destroyer.

1 Matt. xriv. 29.
" Stars ai-e the well-underatood Scripture symbol for persons in authority (Gen.

xxxvii. 9 ; Jer. It. 23 ; Ezek. xxxii. 7, 8 ; laa. xiii. 9, 10, 17). The synjbol is a natural

one. Similarly, Shakspere tells us how

—

" Certain stars shot madly from their spheres

To hear the sea-maid's music.

"

3 Rev. viii. 13. erbs ijeToB, », A, B, &c. • Hos. viii. 1.

' Jer. iii. 8 : " Death shall tie chosen rather tbaii life, by all them that remain of

thIseTUfajpily."
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The fallen star may again he meant for Nero j buf on the whole I

agree with those who see in this vision a purely demoniac host. The
fallen star will then be Satan, of whom the Lord said, " I saw Satan as

lightning fallen from heaven."^ The abyss is pre-eminently the abode
of " demons.'"' It is their speciality to cause torment.' They are as

appropriately symbolised by scorpion-locusts as by frogs.* Christ had
specially prophesied that " this wicked generation " should be more
grievously afflicted by demons. As time went on, Eome and Jerusalem
—the two places typically prominent in the mind of the writer—were
becoming more and more "a habitation of demons, a hold of every
unclean spirit, a cage of every unclean and hateful bird.'" In Eome
the loose, disbanded soldiery and the scum of the forum had degraded
society to the lowest levels of infamy. The city had become a foul

pool, into which every polluted river had poured its dregs. In
Jerusalem, according to the emphatic testimony of Josephus, never
since the beginning of the world had there been any generation more
prolific of wickedness. Stier says, " that in the period between the

Eesurrection and the Fall of Jerusalem the Jewish nation acted as if

possessed by seven thousand demons. The whole age had upon it a
stamp of the infernal."^

Whether in this general picture of the host of hell swarming out of

the abyss, there is any direct allusion to the Idumeans, Zealots, and
Sicarii stinging themselves to death with untold anguish, like scorpions

encircled by a ring of fire; or, again, to the tumults, bloodshed, and
agonies of Rome, the frequency of suicide, and the many tales of those

who seemed to long for death in vain—cannot be aflSrmed. The
description of the scorpion-locusts evidently recalls the Egyptian
Plague, and the language of Joel, and the fanciful allusions to locusts

which abound in the songs and proverbs of the East.' The five months
may point to the summer period, which is the time of locust plagues.'

' Luke X. 18. The Book of Enoch is full of good and evil angels, who are spoken of
as stars (Enoch xviii. 13 ; xxi. 3, etc.).

2 Luke viii. 31. 3 Matt. xv. 22.
* Eev. xvi. 13. Eenan may be right in saying that the notion of frogs and locusts

coming from the abyss, may have been partly suggested by the actual phenomena of the
Solfatara, or some similar district.

5 Eev. xviii. 2. ^ Beden Jesu, ii. 187.
' Locusts are called " cavaletti " in Naples. Hermas (Fis. iv. 1) sees "a great beast

.... and fiery locusts coming out of his mouth," which appears to be (Vis. iv. 3) "the
type of the great tribulation which is to come." Compare Claudian's description

—

" Horret apex capitis ; medio fera lumina surgunt
Vertiee ; cognatus dorso durescit amictus.
Armavit natura cutem dumique rubentes
Cuspidibus parvis multos acuere rubores."

—

(Epigr, xxxiii.)

' Boohart, Sierozoic. ii. 495 ; Pliu. fi^. iV. ix. 50 ; " latent quinis mensihus." If any
one desires to see once more the endless guesses of interpreters, I may mention that
Bede explains the " five mouths " of human life, because we have five senses ; the
scorpions are heretics, Vitringa makes the five months mean 150 years—the time of
Gothic domination. Calovius explains them of the prevalence of Arianism. Bengel
makes them mean 79^ years—the time of the Jewish afflictions in Persia in the si^h
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But two circumstances seem to show that we are here dealing not
with human avengers but with invisible demons of the air. One
is that their leader is the Demon Destroyer ; the other is that Chris-

tians, and Christians only, are expressly exempted from their power
to hurt.

vi. Two woes yet remain. A voice is heard from the horns of the

golden altar, bidding the sixth Angel loose the four Angels which are

bound at the great river Euphrates,' who were prepared for the due
time, to slay the third part of men. Immediately there ride forth two
hundred million horsemen, breathing fire and smoke, on lion-headed

steeds, armed with breastplates as of fire, jacinth, and brimstone.

With their flames and their amphisbsena-stings they slay the third part

of men j—and yet the rest do not repent.*

It is probable that the facts which loom large and lurid through this

blood-red mist of Apocalyptic symbols are the swarms of Orientals who
gathered to the destruction of Jerusalem in the train of Titus,' and the

overwhelming Parthian host which was expected to avenge the ruin of

Nero. It was a popular belief that he was still living ; that he had
taken refuge in the East ; or that in any case Tiridates, who greatly

admired him, or Vologeses, whose relations with him were very
amicable, would bring him back with a whirlwind of triumphant
horsemen.' These great Eastern Empires took deep and dangerous
interest in the afiairs of Rome. " Vologeses, King of the PartMans,"
says Suetonius, "had sent ambassadors to the Senate about the renewal

of amity, and earnestly made this further request, that the memory of

Nero should be held in honour. In my youth, twenty years after,

when a false Nero had arisen, his name was so popular among the

Parthians that he was strenuously assisted and with difficulty given

up."* Both Suetonius and Tacitus relate that Vologeses ofiered to

assist Vespasian with forty thousand mounted archers.' One of the

circumstances which most deeply aroused the indignation of Titus

against the Jows was that they had sent embassies for assistance to

their kinsmen beyond the Euphrates.' In the Sibylline Oracles and in

the Ascension of Isaiah we find distinct and repeated allusion to some

century. Hofmann refers to the five sins ; and Ziillig to the time of the Deluge (Gen.
vii. 24). Some consider that Apollyon meant Napoleon. Bullinger explains the locusts

of the monks ; Bellarmine of the Protestants ; and so on. And this is "Exegesis I

"

' These four bound angels have never been explained. Some refer them io the Angel
princes of the Assyrians, Babylonians, Medes, and Persians. Some to the four Eoman
stations on the Euphrates. Bound angels would recall to St. John's readers the notion
of evil spirits. Comj). Tobit viii. 3 ; Matt. xii. 43—45.

2 Bt gravis in geminum surgens caput amphisbsena " (Luc. Phwrs. ix. 719).
' Jos. B. J. iii. 1, § 3 ; 4, § 2. Four kings—Antioohus, Sohemus, Agrippa, and

Malchus—contributed archers and horsemen. The latter, who was an Arabian Prince,

sent 5,000 archers and 1,000 cavalry.
* See Suet. Nero, 13, 30, 47, 57; Cwrm. Sib. iv. 119—147 ; v. D3, and passim; viii.

70. etc.

5 Comp. Tac. H. i. 2.

Tac. H. iv. 51 ; Suet. Vesp. 6.
'' Jos B. J. vi. 6, § 2.
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expected catastrophe from the realm of Parthia.^ The metaphor will

then closely resemble that of Jer. li. 27, " Cause the horses to come up
as rough caterpilla/rs ; prepare against her the nations with the Kings
of the Modes." These vaticinations do not belong in the least to

the essence or heart of the Apocalypse. They are but passing illus-

trations of the great principles—the hopes and warnings—which it was
meant to inculcate. Warriors from the Euphrates had their share
in the siege of Jerusalem; and though Parthian horsemen did not
sweep down from the East at that time against pagan Rome, yet in due
time vengeance did fall on her, and in due time the countless hosts
which swarmed from beyond the Euphrates may well be said to have
destroyed a third of men, and yet to have left the rest impenitent for

their crimes,

SECTION IV.

AN EPISODE.

Then follows another pause.

A mighty Angel arrayed with cloud, and with a rainbow encircling

a sunlike face, descends from Heaven. His feet are like pillars of fire,

and he sets one on the land and one on the sea.^ A little open book is

in his hand, and when he speaks in his lion-voice seven thunders utter

their voices. But the seer is forbidden to write, and it is, therefore,

absurd to conjecture what they uttered. Then the Angel, lifting his

right hand to Heaven, swears by the Almighty Creator that no further

time shall intervene, but that at the trumpet-blast of the seventh Angel
the mystery of God shall be finished.' The seer is bidden to take the

book and eat it. In his mouth it is sweet as honey ; in his belly it is

bitter. He is then bidden to prophesy again concerning many peoples,

nations, tongues, and kings.

This magnificent episode tends to deepen and heighten the expecta-

tion of what the seventh Trumpet is to bring. The incident of eating

tlie roll is also found in Ezek. ii. 9 ; iii. 3,* and the command to seal up

• "Towards evening war will arise, and the great fugitive of Rome (Nero) will raise

the sword, and with many myriads of men ride through the Euphrates " (Oarm. Sib. iv.

116, seq.). In the fifth book of Sibylline verses Nero is called " the dread serpent," who
though vanquished would return, and give himseK out as God (Id. v. 93, and passim).

Nero is the "godless Mng," and murderer of his mother, of the Vision of Isaiah, who
shall be destroyed after 1,335 days. Jerome on Dan. i. 28, says that many Christians

expected the return of Nero as Antichrist.
2 Since, in xi. 3, he says, "I will give power to my witnesses," we may perhaps see in

this mighty Angel a representation of the Son of God. The descriptions correspond

with those of the first (i. 15) and fourth Angel (iv. 3) ; see too Dan. xii. 1. Nio. de Lyra

supposes that the Angel is meant for the Emperor Justinian ; Luther, for the Pope ; and
Bede, for St. John himself ! But it is worse than useless to record the vagaries of

Aojocalyptio interpretation.
3 This is a reference to vi. 11, where the souls of the martyrs are bidden to rest,

" still a little time."
* Comp. Jer. xv. 16, " Thy words were fotmd, and I did eat them." The contents of

the roll were sweet in anticipation, because he had hoped to read in them the peirfect

eouversion of JgrusstleiB ; but Tr^re bitter when tlieir real import Tfas Ijnowu,
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the " utterance " of the seven thunders resembles those given to Daniel,
in Dan. viii 26 ; xii. 4—9. The general meaning seems to be that
much of the future is to be left in deep mystery, and that the messages
yet to be delivered are of mingled import, sweet with consolations, yet
bitter with awful judgments. The little book is intended to contain the
issues of the seventh Trumpet. They are as yet undeveloped. Much of

the vision hitherto has referred to the past. It has explained the mean-
ing of the signs in the physical and political world which pointed to the
Coming Judgment. It has made clear to believers that the woes which
had shaken and were still shaking the earth were the beginning of the
Palingenesia. What the seer has now to foreshadow is the Coming
Dawn itself.

His first warning prophecies are addressed to the Jews. The judg-
ments of the first six Seals afiect the fourth part of all men alike

—

Christians, Jews, heathens. Before the opening of the seventh Seal,

the servants of God—that is, all the members of the Christian Church
—are sealed upon their foreheads. The judgments of the first six

Trumpets afiect, therefore, only the Jews and the heathens. But now,
before the actual sounding of the seventh Trumpet, the Jews are won to

God (xL 13). St. John, Hke St. Paul, sees that it is only "in part"
that " blindness hath befallen Israel," and only "until the fulness of the
Gentiles be come in." Consequently the judgments of the first six

Vials, though they extend over the whole earth, fall only upon the

heathen. The seventh Vial brings upon all the unconverted the final

judgment.

So that before the seventh Trumpet sounds the seer is bidden to

measure the Temple, and altar, and worshippers with a measuring reed,^

exclusively of the court which has been given over to the Gentiles, who
are to trample down the Holy City for forty-two months

—

i.e., three and
a half years.^ During these twelve hundred and sixty days, the Two
Witnesses are to prophesy in sackcloth. They resemble the two oHve
trees and the two lamp-stands of the Temple.' With fire from their

mouth they can destroy their enemies.* They can shut up the Heavens
and smite the earth with plague. When their testimony is over, the

Wild Beast out of the abyss shall kUl them. Their dead bodies shall

lie for three and a half days in the streets of Jerusalem, the spiritual

Sodom ^ and Egypt, where their Lord was crucified. Men of all nations

1 Ezek. xl. ; Zeoh. iv.

2 Dan. viii. 13 ; 1 Mace. iii. 45, 51 ; iv. 60 ; Liike xxi. 24. " Jerusalem shall be trodden

down of the Gentiles, until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled." The period 3Jt years,

42 months, or 1,260 days (the half of seven years), is often found in Scripture in con-

nexion -with judgments. Dan. vii. 25 (Antioohus Bpiphanes rages for "a time, times,

and half a time"); ix. 27 (the oblation ceases for half a week) ; xii. 7, 11 ; oomp. Luke
xxi. 24 ; James v. 17 (time of drought at Elijah's prayer).

a Zech. iv. 3, 11.
* 2 Kings i. 10 ; Jer. v. 14 ; Ecclus. xlviii. 1. " Then stood up Blias the Prophet aa

fire, and his word burned like a lamp."
5 Jerusaleni (Spdow) ; Is», J. JO ; iij. 9 i Jer. »xijj. 14 ; Esek . xvi. 48, 49. There may
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shall rejoice over their corpses/ and mil not suffer them to be buried.'
Then the breath of life from God shall enter into them. To the terror

of all they shall stand upon their feet,^ and at the bidding of a voice
from Heaven shall ascend in cloud. Then a great earthquake, in
which seven thousand shall perish, shall shake down a tenth of the city.

The rest of its inhabitants repent in their terror, and give glory to the
God of Heaven.

Every item of the symbolism, as will have been seen from the refe-

rences, is borrowed from ancient prophecy : and yet neither in its details

nor in its general import is the vision clear. There neither is nor ever
has been in Christendom, in any age or among any school of interpreters,

the smallest agreement, or even approach to an agreement, as to the
events which the seer had in view.

"What is the object of the measuring 1 Judging from Ezekiel and
Zechariah, we should say that it is for construction and preservation

;

but in other passages the " stretching out of a line," or " setting a plumb-
line," or "measuring with a line," are emblems of punishment or
destruction.^ As both destruction and preservation follow, the question
is not easy to answer.

Again, is the seer now dealing with more or less definite history,

whether contemporary or impending, or are the limits of past, present,

and future obliterated in illustrating the Divine principles of the Eternal
Now?

Again, does the vision refer to the actual Jerusalem, or to Jerusalem
as an emblem of the whole Jewish race 1

Once more, who are the Two Witnesses ? Were there during the
siege of Jerusalem, or during the general epoch of its imminent doom,
two witnesses for God and for Christ, who in their characteristics recalled

Moses and Elijah 1 Or are Moses and Elijah themselves symbolically

described ? Was the seer thinking of St. John the Baptist and our
Lord ? ^ or of the two Christian martyrs, James the son of Zebedee and
James the Bishop of Jerusalem 1 or of two Christian witnesses of whom
no history is recorded ? ^ or of the murder of men like Zechariah, son of

Berachiah 1 or is he indeed only thinking of Enoch and Elijah," according

to the almost unanimous tradition of the Early Church f * Or, again,

be a passing allusion to the detestable crimes of the Zealots, as recorded by Josephus,
S. J. iv. 6, § 3.

1 Congratulations of the enemies of God. Heb, viii. 10, 12 ; Esth. ix. 19, 22.
2 1 Kings xiii 22 ; Isa. xiv. 18 ; Tobit i. 17.
3 Ezek. xxxvii. 10.
^ Lam. ii. 7, 8 ; Isa. xxsiv. 11 ; Amos vii. 6, 9 ; 2 Sam. viii. 2 ; 2 Kings xxi. 12, 13.

5 Matt. xvii. 9—13. ' Compare Rev. xi. 3 with Acts i. 8.

' In the Gospel of Nicodemus, Enoch says of himself and Elijah, "We are to live

until the end of the world ; and then we are to lie sent by God to remt Antichrist, cmd to

be slain by him, cmd after three days to rise again, and to be caught up in clouds to meet the

Lord " (Gosp. Nicod. ii. 9).

* As preserved in the Commentary of Andreas, Bp. of Czesarea in Cappadocia (oomp.
Gospel of Nicodemus xxv.). The view derives some sanction from Luke xvL 31 ; and the
Transfiguration, Matt. xvii. 3.
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•wideniQg the symbol of Jerusalem to apply to the whole Jewish and
Christian Church, is he thinking of St. James and St. Peter ? or even

of St. Peter and St. Paul as the two most illustrious victims of the

Neronian persecution 1 None of these- guesses are certain ; and perhaps

the same may be said of a solution which has sometimes occurred to me,
that the Two Witnesses represent Jewish and GentUe converts to the

Church. Is the description of their unburied corpses and subsequent

ascension a symbol of the true fulfilment of their prophecies, the vindi-

cation of the truths they taught, the posthumous honours paid to their

memories 1 Are we to understand the vision literally, or ideally, or

allegoiically 1 None can tell us ; and who shall say t

Lastly, in. the earthquake and the overthrow of a tenth part of the

city, and the resultant terror and repentance, are we to see a picture of

the anticipated results from the rapidly approaching siege of Jerusalem,

or do they shadow forth the fate of the besieged, and the effect of their

awful judgment upon the minds of their co-religionists throughout the

world 1'

These questions have never been satisfactorily answered, and perhaps
never will be. We must be content to leave them in the half-light in

which the uncertainty of nineteen Christian centuries has left them
hitherto. There are no two writers of any importance who even
approximately agree in the interpretation of the symbols. Those
symbols were probably coloured not only by the language of the Old-

Testament, but by actual events in the siege. Such, for instance, was
the terrific storm, the bursts of rain, the earthquake, "the amazing
concussions and bellowings of the earth," during which the Idumeans
were admitted, and in which Josephus says that " the whole system of

the universe seemed to be in disorder."" In the subsequent massacres,

the outer Temple—that is, the Court of the Gentiles—" was all over-

flowed with blood," and eight thousand five hundred corpses lay about
its precincts. The insults to the unburied witnesses recall for a moment
the fate of the younger Hanan and the priest Jesus, whose bodies were
" cast out naked and unburied to be the food of dogs and wild beasts,"

but whose reputation was so thoroughly vindicated in the eyes of their

countrymen, that Josephus pronounces a high eulogy upon them, and
attributes the final doom of the city to the guUt incurred by their

murderers. ° The three and a half years, again, correspond with the

actual length of the siege, together with the special horrors by which it

was preluded. On the other hand, we know of nothing which corre-

sponds to the fall of only the tenth part of the city, or to any repentance

on the part of its inhabitants. Every interpretation seems to be beset

with insuperable difficulties. No one school of commentators has been
more successful than its rivals in furnishing an historical solution. May

1 Doubtless the imageiy is coloured by remmisceuces of the events mentioned in
Matt, xxvii, 51 : xxviii. 2.

» Jos. B. J. It. 5, § 5. 3 Ibid. iv. 5, § 2.
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not this be a sign that no exact historical counterpart to these symbols
was contemplated by the seer, and that he is only moving in the region
of ideal anticipation in order to use material symbols as the vehicle for

eternal principles ? He who has learnt the lesson, " not by power nor
by might, but by my Spirit, saith the Lord of Hosts ;

" he who feels

that the downfall of Evil and the ultimate triumph of Good has all the
certainty of an inevitable law ;—he who is waiting for the consolation

of the spiritual Israel and the gathering of all nations into one flock

under one shepherd at the Coming of the Lord,—^he, it may be, has
learnt more of the inner spirit and essential meaning of the Apocalypse
than if he followed all the flickering lights of Exegesis which have led

men into the marshes of rival fictions from the days of St. Victorinus
down to the present time.

It has been often asserted that St. John meant to indicate the
preservation of the Temple, in accordance with the general expectation
and what was believed to be the express wish of Titus. But he does
not say so. The measuring-rod may have been, as we have seen, a
mark of coming overthrow. There is indeed an absolutely fatal argu-

ment against the notion that St. John anticipated that the Temple
would be preserved. It is that our Lord on Olivet, in the very
discourse on which the Apocalypse is an expanded and symboUc com-
mentary, had declared without the least ambiguity, and in exact

accordance with the result, that of that Temple not one stone should
be left upon another. St. John indicates the conversion of the Jews,
not the deliverance of Jerusalem.

But all that we cannot understand of St. John's symbolism belongs

—the very failure of the Christian world in any age to understand it is

a sufficient proof that it belongs—to the secondary, the subordinate, the

less essential elements of the book. It must always be more than
doubtful whether, in the very small fraction of the book which touches

on the yet earthly and historic future, St. John intended to deal with

specific vaticinations. At any rate, the meaning and literal accomplish-

ment of such vaticinations is irrevocably lost for us, and, in point of

fact, has never been known to any age of the Church—^not even to the

earliest, not even—so far as our records go—to Irenseus, the hearer of

Polycarp, or to Polycarp, the hearer of St. John. What we can see in

the whole vision of the Holy City and the Two Witnesses, is a prophecy

of the ultimate conversion of the vast mass of Israel, and the final

triumph of Christian testimony over every opposing force ; further

than this, there is nothing to be found in any commentary but fancy

and guess-work, and arbitrary combinations, which may seem irrefragable

to those who indulge in them, but which have not succeeded in con-

vincing a handful of readers.

Then, at last, the seventh Angel sounds. There is a shout of

jubUee in Heaven, because the kingdoms of the world have become the

kingdom of our Lord and of His Christ. The Jews are now CQ^verted.
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There rettains nothing but the judgment of the Gentiles and the

Coming of Christ in the close of the seen. The earthly Temple has at

last disappeared. In the Heaven is seen the Temple of God, open even

to the Holie.st Place, to which there may now be universal access at all

times, through the Blood of Christ.

SECTION V. ',

THE WILD BEAST PROM THE SEA.

But, as though to compensate for the uncertain idealism of the last

Vision, the meaning of the next Vision is retrospective, and, in its

nain outlines, perfectly clear.

A woman, arrayed with the sun, with the moon beneath her feet,

and a crown of twelve stars around her head, brings forth a man-child.

A huge scarlet dragon, with ten horns and seven diademed heads, whose
tail sweeps after it the third part of the stars to the earth,' stands before

her to devour the child the moment it is born, since the child is to rule

the nations with a rod of iron. But the child is snatched up to the

throne of God, and the woman flies into the wilderness, where she is

to be nourished for 1,260 days.

All agree as to the interpretation. The star-crowned woman is the

ideal Church of Israel.* The child she brings forth is a symbol, partly

of the Messiah, partly of the Christian Church.' The scarlet dragon is

an emblem of Satan, with the attributes of the world-power, as specially

represented by the Roman Empire—of which a dragon was one of the

later insignia. A dragon or serpent (for between the two words there

is no real distinction) was also the apt inspirer for an Emperor who
was believed to wear as an amulet a serpent's skin, and whose life,

according to popular legend, had been saved by a serpent when he was
an infant in the cradle.^ Its seven heads and ten horns are seven

Emperors^ and ten Provincial Governors. But no power of legions, no
violence of martyrdoms, can slay the infant Church of Christ. The
Mother Church, the Church of Jerusalem, which, as it were, rocks the

cradle of Gentile Christianity, is saved alike from Idumeans and Zealots,

and the Roman armies which advance to besiege the Holy City. She

flies to the mountains ; to the wilderness ; to the secure and desolate

region of Pella, in which town, on the edge of the deserts of Arabia,"

• Dan. viii. 10 (of Antiochus Epiphanes). • Isa. Ixvi. 7, 8.

3 The nairatiye is doubtless coloured by the perils and escapes of the Infant Christ

(Matt. ii. 11—15). * Suet. Ner. 6.

* The "seren " may include Julius Caesar ; or, excluding him, may include Otho. In

the days of Julius, however, the name Imperatm' had not acquired its exclusive signifi-

cance, and he never had the title of Princeps. Apocalyptic symbolism, dealing in mystic

numbers, does not greatly trouble itself with these minor details. Thus the seven heads

of the Beast serve alike to symbolise seven hills and seven emperors. The Dragon is at

once Satan and the representative of Satan—the Empire of Pagan Rome.
6 Josephus says of Perea, "its eastern limits reach tc Arabia" {B. J. iii. 3, § 3).

Pella is now Tabakat Fahil.
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at an early period of the impending siege, the Christians took refuge,

in accordance -with their Lord's command. ^ They thus escaped the

horrors of the three and a half years which elapsed between A.D. 67,

when Vespasian began his dreadful work in Judea, and September, A.D.

70, when the city and Temple perished in blood and flame.

The attempts of the dragon are practically foredoomed. Michael
and his Angels have warred against him, and flung him down to earth.

There is no place for him in heaven as an accuser of the brethren,

because the blood of the Lamb and the blood of the martyrs prevails

against him. His great wrath must be confined to earth, and that only

for a little time.^

He rages against the sun-clad woman, but she escapes from him into

the wilderness, with the two great eagle-wings of divine protection.

There may have been, and doubtless was, an attempt to pursue and
murder the flying Christians. We know that desertion from the city

was checked by the most violent measures. Had any details of the

flight to Pella been preserved to us, we should understand what is

exactly meant by the dragon vomiting out of his mouth water as a

river that she might be swept away, and by the earth helping her and
swallowing the river. When Vespasian sent Placidus to chase the

Jewish fugitives from Gadara, they were stopped by the swollen waters

of the Jordan, and being compelled to hazard a battle, were driven in

multitudes into the river, and 15,000 of them perished.* It is very

probable that some such obstacle may have impeded the flight of the

Christians, and that while they were enabled to escape safely by some
manifestation of special Providence, many of their pursuers perished in

the swollen stream.

The next Vision is not only plain, but must henceforth be regarded

as so certain in its significance as to furnish us with b. point de repireiov

all Apocalyptic interpretations. It is the Vision of the Wild Beast

from the Sea ; and beyond all shadow of doubt or uncertainty, the

Wild Beast from the Sea is meant as a symbol of the Emperor Nero.

Here, at any rate, St. John has neglected no single means by which ho

could make his meaning clear without deadly peril to himself and the

Christian Church.

He describes this WUd Beast by no less than sixteen distinctive

marks, and then all but tells us in so many words the name of the

person whom it is intended to symbolise.

These distinctive marks are as follows :—
; \. It rises from the sea ;—by which is perhaps indicated not only a

1 Matt. xxiv. 16 ; Luke xxL 21.
2 Comp. Luke x, 18. " I beheld Satan as Kghtning fallen from heaven," John xii.

31. "Now is the judgment of this world, now shall the prince of this world be cast

out " (comp. 1 John iii. 8).
3 For eagles' wings as the symbol of the Divine protection, see Ex. xix. 4 ; Deut,

xxxii. 11. • Jos. B. J. iv. 7, § 5.
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Western power, and therefore, to a Jew, a power beyond tie sea,^ but
perhaps especially one connected with the sea-washed peninsula of

Italy.' •

2. It is a Beast like one of Daniel's fowr Beasts, but more por-

tentous and formidable. Daniel's four Blasts were the Chaldean lion,

the Median bear, the Persian panther, and the Beast of Greek
dominion, of which the ten horns represent the ten successors of

Alexander,' and the little horn represents Antiochus Epiphanes. St.

John's Beast being the all-comprehensive Roman power, is a combina-
tion of Daniel's Beasts. It is a panther, with bear's feet and a lion's

mouth. It has seven heads,^ which indicate (in the apparently arbitrary

but perfectly normal vagueness of Jewish apocalyptic symbolism) both
the seven hU]s of Rome and seven kings.^ The Beast is a symbol
interchangeably of the Roman Empire and of the Emperor. In fact, to

a greater degree than at any period of history, the two were one.

Roman history had dwindled down into a personal drama. The Roman
Emperor could say with literal truth, " L'Etat c'est moi." And a "Wild

Beast was a Jew's natural symbol either for a Pagan kingdom or for its

autocrat. When St. Paul was delivered from Nero, or his representa-

tive, he says quite naturally that " he was delivered out of the mouth of

the lion" (2 Tim. iv. 17; comp. Heb. xi. 33). When he is alluding to

his struggles with the mob and their leaders at Ephesus, he describes it

as "fighting with wild beasts" (1 Cor. xv. 32). When Marsyas
announced to Agrippa I. the death of Tiberius, he did so in the words,

"the lion is dead."" Princes, as well as kingdoms, had been described

under the same symbol by the Old Testament prophets.' Esther, La the

Jewish legends, was said to have spoken of Xerxes as " the Hon."

Lactantius speaks of Nero as a tarn mala bestia.' But, besides all these

reasons, which made the symbol so easily intelligible, Renan may be

right in conjecturing that there was yet another. It was that, on an

occasion which was exceptionally infamous even for Nero, he had been

disguised as a wild beast, and in that disguise had been let loose from a.

cage and personated the furies of a tiger or panther.'

1 In the Sibylline Oracles (iii. 176) the beast risea " from the Western sea." In 2

Esdras xi. 1 the Eagle (Rome) comes from the sea.

^ Such is the not improbable coi^eoture of Ewald. From xvii. 15 we might explain

it of "tho peoples, and multitudes, and nations, and tongues," over which Rome ruled.

In Shabbath, f. 56 6, we are told that when Solomon married Pharaoh's daughter,
Gabriel thrust a reed into the sea, and of the mud formed an island, on which Home was
buUt.

' The Diadochi, as they were called. See Grote, xii. 362.
•* Comp. Orac. Sibyll. iii. 176, Where also the many-headed beast Is Borne,
5 Eev. xvii. 9, 10.

8 Jos. Ant. xviii. 6, § 10.

? Ezek. xix. 1—9.
3 The Sibyllists call Nero "the Beast." De Mart. Persec. 2.

9 L'Antiehi'ist, p. 175. Suet. Ner. 29. I am told that to this day, in the Had
Gadyo, which the Jews of Germany use at the Passover, their old persecutors are com-
pared to various animals.
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3. This wild beast of Heathen Po-wer has ten horns, which represent
the ten main provinces of Imperial Rome.^ It has the power of the
dragon—that is, it possesses the Satanic dominion of the " prince of the
power of the air."

4. On each of its heads is the name of blasphemy. Every one of the
seven "kings," however counted, had borne the (to Jewish ears)

blasphemous surname of Augustus (Sebastos, " one to be adored ") ; had
received apotheosis, and been spoken of as Divus after his death ; had
been honoured with statues, adorned with divine attributes ; had been
saluted with divine titles ; and in some instances had been absolutely
worshipped, and that in his lifetime, with temples and flamens—espe-

cially in the Asiatic provinces.

5. The diadems are on the horns, because the Roman Proconsuls, as
delegates of the Emperor, enjoy no little share of the Csesarean auto-
cracy and splendour ; but—

6. The name of blaspliemy (for such is the true reading) is only on
the heads, because the Emperor alone receives divine honour, and alone
bears the daring title of " Augustus."

7. One of the heads is wounded to death,^ but the deadly wound is

healed. If there could be any doubt that this indicates the violent end,

and universally expected return of Nero—or, which is the same thing

for prophetic purposes, of one like him—that doubt seems to be
removed by the parallel description of the 17th chapter, where we are

told that of the seven kings of the mystic Babylon

—

8. The five are fallen, the one is, the other is not yet come ; and " the

Beast that thou sawest was, and is not, and is about to come out of the

abyss ;
" " the Beast that was and is not, even he is an eighth, and is of

the seven."^ Can language be more apparently perplexing ? Yet its

solution is obvious. No explanation worth the name has ever been
offered of this enigma except that which makes it turn on the wide-

spread expectation that Nero was either not really dead, or that, even if

dead, he would in some strange way return. Only two or three slaves

and people of humble rank had seen his corpse. All of these, except

one or two soldiers and a single freedman of Galba, had been his

humble adherents. It seemed inconceivable that after a hundred years

of absolutism the last of the deified race of Csesars should thus dis-

appear like foam upon the water. The five kings are Augustus,

Tiberius, Gaius (Caligula), Claudius, and Nero. Since the seer is

^ Ten horns, as in Dan. vii. 24. There they are the Diadochi ; here the provinces of

Italy, Achaia, Asia, Syria, Egypt, Africa, Spain, Gaul, Britain, Germany (Benan,
L'Antechrist, p. 13) . The history of this troubled epoch amply justifies the additional

touch of description in which, later on, they, in conjvmction with the Beast (i.e., the
Provincial Governors and Generals, together with the Emperor), hate the harlot (i.e.,

the City of Eome, and the Senatus Populusque Somarms), and devour her flesh, etc.

Again and again in the civil disorders Rome was brought by Emperors and Proconsuls to

the verge of ruin and despair.
2 Just as the eagle's head (Nero) in 2 Esdras xi. 1, 36.

' Eev, xvii. 8, 10, 11. In ver, 8 the true reading is /cmV iropeVjai.
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writing in the reign of Galba, the fifth king (Nero) was, and is not

;

Otho, the seventh king, was not yet come. When he came, which
could not be long delayed, for Galba was an old man—he was to reign

for a short time, and then was to come the eighth, who, it was expected,

would be Nero again, one of the previous seven, and so both the fifth

and the eighth. For, strange to say, Nero still lived in the regrets

alike of Romans and of Parthians.^ Since Rome is the great city

(xviL 18), and the ten horns its provincial governors—"kings who had
received no kingdom as yet" (xvii. 12)^—it seems difficult even to

imagine any other explanation of symbols which it is quite clear that

the Apostle meant to be understood, and which he assumed would be
understood, since otherwise they would have been useless to his readers.

But, after he has thus all but told us in so many words whom he means,

the seer continues the hints by which he describes the characteristics of

the Beast. He says that

—

9. " All the earth wondered after tJie Beast." In that day men
rejoiced in the omnipotence of evil, and did homage to it in its concrete

form. The Roman plebs had become " sottish, licentious, gamblers ;

"

and one who was more gigantically sottish than themselves had become
their ideal.^ The best comment on this particular may be found in the

description of Tacitus of the manner in which all Rome, from its

proudest senators down to its humblest artisans, poured forth along the

public ways to receive with acclamations the guilty wretch who was
returning from Campania with his hands red with his murdered mother's

blood."

10. That the world " worshipped the dragon, wlio gave his power to

the Beast," would be a natural Jewish way of indicating the belief tliat

the Pagan world, when it ofiered holocausts for its Emperor, was adoring

devils for deities.^

11. The cries of the world, " Who is like unto the Beast 1 who is able

to make war with him ? " sound like an echo of the shouts " Victories

Olympic ! victories Pythian ! Nero the Hercules ! Nero Apollo !

Sacred one ! The One of the ^on," i.e., unparalleled in all the world !

with which Dion Cassius teUs us that he was greeted by the myriads of

the populace, when, with the crowns of his 1,800 artistic triumphs, he

returned from his insane and degraded perambulation of Greece.

12. " The mouth speaking great things and blasphemies " is the mouth

which was incessantly uttering the most monstrous boasts and preten-

1 Suet. JS'er. 49, 50, 57 ; Tao. ff. L 2, 78 ; iL 8 ; Dion Cassius, Ixiv. ; and Dio. Chry-
Bost. Oral. XXL 10.

2 As yet—^but several of them were to do so in the course of the next few years.

This completely disposes of the supposed refutation of the views here maintained on the

plea that the Roman Emperors did not wear diadenus. The ten horns are Idngdomless

kings (ie., Provincial Governors), and yet even these korns are diademed (xiii. 1).

3 Maurice, Bevd. p. 238.

* Tac. Ann. xiv. 13 ; Dion Cass. Ixi. 16 j Suet. Ner. 39.

' 1 Cor. X. 20.

30
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sions,' declaring that no one before himself had the least conception of

what things an Emperor might do, and of the lengths to which he could

go ; the mouth which ordered the erection of his own colossus, 120 feet

high, adorned with the insignia and attributes of the sun.^ As for hi?

blasphemies, Suetonius tells us that he was an avowed and even con-

temptuous atheist—" religionum usquequaque contemptor,"'

13. "Power was given him, to act^ forty-two months." The exact
significance of this mystic number, which is also described as 1,260 days
(xi. 2; xii. 6), and as "a time, times, and half a time" (xii 14), is

variously explained. The simplest explanation is that it refers to the
time which elapsed between the beginning of Nero's persecution in Nov.,

64, and his death in June, 68, which is almost exactly three and a half

years.

1 4. " It was given him to make war with tlie saints, and to overcome
them," for it was he who began the terrible era of martyrdom, and put.
" a vast multitude " to death with hideous tortures on a false accusa-

tion.^

15. "Power was given him over all kindreds, and tongues, and
nations." Of the representatives of the world-powers in that day,

Greece received him with frantic adulation, Parthia was in friendly rela-

tions with him, and Armenia, in the person of Tiridates, laid its diadem
before his feet.^ Even Herod the Great, though himself a powerful king,

had been accustomed to talk of the " Almighty Romans."
16. All " the inhabitants of the earth, except the followers of tlie

Lamb, worshipped him." This, as we have seen, was literally true of the

Emperors, both in their lifetime and after their death. At this dreadful

period the cult of the Emperor was almost the only sincere worship
which still existed.'

Then follow two verses (xiii. 9, 10) which do not bear directly upon
the symbol. They are either a prophecy of retribution given for the

consolation of the suffering saints,* or, if we take what seems on the

whole to be the more probable reading, they are a declaration that the

' Tlie "mouth speaking great things" of Antiochus Epiphanea, in Dan. vii. 8, 20,

never uttered half such monstrous boasts as that of Nero.
' Pliay, H. N. xxxix. 7 ; Suet. Ner. 30—32 ; Dion Cass. Ixvi. 15 ; Mart. Spectac. ii.

1, Ep. i. 71. It required twenty-four elephants to drag it away in the reign of Hadrian.
Spart. Hadr. 19.

3 Ifero, 56. The first object of his veneration was the Syrian goddess " hano mox ita

sprevit ut urinft contaminaret."
^ xiii 5. iroi^o-ai, can hardly mean " to continue " as in the English version. It must

mean "to act," "to do what he will
;
" and, if so, the addition of 3 Se'Aei ia N is at least a

correct gloss.

5 Tac. Ann. xv. 44.

6 Tac. Ann. xiv. 26 ; Suet. Ner. 13.
'' See Boissier, id Seligion Homaine, i. 122—208. Augustus disliked all personal

worship, and insisted that his cult should be joined to that of Rome. But Caligula
claimed to be worshipped in person (Suet. Col, 21), and Nero received apotheosis in Ma
lifetime. Tac. Ann. xv. 74.

8 Perhaps an allusion to Nero's supposed death and flight.
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saints must indeed suffer, but that their sufferings should be endured in

taith and patience.^

In these paragraphs, then, we have sixteen hints as to who and what
is intended by the Apocalyptic Wild Beast, and it is undeniable that

every one of these directly points to Some and Nero. They point so

directly to Rome and to Nero that it is difficult to conceive how the

writer could have expressed his meaning less enigmatically, if he adopted

at all that well-understood literary method of Jewish Apocalypses which
was enigmatical ia its very nature.'' The most remarkable indication

that Nero is mainly intended is that it is exactly in. the most enigmatical

particulars, that the resemblance is most close. He was mortally

wounded, and yet (according to the then belief, which is here adopted

for purposes of description, and which was symbolically though not liter-

ally true) the woiind was healed ; and he was a fifth king who was, and
is not, and yet (so St. John indicates him by the popular belief) should

be once more the eighth king, and one of the seven.^ If we had not the

perfectly simple clue to what what was indicated by this strangely

riddling description, we might give up the interpretation as insoluble

;

but the clue is preserved for us, not only by Jewish Talmudists,*

and Pagan historians and authors, such as Tacitus,' Suetonius,^ Dien
Cassius,' and Dion Chrysostom f but also by Christian fathers like St.

Irenaeus,' Lactantius,'" St. Victorinus, Sulpicius Severus," and the Sibyl-

line books ;^^ and even by St. Jerome,^' and by St. Augustine." Nothing
can prove more decisively than these references that for four centuries

many Christians identified Nero with the Beast. An Eastern kingdom
had long been promised to him by soothsayers.^ The author of the

Ascension of Isaiah says that Beliar shall descend from the sky in the

form of man, an impious king, the murderer of his mother {i.e., in the

form of Nero).^° So, too, Commodianus, in the third century, talks of

' Rev. xiii. 10.
2 How strange were the symbolic devices of Apooalyptists we see in the 8th Book of

the SibyUines, where Hadriaji is described as " having a name like that of a sea " (the

Hadriatic), and is called "the wretched one," because of the resemblance of his name
(.Mianus) to the Greek deemos (Orac. Sib. viii. 52, 59).

3 It was believed that he would return from the East, by the aid of Parthians, among
whom'he was thought to have taken refuge.

* The tract Gittin, quoted by Gratz, Gesch. d. Judenth. vol. iv. p. 203.
' Tac. Hist. ii. 8. ^ Suet. JV^er. 57, et ibi Gasaulon.
7 Dion Cass. ; Xiphilinus, Ixiv. 9 ; see Zonaias, Ann. xi. 15—18. The expectation

was most current in Asia Minor, and Nero's thoughts were incessantly turned to the
East by astrologers, etc. Tac. Hist. ii. 95 ; Ann. xv. 36 ; Suet. JVer. 40—47.

8 Dion Clii7Sost. Orat. xxi. (i. p. 504, ed. Eeiske : "Even now all desire him to

live, and most persons think that he is still alive.")

' Iron. I.e. w Lactant. De Mart. Persec. 2.

" Snip. Sever. Hist. Sac. ii. 28. " It is the current opinion of many that he is yet to
come as Antichrist." This was written A.D. 403.

>2 Sibi/ll. V. 33 ; viii. 71. " jer. In Dan. xL 28.

" Aug. Se Civ. Dei, xx. 19, 3. " Unde nonnulli ipsum (Neronem) resurrecturum
et fiiturum Antichiistum suspicautur, alii vera nee occisun putant sed subtractum
potius."

w Suet. Jfer. 40. " Asccns. Is. iv. 2—14.
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Nero being raised from the under--world.^ Nay, more, we can appeal to
the earliest extant Greek commentary on the Apocalypse—that of
Andreas, Bishop of the Oappadocian Csesarea, who says that " the king
of the Romans shall come as Antichrist to destroy " the four kingdoms
of Daniel. It would have been ,?trange that the Christian world should
have felt any doubt that Nero is intended, if aU history did not show the
extent to which dogmatic bias—^which only resorts to Scripture in order
to find there its own ready-made convictions—has dominated for cen-
turies over simple and straightforward exegesis. But as though to
exclude any possibility of doubt about the matter, St. John, after all

these clear indications, has all but told us in express words the name of

the man whom he means by his Antichrist and Wild Beast—by this

deified yet slain and to-be-resuscitated murderer of the saints. He does
so in the last verses of the chapter. They furnish a seventeenth detail,

in which the indications of the seer poiat immediately and distinctly to

the worst of the Roman Emperors.

17. "Here is wisdom," he says (chap. xiii. 18); or, as he expresses
it in chap. xvii. 9, " wisdom is needed to grasp the meaning of my
symbol;" or, perhaps, as Ewald understands it, "this is the sense

—

whoever has wisdom will understand it thus." "Let him that hath
understanding count the number of the Beast ; for it is the number of a
man." In other words, he tells us that he now intends to indicate

nv/merically the name which he dared not actually express. A Jew
or Jewish Christian would at once be aware that he now intends to give
an instance of one of the forms of that KabbaHstic method, of which
traces are found even in the ancient prophets, and which was known to

the Rabbis as Gematria—i.e., Geometry, or the numerical indication

of names.^ Gentile Christians were not so familiar with this method ;'

but we see from Irenseus that they could easily have got the general clue

from their Judaic brethren, to whom the Apocalypse is mainly ad-

' Commodian. Instr. 41.
' For an account of Gematria, and numerous illuetrations of it, I may refer to my

paper on Rabbinic Exegesis in the ExposUor for 1877, vol. v. Similarly among Egyptian
mystics the God ThouSi was spoken of by the cypher 1218. On the Gnostic gems the
word Abraxas is used as isopsephic to Meithras (the sun) because the letters of both
names = 325.

^ It was, however, by no means unknown to educated Greeks under the name of

isopsephia. For instance, they called verses isopsephics when their letters made up
numerically the same sum. In the Anthology we find an epigram which begins

—

" One, hearing the words Demagoras and Plague (Loimos), which are of equal
numerical value "

—

which he could test in a moment, since, in Greek letters, Demagoras is—
4 + 1+ 40 +1 + 3 + 70 + 100 + 1 -I- 200 = 420AAMArO F AS

and Loimos (Plague) is

—

30 + 70 -HO + 40 + 70 + 200 = 420

A o I M o a
There are isopsephic inscriptions in the Corpus Inscr. Ormc. 3544—3546. (See Aul. Cell,

xiv. 14.)
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dressed.^ There was not much danger of a secret being betrayed which

might cost the life of any one who mentioned it, and at the same time

imperil the whole community. "What St. John says in effect is : "I
shall now give you the name of the Wild Beast in its numerical value.

You have heard many specimens of this method, so that you can apply

it in this instance, though I warn you that it may give you some
difficulty." He evidently intended some of them to find out the number
of the Beast, which was also the number of a man, while he pointed

out that there was one unexpected element in the particular solution.

If it had been merely a name in the numerical value of its Greek letters

there would have been so little diflSculty about it that any ordinarily

educated reader might have discovered it after a few trials. He would
only have to fimd out what living men there were who had the dozen or

more attributes which the seer had given to the Beast, and whose

names, counted by the value of the letters, made up the number of 666.

As there was scarcely a/ny other living person to whom the Apocalyptic

description could apply, Nero's was probably the first name which

a Jewish Christian reader would have tried. And here he would have

been at once baffled. In Greek letters he would have found that Neron
made 50 + 5 + 100 + 800 + 50 = 1005. If he tried Neron Kaisar,

it would only make 1005 + 332 = 1337. Almost every combination

which he tried would faU, and very possibly he would give up the task

in despair, with ohe thought that he did not possess the requisite

" wisdom," though he may have solved many such problems in SibyUine

or similar books. Thus, iu the SibylUne books, the poet indicates the

name Jesus, in Greek 'irjo-oSs, by saying that it is a word which has

4 vowels and 2 consonants, and that the whole number is equivalent to

8 units, 8 tens, 8 hundreds—i.e., 888 ('iTjiroGs = 10 + 8 + 200 + 70 +
400 + 200 = 888), and no Greek-speaking Christian would have had
any trouble in solving the riddle. Since, however, all the other

indications pointed so clearly to Rome and Nero, the Greek Christian

reader might very naturally have hit upon " Latinus " (AaTeiybs = 30 +
1 + 300 + 5 + 10 + 50 + 70 + 200 = 666) as a sort of general

indication of Home and "a Latin man." This accounts for the

prevalence of this explanation among the Fathers, beginning with

St. Irenaeus, who may have heard it from St. Polycarp, who had seen

St John in his old age.^ These early Christian writers were, so to

speak, on the right track
;
yet with " Latinus " they could hardly have

been quite satisfied, It is a vague adjective, and the names Lativ/m and
Latvnvs had long been practically obsolete. If this were indeed the

1 The Sibyllist describes Nero as the Emperor whose sign is 50, "a fearful serpent who
skaM cause a gnevous war." N, the initial letter of Nero, = 50. I have already referred

to the fancy of Barnabas about Abraham's 318 servants as represented by iht, and so a
sort of symbol of Jesus on the Cross. Similarly in TertuUian {Carm. adv. Marc. iii. 4),

the victory of Gideon's 300 is oomieoted with the fact that 300 = T, the sign of the

Cross : " Hoc etiam signo praedonnm stravit acervos."
» Iren, Adv. Haer. v. SiO ; Hippolyt. Se Cfvristo, p. 26.
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solution, they might have put down its vagueness to intentional

obscurity. "We can hardly conceive -what care a Jewish writer had
ro take if he touched in any respect unfavourably upon the imperial

power in those days of delators and laesa majestas} Josephus was in

high favour, first with Poppsea and then with the Flavian dynasty ; at

Eome he was so great and influential .that he probably had the honour
of a statue in the imperial city ?—yet he stops abruptly ia his explana-

tion of the prophecies of Daniel, with a mysterious hiat that he does

not deem it prudent to say more.' This evidently was because he feared

that, if he touched on any explanation of the work of destruction

wrought by the "stone cut without hands," he might seem to be
threatening future ruin and extinction to the Roman Empire ; and to do

this went beyond his very limited daring. It was perhaps the complete

unsatisfactoriness of the solution " Lateinos " which made some Chris-

tians, as Irenseus further tells us, try the name Teitan, which also gives

the mystic number 666 (Teitan = 300 -I- 5 -h 10 -t- 300 -i- 1 -i- 50 =
666), and which has the additional advantage of being a word of six

letters. In this instance also ingenuity was not very far astray ; for

Titan was one of the old poetic names of the Sun, and the Sun was the

deity whose attributes Nero most affected, as all the world was able

to judge from seeing his colossus with radiated head, of which the sub-

structure of the base stUl remaius close by the ruins of the Colosseum.^

The mob which greeted him with shouts of "Nero-Apollo !" were well

aware that he had a predilection for this title.

On the whole, however, the Greek Christians must have remained a

little perplexed, a little dissatisfied, and must have been inclined to say.

with some of the Fathers,' that only time could reveal the secret ; or

else to believe that perhaps there was more than one solution. They
must, however, have known what was meant, even if the e;xact equi-

numeration of any words which they could hit upon did not entirely

satisfy them. And this was the general condition in which the secret

remained in the early Christian Church. At any rate there stood

the strange number before them.

The very look of it was awful. The first letter was the initial letter

of the name of Christ. The last letter was the first double-letter (st) of

the Cross (siauros). Between the two the Serpent stood confessed with

its writhing sign and hissiag sound.° The whole formed a triple re-

1 See Tao. Arm. iii. 38, iv. 50; Hist. i. 77; Suet. Ner. 32:—"turn ut lege majes-

tatis, facta diotaque omnia, quibus modo delator non deesset tenerentur."
2 Jut. Sat. i. 130.
3 Jos. Antt. X. 10, § 4 :

" Daniel did also declare the meaning of the stone to the

Mng ; but I do not think proper to relate it."

* What was meant by the guess Buanthas is uncertain.' Could it be an allusion to

the " aurea caesaries " which grew down over Nero's neck ?

* Irenseus, v. 30. * Eev. xii. 9, xx. 2,
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petition of 6, the essential number of toil and imperfection ; and thia

numerical symbol of the Antichrist, 666, stood in terrible opposition to

888—^the three perfect 8's of the name of Jesus.

But Jewish readers—and, as we have said, it was to Jewish readers

that the Apocalypse was primarily addressed—^would find none of the

difficulties which perplexed their Gentile fellow-Christians. The Apostle

had warned them that the solution did not lie so much on the surface as

was usual in similar enigmas. Every Jewish reader, of course, saw that

the Beast was a symbol for Nero.^ And both Jews and Christians

regarded Nero as also having close affinities with the serpent or dragon.

That Nero was intended would be as clear to a Jew as that Babylon
meant Rome, though Rome is never mentioned, He would not try the

name Nero Caesar in Latin, because isopsephia (which the Jew called

Gematria) was almost unknown among the Romans, and their alphabetic

nimieration was wholly defective. He might try Nepoiv KoTo-op in Greek,

but it would not give him the right number. Then, as with a flash

of intuition, it would occur to him to try the name in Hebrew." The
Apostle was writing as a Hebrew, was evidently thinking as a Hebrew.'
His soloeoistic Greek was sufficient to prove that the language was
unfamiliar to him, and that all persons of whom he thought would
primarily present themselves to his mind by their Hebrew designations.

This, too, would render the cryptograph additionally secure against the

prying inquisition of treacherous Pagan informers. It would have been
to the last degree perilous to make the secret too clear. Accordingly,

the Jewish Christian would have tried the name as he thought of the

name—^that is in Hebrew letters. And the moment that he did this the

secret stood revealed No Jew ever thought of Nero except as " Neron,

Kesa/r," and this gives at once—lop l^ = 50 + 200 + 6 + 50 + 100 +
60 + 200 = 666.*

Jewish Christians were familiar with enigmas of this kind. They
occur even in the ancient Prophets after the days of Jeremiah, and are

1 The Sibyllists had already spoken of Caligula as Beliar (Owtm. iii. 63), and as a
serpent. The stories of the serpent which had crawled from Nero's cradle, and of his

serpent-amulet [v. iupra, p. 461) would add significance to the symbolism.
^ I am not sure tluit a Jew would not have tried Hebrew letters at once. A Talmudic

scholar wrote to tell me that my number for Eome (swpra, p. 427) was wrong, because he
had tried it in Hebrew letters. It had not occurred to him to try it in Greek letters I

^ See the startling Hebraism in the Greek of Kev. i. 4, and comp. Bey, is. 11

;

xvi. 16.
1 The name was so written in Jewish inscriptions. See Ewald, Die Joharm. Sch/riflm,

ii. 203 ; Buxtorf. Lex SabUn. g.v. The name Csesarea appears in the Talmud as J'lDp.

Benan mentions the remarkable fact that the name for Antichrist in Armenian is N'eren

(ii. 23). Ewald found that Josippon writes the name "Vp. The secret has been almost
simultaneously re-discovered of late years by Fritzsche in Halle, by Senary in Berlin, by
Eeuss in Strasbourg, and by Hitzig in Heidelberg. See Bleek, Vorlestmgen, 292 ff. ;

Krenkel, Ver Apostel Johannes, 88 ; Volkmar, Offenbarumg, 18 and 214. Ewald was
only prevented from making the discovery in 1828 by the assumption, which he after-

wards found to be erroneous, that Osesar must be spelt in Hebrew with a yod. He there-

fore conjectured "Caesar of Rome" (DmD<p) {Joharm. Schrift. ii, 263).
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found in the Old Testament Scriptures.^ The Jewish Christians could
not have hesitated for a moment in the conclusion that in the Hebrew-
name of Eero the solution of the riddle stood revealed. The Jews were
remarkable for reticence, and men are specially liable to keep their
secrets to themselves when they involve matters of life and death.

Many methods and secrets of Rabbinic exegesis, though of great
value, have remained unrevealed by Jews to Christians, simply because
the jealous exclusiveness and haughty prejudice of that singular race—feelings which, it must be confessed, have been due in no smaU
degree to the brutality of their enemies—^make them indifferent to the
religious views of others. It is, therefore, by no means remarkable
that the Asiatic Judaists, who first read St. John's Apocalypse, did not
betray what they must have recognised to be the name which exactly
corresponded with the number of the Beast. They might be pardoned
if they were reluctant to place their lives and the very existence of their

churches at the mercy of Gentile brethren, of whose prudence and fidelity

they could not in every instance be perfectly secure. Enough, how-
ever, may have escaped them to put others in the right direction ; and,
as far as the general understanding of the Apostle's meaning was con-

cerned, it mattered very little whether the guessed solution was Xateinos,

or Teitcm, or Neron Kesar, since all three words were but varying forms
of the same essential thing. All the earliest Christian writers on the

Apocalypse, from Irenseus down to Yictorinus of Pettau ^ and Commo-
dian in the fourth, and Andreas ^ in the fifth, and St. Beatus in the
eighth century, connect Nero, or some Roman Emperor, with the

Apocalyptic Beast.

If any confirmation could possibly be wanting to this conclusion,

we find it in the curious fact recorded by Irenseus that, in some
copies, he found the reading 616. Now this change can hardly have
been due to carelessness. The letters xl*' were so singular, even in their

external form, that no one could have been likely to alter them into

Kis' or 616.* But if the above solution be correct, this remarkable and
ancient variation is at once explained and accounted for. A Jewish

Christian, trying his Hebrew solution, which would (as he knew) defend

the interpretation from dangerous Gentiles, may have been puzzled by
the n in Neron Kesar. Although the name was so written in Hebrew,

• Thus in Jerem. li. 41, "Sheshaoh" stands for "Babel," by tie transmutation of

letters known as Atbash (a subspecies of what the Eabbis call Themowah or " change")

;

and in U. 1, "theg that dwell in the midst of them," means the Chaldseana (lehh kamai =
Kasdim) ; and in Isa. vii. 6, Tabeal, by another sort of Themourah, gives us the name of

Eemaliah. See my Paper in the Expositor, v. 375.
2 "Huno ergo

—

ac. Neronem—suscitatum Deus mittet regem dignum dignis et

Christum qiudem meruerunt Judaei" (Vict. Pett. in Apoc. xiii.).

3 £v KpaT^creL 6 'ApTtxptcTOs (1)5 Vtafiai(ov ^a<n\ev^ k\€vtr6tievo^ (Andr.).
* ef^Koi/Tn SeVa e#, is the reading of the Codex Ephraemi. Irenseus appeals for the cor-

rectness of the reading 666 not only to all the good and ancient MSS., but to the direct

testimony of those who had seen St. John {tt.apnipovvTiov avrw eK^lvuv ruv KaV oi/ni' rhv

'ixoawriv ifupoKoTuv).
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he knew that to Eomans, and Gentiles generally, the name was always
Nero Csesar, not Neron. But Nero Kesar in Hebrew, omitting the final

71, gave 616, not 666 ; and he may have altered the reading because he
imagined that, in an unimportant particular, it made the solution more
suitable and easy.

One objection will be made at once to this solution. Nero, it will

be said, never did return. The belief in his return, though it showed an
obstinate vitality, was a mere chimsera. St. John could not have enshrined

in his Apocalypse what turned out to be but a popular mistake.

Such an objection is entitled to respect, but it imports d, priori con-

siderations into a plain matter of exegesis. This belief about Nero's

return did prevail in the Christian, no less than in the Pagan, world.

It is found again and again in the Sibylline books, and in later

Christian writers. In the Pagan world it led to the success of more
than one false Nero. It is probable that one of these was making him-
seK extremely formidable in the very region in which St. John was
writing, and at that very time.^ In the Christian world the belief was
stiU existent, three centuries later, that Nero would return in person

as the future Antichrist. The vividness of the contemporary belief must
be measured by its extraordinary permanence.

We have no right, then, to frame our interpretation of Scripture by
our theories respecting the character and limits of how it ought to be
written. Our duty is, on the contrary, to discover its interpretation,

and to be guided by this to the true theory of its claims. When we
study the meaning of a passage, our sole and our solemn aim should be

to get at the real meaning, and not to repudiate or to gloss over that

meaning in obedience to subjective convictions. We should not con-

ceal from ourselves that to get rid of a plain explanation because it

does not at once fall in with our ready-made dogmas is a dishonesty

which, in the language of the Book of Job, is a form of " lying for

God." God's own rebuke to Job's three friends was meant to teach

mankind for ever that truth and charity are infinitely more sacred than

either conventional orthodoxy or traditional exegesis.

In reality, however, this question is not one which in any way
affects the dignity of revelation. St. John uses the common belief, as

he might have iised any other contemporary fact, or any other contem-

porary notion, merely to help him in the elaboration of his symbol, and

to enable him to point out the person whom he is describing. The
arrangement of the symbolism affects in nowise the truth of the great

principles which he reveals. The Divine hopes and consolations of

which the Apocalypse is full, the priceless lessons in which it abounds,

are not in the slightest degree affected by the circumstance that he

depicts the Neronian Wild Beast in the colours which every other

historian, whether secular or sacred, would have used for his delineation.

j

1 Tao. ff. i. 2 ; ii. 8 ; Suet. Ifer. 57 ; Zonaras, xi. 15, 18, etc.
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But farther, -be it observed that, even if this detail of Nero's

personal return had been meant to be in. any -way essential to the

general prediction, it was, -with singular exactness, symbolically ful-

filled. Although Nero had not (as -was popularly supposed) taken

refuge among the Parthians, and never was restored by their aid, as was
the common expectation of that day, yet such an anticipation is not

directly involved in the Apocalypse, and in any case does not belong to

its essential meaning. Every successive Antichrist has shown the

Neronian characteristics. If the prophecy of the return of Elijah the

Prophet was adequately fulfilled in the ministry of John the Baptist,

the prophecy of, the returning Nero was adequately fulfilled in Domi-
tian, in Decius, in Diocletian, in many a subsequent persecutor of the

saints of God. Allegory is only susceptible of allegoric interpretation

;

and in the person of Domitian, as we shall see further on,'' the prophecy

of Antichrist in the person of Nero redivivios may be regarded as

having been almost literally, and in every sense symbolically, fulfilled.

I am well aware that even recent English commentators have done

their best to treat this view of the Apocalypse with suspicion and con-

tempt, to treat it as unworthy of their modern theory of " verbal dicta-

tion." Let them beware lest ia so doing they be haply found to fight

against God, and lest, in their attempts to force upon Christendom their

private iaterpretations of prophecy, they only succeed in bringing all

prophecy into suspicion and contempt.^

SECTION VI.

THE SECOND BEAST AND THE FALSE PROPHET,

But if Nero be the Wild Beast from the sea, who is the "Wild

Beast from the land ? If Nero be, in the parallel passages, the death-

wounded yet unslain head of the Beast, who is the False Prophet which

wrought the signs before him 1
.

Our great difficulty in answering this question arises from the fact

that not the lightest breath of tradition upon the subject has been_ pre-

served in the first two centuries. The earliest suggestion is furnished

by Victorinus at the close of the third. All commentators alike,

Prseterist, Futurist, Continuous-Historical, and Allegorical, with all

their subdivisions, have here been reduced to manifest perplexity, and

have been forced to content themselves with explanations which do

violence to one or more of the indications by which we must be

guided.

What are those indications ?

They are mainly given in Eev. xiii. 11—17, and are as follows:

—

1. I saw another wild beast coming up out of the earth.

> See infra, pp. 482, 483.
.

' See some wise remarks of Ewald, Johann. Schnfl. ii. 15.
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2. And he had two horns like unto a lamb.
3. And he spake as a dragon.

4. And he exercised aU the authority of the first Beast in his sight.

5. And he maketh the earth to worship the first Beast whose death-

stroke was healed.

6. And he doeth great signs- which it was given him to do in

the sight of the Beast, that he should even make fire to come down
from heaven upon the earth by reason of the signs which it was
given him to do iu the sight of the Beast, saying to them that dwell on
the earth that they should make an image to the Beast who hath the
stroke of the sword and lived.

7. He gives breath to the image of the Beast, and makes it speak.

8. He causes the execution of those who will not worship the image
of the Beast.

9. He makes men of all ranks and classes receive a stamp on their

right hand or their forehead.

10. He prevents aU who have not the mark of the Beast (his name
and the number of his name) from buying and selling.

The only additional clue is that in the parallel description of

Rev. xix. 20 he is described under another aspect as " the False
Prophet that wrought the signs in the sight of the Beast wherewith he
deceived those that had received his mark and worshipped his image."

Now in trying to discover the meaning of the symbol, we
may again pass over the countless idle guesses of those who have
endeavoured to torture the Apocalypse into a prediction of the details

of all subsequent Christian history. With these guesses we are not

concerned. They have, as a rule, only been adopted by the individual

commentators who suggested them. Nothing, we may be sure, was
further from the mind of the writer than a desire to gratify the,

fantastic curiosity of eighteen centuries of Christians as to events yet

fiiture which they have been always unable to foresee, or even sub-

sequently to recognise. The resemblance of Nero to Antiochus
Epiphanes as the personification of savage enmity to the people of God
in the book of Daniel, is enough to suggest the certainty that in the

case of the second Beast, as in the case of the first, the seer has

primarily in view some contemporary person or phenomenon.
Setting aside many conjectures, which I have fully examined else-

where,^ that the Second Beast is meant for Balbillus of Ephesus, or

Tiberius Alexander, or Josephus, or Gessius Florus, three conjectures

alone seem to me to be worthy of special consideration :

—

I. One is suggested by Victorinus of Pettau (a.d. 303). He thinks

that by this Wild Beast and False Prophet is meant the Roman
Augurial system.

There is in this suggestion much probability, and we may poiat out

> In the Expositor for Sept. 1881,
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in passing that Victorinus in the third century, no less than IrenseUs in

the second, saw that the Apocalypse moved in. the plane of contem-
porary events. The early mention of this solution may have been due
to some echo of still more ancient tradition. Certain it is that, in

appearing to identify the Second Beast with the " False Prophet

"

(xvi. 13 ; xix. 20 ; xx. 10), St. John lends some sanction to this view.

The influence exercised by Chaldceans, Mathematici, Astrologers, Magi,
Augurs, Medici, Prophets, Casters of Horoscopes, Sorcerers, Dream-
interpreters, Sibyllists^—Oriental charlatans of every description, from
ApoUonius of Tyana and Alexander of Abonoteichos down to Pere-
grinus—^is a phenomenon which constantly meets us in the Age of

the Caesars. They appeared in Rome more than two centuries before
Christ. Ennius mentions them with contempt.'' As early as B.C. 139,
they had been ordered to quit Italy in ten days. In B.C. 33 they had
again been banished by the uSIdiLe M. Agrippa. Augustus and Tiberius

had also directed severe edicts against them.^ But they held their

ground.^ Tacitus calls the edict of Claudius " severe and ineffectual."

We see, both from Tacitus and from the anecdotage of Suetonius, that

almost every Emperor felt and indulged in some curiosity about these

divinations. Tiberius reckoned the " Chaldaean " Thrasyllus among his

intimate friends.^ Poppsea, the wife of Nero, had " many " of them in

her household.' Nero had his Balbillus ;' Otho his Ptolomseus j'

Vespasian his Seleucus;" Domitian hia Ascletarion.^" Agrippina
' depended on Chaldseans for the favourable hour of Nero's usurpation. '^

There is scarcely one of all the Emperors whose history had not some
connexion or other with auguries, prophecies, and dreams.'^ In the

reign of Nero these prognosticators were brought into special promi-
nence," because the restless and tortured conscience of the Antichrist

was constantly seeking to pry into futurity. It is remarkable that they
especially encouraged his Oriental dreams, and that some of them even
went as far as to promise him the empire of Jerusalem.

It has, however, been generally felt that the institution of Prophets
was not so prominent even in Nero's reign as to admit of our applying

to it the ten definite indications of the Apocalyptic seer. False

prophets were hardly in any sense a delegate and alter ego of the

Emperor. There is at least a probability that as one person is specially

1 2i/3«xXi(7Tai. Plutarcli, Marim, 42. See Tao. Ann. xii. 52; Hist. i. 22, ii. 62;
Suet. Tib. 36, Vitell. 14 ; Jut. Sat. fi. 542.

8 Cio. De Dim. i. 58.
3 See Val. Max. i. 3; Dion Cass. xlis. 1; Tae. Ann. ii. 27, 32; iii. 22; iv. 58;

vi. 20.
* Tac. Ann. xii. 52. 5 jao. Ann. vi. 21.
« Tao. Bist. i. 22. ? Suet. Nero, 36.
8 Suet. Otho, 4; Tac. Hiet. i. 22, 23. ^ Tao. Hist. ii. 8.
w Suet. Bomit. 15. " Tac. Ann. xii. 68.
12 Suet. Jul. Caesar, vii. 61 ; Octaw. 94 ; Tiber. 16 j CaUg. 67 ; Otho, 4 ; Titna, ii. 9

;

Domit. xiv. 16. For Nero, see Tao. Ann. xiy. 9.

" Suet. Ner. 34, 36, 40. Plin. H. N. sxx. 2.
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pointed to by the symbol of the Beast, so one person is intended by hia

False Prophet.

II. More, on the whole, is to be said in favour of the view that the
Second Beast, or False Prophet, is Simon Magus. In one direction he
corresponds with remarkable closeness to the symbols. His baptism
gave him a certain lamb-like semblaiice to Christianity, while his gross
deceptions were the voice of the serpent. Christian tradition, which
may well be founded on facts, has much to say about his pretended
miracles, and two classes of those miracles are of the very character
here indicated. It is said, for instance, that the Second Beast makes
fire come down upon the earth. Now among the miracles of Simon
we are told that one was to appear clothed in flame. ^ It is said that
the Second Beast animates an image of the Beast, and Simon is

expressly said to have made statues move, so that he may well have
also pretended to make them speak.* If he attempted this imposture
at all he is more likely to have applied it to the statue of the Emperor—" the image of the Beast "—than to any other. All that would have
been needed was a little machinery and a little ventriloquism. If the
Middle Ages were deceived by winking Madonnas and glaring cruci-

fixes it must have been equally easy to delude the Roman mob by
moving statues. Further, it was at Home that Simon displayed his
magic powers, and they are said to have been exercised with the
immediate object of winning influence over Nero. In this the legend
declares that he entirely succeeded, and that his influence was wielded
to induce the Emperor to persecute and massacre the Christians.
These features appear not in one, but in many authors,' and though the
sources from which we now derive this information are exceedingly
dubious, there is nothing improbable in the supposition that Simon
Magus did find his way to Rome—the reservoir, as Tacitus says, into
which aU things infamous and shameful flowed*—and did there
endeavour to win dupes by the same magical arts which had gained
him so many votaries among the simple Samaritans." If we suppose
that he dazzled the mind of Nero, and that he was one of those men of
Jewish race, who, with AUturus and Josephus, taught Nero and
his servants to discriminate between Jews and Christians, and to
martyr the latter while they honoured the former, then in Simon
Magus the Second Beast of the Apocalypse—especially in the attributes

1 Amobius (Ach. Oent. ii. 12) speaks of Simon being precipitated from a fiery chariot.
Augustine {Haer. i.) says that he professed to hare come to the Apostles in fiery tongues,
Nicephorus says that he protended to pass through fire unhurt.

2 Clem. Becogn. iii. 47. "I have made statues move about."
3 Justin Mart. Apol. ii p. 69 ; Tertull. De Anim. 34 ; De Praescr. Haer. 37 ; Sulp.

Sev. Hitt. Sacr. ii. 42; Clem. Horn. ii. 34; iv.4; Eecogn. ii. 9; iii. 47, 57; C&nMt.
Apost. vi, 9 ; Epiphan. ffaer. xxi. 5 ; - Amob. Adv. GferUes, ii. 12 ; Ambros. Hexaem. iv.

8, §33; Cynll. datech.6; Ps. Egesipp. De exddio Hierot.; August. Serm. iii, de SS.
Fetro et Favdo ; Nicephorua Callistus, H. E. ii. 27.

• Tao. Arm. xt. 46 ; v. mpra, p. 64.
* Acts viii, 11.
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of a False Prophet—-would stand revealed. It is true that the Pagan
historians are silent about >n"m and his doings ; but the events them-

selves had no political significance, and lay outside their sphere. They
belong to the history of the Church not of the State.^ And Victorinus

seems to be referring to Simon Magus when, with reference to the

signs wrought by the False Prophet, he says that " the Magi do these

things even to this day by the help of tho banished Angels."

III. We now pass from what may be called the ecclesiastical and

the religious fields of conjecture to the political. It must be remem-
bered that it is as it were only by an afterthought that the Second Beast

is called the False Prophet. May we not look for him in another region

of Roman life ?

There is, I think, much to be said in favour of Hildebrandt's sug-

gestion^ that by the False Prophet, or the " Second Beast from the land,"

is meant Vespasian. Let us apply to him the ten indications which the

seer has furnished.

1. Being a " wild beast " it is d, priori probable that he wUl belong

to the heathen world. He rises " from the earth " or " from the land."

If we take the former rendering it may point to his taking his origin, as

an important power, not from the sea, or any sea-washed peninsula Uke

Italy, whence Nero had sprung, but from the vast continent of Asia

;

i.e., the growth of his power is connected with the East. If the words

be rendered "from the land," they then apply to Judasa. Now both

Jews' and Pagans* were struck with the fact that Vespasian, as Empe-

ror, "went forth from Judfea," and they connected his rise in that

country with many prophecies then current, not only in the East, but

among the Eomans themselves—prophecies which were familiar to more

than one of the Caesars, and had exercised no small infiuence on their

aims and actions.

2. He had two horns like unto a lamb. There is hardly one of those

who have been suggested as answering to the False Prophet to_ whom
this description in any way applies. To Vespasian it does apply in a re-

markable manner. His nature and his language, as compared with

those of a Caligula and a Nero, were absolutely mUd. He was indeed

as indifi'erent to the blood and misery of a hostile people as all the Romans,

were; but there was nothing naturally ferocious and sanguinary in

the character of this worthy bourgeois.' Now since the ten horns of the

1 I have already mentioned that Justin's mistake about a statue to him as a god was

dispelled in 1574, when the inscription to the Sabine god, Semo Sanous, was found in the

place which he mentions ; v. supra, p. 64. „ r b o ^
2 Hilgenfeld's Zeitsch/r. 1874. ' Jos. B. J. vi. 5, § 4.

6 Joaephus boasts of the generosity of Vespasia,n as something extraordinary (Antt.

xii 3 § 2). His natural kradness, and freedom from hatred and revenge, are freely ad-

mitted and may account for his external semblance to " a lamb " in the Apocalypbo

svmbol Suetonius saye that from the beginning to the end of his reign he was cmiu

a Clemens" {Vesp. 11); that he bore all kinds of opposition in the gentlest maimer

{lenissime c. 13) ; and thf t he neither remembered nor revenged mjunes (c. 14). But
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fii-st beast are ten provincial governors—ten powers which are, prima-

rily, a source of hisr strength—we should expect that the two horns also

indicated persons, and especially persons more or less imperial in their

functions, in whose existence lay the strength of the Lamb-like Beast.

And this was the exact position of Vespasian. His force lay in the fact

that he had two sons, both of them men of mm-k : Titus, the conqueror of

Judsea, who kept the allegiance of the army firm for him while he was
awaiting his actual accession to power ; Domitian, who headed his party

in Rome. But for their assistance his cause could not have prospered

so decisively, and both of them succeeded to the empire after his death.'

Se spake as a dragon or serpent, that is, he used the language generi-

cally of Paganism, and specifically of subtle and deceptive iuvention.

The allusion may be to circumstances which were better known to St.

John than to us ; but, meanwhile, whether it be generic or specific, there

is sufficient evidence that it is appropriate in a sketch of the rise of

"Vespasian, and corresponds with the serpentine wisdom and caution

with which his designs were carried out.

4. He is a visible delegate of, and responsible to, the first Beast. This

applies better to Vespasian than to any one. The first outbreak of the

Jewish war took place while Nero was indulging in his frantic follies of

sestheticism in Greece, a.d. 66. He instantly despatched Vespasian to

suppress the rebellion. To a general so placed it would have been an
easy matter to revolt against the blood-stained actor who then afflicted

the world. But as long as the Emperor lived, Vespasian, though not a

favourite of Nero, remained conspicuously faithful

5. And he m,ade the earth worship the first Beast, whose death-stroke

was healed. To enforce subjection to Nero, who even in his lifetime was
" worshipped " as a god, was the express object of Vespasian's mission

to the East. Moreover, it must be borne in mind that by the Wild
Beast is meant the Roman Empire in general as well as Neroj and Rome
was worshipped as a goddess in many of the provinces.^

6. It might seem an impossibility that any Roman general should

St. Jolm, a Jew by birth and a true patriot, saw with Jewish eyes the inner wild-beast

nature of the man. He would be little likely to share in the renegade admiration of

JosephuB for the general who, like his son, caused such myriads of Jews

—

"To swell, slow by the oar's tall side,

The stoic tyrant's philosophic pride

;

To flesh the lion's ravenous jaws, and feel

The sportive fury of the fencer's steel

;

Or sigh, deep-plunged beneath the sultry mine,
For the light airs of balmy Palestine."

St. John's estimate of him is that of the Eabbis, who narrated that he died in frightful

torments ; and that of the 2nd book of Esdras, that he ruled " with much oppression "

(2 Esdr. xi. 32).
1 Titus and Domitian are probably the two heads on each side of the central head of the

eagle in 2 Esdr. xi. 30, and ver. 35 may allude to the belief that Domitian poisoned Titus.
^ On the apotheosis of Enn)erors, often even in their lifetime, see Suet. Octav. 59

;

Tiba-. 40; Claud. 2; CaMg.22, 24; Vesp. 9; Tac. Ann. i, 10, 74; iv, IS, 37; xiv. 31,

etc., and supra, p. 4.
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have pretended to work signs, still more ttat there could be anything in
his history which could be specifically described as a bringing down fire

from heaven. It happens, however, that Vespasian is the one Roman

—

the only Eoman in high places, the onh/ Imperial delegate—^to whom
such language will apply. His visit to Alexandria was accompanied by
signs and wonders, which obtained wide credence. Not only had the
Nile risen in a single day higher than it had ever done before, but Ves-
pasian was believed to have worked personal miracles.^ He had
anointed with spittle the eyes of a blind man, and restored his sight

;

before a full assembly he had healed a cripple ; and he had shown a re-

markable example of second sight.^ We do not indeed read that he had
called down fire from heaven ; but that expression may be metaphorical
of the fire and sword with which he scathed and devastated Palestine,

and we can see the circumstance which may have given shape to the
image. It represents the Palse Prophet as a pseudo-Elias, and there was
a circumstance which might well have suggested a sort of antithesis be-

tween the two. 'Vespasian had visited Carmel, and had received a re-

markable communication from "the god Carmelus " (evidently intended

for Elijah),' who, though not worshipped under the form of any
image, had there an altar which was regarded as pecidiarly sacred. This

god Carmelus had given him an oracle, which, even in the version of

Suetonius, reminds us strongly of Dan. xi. 36, namely, that "everything

which he had in his mind should prosper, however great it was."* As a

"fulmen belli," and as the supposed recipient of a favourable oracle from
Elijah, Vespasian, in his brilliant successes at the beginning of the

Jewish war, might well be said, in the style of writing which constantly

mingles the symbolic and the literal, to have flashed fire from heaven
upon the enemies of the Beast.

7. He gives breath to the image of tlie Beast and makes it speak.

Whether in this instance again we have some allusion to the story of a

magic wonder current in that day we cannot tell. All that we know is

that Vespasian would certainly enforce homage and reverence from the

conquered Jews to the statues of the Emperor,^ which Nero was specially

fond of multiplying, and which the Jews regarded with peculiar abhor-

rence. ° In the Ascension of Isaiah it is made a characteristic of Nero

that "he shall erect his statue in all cities before his face.'" Since

Simon Magus pretended to animate statues with life, there may have

been a rumour that something of the kind had taken place in Judsea. If

not, the metaphorical meaning—the reanimation of the Roman power in

Palestine, which the successful revolt of the Jews had for a time ex-

<iinguished—is quite sufficient to meet the language of the seer.

I Dion Cass. Ixvi. 8 ; Suet. Yesp. 7. ' Tao. Bisl. iv. 82.

3 Eitter, Erdlcunde, viii. 705. Carmel is now called Mar Elyas.
< Suet. Vesp. 5 ; Tao. Hint. ii. 78. * Jos. Antt. xviii. 8, § 1
6 " The image of the beast is clearly the statue of the Emperor."

—

MUman.
' Ascens. Isa. iv. 11 ; Laotant. ii. 7.
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8. The putting to death of those who will not worship the image oj

the Beast—the slaughter, banishment, and sale into slavery of all who
refused to accept the imperial authority, reverence the imperial images,

and accept the imperial coinage, is a circumstance which will explain
itself. It is a symbolic condensation of all that had already occurred
in the Jewish war at Ascalon, at Sepphoris, at Gadara, at Jotapata, at

Gerasa, at Japha, Joppa, Tarichese, Giscala, Gamala, and throughout
the whole north and west of Palestine.

9. He starnps men of all ranks and classes, high and low, rich and
poor, loiih the image of his Beast, and the number of his name. This
detail, which only applies in the loosest possible manner to any of the
others who have been regarded as the antitypes of the False Prophet,
suits Vespasian very closely. It exactly describes his natural conduct
in giving his soldiers the brand of their service,^ and exacting from all

classes the oath of allegiance, making them swear " by the genius of

Csesar "—^first of Nero, then of Galba.

Lastly, 10. The forbidding all to buy and sell wlw have not got tlie

mark of the Beast, seems to be a very natural reminiscence of one of

Vespasian's most remarkable acts. When Nero was dead, and Galba
murdered, and Otho also had committed suicide after the terrible battle

of Bedriacum, neither Vespasian nor his soldiers felt inclined to obey
the imbecile rule of the glutton Vitellius. Vespasian accepted his own
nomination to the Empire by the legions of Mucianus as well as by his

own soldiers, and he hastened to make himself master of the occasion by
establishing his headquarters at Alexandria. Any ruler who had hold
of Alexandria could command the allegiance of Egypt, and the lord of

Egypt could always put his hand upon the very throat of Rome. For
if the corn ships did not sail from Alexandria the populace of Rome
was starved. Accordingly, the first thing which Vespasian did was to

forbid all exports from Alexandria. That stem edict was felt through-

out the Empire. The object of it was to starve Rome into an absolute

acceptance of his "mark of the Beast," i.e., his imperial claim. It was
entirely successful. Galba, Otho, and even Vitellius, were regarded as

isolated military usurpers ; Vespasian, the Wild Beast's delegate, the
Wild Beast's miraculous upholder, mounted the Wild Beast's throne,

and like him became one of the seven heads, and wielded the power
of the ten provincial boms—once rebellious—now subdued ; often

inimical to the harlot-city, but always faithful to the Roman Empire.''

To me these circumstances, which I have drawn out in my own
way, but of which the original discovery is due to Hildebrandt, seem to

be nearly decisive. My only doubt is whether, in that subtle inter-

change of ideas which marks all symbolic literature, St. John may not

IwAie mingled two conceptions in his description of the Second Beast,

1 See EoDBoh, J)a» N. T. TertuUians, p. 702.
s Kev. XTU. 12, 13, 16, 17.
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If SO, I should feol no doubt that the subordinate monster was meant
to combine the features observable in the position and conduct of Simon
Magus, as the False Prophet and Impostor who supported Nero at

Home, and of Josephus the False Prophet who embraced the cause of

Vespasian in Palestine, with that of Vespasian himself as a two-horned
Wild Beast maintaining the power of Rome in the Holy Land. The
composite character of such a symbol presents no difficulty. It closely

corresponds with known apocalyptic methods— and certainly in this

instance if the Second Wild Beast and False Prophet be regarded as a
composite symbol (as is suggested by the alternative description), I
think that I have here offered a closer approximation to every one of

the requirements of tho imagery than I have found in the pages of any
other interpreter.

Lastly, to revert for one moment to the return of the Antichrist in

the person of Nero, it is—as I have said—in apocalyptic and Oriental

style amply fulfilled in the reign of Domitian. If Galba, Otho, and
Vitellius, be omitted from the list as mere transitory usurpers who
would hardly be regarded as Emperors at all, then Nero the fifth

Emperor did reappear, not indeed in person but in symbol, in the eighth

Emperor, Domitian.^ Even Titus was regarded as likely to be a coming
Nero.'' The Jews were very far from looking upon him as the am,or et

deliciae huviani generis. It is probable that Sulpicius Severus may be
preserving for us the testimony of Tacitus when (iL 97) he attributes

to Titus the thoroughly Neronian and Antichristian purpose of up-

rooting both Christianity and Judaism in one and the same stroke.

This purpose, if he ever had it, he did not live to carry out. But
Domitian, at any rate, was, like Nero, an open persecutor of Christianity.

Tertullian not only sets him side by side with Nero, but even calls him
" a fragment of Nero, so far as his cruelty was concerned," an^ a sub-

Nero.^ in Domitian the Christians saw the legend of Nero redimvus
symbolically and effectively if not literally fulfilled.

,

:

So great was the resemblance between him and his blood-stained

prototype that the common nickname of Domitian in Rome was " the

bald Nero." "Titus," says Ausonius, " was fortunate in the shortness

of his rule : his brother followed him, whom his Rome caUed ' a bald

Nero;'"* and Juvenal talks of the time when "the last Flavins was
rending the half-dead world, and Rome was enslaved to the, bald Nero.""

The identification of the spirit of Domitian with that of Nero was also

familiar to Christian historians. Eusebius says that towards the close

of his reign Domitian established himself as a successor of Nero's

1 The Eight would then be Augustus, Tiberius, Gaius, Claudius, Nero, Vespasian,

Titus, Nero again'in the form of Domitian ; so that Nero was, and is^not, and yet was to

recur : he was at once the fifth and the eighth.
' "Denique propalam alium Neronem, et opinabantur et praedicabant " (Suet. Tit. 7).

3 Tert. Apol. 5 ; De Pall. 4. :

* Auson. Monost. de Ord. XII. Imp. 11, 12. ' Juv. Sat.vr. 34, 35.
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hatred to God and hostility against Him.^ It was natural to St. John
to symbolise Nero as " the Wild Beast," and the very same term
(immanissima bellua) is applied by Pliny to Domitian.^ Tacitus even
draws a parallel between the two to the advantage of Nero.' Both
showed the wild beast nature, but the ferocity of Domitian was more
cruel and more innate. In him the death-wounded Antichrist was
once more restored to life.

SECTION VII.

THE VIALS.

We have now passed in review all the more difficult Apocalyptic
visions. A great part of the remainder of the Book is occupied with
scenes which require but little comment, and convey directly their own
great lessons. First, we have the glorious vision of the Lamb upon
Mount Zion with the redeemed and virgin multitude. Then three

Angels fly in rapid succession through the mid region of heaven. The
first bears in lus hand an eternal gospel which must be preached to

every nation, tribe, tongue, and people before the end.* The second

cries out in prophetic anticipation, "Fallen, fallen is Babylon the

Great." A third utters an awful warning to the Gentiles who worship

the Beast and receive his mark. Then a Voice proclaims the blessed-

ness of the dead who die in the Lord from henceforth, and immediately
afterwards there appears on a white cloud one like unto the Son of Man,
wearing a golden crown and grasping a sharp sickle. Then follows the

harvest of the elect, and the vintage of the wrath of God, which seems

to take place in the valley of Jehoshaphat,^ and of which the imagery is

tinged by reminiscences of the terrible Jewish War, with its deluge of

roUing blood"—rolling 200 miles, or, roughly, the whole length from
Tyre to Ehinocolura, from north to south of the Holy Land.'

Then, after an episode of resplendent triumph and thanksgiving in

heaven, seven Angels; arrayed in precious stone,' pour out their vials of

wrath upon the heathen world.' Like the plagues of the first four

^ Te\evTbiv TTJi Nepoii/o? deoex^pCa^ rk koX OeojjLax^a^ BidSoxov eavrov KaTecrT^o"aTo (Elusel). S, E,
iii. 17). 2 Paneg. 48.

3 Tac. Agric. 45 : "Nero tamen subirazit oculos, jussitque scelera non speotavit."
* Matt. jodv. 14.
5 Bev. xiT. 20 ; Isa. xvii. 5 ; kiii. 1—6 ; Joel ir. 2, 11—14 ; Mie. iv. 13 ; Hab.

iii. 12.
* Isa. Ixiii. 3 ; comp. Enoch xcviil. 3 :

" The horse shall wade up to his breast, and
the chariot shall sink to his axle in the blood of sinners." So too Siliua Italious (iii. 704)
speaks of "flammam exspirare furentes cornipedes, muUoquc fluentia sanguine lora."

? Jerome, ^p. ad Da/rd. states this at 160 miles ; but the deluge of blood began to
roll from a point far north of Tyre.

8 Leg. AiSox, A, 0, Vulg., and some MSS. known to Andreas. Comp. Ezek. xxviii.

13 (7r<H/Ta Ai9oi< XP10T0I' ei/Se'Seo-ai), " Every pffecious stone was thy covering" (see Westoott
and Hort, Gfreek Test. ii. ad loc, and compare Milton's

—

" His vaunting foe

Though huge, and in a rook of diamond armed ").

> Ezek. xzii. 31 ; Zeph. iii. 8.
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trumpets, they affect the earth, and the sea, and the rivers,' ahd the
heavenly bodies, the seat of the Beast, and the river Euphrates, and
they are ended by the terrible phenomena of storm and earthquake.

They are again but a vivid picture of the repeated signs in the sun, and
the moon, and the stars, the distress of nations with perplexity, the

sea and waves roaring, men's hearts failing them for fear, and the

shaking of the powers of heaven, of which Christ had prophesied.^ At
the outpouring of the sixth Vial, the Euphrates is metaphorically dried

up to prepare for the invasion of the kings of the East ; and out of the

mouths of the Devil, the Beast, and the False Prophet come three frog-

like spirits of demons working miracles which gather the heathen
kings to the great battle of Har-Magedon—a symbol of satanic

opposition gathering to a final head, and meeting with its final over-

throw.^

The seventh Angel pours out his vial on the air. There are thun-
ders and a mighty earthquake. The great city (Jerusalem) is divided

into three ; the cities of the Gentiles fall ; Rome—the mystic Babylon
—comes into remembrance before God for vengeance; islands and
mountains flee away, and there is a mighty plague of hail. We seem
here to be in a region beyond the limits of history ; but we can see that

the images were in part suggested by that remarkable epoch of earth-

quakes which affected especially the cities of Asia, and by the three

camps occupied by the army of Titus, and the three factions which
occupied the three regions of Jerusalem—Simon in Bezetha, John in

the Upper City, Eleazar in the Temple, and tore it to pieces with their

internecine fury.

Then the great harlot city (Rome) drunken with the blood of the

Neronian martyrs, is judged. Herjudgment comes in part from the ten

horns, which should have, been the source of her streingth, but which
hate her, and eat her; flesh, and.bum her with fire. Part at least of the

symbol corresponds with the horr^s < inflicted upon Rome and the

Romans in the civil wars by provincial governors—already symbolised as

the horns of the Wild Beast, and here characterised as kings yet king-

domless. Such were Galba, Otho, YitelKus, and Vespasian. Vespasian

and Mucianus deliberately planned to starve the Roman populace ;* and
in the fierce struggle of the Vitellians against Sabinus and Domitian,

and the massacre which followed, there occurred the event which

1 Comp. Wisd. xi. 15—16 ; xvi. 1, 9 ; xvii. 2, seqg.

2 Luke xxi. 25, 26. We have already seen that the practical identity of the seals,

trumpets, and vials was known by tradition even to the earliest commentators ; v. supra,

pp. 430, 434, 453.
3 The hill and plain of Meglddo were the scenes of great battles. They are in the

Plain of Jezreel, the battlefield of Palestine (Judg. v. 19 ; 2 Kings xxiii. 29 ; Zeoh. xii.

11). Hence Ewald's conjecture that Har-Magedon is a cypher for Rome the Great (Ha
Romah Haggedolah) is needless. Otherwise we might see here another instance of

Sematria, for Har-Magedon and Bomah Hagedolah are both =f 304.
* Jos. B. J. iv. 10, § 5.
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Bounded so portentously in the ears of every Roman—^the burning to

the ground of the Temple of the Capitoline Jupiter, on December 19th,

A.D. 69.^ It -was not the least of the signs of the times that the space

of one year saw wrapped in flames the two most hallowed shrines of

the ancient world—the Temple of Jerusalem and the Temple of the

great Latin god. The Jews were not alone in interpreting these events

of the final dissolution of the Empire. Josephus saw, in the establish-

ment of the Flavian dynasty, "the unexpected deliverance of the

fortunes of Rome from ruin;"" Tacitus looked on the year A.D. 68 as

one which threatened to be the final year of the Roman coitimonwealth.'

The Apocalyptist of II. Esdras says of the Eagle, in which he symbolises

Rome, " Thou hast afflicted the weak, thou hast hurt the peaceable,

thou hast loved liars, and hast cast down walls of such as did thee

no harm ; therefore appear no more, O Eagle ! nor thy horrible wings,

nor thy wicked feathers, nor thy malicious heads, nor thy hurtful claws,

nor all thy vain body." (2 Esdr. xi. 42—46.) The author of the

Book of Baruch says of Rome, the city which afflicted Jerusalem,
" Eire shaU come upon her from the Everlastiag, long to endure

;

and she shall be inhabited of devils for a great time " (Bar. iv. 35).

The next chapters are occupied by the mingled waU and psean over

the doom of fallen Babylon, which is echoed in heaven.* The armies of

heaven ride forth after the Word of God, and the fowls of the air are

summoned to feed on the flesh of kings and captains slain in impious

battle. The Beast and the False Prophet are cast into the Lake of

Fire, and their followers are slain by the sword of the heavenly Rider.

Satan is bound for a thousand years, and the Millennium of the Saints

begius.* When the thousand years are ended, Satan is to be loosed to

gather all the heathen, Gog and Magog,' to the final battle against God,

after which he shall be flung to join the Beast and the False Prophet La

the Lake of Fire. The great. White Throne is set. The dead are

judged. There is a new heaven and a new earth. Glowing with gold

and gems,' the New Jerusalem descends out of Heaven from God,'

1 Tao. H. iii. 83 ; Jos. B. J. iv. 11, § 4. » Jos. B. J. iv. 11, § 5.

3 Tao. H. i. 11.

* The expressions throughout chapters xvii.—^xviii. are almost entirely borrowed
from the ancient prophets (Isa. xiii., xxiii., xxiv., &o. ; Jer. xvi., xxv. ; Ezek. xxvi.,

xxvii. ; Amos vi. 5—7.

' A literal millenarianism has been generally condemned by the Catholic Church.
Victorinus and the earliest commentators understood the 1,000 years to have begun at

the Incarnation. Origen and most of the Fathers understood it spiritually and meta-
phorically.

^ Barbarian nations from the North (Ezek. xxxviii., xxxix.). Abarbauel on Jer. xxx.

calls them nations from the Bast.
' Derived from Is. liv. 12 ; and comp. Yalkut Shimeoni, f. 54, a.

8 The Babbis inferred from Ps. cxxii. 3, that there was " a Jerusalem above (Taanith,

f. 5, a) ; and Eabbi Johanan says, " The Holy One will bring precious stones and pearls,

each measuring 30 cubits by 30, and after poUshing them down to 20 cubits by 20, wUl
place them in the gates of Jerusalem " (Bava feathra, f. 25, a). Again, " The Jerusalem

of thi? world is »ot as the Jerusalem of the world to cojne. Tbo former js open to all i
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through whose streets flow, bright as crystal, the River of the water of

life, and there is no Temple there, nor light of moon nor sun, for the
Lord God gives them light ; and there shall be no more curse.'^ The
book ends with that which is the burden of the whole—Yea ! I come
quickly. And the seer answers, as all Christians have ever answered.

Amen ! Come Lord Jesus P
And thus the whole book, -from beginning to end, teaches the great

truths—Christ shall triumph ! Christ's enemies shall be overcome ! They
who hate Him shall be destroyed ; they who love Him shall be blessed

unspeakably. The doom alike of Jew and of Gentile is already immi-
nent. On Judaea and Jerusalem, on Rome and her Empire, on Nero and
his adorers, the judgment shall fall. Sword and fire, and famine and
pestUence, and storm and earthquake, and social agony and political

terror, are nothing but the woes which are ushering in the Messianic
reign. Old things are rapidly passing away. The light upon the visage

of the old dispensation is vanishing and fading, into dimness, but the

face of Him who is as the sun is already dawning through the East. The
new and final covenant is instantly to be established amid terrible judg-

ments ; and it is to be so established as to render impossible the con-

tinuance of the old. Maranatha ! The Lord is at hand ! Even so

come. Lord Jesus ! Ma'>ie nohiscum Domine, nam advesperascit I

CHAPTER XXIX.

THE FALL OP JERUSALEM.

" The Lord, wliose fire is in Zion, and His furnace in Jerusalem '' (Tsa. xxxi. 9).

"What was the cause of the destruction of the Second Temple, seeing that the

age was distinguished for the study of the laws f . . . Vi^as, groundleu hatred,'''

(Yoma, f. 9, h).

There is no need to dwell upon the last days of Jerusalem. Very little

can be added to the horrible story beyond what is to be read by every one

in the pages of Josephus.' It is true that Josephus has efiectually

to the latter (Eev. sxi. 5) none shall go up but those who are ordained to enter " (id.

75, 6). As to its height (Eev. xxi. 16) the Bal)bis say that God will place it on the sum-
mits of Mounts Sinai, Tabor, and Carmel (Isa. ii. 2). i Zech. xiv. 11.

2 The solemn curse against any one who adds to, or takes from, the book, was not

uncommon in days when literary forgery and interpolation was remarkably common.
Thus Irenseus ended one of his books with the words :

—"I adjure you, copyists of this

book, by the Lord Jesus Christ, and by His glorious coming to judge the quick and the

dead, that you compare and carefully correct your copy by this exemplar, and likewise

place this adjuration in your copy " {0pp. i. p. 821, ed. Stieren). A similar passage is

found at the end of Eufinus's prologue to his version of Origeu's De Principiis (sec

Huidekoper, Judaism at Rome, p. 289).
2 For modern narratives derived from him, see F. de Sauloy, Les Derniers Jours de

Jerusalem, 1866 ; MUman, Hist, of Christianity, voL iii- ; Merivale, ffist. of the Romans,
ch. lix. ; Ewald, Gesch. vi. 696—813.
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blackened his own memory. It would have been well for him if he had
only written the Antiquities and the Dialogue against Apion. In his

Jewish War, and, above all, in his autobiography, he stands confessed as

a false, heartless^ and designing renegade. The man who, standing in

sight of the ruius of Zion and the blackened area on which had shone the

Holy of Holies, complacently tells us how Titus gave him other lands ia

Judseaj because those which he had possessed near Jerusalem had become
useless ; the man who gloatingly recounts the honours heaped upon him
by the conquerors who flung thousands of his brave countrymen to the

wild beasts, and sold tens of thousands more into brutal misery ; the

man who, in the sumptuous palace which he owed to his conqueror, could

detail without a sob the extermination of his people ; the man who could

gaze with complacent infamy on the triumph which told of the destruction

of his nation's liberty, and could look on while the hallowed vessels of the

Sanctuary were held aloft before a Pagan populace by bloodstained

hands ; tiie man who in youth haunted the boudoir of Poppsea, and in

old age hung about the antechambers of Domitian ; the man who pur-

sued with posthumous hatred of successful treachery the brave though
misguided patriots who had held it a glory to die for Jerusalem—must
stand forth till the end of time in the immortal infamy which his own
writings have heaped upon himself.^ We cannot be surprised that all

the patriots of his nation hated him, and tried to disturb his base pros-

perity and "gilded servitude." No one trusts the words of Josephus
where he has the least interest in palming ofi" upon us a deception. But
he had no particular reason to misrepresent the general facts of the

awful and heroic struggle in which for a few months he bore a part.

And since the writings of Justus of Tiberias and Antonius Primus have
perished, as well as the latter part of the History of Tacitus, Josephus

becomes our sole guide. The Talmud has almost nothing to tell us. In
it we look in vain for the names of John, or Simon, or Eleazar. We
only see a dim glimpse of flames and assassination, and ruin, mixed up
with curious legends and tales of individual agony.*

In April, A.D. 70, Titus, with a force of 80,000 legionaries and
auxiliaries, pitched his camp on Scopus, to the north of the city.

Besides the 2,400 trained Jewish warriors who defended the walls, the

city was thronged with an incredible number of Passover pilgrims, and
of fugitives from other parts of Judaea. Feats of heroic valour were
performed on both sides, and the skill of the besiegers was often checked

by the abnost insane fury of the besieged. Fanatically relying on the

visible manifestation of Jehovah, while they were infamously violating

aU His laws, the Zealots rejected with insult every ofier of terms. At
last Titus drew a Hne of ciroumvallation round the doomed city, and

1 See Dereubourg, p. 264, and n. xi. ; Gratz, iii. 365, aeq., 386, 411 ; Salvador, HUt.
ii 467 ; De Quincey, Works.

2 Derenbonrg, pp. 266, 282—288. Some of the stories which Josephus recounts of

himself are transferred in the Talmud to the celebrated Babbi Yochanan Ben Zakkai.
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began to crucify all the deserters who fled to him. The injidents of the
famine which then feU on the besieged are among the most horrible in
human literature. The corpses bred a pestilence. Whole houses were
filled with unburied families of the dead. Mothers slew and devoured
their own children. Hunger, rage, despair, and madness, seized the city.

It became a cage of furious madmen, a city of howling wild beasts, and of
cannibals—a hell !

^ For the first time for five centuries, on July 1 7, A. D. 70,
the daily sacrifices of the Temple ceased for want of priests to offer them.
Disease and slaughter ruthlessly accomplished their work. At last, amid
shrieks and flames, and suicide and massacre, the Temple was taken and
reduced to ashes. The great altar of sacrifice was heaped with the slain.

The courts of the Temple swam deep in blood. Six thousand miserable
women and children sank with a wild cry of terror amid the blazing
ruins of the cloisters. Romans adored the insignia of their legions on
the place were the Holiest had stood. As soon as they became masters
of the Upper City they only ceased to slay when they were too weary
to slay any longer. According to Josephus, it had been the earnest
desire of Titus to preserve the Temple, but his commands were dis-

obeyed by his soldiers in the fury of the struggle. According to Sul-
picius Severus, on the other hand, who is probably quoting the very
words of Tacitus, Titus formed the deliberate purpose to destroy Christi-

anity and Judaism in one blow, believing that if the Jewish root were
torn up the Christian branch would soon perish." The tallest and most
beautiful youths were reserved for the conqueror's triumph. Of those
above seventeen years of age multitudes were doomed to work in chains
in the Egyptian mines. Others were sent as presents to various towns
to be slain by wild beasts or gladiators, or by each other's swords in the
provincial amphitheatres. The young of both sexes were sold as slaves.

Even during the days on which these arrangements were being made,
11,000 perished for want of food; some because their guards would not
give it to them, others because they would not accept it. Josephus
reckons the number of captives taken during the war at 97,000, and the

number of those who perished during the siege at 1,100,000. ' The

' Eenan, VAntechrist, 507.
2 " Alii e* yjJits ipse evertendum templum imprimis censebant, quo plenius Judae-

orum et Christianorum religio toUeretux. Quippe has religiones licet contrarias sibi,

iisdem tamen auotoribus profectas ; radice sublat^ stirpem facile perituram " (Sulp. Sev.

Sacr. Hist. ii. 30, § 6, 7). He had access both to the lost part of the Histories of
Tacitus, and also to the work of Antonius Julianus, De Judaeis. The latter, who was
one of Titus's council of war, wrote with far less biassed motives th.an Josephiss, who is

not to be trusted when he had anything to gain by disguising the truth. Dr. Bernays,
of Breslau, believes that Sulpioius Severus is quoting Tacitus in the sentence quoted
above. Gratz (iii. 403) contemptuously rejects this suggestion, on the ground that Titus
could scarcely have heard of the Christians. But Titus saw a great deal of Josephus and
of Agrippa II., and there are signs that Josephus knew a good deal more about
Christianity"than he ventures to say, and that Agrippa had not been uninfluenced by the
arguments of St. Paul (see Derenbourg, p. 252). On the other hand, Ewald thinks that
this assertion as to the purpose of Titus is weakened by the repetition of it in the case of

Hadrian :
—" ezistimans se Christianam fidem loci injuria " {i.e. by profaning the site of

the Temple) peremturum" (Sulp. Sev., Saer. Hist. ii. 31, § 3 ; Ewali}, Gmh. vj, 797),
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numbers who perished in the whole war are reckoned at the awful total

of 1,337,490, and the number of prisoners at 101,700 ; but even these

estimates do not include all the items of many skirmishes and battles,

nor do they take into account the multitudes who, throughout the whole
country, perished of misery, famine, and disease. It may well be said that

the nation seemed to have given itself " a rendezvous of extermination."

Two thousand putrefying bodieswerefound even in the subterraneanvaults

of the city. During the siege all the trees of the environs had been cut

down, and hence the whole appearance of the place, with its charred and
bloodstained ruins, was so completely altered, that one who was suddenly

brought to it would not (we are told) have recognised where he was.

And yet the site had been so apparently impregnable, with its massive

and unequalled foitifications, that Titus freely declared that he saw in

his victory the hand of God.' From that time all Jews on seeing Jeru-

salem rend their garments and exclaim, " Zion is a wilderness, Jerusalem

a desolation. Our holy and beautiful house, where our fathers praised

Thee, is burned with fire, and aU our pleasant things are laid waste." "

It was to this event, the most awful iu history—" one of the most
awful eras in God's economy of grace, and the most awful revolution iu

all God's religious dispensations'"—that we must apply those prophecies

of Christ's comiug in which every one of the Apostles and Evangelists

describe it as Tiear at liand.* To those prophecies our Lord Himself

fixed these three most definite limitations—the one, that before that

generation passed away all these things would be fulfilled/ another,

that some standing there should not taste death tiU they saw the Son of

Man coming in His kingdom ;° the third, that the Apostles should not

have gone over the cities of Israel till the Son of Man be come.' It is

strange that these distinct limitations should not be regarded as a

decisive proof that the Fall of Jerusalem was, in the fullest sense, the

Second Advent of the Son of Man which was primarily contemplated

by the earliest voices of prophecy.

And, indeed, the Fall of Jerusalem and aU the events which accom-

panied and followed it in the Eoman world and in the Christian Church,

1 It is curious to contrast the pious, gentle, and amiable Titus of Josephns, and the
" Love and darling of the human race" of Eoman historians, with "Titus the Bad"
(Ha-rasha), or "the Tyrant," of the Talmudists. Their well-known legend tells that,

being caught in a terrible storm, and getting safe to land, he defied God, Who, to punish

him, sent a little gnat (ttJin'), which crept up his nostrils into his brain, and caused him
incessant and sleepless anguish. At his death it was found to be " as big as a bird, and
to have a beak and claws of steel" (Bereshith Babba x. ; Tanchuma, 62, a, etc.). It

may be imagined how patriotic Jews felt towards Titus Flaviut Josephus. The name
on which he prided himself would be to them a veritable " brand of the Beast."

2 Isa. Ixiv. 10, 11 ; Moed Katon, f. 26, a.

3 Bp. Warburton's Julian, i. p. 21.

* Acts ii. 16—20, 40 ; iii. 19—21 ; 1 Thess. iv. 13—17 ; v. 1—16 ; 2 Thess. i. 7—10

;

1 Cor. i. 7 ; X. 11 ; xv. 21 ; xvi. 22 ; Rom. xiii. 11, 12 ; Phil. iii. 20 ; iv. 5 ; 1 Tim. iv.

1 ; 2 Tim. iii. 1 ; Heb. i. 2 j x. 25, 37 ; James v. 3, 8, 9 ; 1 Pet. ii. 7 ; 2 Pet. iii. 12 ;

1 J. ii. 18.

6 Mn-tt. xxiv. 34. ' Mfttt. 3!vi, 88, 7 Matt, x, 23.
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had a signifj sance which it is hardly possible to over-estiniate. They
were the final end of the old Dispensation. They were the full in-

auguration of the New Covenant. They were God's own overwhelming
judgment on that form of Judaic Christianity which threatened to
crush the work of St. Paul, to lay on the Gentiles the yoke of an
abrogated Mosaism, to establish itself by threats and anathemas as the
only orthodoxy. Many of the early Christians—and those especially

who lived at Jerusalem—were at the same time rigid Jews. So long as
they continued to walk in the ordinances of their fathers as a national
and customary duty, such observances were harmless; but it is the
inevitable tendency of this external rigorism to usurp in many minds
the place of true religion. In every Church, as we see from most
of the Catholic epistles, as well as in those of St. Paul, the Judaists
asserted themselves, and won over the devoted adherence of the multi-
tude, which is ever ripe for the slavery of rigid dogmas and narrow
forms. It required the whole force of St. Paul's inspired and splendid
genius to save Christianity from sinking into an exclusive sect of

repellent Ebionites. No event less awful than the desolation of Judaea,

the destruction of Judaism, the annihilation of all possibility of ob-

serving the precepts of Moses, could have opened the eyes of the
Judaisers from their dream of imagined infallibility. Nothing but
God's own unmistakable interposition-^—nothing but the manifest coming
of Christ—could have persuaded Jewish Christians that the Law of the
Wilderness was annulled ; that the idolised minutiae of Levitism could
no longer claim to be divinely obligatory ; that the Temple, to which so

many myriads had resorted from every region of the world, as to a
common refuge, where they found peace and forgiveness and holy
thoughts and joyous hopes,' had been smitten to the ground as though
by flashes of God's own avenging fire; that the sacrifices, of which
Philo had so recently said, " they are being offered even until now, and
they shall be offered for ever,"^ had been finally, decisively, and, by the

direct action of Divine Providence, annulled. It was absurd to imagine
that salvation could in any way depend on obedience to a law to which
obedience had been rendered impossible by God'a own decree. The
facts, so terrible to Jewish imagination, that the steps of the profane

had carried their bloody footprints into the Holiest, where only the

High Priest could enter once a year ; that the unclean hands of Gentiles

had been laid on the golden altars ; that the sacred rolls of the Torah,

for which any Jew would have been ready to die, had been carried

captive, for every profane eye to gaze upon, along the streets of Edom
and Babylon—were but symbols of the yet deadlier fact that henceforth

that Law could not be kept, nor the Paschal lamb slain, Wr the cere-

monies of even the Great Day. of Atonement any longer observed.

Judaism, a religion of which the Temple was the most essential centre,

1 Philo, De Monarchia (Mangey, ii. 223).
s Id., Leg. ad Gaium (Mangey, ii. 569).
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of -wliich sacrifices were the most essential element, became a religion

without a temple and without a sacrifice. It became no longer possible

for even the most Pharisaic of sacerdotalists to talk as though the very

universe depended on ceremonies and vestments, or on the right burning

of the two kidneys with the fat.

Christian historians rightly appreciate the significance of the event.

The Temple, says Orosius, was overthrown and done away with, because

it could no longer serve any good or useful object, since now the Church
of God was vigorously germinating throughout the world.^ When, ia

A.D. 120, JEUa CapitoHna was built by Hadrian on the ruins of

Jerusalem, and Christians were allowed free access to it, while no Jew
was sufiered to approach it, the Church of the Circumcision was
practically at an end. " Up to that time," says Sulpicius Severus,
" almost all Christians in Judsea observed the Law while they worshipped
Christ as God ; but it was the result of God's ordinance that henceforth

the slavery of the Law should be taken away from the freedom of the

Church."^ The Church of ^lia Capitolina was no longer prevalently

Judaic ; nay more, in a mission to Hadrian it formally severed itself

from the Jews. For the first time, in A.D. 137, it selected as its bishop

Marcus, an uncircumcised GentUe."^ The event significantly proved
that even in Judsea the future destinies of the Christian Church were in

no further danger of falling into the hands of either Ebionites or

Nazarenes.* The Church then emancipated itself finally and for ever

from the trammels of the Synagogue.

No one was more deeply influenced by this event than St. John.

A full quarter of a century elapsed between the ripe manhood when he
wrote the Apocalypse and the old age in which he wrote the Gospel and
Epistles. The colouring and spirit of the Apocalypse are clearly

Judaic; but we see alike in the advanced Ohristology,' and in the

recognition of the equality of the redeemed Gentiles,* and in the

absence of any Temple in the New Jerusalem, how far ^t. John was
removed from the heresies of those Jewish Christians to whom Christ

was no more than the Jewish Messiah, and Christianity no more than
an engrafting of their belief upon an otherwise unchanged Pharisaism.

And yet, though the Gospel and Epistles are identical with the

Apocalypse in essential doctrines—though the thought of Christ as

the Victim Lamb is prominent in both—we see how wide is the

difierence which separates them ; how much calmer is the style, how

' " Ecclesia Dei jam per totum orbem germinaute, hoc (templum) tanquam effoetum
el vacuum nuUique usui bono oommodum arbitrio Dei auferendum fuit " (Oros. vii. 9).

2 Sulp. Sev, If. S. ii. 3X.
3 Euseb. H. E. iv. 6 ; Gratz, Gesch. d. Judm. iv. 183.
* The furious persecutions and massacres of Christians by the False Messiah Bar

Cochba (a.d. 132—134), which first thoroughly opened the eyes of the Pagan world to
the difference between Jews and Christians, were due alike to the rejection of his tlaims
by the Christians, and their refusal to join in his revolt " (Gratz, Gesch. iv. 154, 457).

* Bev. iii 14 ; V. 13 ; xix, 13 ; xvii. 14 ; xix, 16 ; etc. s Kev. vii. 9.
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much deeper the revelation, contained in the later writings; how the
light which had dawned so brightly upon the Apostles in the Churoh of
Jerusalem had shone more and more unto the perfect day. The Gospel
and Epistles contain the same truths as the Apocalypse,^ hut the
symbols are spiritualised. Jerusalem, even as a symbol, no longer
occupies the foreground of his thoughts, and positive Judaic ordi-

nances sink into insignificance in comparison with the knowledge of God
which is eternal life. The Apocalypse is mainly occupied with the
awfulness of retribution : The Gospel and Epistles are dominated by the
ideal of love.

Unless these considerations be admitted in their fullest extent,

it becomes impossible to maintain that writings so difierent, even amid
their partial similarities, could have come from the same hand. It
is true that in the Apocalypse we have a material eschatology, and
in the later writings a spiritual consummation. It is true that the

Apocalypse is an expression of Judaic Christianity, and that the Gospel
and Epistles are not. It is true that the points of contrast which they
offer are more salient than their resemblances. It is even true that

both could never have existed svmultaneously in the same mind. In the

Apocalypse the symbols of Heaven itself are mainly Jewish and
Levitical, and in the Gospel the evanescence and annulment of such

forms is clearly proclaimed. In the Apocalypse the elements of Divine
wrath are mainly depicted in phraseology borrowed from the old pro-

phetic images ; in the later writings God is depicted almost exclusively

in the attributes of compassion and love. In the Apocalypse Christ

is the Lion of the Tribe of Judah, the ruler who, with a rod of iron,

shall dash the nations in pieces like a potter's vessel ; in the Gospel He
is the Good Shepherd who layeth down His life for the sheep. In the

later writings there are no wars and collisions—no acts of awful

vengeance at which the saints look on with exultation ; but the world

is something wholly apart from the kingdom of the saints, and that

kingdom is spiritual and in the heart. In the Apocalypse the Anti-

christ is a bloodstained Roman Emperor; in the Epistles there are

many antichrists, and they are forms of speculative error. In the

Apocalypse there are two resurrections, both physical, one before, one

after, the Millennium ; in the Gospel the first and chief resurrection is

that from the death of sin to the life of righteousness. In the

Apocalypse Heaven is wholly a futm-e splendour; in the Epistles it

IS already a living and present realisation of God's presence in the heart.

The Apocalyptist consoles the Christian sufferer with the hope of what

he shall be ; the Evangelist with the knowledge of what he is.^

How, then, it may be asked, can the Evangelist and the Seer of

Patmos be one and the same person ?^

' As even Baur admits {Three Christian Centuries, i. 154).
2 See Eeuss, Hist, de la Thiol. Chrit. li. 564—571.
' Ewald says with his usual positiveoess, " Sie ergibt sioh je genauer man sie nach
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Ttey ai'e one and the same, but divided from each other by nearly

a quarter of a century—by more than twenty years of divine educa-

tion and broadening Hght, Many of these differences arise from the

dealing -with truths which are indeed widely diverse, but which yet

are equally true, and which are necessary to complement each other.

Many of them may be summed up and accounted for in the single

remark that the Apocalypse is an Apocalypse, and that it was
written amid the throbbing agonies of the Jewish "War and after the

bloodstained horrors of the Neronian persecution. At that time St.

John still belonged in training and sympathy to the Church of the

Circumcision. The Gospel and Epistles, on the other hand, were
written after long residence among Gentiles, when the whole perspective

of the Apostle's thoughts had been altered by the flood of divine

illumination cast alike upon the Old and the Kew Covenant by the

fulfilment of Christ's own prophecies of His coming. After the .fall

of Jerusalem He had established His kingdom upon earth by closing

for ever the Jewish dispensation.

Nor must it be forgotten that amid all the differences which
separate these writings there are many subtle similarities in the tem-

perament of the writer, in his phraseology and in his theological stand-

point. In both we have the prominent conception of Christ as the

Lamb of God ;^ in both—and in them alone—He is called—" The
Word." In both we read of the "Living Water." In both we find

the recognition of the priority in time of the Jew and of the admission

of the Gentiles. Both books give prominence to the prophecy of

Zechariah (xiL 10), "they shall look upon me whom they have

pierced," and both in their reference to this verse diverge in the

same way from the LXX. No careful student of St. John's writings

can fail to see that in many respects, and in relation to many doctrines,

an identity of essence underlies the dissimilarity of form.^ Not one

of the Johannine books could be spared from the sacred canon without

manifest and grievous loss ; all of them are rich in truths which are

necessary to make us wise unto salvation.

alien Seiten bin untersucht . . . desto gewisser als von einem gana andem Sohriftsteller

and als nicht vom Apostel verfasst " {Joharm. Sohriften, ii. 1).

1 In the Gospel aiu/oi, in the Apocalypse apyLov. It has been ingeniously suggested

that afvUv may have been chosen as physiologically equivalent in sound to OripCov.

2 For a most satisfactory proof of this, see Gebhardt, Doctrine of the Apocalypse

(E. Tr., Clark, Edinb., 1878). Isolated resemblances are Eev. ii. 2; John xvi. 12

("cannot bear"); Kev.ii.3; John iv. 6 ("faint"); angels and saints "in white"
(iv XevKoU, Kev. iii. 18 ; John xx. 12) ; effects of "anointing " (Kev. iii. 18 ; 1 John ii.

20). Besides these there are other verbal resemblances, such as Trjpeii/ \6yov, or Ao^ovs

(Rev. iii. 8, 16 ; xxii. 7, 9, etc. ; John viii. 51 ; 1 John ii. 5) ; iroielv ificvSoi, or a\rieeiav

(Kev. xxii. 15 ; 1 John i. 6) ; ai-imra (? B, etc.) (Eev. xviii. 24 ; John ii. 13) ;
" He that

is true " (Eev. iii. 7, six. 11 ; John i. 14, xiv. 6 ; 1 John v. 20) ; and the common
peculiar usage of the words aXijCivos, ppovTrj^ Stafj.6vt0Vf e^pattrTi, eKKevreiv^ tnjitif rrop^vptotf

triaivmiv, aifidrmv, etc. On the other side see, among others, Dlisterdieck, pp. 73—80

;

Ewald, Joharm. Sohriften, ii, 52, 53, 61, 62.
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CHAPTER XXX.

THE GROWTH OP HERESY.

. . . . £s &pa fisxp^ '''<"" '''ore XP^"""' vapOsvos KaSa|i)a Kol aSii,(p6opos i/ieivev i)

'KicK\ri<rla.—Hegesipp. ap. Euset. S.JS. iii. 32.
" La fumee qui obscurcit le Soleil o'est k dire I'heresie."

—

Bossuet.

There -were, as I have said, three great events which deeply influenced
the last and most active period in the life of St. John—the l>reronian

persecution, the fall of Jerusalem, and the growth of Heresy. The
two former events, which were sudden and overwhelming, woke
their tremendous echoes in the Apocalypse. The third event was very
gradual. "We find traces of it in the letters to the Seven Churches, but
it had a still deeper influence on the Gospel and the Epistles, which
were the inestimable fruit of the Apostle's ripest years. According to
the tradition of the Church, they were especially written to combat
heresy, not by the method of direct and vehement controversy, but by
that noblest of all methods which consists in the irresistible presentation
of counter truths.

The word " heresy,'' though it is used in the Authorised Yersion to

translate the hairesis of the New Testament, has not the same meaning.
The word was not originally applied in a bad sense. In classic Greek,
for instance, it merely meant a choice of principles, a school of

philosophy or of thought.^ In the New Testament it comes to mean
" a faction," and the sin condemned by the word is not the adoption of

erroneous opinions, but the factiousness of party spirit? It was, how-
ever, perfectly natural that it should come to mean' a wrong choice, a

false system. For Christianity, being a divine revelation, involves a

fellowship and unity in aU essential verities, and he who gives undue
preponderance to his own arbitrary conceptions, he who allows to

subjective influences or traditional errors an unlimited sway over his

interpretations of truth, becomes a heretic. And in this sense many
are heretics who most pride themselves on their vaunted catholicity;

for the source of all heresies is the spirit of pride, and the worst of all

heresies is the spirit of hatred. The word " heretic " has indeed been
shamefully abused. It has again and again been applied in a thoroughly

heretical, and worse than heretical manner, to the insight and inspira-

tion of the few who have discovered aspects of truth hitherto unnoticed,

or restored old truths by the overthrow of dominant perversions. A

• Sexi. Empir. i. 16 ; Cio. ad Fam. xv. 16, 3.

^ It only occurs in Acts v. 17 ; xv. 5 ; xxiv. 5, 14 ; xxvi. 5 ; xxviii. 22 ; 1 Oor. xi. 19

;

Gal. V.20; 2Pet. ii. 1.

' Sen Neander, Oh. Hist. ii. 4,
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Church can only prove its possession of life by healthy development.

Morbid uniformity, enforced by the tyranny of a dominant sect, is the

most certain indication of dissolution and decay. Since Christianity is

manysided, the worst form of heresy is the mechanical suppression of

divergence from popular shibboleths. Every great reformer in turn,

every discoverer of new forms or . expressions of religious truth, every

slayer of old and monstrous errors, has been called a heretic. When a

new truth could not be refuted, it was easy for the members of a

dominant party to gratify their impotent hatred by burning him who
had uttered it ; and though Religious partisans can no longer commit to

the flames those who differ from them, it is as true in our days as in

those of Milton, that

—

" Men whose faith, learning, life, and p\ire intent

Would have heen held in high esteem by Paul,

Must now be called and printed ' heretic

'

By shallow Edwards and Scotch what-d'ye-caU."

But the real heretics were, in most cases, the supporters of ecclesiastical

tyranny and stereotyped ignorance, by whom these martyrs were tortured

and slain, fie, aiid he only, is, in the strict and technical sense of the

word, a heretic, who defies the fundamental truths of Christianity, as

embodied in the catholic creeds which sufficed to express the doctrines

of the Church in the first four centuries of her history. But we are

taught by daily, experience that it is possible to hold catholic truth in

an heretical spirit, and heresy in a catholic spirit. By the fraud of the

devil many a Catholic has acted in the spirit of an infidel ; and, by the

grace of God, many a heretic has shown the virtue of a saint. As for

the existence of diversity in the midst of general unity, it is not only

inevitable, but, in our present condition of imperfection, it is the only

means to secure a right apprehension of truth. Christianity may be

regarded in two aspects—as a law of life and as a system of doctrines.

But neither was the law of life laid down in rigid precepts nor was the

plan of salvation set forth in dialectics. Men may be pure and true

Christians, though their holiness reveals itself in manifold varieties of

form ; they may be in faithful and conscientious communion with the

Catholio Church, though the inevitable differences of individuality lead

to different modes of apprehending the essential Gospel. All that is

indispensable is that their varieties of opinion should be subordinate

to one divine unity, and that their mode of life under all differences

should express some aspect of the one divine ideal.

The moral fibre of bitterness, from which all heresies spring, is one

and the same. Whether they result from the blind and tyrannous

unanimity of corrupt Churches, or the wide self-assertion of opinionated

individuals, they owe their ultimate origin to the pride and ambition of

the heart. But the mtellectudl sources of heresy were manifold. It

was produced by the contact of Christianity with Heathenism and with
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Judaism, abd Was especially derived from the forms of pliilcliophy whidh
had sprung up in the bosom of both religions.

The GentUea, as a rule, hated the Mosaic Law, and looked 'on Christi-

anity as the antagonist of Judaism, rather than as its dissolution and
fulfilment. The Jews, on the other hand, saw in Christianity only an
accretion to the Law of Moses, and clung to the most rigid letter of in-

stitutions which Heathenism despised. Hence, amid the numberless
ramifications of heretical sects which disturbed the Church of the first

century, and which were massed together under the vague and often in-

appropriate name of Gnosticism, some were Judaic and some were anti-

Judaic.

1. To the Jewish sects we have aleady alluded. They may be classed

under the two heads of Nazarenes and Ebionites.

We have been obliged agaia and again to notice that the earliest

decades after the Ascension were marked by a severe struggle between
the views of Judaising and of Gentile Christians. St. James, the head
of the Judaisers, had nevertheless adopted the views of St. Peter as re-

gards the freedom of the GentUes, and while he continued to be a blame-

less observer of the Mosaic Law, he gave full tolerance to all converts

from Paganism who did not violate the Noachian precepts. This was the

decision of the Synod at Jerusalem. But the party who wrote upon their

banners the name of the Bishop of Jerusalem went much further. It

was one of the main works of St. Paul's life to counteract their surrep-

titious methods of strangling the growth of true Christianity by insisting

that all Gentiles must be circumcised, and must observe the entire

Levitic Law. It was in the ranks of these Judaists that there arose

that imminent danger of apostasy against which they had received such

solemn warnings in the Epistle to the Hebrews, and the Epistle of St.

James himself ; it was from their ranks also that there arose the two
sects of Ebionites and Nazarenes.

It may well be thought strange that the most definite existence of

these Jewish Christian sects falls in the era after the Fall of Jerusalem,

when it might have been deemed impossible for any one to retain the

opinion that God had intended the Jewish Law to be eternally obliga-

tory. But prejudice, fortified by custom, is almost ineradicable. Judaism,

when robbed of all power to observe its ritual, took refuge in its Law,
regarded as a separate and ideal entity. The disease, unoured even by
the amputation of its chief limb,-fastened itself with unabated virulence

on the vital organs. The Mosaic Law assumed in the minds of Tal-

mudists the place of God Himself, and by the Law they meant not

morals but Eabbinism, not the Decalogue, but the Halacha. When
Pope says that in some of the discussions of the Pm-adise JJost—

" In quibbles angel and archangel join,

And Grod the Father turns a school divine,"

he was using the broadest satire ; but his words are applicable in tlicir
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most literal sense to the teachings of the Rabbis, who arrogantly

usurped the exclusive name of Eachakamim, or " the Wise." They re-

present God as Himself a student of the Torah. They disputed whether
Grod Himself did not wear phylacteries.^ They represent Heaven as a
great Eabbinic school in which there are differences of opinion about
the Halacha. On one occasion, they assert there was a dispute in the

celestial academy about the minutiae of a Levitic decision, and as the

Deity took one view while the angels took the opposite, it became neces-

sary to summon the soul of Kabbi Ear Nachman. To him consequently

the Angel of Death is despatched. The £.abbi is asked his opinion, and
gives it on the side of the Almighty, who is represented—with a naivete

astonishing in its blasphemous arrogance—as highly pleased with the

result of the discussion V
If then the Jews could still find space for the practice and idealisa-

tion of their Levitism when scarcely one of its directions could be carried

out—if almost without an effort the schools of Jamnia and Tiberias and
Pumbeditha could transform their theocracy into a nomocracy, and their

theology into a Levitic scholasticism, we are hardly surprised to find that

the influence of old traditions was sufficiently strong, and especially

within the limits ot the Holy Land, to keep alive the spirit of Jewish
Christianity. Far on into the fourth, and perhaps even down to the

fifth century, there continued to be not only " Genists," or Jews by race,

and "Masbotheans," who observed the Jewish Sabbath, and " Merists,"

who kept up a partial observance of the Jewish Law,' but also organised

Christian sects who although they were excluded from the bosom of the
orthodox Church, had a literature of their own—the ancient counterpart

of the modem " religious newspaper"—and not only maintained their

ground, but even displayed a wide-spread and proselytising activity.

a. The Nazaeenes, as a distinctive sect, were the Jewish Christians

who did not remove from PeUa when—^if we may accept the ancient tra-

dition—^the fugitive Church of Jerusalem returned to ^Ua Capitolina,*

which no Jew was allowed to enter. But they existed much earlier, and
are to be regarded less as deliberate heretics than as imperfect, narrow-
minded, and imenUghtened Christians. Epiphanius calls them " Jews,
and nothing else ;

"^ but since they accepted the Epistles of St. Paul,
and acknowledged the true divinity of Christ," we may set aside his un-
charitable description of them. If, as is probable, their views are repre-

sented by the Testament of the Twelve Patria/rchs, we can see that while
they clung with needless tenacity to the obsolete and the abrogated, this

was only the result of limited insight and national custom. Their re-

> Bab. Berachoth, 6 o, 7 a (p. 240, Schwab). = Babha Metzia, 86, a.
3 Hegesippus, a/p. Euseb. H. E. iv. 22. * Neaader, Ch. Hist. i. 476.
* Epiphan. Haer. xxx. 9.
8 They are said, however, to have denied His Prse-existenoe (Euseb. H.E.m.. 27), but

we may class them with the rhv 'IijotBi' oiroSexri/iei'oi of Origen (c. Cds. v. 61). The reason
why the early allusions to them are oontracUctory, is because the opinions of these "sub-
dichotomies of petty schisms " were doubtless ill-defined.

32
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version to the religion of the Patriarchs, as representing a purer and
more absolute religion than the Levitic system, is distinctly Pauline, and
they honestly accepted the faith of Christ.^ It has been inferred from
passages of this book that they held the view that Jesus only became a
Divine Being at His baptism, but the expressions used seem to be at

least capable of a more innocent and orthodox interpretation.'*

h. The Ebionites, on the other hand, were daringly heretical. They
rejected altogether the writings of St. Paul,' and pursued his memory
for some generations with covert but virulent calumny. They insisted

on the necessity of circumcision and the universal validity of the Law.
They regarded Christ as a mere man, the son of Joseph and Mary,
justified only by his legal righteousness.* To these views some of the
Ebionites—who died away as an obscure sect on the shores of the Dead
Sea—superadded ascetic notions and practices which they seem to have
borrowed from the Essenes.* Hence, ia all probability, was derived
their name of Ebionites, from the Hebrew word Ehion, " poor." The
error that there was such a person as Ebion was due to Epiphanius,
who calls him a "successor of Cerinthus."^ The assertion that they
were called " paupers " because they thought " meanly and poorly "of
Christ, was merely a way of turning their name into a reproach.' The
Elcesaites, or followers of Elxai, who were Ebionites with Essene and
Gnostic admixtures, were never more than a small and uninfluential sect.

By the time when St. John wrote his Gospel and Epistles, the

question of circumcision, and all the most distinctively Judaic con-

troversies, had ceased to be discussed. They had, at any rate, lost all

significance for the Church in general. The Nazarenes and Ebionites

had at best but a local influence. Even the Nicolaitans are charged,

not with heresy, but with immoral practices, and with teaching indiffer-

ence to idolatry by the ostentatious and indiscriminate eating of meats
ofiered to idols.' This tendency to Antinomianism was the natural

result and the appropriate Nemesis of that extravagant legal rigorism

to which the Judaists strove to subjugate the Church.

2. The two heresiarchs who came into most dangerous prominence

1 See Neander, Ch. Hist. ii. 19—21 ; Mausel, Gnostic Heresies, pp. 123—^128; Light-
foot, Galatiam, pp. 298—301 ; Eitschl, Altkath. Kirche, pp. 152, seq.

2 Test. XII. Pair., Levi, 18 ; Simeon, 7.
' Orig. c. Cels. V. ad fin.
* Hence Mariiis Meroator calls them Homuncionitae {Befut. anath. Nestor. 12), and

Laotantius Anthropiani {Instt. w, ad fin.).
5 Tert. De Cam. Gkristi, 14 ; Be Praeser. 33, 48 ; Philastr. Haer. 37 ; Aug. de

Haer. 16.
^ Dial. c. Zucifer. 8 ; Ps. Tert. Append, de Praeser. 48.

7 Euseb. H. E. iii. 27.
" On the Nicolaitans see notes on Eev. ii. 6, 14, 15. An account of them, taken from

Iren. Haer. i. 27, iii. 11 ; Buseb. H. E. iii. 29 ; Epiphan. Haer. xxt. 1 ; Clem. Alex.

Strom, ii. 20, ill. 4, will be found in Ittigius, Se Haeresiarchis, 1. 9, § 4; Mosheim, De
relus Christ, ii. 69. They, like other sects, are charged with cloaking licentious habits

under specious names (Clem. Alex. Strom, iii. 4 ; Consti, Apost. vi. 8 ; Ignat. Ep. ad
Trail, and ad Philad.).
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in the Apostolic age are Simon Magus and Ceeinthus. If any credit

can be given to the vague and much-confused traditions as to their

tenets, it is clear that those tenets, at least in their germ, were strongly

and directly condemned in several of the Epistles.

a. Of Simon Magus, " the hero of the romance of heresy," little is

known which is not legendary. In the Acts of the Apostles^ we find

him in the position of a successful impostor in Samaria, whore the

whole population, amazed by his sorceries, accepted his assertion that

he was " the Power of God which is called Great." He was baptised

by Philip, but proved the hoUowness of his religion by being guilty of

the first act of the sin which from him is called " simony "— he

endeavoured " to purchase the gift of God with money." According to

the high authority of Justin Martyr—who was himself a Samaritan

—

Simon was a native of Gitton in Samaria.^ Josephus, in calUng him a

Cypriote (if he be speaking of the same person), may have confused

Gitton with Citium in Cyprus.' Felix made use of his iniquitous

agency in inveigling from her husband the Herodian princess Drusilla.^

He is the subject of many wild and monstrous legends. He is said to

have been a pupil of a certain Dositheus, and to have fallen in love

with his concubine Luna (Selene or Helena). When- Dositheus wished

to beat him he found that the stick passed through his body as through

smoke.° The " sorceries " which he practised are said to have consisted

in passing through mountains and through fire, making bread of stones,

breathing flames, and turning himself into various shapes. With the

money that he ofiered to St. Peter he purchased as his slave and

partner a woman of Tyre named Helena." Hence his followers are

called by Celsus Heleniani Irenseus says' " that he carried this

woman about with him, calling her his first Conception (Emioia) and

the mother of all things. Descending to the lower world, she had
produced the angels and powers by which the lower world was made,

and had -been by them imprisoned and degraded. She had been Helen

of Troy, and in her fallen condition was " the lost sheep," whom he had
recovered. He himself, though not a man, became a man to set her

free. His adherents, he declared, had no need to fear the lower angels

and powers which made the world, but they might Uve as they pleased,

and- would be saved by resting their hopes on him and on her. Later

on he is said to have gone to Rome, and to have met with his end in an

attempt to fly, which was defeated by the prayers of St. Peter and

St. Paul.'

1 Acta viii. » Just. Mart. Apd. i. 26.

3 Jos. AnU. xrm. 5 ; xx. 7, § 2. Euseb. H. E. u. 13.

* See Ufe and Work of St. Paul, ii. 341.
* Constt. Apost. vi. 8 ; Clem. Secogn. ii. 31.

6 Clem. Becogn. ii. 31 ; Nioeph. H. JS. ii. 27.

' Iren. Saer. i. 23 ; ii. 9, and comp. Himol. Ref. Haer. vi. 19 ; Tert. De Anima, 34

;

Epiphan. Haer. xxv. 4 ; Theodoret, Haer. Fab. i. 1.

» Hippolytus Bays that he was buried—promising to rise again {Bef. Haer. vi. 26).
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It is clear that Simon Magus was not only a heresiarch, but also

a false Christ or antichrist. His notions were partly Jewish and
Alexandrian. Philo had spoken of "Powers" of God, of which the
greatest was the Logos. According to Jerome, Simon used to say, " I
am the word of God, I am beautiful, I am the Paraclete, I am the
Almighty, I am the all things of God;'" and Irenseus says that he
spoke of having appeared to the Jews as the Son, to the Samaritans as
the Father, and to the Gentiles as the Holy Spirit. Hippolytus gives
an account of his opinions from a book called The Great Announcement
{Apophasis Megale), which, though it can hardly be his, may be
supposed to express the views of his followers. The views there stated

resemble those of the later Gnostics and Kabbalists. The " Indefinite

Power " is described as Fire and Silence. This Fire has two natures,
the source respectively of the Intelligible and the Sensible Universe.
The world was generated by three pairs of roots or principles—namely,
Mind and Consciousness, Voice and Name, Reasoning and Thought

;

and the Power in these roots is manifested as " he who stands," or who
shall stand—by which he seems to mean himself as the perfect man.
It is clear that in these roots we see the germ of the Gnostic Aeons and
the Kabbalistic Sephiroth—the object of which, like that of every
Gnostic system of emanations, was to separate God as far as possible

from man and from matter. The inmost conception of Gnosticism is

contradicted—its very basis is overthrown—by the words of St. John's
Gospel, " The Word became flesh."

b. The name of Cerinthus is loss mixed up with fantastic legends
;

but the accounts given of his views are full of uncertainty and contra-

diction, and seem to show that he was one of those who " wavered like

a wave of the sea," and was tossed about by every wind of doctrine.

Thus it is that he mixed up Millenarianism and other Judaic elements
with fancies which were afterwards developed by the most anti-Judaic

Gnostics.* Thus, too, he has been credited with the authorship of the

Apocalypse, though, in accordance with early Church tradition, he was
the very teacher against whom the later writings of St. John wert
specially aimed.^

Of his personal life scarcely anything is known. It is conjectured

that he must have been a Jew by birth, but he had evidently been

As to this legend—^which (as we have sean) may have sprung from the attempt of an
aotor taking the part of Icarus (Suet. Ner. 12)—Irenaeus, Tertullian, and Busebius are

silent. It is found in Arnobius, acb>. Gent. ii. 12, and with manj varying details in the

ApostoUc Constitutions (vi. 9) ; Ambrose (Hexaem. iy. 8) ; Sulp. Severus (ii. 41)

;

EgesippuB (Be Exoid. Hierosol. iii. 2), etc., as well as in Cedrenus, Nioephorus, Glycas,

etc. I have already alluded to the mistake which led Justin Martyr to suppose that he
was worshipped at Borne {Apol. 11, 69, 91 ; Tert. Apol. 13).

' Jer. in Matt. xxiv. 5.

2 The assertion of Philastrius [Saer. 36) and Epiphanius {Haer. xxviii. 2) that he
was the person who stirred up the dispute about circumcision at Jerusalem (Actsiz.), is

an unchronological guess.
' Jer. Cat. Script, 9, and so too Irenseus, etc.
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trained in Egypt,' and he certainly taught in Asia. The name
ilferinthus, -which is sometimes given him, is probably a nickname, since

the word means "a cord." But even his date is uncertain. He is

usually believed to have taught ia the old ' age of St. John ; but

TertuUian places him after Karpokrates, -who did not flourish till the

reign of Hadrian, A.D. 117.

His errors, as noticed by Irenseus,^ are as follows :

—

(1). He declared that the world was made by a Virtue or Power far

inferior to the Essential Divinity.

(2). That the human Jesus was not bom of a virgin, but was the

son of Joseph and Mary, and that he only differed from men in supreme

goodness.

(3). That the Divine Christ only descended upon Jesus at His

baptism ;' and

—

(4). That, when Jesus suffered, the Divine Christ flew back into

His Pleroma, being Himself incapable of suffering.*

Besides these errors, he is said to have regarded Jesus as a teacher

only, not as a redeemer ; to have rejected the Epistles of St. Paul ; and

to have sanctioned the practice of being baptised for the dead.

Even from these glimpses we can see that he did not exactly deny

the Divinity of Christ. The first who is said to have done this was
Theodotus of Byzantiiun.' But Cerinthus was evidently actuated by
the Gnostic desire to remove as far as possible the notion of any con-

tact, much more any intercommunion, between God and Matter. Now,
the Christian doctrine of the Incarnation cut at the root of the

Alexandrian and Gnostic fancies that Matter was evil, and that God
was so infinitely removed from man that he could hold no immediate

communion with him. It was the fatal system of Dualism which led

to so many heresies. It was the cause of Ebionism, which denied

Christ's Divinity altogether ; of Docetism, which maintained that the

body of Jesus was purely phantasmal and unreal ; ° and it probably lay

at the base of Nestorianism, which lost sight of the indivisible union

of the human and the Divine in the one God-man. Cerinthus, like

1 Hippolyt. Eef- Haer. vU. 33 ; Theodoret, Haer, Fab. ii. 3.

2 Haer. i. 26.

' This view was afterwards elaborated by Bardesanes. Valentinus, on the other

oand, taught that the body of Christ was celestial, but merely passed tlirough the Virgin
without partaMng of her nature.

'' Epiphanius and Theodoret repeat this testimony of Irenseus, and say that Cerinthus
attributed the miracles of Jesus to Christ, whom he represented as identical with the
Holy Spirit. Jesus was to Cerinthus only " the earthly Christ," or " the Christ below "

(o KaT<o XpioTiJ!), while the Divine Christ was " the Christ above " (6 ma Xpiorci!),

s Euseb. H. E. v. 28.
^ Clemens of Alexandria (Strom, iii. 13) ascribes the invention of Docetism to Julius

Cassianus, a.d, 173, but it is clear that the germs of it existed long before, and are even
found, as Hippolytus says (Bef. Haer. vi. 14), in Simon Magus. It was taught in the
Apocryphal Gospel of Peter (Euseb. H.E.yi. 23), which was perhaps forged by Leucius,

a disciple of Maroion, about A.D. 140. The Docetae were also called Phautasiasts a£d
Opinarians.
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other Gnostics of Egyptian training, denied the hypostatic and eternal

union of the two natures in Christ. He taught that Christ alone was
the Son of God, and that until His baptism, and at His crucifixion,

Jesus was an ordinary man. In the one pregnant expression of St.

John, he " loosed " or " disintegrated Jesus. '"^

Views essentially similar to these are found in all the Gnostic
systems.^ They all sprang from speculations about the origin of evil,

and about the method of bridging over the chasm -between absolute

and finite being. Since they identified evil with matter, they led at

once to a Manichean dualism; and it was only by inventing elaborate

series of hermaphrodite pairs of seons or emanations that they could
imagine any communication of God's will to man.' They were all

influenced by the Platonised Judaism of Philo * and the Alexandrians,
as well as by Persian and other Oriental elements of thought. ° But
the deadliness of their system revealed itself in many and in opposite

forms. It exalted an imaginary knowledge above a pure and unso-
phisticated faith. It mistook a terminology for a creed. It confused

a manipulation of words with a removal of difficulties. It pufied up
its followers with, an inflated sense that they were an intellectual

aristocracy, possessed of an esoteric teaching which elevated them
far above their simple brethren. The doctrine of the inherent evil of

matter, and the confusion of "the body" with "the flesh," drove the

Gnostics either into an extravagant ascetism, which destroyed the body
without controlling it, or into Antinomian license, which destroyed it

in the opposite way by shameful self-indulgence. This they excused
either on the plea that to the true Gnostic the spiritual was everything,

and that anything which his body did was of no moment, since it did

not affect his true self ; or by arguing that the moral law was only the
work of the evil or inferior Demiurge.' In both extremes they con-

fused the true nature of sin, turned religion and morality into curious

1 See infra, p. 557.
2 The name Gnostic—" one who knows "—^was first adopted by the Naassenes or

Ophites, "alleging that they alone knew the depths" (Hippol. jffacr. v. 6). Irenseus

(ap. Euseb. H. JS. iv. 7), calls Karpokrates " the father of the heresy which is called that
of the Gnostics " (comp. id. ffaer. i. 25, 6 ; see Lipsius, Gnosticismm, p. 48). The
original sources for the history of Gnosticism are to be found in Irenseus (adv. Saereses),

Tertullian [adv. Marcionem, be Praescr. Haereticorum, and Scorpiace), Epiphanius {adv.

Haeresea), and passages of Clemens Alex, and Origen, and Hippolytus Philosophumena.
For modern treatises, see Beausobre (Hist, du Manichdimie), Matter, Hist, dm Gnosti-

cisme), Burton (Inquiry into Heresies of the Apostolic Age), Mansel (Gnostic Heresies), and
Baur (Die Christ. Gnosis). See too MUman, History of Christianity, ii. 68; Robertson,
Ch. Hist. i. 31 ; Neauder, Ch. Hist. ii. 82 ; Gieseler, Ch. Hist. i. 114 ; Burton, Barmpt.
Lect. iv., etc. Later treatises are Ad. Hamack, QuelUn d. Geseh. d. Gnost. (1873) ; lap-

sins, Quellen d. alt. Ketzergesch, 1875.
3 So Plato, in the Timaeus, said that it was the function of the subordinate gods " to

weave the mortal to the immortal."
* "Haereticorum patriaxchae philosophi " (Tert. (K?'!). Bmreo^r. 8); "Plato omnium

haereticorum condimentarius " (De Anim. 23).
* Some of the Gnostics referred to Zoroaster. Porphyr. Vit. Plotin. 10.
^ Clemens Alex. (5irom. iii. p. 529) points out that they taught extravagant asceticism

(virepTOKoj/ iyKpiTiiav), or moral indifferentism (iSiac/idpus igv).
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questions, placed salvation in systems of metaphysics, and by vain

speculation and verbal analyses lost sight of the practical answer which
Christianity had given to all the deepest problems of human life.

These errors existed in their germs from a very early period. We
often hear the voice of St. Paid raised in warning respecting them,

especially in the Epistles to the Colossians and Ephesians, and in the

later Epistles. Against their Antinomian developments we have the

strong denunciations of St. Jude. But St. John lived at a time when
they had acquired a more definite consistency. He saw and he declared

that all of them began or ended with a denial of Christ, or with errors

as to His nature. He discountenanced alike their exaggerated spiri-

tuality and the carnality into which it passed. He erected a bulwark
against them all in those inspired words which contain the essence of

all the truths which are most precious to Christianity, and which form
the Prologues of his Gospel and First Epistle. He regards them all as

forms of Antichrist. He who denies that Jesus is the Christ the Son
of God—in other words, who asserts, as Cerinthus did, that the historical

Man Jesus was not in the fullest sense Divine—is an Antichrist in a
far different sense than Nero was, and yet in a true sense. St. John
tells us this in his usual way, both positively and negatively.^ He tells

us that Jesus is the Christ, and the son of God, and that the Divine
Eternal Being tabernacled in human flesh. ^ He says, in every possible

form of words, that Jesus is Christ ; that Christ is Jesus ; that Jesus

is Divine—that Jesus is not a separate being from the Son of God, but
indistinguishable from Him. The Gnostics made the Divine "come
and go to Jesus like a bird through the air," but St. John testifies

throughout Gospel and Epistles, as he had also done, though with less

absolute distinctness, in the Apocalypse, that the Divine became Human,
and dwelt in our Humanity indivisibly.' The Eternal Son of God not

only filled the whole person of Jesus, which is Himself, but also fiUed

all believers—who are bom of God, not of "the will of the flesh."

He fills all life and death and resurrection with Divine life and glory.

Yet whUe thus protesting alike against Psilanthropia^—the Ebionite

doctrine that Christ was a mere man—and against Docetism, and
against the Dualistic theories of incipient Maniohees, and against all

severing of the Person of Jesus iato a Man who is not God, or a God
who refuses to be a man—^he at the same time makes it clear that he

does not identify religion with orthodoxy, but places true religion in

love to God shown by love to man. The self-satisfaction of a super-

cilious orthodoxy which might at any time soar into Pharisaic asceticism,

or sink into reckless immorality, is confronted with the assurance—Oh
that in all ages the Christian Church had better understood it, and
taken it more deeply to heart !—that " he who saith I know God, and

1 1 John ii. 18, 22 ; iv. 3, 15 ; v. 1, 10.

3 1 John iv. 2, 3 ; 2 John 7.

* See Keim, Jexu, von Naxa/ra, Introd. II. f.
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keepeth not His commandments," were he ten-timet-over orthodox in

his asserted knowledge, is yet " a liar, and the truth is not in him ;
"'

and that " he who loveth not, knoweth not God ; for God is love,"^

CHAPTER XXXI.

LATER WRITINGS OP ST. JOHN.

"Sumtia pennis aquilsa et ad altiora festinans de Verto Dei disputat."—Jee.
ad Matt., Proem.

'
' Transcendit nutes, transcendit virtutes coelormn, transcendit angelos, et

Verbum in prineipio repperit."

—

^Ambeos. Prel. in Luc.

Apart from its own beauty and importance, the Epistle of St. John
derives a special interest from the fact that it is the latest utterance of

Apostolic inspiration. It is addressed to Churches which by the close

of the first century had advanced to a point of development far beyond
that contemplated by St. Paul in his earlier Epistles. Many of the old

questions which had raged between Judaisers and Paulinists had
vanished into the back-ground. The Gospel had spread far and wide.

It had become self-evident that nothing could be more futile than to

confine those waters of the River of God in the narrow channels of

Jewish particularism. The fall of Jerusalem had illuminated as with

a lightning flash the darkness of obstinacy and prejudice. It had
proved the inadequacy of the Pharisaic ideal of " righteousness," and
the ignorance of the system which proclaimed itself to be the only

orthodoxy. The liberty for which St. Paul had battled all his life long

against storms of hatred and of persecution, had now been finally

achieved. St. John himself had advanced to a standpoint of know-
ledge far beyond that of the days when he had lived among the Elders

of the Church which was dominated by the views and example of St.

James. He had learnt the full meaning of those words of the Lord to

the woman of Samaria, that the day should come in which men should

worship the Father neither on Gerizim or in Jerusalem but everywhere,

and acceptably, if they worshipped in spirit and in truth. On the other

hand, new and dangerous errors had arisen. Christianity had come

into contact with Greek philosophy and Eastern speculation. Men
were no longer interested in such questions as whether they need be

circumcised ; or to what extent their consciences need be troubled by
distinctions between clean and unclean meats ; or whether they were to

place the authority of James or Kephas above that of Paul ; or what
was the real position to be assigned to the gift of tongues ; or whether

» 1 John U. 4. 3 1 John iv. 8,
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the dead in Christ were to lose any of the advantages which would be

granted at His second return to the living. All such questions had

received their solution ia the Epistles of St. Paul. Christians as a

body were by this time fully acquainted with his arguments, and
acquiesced in them aU the more unhesitatingly because they had been

stamped with irrefragable sanction by the course of History. All men
could see the rejection of the once chosen people. Far different were
the questions which now agitated the minds of Christian thinkers.

They were questions of a more abstract character, relating above all

to the nature of Christ. Was He, as the Ebionites maintained, a mere
manl Was He, as Cerinthus argued, a twofold personality, the Eternal

Christ and the sinless Jesus, united only between the Baptism and the

Crucifixion 1 ^ Or, was He, again, as the intellectual precursors of the

Docetae were beginning to suggest, a man in semblance only—who had
but lived in the phantasm of an earthly life ? Nay more, men were
beginning to speculate about the nature of God Himself. Could God
bsT:egarded as the author of evU? Must it not be supposed, as the

Manichees subsequently argued, that there were two Gods—one the

supreme and illimitable Deity belonging to regions infinitely above
" the smoke and stir of this dim spot which men call earth," the other

a limited and imperfect Demiurge ? Again, what was the relation

between these questions and the duties of daily life 1 Christians were
free from the Law ; that was a truth which St. Paul had proved. But
was there any fundamental distinction between the authority on which
rested the ceremonial and the moral law? Might they not regard them-

selves as free from the rules of morality, as well as from the routine of

Levitism? Was not faith enough ? If men believed rightly on God and
on His Son Jesus Christ, would He greatly care as to how they lived t

So argued the Antinomians, and many of them were prepared to carry

their arguments from theory into practice. Such, then, were the

errors which it became the special mission of St. John to counteract.

But he does not counteract them controversially. The method of

Pauline dialectics was entirely unsuited to his habit of mind. That
method in its due time and place was absolutely necessary. It met
the doubts of men in the intellectual region in which they had origi-

nated. It broke down their objections with the same weapons by
which they had been maintained. But when that work was done there

was another way to bring home the truth to the conviction of the uni-

versal Church. It was by witness, by spiritual appeal, by the state-

ment of personal experience, by the lofty language of inspired authority.

Hence the method which St. John adopts is not polemical but irenical.

He overthrows error by the irresistible presentation of counter truths.

In the Gospel, as Keim says, he counteracted heresy thetically, in the

1 Iren. Haer. xi. 7. "Qui autem Jesum separant a Christo et impassibilem per-

Beverasse Christum, passum vero Jesum dicunt ..."
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Epistles antithetically ; in other words, in the Gospel he lays down
positive truths, in the Epistles he states those truths in sharp contrast

with the opposing errors. To those who moved in the atmosphere of

controversy " difficulties " loomed large and portentous all around the

doctrines of the Church. St. John dealt with those difficulties from a
region so elevated and serene that to all who reached his pouit of view
they shrank into insignificance. At the heights whence he gazed men
might learn to see the grandeur of the ocean, and to think little of the

billows, and nothing of the ripples upon its surface. Hence it has been
a true Christian instinct which has assigned to St. John the symbol of
" the eagle," in the four-fold cherub of the Gospel-chariot. The eagle

which sails in the azure deep of air "does not worry itself how to cross

the streams." Dante, in the Pa/radiso, showed no little insight when
he called him " Christ's own eagle," and when he describes the outlines

of his form as lost in the dazzling light by which he is encircled. " The
central characteristic of his nature is intensity—^intensity of thought,

word, insight, life. He regards everything on its divine side. For him
the eternal is already He sees the past and the future

gathered up in the manifestation of the Son of God. This was the one
fact in which the hope of the world lay. Of this he had himself been
assured by the evidence of sense and thought. This he was constrained

to proclaim: '"We have seen and do testify.' He had no laboured

process to go through; he saw. He had no constructive proof to

develop; he bore witness. His source of knowledge was direct, and
his mode of bringing conviction was to affirm." ^ His whole style and
tone of thought is that of "the bosom disciple."^

Thus then the one consummate truth which St. John had to offer to

the gathering doubts and perplexities of all unfaithful hearts was the

Incarnation of the Divine. This is the central object of all faith. This

is the one counteraction of all unbelief.

And by the manner in which he set forth this truth—^by this pre-

sentation to the world of " the spiritual Gospel " *—he at once obeyed the

Divine impulse of inspiration which came to him, and met the natural

wishes which the Church had earnestly expressed. The tradition which

records that he was urged to write his Gospel by the Elders and Bishops

of the Church,* is one which has every mark of probability. The gene-

ration of the Apostles was ra,pidly passing away. St. John had now long

exceeded the ordinary limits of human age. The day would very soon

• Westcott, St. John, p. xxxv.
2 This title (o eirto-T^eios) was given to St. John as early as the second century. It is

found (6 im. TO uTTiBoi ToB Kvpiov avourctruv) In Polycrates, Bp. of Ephesus (see Kouth, Rel.

Sacr. i. 15, 37, 370) and Iren. c. Boer. iii. 1, 1.
3 Clem. Alex. ap. Euseb. H. E. vi. 14.
* " Impelled by his friends " (Clem. Alex. I.e.). The legend is, that on being re-

quested to write the Gospel, he asked the Ephesian elders to join him in fasting, and
then suddenly exclaimed, as if inspired, "In the beginning was the Word" (Ser.de

Virr. Hhistr. 29). Irenseus only says that he was asked to write the Gospel {Haer.

iii. 1).
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come when not a single human being could say of the Lord " I saw."

But he could still say this ; he had not only seen and heard and gazed

upon and handled the "Word of Life, but had even been the beloved

disciple of the Son of Man. The facts of the life of Jesus had been

recorded by the three Synoptists. What the world now needed was
some guide into the full and unspeakable significance of those facts.

Who was so fit to give it as St. John, nay, who besides him was even

capable of giving it with authority ? He had hitherto written nothing

but the Apocalypse. The Apocalypse had indeed depicted the glory of

the Eternal Christ, but it was a book of peculiar character ; it was full

of symbols; it was difiicult of interpretation; it was based on the

imagery and prophecies of the Old Testament ; it was full of storm and

stress. It was the Book of Battle, the Book of the Wars of the Lord
;

it portrayed the struggles of the Church with the hostile forces of the

Jewish and Gentile world; and its celestial visions were interposed

between scenes of judgment,

" As when some mighty painter dips

His pencil in the hues of earthquake and eclipse."

There were, morever, many Christian doctrines on which the Apoca-
lypse did not touch, and, above all, it had been written before that

Divine event which had evidently been the beginning of a new epoch in

the history of Christianity. In the final removal of the candlestick of

Judaism, the Christian Church had rightly seen the primary fulfilment of

those prophecies which had spoken of the Immediate Coming of the Lord.

To all the living members of the Church, that stupendous event had
set the seal of God to the revelation of the New Covenant. It was the

obvious close of the epoch which had begun at Sinai. It was the ex-

tinction of the Aaronic in order to establish the Melchizedek Priesthood.

It had rendered the system of Jewish sacrifices impossible, in order to

show that the one true sacrifice had now once for all been ofiered. It

had been the burning desecration of the sin-stained Temple in order

that men might see in the Church of God the new and spiritual Jerusa-

lem which had no need of any temple therein, because the body of every

true believer was the spiritual temple of the one God. But to St. John
especially that event had come as with a burst of light. It had been,

perhaps, the greatest step since the death of Christ in that education for

the sake of which his life had been so long preserved. The oral teaching

of the Apostle must have been sufficient to show that the gradual revela-

tion which had so long been going on within him had now reached its

fulness. The light which had begun to pulse in the Eastern sky over

the banks of Jordan had shone more and more towards the perfect

day. Was this teaching to be lost to the world for ever ? Was it only

to be entrusted to the shifting imperfections of oral tradition ? Was it

to be but half apprehended by the simplicity, or misrepresented by the

limitations, of such men as Papias and Irenseus ? How little had the
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Synoptists detailed respecting tte Judsean ministry of which St. John so

often spoke ! They had not recorded the earliest call of the disciples nor

the raising of Lazarus, nor the washing of the Apostles' feet. They had
reported some of the public sermons of Jesus, but they had not preserved

any memorial of such private discourses as that to Nicodemus and the

woman of Samaria, or as those Divine farewells delivered at the Last

Supper. Nor, again, had they spoken of Christ's prse-oxistence ; nor

had they used that title of " the Word," which was now so frequently on
the lips of St. John, and to which he gave such pregnant significance

;

nor did they furnish a final insight into the two natures in the one

Person of the Son of Man.
It was true, indeed, as the Elders and Bishops who urged their

request upon St. John would at once have admitted, that as regards the

divinity and atoning work of Christ, the knowledge of the Church had
been greatly widened and systematised by the teachings of St. Paul. He
had brought into clear light the truth that Jesus was not only the

Messiah of the Jews, the Prophet, Priest, and King, but that He was
the Incarnate Son of God, the eternal Saviour of the World ; that only

by faith in Him could we be justified ; that the true life of the believer

is merged in absolute union with Him ; and that because He has risen

we also shall rise.

Yet none could have listened to St. John in his latter years without

feeling that, while he accepted the doctrines of St. Paul, he had himself,

in the course of a longer life, enjoyed more of that teaching which comes

to us from the Spirit of God in the lessons of History. Whilst he gave

no new commandment, and had no new revelation to announce, he yet

stamped with the impress of finality the great tniths which St. Paul had
taught. There is not a single doctrine in the writings of St. John which

may not be found implicitly and even explicitly in the writings of St.

Paul ; and yet—^to give but two instances out of many—the Church

would have been indefinitely the loser had she not received the inheri-

tance of sayings so supreme, so clear, and so final as these of St. John,

—

" The Father sent His Son to be the Saviour of the world," and
" We are in Him that is true, even in His Son Jesus Christ. This

is the true God and eternal life."^

' ' No one, again, had yet uttered such clear words respecting the

Divinity and Humanity indissolubly yet distinctly united in the Person

of Christ as those wluch are contained in the Prologue to the Gospel

and the opening address of the Epistle and which are concentrated in

the four words, " The Word became flesh." No one had so briefly sum-

marised the Atoning and Mediatorial work of Christ, as, " He is the

Propitiation'for owr sins, and notfor ov/rs only but also for the Whole

World!"
Indeed, as they listened to the white-haired Apostle, men must have

' 1 John V. 20. ' 1 John ii. 2 ; 'A<urn6s, a luiique expression of St. John,
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felt that there was something in his manner of exposition which tended

to remove all difficulties, to solve all apparent antinomies. Take, for

instance, the apparent contradiction between the terms used by St. Paul

and St James as to Righteousness by Paith and Kighteousness by
Works. "Would it not cease to be a difficulty—was not the controversy

lifted to a higher region—when they heard such words as, " He that

doeth righteousness is righteous, even as He is righteous," in connexion

with,'" WJwso keepeth His word, in them verily is the love of God per-

fected, and every one tlmt doeth righteousness is horn of Him ; " and,

" Behold w/iat and how great love God hath given us that we should be

called the children of God" ? Or, again, if men felt the difficulties

which rise from the forensic and sacrificial aspects of the Atonement, how
would they feel that the forgiveness in the Court, and the cleansing in

the Temple, was simplified when it was mingled with the thoughts of the

perfection of our sonship in union with the Son of God, and indicated in

terms so sublimely final as,

" Jf we say that we have no sin we deceive ourselves, and the truth is

not in us. But if we confess our sins, God is faithful and just to

forgive us our sins and to cleanse us from, all unrighteousness " ?

The expressions of the New Testament which desciibe the privileges

of the Christian estate fall into three classes, of which one revolves

around the word Righteousness ; another round the word Sonship ; a

third around metaphors expressive of Sacrifice. Now let the reader

study the First Epistle of St. John, from ii. 29 to iii. 5, and he vrill find

the order there—Righteousness (ii. 29), Sonship (iii 1), Sanctification

(iii. 2—5) ; but the three are one. The terms of the Court, the House-

hold and the Temple confirm and illustrate each other. Jesus Christ

—

the Righteous, the Son of the Father, the Holy One—^presides, in the

gloiy of His holiness, over all and over each."^

CHAPTER XXXII.

THE STAJIP OF FINALITY ON THE WRITINGS OF ST. JOHN.

" Aquila ipse est Johannes, sublimium praadicator, et luois intemEe atque

aetvsmae .fixis oculis contemplator."

—

^Atjg. m Joh., Tract. 36.

It is in ways Uke these—by the use of expressions at once larger and
simpler, more comprehensive and more easily intelligible ; expressions

which transcend controversy because they are the synthesis of the com-

plementary truths which controversy forces into antithesis—that St.

John, the last writer of the New Testament, in traversing the whole

1 I owe this thought to Dr. Pope's excellent Introduction to his translation of Haupt's
Firtt Epistle of St. John, p. xxsi.
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field of Christian theology, sets the seal of perfection on aU formei
doctrine. This is exactly what we should have desired to find in the
last treatises of inspired revelation. And one remarkable peculiarity of
his method is that he indicates the deepest truths even respecting those
points of doctrine on which he does not specifically dwell. Thus, he
does not dwell on the explanation (if the term may be allowed) of

Christ's atonement ; he does not ofier any theory as to the reasqn for

the necessity or efficacy of Christ's death; yet he involves all the
teaching of St. Paul and of ApoUos in the words, that " Christ is the
propitiation for our sins and for the whole world," and that "the blood
of Jesus Christ cleanseth us from all sin." He does not use the words
" mediator between God and man," but he sets forth, with a clearness
never before attained, that our mediator is God and Man. He does not
contrast God's love with His justice, but he shows that love and
propitiation were united in the antecedent will of God. He does not
work out the details of Christology, but he so pervades his Gospel and
Epistle with the thought that " the Word was God," and that " without
Him was not anything made that was made,'"^ as to produce a
Christological impression, sublimer even than that which we derive from
the Epistles to the Ephesians and the Colossians. He does not dwell on
the sacraments, and yet in his few words on the witness of the Water,
and on the Bread of Life, he brings out their deepest significance. He
does not develop the reasons for the rejection of the Chosen People
after the grandeur of their past mission ; but he illustrates both no less

fully than the Epistles to the Romans and the Hebrews, when, in his

Gospel, he contrasts, step by step, the unbelief of the Jews with the

faith of the disciples, and yet records the expression of Christ's eulogy
"an Israelite indeed." He records Christ's saying to the Woman of

Samaria, that salvation—the salvation of which all the Prophets had
spoken—was from the Jewsj'' and, in his own words, he writes of

Christ's coming to the Jews as a coming to " His own people and His
own house. "^ Once more, St. John nowhere enters into any formal

statements about the Triune God
;
yet in whose writings do we see

more fully than in his the illustration of St. Augustine's saying, " Ubi
amor ibi Trinitas," when we hear him say that " God is Love," and that
" God is Light ;

" and that in Christ was Light, and that Light was the

Life of Men ; and that all Christians have an unction from the Holy
One, and that the Holy Spirit is the Spirit of Christ 1

But there are three points in the last writings of St. John which

more especially stamp his teaching with the mark of finality.

1. The first of these is the new and marvellous light which he

throws on the Idea of Eternity.

The use of the word aionios, and of its Hebrew equivalent, olam,

1 " These words, taken in theix widest significance, constitute the signature of the
Johannsean writings " (Haupt). • John iv. 22, ^ o-ojjrjpia « tw 'lovSaiW eori'v.

^ John 1. II, oi ISioi . . . Toi iSia. Comp. John xix. 27.
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throughout the whole of Scripture, ought to have been sufficient to prove

to every thoughtful and unbiassed student that it altogether transcends

the thoroughly vulgar and unmeaning conception of "endless."

Nothing, perhaps, tends to prove more clearly the difficulty of eradi-

cating an" error that has once taken deep and agelong root in the minds
of " Qieologians " than the fact that it should still be necessary to prove

that the -word eternal, far from being a mere equivalent for " ever-

lasting," never means " everlasting " at all, except by reflexion from the

substantives to which it is joined; that it is only joined to those

substantives because it connotes ideas which transcend all time ; that to

make it mean nothing but time endlessly prolonged is to degrade it by
filling it with a merely relative conception which it is meant to super-

sede, and by emptying it of all the highest conceptions which it

properly includes. I am well aware that this truth wUl, for some time,

be repeated in vain. But, once more, I repeat that if by aionios St.

John had meant " endless " when he speaks of " aeonian life," there was
the perfectly commonplace and unambiguous word ahatalutos, used by
Apollos in Heb. v. 6, and there were at least five or six other adjectives

or expressions which were ready to his hand. But the Life which had
been manifested, which he had seen, to which he was bearing witness,

which stood in relation to the Father, and was manifested to us,^ was
something infinitely higher than a mere " endless " life. The life—if

mere living be life—of the most doomed and apostate of the human
race—^the life even of the devil and his angels—is an " endless " living,

if we hold that man and_ evil spirits are immortal. But by qualifying

the divine life by the epithet " eternal " {aionios) St. John meant, not
an endless life (though it is also endless), but a spi/ritual Ufe, the life

which is in God, and which was manifested by Christ to us. By calling

it aionios he meant to imply, not—which was a very small and accidental

part of it—its unbroken continuance, but its ethical quality. The life

is "endless," not because it is the infinite extension of time, but
because it is the absolute antithesis of time ; and aionios expresses its

internal quality, not as something which can be measured by infinite

tickings of the clocks, but as something incommensurable by all clocks,

were they to tick for ever. The horologe of earth, as Bengel profoundly

expresses it, is no measure for the aeonologe of heaven. The meaning
of " eternal " ought long ago to have been vindicated from its popular

degradation. St. John is the last of all Scripture writers who uses it

;

he alone of all Scripture writers defines it ; and he makes it consist not

in idle duration, but in progressive knowledge. In defining it, he says

that it is the gift of Christ, " and that the eternal life is this, that they

may know Thee the only true God, and Him whom Thou^ sendest, even

Jesus Christ."^

I John i. 2.

' John xvii. 2, 3. Literally " that they may be learning to Joiow "— not so much the

possession of a completed life as of a life which is advancing to completion.
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For thus we see at once, that, in the mind of St. John eternal life is

an antithesis not to the temporal, but to the Seen ;^ that it is not a life

which shall be, but one that, for the believer, now is : that " every one
who beholdeth the Son has—^not shall have, but Aas^—eternal life

j

"'

that " he who hath the Son, hath the life " here and now ; and that one
of the objects why St. John wrote at all was that they might know that

they had it.' He who will lay aside bigotry and factiousness and news-

paper theology, and will sincerely meditate on these passages, will see

how unfortunate is the antique and vulgar error as to the meaning of

this word. If a man be incapable of seeing this, or unwilling to admit
it, for such a man reasoning is vain.*

2. Another mark of finality is St. John's teaching about the Logos,

or Word. In the Epistle he enters into no details or description

respecting the nature and Person of the Logos ; and yet—in accordance

with that peculiarity of his method which we have already noticed

—

the doctrine of the Logos, as the source of all life, is the fundamental

matter and pith of the Epistle.^ This, we may remark in passing, is

one of the indications that the Epistle was a didactic accompaniment of

the Gospel. But in the use of the Logos as a distinct name of Christ

St. John stands alone. Other Apostles—St. Paul, St. James, and,

above aU, the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews—seem to hover on
the verge of it ; but they do not actually use, much less do they insist

on it ; and when they approach it they are thinking always of the

Divinity more than of the Humanity—of the glorified. Eternal Christ,

and not immediately of the man Christ Jesus. Other writers, again,

both Hebrew and Hellenistic, had employed terms which bore some

resemblance to it, but not one had infused into it the significance which

makes it a concentration of the Johannine Gospel. Philo had repeatedly

dwelt on the term, and surrounded it with Divine attributes ; but Philo

knew not the Lord Jesus, and in Philo the Logos is surrounded with

associations derived from the Platonic and Stoic philosophies. The

Targums had used the words Meymra (sid'q) and Deh'Cura (snian), which

could indeed only mean "the Word; " but in these the use had been

intended simply to avoid the rude anthropomorphism of early Hebrew
literature, and to make God seem more distant rather than more near.

Alike the Alexandrians and the Targumists would have read with a

shock of astonishment and disapproval that utterance which St. John

puts in the very forefront of his Gospel, as containing its inmost

essence, and as solving all the problems of the world, that " the Logos

1 John iv. 14, 36 ; vi. 27 ; xii. 25. 2 iii. 36 ; v. 24'; vi. 40, 47, 54.

3 1 John V. 13, 14. , .. ,
* I should not use language so positive if I had not furnished the most decisive and

overwhelming proof of my position in Mercy and Judgment, pp. 891—405. Of that proof

another generation wiU be able to judge. From the false and fleeting criticisms of to-

day, I appeal once more to a diviner standard. I exclaim again mth Pascal, "Ad tuum

BomAne Jeau, tribunal appello,"
5 See Haupt, p. 4.
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hecume Jlesh." It was a truth far beyond anything of which they had
dreamed, that the Word—who was in the beginning, who was with
God, who was God, by whom all things were made, in whom was life,

which Ufe was the light of man—that this Word was in the world,
came to His own people and His own home, and was by most of them
rejected—that this Word became flesh, and tabernacled among us,

and we beheld His glory, a glory as of the only begotten from the
Father, fuU of grace and truth. To make such a use of the word
Logos was to slay those conceptions which lay at the heart of the
Alexandrian theosophy with an arrow winged by a feather from its own
breast. It was to adopt the most distinctive watchword of the
Philonists in order to overthrow their most cherished conceptions.

3. I see yet another mark of Finality in what St. John says of GoD,
and especially in the First Epistle. It is not indeed possible to make
the whole analysis of the Epistle turn on the three great utterances

—

definitions we dai'e not call them, yet approximations to some descrip-

tion of the Essence of Him who is Divine—that God is Righteous, that
God is Light, and, above all, that God is Love. But I regard it as
a most blessed fact, that words so full of depth and blessedness should
occur in what is practically, and perhaps literally, the latest utterance
of Holy Writ.

"God is Righteous," and therefore He hates all unrighteousness
in others, and there can be no unrighteousness in Him. Unrighteous-
ness, masking itself as righteousness—unrighteousness putting on as its

disguise the flaming armour of religious zeal—unrighteousness in the
form now of persecution, now of violence, now of scholastic orthodoxy,
now of depreciation, unfairness, and slander.—has been again and again
represented as doing Him service. But because He is righteous He
hates it. Whether it take the form of Inquisitorial cruelty or of

anonymous falsehood, all violence is hateful to Him. Lying for God is

to God an abomination, even when the lie claims to be a shibboleth of

His most elect. Want of candour, want of gentleness, want of for-

bearance, are unhallowed incense which does but pollute His altar.

Notions that represent Him as a God of arbitrary caprice, treating men
as though they were nothing but dead clay, to be dashed about and
shattered at His wiU—^notions which represent His justice as some-

thing alien from ours, snd those things as good in Him which would
be evU in us—notions which imagine that in His cause we may do evil

that good may come—^those idols of the School are shattered on the rock

of the truth that God is Righteous.
" GoD IS Light."' Notions that represent Him as taking pleasure

in man's blind and narrow dogmatism, self-satisfied security, and bitter

1 Babbi Simon Ben Jehosadek asked K. Samuel Ben Naohman " from what the light

was created? " He answered, in a whisper of awe, " God wrapped Himself in light as in

a garment, and caused its bright glory to shine fion^ one e^d 0( the world to another "

(Beresliith Eabba, ch. ii).),

33
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exclusii eness—as making His chosen and His favoured ones not of

earth's best and noblest, but of the wrangling religionists who claim

each for Lis own party the monopoly of His revelation^—as though one

could love the dwarfed thistles and the jagged bents better than the

cedars of Lebanon—these idols of the fanatic, idols of the sectaiian,

idols of the Pharisee, are shattered by the ringing hammerstroke of the

truth that God is Light.

God is Lovk The words do not occur in the Gospel, and yet they

are the epitome of the Gospel, and the epitome of the whole Scriptures,

and the epitome of the history of mankind; and as such they are a

standing protest against all that is worst and darkest in many of the

world's schemes of inferential theology. God is Love—not merely
loving, but Love itself. The notions, therefore, which would represent

Him as living a life turned towards self, or folded within self, caring

only for His own glory, caring nothing for the endless agonies of the

creatures He has made, predestining them by millions to unutterable

torments by horrible decrees, regarding even the sins of children as

infinite, " drawing the swords on Calvary to smite down His only Son "

—these idols of the Zealot, idols of the Calvinist, idols of those who
think that they by their wrath can work the righteousness of God, and
that they " can deal damnation round the land on each they deem their

foe "—these idols of the Inquisitor, idols of the persecutor, idols of the

intolerant ignorance of human infallibility, idols of the sectarian news-

paper and the religious partisan, are dashed to pieces by the sweeping

and illimitable force of the truth that God is Love.

And, therefore, those three final utterances of Revelation will

become more and more, we -trust, the protection, the emancipation, the

precious heritage of all mankind ; they wUl be the barrier against

wicked persecutions, against unjust calumnies, against savage attacks of

sectarian hatred. They are as a charter of Humanity against the mis-

representations of religion by misguided Infidelity—against its no less

perilous perversion by the encroachments and usurpations of religious

hatred and religious pride.

4. We may see a last mark of finality in the simplification of the

tiltimate essential elements of Christian truth which we find in

St. John. In reading St. Paul we are at once struck with the richness

and variety of the terms and phrases which he has introduced into the

statement of Christian dogma. St. John, on the other hand, moves in

the sphere of a few ultimate verities. St. Paul is like a painter who
works out his results by the use of many colours, and with an infinitude

of touches ; St. John produces the effect which he desires by a few pure

colours and a few sweeping but consummate strokes. St. Paul is

discursive, St. John intuitive. St. Paul begins with man, St. John

with God. In other words, St. Paul passes from anthropology to

theology, and St. John moves chiefly in the purely theologic sphere.

St Paul reasons most resjiocting t\ie righteousness of God and Jiow it
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becomes the justification of man ; St John's aim is to show the nature
of Eternal Life, and how man participates therein. Hence the different

tone of their moral teaching. The aim of St Paul is human and
practical, and he dwells incessantly on Faith, Hope, and Charity.

St. John's Divine idealism is mainly occupied with the abstract

conceptions of Love, and Life, and Light. St. Paul is pleading with
men as they are, and building them up into what they should be.

St. John assumes that the Christians to whom he wiites are resting

with him in the full knowledge of Christ. The Churches of St. Paul
are full of disturbing elements ; the Church which St. John mentally
addresses is the true and inner Church, which has no new doctrine to

learn, which has received the unction from the Holy One, and which is

separated by an unimaginable abyss from the world and from its own
false members.' St. Paul is ever yearning for an ultimate fraternity of

all men, a universal and absolute triumph of the work of redemption

;

St. John fixes his eyes on the Perfect Church and the Perfect Christian,

with whom the virulence of evil and the ultimate destiny of evil seem
to have no immediate concern.^

5. Now we cannot suppose that these blessed and mighty thoughts
occurred for the first time on St. John's written page. They must have
been previously expressed in his oral teaching. And would it have
been strange if—after having heard so much about the Life of Christ,

so much about His nature and person, so many of His discourses, so

many applications of the truth of His Gospel to meet every phase of

moral temptation and philosophic difficulty—^the Bishops and Elders

came to St. John to urge him, before he died, to set forth his testimony

to the world in writing ? At first he shrank from so solemn a task out

of humility.' But on their stUl pressing him, " Fast with me for three

days," he answered—so runs the deeply-interesting tradition preserved

for us in the Muratorian fragment—-" and let us tell oiie another^ any
revelation which may be made to us severally (for or against the plan).

On the same night it was revealed to the Apostle Andrew that John
should relate all in his own name, and that all should review his

writing." "And then," says St. Jerome, in his allusion to this

tradition, " after the fast was ended, steeped with inspired truth (revela-

tione saiu/ratus), he indited the heaven-sent preface, 'In the beginning

was the Word.' "'

» 1 John ii. 20 ; iii. 14 ; v. 15.
2 See the able essay, " Paul et Jeam," in Beuss, Thiol. Chret. ii. 572—600.
^ Spiphan. Saer. U. 12, 6t6 vtrrepov avayKd^ei TO aytov nyevfia jrapaiTOilfievov ... £1

euAajSeiai/ Kot TaweivO'ppoaiJvriv. Comp. Euseb. iii. 24 (eTrapayices), and Jer. Prol. i/ti Mcutt,

{"Coactus ab omnibus paene tunc Asiae episoopis," etc.).

* This seems to be the meaning of aliqiitrum, as in the Vulg. of James v. 16
(Westcott, Hist. ofCamon, p. 527; St. John, p. xxxv.).

* Jer. Comm. m Matt. Prol. Comp. Clem. Alex. op. Euseb. H. E. vi. 14. But see

Basnage, viii. 2, § 6. This was afterwards improved into the story that he wrote tlie

whole Gospel impromptu (auTocrxeSiairTl), and that his autograph, in letters of gold, was
preserved in the Church of Ephesus (see Lampe, Proleg. p. 171).. ,
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Sucli, then, having been the origin of the Gospel, it supplies us with
a certain clue to the origin of the Epistle. A mere glance at the two
writings shows that, on .the one hand, there is the closest possible con-

nexion between them, and that, on the other hand, the Gospel was the

earlier of the two.^ For the Gospel contains the more explicit, the

Epistle the more allusive and concentrated expressions. The Gospel is

intelligible by itself ; the Epistle would hardly be intelligible without

some previous instruction to explain its phraseology. The Gospel shows
us how various expressions originated ; the Epistle adopts, generalises,

and applies them. The Gospel furnishes us with a history, inspired

throughout by certain immanent ideas ; the Epistle assumes those ideas

to be known, and points out their practical bearing. The Gospel deals

with the manifestation of the Word in the flesh as an event which the

Evangelist has actually witnessed in all its phases ; the Epistle shows
how that event bears on the errors which were beginning to creep into

the Church, and on the lives of its individual members.
We may therefore safely conclude that the Epistle has distinct

reference to the Gospel ; but we may also infer that they were published

together, or in very close succession. The Epistle implies that the

truths of the Gospel are known to the reader with all the freshness of

recent study. It is based upon them as though they would be already

prominent in the reader's mind. This is explicable if we suppose that

the one treatise accompanied the other, and it would also account for

the absence of salutation and benediction, which would only partially

be accounted for by the encyclical character of the Epistle. The Epistle

is most easily understood if we suppose it to be addressed not only to

the Churches of Asia, whom the Apostle may have had primarily in

view, but to all readers of the Gospel. The external proof of this is

indeed insignificant ; but it is sufficiently established by internal proba-

bility. If we may accept with reasonable confidence the tradition that

the Gospel, as well as the Apocalypse, was written in Patmos and pub-

lished in Ephesus, the same tradition will apply to the Epistle also.^

And this would be a further light on the absence of salutations.

1 The reader will find the proof of this placed visibly before him if he will study the

parallels between the Gospel and the First Epistle of St. John, as gathered (among
others) by Canon Westcott, in his edition of the (Jospel. There are no less than thirty-

five such passages, and it may be seen at a, glance that they are neither borrowed nor
imitated, but independently introduced iu the way which would be most natural in

two works written by the same author. More than half of the parallels are drawn from
the last discourses (John xii—xvii.). To me it seems clear that the Epistle represents

the later, less developed, and more aUusive form of expression. Eeuss says that the

Gospel is needed as a commentary on the Epistle ; but it is at least equally true to say

that the Epistle is needed as an application of the Gospel. It is clear that both gain

indefinitely when they are read together. St. Clemens implies that the Epistle was
written after the Gospel, for he says that " the Epistle begins with a spiritual proem,
foUowirtg that of the Gospel, and in unison with it " {AdumSratt. p. 1009).

^ Patmos was within a day's reach of Ephesus, and if St. John had already felt that

the loneliness of the island was suitable to meditation, he might have been led to retire

thither once more while he was meditating on his last and greatest work.
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Fatmos is a small and rocky island, with few inhabitants. It is doubtful

whether it had any Christian community within its narrow limits ; but

even if it had, such a community would be all but wholly unknown,
and could hardly be regarded as an organised Church.

6. The only supposed clue as to the readers to whom the, Epistle

was addressed is the curious statement of St. Augustine, in one single

passage, that it was written "to the Parthians." It is clear that this

is either a misreading, or a blunder. If, however, it be a misreading,

all the conjectural emendations of it have been quite unsuccessful.

Hug's supposition, that it crept in by mistake from the superscription

of tibe Second Epistle, "pros parthenoiis," "to Yirgins," will be con-

sidered farther on.'

7. The supposition that the Apostle wrote in Patmos well accords

with the whole tone of the Epistle. It was written evidently at a time

when the Church was not under the stress of special persecutions."

Dangers and sufferings are not alluded to ; there are no trumpet-calls to

courage or endurance. This period of peace may have been due to

the crushing destruction which had now fallen on the Jewish nation-

ality ; for, as we are again and again informed, both in history and in

Scripture, the deadly animosities of the Gentiles were in the early days

stirred up for the most part by Jewish hatred.' Now in the Epistle

there is no distinct reference either to Jews or Gentiles. All the old

questions between the Church and these two great masses of mankind
have sunk out of sight. The controversies as to the relations which
should subsist between Jewish and Gentile converts within the limits

of the Church itself are regarded as settled. In the eyes of St. John
there are but two great existing communities, and those are not Jews
and Gentiles, but the Church and the world. The severance between

them is complete and absolute. In this respect, as in so many others,

the Epistle recalls the last discourses of our Lord. In them, too, the

hatred of the world means that of the Jew no less than that of the

Gentile. But this hatred is here calmly assumed without being dwelt

upon. There is no complaint respectuag it. Not a word is said as to

its origin j not a hint is breathed as to its issues. The world is not

even spoken of as a source of special temptation, or as a sphere for

• See infra, on the Second Epistle.
2 This would point to some date after the reign of Nero (a.d. 54—68). We see

further that it must have been written, as the Gospel was, after the destruction of

Jerusalem (a.d. 70), and either before the persecution of the Christians in A.D. 95,

during the reign of Domitian (a.d. 91—96), or between that date and the persecution of

the Christians in the reign of Trajan (A.D. 98). Bwald (Die Johcmn. Schriften, i. 471)

suggests A.D. 90 as a probable date. Canon Westoott says that the Gospel may be re-

ferred to the last deoennium of the first century, and even to the close of it (St. John, p.

xl.). This view is supported both by early tradition and by the fact that (1) the Gospel

assumes a knowledge of the substance of the Synoptic narratives
; (2) it deals with later

aspects of Christian life and opinion than these ; (3) it corresponds with the circum-

stances of a new world (id., pp. xxxv.—xl.).

3 Acts xvii. ; 1 Thess. i. 14—16, ii. 15; Phil. iii. 2 ; etc. See, too, the remarks of

Justin in his DM. c Tryph.
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missionary activity. It is simply set on one .side as a satanic kingdom,
a kingdom of darkness and of death, with which it is impossible to

conceive that the Cliristian should have anything to do. But such a
view is little possible to one who lives in the hearts of great cities, and
is in daily struggle with hostile forces from without. It would be far

more possible to the contemplative recluse in some secluded retirement
than to the toiling Apostle in the streets of Sardis or Ephesus.

8. Yet there are dangers which St. John evidently contemplates.

They are dangers from heresy and from antichrists ; dangers not arising

from attacks of the world outside the Church, but from developments of

the world within it. The perils which the Christians have to encounter
are perils from those who themselves profess the faith ; from wolves

—

clad in sheep's clothing ; from Satan—disguised as an angel of light.

What St. John dreads is not flagrant wickedness and open blasphemy,
but " false types of goodness," and " false types of orthodoxy." Such
perils had existed from the very earliest days in which the Church was
a Church at all ; but now, in the pause from outward assault, they were
assuming subtler and more seductive forms. In one shape or other,

in their moral or their intellectual aspects, every Apostle has lifted up
against them his warning voice. St. Paul had been obliged, even
weeping, to warn his converts against false teachers ; St. Peter, St.

Jude, St. James, had " burst into plain thunderings and lightnings

"

against them. Far different is the tone of St. John. That they are

greatly in his thoughts is evident. Nay, since he frequently refers to

their several tenets, since in two passages he expressly names them,'

since the very last words of his Epistle refer to them," it is clear that it

was one of his primary objects to protect the Church from their insidious

teachings. Yet how instructive is the tone in which he speaks about

them ! It is calm, not tumultuous or agitated. It leads to the estab-

lishment of positive truth, not to anathemas against negative errors.

It does not betray the least touch of anxiety. What St. John has to

teach is the nature of eternal life j its concentration in the Word ; its

communication to the world. The passages about the antichrists might

even be omitted without materially affecting the structure of the Epistle.

Here again we find not only the stamp of finality, on which we have

already dwelt, but an indication of the circumstances under which St.

John was writing. He is not in the thick of the battle. His soul is

not harrowed by daily watching the ravages of error. Removed from

the scene of conflict, living in daily meditation on the truth, in daily

communion with God, he can write in the tone of serene joy, of sovereign

conviction. It is the peculiarity which we have already noticed in St.

Paul's Epistle to the Philippians. The keynote of that letter is joy.

In the prison, amid general desertion, left face to face with God, St.

Paul seems as if the one thought which inspires his whole being is,

• 1 John ii. 20—26, iv. 1-6. s 1 John v 21,
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" Eejoice iri the Lord always : again I will say Rejoice." It is the

same with. St. John. He speaks with the composure which befits the

last of the Apostles, the composure of a man who knew the certainty,

who had witnessed the victories of the faith. " The unique conscious-

ness which an Apostle, as he grew older, could carry within himself,

and which he, once the favourite disciple, had in a peculiar measure

;

the calm superiority, clearness, and decision in thinking on Christian

subjects ; the rich experience of a long life steeled in. the victorious

struggle with every unchristian element ; and a glowing language lying

concealed under their calmness, which makes us feel intuitively that -it

does not in vain commend us to love, as the highest attainment of

Christianity—all this coincides so remarkably in this Ej)istle, that "

—

in spite of its purely impersonal character and the lofty delicacy with

which, as in the Gospel, the writer retires into the background, un-

willing to speak of himself—" every reader of that period, probably

without any further intimation, might readily determine who he was."'

In its " unruffled and heavenly repose, it appears to be the tone not so

much of a father talking with his beloved children, as of a glorified

saint speaking to mankind from a higher world. Never in any writing

has the doctrine of heavenly love, of a love working in stillness, a love

ever unwearied, never exhausted, so thoroughly proved, and approved

itself, as in this Epistle."

-

CHAPTER XXXIII.

CHAEAGTEKISTICS OP THE MIND AND STYLE OP ST. JOHN.

" Columba sancta Eoclesia est
;
quae duas alas habet per dilectionem Dei et

proximi."—A. de St. Victobe.

The effect which the Epistle thus produces upon us is due partly to the

habit of St. John's mind, partly to the peculiarities of his style.

1. One great peculiarity of his mind—on which we have already

incidentally touched—is his contemplativeness—what has been some-

times, but not very accurately, called his mysticism. It was the

invariable tendency of his mind in these his later years to live and

move in the region of abstract thought. The abstractions are, however,

by no means treated as abstractions, but rather as facts and experiences

of life. In St. John we see yet another illustration of the fundamental

distinction between the Nominalist and the Realist—the Nominalist

who regards abstract terms as representing nothing but the generalisa-

tions of the mind out of concrete presentments, the Realist who regards

1 Ewald, IHe Johan. Schriften, i. 431. ^ Id. it>.
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them as representing those eternal ideas which are the only absolute

realities. St. John is entirely a Realist. It has been truly said of him
that " Universalia ante rem " is the principle of aU his philosophy.

With him Ideas—Light, Darkness—Truth, Falsehood—are not mere
concepts, but are the actual reality, the principles of life out of which
all individual things emerge. In his point of view Mankind, the

individual man, the particular action, only exist as the Idea prescribes.

The Idea, indwelling in them, moulds them as a law, by virtue of which
aU that belongs to them is fashioned. Thus, to St. John, history is the

invisible translated into the visible. "^ In the Gospel it is shown how the

ideas have been introduced into this earthly life ; in the Epistle how the

Hfe of the individual may be modified in accordance with them.^ Thus
once more we see how every thought which St. John utters depends
upon his doctrine of "the Word made flesh." The Divine ideas of

which he speaks—Tnith, Life, Light—are realities, and the only reali-

ties, because they are inherent in the Logos. They are in men only

because He is in men, and they are the only Life, the only Light, the

only Truth. The Gospel shows how, by the manifestation of the Logos
on earth, the fulness which was in Him is imparted to us ; the Epistle

speaks throughout of our personal appropriation of this fulness and the

way in which it is expressed in Christian lives.

2. But all this at once accounts for another of his characteristics

—

namely, the sovereign calm of the Apostle's tone. In this region of the

Idea there is no room for jarring conflicts. He is building the super-

structure, not lajong the foundation. He is reminding, not instructing.

He is perfecting, not commoncing. He is stating, not arguing. He is

delivering a solemn homily, not conducting an embittered controversy.

He can appeal to his readers, as those who know ;' as those whose sins

have been forgiven ; who have an unction from the Holy One ;* who
already believe f to whom the new commandment can be represented

as the old. And this is the reason why his defensive polemics can take

the form of positive instruction. He can teach true Christians to

conquer heresy by the expulsive power of right afiections. He can

invigorate their interior life as the best means of strengthening their

outward warfare. The multiplication of antichrists was a serious

danger, but the Churches would be less likely to succumb to it if he

could inspire them with the victorious tranquillity with which he

himself regarded all dangers, as he looked forth on the troubled sea

from the haven of his island rest.

3. A third secret of St. John's power lies in his style. It is a style

absolutely unique, supremely original, and full of charm and sweetness.

Under the semblance of extreme simplicity, it hides unfathomable

1 Haupt, pp. 376, 377.
2 " The Gospel seeks to deepen faith in Christ, the Epistle sets forth the righteousnes»

which is necessary to faith, and only possible to faith" (Hoffmann).
3 1 John 11. 12—14. 4 1 John u. 20, 27. * 1 John v. 13.
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depths. It is to a great extent intelligible to the yotingest child, to the

humblest Christian
;

yet to enter into its full meaning exceeds the

power of the deepest theologian. Thus, St. John remarkably exem-
plifies the definition that genius is " the heart of childhood taken up
and glorified in the powers of manhood." In his Gospel and Epistles

the artless ingenuousness of a child is intimately blended with the deep
thoughtfulness of a man. But the style, by its very characteristics,

would be ill suited to controversy. It is not syllogistic, like that of

St. Paul; nor rhetorical, like that of the author of the Epistle to the

Hebrews. It is rather contemplative, "noting the substance of the

thoughts without marking the mutual relations of the thoughts them-
selves."^ The logic moves, as has been said, in circles rather than
straight onwards.* The sentences are ordinated by simple conjunctions,

not subordinated to each other by final particles. The periods are

paratactic, not syntactic. The particles, as in Aramaic, are few.'

Hence, though the Greek is pure, in so far that it is free from solecisms,

it is as unlike Greek as possible in its periodic structure. There is

scarcely a single oblique sentence throughout St. John's Gospel. Often
the sentences follow each other without any conjunction between them,
and only by taking up again the chief word in the previous clause.

But under the appearance of incessant repetitions the thought is still

constantly advanced. "The still waters," as Herder says, "run deep,

flowing along with the easiest words, but the profoundest meaning."
The thoughts are pressed home in the simplest fashion of Aramaic
idiom by being expressed first positively, then negatively.* They gain

further from the numerical symmetry of the clauses into which they
are thrown. ° The same word occurs again and again as the leading

' Braune calls it "the dialectics of contemplation."
* Diisterdieok. Tholuck had already given to St. John's style the epithet "cycloidal."

Kenan admits that the style has "fervour, and occasionally a kind of sublimity, but
withal something inflated, unreal, obscure—an utter want of nmveU."

' Ebrard, Introd. He points out that the sentences are often joined by koX, when
St. Paul would have used Se or yap. St. John constantly makes use of ana/phyra, i.e., the
introduction of a new sentence by the repetition of a word which has just been used.

Erasmus excellently describes it : "Dicendi genus ita velut ansulis ex sese cohaerentibus

contextus, nonnunquam ex contrariis, nonnunquam ex similibus, nonnunquam ex iisdem
subinde repetitis . . , ut orationis quodque membrum semper cxcipiat prius, sic ut
prioris finis initium sit sequentis."

* St. John seems to think in antitheses." It is his manner "to construct the
matter of a positive idea out of its combination or contrast with its opposite." By a
carious variation of style, for which it is not easy to account, we have conditional

sentences ("if we walk," "if we say," "if we confess ") in the first section of the Epistle

(L 6; ii. 8), and participial construction ("he that loveth," " he that saith ") afterwards.
* There is an interesting specimen of this numerical concinnity of expression in

ii. 9—11, where, in steady progression, the first verse has one predicate : "He who saith

that he is in the light, and hateth his brother " (a) " is in the darkness even still." The
second verse has two predicates: "He who loveth his brother" (i) "abideth in the
iight," O) " and there is no stumblingblock in him." The third verse has three predi-

cates :
" But he who hateth his brother " («) "is in the darkness," (P) " and walketh in

the darkness," ( ) "and knoweth not whither he goeth, because the darkness blinded

his eyes. " The symmetry is so absolute in its musical fiow and rhythmic balance that

even the double clause of the last line corresponds to the double clause of the first.
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word of an entire section untU it becomes impressive by tlie very
monotony of its iteration. It is like a stone flung into a smooth lake,

round which the ripples widen to the shore in concentric circles. No
style could be worse to imitate. In feeble hands it would deserve the
charges of weakness, tautology, seniUty, which have been so idly made
against it. On the other hand, no style could better suit the character
of a mind absorbed in heavenly contemplation ;—of a mind filled with
conceptions of a depth so inexhaustible that words, however often

repeated, failed to convey the fulness of meaning with which they were
charged.

4. But—to revert to the characteristics of St. John's later teachings—^it must not be supposed that St. John has no sternness in him. Had
such been the case he could not have been the Son of Thunder. Pro-
bably the natural character of no man had ever been so softened and
ennobled as his had been by the long years of Christian suffering and
Christian education; yet the elements of the natural character remained.

The essence of St. John's temperament, the foundation of his teaching,

in these his later years, was love; but where there is an intense and
perfect love there must also be hatred of all that most offends and
injures love ; not hatred of men—that becomes impossible—but hatred of

all that degrades men into beasts or devils. It is impossible not to feel

that there is an accent of intense severity—of a severity even more
intense than that of St. James—in such words as,

" He iluit doeth sin isfrom the Devil, because the Devil sinneth from
the beginning." " Every one who abideth in Him sin/neth not ; every

one who sin/neth hath not seen Him,, nor even hnown Him." " Every one

who doeth not righteousness is not from God, nor he who loveth not his

brother." ^

How does such language accord with Christ's unbounded love to

sinners, to piiblicans, to harlots, even to Pharisees 1 How is it recon-

cilable with the paternal tenderness, the overflowing love, the gentle

tolerance, which breathes through the rest of the Epistle 1 How is it

in unison with certain and universal Christian experience 1 How is it

consistent with St. John's own gentleness to most flagrant offenders 1

How can it be left side by side with language so apparently contra-

dictory to it as that which urges God's children to confess their sin, and

even lays it down that,

"Ifwe say tliat we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth

is not in'us.""

Does not the only solution lie in the fact that here, too, St. John is

moving in the regions of the ideal, and that every sin is, in its ultimate

issue, in its final nature, Satanic ? As children of God we cannot sin,

and children of God we are. We are so by His gift,' we must become

BO by our own act. In so far as we by our own choice are sinners, so

1 1 John iii. 4—10. ' i. 8—10. = ui. 1.
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far -we are not cliildren of God ; and if, at the last day—if, in the

general and unerring sentence of judgment pronounced upon us

—

we
are declared to be in a state of permanent and willing sin,^ then, in

spite of the imparted gift of sonship, we are children of the Devil. The
ideal of our position as children of God is the impossibility to sin ; and
a nearer and nearer approximation to this ideal is required of iis

in actual life. But if to the very end we fall very far short of that

ideal, and so might be driven to despair, St. John himself has saved us
from any such despair by his previous sayings that if we confess our
sins God will forgive them,^ and that if any man sin we have an
Advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous, and He is the

propitiation for our sins.*

5. The personal question indeed remains. " If we say that we have

fellowship with Him, and walk in the darkness, we lie." " He who doeth

sin is of the Devil." "If any one come to you and bring not this teaching,

receive him not into your house, and give him, no greeting."^ Are those

the accents of the Apostle of Love? Does not St. John by such
expressions and such advice reopen the floodgates of party railing,

ignorant zeal, malignant persecution, bitter intolerance? So, at any
rate, those have thought who forget that hatred of any kind is the

essential note of the world. Those very " texts" have been seized with
avidity by the fierce party-spirit which all the Apostles alike so

unhesitatingly denounce as godless and anti-Christian. Heated con-

troversialists have revelled in the imaginary licence to set aside all

the precepts of Christian love which breathes from every page of the

l^ew Testament in order that they may, with these texts, bless and
approve with sober brows the very sin which is never more deadly or

more inexcusable than when it shamelessly intrudes into the sphere

of religious life. All that can be said is that such partisans wrest

these, as they do also the other Scriptures, to their own perdition.

These phrases, rightly understood, belong to that sphere of the Ideal

and the Abstract in which St. John moves, but in which those do not

move who pervert his meaning in order to undo the teaching which he

loved best. No texts in Scripture can authorise any man to hate and
persecute those who teach the truths which he in his ignorance regards

as heresy. St. John's words do not confer on persecuting zeal the

attribute of infallibility. They do not exempt religious differences

from the realm of Christian charity. If they did, they would have to

be themselves overruled as proofs of weakness, because in that case

1 The force of the present tenses, and the alleviation which they introduce into the

force of the sentences, must not be overlooked. ^ i. 9.

' ii. 12. We may remark in passing that this word "propitiation" (iXaajiiw) (here

and in iv. 10) is one of the very few which introduce into the Epistle conceptions which
are not directly touched upon in the Gospels. Another is xp^vf/M., the " unction " of the
Holy One, in ii. 20, 27. Another is the application of the name Paraclete (" Advocate ")

to Christ (ii. 1), though this is indeed iuyolved in John xiv. 16.

< See mfra in the remarks on this passage.
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they would run counter to the best and holiest teachings of him who
uttered them. Religious persecution, religious intolerance, religious

hatred, are not religious, but irreligious, even if St. John be distorted

into their defence. If he did indeed defend them—as he does not—his

plea could only be due to the still lingering traces of the Elijah spirit

;

it could only be ranked with the conduct of St. Carlo Borromeo, who,
after tending the plague-stricken with the gentleness of a saint,

persecuted those whom he regarded as heretics with the fury of an
Inquisitor. The Apostle and Evangelist of Love would have destroyed
the very essence of his own divinest work if he had meant—as I
believe he never meant—^to gratify the meanest and fiercest champions
of party in the indulgence of exactly those forms of hatred which have
ever been the most virulent, the most ignorant, the most hateful, and
the most intense.

6. I will mention only one more characteristic of this rich and
profound Epistle, which is, that though it is ethical and didactic, it

does not resemble the treatment of ethics by any other of the Apostles,

Here, again, the manner of the writer finds a fresh illustration. Other
Apostles enter into many details, touch on many successive duties.

Not so St. John. In his view two words enclose the whole cycle of

moral conceptions. Those two words are Righteousness and Love.
Both words have their roots in the Divine. God is righteous. God
is love. Therefore man must be righteous towards God, and must
manifest that righteousness by love towards the brethren. Even these

broad conceptions are lost in others still broader—namely, those of

Light and Truth. God is Light, and therefore every sin partakes of

the nature, and belongs to the realm, of darkness. God is True

—

i.e.,

Real—and therefore all sin partakes of the nature of unreality and
falsehood. All details, all special applications are involved in this.

He who does the truth, he who walks in the light, he who does

righteousness, he who confesses the name of Jesus Christ, he who loves

his brother—he has eternal life. He will therefore need no instruction

as to outward and individual acts.^ For him even the Church and the

Sacraments, and all ecclesiastical questions of organisation and ritual,

may, in St. John's manner, be passed over as " silent presuppositions."

He is forgiven ; he is cleansed ; he is a son of God. His faith in the

Divinity of Christ is transposed into life, and his life in Christ deepens

his faith in Christ's Divinity. The two are inextricably interlaced. A
righteous life is the result of faith, and faith is deepened by a righteous

life.' He who denies Christ, he who " severs Christ," is of the Devil,

and belongs to the lie, the world, the darkness. Thus St. John moves

• See ii. 27. Hence the constant words oiSare (ii. 20 ; iii. 5, 15), oMofiej' (iii. 2, 14 ; v.

15, 18, 19, 20), vH-cocrra^ei/ (ii. 5, 18 ; iii. 19, 24 ; iv. 6, 13 ; v. 2), iyviiKaifLcy (iii. 16 ; iv. 16),

evi/ioitiiTe (ii. 13, 14), yiviluTKeTe (ii, 29 ; iv. 2), SoKijioifeTe (iv. 1). Thus the thought that they
already know the truth of what he is saying recurs some thirty times. OlSa represents

knowledge generally ; tivatricm represents "recognition," experiential knowledge.

'

s Braune (in Lange's Bibelwerk), Introd. § II, ; Hofmann, Sckriftbeweis, j , 3?7t
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as through the empyrean in the region of absolute antitheses. All

controversy is over for him. Like an eagle after one vast beat of

his wings, so this " own eagle of Christ

"

" Soindit iter liquidum oeleres neque promovet alas.''

CHAPTER XXXIV.

OBJECT AND OUTLINE OF THE FIRST EPISTLE OP ST. JOHN.

" Sed Joannes alS. bina
Caritatis, aquilin^

Form& fertur in divina

Puriori lumine."

—

Adam de St. Viotorb.

Apteh these considerations we shaU, I trust, be better prepared to

understand St. John's object in the Epistle, and how it bears on the
circumstances in which the Epistle was written. We shall be better

able to understand that it is a coherent whole, and that its purpose
is worked out in continuous development.

As to the object, we can have no doubt, because St. John tells it

to us quite distinctly in the first four verses. It was to set forth to his

readers his witness respecting the Word of Life, in order that he and
they might have fellowship with one another in their common fellowship

with the Father and with His Son, and that in consequence of this their

joy may be full. He expresses the same object in other terms at the
end of the Epistle, when he says, "These things I have written to

you that believe on the name of the Son of God, that ye may know
that ye have eternal Hfe."^ In pursuing this object he shows that there

can be no fellowship with God without righteousness, rooted in faith

and manifested by love; and that the Christian not only ought to

live such a life, but does so, because he is born of God. Thus does
St. John refute the antiohristian lie which was already prevalent. He
would empty these souls of falsehood by fiUing them with truth. He
writes in order that, by fellowship with one another and with God
and Hia Christ—by perfected joy, by assured confidence in their present

possession of eternal life—the seductions of the teaching of antichrists

may become impossible to souls filled with Christian love.

An analysis of the Epistle, such as may serve to show that it is not
merely aphoristic, is perfectly possible. When Calvin spoke of it

as containing "doctrine mixed with exhortation;" when Bpiscopius

• T, 13. The reading of B is here most probably correct, and the source of the other
variations

—

ravra. cypa^a (epistolary aorist) v^ii' tva. elS^re oTt ^wjjv exeTe aXiavim', Tois Trto-Tevouo-tv

eU TO moiui ToS v'uA rov 0eaS. Compare the closely-analogous description of the object of

the Gospel in John xx. 31.
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said that " tlie method of treatment was arbitrary, and not bound
to rules of art ; " they had missed its meaning. The art is concealed,

but it is consummate. The method is unique, but it is most powerful.
It is an entire mistake to speak of the Epistle as " incoherent," as a
congeries of scattered remarks about the Divinity of Christ, about the
blessings of adoption, about love, and as "briefly touching on other
things also, such as being on our guard against impostors, and such
matters."^ Schmid, Oporinus,'' Bengel, and the other scholars who first

endeavoured to prove its consecutive and systematic character, rendered
a real servive to biblical theology. The student who reads it in the
light of some vrell-considered scheme, will gain more advantage from it

than others, even if details of his scheme be untenable. It is, for

instance, very tempting to arrange the Epistle under the three heads
which are suggested by the three great thoughts that God is Light, God
is Righteous, God is Lo ve. I myself tried hard to do so in first studying
the Epistle. But though these great utterances throw some light on the
order of thought, it is evident that they are not the pivots of arrange-

ment in the mind of the writer.^ Nor, again, is it possible to analyse
the Epistle, as Bengel endeavoured to do with reference to the "doctrine

of the Trinity, an attempt into which that great theologian was misled
by his acceptance as genuine of the verse about the Three Heavenly
Witnesses. There is, indeed, as we shall see, a remarkable triplicity in

the subordinate divisions, due to the Hebraic training of St. John, and
to the rhythm and symmetry of the sacred idioms with which he was
familiar. Bengel, of course, rightly saw that the Epistle falls at once

into the three divisions of

Exordium, i. 1—4.

Treatment of the Subject, i. 5—v. 12.

Conclusion, v. 13—21.

But the unreality of his other divisions arose from his attempting

to analyse the Epistle in the interests of an d, priori conception instead

of following step by step its own indications. The reason why; it is

so difficult to analyse, is the extreme richness and fulness . of the

thoughts, and the manner in which they interfuse each other. I said

just now that the leading words of St. John—words expressive of some
inexhaustible and abstract idea—might be compared to stones thrown
into a lake, which raise around them a far-spreading concentric ripple

;

' " Doctrinam exliortationibus mistam continet . . . sparsim docendo et exhortcmdo
varius est " (Calvin).

, , .

2 Joachim Oporin, in a Gottiagen programme. "De constanter tenenda commij/nione

cum, Patre et Filio—i.e., Joannis Ep. 1. nodis interpretum liberata, etc.," 1741. Some
have called the Epistle aphoristic, which is a misleading term if meant to exclude the
notion of a definite plan. The idea seized upon by Oporin is certainly the leading one
of the Epistle. So too Liicke—"As the ground and root of all Christian fellowship is

the fellowship which each has with the Father and the Son in faith and lore, so this

latter necessarily unfolds and exhibits itself in that former."
' Huther, who, in his first edition, in Meyer's Commentary, adopted an analysis on

this plan (at De Wette's suggestion), abandoned it in his second edition.
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but of tlds Epistle it would be even truer to say tliat word after word
exercises its influence over the siu'face, and that the innumerable ripples

which they create overflow and are influenced by each other, so that the

concentric rings of thought are broken and interlaced,^ Hence it is

probable that no analysis will be accepted by any careful student as

linal or unobjectionable in all its details. Let each perform the task as

he thinks bestj but for myself I can find no analysis so helpful and
thorough as that which has been indicated by one of the latest, and by
far the profoundest, expositor of the epistle, Eric Haupt.^ In giving it,

however, I must remind the reader that we do not pretend to imply that

St. John, in writing the Epistle, had any such scheme definitely before

him, but only that, in the development of the great central thoughts
which he desired to impress upon his readers, one general object

dominated through all the separate passages, and coloured the particular

expressions.

Introduction, i. 1—4.

A. The main theme—Eternal Life manifested by the Word.
B. Certain assurance of this as an irrefragable truth ;—the object of

setting it forth being that it is the ground and root of Christian

fellowship with God and with one another,

A, Eternal Life, i. 5—v. 5.

I. The evidence that it has been communicated to us by the Word is

Walking in the Light, which must show itself

—

1. Towards God—in the form of sinlessness (i. 6—ii. 2).

a Sinlessness is efiected positively by redemption through
Christ's blood (i. 5—7).

p Negatively, by forgiveness of past sin (i. 8—10).

7 Hortative recapitulation (ii. 1, 2).

' I find that Huther has expressed exactly the same thought under a ccmpletely
different image. He says that in St. John's style " the leading thought is like a
key-note, which he strikes and causes to sound through the derivative thoughts until a
new key-note is struck that leads to a new key."

" Generally speaking, throughout this and my former books on the New Testament,
I have, I trust, shown that my line of thought is always ind< pendent ; that I have tried
in each instance to think and to judge for myself, nidlius addictus jurare in verba
magistri. It is right, however, to say that in the exegesis of the First Epistle of St.

John I have been guided to an unusual extent by the admirable treatise of Eaupt. I

have not always agreed with him. At times he seems to me to be over-subtle. I do not
always accept his views of scholarship. But though I have also studied the views of

many other editors—Huther, Dusterdieck, Ebrard, Braune, Alford, Wordsworth, Eouss,
etc.—I have not foimd in any one of them the depth and insight of this little-lmown
writer. I have, therefore, been specially indebted to him, and desire thus generally to
express my obligation. From Eeuss I have gained scarcely any help. His treaitment of
the Johannine writings in his TlUologie Johannique seems to be decidedly poor, and far
inferior to his treatment of the Epistles of St. Paul. Nor hav T learnt rrnch from the
wordy obscurity of Eraune.
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2. Towards the brethren—as brotherly love (ii. 3—13).

o Keeping God's commandments is union with God (ii. 3—5)
P Love as the new commandment (ii. 6—11).

y Hortative encouragement (ii. 12—14).

3. By utter severance from the world.

o No fellowship with the world or with Antichrist (ii 15

—

19).

e Security by means of the unction from the Holy One (ii.

20-26).

7 Recapitulation (27).

II. If we possess Eternal Life we have confidence, because we
have been born of God (ii. 28—v. 5).

1. The evidence of this sonship is seen in action (iii.).

a Towards God it is evidenced by doing righteousness (iii

1—10).
;8 Towards the brethren, by love (ui 11—18).

7 Recapitulation (ui. 19—23).

2. The source of this sonship is the reception of the Spirit of God.

o The confession of Christ through the Spirit saves us from
false Spirits (iv. 1— 6).

p Human love is a reflection of the Divine, and is derived
from the Spirit (iv. 7—12).

7 Recapitulation (iv. 14—16).

Retrospective conclusions :—when the Divine birth is thus mani-
fested in action (iii.), which may be traced back to the Spirit (iv. 1—6),

then we have the perfect confidence of sonship, and may stand un-

abashed in the Day of Judgment (iv. 17, 18).

III. Final Illustrations.

A. Love and Faith.

a The Idea of Love embraces love both to God and to the brethren

(iv. 19—21).
j8 The Idea of Faith iavolves love both to God and to the brethren

(v. 1-3).

7 And also involves Victory over the world (v. 4, 5).

B. Assurance that the Word is the Giver of Eternal Life.

i. Because it is founded on the certain witness of God (v. 6—9).

ii. And this witness is echoed from within (v. 10—12).

C. Conclusion.

a The substance of Eternal Life, as consisting of Faith in Christ,

and confidence, and intercessory love (v. 13— 17^.
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8 The signatures of the child of God (v. 18—20) in the threefold

knowledge that he is sinless, that he is from Gfod, that he is in

Christ.

y Emphatic conclusion, showing the practical aim of the Epistle.^

I have inserted this formal analysis of the Epistle into the text,

and not placed it in a note, because of its great importance, and because

it illustrates to no small extent the characteristics of St. John's method,

and the colouring of his thoughts. Some may be inclined to look on
it with suspicion, from the very fact of its prevailing triplicity ; and no
doubt this might be justly regarded as unfavourable to its reception if

we pretended to imply that St. John drew up beforehand any outline of

this definite division. Had he done so, it would at once have stamped
his Epistle with formalism of statement and want of spontaneity. But
this is not the case. The triplicity is entirely unintentional. It is so

little insisted on, that some of the sections, and especially the minor
divisions which I have not here pointed out, fall into pairs. The
detection of this involuntary triplicity and duality of statement does

not arise from any & priori determination to find it, but results

naturally from careful study of the Epistle step by step. The very

same peculiarity is observable in the Gospel. Any one who analyses it

sees at once that there is scarcely one, either of its main or its minor
divisions, which does not fall into double or triple parts. This was
pointed out by Luthardt, and may be seen by a glance at Canon
Westcott's analysis of the Gospel, though he does not expressly allude

to it. As to the Epistle, " the order and symmetry which pervade all,

down to the minutest details, only show how clearly and sharply the

Apostle was accustomed to think, and that, in consequence of an inherent

sense of order, his thoughts grouped themselves with facility in a definite

way."

The genuineness of the Epistle may be regarded as beyond all

suspicion. It was known to and quoted by Papias (a.d. 140).^ There

are unmistakable allusions to it in the Epistle to Diognetus (a.d. 117),

in the Epistle of the Churches of Lyons and Vienne (a.d. 177), and

in Polycarp's letter to the Philippians.' It was often quoted by

Irenseus.* There can be little doubt that the testimony of the Mura-
torian fragment (circ. a.d. 170) is in its favour.* It is translated in

the Peshito ; is constantly quoted by the Fathers of the third century;

' It would only confuse the reader to give the analysis of Hofmann, Ebrard, Huther,

etc. Ewald adopts three divisions, i. 1—ii 17 ; ii. 18—iv. 6 ; iv. 7

—

v. 21. Duster-

dieck, closely followed by Alford, who gives his analjrsis at length, divides as follows

—

Exordium, i. 1

—

i ; two main sections, i. 5—ii. 28 ; ii. 29—v. 5 ; a double conclusion,

V. 6—13, 14-21.
2 Euseb. ff, E. iii. 39, KexprjTal. • • * liaprvpiats a7rb 717? 'lioawov Trporepa? CTrtcTTOX^r.

' Polyo. ad Fhilipp. 7. This quotation constitutes a strong proof of genuinenesd,
* Eueeb. H. S.v, 8; Iren. c. Haer. iii. 16, 5, 1, ' See infra.
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is ranked among the Eomologoumena by Eiisebius,^ and is said by St.

Jerome to have been accepted by all brue Churchmen.^ This external
evidence combines so overwhelmingly with the internal, that we are

not surprised to find that from the days of Marcion' (about 140) and
the Alogi* down to the days of Joseph Scaliger, the Epistle has been
received with unquestioning reverence.' The notion that it shows signs

of senility is the superficial conclusion of careless and prejudiced
readers. The endeavour of Baur to find Montanism in the Epistle, and
that of HUgenfeld to prove that it is a forgery of the middle of the
second century, need be no further debated, because they have found
scarcely any followers. And even Hilgenfeld spoke of the writer as
" a great independent thinker," and called his Epistle, not as Baur had
done, a " weak imitation " of the Gospel, but a " splendid type " of it."

The notion that such Epistles as this, and the Epistles to the Ephesians
and Colossians, and the Pastoral Epistles, could have been second-century
forgeries, is refuted by the entire literature of that century, whether
authentic, or anonymous, or pseudonymous. That literature is of a
character incomparably more feeble, and is animated by a spirit incom-
parably less divine.

Some have preferred to regard this Epistle as a theological treatise,

or a religious homily ; but the form which it assumes, and the direct

addresses with which it abounds, show that it really was intended as an
encyclical letter, addressed neither " to Parthians " nor " to Virgins,"

'

but to the Churches of Asia, with which the Apostle was most familiar.

The conclusions which have here been indicated may be considered

certain :—namely, that it was written towards the close of the first

century ; and—^which is a deeply interesting and suggestive circum-

stance—that it was, in some instances at least, accompanied by copies

of the Gospel to which it is closely related in its tone of thought, and

to which it served as a practical commentary.

1 Euseb. JS. E. in. 24, 25.
2 Jer. De Virr. Ulustr. 9. It is quoted by Clemens Alexandrinus (Strom, ii. 66 ; iii.

32, etc.), TertnUian (c. Ma/rc. v. 16; c. Prase. 15, etc.), Cyprian (i^. 28, etc.), and
psendo-Chrysostom (m Matt, xxi, 23) says, affaires sTvat 'luawou trvn^^avms airet^vcufTo.

3 Maroion either did not know or rejected the writings of St. John.
* Taxa 8e KjX Tots 'ETTiuToAds, ffvcetSovfft yap aSrai Tt3 EuayyeXi'ti* KaX Trj 'ATrOKaKviffei (Epiphan.

c. Saa: li. 34).
* The isolated exception of Cosmas Indicopleustes in the sixth century is hardly worth

mentioning, for his remark is evidently made in great ignorance of the subject. He
foolishly observes that '

' the majority " regarded the Catholic Epistles as not being the
writings of the Apostles ; aAA' ereptov Tivav irpeapyrdpiav a^eAeoTepui'.

^ HUgenfeld, Das JEvang. und die Briefe Joharmis, 1849.
' Thus ypa'('i» occurs seven times, eypaifia six times, vii.lv, iiiw, etc., thirty-six times,

TcKvia., naiSU six times, iyainiTol six times, etc. The unconstrained style, the hortatory
tendency, the informal transitions, all point to its epistolary character.

8 This is the view of Michaelis, Augusti, Hug, Thiersch, Ebrard, Haupt, etc.
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CHAPTER XXXV.
THE FIRST EPISTLE OF ST. JOHN

" TJbi Amor, ibi Trinitas."—S. Ano.
"Locutiirus est multa, et prope omnia de caritate."—S. Auo. Expos, in Ep.

" The main substance of this Epistle relates to love."^LuTHER.
" Put off thy shoes from off thy feet, for the place whereon thou standest is

holy ground."

—

Ex. iii. 5.

SECTION I.

ETERNAL LIFE.

" That which was from the beginning, which we have heard, which we have seen
with our eyes, which we gazed upon, and our hands handled,' concerning the Word
of Life; and the Life was manifested, ^ and we have seen it, and are witnessing and
announcing to you' that Life—even that Eternal Life which was with the Father,
and was manifested to us. That which we have seen and have heard we announce
to you also, that ye also may have communion with us ; and indeed our communion
is with the Father, and with His Son, Jesus Christ.^ And these things we write,"

that your joy may be fulfilled" (i. 1^4).

We have here the introductory theme of the whole Epistle. It

should be compared with the golden prologue of the Gospel to which it

is so closely analogous, and the knowledge of which it assumes.'

Though St. John seems to be labouring with the desire to express

a truth too great for the power of his language to utter, the clause, so

1 Lnie xxiv. 39 : V^Aa(/>^craTe' ^e KaX ifi£T<. The word would be the strougeat possible refuta-
tion of Docetic error. In Ignat. od Smym. 4, 5, our Lord says to Peter after His Besurrection,
" Take, handle me, and see that I am not a bodiless spirit " (fiatjiioi'ioi^ aa-ianarov) ;

" and imme-
diately they took hold of Him and believed, convinced by His flesh and His Spirit."

' By " the life " is here meant the Absolute Life, ri avrofw^, ri jnjyo^ouo-a rh ^^i/ (Schol.,
John i 4).

s The reading of ^ is koX airayyeAAo/xev real vfiiv,

\ * The Holy Spirit is not mentioned, because He is m us, rather than viiih us (2 Cor. xii. 13).
5 *' There ore two species of testimony—announcement and writing. Announcement lays

the foundation : writing builds the superstructure" (Bengel).
• JOHH i. 1. 1 JOHH i. 1, 2.

*'Ev apxv ^ AtSyos (cat 6 Adyos ^i* 7rp6$ rbi' o iji/ air' apxri^ * . . (^ ^u^) ^Tts ^v npoi
&e6v. Toi/ HaTepa.

Ver. 4.

ev avTcd ^oni ^v xaX v ^uf) ^v rb 0u9 Tw nepi rou \6yov jrji ^wi]? . . . if ^kit) e00-
at-Bpiamav, KoX TO iliaf ev Tji (rKorCif ^aivei. vepuOrj . . . Koi eipaveptaBrj ripXp

.

Ver. 14.
_ _

Kot ^decurdfJieBa ty)i/ So^av ai/TOv. o e8ea(ra.ixe9a.

Others of the ideas found in the prologue of the Gospel occur elsewhere in the Epistle,
Thus compare

—

i. 1, " The Word was God." v. 20, " This is the true God."
i. 9, " There was the true light." ii. 8, " The true light already shineth."

i. 12, " To become children of God." iii. 1, " That we should be called children of
God."

i. IS, "Bom .... of God." v. 1, " Begotten of God."
i. 14, " The Word became flesh." iv. 2, " Jesus Christ is come in the flesh."

i. 18, ** Ho man hath seen God at any time." iv. 12, " No man hath beheld God at any
time."

This opening clause of the Epistle resembles that 'of the Epistle to the Hebrews in the
absence of name and greeting, but the majestic begiuoing of that Epistle is more rhetorical and
less emotional.
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far from being, as Calvin said, " abrupt and confused," is to tbe highest
degree pregnant with clear and majestic thought. It compresses into a
few lines a world of meaning, while at the same time it is steeped in the
deep emotion of the writer.

What he has to announce—for he only uses the plural as one of the
Apostolic witnesses—is not the Word, but something respecting Him

—

namely, that He is the source from which all life streams. In hearing
and seeing Him, the Apostles had heard and seen this inward
significance of His Person and of His acts by the immediate perceptions
of sense ; and in gazing on and handling Him, as they all did, and
Thomas especially, after His resurrection, they had learnt, by yet fuller

investigation, that He is indeed the Conqueror of Death and the Source
of Life. And this Life of His was " from the beginning," so that the
announcement of it is as though he were now inspired to write a new
Book of Genesis, but one which dated backwards to a yet earlier—nay,
to an absolute eternity. Thus the "from the beginning" of the last

book of the Bible repeats, but in even deeper tones, the "in the
beginning " of the first book. The one speaks of the Incarnation, the
other testifies to the Eternity, of Him by whom the worlds were
made.

The procem of the Gospel declared that "the Word became flesh,"

because in the Gospel St. John is treating of Christ's person ; but
in the Epistle he says, " the Life was manifested," because he is about
to deal, not directly with His Person, but with the influence which
flowed from it—namely, life. And the quality of that life is thf.t it is

eternal, i.e., spiritual, supratemporal. Divine, seeing that (rins) it stands

in immediate relation to {irphs) the Father, and was only manifested

to man, in its priority and fulness, when Christ appeared. This was
the Life which the Apostles had seen, to which they bore witness as

true, which they were communicating to the world, and of . which the

assurance could be derived from their testimony. And the aim of the

announcement is to establish a fellowship between the witnesses and

those who received their witness ; for indeed this fellowship is, in

reality, a fellowship with God and with Christ. If it be asked how it

could be St. John's object to establish a fellowship which they possessed

already, the simple answer is one which applies to all the writings

of the Apostles. They wrote to Christians, who were indeed, as

Christians, ideally perfect, but in whom the ideal was as yet very far

from having become the real. Ideally they were saints and perfect

;

in reality they were struggling with daily imperfections, and had not by

any means attained the measure of the fulness of the stature of Christ.

They were, therefore, far from that fulness of joy which was their

proper heritage.' The Eternal Life which they possessed was as yet

but in the germ.

1 Comp. John xv. 11 j xvli. S ; Phil. ii. 2. " Qaorum gaudiura tu ipse 63. Bt ipaa est heata

vita gandera ad te, de te, propter te " (Aug. Cor^f, x. 22;. " The ueaoe of reoonoii'iatioxi, th«
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" And this is the message' which we have heard from Him, and are announcing
to you, that Grod is Light, and there is not in Him any darkness of any kind. If
wo say that we have fellowship with Him, and are wajking in the darkness, we lie,

and do not the truth. But if we walk in the Light, and He is in the Light," we
have fellowship with one another,' as the blood of Jesus, His Son, oleanseth us
from aU sin"'' (i. 5—7).

Into those words, God is Light, St. John compresses the substance
of his message, and utters one of those great final truths, which, since

they cannot be transcended, mark the close of revelation. It is not
introduced abruptly or disconnectedly, but it requires a knowledge
of the Gospel to see its force. There, too, and in the same order, we
have—First, the Word (i 1), then Life (i. 4), then Light (i. 5) ; and
there we see that the Light is the highest manifestation of the Life in

relation to men ; so that the epitome of the Gospel and the epitome of

the Life of Christ, as regards the world, is this—that the Light shineth

in darkness, and the darkness comprehended it not. But, when man
receives the Life as Light, he also reflects it, and so becomes a child of

Light.^ In these words, therefore, as in " God is Love," St. John sums
up all the meaning of his Gospel, although in the Gospel itself neither

of the two expressions occurs. Yet Christ is there called Light,

because He is one with the Father, and because He manifested tho

Father as Light. " I," He said, " am the Light of the world."=

But what is the meaning of this final revelation that God is Light t

The only answer which we can give is that, of all existing things, not

one is so pure, so abstract, so glorious, so beneficent, so incapable

of stain or admixture, as earthly light ; and earthly light is but an
analogue of the Light which is immaterial and Divine.

" Hail, Holy Light ! ofEspring of heaven firstborn,

Or of the Eternal co-eternal beam.
May I express thee unblamed ? since Grod is Light,
And never but in unapproached Light
Dwelt from eternity : dwelt then in thee.

Bright effluence of bright essence uncreate

;

Or, hear'st thou rather, pure ethereal stream.

Whose fountain who shall tell ? Before the sun.

Before the heavens, thou wast."

blessed cnnsciousuess of sonsbip, the happy growth in holiness, the bright prospect of future
completion and glory, all these ore hut details of that which is embraced by one word, Eternal
Life" (Duaterdieck).

1 'AyyeXi'a (not hr.). A, B, K, L, etc.
' One of the many passages in which there is close affinity between the thoughts of St. John

and St. Paul (see Eph. iv. 25 ; v. 8, 9, 11—14). We can only walk in the light (Isa. ii. 5), coming
into it out of darkness ; but the essecce and element of God's Being is in the Light {^iu^ oUuJi/

«irp(5o"tTov).

3 fj.e'i' aW^Xtov (», B, etc.), and not tier' avTov (A), is the better reading. " Christian fellow-

ship is then only real when it is in fellowship with God " (De Wette) . " Nisi iu bonis amicitia
esse non potest " (Cic).

* Col. i. 20 ; Eph. i. 7 ; Heb. ix. 14 Christ's blood, applied by Paith, becomes our Justifica-

tion, and is also the purifying medinm of our sanctification. The verse, as Bp. Wordsworth
points out, refutes many heresies— e.g., that of Cerinthus, that Jesus was not the Christ
(reading XptoTov) ; that of the Ebionites, that He was not the Son of God ; that of the DocetEe,

that the Christ did not really die ; that of the Novatians, -who denied pardon to deadly lin after
ijaptism ; that of the Antino]nlans, who denied thP necessity of moral obedience.

, » J' l)n viij, X2. « John}. 4; iji. 13; vji), 18.
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St. John, as is usual with him, follows the positive statement by a

negative one, which strengthens a,nd adds to it
—" in Him is no darkness

whatever." The words furnished an answer, if such were needed, to

Manichean dreams ; and they introduce the truth that it must be the

duty of the Christian to walk in Light, which is the same thing as

to live in God. We are surrounded with elements of darkness ; but
we are not to love it, nor to love the world, which is the sphere of its

extension ; we are to pass from it, by heart-repentance, into the region

of Light, which is the kingdom of God. If we have not done so, and
yet profess fellowship with God, our life is a lie. In that case " we
lie

;
" and to this positive he adds the negative, " and we do not the

truth." The clause illustrates his manner. It is not a mere antithesis

of positive and negative, but the addition of a stronger and partially

new clause, after the fashion of Hebrew parallelism. For the word
" truth " means something much more than that purely relative con-

ception which we ordinarily attach to the word. We must seek the

meaning of it in such expressions as St. Paul's "obeying the truth,"

^

and the words of Jesus, " I am the Truth."^ It means absolute reality.

The Gnostic dreamer—the professing Christian who talks about union

with God and yet is walking in darkness, who wilfully deceives himself,

who shrinks in hatred from the revealing light—not only says that

which is false, but leads a life which is entirely false a^id hollow and

unreal—a life of semblance and of death. But if we walk in the

light, then our fellowship in light is perfected, and we are cleansed

from all sin. In other words, we are sanctified by the blood of Jesus.

His blood has won our justification—^the forgiveness of our actual sins

;

His blood—that is, " His power of life working its effects and ruling

within us "—is our sanctification from all sin. And to be forgiven, and

cleansed, is to have fellowship with one another and with God.

" If we say that we have no sin, we mislead ourselves, and the Truth is not in

tis.3 If we confess our sins,^ faithful' is He and Righteous, that He should forgive

us our sins, and cleanse us from all unrighteousness.^ If we say that we have not

sinned, we make Him a liar, and His Word is not in us" (i. 8—^10).

The denial of sin, the assertion of our independence and perfection,

is a radical abandonment of honesty. There can be no reality, and,

therefore, nothing akin to 'ohe Divine,' in the man who makes such an

1 Eom. di. 8 ; 2 Thesa. i. 8. ' John Jdv. 6.

3 The oonnexioii is that we all need to be thus cleansed by the Blood of Christ (Iren. o.

Haer. i., vi 20). It is at least doubtful whether there is any special allusion to Gnostic Anti-

nomian Perfectionists.
^

* Of course St John means confession springing from true contrition (James v. 16).

5 True to His Nature and Promise (1 Cor. i. 9 ; x. 13 ; 1 Thess. v. 24, etc.).

6 " In the baolrground lie all the details of the Eedemption " (Alford). " All sin, original

and actual " (Bengel). " Si te oonfessns fueris peccatorum est in te Veritas, nam ipsa Veritas

lux est. Nondum perfecte splenduit vita tua, quia insunt peccata ; sed tamen jam illnminari

caepisti CLuia inest confessio " (Aug. ).

' In the tract Sanhedrin (f. 64, a), there is a story that for three days the Israelites wrestlett

with the Evil Impulse {Jetsm-hard), and said that God had permitted this Evil Impulse, that
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assertion, whether it be dictated by haughty self-sufficiency as to our
own virtues, or by Antinomian denial that sin is exceedingly siaful.

But with consciousness of sin begins the hope and possibility of

amendment. When sin is confessed with real contrition to God, and,

if needful, to men, then—^because God is God, and is, therefore, faithful

to His own nature, and because, as a Righteous Judge, He judges

uprightly—it is the very object of His righteousness that He should

remit our past sins,' and renew our whole nature. A denial on our part

of past sin gives the lie to all His revelation, and proves that His
Word is not in us.

Having thus illustrated the truth that to have fellowship with God
is to walk ia the Light, and that this iuvolves our deliverance, alike

from the principle of sin by redemption, and from the guilt of sin by
forgiveness, he sums up in these words :

—

" My little children,^ these tHngs I write to you that ye may not sin : and if

any one have sinned,^ we have an Advocate* to the Father, Jesua Christ, as

fiighteous. And He is a propitiation for our sins, but not for ours alone, but also

for the whole world " * (ii. 1,2).

The personal address, " my little children," shows the warmth and
earnestness of this recapitulation. The aim of all that he has said is

that the Christian should not sin ; but if that deliverance be impossible

in its ideal fulness, if we do fall into sins of infirmity, still, even then
—^if only we are on our guard that such sins never so master and
possess our lives that we walk in darkness—we need not despair.* The
best of all is not to sin ; but if we cannot attain to this, there is a
propitiation for sin, by which—an Advocate for us to the Father, by
whom—^we may gain the blessedness of the unrighteousness forgiven,

men might gain a reword by overcoming it. Thereupona letter dropped from heaven, on which
was the word '* Truth.** Hahbi Chanlna said, '* From this we may see that the Seal of the Holy
One is Truth."

1 Xva oAjJ K.T.?k^ " In this one particle {"va) lies the most comprehensive and the highest
witness of God's love that it is possible to conceive '* (Hanpt, p. 50).

2 Tradition has also preserved this expression as a favourite one of St. John in his old age.
3 edv Tts o/iapT^. Si quis peccav&rit (Vulg.).
* The word is used in this sense in the letter of the Churches of Lyons and Vienne (Euseb.

S. H. V. 1), where a young Christian—Vettius Epagathus—after begging to be heard in defence
of the maxtyrs, himself received the martyr*s crown—irapoKAijTos XptoTtavwi' xPW^'^^^^^t exwv Se
Tov UapdicKriTov ev eauTw—" being called the Advocate of the Christians, but having the Advocate
in himself.** On this word Canon Westcott (on St. John xiv. 16) has one of those exhaustive
notes, which are so valuable as tending to a final settlement of uncertain questions. The word
is only found in the New Testament here, and in John xiv. 16, 26 ; xv. 26 ; xvi. 7, where it is

rendered Comforter. The double rendering dates from Wiclif, followed by Tyndale and other
versions, except that the Bhemish, following the Vulgate^ uses Paraclete in the Gospel (Luther
has in the Gospel " Troster/* and here " Fiirsprecher "). The Latin Fathers use the words
Faracletus, Advocatva, Ccmsolator; and TertuUian (once), Exorator, The English word means
not ''Comforter " in the modern sense, hut " Strengthener." {"Comfort is that by which ia
the midst of all our sorrows we are comfortati—i.e., strengthened," Bp. Andrewes.) The form
of the word is passive; in Classical Greek it means Advocate. It is used in this sense by Fhilo
and the ]^bhis and early Christian writers. The meaning in this passage is clear, and the use
of the word in the sense " Consoler " by the Greek Fauiers seems only to be a secondary
application (Westcott, I. c. ). It was necessary for St. John to dwell on the truth that Christ
was our only Advocate in churches given to Angel worship (CoL ii. 18 ; 1 Tim. ii. 5).

s " Thou, too, art a part of the whole world : so that thine heart cannot deceive itself, and
think the Lord died for Peter and Paul, but not for me " (Luther).

• " Sed forte surreplt de vita hnmana peccatum. Quid ergo flet ? Jam desperatio erit P

Audi :—ei quis, inquit peccaverit," etfl. (Aug.). '-
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of the sin covered. That Advocate^ is righteous in His nature and a

propitiation by His office, so that, in and through Him, we can be
acceptable to God.^ The -word " a propitiation " {hilasmos) is peculiar

to St. John, occurring only here and at iv. 10. It is therefore in the

Septuagint that we must look for its meaning, and there it is used as

the translation of Ki/ppwrtm, "the Day of Atonement,"' just as the

corresponding verb to " propitiate," or " make a propitiation for,"* is

the standing version of kipp4r. It is therefore a sacrificial metaphor,
and points to the same series of thoughts which we have already

examined in the Epistle to the Hebrews. The word itself stands in

close relation to the word Jiilasterion,^ or mercy-seat, which—sprinkled

with the blood of atonement, and dimly seen in the darkness through
the clouds of incense—was a type of the means whereby man may
stand redeemed and accepted in the presence of God. The emblem and
the expression belonged to the Jewish ritual ; but, as St. John here adds,

Christ's atonement was not only for Jews, not only for believers, but for

the whole world. " Wide as was the sin, so wide was the propitiation."

"With the third verse of the second chapter, begins a second section

in illustration of the fundamental theme—the manner, namely, whereby
" walking in the light," as a proof that we have eternal life, is evi-

denced. It is evidenced, as we have hitherto seen, by sinlessness—that

is, by forgiveness from the past guilt of sin (i 8—10), and deliverance

from its jjresent power (i. 5—7). But this is a proof that we are

walking in the light with reference to God. The Apostle now proceeds

to illustrate how such a walk is evidenced towards men, and this

occupied the section ii. 3—14. In the first paragraph of this section

he tells us that it is thus evidenced by keeping God's commandments
(3—5) ; in the second, he proceeds to define all God's commandments
as being summed up essentially in one, namely in walking as Christ

walked, which (as the whole accompanying Gospel would have already

made clear to his readers) was to walk in love, since love is the epitome

of this life.° This section, then, is an illustration of our " fellowship

with one another," as the last was of our " fellowship with the Father, and

the Son Jesus Christ
;
" and thus the two together are meant, directly

and consecutively, to promote the object which he has already placed in

the forefront of his Epistle—xmion with one another and with God.'

And since critics have ventured to talk so superficially and ir-

reverently of St. John's tautology and senility, and the loose, incon-

sequential structure of his Epistle, as though it were (as Caligula said

1 Advocate (as we have seen), not Comforter, is perlmps always the right rendering of

napoucATjTo!. The word has been adopted hy the Talmndists by simple transliteration (oi'jpiB).

and only in (his sense. This is the only passage in which the title is directly given to the Son j

but it is indireetly given to Him in John xiv. 16, " I will send you another Comforter." Further,

St. John generally regards and speaks of the Paraclete as the Spirit of Christ.

' " The righteousness of Christ stands on our side, for God's righteousness is in Jesus

Christ, ours " (Luther). ' Dnsa- * iAair/teir9ai.

5 Eom. iii. 25 (see lAfe and Work of St, Pijul, ii. 209), finft see supra on Heb. ii 5,

» John xiii, 3i, 35. 1 John iii, I. 1 gee j. ?i<
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of the style of Seneca)^ a mere "rope of sand," it may be well to

set visibly before the reader a proof of the extreme coherence and
symmetry which mark its structure. It may serve to show that when
these rude critics fancied that they "understood his ignorance," they

were, as critics so often are, merely "ignorant of his understanding."

If the reader will open his Bible and refer to the paragraphs i. 5—10
and ii. 3—11, he wUl find that they present the close and symmetrical

parallelism which is indicated below.

CHAriEK i. 5.

Subsection o

—

General statement.

Ver. 6—
Negative supposition, and two condem-

natory conclusions.

Ver. 7—
Positive supposition, and two declara-

tions.

Subsection /3^

Three opposed sentences, ver. 8, 9, 10.

1 Chapter ii. 3.

Subsection a—
General statement.

Ver. 4—
Negative supposition, and two condem-

natory conclusions.

Ver. 5—
Positive supposition, and two declara-

tions.

General statement, ver. 6—8.

Three opposed sentences, ver. 9, 10, II.

The symmetry is not slavishly artificial, but it is a very marked
characteristic of a careful and meditative style.

" And in this we recognise that we have learnt to know Him, if we keep
His commandments. He that saith, I have learnt to know Him, and keepeth
not His commandments, is a liar, and in him the Truth is not. But whosoever
keepeth His "Word, of very truth in tiim the love of God has been perfected. By
this we learn to know that we are in Him" (ii. 3— 5).

" To know God " is not merely to know that He is. In St. John's

sense it is to have/wZZ knowledge of Him°—that is, to receive Him. into

the heart. And thus to know Him is to walk in the light, which
we cannot be doing if we are not keeping His commandments. Here,

then, is a test for us as to whether we know Him or not, a test as to

our Fellowship with Him. St. John has already told us (i 6) that

If we say that we have fellowship with Him,
And walk in darkness,

(a) We lie, and

(;8) Do not the truth :

and here, in closest parallel, but in stronger form, he tells us

He that saith, I have learnt to know Him
And keepeth not His commandments,

(a) He is a Uar, and

(;8) The truth is not in him.

1 The sbrewd, thongli more than half-insane Emperor, said that Seneca's style was " com-
mwsiones meras " (" mere display "), and " wrena erne calce " " sand without liine."

a The word iiriywin-if however, so oonuaoij itt §t, Pi^nJ smd m % Peter, is not used ty St.
Join,
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But he who keepeth God's word—the words of Him who was the

Word, and whose words are spirit and life '—is truly Christ's disciple.

That word, whether as the personal Logos or as His announcement,
is essentially "Love;" and, therefore, in him who keeps God's word the
"love of God" has been perfected. Such a man has in himself, as the
pervading influence of his life, the love which is in God—^for "God
is love."2 The thought is exactly the same as that expressed by St.

Paul, in the Ephesians, where, in the only passage in which he bids
us be imitators of God,' he tells us to "walk in love, even as Christ
loved us." But though the fundamental thought is the same, it is

set forth by St. John in a more developed, a more penetrative, and
a more final maraier. The words, " herein we learn to know that we
are in Him," are a recapitulation, but one which adds to the emphasis
with which a truth so important is announced, and serves to perfect the
symmetry between this section and the corresponding one in the last

chapter.

In the next paragraph St. John gives the central thought, to which
he has been drawing nearer and nearer—namely, that the ideal unity of

God's commandments is found in brotherly love; and that this, there-

fore, is the true manifestation of " walking in the light," as expressed

towards our brethren in the world.

" He that saith that lie abideth ia- Him, ought himself also to walk even
as He walked. Beloved, I write not a new commandment to you, but an old
commandment which ye had from the beginning. That old commandment
is the word which ye heard. Again a new commandment I write to you ; * a thing
which is a living reality in Him and in you ; because the darkness is passing away,
and the real Light is already shining. He that saith that he ia in the Light,

and hateth his brother,^ is in the darkness even stUl. He that loveth his brother

abideth in the Light, and there is no stumbling-block in him.' But he who hateth

his brother is in the darkness, and in the darkness he walketh, and knoweth
not where he goeth,' because darkness blinded his eyes" (ii. 6—11).

The verb used in the first verse of the clause expresses yet another

stage of fellowship with God—not only knowing Him (verse 3), or being

in Him (verse 5), but abiding in Him. But the stronger word is

only used to express a development in the conception of obedience

—

1 Jolm viii. 31. ' 1 John iv. 16. 3 Eph. v. 1, 2.

* The whole passage is explained in the accompanying comment. It will be seen that I re-

ject the explanation of the commandment as new, (1) because continually renewed (Calv.) j or

(2) " given as tfioiigJi it were new " (Neander) j or (3) as unknown before Christ came. The com-

mandment is " old " as dating from the beginning of Christianity ; new if we look back to all

previous ages. See Diisterdieck and Haupt.
5 By *' brothers " St. John means in the first instance " Christians,'' but obviously he means

to include those wider senses which Christ gave to the word " neighbour." In his method of

regarding all conceptions in their ideal and absolute nature, he only contemplates " love" and

"hatred," and nothing intermediate. "Ubi non est amor, odium est : cor enim non est

vacuum" (Bengel). _
6 " He," says Bengel, "who hates his brother is a stumbhng-block to himself, and runs

against himself and against everything within and without : he who loves has a smooth

journey." See John xi. 9, 10. " If any man walk in the night he stumbleth, because the hght

is not in him." The man who walks in the light does not " set up the stumbling-block of his

iniquity before his own face " (Ezek. xiv. 3).

' "It nescius in Gehennam, ignarus et oaeous praecipitatnr in poenam" (Cyprian).
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the walking as Christ walked. To do this is a moral obligation following

necessarily from the profession of constant union with God. The
earnest address, " Beloved," prepares us for some emphatic announce-

ment. St. John has to explain the identity of "walking as Christ

walked " with a commandment which is at once old and new. The new
and the old commandments are not two different commandments, but

one and the same—namely, the commandment which they received from

the beginning of their Christian life. It is an old commandment, not

only (though that is true) because it is found even in the Old Testa-

ment—for the letter is addressed to the Gentiles j but because it is as

old as the whole message of the Gospel to them—"the entire word
about the personal Word " which they received in the Apostolic preach-

ing. But if Love was thus, even to these Gentile Christians, an

old commandment, seeing that they had heard it all along, in what sense

was it new 1 "We might be left—as St. John's readers would have been

—merely to conjecture the answer, if the Epistle had not depended

upon a knowledge of the Gospel. But turning to the Gospel we
find the new commandment there, and also the occasion on which our

Lord delivered it. In that sweet and solemn discourse which He
uttered after He had washed His disciples' feet, and which was intended

to explain that act of sovereign condescension. He said, "A new com-

mandment I am giving to you, that ye love one another ; as I loved you
that ye also love one another. In this shall all recognise that ye are my
disciples, if ye have love for one another.'" All readers of the Epistle

in reading the phrase, "a new commandment," would bo at once

reminded of the passage which, in all probability, they had just read in

the Gospel, and would see the analogy between "walking as Christ

walked," and "loving as Christ loved." Again and again, both in

parables and in direct exhortation, Christ had bidden them love one

another, and yet the commandment became a new commandment with

reference to the time and the manner in which it was then delivered.

For, on the one hand, He had never before bidden them to love as

He loved, and, on the other. His act in washing their feet had set

brotherly love in a light entirely new. It was an act of love, altogether

exceptional and transcendent, as St. John in the Gospel had emphati-

cally pointed out.^ For the Lord Himself had called attention to

its import in the question, "Do ye recognise the meaning of what I

have done to you? I gave you an example, that as / did to you,

so ye also should ever do."' I was an act of love in its supremest

energy—an instantia elucescens of love which could not be surpassed.

All His previous acts of love had been the loving acts of One infinitely

above them— of one whom they called, and who was, their Teacher and

Lord. This was an act done as though He were their minister and

slave. An other acts had been acts which as it were. He must have

> John xiii 34, 35. ' xiii L ' liii 12, 15
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done in accordance witli His nature; -which if he had not done,

He would not have reflected the perfectness of His own nature. But
this was not an act which could have been expected; it was an act

supremely astonishing; it arose, not as it were from the law of any
moral obligation, but from love acting as an immeasurable impulse.

This, then, is the love which furnishes the essence of the new com-
mandment : not that love only which must ever be the first rule

of Christian exhortation, but the love which ever advances to per-

fectionment,^ and so works out the perfect joy into which it was one of

the Apostle's objects to lead his readers.

"When he proceeds to say that this new commandment is—is already

—a " true thing," as being alive in them, as it was in Christ, we might
perhaps be once more driven to ask, " What, then, is the necessity for

impressing it upon them?"^ The answer, as before, is one which
applies to every one of the Epistles. It is a question which meets us at

every turn in the Epistles of St. Paul, where there is so often so glariag

a contrast between what Christians ought to be, and are asserted ideally

to be, and what they really are. Christians can only be addressed as

Christians, as having entered into the hopes of Christians, as enjoying

the privileges of Christians, as being Christians not only in name but ia

deed and in truth. If then they were Christians they were " in Christ";

and if they were in Christ they were walking as He walked, and there-

fore walking in love. The love which was a real thing in Him was
necessarily also a real thing in them. St. John could not address them
as though they were not that which, as the very meaning of their whole
lives, they were professing to be. And, indeed, that is the reason

which he gives. The Love, he says, which is the new commandment, is

a verity in Him and in you, because ye are children of the Light, and
therefore the darkness is passing away. For all who were truly in

Christ, that darkness must soon have passed away altogether ; for not

only was " the night far spent, and the day at hand,"* but the night

was actually over, and the day had dawned. The very Light—Christ

who is the Light—was shining already ; shining not only in them but

in the world. For the world is the universal realm of darkness,

but in Him the Light is concentrated in its very essence and fal-

ness.*

And then very plainly the Apostle furnishes them with a test of

their professions. Love, he tells them, is the sign whether or not

the Truth is in them, whether or not they are in the Light, whether

or not they are walking as ' Christ walked. And the energetic

severity of his moral nature appears here also in his stern antithesis

of love to hatred, as though there were no possible intermediate

between them. When we consider all that is involved in the word
" brother," the idea of mere indifference in such a relationship becomes

> Hell. vi. 1. ^ See supra, p. 532,

« Bom. ?iii. la, * Jolm i. 4r-§,
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impossible. If there be not the essence of love, there can only be

the essence of hatred. He, therefore, that professes to be in the

light and yet hates his brother is in the darkness—belongs to the world

and not to the Kingdom of Heaven—however long he may have called

himself a Christian. But he who loves will never cause another to

stumble, can never therefore incur that grievous sentence which Christ

pronounced on those who wilfully lead others into sia. The man who
hates his brother has the permanent sphere of his life in the darkness.

The light of the body is the eye ; and since the eye of such a man is

evil, his whole body is full of darkness. He stumbles through life

along a road of which he does not know the goal.

These two illustrative paragraphs are closed, as is the case in the

first section of the Epistle (ii. 1, 2), by a hortatory conclusion,' which
falls into the rhythm so natural to St. John

—

" I write to you, my Kttle cHldren,' because* yOUr sins have been forgiven you
for His name's sake :

" I write to you, fathers, because ye have learnt to know Him who is from the

beginning :
^

" I write to you, young men, because ye have conquered the evil one :

" I wrote ' to you, little children,' because ye have learnt to know the Father :

" I wrote to you, fathers, because ye have learnt to know Him who is from the

beginning

:

" I wrote to you, young men, because ye are strong,' and the Word of God
abideth in you, and ye have conquered the wicked one" ' (ii. 12— 14).

In these words we have a six-fold appeal, of which the first three

clauses are introduced by the present, " I write," and the last three by
the aorist, " I wrote," " This aorist might be rendered in English by the

perfect, " / have written," since it was the tense used by epistolary idiom

to represent a letter regarded as a whole. The first question to be settled

is whether the Apostle has in view three different ages of life. If so,

it is certainly strange that he should place " fathers " between " little

children" and "young men." From his use of "little children" in

other parts of the Epistle,'" to express the whoh body of Christians,

1 ]U!att. xriii. 6. ^ See analysis, siupra^ p. 527.
s TiKvla, addressed to aJl Chi-istians, as in ver. 1; iii. 18; iv. 4; v. 21; John xiii. 33. It is

only found in St. John.
* That oTi here means " heoause," and not " that," is proved ty ver. 21.

* "Aliiiuvenes corporey vos fide" (Bengel).
6 Sypa^a (m. A, B, C, L, Syriac, Coptic, iSthiopic, Arabic), not i^pat^u, seems to be the true

reading m this verse. It is very dimoult to say why the tense is altered ; possibly only for

emphasis, like the formula " we decree and have decreed." The attempt to refer it only to the
part of the Epistle already written, while ypa^ta points to what follows, is untenable and against
usage. Both words refer to the whole Epistle. It is, however, curious that up to this point
ypadno has Occurred seven times, whereas eypa^a is used six times in the rest of the letter.

^ ntuSCa seems to differ in no sense from reKvia.. See ver. 18 ; John xxi, 5. Perhaps the
change is merely for the sake of literary form and variety. TeKi/ia may be a little more
personal and affectionate, and so be represented, as Bishop "Wordsworth says, by " my little

children."
,

8 "Pitque valens juvenis neque enim robustior aetas Ulla'* (Ov. Met, xv, 208). t(T\vpo^

(Luke xi. 21; Heb. xi. 3i).
9 In all these appeals the strongest warning is involved in the loftiness of the assumed

ideal. '° ii. 1, 28.
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there can be little doubt tbat this is his meaning here. If so, in the

first of each three clauses he is exhorting Christians as a body, and in

the latter two he is specially speaking to the two classes into which
Christians of that day might most generally be divided, namely,

"fathers" and "young men." Indeed, to address "little children" as

such would have been alien to the habits of that age, nor would little

children have understood the language here addressed to them. He
says to the Christians generally that their sins have been forgiven them,

because, as we have had repeated occasion to see, every address to

Christians " must presuppose Christianity in the hearers, and yet teach

it." Hence he addresses the fathers of the Churches, whether in a
literal or an ideal sense, as having attained to the true knowledge of

the Eternal Father ; and the young men as having won a secure and
tranquil mastery over temptation. After due time the young man's

conquest will lead to the father's knowledge. The general identity in

meaning of the second three with the first three clauses makes it some-

what difiicult to account for the change of tense. Both phrases, " I

write " and " I wrote," refer to this letter ; the first as expressing the

writer's present purpose, the other mentally glancing at it as a com-

pleted whole. The two together give a greater emphasis to his exhorta-

tions,' and are, perhaps, meant by way of introduction to the following

section of the Epistle :

—

" Love not the world,'' nor yet the things in the world.' If any man love the

world, the love of the Father is not in him ;* because everything that is in the

world, the desire of the flesh, and the desire of the eyes," and the braggart vaunt of

bfe, ^ is not from the Father, but is from the world. And the world is passing away,

and the desire of it. But he who doeth the will of God abideth for ever. Little

children, it is the last hour,' and as ye heard that Antichrist' is coming, even now
antichrists in numbers have come into being, whence we recognise that it is the

!ast hour.' From us they went forth, but they were not of ua, for had they been of

1 " A scribo transit ad scripsi ; non temere ; scilicet verto scribendi ex praesenti in praeteri-

tum transposito immisit commonitloneni formossimam" (Bengal).
2 " God loved tlie world" (John iii. 16) witt Divine compassion, as its Creator: we are not

to love it with base desire. We are not to set our affections either on its material seductions,

or on those human corruptions which mark its ruined condition.
8 All kinds of sinful living, thinking, and demeanour (Ebrard). " Vnlgata consuetudo homi-

num, res corporeas unice appetentium " (Semler).
' '• Contraria non sunt simul " (Bengel).

of selfishness, envy, covetousness, hatred, and revenge (Ebrard). Thus in the Teatammt o)

the Twelve PatriarcTis, one of the seven "spirits of deceit" is the "spirit of seeing, with

which desire is produced.^' ...
8 Similarly, while speaking of luxurious extravagance, Polyhius (vi. 5, 7) says—tj :repi tovi

ptovs aAofoi/eta koX iro\uTe'yeia. Chrysostom calls it " the inflation (tCi^o?) and outward splendour

tdtavTaa-ia.) of worldly hfe." " Libido sentiendi, sciendi, dominandi" (Pascal).
' All Christians felt that the fall of Jerusalem was the close of an seon. It wag a coming of

Christ. They all felt that after that He might finally come to judgment at any time. " Ulti-

mum tempus, ia quo sic complentur omnia ut nihil supersit praeter nltimam Christi revela-

tionem" (Calvin j 1 Cor. xv. 22 ; 2 Cor. v. 1, sg. j 1 Thess. iv. 15, sq.).

8 " Antichrist " is a word peculiar to St. John in the N. T. (ii. 18, 22; iv. 3j 2 John 7).

These are the only ps^sages in which the word occurs. Strange to say, it is not once used m
the Apocalypse.

» 2 Tim. iii. 1. sq.
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us they would have abode with ua ; but (they went out) in order that they may be

manifested that all are not of us " ^ (ii. 15, 19).

With this clause begins the third section of St. John's illustrations

as to the nature and meaning of " walking in the light." As the very

name of the Light reminds us of the darkness, -which is its opposite

;

and as God's kingdom is the sphere of Light, so the world is the realm

of darkness. He, then, who would walk in the Light must enter into

the meaning of this severance. He must not love the world, nor

the things which enter into the ideas of the world. Those things are

defined under their ethical aspect. They are the objects of sensual

desire in all its forms. They are the things which tend to the

gratification of the flesh—that is, of our whole lower and animal nature

—everything which tends to foster and stimulate the sins of gluttony,

drunkenness, and impurity in all their many forms and gradations.

They are the things which gratify the desire of the eyes—all that tends

to the sins of intellectual selfishness and slothful sestheticism.' They
are the braggart vaunt of outward life—all that tends to the sins

of vulgar ostentation, egotistic pride, intellectual contempt, which
spring from regarding life, not in its divine and spiritual (Curi), but in

its earthly and external aspect ($los).^ In St. John's language, there-

fore, the world (hosmos) does not mean the physical universe, which
does indeed deserve the name of "order," by which it is described,^

but the world regarded in its ethical sense, that is, a world disordered

by the unrestrained prevalence of sinful forces, the world fettered in

the bondage of corruption.^ He bids us not to love this world—to have

no esteem and afiection for it—^for two reasons. First, because such

love cannot proceed from. God, but from that evil principle which is th.e

source of all vain and vile desires ; and next, because the world is but

a fleeting show, and the desires which it inflames can have but an

instant's gratification. On the other hand, he who makes the will of

God the law of all his actions, abides for ever. And it is the property

of love to bind us closely to that which we love ; if we love the earth

we are earthly ; the love of God makes us divine.'

Then from the general warning against the world he descends to

its special manifestation in the form of anti-Christian error, which

he introduces with the address of fatherly tenderness, " Little children,

it is the last hour." The world and its desire is passing away now, it

has not long to last. The final dispensation has begun. There will not

be, there cannot be, any new dispensation. How long this seon is

1 Tlieov TTavre^ migMmean "none/' as ou Traira (rap^ means "no flesh "in Bom. iii. 20, tout it

is simpler to explain tlie passage as a mixture of two constructions, *' that they may be mani-

festea as not belonging to us," and "that it may be manifested that all (i.e. all who nommalli/

belong to us) are not of ns." ' Matt. vi. 22.

8 Bios, mere "liTiog"—the psychic, animal, sensuous life, 'as in iii. 17. h trapKi. pmaaL,

I Pet. iv. 2.

« "Quem Koajwv Graeci nomine omamenti appeUaverunt " (Plin. U. N. ii, 3).

» Eom. Tiii. 19, 20. ^
. . ^ ^. .

< " Amor habet Tim nmendi ; si terram amas terrenus es, si Deum divmus (Gerson).
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to last neither St. Joha knew nor any man, not even the angels in
heaven. With reference to all previous seons this is the final ason. At
its close there will be the new heaven and the new earth. And
potentially this seon is already complete. With the manifestation of
the Word in flesh its whole development was condensed into its first

moment. It may linger on for a thousand years, for a thousand years
is with the Lord as one day ; but " it has already advanced to the top
of its development, and therefore hastens to its end." And one sign of
that ever-approaching end—ever approaching however long delayed—is

the existence already of many Antichrists. Whether the many were
yet to be concentrated into one monstrous development of intense
personal wickedness, St. John does not say. The word Antichrist,
which St. John alone uses, may mean either " rivals of Christ," i.e.,

pseudo-Christs (Matt. xxiv. 5, 11), or "enemies of Christ;"'—either

those who try to pass themselves off as Chri.sts, or those who set them-
selves in open array against Him. An Antichrist may take the
semblance of a Nero or of a Simon Magus, of a Priest or of a Voltaire.

St. John enters into no details because his readers had already heard
that Antichrist cometh. This must refer to his own oral teachings, or
those of other Apostles, for he tells us afterwards that by " Anti-
christs "he means those who deny the Incarnation (iv. 3), or who deny
the Father and the Son (ii. 22). This form of Antichrist is not
described either by Daniel, or by St. Paul in his Man of Sin. If,

in 2 Thess. iii. 4, the expression of St. Paul may admit of some sort of

analogous interpretation, it certainly could not have been assumed by
St. John that the brief letter to a Macedonian Church would already

have pervaded the whole of Asia.^

Nevertheless, the prevalence of these Antichrists, of whom St. John
had orally spoken, was the direct fulfilment of the weeping prophecy of

St. Paul, in his farewell to the Ephesian Elders, " that after his

departure grievous wolves would enter among them, not sparing the

flock, and that from among their own selves men would arise, speaking

perverted things to drag away disciples after them." The very danger

to the Church lay in the fact that this anti-Christian teaching arose out

of her own bosom. The Antichrists did not openly apostatise from the

Christian body ; they corrupted it from within. They stUl called

themselves Christians; had they really been so, they would have
continued to be so. But their present apostasy was a manifestation of

the fact that they never had been true Christians, and that not all who
called themselves Christians are such in reality.

^ The preposition' djTt is used in botli senses in compounds—either (1) "instead of" or (2)

"opposed to." Tlxus we have (1) avTtPatrtXeus, " a viceroy j " avTifleos, "ademi-god;" ap&ujraTos,
" a proconsul," etc. ; and (2) avrn^tAoo-oi^os, ** an enemy to philosophers ;

" avriu-axr^^, " an
opponent;" oLvTiitAToiv, a hook "against Cato." Had St. John meant "a rvoal of Christ," he
would have used pseudoGhristoSj as he uses psmAo-jyrophetes. The Fathers, both Greek and
Latin, understood the word uormalli/ to mean "contrarius Christo" (Aug.), " Christ! rehelles

"

(Tert.) See Trench, Ssrwmi/ms of the Nmi Testament, p. X4S, See Hard's Sermons on Profheeiei

respecting Antichrist, and Pr^'udices agaimst the ffocinie. ' Acts xxi. 29, 30.
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But if thefe be these dangers from witliili—if the Christianity of

the lips is consistent with anti-Christianity of life— if walking in the
light is nevertheless wholly incompatible with any fellowship with the
world, as manifested in this or any other form of anti-Christianity

—

how is the Christian to be secured ? That is the question which, in the

next section, St. John proceeds to answer.

"But ye have an unction from the Holy One, and ye know all things. ^ He
that confesseth the Son hath also the Father. I have not written unto ye because
ye know not the truth, hut because ye know it, and because no lie is of the truth.

Who ia the liar but he that denieth Jesus is the Christ ? This is the Antichrist

;

even he that denieth the Father and the Son ; whosoever denieth the Son the same
hath not the Father ; he that eonfesseth the Son hath the Father also. Ye—what
ye heard from the beginning, let it abide in you. If that abide in you which ye
heard from the beginning, ye also shall abide in the Son and in the Father. And
this is the promise which He promises to us—Eternal Life.

" These things wrote I to you concerning those who mislead you. And ye—the
unction* which ye received from Him, abideth in you, and ye have not need that
any man teach you, but as the unction itseU teacheth you concerning all things,'
and is a true thing and not a ' lie ; and even as it taught you, abide in it

"

(ii. 20—27).

Here then is the Christian's security—an unction from the Holy
Spirit, an outpouring of the Holy Spirit by which we are anointed to

be Kings, and Priests, and Prophets,* even as Prophets,^ Priests, and
"Kings were anointed of old. We are anointed by the same chrism as

was Christ Himself, and therefore can discern between Christ and
Antichrist. This was the Lord's promise that His Holy Spirit should

lead us into all truth, and therefore separate us, by His consecration,

from the region of darkness, from the world, its errors, and its lusts.

And this is why St. John need not dwell on a multitude of particulars,

or track the various ramifications of deceit. Por he is not writing to

Jews or to Gentiles, but to Christian men, whom he needs only to

remind that they belong to the sphere, not of lying semblances, but of

the Eternal and the Real. They are already " in the light ;
" he does

but need to remind them to abide therein. Now, for a Christian to

deny that Jesus is the Christ, stamps him as radically untrue. He
must have ceased to be " in Christ " by that denial ; he must have left

the kingdom of heaven for the world, the light for the darkness, the

Real for the illusory. And to deny the Son is to deny the Father, since

only by the Son has the Father been made known. These stern, ' dis-

connected sentences, falling like hammer strokes on the heart of the

' " Si Cliristiim bene scis, satis est si caetera nescis

;

Si Gliristuiu nescis, nihu est, si caetera discis."

Motto of Johann Eugenhagen.
• The word christna, not used in tlie Gospel, may be suggested by the word antic7i/ri^s. All

Christians are clwistoi, " anointed of God. Gomp, Acts x. 38, " God wnoimted Him wiUi the
Holy Spirit."

8 Tuat is all mings essential ; all that we need.
* Is. Ixi. 1. Kings and i)riests, Eev. i, 6 ; "a royal priesthood, a holy nation," 1 Pet. ii. 9

1

prophets, Joel ii. 28 ; Acts ii, 17, 18
6 1 Kings six. 16 only,

25
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listener, mark that holy and uncompromising severity of St. John's
ideal, -which resulted from his living in the atmosphere of contemplation,

and regarding all things in their inmost nature and essence. Yet we
should judge, from the affectionate title of " little children " by which
they are introduced, and we know from the precious traditions of the

Apostle's later days, that this stern theological inflexibility cannot be
perverted, as it so often has been, into an excuse for theological hatred
and party spirit, since it was combined with the tenderest charity

towards erring souls.

But to save them from all this terrible defection, they had but to

abide in the truth which they heard from the first, and to suffer it to

abide in them. The exhortation resembles that of our Lord in the
Gospel, " Abide in Me and I in you.^ If ye abide in Me and My words
abide in you, ye shall ask for yotirselves whatever ye will and it shall be
granted to you." Their active endeavours after constancy would be
followed by a passive growth in grace. The abiding is secured by the

constancy. The constancy is secured by the abiding. "It is a per-

manent and continuous reciprocation; the abiding of Christ in men
furthers their abiding in Him ; this again facilitates the former ; and so

it goes on."

This abiding is what He promised to us, and it is Eternal Life. For
Eternal Life is fellowship with the Father and the Son. "This is

Life Eternal, that they should learn to know Thee the Only the Very
God, and Him whom Thou sendest, Jesus Christ."^

Then, in the last two verses (28, 29) comes the recapitulation and
closing exhortation, before he passes to a new topic. "You have heard

your danger. You are aware of that Unction which will secure you
against it. I have told you what is the meaning of the Eternal Life,

and of the fellowship on which I touched at the beginning of my letter.

Abide in the Unction. It is a thing absolutely real, incommunicably
dissevered from all that is false. Thus it is a source of all true

teaching to you. That is the one command which is needful for you."

SECTION II.

THE CONFIDENCE OP SONSHIP.

Having thus shown at length that fellowship with God involves a

walk in the Light, and a confession of sin, and that our fellowship with

the brethren consists in general obedience to the commands of God,

and special imitation of Christ in His love for all ; and having shown
that this common fellowship with God and with our brethren necessi-

tates an absolute severance from the world in general, and from all

antichristian teaching in particular, he enters on another topic—namely,

on the confidence inspired hy Sonship as a sign of our possession of

Eternal lAfe.

1 John rv. 4, 5, 7. ' Jolin xvii. 2f 3.
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" And nuw little children abide in Him, that if He be manifested we may have
confidence, and may not be shamed away from Him in His appearing.^ If ye know
that He is righteous, ye recognise that every one also who doeth righteousness has

been born of Him.
" See what love the Father hath given to us ' that we should be called children

of God.3 [And such we are.^] For this cause the world recogniseth not ua,

because it did not recognise Him. Beloved, now we are children of God, and not

yet is it manifested what we shall be. We know that if He be manifested we
shaU be like Him, because we shall see Him even as He is. And every one who
hath this hope in Him, purifieth himself even as He is pure " * (ii. 28—^iii. 3).

The " and now," and the address, " little children," of ii. 28,

together with the introduction of the four new thoughts—of Christ's

" manifestation," of our having " confidence," of "doing righteousness,"

and of having been " bom of God "—all indicate the beginning of a

new section. And every one of these new thoughts is referred to and

developed in the next great division of the Epistle."

i. As regards the " manifestation " of Christ, that term, as expressive

of His return to judgment, is peculiar to St. John, and marks his

invariable point of view that all things in the Divine economy advance,

not by sudden catastrophes, but by germiaant developments in accord-

ance with eternal laws. Christ is present now ; His return will be but

a manifestation of His Presence ; and it is, perhaps, the consciousness

that Christ is always present which has prevented St. John from else-

where using the word Farousia for His second return, though that term

is so common in the other sacred writers. Only by abiding in God can

we meet that manifested Presence without shame, and answer with

confidence at His judgment seat. Now, as St. John has already said

that " eyery one who abideth in Him sinneth not," so now he expresses

the same thought in a more developed form, by saying that the doing

righteousness—as He is righteous—is the test of having been bom of

Him. He who does not sin has fellowship with God. He whose

innocence is manifested in righteousness may know with confidence

that he has been bom of God. Here the Evangelist's point of view

nearly resembles that of St. Paul, when he says that " the foundation

of God standeth sure, having this seal,
—'The Lordknoweth them that

Ji " Ne pndefiamns ab ejus prafisenti^" (Calvin). Matt. xsv. 41. TropeveirSe air' efiov.

* riiiiv, " indignis, inimicis, peccatoribus " {Com. h, Lapide).
8 Tlie miseionary Ziegebalg tells an interesting story that in translating tMs passage with

the aid of a Hmdoo youth, the youth rendered it, "thai we sTiouM be aZlowed to Wss Ms feet."

When asked why he thus diverged from the text, he replied, "A CMM / that is too much—too
hi^h ! " (Braune, ad loc).

* These wordjs are found in >{, A, B, C, Theophylact (yepiirdai re koX KoyitrQrivai), Augustine,

etc. They are omitted in E, L, and by (Ecumenins. They may be genuine, but read like an
awkward gloss. The Vulg. renders it wrongly " et svmas.*'

5 Comp. 2 Cor. vii. 1. The Apostles do not deem it necessary at every turn to introduce all

the qualifications which would express the whole truth as to the Divine and human elements in

the work of salvation ; but of course the'** purifieth himself " must be understood side by side

with John XV. 5, ** vritSiout Me ye can do nothing." ** Castiiicas te, non de te, sed de illo qui

venit ut inhabitet te " (Aug.). There seems to be no fundamental distinction between the uses of

ayvi^ta and KoSa^i^ta, The adjectives aycbs, KaSapbs are used indifferently for 'lirnp in the LXX.
both of material Ctfum. viii. 21, etc.) and spiritual things (Ps. xi. 7, etc.).

« *' Manifestation of Christ" (iii. 3—8)j "Confidence" (iii. 21 j iv. 17 j T. 14) j "Doing
righteousness " (iii. 1—10) ; being *'bom of God " (Iii. 24, se^.).
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are His,' and ' Let every one that nametli the name of Christ depart
from iniquity.' " ^

The righteous man, then, is the son of God ; and what love has the
Father given us with this Very object—that we may be called His
children ! St. John does not call us " sons " of God, as St. Paul does,^

but " children," because he regards the sonship less as adoptive and
more as natural. If the world does not recognise the sonship we are

not to be surprised, since neither did it recognise the Sonship of Him
from whom our sonship is derived. But there is another reason why
St. John calls us "children" rather than "sons." It is because the
word " childhood " involves in it the necessary idea of future growth,
and this is true of our relation to God. Children we are, and some-
thing more than this we shall be hereafter, because we shall see God,
and, therefore, become more and more like Him, though that new, and
as yet unloiown, relationship to Him will be but the full evolution of

the old. And it is the constant aim of every one who really holds this

hope to begin that ever-increasing resemblance, by even now purifying

himself even as Christ is pure.

Our sonship of God is, therefore, tested at the Last Day by our

lives ; and to us it can only become a matter of present assurance by
doing righteousness. He proceeds to illustrate this truth in four

sentences, of which each consists of two clauses. First, he shows that

sin is opposed to God and opposed to Christ (vs. 4, 5) ; then that to

abide in Him is to be sinless, and that to be sinful is never to have
seen Him (v. 6) ; nay more, he shows that to do righteousness is to be

of God, and to do sin is to be of the devil (vs. 7, 8) ; then, in the, last

two verses of the clause (9, 10), he recapitulates the proof, and states

the final result.

The section then is as follows :

—

" Every one that oommittetli sin committetli also lawlessness, and sin is lawless-

ness. And ye kaow tliat He was manifested that He may take away sins,' and sin

is not in Him " (iii. 4, 5).
" Every one who ahideth in Him sinneth not. Every one who sinneth hath not

seen Him nor even known Him"* (ver. 6).

» 2 Tim. U. 19.
^ " Aooordmg to St. Paul we receive for Clirist'a sake the rights- of children. According to

St. John we receive through Christ the children's nature. According to St. Paul the old

nature of man is transformed into a new. According to St. John an altogether new principle of

nature talces the place of the former. It is most evident that the two,views are substantially

one, and true, hut they depend on the respective general systems of the two Apostles " (Haupt,

p. 156).
3 " Tollit peccata et dimittendo quae facta sunt, et adjuvando ne fiant, et perducendo ad

vitam uhi fieri omniuo non possnnt " (Bede).
* "In ipso peccati momento talis fit, ac si Eum nullo viderit modo" (Bengel). This_ verse,

as Theophylact tells us, was regarded hy Antinomian Gnostics as proving the indefectibility of

grace, and so was turned into an excuse for lasciviousness. But that certain practical modi-

fications must he admitted is clear, from previous passages In the Epistle itself. The older

expositors generally adopted the method of toning down the Apostle's language.
_
Modern

expositors accept the language as meaning what it says, but regard it as only applying to the

Ideal. The two methods come to much the same thing in the end. Thus, in verse 9, some
explain " he cannot Bin," by

—

He cannot commit mortal sin (Romanists).
He cannot sin deliberately and intentioimlly (Ebrard).
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"Little children, let no one mislead you. He that doeth righteousness is

righteous, as He is righteous. He that doeth sin is of the devil,' because the devil

sinneth from the heginning.' For this purpose was the Son of God manifested
that He may destroy the works of the devil" (ver. 7, 8).

" Every one that hath heen horn of God doth not commit sin, hecanso his seed

abideth in him ; and He cannot sin, because He has been bom of God " (ver. 9).

"In this are manifest the children of God and the children of the devil"
(ver. 10a).

To careless and superficial readers many of these clauses might look

like mere mysticism clothed in antithetic tautologies. To one who has

tried to study the mind and manner of St. John, they are full of the

deepest meaning. Take the very first clause. How deep and awful a

conception of sin ought we to derive from the fact that all sin, however
slight it may seem to us, is not a matter of indifference, but a trans-

gression of the divine law ! How does such a conception tend to

silence our petty excuses, or our weak talk about pardonable human
imperfections ! How diflerent will be our tone—how little shall we be

inclined " to say before the angel ' It was an error '
"—when once we

have realised this " universal and exceptionless fact !
" And still more

when we remember that not only is every sin, in God's sight, the viola-

tion of the eternal law, but also a violation of the whole purpose of

Christ's manifestation, which was expressly meant to take all sins

away. And when St. John proceeds to say that he who sinneth hath

never seen or known God, however much we may be inclined to intro-

duce limitations into this language, both by the daily facts of Christian

He cannot Bin in the way of liating his brother (Augustine, Bede).
It is alien from hi^ nature to sin (Grotius).
His nature and habit resist sin (Faulus).
He does not wish to sin, or ought not to sin (various Commentators).
He cannot be a sinner {afiaprdveLv) (Wordsworth, and so Didymus).
He does not sin, be only suffers sin (Besser ; comp. Bom. vii. 17)

.

So far as he remains trne to himself, he does not sin (Augustine).
So long as he is a child of God he cannot sin (others).

The only possible escape from some such modiiication, is by asserting the possibility of sinless-

ness in this life (which contradicts i. 8), or else by asserting that none of us have seen God, and
none of us are children of God (which contradicts the whole Epistle). Hopkins says, " The in-

terpretation which I judge to be most natural and unforced is this :—He that is bora of God
doth not commit sin—that is, he doth not sin in that mahgnant manner in which the children
of the devil do ; he doth not make a trade of sin, nor live in the constant and allowed practice
of it. . . . There is a great difference between regenerate and unregenerate persons in the very
sins that they commit. * Th-eir spot is not the spot of his children' (Deut. xxxii. 5). And as
they differ in the conmiitting of sin, so much more in the opposing of it." And if the Stoic was
allowed to set before himself his ideal, why may not the Cmistian do the same? Seneca said

that the wise man was not only able to do right, but even could not do otherwise. *' Yvr ionus
non potest non facere quod faeOi ; m orrvni actu par siM, jam nou consiUo bonus, sed more eo

perductus; «t nou tantum recto facffre possit, sed nisi recfe facero' non possit" And Velleius
Paterculus said of the younger Cato, " Homo virtuti similllmus, et per omnia iugenio Diis
quam hominibus propior, qui nunquam recte fecit ut facere videretur, sed quia alitor facere non
poterat " (Hist. ii. M) ; and he spoke of b'"i as " exempt from all human vices." And Tacitus
said that when Nero wished to kill Faetns Thrasea, it was as if he wished " to UU uirtue

herself." The Christian ideal is infinitely higher than the Stoic, and that is why the Christian

knows that not even a saint can be absolutely sinless ; yet he hates sin, and more and more wins
the victory over it.

1 He does not say, " horn of the devil." " Neminem fecit diabolus, neminem genuit uemi-
nem creavit " (Aug.). His work is " corruptio non generatio" (Bengel).

8 Not " ex quo diabolfls est <Ufi,bolus (Bengel), b«t since sin began :
" ab initio toB

peocare,"
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experience, and the recognition in this very Epistle that even the most
advanced believer does not here attain to absolute sialessness (i. 8—10),

yet the awfulness of the stern, unbending language tends to convince

us, more than anything else could, of the exceeding sinfulness of sin,

seeing that every act of it is a proof, as far as it goes, of alienation

from God; of affiliation, in some sense, to him from whom aU sia

began. It is a nullifying of all that Christ died to achieve. The sum-
ming up, then, of what he has said, is that in every one who has been
born of God there is a principle of divine life which renders sin impos-

sible. Sin, on the other hand, shows, by ethical likeness, its Satanic

parentage. St. John divides all men simply into children of God and
children of the devil, and recognises no intermediate classes. We do
not see it to be so in the ordinary mixture and confusion of human life,

but in the abstract and in the essence of things, so it is. To God,

though not to men, it is possible to write the epitaph of each life in the

brief words, " He did that which was good," or " he did that which was
evil " in the sight of the Lord.

On the dread severity of this language, on the only possible explar

nation, and alleviation of it, I have already dwelt.^ The ideal truth

must ever, so to speak, float above its actual realisation. But the

warning force of St. John's high words lies in this

:

—We are children

of God by birth and by gift, but unless we also approve ourselves as His

children by' act and life, we sink out of that sonship into Satanic depths.

Every sin we commit is a proof that we are not yet children of light,

children of God ; but that darkness still has power over us. for each

such defection we must find forgiveness, and against each such defection

we must strive more and more. A child of God, as Luther says, may
receive daily wounds in the conflict, but he never throws away his

arms. If once we have fuUy and freely dedicated ourselves to God,

sin may sometimes invade us, but it can never have dominion over us.

Of the two seals on the one foundation

—

" God's knowledge of us as

His own," and " Departure from iniquity "—^where the one is found, the

other will be never wanting.

The demonstration of sonship, then, in relation to God, is "to do

righteousness " ; and in relation to man this righteousness is manifested

by loving our brethren, which he illustrates first negatively (106—15)

and then positively (16— 18).

" Every one who doetli not rigliteousness is not from God, nor he who loveth not

his hrother. Because this is the message (ayyexia, A, B, etc.,) -which yeheard from

the heginning, in order that (Iva) we should love one another ; not as Caia was from

the wicked one,^ and hrutally slew his hrother. And why did he hriitally slay him ?

IBecause his deeds were evil, but those of his hrother righteous. Wonder not,

brethren, if the world hates you. "We know that we have passed from death unto

1 See swpra^ pp. 522—524.
» I.e., "Let us fiot be of the wicked one aa Cain was, who," etc. The construction is

condensed, as in 1 Cor. x, 8. Some of the Eabhis said that " Cain was a son of Eve and the

serpent" (Zohar).
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life, because we love the brethren.^ He who loveth not abideth in death. Every
one who hateth his brother is a murderer,^ and ye know that no murderer hath
eternal life abiding in him " (iii. lOJ—15).

Our duty to man follows as an immediate corollary from our duty to

God, just as the second table of the Decalogue follows naturally as an

inference from the first. No doubt in thus exhorting to brotherly love,

St. John is thinking in the first place of the Churches which he is

addressing, and therefore by " brother " he primarily means Christian.

But to conjine his meaning to Christian brethren would be to wrong the

majesty of his teaching. It would also dwarf all that our Lord taught

on the same subject—as, for instance, in the parable of the Good
Samaritan ; and the force of Christ's own example, who loved us and

died for us while w» were yet sinners. And to miss the truth that love

is the very central command of Christianity—though that truth has

been missed for centuries—^though Church parties in their narrow and

envenomed controversies daily prove how utterly they have missed it

—

though all kinds of glozing self-deceptions are practised to persuade the

conscience that violations of it are not violations of it, but are " uncom-

promising faithfulness " and " burning zeal "—yet to miss that truth is

inexcusable, for it was delivered from the first, and is repeated con-

tinually. It was, as the Apostle tells us, at once the matter (" this is

the message") and the purpose ("in order that ye may love one

another ") of the Christian revelation.

In his usual manner of illustrating by opposites, St. John impresses

the duty by showing the frightfulness of hatred, of which he selects

Cain as an example, because it is the earliest and one of the worst.

The word which he uses for the murder—(eir</)n|6>' "he butchered")

—

perhaps refers to some Jewish legend as to the manner in which the

murder had been accomplished. The instance was peculiarly apposite,

because the murder was but the ripened fruit of a secret envy caused

by God's approval of good works in another. It was, therefore, well

adapted to show the nature of the world's hatred to the Church, and to

illustrate the fact that hatred belongs to the world—that is, to the realm of

Satan and of darkness—and should therefore be utterly excluded from

the Kingdom of Light and of Christ. Let not the Church be as

Cain-Hke as the world. For hatred means death, and we have passed

from death into life, as our love to the brethren shows.' On the

other hand, if—though we call ourselves Christians—we still hate,

we are still in death. For all hatred is potential murder ; it is murder

in the undeveloped germ ; and it is impossible to conceive a murderer as

having in him that divine, that spiritual Ufe which alone corresponds to

St. John's use of the word " eternal."

1 "Bona opera non praecedunt justitioandum sed sequuntur justiflcatum" (Ang.).
* Comp. Seneca's "liatro ea antequam inqmnea manum."
» Here again we have tlie double fact of a warning accompanied by the assertion that (idealli;)

It is quite needless.
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Passing from the negative to the positive illustration he con-
tinues :

—

" Hereby we have leamt to know what love iB—teoause He, on our behalf,
pledged His Hfe ; and we ought to pledge our lives for the brethren. But whoever
hath this world's sustenance, and contemplates {Beapij) his brother suffering want,
and looks up from him his pity.i how doth the' love of God abide in him ?
Let us not love with word nor -yet with tongue,* but in deed and in truth"'
(iii. 16—18).

Cain has furnished the most awful warning against hatred. There
can be but one example, which is the most emphatic exhortation to love—namely, He who loved even His enemies, and proved His love for
them by His death. Cain slew his brother because he hated him
for his goodness ; Christ died for sinners because He loved them in their
iniquity. The phrase rendered in the English version, " He laid down
His life," is found in St. John only, but it is one of which he is specially
fond.* He borrows it from the discourses of our Lord, and it is

therefore colotired in all probability by Hebrew analogies. If the
reference be to Isaiah liii. 10, it involves the conception of laying down
life as a pledge, a stake, a compensation. We ought to do the same
according to the measure of need. But how can any man do this who
grudges, or coldly ignores, the simplest, most initial, most instinctive

acts of kindness to his suffering brethren?—who, like the fastidious

Priest and the icy-hearted Levite of the parable, can coldly stare at his

brother's need, and bolt against him the treasure-house of natural pity ?

How can the man who thus shows that he has no love in him, love God
who is all love ? Thus we see that with St. John, as with St. Paul, the
loftiest principles lead to the humblest duties, and even as it takes
the whole law of gravitation to mould a tear no less than to shape
a planet, so the element or obligation of kindness to the suffering is

made to rest on the infinite basis that God is Love. The man who
is capable of such unnatural hardness as St. John describes, is quite

capable of the hypocrisy of profession. Like the vain talker in St.

James (ii. 16), he will doubtless tell the sufferer how much he pities

him ; he will say to him, with a fervour of compassion, " Be warmed,"
" Be clothed," but he has ten thousand cogent and ready excuses to

show why he cannot personally render him any assistance. For such
lip-charity, such mere pleasantly-emotional pity, such eloquent babble of

hard-heartedness, wearing the cloak of compassion, he warns them,
substitute the activity and reality of love.

The recapitulation which follows is extremely difficult, and all the

more so because the punctuation is uncertain, the construction unusual,

1 tnT\a.y)(ya. vachwrn^t Prov. xii. 10 (tender mercies).
* " Sermoqe otjoso, lingua simulante" (Bengel).
* MiJ jaoc av^p yAwaajf ctyj i^t'Aos aAAdt /cat epyw XeptrCv re (TTrevSoL yprifiatrt T* au^oTepa (Tlieogliis)

j
'* Ye knot of mauth-tvienas " (Shaksp., Tvmontjf Athens).

« John x. U. 15. 17. 18; xiii. 37, 38; xy IS.
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the readings unsettled. I give the rendering which, on the whole, ap-

proves itself to my mind, but I am far from certain that it is correct.

Other versions and other interpretations are almost equally tenable, and
I incline to the view that there is either some corruption in the text,

or that some confusion may have arisen in the dictation of the Epistle.

The difficulty in interpreting the words of St. John is almost always the

difficulty of fathoming the true depth of his phrases—the difficulty of

understanding the full spiritual meaning of his words. His style is, for

the most part, incomparable in its lucidity, and there must be some dis-

turbing element which renders it impossible in the next two verses to be

at all sure that we have ascertained what he meant, or even what he said.

" And hereby sliall we recognise tliat we are of the truth, and we shall in Hia
sight assure our hearts : ^ because if our heart condemn us, [because] God is greater

than our heart, and recogniseth all things"^ (iii. 19, 20).
" Beloved, if our heart condemn us not we have confidence towards God ; and

whatsoever we ask we receive from Him, because we are keeping His com-
mandments, and are doing the things which are acceptable before Him. And
this is His commandment, that we should believe in the name of His Son,

Jesus Christ, and love one another even as He gave us commandment. And he who
keepeth His commandments abideth in Him, and he in him" (iii. 21—24a).

Assuming that the reading which I have followed in the first two
verses of this passage is correct, and the grammatical construction ad-

missible, the meaning will be simple. It is that Brotherly Love is

a proof that we belong to the kingdom of Eternal Reality, and that by
this assurance we shall ever be able to still the misgivings of our hearts.

For even if the individual heart of each one of us knoweth its own
bitterness and condemns itself, still, since we are sincere, and have given

proof of our sincerity by love to the brethren, we may fall back on the

love and mercy of One who is greater, and therefore more tender, than
our self-condemning hearts. He wiU "count the long Yes of life"

against its one No, or its guilty moment. Because He recogniseth all

things—because, knowing all things. He recognises that we do love

^ ireitTOfiev seems to mean we shall still tlie questionings of our hearts ; persuade them that
the view which they t&ke of our frailties is too despairing. Hanpt's rendering, " we shall
soothe," only lies in the context, not in the word (comp. Acts xii. 20, TrettravTe^ B\d<TTov ; B. V.,
'' luiving made Blastns their friend ; " (Gal. i. 10).

2 I cajinot at all accept the version of Haupt, or his explanation of this extremely difficult

passage. Ho takes it to mean, ** In this love rests our consciousness that we are of the truth,
and hy it may we soothe our hearts, m all cases m which (ori edv) our heart condemns us, for God
is greater than our hearts and knoweth all things." The difficulty lies partly in the repeated
oTt. If the first ort means " hecause," the second must also mean " because," and this gives a
very awkward clause, and makes no good sense. I therefore take the view of the old scholiast,

who says " the second ori is superfluous " (to Sevrepov on irapeAKEi)- ^6 find a similar instance
of oTi repeated in Bph. ii. 11, 12, and in classic writers (Xen. Anab.,v. 16, § 19, " They say that if

not . . . that he will inin a risk "). If it be thought an insuperable objection that in these
instances ort always means " that " and not " because," I can only suppose that the second on
is really a confusion due to dictation, I take the consolatory, not the dark view of the passage.
I think that St. John meant us to regard it as a subject of Tio^e, not of deffpair^ that God is

greater than our hearts. This certainly is most in accordance with John xxl. 17—" Lord, Thou
knowest all things : Thou knowest that I love Thee." It wo\Ud be useless to repeat the
tediously voluminous varieties of exposition which have been applied to the passage. [The
Revised Version renders it, " and shall assure our heart before Him, whereinsoever our heart
copdeipn us."]
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Him'—because, where sin abounded there grace much more abounded'
—because, as Luther said, the conscience is but a waterdrop, whereas
God is a deep sea of compassion—therefore He will look upon us

" With larger other eyes than ours,

To make allowance for us all."

But if our heart condemn us not of wilful failure in general

obedience or in brotherly love—if we can, by God's grace, say with
St. Paul, " I am not conscious of any wrong-doing "—then, when faith

lias triumphed over a self-condemning despair—we have that confidence

towards God of which St. John spoke at the begioning of this section

(ii. 28), and are also sure that God wUl grant our prayers, both
personal—that we may ever more and more do the thing that is right

—

and intercessory—that His love may be poured forth on our brethren

also. And thus shall we fulfil the commandments to believe and
to love. These two commandments form the summary of all God's

commandments : for the one is the inward spirit of obedience, the other

its outward form. He who thus keeps God's commandments, abides in

God and God in him.

The thoughts of the writer in these verses are evidently filled with

the last discourses of the Lord, which he has just recorded in the

Gospel, and which he may assume to be fresh in the minds of his

readers. In these verses he dwells on the same topics—faith, love,

prayer, union with God, the Holy Spirit. In this clause he concludes

the section, which has been devoted to the proof that doing Righteous-

ness and Love of the brethren are the practical signs that we are sons

of God. In the second clause of verse 24—which would better have

been placed at the head of the next chapter—he passes to two new
thoughts, which form the basis of his proof that the source of our

sonship is the reception of the Holy Spirit of God, and therefore that

our confidence towards God (ira^^rio-ia, ii. 28; iii. 21 ; iv. 17, 18) may be

absolute, even to the end.

SECTION III.

THE SOUKOE OP SONSHIP.

" And hereby we recognise that He abideth in us, from the Spirit which He
gave us. Beloved, believe not every spirit, but test the spirits whether they are

from God, because many false prophets have gone forth into the world. Hereby
ye recognise the Spirit of God ; every spirit which confesseth Jesus as Christ conie

in the flesh is from God, and every spirit which severeth Jesus is not from God,

and this is the spirit of Antichrist of which ye have heard that it cometh, and now
is it in the world already. Ye are from God, little children ; and ye have overcome

them bscause greater is He who is in you than he who is in the world. They are

from the world; for this cause they speak from the world, and the world heareth

them. We are from God ; he who learns to know God heareth us ; he who is not

1 Jolm xxi. 17, KiJpte ot) tt6.vto. oTSa?, <r\i yiyviaaKSL^ on <^t\w (re. ^ Bom. v. 20.
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from God heareth not us.i From this we recognise the spirit of truth and the
spirit of error" (iii. 244—^iv. 6).

The change of phrase from " abide in Him " (ii. 28) to " He abideth

in us," and the introduction of the new thought involved in the

mention of the Spirit, mark the beginning of a new clause. The
subject of this clause is at once stated in the words " we recognise that

lie abideth in us." We are passing from the tests of sonship to the

source of sonship. Following the same method of division which we
have already found in the previous sections of the Epistle, the Apostle
treats of this subject first in relation to God in Christ (iv. 1—6), and
then in relation to our brother-man (7—12). He who rightly confesses

God in Christ, and who proves the sincerity of that faith by love to the

brethren, does so by the sole aid of the Holy Spirit of God, and it is

thus proved that he is born of God.
This possession of the Holy Spirit, this abiduig of God in us, is first

illusti.-ated by its opposite. The denial of Christ is a sign that we are

under the sway of spirits which are not from God, even the spirits

of false prophecy and of Antichrist. The characteristic of the men
whom these spirits deceive is to deny the Lord that bought them,^ and
to apostatise from the worship of Christ to the worship of the Beast.'

That such spirits were at work even thus early we have already seen in

the warnings of St. Paul, St. Peter, and St. Jude. And the peril

which they caused was enhanced by this ; they were at work in the

bosom of the Church itself. When St. John says that they have gone
forth into the world, he does not mean that they are severed from
the Church, for if this had been the case there would have been no
need to test them, or to be on guard against them, since, as regards the

Christian community, they would liave stood self-condemned. But
while still nominally belonging to the visible Church, the nature of

their teaching stamped them as belonging really to the world. Every
Christian, therefore, had need to " test the spirits ; " he was required to

Lxcrcise that grace of " the discernment of spirits " to which St. Paul
had called the attention of his Corinthian converts.'' In Corinth the

terrible abuses of glossolaly had led to outbreaks which entirely ruined

and degraded the order of worship. Amid the hubbub of fanatical

utterances voices had even been heard to exclaim " Anathema is Jesus."

Those hideous blasphemies, due to secret hatred and heresy, had
sheltered themselves under the plea of uncontrollable spiritual impulse,

and St. Paul had laid down as distinctly as St. John, and almost in the
'

same terms, that the confession of Jesus as Lord could only come from
the workings of the Holy Spirit of God, and that any one who spoke

against Jesus, however proud his claims, could not be speaking by the

Spirit of God. It is interesting to find the two Apostles so exactly

t " For this hare I been bom, and for this have I come into the world, that I should testify
-« the Truth. Every one who is of the Truth heareth my voice " (Jehn xviii. 37).

2 2 Pet. ii. 2. ' Eev. xiii. 8. * 1 Cor. xil. 10.
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in accord with one another. It is even difficult to imagine that

St. John could have written this passage without having in mind what
St. Paul had said to the Corinthians.^ But even if not, we have another

proof hovK absurd is the theory which places the two Apostles in deadly

antagonisih, whereas again and again there is a close resemblance

between them, not only in the expressions which they use, but also

in the entire systems which they maintain.

Here, then, was to be the test which each Christian could apply.

Every spirit was of God who confessed " Jesus Christ come in the flesh."

There were even in those early days professing Christians who said that

Jesus was indeed the Christ, but that the Christ had not come in the

flesh. They maintained that during the public ministry of Jesus, the

spirit of the Divine Christ had been with Him, but only till the

crucifixion ; so that the Incarnation of the Divine in the human nature

was nothing but a semblance. These were the forerunners of the sect

of Docetists. There were others, again, who regarded the life of Jesus

as homogeneous throughout, but denied that he was the Christ in any
other sense than that He was the Jewish Messiah ; denied that He was
Christ in the sense of being the Son of God. These were the early

Ebionites. Against them both St. John had erected his eternal barrier

of sacred testimony when he wrote " The Word became flesh," a

testimony which he here repeats, and which he expresses no less

plainly in verse 14, when he says, "We have seen and do testify that

the Father has sent His Son as Saviour of the World." Every spirit

was from God which, speaking in the mouths of Christian prophets,

confessed that Jesus who was a man was also the Incarnate Son of

God.
The next verse (3) begins in the Authorised Version, " And every

spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is

not of God." The first correction which must be made to bring back

this verse to the true reading is to omit the words " Christ is come in

theflesh." Not only are they omitted by the Sinaitic, Alexandrian, and

Vatican MSS., and absent from the Vulgate, Coptic, and jEthiopic

versions, but also it is more accordant with St. John's manner to vary

the form of his antithetic clauses. The meaning, however, remains the

same, for by " confessing Jesus " nothing can be meant but confessing

that He is the Incarnate Son of God. But in my version I have

ventured to follow the other reading, " Every spirit which severs

Jesus (d \iei). It is a reading of deep interest, and one which, if it be

genuine, proves very decidedly the working of those Gnostic specula-

tions—at least in their germs—which is also presupposed in the later

Epistles of St. Paul. The authenticity of those Epistles has often b'ien

denied, on the ground that they are devoted to the refutation of

heresies which, it is asserted, had no existence till a,t least the second

} 1 Cojr. »{. 3,
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Cehtuiy. 1 liave already endeavoured to show that there is lio weight
in this argument;^ but if the reading "which severs Jesus" be indeed
the original one, it furnishes the clearest indication of the direction

taken from the first by Gnostic error.'' The Docetae and Ebionites had ,

already begun to " sever Jesus "—to say that He was a man to whom
for a time only the Spirit of God had been united, or that He was a
man only and not the Son of God at all.

It need, however, be hardly said that the interesting character of a
reading furnishes no ground for accepting it. But we are under no
temptation to introduce it on dogmatic grounds, seeing that even
without it we have sufiicient indication of the existence of these sects.

At first sight it might seem to be fatal to the reading that it is not
found in any existing manuscript. This fact must perhaps suffice to
exclude it from any accepted text of the Greek Testament, yet this

seems to me to be exactly one of those cases in which the reading of
the existing MSS. is outweighed by other authorities and other conside-

rations." In the first place, the reading is found in the Vulgate. Then,
Socrates, the ecclesiastical historian, tells us that Nestorius "was
ignorant that in the ancient manuscripts of the Catholic Epistle of John
it had been loritten that, ' Every spirit which severs Jesus is not from
God.' "* He adds, that those who wished to sever the Divinity of
Jesus from His Humanity, " took away this sense (rairriy tV SdvoMy fx

r&v ira\aiaiv afTiypd<i>uv irepifiKor) from tho ancient manuscripts." How
Diisterdieck and others can here maintain that Socrates does not mean
to assert that the reading " severs Jesus " was actually fownd in these

old manuscripts is more than I can understand. There is no other
reason for mentioning the manuscripts at all. Socrates clearly means to

charge the Nestorians with the falsification of the text. Irenseus also,

in denying aU claims of Christian orthodoxy to those who, under pre-

tence of gnosis, drew distinctions between Jesus and Christ, between
the Only Begotten and the Saviour, refers to this passage and quotes it,

'' Et omnis spiritus qui solvit Jesum non est ex Deo."° Origen, again,

on Matt. XXV. 14, quotes the verse in the same way, and adds, "we
thus reserve for each substance its own proper attributes. "° Again,
TertulHan, in referring to the first, second, and third verses of this

chapter, sums them up in the words " Joannes Apostolus . . .

antichristos dicit processisse in mundum (verse 1) . . . . negantes

Christum in came venisse (verse 2), et solventes Jesum " (verse 3).''

Once more, St. Augustine has the expression, " He severs Jesus, and denies

1 See my lAfe of St. Paul, ii. 620. 2 See supra, p. 501.
8 To express tne same tlimg technically, tlie diplomatic ia outweighed by the ^araMplomatia

evidence.
* rjyvnTi<T€V oTt iv rp Ka0o\iK§ 'Itodwov eyeypaiTTO ev Tois TroAatoi? aVTiypdipois OTt TTav TTvevfjia

8 Avei Toi/ l-rja-ovv K'T.K. (Socrates, H. JE. vii. 32).
5 Iren. c. llaer, iii. 8.

"Haec autem dicentes non soltimtjs suscepti corporis hominem, cum sit scriptum
apud Joaimem, ' Omnis Spiritus qui solvit Jesum non est ex Deo,' Bed uuicuique suh-
>tantia« proprietatem servamus" (Origen, 1.0.).

' Tert. adv. Marc, v, 16, and adu. Psych,, " quod Jmim Christum eohiamt."
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that He has come in the flesh." Against these testimonies—unmistak
able as they are—it is usual to urge the supposed silence of Polycarp,

who in his letter to the Philippians, says, " but every one who does not

confess that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is Antichrist. Clearly,

however, this may be a general reference to the second verse, and
furnishes no proof that the reading " severs " may not have occurred in

this third verse even in Polycarp's time. That he should not quote it is

sufficiently accounted for by its difficulty. There is a compression in it

which requires explanation. It involved a profound and prescient

allusion to heresies which as yet were vague and undeveloped. It

needed for its full understanding the light which was to be thrown upon
it by subsequent history, when heresy after heresy was occupied in

"severing" the One Person, or isolating . one or other of the Two
Natures. When we consider the proofs that the reading did really

exist in early texts ; that there was eveiy temptation to add explanatory

glosses to explain its difficulty ; that it was easy for such an explanatory

gloss as " does not confess " to creep in from the previous text ; that the

explanatory gloss " Christ come in t/te flesh " has actually so crept in

;

that the later addition is easily accounted for by the need of explaining

the words " who does not confess Jesus," words which by themselves

gave no adequate meaning ; that, lastly, it is St. John's almost invariable

manner—a manner founded on the laws of the Hebrew parallelism in

which he had been trained—to introduce into the second clause of his

antitheses some weighty additional element of thought;—when we
remember, lastly, what force there is in this old reading—what a flash

of insight it involves—then we may be reasonably confident that it

represents what St. John really wrote. Nothing but its difficulty led to

its early obliteration froia the common texts. We have, then, this

result :—^that the disintegration of the divine and the human in the

nature of Jesus was the distinguishing characteristic of the spirit of

Antichrist. It is, he adds, the spirit which speaks out of worldly

inspiration, and meets with worldly approval ; but they who are of God
have prevailed over the Antichrists by holding fast—unshaken, un-

seduced, uriterrified—their good confession.

The power to make this good confession comes from the Spirit of

God ; and so also does the power to love our brethren.

" Beloved, let us love one anotlier. For love is from God, and every one tliat

loveth hath heen born of God, and recogniseth God. He that loveth not never

recognised God, because God is Lom^ Herein was the love of God manifested in

us, that God hath sent His Son, His only begotten, into the world, that we may
live by Him. Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that He loved us, and
sent His Son as a propitiation for our sins. Beloved, if thus God loved us, we also

ought to love one another. God no one has ever seen. If we love one another God
abideth in us, and His love has been perfected in us " (iv. 7—12).

1 See Aug. de SVmitafe, ix. 2. " God is Love," a sentence whicli is the summaxy and
most simple expression of wliat the Scripture—the whole Scripture—teaches us through-
out" (Hofmann).
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In the deep language of St. John, the recognition of God—the

learning to know Him (yiyvdaKtiv)—is a much greater attainment than

iaerely knowing aibout Him, and having lieard of Him. " The know-

ledge of the Divine involves a spiritual likeness to the Divine, and

rests upon a possession of the Divine." And this possession of the

Divine emanates in love ; love must of necessity radiate from its central

light. The hatred which wells from a fountain of inward darkness

proves at once that the knowledge and love of God does not exist in the

heart of him who hates. His hatred is the more, not the less, guilty if

it tries to hide itself under a cloak of religiousness. For God is Love.

If Light be His metaphysical essence, Love is His ethical nature. The
unfathomable and inconceivable fulness of life which is named Light is,

from eternity to eternity, existent only under the form of Love. If,

then, God is Love, everything which He does must have love for its

sole aim, and must, therefore, be a communication of Himself Every
one who knows Him is bom of Him, for ' " Him truly to know is life

eternal;" and every one who is born of Him is a child of Light, and
reflects His Light in the form of love. For He has sent His Son into

the world to give us life j and this life manifests itself in us as love,

which is thus of its very nature Divine. The love we are enabled to

show is not earthly, not human, not animal—it is Divine. It is an

effluence of the Love of God poured into our hearts, and streaming

forth from them upon others. St. John is not here speaking of the

mere slightly expanded egotism of family affections, or personal likings

;

he is speaking of Christian love, of the love of man as man. That love

is a flame from the Divine flame. Christ rendered it possible when He
died as a propitiationybr us ; it becomes actual when He is Christ in

us. When we possess the Light it will certainly shine before men. No
one has ever seen God ; our fellowship with Him is not visible. But it

is much nearer, for it is spiritual. He is not only with iis, He is iw us

;

and, therefore, His Love, in all its perfection, dwells within us, proving

its existence by continuous love to aU our brethren, whether in the

Church or in the world.

Then follows the summary of the last two sections :

—

" Hereby we recognise that we abide in Him, and He in us, because He hath
given to us of His Spirit. And we have beheld, and bear witness that the Father
hath sent the Son as a Saviour of the world. He who has confessed that Jesus is

the Son of God, G-od abideth in him, and he in God. And we have learnt to know
and have believed the love which God hath in us. God is Love, and he who
abideth in love abideth in God, and God in hixn " (iv. 13—16).

These verses state the conclusion to which the Apostle has led us

—

namely, that neither confession of Christ nor love to the brethren are

possible without the aid of the Holy Spirit of God. If, then, we have

so confessed Christ, and if we love the brethren, we have received the
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Spirit of God, and, therefore, have fellowship -with God and are Hi3
sons. We abide in Him, and He in uS. It only remains to show that

this gives us the confidence (ira^^nia-ia) of which he had spoken in ii. 28,

at the very beginning of the entire section.

"By this " (i.e. ty all that I have now urged^), "love hath been perfected with
ns,2 in order that we may have confidence in the day of judgment, Decause as He
(Christ) is, we also are id. this world. There is no fear in love, hut perfect love
casteth out fear, because fear hath punishment, but he that feareth hath not been
perfected in love" ^ (iv. 17, 18).

The best comment on the first of these verses will be found in the
discourses of our Lord in John xvii 14—26. If we have the fellowship
with God of which he has spoken, then, though the Church is still in

the world, we have become like Christ, and may answer with boldness
on the Judgment Day. For, just as we are condemned already if, by
not believing, we have rejected the Light for the darkness—so, if we
have believed, we anticipate the sentence of acquittal. Fear is insepar-

able from the self-condemnation which results from being separated

from God ; it is an anticipated punishment ; it cannot co-exist with love
;

where it exists, there the love is not real love, for it is still imperfect

and impure.

Thus, then, St. John has completed one great part of his announced
design. He has written in order that Christians may have fellowship

with God, and fellowship with one another, and that so their joy may
be fulL It will and must be full if they have perfect confidence ; if,

being at one with God—they in Him, and He in them—they look

forward with perfect confidence even to that hour when they shall stand

at the judgment-seat of God. Here he might have closed this part of

his subject; but in one last retrospect (iv. 19; v. 5) he shows that,

though hitherto he has treated of our relation to God and our relation

to our brethren in separate sections, the two relations are, in reality,

indissolubly one. And for this purpose he gathers together all the

leading conceptions on which he has been dwelling—namely, " believing

on Christ" (v. 6) as the principle (positively) of " keeping God's com-

mandments (v. 2), and (negatively) of " conquering the world " (v. 4, 5),

and shows that they find their unity in " loving our brother." From
love (iv. 19—21), and from faith (v. 1—5), spring alike our duty to

God our Father, and our duty to our brother man.

1 etf totJtm, as ia ii. 6, refers to what precedes, aa in Jolm iv. 37, xvi. 30.
* "With, us"—t.e., in the midst of the Church. **G-od magnified .His mercy with lier (/act

miTjjs) "((Lute i. 58).
8 "We received not the spirit of slavery again to fear, hut ye "received the spirit of adop-

tion " (Rom. vui. 15). There is, of course, a righteous fear (Ps. xix. ), hut it has in it lio alarm
or terror. The highest state of all is to he without fear, and with love ; the lowest to he " with
fear, but without love ;" or, without either fear or love (see Bengel, ad loc), " Timor est

custos et paedagogus legis, donee veniat caritas " (Aug.).
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" Let us love, because He first loved us. If any one say I love God, and hate his
1)1other, he ia a liar; for any one who loveth not hia hrother whom he hath seen,
in what way can he love God whom he hath not seen ? And this command wo have
from Him, that he who loveth God love also hia hrother " (iv. 19—21).

" Every one who believeth that Jesus is the Christ,^ has been bom of God, and
every one who loveth Him that begat loveth also Him who hath been begotten of

Him. Hereby we recognise that we love the children of God, when we love God
and do Hia commandments. For this ia the love of God, that we keep His com-
mandments. And His commandments are not heavy,^ because everything that has
been bom of God conquers the world. And thia is the victory which conquered the
world—our faith.' Who is he who conquereth the world, except he who believeth
that Jeaua is the Son of God ? " (v. 1—5).

In the first of these two sections he exhorts to universal love, and
shows that, since God is Invisible, there are no possible means by which
we can manifest our love to Him except by love to man, in whom God
is made visible for us. If we neglect these means, our self-asserted love

to God, since it fails to meet the test of action, can be nothing but a
lie. For though God is Unseen, yet His Presence is represented to

us by man ; and again, though God is Unseen, He has revealed to us
His wiH. And the will which He has revealed, the obedience which
He requires, is, that we love one another. Not to do so is to violate

His commandment, and to insult His image ; and He who acts thus
cannot love Him.*

In the second clause his summary consists in telling us that faith in

Jesus as the Christ is a proof of our sonship, and therefore, can only

issue in love to all God's other children. If we are loving God, and
obeying Him, we cannot fail to recognise in this very love and obedience

that they are being manifested by the spirit of Christian brotherhood.

It is faith which won the victory over the world ; and faith is manifested

in love. Thus all the elements of thought are gathered into one. Son-

ship, Faith, Obedience, conquest of the world are all essentially blended

into an organic unity ; and Love is at once the result of their existence

and the proof that they exist.

SECTION IV.
ASSURANCE.

' At this point, then, the Apostle concludes that great main section

of his Epistle, which consisted in setting forth the Word as the Word

1 " In this part of his treatment," Bays Beugel, " the Apostle sMlfuily so arranges his
mention of liOve, that Paith may be observed at the close, as the prow and stem of the whole
treatment."

' "My yoke ia easy, and my burden light" (Matt. sd. 36). "Da quod jubes, et jube quod
vis " (Aug.), ** His commandments are not grievous, because love makes them light ; they are
not grievous because Christ gives strength to bear them. Wings are no weight to the bird
which they lift up in the air until it is lost in the sky above us, and we see it no more, and
hear only its note of thanks. God's commands are no weight to the soul, which, through
HiB Spirit, He upbears to Himf^elf, ; nay, rather the soul through them the more soars aloft,

and loses itself in the Son of God" (Fusey).
3 Because by faith in Christ we become one with Him, and share in His conquest over the

world.. " Be of good cheer, I have overcome the world" (John xvi. 23).
* John xiv. 15, " If ye love me, keep my commandments i

" xiii. 34, " A new commoudnfiut
I give you, that ye love one another."

36
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of Life, in order that we may have fellowship with one another, and
with the Father and the Son, and that our joy may be full. But this

resulted from the historic revelation of which the Apostles wer(
appointed witnesses. Life springs from the Word; but the Church
could only be taught respecting that "Word—the Logos who became
flesh—by the testimony of the Apostles to His life on earth. Of that

testimony in general his readers were well aware. It only remained to

say something as to its cogency and its results. This he does in v. 6—

9

and 10—12.
The witnesses are these :

—

" This is He who came by means of water and Wood, Jesus Christ ;
' not by

the water only, but by the water and the blood. And the Spirit is that which
witnesseth because the Spirit is the truth. Because there are three who bear
witness, the Spirit, and the water, and the blood, and the three tend to the one
thing {viz., the possession of Eternal Life in Jesus Christ ) " ^ (v. 6—8).

I have, of course, omitted the words " on earth " and the verse

about the three heavenly witnesses.^ The spuriousness of that verse is

as absolutely demonstrable as any critical conclusion can be. It

is omitted in all Greek manuscripts before the sixteenth century;
it was unknown to any one of the Greek Fathers before the thirteenth

century ; it is not found (except by later interpolation) in a single

ancient version ; it does not occur in any one of some fifty lectionaries

which contain the rest of the passage ; in the East it was never
once used in the Arian controversy. The only traces of it are in

some of the Latin Fathers, and even then in a manner which
seems to show that, though the verse may have been a marginal

annotation, it did not occur in the actual text.* Had it ever been
in the original, its disappearance is simply inconceivable, for it -contains

a clearer statement of the doctrine of the Trinity in Unity than

any other in the whole Bible. This, perhaps, is the reason why it

1 TMs (see infra, p. 565) can only refer primoxily to historic facts in the life of Christ.

"He came by Water—which is our laver (Aourpoj/)—and by Blood- which is our ransom

* Comp. John xvii. 23. " I in them, and Thou in me," iva Sitri TereXeiw^eVot ets ev (consum-
mated into one); "brought to a, final unity, in which they attain their completeness''

(Westcott) ; see xi. 52. But the meaning here is not so certain. I have supposed the words
ettrty eis eV to mean, "are for"

—

i.e., make for "one thing," viz., the truth in question, "in
unum coiisentiun-f." But the " one thing " maybe "that Jesus is the Christ." Wordsworth
renders it, " are joined into one substance," which suits John xvii. 23, but hardly this passage.

Reuss's " Ces U-ois sont A'accord," is a mere untenable paraphrase.
s They were first translated in the Ziirioh Bible, 1629, and in Luther's edition of 1534 First

they were printed in smaller type, or in brackets, but after 1596 without any distinction. In

Greek they were first printed' in the Complutensian edition of 1514, and the 3rd edition of

Erasmus. In his editions of 1516 and 1518 he omitted them, but having pledged himself to in-

troduce them if found in a single Greek manuscript, he did so, though believing the MS. to be

corrupij " Ne cui sit ansa calumniandi." On their appearance in a lectionary in 1549, Bergen-

hagen said, " Obsecro chalcographos et erudites viros ut illam additionem omittant et

restituant Graeca suae priori integritati et puritati propter veritatem."
* The first distinct quotation cf the words is by vigilius Thapsensis, at the end of the fifth

century. " If the fourth century knew that text, let it come in, in Gcd's name : but if that

age did not know it, then Arianism in its height was beat down without the aid or that verse

;

and let the fact prove as it will, the doctrine is unshaken " (Bentley). It is not impossible that

some transcribers may have taken them fi-om St. Cyprian, and written them as a gloss on the

margin of his MS. (Wordsworth refers to Valcknaer, de Glossis in N. T.j
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has been so vigorously defended. But not to dwell on tlie gross

immorality of defending a passage manifestly spurious because of

its doctrinal usefulness, the passage is not in the least needed as a proof
of the doctrine of the Tnnity, which, even without it, is in this

very paragraph distinctly indicated (vss. 6, 9). The demonstrable
spuriousness of the verse renders it, then, unnecessary to show that it

breaks and disfigures the reasoning of the passage, because it belongs to

a totally different order of ideas. There can be little doubt that it wUl
disappear, as it ought to disappear, from the text of any revised version
of tiie English Bible.'

But, omitting the spurious words, what does the passage mean ? It

has a very deep and true meaning, for which, if B.enan had sought more
patiently and more reverently, he would not have called it an " Elcha-

saite fantasticality."*

He says that Jesus Christ came by means of water and blood, and
that the water and the blood are, with the Spirit, three witnesses, which
give one converging testimony. As to what they testify, he himself
tells us—it is, that God gave us Eternal Life, and that this life is

in His Son. And such being the high truth to which they bear witness,

it is most important for us to understand in what way their testimony
is valid—nay, in what sense it can be called a testimony at alL In what
sense, then, did Jesus, as Christ—^that is, Jesus as Sou of God—.come by
water and blood? And how do this water and blood constitute two
separate witnesses 1

It would be simply impossible for any one to answer this question
who had not the Gospel before him. The notion of " Witness " is one
that plays a very prominent part in the writings of St. John. To him
Christianity is emphatically "the Truth"

—

i.e., the eternal, all-com-

prehensive Reality, which must pervade alike the thoughts and the
actions of men.' But the Truth, so far as it rests on outward facts,

must be brought home to men's hearts by "witness." This, of course,

was necessary from the first ; but it was more than ever necessary in the

days when but few could bear the testimony first-hand, and when many
had begun to cavil and to doubt.

]S"ow, in the Gospel, St. John has adduced and elaborated a sevenfold

witness;^ 1, that of the Father (v. 31—37 ; viii. 18); 2, that of Christ

Himself (viii. 14 ; xviii. 37) ; 3, that of His works (v. 36 ; x. 35) ; 4,

that of Scripture (i. 45 ; v. 39, 40, ,45) ; 5, that of John the Baptist

(i. 7 ; V. 33) ; 6, that of the Disciples (xv. 27 ; xix. 35 ; xxi. 24) ; and,

7, that of the Spirit (xv. 26; xvi. 14). These seven include every

possible form of witness. The first two are inwards and Divine ; the

next two are outward and historical ; the fifth and sixth are personal

I This anticipation was writteu before the Bevised Version was published in June, 1881,
' In Contemporary Review, Sept. 1877.
' Johni. U, 17; viii. 32, 40; xiv. 17; xv. 26; xvi. 13; xvii. 11, 17; xviii. 37.
< See Westoott's St. Jolin, pp. xlv.—xlvii.
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and experiential, depending on the capacity and trutMulness of

righteous men ; the last is continuous and irrefragable.

Again, in this Epistle, though St. John alludes to the witness

of God (v. 9), and of Christ (v. 6), and to the -witness of the Apostles

(i. 2 ; iv. 14), and to the witness of the Spirit (v. 6), he does not allude

to the four other forms of witness, though he adds to them the witness

of absolute inward assurance (v. 10) to which they give rise. And
he lays special stress on the water and blood as the two separate and
powerful testimonies of the Christ to His own Divinity. Now, in what
way did He manifest Himself to be the Divine Saviour by water and
by blood?

Clearly not by the Baptism of John, where the water played a most
subordinate part, seeing that it was not by the water, but by the Spirit

descending as a dove, that He was consecrated to His work.

Nor, again, by the Sacrament of Baptism, because in no conceivable

sense of the words could it be said that " Christ came " by means
of Christian baptism ; nor is the institution of Baptism mentioned,

though the symbolic significance of water—which, in that Sacrament,

reaches its highest point—is indeed alluded to. Water, in the Gospel,

is the symbol of new and saving life,^ as it also is in Isa. xii. 3. More
generally and simply, it is the symbol of purification. When our Lord
speaks of "being born of water, and of the Spirit," the two things

symbolised are seen in their unity—the water is the sacramental instru-

ment of spiritual regeneration into a holy life.

Yet, since even thus the expression that Christ came "by the medium
of water " would be strange, and by no means easy of interpretation, we
must wait to see what light may be thrown upon it by the following

expression, that Christ also came " by means of blood."

Here, again, it is obvious that the primary allusion cannot be to the

Lord's Supper. The word "came" has, in St. John, a special and
emphatic meaning. It implies the manifestation of Christ as the

Redeemer. It cannot, then, be said, on any ordinary principle of inter-

pretation, that Christ " came " by instituting the Lord's Supper. And
that St. John, at least, would not have used a term so vague is clear,

because there would be no explanation of it in the Gospel. There

he has not so much as mentioned the institution of the Lord's Supper,

though—in a manner which we have already seen to be characteristic of

him—^he has indicated its deepest meaning. Further than this, in all

direct allusions to the Lord's Supper, the wine is never severed from the

bread, the blood from the flesh. Indeed, for the interpretation of what

St. John means by "blood," we need go no further than this Epistle,^

1 Jolin iii. 5 ; it. 10 ; vii. 38.
8 Jolin vi. This discourse, interpreted by tlie known rules of Hebrew symbolism, ia a most

important protection against the superstitions with which literalism, and materialism, and
ecclesiasticism, have surrounded the subject of the Lord's Supper. It shows, as plainly as

language can show, that by " eating His flesh, and drinking His Wood," our Lord meant the

living appropriation of Himself by Faith.
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where he mentions the blood of Christ as that which cleanses ua

from all sin.^

So far, then, we have seen that by " water " and " blood " St. John
means the symbols respectively of purification and of redemption—of

regeneration and of atonement;' and so far it may also be truly said

that there may be an indirect and secondary allusion to the Sacraments,

just as there is in the third and sixth chapters of the Gospel, because in

the Sacraments the symbolism of the -water and the blood finds its

culminating application.

But even yet we have not seen how it can be said that " Christ

came hy means of water and blood," as the means through which, and
" in the water and the blood " as the element in which He came. And
it is no small corroboration of the suggestion that the Epistle was
meant to accompany the Gospel as a kind of practical commentary upon
it, that it would be impossible to find any simple or adequate explanar

tion unless we had the Gospel in our hands. We find it there in a fact

recorded by St. John alone, but placed by him in such marked
prominence, and corroborated by such solemn testimony, that the

allusion in this passage to the fact so emphasized cannot be mistaken.

For in these two passages alone, of all Scriptv/re, are blood and water

placed together, and, as if to show yet farther the connexion between
them, they are in both places prominently associated with the notion of

witness. The fact is, that the soldier, coming to break the legs of

the crucified, in order that their bodies might be removed before the

sabbath, finding that Christ was dead, did not break His legs, " but one

of the soldiers, with a lancehead, gashed His side, and forthwith came
THEEEOUT BLOOD AND WATEE."' Now if this Were simply a physical

fact, arising from the death of Jesus by rupture of the heart, and
the natural separation of the blood into placenta and serum, both of

which flowed forth when the pericardium was pierced,^ even then

(though in this case there can only have been, at most, a drop or two
of water, visible, perhaps, to St. John^ only, as he stood close by the

cross), the symbols would not lose their divine significance. This

circumstance in the death of Christ—which, if natural, is still to the

last degree abnormal and unusual—^would, even in that case, most
powerfully suggest the symbolism which St. John attaches to it. It

would have suggested to St. John the thought that Christ came—that

is, manifested Himself as the Divine Redeemer—by virtue of the

regenerating and atoning power of which tlio water and the blood

were symbolic.' But it is doubtful whether the alleged fact ever

naturally occurs ; nor is it probable that St. John had enough scientific

knowledge to be aware that if it occurs it must be a sign of death ; nor

1 i 7. » ii. 2 J iv. 10. » John xix. 34.

* See Dr. Stroud, Tht Phyidaal C<mse of the Death of Christ, and my K/e of Christ, ii. 424. In
my view of tliis passage I entirely follow Hanpt.

> It is natural to suppose that, after conducting the Virgin to his home, St. John returned.
* '* "Why water ? why blood ? "Water to cleanse, hlood to redeem "—Amhr. (De Sacr. v. 1),
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is it his object to show that the death was real, since at that early

period—and, indeed, tUl long afterwards—the reality of the death was
never for a moment questioned.^ In the Gospel, as here, the fact

is appealed to "that we may believe;" it is adduced as a witness that

Jesus is the Son of God. Consequently, there as well as here, we must
suppose that in St. John's view there was something supernatural
in the circumstance ; and that there was an obvious mystery—that is,

the obvious revelation of a truth previously unknown—in that which
it signified. The water and the blood are witnesses, because, in. the
culminating incident of Christ's redemptive work, their flowing from
His side set the seal to His manifestation as a Saviour, and because
they are the symbols of a living continuance of that work in the
world. The Spirit, and the Water, and the Blood, are three witnesses

;

but it is more especially and emphatically the Spirit that beareth
witness, because it is through the Spirit that the witness of the
Water and the Blood—that is, of Christ's regenerative and atoning
power—is brought home to the human heart. Thus "the trinity

of witnesses furnish one testimony." Their threefold testimony is,

as he proceeds to teU us, the testimony of God

—

_
" If we accept tlie witaess of men, tlie witness of God is greater : for this is the

witness of God, because ^ He hath witnessed concerning His Son. He who
believeth on the Son of God hath the witness in Himself : any one who believeth
not on God hath made Him a liar, because he hath not believed ia the witness
which God had witnessed about His Son. And this is the witness that God gave
to us Eternal Life, and tbis life is in His Son. He who hath the Son hath the life

;

any one who hath not the Son of God hath not the life " (vs. 9—12).

In these verses the witness is further analysed. It is not mere
human witness. It is human in so i^r as the facts alluded to are
established by Apostolic testimony; but it is infinitely more. It is

divine testimony, and it is divine testimony echoed and confirmed
by inward witness. If it be objected that the Purification, and the
Redemption, and the quickening Spirit, are only in any case witnesses

to the believer—^that they are subjective, not objective, the answer is

twofold. First, that St. John is writing to believers, and thinking

of believers only ; and, secondly, that both the perfected witness of God
(^ue^apTiJpTjKf)—^perfected in the death of Christ and the results which
sprang therefrom ; and the continuous witness of the Spirit—con-

tinuous in every conversion and every sacrament—are indeed primarily

witnesses to believers, but, through believers, they are witnesses to all

the world. Believers alone possessed Eternal Life, and it was their

unanimous witness that they had received it solely through Jesus Christ

1

^ It will te Been that subsequent study has a little modified the view which I took of this
circumstance in the Life of Christy ii. 424.

2 oTt (A, B, Vulg., Copt., Armenian, etc.), not rjv, is the true reading. The repeated ort is no
no doubt harsh and slightly ambiguous, for the second ori might mean " that." Eor these
reasons, or perhaps by a mere slip, it was altered into the easier riv. But the meaning is, " we
ought to believe (1) because this is God^s witness; and (2) bccaiise He has borne witn-^ss con-

cerning His Son."
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tlie Son of God. The echo of the divine witnesses in the lives of

Christians reverberated the divine testimony in thousand of echoes

through all the world. The " Nos soli irmocentes " of Tertullian,'—We
alone, amid the deep and gross and universal corruption of a Pagan world,

live innocent and holy lives—was the one argument which the heathen
found it most impossible to resist or overthrow. It was the threefold

witness of the Spirit, the Water, and the Blood, multiplied in the life

of every Christian, and it became ultimately strong enough for the

regeneration of the world. Thus was it that the Word manifested

Himself to be that which St. John called Him—" the Word of Eternal

Life."

SECTION V.

CONCLUSION.

The remaining verses of the Epistle have an interest more special.

St. John has developed his main thesis ; he has spoken of the witness

by which the truths on which it rested were established. The rest

is mainly recapitulatory. It touches again on faith in Christ, on
Eternal Life, and on Confidence : and it applies that confidence to

the special topic of trust in the eflacacy of prayer (vs. 13—17). Then,

with three repetitions of the words " we know," he once more alludes to

Sonship and Innocence, and severance from the world, and union with
God and with Christ, and Eternal Life. And he concludes with a most
weighty and pregnant injunction. But so rich was the mind of the

Evangelist that, as we shall see, he cannot even recapitulate without
the introduction of new and most important thoughts.

"These things have I written to you that ye may know that ye have Eternal
Life—to you who helieve on the name of the Son of God.

"And this is the confidence which -we have towards Him, that, if we ask any-
thing according to His will, He heareth us. And if we know that He heareth us,

whatsoever we ask, we know that we have the petitions which we have asked from
Him. If any man see his hrother sinning a sin which is not unto death, he shaU
ask and shall give him life "—to those who are sinning a sin not unto death. There
is a sin unto death. Eor that I do not say that he should make request. AU un-
righteousness is sin, and there is a sin not unto death" (vs. 13—17).

The first verse of this passage sums up once more the aim of the

Epistle—to give assurance to all true believers that they have eternal

life. Such a belief makes us bold towards God in filial confidence,'

and like beloved sons we can ask for what we need from our Heavenly
Father. But if our minds are filled, if our lives are actuated by
Brotherly love,—if our fellowship with God be of necessity fellowship

1 Tert. Afol. 45.
2 He, the petitioner, shall give life tq his toother. St. James exactly in the same sense saya

tliat he who converts a toother, " shall save a soul from death " (James v. 20). Nor does this

in the least contradict the truth that no man can save his brother, and make atonement unto
God for him. Man is hut the inet/rument of this deliverance; the real deliverer is God.
(Comp. Jude 23, " And others save, pulling them out of the fire.")

3 The iroppTjo-ia here does not refer to the Day of Judgment, as in iv. 17, but to trustful

prayer, as in iii. 21, 22; and as in Eph, iii. 12; Heb. iv. 16,
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with one another,—our prayers will constantly be occupied with our

brethren ; they will to a large extent be intercessory prayers :

—

" For -what are men tetter than sheep or goats,

That nourish a blind life within the brain,

If, knowing God, they lift not hands of prayer
Both for themselves and those that call them friend

;

For so the whole round world is every way
Bound by gold chains about the feet of God."

The importance attached to such prayers by the early Christians, who,

in passages like these, are not even thinking of personal prayers for any
earthly blessing, may be shown by the fact that there is an allusion to

exactly the same kind of intercessory prayer at the very close of the

Epistle of St. James. Many a prayer for earthly blessings may be by
no means in accordance with the will of God ; and St. John finds it

here necessary to touch on a prayer which is concerning spiritual things,

and which yet he cannot bid a Christian offer. But as regards prayer

in general, when a Christian prays he knows that God listens,' and he

therefore has what he asks for. He has it even if the prayer be denied,

for his prayer is not absolutely that something which is contingent may
happen, but that God will give him the true and the best answer by
msJiing the will of the petitioner to be one with His.^ Now St. John
assumes that the Christian will pray for the salvation of his brethren,

but he tells us that there is one instance in which such a prayer will be

imavaUing. It is when we see our brethren sinning a sin which is unto

death. In other cases the Christian by prayer shall give his brother

life ; in the case of a sin which is unto death St. John cannot bid any

Christian to offer up his filial, his familiar prayer.*

What, then, is this sin unto death 1 Is it a single act ? is it a

settled condition ? Does it give any countenance to the distinction

between mortal and venial sins ? Is it the same thing as the blasphemy

against the Holy Ghost ? To enter fully into all these questions here

would be to break the continuity of our endeavour to understand the

general scope of the Epistle. I will therefore treat of them as briefly

as possible.

1. St. John cannot be thinking of any one definite act of sin (as is

indeed sufficiently proved by his use of the present and not the aorist

participle), because it would be simply impossible for any man, apart

from inspired supernatural eyesight, to declare that any particular sin

was a sin unto death. Saul, under strong temptation, broke a ceremonial

commandment of the Prophet Samuel; David 'committed adultery and

' i/cou'ei (John ix. 31; 3d. 41, 42).

2 *'We ignoraat of ouxselvep,

Beg often our own harms, which the wise Powers
Deny us for our good. So gain we profit

By losing of our prayers."—(Shahspere).

> Sfiur^aji. It is remarkable that this word should he used (see infra, p. 570),
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murder under conditions which made those crimes peculiarly heinous.

Who would not have said d, priori that the sin of David was infinitely

the more deadly of the two ? Yet " the Spirit of the Lord departed

from Saul," whereas David was still able to pray that God would give

him a new heart and create a right spirit within him—and his prayer

was heard. Again, the Pharisees attributed Christ's miracles to Beel-

zebub, and in so doing we are told that they came perilously near, if

they did not actually commit, the sin against the Holy Ghost. The
Sadducees and the Romans, on the other hand, crucified Him. Who
would not have said that the Sadducees were the worse oflfenders ? Yet
Christ prayed unconditionally for His murderers, " Father, forgive

them ;
" and if He gave the unconditional promise to His disciples that

" whatsoever they asked in His name, believing, they should receive,"

must we not regard it as certain that His own prayer was heard?
Clearly, then, a sin becomes a sin unto death not by its external charac-

teristics, but by its interior quality, and that interior quality is for the

most part undiscernible by the eye of man. The nature of the con-

summating act, the nature of the continuous state which constitutes the

sin unto death, may be completely disguised, while the offender still

walks among men in the odour of sanctity.

" So spake the false dissembler unperoeived

;

For neither man nor angel can discern

Hypocrisy, the only evil that walks
Invisible, except to God alone,

By His permissive will, through Heaven and earth

;

And oft, though wisdom wakes, suspicion sleeps

At wisdom's gate, and to simplicity

Resigns her diarge, while goodness thinks no ill

Where no ill seems : which now for once beguiled
Uriel, though regent of the sun, and held
The sharpest sighted spirit of all in Heaven

;

Who, to the fraudulent impostor foul,

In hifl uprightness, answer thus returned."

Paradise Lost, iii. 681—694.

2. There is such a thing—as we have already seen in the Epistle to

the Hebrews—as absolute and desperate apostasy, where a man cuts

himself utterly loose from all the means of grace, and effectually closes

their influence upon him. There is such a thing not only as wilful, but
even as willing sin. There can be such a thing as a deliberate putting

of evil for good and good for evil, of bitter for sweet and sweet for

bitter ; such a thing as a man selling himself to do evil, and trampling
under foot the Spirit of God. This, in the view of the Apostles, is

connected with Antichrist ; the man who does it is a " man of sin "
; it

is a deliberate abandonment of Christ for Satan, of light for darkness,

of life for death. When such a blaspheming apostasy occurred in the

very bosom of the Church, he who was aware that it had occurred could
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only feel thajj) so far as mere human foresight or human prayers on his

behalf could go, such a man would die in his sin.'

3. For such a man a Christian could hardly offer the prayer -which is

inspired with the diyine conviction that it is heard ; for it is impossible,

humanly speaking, to renew such a man unto repentance.^ St. John
feels that he must refrain from exhorting Christians to offer the highest
"kind of prayer^—such prayers as Christ offered, and which are. scarcely

ever predicated of any other—for the most consummate form of sin.*

4. Yet it does not seem that he forbids even such prayers.^ He
could not do so, for he gives no criterion by which his readers could
discern what was, and what was not, a siu unto death. He only says,
" when you see your brother sinning a sin which you know may be
forgiven"—and they would learn from the entire history of the Old
Testament, as well as from the Gospels, that this might be any sin how-
ever apparently heinous, were it even such a sin as that which had
stained the Church of Corinth, and against which the very heathen had
exclaimed—" you may pray for it with the conviction that God will

hear your prayer." But, he adds, "you must not expect that, in

every possible case, every prayer you offer for the sin of a, brother will

be heard. For there is a sin unto death. Not respecting that sin am I

saying that a sinner should make filial request." His prayers must ia

such cases take a humbler form (oiTeic) ; they must inevitably be offered

up with a less implicit confidence that they will be heard ; they must
rather consist of a committal of the sinner to God's mercy than an assured

petition that that mercy will be extended in the form which we desire.

5. We may perhaps derive some insight into the meaning of the

sin unto death from the language of the Old Testament, with the

meanings which the Jews inferred from it, and from those passages in

the New Testament which seem to offer the nearest parallel.

a. As regards the Old Testament, we find the phrase " a sin unto

death" (LXX. hamicurtia thanatephoros) in Num. xviii. 22," Lev. xxii. 9,'

but this does not greatly help us, because there the reference merely is

to sins which were punished with death, whereas St. John is, of course,

referring to spiritual death, as in iii. 14.

1 John viii. 21—24.
3 Heb. vi. 4—6, and on that passage see EieTim, Lelvrhegr. d. Sehr&erbriefs, ii. 763, fg.
3 epuTTJoTj. The word atTw (pefo), is used of the petition of an inferior; epwru (rogo)^ of the

more familiar entreaties of a friend. Hence our Lord never uses at™ of Hia own prayers ; and
never uses EpairS of the prayers of the disciples (John jdv. 16 ; xvi. 26 ; Kvii. 9, 15, 20 ; which
show that St. John felt and observed the distinction). "We may humbly alreZi/ the forgiveness
of sins not unto death ; we may not even epwrSi/ those of sins unto deai^.

* By a " sin unto death," St. John meant absolute and wilful apostasy from, and abnegation
of, Christ, both theoretically and practically.

s " Ora, si veils, sed sub dubio impetrahdi" (Calvin).
^ " Sin vrith high hand," JSTum. xv. 30 ; Matt. xii. 31 (SohSttgen, od loe.).

' nra^ NTQn. The references are to the approach of non-Levitioal persons to the sanctuary,

and neglect of Levitical purifications. The Eabbis divided sins into nrfd: n^ion and M'jnsEn
nn^D^ " a sin unto death," and ** not unto death." In the Talmud we find " Fine have no for-

giveness of sins—(1) He who keeps on sinning and repenting alternately
; (2) he who sins in a

sinless age
; (3) he who sins on purpose to repent ; (4) he who eauseth the name of God to be

blasphemed." The fifth is left unexpressed (Avoth d' Eab. Nathan, 39).
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p. Nor, again, is much light thrown on the passage by the crimes to

which excision—" cutting off from the people " is assigned as a penalty

under the Mosaic law. Whatever interpretation be attached to these

words—whether death by divine interposition, as the Rabbis thought,

or by the hand of the civil power, as others think, or exile, or excom-

munication^—^it is quite clear that the sins upon which this excision

{careth) is denounced are not unpardonable, not beyond the reach of

repentance and forgiveness.

y. Again, in no less than three places, Jeremiah is forbidden to

pray for the Jews (Jer. vii. 16; xi. 14; xiv. 11); yet we certainly

may not infer that the case of all these Jews was eternally hopeless,

or that, though they were put beyond the range of the prayers of

men, they were therefore for ever excluded from the tender mercies

of God.

8. In the New Testament we find St. Paul twice using the expres-

sion " delivering to Satan." The offenders to whom he applies it are

the Corinthian sensualist (1 Cor. v. 5), and Hymenseus, and Alexander

(1 Tim. i. 20). Again, for Alexander the Coppersmith, in 2 Tim. iv. 14,

St. Paul offers no prayer but this, " May the Lord reward him according

to his works." Now it is a reasonable inference that while a man was
under the sentence of the Church's excommunication—while he was
thus deliberately cut off by their act from the means of grace—he

would not have been included in their prayers ; not, at any rate, in

such prayers as they were wont to offer up for one another. We see

the character of the sins of these men. The sins of Hymenseus and
Alexander consisted in deliberately rejecting (awaa-diievoi " pushing away
from themselves ") faith and a good conscience, and, in consequence,

making shipwreck of their faith. St. Paul delivered them to Satan.

Why t In order that they might perish everlastiagly ? Far from it

;

but for a merciful and hopeful purpose—" that they may be trained not

to blaspheme." A worse case cannot be imagined than that of the

Corinthian offender. He was a Church-member, admitted into full

fellowship, even supported by public sanction, and yet he was living in

the open practice of a sin so shameful that, as St. Paul says, " it is not

so much as named among the heathen." No conduct could be more
infamous, not only in itself, but also because it caused the name of

Christ to be blasphemed in that vile heathen world. With intense and
burning indignation, St. Paul imagiaes himself present in spirit in

the assembly of the Christian Church, and there solemnly, in the name
of Christ he " hands over the offender to Satan." If any sin could be

regarded as a sin unto death, must not this have been such a sin, seeing

that it was shameless, continuous, against light and knowledge, the sin

of a Christian which was not even tolerated by heathens ? It was
natural that the victorious prayer of triumphant confidence should be

' See Gesen. T?i6», s. v. m3. p. 719.
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suspended in the case of such a man. Yet what is St. Paul's object in

handing him to Satan 1 Not by any means his everlasting damnation,
but " the destruction of his carnal impulses, in order that his spirit may
he saved in the day of the Lord Jesus." ^ The man was handed to Satan
by the now-aroused conscience of the startled community. And what
was the result ? In his next letter, a few months afterwards, St. Paul
is once more urging them to show mercy towards this very offender.

The " handing to Satan " has done its work. The fleshly temptation
has been annihilated. The man has repented. St. Paul is now afraid

lest he should be injured by over-severity. He bids them restore and
ratify their love towards the now penitent transgressor, " lest by any
means he should be swallowed up by his superabundant sorrow."^

Similarly, in the case of Alexander, St. Paul's avoidance of a prayer for

him is practically a prayer for him. It is not equivalent, as is some-
times supposed, to a sort of curse, " May God do him evU as he has
done to me ;

" for such a prayer—though a David or a Hebrew exile may
have offered it in ignorance, in days before the new commandment had
been uttered—in days when it had been said to them of old time,
" Thou shalt hate thine enemy "—could not have been offered without
sin by a Christian Apostle. St Paul's ejaculation is only another way
of saying " It is not for me to judge him ; I leave him in the hands of

God."

Prom this examination then we may infer that St. John's limitation

belongs, like so many of his thoughts, to the region of the ideal,

the theoretical, the absolute ; that it is only introduced as a passing, but

very solemn, reminder of the truth that there' is a sin which is past the

possibility of being benefited by the Christian's prayer—a sin which
can be only left to God, because it is discernible by Him alone. Practi-

cally it is most unlikely that we shall ever become cognisant of any sin

in a brother so heinous, so desperate, so darkly deliberate in the apostate

condition of heart which it implies, so obviously beyond the possibility

of repentance, that we dare not pray for it. On the analogy of the

language used, both in the Old and New Testaments, we must infer that

even though there be a sin unto death, it is not beyond the mercy

of Him who died " that He might destroy him who hath the power of

death, that is the devil." To God we may leave it, if we find that

we are unable to offer up on its behalf the prayer of faith. How little

we are ever likely to realise the existence of such a sin we may infer

from this—that there are only two or three in all the long generations

of Christian history about whose salvation the Church has ever ventured

to express an open doubt.

We are told in the Talmud that Beruriah, the wife of the great

Rabbi Meier, once heard him ardently praying to God against some

ignorant people

—

am haratsim—^who annoyed him. She came to him

'lOor. T. 5. »2Cor. ii. 6-8.
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luid said, " Do you do this because it is written (in Ps. civ. 35) ' Let the

sinners be consumed'? But there it is not written chotavm, 'sinners,"

but chittaim, 'sins.' Besides, the Psalm adds, 'And let the wicked

be no more,' that is to say, ' Let sins cease, and the wicked will cease

too.' Pray, therefore, on their behalf, that they may be led to re-

pentance, and these wicked will be no more." This he therefore did,

and they repented, and ceased to vex him.'

The whole tenor of Scripture show that, as a rule, we must herein

follow the example of the brilliant Eabbi. But the New Testament

teaches the lesson far more fully than the Old. The Church herself

teaches us to pray

—

" Tliat it may please Thee to have mercy upon all men,
We heseech Thee to hear us, Good Lord."

And accordingly St. John instantly leaves the subject of the sin unto

death to which he has made this unique and passing allusion, and adds
" All unrighteousness is sin, and there is a sin not unto death." There-

fore you wiU ever have the amplest scope for your intercessory sup-

plications. Practically, that scope is the whole range of unrighteous-

ness, the whole range of human sin. If the sin for which we are

interceding is a sin which God knows, and which we may fear to be unto

death, St. John does not forbid such prayers; for he says, "I do not

say that you should " (ai \4ya iVa), not " I say that you should not

"

(\4ya %va /i^). Clearly it can never be in our power to decide what sins

are unto death. If we unwittingly pray for such a sin, the Apostle

can give us no promise that the intercession is of any avaU. But if

there be any sin for which we feel the genuine impulse to pray, we may
rest assured that that impulse is an inspiration, and therefore that

the prayer may be offered, and will be heard.

Then the Epistle concludes with these words :

—

" We know that every one who has been born of God sinneth not ; but he who
is bom of God keepeth himself,' and the wicked one graspeth him not."^

" We know tbiat we are of God, and the whole world lieth in the wicked one.
" But WE KNOW that the Son of God is come, and hath given us understanding

that we recognise Him who is true, and we are in Him who is true, in His Son,
Jesus Christ. This* is the true God, and Life Eternal."

" Little children, keep yourselves from idols " (ver. 18—21).

1 Avoaah Zai-iJi, f. 18, b.

' It is astonishing that Alford, following the Vulgate, should render this "hut he that hath
been born of God, it (i.e. his divine birth) keepeth ham " (" sed generatio Dei conservat eum "),

There is not the smallest theological difficulty involved in saying that " he keepeth himself "

(see on iii. 3), It means that effort is always necessary even for the saint—ou ^utrei tU
ai/aiJiafyTjj{riav ttoo^aivei (GScumen.),

' " The Evil one approaches him, as a fly approaches a lamp, hut does not injure, does not
even touch him " (Bengel). Bat oirro/iai with a genitive properly means " to lay hold of."

Thus jiiij jitou a-TTTOv is not Noli me tamgare, but " Cling not to me " (see my Iji/e of C^i^riit, ii. 434),
* Namely, the Father as seen in His Son (Jer. xl.).

' Thus the Epistle ends as it began, with Eternal Life (Bengel) Comp. John xvii. 3.
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Here, as before, St. John is beholding all things in their idea.

Here, and now, neither are we absolutely sinless, nor is the whole
TOrld absolutely absorbed in sin. But in idea, in the ultimate truth of
things, it is so, and, iu the final severance of things, it wUl^ be so.

Our knowledge that it is and will be so rests deep among the bases of

aU Christian faith. We know it because Christ has come, and has
given us discernment to recognise Him who is the only Reality. We
are in Him, and in His Son ; He, God the Father, is the Very God,
and Eternal Life.^ For St. John has already said in his Gospel
(xvii. 3), "This is the Life Eternal, that they should learn to know
Thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom Thou didst send."

The last verse is a most pregnant warning, introduced by the
Apostle's most affectionate title of address—Little children!—"keep
yourselves from idols." He is not, of course, thinking of the gods
of the heathen. He is writing to Christians who had long abandoned
these, who had not the smallest temptation to apostatise to their

worship. He is speaking of "subjective idolism." He is putting
them on their guard against seductive notions of false prophets
subtle suggestions of Antichrists. He is warning them not
against gross idols of gold and jewels, representing deities of lust

and blood, but against false, fleeting, dangerous images—idols of

the forum, of the theatre, of the cave; systematising inferences of

scholastic theology; theories of self-vaunting orthodoxy; semblances

under which we represent God which in no wise resemble Him ; ever-

widening deductions from Scripture grossly misinterpreted ; earthly

passions and earthly desires which we put in the place of Him ; ideas

of Him which loom upon us through the lurid mists of earthly fear and
earthly hatred ; notions of Him which we make for ourselves, which
are not He ; conceptions of Him which we have derived only from our

party-organ or our personal conceit. It is the most pregnant of

aU warnings against every form of unfaithfulness to God— against

violations whether of the First or of the Second Commandment;
against devotion to anything which is not eternally and absolutely

true ; against perversions due to religionism quite as much as against

open rejection of God ; against the tyrannous shibboleths of aggressive

systems no less than against the worship of Belial and of Mammon.
These are the idols which in these days also are more perilous to faith

and holiness than any which the heathen worshipped. They are

dominant in sects and Churches and schools of thought. They are the

work, not of men's hands, but of their imaginations. They have

mouths, but do not utter words of truth ; they have eyes, but not -

such as can gaze on the trae light ; they have hands, but they do not

1 That the Father is referred to seems to be decided by John xvii. 3. There is

nothing abnormal in the change of subject. The Father is the principal subject of the

whole clause, though the Son is last named. For a similar change of subject see 'verse

16, and ii. 22, and 2 John 7.
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the deeds of righteousness ; feet have they, but only such as hurry

them into error. " They that make them are like unto them ; and so

are all such as put their trust in them." Little children—all who love

the Lord Jesus Christ ia sincerity and truth—all who know that hatred

is 01 the devil—all who have recognised that " Love is the fulfilling of

the law "—little children, keep yourselves from idols !

CHAPTER XXXVL
THE SECOND EPISTLE OP ST. JOHN.

" Amor non modo verus amor est, aed veritate evangelic^ nititur."

—

Bbnoel.

Apart from the truths inculcated in such private Epistles as the Second
and Third of St. John and that of St. Paul to Philemon, it is a happy
Providence which, in spite of their brevity, has preserved them for us
during so many hundred years. They show us what grace and
geniality reigned in Christian intercourse, and how much there was
in this sweet communion of saints which compensated, even on earthly

grounds, for the loss of the world's selfish friendships and seductive
approbation. The love of the brethren more than counterbalanced the
hatred of the enemies of Christ.

That these little letters are genuine there is good reason to believe.

They may be treated together, because there can be no question that if

either of them is genuine both of them are, since they may well be
described as "twin-sisters."^ Their close resemblance in style,

phraseology, and tone of thought, shows that they were written about
the same time, and by the same person. Further than this, they agree
so closely with the First Epistle that if they were written by another
the resemblance could only be accounted for by deliberate imitation.
But what possible ground could there be for " forging " letters so slight
as these,—letters which, though full of value, do not add a single
essential thought to those which are already fully expressed and
elaborated in the other writings of St. John ? Their very unimportance
for any doctrinal purpose, apart from the Gospel, the Apocalypse, and
the First Epistle, is one of the proofs that no falsarius would have
thought it worth his while to palm them ofi' upon the Church. Con-
taining no conception which is not found elsewhere, they have little

independent dogmatic value; their chief interest lies in the glimpse
which they give us of Christian epistolary intercourse in the earliest days.

The external evidence in their favour is even stronger than we
could have expected in the case of compositions so short, so casual, and

' Jer. Ep. 85.
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SO unmarked by sjSecial features. There is but one passage (vss. 10, 11)

in tbe Second Epistle which can be quoted as distinctive, and for that

very reason it is the one to which most frequent reference is made
;

nor is there anything which specifically characterises the Third except

the allusions to Diotrephes and Demetrius. There is scarcely a single

expression ia either of these letters with which previous writings have
not already made us familiar. Indeed, no less than eight out of

thirteen verses in the Second Epistle are also to be found in the First.

It is not, therefore, surprising that they only became known gradually

to the Church, and that they were regarded as comparatively un-

important, being written " out of feelings of private affection, though
to the honour of the Catholic Church."^ Yet the first of them is twice

quoted by Irenseus,^ and twice referred to by Clemens of Alexandria.'

Cyprian mentions that the Epistle to the Elect Lady (of course the

passage about "heretics"), was quoted by one of the bishops at the

Council of Carthage. The testimony of the Muratorian Canon is

ambiguous, owing to the corruption of the text, but it seems to tell

in favour of the Epistles.* The Syrian Church, according to Cosmas
Indicopleustes, did not acknowledge these Epistles, but, on the other

hand, the Second Epistle is quoted by Ephraim the Syrian. Eusebius

and Origen seem to have regarded the Epistles as genuine, though

they rank them among the disputed books of the canon—^the anti-

legomena; as also does Dionysius of Alexandria, the pseudo-Chrysostom,

and Theodore of Mopsuestia.^ St. Jerome says that there were many
who assigned them to the authorship of " John the Presbyter

;
" but he

seems himself to have accepted them.° The notion that they were
written by " John the Presbyter '' was revived by Erasmus and Grotius,

and has since been maintained by some modern scholars.'' But, as

1 The Muratorian Canon says of the Epistle to Philemon and the two to Timothy,
that they were written "pro afectu et dileotione in honorem tamen ecclesiae catholicae.''

2 Iran. Baer. iii. 16, 8 ; 1. 16, 3.

3 Strom, ii. 15, and Fragm. p. 1011, ed, Potter (but oomp. Euseb. H. E. vi. 14)

;

Tert. De Fraescr. Haer. 33.

* See Wieseler, Studien tmd Kritiken, 1847, p. 846. The true reading and punctua-

tion of the passage seems to be." Epistolae sane Judae et superacripti Johannes duae (or

duas = iviii, " a pair ") in Catholioa habentur." The words which follow, " ut Sapientia

ab amiois Salomonis in honorem ipsius scripta," must then be referred to the Apocalypse,

as though it was written by friends of John, as Wisdom by friends of Solomon.
5 ail irai-Tes if>ix<ri yi/ijiria! eti/m tocv'tm (Orig. ap. Euseb. H. E. vi. 25 ; Dem,. Evwng. iii. 5)

;

eiTe TOv EuayyeXtCTToO Tuyx**"'"""*^) ^"^^^ '^°^ eTepov Oflitivvfiov iiceCvio (Buseb. iii. 25) ; 0epo/X€'cas

'liaavvov (Dionys. Alex. ap. Euseb. vii. 25) ; avTiKe-tovrai Se at Xotn-al fiuo (Euseb. iii. 24).

The pseudo-Chrysostom exaggerates when he says (Horn, in Matt. xxi. 23), " the Fathers

reject the Second and Third Epistles from the Canon."
* "Opinio quam a plerisque retulimus traditam" (Jer. De Virr. Illustr. 9; but see

Ep. 85). Cosmas Indicopleustes rejects all the Catholic Epistles, but his remarks about

them (J)e Mwndo, vii. p. 292) are so full of errors as to deserve no notice. Gregory of

Nazianzus, in his Iambics, says—"Of the Catholic Epistles, some say that we ought to

receive seven, and some only three—one of James, one of Peter, and one of John—^but

some say the three (of John)."
' DodweU, Beck, Fritzsohe, Ebrard, etc. The latter says (1) that all resemblances to

the First Epistle vanish if 2 John 5—6, 7, and 3 John 11 are regarded as quotations ; wd
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I have shown in the Excursus, there never was such a person as John

the Presbyter in contradistinction from John the Apostle. The two

were one.^

"We see, then, that, taken in connexion with the internal evidence,

there is sufficient ground for accepting these little Epistles. There is

no difficulty in the fact that St. John should call himself " the Elder "

and not "the Apostle." The dispute as to who was and who was not

to be regarded as an Apostle had long since died away. St. Paul

himself does not always care to use the title. He drops it, for instance,

in addressing those who, like the Philippians and PhUemon, had never

disputed his apostolic authority. The other Apostles were all dead.

The whole Church knew that St. John was the last survivor of the

Twelve. He ma/ have called himself " the Elder " out of hiimility

;

just as Peter, in addressing the elders, calls himself their "fellow-

elder."* Or he may have used the designation because he belonged to

that class of aged Christians to whom, at this time, the younger

generation which was springing up around them often appealed under

the name of "the Elders."' Or, again, he may have called himself

" the Elder " because he desired to claim no higher authority than that

which accrued to hiTn from his great age and long experience.' And it

must be observed that he calls himself " the Elder," not " an Elder."

There were hundreds of elders, and, therefore, by calling himself "the

Elder" in a pre-eminent and peculiar sense, he at once marks his

age and authority. The phraseology, the style, the tone of thought,

the method of treatment in every sentence, points directly to the

authorship of the Apostle. The few trivial deviations from his

ordinary expressions only show that we are not dealing with the work
of an elaborate imitator.*

1. There has always been great doubt as to the destination of

the Second Epistle of St. John. Even yet the question whether it was
addressed to a lady or to a Church cannot be regarded as settled. It

begins with the words, "The Elder unto the Elect Lady and her

children, whom I love in the truth ; and not only I, but also aU who

(2) thai it is inconceivable tliat the authority of an Apostle should have been disputed in
such a way as is described in 3 John 9.

• See Excursus XIV., " John the Apostle and John the Presbyter."
^ 1 Pet. V, 1, ov/wrpeffPuTepos ; Philem. 9, 6 irpccr^uTijs.

3 Euseb. ff. E. iii. 39. The word occurs in Irenaeus and other Johannine writers in

quotations from the Fathers of that earlier age.
'' It is in exact accordance with his modest self-withdrawal. In the Gospel he

entuiely suppresses his own name, as in the First Epistle. In the Apocalypse he only
calls lumself "John." So far, therefore, the absence of any lofty title, such as a forger
might have given hhn, is a mark of genuineness. There is nothing to support Ewald's
notion that it was due to the dangers of the time.

** Such are et Tts for iiv rts (2 John 10), fitSaxiJi' 0«petl/, ireptwareti' Kara, KOLviavetv, fieii^oTepav,

as pointed out by De Wette. To dwell on the occurrence of a few phrases which he had
no occasion to use elsewhere (such as vytaUveiVt ^ii^oirpioTt^tov, <^\vapetv, irpoWfAircM/ d^i'us toD
eieoO), is idle.

37
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have learnt to know the truth."^ Certainly the primd, facie impression

created by the words would be that they refer to a lady. In that case

the omission of the article seems to show that her name is not

mentioned. For if either Electa or Kyria had been her name, then,

just as we have " To Gaius, the beloved," in the address of the Third
Epistle, we should naturally have expected here, " To Electa, the lady,"

or "To Kyria, the elect." Nor is this objection adequately answered
by saying that if Kyria was the lady's name, the article might have
been omitted by an unconscious analogy of the use of the word Kurios,
" the Lord," without an article.

a. That her name was Electa^ is asserted in the Latin translation of

the fragments of Clemens of Alexandria, where he says, " The Second
Epistle of John, which was written to virgins, is very simple ; it was,

however, written to a Babylonian lady, by name Electa." It may,
however, be regarded as certain that this is a mistake. For although

Electa may have been a proper name in the Christian Church, yet in

that case the meaning of verse 13 must be, "The children of thy sister

Electa greet thee ;
" and it is highly improbable that hoth sisters bore

this very unusual name.
P. But may it be addressed to a lady named Kyria 'i^ Kyria was

a female name, for it is foimd in one of the inscriptions recorded in

Gruter / and from an expression of Athanasius, "he is writing to

Kyria and her children," it has been inferred that this was his view.

It is a possible view in itself; and since Kyria may be the Greek
equivalent of the Hebrew name Martha, the lady may have been a

Jewess. This view also gets over the difficulty of a title so lofty as

Kyria, which, according to Bengel, was rarely used, even to Queens.'

But the objection still remains that we should then have expected, not

"To elect Kyria," but "To Kyria the elect;" just as in the next
Epistle we do not find " To beloved Gaius," but " To Gaius, the beloved."

y. But if we must render the words, " To an elect Lady," are we
to understand by them a person or a Church ?

In either case, the person or the Church is left unnamed. The
modern view seems to incline in favour of a Church.^ All sorts of

* 2 Jolin 8 J
'O n"pe(r^UTe/JOS eicXeKTrj Kvpi(f Kal Tots TSKVOii auT^Sj oils iyoi ayaTrtd hf aXljSeiifj K.T.A.

The possible renderings are (in order of their possibility)

—

1. To an elect lady.

2. To the elect lady.

3. To the elect Kyria.
4. To the lady Electa.

2 This is the view Of Lyra, Grotius, Wetstein.
2 This is the view of Bengel, Heumann, Liicke, De Wette, and Diisterdieck.
* Gruter, Inscript. p. 1127, "Phenippus and hia wife Kyria."'
* See, however, the following note.
^ So Hofmann, Hilgenfeld, Huther, Ewald, Wordsworth. On the other hand,

Bengel, Fritzsche, De Wette, Lange, Heumann, Alford, Dusterdieck, understand a

person to be addressed. Epictetus says that "women from the age of fourteen are

called ' ladies ' (iciipieii) by men."
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conjectures have been made as to the Church intended, and the mosl

far-fetched and arbitrary reasons have been assigned for supposing that

it was addressed to the Church of Corinth/ or of Philadelphia,'' or of

Jerusalem,' or of Patmos, or of Ephesus, or of Babylon.*

2. The latter is the view of Bishop Wordsworth. Starting from

the ambiguous expression of 1 Pet. v. 13, " the co-elect {v o-ww/tXeKT^)

with you that is at Babylon saluteth you," and interpreting it to mean

the Church in Babylon, he says that it is a greeting of the Babylonian

Church sent through St. Peter to the Churches of Asia ; and he supposes

that the verse, " the children of thy sister, the elect one, greet thee,"

is a return salutation of the Churches of Asia, through St. John, to the

Church of Babylon. He thinks that this is rendered more probable

by the close relations between St. Peter and St. John ; and he finds a

confirmation of it in the remark of Clemens of Alexandria, that the

letter is addressed " to a Babylonian lady," and in the curious incidental

expression in the title of St. Augustine's tractate on the Epistle,

" Tractatus in Epistolam Johannis ad Parthos." At this time, he says,

Babylon was under the rule of the Parthians, and, therefore, a letter to

the Babylonian Church might have been called " a letter to the

Parthians." Further, when Clemens says that the letter was writtev
" to Virgins," he thinks that the Greek word " parthenous " was only

a corruption of " Parthous." Lastly, he adds that " there would be a

peculiar interest and beauty in such an address as this from St. John
to a Church at Babylon, which, in the days of her heathen pride, had
been called •' the Lady of Kingdoms,' and had said, 'I shall be a Lady for

ever.' "^ Babylon had fallen ; but St. Peter had preached to Parthians,

among others, on the Day of Pentecost,* and so Babylon had arisen again

in Christ, and become an elect Lady in Him, and could be addressed as

such by the Apostolic brother of St. Peter, the beloved disciple St. John.

(i) I must confess that to me the whole theory looks like an inverted

pyramid of inference tottering about upon its extremely narrow apex,

lie phrase of St. Peter is of most uncertain interpretation. It is not
certain that by " the Co-elect " he means a Church. It is still more
uncertain that by Babylon he means Babylon and not Rome. Wo may
say of the very basis on which the theory rests,

—

"Kil agit exemplum quod litem lite resolvit."

(ii.) Then the theory seems to imply the supposition that St. John
had at some time left Asia and travelled as far as Babylon—a journey

' Serrarius. 2 whiston. 3 Whitby and Augusti.
> The notion of St. Jerome {Ep. xi. ad Ageruchiam) that it was addressed to the

Church in general (though adopted by Hilgenfeld), may be at once dismissed. Quoting
Cant. vi. 9 as referring to the Church, he adds, " to which John writes his Epistle, ' St.
John to an Elect Lady.' " The opinion that the Lady is a Church is mentioned by
(Ecumenius, Theophylaot, and Cassiodorus, as well as by an ancient soholion.

6 Is. xlvii. 5, 7; nx}f gevereth, rendered Kvpi'a by the LXX., as in Gen. xvi. 4, oto.

' Acts ii. 9.
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intrinsically improbable, and which has left no trace in any tradition of
the Apostle. In ecclesiastical legends it is St. Thomas and not St.
John who is said to have been the Apostle of the Parthians.

(iii.) Next, the vague tradition that the Epistle was addressed to
the Parthians, is devoid of even the slightest value, for it is more than
doubtful whether the words " ad Parthos " ever stood in the original
edition of St. Augustine's Tractates ; and when Bede says that it was
the opinion of St. Athanasius that the First Epistle was addressed " to
the Parthians,'" he is almost certainly mistaken. No such statement is

found in any Greek Father. It is only found, according to Griesbach,
in some late and unimportant Latin Fathers, and in the passage of St.

Augustine.^ Now nothing can be more improbable than that the First
Epistle was addressed to the Parthians,^ and we should require much
stronger evidence than this isolated allusion of St. Augustine to

establish the fact. We are driven to suppose that " ad Parthos " must
be a misreading. Serrarius conjectures that it should be " ad Pathmios,"
to the people of Patmos, but these and many other conjectural emenda-
tions have nothing to support them.* On the other hand, the word
Parthos may have arisen from some confusion with Partherwus,^ and
not, as Bishop Wordsworth supposes, the latter from the former. The
sweet and lofty simplicity of the First Epistle may have led some one
to suggest that it was written to Virgins—using the word in the sense

in which it occurs in the Rev. xiv. 4—namely, to youthful and uncor-

rupted Christians. And this suggestion may have derived fresh force

from the ancient belief that St. John himself was in this sense " a

Virgin " (parthertos),^ a title which is actually given to him in some
superscriptions of the Apocalypse, and elsewhere.'

3. But if Bishop Wordsworth's suggestion comes to nothing, what
are we to say of the theories of German critics 1 The remarks of Baur
rrspecting this Epistle exhibit, almost in their culmination, the arbitrary

1 Bede, Prol. ad Ep. Oathol. (Cave, Sist. Litt. i. 289).

2 Aug. Quaest. JEvang. ii. 39. " Seoundum sententiam hanc etiam illud est quod
dictum est a Joanne (1 John iii. 2) in epistola ad Parthos." He is followed by the

Spaniard, Idaoius Clarus. rfpbs nipSovs is found in superscriptions of the Second Epistle

in some late cursive manuscripts.
3 Grotius, Hammond, and others accepted this view ; and Paulus pressed it into his

theories about the Epistle.
* Semler guesses " adapeiims ; " Paulus "ad Pantos;'' and "Wegsoheider irpbt Toirt

SuetTTToptraiiivov!, ad Sparsos I (see Tholuck, Ititsrod. p. 32, et seq. ).

* So Whiston conjectures. For Clemens Alexandrinus, in his Aduinlratwnes, says

(in a very confused passage) that the Second Epistle was written " to Virgins," which is

manifestly erroneous. His words are
—"Secunda Joannis epistola quae ad Vi/rgines

scripta est, simplicissima est ; " then, after saying that it is written to a certain Baby-

lonian lady named Electa, he adds, " it signifies, however, the election of the Holy

Church."
s Gieseler, Kirchengesch, i. p. 139.
7 Tert. de Monogam. c. 17 ; Ps.-Ignat. ad Philad. 4 ; Clem. Alex. Orat. de Mana.

Virg. p. 380. In a cursive manuscript of the twelfth century (30) the superscription of

the Apocalypse runs thus—"Of the holy, most glorious apostle and evangelist, the

Virgin, the beloved, the bosom Apostle {iminyfiiov) John the Theologian."
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recklessness of conjecture which has defaced the usefulness and oblite-

rated the existence of the school of Tiibingen. His combinations are

briefly these :—Electa is a Church ; she is called a Babylonian by St.

Clemens to indicate the Church of Rome; the Epistle expresses the

views of the Montanists ; Diotrephes, the leader of the anti-Montanist

section of the Church, had refused to hold communion with them ; by
Diotrephes is meant, not "Victor," as Schwegler (by a demonstrable

anachronism') supposed, but perhaps Anicetus, Soter, or Eleutheros.

The writer is so strong a partisan as to describe the faction of Dio-

trephes as "heathens"^ (3 John 7) !

4. Not much more reasonable is the notion of HUgenfeld that the

Second Epistle was sent to a Church as a letter of excommunication
against Gnostic teachers, and the Third as a letter of commendation
{imiTTo\ii (Tuo-TaTiKJ)) to Gaius, issued to vindicate against Judaising

Christians the right of St. John as well as of St. James to furnish such
authorisations to travelling missionaries.

5. Nor less arbitrary is the suggestion of Ewald that both the Second
and Third Epistles were addressed to one Church ; that it must have
been an important Church, because three of its Elders—Diotrephes,

Demetrius, and Gaius—are mentioned ; that the name of the Church u
omittfid because it would have been dangerous to mention it ; and that
the Third Epistle was addressed to Gaius from a misgiving that Diotre-
phes might suppress the first letter, and prevent it from being pubHcly
read in the Church.

Such theories are not worth refuting. They might be constructed in
any numbers. They are mere ropes of sand, which fall to pieces at a
touch. It can only be regarded as a misfortune that such multitudes of
them should cumber, with their useless accumulations, the whole field

of exegesis. They do but block up the way to any real advance in our
knowledge of the history of the early Church. I would say of them
what Baur says of certain theories of apologists :

" It is not worth while
to discuss vague hypotheses which have no support in history and no
cohesion in themselves."^

While I do not deny that the Elect Lady addressed may have been
a Church, it does not seem to me probable. ' To say that the Church is

symbolised as a woman and a bride in the Apocalypse, is to adduce an
argument which beai-s very little on the matter.^ The question is not
whether a Church might not be allegorically called "a Lady," which
everyone admits, but whether it is natural that, in a short and simple
letter, St. John should, from first to last, keep up, in this one particular,

an elaborate allegory, and, unlike the other Apostles, address a Church

' For this Epistle is quoted long before Victor's day by Irenseus and Clemens ot
Alexandria. 2 Baur, Montanisrrms.

3 Baur, Ch. Hist. i. 131.
* Eey. xii X—17 ; xxi. 9. To say that 'EicXcicTi) means "a Church" in Cant. vi. 8,

r'w ofinj wXeicT^ it 6 ^Aioj, is to pass off ezegetical fancies as settled truths.
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as if he were writing to a lady. If the letter were playful or mystic,
such a supposition might be tolerable. As it is, unless there be some
unknown factors in the history of the circumstances which called forth

the letter, it would seem to savour of a euphuism unworthy of the great

Apostle, and alien from Apostolic simplicity. So far as I am aware,
there is not another instance in Christian literature, whether Greek or
Latin, whether in apostolic or post-apostolic times, in which a Church is

called Kyria, or addressed throughout as a lady.

6. I take the letter, then, in its natural sense, as having been
addressed to a Christian lady and her children. Some of those children

the Apostle seems to have met in one of his visits of supervision to

the Churches of Asia. They may have been on a visit to some of

their cousins in. a neighbouring city, and St. John—always attracted

by sympathy towards the young—finding that they were living as

faithful Christian lives, writes news of them to their mother, whom
he held in high esteem ; and in writing seizes the opportunity to

add some words of Christian teaching. That St. John should write

to a Christian lady has- in it nothing extraordinary. Women like

Priscilla, Lydia, and Phoebe played no small part in the early spread

of Christian truth. They represented that ennoblement of Christian

womanhood which was one of the great results of Christian preaching

;

and they inspired the Apostles with a warm sentiment of affection

and esteem.^ That the lady should be left unnamed is in accordance

with the feelings of the day. It was against the common feelings

"^oth of Jews and Greeks that virtuous matrons should be thrust into

needless prominence. St. Paul indeed names them when occasion de-

mands. In writing to the Philippians, among whom women occupied a

more recognised position than among other Roman communities, he

makes a personal appeal to the two ladies Euodias and Syntyche ;^ and

he sends salutations to and from women among others. Yet he never

wrote a lett&r, so far as we know, even to Lydia or to Priscilla, to whom
he was so much indebted ; and if he had written such a letter—in-

tended (as this letter of St. John's may well have been) for perusal by

all the members of the Church, and even meant to be read aloud to them

in their congregation—it is probable that he would have left the name

unmentioned. Much more would this have been the natural feeling of

St. John, who had lived most of his life in Jerusalem. He would have

been less inclined to infringe on the seclusion which was the ordinary

position of Eastern womanhood, because his experiences had been less

cosmopolitan than those of his brother Apostles. Who the Elect Lady

was we do not know, and never shall know. To suggest, as some have

done, that she may have been Martha the sister of Lazarus,' or the

1 See Acts xvi. 14 ; xvlii. 2, etc. ; and St. Paul's salutation to nine Christian women,

in Bom. xvi.
" PhiL iv 2. ' Carpzov. Martha = Kupia.
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Mother of our Lord,' is to be guilty of the idle and reprehensible practice

of suggesting theories which rest on the air, and are not even worth the

trouble of a serious refatation.

Nor is there anything to indicate where these letters were written.

They may have been sent from either Patmos or Ephesus. Eusebius

says that they were written at Ephesus before a tour of pastoral

visitation.^

The analysis of the letter is extremely simple. After a kindly

greeting (1—3), he tells this Christian matron of his joy in finding that

some of her children (whom he had chanced to encounter) were walking

in the truth (4). He enforces on her the commandment of Christian

love, which is both new and old (5—6) ; warns her against dangerous

antichristian teachers (7—9), to whose, errors she is not to lend the

sanction of her hospitality or countenance (10—11), and concludes with

the expression of a hope that he may soon visit her and her family, and
with a greeting from the children of her Christian sister (12—13). The
keynotes of the Epistle, as indicated by its most prominent words, are

Truth and Love. Truth occurs five times and Love four times in these

few verses.

" The Elder to the elect Lady^ and her ehildren whom I love in Truth,* and not
I alone, hut also all who have leamt to know the Truth,^ because of the Truth
which abideth in us, and shall be with ua for ever." Grace, mercy, peace,' shall he
with us 8 from God our Father, and from Jesus Christ the Son of the Father, in

Truth and Love.
"I rejoice' greatly because I have found some of thy children^" walking in

Truth, even as we received commandment from the Father.
" And now" I entreat thee. Lady, not as writing to thee a new commandment,

but that which we had from the beginning,'^ that we love one another. And this is

love, that we should walk according to His commandments.^^ This is the command-
ment, even as ye heard from the beginning, that ye should walk in it. Because
many deceivers went forth'* into the world, such as confess not Jesus Christ coming

1 Knaner, Stud.u. Krit. 1833. ' Eoseb. H. E. iii. 23.
* Oomp. eKXxKToU wopeirtfi^jLtots, 1 Pet. i. 1.
* Trutli is here used in the Johannine sense—the reabn of eternal reality. *' "Whom I love

m the trath of the Gospel."
* It has been thought that this expressioii is too wide to apply to a single person, but it

merely means that all Christiaus who ^ow the character of the lady and her children love her.
8 Comp. John xiv. 16, 17.
7 "Tottun cum affirmatione" (Bengel). A wish, with the assurance that it will be ful-

aUed.
* For the foil meaning of iihis triple greeting, see my Life and Work of St. Paul, ii. 516.

*' Grace " refers to man's sin ; " mercy " to his misery ; " peace " is the total result to both ; and
all three work in the region of truth and love. "Gratia tollit culpammisericordiamiseriam, yax
dicit permansioneni in gratia ex misericordia " (Bengel),

" Lit, " I rejoiced," but it is the epistolary aorist. " Avete, filii et filiae, in nomine Domini
nostri Ghristi in pacej supra modum exhilaror beatis et praeclaris spiritibus vestris" (Fs.-
Bamab. Bp. i,).

1" \iavf 3 John 3. This does not of course nectsso/rily imply that some were not so walking.
Probably St. John had only met some of them.

n The words mark a transition, as in 1 John ii. 28, epurS}. See on 1 John v. 16. " Blandior
quaedam admonendi ratio " (SchhchtingJ.

« See on 1 John u. 7, 8 ; lii. 11.
^ The same identification of love with obedience which we have found in 1 John i1. 6—10, etc.

Praxis, not gnogiSf is the true test of faithful discipleship.
" e^rjXdoVf n. A, B, Syriac, Vulgate, Irenssus. Not "came in," the reading adopted by our

E. V. Comp. 1 John ii. 18, 22 ; iv. 1-3.
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in the flesh.^ This is the deceiver and the Antichrist. Take heed to yourselves
that ye lose not what we have wrought,^ but that ye receive a full reward. Every
one who goeth forward' and ahideth not in the teaching of the Christ, hath not
God. He who ahideth in the teaching, he hath hoth the Father and the Son. If

any one cometh to you,* and hringeth not this doctrine, receive him not into your
house, and hid him not ' good speed.' For he who hiddeth him ' good speed ' par-

takes in his evil deeds."
" Having many things to write to you, I prefer' not to do so hy paper and ink,'

but I hope to come to you,* and to speak mouth to mouth,' that your joy may be
fulflUed."" The children of thy elect sister greet thee."*i

It will be seen, then, at a glance, tliat Truth and Love are keynotes

of the Epistle, and that the conceptions which prevail throughout it are

those with which we have been made familiar by the previous Epistle.

And yet one passage of the Epistle has again and again been belauded,

and is again and again adduced as a stronghold of intolerance, an
excuse for pitiless hostility against all who differ from ourselves."* There

is something distressing in the swift instinct with which an unchristian

egotism has first assumed its own infallibility on subjects which are

often no part of Christian faith, and then has spread as on vulture's

wings to this passage as a consecration of the feelings with which

the odium theologicum disgraces and ruins the Divinest interests of

the cause of Ohrist. It must be said—though I say it with the deepest

sorrow—^that the cold exclusiveness of the Pharisee, the bitter ignorance

of the self-styled theologian, the usurped infallibility of the half-

educated religionist, have ever been the curse of Christianity. They

1 The preseut participle is used to make the expression as general as possible. They denied

the possibility of the iiieamation. See 1 Jolm ii. 18, 22 ; iv. 2 ; v. 6. They seem to have been
Docetic Gnostics.

» The readings vary greatly between the first and second persons. Matt. ix. 37 ; 2 Tim. n.

15 ; John vi. 29. The loss which takes off from the fuU reward is explained, in the next verse,

to be separation from God.
^

3 The true reading is not "who transgresseth " (irapaj3ati'wj'),but irpoa-ywv, >t, A, B. Vulg.

Not, as some commentators here hint, as though all progress in Christian thought was a ci-ime,

and incapacity to advance beyond stereotyped prejudice a virtue, but referring either (1) to

advance in vyrimg directions, or (2) to Christian teachers who go before thiir flocks (John x. 4

;

Mark X. 32). ^ ,.. . .

* The indicative following ei, implies that such will come. He is not of course thinking of

heathens, but of Christian false prophets.
5 See below. The meaning of course is that we are not to give to fundamental heresy an

appearance of approval by pronouncing the deeper fraternal greeting. In some versions are

here interpolated the words, " Ecce praedixi vobis ne in diem domini condemnemini."
•^ Epistolary aorist.
' If the letter was written at Patmos, these materials might not readily be procurable. The

word x«P"I5 means Egyptian papyrus. For the manner ia which it was prepared, see Pliny,

H. N. xiii. 21. The ink was made of soot and water, mixed with gum.
8 yevea-Btu Trpos viJ-ai. The same Greek construction as in John vi. 25.

= A Hebraism, nS'bsi ns (Jer. xxxii. 4 ; 3 John 14).

" " S uavissima commuuitas ! comitas Apostoh minorum verbis salutem nnnciantis " (Bengel).

It is impossible to say why the sister herself sends no greetings. We can hardly suppose that

she was dead, because slie is called " thy elect sister." But we may suggest a score of hypo-

theses which would suffice to explain the circumstance. Bengel.says, " Hos hberos (ver. i) m
domo materterae eorum invenerat." „ , „ „ , , j, .

12 Thus on the strength of this text John k Lasoo having been expelled from England during

the reian of Mary in 1553, was, with his congregation, refused admission into Denmark (Salig.

Hist Con/. Aug. ii. 1090 ;
quoted by Braune ad loc. in Lange's BiUlwerk). Thus by the mampn-

lation of a few phrases Hate is made to wear the guise of Love, and Pury to pose as Christian

meekness.
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have imposed " the senses of men upon the words of God, the special

senses of men on the general words of God," and have tried to enforce

them on all men's consciences with all kinds of burnings and anathemas,

under equal threats of death and damnation.^ And thus they have

incurred the terrible responsibility of presenting religion to mankind in

a false and repellent guise. Is theological hatred still to be a proverb

for the world's just contempt J Is such hatred—hatred in its bitterest

and most ruthless form—-to be regarded as the legitimate and normal

outcome of the religion of love? Is the spirit of peace never to be

brought to bear on religious opinions? Are such questions always

to excite the most intense animosities and the most terrible divisions ?

Is the Diotrephes of each little religious clique to be the ideal of

a Christian character? Is it in religious discussions alone that im-

partiality is to be set down as weakness, and courtesy as treason ? Is it

among those only who pride themselves on being "orthodox"' that

there is to be the completest absence of humility and of justice ? Is the

world to be for ever confirmed in its opinion that theological partisans

are less truthful, less candid, less high-minded, less honourable even

than the partisans of political and social causes who make no profession

as to the duty of love ? Are the so-called " religious " champions
to be for ever, as they now are, in many instances, the most unscru-

pulously bitter and the most conspicuously unfair ? Alas ! they might
be so with far less danger to the cause of religion if they would forego

the luxury of "quoting Scripture for their purpose." The harm which
has thus been done is incredible :

—

" Crime was ne'er so black
As ghostly cheer and pious thanks to lack.

Satan is modest. At Heaven's door he lays
His evil offspring, and in Scriptural phrase
And saintly posture gives to God the praise

And honour of his monstrous progeny."

If this passage of St. John had indeed authorised such errors
and excesses—if it had indeed been a proof, as has been said, of
" the deplorable growth of dogmatic intolerance'"'—it would have been
hard to separate it from the old spirit of rigorism and passion which led
the Apostle, in his most undeveloped days, to incur his Lord's rebuke,
by proclaiming his jealousy of those who worked on different lines from
his own, and by wishing to call down fire to consume the rude villagers

of Samaria. It would have required some ingenuity not to see in
it the same sort of impatient and unworthy intolerance which once
marked his impetuous outbursts, but which is (I trust falsely) attributed
to him in the silly story of Cerinthus and the bath. In that case
also the spirit of his advice would have been widely different from

1 Chillingworth.
- So Renan, in his article on the Fourth Gospel in the Contemp. Rev. Sept. 1877.
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the spirit which actuated the merciful tolerance of the Lord to Heathens,
to Samaritans, to Sadducees, and even to Pharisees. It would have
been in direct antagonism to our Lord's command to the Twelve to

salute with their blessing every house to which they came, because
if it were not worthy their peace would return to them again.^ It

would have been alien from many of the noblest lessons of the New
Testament. It would practically have excluded from the bosom of

Christianity, and of Christianity alone, the highest workings of the
imiversal law of love. It would have been in glaring disaccord with
the gentleness and moderation which is now shown, even towards
absolute unbelievers, by the wisest, gentlest, and most Christlike of

God's saints. If it really bore the sense which has been assigned
to it, it would be a grave reason for sharing the ancient doubts respect-

ing the genuineness of the little letter in which it occurs, and for

coming to the conclusion that, while its general sentiments were
borrowed from the authentic works of St. John, they had only been
thrown, together for the purpose of introducing, under the sanction

of his name, a precept of unchristian harshness and religious in-

tolerance.

But there is too much reason to fear that to the end of time the

conceit of orthodoxism will claim inspired authority for its own
conclusions, even when they are most antichristian, and will build

up systems of exclusive hatred out of inferences purely unwarrantable.

It is certain, too, that each sect is always tempted to Be proudest

of its most sectarian peculiarities; that each form of dissent, whether
in or out of the body of the Established Churches, most idolises its own
dissidenoe. The aim of religious opioionativeness always has been, and
always will be, to regard its narrowest conclusions as matters of faith,

and to exclude or excommunicate all those who reject or modify them.

The sort of syllogisms used by these enemies of the love of Christ

are much as follows—
" My opinions are founded on interpretations of Scripture. Scripture

is infallible. My views of its meaning are infallible too. Yova"

opinions and inferences differ from mine, therefore you must be in

1 It is said that Polycarp was once accosted by Marcion, and asked by him, "Dost
thou not know me?" "Yes," he answered, "I know thee, the firstborn of Satan"
(Iren. c. Haei: iii. 3 ; Euseb. H. E. iv. 14). "So cautious," adds Irenseus, "were the
Apostles and their followers to have no communication—no, not so much as in discourse

—with those who adulterated the truth." The story, as might have been expected, is

told by other ecclesiastical writers with intense gusto, down to modern days. But even
if it be true, it by no means follows that the example was estimable. St. Polycarp was
just as liable to sin and error as other saints have been. "We have no right to treat any
man with rude discourtesy. If to be a Christian is to act as Christ acted, then Poly-
carp's discourtesy was unchristian. Pharisees openly rejected our Lord, yet He evcD
accepted their invitations, and told His Disciples to show them honour. Is a heretic sc

much worse than a heathen, -that a Christian wife might live with a heathen husband
(1 Cor. vii 12, 13), while yet a Christian might not even speak without the grossest rude-
ness to a Gnostic teacher 1
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the wrong. All wrong opinions are capable of so many ramifications

that any one who differs from me in minor points must be unsound
in vital matters also. Therefore, all who differ from me and my clique

are 'heretics.' All heresy is wicked. All heretics are necessarily

wicked men. It is my religious duty to hate, calumniate, and abuse you ."

Those who have gone thus far in elevating Hatred into a Christian

virtue ought logically to go a little farther. They generally do so when
they have the power. They do not openly say, "Let .us venerate

the examples of Arnold of Citeaux, and of Torquemada. Let us

glorify the Crusaders at Beziers. Let us revive the racks and
thumbscrews of the Inquisition. Let us, with the Pope, strike

medals in honour of the massacre of St. Bartholomew. Let us re-

establish the Star Chamber, and entrust those ecclesiastics who
hold our opinions with powers of torture." But, since they are

robbed of these means of securing unanimity—since they can no longer

even imprison " dissenting tinkers " like Bunyan, and " regicide

Arians " like Milton —they are too apt to indulge in the party spirit

which can employ slander though it is robbed of the thumbscrew,
and revel in depreciation though it may no longer avail itself of the

fagot and the rack.

The tender mercies of contending religionists are exceptionally

cruel. The men who, in the Corinthian party-sense, boast " I am
of Christ," do not often, in these days, formulate the defence of theu'

lack of charity so clearly as this. But they continually act and write
in this spirit. Long experience has made mankind familiar with the
base ingenuity which frames charges of constructive heresy out of

the most innocent opinions ; which insinuates that variations from the
vulgar exegesis furnish a sufficient excuse for banding anathemas, under
the plea that they are an implicit denial of Christ ! Had there been in

Scripture any sanction for this execrable spirit of heresy-hunting
Pharisaism, Christian theology would only become another name for

the collisions of wrangling sects, all cordially hating each other, and
only kept together by common repulsion against external enmity. But,
to me at least, it seems that the world has never developed a more
unchristian and antichristian phenomenon than the conduct of those

who encourage the bitterest excesses of hatred under the profession

of Christian love.' I know nothing so profoundly irreligious as the

narrow intolerance of an ignorant dogmatism. Had there been
anything in this passage which sanctioned so odious a spirit, I

could not have believed that it emanated from St. John. A
good tree does not bring forth corrupt fruit. The sweet fountain

of Christiajiity cannot send forth the salt and bitter water ot

fierceness and hate. The Apostle of love would have belied all that

is best in his own teaching if he had consciously given an absolution,

> 1 John iu. 10, 11.
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nay, an incentive, to furious intolerance. The last words of Christian

revelation could never have meant what these words have been
interpreted to mean—namely, "Hate, exclude, anathematise, persecute,

treat as enemies and opponents to be crushed and insulted, those who
differ from you in religious opinions." Those who have pretended
a Scriptural sanction for such Cain-like religionism have generally put
their theories into practice against men who have been infinitely more in

the right, and transcendently nearer God, than those who, in killing or

injuring thein, ignorantly thought that they were doing God service.

Meanwhile this incidental expression of St. John's brief letter will

not lend itself to these gross perversions. What St. John really says,

and really means, is something wholly different. False teachers were
rife, who, professing to be Christians, robbed the nature of Christ of all

which gave its efficacy to the Atonement, and its significance to the
Incarnation. These teachers, like other Christian missionaries, travelled

from city to city, and, in the absence of public inns, were received into

the houses of Christian converts. The Christian lady to whom
St. John writes is warned that, if she offers her hospitality to these

dangerous emissaries who were subverting the central truth of

Christianity, she is expressing a public sanction of them ; and, by
doing this and offering them her best wishes she is taking a direct

share in the harm they do. This is common sense ; nor is there

anything uncharitable in it. No one is bound to help forward the

dissemination of teaching what he regards as erroneous respecting the

most essential doctrines of his own faith. Still less would it have been
right to do this in the days when Christian communities were so small

and weak. But to interpret this as it has in all ages been practically

interpreted—to pervert it into a sort of command to exaggerate the

minor variations between religious opinions, and to persecute those

whose views differ from our own—^to make our own opinions the

exclusive test of heresy, and to say, with Cornelius K Lapide, that this

verse reprobates "all conversation, all intercourse, all dealings with

heretics"—is to interpret Scripture by the glare of partisanship and
spiritual self-satisfaction, not to read it under the light of holy love.

Alas ! churchmen and theologians have found it a far more easy

and agreeable matter to obey their distortion of this supposed command,
and even to push its stringency to the very farthest limits, than to obey

the command that we should love one another ! From the Tree of

delusive knowledge they pluck the poisonous and inflating fruits of

pride and hatred, while they suffer the fruits of love and meekness to

fall neglected from the Tree of Life. The popularity which these verses

stiU enjoy, and the exaggerated misinterpretation still attached to them,

are due to the fact that they are so acceptable to the arrogance and

selfishness, the dishonesty and tyranny, the sloth and obstinacy, of that

bitter spirit of religious discord which has been the disgrace of the

Church and the scandal of the world.
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CHAPTER XXXVII.

THE THIRD EPISTLE OP ST. JOHN.

"Ex operibus cognoscitur valetudo animae, et hanc prosequuntur Tota

Sanctorum."

—

Bengel.

Nothing can be ascertained respecting the Gaius to whom this letter is

addressed, beyond what the letter itself implies—^that he was a faithful

and kind-hearted Christian. I have already explained that, from the

circumstances of the time, hospitality to Christian teachers was a

necessary duty, without which the preaching of Christianity could

hardly have been carried on.^ Gaius, like his namesake at Corinth,"

and like PhUemon,* distinguished himself by the cheerfulness with

which he performed this duty. It could not always have been an easy

or an agreeable duty, for some of the Christian emissaries, and
especially those from Jerusalem, seem, according to the testimony

of St. Paul, to have behaved with an insolence and rapacity truly

outrageous.* But those to whom Gaius opened his hospitable house

were not of this character. They were men who had followed the

noble initiative of St. Paul, and who refused to receive anything from
the Gentiles to whom they preached.

Some, from the identity of name and character, have assumed that

the Gaius here addressed must have been the Gaius of Corinth. Such
an inference is most precarious. Gaius was, perhaps, the commonest of

all names current throughout the Roman Empire. So common was
it that it was selected in the Roman law-books to serve the

familiar purpose of John Doe and Richard Roe in our own legal

formularies. It no more serves to identify the bearer of the name
than if it had been addressed " To the weU-beloved ," for Gaius
was colloquially used for " so-and-so." ° There are at least three

Gaiuses in the New Testament—Gaius of Macedonia (Acts xix. 29),

Gaius of Corinth (Rom. xvi. 23), and Gaius of Derbe (Acts xx. 4). A
Gaius is mentioned in the Apostolic Constitutions (viL 40), as Bishop of

Pergamum, and it is not impossible that this may be the person here

addressed.

The main object of the letter was to encourage him in his course of

Christian faithfulness and to contrast his conduct with that of the

domineering Diotrephes. Diotrephes, in his ambition, his arbitrariness,

his arrogance, his tendency to the idle babble of controversy, and his

foLdness for excommunicating his opponents, furnishes us with a

' Hence the importance attached to it (Rom. xii. 13 ; 1 Tim. iii. 2 ; Tit. i. 8 ; Heb.
xiii. 2; IPet. iv. 9).

» Bom. xvi. 23 ; 1 Cor. i. 14. ' PMlem. 7.

* 2 Cor. xi. 20. ' Kenan, in Contemp. Jtev. Sept. 1877.
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v^ery ancient specimen of a character extremely familiar in the annals
of ecclesiasticism.^ There is something astonishing in the notion that
the prominent Christian Presbyter of an Asiatic Church should not
only repudiate the authority of St. John, and not only refuse to

receive his travelling missionary, and to prevent others from doing
so, but should even excommunicate or try to excommunicate those who
did so ! But we must leave the difficulty where it is, since we are

unable to throw any light upon it. The condition of the Church of

Corinth, as St. Paul described it, leave us prepared for the existence of

almost any irregularities. The history of the Church of Christ, from
the earliest down to the latest days, teems with subjects for perplexity
and surprise.

*' The Elder, to Gaius the heloved, -whom I love in Truth.^
"Beloved, I pray that in all respects ^ thou mayest prosper,* and be in health,*

even as thy soul prospereth. For I rejoice exceec3jngly at the arrival of brethren
who bear witness to thy Truth, even as thou walkest in Truth. I have no greater*

j oy than this, that I hear of my children walking in the Truth.^
"Beloved, thou playest a faithful part in all thy work towards the brethren, and

even to strangers,^ who bear witness to thy love before the Church, whom by
forwarding on their journey^ worthily of G-od thou^*' wilt do well. For on the
Name's behalf ^^ they went forth, accepting nothing from the Gentiles.^^ We then
ought to support such, that we may become fellow-workers with the Truth.^^

" I wrote somewhat to the Church,^* but their domineering'Diotrephes receiveth

us not.^^ On this account, if I come, I will bring to mind^^ his deeds which he doeth,

1 Hymenaeus, Alexander (1 Tim. i. 20), Philetus (2 Tim. ii. 17), Hermogenes, and Pbygellna
(2 Tim. i 18) are similarly mentioned as opponents of St. Paul.

2 1 Jolin iii. 18 ; 2 Jolm i. To love *' in Trath," is tlie same as to love " in tlie Lord,"
3 Not " above aJl things," as in B. V, That meaning of n-epl iravTiav is only found in classical

poetry.
* QvoBova-Qai (Eom. i. 10 ; 1 Cor. xii. 2) ; literally, to be "guided on a journey." Philo usesr

the word as here, both of body and soul, Quis Eer. iXu. Kaer. § 58.
5 uyiatVetf was not among- Chi-istians as it was among Stoics, a, common form of address.

Hence we must assume that Gaius sujffered from Hi-health.
6 The doubled comparative ffcei^orepai' may be intentionally emphatic, lilie eAaxttrrdTepos,

in Epb. iii. 8, "Est ad intendendam significationem comparativus e comparativo factus"
(Grotius).

7 'Iva. St. John's use of 'Iva is far -wider than that of classical writers. It often loses its

ielic sense ("in order that"), and becomes simply ekbatic, or explanatory, as in Luiei. 43,

John XV. 13.
8 Koi TovTo, i^. A, B, C. The hospitality of Gaius was not only ^lAoSeA^tc^, but tjuko^eyCa.
s TTOOTreVi^a?. Tit, iii. 13.
^0 aft(o9 ToO @eov. That is, giving them the mcmmum of help, as their sacred cause deserves.

(Comp. 1 TTiess. ii. 12: Col. i. 10.)
11 Acts v. 41 ; ix. 16, etc. ; Phil. ii. 9. " I have been bound in the Name " (Ignat. ad Epftes. 3).

" Some are wont with evil guile to carry about the Name, while they are doing deeds unworthy
of God" [id.ib. 7). Similarly Christians, among themselves, spoke of Christianity as "the
way " (Acts is. 2 ; xis. 9).

12 St. Paul's rule (IThess. ii. 9; ICor.ix.lSj 2 Cor. xi. 7; xii. 16). Grentiles must of course
mean, " G«ntile converts," They could not expect the heathens to support them. This is per-
haps implied by the adjective eOvLKiov, n. A, B, C.

13 Comp. 1 Thess. iti. 2 ; Col. iv. 11.
1* Evidently a bric/letter, from the expression n, ^, A, B, C (Luke vii. 40 j Acts xxviii. 17).

It is now lost, like many other of these minor communications (1 Cor. v. 9). Diotrephes seems
to have suppressed this letter, whatever it was. If he could' behave so outrageously as he is

Slid to do m the nest clause, he would have thought but little of making away with a brief

letter.
15 That is, " rejects my authority." Perhaps it means that this turbulent intriguer refused

to acknowledge St. John's " commendatory letter."
1^ John xiv. 26. St, John means that he wiU draw the attention of the .Church to the pro-

eeediugs of Diotrephes,
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with wicked words battling against us ;• and not content with that, he neither him-
self receives the brethren, and he hinders those who wish to do so, and expels them
from the Church. ^

" Beloved, do not imitate the evil but the good.^ He that doeth good is from
God : he that doeth evU hath not seen God.* Witness has been borne to Demetrius
by aU,5 and by the Truth itself ; aye, and we too^ bear witness, and thou knowest
that our witness is true.'

" I had many things to write to thee, but I do not wish by ink and reed^ to
write to thee, but I hope immediately to see thee, and we will speak mouth to

mouth. Peace to thee.' The friends salute thee. Salute the friends by name." '"

" Salute the friends hy name." Salute each of our Christian friends

as warmly and as individually as though I had here written down their

names. So fitly ends the last of the writings of St. John. The close of

his messages to the Church of God is as calm and gentle as the close of

his life. God cares for individuals, and therefore the Church of God cares

for them also. They may be obscure, humble, faulty ; but if they be
true disciples they need fear nothing which the world can threaten, and
desire nothing which it can offer, for " their names are written in the
Book of Life." The aged Apostle speaks of them as "friends." The
name, as applied to Christians, is peculiar to him, for Christians

regarded each other as " brethren," and therefore as bound together by a
tie even closer than that of friendship. But if he uses this word as

well as " brethren " and " beloved," it doubtless is from the remembrance
of what he alone among the Evangelists has recorded, that the Lord
Jesus had called Lazarus " His friend," and that He had said, " Ye are

my friends, if ye do the things which I command you. No longer do I

call you servants, for the servant knoweth not what his Lord doeth

;

but I have called you friends, for all things that I have heard from ray

Father I have made known unto you."

He ends, therefore, fitly with this kind message to individual friends.

And after this we know nothing more with certainty respecting him. He
was not taken to Heaven in the fiery chariot of glory or of martyrdom,

' ^Avapot (ITim. T. 13); ^Xvapelv, the French d^laUrar. "Apposite, calumnias Diotrephis
vocat garrit/um" (Com. k Lapidej.

* These proceedings seem so veryhigli-handed, tliat we niight take the words to mean merely
that he excluded them from the congregation which pcssihly met at his house ; or we might
suppose the meanings of the presents to be " tries to hinder them, and wants to excommunicate
them." Certainly the present often implies the unsuccessful conatus rei perficiendae (see my
Brief Greek Syntax, § 136), but we know too little of Diotrephes, and of the Church in which he
had so much influence, to be able to say that he might not have actually excommimicated (as

unauthorised interlopers into his parish—schismatic intruders on his ovm authority) those who
gave hospil^ty to Evangelists or who brought '* letters of commendation" from St. John,

j
, If

Be was capable of prating against St. John, he might have been capable of this also.
8 Heb. liii. 7 ; 1 Pet. iii. 13. "to kokov in Dio^ephe ; to ayaObv in Demetrio " (Bengel).
* 1 John iii. 6—10 ; iv 8.
* " Demetrius was possibly the bearer of the letter " (IJiicke).
* Kol YitivU Se (1 Jomi iii, 6).
7 John V. 32 ; ixi. 24.
' The /ca\a^o; is a split reed. St. John seems to liave disliked the physical toil of writing,

to which it is quite possible that he had not been accustomed. He probably dictated his longer
and more important works.

^ John six. 28. " The inward peace of conscience, the fraternal peace of friendship, the
heavenly peace of glory " (Xyra).

^ The allusion is to personal private friends, not the brethren in general.
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but in all probability he died at Ephesus, in a peaceful and honoured age,

among many friends who deeply loved and greatly honoured him. Aid
the last murmur of tradition vrhich reaches us respecting him is that

which tells us of his last exhortation. When he was no longer a " Son
of Thunder," no longer even an " Eagle of Christ "—when he was a
weak and worn old man, with scarcely anything left him but a feeble

voice and trembling hands, he still uplifted those trembling hands to

bless, and still strove to sum up all that he had taught, in words easy

to utter, but of which, after so many centuries, we have yet so imper-
fectly learnt the meaning

—

" Filioli, diligite alterutrum."
" Little ohil(fien, love one another."

And this he did, as he himself explained, " because such was the

Lord's command ; and if this only be done, it is enough."



APPENDIX.

EXCUESUS I.

THE ASSERTED PRIMACY OF ST. PKTER

TuAT St. Peter was a leading Apostle—^in some respects the leading

Apostle—none will dispute ; but that he never exercised the supremacy
which is assigned to him by Roman Catholic writers is demonstrable
even from the New Testament. Anyone who will examiae the list of

twenty- eight Petrine prerogatives detailed by Baronius^ will see in

their extreme futility the best disproof of the claims of Roman primacy.

St. Peter haJ, as Cave says, a primacy of order, but not a supremacy
of power. Such a supremacy our Lord emphatically discountenanced.*

In his Epistle St. Peter does not assume the title of Apostle, but only
calls himself a fellow-presbyter, and rebukes all attempts " to play the

lord over the heritage of God." The other Apostles send him to

Samaria. The Church at Jerusalem indignantly calls him to account
for the bold step which he had taken in the case of Cornelius. Paul,

at Antioch, withstands him to the face, and claims to be no whit
inferior to the very chiefest Apostle, assuming the Apostolate of the

Uncircumcision—that is, of the whole Gentile world—as predomiaantly
his own. St. Peter was not specially " the disciple whom Jesus loved ;

"

and though he received from his Lord some of the highest eulogiums,

he also incurred the severest rebukes. Even when we turn to the
Fathers, we find St. Cyprian saying that " the rest of the Apostles

were that which St. Peter was ; endowed with equal participation both
of honour and of power."' The Presbyter Hesychius calls, not St.

Peter, but St. James, " tke prince of priests, the leader of the Apostles,

the crown among the heads, the brightest among the stars."* He calls

St. Andrew " the Peter before Peter." St. Cyril says that Peter and
John had equivalent honour. The Promise of the Keys was given to

all the Apostles alike f and in the Apocalypse no distinction is made

' Be Rom. PorUif. i. 17, seqq.
' Matt. XX. 25—27 ; Luke xxii. 24—26.
' Be Umtat. Secies, p. 180.
* Ap. Fbot. Cod. 27&. neVpo? Sri^t-riyopel o\\' 'laKbifioi voiJ^o9eul,

' Matt, xviii. 17, 18 ; John xx 21—23.

38
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bet-ween Kephas and the rest of the Twelve.^ Origan says that all who
make Peter's confession with Peter's faithfulness shall have Peter's

blessing." He -was eminent among the Apostles;

—

swpreme he never

was.'

EXCURSUS II.

PATRISTIC EVIDENCE ON ST. PBTER's VISIT TO ROME

St. Clemens of Rome (t 101) says that " he bore witness," using the

term which implies his martyrdom ; * but he does not say that this took

place at Rome. Ignatius (f 114)/ and Papias* (referred to by Eusebius

(+ 340), use language which may be inferentially pressed into the impli-

cation that he had been at Rome. St. Clemens of Alexandria (f 220),

who tells the story about St. Peter's wife, does not mention Rome.' St.

Bionysius of Corinth (f 165) says that St. Peter and St. Paul both

taught in Italy f but the weight of even this slight allusion is neutralised

by its being found in the same sentence with the erroneous suggestion

that Peter had a share in the founding (i^fireiw) of the Church of Corinth.

St. Ireneeus (f 202) makes the dubious statement that both Apostles took

part in the appointment of Linus to be Bishop of Rome.' Gains (t 200),

as quoted by Eusebius, says that the " trophies " of the Apostles were

shown at Rome in his days.'" TertuUian (f 218) makes a similar re-

mark in a passage where he also accepts the legend of St. John's escape

from death when he was plunged into a caldron of boiling oil at the Latin

gate." Lastly, Origen (t 254) is the first who says that Peter was
" crucified head downwards ;

"^ and St. Ambrose—or a pseudo-Ambrose

—tells the story of the Vision on the Appian road. Later allusions to

the Apostle's connexion with Rome, which grow more definite as time

advances, are found in Arnobius,^' in Lactantius," in the Apostolical

Constitutions,^^ and in the pseudo-Clementine Homilies}^

St. Peter's visit to Rome is of course testified by multitudes of later

writers ; but their assertions have no independent or evidential value."

1 EeT. xxi. 14. ' In Matt. xvi.
3 See the question examined in Siiepherd's Hist, of the Gh. of Borne, pp. 494, ff.

^ Ep. ad Cor. v.
^ Ignat. ]Sp. ad Roth. iv. j ovx "5 nerpoj koX navXos SuLraffffofittL i/fitv.

^ Papias, ap. Euseb. S. E. iii. ad fin. But the inference is of the remotest kind. It

supposes that St. Peter needed Mark as his " interpreter " in Latin.
7 Clem. Alex. ap. Euseb. H. E. vi. » Dion. ap. Euseb. H. E. ij. 25.

' Iren. c. Saer. iii. 1 and 3, and ap, Euseb. H. E. v. 6.

1° Gains, ap. Euseb. H. E. ii. 25.
1' Tert. de Praesc. Haer. 32, 36. See too Scorpiace, 15.
^ Orig. ap. Euseb. M. E. iii. 1 J

ave<rKoAo7riV07j Kara KeifniKij^ ovTiiis auTos a^tSxTa^ irofletl'.

13 Amob. c. Gent. ii. 12. '* Lactant. de Mart. Persec. ii.

" Const. Apost. vii, 45. '^ Ps.-Clem. Horn. Ep. ad Joe. 1.

W The denial, that St. Peter was ever at Rome, by the Waldenses, Marsilius of Padua,
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EXOXJESUS HL

USE OP THE NAUE BABYLON FOR ROME IN 1 PET. V. 13.

It has been asserted that St. Peter could not be writing from the

real Babylon, because that city was at this period ruined and deserted.

Strabo and Pausanias say that it was a mere ruin ; Pliny calls it a

solitude.' But, although we learn from Josephus that the Jews in the

city had terribly suffered, first by a persecution in the reign of Caligula,

and then by a plague,' we have no reason to believe that many of them
may not have returned during the twenty years which had subsequently

elapsed Again, it is not proved that St. Peter may not have used the

word " Babylon " to describe the courtfry or district, as is done by Philo,"

so that he may have actually written from Seleucia or Ctesiphon, in

which cities the Jews were numerous ;* or even from Nehardea or

Nisibis, in which they had taken refuge.* Parthians, Modes, Elamites,

and dwellers in Mesopotamia, had been among his hearers on the day
of Pentecost, and there is nothing intrinsically improbable in the notion

of his having gone to visit these crowded communities of the Dispersion.

They were so numerous and so important, that Josephus originally wrote
his History of the Jewish War for their benefit, and wrote it in Aramaic,
without any doubt that it would find countless readers.

It has been argued that the geographical order observable in the
names "Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia"— the
Churches to which his Epistle is addressed—is more natural to one
writing from Babylon than to one who was writing from Rome ; but
this is an argument which will not stand a moment's consideration.

On the other hand, against "the literal acceptance of the word

Sabnasius, etc., was daboiately supported by Fr. Spanuheim {De fieta profectione, etc.,

1679). De WeMe, Banr, Winer, Holtzmann, and Schwegler are led to a similar view by
their belief in the vimlent jealousies between Jewish and Gentile Christians, and Nean-
der was shaken by the arguments of Baur. But the mass of learned Protestants, Scal4;er,
Casubon, Grotius, Usher, Bramhall, Pearson, Cave, Schrockh, Gieseler, Bleek, Olshausen,
Wieseler, BUgenfeld, etc., to a greater or less d^ree, admit his nuirtyrdom or residence
at Bome. To enter into a discussion of the Papal claims is here wholly beyond my
scope. If the reader has any doubt on the subject, he may read with advantage the
articles on the "Petrine Claims," in the Church Quarterly Review for April, 1878, April,
1879, and January, 1880, and he will find some brief hints on the subject in Dr. Little-
dale's Plain Seasons. He will find aU that can be urged on the other side in Mr. All-
natt's Cathedra Petri and Father Ryder's Catholic Controversy.

1 See Is. xiii ; xiv. 4, 12 ; xlvi., etc. That the Babylon alluded to is the obscure Egyp-
tian fort of that name (Strabo, xvii. 1, p. 807)—a place utterly unknown to Christian
history and tradition—is a conjecture which may be set aside without further notice. No
human being in the Asiatic Churches to which St. Peter was writing could ever have
heard of such a place.

' Jos. Antt. xviiL 9, § 8. ' Philo, Leg. ad Gadum, 3u.
< Jos. Antt. XV. 3, L » Jos. Antt. xviii. 9, § 9-
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"Babylon" there are four powerful arguments. (1). There is not the
faintest tradition in those regions of any visit from St. Peter. (2). If

St. Peter was in Babylon at the. time when his Epistle was written,

there is great difficulty in accounting for his familiarity with the Epistle

to the Ephesians, which was not written till a.d. 63. (3). It becomes
difficult to imagine circumstances which could have brought him from
the far East into the very crisis of the Neronian persecution in the

Babylon of the West. (4). If " Marcus " be the Evangelist, he was
with St. Paul between A.D. 61—63,^ and probably rejoined him just
before his martyrdom in a.d. 68." "We should not, therefore, expect to

find him so far away as Babylon in a.d. 67.

I strongly incline to the belief that by Babylon the Apostle in-

tended to indicate Bome,' and we find this interpretation current in

the Church in very early days.^ The Apocalypse was written about
the same time as—or not long after—the "First Epistle of St. Peter;

and in the Apocalypse' and in the Sibylline Verses" we see that a
Western, and even an Asiatic, Christian, when he heard the name
" Babylon " in a religious writing, would be likely at once to think of

Home. Throughout the Talmud we find the same practice of applying

symbolic names. There Home figures under the designations of

Nineveh, Edom, and Babylon, and almost every allusion to Christ, even
in the unexpurgated passages of the Amsterdam edition, is veiled under
the names of "Absalom," "That Man," "So-and-so," and "The Hung."
The reference to Rome as Babylon may have originated in a mystic

application of the Old Testament prophecies, but it had its advantage

afterwards as a secret symbol. It is therefore a mistake to suppose that

the use of Babylon for Rome would be the sudden obtrusion of " alle-

gory " into matter-of-fact, or that by using it the Apostle would be
" going out of his way to make an enigma for all future readers." There

is, in fact, a marked accordance between such an expression and the

conception which St. Peter indicates throughout his letter, that all

Christians are exiles scattered from the heavenly Jerusalem, living, some

of them, in the earthly Babylon.' An early Christian would have seen

nothing either allegorical or enigmatical in the matter. He would at

once have understood the meaning, and have known the reasons, ahke

mystic and political, for avoiding the name of Rome.

1 Ool. iv. 10 ; Philem. 24. " 2 Tim. iv. 11.

^ So the Fathers unanimously ; and Grotius, Lardner, Cave, Semler,- Hitzig, and the

Tiibingen school ; as against De Vette and Wieseler. See too Lipsins, Chron. der Bom.
Bisch. (1869) ; Hilgenfeld, Petms in Rom. (Zeitschr. f. woss. Theol. 1872) ; Zeller, Zur
Petrusfrage {ib. 1876).

^ Papias, ap. Euseb. II. M. ii. 15, iii. 25 ; Iren. c. Haer. iii. 1, etc.

5 Eev. xiv. 8; xvi. 19; xvii. 9, 18; xviii. 2, etc. ^ SihyU. v. 143, 159.

' 1 Pet. i. 1, ^rapeiriSiinois i V. 13, iv Ba/Sv^ioi'i. See Grodet's New Testament Studies
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EXOUESUS IV.

THE BOOK OF ENOCH.

The quotation from the Book of Enoch by St. Jude, and the traces

\( hich it contains of the reciprocal influences of Jewish and Christian

speculation, have always attracted the attention of the Church to that

singular Apocalypse.

From the end of the 16th century till recent times nothing was
known of it except by the quotations in the Fathers and the Greek
fragments preserved in the Ghronographia of Georgius Syncellus, and
the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs. In the 1 7th century it became
known that the entire book existed in an Ethiopio translation. Three
manuscripts of this translation were brought to England by Bruce, the
Abyssinian explorer, in 1773. It was first translated into English by
Archbishop Lawrence in 1821, and retranslated into German by Hof-
mann in 1833, and into Latin by A. E. Gfrorer in 1840.

It consists of an Introduction, i.—vi. 12, containing a Prophecy of

Judgment.

viL—X. Legends about the two hundred fallen angels who went
astray with the daughters of men, and taught mankind the Arts, the
Sciences, and many forms of luxury.

xi.—xvi Enoch is sent on a mission to these fallen angels.

xvii.—XXXV. Visions, sometimes (as in the Apocalypse) in Heaven
and sometimes on earth, in which Enoch is taught the origin of the
elements and the general elements of Natural Science, and is shown
the prison of the fallen angels, and the dwelling of the good, where the
voice of the murdered Abel sounds.

xxxvii.—Ixx.^ A second "Vision of "Wisdom," which (as in the

Apocalypse) repeats—though with many variations—all the essential

elements contained in i.—xxxv., which are treated as one vision. This
section falls into three Parables or Maschals; these are xxxviii.—xliv.,

chiefly dwelling on the future abode and condition of sinners ; xlv.—

•

Iv., on those who deny Heaven and God, and the Messianic Judgment
which they incur; Ivi.—Ixx., chiefly on the blessings of the elect.

The section IxxL—Ixxxi. is entitled the Book of the Lights of

Heaven. Enoch, orally and in writing, teaches his son Methuselah
about the sun, moon, and stars.

The section IxxxiL—Ixxxix. contains two dreams. In the first

Enoch sees the vision of the Flood, and prays God not to destroy all

mankind ; in the second he sees an apocalyptic foreshadowing of future

history down to the time of Herod the Great (?) with a picture of the

days of the Messiah.

> Chapter xxxvj, is missing, r-
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Chapters xc, xci. contain Enocli's -words of consolation and exhorta-
tion to his children.

Chapter xciL to verse 18 is a sketch of history in ten weeks or periods,

of -vrhich the first is signalised by the birth of Enoch ; the second by
the Flood ; the third by the life of Noah ; the fourth by Moses j the
fifth by the building of Solomon's Temple ; the sixth by Ezra ; the
seventh by the encroachments of heathenism ; the eighth by rewards,
punishments, and the building of a new Temple ; the ninth by the
Messianic kingdom ; the tenth by the judgment of men and angels, and
the renovation of the world.

From xcii. 19—civ. the book is mainly didactic, being full of

promises and threatenings. In the last chapter (cv.) Enoch relates the
birth of Noah, and prophesies that he shall be the founder of a new race.

The Ethiopic text is -undoubtedly translated from the Greek, of

which we find fragments in St. Jude, in Justin Martyr, and other

Fathers, and in the Testament of the Twelve Patn-iourchs} Whether the
Greek is itself a translation from an original Hebrew book is mncertain.

Origen seems to imply that 'this was the case, for he says that the

Books (Ubelli) were not regarded as authoritative " among the

Hebrews." That the book in its present form is not by one author,

and that the Noachian parts of it are by another hand, is clear. From
internal e-vidence it appears that part at least of the book (chapters i.

—

XXXV., Ixxi.—cv.) was -written in the days of the Maccabees ; and that

chapters xxxvii.—^Ixx. are not earlier than the days of Herod the Great,

and are full of still more recent interpolations. Volkmar has endea-

voured to prove that, as a whole, it is not earlier than the reign of

Hadrian, and that it expresses the views of E. Akiva,"

One reason for the slighting estimate of the book by the Jews may
be that the -writer shows no interest in the Ritual and Ceremonial La-w,

and makes no special mention either of circumcision or of the Sabbath.

EXCUESUS V.

RABBINIC ALLUSIONS IN ST. JUDE.

The direct citation of St. Jude (verses 14, 15) from the Book of Enoch

is taken from the second chapter, but it is by no means the only trace

of a similarity between the two writers.

i. Jude 6 dwells on the faU of the angels which " kept not their

1 Orig. Hcrni. 28 ; in Nvm. xxxiv.
2 For further information, see Abp. Lawrence's Prelim. Dissert, and TransMion

(1821) ; Hofmann, Das Bm:h Henoch (1833) ; and in Ergch and Griiber, Encyl. s. v. ;

Liicke, EMeit. in d. Offenb. i. 89—144 ; Gfrorer, Jahrh. d. Heils, i. 93 fg. ; and espe-

cially A. Dillmann, Das Buch Henoch (1853).
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own dominion," but " left their own habitation, and are reserved in

everlasting bonds" under darkness unto the judgment of the Great Day "

(comp. 2 Pet. ii. 4, 5). This, as we have seen, is a topic which occupies

a large part of the Book of Enoch. In vii. 2 we are told of two
hundred angels who descended on Ardis, the top of Mount Armon.
In xii. 5—7, we are told that they " have deserted the lofty sky and
their holy everlasting habitation, . . . and have been greatly

corrupted on the earth," and in xiv. 4, that they are " to be bound on
earth as long as the world endures," and (xvi. 5) that they are "never
to obtain peace." Their prison-house, where they are to be " kept for

ever " (xxi. 6), is " a terrific place," and they are " confined in a net-

work of iron and brass " (Hv. 6), which nevertheless consists of
" fetters of iron without weight." The last expression is an antiphrasis

like the "clankless chains" of Shelley, and the "fetters, yet not of

brass," of ^schylus. The author of the Second Epistle of Peter, with
lyric boldness, speaks of these fetters as " chains of darkness," and
the author of the Book of Wisdom (xvii. 2, 16, 17) evidently had a

similar picture in his mind when he speaks of the Egyptians as
" fettered with the bonds of a long night," " shut up in a prison without
iron bars," and bound " with one chain of darkness." These fallen

angels are shut up in a " burning valley," and yet its fires give no light,

or only " teach light to counterfeit a gloom," for they are " covered

with darkness," and they " see no light " (Enoch x. 1—9).

ii. Again, in v. 13 St. Jude compares the corrupted Antinomians
whom he is denoim.cing as " wandering stars to whom is reserved the

blackness of darkness for ever." We might have supposed that the

metaphor was derived from meteors disappearing into the night, or comets
rushing off into the illimitable void. But from the Book of Enoch
(xviii 14, 16), we are led to infer that, by the " wandering stars" are

meant quite literally planets {aarepts irXavriTai), not, as Bengel supposed,

because they are opaque, but because they are regarded (with the sun
and moon) as " seven stars .... which transgressed the com-
mandment of God . . . for they came not in their proper season."

What was the exact conception in the writer's mind is impossible to

say, but he may have identified the planets with evil spirits because

they were objects of idolatrous worship, and were named after heathen

deities.^

iiL Once more, in verse 7 St. Jude seems distinctly to imply that the

sin of the Fallen Angels was analogous to that of the cities of the

Plain, in that they, by unions with mortal women, went after strange

flesh. This is exactly the view of the pseudo-Enoch. He makes Enoch
reproach them (xv. 1—7), because being by nature spiritual, they

"have done as those wlio are fiesh and blood do" and have thereby

transgressed the very law of their nature.

' For two remarkable parallels between the Book of Enoch and the Apocalypse, Bee

the Notes on Eev. vi 10, 11, and xiv. 20.
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iv. Nor are these the only references to Rabbinic and other legends
by St. Jude. In verse 5 it is said that " Jesus " led the people out
of Egypt) and in the second instance destroyed them. The use of
the name " Jesus " for " Christ " shows perhaps the somewhat late date
of the Epistle. "When St. Paul alludes to the legendary wanderings of
the Rock in the desert (1 Cor. x. 4), he adds the allegory " and that Ro;,k
was Christ." In saying that " Jesus " saved the people out of the land
of Egypt, St. Jude seems to be identifying Him with the Pillar of Eire,

which is one of the many divine manifestations to which PMlo com
pares the Logos.^

V. The strange reference to a dispute between Michael and Satan
about the body of Moses has not yet been traced to any source what-
ever. Origen says that it was taken from an Apocryphal book called

The. Assumption of Moses ; and (Ecumenius says that Satan claimed the
body of Moses because he had killed the Egyptian. The words " The
Lord rebuke thee," are addressed to Satan by the Lord (who is perhaps
meant to be the same as the Angel of the Lord in the previous verse),

in Zech. iii. 2. The nearest approach to this legend is in the Targum
of Jonathan on Deut. xxxiv 6, where we are told, with obvious reference

to some similar story, that the grave of Moses was entrusted to the

charge of Michael.

vi. Again, when it is said that these false and polluted Christians
" went in the way of Cain," the reference cannot be to anything recorded

in the book of Genesis. There the only crime laid to the charge of Cain

is murder. The reference here seems to be mainly to presumption and
blasphemy, and to that insolent atheism with which Cain is charged in

the Jerusalem Targum on Gen. iv. 7, where he is made to deny that

there is such a thing as a Judge or a judgment. The allusion cannot be

to the blaspheming Gnostics who called themselves Cainites, for we do

not hear of them till much later.^ It is, however, remarkable that they

chose Cain, the Sodomites, and Korah (who are all here mentioned), as

their heroes, and as the representatives of the stronger and better

spiritual powers, who were opposed to the Demiurge of the Mosaic

Dispensation and the material world.

EXCURSUS YL

SPECIMENS OP PHILONIAN ALLEGORY.

1. Commenting on Gen. xvii. 16, " I will give tliee a sonfrom her,"

and explaining it of the joy of heart which God promises to the

virtuous, Philo adds that some explain "from her " to mean " apart

1 Quis Rer. Div. Haer., and Be Tit. Mos. 9,

3 Iren. c. Bacr. i. 31 ; Epiphan. Uacr. 38.
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from her," because Virtue does not spring from the soul, but from
without, even from God. Others explain the Greek words as though
they were a single word (exautes), meaning " immediately," because all

divine gifts are speedy and spontaneous. Others, again, make " from
her" mean "from Virtue," which is the mother of all good.^ The
simultaneous existence of three such strange devices of exegesis at least

shows that Philo might take his premises for granted among the readers

whom alone he wished to address.

2. On Gen. xv. 15 he says that in " TJwv, shalt go to thy fathers
''

some understood by " fathers," not " thy Chaldaean forefathers," but
"the sun, moon, and stars;" others explained "father" to mean
"archetypal ideas, and the things unseen;" others, the four elements

and powers of which the universe is composed—earth, air, fire and
water !*

3. Each of the Patriarchs represents a condition of the soul. Abra-
ham represents acquired virtue ; Isaac, natural virtue ; Jacob, virtue

acquired by training ; Joseph, political virtue. Sarah represents generic

^'irtue, virtue in the abstract ; Rebecca represents endurance ; Leah is

persecuted virtue ; Pharaoh is the mind set against God ; Moses is the

prophetic word. Everything and every person stands for somethiag

else. Egypt represents the body ; Canaan symbolises piety. A kingdom
is an emblem of Divine wisdom ; a pigeon, of human wisdom ; a sheep,

of the pure soul.

4. Writing on Gen. xviii. 6, he idealises the appearance of the three

angels into the fact that the seeking soul recognises God, His love, and
His might. The three measures of meal indicate that the soul must
embrace and treasure up this threefold manifestation of God. The word
for cakes (enkruphias) means that the Sacred word about God and His

power must be concealed in the initiated soul.'

5. On Gen xxxii. 10, " With my staff I passed over this Jordan,"

he says it would be a poor thing (raireti'iv') to understand it literally.

Jordan means all that is base, the staff means discipline : Jacob in-

tended to imply that by discipline he had risen above baseness.

Only by such means could PhUo get rid of the representation of God
as having human parts and human passions. But with this method he

can boldly set aside, as literally false and only allegoricaUy true, what-

ever offends bis philosophic convictions. Thus, on Gen. ii. 21, after

saying that the letter of the narrative is mythical, he argues that other-

wise it would be absurd. By " ribs " are meant merely the powers of

life,* and the notion that Eve was formed out of a material rib seems to

him degrading.

' De nomin. mutat. § xxv. (Mangey, i. 599).
" Quis Ber. Bii). Haer. (Mang. i. 513). De Migr, Abraham., ad imt.
3 ty(cp«4>ia! means "cakes baked by being hidien in ashes " (J)c Soor. Abel ei Cain,

Mang. L 173).

< Jkg, qllegg. j. 18 (Mang- i- 70).
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6. He often accepts the general fact, but allegorises all the details.
The tree of Paradise, the serpent, and the expulsion, are merely sym-
bols; and he confidently addresses his explanation of them to "the
initiated."

^
The heart of his system is seen in his comments on " Let us

make man in our image." The plural shows, he says, that the angels as
well as God had a share in the making of man, and since man is of
mixed nature, we must suppose that the good side of his nature came
from God, the weak side from the angels. But he goes on to explain
that the verse applies to the creation of man in the idea, not in the
concrete.

EXCURSUS VII.

ADDITIONAL ILLUSTBATIONS OP PHILO'S VIEWS ABOUT THE LOGOS.

In God, no less than in man, Philo distinguishes between the speech
and the reason. The Divine reason embraces the whole intelligible

world, the world of ideas, what he sometimes calls "the idea of ideas."

The Divine speech includes the whole world of active agents and Divine
forces.

(i.) Hence it is that, in a phrase borrowed by ApoUos (Heb. iv. 12),

he calls the Word " the cutter of all things." The phrase is founded on
an allegorical explanation of Gen. xv. 9. PhUo says that in the sacrifice

there described the she-goat symbolises the sense, the calf the soul, the

dove Divine wisdom, the pigeon human wisdom. The wise man sees all

these as gifts from above. The text says that "he" divided these sacri-

fices, and since the name of Abraham is not repeated, " he " must mean
the Logos, and the truth indicated- is that the Logos, "whetted to

sharpest edge," divides aU perceptible things to their inmost depths—the

soul into the reasonable and the unreasonable; speech into true and false

;

the world of sense into distinct and indistinct phenomena. These di-

vided parts are, by way of contrast, placed opposite to each other. The
doves alone are not divided, because Divine wisdom is simple, and cannot

be cleft into opposing contrarieties.^ Thus God, whetting His Word,
which cutteth all things, divides the formless and abstract essence of all

things, and the four elements of the universe, and the animals and

plants compounded from them. Hence the phrase, "the cutter Word,"

seems to be based on thB distinction between the Logos as the primeval

Idea, and the Logos as a creative Force.

(ii.) The world of Ideas, to which the existing world corresponds as

a copy to its archetype, lies in the Divine Logos. Philo illustrates this

by saying that, when God bade Moses to lift up a serpent in the

' Quis rei: <Uv. Baer. § xlviii. (Mang. i. 491) ; see Gfrorer, PhUo, i. 184—187.
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\vilderness, He did not say of wliat metal it was to be .made, because
the ideas of God are abstract and immaterial ; Moses, in. carrying out
the concrete realisation, is obliged to use some substance, and therefore
makes the serpent of brass.^ Similarly he holds that God is not to be
grasped by human knowledge, but that the Word is. Hence, writiag
on Gen. xxii. 16, he says, " God is the God of wise and perfect beings,

but the Logos is the God of us who are imperfect."

(iii.) Philo uses so many analogies to express his notion of the
Logos that he falls into contradictions, and leaves his readers in
confusion. The Logos, in various passages of his voluminous writings,

Ls the creator of species, although He is Himself the Idea of Ideas ; He
is the seal of God; He is the Divine force which dwells in the
universe ; He is the chaia or band which keeps the world together ; He
is the law and ordinance of aU things ; He is the giver of wisdom, the
warden of virtue ; He is the manna which nourishes the soul ; He
is the fatherland of wise souls, the pilot of the wise ; He is their

controlling conscience, their Paraclete ; He is the Divine wisdom which
is the daughter of God.^

EXCURSUS vin.

PATRISTIC EVIDENCE AS TO THE AUTHORSHIP OF THE EPISTLE TO THE
HEBREWS.

The canonicity of the Epistle to the Hebrews, its right to be
accepted as a part of Holy Scripture, the perfect truthfulness of the
contemporary character which it assumes, its greatness, importance, and
authority, and the fact that it was written before the fall of Jerusalem,

are not in question. These points have never been seriously disputed.

Some have seen allusions to the Epistle in St. James and the Second of

St. Peter.^ Setting these aside as improbable, it was certainly known
to St. Clemens of Eome, and largely used by him in his letter to

the Corinthians / and it is possible—though no more—that it was the

source of some of the parallels adduced from the writings of Ignatius,

Polycarp, Justin Martyr, and the Pseudo-Barnabas. But in the

Western Church no single writer of the first, second, or even third

1 Leg. allegg. ii. § 20 (Mang. i. 80).
^ See various passages quoted in Gfroror, Philo, i. 176—243.
3 2 Pet. iii. 15, 16 ; Ja. ii. 24, 25.
* 'Ec j7 T^s jrpo? 'E^patov; iroAAa voijiiara. TTapaBeXs TJSij 5J /cat auToX^fet ptfToU TLtriv e^ auTyJs

XfnitrdtlevK va^etrraTa irapCimitriv on [iyi veov {nrdpx^t. to (Tvyypa/i^o (Euseb. ff. JEJ. iii. 38).
" Omnino grandis in utrdque similitudo est " (jer. De Vvrr. illust.). " Der Hebraerbrief
ist ganz und gar in sein Denken iibergegangen " (Tholuck, EMeit. 2). Yet, strange to
say, Clemens never mentions it by name. This alone seems almost fatal to the Pauline
authorship.
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century quoted it as St. PauVs. Not only did Basilides {dr. A.D. 125)
exclude it, though, he acknowledged the other Paulinic Epistles,^ but we
are expressly told that St. Hippolytus (t 235 1) denied that it was
written by St. Paul. The authority for this fact is late and heretical,''

yet there seems no reason to reject so positive a statement. And this

remark of St. Hippolytus, together with the place assigned to the

Epistle in the Peshito, indicates the opinion of the Syrian Church
in the first half of the third century, if, as seems probable, the learned

and eloquent Bishop of Portus came originally from Antioch.^ We
have the same assurance about St. Irenaeus (f A.D. 202). We find from
Eusebius that in a work attributed to Irenaeus (but which Eusebius had
never seen)'' he quoted from the Epistle to the Hebrews, and /row the,

Wisdom of Solomon, But no such quotation was to be found in any
of his best-known works, and in any case he did not assign the Epistle

to St. Paul.* Indeed, the mention of the Epistle with the Wisdom of

Solomon seems to imply that he regarded the two works as standing on

the same footing. The Presbyter Gaius only recognised thirteen

Epistles of St. Paul, and did not number this Epistle among them."

The Canon of Muratori {cir. a.d. 170) either does not allude to it, or

only under the damaging description of a letter to the Alexandrians,

current under the name of Paul, but forged in the interests of

Marcion's heresy (" ad haeresim Marcionis ").' It is remarkable that

Marcion, iu the middle of the second cefitury, rejected it, though many
passages might have been used to support his views. Novatian, useful

as it would have been to him, and frequently as he quotes Scripture,

> Jor. Procem. in Up. ad Tit. Basilides was a Gnostic, but he seems to have adopted

the ordinary Canon of his day ; this, therefore, would seem to show that at that time

the Alexandrians did not recognise the Epistle as St. Paul's.

2 Steph. Gobar, ap. Phot. BiU. God. iii. 291 (Migne) ; and also Photius himself

CWieseler, Zfntermch. i. 12).
3 Gieseler, i. § 341. On Hippolytus, see Kurtz, K. G. i. 106. Mommsen, Ahhandi.

d. Sachs. Gesellsch. i. 595.
^ The Bt;3Al0l/ SlaKe^etov Siat^opttiv.

^

* The fragment in which he is supposed to quote Heb. xiii. 14 (Stieren s Irenavs,

i. 854, seq.; ii. 361, seq.) is of very doubtful genuineness, and even if genuine proves

nothing. ... ,. .

" Gaius, ap. Euseb. S. E. vi. 20. As he makes this remark m immediate connexion

with severe animadversions on the precipitance (irpoirereior) and audacity of those who ad-

mitted the authenticity of spurious writings, it would appear that he even regarded the

Pauline hypothesis with some indignation ; and as he was a XoyiciTaTos iv>ip, his opinion is

important. Nothing, however, is known of Gaius, and Bp. Lightfoot {Jowm. of Philo-

logy, i. 98) has conjectured that he is none other than Hippolytus using his own prse-

nomen as an interlocutor in the dialogue against Montanism.
? If " Gaius " was, as Muratori thought, the author of the celebrated Canon, the next

remark, " fel enim cum melle misceri non congruit," would harmonise with the severe

sentiments alluded to in the previous note, and there would be an additional sting m this

if we accept the suggested allusion to Heb. xii. 15, and the reading, iy x<>>4 for imxl^v-

The writer of the Canon says that St. Paul only wrote (like St. John) to seven Churohea.

Delitzsoh and Liinemann say that the Epistle to-the Hebrews cannot be meant by the

"Epistle to the Alexandrians," because it is anonymous ; but the writer of the Canon

does not say that it was " inscribed " with the name qf Paul. (See Wieseler, i. 27, apd

Hesse, Das Murat, Frag. p. 201 f,)
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never even alludes to it. TertuUian (t a.d. 240) ascribes it to
• St. Barnabas,^ and did not regard it as a work of St. Paul, for he
taunts Marcion with falsifying the number of St. Paul's Epistles
by omitting (only) the Pastoral Epistles. St. Cyprian (f a.d. 258), in
his voluminous treatises, neither quotes nor mentions it. Victorinus

(t A.D. 303) ignores it. It is separated or omitted in some of the oldest
MSS. of the Vetus Itala.« The first writer of the Western Church
who ascribes it to St. Paul (and probably because he found it so
ascribed in Greek writers) is Hilary of Poictiers, who died a.d. 368.^

It was not till quite the close of the fourth century that in the
Western Church it began to be popularly accepted as St. Paul's. As
this popular acceptance at that late epoch does not possess any critical

importance, it is needless to enumerate the names of writers who
merely run in the ordinary groove. Among those writers who really

thought about the matter doubts as to the Pauline authorship were
expressed—as, for instance, by Isidore of Seville—as late as the
seventh century.* Now, even if this fact stood alone—that the
Western Church for nearly four centuries refused to admit the Pauline
authorship—we should regard it as fatal to that hypothesis. And for

this reason. If it had been written by St. Paul, it is inconceivable that
St. Clemens of Rome, his contemporary and friend, should not have
known that it was so. St. Paul was not thus in the habit of concealing
an identity which, on the contrary, he habitually placed in the fore-

ground. But if St. Clemens had been aware that it was really a work
of St. Paid, nothing can be more certain than that he would have
mentioned so precious a truth to the Church of which he was bishop.

If he said anything at all about the authorship, it must have been that
whoever wrote it Pa/ul did not. Thus, and thus only, can we account
for the conviction of the Roman Church for nearly four centuries that

1 Tert. c. Marc. v. 20.
^ No name is attached to it in the Peshito, and the fact that in that version it is

placed after all the thirteen Epistles of St. Paul, in spite of its size and importance,
seems to show decisively that the Syriac translators did not regard it as the work of the
Apostle (Wieseler, Eine Untersv/ihitng iiher d. Mebraerbrief (1861), i. 9). It is only in
later Syriac versions that it is called " The Epistle of St. Paul to the Hebrews."

' In the fourth century neither Phcebadius, nor Zeno, nor Hilary the Deacon, nor
Optatus once quote it, though they frequently quote St. Paul ; nor, in the fifth century,
Siricius, Caelestine I., Leo the Great, Orosius, Evagrius, or Sedulius. St. Ambrose
(t .W), a student of Greek writers, quotes it as St. Paul's, and so does his friend Philas-
trius ; but the latter tells that it was not read to the people in church, or only " some-
times," and (in another passage) that it had been ordained by the Apostles and their
successors that only thirteen Epistles of St. Foul (and therefore not the Epistle to the
Hebrews) should be read in the Catholic Church. Latin writers misunderstood, and
therefore found it difficult to accept, the phrase " To Him that made Him," r^ ttoi^ctovti

avToi' (" quia et factum Christum dixit "), in iii. 2 ; and they looked with suspicion on the
rhetorical style (" quia rhetorice scripsit serraone plausibili "), and disliked the use made
by the Novatian schismatics of vi. 4—8, which St. Ambrose finds it hard to reconcile with
St. Paul's conduct to the Corinthian offender {De Poenitent. ii. 2). The intrinsic great-
ness of the Epistle overcame these hesitations, and, when once accepted, it was
accepted as St. Paul's on the supposed authority and undoubted custom of the Alexan-
drian writers * t A,D. 636.
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the opinion alDout it in the Eastern Church was erroneous. To say that
St. Clemens, " in his love for the author, would not do what the author
himself has not done; he would not betray the secret, &c.," is to over-
look plain facts in the desire to support current traditions. Any
one may see for himself that the author, though he does not mention his

own name, has no wish to conceal his identity from those to whom he
wrote, and, indeed, assumes that they were perfectly aware who it was
who was thus addressing them. The Apostolic letters, it must be
remembered, were always conveyed to their destination by responsible
and accredited messengers. No Apostolic Church would have paid
attention to an unauthenticated epistle.

How very little weight can be attached to the quotation of the
Epistle in a loose and popular way as St. Paul's may be seen in the case
of two great men, St. Jerome (t A.D. 420) and St. Augustine (f a.d. 430).
By their time—^in the fifth century—the current of irresponsible opinion
ran strongly in favour of the Pauline authorship, and to throw any
doubt upon it was to brave the charge of being arrogant or unorthodox.

It is not, therefore, surprising that both these remarkable men in an
ordinary way speak of the Epistle as St. Paul's in passages where they

merely wish to make an allusion without exciting a controversy. They
were justified in doing this, because they saw that even though it could not

have been written by St. Paul, yet it was Pauline in its main doctrines.

In ordinary treatises it was not desirable to be constantly correcting the

multitude. But when they are writing carefully and accurately they

are too independent not to indicate their real opinion. St. Jerome over

and over again quotes it as St. Paul's, yet often with the addition of

some doubting or deprecatory phrase. When he deals directly with the

question, he treats it as unimportant, but admits that the Epistle was

accepted with some hesitancy,^ and that many considered it to be the

work of Barnabas or Clemens.^ St. Augustine often quotes it as St.

Paul's, and his authority had probably no small share in influencing

the Synods which declared it to be authentic' Yet in his later

1 Even Eufinus, though he supposed it to be by St. Paul, adds, "Si quis tamen earn

receperit." {Imiect. in Hieron.)
2 His opinion seems to have wavered more than once (see Bleek, Introd.), but he

never felt at all sure that St. Paul wrote it. " Quicunqv£ est iUe, qui ad Hebraeos

scripsit epistolam " [Comm. in Amos, 8). "Si quis vult recipere earn epistolam quae sub

nomine Pauli ad Hebraeos scripta est" (Oomment. in Tit.). "Eelege ad Hebraeos epis-

tolam Pauli, sive tyujuscunque aZterius earn esse putas, quia jam inter ecolesiasticas est

recepta " (id.). " Et Paulus apostolus loquitur, si quis tamen ad Hebraeos epistolam

suscipit " (m Ileek. xxviii.). " Omnes Gtraeoi reoipiunt et nmrnulU Latirwrum " (Comm.

in Matt. c. 26). "Licet de eft multi Latinorum dubitent " (Gatal. 59). " Apud Eomanos

usque hodie quasi apostoli Pauli non habetur " (im Is. viii. 18). " Pauli quoque idoiroo

ad Hebraeos epistolae oontradiotur, quod ad Hebraeos soribens utatur testimoniis quae in

Hebraeis voluminibus non habentur" (im. Is. vi. 9). "Ef nihil interesse oujus sit, cum

eoolesiastioi viri sit, et quotidie eoclesiarum leotione oelebretur " (Ep. 129, ad Dard.), etc.

3 Hippo, A.D. 393; Third Council of Carthage, A.D. 398; Fifth Council of Carthage,

A.D. 419. But the two former Councils only say, " Thirteen Epistles of St. Paul, and

one of his to the Hebrews."
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writings he so constantly quotes it merely as "the Epistle to the
Hebrews," that Lardner says, " One would think that he studiously
declines to call it Paul's."' The "accommodation" to which these
eminent writers condescended in popularly referring to it as being (in a
sense) a work of the Apostle, led to the rigidity of the ordinary accep-
tance

;
yet even at the close of the sixth century " no Latin commentary

on it was known to Cassiodorus."^

The opinion of the Eastern Chiirch originated in Alexandria. To
the Alexandrian School, though they did not discover the secret of the
authorship, the Epistle was extremely precious, because it exactly
expressed their own views, and was founded on premises with which
they were famUiar. It was, therefore, natural that they should desire to

give it as high an authority as possible ; and in the Epistle itself they
found a general support for the notion that it was written by St. Paul.

(a.) But this assertion cannot be traced farther back than to the
Tmsupported guess of the venerable Pantsenus. "The blessed Pres-
byter," as Clemens of Alexandria (t a.d. 220) calls him in a passage of

his last work, the Hypotyposes,^ assigned two reasons why St. Paul had
not mentioned his own name in the salutation, as he does in every other
Epistle. It was; he said, because the Lord Himself had been sent to

the Hebrews as an Apostle of the Almighty,* so that St. Paul
suppressed his own name out of modesty ; and it also was because
St. Paul was a herald and Apostle of "the Gentiles, so that a letter from
him to the Hebrews was, so to speak, a work of supererogation.^ Both
these attempts to explain a fact so damaging to the Pauline author-

ship of the letter are untenable. If St. Peter in writing to the Jews
calls himself an Apostle, there was no reason why St. Paul should
have scrupled to give himself the same title ; nor was the division of

' The force of truth compels him to insert an occasional caution, such as " Quamquam
nonnullis incerta sit

;
" " quoquo modo se habeat ista quaestio ; " " quam plures apostoli

Fanli esse dicnnt, quidam vero negant," etc. See the many passages referred to in the
exhaustive catalogue of Bleek, from whom all succeeding commentators have freely bor-
rowed. Nothing can show more forcibly the manner in which writer after writer will
snatch at the most futile explanation of something which tells against a current notion
than that we find Augustine repeating the absurdity, which has lasted down to our own
day, that St. Paul concealed his name in order not to offend the Jews ! (" Principium
salutatorium de industria dicitur omisisse, ne Judaei nomine ^us offemi vel inimico animo
legerent, vel omnino non legerent," etc. (Expos. Ep. ad Bom. § 11).

' Davidson, iL 227. That the old hesitation continued may be seen from the fact that
it formed originally no part of D (Codex Claromontanus), is omitted in G (Cod. Boerneri-
auus), and is only found in Latin in F (Cod. Angiensis). The two latter MSS. are of the
ninth century. In the Vulgate it is placed after Philemon.

' Ap. Euseb. H. E. vi. 13. It is clear that if Eusebius had found any traces of an
earlier tradition he would have mentioned them, for he brings together all the reasons he
can in favour of the Pauline authorship. His statement, therefore, tends to prove that
even in the Eastern Church the Epistle, in spite of its obvious phenomena, had not been
assigned to St. Paul by any writer or by any tradition of importance in the first two cen-
turies. (Wieseler, i. 15.)

* The expression was taken by Clemens from Heb. iii. 1.

^ Ata iJ.eTpt6T7iTa . . . Sta re tJjv Trpbs rov Kvpiov tijiaiJk SiA re rb ck irepiovtriac KoX TO?? 'EPpat'

01! eirio-Tc'AXeii/. (Hypoiyposes J lup. Euseb. H, E. vi. 14.)
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office between him and the other Apostles so rigid as to prevent his
addressing Jews. The "Apostolic compact" did not prevent St. Peter
from addressing Gentiles. If it was thus rigid, it tells against St.

Paul's having written this Epistle at all, but not against his authenti-
cating it with his name. He constantly addressed Jews and constantly-

maintained against them his independent right to the highest order of
the Apostolate. In writing to them he would have been least incliiied

to waive the dignity which he had received directly from his Lord. No
authority can therefore be allowed to the opinion of Pantsenus. It was
a conjecture derived from the references at the close of the letter, and
possibly even from the false reading " my chains " (toTs Sea-fioTs /iov)

instead of "prisoners" (SEir//i'ois) in x. 34.^ The conjectural suggestions
by which he tried to support his opinion are so weak that they actually
tell against it, and show that the eminence of Pantsenus by no means
consisted in a power of critical discernment.

(b.) If the great St. Clemens of Alexandria accepted the Pauline
authorship, he did so mainly in deference to the opinion of Pantsenus,
and only in a modified form. For although he often quotes the Epistle

as St. Paul's, he was aware of the difficulties of such an opinion. He
supposed that the letter was originally written in Hebrew, and was
translated into Greek by St. Luke. This notion may have originated in

the resemblance of style between it and the Acts. With this sugges-

tion we shall deal later on. But meanwhile St. Clemens, not content

with the explanation offered by Pantsenus of the anonymity of the

letter, relies on another, which is still more groundless. St. Paul
suppressed his name, he says, because he did not wish to divert the

attention of the Jews from his arguments, being well aware that they

had taken a prejudice against him and looked on him with suspicion.^

Thus even St. Clemens contents himself with a reason which will not

stand a single moment's consideration. The tone of the letter through-

out, as well as the closing salutations, prove that the writer is known
to his readers ;' and the supposition that he wanted to entrap their

attention before revealing his identity is too singular for serious refu-

tation.*

(c.) There is no ancient writer whose opinion on the subject would

1 Euthalius (cir. 460) especially refers to tois Seirfiols (xov as one of the arguments for

the Pauline authorship. (Migne, Patr. Graec. Ixxxv. 776, ap. Bleek ; Alford, iv. 1, p.

15.) Tois Secriuiois is the reading of A, D, the Vnlg., Peshito, etc. But even if the

receiyed text be right (with «, E, H, K, etc.), there is no proof that the writer is St.

Paul, but only that the writer had been in prison—a common case with Christians of the

first century.
2 Clem. Alex. Hypatyp., ap. Euseb. H. E. vi. 14. Adumbratt. in 1 Petr., p. 1007.

Clemens waa, it mnst be admitted, somewhat credulous.
3 xiii. 18, 23.
•* See Bp. Wordsworth's surprising remarks on this subject. The unions of great

learning with want of subtle discernment even in the Alexandrian School may be seen

in their acceptance of the Epistle of Barnabas as authentic in spite of its extravagant

allegorising and incipient Gnosticism.
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carry more weight than that of Origkn, whose splendid originality was
not crushed by his immense erudition. Now it is quite true that

Origen frequently quotes the Epistle as St. Paul's,^ but it is no less

evident that he only does so in accordance with common custom, and
that by such casual expressions he as little intends to prejudge the
question of authorship as the authors of the Revised Version, who
still retain the name of St. Paul in the title. A modern writer who
should casually happen to quote the " Second Epistle of St. Peter," or
popularly to refer to Ecclesiastes as a work of King Solomon, would
have a right to feel himself aggrieved if such a general reference was
interpreted as the deliverance of a final and critical opinion. Origen,

like Jerome and Augustine, whenever he wishes to be accurate, intro-

duces some phrase of caution which indicates his own opinion. We
know what he thought on the subject, for he wrote Homilies on this

Epistle, which are now unfortunately lost, but of which one or two
fragments have been preserved by Eusebius. In these we have the
deliberate conclusion of the greatest of the Fathers. " That the

character of the style of the Epistle to the Hebrews," he says, " does

not show the unleamedness (rh iSuuTiKhvy of the Apostle who confessed

that he was unlearned in word (that is to say, in language), but that the

Epistle is more Hellenic in the structure of its style, everyone would
admit who is capable of judging the differences of language ;' but, ou
the other hand, that the thoughts of the Epistle are wonderful, and not
inferior to the acknowledged apostolic writings, that too is a truth which
every one would acknowledge who attends to the reading of the apostolic

works." He subsequently attributes the thoughts to the Apostle, and
the composition to some one who made notes of what the Apostle said.''

" If, then," he concludes, " any Church holds this Epistle to be the work
of St. Paul, let it be congratulated (eiSoici/ieiTOj) even for this, since it

was not without some grounds that ancient authorities have handed it

down as Paul's. But who actually wrote it God only knows. The
historical tradition that has come down to us is divergent; for some
say that Clemens, who became Bishop of the Romans, wrote the

Epistle, and some that it was Luke, who also wrote the Gospel and the

Acts."'

• Not unfrequently, however, he useS the phrase /caio tox iwoirToXoi'. See the passages

in Bleek's Introduction,
- On the exact import of this word, see my Life and Work of St. Paul, i. 106.
3 'On . . . eiTTtv r] 'EfftoroAfj avvBetrei t^s Ae'fews 'EAXTjviKWTepa, was 6 eiriOTajaevos Kpweiv

^pdffetov 8ia4topas o/jioKay^a-ai av. {Ap. Kuseb. S. E. vi. 25.)
^ ^ 21 ^paiTi^ Kal 7} tnSvBecrts aTTO^vt]tiov€vcravr6i rii/o; rd diroffroAtKoL Koi annreptX <rxo\loypa^'/iaavTOS

Ta elpijfUva inrh rov SifiacncdAov. (Ibid.)
* This limited and hesitating expression implies that the Churches generally rejected

this opinion, and perhaps that it prevailed in the Alexandrian Church alone. Now the
natural tendency would so absolutely be to ascribe the letter to St. Paul, and the
grounds for doing so, if taken apart from the objections, are so reasonable (ouk eluJi) that
the fact that until this view became stereotyped there were many who rejected it, is of

itself a proof how strong were the reasons which compelled them to run cotmter to the
popular inference. The general Irropia was against the Pauline authorship : the local

39
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The passage is expressed somewhat obscurely, because (as we are
sorry to admit) Origen, with all his coul-age, accepted the expediency .of

concession, in certain cases, to popular ignorance and current prejudice.
It is clear that he did not accept the Pauline authorship in the ordinary.
sense of the word. He was too good a scholar, too profound a student,
too familiar with the niceties of Greek expression, and too unbiassed a
critic, not to perceive that the " style " of the Epistle to the Hebrews
is far more correct than that of St. Paul. He therefore held that
Clemens of Eome may have written it, or that it might be attributed
to St._ Luke. But he also saw that it came from the School of Paul

j
that it expresses his sentiments, and is, so to speak, quite worthy of
him. This is why he does not care to disturb the opinion of any
Church which accepted it, and says that " the ancient authorities "

—

under which term he vaguely refers to Pantsenus and Clemens^—had
not been guided by arbitrary conjecture in handing down a tradition of
its Pauline origin.

(d.) The opinion of EusEBirs or C^sarea is no less hesitating and
wavering. In common parlance he quotes the Epistle as St. Paul's, but
he too was well aware that it did not belong to the homologowmena. He
was induced by the style to conjecture that it was a translation by
St. Clemens of Rome from a Hebrew original.' He does indeed say in

one place that there were fowrteen Epistles of St. Pajfl, and this Epistle

to the Hebrews had its place as Pauline in the fifty manuscripts of the

Canonical books of the New Testament which he caused to be written

out for the Emperor Constantine, who wished to place them in the

churches of his new capital. The example of Eusebius is therefore very

instructive. Passage after passage might be adduced from his writings

to "show that he accepted the Epistle as genuine ; and yet when he is

writing definitely and accurately he says, "The ihi/rfeen Epistles of

St. Paul are manifest and clear. It would not, however, be fair to ignore

that some have regarded the Epistle to the Hebrews as spurious

(^flcTif/coo-i), saying that it is opposed (avTi^eyea-Bai) by the Church of Home
as not being by St. Paul." Popular reference is one thing, and accurate

statement is another. In disputed questions a current allusion possesses

no critical importance. And this statement of Eusebius is remarkable

as showing that, in spite of the general truth of St. Jerome's remark

that "all the Greeks accept," there were some even in the Greek

Church who were in doubt about it.^ Can any honest man read this

review of the early patristic evidence without feeling that it is on the

whole wnfavowrahle to the theory of the Pauline authorship ?

ira/jaSo(ri! was for it ; and eyen this was probably reducible to the loose opinion of

Pantsenus.
' Hug (.Sinleit. ii. 317), Delitzsch (Mebr. § xvii.), and Bleek all exaggerate the mean-

ijig of these expressions. (See Wieseler, i. 17.)
2 Euseb. ff. E. iii. 3, 38; vi. 13.
2 We learn this also from the Iambics of Amphilochius, who says that nj-es rejected

it : Tires Se ^aaX TTJV irpos 'E^paiov? v69ov oiiic eZ \4yovTti.
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EXCURSUS IX.

MINOR EESEMBIiANCES BETWEEN THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS AND
THE WORKS OP PHILO.

A few separate instances may here be thrown together of minor
points of contact between the language of the Epistle to the Hebrews
and that of PhUo :

—

(as.) In iii. 7—15 the writer lays great stress on the word " to-day."

Philo defines "to-day" as "the infinite and interminable seon," and
says "Till to-day; that is for ever."'

(6.) In ii. 6 he quotes from a Psalm by saying that " one, somewhere,

testified^' (tow Tii). He was of course aware that the Psalm is assigned

to David ; but the same vague form of quotation is found frequently in

Philo.

(c.) In iii. 2 we find the remark, "jSe that builded the hoiise Iiath

more horuAir than the house." Philo uses the same argument.'

{d.) In iv. 15 he says that Christ shared in aU our infirmities,

" eoccept sm." Philo says that "the High Priest is not man, but the

Divine Word, free from all share not only in willing but even in in-

voluntary wrongdoing,"' and speaks also of the mercy and gentleness of

His nature.^

(e.) The word inrpioiraBelv—^literally, "to suffer moderately"—in v. 2

is found also in PhUo, though it does not occur in the Septuagint or

elsewhere in the New Testament.

(f.) In vi. 5 he speaks of " tasting the utterance of God." Philo

speaks of the utterance (rhema) as well as the Word (Logos) of God,

and speaks of its nourishing the soul like manna.*

(g.) In vi. 13 we have the distractions between God's word and His
oath, and the impossibility of His swearing by any but Himself. We find

in PhUo the same thought and the same expressions.^

(h.) In viL 17 the High Priest is said (without rigid accuracy) to

ofier sacrifices daily. Philo uses the same expression.'

(i.) In ix. 16, 17 he avails himself of the two senses of diatheke, a

"covenant" and a "will." Philo does the same.'

(j.) In X. 3 he speaks of sacrifices involving "a remembrance of

sin." Philo says that the sacrifices of the godless do not work a re-

1 Leg. allegg. m. 8; De profug. § 11. (Mangey, i. 92, 554.)
2 Z)e plant. Noe, § 16 : oo-tii 6 K-njadixevo^ tov KTij/iaTos ai^tvuv Kat ra ireffotTjKo? Tou yeyoi/jSros,

'' Be profug. § 20. (Mang. i. 563.)
* Id. § 18. (Mang. i. 559, 561.)
' Deprofiig. § 25 ; Leg. allegg. iii. 60. (Mang. i. 564, 120.)
» Leg. allegg. iii. 72 } De Abraham. § 46. (Mang. i. 128 ; of. 181, ii. 89.)

' De spec. leg. § 23. rfxAs Kiii'&vaitv; retJav Koff endirrriv TjiJ.ipca>. (Mang. i. 430.)
» De rum. mutat. § 6. (Mang. 1. 586.) Of. De Sacr. Abel. (Mang. J. 172.)
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mission, but a remembrance of sin, and that they force us to recall our
Ignorances and transgressions.^

(k) In xiii. 5 he uses the quotation, " I will never leave thee norjor-
sake thee." In that form the words are not exactly found in Scripture,
but Philo quotes from Scripture in the same words.

EXCUE8US X.

" SALEM " AND JERUSALEM.

One passage alone is adduced from Scripture in proof that Salem
may be used as a shoilened poetical form for Jerusalem, namely,
Ps. Ixxvi. 2, " In Salem also is his tabernacle and his dwelling-place in
Zion." But not to dwell on the fact that this can only be a poetic
licence, and that we should not expect to find an isolated recurrence of
it in a plain historic narrative, the meaning of that verse cannot be
regarded as indisputable. The Psalmist may be referring to the Salem
of Melchizedek as a different place from Jerusalem. Again, the word
may mean "peace;" and both the LXX. and the Vulgate render it,

"His place has been made in peace."* Besides this, in the days of

Abraham, and for centuries afterwards, Jerusalem was only known by
the name Jebus.* But though the Targums render Salem by Jerusalem
in this passage of Genesis,^ it was an old tradition that the Salem
intended is the city near Shechem which is mentioned in Gen. xxxiii.

18 and John iii. 23." There was a town of this name near to jSInon,'

and its site has been traditionally preserved. The former passage is

again doubtful. The verse is rendered by the Targums, by Josephus,

and by many ancient scholars,' not " Jacob came to Shahm, a city of
Shechem," but "Jacob came in safety to the city of Shechem." The
Samaritans always maintained that it was at Gerizim that Melchizedek

had met Abraham ; and St. Jerome tells us that the most learned Jews
of his day regarded this town as the Salem of Melchizedek, aM the

ruins of a large palace were shown there which was called the Palace

1 De plant. Moe, § 25 ; De vit. Mos. iii. § 10. (Mang. i. 345, ii 246.)
2 De COnf. ling. § 33. ov firi o-e av5> ouS' ov frq 0-e e-yKaTa\in-ctf. (Mang. i. 430).
2 LXX. iyevriBT] iv elprji/ri o Toiros avToB. Vulg., " Et factus est In pace locus ejog.''

* Judg. xix. 10, 11, etc. ; 2 Sam. v. 6.

' So, too, Jos. Antt. i. 10, § 2 x.
^ It is mentioned also in Judith iv. 4,
' Jerome says, " Salem oivitas Sicimorum quae est Sichem." It would be more accu-

rate to say that it was near Shechem. He places it eight miles south of Bethshean

iftrumi. s. V. Ep. ad Eva/ng. 1). The ruined well there is now called Sheikh Salim

(Eobinson, Bibl. Res. iii. 333).
* E.g., Knobel, Tuch, Delitzsch, and Kalisch on Gen.' xxxiii, IS.
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of Melchizedek.' It is therefore doubtful whetter Jerusalem is iutended,

especially siuce the writer touches so very slightly on the name. The
word Salem' means rather "peaceful" than "peace;" and hence some
again have supposed that " peaceful king " was a title of Melchizedek,^

and one whicli marked him out still more specially as a type of the

Messiah ;* but this is a late and improbable conjecture. It may, how-
ever, be justly maintained that the typical character of Melchizedek

would rather be impaired than enhanced by his being a king of Jeru-

salem. For Jerusalem was the holy town of the Aaronic priesthood,

and it might seem more fit that the Royal Prince should have been con-

nected with some other sanctuary as a type of Him in Whose day
" neither in this mountain nor yet in Jerusalem should men worship the

Father," but should worship Him in all places acceptably, if tliey

worshipped in spirit and in trUth.

EXCURSUS XI.

THE ALTAR OF INCENSE AND THE HOLIEST PLAC3.

The altar of incense (like the altar of burnt-offering) was called

Holy of Holies (Ex. xxx. 10), and in Ex. xxx. 6 ; xl. 5, it is expressly

said to be placed " before the mercy-ssat," and " before the ark of the

testimony." From its very close connection with the ceremony of the

Day of Atonement, on which it was (as well as the mercy-seat) sprinkled

with the blood of the sin-offering (Lev. xvi. 18), it is called in 1 Kings
vi. 22, " the altar that is by the oracle," or, rather, " which belongs to

the oracle." It is clear, then, (1) that a peculiar sanctity appertained

to the altar beyond the sanctity of the other things which were in the

Holy Place f and (2) that ite position was close to the veil, and in

immediate relation to the position of the Ark, of which it seems to

have been regarded as an appurtenance. Even on these grounds the

Holiest might be generally said " to have " or contain the incense-altar.

But then (3) it must be borne in mind that the writer is thinking

specially of the Day of Atonement, and on that day the inner veil was
lifted by th,e high priest, so that the Holiest and the Holy Place might

' Jer. ad Evagr. See, too, the tradition preserred by Eupolemos (ap. Euseb. Praep.
Evamg. ix. 17), that Abraham was entertained at Oerizim (Ewald, Oesck. iii. 239

;

Stanley, Sin. arid Pal., p. 237).
2 D5*.
' In Bereshith Rabba it is said that Melchi iSalem means " perfect king," and that he

was so called because he was circumcised—^referring to Gen. xvii. 1 {vide Schottgen,

ad Idc.). Philo calls him " Iring of peace (for that is the meaning of Salem) " (Jcj'.

aUegg. iii. 25). • Is- ix. 5 ; Col. i. 20, etc.

* {nvense wiis supposed to have s,n atoning power (Yotna, f, 44, (f ; Num. xvi. 47).
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(on that day) be regarded as a single sanctuary,i which would give still

minuter accuracy to the term used. Nor is this a mere conjecture.
In the vision of Isaiah (vi. 1—8) the prophet is supposed to be standing
in the Holy Place, and he sees the Lord uplifted on His Throne above
the six-winged Seraphim, just as the Shechinah was supposed to rest
between the out-stretched wings of the Cherubim above the mercy-seat.
Then one of the Seraphs flies from the throne with a live coal in his
hand, which he had taken "from off the altar." Similarly, in the vision
of the Apocalypse (viii. 1—5) the seer sees an angel with a golden
censer, to whom is given much incense, that he may offer it upon " the
golden altar which is before the throne." In these considerations, then,
we may fairly see the solution of the difficulty. The writer is not
speaking with pedantic minuteness, but his expression is justifiable, and
even aecurate if we place ourselves in his point of view, and imagine
that we are looking at the Holy and the Holiest as they appeared on
the greatest day of the Jewish year. But though he has made no
mis-statement, he comes very near it, and it is clear th'at St. Paul
would have written with more familiar accuracy about these ritual

details.

EXCURSUS XII.

CEREMONIES OF THE DAY OF ATONEMENT.

At earliest dawn the High Priest chose a young bullock for a

sin-offering and a lamb for a burnt-offering for himself and his house.

After the ordinary ^ morning service, he bathed himself, and put on
his holy linen garments of purest white and of great value.^ Then
he laid his hands on the head of the young bullock, and confessed

tlie sins of himself and his house. He next took two kids for a sin-

offering and a ram for a burnt-offering for the sins of Israel,* and cast

lots upon them at the entrance of the Tabernacle. The lots were

drawn from a golden urn called calpi, which stood in the Court of the

Priests, but close to the worshippers. One lot was " for Jehovah," the

other " for Azazel." The goat on which the lot for Jehovah fell was

sacrificed for a sin-offering. He sacrificed the bullock as an atonement

for himself and his house and the priesthood in general. The blood of

the bidlock was stirred by an attendant lest it should coagulate. Then

1 Seo a Paper by Prof. Milligan, in the Bible Educator, iii. 230.

2 All these bathings were done in a special golden laver in a little chamber called

"Happarveh," above the room where they salted the hides of the victims (Middoth, v. 2;

Surenhusius, Mishnah, v. 376 (quoted by MoCaul, p. 155).
3 On these see Yoma, iii. 7, and Edersheim, The Temple, p. 266.

_

* Altogether he offered fifteen animals, according to Maimonides (see Lev, xvi, ;

Num. xxiy).
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came the most; awful moment of all. Filling a censer with bumiag
coals from the altar, and his hands with sweet incense beaten small,

he slowly approached the sanctuary, and in his white robes entered into

the presence of God through the veil of the Holiest Place. "When he
did so he was accompanied, the Rabbis say, by three acolytes, of whom
one held him by each hand, and the other by the jewels of his robe.

Entering the Holiest, he threw the incense on the burning coals of the

censer, that the thick and fragrant smoke might rise in a cloud between
him and the mercy-seat.^ Through the smoke he sprinkled the blood of

the bullock seven times against the front of the mercy-seat and in front

of it.' Then, going out and sacrificing the goat for the sins of Israel,

he sprinkled its blood in the same manner on the mercy-seat, thus

making an atonement for the Holy Place because of the uncleanness of

the children of Israel. Going forth with the blood of the bullock and
the kid, he made a similar atonement for the great brazen altar of burnt-

offering, the horns of which he sprinkled with the blood seven times.

Altogether there were forty-three sprinklings of the blood, and the

remainder was poured away at the base of the great altar. When the

whole priesthood and sanctuary were thus cleansed he brought the live

goat to the door of the Tabernacle, and, laying both his hands upon its

head, confessed over it all the iniquities, transgressions, and sins of the

people, and sent the goat to carry those sins away into the wilderness,

into a land not inhabited, and thus to free the consciences of the wor-

shippers from the sense of unforgiven guilt. Divesting himself of the

holy linen garments, which he left in the Holy Place, and which were

never to be worn again, he once more bathed, probably in the Court of

the Tabernacle,' and putting on his glorious apparel of purple and gold

and fine linen, with its bells and pomegranates and rich embroidery, he

came forth and offered the burnt-offerings for himself and the people,

and burnt the fat of the sin-offering.*

EXCUESUS XIII.

IMPRESSIONS LEFT ON THE MINDS OF THE JEWS BY THE CEREMONIES

OF THE DAY OP ATONEMENT.

We can trace in Jewish literature how powerful was the impression

which this day and its ritual had made upon the Jewish imagination.

Thus, in the Book of Eoclesiasticus, after more briefly mentioning

I This somewhat mysterious proceeding arose from the dispute between the Saddu-

oees and Pharisees, in which the former maintained that the incense should be kmdled

hefm-e the High-Priest actually entered the Holy Place, whereas the Halaohah reqvured

that it should be done after he entered. /See Knobel on Lev. xvi. 14.

3 Lev. xvi. 24, which should be rendered " in a " (not the) Holy Place, as m va. W.
* I have omitted some of the less certain minutiae. These may be found in Dr. Eder-

sheim's Temple and its Services, chap, xvi
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the other -worthies and heroes of Jewish history, the writer lingers
longest and most lovingly on the glorious figure of the High Priest
Simon, tho son of Onias, as he appeared on the great Day of Atone-
ment.

" How waa he honoured in the midst of the people in his coming out of the
sanctuary

! He was as the morning star in the midst of a cloud, and as the moon
at the full; as the sun shining upon the Temple of the Most High, and as the
rainhow giving light in the bright clouds. ... As fire and incense in the
censer, and as a vessel of beaten gold set with all manner of precious stones. . .

When he put on the robe of honour, and was clothed with the perfection of glory,
when he went up to the holy altar, he made the garment of holiness honourable.
When he took the portions out of the priests' hands he himseU stood by the hearth
of the .altar compassed with his brethren round about, as a young cedar in Lebanon,
and as palm-trees compassed they him round about. So were all the sons of Aai-on
in their glory; and the oblations of the Lord in their hands, before all the congrega-
tions of Israel. And finishing the service at the altar, that he might adorn the
offering of the Most- High Almighty, he stretched out his hand to the cup, and
poured of the blood of the grape, he poured out at the foot of the altar a sweet-
smelling savour unto the Most High King of all. Then shouted the sons of Aaron,
and sounded the silver trumpets, and made a great noise to be heard for a remem-
brance before the Most Higb."i

Five chapters earlier he has dwelt with similar enthusiasm on the

person of Aaron

—

" He exalted Aaron, a holy man like unto him (Moses), even his brother of the
tribe of Levi. An everlasting covenant he made with him, and gave him the
priesthood among the people ; he beautified him with comely ornaments, and
clothed him with a robe of glory. He put upon him perfect glory, and
strengthened him with rich garments, with hosen, with a long robe, and the

ephod. And he compassed him with pomegranates, and with many golden bells

round about, that as he went there might be a sound, and a noise made that might
be heard in the Temple, for a memorial to the children of his people ; with a holy

garment and gold, with blue silk and purple, the work of the embroiderer, with a

breastplate of judgment, and with TJrim and Thummim, with twisted scarlet,

the work of the cunning workman, with precious stones graven like seals, and set

in gold. . . . He set a crown of gold upon the mitre, wherein was engraved

Holiness, an ornament of honour, a costly work, the desires of the eyes, goodly

and beautiful. Before him there were none such, neither did any stranger put

them on, but only his children, and his children's children perpetually. Their

sacrifices shall be wholly consumed every day, twice continually. Moses con-

secrated him, and .anointed him with holy oil: this was appointed unto him

by an everlasting covenant, and to his seed so long as the heavens should

remain. . . . He chose him out of all men living to offer sacrifices to the

Lord, incense, and a sweet savour, for a memorial, to make reconciliation for his

people. He gave unto him his commandments, and authority in the statutes of bis

judgments, that he should teach Jacob the testimonies, and inform Israel in his

laws."2

Nor did these intense feelings of admiration grow less keen as time

advanced. To the Jew of the days of our Lord, the High Priest

—

degraded as was his office by the vice and violence and unspiritual greed

1 Ecclus. 1. 5—16, ? Ecclus, xlv, 6—??,
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of its Sadducean representatives'—was still the most memorable figure

of all his nation ; and even their princes—a Herod of Chalcis, and
a Herod Agrippa—thought it no small enhancement of their dignities

if they received from the Komans the special prerogative of keeping the
" golden robes " of the great Day of Atonement. Nothing more nearly
precipitated the civU war which ultimately ruined the fortunes of

Judaism than the attempt of the Romans to hold the Jews under entire

subjection by keeping these robes under their own control, and so

having the power to hinder, if they chose, the one ceremony on which
the national well-being was believed most immediately to depend.

Even long centuries afteir the observances of Judaism had become
impossible, Maimonides, in his Yad Hachazahah, carefully presecves for

us all the traditional precepts of the Day of Atonement—the fifteen

sacrificial victims, the fumigation and cleaning of the lamps by the

High Priests, the seven days' seclusion, the sprinkling of his person on
the third and seventh day with the ashes of a heifer ; the daily

rehearsal of all the rites which he had to perform, the disputes between
the Sadducees and the Pharisees about the minutiiB of the day ; the five

baths and ten washings of consecration on the day itself; the utterance

ten times of the full name of God ; the reason why the name was
pronounced in an almost inaudible recitative : the sprinkling of the

blood once above and seven times below the mercy-seat, which was
traditionally developed into forty-three sprinklings ; the watch-towers

and signaJ.s by which it was indicated that the goat " for Azazel " had
reached the wilderness; the reading and reciting by memory as he

sat in the Court of the Women in his priestly robes ; the tying of the

scarlet cloth round the goat's horns f the washing of hands and feet in

golden bowls ; and the multitude of the details to which the nation

clung with fond devotion as representing the culminating splendour of

the ritual with which they connected all their hopes of forgiveuess.

It may be said that even now the impression of this high-priestly

splendour on the great day (Yoma) is not exhausted. In the festival

prayers stUl read for that day we read

—

"Even as the expanded canopy of heaven was the countenance of the Priest."

"As the splendour which prooeedeth from the effulgence of Angels was the

countenance of the Priest."

He is compared to " the appearance of the bow in the midst of the

' The high-priestly duties were not only severe, but would be most trying, and even
revolting, to any one who was not animated by deep religious feelings. When the tract

Pesachim (f. 113, a) lays down the rule, " flay a carcase, and take thy fee, imt say not it

is humiliating, because I am a Priest, I am a great man ;
" this is doubtless a reminis-

cence of the days when families like the Boethusim were only anxious to heme had the

dignity, and so, like modem aldermen, to "pass the chair." The Rabbis long remem-
bered with scorn and indignation the High-priest Issachar Kephar Barkai, who had silk

gloves made for himself, that he should not soil his hands with the sacrifices ! (Keri-

thoth, f. 28 6) ; and Elazar Ben Charsom, who wore a coat worth 20,000 minas, so thin

t))»t Ijis brother priests forbade if:s use (Yoma, f. S5 6), ' Yoma, £ 68 5.
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clouds ;

" to 'a rose in the midst of a garden ;
" to " a garden of roses

in the midst of thorns;" to "a star;" to "the golden bells in the
skirts of the mantle ;

" to " the sunrise ; " to " the congregation covered
with blue and purple :

" and to " the likeness of Orion and the
Pleiades."!

EXCUKSUS XIV.

THE IDENTITY OP " JOHN THE PRESBYTER " WITH " JOHN THE
APOSTLE."

The majority of those who have questioned the authenticity of the
Apocalypse have assigned it to a supposed younger contemporary of the
Apostle, who, they say, was known in the early Church as " John the
Presbyter." If it can be shown that the very existence of "John the
Presbyter" is in the highest degree problematical, great additional

force will be given to the already strong proofs that the Apocalypse,
the Gospel, and the Epistles are indeed the work of the Evangelist

St. John. In recent times the supposed existence of this " nebulous
Presbyter " has been made an excuse for denying altogether the work
and the residence of St. John in Asia.^

I have long doubted whether there ever was such a person as this

"John the Presbyter," and I had arrived at this conclusion, and
arranged my reasoiis for holding it, before I saw the paper of Prof.

Milligau' in the Journal of Sacred Literatwre for October, 1868.' The
papers of Riggenbach (Jahrh, fur deutsche Tlieologie, vol. xiii. p. 319),

and of Zahn, in the Studien und Kritiken, for 1866, 1 have not yet seen,

nor Zahn's Acta Johannis (1880).* I have purposely abstained from
consulting them in order that I might state my argument iu my own
way and as it occurred to myself. It will have been useful if it helps in

ever so small a degree to get rid of " a shadow which has been mistaken

for a reality," "a sort of Sosia of the Apostle, who troubles like a

spectre the whole history of the Church of Ephesus."^

The question of the separate existence of a " John the Presbyter
"

' See Hershon, Treaswres of the Talnmd, p. 200.
3 Vogel, Der Evamg. Joharmes, 1800. Lutzelberger, Die MrcJiZ. Tradition nber d. Ap.

Joha/rmes, 1840. Keim, Gesch. Jesu von Naza/ra, vol. i., p. 160, ff. Scholten, Der Ap.
Johan. im Klein-Azie, 1871. Holtzmann, Eph. und Kolossey-briefe, 1872. On the other

side see W. Grimm, Johamnes, iu Brsch and Griiber. Baur, Gesch. d. christl. Eirche,

vol. i., pp. 82—147, etc. Krenkel, Der Apost. Johamnes, pp. 133—178. Strauss, Schwe-
gler, Zeller, Hilgenfeld, even Volimar all reject the new theory. Eenan (L'Antkhrist,

pp. 557—589) only thinlis that Scholten has succeeded in relegating the facts to a sort of

penumbra.
^ I differ from Frof. Milligan in his interpretation of the meaning of Fapias.
* Subsequently to writing this paper I have read Zahn.
' Eenan, L'AnMchrisl, p. xxiii.
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turns mainly upon the meaning of a passage of Papias, quoted by
Eusebius, and upon tlie criticism of that passage by Eusebius himself.

Let us first see the passage of Papias.

In his Exposition of Oracles of the Lord {\oyuov KvpiaxSv i^-fiynais)

Papias had assigned to himself the task of preserving -with his best

diligence and accuracy, and of interweaving in his five books, the

apostolic traditions which were still attainable.

" / shall not scruple," he Says, " to place side by side with my inter-

pretations all the things that I ever rightly learned Jrom the Elders and
rightly remembered, solemnly affin-mn/ng thevr truthfulness." Then, after

teUing us that, unlike most men, he was indifferent to idle gossip and
secondhand information, and sought for direct evidence as to the words
of Christ, he adds: "but if at any time any one came who had been

acquainted with the Elders, I used to enquire about the discourses of the

Elders—wliat Andrew orr what Peter said (elirev), or what Thomas or

James, or wliat John or Matthew, or any one of the disciples of the

Lord ; amd what Aristion and John the Elder, the disciples of the Lord,

say (\4yova-i). For I thought that the information derived from boohs

would not be so profitable to me^ as that derived from a living and
abiding utterance."^

The general'meaning of this passage is clear. The good Bishop of

Hierapolis tells us that he wished, in setting forth his " interpretations,"

to derive all the information he could from the fountain head. We
learn from St. Luke himself that, before he wrote his Gospel, many had
already attempted to perform a similar task, and the Evangelist evi-

dently implies that he was dissatisfied with the majority of these efforts.

It is a fair inference from the expressions which he uses that some of

these narratives were founded on insufficient knowledge, and were lack-

ing in carefulness. It is possible that these tentative sketches of the

Gospel narrative—all of which have now perished—admitted apocryphal

particulars or narrated true circumstances with erroneous details. Such
documents would be sure to contain some contradictions, and would
create much uncertainty in the minds of Christians. The Four Gospels

were written in fulfilment of an imperative need. Now if imperfect

or unauthorised works, such as the sketches to which St. Luke alludes,

had come under the notice of Papias, he would naturally regard them
with suspicion, and would feel that their uncertainties discredited their

authority. He was indeed acquainted with the Gospels of St. Matthew
and St. Mark, and perhaps, though I do not think that this can be

' As the question turns on the meaning of this passage, I append the Greek.

ovK OKv^iTu Se (Tot KoL oiTa TTOTe TTopot riov Trpeo-jSuTepuv KaAb)9 efiaffov KaX /eoAoiff efivqfioveva-a. avyKord^at

Tats epfiT]i/e(a(? fiio^e^atou/iej'o? vnep avrtov a\i^9eiav, Et Si ttov Kat irapoxoXov&ijKt^s tis tois irpetrfivn^

pOLS eA5ot Toif? iSav Trpttr^inipiav avexpivov \iSyous* Tt 'AvSpeas fj rC Jlerpos elirev i) Tt $i'A«nros ^ ri

'luai^S ^ MaT^aios, ^ Tts rSiv Kvpiou tJ^aJSr\T(ov, an 'kpitntxav kox 6 irpea^uTepos 'Itadvtnjv oi Tov KvpCov

fxa^Tal Xeyovfni'. Ov yap TO. eK rSiv jStjSAudi' TotTovTOV jiie (d(^e\eii/ VTrt\6.p.^avov, Qtrov t& TTapa i^wnfi

tf>taviis Kol iievovcrris.—^Papias, a^, JEhtse^, S* B, iii. 39.
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regarded as certain, with tte Gospel of St. John.' But stories were
floating about, such, for instance, as that respecting the death of Judas
Iscariot, and that about " a woman accused before our Lord of many
sins, " which diverged more or less from the accounts in the Gospels.

Papias felt that he would be rendering a service to the Church if he
collected froa".. eye-witnesses all the authentic information which could

still be gathered as to facts. It was even more important to him and to

the Church to learn the accurate truth about asserted doctrines. If
" the books " to which he referred included, as Bishop Lightfoot has

conjectured,' some of the mystic heresies and absurdities of the early

Gnostics, they fully deserved the tone of depreciation in which he
speaks of them. He was acting wisely in endeavouring to bring to a

focus the last glimmerings of direct Apostolic tradition.

It seems then that he had long been in the habit—perhaps ever

since his early youth—of gleaning from every available source the testi-

mony of the Twelve Apostles. His book was probably written after

the last Apostle was dead, and he considered that it owed much of its

importance to the old traditions which he had gathered while it was yet

possible to do so. In the passage which I have quoted he is not speak-

ing of present times, but is referring to what he used to do in the days

of his youth and early manhood.
Now certainly if Papias had been a careful modem writer, we

should have inferred from this passage that the John mentioned in the

first clause was a different person from the John mentioned in the

second. In the first, he says, that it had been his habit to enquire from

any who had known " the Elders "—of whom he especially mentions

seven Apostles—what these " Elders " said; and also " what Aristion

and John the Elder, disciples of the Lord, say."

But although this would be the iiatural inference, it is by no means

the certain inference. The antithesis may be between the past and

present tense (" said " and " say ") and not between two sources of

original information. There is nothing to forbid the explanation that

when Papias met any one who had known the immediate Apostles and

disciples of the Lord—St. John among them—he made notes of what

(according to his informant) these Elders said; but in writing this

clause he remembers that, at the time when he was making his notes,

two of the immediate disciples of the Lord were not dead but living

;

namely, Aristion—to whom, since he was not an Apostle, he does not

give the direct title of " Elder "—and John, whom he identifies with

those whom he has mentioned in the first clause by calling him, as he

had called them, " the Elder."

1 Euaebius does not quote any allusion of Papias to the Gospel of St. John, but in an

argument nrefixed to a Vatican MS. of the ninth century, we are told that he testified

to its genuineness ; and a quotation from " the Elders," in Irenseus, may be derived from

Papias. Westcott, On the Canon, p. 77. It must be admitted that this evidence 59

somewhat shadowy.
2 Cantemprrary Eeview, August, 1867, and August, 1873,
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Certainly such a way of expressing himself would show that Fapiaa
was a man who wrote in a very simple and loose style ; but this is

exactly what we know to have been the case. It is true that, in one
place, if the clause be genuine, Eusebius calls him "a man in all

respects of the greatest erudition and well acquainted with Scripture."'

But the genuineness of this eulogistic clause is very uncertain, since it

is omitted in several manuscripts, as well as by Rufinus, and (which is

important) in an ancient Syriac Version. Three chapters further on
Eusebius tells us that Papias was " a man of exceedingly small intelli-

gence, as one may infer from his own writings."* Such a man might
easily write in a confused style. One at least of the passages which
Eusebius quotes from the Exposition bears out his unfavourable opinion

of the ancient bishop's ability. Nor are we left to form our judgment
of his style solely on the opinion of Eusebius. Another of the

passages which the historian quotes from Papias (and to which I have
referred further on) is equally wanting in precision, and is therefore

susceptible of more than one interpretation.

I. Now, first of all, no difficulty can arise as to the title given to

St. John. Papias calls all the other Apostles " the Elders," and it is

only natural to assume that he gives the same title to St. John in the

same sense. The word " Elder," like the word " Apostle," had two
different senses. In its ordinary sense it was applicable to many
hundreds of persons, for it meant any Christian who was member of a

Presbytery. But it had a special sense, in which it meant one who
belonged to the earliest generation of Christians. In this sense it is

constantly used by Irenseus, and is applied to Papias himself, though

he was not a Presbyter, but a Bishop of Hierapolis, and though by the

time of Irenseus the distinction between "Bishop" and "Presbyter,"

wliich is not found in the writings of the New Testament, had been

gradually introduced. If the Second or Third Epistles of St. John be,

as the Church has generally inferred, by the same author as the First,

the case is strengthened for identifying " John the Elder " with "John
the Apostle," for in both these Epistles St. John gives himself this

very title. That it was in no sense inappropriate may be seen from the

fact that St. Peter, in addressing Elders, calls himself their "fellow

Elder."^ Besides this, when used with the definite article, it would be

a title of great significance, and yet would accord with the modesty

and reticence which were habitual with St. John. There was no need

for the last survivor of the Apostles to give himself the title of

" Apostle," to which, in its loftiest sense, all men knew that he had an

undisputed claim. He did not wish to assert his own immense autho-

rity. But in calling himself " the Elder " he used a term doubly

impressive. He implies that he was an Elder in a peculiar sense, both

1 atnjp TatravToioTi nd\i.iTTa\oyttliTa709. Euseb. S, E. ill. 36.

2 trifi6Spa (Tfj-LKpoi 5tv rov vovv UK &v Ik twv aiirov \6yuv rcK/i^jpa^evol' etifeii/. Id. HI. 39t

' 1 1'et. V. L
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because he was entitled from his great age to respect and reverence, and
also because he was raised above the rest of Elders by the dignity of

his position as the last of the Twelve, and the last of those who could

say "I have seen the Lord." So far, then, we see that, whether they

were the same person or not, the John in the first clause and the John
in the second are each characterised by two identical titles. Each is

called an " Elder," and each is called " a disciple of the Lord." Surely

if Papias had wished to describe two different persons he would have
given some separate and distinctive title to the second and inferior

John. It is a reasonable inference that Papias is only mentioning

the same person twice over in an intelligible, though loose and
inartistic, way, to distinguish between reports of his sayings which
were brought to him when St. John was yet living and after he was
dead.

But, besides this, I am far from sure that the sentence is not loosely

constructed in another sense. By the figure of speech called zeugma, or

rather, syllepsis, the same word, even in the most classical writers and

in all languages, is often made to serve two purposes in the same sen-

tence. A verb is often used with two clauses which is only appropriate

to one of them, as in Pope's line

—

" See Pan with flocks, with fruits Pomona crowned,"

where from the participle "crowned" we must understand the word
" surrounded " to suit the first half of the line. In other instances we
are compelled by the sense to borrow from one verb another which may
be even opposite in meaning, as in St. Paul's

—

"Forbidding to marry, [commanding] to abstain from meats," where

from KaXvavrav (forbidding) we must understand KeXeudvTav (commanding)

to suit the second clause.^ It is then perfectly legitimate to understand

Papias to mean that he used to enquire what Peter, John, etc., said, and

when opportunity occurred used to make personal notes of what Aristion

and John say? What he derived from St. John would, if such were his

meaning, have been of two descriptions, namely, (1) Reports of his con-

versations from others, and (2) Actual notes of liis living testimony

taken down in intercourse with the Apostle himself when Papias was

young. And that Eusebius is not guilty of mere carelessness in inter-

preting him to mean that he actually heard " John the Elder " is, I

think, shown by the words which follow, in which Papias, thinking

mainly of his last clause, speaks of the importance of the " living and

abiding voice." Indeed, he says in his opening sentence that some of

his notes were derived from immediate intercourse with some of these

^ 1 Tinu iv. 3, comp. yaAa v^ia? eTrorttra ov jSpufLAi 1 Cor. iii. 2.

2 This is called zmgrna ; in syllepsis the same word is taken in two different senses.

> •AvoKpiVw means " I examine," " sift," or " question."
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"Elders" as well as {tl Si koI k.t.\.) from trustworthy reports of what
they had said to others.

There are, then, two strong arguments for construing the sentences
of Papias as I have here proposed. They are all the stronger because
they are both derived from Eusebius himself, though he may be called

the original inventor of the theory about "John the Presbyter."^

(1.) One of these arguments is that Eusebius so construed the sen-
tence. He indeed makes "John the Elder" of the first clause a
different person from the " John the Elder " of the second clause ; but
he paraphrases the sentence thus :

" Papias testifies that he had received
the sayings of the Apostles from those who had been acquainted with
them^ but says that he had been himself a hearer of Aristion and of
John tJie Elder." He has been accused of error and carelessness in thus
understanding the sentence, but I think that I have shown his con-
struction of it to be, so far, perfectly justifiable.

(2.) The other argument is that Eusebius, in an earlier book, the
Ghronicon, says without any hesitation, that Papias was a hearer of
St. John the Apostle.' Now, that this was the truer and more unbiassed
conclusion, seems clear on other grounds. I shall show later on that
" the Elder " is quoted for statements which could hardly have come
from any but an Apostle. And besides the ancient and frequent testi-

mony that Papias had seen and conversed with St. John the Apostle, it

would be inconceivable d priori that one who was searching for first

hand and authentic testimony should never have taken the trouble to

go from Hierapolis to Ephesus to consult an Apostle of the highest
authority, who was then living at Ephesus as the acknowledged head of
the Asiatic Church.

The argument, therefore, that Eusebius was more likely than we are

to have known whether there was or was not a " John the Presbyter,"
and whether Papias was his hearer or the hearer of St. John the Apostle,

because Eusebius possessed all the writings of Papias, and we do not,

falls signally to the ground. Indeed, it tells the other way. In his

History he reasons himself into the belief that Papias was only the pupil

of " the Presbyter ; " but he had all the writings of Papias in his hand
when he wrote the Ghronicon, and there he says, without any hesitation,

that Papias was a pupil of the Apostle. " John the Presbyter " is the
creature of Eusebius's later criticism. If he could have quoted from
Papias a single other passage which in any way countenanced his exis-

tence, there would have been no need to base his existence upon a mere
conjecture.

On the other hand, the belief that Papias really had seen and heard

I Dionjsius of Alexandria had given a timid hint that there might have heen such a
person, but Eusebius, by a bold criticism, assumes that there was.

^ So, too, Iren. C. Maer. v. 33. 'Itodwov fiev aKOvar^Si no^vKopjrou Se cTaipog yeyovtis. It

is monstrous to suppose that Iren^eus would use the simple word " John " if he onljr

meant the Presbyter.
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the Apostle St. John, rests not upon conjecture, but upon the distinct

testimony of Irenseus, who says that Papias was " a hearer of John, and
an associate (iToipos) of Polycarp."^ Justin Martyr lays the scene of
his dialogue with Trypho in Ephesus ; and he quotes the Apocalypse as

the work of the Apostle.^ That the John intended is the Apostle

—

the only John of whom Trenseus knew anything—is sufficiently clear,

because Irenseus, in his letters to Victor and to Florinus, distinctly

says so.' Apollonius, Bishop of Ephesus, says that the Apostle lived at

Ephesus, and wrote the Apocalypse.* Melito, Bishop of Sardis, must
have held the same opinion, as is clear from the silence of Eusebius.^
ApoUinarius, who succeeded Papias as Bishop of Hierapolis, a.d. 170,
and was therefore specially likely to be well informed, must have known
that both Polycarp and Papias were hearers of the Apostle.' Jerome,
in his De Viris lUustribus, says the same.' Till very recent times no
one ever breathed a doubt that Polycarp had been a hearer of the

Apostle, and had by him been appointed Bishop of Smyrna.* If, then,

Polycarp was a hearer of the Apostle, there can be no difficulty in

accepting the testimony that Papias, who was a friend and contemporary
of Polycarp, had enjoyed the same peculiar privilege.

II. But now let us examine more closely the criticism of Eusebius'

upon the passage of Papias. He says " that Papias mentions the name
of John twice, and in the first clause places him with Peter and the rest

of the Apostles, clearly indicating the Evangelist ; but that in the second

clause he ranks him with others who were not Apostles, placing Aristion

before him, and he distinctly calls him 'an Elder;' so that even in

this way he indicates the truth of the statements of those who have

said that there were two who had the same name in Asia, and that there

were two tombs in Ephesus, and that each is still called ' a tomb of John.'

We ought to attend to these facts, for it is probable that it was the second

John who saw the Apocalypse which passes under the name of John,

unless any one wishes to believe that it was the first."

It should be most carefully observed that Eusebius does not here

profess to know anything whatever about this " John the Elder," and

that he is not quite fair in saying that Papias calls him " an Elder."

Papias did not call him "an Elder," but "the Elder," which may be a

very different thing. Eusebius also fails to notice that the " John " of

the second clause is described by exactly the same two designations as the

John of the first clause, namely, as one of the " Elders," and as a

1 Iren. c. Haer. v. 33. So too CEoumenius, on Acts ii. ; Nicephorus, ff. E. iii. 20

;

and Anastasius Sinaita (Hexaem. vii.), who calk him a pupU of the " boscm-diBciple
"

(6 iirionieio!). See Eolith, Rel, Sacr. i. 15.

2 Just. M. Dial. 81.

3 Iren. c. Haer. iii. 1, § 1, and ap. Euseb. H. E. v. 20—24.

* Ap. Euseb. H. E. t. 18. s gee Jer. Be Tirr. Illmtr. 24,

« Ap. Euseb. H. E. iv. 27; v. 19. Jer. Ve Tirr. lUustr. 26.

7 Jer. I. c, 0. xviii.

8 Tert. De Praesa: Haer. v. 30. » H. E. iii. 39,
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« disciple of the Lord." Eusebius is only led to infer that there was a
John who was not the Apostle, (1) by his critifcisms of this single

passage ; (2) by the fact that " some " had said so ; and (3) because
these persons stated that there were still two tombs at Ephesus which
were known by the name of John. And yet, after all, Eusebius is so

little convinced by his own reasoning—he is so anxious " to steer be-

tween the Scylla and Charybdis of yes and no"—^he sees that the
evidence for the Apostolic authorship of the Apocalypse is so strong

—

that he is stUl obliged to leave the authorship of the book a matter of

individual opinion. Whatever may be thought as to the ingenuity of

his reasoning, Eusebius furnishes the most complete refutation of his

own^ theory by the inability to produce a single grain of testimony
or even of tradition in favour of the view that this separate "Presbyter"
had ever existed.

Two questions then arise :

—

a. Why was Eusebius so anxious to believe in the existence of this
" John the Presbyter "

?

/8. Who were the "some" on whose testimony he relies?

a. The answers to both questions are very easy. Eusebius disliked the
Apocalypse. He seldom quotes it. In one passage he refers to it as

possibly {ei ye (pcaielii) spurious, and in another as possibly (rf ye (pavel-n)

genuine, leaving the decision very much to the reader himself. He was
extremely opposed to the fanatical and sensuous Chiliasm, which derived

its sole support from this book ; and on this very ground he was
incUned to look down upon the old Bishop of Hierapolis, with his

credulous stories and Judaic sympathies. If the millennial traditions

which Papias had collected in his Expositions could be dissociated from
the authority of the Apostle, and made to rest on that of an unknown
and sub-apostolic personage, it would be more easy to set them aside.

j8. As to the " some " to whom Eusebius alludes, they probably
reduce themselves to Dionysius of Alexandria, just as the " some " to

whom Dionysius himself alludes as disparaging the Apocalypse probably

reduce themselves to the Alogi. At any rate, the only trace of any
conjecture as to the existence of " John the Presbyter " previous to

Eusebius, is in the famous criticism on the Apocalypse by Dionysius.

In that criticism, preserved for us only by Eusebius,^ the learned

Patriarch of Alexandria says that it is clear from the testimony of the

book itself that a " John " wrote the Apocalypse, but that instead of

calling himself " the disciple beloved by the Lord " (as in the Gospel),

or, " the brother of James," or " one who has actually seen and heard

the Lord," which would have clearly indicated his individuality, he

only calls himself " your brother and fellow in affliction," and " a witness

of Jesus," and " blessed because he saw and heard these revelations."

" Now I think," continues Dionysius, " that there have been many who

' H. K. Tii. 25.

40
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bore the same name as John the Apostle, who loved that designation

out of their love and admiration and emulation for him, and .because

they wished to be loved of the Lord as he was
; just as many children

are named after Paul and Peter. Nay, there is even another John in

the Acts of the Apostles, who bore the surname of Mark. I cannot

say whether this be the John who wrote the Apocalypse, for it is not

recorded that he went with them (Barnabas and Paul) into Asia ; but

I think that it was some other John of those who were in Asia, since

some even say that there are two tombs in Ephesus, each of which is

called ' the tomb of John.'

"

If the " some " to whom Eusebius appeals include any one except

Dionysius of Alexandria and those who had given him his information,

we have at any rate no clue as to who they were. Had they been
persons of special authority, or with special opportunities of knowing
the facts, Eusebius would have told us something about them. And
what does the evidence furnished by Dionysius amount to ? Not (be it

observed) to the statement that there were two Johns, but only that

John was a common name, and that there were two tombs in Ephesus,

each of which was pointed out by the local ciceroni as a tomb of John

!

He does not even pretend to imply that they were the tombs of two

Johns. On the contrary, each was asserted to be the tomb of the

Apostle.

III. Could any reader of modern German criticisms believe that

beyond this we know absolutely nothing about John the Presbyter, as

distinct from John the Apostle?^ And how utterly baseless a founda-

tion is this for such a superstructure ! Dionysius wrote about the

middle of the third century,^ when John had been laid in his grave for

at least a century and a half. There is no tradition worth the name as

to the place and manner of the Apostle's death, and in the absence of

authentic information it was believed or assumed that he died at

Ephesus. Since this was the common belief, it was quite natural that

the Christians who visited Ephesus should ask to be shown the grave of

John.^ Now the duplicate sites of many other " holy places " in

Palestine and elsewhere show that if, in a case where there was no

certainty, one supposed grave was pointed out, it was a very likely

result that there would be two. The two graves were merely rival sites

for a spot which, if either of them were genuine, would be full ot

interest. Yet, on grounds so slight as these, Dionysius—who, though

he speaks reverently of the Apocalypse, could not persuade himself that

it was the work of the Apostle—first infers that there were two Johns

;

' No importance can be attached by any one to the guess or invention of the

Apostolical Constitutions (vii. 46), that the Presbyter succeeded the Apostle as Bishop of

Ephesus. . .

2 He succeeded to the Presidency of the Catechetical School at Alexandria in

A.D. 231.
3 Similarly tho " trophies " of Peter and Paul were pointed out at Rome as early as

the days of the Presbyter Gains (a.d. 213).
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and, secondly, that one of them may have been sufficiently famous to

be the author of the Revelation.

That Dionysius is merely clutching at a theory is proved by his half

suggestion that the author may have been John Mark the Evangelist
;

a suggestion in which, so far as I am aware, he has had scarcely a single

follower for 1,500 years. ^

But, further than this, his suggestion proves a great deal more than
he intended by it. This second John, if he existed at all, must have
been an exile in Patmos, and a person of such immense and acknow-
ledged influence as to be able to address the Seven Churches of Asia
with almost more than Apostolic authority. But, as we can now prove,

the Apocalypse was written about A. d. 68 ; and if John the Presbyter
at that time exercised so powerful a sway over Asia, then there is little

or no room left for the work of John the Apostle. Polycrates, Bishop
of Ephesus (a.d. 196), spoke of John the Apostle and Philip^ as the

two great lights of Asia ;' but if John the Presbyter is the exile of

Patmos and the author of the second and third Epistles, he must have
been, on the evidence of these writings, a " light of Asia " whose
splendour was much more powerful than that of Philip, and so bright

as to make the name even of the Apostle grow somewhat pale.

If the Presbyter wrote the Apocalypse, a large part of the evidence

for the Asiatic residence of St. John falls to the ground. This is the

actual result arrived at by Scholten, Lipsius, Keim, and other Dutch
and German theologians, who fall back on an unauthorised and dubious

quotation from Papias by Georgius Hamartolos, to the effect that John
the Apostle was martyred by the Jews. Dionysius shows no trace of

such wild conclusions, though they would naturally spring from his own
conjecture ; and, as for Georgius Hamartolos, we have the less scruple

in setting aside his supposed quotation, because none of his predecessors

for eight centuries know anything about it, and because in the very

same sentence he has flagrantly mis-stated the known opinion of Origen.^

lY. Keim dwells much on the fact that little or no mention

is made of the Asiatic work of St. John till the close of the second

century. It is not mentioned, he says, in the Acts of the Apostles,

nor in the Ignatian Epistles, nor in Polycarp's letter to the Philippians,

nor in the letter of the Churches of Lyons and Vienne. The answer to

this difficulty, if it be one, is twofold. It is that, in the first place,

there was no special reason why it should have been mentioned in any '

' The only exceptions are Beza and Hitzig. Beza, ProUgom. in Apoc. ]p. 744. "Quod
si quid sJiud lioeret ex stylo oonjioere, nemini certe potius quam Marco tribuerim, qui et

ipse Joannes diotus est" (Liicke, EMeit. in d. Offenhar. p. 780). Hiteig, TJeber. Joh.

Markus, 1843.
" The Apostle, not the Deacon (Euseb. H. K iii. 39).

' Polycr. ap. Euseb. H. H. iii. 31 ; v. 24. See Bouth, Bel. Sacr. p. 369.

* Georgius Hamartolos not only quotes Papias for the assertion that St. John had
been martyred by the Jews, but says that Origen thought so to, which is the reverse of

the fact (Orig. in Matt.).
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one of ttese documents ; and that, in the second place, the " argunient

from silence" is always a most untrustworthy way of attempting
to throw doubts on facts for which there is positive evidence. Are we
to doubt the existence of Milton or of Jeremy Taylor—of Bacon or of

Shakspeare—because these contemporaries make no allusion to each

other in their voluminous writings t Humboldt points out that in the

archives of Barcelona there is no trace of an event so important as the

triumphal entry of Columbus ; in Marco Polo's travels no mention
of the wall of China; in the archives of Portugal no allusion to

the travels of Amerigo Vespucci.^ Michelet, in his History of France,
states that the two chief historians of the Sicilian Vespers make no
mention whatever of Procida, though he was undoubtedly the chief

mover in that terrible event.^ The argumentum ex silentio may be set

aside as wholly unimportant. Moreover, in this instance it is

singularly inappropriate, since it tells with redoubled force against

the very existence of any separate "John the Presbyter," who is passed

over in still profounder silence by all sources of information alike.

It is quite certain that such an hypothesis as the denial of John's

work in Asia would have appeared absurd to Dionysius. He was
probably in possession of a stronger and more detailed tradition on the

subject than we are. At any rate, he would not have listened for

a moment to the supposition on which this recent theory depends. It

requires us to believe that Irenseus (a.d. 180) actually confounded John
the Apostle with John the Presbyter / Such a supposition is—I fear it

must be said—utterly absurd. Irenseus repeatedly refers to "John,"
and " John the Lord's disciple," and fortunately it cannot be asserted

that he is referring to this second John, because in one passage he

expressly calls him " John the disciple of the Lord who leaned upon
his breast, and himself published the Gospel while living in Ephesus of

Asia."^ There is in Irenseus no trace of any other John ; nor was

there any such trace in the writings of Polycrates, Bishop of Ephesus,

or Apollinarius, Bishop of Hierapolis—two persons who were eminently

likely to be well informed about the history of the Christian Church in

those two cities. Irenseus tells us that Polyoarp had been the disciple

of St. John, and had always referred to him about disputed questions,

and had felt for him an unbounded reverence. Now Irenseus too was

of Asiatic origin, and knew the traditions of Ephesus. He had himself

been a hearer of Polycarp, and has left a most graphic description of the

manner in which the old man used to demean himself. And yet we
are asked to believe that when he calls Polycarp " a hearer of John " he

mistook John the Apostle for John the Presbyter, though of this John

' Gesch. d. Geogr., voL iv., p. 160.
^ Varnhagen von Bnse, TageMcher, vol. i., p. 123. These two instances are quoted

by Krenkel, Der Ap. Johan. p. 139.
3 See Iren. c. Haer. u. 22, § 5 ; iii. 1, § 1 ; iii. 3, § 4 ; v. 30, § 1 ; 33, §§ 3, 4 ; and af.

Euseb, B. M- V- 24.
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the Presbyter there is not so much as a tradition, however faint, until

we come to the middle of the third century; and no trace even then

except a vague report that there wei-e at Ephesus two graves known as

graves of John ! But St. Jerome furnishes us with conclusive evidence

of the extremely valueless character of this grain of supposed fact in

the ever-widening ocean of theory. He says {De Viris Illustr.) that
" another tomb is shown at Ephesus as the tomb of John the Presbyter,

ALTHOUGH SOME THINK THAT THEY ARE BOTH TOMBS OF JoHN THE
Evangelist "

! Had it not been for dogmatic reasons, it is probable

that no one would have thought anything else.

There is overwhelming evidence that John the Apostle spent many
of his last years in Asia. It is one of the most unanimous and best

supported of Church traditions, and it can be traced in a continuous

sequence of evidence from the days of those who were his contem-

poraries, and had enjoyed his personal intercourse. That there was
any John the Presbyter distinct from the Apostle, there is no evidence

whatever. For to say that a second-hand report about two graves

in Ephesus is any evidence, is idle. We should never have heard a

word about these two graves, or at any rate, this is not the inference

which would have been drawn from them, if Dionysius had not disKked

to attribute the Apocalypse to St. John, and if Eusebius, in common
with many others, had not felt a scarcely concealed desire to get rid of

the book altogether. But if this imaginary " Presbyter " wrote the

Apocalypse he must, on the showing of the book itself, have been a

very great man indeed, and one whose position enabled him to adopt a

tone more authoritative than was adopted even by St. PauL Is it

conceivable that of such a man there would not be so much as a single

other trace except the report of a dubious grave conjecturally assigned

to him a century and a half after he was dead ?

The ancient Fathers, both Greek and Latin, were not to be misled

either by the specious suggestion of Dionysius, or by the bold assertion

of Eusebius more than seventy years afterwards. Neither of these

great writers found any one to follow them in their theoretic inferences

from the loose clause of Papias. The Fathers had the works of Papias

in their hands, and knew that he had nowhere disintegrated the

individuality of the one and only "John," whom the Church would

understand to be referred to when that name was mentioned. They

also had in their hands the Acts of Leucius, which are probably the

chief source of Johannine traditions ; and it is clear from the silence of

Eusebius and Dionysius that there the Presbyter had no existence.

Accordingly, Apollinarius, Anastasius Sinaita, Maximus, and many

others, go on repeating that Papias was a hearer of John the Apostle,

without so much as noticing that there was anything doubtful in the

passage out of which Eusebius has conjured his shadowy Presbyter.

V. But some will say, have we not two Epistles which profess to

emanate from "John the Presbyter " ] Undoubtedly we have, and
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this is one of the strongest evidences that "John the Presbyter"
was no other than " John the Apostle," for as St. John nowhere claims

his Apostolic authority, he would least of all be likely to do so in two
private notes to otherwise unknown individuals; notes which do not
contain a single item of importance except where they exactly coincide
with the thoughts, and indeed the actual words, of the First Epistle

;

notes which no separate "John the Presbyter" could possibly have
written unless his mind were an echo of the Apostle's as well as his

name. The Apostle calls himself "the Presbyter" in these little

private letters, because the title suiEciently indicated his personality as
the aged Head of the Asiatic Churches, and as one who belonged to a
past epocli.^ No other designation would have been so simple, so

dignified, and so suitable. And most certainly Papias was not
influenced by this circumstance ; for while he was acquainted with the

First Epistle of St. John, he does not seem to have known of the

existence of the Second or Third.

VI. But the use of this designation, " the Elder,'' is further

illustrated by Papias himself. He prefaces one of his oral traditions

with the words, " These things the Elder used to say." "We have seen

that he used the word " Elders " in its narrower sense as synonymous
with " Apostles." He meant by the term those who were the oldest

and most venerated sources of tradition. He certainly would not have
given this specific .title to any one who belonged only to the second

generation, and who would therefore have been a contemporary of

his own. By " the Elder " he has been always and rightly understood

to mean John, who, as the last survivor of the Apostolic band, was
"the Elder" kot' iloxhv- He does not give this title to Aristion,

though he too was a living witness of facts connected with the life and
ministry of Christ.

Again, the remarks ascribed to this intensely venerated " Elder

"

are such as we can hardly imagine that any one short of an Apostle,

and such an Apostle as St. John, would have had authority to make.

For instance, the Gospel of St. Mark is universally believed to have

been written under the guidance of St. Peter. The numerous graphic

and vivid touches in which it abounds, as well as many other circum-

stances, lend probability to this tradition. Now who is the original

authority for this belief ? None other than " the Elder " himself. He
informs Papias that " Mark haviag become the interpreter of Peter,

wrote accurately all that he (Peter) related."^ But, such being the

case, what ordinary disciple, even of the first generation, would have

1 I do not refer to the parallel case of St. Paul caUing himself " the aged " in Phile-

mon 9, because the word irpeo-^vTTjs may there mean "an ambassador."
* Eliseb. JS- E. iii. 39. Map/cos fLhr epf;.rjvajTifs Hirpov yevofievtK offa efivritiovevtrep oKpiPM9

lypa\jiev. Tho words may mean, "Wrote accurately all that he (Mark) remembered;" or,

"all that he (Peter) related " CWestoott, On the Gcmon, p. 74), Here, again, we notice

the ambiguity of the style of Papias.
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ventured to criticise ex cathedra—to criticise as though from the stand-

point of wider and more intimate knowledge—a gospel which rested on the

authority of the Chief of the Apostles? Surely there was no living

man who would have ventured to do this, unless he were one whose
opportunities of information were greater even than those of St.

Peter ? Yet " the Elder " does so. He informed Papias that though

St. Mark wrote truthfully, to the best of his remembrance, he did not

write the events of Christ s life and teaching in " chronological order
"

(o4 liivTOi Tiijei). Now this we should have thought, apart from the

Fourth Gospel, is exactly what St Paul does. But yet " the Elder " is

right, because the Elder is none other than the Apostle and the Evan-
gelist He can speak even of St. Mark in a tone of superiority,

as of one who "neither heard the Lord nor followed Him." He
knew, as perhaps no other man knew, that the Synoptic Evangelists

were but imperfectly informed as to the events and discourses of that

ministiy in Jvdcea, as apart from Galilee, which it weis his own special

privilege to make known to the world. Hence he can even venture to

say of St. Peter himself, that " he used to frame his teachings with
reference to the present needs of his hearers, and not as making a

connected narrative of the Lord's discourses." What mere secondary

Presbyter would have spoken in terms of such familiarity and even
equality of " the Pilot of the Galilean Lake " ? In such criticisms do
we not hear unmistakably the accents of an Apostle 1

Vn. There is, so far as I can see, but one slight objection to the

arguments which I have here stated. It is that, if our conclusion be
correct, Papias mentions Aristion in the same breath with St. John the

Apostle, and even puts Aristion's name first.

I fuUy admit that this mention of Aristion is perplexing. Of this

Aristion we know absolutely nothing.^ It is startling, and it is a little

painful, to find Papias referring to him as an eminent contemporary
witness to the truth of the Gospel narrative, when we can give no infor-

mation whatever respecting him. He is a nominis umbra and nothing

more.

So strongly has this been felt that some—and among them Renan

—

suppose, that instead of "the disciples of the Lord" in the second

clause of the passage of Papias, we ought to read " the disciples oj

disciples (jiaB-nTol imBrtrSiv) of the Lord," and that the word fiaSiiTay—
which would relegate Aristion and " John the Presbyter " to the second

generation of disciples—has dropped out by the clerical error known as

homceoteleuton. Another suggestion is, that the name of John in the

fvrst clause is simply interpolated. But since neither Eusebius nor any

one else knew or dreamt of such readings, the conjectures merely res'

on foregone conclusions. If we may thus tamper with ancient authors

' There is no authority for the assertion of the Apostolical Constitutions (vii. 46),

which speaks of his martyrdom, and oomieots him with the Church of Smyrna.
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we may make them say anything that we please. Moreover, a person who
belonged to the second generation of disciples would not have furnished
the sort of authority which Papias required. To that second genera-

tion he himself may be said to have belonged, for he was a contem-
porary of the daughters of Philip, and (as we have seen reason to

believe) had talked in his youtli with John the Apostle. What he
wanted for the purposes of his Expositions was oral testimony derived

at first hand from the original sources.

I have sometimes thought, and still think, that Aristion is a name
which conceals some well-known person.' The Jewish Apostles com-
monly bore two names ; one among their own countrymen, and one
for use among the Gentiles. There is nothing to forbid the supposi-

tion that the otherwise unknown designation may in reality refer to

some Apostle or Apostolic man who, like St. John and St. Philip, had
taken refuge in Asia from the storm of persecution and calamity which
had burst over Judsea, and who was known at Hierapolis by the Greek
name Aristion. If this very reasonable and moderate supposition

be allowed, all difficulty vanishes. What Papias then means to say is,

that long before he wrote his book it had been his habit to gather all

he could about the statements of the Apostles, whom he calls " Elders "

—and among them about the statements of John—from those who
had seen them ; and that he also took notes of the living " oracles

"

furnished to him directly by Aristion (who was evidently well-known to

Papias's readers) and even—which is the reason why he keeps the name
to the last as being the fact which he most wished to emphasize—by
" John the Elder ;

"—the same John

—

h naw—the only John of whom
any one knew anything—who so long survived his brother Apostles,

and to whose mc^irecJ testimony Papias has just referred.

VIII. We have then sifted to the bottom the whole of the so-called

evidence for the existence of a "John the Presbyter" who was not

John the Apostle.

It is—
1. A passage of Papias, capable of a quite different interpretation,

and which seems to have received a quite different interpretation, not

only for a full century after he was dead, but also (in spite of Eusebius)

in subsequent times.

2. A hesitating and tentative guess of Dionysius, rising solely from

his avowed inability to regard the Apostle as the author of the Apocalypsp.

3. Some dubious gossip (i^oo-ly) about two tombs at Ephesus, which,

if trustworthy at all, was believed by some to be due to an attempt to

reconcile the inventions of rival guides.

' Wlien I wrote this I was entirely unaware that Krenkel, in his Der Apostd JoJumnes,

p. 117, had been led to make exactly the same conjecture. Pereant qui ante nos nostra

dixerunt I Polycrates tells us that John and Philip were at this time the " two great

lights of Asia." If "Philip" were not a Greek name, one might have suspected that

Aristion was a local name borne by Philip.
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4. Eagerness on the part of Eusebius to support this inverted

pyramid of conjectures, out of positive dislike to the Apocalypse caused

by the abuses of MUlenarians.^
" Only this, and nothing more "

! And these are the grounds on
which we are now asked to set aside the direct or indirect testimony of

Papias,^ of Justin Martyr,' of Polycarp,* of Polycrates,^ of IreniBus,"

of Apollonius,' of Clemens of Alexandria, of Origen, of Melito,* of

Andreas, of Arethas, and, in fact, of unbroken Church tradition, and
to assign the works of the last and one of the greatest Apostles to an
obscure and dubious Presbyter ! It is on this evidence—so late and so

tottering—evidence based on an awkwardly expressed but perfectly

explicable passage of Papias, a simple writer who had no pretence to

subtlety of intellect or grace of style—and on a professed quotation

from Papias in the ninth century by Georgius Hamartolos, who, in the

very same sentence, attributes to Origen an opinion which his own
writings show to be false—that some critics have ventured to rewrite

the history of the first century ; to assert, in spite of overwhelming
evidence, that the Apostle St. John never was in Asia at all ; that

Polycarp never saw him ; that the John for whom Polycarp expressed

so profound a reverence was only a " Presbyter " who, like himself,

belonged to the second generation of Christians ; that Trenseus was
mistaken in supposing that Polycarp meant the Apostle when he only
meant the Presbyter ; that, if this be thought impossible, the letter of

Irenseus to Florinus must be regarded as a forgery ;° that this " Pres-

byter," whose very existence was only conjectured a century later, is

quoted as an oracle by Papias; that Polycrates, himself Bishop of

Ephesus less than a century after John's death, made the same prepos-

terous mistake which is attributed to Irenseus ;"' and that nebulous as ho
is, unknown as he is to early writers, utterly as every fact about him
lias perished, the " Presbyter " was still the author either of the Gospel

and Epistle, or of the Apocalypse, or of the Second and Third Epistles,

or of all these writings alike. Credat Judo&us Apella—non ego I

' Speaking of the "certain strange parables and teachings of the Saviour, and certain

other somewhat mystical things," which Papias recorded, from unwritten tradition,"

Eusebius specially mentions " some millennium of years after the resurrection from the
dead, during which the kingdom of Christ shall be established bodily upon this earth.

* Ap. Anastas. Sinaita, Sexaem. i. (Ronth, i. 15). ^ Dial. c. Tryph. 81.

* Ap. lien, etc., and Euseb. Ghrom. ad Olymp. 220.
* See Jer. de Virr. Illustr. xlv. ; Euseb. H. E. v. 26 (Eouth, i 372).
* Ap. Euseb. V. 20, etc.

1 Euseb. H. E. v. 18. ^ Euseb. H. E. iv. 26.

' This entirely baseless suggestion of Scholten does not at all help his cause, for,

opart from the letter to Florinus, the testimony of Irenseus, in his great work, Contra
Jiaereses, is quite distinct.

'" Scholten sets aside the testimony of Polycrates, because he calls John " a priest

wearing the petalon." But (1) It is by no means impossible that St. John, who, at one
period, was so fond of symbols, may have adopted this symbol to express the truth

which he so prominently states (Kev. i. 6 ; v. 10). (2) It is not clear that Polycrates, in

this highly rhetorical passage, meant his words to be taken literally. (3) Even if he
did, he may hare been misled by giving a literal meaning to some metaphor of St. John.
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But the impugners of St. John's Asiatic work raise one or two
chronological difficulties. They say that if Irenaeus knew Polyoarp,

who knew St. John, all three must have attained to extraordinary

longevity. The longevity need not have been very tinusual. Tradition

has always supposed that St. John reached extreme old age. Supposing

that he died as early as a.d. 90, and that Irenseus wrote about a.d. 180,

then, as M. Eenan remarks, the difference which separated the two
would be the same as that which separates us from the last years of

Voltaire. Yet, without any miracle of longevity, M. de R^musat had
often conversed about Voltaire with' I'Abb^ Morellet, who had actually

known him. If the martyrdom of Polycarp took place, as Mr. Wad-
dington seems to have proved, about a.d. 155,' Polycarp was then 86

years old. Consequently he must have been born in a.d. 69, and would
have been at least 21 years old when St. John died, and there is no

difficulty in the supposition that Irenseus, as a boy, had seen and known
a man who had conversed with the Apostle who had laid his head on

Jesus' breast.

A credulous spirit of innovation is welcome to believe and to

proclaim that any or all of St. John's writings were written by " John

the Presbyter." They were : but " John the Presbyter " is none other

than John the Apostle.^

1 Mim. de I'InstUut, xxvi. 235.
2 This argument has already been printed in the Expositor, because I wished to

subject it to the test of criticism. Some of my arguments about the " Beast " and the

"False Prophet" have, for the same reason, appeared in the same admirable journal.

I am allowed, by the kindness of Messrs. Hodder and Stoughton, to use the same
material here.
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Aaron the first High Priest, as described by
the son of Siraoh, 616.

Abel—(ui example of faith, 253 ; subject of his
dispute with Cain, 257 ; murdered by his
brother, 550; referred to in the Book of
Enoch, 597.

Aben Ezra respecting the identity of Mel-
chizedek, 217.

Abgar, king of Edessa, 48.
Abarbanel and others respecting the tables in

the Ark, 231.
Abraham—the test of his faith, 328 et aeq.;

known throughout the East as '-The
Friend • of God," 336 ; his example as
adduced by SS. Paul and James, itid.;
Tahnndic legend as to his integrity, 357.

Absalom—a scumlous epithet of the Talmud,

Acesius (Bp.)—his views on mortal sin, 186.
Adam—a Kabbalistic inference drawn from

the name, 197.
Adelphotheos, 270—278, 300, 324.
AdTsnt, the Second, certain vagaries respeot-

.ing, 43a
Aeiparthenia defined and discussed, 274, 275.
Xlia, Capitoliua and the abrogation of

Jada&m, 297, 491.
Agapffi or Love-feasts, HI.
Agrapha dogmata, or sayings of Christ un-

recorded in Holy Writ, 397.
Agrippa I.—his antipathy to the Christians,

aa, 311 ; the patron of Ishmael ben Phabi,
S44.

Agrippina—daughter of Germanicus, 14; born
at Cologne, Und. ; married (1) to Cn. Dom.
Ahenobarbus, by whom she became the
mother of Nero, 15 ; banished to Pontia,
ibid. ; married (2) to Crispus Fassienns, 16,
and (3) afterwards to her uncle the
Emperor Claudius, ibid. ; she procures the
Imperial adoption of Nero her son to the
prejudice of Britannicns theheir-apparent,
17; she poisons her husband, 19, and
claims the Imperial purple for Nero, 20,
who dignifies her as *' the best of mothers,"
ibid. ; her life unsuccessfully attempted,
25 ; her eventual assasRination, 27.

Akhiva—a noted Jewish Babbi, Ms martyrdom
by the Bomans, 336, 352.

Alexander the Great—his patronage of the
Jews, 139.

Alexandna>—its geographipal advantages, 139 j

its synagogue, &e Diapleuston, itAd. ; its

Sanhednn, 140; its artificers and the

Temple at Jerusalem, ihid.; its epoch-
making Uterature, 140, HI ; the Septungint
141—144; the writings of Aristobulus,
144 et seq.; the so-called "Wisdom of
Solomon," 145 ; and PhUonio literature,
146 et seg. ; its part in paving the way for
Christianity, 153; its Catechetical School,
154; its antidote to Gnostic mysteries,
155; its theosophy, 155 et seg. ; its views
on Inspiration, 1^ ; its infinence on the
Pauline Epistles, 159, 160 ; other contri-
butions to Christianity, 169 ; its indebted-
ness to Plato, 174 ; Barnabas regarded as
the.founder of the Church at, 184 ; ApoUos
a native of, 187 ; certain Jews of, humed
aUve, 253 : Heb. xL 37, a possible allusion
thereto, ibid.

Alexandrianism, indications of, in the writings
of SS. John and Paul, 51.

Aliturus, the court-jester of Nero, a proselyte
to Judaism, 36, 477.

Allegory and its developments, 156 et seq.
AlphcEus identified with St. James in the

Church of England Scripture lessons, 270

;

but contra-distinguished by the Greek
Church, ibid.

Altar of Incense and the Holiest Place, 613
et seg.

Amalthea's horn (the cornucopia) mentioned
in the Septuagint, 143.

Amhaaretz—^its definition, application, &c., 365,
572.

Anagram of malediction upon the name Jesus,
215.

Andreas (Bp.)—his Comment on the Apo-
calypse, referred to, 468.

Andrew, St.—^his missionary travels and
martyrdom, 47.

Aneling—a practice of the early Church, pro-
vided for in the first Prayer Book of King
Edward VI., 347.

An^el of Death-his inability to take the life

of Moses, 129 ; his place in Babbinic
angelology, 199; his adventure with B.
Simeon ben Chelpatha, 343; and with B.
bar Nachman, 497.

Angels—the Fallen, Enoch's mission to them,
130; their sin as traditionally recorded,
133, 599 ; the IMinistering, their service at
Sinai, 257 ; the angelic heptarchy, 132.

Annas the younger, and his morlyrdom of
James, 302; himself massacred by his
own co-religionists, 306 ; and his remains
dishonoured, 306, 422.
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Antar» on Arabic poem, quoted, 199.
Antichrist—tlie rise of, 10; identified with

Nero, 11, 411; of Old Testament Apo-
calypse, 33, 411 ; a term pectdiar to
St. Jolm, 5i4s et seq.

AntilegomeTia, or disputed books of Scripture,
122, 576. (See also Somologoumena.)

Antinomianism—a travesty of St. Paiil's
teaching, 50.

Antiocb, and the origination of the term
Christian, 82.

Antiochus Epiphanes the Antichrist of Daniel,
33, 411.

Apocalypse of St. John the Divine—not the
latest book of the New Testament Scrip-
tures, 405; dates next in order to the
Synoptic Gospels, 407; its originating
circumstances, 410 ; Nero depicted, 411

;

persecution of the Christians, 411, 412;
outbreak of the Jewish war, 412 et seq.

;

siege of Jerusalem, 413 ; other historical
surroundings, 414.—428; its reception,
429 et seq. ; the various schools of inter-
pretation, 431 et seq.; their theories
discussed in detail, 432—437 ; the letters
to the seven Churches, 438—410; the
Apostolic Twelve, 4iO; invectives against
heretics, 4il, 442 ; misapplied hy the
Rationalists, 443 ; the seals, ibid. ; the first

seal, 444 ; the second and third, 445 ; the
fourth, 446 ; the fifth and sisth, 447 ; the
sealing, 448, 449; the seventh seal, 449;
the seven trumpets, 450; detailed with
historic illustrations, 451—460; forecast
of the doom of Jerusalem, ibid. ; the wild
beast from the sea, 461—467; identified
with Nero, 467 et seq. ; the mystic number
Xf?, 468—474; the False Prophet, &c.,
474 et seg. ; illustrations from Eoman
history, 479—483; the vials, 483 et seq.;
fall of Jerusalem, 486—489 ; end of the old
dispensation, 490 ; abrogation of Judaism
491 et seq.

Apocalyptic literature—Apocalypse of Baruch,
397, 428; of Esdras, 402, 428; of Peter,
100. (See also s.v. Etioch.)

Apocryphal gospels—the Protevangelion, 278

;

gospel to the Hebrews, 291 : gospel of the
Infancy, 278; gospel of Joseph, 278;
gospel of Nicodemus, 458 ; gospel of Peter,
501; gospel of Thomas, 279. (See also
s.v. Epistles.)

Apocryphal writings attributed to St. John,
401 ; Ascension of Isaiah, 456, 467, 480

;

Ascension of James, 297; Ascension of
Moses, 129, 132; the Assumption of
Moses, 600.

Apollonius, Bishop of Ephesus, 624.

ApoUos—^the probable author of Hebrews, 51

;

acquainted with Philonian philosophy,
154, 168; h'S method of interpretation,
169; compares favourably with that of
Philo, 169—171; contrasted with that of
Paul, 172—182 ; ten qualifications for
writing such an Epistle, 183 et seq. ; all

exemplified in Apollos, 186 ; sketch of his
character, ibid,. ; notices of him and his
work in New Testament, 186 et seq. ; his
native place and early home, 187 ; no hint
that he ever visited Rome, 190; last
Scriptural mention of his name, 191,
(See s.v, Hehre-Mis.)

Apostasy as regarded by the compiler of the
Mishnah,^

Apotheosis of Claudius Csesar, 21 ; of Caligula
and Nero, 466; of the Roman Emperors
generally, 479.

Aquila and PriscUla, their departure from
Rome, 12.

Aquila—his Greek version of the Old Testa-
ment, 119 ; accredited with the autLorsLiii
of Hebrews, 184.

Aratus quoted by Paul, 13 i.

Archangels—Jude and John the only New
Testament writers who mention them,
132 ; the SEVEN accordirg to Apocryphal
books and the Talmud, ibid, (note) ; the
hierarchy according to IV. (II.) Esdras,
194.

Aretas, king of Arabia, his adventure with
the High Priest Ishmael, 226.

Aristeas and the origin of the Septuagint,
141.

Aristion, as mentioned in the writings of
Papias, 619 et seq.

Ark and tables of the Covenant, 229 et seq.

Arminian perversions of Scripture, 212.

Arthur and King John, a parallel from Roman
history, 23.

Asi/tiarii—a satirical term applied to the early
Christians, 38, 82; the Jews similarly
slandereiil,33, 230.

Atonement, Day of—as regarded by Barnabas,
59 : its paramount place in Judaism, 181

;

Rabbinic ceremonies, 614 et seq. ; impres-
sions on Jewish minds, 615 et seq. ; ^

ila

connexionwith the overthrowof Judaism,
617 ; traditional reminiscences, ibid.

^

Augurs and auguries, their prevalence, 476.

Augustus—his part in the play of life, 10

;

import of his name, 461 ; has aversion to
demcation, 466; his edicts against sor-

cerers, 476.

Aulus Plautius and Christianity in Britain,
33.

Anrmrm, Qutnguewn-ium of Rome, 22.

Autos da 'Eh and Te Deums, 338.

Avodath Hakkodesh—a Kabbalistic work,
quoted, 220.

Azazel and the scapegoat of Jewry, 239, 614,

617.

B.

Babylon—covertly referred to by Jerenaiah,

472; figuratively applied in 1st Epistle
Peter, 595, 596.

Balaam—legend of, alluded to in the Septua-
gint and the Targum, 63; his apostasy,

102 ; compared with the impious and false,

110; with evildoers generally, 111; how
slain by Phinehas, 143.

Bammidbar Rabba—a Rabbinic commentary
on Numbers, 422,

Barcochba—a false Messiah of the Jews, his

aversion to Christians, 36; shares in their

persecution and massacre, 491.

Barnabas—his Epistle, its drift and tone, 53

;

publiclyread in the church, 56 ; its marked
inferiority to the canonical scriptures,^

;

Alexandriau proclivities, 68 eh seq. ; its

Kabbalistic vagaries and herefcical ten-

dencies, 59 ; quoted or referred to, 58, 59,

86, 188.

Bartholomew—his mission-work and martyr-
dom, 47.
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Basilical Synagogue at Alexandria, 139 j said
to have been the grandest in ilie world,
the glory of Israel, 140.

Bath Kol, or voice from heaven, 295.
Berenice, Queen—her intercession for the

Jews, 48.
Bereshith Babba—a Babbinic commentary on

Genesis, quoted or referred to, 142. 217,
218, 221, 489, 513, 613.

Beruriah—the wife of BabbiMeier, her praise-
worthy advice, 572, 573.

Blood—no remission, witiiout, parallel from
the Talmud, 236.

Brethren of the Lord, 124 et seq.
Burning of Borne—possible reminiscences in

Peter's Epistle, 37.

Burros (Afraiiius)—a partisan of Agrippiaa,
18; by her made Prsetorian Prefect and
guarman of the youthful Nero, 20; his
influence for good over his ward, 21 ; his
reprehensible laxity in certain matters,
22 ; his compromise, 26 ; poisoned by order
of the Emperor, 28.

Gsesar. (See distinctive names.)
CEBsarian race—its premature mortality, 11,

Cain—his parentage according to the Babbis,
550.

Caligula, or Nero, covertly alluded to by Paul,
436.

Calvin's perversions of Holy Writ, 211, 212.
Camel and needle's eye explained, 213.
Carthage, Councils of, 100, 307.
Catacombs at Bome, 10, 59, 92.
Catholic—definition of the term, 51.
Catholic Epistles—Gregory of Nazianzus

upon, 576.
Cato the Younger—his character described,

54B.

Centre of the earth from a Babbinic point of
view, 230, 298.

Cerinthus—a Judseo-Christian heresiarch,
114 J the immorality of his system, 135;
tai^ht in Asia, 391 ; accredited by Diony-
slus of Alexandria with the writing of the
Apocalypse, ibid.; the earliest of the
Christian Gnostics, 395 ; the story of his
death at Ephesus, 396 ; his heretical views
and legendary associations, 500—503.

Charlemagne and the pirate Norsemen, 116.
Chihasts, or MlUeuarians, 50.

vfs, the mystic symbol for 666, 470.
Chrestos and Christos, an interesting parono-

masia, 88.

Chrestus—a perverted form of Christus, 12;
notion that CTvrestus was a seditious
BomanJew, ibid. ; C/westitwi, aparodyupon
the term Christian, 95 ; possibly alluded
to by Peter, itdd.

Christ—name ironically turned to ChrestuB,

12; styled Christus by Tacitus, 34; his
life and work objectively treated in the
Synoptic Gospels, 49; but subjectively
treated by John, ibid. ; scarcely alluded to
by James, 73; his example, sufferiags,
^ath, resurrection, and aacension dwelt
upon by Peter ibid. ; his mission to Uie
spirits in.prison, 77—80, 94, 95; the Des-
posyni descendants of the family at Naza-

reth, 123—125 ; the redemptive scheme,
178, 179; the atonement, 180; Christ
superior to angels, 194—196

; pre-eminent
to Moaes, 200; his high-priesthood, 203,
204 ; above that of the Levites, 205 ; and
of Melchizedek, 225; various points of
supremacy, 240—242; his atoning blood,
243; his perfect obedience, 243, 244; re-

capitulation of the phases of superiority,
244 et seq. ; the Second Advent, 489 ; end
of the Mosaic dispensation, 490; abroga-
tion of Judaism, 491 ; a denier of Jesus is

Antichrist, 503; knowledge of Christ is

life eternal, 511 ; doctrine of the Logos
(the Divine Word) considered, 512. Dis-
guised references to Christ in the Talmud
and Babbinic writings, 596.

Christendom and heathendom contrasted, 59,
60.

Christians not brought into colhsion with the
Imperial government until Nero's time,
11; the Neronian persecution, 33 et seg.,

brot^ht on through jealousy, 36, Jewish,
malice its prinmry cause, 37; regarded
by the world as a debased Jewish sect, 82

;

the name Christian originated at Antioch,
ibid. ; spoken against everywhere, ibid.

;

taunted as renegades and apostates, 192;
took refuge at Pella in prospect of the
fall of Jerusalem, 388, 412, 461 ;

persecuted
by the pseudo-messiah Barcochba, 491.

Christianity—a religio illicita at Bome, 67

;

how regarded by Pliny and Tacitus, 82

;

its relations to Judaism, 167 ; its supe-
riority to Philoniau philosophy, 169;
more ancient than Judaism, 173 ; referred
to Abraham by Paul, ibid.; and to Mel-
chizedek by Apollos, ibid. ; a reversion to
Judaism the worst kind of apostasy, 174

;

in what its pre-eminence cons^ts, 175

—

178 ; Judaic ChristiaDity pre-disposed to
Pharisaism, 303 ; the Saddticees its most
pronounced opponents, ibid.

Chnstology of Paul, of ApoUos, and of John,
178.

Chrysostom, his noble resolution in prospect
of exile or martyrdom, 93.

Cities of the Plain—their overthrow, 129, 131.

Claudius—his edict for the expulsion of the
Jews from Bome, 12.

Cleanthes, the Stoic phUosopher, his death by
suicide, 9.

Clemens of Alexandria—his accoimt of Peter's
family, 73 ; in favour o! Ist Epistle Peter,
67 ; ms literaiy labours referred to, 79, 93,

100, 121, 135, 154, 156; on the Pauline
authorship of Hebrews, 160 ; unacquainted
with the Epistle of James, 307 ; Ins story
of John and the robber, 399—401; the
martyrdom of the Apostles, 403.

Clemens of Bome—his epistle publicly read in
the church, 56 ; syncretism of the writer,

57; his catholicity, theology, and mis-
taken notions, ibid. ; the evidential value
of his writings, 58 ; Bishop of Bome, 65

;

speaks more of Paul than of Peter, ibid.

;

though said to have been ordained by the
latter, 66 ; his definition of Faith, 76 ;

makes no reference to 2nd Epistle Peter,
99 ; his various writings mentioned, 118

—

121 ; the Book of Wisdom and Hebrews
known to him, 178 ; accredited by some
with the authorship of the latter, 185;
mode use of Epistle of James, 307; quota-
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tion from his writings, 342 j his record of
Peter's martyrdom, 594.

"Jlementine Homilies and Recognitions—the
product of Ebionites, 53 ; their disfavour
of visions, 118 j their polemic chara-cter,

322
J

their animus against Paul, 350;
allusions to Peter's connections -with

Borne, 594
Cleopas an abbreviation of Cleopater, 269.

Cleot>atra, the wife of the Procurator Plorus,
u friend of the Empress Poppsea, 417.

Gl^pas, Chalpai or AlphsBus, 269.

Coincidences (undesigned) between the narra-

/ tive of Acts and the writings of James,
' 326.

Comforter—true meaning of word so rendered,
536; Talmudic adoption and use of the
origiiMl Grxe^ word, ibid.

Commandments, the Ten—PMlo's idea of their
utterance by Grod, and the rest of the
Law by augels, 194?; Talmudic notion that
the first Commandment only was spoken
by God, and that the others were uttered
by angels, 198.

Compassion deprecated by tne Romans, 9.

Confession in siclmess a Jewish as well as

a Christian ordinance, 347.

Cornelius i Lapide—his summary dealing
with, heretics, 588.

Cremation—the Empress Poppsea's objection
to, 36.

Crispus Passienus, the father-in-law of Nero,
16.

Cromwell and the doctrine of final persever-
ance, 211.

Crwrifragium—a. Eoman custom,described, 379.

Cnisades, referred to, 372.

Cryptographs—Jewish and Christian, 46, 215,

468, 596.

Custom-its force in Eabblnic Judaism, 160.

D.

Daniel—Book of, known to Peter, 85 ; his pre-

diction of the fate of Eome, how treated in

Josephus, 437.

Days—the ten penitential days of modem
Judaism, 238.

Deharim Eabha—a Eahbinic commentary on
Deuteronomy, 343.

Deification of Poppsea, the murdered wife of

Nero, 9.

Descent into Hades, 93—95.

..pesposyni. The, or relations of the Holy
'" Family, 123 et seg.. 278.

Diaspora—^e Hellenistic designation of the
dis'perseA Jews, 84, 325. (See also Galootha.)

DifitTieke—classical sense of the word, its use
in a twofold sense in the Hebrews, 234,

235 ; Eahbinic adoption and use of the
word, 235.

Bikaisune—ia. judicial and scriptural nomen-
clature, 177.

Dionysius of Alexandria, 626—627.

Divorce—the fiost on record in the annals of
Eome, 5.

DOMIHE, QDO VADIS ? 63.

Domitia—aimt and guardian of Nero, 15 ; her
neglect .of her charge, ihid.; incurs the
jealousy of Agrippina, 19; accused of
sorcery and doomed to death, ibid.

Domitlan—his adventure with the Desposyni,
the grandsons of Jude, 123 et seq, ; his
banishment of John to Patmos^ 407 et

s&q.

Domitius Abenobarbus, father of Nero, his
character, his ominous saying at the birth
of his son, his impeachment, and the con-
fiscation of his property, 15.

E.

Ebionites—an early heretical sect, 50 ; claimed
the authority of James, 52; attempt to
calumniate Paul, 64; their views and
practices, 498 et seg.

Emperors of Eom&—their autocratic position,

4 ; their moral characteristics, 11 ; prema-
ture death, 453 ; their deification, 466, 479.

^ncoeuio—the Feast of Dedication, 235.
Enoch, Book of—referred to by Peter and

Jude, 111 ct seg. (See also Excmsna IV.

,

597, 598; and Index of Quotations and
Eeferences.)

Ephesian robber—a legend of the early
Church, 399.

Ephesians, Epistle to—its style, 104; its

influence upon 1st Peter, 105,
Epictetus, the Stoic philosopher, saying

quoted, 247.

Epimenides, Aratus and Menander, Paul's
quotation of, 134.

Epiphany 'at Sinai—how represented in the
Septuaglnt, 144.

Epistles, tbe Catholic, 51. (See also under
respective names.)

Epistles, TJncanonical—of Barnabas, 58, 59,

86, 188 ; of Clemens, 57, 58 ; of Ignatius,
216, 498, 531, 590; of Polycarp, 440, 529.

(See also s.v. Hermos.)
Ethnic inspiration exemplified in Socrates,

Plato, &;c., 158 et seg.; in heathen litera-

ture generally, 174.

Euripides—Nero s significant comment upon
a verse of, 30.

Euseblus' quotation of a non-extant passage of
Josephus, 304.

Eutropius concerning the burning of Eome,
29.

Exodus—a term used for death in Josephus,
the Book of Wisdom, and by Peter, 114

F.

Faith—as defined by Peter, 75 ; by Clemens,
76; by Paul, ibid.; by the Author of
Hebrews, 176; by Phllo Judeeus, 177;
Patristic views oi, 328; Abrabam's faiuh

as described in Eabblnic history, 357.

Famine at Eome, tmvp. Claudius, 445 ; another'
In time of Otho, ibid. ; at Jerusalem during
the final siege, ihid.

Fast—the consummate, of the Jewish Calen-

dar, 237; the bi-weekly fast of New
Testament times, ibid.

Felix—Eoman Procurator of Judsea, 16.

Festus, the Procurator, befriends Paul, 12

;

his official character relatively considered,

302.
Filioli dUigite olterutruwir-favourite words of

John, 403, 592.
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Final perseverance, 211, 213, 248.

FoTl>idden books of Jewry, 284.

Foundation-«tone of the world. 230.

G.

Grains (Calignla)—his animosity to the J6ws,12.
Gains of Corinth, and others of same nume,

discriminated, 589.

Gralatians, Epistle to—its style relatively con-
sidered, 104; its date, 311.

Gralllo, the Froconsnl—his refusal to convict
Paul, 12.

Qalooiha, The—the AramaiG designation of
the dispersed Jews, 84.

Gamaliel I. counteracts the avarice of the
priests, 314; interferes on hehalf of the
Apostles, 382.

Gamaliel II.—his characteristic compromise
at tiie baths of ftolemais, 396.

Ghetto or Jewi7—of Ancient Some, 12 ; of
Alexandria, 139.

Gematria—the term explained, 468; various
exemplifications, 58, 238, 468—472.

Gerizim—^its place in the Samaritan cult, 183.

Germanicos, grandfather of Nero, 13 j his
tragic end, 14.

Gladiatorial shows at Bome, 6 ; of Nero's time
with Christian victims, 39 et seq.

Gospels, the Synoptic—^mainly present the
historical aspect of Christ's life, 49 ; their
fn^mentary nature, ibid. ; John's Go^el
deals with subjective aspects mainly, ibid. ;

James never mentions the Gospel, 52 ; the
Gospel preached to the dead, 77—79.

Gospels, the Uncanontcal. (See Apocryphal
Gospelis.)

Gracchi, the mother of—referred to, 147.

GraffiM, or caricatures, at Pompeii, 82.

Greekproverb addressedfrom Heaven to Paul,
158,

Greek versions of the Old Testament. (See
Aquila and Septuagmt.)

Greek wisdom and the Palestinian rabbis,
141; how regarded by the Babylonian
Jews, 143 ; its effect on Judaism generally,
174.

Gregory of Nazionzus alone among Christian
writers after St. John worthily styled
**The Divine," 437; his views as to the
Catholic Epistles, 576.

Habakkuk—his summary of the preceptt?, 248.

Hades—Christ's descent into, 93—95.
Hagadah and Halachah, their occurrence in

the Septuagint, 143 ; both aUke familiar
to the writer of the Hebrews, 237 ; com-
piled by Eabbi Judah, forming the Mish-
nah, 281 ; how regarded by the rabbis, 295.

Hagadistic traces in Jude, 52, 129 et eeq., 132

—

134, 283, 598—600; in Paul, 159; in He-
brews, 171 et seq. ; not any to be found in

James, 2S4.
Ko-pax Icgomena in 1 Peter, 73 ; in 2 Peter, 103

et seq.; in Jude, 131 ; in Hebrews, 193 ; in

James, 319.

Heathendom, its salient features, 9; con-
trasted with Christianity, 59, 60.

Hebrew unknown to Philo Judseus, 146.
Hebrews, Epistle to—the work of Apollos, 51

;

an expression of Alexandrian Christianity,
ihiA.; a link binding us to the Church of
the Jewish Fathers, 157 ; not written by
Paul, 159—162 ; attributed to him in the
superscription in the English Bible, ilid,.;

and twice so referred to in the Prayer
Book, ihid.; its resemblance to Pauhne
writings considered, 163 : its dissimilarity
thereto, 164—166; its theological scope,
166, 167 ; its dealings with the relations of
Christianity and Judaism, 167 ; its marked
Alexandrianism, 168, 169 ; coincidences to
Pbilonian literature, 169—171; topical
detail, 172—182; account of the auttior,
187 ct seq.; to whom addressed, 189, 190

;

where written, 191 ; outline, 191, 192

;

analysis, with literal version and com-
mentary, 193—264 ; subjects embraced :

Christ's supremacy, 194—197 ; man's posi-
tion, 198 ; mission of Christ, 199 ; Christ
above Moses, 200 et seg.; exhortation to

Srompt acceptance, 202 ; priestJiood of

hrist and Kelchizedek compared and
contrasted, 203—225; the Levitic priest-

hood and its service superseded, 226, 227;
the new covenant, 228; the Tabernacle
and its symbolic -furniture, 229—232;
Christ their antitype, 233, 234 ; the Day of

Atonement, 237—240; Christ the true
high priest, 240—242 ; summing up, 248

—

246 ; danger of apostasy, 247, 248 ; faith

defined and exemplified, 248—253; final

admonitions, 254—264.
Heroulaneum and its rehcs, 2, 4.

Heresy defined, misconceptions considered,
494.

Hermas, a post-apostolic writer—his works,
** ThQ Pastor," &;c., quoted or referred to,

86, 99, 327, 338, 342, 398, 454.

Herod Agi-ippa and the murder of James, 292,

383.

Hesiod—his story of the imprisoned Titans,

129.
Hexameter verse in the New Testament, 255,

328.

High Priests under the first and second
Temples compared, 181 et seq.; degrada-
tion of the office, 206 ; mere nominees of

the rulers, ibid. (See also Ishmael beii

Phabi, Joshua ben Gamala, Simon son of

Onias, &c.)
HUlel and Shammai, the accredited leaders of

Jewish thought in the time of our Lordf
281, 282, 288. /

Hippo, Ecclesiastical Council of, 100,

Hmy of Holies—Caligula's attempt to profane,

12 ; Pompey's surprise thereat, 239 ; how
often entered by the high priest on th^
Day of Atonement, 240.

KomoUigowmenMij or acwnitfed books of Holj
Writ, 530.

Hymn, early Christian, quoted, 45.

Icarus—his alleged attempt to fly, 40; drama-
tized on the Koman stage, ihid. ; Balaam
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and Simon Magus said to liave perislied in
a similar manner, 63.

Idolatry—St. John's warning against the
latest written words of the New Testament,
406.

I.H.T. in JudBBO-Christian symbolism, 58,
469.

Incarnation, The, as restricted by Apollos,
167.

Infanticide—its prevalence in Imperial Rome,
7; contrary to contemporary Christian
usages, 59.

InsulcB, or lodging-houses of ancient Rome, 3.

Ireneeus—his strange assertion as to the age
of our Lord, 398.

Isaac and his substitute—a Rabbinic legend,
132.

Isaiah—his martyi'f^om under Manasseh, 253.
Ishmael the High Priest—^his decade of office,

314 ; stigmatised as taking after Fhinebas
(son of JEli) ihid. ; raised to the pontificate
by Agrippa, 344 ; his disqualifying adven-
ture on the Day of Atonement, 226.

Isidore, Bishop of Seville, respecting the
Epistle to Hebrews, 161 ; anecdote of the
poisoned chalice, 888 et seq. ; his statement
as to the age of John the Divine, 403.

lao'ps&phia, or equi-numeral interpretation, 468.

(See also Gfematria and K"ab6ala7i.)

J.

Jacob's blessing—circumstances of, strangely
perverted in the Vulgate, 252.

Jaddua—the last historic personage of the
Old Testament narrative, 139.

James^his relationship, 265—279 ; the home
at jNazareth, 280 e{ seg. ; his training, 281

—

283; his acquaintance with the Scriptures,
283); with uocanonical literature, 284; his
religious status, 285, 286; his early
opinions of Jesus and His mission, 287—
289 ; his conversion to Christianity, 290 j

Bishop of Jei-usalem, 292 ; presides at the
Synod, 294 et j^eq.; his part in the Gentile
controversy, 295 ; decision respecting pro-
selytes, 296; his martyrdom, 302, 304;
Rabbinic legends, 305 et seg. ; and tradi-
tional detafls from Apocryphal Gospels,
ihidi.., note.

James, Epistle of—"the Gospel" never men-
tioned, 52; his indebtedjiess to Sermon
on the Mount, 284, and to post-biblical
literature, itid. ; authenticity of the
Epistle, 307 ; date, 310, 311 ; historic sur-
rounding, 312—314

J
genius, 315 et seg. ;

style, 319 et seg, ; topical analysis, 320, 321

;

aim, 322 et seg. ; character, 323 ; the vale-
dictory expression of Hebrew prophecy,
323, 324; literal version with explanatory
notes, 324—349 ; faith and works, 350, 355—357 ; Abraham's example, 358 ; com-
parison -vrtth other Apostolic writings,

360, 361.

Jeremiah—his death by stoning, referred to,
253.

Jerusalem—*' the centre of the earth," a
Rabbinic conceit, 230, 298 ; faU of the city,
487—490; .ffilia Capitolina buUt upon its

ruins, 491 ; its fall an epoch in history,
542.

Jerusalem, the New, 486; legendary detail,

ibid., note.
Jesus Christ. (See C7*rist).

Jesus son of Ananus—his warning cry and
tragic fate, 306.

Jesus son of Gamala—same as Joshua ben
Gamala(g.u).

Jesus son or Pandera—a disguised reference
to Jesus Christ in the Talmud, 305.

Jesus son of Sirach—author of " Bcclesias-
ticus," a work well-known to James, 284

;

prohibited by the Eabbis, ihid.

Jews detested byGains (Cahgula), 12; Claudius
orders their expulsion from Rome, ibid.

;

futility of the edict, 34; not involved in
the Neronian persecutions and massacres,
35; sworn enemies of the Christians, 36;
proselytes in the Imperial palace, ihid.

;

promise Nero the kingdom of Jerusalem,
ibid.; their religion •privileged at Rome,
37 ; their malice, the secret of the first

Christian persecution, ibid. ,• patronized
by Alexander the Great, 139; befriended
-by the Ptolemies, 140 ; certain of Alex-
andria burned alive, 253 ; revolt in Judaea,
415 et seg., and its spread throughout
Palestine, 418 ; epidemic of massacre, 419
et seg, ; Josephus' opinion that the Jews
were ripe for destruction, 426, 454 ; fall of
Jerusalem, 486—490 ; .ailia Capitolina built
upon its ruins, 4fll ; Jews denied admission,
ihid. ; their religion abrogated, ihid,

Jochanan ben Napuchali—his temporising
> compromise, 142.

Jochanan ben Zaecai foretells the destruction
ofthe Temple, 239.

John—one of the three Pillar-Apostles, 363 j

his religious majority synchronous with
the insurrection in Galilee, 366 ; a key to
his impetuous s;^irit, ibid. ; and patriotic
bias, 367 ; a disciple of John the Baptist,
ihid. ; his caU by Jesus, 369 ; his charac-
teristics, 370 ; ambitious request of his
mother, 374, 375 ; his intimacy with
Jesus, 376; at the cross, 378; entrusted
with care of the mother of Jesus, "^id.

;

at the sepulchre, 379 et seg. ,* with " the
eleven," 380 ; revisits Galilee, ihid. ; in
the Temple at Jerusalem, 381 ; before the
Sanhedrin, 382 ; saved by the interference
of GamaMel I., ibid.; scourged, yet per-
sisting in preaching " the Word," 383

;

once only mentioned in the Pauline
Epistles, 384; his Judaic sympathies, 384,

385 ; absence of further mention in Scrip-
ture, till at Patmos, 386 ; his exile, ihid. ;

his work, 387, 391 ; the Apocahmsa (tj.n.)

of prior date to his Gospel and E-pistles

(g.u.), 393 ; legendary anecdotes, 394—404;

death of John, 592 ; his extreme old age,

634.

John, Epistles of — the last utterances of

Divine Revelation, 53.

John, First Epistle of—its object and outline,

525; contents, 527, 528 ; structural pecu-

liarities, 529 ; authenticity, 530 ; topical

analysis, literal version, and comment,
531--574.

John, Second Bpisble of — its authenticity
discussed, 575 et seg.; Ki/ria to wbom
addressed, whether an appellative or a

proper name, considered, 577—579, 581—
583 ; topical analyst, literal version, and
notes, 583—588.
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John, Third Epistle of—Gaius to whom ad-
dreased, 589; object and aim, 589* 590;
literal trajialation and notes, 590, 591

;

salutation, 591 et ssq.

JosephuB—inimical to tlie Christians, 36 ; a
renegade Pharisee, 37 ; his eulogy of the
abandoned Foppssa, ibid.; date of his
writings, 105; verbal resemblances to
Peter's second Epistle, 107; his use of
Babbinic liagadoth (anecdotes, &c.]i ihid.s

re-writes Jewish history for Boman
readers, 145 ; h^ " Jewish Wax," origin-

al^ in Aramaic, 189 ; the untrust-
worthiness of his writings, SOS; his
impeaolunent of the priesthood, 344 ; acts
as Crovemor of Gamala, 420 ; h^ military
services, 421 ; his character, 422 ; his
treatment of Daniers prophecy affecting

Borne, 437.

Joshua ben GhunaJa acquires the High Priest-
hood by purchase, 303, 314 ; massacred by
his co-religionists, 422, 459.

Judah the Holy, the compiler of the Mishnah,
281; biographical anecdotes from the
Talmud, 215, 401 et seq.

Judaism a reUgio licHa at Bome,^ 35 ; friends
at court, 36 ; inimical to Christianity, 37

;

as understood by Philo Judssus, 168 et

s&q. ; Its spirit re-animated by secular in-

spiration, 174 ; its quasi-deification of the
priesthood, 181 et aeg. / abrogated, 491

;

its developments, 496.

Judas of Galilee, his insurrection, 366.

Jude, Epistle of— work of a non-apostolic
writer, 51 (and 124) ; freely utilises Jewish
"haga^th and Apocryphal literature, ibid. ;

comparedwith Peter's second Epistle, 110

—112; its evident priority thereto, 113,

120; story of the Desposyni, his grand-
sons, 123 ; their adventure with Bomitian,
tbid. ; family' connexions of Jude, 124,

126; compared with Paul, 127 et seq.;

literal version and commentary, 128—131

;

style considered, 131 ; structural pecu-
liarity, 132: aUusions to secular literature,

132—134 ; its aim, 135 0t seg.

Justin Martyr — his mistake about Simon
Magus, 64, 499 ; charge against the Jewg
for tazapering with the Septuagint, 142

;

his statement as to contemporary Jewish
opinions, 352 ; his viewB respecting Anti-
christ, 443.

Kabbalah—a species of Eabbinic exegesis, 155,

4^,500. (See also Gematriaandlsopsephia.)
Eapparah, Idie substitutionary sacrifice of

modem Jews, 240 et aeq.

Kedar, tents of, and the scattered nation,

85.

Kenites, their part in the temple services,

286 304,

ICepTiofrparty at Corinth, 49. (See also s.v.

Peter.)

Keren Happuk quaintly represented by Amal-
thea's Horn in the Septuagint, 143.

King', a provincial title of the Emperors of

Bome, 90; disfavoured by the Bomans
generally, 431.

Kitzur Sh'lh, a Kabbalistic epitome of the

41

(Two Tables of the) Law, quoted 172, 200,
395.

Knowledge and Wisdom, compared and con-
trasted, 338.

Koheletti (Midrash) and the story of Moses'
terror at Sinai, 256.

Korah — the Way of, 131 ; reproached by
Moses, 206.

Kyria, in Second Epistle of John—whether an
appellative or a proper name, considered,
577—579, 581-

~

L.

Laodicfea, Ecclesiastical Council of, 100, 405.

La Scala—the traditional retreat of John at
Patmos, 393.

Last words. The (chronologically), of the New
Testament, 406.

Latest historic name of the Old Testament
narrative, 139.

Law of Moses—as regarded by Peter and by
James, 52; its delivery on Sinai, 256;
Eabbinic legends concerning, alluded to
in the Acts and Hebrews, wid. ; further
detail from the Talmud, 257 ; its supers
session, ibid.

Legendary traces in the Septuagint Version,
143.

Lex Papia Poppeea, and its connexion with
Boman morals, 5.

Liturgy—Scriptural use of the word, 288; its

classic meaning, ihid,

Locusta the poisoner, a paid agent of Nero,
14 ; her port in the murder of Claudius,
19.

Luther—on the authenticity of the Epistles,

55 ; a£ to the authorship of Hebrews, 161,

187; endorses the Jewish opinion con-
cerning Melchizedek, 220 ; respecting
James, 309 ; on justification by works,
355 et seq.; misquotes Bomans (iii. 28),

361 ; on the Apocalypse, 430.

Lysias—his timely inte^erence on behalf of

Paul, 12.

M.

Maccabees, Books of, referred to in Hebrews,
342.

Maimonides—his "Moreh Nevochim." quoted,

294; the "Yad Hachazakah,*' quoted,
617.

Maranatha, 108, 429.

Marcion the Gnostic and Polycarp, 396, 586.

Marcionism, a perversion of Paul's teaching,

60.

Marcus, the first Gentile Bishop of Jerusa-
lem, 297.

Marcus Aurelius—^his view of Christianity,

89 ; his writings referred to, 315.

Maria del Popolo, The Church of, its super-

stitious connexion with Nero, 41.

Maries, The three, at the cross, 378.

Mark the Evangelist—referred to by Peter,

62; his indebtedness to Peter, 70; inti-

mate with Paul, 73 ; interpreter to Peter
at Bome, 318; accredited with authorship
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of Apocalypse, 390 ; and witli tlie founding
of the school of Alexandria, 154.

Marriage—^regarded with disfavour at Bome,
5 i extreme views, 7 ; honoured and con-
secrated by Christianity, 60, 162; dis-

paraged by the Essenes (a Jewish sect),

258; the Apostles not cehbates, 368, 402.

]U[aa:tineaxi*s "Hours of Thoi^ht,'* quoted,
10.

Martyrdom, Era of, marked, by the Apoca-
lypse, 410.

Mary, the hostess of the Apostles at Jeru-
salem, 292.

Matthew—his mission and martyrdom, 47.

Melancthou, concermng Hebrews and Paul,
162.

Melchizedet—his priesthood, 205 ; historical
account confined to two verses of Genesis,
217 ; traditional details from the Midrash,
218; as regarded by Philo Judceus, 219;
of untnowu parentage, ihid, ; attempted
identifications, 219 et seq.; his relative

greatness, 223 ; his priesthood superior to
that of the Levites, 225 ; but inferior to
that of Christ, iHd.

Menander, the Greek poet, 134.

Hessalina, wife of Claudius, 14; mother of
Britannicus and Octavia, 16 ; her attempt
u;^on Nero's life, and her wretched end,
•ibid,

Messiah greater than the patriarchs, &c.,
192.

Messiahs, The false, 415, 491.

Metatron, a Babbinic anticipation of Messiah,
219, 221. 305.

Michael the Archangel and the body of
Moses, 111, 119, 120, 129, 132.

Midrash Koheleth, a Babbinic commentary
on Ecclesiastes, 256, 305.

Milton's " Paradise Lost," quoted, 569.

Mmm, the appellative of Christians in the
Talmud and Eabbinic writings, 305.

Ministeriag Angels—their office at Sinai, 256,

257.

Montanists and post-baptismal sins, 256.

Monotheism and Jewish thought, 336, 353,

Montanus, the nominal founder of an early
Christian sect, 158.

** Moreh Nevochim " (Guide of the Perplexed),
a work of Maimonides, 294.

Moses—^legend of his death, 129 (see also 111,

119, 120, 132) ; the Ascermon of Moses, an
apocryphal work, quoted by Jude, 137

;

Moses the Good Shepherd, an anecdote
from the Midrash Shemoth, 401.

Motto of the Alexandrian School. 155,

N.

Nazarenes, a Judeeo-Christian sect, 497.

Nero—son of Agrippina andAhenobarbus, 14;
his parents banished, 15, and he con-
signed to the care of his aunt Domitia,
ibid. ; iaa bad training, ihid.j his life un-
successfully attempted by the Empress
Messalina, 16, who shortly afterwards is

assassinated, ibid.; his mother then
marries the Emperor, her uncle, Ubid.;

betrothed to the princess Octavia, 17

;

his mother's ambitious intrigues, 18 ; she
poisons the Smperor, 20, and places Nero

upon the throne, ihid., under the tutelage
ot Burros and Seneca, ibid.; the early
years of his reign are favourable, 21 et aeq.;

his liason with Acte, a Grecian odalisque,
22; he quarrelswith Agrippina, 23; poisons
his brother-in-law, the rightful heir to the
throne, 24 ; contracts a mesalliance with
Poppeea Sabina, the wife of a boon com-
panion, 25, who prompted his worst
crimes, including the murder of his
mother, 25, 27, and eventually meets her
death from a kick by Nero, 28 ; suspected
of the burning of Borne, 29, but he
charges the incendiarism upon the
Christians, 33, 34, and merciles^y perse-
cutes them, 38, with cruel £estheticism
making them act as the tableaux vi/oants

of his realistic plays, 39, 40; justly
regarded as the Antichrist, 41 ; saluted as
THE SAvioTm OF THE "WoKLD, ibid.; the
Bomaus revolt, 42, 43 ; he ignomioiously
flees the city, 43, and commits suicide,
44,

Neropolis—its connexiou with the rebuilding
of Borne, 30.

New Tear's Bay and ite solemnities, as ob-
served by the Jews,^ 238.

Nicene Creed mis-read in the churches, 194.

Nicodemus, Gospel of, quoted or alluded to,

77, 458.

Nicolas the Deacon, 398.

Nicolaitans incur the indignation of John,
135 ; their or^rin and development, ibid.;

the error of Irenseus as to their founder,
398, 441.

Nishmath Chaylm quoted for a remarkable
Messianic inference, 197.

Octavia—daughter of Claudius, 16; married
to Nero, 17 ;

present when Nero poisoned
her brother, 24 ; banished to Fandataria,

28 ; assassinated by order of her husband,
ibid,

Onias' Temple at Leontopolis, thought by
some to be " the Temple " referred to in
Hebrews, 183, 225,

Origen—the greatest of the Christian Fathers,
155 ; his peculiar exegesis, 156 ; his opinion
concemii^ Hebrews, 160 ; also respecting
Ep. James, 307 ; his account of the banisb-
ment of John, 409, and Peter's crucifizioD,

594.

Paetus Thrasca a noble Stoic, 9 ; put to death
by order of Nero, 28; Ms character
sketched by Tacitus, 549.

Pa^nism—its decadence, 8,

Pantheon at Bome, 12.

Papyrus, the paper of John's Epistle, 584.

Paraclete—its adoption in Babbinic writings,

325; its classic sense and patristic use,

535.
Paradise, its symbolic application by the

Babbis, 155.
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ParishiJi and Haphtaroh, as read in apostolio
times, identified. 14:1.

Paroiisia, The, cf early Chiistian anticipation,
108.

Pascal, noteworthy saying, quoted, 33L
Fatmos, the exile nome of Jolm, 394 et seq.

Patristic views as to tlie authorship of He-
brews. 603, 610.

Paul—humanely treated by the politarchs of
Thessalonica, 12; protected from the
Jews at Corinth by Gallio, brother of
Seneca, ibid,; delivered from the plots of
the Sojohedrin at Jerusalem by Lysias
and Festus, tbid,; his appeal to Ceesar,
and his residence in Borne, ibid.; indi-
cations of Alfi^flytdrrn-Tn'sTn in hifi epistles,

51.

Pella—the refuge of the early Christians, 388

;

its geographical position, 412 j massacre
of Jews at, 419; present identification,
461.

Penates, or household gods, 17.

Ferogrinns, Death of, a tract by Lucian
illustrative of the Neronian persecutions,
25&

Peter—short sketch of his historjr, 60, 61

;

autobiographic touches in his Epistles, 62

;

his daughter Fetrouilla, ibid.; his wife's
maxi^yrdom, 63 ; further details from tra-
dition, 64, 65 ; his connexion with Borne,
65 (and 594), his crucifixion, 66; his
primacy considered, 593.

Peter, !Firat Epistle of—approximate date,

67; characteristic features, 68; Gospel
reminiscences, 69, 70; influence of Paul
and James, 71—73; originality of the
author, 73 ; Bubject-ma,tter, 74—76; Gospel
to the dead, 77—80 ; conciliatory tone of
the Epistle, 80, 81 ; historical circum-
staaces, 82 ; keynote of its teaching, 83

;

to whom addressed, 83, 84 ; acquainl^ce
with Book of Daniel, 85 ; topical analysis,
86—95 ; acquaintance with Book of Pro-
verbs, 95 ; closing admonitions, 96 ; salu-
tation, 97.

Peter, Second Epistle of—its distinguishing
peculiarities, 97 ; canonicity, 98; external
evidence as to authenticity, 99 ; patristic

testimony, 100, 101 ; outlineof contents,
102 ; singularities of st;^le and expression,
103—106 ; points of similarity to Josephus,
107 et seq. ; contrasts, 108 ; coincidences to
Jade, 110—113; authenticity discussed,
114; internal evidence, ^id..; date, 115;
superiority to other contemporoiy writ-
ings, Ac., ibid.; summing up of evidence,
116 ; new trai^lation, with running com-
ment, 117—122.

PetroniUa, a daughter of Peter, 62.

Philemon, Probable date of Epistle to, 7.

Philo Judeous—^the most celebrated of the
Alexandiian writers, 145; his ignorance
of the Hebrew scriptures, 146 ; his views
and opinzons, ibid.; his priestly origin,

Qn&.s and faouly connexions, 147; his wife
and luex noteworthy saying, ihid. ; his visit
to Jerusalem, and his political services,
ibid.; not a Christian, as traditionally re-

ported, ^M. ; but helped to pave the way
for dmstionity by his literary labours,

14£|: bis peculiar exegesis of Holy Writ,
ibicC ; his influence on Apostolic writings,
150 h seq.; his philosophy embodied in
the Alexandrian School (see a.v. Alexau'

drta), 153 ; its part iu the development of
Bevelation, 153, 154 et seq.j his lufluenco
on the writer of Hebrews, 170 et seq. ;

specimens of Philonian allegory, 600—602

;

PMlo*s views about the Logos, 602, 603

;

coincidences between the works of Philo
and the Epistle to the Hebrews, 611
etseq.

Phinehas, " the seventh from Jacob," 130.

Pbinehas, the son of Eli, referred to repre-
sentatively, 314.

Phoenix—accredited by Tacitus, the Eoman
historian, 57; used LUustratively by Cle-
mens, ibid.

Phylacteries, their exalted sanction, 4S7.
Pilate—the story of his letter to Tiberius con-

cerning the Cruciflxion, 11.

Pilgrimage feasts- of Judaism—Hillel's de<rf-

sion respecting, 282 ; token occasion of for
re-visitingjemsalem, 293.

Pirke Babbi Eliezer on the death of Isoao,
252.

Plato—a notable example of ethnic inspira-
tion, 158 ; his influence on Philo Judteus,
ibid. ; and indirectly on Christianity, ibid.

;

his works quoted or alluded to, 104, 174,

349.
Plautus' " Epedicus," quoted, 335.
Pliny—his letter to Trajan, OT ; his views as

to Christianity, 85, 89.

Pompeii—its relics, 2; its sarcastic graffiti,

82.

Pompey's desecration of the Temple of Jeru-
salem, 229.

Pomponia GrsBcina—her possible connexion
with Christianity, 83.

Poppeea Sabina—wife of Marcus Otho, trans-
ferred to Nero, 25; her baneful influeuL^e,

28 ; a proselyte to Judaism, 36 ; possibly
connected with the persecutions of the
Christians, 37; eulogised by Josephus,
though Tacitus and Suetonius are unable
to praise her, ihid. ; premature dftath from
a kick by Kero, 28.

Post-baptismal sins, 211.
Prayer, EfBcacy of, 347.
Prayer Book—^its acknowledgment of Paul as

the writer of Hebrews, 1^, 163.

Primacy of Peter considered, 593.
Prodigality of Imperial Bome, 3, 4, 92.

Proselytes at the court of Nero, 36 ; inimical
to Christdauity, 37; injurious to Israel,

46.

Proverbs, Book of, familiar to Peter, 92, 95.

Ptolemy Philadelphus and the Septuaginta
140.

Pudens, a senator of Borne, 63.

Punishment, its disciphnary aim, 05.
Pythagorean Mysteries, 147, 150.

Quadratus and his reminiscences of John the
Divine, 403.

Quartodecimans—observers of the 14th Nisan
as Easter, 391.

Quirinus (Cyrenius) and the insurrection in

Galilee, 366.

Quotations from Greek poets in the New
Testament, 134 ; from Babbinical writings

.

see s.«. TaZmud, and respeciive names.
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B.

Babbiuic account of the pattern of the Taber-
nacle, 175.

Babbinism deSued and estimated, 365.

Baoa, its interpretation and use, 336, 350.
Bansom—misto^ennotion of tbe early Cburcb,

180, 233.

Becbabites in tbe Temple service, 286, 304.

Redemption—tbe views of Peter and Paul
compared, 73—75.

Beuan—on tbe burning of Bome, 29 ; on tbe
authenticity of First Epistle of Peter, 67

;

on tbe Second Epistle, 97.

Bepentaace, the primary lesson of tbe Gospel,
207 ; its importance, 349.

Mesh GaUtha, " Head of tbe Captivity," 312.
Bich and Poor providentially tested, 330.

Bigbteousuess defined by Paul, 177; by
Apollos, ihid.

Bobespierre's housekeeper, a Neronian par-
allel to, 44.

Bomans, Epistle to, its date, &c., 311.

Bome—^its abnormal depravity, 1 et seg.; its

wealth, prodigality, &c., ibid. ; preponder-
ance of its slave population, 2 ; its family
life, 5; literature and art, 5, 6; public
amusements, 6 ; its senate, &c., 7 ; its

morlbimd religion, 7, 8 ; its contact with
Christianity, 11, 12 ; its golden guingueu-
nium, 21, 22 ; the burning of tbe city, 29

—

32; St. Peter's connexion with Bome,
65 ; forecasts of its downfall, 427 ; famine
at, 445 ; pestilence, 446 ; Babbinio legend
of its founding, 463; burning of the
Temple of Jupiter, 485 ; its overthrow, as
regarded by Esdras, ihid. ; Patristic evi-
dence respecting St. Peter's visit, 594.

Bubellius PlautuSi his assassination by Nero,
13.

S.

Sabbath of Sabbatism, 237.
Sakya Mouni (Buddha)—his mission, 158.

Salem and Jerusalem, 612, 613.

Salome—her ambitious request, 374
Sammael, the Angel of Death, 199.

Sanhedrin of Jerusalem— its conspiracy
against Paul, 12; its libel of the Chris-
tians, 36.

Satan—once regarded as tbe recix>ient of tbe
world's ransom, 180, 223 ; Babblnic conceit
as to the abeyance of his adverse prero-
gative on Bay of Atonement, 238.

^

Saturnalia of Bome, 23.

Sectarianism and its developments, 371.

Seneca—co-tutor with Burrus of the youthful
Nero, 17; bis benign influence over his
pupil, 21; bis untimely end, 28; bis
opinions quoted, 549.

Sepher-ha-Chayim—a Babbinical treatise on
eschatology, 347-

S^tuagiat version of Old Testament under-
taken at instance of Ptolemy Phila-
delpbns, 140 ; its bearing upon the Gentile
world, ytiidi. ; upon Jews and Judaism., 141

;

the anniversary of its publication kept as
afesUval by tbe Alexandrians, ibid. ; and
as a fast by the Palestinian Jews, 142

;

Justin Martyr's complaint respecting,
ibid. ; its mistranslations, 142 et seq. ; its

local bias. 144 ; regarded by some as a.A

inspired translation, 398.

Sermon on tbe Mount compared with Epistle
of James. 284, 317, 329.

STidbbath shahhathon—an appellation of the Day
of Atonement, 237.

Shakespere

—

Timon of Athens (iii. 6) quoted,
552; Antony and Oleo-patra (ii. 1), 5^.

Shechinah—tbe sole prerogative of Israel, 200

;

a Jewish name for the Messiah, 334.

Shema Israel—its daily repetition, 336; the
keynote of Judaism, 336, 352.

Sbemoth Babba— a Jewish commentary,
quoted, 330,401.

Shesbach—a scriptural pseudonym for Babel,
472.

Sibylline Oracles—their use at Bome, 35;
their forecast of the downfall of Bome,
427 et seq.'; . their illustration of the
Apocalypse, 456, 496.

Silauian law, 7.

Silas, or Silvanus, as aNew Testament author,
his chums, 184.

Simeon of Mizpeh—one of tbe earliest writers
in the Talmud, 238.

Simon Magus—the legend of bis contest wiih
Peter, 64.

Simon son of Giora—a renowned leader in tbe
Jewish war, 418, 422, 424.

Simon son of Onias, the model high-priest,
616.

Simon Zelotes—his death by crucifixion, 48.

Simony of the priesthood, 314.

Sirach—the son of, bis literary influence on
the Epistle of James, 318.

Slavery—its prevalence at Bome, 2; Jews
rarely enmaved, and why, 91.

Socrates, the Atbeniau philosopher., bis
inspiration, 158.

Socrates, the historian, and the Nebi}orian
sect, 557,

Solfatara— its suggestive connexion with
Hebrews, vi. 8, 215, 454.

Solomon, the Wisdom of, 145,

Stoicism—its prevalence in Apostolic -tdmes,

9 ; its premium on suicide, ibid. ; its

decadence, 10 ; compared vrith Chris-
tianity, ibid. (See also Cato, CUantheSf
&c.)

Stoning of Jeremiali, 253.

Suetonius—bis idea of Christianity, 89, 416.

Suicide, the panacea of Stoicism, 9 ; its

frequency, and its varied nomenclature,
ibid.

Tabernacle—its divine original, 175 ; reference
th^eto (and not to the Temple), by the
author of Hebrews, 230.

TableauiS vivants of Boman plays, 40.

Tables of the Law, their traditional size and
weight, 230.

Tacitus—his account of tbeBoman Senate, 7

;

of Nero, 28 ; bis view of Christianity, 82,

89; his description of the Jews of his

time, 416.

Talmud of Babylon—a compend of the tra-

ditions of the elders (Matt, xv, 2), its

materiel, 281 ; its compiler, &c., ihid.

Tancbuma (Midrash), a Jewish comment,
quoted, 202, 327, 489.
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laxgaioa, or Chaldee parapbrases of the Old
Testament Scrlptnres, cited or alluded to,
(i3, 129, 144, 195, 198, 206, 209, 217, 220, 230,
247, 253, 256, 448, 449, 600, 612.

Tartarus, a classio term, made use of by Peter,
103, 119.

Te Deums strangely associated with autos da
f^.SSS.

Temple of Onias at Leoutopolis, built in
iuutatioQ of the Temple at Jerusalem,
183,225.

Ten tribes of Israel never to be restored to
Palestine, 325.

Tertullian—concerning Nero and the persecu-
tion of the Christians, 38, 67, 82 : his
mention of Jude the earliest on record,
122; accredits Barnabas with writing
Hebrews, 184; his pronounced views on
celibacy, 368, 402.

Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs, quoted
or referred to, 178, 828, 342, 391, 4S7, 543,'

597, 598.

Tetra^rrammaton, the ineffable name JeHovaH,
240.

Theodore of Mopsuestia—his rcgection of the
Fetrine Epistles, 67, 100; ignores the
Apocalypse, 405 ; unfavourable to John's
Epistles, 576.

Thomas, the Apostle of India, 4S.

Tiberius Csesar—his character sketched by
Suetonius, 12 ; the tra^c end of his family,
13.

Tiberius, Procurator of Palestine—^his relation
to Philo, 36 ; made Prefect of Alexandria,
419 ; his temporising character, ibid.

Tillin, Midrash, a Babbinlc commentary on
Psalms, 197, 199.

Titus—his acqnadntance with Nero, 24; the
conqueror of Judsea, 479 : his grant of
land to Josephus the historian, 487;
blockades Jerusalem, 4SS; anxious to pre-
serve the Temple, ihid.; his purpose to
destroy Christianity with Judaism, ibid.;

the destmction of the city of Jerusalem,
489; eulogised by Jos^hus, but branded
with infamy by the rabbis, iind.^ uote.

0nity of CK)d—^its pre-eminence in the creed
of Judaism, 336, 352 ; unity not uniformity,
137.

Unpardonable sins from a Babbinic point of
view, 570,

Unstrung bow, a forceful metaphor, 401.

Uzoriousness of the Soman Emperors, 13.

V.

Vehmgericht, The (a mediaeval tribunal of
jmnighTTifljit), referred to, 415.

Tell of the Temple—its material, dimensions,
&c., 228; its symbolic teaching, 246.

Vespasian—his miracles, 480; his history
elucidative of revelation, 481, 482.

VictorinuB of Pettau—his inteii>retation of
the Apocalypse, 405, 450.

Virgin Mary—her tomb at Ephesus, 379.
Vine, The, an early ecclesiastical legend, 397.
Visitation of the Sick (Church Service), re.

ferred to, 162, 347.
Vulgate Version—one of its perversions, 252.

W.

Wills—^unknown to the Jews, borrowed from
Boman usage, 235.

Wisdom, Book of—its Alexandrian origin,

145^ coiiicidences with the Pauline
Epistles, 159. For various references,
&c., see Index of Quotations.

World—condition of in Apostolic times, 1 et

Bcq. ; compared with the Church. 59

;

stote of when Jerusalem was destroyed,
425.

X.

Xenophon, the physician of Claudius, 19.

Xonophon's Memorabilia, 328.

" Yad Haohazakah," a comprehensive digest
of the Talmud, quoted, 617.

**Yalkut Chadash," a Babbinic miscellany,
quoted, 192, 241.

"Yidkut Shimoni," a Babbinio miscellany,
quoted. 192, 347, 485.

Z.

ZaJdia, or Zebedee—his social status, 365;
his death, 369.

Zachariah, the son of Baruch—his massacre,
422.

Zealots, a political faction, the HoTne-JKuZers

of Jewry, 340, 346, 415, 418, 446.

Zechariah, the son of Berachiah—the refer-

ence in Matthew probably an erroneous
gloss, 422 ; his murder, 458.

Zeno, the Stoic philosopher, retened to, 9.

Zernbbabel, Temple of, 229.
" Zohar," a noted Eabbalistic work, referred

to, 256, 368, 550.

Zuk, the destination of the scape-goat, 239-
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Isaiah (continuei),

xxziT. 3, i p. 447
4 121
11 458

xxxvii. 3 414
sxxriii. 11 144

zl. 6 331
6,7 327

xU. 8 336
19 448

xliii. 20 89
xliv. 4 223
xlvi. 595
xlvii. S-7 579
xlTiii. 8 243

9 89
22 326

xlix. 2 448
1. 8 447

5 243
Ui. 6 91
liii. 7 343

9 91
10 552
11 357
11, 12 91
12 91, 233

liv. 4 485
5 339
11 327
12 485

Wi. 1 248
- 7-lTU.Slll
10 129

Ivii. 19 260
20 130, 327
21 326

llz. 16 225
Iz. 1 223

8 254
21 352

In. 1 545
Ixii. 4 227
Ixiii. 1—6 458

3 483
4 447
9 257
11 262
17 201

Ixiv. 10 448
10, 11 489

bcv. 25 121
Ixvi. 7,8 461

Jebeuiah,

ii. 12 p. 339
17 331

iii. 3 344
8 453
14 227

iv. 3 214
23 328, 453
23—26 447

T. 14 457
24 344

ri. 20 243
VJi. 4 352

16 571
21—23 243

riii. 7—12 233
xi. 14 571

sir. 9 335
U 571

Jebeuiah (continued)^
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MICUJ (continual).
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Matthew {continued)
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Luke (continued).

liv. 12
xvi. 31
xvii.

9.

zviii. 3
7.

12
14
27

xix. 3
41

TI. 17,

21
XXI. 9

19
20
21
24
25
25,

xzii. 20
24
24-

10

18

31
32
43

.31
36
46

.12
18
21
25
27
31
39
41
SI

.ars
458
24g
357
70

417
282
185,331
213
207,266

304
327
2+7
3ti8, 412
462
457
449
484
257

370
S93
326
70
83

207
304
M8
91
71, 87, 329

370
244

531
207
91

John.

L 1
2
3
3—10
4
4-9
5
6
7
9
U
13
13
14
14,17
18
45

a 2
'4

13
17
19

Hi. 3,7,31
S
16
19

p. 531
510
148
193
531,533
540
533
391
563
227,531
510
531
331, 531
233,483,531
563
531
563
565
124,275
493

564

533
612
516

John (continued).
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RowASB (continued).

vi. 4 p
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Galatians (comtwMMd).

i. 10 p
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I. Timothy (conKnued).
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HEBEEW3 (cmtinued).
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Jahes (ooniiniMtl),
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I. Petee [eontiaued).
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I. JoHK (continued).
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Eevblatiok {(nmMnued).
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Bosh Hashahah.

fol. 16, a p
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